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1 Getting Started
Architecture, configuration models, workload scheduling tutorial, videos.
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ESP dSeries Workload Automation provides distributed job scheduling and workload management across the
enterprise. It is a simple, flexible, and powerful solution for enterprise application integration (EAI) and systems
operations. Platform-independent as a result of its next-generation XML and JAVA architecture, ESP dSeries
Workload Automation functions across various server, Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) platforms, and Hadoop
platforms:

• UNIX
• Windows
• z/OS®
• IBM OS/400
• OpenVMS
• Compaq NSK
• SAP® R/3
• PeopleSoft
• Oracle

ESP dSeries Workload Automation includes the following key features:

• Allows you to manage and visualize a business process end-to-end, across platforms, from a central point of
control, through multi-platform scheduling.

• Enables users to add Big Data Jobs to their existing workflows along with other traditional jobs and to be able to
monitor their end-to-end workflows from a single console without having to go through multiple schedulers, by
integrating with Hadoop.

• Helps you understand the business impact of critical errors and facilitates improved communication and
coordination to prioritize and respond to a potential problem, through advanced analysis (Reporting), Defining
an Application, and visualization.

• Enables management by exception through Defining and Managing Alerts, and notifications.
• Reduces and simplifies scheduling definitions, allowing managers to define schedules and calendars once and

reuse them many times, through simple Scheduling and object-oriented architecture.
• Increases application scalability and performance instead of waiting for an event to complete before triggering

the next one, by Defining Events in parallel.

To help you get started with ESP dSeries Workload Automation, see the ESP dSeries Workload Automation
Videos.

To learn about ESP dSeries Workload Automation Web Client, see the Getting Started.

To learn about CA Workload Automation Agent, see the Agent documentation.

To help you with upgrade planning of ESP dSeries Workload Automation, see Release Comparison.

For step-by-step instructions on upgrading ESP dSeries Workload Automation, see Upgrade the ESP dSeries
Workload Automation Server.

For the latest ESP dSeries Workload Automation solutions and patches, see CA Support.

CA WLA DE Education

http://www.ca.com/us/services-support/ca-support/ca-support-online/product-content/recommended-reading/technical-document-index/ca-workload-automation-solutions-patches.html?intcmp=searchresultclick&resultnum=2
https://learningpaths.ca.com/workload-automation-de
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CA WLA Communities

http://blogs.ca.com/2016/03/10/stop-running-on-the-endless-workload-systems-treadmill/
CA WLA Blogs

For step-by-step instructions, see Installing ESP dSeries Workload Automation.

Upgrade the Server from 11.3 SP3 to 12.1

What's New in CA Workload Automation DE 12.1

View Cross-Application Dependencies for a Job

Migrate CA Workload Automation DE from 11.3 to 12

ESP dSeries Workload Automation Development Lifecycle

ESP dSeries Workload Automation Tips and Tricks

Novel Uses of ESPmgr Utility in ESP dSeries Workload Automation

Getting Started with CA Workload Automation Advanced Integration for Hadoop

For more videos, see ESP dSeries Workload Automation Videos.

 ESP dSeries Workload Automation Architecture
ESP dSeries Workload Automation provides distributed job scheduling and workload
management across the enterprise. It is a simple, flexible, and powerful solution for enterprise
application integration (EAI) and systems operations.
cwad122
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ESP dSeries Workload Automation provides distributed job scheduling and workload management across the
enterprise. It is a simple, flexible, and powerful solution for enterprise application integration (EAI) and systems
operations.

The following diagram shows the architecture of a ESP dSeries Workload Automation system:

https://communities.ca.com/community/ca-workload-automation
http://blogs.ca.com/2016/03/10/stop-running-on-the-endless-workload-systems-treadmill/
http://blogs.ca.com/2016/03/10/stop-running-on-the-endless-workload-systems-treadmill/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QhBAgIpi6j4&index=19&list=PLynEdQRJawmzNf0ZUwXjUB4TKTiEa7gA_
https://cainc.to/GHCNfU
https://youtu.be/ZmlqHR0teiE
http://po.st/v02XCP
https://youtu.be/nbZocHUjAyQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9PTdfm9_eqY
https://communities.ca.com/videos/5338
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OWDn5h1YM7s
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Figure 1: ESP dSeries Workload Automation Deployment Architecture
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A ESP dSeries Workload Automation system consists of the following required and optional components:

  

Required Components
ESP dSeries Workload Automation Server
The server is installed on a Windows or UNIX computer by your server administrator.

The server is the core of the ESP dSeries Workload Automation system. The server handles and directs all
incoming communication from WA Desktop Client, agents, a relational database management system (RDBMS),
and a peer server in a WA High Availability configuration.

The server requires a relational database for message processing, WA High Availability, and storing server
configuration files, resource definition files, and historical reporting data.

WA Desktop Client
 WA Desktop Client is installed on your Windows personal computer.

WA Desktop Client is a graphical interface for defining, monitoring, and controlling enterprise workload. The
interface lets users drag and drop workload definitions, manage calendars, and monitor and control batch
workload, regardless of the operating system. A ESP dSeries Workload Automation system can have many WA
Desktop Clients.

WA Desktop Client also includes the administrator’s tools for setting up security, configuring server and agent
parameters, monitoring messages sent from the server, and diagnosing problems with the ESP dSeries Workload
Automation solution. For example, administrators can use the SNMP Message Viewer to monitor traps sent from
servers, agents, or jobs.

ESP dSeries Workload Automation Web Client
ESP dSeries Workload Automation Web Client is a web-based graphical interface for defining, monitoring, and
controlling enterprise workload across different geographic locations. The interface lets users drag-and-drop
workload objects, manage calendars, and monitor and control batch workload, regardless of the operating system.
It includes a personalized dashboard that helps you create a watchlist or pin business-critical Applications that you
want to monitor. A ESP dSeries Workload Automation system can have many ESP dSeries Workload Automation
Web Clients.

The Web Client can be installed on a Windows (x64) or Linux (x64) platform by your server administrator. You can
launch the Web Client from any supported browsers on your desktop computer, laptop computer, or Andriod/iOS
tablets.

For information about installing and using the Web Client, see the ESP dSeries Workload Automation Web
Client documentation.

Agents
Agents are installed on various servers by your ESP dSeries Workload Automation administrator or agent
administrator.

Agents are applications that extend batch workflow across multiple operating systems. Agents automatically run
batch workload and monitor its progress. Agents communicate with the server through TCP/IP.

When your administrator installs the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server, a default agent automatically gets
installed on the same computer as the server. For example, if your administrator installs the server on Windows
2012, WA Agent for Windows automatically gets installed on the same computer. The default agent is often used to
verify the installation.

Agents let you automate, monitor, and manage workload on all major platforms, applications, and databases. To
run workload on a particular system, you install an agent on that system. If your workload must run on a UNIX
computer, for example, you can install and configure the WA Agent for UNIX. The agent can run UNIX scripts,
execute UNIX commands, transfer files using FTP, monitor file activity on the agent computer, and perform many
other tasks.

You can extend the functionality of the agent by installing one or more agent plug-ins in the agent installation
directory. If you have a relational database such as Oracle, you can install a database agent plug-in to query and
monitor the database. Other agent plug-ins are also available. For more information about the appropriate agent
plug-in, see the CA Workload Automation Agents documentation.

Note:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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 The agent plug-ins are only available for UNIX, Linux, and Windows operating environments.

 Advanced Integrations 

Similar to Agents, Advanced Integrations are the key integration components of CA Technologies workload
automation products. Advanced Integrations let you automate, monitor, and manage workload on advanced
systems such as Hadoop distributed environments. For example, if you want to automate Hadoop workload,
you can install and configure the CA WA Hadoop Advanced Integration on a 64-bit Linux operating system.
The advanced integration can run HDFS operations, Oozie workflows, Hive jobs, Sqoop jobs, and so on. To run
workload on a particular system, you can install the advanced integration on any other system.

Advanced Integrations use the standard agent functionality including encryption, control, configuration, security,
logs, and so on.

Note:

• The advanced integration is supported only on specific operating systems. For example, CA WA Advanced
Integration for Hadoop is supported only on Linux operating system.

• For more information about Advanced Integration for Hadoop, see the CA Workload Automation Advanced
Integration for Hadoop documentation.

Example: Workload with Different Types of Jobs 

The following workload contains z/OS jobs, a UNIX job, an SAP job, and a Windows job, running on different
computers, in different locations, and at different times:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Figure 2: WorkloadExample

To run workload on a particular system, you need to install an agent on that system. Agents receive and respond to
commands sent by the scheduling manager and transmit data and messages back to the scheduling manager.

The following table summarizes the relationship between the scheduling manager and agents:

Scheduling Manager  Agent 

Is aware of the entire network Is aware of the local environment

Sends commands and parameters to the agents Responds to commands and parameters sent by the
server
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Receives data from the agents Transmits data to the server

Makes decisions Takes direction from the server

Schedules jobs Runs jobs on different platforms

Note:

For more information about a specific business agent, see the CA Workload Automation Agents documentation.

ESP dSeries Workload Automation supports the U.S. Government encryption standard FIPS 140-2 and can be
configured to run in a FIPS-compliant mode.

All components of ESP dSeries Workload Automation (server, client, and agents) support Internet Protocol version
6 (IPv6). Unlike IPv4 that uses a 32-bit address, IPv6 uses a 128-bit address and has a huge address space. If you
want to configure an IPv6 computer in this setup, you must enable IPv6 support on it. See the Microsoft Windows
or UNIX documentation to learn how to enable IPv6 on a Windows or UNIX computer.

Note:

 The Tandem NSK and OpenVMS legacy agents do not support IPv6.

Relational Database
The server requires a relational database for message processing, WA High Availability, and storing server
configuration files, resource definition files, and historical reporting data. Your ESP dSeries Workload Automation
administrator can choose to install the PostgreSQL database packaged with the server or set up any supported
external database.

Optional Components
Command-Line Interface
The command-Line Interface (CLI) lets you issue commands against the server and agents. For example, you
can issue the STOP command to stop the server. You can also issue common scheduling, operations, and
programming commands.

You can install the CLI as a stand-alone utility on your computer or use the CLI perspective of WA Desktop Client.
To use the CLI, you must be connected to the server.

CA WA SOAP Web Services
CA WA SOAP Web Services let you integrate the server in a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) using Simple
Object Access Protocol (SOAP) over HTTP or HTTPS. By using web services, you do not need proprietary
software to integrate the server with other services in a business process. You can program any software
application that is configured to work with web services to create, update, invoke, monitor, and control ESP dSeries
Workload Automation workload. For example, you can install the CA WA Web Services and program a customized
internal web interface to integrate with ESP dSeries Workload Automation. The internal web interface could include
buttons that let your Operators monitor and control workload defined on ESP dSeries Workload Automation.

CA WA REST Web Services
CA WA REST Web Services is shipped with ESP dSeries Workload Automation Web Client. Using REST APIs,
Application Developers can perform various operations of Applications, jobs, and Events without having to access
the user interface. You can program any software application that is configured to work with RESTful web services
to create, update, monitor, and control the ESP dSeries Workload Automation workloads. For more information, see
the ESP dSeries Workload Automation Web Client documentation.

Telemetry
Telemetry is a capability that is integrated into ESP dSeries Workload Automation to collect and send the product
usage and system configuration information of the ESP dSeries Workload Automation environment to CA
Technologies, a Broadcom company (CA). This data helps CA gain insights into customers' product usage,
understand their software needs, and focus on the features and platforms that are most commonly used. For more
information, see Telemetry 

 Telemetry
Telemetry is a capability that is integrated into ESP dSeries Workload Automation to collect and
send the product usage and system configuration information of the ESP dSeries Workload

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Automation environment to CA Technologies, a Broadcom company (CA). This data helps CA
gain insights into customers' product usage, understand their software needs, and focus on the
features and platforms that are most commonly used.
cwad122
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Telemetry is a capability that is integrated into ESP dSeries Workload Automation to collect and send the product
usage and system configuration information of the ESP dSeries Workload Automation environment to CA
Technologies, a Broadcom company (CA). This data helps CA gain insights into customers' product usage,
understand their software needs, and focus on the features and platforms that are most commonly used.

By default, the server stores the collected data in the database. The collected data is sent to CA only after you
enable the Do you want to send telemetry data? option in the Activate Your Product panel.

Warning:

Telemetry does not collect any personally identifiable information (PII) or sensitive information.

What Data Do We Collect?
The following table describes the data that is provided by customers:

Data Description

Is the product installation or upgrade a new or
additional planned usage under the portfolio license
agreement?  

Details of whether the CA Workload Automation
DE installation or upgrade is a new or additional
planned usage under the portfolio license agreement
(PLA) with CA.

Send telemetry data to CA Details of whether you want to send the telemetry data
to CA

Domain name Your company's domain name (the last part of your
company's email address)

 Enterprise site ID Your company's site ID that is listed on your company's
license agreement and the CA Support portal

Internal identifier (Optional) Your cost-center or department's non-
personally identifiable information (non-PII) identifier
that you use for your company's tracking needs

Proxy server and credentials (Optional) Details of the proxy server and user
credentials to access the proxy server.

 Note: Provide these details only when the telemetry
service cannot be reached through the outgoing port
443 from the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server
computer.

The following table describes the data that is generated by ESP dSeries Workload Automation:

Data Description

 Instance ID The instance ID of ESP dSeries Workload Automation

 Product usage Details of jobs and agents that are defined in the ESP
dSeries Workload Automation environment

 System configuration Version and high availability details of the ESP dSeries
Workload Automation server. Version details of the
operating system that hosts the server, and the
database that is used with the server.

 Date when the data is collected The date when the product usage data is captured

How Frequently Do We Collect the Telemetry Data?
By default, telemetry collects and stores the data daily at 2 a.m. If the server is not active at 2 a.m., the data is
collected 30 minutes after the server starts. The data is collected only once a day.
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How to Configure Telemetry?
As an administrator, you can configure telemetry as follows:

• During the server installation or upgrade—by specifying the details in the Activate Your Product panel.

Note:

You are required to configure telemetry during the server installation or upgrade. If the configuration is not
successful during the installation or upgrade, we recommend that you configure telemetry by using the Desktop
Client.

• After the server installation or upgrade—by specifying the details in the Activate Your Product panel on the
Desktop Client topology. 

Note:

You can use the Desktop Client to add the telemetry configuration, only when the telemetry configuration is not
successful during the installation or upgrade. You can also modify its details using the Desktop Client.

How to Export the Telemetry Data that is Being Collected?
At any time, you can view the data that is being collected.

To export the telemetry data into a file, run the GETTELEMETRYMONTHLYUSAGE CLI command.

How to Verify that the Collected Data is Sent to CA?
You can verify whether the telemetry data that is collected from the ESP dSeries Workload Automation environment
is sent to CA. For more information, see How to Verify that the Telemetry Data is Sent to CA?.

By default, the server stores the collected data in the database. The collected data is sent to CA only after you
enable the Do you want to send telemetry data? option in the Activate Your Product panel.

 Configuration Models
This section describes the different ways that you can configure ESP dSeries Workload
Automation:
cwad12
This section describes the different ways that you can configure ESP dSeries Workload Automation:

Single Server Configuration Using One Computer
In this configuration, you install the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server and the relational database
management system (RDBMS) on one computer.
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Single Server Configuration Using Two Computers
In this configuration, you install the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server on one computer and the relational
database management system (RDBMS) on a separate computer.

CA WA High Availability Configuration
A typical CA WA High Availability configuration consists of two ESP dSeries Workload Automation servers installed
on separate computers. Both servers use the same relational database management system (RDBMS). The
Primary is the preferred server, which becomes active if both servers are started but the active and monitoring roles
are not yet assigned. The preferred server also becomes active in a failback situation when automatic failback is
enabled and both servers are available.
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Note:  For testing, you can install the Primary and Standby on the same computer, but you must use different ports.

 WA Desktop Client Perspectives
WA Desktop Client has the following perspectives that help you define, monitor, and control
enterprise workload:
12-3
WA Desktop Client has the following perspectives that help you define, monitor, and control enterprise workload:

Note:

ESP dSeries Workload Automation is set up with default user IDs ( SCHEDMASTER and ADMIN ) to connect to the
server using WA Desktop Client. The default passwords are schedmaster and admin respectively. To access the
Define, Monitor, Services, SAP Tools, CLI, and Report perspectives, connect to the server using the SCHEDMASTER
user ID. To access the Admin perspective, connect to the server using the ADMIN user ID.

 Define Perspective
The Define perspective helps you define and schedule workload, and manage their
dependencies:
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The Define perspective helps you define and schedule workload, and manage their dependencies:

•  Defining and Managing Applications
•  Defining and Managing Workload Objects 
•  Job Types 
•  Defining Events 
•  Managing Predecessor Dependencies 
•  Managing Time Dependencies
•  Managing Resource Dependencies 
•  Managing Global Variable Dependencies 
•  Setting Up Notifications
•  Working with JavaScripts
•  Schedule Criteria 
•  Scheduling Terms 

 Monitor Perspective
The Monitor perspective helps you subscribe to, monitor and control workload. You can also
use custom views to monitor and control workload, and dashboard views to view status and
historical information.
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The Monitor perspective helps you subscribe to, monitor and control workload. You can also use custom views to
monitor and control workload, and dashboard views to view status and historical information.

• Subscribe to Workload
• Monitoring and Controlling Applications
• Monitoring and Controlling SubApplications
• Monitoring and Controlling Jobs
• Working with Custom Views
• Working with Dashboard Views
• Resetting Resource Availability Counts

 Services Perspective
The Services perspective helps you define and manage various artifacts including Alerts,
Calendars, Events, Forecasts, Global variables, JavaScripts, Reports, and Resources:
cwad121
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The Services perspective helps you define and manage various artifacts including Alerts, Calendars, Events,
Forecasts, Global variables, JavaScripts, Reports, and Resources:

•  Defining and Managing Alerts 
•  Defining and Managing Calendars 
•  Managing Events 
•  Creating and Managing Forecast Reports 
•  Creating and Managing Global Variables 
•  Working with JavaScripts 
•  Managing Reports 
•  Running Predefined Reports 
•  Creating and Managing Resources 

 SAP Tools Perspective
The SAP Tools perspective helps you monitor and control an SAP system:
cwad121
The SAP Tools perspective helps you monitor and control an SAP system:

• Using SAP Tools

 CLI Perspective
The CLI perspective helps you issue commands against the server and agents or advanced
integrations. You can also issue common scheduling, operations, and programming commands:
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The CLI perspective helps you issue commands against the server and agents or advanced integrations. You can
also issue common scheduling, operations, and programming commands:

• Using the CLI

Note: You can also use the CLI as a standalone utility on your computer.

 Admin Perspective
The Admin perspective helps Administrators perform tasks associated with the server and
agents or advanced integrations. The Admin perspective provides access to the following views:
cwad121
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The Admin perspective helps Administrators perform tasks associated with the server and agents or advanced
integrations. The Admin perspective provides access to the following views:

• Security
Sets up and manages user and group access to the server.

• SNMP Message Viewer
Monitors SNMP messages that contain server, agent, CA WA High Availability, and Alert information.

• Topology
Lets you configure server parameters, add and control agents or advanced integrations, agent groups, SNMP
managers, and authentication systems, and configure the SMTP server.

Admin Perspective Usage
You must connect to the server as a user assigned ADMINGRP permissions to use the Admin perspective. The
default administrator's user ID and password are ADMIN and admin. 

Note:  For security purposes, you must change the ADMIN user's password once you have connected.

You can administer ESP dSeries Workload Automation using CA WA Desktop Client as follows:

• Upgrading

• Applying CA WA Desktop Client Patches 
• Configuring

• Managing Server Connections 
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• Configuring the Server Using the Server Properties File 
• Configuring Agents 
• Managing Connection Profiles 
• Managing Security Profiles 
• Administering CA WA High Availability using Shared Failover Parameters 
• Configuring SNMP Manager 
• Configuring SMTP Server 

• Controlling

• Starting and Stopping the Server and the Default Agent 
• Maintaining

• Managing Server Log Files 
• Creating and Managing Logging Profiles 
• Administrating the Embedded PostgreSQL Database 
• Schedule the Housekeeping Application 

• Securing

•  Establishing and Controlling Security for Users and Groups 
•  Authenticating Users to the Server Using LDAP 

 Report Perspective
The Report perspective helps you create and run reports on your workload. You can run
predefined reports or design custom history reports using BIRT:
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The Report perspective helps you create and run reports on your workload. You can run predefined reports or
design custom history reports using BIRT:

• Introduction to Reporting
• Using Custom Reports
• Managing Reports and Report Projects
• Database Schema
• Using Styles for Reporting

 

 WA Desktop Client Tips
This section describes tips you can use to customize WA Desktop Client:
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This section describes tips you can use to customize WA Desktop Client:

  

For more valuable tips to effectively leverage the features of WA Desktop Client, watch this ESP dSeries Workload
Automation Tips and Tricks video.

  

Using Online Help
While you are using WA Desktop Client, you can access the following help:

•  Context-sensitive help
Click the help icon (?) or press F1 to get help about a dialog, view, or page. A description appears along with
links to related help topics.

•  Task-based help
From the Help menu, click Help Contents. You can access the following help books:

•  Define Perspective Help 
•  Monitor Perspective Help 
•  Services Perspective Help 
•  SAP Tools Perspective Help 
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•  CLI Perspective Help 
•  Admin Perspective Help 
•  Report Perspective Help 

To navigate the Help, expand the topics in the Contents pane on the left side of the page, then click an entry to
display its information.

Note:

The context-sensitive help and the Help menu provide the latest online documentation. For more information, see
'Display Online Documentation from Desktop Client Help' in Release Comparison (12.1, 12.0, 11.3.3).

Setting Application and Job Properties
You can set properties for the following:

• All Applications you define (Application defaults)
For example, you can set up a global email notification that sends an email to an operator when any job in any
Application fails.

• A specific Application and its jobs (Application properties)
For example, in this tutorial, you selected a default agent in the Application properties. All jobs in the Application
run on that agent's computer, unless overridden in the job details. Job details override Application properties.

• All jobs of a particular type in a specific Application that run on the same platform (job defaults)
For example, you can set up an email notification that sends an email to an operator whenever a UNIX job in a
specific Application fails.

• A specific job (job details)
For example, you can specify when a specific job runs (or does not run).

The property that applies to an Application or job depends on where you set the property. Defaults set at certain
levels can be overridden by properties set at other levels.

 Properties  Description  Overridden by 

Application defaults Properties common to all
Applications you define.

Specify Application defaults prior to
creating a new Application.

Application properties

Job defaults

Job details

Application properties Properties that apply to a particular
Application.

Properties that apply to all jobs in the
Application.

Job defaults

Job details

Job defaults Properties that apply to all jobs
of a particular type in a specific
Application that run on the same
platform.

Job details

Job details Properties that apply to a particular
job.

None. Job details override all other
defaults.

Move Perspective Icons
You can move the perspective icons to other areas of your workspace.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Right-click the Open Perspective icon or one of the perspective icons from the WA Desktop Client toolbar.
A pop-up menu appears.

2. Select Dock On > Top Right to display the perspective icons at the top-right corner of WA Desktop Client.
You can also select Dock On > Left to display the perspective icons in a vertical menu.

Remove Types of Workload Objects
You may not need all of the workload objects in the Palette view in the Define Perspective. You can choose which
workload objects to show.

 Follow these steps: 
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1. Right-click anywhere in the Palette view, and select Customize from the pop-up menu.
The Customize Palette dialog opens.

2. Select the workload object or workload object group that you want to hide.
By default, all types of workload objects are selected.

3. Select the Hide check box.
The selected workload object or workload object group is removed from the Palette view.

4. Repeat steps 2-3 to customize the Palette view.
5. Click OK to save your changes.

The Palette view is customized to your preferences.

Move Views Around
You can move views around in your workspace.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the view's title bar to select it.
For example, if you have multiple custom views open in the Monitor perspective, select one of them. By default,
custom views open as tabbed views.

2. Drag the view to the area where you want it placed.
Depending on where you are moving your view, your cursor changes to a folder icon or an arrow icon. A gray
outline of the view appears, indicating how your view will be placed.

3. Drop the view to the area where you want it placed.
The view is moved to the new location.
For example, you can move custom views around so that the views are tiled in your workspace.
This setting is preserved. The next time you open the Monitor perspective, the custom views you moved are
tiled in your workspace.

Reset your Workspace
At times, you may find your workspace cluttered with too many open or tiled views. To fix this, you can reset the
workspace to its original settings.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Window, Reset Perspective from the WA Desktop Client main menu.
The Reset Perspective dialog opens.

2. Click OK.
The workspace is reset to its defaults.

 Workload Scheduling Tutorial
In this tutorial, you will use ESP dSeries Workload Automation to schedule and run six jobs on
the same computer. All jobs will run the same batch file or script.
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In this tutorial, you will use ESP dSeries Workload Automation to schedule and run six jobs on the same computer.
All jobs will run the same batch file or script.

Before you start this tutorial, ensure you have the following components:

• ESP dSeries Workload Automation Server
• WA Desktop Client
• Agents

Note:  If WA Desktop Client is not installed on your computer, contact your server administrator. You can also
download the WA Desktop Client setup file from the CA Support website (http://ca.com/support).

 Basics of Workload Scheduling
The following flowchart represents the jobs you will set up:
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Scheduling Scenario
The following flowchart represents the jobs you will set up:

• The names of the jobs are A, B, C, D, E, and F.

http://ca.com/support
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• Arrows indicate relationships between jobs. For example, A is the predecessor for B and C. When A completes
successfully, the server releases B and C.

• The run frequencies of each job are as follows: A, B, C, and D run daily; E runs on Friday and F runs on the last
workday of the month.

Figure 3: Sample Application

Scheduling Steps
This tutorial guides you through the three steps you will use to schedule workload with CA Workload Automation
DE.
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Figure 4: Scheduling Steps

Information You Need to Work Through this Tutorial
Before you connect to the server, obtain the following information from your server administrator:

• User Name—Your server user name.
• Password—The password for your server user name.
• The name of the default agent installed with the server. For this tutorial, you will use the default agent to run

your jobs. The name of the default agent is AGENT. However, your server administrator may have changed the
default name when installing the server.
You can use another agent instead of the default agent. Ensure that you have the name of the agent that is
installed on the computer where you will run your jobs.

• The directory in which the server is installed. For this tutorial, you will use the test command file or script
installed with the server.
If you are using another agent to run your jobs, ensure that you have the full path to the command file, script, or
command your jobs will run.

Using the Examples in this Tutorial
In this tutorial, we use the default agent to run the sample workload. Ensure you know the directory in which the
server is installed.

Windows Examples
If the server and its default agent are running on a Windows computer, follow the Windows examples.

You will need the path to the sample Windows command file installed with the server. This command file displays
the arguments entered for the echo command.

The following is the default path to the file:

installDir\samples\echo.bat

• installDir

Specifies the server installation directory.
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Using a text editor, you can also create your own test file with the following text:

echo %*

Save the file in a directory you have access to on the agent computer.

UNIX Examples
If the server and its default agent are running on a UNIX computer, follow the UNIX examples.

You will need the path to the sample UNIX script installed with the server. This script displays the arguments
entered for the echo command.

The following is the default path to the script:

installDir/samples/echo.sh

• installDir

Specifies the server installation directory.

Using a text editor, you can also create your own test file with the following text:

echo $*

Save the file in a directory you have access to on the agent computer.

 Define Your Workload
This section contains the following topics:
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This section contains the following topics:

  2  

Define Steps
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Figure 5: Steps for Defining Workflow

Connecting to the Server Using WA Desktop Client
You define, monitor, and control workload using WA Desktop Client. WA Desktop Client has four main components
named perspectives: Define, Monitor, Services, and Admin. Other perspectives are CLI, Report, and SAP Tools.
Depending on your account permissions, you may not have access to all of the perspectives.

Use the Define perspective to define your workload. The Define perspective lets you create graphical
representations of jobs and their relationships and define detailed scheduling requirements for jobs.

Use the Default Connection Set During Installation
When you open WA Desktop Client, you can use the default connection set during installation to connect to the
server.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open WA Desktop Client in one of the following ways:
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• Select Start, Programs, CA, WA Desktop Client, CA Workload Automation Desktop Client.
• Double-click the CA Workload Automation Desktop Client icon on your desktop.

The Connect to Server dialog opens.
2. Enter your user name and password, and click Connect.

The Welcome view opens.
3. Click the Define icon.
4. Click Update Workload.

The Define perspective opens.

Define an Application
To set up the scheduling scenario in this tutorial, you will first define an Application. When you have defined this
Application, you will schedule an Event to run the Application at 4 p.m. daily. Then, you will define the six jobs in the
Application.

An Application consists of one or more jobs. A job can be an executable file, a task representing a manual process,
or a database query. Two examples of executable files are command files and UNIX scripts.

Usually, jobs in an Application are related. For example, all of your payroll jobs may be in one Application. An
Application may contain jobs that run on the same platform or it may have jobs that run on different platforms.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Define perspective.
2. Right-click your server connection in the Application Workspace view, and select New from the pop-up menu.

The Basic page of the Application properties dialog opens.
3. Enter a name for your Application in the Name field. For this tutorial, enter quick_ name where name is your

first name.
Usually, you will choose a name to reflect the line of business, such as Payroll, Inventory, Housekeeping, or
Order_Processing.
There are few limitations on Application names. For security reasons, your server administrator can restrict the
Application names you can use.

• The name is not case-sensitive; the name automatically enters in uppercase letters.
• Do not use special characters (such as punctuation marks, brackets, and spaces). To enter a name with

more than one word, you can use an underscore to separate the words.
• You can choose a name with up to 128 characters.

Note:  Fields marked with an asterisk (*) are mandatory.
4. Select the Wait for previous generation check box.

Each time an Application runs, the server creates a unique instance named a generation and assigns the next
sequential generation number for that Application. In many cases, you may want one generation to complete
before the next one begins. For example, you may not want to process Tuesday’s payroll until Monday’s payroll
is complete.
In this tutorial, each time your Application is scheduled, it must wait for all previous generations of the
Application to complete before it starts processing.

5. Verify that the Agent option button is selected in the Default agent section.
6. Select the agent that will run all jobs in the Application in the Agent drop-down list.

For this tutorial, if you are using the default agent installed with the server, select AGENT. If your server
administrator specified another name for the default agent, select that name instead.
If you are using an agent other than the default, select that agent name.

7. Click OK.
The Application appears in the workspace.

Scheduling your Application using an Event
The server uses an Event to determine when and how often to run an Application. Most Events are scheduled
Events. An Application with a scheduled Event runs according to a specified date and time. You can also run an
Application by triggering the Event manually or triggering the Event by a particular condition (such as a file being
created).

Understanding the Relationship between Events and Applications
The following diagram shows the relationship between an Event, an Application definition, and an active
Application. An Event named CYBER.PAYROLL is scheduled at 4 p.m. each day to run the Payroll Application. The
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Payroll Application definition includes six Windows jobs. Some of these jobs run daily, one job runs weekly, and one
job runs monthly. When you schedule an Event, the server determines which jobs should be selected to run that
day.

This diagram shows the four jobs that run daily in the active Payroll Application.

  

Define the Default Date-Time/Manual Event
When you define a new Application in the Define perspective, WA Desktop Client defines a default Date-Time/
Manual Event that lets you schedule the Application or run the Application manually.

For this tutorial, you will schedule the Event to run the Application at 4 p.m. daily.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Double-click the Event in the Application Events view. Alternatively, right-click the Event, and select Edit from
the pop-up menu.
The Event definition dialog opens.

2. Click Properties in the left pane.
The Properties page opens in the right pane.
For this tutorial, we will use the default Event properties:

• Event prefix (your server user ID)
An Event name has two parts: a prefix and a descriptive name.
The prefix lets you group Events. You can list Events based on their prefix. For example, all of your
production Events could have a PROD (or PRODUCTION) prefix and all of your test Events could have a
TEST prefix.
You can choose a prefix with up to 32 characters. WA Desktop Client converts the prefix to uppercase.

• Event name (your Application name)
The Event name must be unique. Usually, this name will be the same as your Application name.
You can choose a name with up to 128 characters. WA Desktop Client converts this name to uppercase.

• Specify Calendars
This Event does not require a special calendar definition. If you do not specify a calendar, the server uses
the SYSTEM calendar, which is the default calendar for storing scheduling terms unique to your installation.

• Specify Application to run (your Application name)
The Event runs the Application it is defined for.
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3. Click Schedule in the left pane.
The Schedule page opens in the right pane.

4. Click Add Schedule.
A new schedule criteria entry appears.

5. Type 4pm daily in the When field.

Note:  You can use uppercase or lowercase. Do not use periods (a.m. or p.m.).

You can also use the Schedule event dialog to specify your scheduling criteria.

1.1 Click the ellipses (...) in the When field.
The Schedule event dialog opens.

2.1 Select the Use generated statement option button, if it is not already selected.
3.1 Select the appropriate phrases or terms in the order you want it to appear in your schedule statement.
4.1 Click OK.

The Schedule event dialog closes and your schedule criteria appears in the Schedule page.
6. Click OK.

Your Event is now defined to run the Application at 4 p.m. daily.

Note:

For more information about scheduling criteria, see Schedule Criteria.

Defining Jobs in your Application
In the Define perspective, the Palette view contains the job types that you can define in an Application, organized
in groups. Use the workspace to create a workload diagram, which is a graphical representation of the jobs in your
Application.

For this tutorial, you will use the Windows or UNIX workload object in the System group to create your workload
depending on the computer your agent is installed on.

You can customize the Palette view to show only the workload objects you need.

Add Jobs to the Workspace
The next step is to add jobs to the workspace.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select the Windows or UNIX job from the System group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The Windows or UNIX icon appears on the Application workspace view. The job is assigned a default job name
(for example, UNIX0).

2. Add another five Windows or UNIX jobs onto the workspace in positions similar to the diagram shown below.
For example:

• If a job must run after another job, place it below that job on the workspace.
• If a job can run at the same time as another job, place it beside that job on the workspace.

Note:  You do not need to click the icon on the job palette again. Simply click the mouse as many times as
necessary on the workspace and WA Desktop Client will place the same icon there until you choose another
type. When you select an item from the Palette view, it remains selected until you select another item.

Do not worry about the layout; you will use an icon later to tidy it.
Your diagram should look like one of the following diagrams:
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Define the Relationships between Jobs
The next step is to draw lines to represent the dependencies between the jobs in your Application.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Dependencies icon in the workspace toolbar.
Your cursor displays as a single link chain. You will use it to create relationships between jobs by connecting
them with lines.

2. Click the Windows0 or UNIX0 job in your Application and hold the left mouse button.
3. Drag the mouse from the selected job to the second job (its successor) in your workload (for example, between

Windows0 and Windows1).
A line appears indicating the job’s dependency.

4. Release the left mouse button.
5. Click and drag the mouse to draw lines from each of the jobs to their successors. Repeat this step until you

have drawn all the dependencies.
Your diagram should look like one of the following diagrams:
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6. Click the Layout icon in the workspace toolbar.

Your Application and its job dependencies are shown in an organized layout.

Defining Job Details for each Job
Now you will specify details for each of the jobs in your Application. For each job, you will specify the following:

• The job name
• The job’s run frequency (when the job is to run)
• The command file or script to run

Note:

• You do not have to specify the agent name in the job definition because you set a default agent for all jobs in
this Application when you defined the Application properties.

• The defaults you define in the Application properties apply to all jobs in the Application, regardless of job type. If
you want to specify a default for a particular job type, use job defaults instead.

For this tutorial, you will start by specifying the job details for the first job.

 Open the Job Definition Dialog 
To open the job definition dialog, double-click the first job (Windows0 or UNIX0 in this example) in the workspace.
Alternatively, right-click the job, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.

The job definition dialog opens.

Fields marked with an asterisk (*) are mandatory. An error message appears at the top of the dialog until all
required fields are filled in.

 Name the Job 
To name the job, type A in the Name field on the Basic page. Job names are not case-sensitive.

The job icon takes the name you enter here.
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Usually, the job name reflects the command file or script you are running. Job names must be unique in an
Application, although you can use a qualifier to distinguish same-named jobs. Job names are limited to 128
characters and qualifiers are limited to 64 characters.

 Specify When a Job is to Run 
To specify when a job is to run, expand the Run frequency section on the Basic page.

For now, leave the default run statement. By default, all jobs in the Application are set to run daily.

Later, you will specify different run frequencies for some of the jobs in the Application.

 Specify Command File or Script to Run 
Next, specify the command file or script the job runs.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Do one of the following depending on whether you are defining Windows or UNIX workload:

• For Windows workload, type the following in the Command to run field:

installDir\samples\echo.bat

•   installDir  

Specifies the server installation directory.

If the command file is located in another directory, type that path instead. You can also browse for the file
using the Command Browser.

Note:   If your path has spaces, enclose the path with double quotes.
• For UNIX workload, verify that the Run a script option button is selected in the Specify action to take section,

and type the following in the Script/command name field:

installDir/samples/echo.sh

•  installDir  

Specifies the server installation directory.
If the file is located in another directory, type that path instead. You can also browse for the file using the
Script/Command Browser.

2. Click OK.
The command file or script the job runs is specified.

 Repeat Steps for Other Jobs 
When you have finished defining job A, repeat the steps for jobs B, C, D, E, and F.

To repeat the steps for the other jobs, use the following chart as a guide when defining the job name and run
frequency for each of your jobs.

 Job Name  Run Frequency 

B daily

C daily

D daily

E friday

F last workday of month

All of the jobs in this Application will run the same batch or script file as A.

 Specify Different Run Frequencies for Jobs E and F 
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By default, jobs are set to run daily. In this tutorial, you will specify different run frequencies for jobs E and F.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Double-click job E in the workspace. Alternatively, right-click job E, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

2. Expand the Run frequency section.
3. Clear the Use Application-level defaults check box.
4. Type friday in the When field for the existing run frequency.

This information is not case-sensitive. The server understands many common scheduling terms. For terms
that are unique to your organization, you can create holiday and special-day definitions and add them to the
server’s vocabulary.

Note:

For more information about scheduling criteria, see Schedule Criteria.
5. Click OK.

The run frequency is specified for job E.
6. Double-click job F in the workspace. Alternatively, right-click job F, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.

The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.
7. Expand the Run frequency section.
8. Clear the Use Application-level defaults check box.
9. Click the ellipses (...) in the When field for the existing run frequency.

The Run dialog opens.
10. Select the appropriate phrase or term in the order you want it to appear in your Run statement.

To specify the last workday of a month in the Run dialog, do the following:

1.1 Select the Use generated statement option button.
2.1 Clear the Event check box in the Occurrences sections, and then select the Last option.
3.1 Select the workday option in the Type of Day section.
4.1 Select the month option in the Period section.

last workday of month appears in the Use generated statement field.
5.1 Click OK.

Note:

You can also type the run frequency for the job in the When field. For example, if a job runs on the last
workday of the month, type the following:

last workday of month

Note:   To view when the job will run based on its run frequencies, click Show in calendar and select a month
and year in the Scheduled days dialog.

11. Click OK.
The run frequency is specified for job F.

Later, you will learn how to test different criteria to see how the server interprets them. You can define a single
condition or you can create a list of conditions under which a job should run or not run. Each run frequency appears
as a RUN statement followed by the conditions under which the job runs.

 Pass Arguments to Job D 
The server gives you powerful substitution capabilities through symbolic variables. When the server encounters a
symbolic variable, it substitutes the current value of that variable. For example, you can use symbolic variables to
define date parameters, specify job names, define job dependencies, pass arguments to scripts, and so on. The
server has several built-in symbolic variables you can use in your Applications. You can also define and use your
own symbolic variables.

For this tutorial, you will pass three server built-in date variables as an argument string of positional parameters to
a command file or script. When the command file or script runs, it simply echoes the resolved values of these three
variables. Later, you will learn how you can view the resolved variables directly from WA Desktop Client.

Follow these steps: 

1. Double-click job D in the workspace. Alternatively, right-click job D, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
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The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.
2. Enter the following in uppercase in the Arguments to pass field:

%APPL._SMM%APPL._SDD%APPL._SYY

This string consists of three variables. It passes as a single argument to the command file. Each variable begins
with the percent sign (%). The following table describes the variables:

 Variable  Description 

%APPL._SMM Number of month (for example, 09 for September)

%APPL._SDD Number of day of month (for example, 19)

%APPL._SYY Last two digits of the year (for example, 06)
3. Click OK.

The arguments are specified for job D.

Save the Application and Upload it to the Server
When you have finished specifying details for all of the jobs, you can save a backup copy of your Application file
locally. For the server to process your Application, you must upload the Application to the server.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Ensure all of your jobs are defined.
No job should have a red box around it. If a red box surrounds a job, you may have omitted its command file
name. Open the job definition dialog to ensure all of the necessary information is there.

2. Right-click your Application name in the Application Workspace view, and select Save As from the pop-up
menu.
The Save As dialog opens.

3. Browse to the directory you want to save your Application in.
By default, the WA Desktop Client stores your Applications in the following location:

installDir\SampleApplications

• installDir 
Specifies the WA Desktop Client installation directory.

4. Verify that the File name field has QUICK_NAME, where NAME is your first name.
5. Click Save.

A backup copy of your Application is saved to your computer.
6. Right-click your Application name in the Application Workspace view, and select Upload from the pop-up menu.

Note:   If Upload is not accessible, you are not connected. Reconnect to the server.

The Upload Application To Repository dialog opens.
7. Click OK.

A confirmation message appears in the Console View, which displays messages sent from the server, indicating
that the Application is defined.
The Application is now uploaded and you have finished defining your Application. Your Application is stored in
the server’s database.

Testing What Will Run using Event Simulation
Use the simulation feature to see a graphical representation of an Application for particular schedule criteria. You
can simulate an Event’s next execution, future execution, or past execution. Simulation helps you identify problems
before an Application runs.

The schedule criteria you use for simulation are similar to those you use when you define job schedule criteria.
You can use absolute dates (Nov 6, 2006), terms based on holiday or special-day definitions (Christmas less 1
workday), or more general terms (last workday of May).
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For this scenario, you will simulate the following criteria for the Event:

• The Event’s next execution
• Friday
• Last workday of month

Simulate the Event’s Next Execution
The default criteria for simulation is the Event’s next scheduled execution or now if the Event is not scheduled. To
simulate the Event’s next execution, you do not have to fill in any of the fields on the Simulate Event dialog.

Follow these steps: 

1. Right-click the Event in the Application Events view, and select Simulate from the pop-up menu.
The Simulate Event dialog opens.

2. Leave the Schedule criteria field blank.
Your Event will simulate for the next scheduled execution.

3. Click OK.
A graphical representation and a text-based representation of the Application appear. If the time is before 4
p.m., you will see which jobs are selected today. Otherwise, you will see which jobs will be selected the next
day. Job E appears if it is Friday and job F appears if it is the last workday of the month.

4. Click OK to close the simulation.

Simulate for Friday
Jobs in an Application may not require the same run frequency.

The friday schedule criteria could result in two different graphical representations.

Follow these steps: 

1. Right-click the Event in the Application Events view, and select Simulate from the pop-up menu.
The Simulate Event dialog opens.

2. Type friday in the Schedule criteria field.
Your Event will simulate for the next occurrence of Friday.

3. Click OK.
A graphical representation and a text-based representation of the Application appear. If Friday is the last
workday of the month, you will see job F as well.

4. Click OK to close the simulation.

Simulate for the Last Workday of the Month
When the server selects jobs for submission, it automatically checks if the jobs should inherit any relationships from
other jobs.

The last workday of month schedule criteria could result in two different graphical representations.

Follow these steps: 

1. Right-click the Event in the Application Events view, and select Simulate from the pop-up menu.
The Simulate Event dialog opens.

2. Type last workday of month in the Schedule criteria field.
You can also click the ellipses (...) to use the Simulate dialog to specify the job’s schedule criteria.
Your Event will simulate for the next occurrence of the last workday of the month.

3. Click OK.
After a status message appears, you will see both a graphical representation and a text-based representation of
the Application.
If the last workday of the month is not a Friday, job F will wait for job D to complete before it runs. Five jobs will
appear in the simulation. As you can see, the server automatically inherits job relationships.
If the last workday of the month is a Friday, job F will wait for job E to complete before it runs. Six jobs will
appear in the simulation.

4. Click OK to close the simulation.

Test Schedule Criteria
Testing schedule criteria is useful when you want to see how the server interprets different scheduling terms and
phrases. When you simulated your Event for the scheduling scenario, you might have wanted to determine a date
when the last workday of the month is a Friday and a date when the last workday of the month is not a Friday.
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You can determine such dates by testing schedule criteria.

Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Test icon in the WA Desktop Client toolbar.
The Test Schedule Criteria dialog opens.

2. Type the schedule criteria you want to test in the Use free format statement field, such as last workday of month.
3. Click Test.

The dates for the next 10 times the job will run appear in the Test Results text box.

Note:   To change the number of results shown, enter the number of results you want to see in the Display field.
4. Verify that the results are those you expected.

If they are not, change the criteria to achieve the desired results and test again.

Note:  If you want to simulate your Event for other criteria, you can choose dates or terms from the Test results
list. For example, you can see which jobs are selected when the last workday of the month is not a Friday by
simulating your Event for October 31, 2006 (the last workday of October, which occurs on a Tuesday). To see
which jobs are selected when the last workday of the month is a Friday, simulate your Event for September 29,
2006 (the last workday of September, which occurs on a Friday).

5. Click Close to close the Test Schedule Criteria dialog.

Next, you will learn how to run your Application.

 Run Your Workload
When you have defined an Event in an Application and uploaded the Application to the server,
the Application runs automatically according to the scheduling criteria or trigger specified in the
Event.
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When you have defined an Event in an Application and uploaded the Application to the server, the Application runs
automatically according to the scheduling criteria or trigger specified in the Event.

Figure 6: Run Step

In this tutorial, you defined a Date-Time/Manual Event to run your Application at 4 p.m. each day.

You will now learn how to run the Event immediately by manually triggering the Event. You will use the Define
perspective to run your workload.

Trigger your Event Manually
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When triggering an Event manually, you can add a new scheduled Event. In this tutorial, instead of waiting until 4
p.m., you will learn how to add an Event to run the Application now as well as at 4 p.m. today. You will manually
trigger the Event without affecting what is already scheduled.

Follow these steps: 

1. Verify that your Application is open in the Define perspective.
2. Right-click the Event in the Applications Events view, and select Trigger from the pop-up menu.

The Trigger Event dialog opens.
3. Leave the Schedule criteria field blank.

The Event will be triggered immediately.
4. Leave the Add new scheduled Event option button as selected.

The Event will run now in addition to its 4 p.m. schedule.
5. Select the Submit Application on hold check box.

The Application will not run until it is manually released. In this tutorial, you are holding the Application before its
jobs start to run so that you can view the different job states when you monitor the workload.

6. Click OK to trigger the Event.

Note:  You can also list and control Events from the Events view in the Services perspective.

 Monitor Your Workload
When you have triggered the Event to run your Application, you can monitor your Application's
state, view its details and jobs, and issue commands against your Application. You will monitor
your workload in the Monitor perspective.
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When you have triggered the Event to run your Application, you can monitor your Application's state, view its
details and jobs, and issue commands against your Application. You will monitor your workload in the Monitor
perspective.

Figure 7: Monitor Step

This section contains the following topics:

  2  

View Your Workload using Subscription Filters
The Monitor perspective organizes and displays Applications and their generations. To view Applications and their
generations, you must subscribe to the Applications to receive the data from the server.

For this tutorial, you will subscribe to all active Applications (Applications that are not complete) on the server.
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Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Right-click the server connection that contains your Application in the Application Monitor view, and click

Subscribe Active to see all active Applications you have access to.
A list of all active Applications you have access to appears. Each Application displays as a folder labeled with
the Application name and the number of generations that Application has.

3. Double-click the QUICK_NAME folder (where NAME is your name).
The Application folder expands and a folder for each generation of this Application appears. Each generation is
color-coded based on the Application's state.

4. Double-click the Application generation you want to view.
A graphical view of your Application appears.

Next, you will learn how to manually release the Application to run the workload.

Controlling your Application
You can issue commands against an active Application (Applications that are not complete). For example, you can
do the following:

• Hold an Application while it is running and stop further job submission in that Application.
• Release an Application that was triggered on hold.
• Insert jobs into the Application.
• Complete the Application. When you complete an Application, all jobs in the Application are considered to have

executed even if they have not been submitted, have failed, or are still running.

You can view a list of commands that you can issue against an active Application by right-clicking the Application
generation in the Monitor perspective.

In this tutorial, you will release your Application.

Release your Application
In this tutorial, you selected the Submit Application on hold option when you triggered your Event. To run the
Application, you must release it.

Follow these steps: 

1. Right-click the Application generation in the Application Monitor view, and select Release Application from the
pop-up menu.
The Release Application dialog opens.

2. Click OK to release the Application.
The Application is released.

Note:  Applications can also be defined with the Hold on submission option selected in the Application properties.
To run Applications that are defined on hold, you must also release them.

Monitoring your Application
The following is an example of an Application that is processing, as it appears in the Monitor perspective.
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As the jobs in the Application pass through different states, the text below the job name indicates the job's state
and the border surrounding the job icon changes color.

In the preceding example

• A and B are in the COMPLETE state.

Note:  If A remains in an AGENTDOWN state, it means the agent is not running. Speak with your administrator.
• C is in an EXEC state. This state means the job is executing.
• D is in a PREDWAIT state. This state means it is waiting for the predecessor jobs (both B and C) to complete.

Note:  If a job goes into a SUBERROR state, it usually means the path to the command file, script, or command is
wrong.

Controlling your Jobs
In addition to viewing and controlling your Applications, you can issue commands against a job. For example,
you may need to view comments about a job, resubmit a failed job, reset a time dependency for a job, view a
job's details (such as its start and end times and the path to its command file) or cancel (bypass) a job from the
schedule.

You can view a list of commands that you can issue against a job by right-clicking the job in the Monitor
perspective.

Note:  You require the appropriate security permissions to issue commands against jobs. The commands you can
issue depend on the workload object and its state.

In this tutorial, you will learn how to display a job's details, handle submission errors, and display a job's output.

Display Job Details
To display the details of a job, double-click the job in the graphical view. Alternatively, right-click the job, and select
Details from the pop-up menu.

The Details dialog opens.

Correct Submission Errors
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If a job goes into the SUBERROR state, a submission error has occurred. The path to the command file, script, or
command might be wrong.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Double-click the job in the SUBERROR state in the graphical view of the Application.
The Details dialog opens.

2. Locate the Status field.
If the Status field says "File not found" or "Command file not found", the server could not find the file to run.

3. Click Close.
The Details dialog closes.

4. Right-click the job, and select Reset Definition from the pop-up menu.
The Reset Definition dialog opens.

5. Type the correct location of the script or command file in the Command to run field (Windows) or Script/
command name field (UNIX). You can also click the browser icon to browse for the script or command file.

6. Click OK to save your changes.
7. Click OK again.

Note:  These changes are temporary. To make your changes permanent, return to the Define perspective,
update the job definition, and re-upload the Application.

8. Right-click the job, and select Resubmit from the pop-up menu.
The Resubmit dialog opens.

9. Click OK to resubmit the job.
The job completes successfully.

Display Job Output
In this tutorial, job D echoes the server built-in variables that were passed as arguments to the batch file or script.
The job's output is stored in a spool file. You can display the spool file in the Monitor perspective.

Depending on the type and version of the agent that runs the job, you can view the entire spool file, selected lines,
or a number of lines you specify.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Right-click job D in the graphical view, and select Retrieve Spool File from the pop-up menu.
The Retrieve Spool File dialog opens.

2. Click Retrieve All to retrieve the entire spool file.
The server displays the job's output in the dialog.

3. Review the output to see the resolved variables.
You should see three numbers, representing the two-digit month, day, and year. For example, for a scheduled
date of February 14, 2006, you should see 021406.

4. Click Close to close the dialog.

Using a Custom View to Monitor and Control Workload
CA WA Desktop Client provides custom views for monitoring and controlling your workload. You can also create
your own text-based custom views to display only the information you want, in the format you want.

A custom view looks like a table; it contains rows and columns of information. While an Application's graphical
view focuses on a particular generation of an Application, a custom view can span many different Applications. For
example, CA WA Desktop Client provides a custom view named Failed, which displays all failed jobs regardless of
the Application they belong to.

Create a Custom View
The following procedures show you how to create a custom view that includes only the QUICK_NAME Application.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Custom Views view in the Monitor perspective.
A list of custom views appear.

2. Click the Create a New Custom View icon below the Custom Views title bar.
The Presentation page of the Custom View Configuration dialog opens.

3. Enter a name for your custom view in the Custom view name field. For this tutorial, type My Quick Application.
4. Click the double right arrow (>>) to select all fields for your display.

All the fields in the Available fields list box move into the Selected fields list box.
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5. Enter an alias for the field name in the Alias column if you want to shorten the field name. For this tutorial,
shorten generation number to gen #.
Next, you will sort the information in your custom view.

Sort the Information in your Custom View
In this tutorial, you will sort the information in your custom view by generation number, and then by job name.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select the Sort Order column for the first field (ASID), and select no value from the drop-down list to clear the
field.
By default, the information in your custom view is sorted by the first field in the view. You can override this
behavior by clearing the Sort Order column for the field.

2. Click the Sort Order column for the Generation Number field, and select Ascending from the drop-down list.
The sort priority for the field becomes 1. The information in your custom view will be sorted from the lowest
Application generation number to the highest Application number.

3. Click the Sort Order column for the Job Name field, and select Ascending from the drop-down list.
The sort priority for the field becomes 2. Within an Application generation, the information in your custom view
will be sorted by job name alphabetically (from A to Z).
Next, you will filter the information in your custom view.

Note:  When you view your custom view, you can override the sort criteria defined in the custom view definition by
clicking the heading of a column you want to sort by.

Filter the Information in your Custom View
You will set up a filter to display only the QUICK_NAME Application. You build a filter using different fields and
operators.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click Filter in the left pane.
The Filter page opens in the right pane.

2. Click Add.
A new row is added to the Criteria section.

3. Select Application Name from the Field Name drop-down list.
4. Select Is from the Relationship drop-down list.
5. Type quick_ name in the Value column, where name is your name.

Note:  The Application name is not case-sensitive.
6. Click any area in the Criteria table outside of the selected row to apply your filter criteria.

The completed filter criteria appear in the Result text box.
7. Click OK.

The Custom View Configuration dialog closes and your custom view is added to the Custom Views view.

Control Jobs from a Custom View
You can use the custom view to control jobs in Applications. Controlling jobs using the custom view is similar to
controlling jobs using the graphical view. From a custom view, you can also locate a job in the graphical view.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Double-click My Quick Application in the Custom Views view to open the custom view you created. Alternatively,
right-click the custom view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.
The custom view opens.

2. Right-click the job you want to control, and select a command from the pop-up menu.
The command is issued.

Control Applications from a Custom View
You can also control Applications in a custom view.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Double-click My Quick Application in the Custom Views view to open the custom view you created. Alternatively,
right-click the custom view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.
The custom view opens.

2. Right-click a job in the Application generation you want to control, and select Application commands from the
pop-up menu.
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The Application commands are listed.
3. Select a command from the drop-down menu. For example, select Details to see the Application details.

The Application command is issued.

You have now completed the tutorial.

Note:

To learn more about scheduling and running workload, see Reporting.

 ESP dSeries Workload Automation Videos
Before you begin with ESP dSeries Workload Automation, watch these videos:
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Before you begin with ESP dSeries Workload Automation, watch these videos:

• What's New in CA Workload Automation DE 12.1

CA Workload Automation DE 12.1 has introduced new features in addition to incremental improvements
and enhancements to the existing features. This video provides a brief synopsis of the major changes and
enhancements to ESP dSeries Workload Automation since 12.0.02.

• Upgrade the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server from 11.3 SP3 to 12.1
This video describes how to upgrade the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server from Release 11.3 SP3 to
Release 12.1 by using the in-place upgrade method.

• ESP dSeries and Cloud Native Apps and Workloads

This video descries how to migrate existing workloads to containers using PaaS environments such as
Kubernetes and Cloud Foundry.

• View Cross-Application Dependencies for a Job
This video describes how to view cross-application dependencies for a selected job by using WA Desktop
Client.

• Migrate CA Workload Automation DE from 11.3 to 12
The video describes the steps to migrate CA Workload Automation DE from 11.3 to 12.

• What's New in CA Workload Automation DE 12.0.02
CA Workload Automation DE 12.0.02 has introduced new features and functionality in addition to incremental
improvements and enhancements to the existing features.  This tech talk provides a brief synopsis of the major
changes and enhancements to ESP dSeries Workload Automation since 12.0.01.

• What's New in CA Workload Automation DE 12.0.01
CA Workload Automation DE 12.0 and 12.0.01 has introduced new features and functionality in addition to
incremental improvements and enhancements to existing features. This video provides a brief synopsis of the
major changes and enhancements to CA Workload Automation DE from 11.3.

• ESP dSeries Workload Automation Development Lifecycle
As ESP dSeries Workload Automation users take advantage of pre-production environments to test out their
job flows, it has become more important to be able to migrate the CA WLA DE artifacts from Development to
production with as little manual intervention as possible. This video discusses the strategies and tools that you
can use to create an automated process to migrate your CA WLA DE artifacts through the lifecycle process.

• Novel Uses of ESPmgr UtilityESP dSeries Workload Automation
This video covers some examples of using ESPmgr to do common operations such as controlling workload and
to create your own third-party integration to other software such as file transfer products.

• ESP dSeries Workload Automation Tips and Tricks
This video demonstrates some valuable tips to help you more effectively leverage the scheduling and reporting
features in ESP dSeries Workload Automation.

• Getting Started with WA Advanced Integration for Hadoop
This video demonstrates high-level architecture, installation, and configuration of WA Advanced Integration
for Hadoop with ESP dSeries Workload Automation. At the end of this session, you should have a good
understanding of how to get started on scheduling Hadoop workloads.

• Install ESP dSeries Workload Automation
This video demonstrates how to set up the ESP dSeries Workload Automation Server environment with an
embedded PostgreSQL database, Desktop Client installation, and running sample workload through Desktop
Client.

• Define and Upload an Application
This video demonstrates how to define and upload an Application to the ESP dSeries Workload Automation
server using Desktop Client.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JdmuE2Bind4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QhBAgIpi6j4&index=19&list=PLynEdQRJawmzNf0ZUwXjUB4TKTiEa7gA_
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_Kj6d3mXzs
https://youtu.be/ZmlqHR0teiE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LCptAhNFN_o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TG1yxy_9D90
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pe7M49lB6uo&index=24&list=PLnylOi97j3vaRh1jiHsfUoYh9OidBLTNq
https://youtu.be/nbZocHUjAyQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v4P_oEE3C-w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9PTdfm9_eqY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OWDn5h1YM7s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TUEochhndHk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xN-Q8eKRBV0
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• Monitor and Control Active Workload
This video demonstrates how to monitor and control active workload using W A Desktop Client.

• Simulate an Event
This video demonstrates how to simulate an Event's execution with different schedule criteria using W A
Desktop Client.

• Set Up Dependency Between Two Applications
You can set up dependencies between jobs in different Applications using external jobs. However, to set up a
relationship between two applications such that the second application triggers automatically once the first one
completes is not possible. This video offers a workaround solution.

• Reset a Job Definition
This video demonstrates how to reset a job definition using W A Desktop Client.

• Schedule a report using the Report Event
This video demonstrates how to schedule a report using the Report Event.

• Schedule a forecast report using the Forecast Event
This video demonstrates how to schedule a forecast report using the Forecast Event.

• FTP, SCP, and SFTP Job Types
This video demonstrates the WA System Agent configuration for file transfer and the FTP, SCP, and SFTP job
types.

• Manage Your Workloads Anywhere and At Any Time
This video demonstrates how to monitor and manage your enterprise workloads anywhere and at any time with
ESP dSeries Workload Automation solutions.

• Managing Workloads with Less Work
Workload applications are difficult to manage and can slow down job monitoring and processes. ESP dSeries
Workload Automation lets you coordinate among multiple systems in a single portal, no manual scripting
needed. This video demonstrates our Mainframe Management solutions.

• CA Workload Automation 2-Minute Explainer
This video demonstrates how to manage scheduled and unscheduled jobs on mainframe and distributed
platforms from a single point of control.

2 Release Notes
New and changed features, known and fixed issues, supported platforms, system requirements,
compatibility matrix, release comparison.
12-3
Welcome to CA Workload Automation DE. This section includes the following information:

  

 12.3
This section describes new features, changes to existing features, and fixed issues that are
delivered in ESP dSeries Workload Automation 12.3. This section also describes enhancements
that are delivered using patches on top of Release 12.3.
This section describes new features, changes to existing features, and fixed issues that are delivered in ESP
dSeries Workload Automation 12.3. This section also describes enhancements that are delivered using patches on
top of Release 12.3.

Note:  For latest updates, always refer to online documentation.

Product name changes
In Server, CLI, Web Services, Web UI (Web Client), and Desktop client components, the following product name
changes have been made.

Earlier Changed to

WA Desktop Client ESP dSeries Workload Automation Desktop Client

WA Web Client ESP dSeries Workload Automation Web Client

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XiC6IcTcKIA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iR5Zs7lLtdg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C8DpsFMYxdg&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y2jS8HhUUbs
https://youtu.be/zUGxrg8jWzs
https://youtu.be/Uf9lpwGkJKw
https://youtu.be/QyPT9iIYkBE
https://youtu.be/b4JbTpH882A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZpJcYMo8xHA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xp7yFamv4po
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/ca-workload-automation-de/12-3/release-notes/support-matrix.html#concept.dita_036810376e27f17e2fbc97d375831fed7082050a_ServerDatabaseOracle
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CA Workload Automation DE ESP dSeries Workload Automation

New Features
Web Services Orchestration
Two new job types HTTP-V2 and WebServiceDoclit-SOAP Envelope are introduced. These will help you
orchestrate web services to manage workload on cloud.

These job types provide you with the following abilities:

• Lets you run one web service with response data value(s) from another web service.
• Lets you call SOAP,REST web services.
• Lets you execute web service synchronously. For example, you can request, poll via another web service until it

meets certain criteria.

Agent Groups Extended to other job types
Agent Group support is now available for all FTP Monitoring Jobs – CPU, Disk Monitoring, File Trigger, IP
Monitoring, Process Monitoring, Text File Reading and Monitoring, Windows Event log , Windows Service
Monitoring All DB Jobs – DB Monitor , DB Stored Procedure , DB Trigger New Job Types - HTTP-V2, and
WebServiceDoclit-SOAP_Envelope.

New permission added
AGENTGROUP.AGENTGROUPNAME - Allow/Deny. Describes which users can define and schedule jobs to run on
which agent groups.

Retrieve spool file using the GETSPOOLFILE CLI command
This feature retrieves a spool file using the GETSPOOLFILE CLI command and stores it in the output file.

Timezone support at Job-level
Support for timezone information in run frequency at the job level has been introduced. This will allows you to
schedule jobs based on the remote timezone.

Packaging AdoptOpenJDK 8 version with ESP dSeries components
Support for the latest version of Adoptopenjdk 8 with ESP dSeries components has been introduced. Therefore, a
licensed Oracle Java version is not required.

Changes to Existing Features
HP-UX and Solaris platforms are no longer supported.

Known Issues
Connecting to ESP dSeries Workload Automation server 12.3 from a desktop client prior to 12.3
• In the Admin perspective, the permission related pages will appear improperly, if any user has newly introduced

permissions like AGENT GROUP.
• The output of the newly introduced commands like GETSPOOLFILE may be inappropriate

Desktop Client Default Resolution Issue on Windows Pro 10
On Windows Pro 10, Icons and Palettes in the Desktop Client appear very small. This seems to be an issue with
the default resolution of the computers.

1. Right click on the DC executable.
2. Go to Properties > Compatibility > Change High DPI Settings > Override high DPI scaling behavior.
3. From Scaling performed by, select System.

Recommended resolution for Windows Operating System is 1920x1080.

Fixed Issues
• For the File Trigger job, when searching a file, if the Recursive checkbox was unselected, the desktop client still

performed a recursive operation and traversed to subdirectories. This issue is now resolved.
• In the Desktop Client, the Find Job functionality was unable to highlight the selected job. This issue is now

resolved.
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• When the variable is enclosed within the braces, such as %(var_AGENT13), then the value is getting resolved.
However, when the variable was used without braces, such as %VAR_AGENT13, then the value was not getting
resolved as expected. This issue is now resolved.

• When a large number of users subscribe to the filter criteria using filter by "application name" or "all", to get all
the completed records, the server used to take a considerable amount of time. This time increased even further
when the number of records in the ESP_WSS_APPL table increased. Any actions performed on the active
generations such as resubmit, insert within the above interval of time, use to lag until all the completed records
were fetched by the server. These issues are now resolved.

Note: To achieve even more better performance,  add disable.create.destroy.semaphore=trueto
<server_install_dir>\conf\server.properties.

• When defining an agent user, the User ID value is case-insensitive for Windows.

 Supported System Requirements
This section documents the supported systems and requirements for ESP dSeries Workload
Automation:
cwad122
This section documents the supported systems and requirements for ESP dSeries Workload Automation:
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ESP dSeries Workload Automation Server
The following table lists the minimum and recommended hardware requirements and software requirements for the
ESP dSeries Workload Automation server:

Platform Minimum Hardware Recommended
Hardware

Operating System JRE Version

AIX IBM eServer P5
P550E

2 CPU cores, 1.5
GHz each

2 GB RAM

10 GB of disk space

1.5 GB of temporary
(/tmp) disk space

IBM 8231-E2D
Power 730 Express®
Server

16 CPU Cores, 3.6
GHz each

6 GB RAM

40 GB of disk space

AIX 7.1 TL5, 7.2 (64-
bit), 7.2 TL4+

Warning:

AIX 7.1
must be at
TL1, SP2 or
higher

JRE 8.0.6.20 SR6-
FP6

AIX IBM JRE 8.0.6.6
SR6-FP6

Linux x64 Intel Xeon processor

2 CPU cores, 2.8
GHz each

2 GB RAM

10 GB of disk space

1.5 GB of temporary
(/tmp) disk space

Intel Xeon processor

4 CPU cores, 2.8
GHz each

6 GB RAM

20 GB of disk space

Red Hat Enterprise
Linux EA/AS 7 (64-
bit)

SUSE Linux
Enterprise Server 11,
12 (64-bit) SP5, 15
SP1 (zSeries)

Oracle Linux 7 (OEL
7), Oracle Linux
8(OEL 8)

Note:

You must have
RPM package
libXp-1.0.0-8.i386.rpm
for Linux systems.

ADOPTOPEN
jdk8u272-b10
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z/Linux (/zSeries)
(s390x 64-bit)

4 GB RAM

10 GB of disk space

1.5 GB of temporary
(/tmp) disk space

6 GB RAM

20 GB of disk space

Red Hat Enterprise z/
Linux 7 (64-bit), 8.

SUSE z/Linux 12
SP5, 15 SP1.

64-bit JRE 1.8.0
SR1 or higher for the
server

64-bit JRE 1.8.0
SR1 or higher for the
default agent

Note:

• The JRE is not
supplied with the
server or default
agent.

• Only 64-bit
default agent is
supported.

Windows Intel Xeon processor

2 CPU cores, 2.8
GHz each

2 GB RAM

10 GB of disk space

1.5 GB of temporary
(%TEMP%) disk
space

Intel Xeon processor

4 CPU cores, 2.8
GHz each

6 GB RAM

20 GB of disk space

Windows Server
2019 (64-bit),
Datacenter Edition

Windows Server
2016 (64-bit)

ADOPTOPEN
jdk8u272-b10

Note:

• Based on your workload volume and environment, you may require additional disk space, a larger processor,
and more memory than the minimum requirements.

• In the table below, the number of cores refers to the number of CPUs multiplied by the number of cores per
CPU.

• A Java Runtime Environment (JRE) runs the server and default agent. The JRE is supplied with the server on all
platforms except z/Linux. For z/Linux, install the required JRE versions.

• The default agent that is packaged with the server is CA Workload Automation Agent 11.4.01 for UNIX, Linux,
or Windows. We recommend that you manually upgrade the default agent with the latest releases, if any.
For information about the agent upgrade, see Install a Patch to Upgrade the Agent in the WA System Agent
documentation.

WA Desktop Client
The following table lists the system requirements for WA Desktop Client:

Platform Recommended
Operating
System

JRE Version Processor Memory Monitor Network

Windows Windows 7
Professional
& Ultimate -
any supported
version

Windows 8
Professional -
any supported
version

Windows 10

ADOPTOPEN
jdk8u272-b10

Intel Pentium,
1.0 GHz or
higher

2 GB RAM or
higher

Video support
for at least
256 colors
at 1024x768
resolution

Active IP
connection
to your ESP
dSeries
Workload
Automation
server and a
user ID that
has authority
to access it

Note:  WA Desktop Client does not support WA ESP Edition functionality.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/workload-automation-agents-documentation/12-0/ca-workload-automation-agents-documentation-home.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/workload-automation-agents-documentation/12-0/ca-workload-automation-agents-documentation-home.html
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Command-Line Interface
The standalone command-line interface (CLI) utility that is packaged with the server is supported on the following
platforms:

• All the platforms (Windows and UNIX) supported for the server.
• i5/OS 7.2
• ADOPTOPEN jdk8u272-b10 for Windows and UNIX.
• IBMJRE1.8.0_616_AIX_64

Note:

Ensure that the JRE is installed manually on the following platforms. For other platforms, the JRE is bundled with
the server

• z/Linux: JRE 1.8 or higher (64-bit)
• i5/OS: JRE 1.8 or higher

Supported Databases
ESP dSeries Workload Automation supports the following databases:

• Oracle 19c
• Microsoft SQL Server 2016, 2017, 2019 (with the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server installed on all

supported platforms except AIX and z/Linux)
• IBM DB2 11.5, 11.1 (with the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server installed on AIX and z/Linux only)
• PostgreSQL 10, 10.4, 13.1 (with the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server installed on all supported

platforms)
• Embedded PostgreSQL 13.1 (with the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server supported on 64-bit Windows

and Linux platforms only)

Database Requirements
The following table lists the disk space requirements for the database:

Requirement Minimum Value

Disk space for software files 3 GB

Disk space for external database files 16 GB

Disk space for embedded PostgreSQL database files 50 GB

Note:

• If you use a Microsoft SQL Server database, verify that the collation setting is set to be case insensitive.
• If you use an Oracle 10g database, verify that the database uses an 8-bit ASCII character set. Non-ASCII

character sets such as Unicode are not supported.
• If you use an Oracle 11g R2 or higher versions of the database that is configured with Unicode, the Unicode

character set AL32UTF8 is supported.

Disk Space Calculation
Before you install ESP dSeries Workload Automation, ensure that your database has the required disk space to
handle your workload. To calculate the required disk space, use the following formula:

required disk space = initial storage space + database growth

• initial storage space
Specifies the storage space (file size) required to initially set up the database to work with ESP dSeries
Workload Automation. We recommend that you set up the following initial storage space for your database:

• Trial environment—200 MB
• Production environment—1 GB

• database growth
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Specifies the storage space your database requires over time. To calculate the database growth, use the
following formula:

Database growth = Number of jobs run per day x 13 KB x Number of
 days

where 13 KB is the maximum space required for a job based on testing.

Example:

Suppose that you want to set up a database for a trial environment. You plan to run 500 jobs per day, every day.
You delete data from the database once a month to free space for the future workload. To calculate the disk space
required to handle growth per month, apply the following formula:

Database growth = 500 jobs run/day x 13 KB x 30 days

= approximately 200 MB

To calculate the overall disk space required for the database, apply the following formula:

Required disk space = Initial storage space + database growth

= 200 MB + 200 MB

= 400 MB

Supported Agents and Advanced Integrations
ESP dSeries Workload Automation supports the following agents and the supported agent plug-ins, and advanced
integrations:

• WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, i5/OS, or HP Integrity NonStop r11.3 (including all service packs from
11.3.04 to 11.3.07) and r11.4 (including 11.4.01)

• CA WA Advanced Integration for Hadoop
• WA System Agent for z/OS 11.3 or higher

Supported Cloud Platforms
ESP dSeries Workload Automation is now supported on the following cloud platforms:

• Amazon Web Services (AWS)
• Microsoft Azure

Consider the following points when hosting ESP dSeries Workload Automation on the cloud:

• Enable the ports that are related to ESP dSeries Workload Automation and the port that allow traffic in the
respective network. For more details about the required ports, see the Prerequisites section.

• In the AWS environment, ensure that the IP address is resolvable across the respective domains to enable
proper communication between the CA Technologies products. For example, you can resolve the IP address by
updating the host file, providing the DNS server details, or by navigating to EC2 configService settings > EC2
Service properties and selecting the Set Computer Name option.

Note:

• For AWS, the minimum and recommended configurations are the same as Linux and Windows platforms.
• For Microsoft Azure, the minimum and recommended configurations are the same as the Windows platform.

CA WA SOAP Web Services
CA WA SOAP Web Services is bundled with Apache Tomcat web server. The following table lists the supported
platforms, JRE requirements, and Tomcat versions for CA WA SOAP Web Services:

Platforms JRE Version Apache Tomcat Version

Windows (64-bit) jdk8u272-b10 9.0.10

Linux (64-bit) jdk8u272-b10 9.0.10
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 Support Matrix
This section includes compatibility details of JREs, databases, platforms, and other Broadcom
products supported in ESP dSeries Workload Automation.
12-3
This section includes compatibility details of JREs, databases, platforms, and other Broadcom products
supported in ESP dSeries Workload Automation.

Support is limited only to the platforms, databases, and CA Technologies products combinations that are listed in
this document. Any platforms and CA Technologies products combinations or versions that are not listed in this
document are not supported.

Broadcom Support Policy

Broadcom supports third-party product versions only when they are supported by the original vendor. If a vendor
discontinues support for a product, CA no longer supports it.

Going forward, we are focusing on platform certification efforts for the ESP dSeries Workload Automation on the
latest release only. You can contact Broadcom Support for ESP dSeries Workload Automation products that:

• Have not reached an End of Support date or End of Life date. For more information, see Workload Automation
Release and Support Lifecycle Dates.

• Run on third-party product versions that are currently supported by the original vendor

Notes:

• The information presented in this Support Matrix is current for the operating systems that are currently
supported by the vendor. Information related to an operating system no longer supported by the vendor is
provided for historical purposes only.

• Unless otherwise specified, ESP dSeries Workload Automation supports minor releases and other interim
updates of the operating systems listed in this Support Matrix. For example, for Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7
(zSeries), you can assume that ESP dSeries Workload Automation supports the following minor versions: 7.1,
7.2, 7.3, and so on.

More info:

• For the supported system requirements of the modern Web Client, see the ESP dSeries Workload Automation
Web Client documentation.

• For the platforms supported by WA Agents, see the WA Agent Certification Information.
• For Workload Automation Solutions Certification/Supported Platforms, see the WA Solutions Certification/

Supported Platform Information.
• For End of Service and Official Support for ESP dSeries Workload Automation and WA Agents, see Workload

Automation Release and Support Lifecycle Dates.

This article includes the following compatibility information:

Server JRE

JRE 12.3 12.2 12.1

JRE 1.8.0_181 (Linux,
Solaris, and Windows)

Yes Yes

HP-UX JRE 1.8.0.14 Yes Yes

ADOPTOPEN jdk8u272-
b10

Yes

IBMJRE1.8.0_616_AIX_64 Yes

AIX JRE 1.8.0_171 (SR5
FP17)

Yes Yes

JRE 1.8.0-SR1 or higher
(64-bit zLinux)

Yes Yes

Server Database – DB2

https://support.broadcom.com/external/content/release-announcements/CA-Workload-Automation-Release-and-Support-Lifecycle-Dates/7711
https://support.broadcom.com/external/content/release-announcements/CA-Workload-Automation-Release-and-Support-Lifecycle-Dates/7711
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/ca-workload-automation-de-web-client/12-2.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/ca-workload-automation-de-web-client/12-2.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/workload-automation-agents-documentation/12-0/ca-workload-automation-agents-documentation-home.html
https://support.broadcom.com/external/content/release-announcements/CA-Workload-Automation-Compatibility-Information/7644
https://support.broadcom.com/external/content/release-announcements/CA-Workload-Automation-Compatibility-Information/7644
https://support.broadcom.com/external/content/release-announcements/CA-Workload-Automation-Release-and-Support-Lifecycle-Dates/7711
https://support.broadcom.com/external/content/release-announcements/CA-Workload-Automation-Release-and-Support-Lifecycle-Dates/7711
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Database 12.3 12.2 12.1

DB2 UDB v11.5 Yes Yes

DB2 UDB v11.1 Yes Yes Yes

Note:

1. IBM has dropped the support for DB2 UDB v9.5, v9.7, and v10.1, hence ESP dSeries Workload Automation no
longer supports DB2 UDB v9.5, v9.7, and v10.1.

Server Database – Microsoft SQL Server

Database 12.3 12.2 12.1

Microsoft SQL Server
2019

Yes Yes

Microsoft SQL Server
2017

Yes Yes Yes

Microsoft SQL Server
2016

Yes Yes

Server Database – PostgreSQL

Database 12.3 12.2 12.1

PostgreSQL 13.1 Yes

PostgresSQL 10.4 Yes Yes

PostgreSQL 10 Yes

Notes:

1. The embedded PostgreSQL database version is packaged with the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server
on Windows 64-bit and Linux 64-bit platforms only.

2. PostgreSQL database is supported as an external database with the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server
on Windows, Linux, Solaris, HP-UX, AIX, and zLinux platforms.

Server Database – Oracle

Database 12.3 12.2 12.1

Oracle 19C Yes

Notes:

1. Oracle has dropped the extended support for Oracle 10g on July 2013, hence ESP dSeries Workload
Automation no longer supports Oracle 10g.

2. Apply patch RI59256 (Oracle RAC) after the product is installed.
3. When you install CA Workload Automation DE 12.0 or higher, enable Oracle partitioning for faster report

collection. However, when you upgrade your environment using in-place upgrade, partitioning is not mandatory.

Server Platform – AIX

Platform 12.3 12.2 12.1

AIX 7.2 (64-bit) TL4+ Yes

AIX 7.2 (64-bit) Yes Yes1 Yes1

AIX 7.1 TL5 Yes

AIX 7.1 (64-bit) Yes12 Yes12

Notes:

1. Apply patch RI40535 after the product is installed.
2. AIX 7.1 TL1 SP2 is the minimum required level.

https://support.ca.com/irj/portal/anonymous/redirArticles?reqPage=search&searchID=RI59256
https://support.ca.com/irj/portal/anonymous/redirArticles?reqPage=search&searchID=RI40535
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Server Platform – Linux

Platform 12.3 12.2 12.1

CentOS Linux release 8 (Core) Yes

CentOS Linux release 7 (Core) Yes Yes4 Yes4

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12 (64-bit) Yes Yes3 Yes3

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 (x86 32/64-bit) Yes4 Yes4

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8 (64-bit) Yes

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7 (64-bit) Yes Yes3 Yes3

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 (x86 32/64-bit) Yes34

Oracle Enterprises Linux 8 (OEL 8) Yes

Oracle Enterprises Linux 7 (OEL 7) Yes Yes34 Yes34

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 15 SP1 (zSeries) Yes

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12 SP5 (zSeries) Yes

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 (zSeries) Yes34 Yes34

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8 (zSeries) Yes

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7 (zSeries) Yes Yes34 Yes34

Notes:

1. Both the UEK and RedHat Kernels are supported.
2. Only the CLI has been certified on this platform.
3. Install RPM package libXp-1.0.0-8.i386.rpm for Linux systems.
4. Only the 64-bit installer is supported.
5. Apply patch RI40534 after the product is installed.
6. Migration is supported from the r12 server using PostgreSQL database to the r12 server using Oracle database.
7. Apply the latest Server patch RO84946 and CAWA Desktop Client patch RO84947.

Server Platform – Windows

Platform 12.3 12.2 12.1

Windows Server 2019 (64-bit) Yes Yes Yes

Windows Server 2016 (64-bit) Yes Yes Yes

Notes:

1. On Windows 2012 R2 64-bit, only the server installation is supported. To use R11.3 SP3 server on Windows
2012 R2, first install R11.3 SP2 server using the installer and then upgrade to R11.3 SP3 using the server
upgrade patch.

2. The server installation is supported only on a 64-bit operating system.

Server LDAP

LDAP 12.3 12.2 12.1

MS AD 2019 Yes

MS AD 2012 Yes Yes

MS AD LDS Yes Yes

Novell eDirectory 8.8 Yes Yes

Sun One Directory Yes Yes

Desktop Client: IPv6 Support, FIPS 140-2

Compliance 12.3 12.2 12.1

https://support.ca.com/irj/portal/anonymous/redirArticles?reqPage=search&searchID=RI40534
https://support.ca.com/irj/portal/anonymous/SolutionCDNResults?aparNo=RO84946&actionID=4
https://support.ca.com/irj/portal/anonymous/SolutionCDNResults?aparNo=RO84947&actionID=4
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IPv6 Support Yes Yes Yes

FIPS 140-2 Yes Yes Yes

Desktop Client Platform - Windows

Platform 12.3 12.2 12.1

Windows 10 (64-bit) Yes Yes Yes

Windows 8 Enterprise (x86 32/64-bit) Yes Yes

Notes:

1. The latest version of the Desktop Client works with Citrix Xenapp (Citrix VirtualApp) 7.15 (LTSR).

Desktop Client JRE - Windows

JRE 12.3 12.2 12.1

AOJRE_8u272b10_WIN_x32Yes

JRE 1.8.0_181 Yes Yes

Modern Web Client JRE

JRE 12.3 12.2 12.1

ADOPTOPEN jdk8u272-
b10

Yes

JRE 1.8.0_181 Yes Yes

Modern Web Client Platform – Linux

Platform 12.3 12.2 12.1

Red Hat Enterprise Linux
EA/AS 7.x (64-bit)

Yes Yes

Red Hat Enterprise Linux
EA/AS 6.x (64-bit)

Yes

Community Enterprise
Operating System
(CentOS) Linux 7.x

Yes Yes

Oracle Enterprise Linux
7.x

Yes Yes Yes

SUSE Linux Enterprise
Server 11 (64-bit)

Yes Yes

SUSE Linux Enterprise
Server 12 (64-bit)

Yes

Modern Web Client Platform – Windows

Platform 12.3 12.2 12.1

Windows Server 2019
(64-bit)

Yes Yes Yes

Windows Server 2016
(64-bit), Standard Edition

Yes Yes Yes

Windows Server 2012
(64-bit), Standard Edition

Yes Yes
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Windows Server
2008 and R2 (64-bit),
Enterprise Edition

Yes Yes

Modern Web Client Browser

Browser 12.3 12.2 12.1

Microsoft Edge 38 or
above

Yes Yes Yes

Microsoft Internet
Explorer 11.0 or above

Yes Yes Yes

Google Chrome 53 or
above

Yes Yes2 Yes2

Apple Safari 9.0 or above Yes Yes1 Yes1

Mozilla Firefox 48 or
above

Yes Yes Yes

Notes:

1. Supported on Apple iPad 3 Tablet 9.7 inch and above.
2. Supported on Android Tablet 10.1 inch and above.

Server Agent
ESP dSeries Workload Automation supports the following agents:

Agent 12.3 & 12.2 12.1

CA Workload Automation Agent
12.0

Yes

CA Workload Automation Agent
11.5.00

Yes

CA Workload Automation Agent
11.4.01

Yes Yes

CA Workload Automation Agent
11.4.00

Yes Yes

CA Workload Automation Agent
r11.3 SP7

Yes Yes

CA Workload Automation Agent
r11.3 SP6

Yes Yes

CA Workload Automation Agent
r11.3 SP5

Yes Yes

CA Workload Automation Agent
r11.3 SP4

Yes Yes

Cloud Platforms

Cloud platforms 12.3 12.2 12.1

Amazon Web Services
(AWS)

Yes Yes Yes

Microsoft Azure Yes Yes Yes

Note:

ESP dSeries Workload Automation including all its components are supported on the cloud platforms.

SOAP Web Services JRE
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JRE 12.3 12.2 12.1

ADOPTOPEN jdk8u272-
b10

Yes

JRE 1.8.0_181 (64-bit) Yes Yes

Apache Tomcat Web Server – Windows and Linux

Tomcat Version 12.3 12.2 12.1

Apache Tomcat 9.0.38 Yes

Apache Tomcat 9.0.10 Yes Yes Yes

Notes:

• CA WA SOAP Web Services and ESP dSeries Workload Automation Web Client are bundled with Apache
Tomcat web server.

• ESP dSeries Workload Automation Web Client is supported from 12.0.01 only.

 Release Comparison
The following Release Comparison table lists all the features that are supported in CA Workload
Automation DE 12.1, 12.0.02, and 11.3 SP3. The table also includes the benefits and business
values of features to help you with upgrade planning.
cwad122
The following Release Comparison table lists all the features that are supported in CA Workload Automation DE
12.1, 12.0.02, and 11.3 SP3. The table also includes the benefits and business values of features to help you with
upgrade planning.

Feature Description 12.3 12.2 12.1 Benefit

AGENTGROUP.AGENTGROUPNAME
- Allow/Deny

Describes which
users can define
and schedule
jobs to run on
which agent
groups.

Yes

Retrieve spool
file using the
GETSPOOLFILE
CLI command

This feature
retrieves a spool
file using the
GETSPOOLFILE
CLI command
and stores it in
the output file.

Yes

Timezone
support at Job-
level

Support for
timezone
information in
run frequency at
the job level has
been introduced.
This will allows
you to schedule
jobs based on the
remote timezone.

Yes
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Packaging
AdoptOpenJDK
8 version with
ESP dSeries
components

Support for the
latest version of
Adoptopenjdk 8
with ESP dSeries
components has
been introduced.
Therefore, a
licensed Oracle
Java version is
not required.

Yes

Web Services
Orchestration

Two new
job types
HTTP-V2 and
WebServiceDoclit-
SOAP Envelope
are introduced.
These will help
you orchestrate
web services to
manage workload
on cloud.

Yes
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Telemetry Telemetry is a
capability that is
integrated into
ESP dSeries
Workload
Automation
to collect
and send the
product usage
and system
configuration
information
of the ESP
dSeries Workload
Automation
environment
to CA
Technologies,
a Broadcom
company (CA).

As a workload
administrator,
you are required
to configure
telemetry during
the server
installation or
upgrade. If
the telemetry
configuration is
not successful
during the server
installation
or upgrade,
configure it from
the Desktop
Client. You can
also modify
the telemetry
configuration
details from the
Desktop Client.

Yes Yes No Helps CA
Technologies
gain insights
into customers'
product usage,
understand their
software needs,
and focus on
the features and
platforms that are
most commonly
used.

Gathering and
leveraging usage
and system
configuration
data is essential
to our ability to
deliver relevant
products that
drive your
success.
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Agent Grouping
is Supported for
Database Agents

The agent
grouping is
supported for
database agents.
You can define a
database agent
group to use
load balancing
or run a job on
all agents in the
group.

Note:

• In 12.2, the
database
agent group
supports only
SQL jobs.

• This feature
is supported
only in the
Desktop
Client.

Yes Yes No Allows the job
scheduling
team to load
balance or run
an SQL job on all
database agents
that are defined
in the database
agent group.

Agent Group
Supports SFTP
Jobs

When you define
an SFTP job,
you can specify
a Windows or
UNIX/Linux agent
group to load
balance or run
the SFTP job on
all agents in the
group.

Note:

This feature is
supported only
in the Desktop
Client.

Yes Yes No Allows the job
scheduling team
to load balance
or run an SFTP
job on all agents
that are defined
in the Windows
or UNIX/Linux
agent group.
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New Option
to Help You
Choose Whether
to Configure
Server Database
Schema
for Oracle
Partitioning

A new Create
Schema
with Oracle
Partitioning
check box is
introduced in the
server installer to
help you choose
whether to
configure the server
database schema
for Oracle
partitioning.

For more
information,
see 'Enable
Server Database
Schema
Configuration
for Oracle
Partitioning' in
the Information
to Collect Before
Installation
section.

Yes Yes No Allows customers
to configure
the usage of
the Oracle
partitioning
feature for
performance
improvements.

Product Licensing
Check is
Removed

The product
licensing check is
removed for ESP
dSeries Workload
Automation.
Hence, we do
not check for
the license
during the server
startup and when
the workload
runs. The CLI
command for
licensing check
and the Desktop
Client dashboard
option to view
the license status
messages are
also removed.

For more
information about
all the changes
that are made as
part of the license
check removal,
see 12.2 Release
Notes.

Yes Yes No License
administration
is no longer
required.
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Manage
WebHDFS
Connection and
Security Profiles
Using CLI

The command-
line interface
(CLI) supports
the creation
of WebHDFS
Connection
profiles and
Security profiles.
The WebHDFS
profiles are used
to run HDFS file
trigger job

Enables
administrators
to manage
WebHDFS
Connection and
Security profiles
from the CLI.

New CLI to
Export the
Telemetry Data

The
gettelemetrymonthlyusagedata
- Export
Telemetry Data
into a File lets
you export the
telemetry data
into a text file.

Yes Yes No Helps customers
view and analyze
the telemetry
data offline;
understand how
ESP dSeries
Workload
Automation is
being used.

listresourcestatus
Command
Supports
Wildcard
Character (*) for
Resource Name

The
listresourcestatus
Command—
Display Resource
Status supports
the wildcard
character asterisk
(*) for resource
name.

The asterisk
(*) represents
a string of
zero or more
characters. For
example, res*
displays the
status of all the
resources whose
names start with
res.

Yes Yes No Helps the
Operations
team view the
status details of
more than one
resource at a
time.

For example,
the status of all
the resources
of a specific
business unit can
be viewed at a
time.

View Jobs
Count in Event
Simulation
Output

When you
simulate an
Event, you can
view the total
number of jobs
that are selected
to run in an
Application.

Yes Yes No The simulation
capability helps
the Operations
team identify
problems before
an Application
runs.

Using the
simulation output,
the Operations
team can verify
the total number
of jobs that will
run when the
Application runs.
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REST API
Supports Run
Frequency in
Application

A new parameter
named
runFrequency
is introduced at
the Application
level in REST
API. You can use
this parameter
to define the run
frequency for
Applications.

For more
information about
REST APIs, see
the Web Client
documentation.

Yes Yes No Helps users
define a run
frequency at the
Application level,
such that all the
jobs defined in
that Application
inherit that run
frequency.

Monitor File
Activities in
HDFS

A new Big Data
job type HDFS
File Trigger is
introduced in
WA Desktop
Client to monitor
file activities in
HDFS. You can
monitor when a
file is created,
updated, deleted,
expanded,
shrunk, or
inactive, and
when a file exists
or does not exist.

Yes Yes Yes Provides an easy
way to monitor
files in HDFS
instead of using
custom scripts.

Display Cross-
Application
Dependencies of
a Job (Desktop
Client)

A new job action
command Cross-
Application
Dependencies
is introduced
in Monitor
perspective.
This command
displays the
cross-Application
dependencies for
a selected job in
a single graphical
view.

You can identify
all the dependent
predecessor jobs
or Application
generations that
are preventing
the selected job
from running or
completion.

Yes Yes Yes Provides greater
visibility on the
job dependencies
among the
external
and home
Applications in a
single view.

Helps Operators
identify all the
dependent jobs
or Application
generations that
are impacting a
critical job, and
take necessary
action on the
identified jobs at
runtime.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Delete Reporting
Results from
Database Tables

The following
server CLI
command is
introduced
to delete the
reporting results
from database
tables:

• deletereportresults

Yes Yes No Enables
Schedulers to
manage reporting
results that are
accumulated
over a period of
time in database
tables.

Ensures
sufficient disk
space for the
database,
and avoids
performance
issues in loading
reports.

Delete History
Data from Stage
Tables

The following
server CLI
command is
introduced
to delete
history data
of completed
Applications from
stage tables:

• deletestagingdata

Yes Yes Yes Enables
Schedulers to
manage the
history data that
is moved from
database tables
to stage tables.

Ensures
sufficient disk
space for the
database, and
avoids server
performance
issues.

Support for
Spark Advanced
Integration
(Desktop Client)

Spark jobs let
you run Spark
applications on
clusters and
monitor their
status. Spark is
an open-source
cluster computing
framework. ESP
dSeries Workload
Automation
supports
Spark on the
following cluster
managers:

• Standalone
• DC/OS Mesos
• Hadoop YARN
• Local

Yes Yes Yes Enables
Application
Developers
to define, run,
and control
Spark-submit
operations from
WA Desktop
Client. Using
this capability,
Developers
can automate
Spark written
in Java, Scala,
and Python
programming
languages.
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Support for
Standalone CLI
Utility on i5/OS
Platform

The standalone
CLI utility is now
supported on i5/
OS 7.2.

For more
information about
the supported
CLI commands,
see Using the
CLI.

Yes Yes Yes Enables remote
execution of
CLI commands
from i5/OS, if
your business
processes are
running on the i5/
OS platform.

Delete Specific
Application
Generations in a
Cold Start

When you
perform a
cold start of
a server, all
active workloads
are deleted
by default.
However, if you
want to delete
only specific
Application
generations
and preserve
the remaining
active workload,
you can change
the default start
behavior by
configuring the

runonce.properties.bak

file.

Yes Yes Yes Helps Workload
Administrators
delete only
problematic
application
generations
during the
coldstart, so that
the other runtime
data in the server
is not lost.
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Insert a
Predefined
Adhoc Workload
(Desktop Client)

You can
now insert a
predefined adhoc
job into an active
Application using
WA Desktop
Client, with
ease of use
and simulation
capabilities.
When you
insert the job,
you can view
its dependent
external jobs.

Yes Yes Yes Allows the Job
Scheduling
team to bring
all non-qualified
jobs into an
active business
application
and also view
its dependent
external jobs.

Avoids manual
effort of filling all
the job details
every time
Schedulers insert
an adhoc job
into an active
Application
generation.

The simulation
capability helps
the Operations
team to simulate
the workload
before inserting
the adhoc job.

Enhancements
to the
Housekeeping
Application

The
Housekeeping
Application is
now scheduled to
run automatically
after the server
upgrade from
12.0 or higher.

The
Housekeeping
Application
is enhanced
with new jobs
to perform the
following tasks:

• Move history
data of
completed
Applications
automatically
from database
tables to
stage tables

• Delete all the
Application
versions from
the database

Yes Yes Yes Ensures that
the routine
maintenance
of the server
is performed
automatically.

Provides
enhanced
housekeeping
activity with
additional jobs.
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Prevent File
Trigger Events
from Staying
Inactive

In previous
releases, File
Trigger Events
might stop
monitoring the
file and become
inactive in
scenarios, such
as an invalid file,
invalid user login,
and inactive
agent.

To prevent File
Trigger Events
from staying
inactive, the
server scans
the Event status
regularly and
ensures that
the Event is
activated with
the appropriate
status.

Yes Yes Yes Helps Workload
Administrators
prevent File
Trigger Events
from staying
inactive.

Ensures that the
correct status
of File Trigger
Events is shown.

Display Online
Documentation
from Desktop
Client Help

When you
access the
Desktop Client
Help, you can
view the online
documentation
from DocOps
instead of the
offline HTML
documentation
bundled with the
Desktop Client.

For more
information about
the changes
done in Desktop
Client Help, see
12.1 Release
Notes.

Yes Yes Yes Provides Desktop
Client users
access to the
interactive and
latest online
documentation.
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Notify
Administrators
After Completing
the Execution of
CLI commands

When the
execution of a
CLI command is
completed, an
email notification
is sent to the
registered
Workload
Administrators.
To receive the
email notification,
the email IDs of
Administrators
must have been
configured for the
server.

This feature is
supported only
for the following
CLI commands:

• deletereportresults
• deletestagingdata
• movehistorydata

Yes Yes Yes Provides
Workload
Administrators
insight into
execution details
of long-running
CLI commands.

Support for WA
High Availability
from Web Client

ESP dSeries
Workload
Automation
Web Client now
supports WA
High Availability
of the ESP
dSeries Workload
Automation
server. If the
primary server
goes down in
the HA mode,
the Web Client
connects to
the secondary
server
automatically.

For more
information, see
12.1 Release
Notes in the
Web Client
documentation.

Yes Yes Yes Enables Web
Client users to
work seamlessly
with a minimal
interruption when
a server failure
occurs.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Share and Reuse
the Web Client
Personal Views
(Web Client)

When you create
a personal view
on your Web
Client, other
users of the Web
Client cannot
view or access
the personal
view by default.
However, you
can export your
personal views to
a file in the.JSON
format and share
it with other users
for reuse on their
Web Clients.

For more
information,
see 'Export and
Import Personal
Views' in the
Web Client
documentation.

Yes Yes Yes Provides an
easy way to
share and reuse
personal views
that are common
across your
team or reuse
them in different
environments,
such as QA,
development,
or production
environments.

Event Action
REST API
Supports
Optional
Parameters (Web
Client)

TheeventActionsREST
API is enhanced
to trigger an
Event for a future
schedule, along
with root jobs
and optional user
parameters. The
user parameters
pass user
information to
the Application
that the Event
triggers.

For more
information, see
'REST API' in
the Web Client
documentation.

Yes Yes Yes Provides
Application
Developers
the ability to
trigger Events
(with additional
jobs and user
parameters)
programmatically
outside the
Desktop Client
and Web Client
interfaces.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Improved APPLX
Permissions for
BrowseJCL Job
Commands

The following
options are
added to
the APPLX
permissions:

• Browse JCL:
Enables users
and groups
to access the
library that
contains the
JCL for z/OS-
Regular jobs.

• Browse Copy
JCL: Enables
users and
groups to
access the
copy JCL
library that
stores an
editable
working copy
of the JCL for
z/OS-Regular
jobs.

Yes Yes Yes Empowers
Administrators
to restrict the
Operations team
from running the
Browse JCL and
Browse Copy
JCL job action
commands.

Insert a
Predefined
Adhoc Workload
into an Active
Application  (Web
Client)

You can
now insert a
predefined adhoc
job into an active
Application with
ease of use
and simulation
capabilities.

Yes Yes Yes Allows the Job
Scheduling
team to bring
all non-qualified
jobs into an
active business
application
without a
requirement to fill
all the job details.

The simulation
capability helps
the Operations
team to simulate
the workload
before adding
any adhoc
workloads into
the Application.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Support for
Spark Advanced
Integration (Web
Client)

Spark jobs let
you run Spark
applications on
clusters and
monitor their
status. Spark is
an open-source
cluster computing
framework. ESP
dSeries Workload
Automation
supports
Spark on the
following cluster
managers:

• Standalone
• DC/OS Mesos
• Hadoop YARN

Yes Yes Yes Enables
Application
Developers
to define, run,
and control
Spark-submit
operations. Using
this capability,
Developers
can automate
Spark written
in Java, Scala,
and Python
programming
languages.

Display Cross-
Application
Dependencies
of a Job  (Web
Client)

The Cross-
application
dependencies
job action
command lets
you display
the extended,
cross-application
dependencies
for a selected job
in the Monitor
view. The cross-
application
relationships that
are displayed
include external
jobs and home
jobs, ancestor
jobs, descendant
jobs, and
application wait
relationships.

You can verify
the complete
workflow of
dependent
jobs and issue
commands
against those
jobs at runtime.

Yes Yes Yes Provides
Application
Developers
greater visibility
on the job
dependencies
among the
external
and home
Applications in
the production
environment.

This feature
also helps the
Operations
team to monitor
and control the
jobs that are
holding external
Applications/jobs
from completion.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Display External
Dependencies
When Inserting,
Updating,
and Deleting
Workload  (Web
Client)

When you insert
a predefined
adhocjob
into an active
Application, you
can view the list
of dependent
external jobs.

When you update
or delete a job
with external
dependencies
in the current
version of an
Application, the
details of the
external jobs
that are affected
by the update
or deletion are
displayed.

Yes Yes Yes Cautions
users about
the impacted
external jobs.

Monitor Job
History of an
Active Job (Web
Client)

You can use
the List job
history job action
command to
display the last
run (ten runs)
information of
a job, including
the Application
name,
Application
generation
number, job
completion code,
and so on.

Yes Yes Yes Helps the
Operations team
and Application
Developers
review the job
history of an
active job from
the Monitor view.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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REST APIs (Web
Client)

ESP dSeries
Workload
Automation
now supports
REST APIs that
helps Application
Developers
perform various
operations of
Applications,
jobs, and Events
without having
to access the
user interface.
You can program
any software
application that
is configured
to work with
RESTful web
services to
create, update,
monitor, and
control the ESP
dSeries Workload
Automation
workloads.

Yes Yes Yes Enables
Application
Developers to
programmatically
define Windows
or UNIX
jobs,triggerEvents,
and monitor
workloads
programmatically.

Empowers
Application team
to integrate
workload
orchestration
capabilities into
their platform/
infrastructure
of choice and
eliminates the
dependencies
on various user
Interfaces or CLI.

Modern
ESP dSeries
Workload
Automation Web
Client

ESP dSeries
Workload
Automation
Web Client is
a new web-
based graphical
user interface to
define, manage,
and monitor
workloads across
geographic
locations.

Yes Yes Yes The modernized
web interface,
with an intuitive
workload defining
and monitoring
capability, helps
you manage
workload, end-to-
end regardless
of platform
or operating
system, all from
a single point
of control from
definition through
execution.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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New CLI
Commands -
APPLEXEC and
JOBMAP

The following
Applications
and Jobs CLI
commands are
introduced:
APPLEXEC and
JOBMAP.

Yes Yes Yes Theapplexeccommand
enables the
job scheduling
team to delete
applications
in bulk so that
all the unused
application
definitions can be
cleaned up from
Development/
UAT
environments
when required.

The jobmap
command
enables
administrators
and job
scheduling teams
to assess job
run details, job
dependencies for
future schedules
along with a
greater level of
job execution
details, such as
job last run, job
execution time,
anticipated start
time, and so on.

Unicode
Support

Support for
languages other
than English has
been introduced,
with Unicode
Characters
Support.

Yes Yes Yes UNICODE
Support enables
global IT
Organizations to
define, schedule,
monitor, and
manage cross-
enterprise
workloads in
languages such
as Chinese,
Japanese,
Korean, German,
and French.

Note: System
Agent 11.3.06
provides Unicode
support, and
the maximum
Unicode value
is achieved
by pairing the
solutions.
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Run Control
(RC) Scripts for
Linux

On Linux
installations,
you can use a
command to
create a ESP
dSeries Workload
Automation
service for use
by the ESP
dSeries Workload
Automation
server.

Yes Yes Yes DE Linux
installers come
with rc scripts
that allow System
Admins to start/
stop/restart
DE Services
from Linux
system daemon
processes.

New Job Type
- HP Integrity
NonStop Job

Allows you
to define an
HPNonStop
job to run a
program on an
HP Integrity
NonStop system
with enhanced
capabilities.

Yes Yes Yes Allows
application teams
to define HP
Non-Stop jobs to
run programs on
HP Integrity Non-
Stop systems
with enhanced
capabilities such
as retrieving
spool files and
canceling jobs at
runtime.

Application
Mass Updates

You can update
the attributes
of multiple
applications at
once to save
time.

Yes Yes Yes This feature
is useful for
updating or
modifying the
definitions
of many
applications. For
all applications,
you can modify
the Agent, Agent
Group, Tag,
Comments, and
JavaScript fields.

Release
Numbering
Convention

Our product
release
numbering
standards have
been updated
and are displayed
in the form of
aa.b.cc.dd-eeee.

Yes Yes Yes Consistent
across all
products and
helps distinguish
between major
and minor
releases, service
packs.

Install the
Server with
Embedded
PostgreSQL as
Non-Root User

Administrators
can now set up
and install DE
Version 12.0.01
as a non-root
user on Linux
64-bit platforms
with embedded
PostgreSQL
9.4.8 installation.

Yes Yes Yes DE Linux 64-bit
installers come
embedded with
a PostgreSQL
database
option for non-
root users.
Hence root user
requirement to
install server
is no longer
required.
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New SFTP
Commands

The following
options have
been added in
this release:

• Rename
source file to

• Createtargetdirectory

Yes Yes Yes Job type
enhanced
to support
additional site
commands to
create directories
before upload
or download
operation. It
also provides an
ability to rename
source files after
SFTP operation.

Auto-Resubmit
Failed Job

The Notify user
on last auto-
resubmit failure
option has been
added.

Yes Yes Yes The functionality
is enhanced
to send Email,
SNMP, and Alert
notifications
only for last retry
failure.

Configure
Persistence
of Log Status
Messages in the
Database

A new property
has been
added to the
server.properties
file.

Yes Yes Yes Enables storage
of a huge volume
of log status
messages.
Previously,
when huge log
status messages
were stored in
the database,
the primary or
secondary server
failed to start.

Simplified In-
Place Upgrade

The upgrade and
maintenance
processes have
been simplified.

Yes Yes Yes Allows
Administrators
to have greater
control on in-
place upgrades
through
enhanced
logging and
rollback
procedures.
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Support for
Advanced
Integration for
Hadoop

Advanced
integration for
Hadoop lets you
integrate with
Cloudera and
Hortonworks
Hadoop
distributions. You
can now define
Hadoop jobs
(such as HDFS,
PIG, HIVE,
Sqoop, Oozie)
and add them to
workflows.

Yes Yes Yes App Dev and
workload
administration
teams can
automate and
orchestrate jobs
across hundreds
of enterprise
systems such as
SAP, Oracle, and
others in addition
to your Hadoop
jobs using a
single console.

• A familiar
interface
for all job
scheduling

• Seamless
integration
with leading
business apps
and ERP
systems

• A single point
of control

• Critical path
analysis and
forecasting

• Multi-platform
scheduling

Support for
PostgreSQL
Database

ESP dSeries
Workload
Automation
supports the
PostgreSQL
database, which
is packaged with
the server on 64-
bit Windows®
and Linux®
platforms only.

Yes Yes Yes Reduces total
cost of operation
(TCO) by offering
PostgreSQL
database
support. If you
are already using
a PostgreSQL
database, you
can set up it
as an external
database with the
server installed
on any supported
platform including
UNIX® platforms.
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Support for
Hyperlinks in
Comments

Allow hyperlinks
and shared
directory paths
can be placed in
event/application/
job comments
for improved job
documentation.

Yes Yes Yes This support
provides better
communication to
the operator. For
example, you can
write a comment
such as "This
job generates
an important
file in ftp: //test/
sample" to alert
an operator that
this job should
not be bypassed.
It also eliminates
the need for
including more
content as the
user can now
specify network
share paths,
referencing docs.

Migration Utility
Enhancements

Track the
progress
of artifacts
migration easily
by configuring
the migration
logging levels,
enable email
notifications and
threshold for log
files.

Yes Yes Yes These settings
will improve the
user's ability
to determine
the status of
the migration
process and
will give more
insight into any
errors or issues
that can occur.
Administrators
can also
configure email
notifications to
alert for migration
completion
status.

New CLI
Commands

You can now
delete archived
versions of an
application and
insert Windows/
UNIX jobs at run
time through CLI
command.

Yes Yes Yes The command-
line interface
(CLI) now lets
you insert
Windows/UNIX
jobs in an active
application
generation.
Admin users
can now delete
archived versions
of an application
through CLI
command.
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In-Place
Upgrade

You can now
use the in-place
upgrade method
to upgrade your
server from
the R11.3.03
to R12.0.00
version without
any hassles of
migration of data.

Yes Yes Yes This minimizes
the downtime to
as little as two
hours, saves time
by upgrading
the server to the
same directory
on your computer
where the server
Workloads
originally
installed and
takes less effort
because you
are not required
to install a new
instance of
the server or
database and
migrate artifacts,
global variables,
and history data.

Repairing the
Server

You can repair
the server if the
JAR files in the
lib and migration
folders are
corrupted after
the successful
installation or in-
place upgrade of
the server.

Yes Yes Yes It is an easy
process to
repair the server
through this new
functionality if
any of the files
mentioned are
corrupted.

New and
improved
Security
Permissions for
Administrators

Administrators
can enforce
security on
agents so that
only permitted
agents can
be allowed to
define in jobs
by scheduling
teams.
Permissions are
introduced to
restrict users
not to reset job
definition and
resubmit jobs at
runtime.

Yes Yes Yes Enable M.S.P.s
to allow Clients
to see only those
agents that are
permitted to
define workload.
Operations team
can be restricted
from resetting
job definition and
resubmitting jobs
at runtime.
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New Server
Configuration
Parameters

New server
parameters
introduced to
configure parallel
threads required
for events and
forecast reports
generation.

Yes Yes Yes Workload
automation
administrators
can now
configure threads
for parallel
event triggering
capability and
forecast reports
generation.
This improves
DE overall
performance
significantly.

Enhancement to
Housekeeping
application

Housekeeping
application is now
part of default
application with
additional jobs
to delete status
messages. One
more utility is
provided for
PostgreSQL DB
management.

Yes Yes Yes Deleting status
messages
improves server
performance
and eliminate
the need for
the server to
process these
messages. The
housekeeping
application for
PostgreSQL
monitors the DB
space growth
and alerts the
User when a
certain limit
reached.

Oracle
Performance
Optimization
with Database
Tuning
Parameters

Oracle DB tuning
configurations
like introducing
table partitioning
and increasing
CLOB chunk
size, INITRANS
improves overall
DB performance.
Indexing
introduced to
reporting tables.

Yes Yes Yes Overall Oracle
DB performance
has been
improved with
default DB tuning
parameters
introduced.
Canned reports
now run quickly
as indexing has
been applied on
all reporting DB
tables across
DE supported
databases.
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Eliminated
ADMIN
requirement
to launch CA
Workload
Desktop Client
for the first
time. Ease of
Desktop Client
installation.

The requirement
of Admin user to
launch Desktop
Client for the
first time and
while updating
patches has been
eliminated.

Yes Yes Yes Non-admin users
can launch the
Desktop Client
for the first time
without the
requirement
of an admin
user's first-time
launch. Client
users can also
do update site to
apply Desktop
Client patches
now. This will
improve overall
installation
experience
when there are
hundreds of
client machines
to manage
installations/
updates.

IPv6 Support All components
of ESP dSeries
Workload
Automation
(server, client,
and agents)
support Internet
Protocol version
6 (IPv6) on UNIX.
Unlike IPv4, that
uses a 32-bit
address, IPv6
uses a 128-bit
address and has
a huge address
space.

Yes Yes Yes Compliance

FIPS 140-2
Compliance

ESP dSeries
Workload
Automation
supports the
U.S. Government
encryption
standard FIPS
140-2 and can
be configured to
run in a FIPS-
compliant mode
by enabling
AES, DESEDE
ciphers. Users
can configure
agents to comply
with FIPS-
certified ciphers
and enable
SSL over JDBC
connections.

Yes Yes Yes Compliance
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New Dashboard
View

CA Workload
Desktop
Client monitor
perspective
contains a
dashboard view
provides state
and historical
information
in predefined
status messages
and monitor
custom views
respectively.

Yes Yes Yes CA Workload
Desktop
Client monitor
perspective
dashboard
views enable
Users to monitor
agent status,
server status,
LDAP status,
license status
and various
other statuses,
such as server
memory status,
quiesced status,
and so on. All
these status
message views
allow admin
users to monitor
the health of the
overall workload
system.

Quiesce
Capabilities

These enable
you to pause the
server so that no
new workload
can enter the
server. You can
start a server in a
quiesce (pause)
mode to prevent
the server from
temporarily
submitting new
jobs or triggering
workload. When
you are ready
to resume
submitting jobs
and triggering
workload, you
can either
unquiesce
the server or
unquiesce
specific
applications or
events on the
server. You can
also quiesce
an agent to
prevent it from
temporarily
receiving
messages from
the server or from
running jobs.

Yes Yes Yes Improved
quiesce
capabilities
give the users
more control
over triggering
their workload.
Various options
in unquiesce
allow users to
allow running
a selective
workload one
after the other.
The missed
executions of the
quiesced event
are not triggered.
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LDAP
Integration
for User
Authentication

ESP dSeries
Workload
Automation
Supports
Microsoft Active
Directory®,
Novell eDirectory,
Sun One
Directory LDAP
servers. DE
uses LDAP
V2 & V3 APIs
to connect to
LDAP systems.
Multiple LDAP
servers can
be configured
with a condition
that they are
all of the same
vendor type.
SSL-based LDAP
authentication
requires a trusted
certificate of
LDAP Server.

Yes Yes Yes ESP dSeries
Workload
Automation
implements out
of the box LDAP
authentication.
This will help
administrators
pull users
from the LDAP
user store and
configure them
as ESP dSeries
Workload
Automation
users. LDAP
Groups support
feature enables
customers to
pull only those
users who are
CA Workload
DE application-
specific users.
For example,
you can pull 300
users specific
to CA Workload
DE out of 10,000
users who
belongs to an
enterprise.

Agent Groups You can create
agent groups in
the topology by
logically grouping
agents of the
same operating
system. This
supports CPU,
ROUND ROBIN,
and RANDOM
algorithms.

Yes Yes Yes Agent groups let
you load balance
the agents
configured in
a logical group
definition (or) the
user can run a
job on all agents
defined in that
group. CPU load
balancing allows
jobs to run on
agents having
less load on
CPU (or) based
on load factor
defined.

Topology
Enhancements

Admin topology
view shows
all the nodes
related to HA
servers, agents,
agent groups,
LDAP servers,
SNMP, SMTP
servers, and
so on, with the
respective status
information.

Yes Yes Yes CA Workload
Desktop Client
topology view
allows admin
users to monitor
status and
control the health
of various nodes
configured with
the Workload
Automation
solution.
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History Table
Management

As the history
information in
your database
tables grows over
time, your server
performance
degrades. Stage
tables introduced
to transfer history
data when data is
growing large.

Yes Yes Yes You can now
move some
of your history
data to stage
tables to save
disk space and
make querying
the tables faster,
improving server
performance.
You can save the
stage tables to a
file or a tape as a
backup or delete
them as required.

Automatic
Update of
CA Workload
Desktop Client
Patches

You can now
configure CA
Workload
Desktop Client
to update client
installations
automatically
whenever
there are
patch updates
available.
UpdateSiteURI
location needs to
be updated with
hotfixes location
for automatic
updates.

Yes Yes Yes Saves time
over doing this
manually and will
keep the client
current with the
latest patches.
CA Workload
Desktop Client
now visually
notifies the user
if there is a new
update patch/
hotfix available.

Support for
Windows
Authentication
on Microsoft
SQL® Server

You can now
use Windows
authentication
instead of
SQL Server
authentication.

Yes Yes Yes Allows customers
to configure
SQL Server
database with
CA Workload
DE server
in Windows
authentication
mode, so that
CA Workload
DE server
can exactly
use the same
security scheme
that applies to
the corporate
network. For
example,
usernames,
passwords, and
permissions
are the same
for network
resources and
CA Workload DE.
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Forecasting
Enhancements

You can now
schedule forecast
reports using
events to save
the output on the
server for viewing
it later.

Yes Yes Yes You can export
the output in
different formats
including CSV
and HTML.
When scheduling
forecast reports,
you can specify
a list of users to
notify when the
forecast report
execution is
complete. You
can also grant
permission to a
list of users to
view the report
output.

New Server
Parameters

Several
new server
parameters have
been added to
better enable
you to control the
behavior of the
server.

Yes Yes Yes You are
enabled to
configure server
parameters
to control the
behavior of the
server.

Searching for
Jobs Across
Applications

You can now
search for
jobs across
applications
defined on a
single server

Yes Yes Yes Useful for
locating jobs that
are defined in
many different
applications.
From the search
results, you
can open each
job definition
and make
the required
changes.

Load Balancing You can use
agent groups
to balance
the workload
between each
agent defined in
the group.

Yes Yes Yes This allows the
workload to be
automatically
distributed to the
optimal agent.
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Running Jobs
on all Agents in
a Group

You can use
agent groups
to run a job on
all agents in the
group.

Yes Yes Yes This enables you
to create a single
backup job and
set it to run on
multiple agents,
with each agent
installed on a
different server.
This is useful
to verify the
operating system
patch level on
all systems and
roll over a job to
apply OS level
patches on all
agent systems.

Job Output
variables

For selected
job types, the
server creates
a JavaScript
variable for each
return value.

Yes Yes Yes You can use the
return values
of a job in the
subsequent
jobs of that
application.
For example,
the result of an
SQL query can
be stored as
a variable and
then passed to
another job. This
allows for more
granular control
over jobs.
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Support for New
Agent Releases

• CA Workload
Automation
Agent for
UNIX r11.3

• CA Workload
Automation
Agent for
Linux r11.3

• CA Workload
Automation
Agent for
Windows
r11.3

• CA Workload
Automation
Agent for i5/
OS r11.3

• CA Workload
Automation
Agent for
application
Services r11.3

• CA Workload
Automation
Agent for Web
Services r11.3

• CA Workload
Automation
Agent for
Micro Focus
r11.3

• CA Workload
Automation
Agent for
Databases
r11.3

• CA Workload
Automation
Agent for SAP
r11.3

• CA Workload
Automation
Agent for
PeopleSoft
r11.3

• CA Workload
Automation
Agent for
Oracle E-
Business
Suite r11.3.1

Yes Yes Yes Technical
currency and
compliance.
This will enable
native integration
to various
third-party
applications.
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Variable
Dependency
Monitor Events

You can now
trigger workload
based on
global variable
expressions.

Yes Yes Yes When you
create a variable
dependency
monitor event,
the server
evaluates
the variable
expression
and runs the
application
referenced in the
event whenever
the variable
expression
is satisfied.
The server
reevaluates
the expression
whenever any of
the variables in
the expression
changes. This
allows granular
control over the
workload to be
run.

Event Priority In an event
definition, you
can now specify
an event priority
from one (lowest
priority) to 10
(highest priority)
to prioritize the
triggering of
events scheduled
simultaneously.

Yes Yes Yes If there are
multiple events
being triggered
simultaneously,
users will now be
able to control
the order in
which they are
triggered.

Progress Bar
for Running
Applications

When you open
the graphical
view of a running
application in
the monitor
perspective, a
new progress
bar shows the
application's start
time, estimated
end time, and
completion
percentage.

Yes Yes Yes This gives the
user feedback on
the status of the
job.
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Extend CA
Workload Web
Services

CA Workload
Automation
agent for Web
services has
been extended
to let third-party
solutions create,
update, invoke,
monitor, and
control workload.

Yes Yes Yes Allows external
applications
additional
control over CA
Workload DE
workload using
Web services.
This increases
the options
available to
scheduling teams
and widens
the scope of
applications that
use CA Workload
DE. Customer
business
applications can
be integrated
with automation
easily.

Application
Templates for
Third-Party
Integration

Application
templates are
ready-to-use
application
definitions that
third-party users
can run at any
time by passing
the required
parameters.

Yes Yes Yes Application
templates let
you integrate
ESP dSeries
Workload
Automation with
a third-party
application.
Users can
focus more on
their business
applications
rather than
the underlying
ESP dSeries
Workload
Automation
technology. For
example, you
can define a
single application
template for the
payroll processes
of two companies
so that each
company runs
the application
template with its
own parameters.
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Specifying
JavaScript
Scripts in the
Job Definition

You can
now define a
JavaScript script
within a job
definition. The
script can run
at event trigger
time or at job run
time. You can
only use locally
defined scripts
in the job where
they are defined.
If you want to
share a script
with another job
in the application,
define the script
in the application
properties
instead.

Yes Yes Yes Users can use
JavaScript to
control workload
triggering and
have more
control over their
workload.

Using Content
Assist to Define
JavaScript
Scripts

You can now use
content assist to
help you define a
JavaScript script
in an application
in the Define
perspective.

Yes Yes Yes Using content
assist, you can
insert built-
in JavaScript
variables and
functions in
the script by
selecting them
from a pop-up.
You can also
insert native
JavaScript
functions and
objects. This
makes it easier
to define the
JavaScript scripts
saving time.

New JavaScript
Function to
Get System
Property

You can use the
getSystemProperty
JavaScript
function to
retrieve the value
of a system
property.

Yes Yes Yes The
getSystemProperty
function lets
you retrieve a
system property
without invoking
a Java™ method.
Invoking a
JavaMethod
carries potential
security and
reliability
problems and
this issue is thus
removed now.
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Making Mass
Updates to
Jobs Within an
Application

You can now
make a change
to multiple
jobs within an
application at
once.

Yes Yes Yes This will save
time for the
users, as they
do not have to
do individual
changes at
each job level
for common
changes. For
example, agent
name can be
changed across
all Windows jobs
in one single
mass update.

Resource
Enhancements

Resource
enhancements
include:

• When setting
resource
availability
counts, you
can increase
or decrease
the availability
count of a
resource by
a specified
amount.

• When you
delete a
resource
that is being
used in a job
definition,
CA Workload
Desktop
Client lists the
applications
affected by
the deletion.

• For debugging
purposes, you
can display
details about
the resources
defined on the
server and
the processed
resource
requests
(orders).

Yes Yes Yes These allow
greater control
over workload
when resource
dependencies
defined across
multiple jobs in
CA Workload DE.
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Bypassing
Future
Execution of an
Event

You can now
bypass any future
execution of an
event to prevent
it from triggering
at its scheduled
time.

Yes Yes Yes Suppose that an
event triggers
at seven p.m.
daily. At three
p.m., you decide
that the event
should not run
that night and the
next day night. To
prevent the event
from running
future time, you
bypass the future
execution of the
event.

New Monitor
States

You can set up
notifications to
notify users or
take action when
a job reaches a
certain state.

Yes Yes Yes Notifications
now support the
following monitor
states:

• Force
completed

• Global
variable wait

• Resource wait

This will remove
the need for
users to be
manually looking
for job status
changes and
will save time for
them.

Email
Notification
Templates

When setting
up email
notifications, you
now have full
control over the
message content
with the default
email template.

Yes Yes Yes When overriding
the default
subject or
message,
you can insert
application-
and job-level
built-in symbolic
variables
using a menu.
Administrators
can edit the
default subject
and message
by modifying the
default email
template defined
in the Topology.
This lets
admins improve
communications
with greater
control over
email message
content.
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Job Profiling For more
accurate average
data, you can
specify a job
profile that
considers the
execution-time
differences of a
job for various
days, times, or
contexts. You can
specify multiple
profiles based on
different criteria
for a job.

Yes Yes Yes By default, the
server calculates
anticipated end
time, due out
propagation, and
critical path using
the average
execution time
of the last 10
runs of the job.
This is a default
profile. With this
feature, one can
define a profile
to calculate
the average
execution time.
For example,
create a profile
for MONDAY
to THURSDAY
where the job
runs same time
and it takes more
time on FRIDAY.

Referential
Integrity

WA Desktop
Client applies
referential
integrity over
various workload
artifacts. For
example, one
application
can have
multiple events
associated.

Yes Yes Yes This feature
helps Users
when they delete
one application,
CA Workload
Desktop Client
warns the user
listing associated
events affected.
Later user can
decide to delete
or not, based
on this input.
This applies
to calendars
deletion that
affects events,
resources/
agents/agent
groups deletion
that affects
applications.
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Reason Field
for Job and
Application
Commands

When issuing
job or application
level commands
using the monitor
perspective or
theexexCommandbuilt-
in function, you
can specify
a reason for
issuing the
command. One
can mandate the
reason for issuing
commands at
the application
properties level.

Yes Yes Yes This allows
workload-
monitoring users
to input reasons
while executing
action commands
at the application
or job level for
detailing the
reason for action.

Default Zoom
Settings for
Application
Graphs

You can now
set default
zoom settings
for application
graphs in
the define
and monitor
perspectives.

Yes Yes Yes This removes the
need for users to
specify a zoom
setting every time
and is a usability
feature.

Selecting User
IDs in Job
Definitions

Specifies the
Windows user ID
that runs the job.
The user must
be defined in the
topology.

Yes Yes Most of the
time, you are
restricted to how
you can access
data on remote
computers.
To access
restricted remote
resources, you
can run the
job under a
user ID that
has access to
those resources.
This feature will
help enforce
authorized users
running these
jobs.

Inherit Trigger
User Preference

When you create
an event, you
can set the inherit
trigger user
option to override
the execution
user for events
triggered
manually.

Yes Yes Yes You can now
set a preference
for the
Inherittriggeruser
option, which
is useful if you
often override the
default behavior.
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Job Ancestor
Wait
(JANCWAIT
State)

When defining
a job, you can
specify a new
option to delay
the job from
running until
the same job
completes in
a previous
generation of
the application.
The job goes to
JANCWAIT state.

Yes Yes Yes If the same
job is running
in a previous
application
generation,
the server puts
the job in the
new application
generation in
a JANCWAIT
state. When the
job completes
in the previous
application
generation,
the server
removes the
JANCWAIT from
the job in the
new application
generation and
submits the
job when its
dependencies
are met.

Suppressing
Notifications for
a Job

If an application
contains
notifications,
the notifications
are copied to
each job in the
application. If you
do not want the
application-level
notifications to
apply to every
job, you can now
suppress them.
Alternatively,
you can edit or
remove a copied
notification.

Yes Yes Yes More flexibility is
given to control
over notifications
defined at the
application level.

Customized
Sort Order for
Custom Views

When you create
or update a
custom view,
you can now
customize the
sort order of the
columns that
appear in the
view. You can
override the
sort order by
clicking a column
heading in the
open custom
view.

Yes Yes Yes This improves
usability and
user experience
features.
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Hiding
Completed Jobs
Automatically
Using the
Rounded at
Option

When hiding
completed
applications
automatically,
you can now
select a time
interval frequency
using the
Rounded at
option. For
example, if you
select every
two hours using
the rounded at
option, completed
applications are
automatically
hidden every two
hours, starting
at the top of the
next hour.

Yes Yes Yes This will help the
operations team
to monitor only
active workload
and gives more
flexibility in
monitoring critical
active workload.

Folding
Groups in Job
Definitions

This usability
enhancement
lets you expand
and fold groups
of job properties
(sections) based
on your level of
experience with
the product.

Yes Yes Yes By default,
job definition
properties that
are set in the
application,
such as the
agent name or
run frequency,
are folded to
minimize clutter.
You can set
a preference
so that these
sections
are always
expanded.

Application
Integration Tags

To integrate
an application
with another
product from CA
Technologies,
you can
now specify
application
integration tags
in the application
definition.

Yes Yes Yes You can map an
application to one
or more business
services defined
in CA Spectrum
SA. CA Spectrum
SA lets you
model services
to represent
cross-product
data based on
logical business
functions.
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Server Restart
on Lost
Database
Connectivity

When a database
connection is lost
in a standalone
or CA Workload
High Availability
DE configuration,
the server tries
to reconnect to
the database for
an hour. If it fails
to reconnect,
the server goes
down.

Yes Yes Yes A database
connection can
be lost due to
network failures,
DB stopped
intentionally or
by mistake. This
feature will give
flexibility to CA
Workload DE
to wait for DB
availability and
later shut down
gracefully if DB is
not recovered in
configured retry
timeline.

Support for Web
Services Job
and Remote
Execution Job

Web services
jobs enable third-
party software
integrations.
Remote
Execution Jobs
provide an
ability to run
jobs remotely on
UNIX, LINUX,
OpenVMS, NON-
STOP systems.

Yes Yes Yes Web Services
Job lets you call
an operation
within a web
service and pass
parameters to the
operation using
document/literal
style binding.

Remote
Execution Job
lets you run
commands on
a remote UNIX,
HP Integrity
NonStop, and
OpenVMS
computer through
Secure Shell
(SSH2) or Telnet.

Support for
Multiple Run
Control Tables
in PeopleSoft
Job

In a PeopleSoft
job, you can
now specify
arguments in
multiple run
control tables.

Yes Yes Yes This will
bring ease of
PeopleSoft jobs
automation as
User can define
multiple run
parameters for a
given PeopleSoft
process.

Banning Users
from Opening
Client Sessions
Temporarily

You can use
theCLIENTSESSIONcommand
to ban users or
groups of users
from temporarily
opening client
sessions to the
server.

Yes Yes Yes To help you
manage client
connections,
a new CLI
command
namedCLIENTSESSIONis
added.
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Support for
Informatica Job
Type

Informatica
Jobs allow the
user to retrieve
information
about Workflows,
tasks defined
in Informatica
including status,
logs. Instead
of defining
and managing
command scripts,
users can now
define jobs by
simply making
a few selections
in an easy-to-
use graphical
interface—
without requiring
in-depth
Informatica skills.

Yes Yes Yes Informatica
jobs can be
effortlessly linked
with jobs from
other business
applications
enabling the
creation of end-
to-end processes
managed and
monitored from
a single solution.
And ESP dSeries
Workload
Automation
provides features
not available in
the Informatica
scheduler,
including SLA
management,
robust
monitoring,
auditing and
reporting, event-
driven scheduling
and more.

Support for
Microsoft SQL
Server Agent
Job Type

Microsoft SQL
Server Jobs
allow the user to
define, manage,
and control
workload related
to SQL Server
Agent Jobs.

Yes Yes Yes This offers the
capability to
define, run,
monitor, and
control jobs
for Microsoft
SQL Server
agent business
applications.
Controlling
SQL Server
agent schedules
through
Workload
solution
optimizes time
as the user does
not need to
spend additional
time to monitor
SQL agent
job schedules
through SQL
Server scheduler.
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Starting the
Server During
Migration of
History Data

With this
enhancement,
you can now start
the server after
the data from the
ESP_APPL_GEN
and
ESP_LONGKEYS
tables are
migrated. The
migration utility
prompts you
when you can
start the server:
"Now DEr11.3
server can
be started for
parallel workload
processing..."

Yes Yes Yes This enables
faster upgrades
and migrations
across ESP
dSeries
Workload
Automation major
releases.

SFTP Job Type
Enhancements

Support ASCII
file transfers
with public-key
authentication
to the SFTP
server. You can
specify an FTP
user ID (user
authentication),
a private key
file (public-key
authentication),
or both
(multifactor
authentication).

Yes Yes Yes This enables
advanced
file transfer
capabilities to
SFTP job types.
Now the file
transfers are
more secure with
the introduction
of multi-factor
authentication.

Run as User
Support for
Both FTP and
SFTP Jobs

Ability to specify
the user (run as
user) that runs
the job on behalf
of the agent user.

Yes Yes Yes This
enhancement
lets FTP
and SFTP
jobs access
remote network
resources that
the agent user
does not have
access to.

Automating
Resubmission
of a Failed z/
OS-Regular Job
From a Specific
Step

You can now
automate the
resubmission
of a failed z/
OS-Regular job
from a specific
step. You can
specify multiple
step conditions.
Every time a z/
OS job fails, it
is resubmitted
automatically
based on the
retry count and
step conditions.

Yes Yes Yes This will allow
users to
automate z/OS
jobs effectively
based on z/
OS job-step
end completion
status.
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Server Restart
on Lost
Database
Connectivity

When a database
connection is lost
in a standalone
or CA Workload
High Availability
DE configuration,
the server tries
to reconnect to
the database for
an hour. If it fails
to reconnect,
the server goes
down.

Yes Yes Yes A database
connection can
be lost due to
network failures,
DB stopped
intentionally or
by mistake. This
feature will give
flexibility to CA
Workload DE
to wait for DB
availability and
later shut down
gracefully if DB is
not recovered in
configured retry
timeline.

Support for New
Time Zones

Time zone
codes: Monterrey
(Nuevo León,
Mexico) and
Santa Isabel
(Baja California,
Mexico).

Yes Yes Yes ESP dSeries
Workload
Automation
now supports
additional time
zones so that
DST cases can
be managed
effectively.

Delete Site
Command
Support for
SFTP Jobs

You can delete
files and
directories after
transferring files
using SFTP jobs.

Yes Yes Yes You can delete
the local source
files (if uploading)
after they are
uploaded from
the agent
computer or
the remote
source files (if
downloading)
after they are
downloaded from
the remote SFTP
server.

 Agent Group Support Matrix
ESP dSeries Workload Automation Version Available Agentgroups

12.1 • SQL
• SFTP
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12.3 • FTP
• Monitoring Jobs – CPU
• Disk Monitoring
• File Trigger
• IP Monitoring
• Process Monitoring
• Text File Reading and Monitoring
• Windows Event log
• Windows Service Monitoring All DB Jobs – DB

Monitor
• DB Stored Procedure
• DB Trigger
• HTTP-V2
• WebServiceDoclit-SOAP_Envelope

 Third-Party Software Acknowledgements
`The  file contains copyright and the license agreement information from third-party software
used in CA Workload Automation DE Release 12.3.
cwad122
The #unique_113 file contains copyright and the license agreement information from third-party software used in
CA Workload Automation DE Release 12.3.

3 Installing
Install, upgrade, or uninstall; install CLI and web services; apply or remove patches; deployment
best practices
cwad121
This section includes the following information:

• Installing ESP dSeries Workload Automation and its components
• Uninstalling or repairing ESP dSeries Workload Automation components
• Upgrading ESP dSeries Workload Automation
• Upgrade CA WA Desktop Client Using an Upgrade Patch
• Migrating from PostgreSQL to Oracle Database
• Installing the Command Line Interface (CLI)
• Installing CA WA SOAP Web Services
• ESP dSeries Workload Automation deployment best practices

 Installing ESP dSeries Workload Automation
This section describes the prerequisites, database considerations, and implementation
checklists to refer to before installing ESP dSeries Workload Automation:
cwad122
This section describes the prerequisites, database considerations, and implementation checklists to refer to before
installing ESP dSeries Workload Automation:

Prerequisites
Before you install ESP dSeries Workload Automation, ensure that the following prerequisites are met:

• Your computer meets the system requirements.
• The following ports are open on the computer where you install the server:

• Desktop Client port
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Specifies the port number the server uses to communicate with WA Desktop Client.
Default: 7500

• Manager port
Specifies the port that the server uses to communicate with the agents or advanced integrations.
Default: 7507

• RMI Registry Port
• Specifies the RMI registry port number for the server. This port is used by the Java RMI Registry.

Default: 7599
• RMI Export Port

Specifies the RMI export port number for the server. WA Desktop Client uses this port to make RMI calls to
the server.
Default: 7598

Note:

• By default, the server uses these port numbers to listen to the Client, Agent, and so on. You can change
these port numbers during the server installation.

• Do not specify ports 1 through 1024, which are used by the operating system. When you install the server,
the server installation program detects if a port number you specified is in use. If a port is already in use,
change the port number in conflict.

• If ESP dSeries Workload Automation is installed with embedded PostgreSQL in RHEL 7, RHEL 8, CentOS
7, and SUSE 15, ensure you have either libreadline.so.6 or libreadline.so.7 library in the /usr/lib64/
directory.

Minimum Temporary Disk Space
On UNIX and Linux, ESP dSeries Workload Automation uses a temporary location to store files temporarily during
the server installation. This section details the temporary disk space requirements, temporary location, and how the
temporary location is set to a custom path.

By default, ESP dSeries Workload Automation uses /tmp to store files temporarily during the installation and
requires a minimum of 2 GB space.

If /tmp does not have enough space during the installation, the installer attempts to use the current install user's
home directory. If space is still insufficient, the installer exits and states the required amount of space under the
user's home directory as follows:

Preparing to install…WARNING: /tmp does not have enough disk
 space!Attempting to use /home/<user> for install base and tmp
 dir.WARNING! The amount of /home/<user> disk space required to
 perform this installation is greater than what is available. Please
 free up at least <n> kilobytes in /home/<user> and attempt this
 installation again.If you wish to set a temporary location other
 than /tmp or the user's home directory, you can set and export the
 IATEMPDIR variable to another path which does have the necessary
 space.Example:IATEMPDIR=/path/temp_direxport IATEMPDIR

Database Considerations
ESP dSeries Workload Automation supports both the external database and the embedded database
(PostgreSQL). The PostgreSQL database is packaged with the server on 64-bit Windows and Linux platforms only.
If you are already using a PostgreSQL database, you can set up it as an external database with the server installed
on any supported platforms.

Before you install ESP dSeries Workload Automation, consider the following points:

• To use an external database, set up the external database before installing the server.
• To use the embedded database, install the server directly without the need for an external database.

Warning:
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• (Linux) To start and stop the PostgreSQL database that is packaged with the server, see Start and
Stop the Embedded PostgreSQL Database.

• If you use the embedded PostgreSQL database, perform routine maintenance of the database.

(Linux) PostgreSQL Considerations
You can now install the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server with the PostgreSQL embedded db type option
with a non-root user.

Note: During installation,

• Select the PostgreSql(Embedded) database option.
• Provide the port information (5432) and database password (database user is the default logged in user)

information
• PostgreSQL database is created and started by the installer by default.

If the server is installed with

• Non-root user, PostgreSQL database is installed with the logged in user where the server is launched.
• Root user, postgres user and postgres group are created by default which is the database user.

Default PostgreSQL home directory: <CAWA_HOME>/PostgreSQL

Implementation Checklist
The server is the core of the ESP dSeries Workload Automation system and is installed with a default agent. This
section provides an overview of the steps that you must perform to complete the installation of the server and its
default agent.

To complete the installation of ESP dSeries Workload Automation, follow these steps:

1. Setting Up the Database:

• On Oracle
• On Microsoft SQL Server
• On IBM DB2
• On PostgreSQL

Note:

(On 64-bit Windows and Linux) If you want to use the embedded PostgreSQL database packaged with the
server, this step is not required.

2. Collect the required information.
3. (z/Linux systems only) Install the JRE.
4. Install the server and default agent:

• On Windows
• On UNIX

5. Start the server:

• On Windows
• On UNIX

6. Start the default agent:

• On Windows
• On UNIX

7. Install WA Desktop Client.
8. Verify the installation.

After you complete the installation, you can do the following tasks to configure ESP dSeries Workload Automation:

• Configure the SSL FTP client or server for the default agent.

For more information, see Configure SSL FTP in the WA System Agent documentation.

Note:

This step is only required if you set up the SSL FTP client or SSL FTP server during the installation.

• Configure WA High Availability
• Install additional agents and configure them to work with ESP dSeries Workload Automation

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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For information about installing a WA System Agent, see the WA System Agent documentation.
• (Windows only) Change the service name for the server
• (Microsoft SQL Server databases only) Set up a valid domain account to enable Windows authentication
• Uninstall the server if you no longer use it:

• On Windows
• On UNIX

 Download the ESP dSeries Workload Automation ISO File
The ESP dSeries Workload Automation ISO file is packaged with separate installation files for
the server, WA Desktop Client, standalone Command Line Interface, and SOAP Web Services.
cwad122
The ESP dSeries Workload Automation ISO file is packaged with separate installation files for the server, WA
Desktop Client, standalone Command Line Interface, and SOAP Web Services.

Warning:

Starting from 12.0.01, ESP dSeries Workload Automation supports the Web Client on Windows and Linux
platforms. The Web Client installation file is available in a separate ISO file instead of in the ESP dSeries
Workload Automation ISO file.

Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to CA Support.
2. Click DOWNLOAD MANAGEMENT.
3. Select ESP dSeries Workload Automation - Scheduler (dSeries) from the drop-down list.
4. Click Product Downloads Available.

The product downloads available for all the supported platforms are listed.
5. Click the ESP dSeries Workload Automation platform that you want to download.

Note:

If you are downloading the ISO for a Service Pack, ensure that the appropriate values are selected in
the Release and the Service Pack drop-down lists.

The ISO file of ESP dSeries Workload Automation is displayed.

Note:

Starting from 12.0.01, ESP dSeries Workload Automation supports the Web Client on Windows and Linux
platforms. When you download the ESP dSeries Workload Automation ISO for 12.0.01 or higher releases on
the Windows or Linux platform, an additional ISO file for ESP dSeries Workload Automation Web Client is
displayed.

6. Click the Download Now icon against ESP dSeries Workload Automation ISO file.
The ISO file for ESP dSeries Workload Automation is downloaded.

 Setting Up the External Database
This section contains the following topics:
cwad122
This section contains the following topics:

  

Calculate the Required Disk Space
Before you install CA Workload Automation DE, ensure that your database has the required disk space to handle
your workload. To calculate the required disk space, use the following formula:

required disk space = initial storage space + database growth

• initial storage space

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://support.ca.com/
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Specifies the storage space (file size) required to initially set up the database to work with CA Workload
Automation DE. We recommend that you set up the following initial storage space for your database:

• Trial environment—200 MB
• Production environment—1 GB

• database growth
Specifies the storage space your database requires over time. To calculate the database growth, use the
following formula:

Database growth = Number of jobs run per day x 13 KB x Number of
 days

where 13 KB is the maximum space required for a job based on testing.

Example 

Suppose that you want to set up a database for a trial environment. You plan to run 500 jobs per day, every day.
You delete data from the database once a month to free space for the future workload. To calculate the disk space
that is required to handle growth per month, apply the following formula:

Database growth = 500 jobs run/day x 13 KB x 30 days

= approximately 200 MB

To calculate the overall disk space that is required for the database, apply the following formula:

Required disk space = Initial storage space + database growth

= 200 MB + 200 MB

= 400 MB

Set Up an Oracle Database
The CA Workload Automation DE server requires a database. You must set up a database before you install the
server. You can set up an existing Oracle database or install a new one.

Note:  This topic only provides an overview of the steps that you must perform to set up Oracle to work with
CA Workload Automation DE. For more information about installing and administering Oracle, see the Oracle
documentation.

Follow these steps: 

1. Ensure that your database server has required disk space.
2. Ensure that the database server meets the database requirements.

Note:  CA Workload Automation DE ships with the required JDBC driver.
3. Ensure that the tablespaces size is set to auto-extend mode.
4. Run the following SQL commands:

create user username identified by password;grant create view,
 create session, resource, connect to username;

The database user is created and assigned with all the privileges that are required to operate the CA Workload
Automation DE server schema.

Note:

• The user is allocated to the Data and Temporary tablespaces.
• The user is granted the ALTER, CONNECT, CREATE, CREATE SESSION, CREATE VIEW, DELETE, DROP,

INSERT, RESOURCE, SELECT, and UPDATE privileges.
5. (Optional) Enable partitioning to optimize database performance.
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Warning:

After you enable partitioning in the database, you can choose whether to configure the CA Workload
Automation DE server database schema for partitioning during the server installation. To configure
the schema for partitioning, select the Create Schema for Oracle Partitioning check box during
the server installation. This check box appears in the Oracle Partitioning panel after you select
the Oracle database type.

If you choose to configure the server schema for partitioning, the schema will be configured with the following
settings to optimize the performance of the Oracle database:

• Table Partitioning
Tables that store the runtime data and history data of jobs and applications are partitioned, so the huge
amount of data is accessed faster. The partition is done for every 1 million records.

• CLOB Chunk Size
To avoid multiple reads for CLOB data of more than 8 KB, the CLOB chunk size for all the tables that use
CLOB data type is set to 16 KB.

• INITRANS Settings
The default value of INITRANS for tables that store the job and application runtime data is set to 20. Hence,
the simultaneous Data Manipulation Queries (DML) queries run without waiting for a free transaction slot.

The Oracle database is set up for CA Workload Automation DE. You can now install CA Workload Automation
DE.

Set Up a Microsoft SQL Server Database
The CA Workload Automation DE server requires a database. You must set up a database before you install the
server. You can set up an existing Microsoft SQL Server or install a new one.

Note:

This topic only provides an overview of the steps that you must perform to set up Microsoft SQL Server to work with
CA Workload Automation DE. For more information about installing and administering Microsoft SQL Server, see
the Microsoft documentation.

Follow these steps: 

1. Ensure that your database server has the required disk space.
2. Ensure that the database server meets the database requirements.

Note:  CA Workload Automation DE ships with the required JDBC driver.
3. Create a database for CA Workload Automation DE in your Microsoft SQL Server with the following

specifications:

• Initial data file size—1 GB
• Log file size—500 MB

When you install the CA Workload Automation DE server, the installation program creates a database schema
in your Microsoft SQL Server.

4. Create a new user and password for the CA Workload Automation DE database.
5. Assign the new user as the owner for the CA Workload Automation DE database.
6. Ensure that the TCP/IP port is static.

The Microsoft SQL Server database is set up for CA Workload Automation DE. You can now install CA
Workload Automation DE.

Set Up an IBM DB2 Database
The CA Workload Automation DE server requires a database. You must set up a database before you install the
server. You can set up an existing IBM DB2 database or install a new one.

Note:

This topic only provides an overview of the steps that you must perform to set up IBM DB2 to work with CA
Workload Automation DE. For more information about installing and administering IBM DB2, see the IBM DB2
documentation.

Follow these steps: 

1. Verify that your database server has the required disk space.
2. Verify that the database server meets the database requirements.
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3. Do the following if the database is not installed on the same computer as the CA Workload Automation DE
server:

1.1 Copy the DB2 Universal JDBC driver file (db2jcc.jar) and license file (db2jcc_license_cu.jar) from the
SQLLIB\java directory where the database is installed to the computer where the CA Workload Automation
DE server is installed.

2.1 Do one of the following tasks:

• On Windows, modify the classpath parameter in the  install_dir\conf
\ windows.service.properties file and the lax.class.path parameter in
the  install_dir\bin\startServer.lax file to include db2jcc.jar and db2jcc_license_cu.jar.

• On UNIX, modify the CLASSPATH parameter in the  install_dir/bin/classpath.sh file to
include db2jcc.jar and db2jcc_license_cu.jar.

install_dir 
Specifies the directory where the CA Workload Automation DE server is installed.

4. Create a database for CA Workload Automation DE in IBM DB2 with the following specifications:

• Initial data file size—1 GB
• Log file size—500 MB
• Automatic storage—On

5. Verify that the database has an 8-KB page size buffer pool and 8-KB page size tablespace.
6. Verify that the automatic storage feature is enabled for all tablespaces.
7. Verify that you have an operating system user ID and password that can connect to the CA Workload

Automation DE database. The user ID must have the following privileges:

• CONNECT
• CREATETAB
• IMPLICIT_SCHEMA

8. (SSL-enabled databases only) Run the following commands to use DATA_ENCRYPT authentication for
encrypting the communication between the DB2 database and the server:

UPDATE DBM CFG USING AUTHENTICATION DATA_ENCRYPTdb2stopdb2start 

The IBM DB2 database is set up for CA Workload Automation DE. You can now install CA Workload Automation
DE.

Set Up a PostgreSQL Database
The CA Workload Automation DE server requires a database. You must set up a database before you install the
server. You can set up an existing PostgreSQL database or install a new one.

Note:

• This procedure is required only when you set up the PostgreSQL database as an external database.
• This topic only provides an overview of the steps that you must perform to set up PostgreSQL to work with

CA Workload Automation DE. For more information about installing and administering PostgreSQL, see the
PostgreSQL documentation.

• The PostgreSQL database information, such as database name and user name, are case-sensitive. For
example, r12 and R12 are different. Ensure that you specify the database connection information appropriately
during the CA Workload Automation DE server installation.

Follow these steps: 

1. Ensure that your database server has the required disk space.
2. Ensure that the database server meets the database requirements.

Note:

CA Workload Automation DE ships with the required JDBC driver. 
3. Ensure that the tablespaces size is created as per the requirements listed in release notes under Disk space

calculation section.
4. Create a database for CA Workload Automation DE in PostgreSQL.
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When you install the CA Workload Automation DE server, the installation program creates a database schema
in PostgreSQL.

5. Assign the PostgreSQL user to the database.
The user must be set with the following attributes that are required to operate the CA Workload Automation DE
server schema:

• The user is allocated to the tablespace that has enough space. 
• The user has the SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT, DELETE, CREATE, CONNECT, TEMP, DROP, and ALTER

privileges.

Note:

The DROP and ALTER privileges are applicable only to the database owner.

The PostgreSQL database is set up for CA Workload Automation DE. You can now install CA Workload
Automation DE.

 Information to Collect Before Installation
The server installation program prompts you for information required to install the server and
the default agent. This section describes the prompts that are not self-explanatory and the
information that you need to collect before you run the installation program or perform the
migration:
cwad122
The server installation program prompts you for information required to install the server and the default agent. This
section describes the prompts that are not self-explanatory and the information that you need to collect before you
run the installation program or perform the migration:

  2  

Network Interface
The server installation program prompts you to specify the network interface for communication.

• Hostname or IP Address
Defines the hostname or its alias or IP address of the local host that the server uses for communication.

Example: 172.24.36.107 (IPv4) or 0:0:0:0:0:FFFF:192.168.00.00 (IPv6)

WA High Availability Settings
WA High Availability is the failure detection and recovery process for ESP dSeries Workload Automation. To install
ESP dSeries Workload Automation with WA High Availability, you must install a Primary server and a Standby
server. Typically, the Primary server and the Standby server are installed on separate computers. You must install
the Primary server first.

The installation program prompts you for WA High Availability settings. Collect the following information before you
run the installation program:

• Failback Type
Specifies the type of failback for the Primary server to automatic or manual. Set the parameter to true if you
want the workload control to automatically fail back to the Primary server (Automatic Failback). To force the
workload control to fail back to the other server by issuing a command, set the parameter to false (Manual
Failback).

• Ping Frequency (sec)
Specifies how often, in seconds, the monitoring server checks the active server's heartbeat during stage 1
failure detection.
Default: 60 seconds

Note:

This field is displayed only if you choose to install the server as the Primary (preferred).
• Database Update Frequency (sec)

Specifies how often, in seconds, the active server updates a database table the monitoring server polls during
stage 2 failure detection.
Default: 15 seconds

Note:
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This field is displayed only if you choose to install the server as the Primary (preferred).
• Database Polling Factor

Specifies the polling interval factor. This value is required to compute the polling interval, which is the frequency
in which the monitoring server polls the database to detect the active server. The polling interval is computed as
follows:

Polling interval = Database Update Frequency x Database Polling
 Factor

By default, the polling interval is 15 (update frequency) x 4 (polling factor) or 60 seconds. After 60 seconds, the
monitoring server polls the database. If the monitoring server cannot detect the active server, failover occurs.
The polling interval determines the latency—the time it takes the monitoring server to recognize failure has
occurred on the active server and begin switching workload processing. By default, the failure detection process
takes two minutes (one minute for stage 1 and one minute for stage 2). You can increase the polling interval
to give you time to fix the problem on the active server. Or, you can keep the polling interval low to minimize
the amount of time the active server is down. However, a low polling interval increases the chance that failover
occurs.

Note:

This field is displayed only if you choose to install the server as the Primary (preferred).

Note:  The installation program adds the Primary server's default agent to the server's Topology. The installation
program does not add the Standby server's default agent to the Topology. To use the default agent on the Standby,
you must manually add that agent to the Topology by using WA Desktop Client. For more information about adding
an agent to the Topology, see Configuring Agents or Advanced Integrations.

Email Setup
The installation program prompts you for email settings. Collect the following information before you run the
installation program:

• SMTP Mail Server Address
Specifies the name of your SMTP mail server.
Example: mail.company.com

• To Email Address
Specifies a valid internal email address to which the server sends job-related messages.

Note:

• If you are installing the server on HP-UX, enter the escape character backslash (\) before the commercial at
(@) symbol in the email address (for example, userid\@companyname.com).

• For more information about adding multiple email addresses after installing the server, see Configuring the
Server Using the Admin Topology.

• From Email Address
Specifies an email address that identifies the server that you receive messages from.

Note:

If you are installing the server on HP-UX, enter the escape character backslash (\) before the commercial at (@)
symbol in the email address (for example, userid\@companyname.com).

• SMTP Mail Server Port
Specifies the port number of your SMTP mail server.
Default: 15

Default Agent Settings
The ESP dSeries Workload Automation server is installed with a default agent. The default agent lets you schedule
and run the workload on the computer where the server is installed.

The installation program prompts you for default agent settings. Collect the following information before you run the
installation program:

• Agent Name
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Defines a name for the default agent. The agent name must be unique on your computer.
Limits: 1-16 alphanumeric characters. You can also specify the special characters commercial at (@), dollar
sign ($), and underscore (_). The first character must be an alphabetic character.
Default: AGENT (for the Primary server), STANDBY_AGENT (for the Standby server)

Note:

• The server uses the agent name to create directory and file names, so you must adhere to the standard file-
naming conventions for your operating system.

• An agent cannot have the same name as a user that is defined on the server in the Security view of WA
Desktop Client.

• Agent Input Port
Defines the port that the server uses to communicate with the default agent. This port must be unique.

The default agent can also act as an FTP client, an FTP server, or both. The installation program prompts you to
optionally enable and set up this feature.

Note:   After you run the installation program, you can configure the default agent. For more information, see
the CA Workload Automation System Agent documentation.

Agent Strong Encryption Cipher and Encryption Key
The installation program prompts for the cipher algorithm that agents should use for message encryption. Collect
the following information before you run the installation program:

• Cipher Algorithm
Specifies the algorithm the server uses to cipher (encrypt) messages. Options are as follows:

• DES or the Data Encryption Standard that uses a 56-bit key
• 3DES or DESEDE that uses the DES algorithm in EDE (encrypt-decrypt-encrypt) mode
• AES or the Advanced Encryption Standard that uses a 128-bit key
• BLOWFISH that uses a 64-bit block and a variable key length
• NONE or no encryption

Note:

• Your ESP dSeries Workload Automation environment can be considered FIPS-compliant only if all the
components use FIPS-compliant algorithms for encryption and decryption. Currently, only AES and DESEDE
algorithms are FIPS-certified. If any of your ESP dSeries Workload Automation components use DES or
BLOWFISH, your system is not FIPS-compliant.

• If you select NONE as the encryption method, you must set the security.cryptkey parameter in the
agentparm.txt file to no value. For information, see Configure the Agent for No Encryption in the CA
Workload Automation System Agent documentation.

• Encryption Key
Specifies the hexadecimal encryption key for the selected cipher algorithm. The encryption key should be of the
following length for each cipher algorithm:

• DES: 56 bits = 16 hexadecimal characters
• 3DES or DESEDE: 192 bits = 48 hexadecimal characters
• AES: 32 hexadecimal characters
• BLOWFISH: 32 to 64 even number of hexadecimal characters

Required Database Connection Properties
The ESP dSeries Workload Automation server requires a relational database management system (RDBMS) for
message processing, WA High Availability, and storing server configuration files, resource definition files, and
historical reporting data.

The installation program prompts you for database connection properties. Collect the following information before
you run the installation program:

Note:

• If you are already using a PostgreSQL database, collect the following information to set up it as an external
database. The PostgreSQL database information, such as database name and user ID, are case-sensitive. For
example, r12 and R12 are different. Ensure that you specify the database connection information appropriately
during the server installation.

• To use the embedded PostgreSQL database that is packaged with the server, specify the following information
appropriately during the server installation.
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• Database Name
Specifies the database name. For embedded PostgreSQL, dseries is the default database name.
Limits: 1-8 uppercase characters

• Database Host Name
Specifies the database hostname or IP address. For embedded PostgreSQL, this value is the hostname or IP
address of the computer where the server is installed.

• Database Port
Specifies the listener port on the database server.

Note:

On Oracle, this value is located in the database server's listener.ora file.
• User ID

Specifies the database user ID. For embedded PostgreSQL, postgres is the default database user.

Note:

On Microsoft SQL Server and PostgreSQL server, this user ID must be the database owner.
• Password 

Specifies the password for the user ID.

For embedded PostgreSQL database, ESP dSeries Workload Automation enforces the password policy of
the Windows operating system by default. When the password policy is enforced, the database user password
that you specify must meet the password complexity requirements. The complexity requirements are as follows:

• The password is not the same as the PostgreSQL database user name (postgres)
• The password is a minimum of eight characters in length
• The password is a combination of at least three of the following characters: 

• Uppercase letters (A-Z)
• Lowercase letters (a-z)
• Numbers (0-9)
• Special characters tilde (~), commercial at (@), hash (#), dollar sign ($), percent sign (%), caret (^),

ampersand (&), asterisk (*), underscore (_), hyphen (-), plus sign (+), equal sign (=), backquote (`),
vertical bar (|), backslash (\), parentheses (()), brace brackets ({}), square brackets ([]), colon (:),
semicolon (;), double quote ("), single quote ('), less-than sign (<), greater-than sign (>), comma (,), period
(.), question mark (?), and forward slash (/).

Note:

If you do not want to enforce the default Windows password policy, clear the Use default OS password policy
check check box.

If you are installing the server with an SSL-enabled Oracle or DB2 database (AIX or z/Linux platforms only) or an
SSL-enabled PostgreSQL database (any supported platform), the installation program also requires the following
information:

Note:

By default, SSL is not supported for the embedded PostgreSQL database that is packaged with the server (64-bit
Windows and Linux platforms only). After the server installation, you configure it for SSL and then configure the
server for use with the SSL-enabled PostgreSQL.

• Location of trusted root certificate for database authentication
Specifies the full path to the trusted root certificate file, including the certificate filename.

• Location of trust store including file name
Specifies the full path to the trust store file, including the trustStore filename. The trustStore stores all certificates
ESP dSeries Workload Automation requires. ESP dSeries Workload Automation uses the trustStore location to
verify the database certificate when connecting through SSL.

Note:

• To use an existing trustStore file, specify its absolute path. If the trustStore file does not contain the database
certificate, the installer imports the certificate into the specified trustStore file.

• If the trustStore file does not exist, the installer creates the trustStore file and imports the database certificate
into it.

• If you configure the server to work with an SSL-enabled LDAP server, import the LDAP certificate to the
same trustStore.
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• Trust store password
Specifies the password for accessing the trustStore file.

Note:   Preserve this password for later use, such as for importing certificates.
• Certificate alias name

Specifies the name of the alias that is used to store the database certificate inside the trustStore.

Note:

The alias must be unique in the trustStore. Two certificates cannot have the same alias.

Note:

• To use a different SSL database after installation, import the new SSL database certificate into the trustStore.
• To use a different trustStore after installation, you can use the keytool utility that is provided with the JRE

to create the trustStore. Then, import the SSL database certificate into the new trustStore and modify the
trustStore information in the db.properties file using the setdbparm utility.

Enable Server Database Schema Configuration for Oracle Partitioning
If you are using an Oracle database that is enabled with partitioning, you can choose whether to configure the
ESP dSeries Workload Automation server database schema for Oracle partitioning. To configure the schema for
partitioning, select the Create Schema with Oracle Partitioning check box during the server installation. This
check box appears in the Oracle Partitioning panel after you select the Oracle database type.

If you choose to configure the schema for partitioning, the schema will be configured with the following settings to
optimize the performance of the Oracle database:

• Table Partitioning
Tables that store the runtime data and history data of jobs and applications are partitioned, so the huge amount
of data is accessed faster. The partition is done for every 1 million records.

• CLOB Chunk Size
To avoid multiple reads for CLOB data of more than 8 KB, the CLOB chunk size for all the tables that use CLOB
data type is set to 16 KB.

• INITRANS Settings
The default value of INITRANS for tables that store the job and application runtime data is set to 20. Hence, the
simultaneous Data Manipulation Queries (DML) queries run without waiting for a free transaction slot.

Enable Windows Authentication
If you use a Microsoft SQL Server database, you can choose the following authentication types:

• SQL Server authentication
Authenticates ESP dSeries Workload Automation to the database using a user name and password defined in
Microsoft SQL Server.

• Windows authentication
Authenticates ESP dSeries Workload Automation to the database using the domain account the ESP dSeries
Workload Automation service is running under.

Note:

To enable Windows authentication, you must also set up a valid domain account in the ESP dSeries Workload
Automation service after installing the server.

Activate Your Product for Telemetry
When you install ESP dSeries Workload Automation, the installation program prompts you for the telemetry
configuration. Telemetry is a capability that is integrated into ESP dSeries Workload Automation to collect and send
the product usage and system configuration information of the ESP dSeries Workload Automation environment
to CA Technologies, a Broadcom company (CA). For more information, see Telemetry.

Warning:

Before you configure telemetry, ensure that the outgoing port 443 is open on the computer where the server
is installed. The server uses this port to send the telemetry data to CA. If the telemetry service cannot be
reached through port 443 from the server computer, you can use a proxy server to send the telemetry data.

Collect the following information before you run the installation program:

• Is this new install or upgrade related to new or additional planned usage under a Portfolio License
Agreement?
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Specifies whether the CA Workload Automation DE installation is a new or additional planned usage under the
portfolio license agreement (PLA) with CA.

In a PLA, customers are licensed to use the entire Enterprise Software portfolio or a subset of products.
Select Yes only when your company has signed the PLA and you are installing ESP dSeries Workload
Automation as part of the PLA.
Options: Yes and No

•  Do you want to send Telemetry Data?
Specifies whether you want to send the telemetry data to CA Technologies. If you select No, the data will only
be stored in the database and it will not be sent to CA.
Options: Yes and No

• Company Domain
Specifies your company domain name (the last part of your company's email address).
Example: example.com

• Enterprise Site ID
Specifies your company's site ID that is listed on the license agreement and the CA Support portal. To find the
site ID, go to CA Support and select Profile from the My Account menu.
Limits: 4-9 numeric characters

• Internal Identifier
(Optional) Specifies your cost-center or department's non-personally identifiable information (non-PII) identifier
that you use for your company's tracking needs.
Example: IT-DEPT-1234

• Proxy URI
(Optional) Specifies the uniform resource identifier (URI) to connect to the proxy server. If the telemetry
service cannot be reached through the outgoing port 443 from the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server
computer, you can use the proxy server to send the telemetry data to CA.

Note:

If you specify a proxy URI, the telemetry data is sent only through the proxy server.
•  Username

(Optional) Specifies the user name for the proxy server.
• Password

(Optional) Specifies the password associated with the user name.

Migration Settings

To upgrade a previous version or release of the server using the migration method, you install the new version and
migrate artifacts, global variables, and history data from the previous version. Migration preserves the previous
server while letting you use the new server to run your previously defined workload.

You can run the migration automatically as part of the installation or manually after the installation using the
migration utility. If you choose to run the migration as part of the installation, the installation program prompts you
for migration settings. You can choose to migrate artifacts, global variables, or history data, or any combination of
them.

Warning:  To run the migration, the source server must be running. If the workload is running on the source
server, suspend all Events, wait for Applications to complete, and force complete long-running Applications.
Alternatively, cold start the source server.

To migrate artifacts, global variables, or history data, collect the following information about your source server
before you run the installation program:

• Hostname
• Port
• User name and password (must have administrative privileges on the source server)

After the new server is installed, it is started automatically. If you choose to migrate artifacts, the migration utility
then reads the artifacts from the source server, converts them to the new format, and stores them in files on the
new server. If you select to migrate global variables or history data, the migration utility reads them from the source
server database, converts them to the new format, and imports them into the new server database. After the
migration is complete, the new server is stopped.

When you restart the new server, the stored artifacts are imported into the new server database.

Migration Errors
If there are errors during the migration, the migration utility writes them to the following log file:

https://support.ca.com/
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• On Windows:

install_dir\migration\logs\migration.log

• On UNIX:

install_dir/migration/logs/migration.log

install_dir
Specifies the installation directory on the new server.

Note:

By default, the log file is stored in the logs directory. You can change the storage location of the log file by modifying
the following migration logging configuration file:

server_install_dir/migration/logs.conf.xml

If the migration utility could not connect to the source server or database, verify that the source server and
database are running. Then rerun the migration utility manually.

Some characters that were allowed in artifact names in previous releases are no longer allowed in this release. For
example, starting in r11.1, the following special characters are no longer supported in job names:

forward slash (/) backward slash (\) colon (:)

asterisk (*) question mark (?) double quote (")

less (<) greater (>) bar (|)

ampersand (&) semi-colon (;) parentheses (())

back quote (`) single quote (') equal (=)

period (.) comma (,) caret (^)

tilde (~)

If the name of an artifact contains unsupported characters, the migration utility displays an error and the artifact is
not migrated. To see further details of the problem, you can search the artifact name in the trace log file. After you
rename the unsupported artifact names, rerun the migration utility manually.

 Windows Installation
This section describes the procedures to install the server and its default WA Agent on
Windows:
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This section describes the procedures to install the server and its default WA Agent on Windows:

  

Note:   These procedures are part of the process to install and configure ESP dSeries Workload Automation.
To complete the installation and configuration, follow the steps in the Installing ESP dSeries Workload
Automation section.

Install the Server and the Default Agent on Windows
To install the server, run the installation program that is provided in the ISO image. The installation program installs
the following files and components:

• All the jar files, server files, and XML files that are required to run the server
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• Installs a default WA Agent for Windows
• (Only on 64-bit Windows) PostgreSQL database, if you select the PostgreSQL (Embedded) option during the

server installation

Warning:

If you are installing the server with the embedded PostgreSQL database, ensure that the user with the
name postgres does not exist on your computer. Otherwise, the server installation will fail.

Note: Before you run the installation program, ensure that you collected the required information.

Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to your computer with an ID that belongs to the Administrator group.
2. Ensure that your computer is installed with the latest version of the JRE the server supports. For more

information, see Supported System Requirements.
3. Ensure that you collected the required information.
4. Download the ISO file from CA Support.
5. Unzip or mount the downloaded ISO file to a temporary directory or a drive.
6. Double-click the Setup.exe file from the following location to launch the installation program:

temp\ISO_file\CA_Workload_Automation_DE_Server_rn_for_os

• temp
Specifies the temporary directory or the drive that contains the ISO file.

• ISO_file
Specifies the name of the ISO file.

• rn 

Specifies the release number of ESP dSeries Workload Automation.
• os 

Specifies the name of the supported Windows platform.

The installation wizard opens.
7. Continue with the installation by entering the required information in each wizard page and clicking Next.

For more information about the details you specify in each wizard page, see Information to Collect Before
Installation.
The summary information page is displayed after the last data entry page, listing the information you entered.

8. Review the summary information page, and do one of the following tasks:

• Click Install if your entries are correct.
• Click Previous to return to a previous page if you want to make a change to any entries.

1.1 Make the appropriate changes.
2.1 Click Next until the summary information page is displayed.
3.1 Click Install.

The installation process begins, and the progress is displayed.
9. Click Done when the installation completes.

The installation program exits. The server and the default agent are installed on Windows. If you have selected
the PostgreSQL (Embedded) option during the installation, the PostgreSQL database is also installed.

You can verify the successful configuration of telemetry as follows:

• The telemetry configuration name TELEMETRY.CONFIG appears under the Activate Your Product node in
the Desktop Client Topology.

• The following status message appears in the install log file:

Custom Action:           
 com.ca.wa.installer.db.SegmentAPIManagerStatus: SUCCESSFUL
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Warning:

If the telemetry configuration is not successful during the server installation, we recommend that you add
the telemetry configuration from the Desktop Client topology.

Change the Windows Service Name for the Server
When you install the server on Windows, install it as a Windows service. You can change the service name after
installation.

Follow these steps: 

1. Double-click the following file:

install_dir\bin\RemoveServices.bat

• install_dir 
Specifies the directory where the server is installed.

A command prompt window opens and closes. The service display name of the server is removed from the
Windows Services dialog.

2. Open the following file in a text editor:

install_dir\conf\windows.service.properties

• install_dir 
Specifies the directory where the server is installed.

3. Modify the servicename parameter as follows:

• servicename=name 
Defines the Windows service name for the server. The name is not case-sensitive. Do not include spaces.

4. Modify the servicedisplayname parameter as follows:

• servicedisplayname=displayname
Defines the service name for the server that is listed in the Windows Services dialog. The name is not case-
sensitive. Do not include spaces.

Note:  We recommend that you use the same name as the servicename parameter.
5. Save and close the file.
6. Double-click the following file:

install_dir\bin\AddServices.bat

• install_dir 
Specifies the directory where the server is installed.

A command prompt window opens and closes. The Windows service name for the server is changed. The new
display name is added to the Windows Services dialog.

Set Up a Valid Domain Account to Enable Windows Authentication
To enable Windows authentication with a Microsoft SQL Server database, set up a valid domain account in the
ESP dSeries Workload Automation service after installing the server.

Warning:  The domain user of the computer that launches WA Desktop Client must have read access to the
database. Otherwise, you cannot run or preview reports from WA Desktop Client.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Start, Settings, Control Panel, Administrative Tools, Services.
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The Services dialog opens.
2. Right-click the ESP dSeries Workload Automation service, and select Properties from the drop-down list.
3. Select the Log On tab.
4. Select the This account option button and specify the name of the user account.
5. Enter the password for the user account in the Password and the Confirm password fields and click OK.

The account is set up for Windows authentication.

 UNIX Installation
This section describes the procedures to install the server and its default WA Agent for UNIX or
Linux:
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This section describes the procedures to install the server and its default WA Agent for UNIX or Linux:

  

Note:

These procedures are part of the process to install and configure ESP dSeries Workload Automation. To complete
the installation and configuration, follow the steps in Installing ESP dSeries Workload Automation.

Important Consideration—UNIX User ID
You can install the server as root or as another UNIX user ID. When the server is installed, it inherits the umask
(the default file and directory permission settings) of the operating system. The user who installed the server owns
the server files and directories, while the group is the primary group that a user belongs to. Any user with read,
write, and execute permissions for the server files and directories can run the server.

Note:

Ensure that you also review the notes for determining which user ID that an agent runs under. For more
information, see Define a Default User ID in the CA Workload Automation System Agent documentation.

Important Consideration—UNIX Installation Directory
The server installation program prompts you for the installation directory. You can accept the default value or enter
the path to another directory. The directory must be empty.

Do not enter a forward slash (/) at the end of the path.

If the path does not exist, the installation program creates it.

Install the JRE on z/Linux
A Java Runtime Environment (JRE) runs the server and default agent. Before installing the server on z/Linux, you
must install the following Java Runtime Environment (JRE) versions on your system:

• For the server—64-bit JRE 1.8.0 SR1 or higher
• For the default agent—64-bit JRE 1.8.0 SR1 or higher

The installation program prompts for the location of the JRE for the server and default agent.

Install the Server and the Default Agent on UNIX
To install the server, you must run the installation program that is provided in the ISO image. The installation
program installs the following files and components:

• All of the JAR files, server files, and XML files that are required to run the server
• Default WA Agent for UNIX or Linux
• (Only on 64-bit Linux) PostgreSQL database, if you select the PostgreSQL (Embedded) option during the server

installation.

Warning:

• If you are installing the server with the embedded PostgreSQL database, you must first log in to your
computer as a root user.

• You must also ensure that the user with the name postgres does not exist on your computer.
Otherwise, the server installation will fail.

Note: Before you run the installation program, ensure that you collected the required information.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Ensure that your computer is installed with the latest version of the JRE the server supports. For more
information, see Supported System Requirements.

2. Ensure that you collected the required information.
3. Download the ISO file from CA Support. To download the file on UNIX, use the binary command to FTP the file

without translation.
4. Mount the downloaded ISO file to a drive.
5. Change to the following location that contains Setup.bin file:

drive/ISO_file/CA_Workload_Automation_DE_Server_rn_for_os

• drive 

Specifies the drive where you mounted the ISO file.
• ISO_file 

Specifies the name of the ISO file.
• rn 

Specifies the release number of ESP dSeries Workload Automation.
• os 

Specifies the name of the supported UNIX platform.
6. Enter the following command to set the execute permission for the installation program:

chmod a+x Setup.bin

The Setup.bin is executable.
7. Enter the following command:

./Setup.bin -i console

The installation program starts running and a welcome message is displayed.
8. Continue with the installation by following the instructions for each prompt. For more information about the

values you enter for each prompt, see Information to Collect Before Installation.

Note:

The value next to an arrow (->) or a value enclosed in brackets is the default for the prompt. The following
rules apply:

• For a prompt with multiple options, enter the option number you want and press Enter, or leave the prompt
blank and press Enter to accept the default.

• For a prompt that requires a single value, enter a value and press Enter, or leave the prompt blank and
press Enter to accept the default.

• For a prompt for a password or for confirmation of a password, type your password and press Enter.

The summary page is displayed after the last prompt, listing the information you entered.
9. Review the summary information, and do one of the following tasks:

• Press Enter if the information is correct.
• Enter back to return to a previous prompt if you want to change any entries.

1.1 Make the appropriate changes.
2.1 Continue with the installation by following the instructions for each prompt until the summary

information is displayed.
3.1 Press Enter to accept the summary information.
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The installation process begins, and the progress is displayed.
10. Press Enter when the installation completes.

The installation program exits. The server and the default agent are installed on UNIX. If you have selected
the PostgreSQL (Embedded) option during the installation, the PostgreSQL database is also installed.

You can verify the successful configuration of telemetry as follows:

• The telemetry configuration name TELEMETRY.CONFIG appears under the Activate Your Product node
in the Desktop Client Topology.

• The following status message appears in the install log file:

Custom Action:           
 com.ca.wa.installer.db.SegmentAPIManagerStatus: SUCCESSFUL

Warning:

If the telemetry configuration is not successful during the server upgrade, we recommend that you add
the telemetry configuration from the Desktop Client topology.

Create a ESP dSeries Workload Automation Service
To start or stop the ESP dSeries Workload Automation service on UNIX, you must create a Service on UNIX.

Note: The created service will be a Systemd service on all the latest OS versions and a Sys V init service on all
other OS versions.

 Create a Service 

1. Log in to your computer as a root user.
2. Change to the following directory:

server_install_dir/bin

• server_install_dir
Specifies the server installation directory

3. Run the following command:

./unix_service.sh -help|-create|-
remove service_name user_name service_startup_mode

• create
Creates the service.

• remove
Removes the service.

• service_name
Specifies the service name.

• user_name
(Optional) Specifies the user name with which the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server has to be
started. If the user name is not specified, the current logged in user name is used. The user name that has to
be specified here should be the owner of the ESP dSeries Workload Automation files.
Default: Current user

• service_startup_mode 
(Optional) Specifies the startup mode. If the startup mode is not specified, the default mode is used.
Valid values: automatic and manual
Default: manual

Note: After a service is created, you can use systemctl or service command to manage the services.
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Examples: 

The following command creates deserver service with manual mode. When the service starts, the server starts with
‘dseries’ user.

./unix.service.sh -create deserver dseries manual

The following command creates deserver service with automatic mode. When the service starts, the server starts
with ‘dseries’ user. When your server computer is rebooted, the service starts automatically.

./unix.service.sh -create deserver dseries automatic

The following command creates deserver service with manual mode. When the service starts, the server starts with
user where the unix_service.sh script ran.

./unix.service.sh -create deserver

Remove the Service 

To remove the ESP dSeries Workload Automation service, run the following command:

./unix_service.sh –remove service_name

Example: ./unix_service.sh –remove deserver

 Installing WA Desktop Client
WA Desktop Client is a graphical interface for defining, monitoring, and controlling enterprise
workload. It includes the administrator’s tools for setting up, monitoring, and diagnosing
problems with ESP dSeries Workload Automation. This topic provides an overview of the steps
you must perform to complete the installation of WA Desktop Client.
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WA Desktop Client is a graphical interface for defining, monitoring, and controlling enterprise workload. It
includes the administrator’s tools for setting up, monitoring, and diagnosing problems with ESP dSeries Workload
Automation. This topic provides an overview of the steps you must perform to complete the installation of WA
Desktop Client.

To complete the installation of WA Desktop Client, follow these steps:

1. (Windows) Install WA Desktop Client using one of these methods:

• Install WA Desktop Client on Windows using an interactive program.
•  Install WA Desktop Client on Windows using a silent installer.

2. Start WA Desktop Client.
3. Connect to the server.

After you complete the installation, you can do the following tasks:

• Add a server connection if you want to connect to another server.
• Uninstall WA Desktop Client if you no longer use it.

Install WA Desktop Client on Windows Using an Interactive Program
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You can install WA Desktop Client using an interactive wizard that lets you change and review your settings before
starting the installation process. To install WA Desktop Client, run the installation program provided in the product
ISO. The installation program installs all of the files required to run the interface.

Note:

• Before you run the installation program, ensure that your computer meets the system requirements.
• The default installation directory for WA Desktop Client is C:\CA.

Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to your Windows computer with an ID that belongs to the Administrator group.
2. Ensure that your computer is installed with the latest version of the JRE the Desktop Client supports. For more

information, see Supported System Requirements.
3.  Download ESP dSeries Workload Automation ISO File from Broadcom Support.
4. Unzip or mount the downloaded ISO file to a temporary directory or a drive.
5. Double-click the Setup.exe file from the following location to launch the installation program:

temp\ISO_file\CA_Workload_Automation_DE_Desktop_Client_rn_for_Windows

• temp 
Specifies the temporary directory or the drive that contains the ISO file.

• ISO_file 
Specifies the name of the ISO file.

• rn 

Specifies the release number of ESP dSeries Workload Automation.

The installation wizard opens.
6. Continue with the installation by following the instructions on each wizard page and clicking Next.
7. Click Next after you complete the last data entry page of the wizard.

The summary information page opens, listing the information you entered.
8. Review the summary information page, and do one of the following:

• Click Install if your entries are correct.
• Click Previous to return to a previous page if you want to make a change to any entries.

1.1 Make the appropriate changes.
2.1 Click Next until the summary information page appears.
3.1 Click Install.

The installation process begins, and the progress is displayed.
9. Click Done.

WA Desktop Client is installed.

Note:  If you must reinstall WA Desktop Client, rerun the Setup.exe file and specify a different installation
directory. The new installation preserves your existing WA Desktop Client configuration. For example, all of the
existing server connection details are preserved.

Install WA Desktop Client on Windows Using a Silent Installer
A silent installer lets you automate the installation of multiple clients. You can configure a properties file for each
client and then run a silent installer instead of using an interactive program to install each client.

You can also run the installer that is stored in a remote computer. Ensure that the silent install properties file is
present in the directory from where you run the installer.

Note:

 Before you run the silent installer, ensure that your computer meets the system requirements.

Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to your Windows computer with an ID that belongs to the Administrator group.
2. Ensure that your computer is installed with the latest version of the JRE the Desktop Client supports. For more

information, see Supported System Requirements.
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3.  Download the ISO file from Broadcom Support.
4. Copy the DesktopClient_Silent_Install.properties file from the ISO file to a directory of your

choice.
We recommend that you keep a copy of the installer properties file to use as a template.

5. Open the DesktopClient_Silent_Install.properties file in a text editor.
6. Edit the following properties:

• USER_INSTALL_DIR
Specifies the path to the location where you want to install WA Desktop Client. The specified directory must
be empty. To uncomment out the property, remove the # sign.

Note:

• If you are installing WA Desktop Client on a 64-bit system, specify double slash in the installation path.
For example, C:\\CA\\WA Desktop Client. 

• When you change the installation path for a 64-bit system, ensure that you replace the single slash in
the install path with double slash. For example, C:\\Program Files(x86)\\CA\\WA Desktop
Client R12.1.

• PRODUCT_ICONS_1=On The Desktop
Adds a shortcut to CA WA Desktop on the Desktop. To disable the Desktop shortcut, comment out the
property.

• PRODUCT_ICONS_2=Quick Launch Bar
Adds a shortcut to CA WA Desktop on the Quick Launch Bar. To disable the Quick Launch Bar shortcut,
comment out the property.

7. Save the file.
The properties are set in the installer properties file.

8. Open the command prompt and change to the directory that contains the installer properties file.
9. Enter the following command:

filepath\Setup.exe -f DesktopClient_Silent_Install.properties

• filepath 

Specifies the path to the local or remote directory that contains the Setup.exe file.

The silent installer runs. You can determine whether the installation was successful based on the exit code that
is returned:

• 0
Indicates that the installation completed successfully without any warnings or errors.

• 1
Indicates that the installation completed successfully, but one or more actions from the installation
sequence caused a warning or a nonfatal error.

• -1
Indicates that one or more actions from the installation sequence caused a fatal error.

10. Review the installation log for warnings and errors, if applicable.
If the installation completed successfully, you can find the installer log file in the installation directory. If the
installation failed, you can find the installer log file on the Desktop.

Start WA Desktop Client
To verify WA Desktop Client installed successfully, start WA Desktop Client.

To start WA Desktop Client, Click Start, Programs, CA, WA Desktop Client, .

Note:

Alternatively, double-click the following file from the Desktop Client installation directory:

C:\CA\WA Desktop Client rn\CAWADesktopClient.exe

If the WA Desktop Client you installed is an upgrade or a reinstallation, the Connect to server dialog opens. You
can connect to the server immediately or work offline.
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If the WA Desktop Client is not an upgrade or reinstallation, the New Connection dialog opens prompting you
to add a server connection. The server you add is the default server that WA Desktop Client connects to.

Note:

To work offline, at least one server connection must be defined in WA Desktop Client.

Alternatively, if you created a desktop icon during the WA Desktop Client installation, double-click the  icon on your
desktop.

Connect to the Server
To use WA Desktop Client, you must connect to a server.

Note:

• If you have a firewall, ensure that the client port is unblocked. Otherwise, the firewall may prevent connection.
Also check with your network administrator to ensure that the firewall does not prevent connection to the WA
Desktop Client port for the server.

• In a WA High Availability configuration, changes made to users and permissions take effect immediately
on the active server. However, the monitoring server does not become aware of the changes until it is
recycled or becomes the active server. For example, when you create a new user, you can use it to log in to
the active server, but not the monitoring server. To log in to the monitoring server with the new user, you
must recycle the monitoring server or make it the active server by switching roles.

Follow these steps: 

1. Start WA Desktop Client.
2. Click Connections, Connect.

The Connect to Server dialog opens.
3. Select the server that you want to connect to in the Connection name drop-down list.
4. Enter a user name in the User name field.
5. Enter the password for the user name in the Password field.
6. Click Connect.

The Connect to Server dialog closes. WA Desktop Client is connected to the server.

Note:

Each WA Desktop Client user account requires the address and port number to the server and also a user name
and password. For more information about creating a WA Desktop Client user, see Managing Security for Users.

 Verifying a Single Server Installation
To verify the server is installed properly, you can run the sample VERIFY Application that is
packaged with the server. You use CA WA Desktop Client to connect to the server, trigger the
VERIFY Application, and monitor the jobs for completion.
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To verify the server is installed properly, you can run the sample VERIFY Application that is packaged with the
server. You use CA WA Desktop Client to connect to the server, trigger the VERIFY Application, and monitor the
jobs for completion.

To verify a single server installation, follow these steps:

1.  Validate if the Server Can Connect to the Database 
2. Start the server:

•  On Windows 
•  On UNIX 

3. Start the server's default agent:

•  On Windows 
•  On UNIX 

4. Verify the server is running:

•  On Windows 
•  On UNIX 

5. Verify the default agent is running:

•  On Windows 
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•  On UNIX 
6.  Connect to the server using CA WA Desktop Client.
7.  Run the VERIFY Application.
8.  Monitor the VERIFY Application.

Validate if the Server Can Connect to the Database
You can run the validatedbconnection utility to verify if the database is active. The utility validates the database
connection parameters in the server configuration.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Do one of the following:

• On Windows, change to the following directory at the command prompt:

install_dir\bin\

• On UNIX, change to the following directory at the command prompt:

install_dir/bin/

 install_dir 
Specifies the directory where the server is installed.

2. Enter the following command:

• On Windows:

validateDbConnection.bat

• On UNIX:

./validateDbConnection.sh

The validatedbconnection utility runs in interactive mode. You receive a success or a failure message.

Note:  For more information about the failure message, see the Database_Connection.log located in the server
installation directory.

Verify the Server is Running on Windows
To verify your server is installed properly, the server must be running.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Services dialog in Windows.
2. Locate the server service name and check the Status column.

Note:  Alternatively, if the server is running in console mode, you can verify the server's status by checking the
console mode window. If the window is closed, the server is shut down.

Verify the Server is Running on UNIX
To verify your server is installed properly, the server must be running.

 Follow these steps: 
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1. Change to the following directory:

install_dir/bin

•   install_dir 
Specifies the server installation directory.

2. Enter the following command:

./status

The status script runs and a status message is displayed. If the server is active, a process ID (PID) is displayed,
for example:

::::::::::::::ESP Server::::::::::::::18982

The server is running on UNIX. If the server is inactive, the status message does not display a PID.

Note:

 If the status message displays a PID number, but the server is not responding, the server was not shut down
properly. The status message may also display an incorrect PID. To verify the status of the server, you can enter
the following command:

ps -ef | grep java

A list of Java processes is displayed. If the list includes a Java process for the server, then the server is running.

Verify the Default Agent is Running on Windows
To verify your server is installed properly, the default CA WA Agent for Windows must be running.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the following directory:

install_dir\ESPSystemAgent

•   install_dir 
Specifies the directory where the server is installed.

2. Open the status file in a text editor.
A status message is displayed. If the agent is running, the process ID for the agent is displayed.

Note:  If the status file displays a process ID but the agent is not responding, the agent was not shut down
properly. To verify the agent is down, you can check the status of the agent in Windows Services. If the agent
was shut down properly, the status file shows an inactive status and the defaultlog_agent.log file displays a
message indicating that the CybAgentDriver was terminated.

Verify the Default Agent is Running on UNIX
To verify your server is installed properly, the default CA WA Agent for UNIX or Linux must be running.

 Follow these steps: 
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1. Change to the following directory:

install_dir/ESPSystemAgent

•   install_dir 
Specifies the server installation directory.

2. Enter the following command:

cat status

A status message is displayed. If the agent is running, the PID number for the agent process (cybAgent) is
displayed.

Note:

 If the status file displays a PID number but the agent is not responding, the agent was not shut down properly.
To verify the agent is down, you can enter the following command to check if the agent process (cybAgent) is
running:

ps -ef | grep cybAgent

If the agent was shut down properly, the status file shows an inactive status and the defaultlog_agent.log file
displays a message indicating that the CybAgentDriver was terminated.

Connect to the Server Using CA WA Desktop Client
To test your server and verify it is installed properly, you must first connect to it using CA WA Desktop Client. You
use CA WA Desktop Client to trigger and monitor a sample Application.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Start CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Click Connections, Connect.

The Connect to server dialog opens.
3. Select the name of your server in the Connection name drop-down list.
4. Enter SCHEDMASTER in the User name field. SCHEDMASTER is a user that is set up by the installation

program.
5. Enter schedmaster in the Password field.
6. Click Connect.

The Connect to server dialog closes. CA WA Desktop Client is connected to the server.

Run the VERIFY Application
The server is packaged with a sample Application named VERIFY. You can use the VERIFY Application to test that
your server is installed properly. The VERIFY Application runs four test jobs using the default agent.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Services perspective.
2. Click Events.

The Events view opens.
3. Click the arrow next to the Event prefix drop-down list.

The SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY Event is displayed.
4. Right-click the SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY Event, and select Trigger from the pop-up menu.

The Trigger Event dialog opens.
5. Leave the fields blank and the Add new scheduled Event option button selected, and click OK.
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The server triggers the Event immediately.

Note:  You can verify the server triggered the Event by clicking the Console icon. The Console View opens,
displaying a message indicating that the Event trigger is requested.

Monitor the VERIFY Application
After you trigger the VERIFY Event, you can monitor the VERIFY Application’s jobs. If the jobs run successfully,
your server is installed properly.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Right-click your server connection in the Application Monitor view, and select Subscribe All from the pop-up

menu.
The Application generations (instances of the Application that were triggered) are displayed.

3. Double-click the VERIFY Application folder.
The generations of the VERIFY Application are displayed.

4. Double-click the Application generation.

Note:  If you see more than one VERIFY Application generation, double-click the last one you triggered.

The jobs in the Application generation appear in the graphical view. The Monitor perspective displays the job
state below each job and highlights the job by its state color. Your installation is successful if you see all the jobs
in the COMPLETE state.

 Uninstalling or Repairing ESP dSeries Workload
Automation Components
This section contains the following topics:
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This section contains the following topics:

Uninstall or Repair the Server on Windows
If you no longer want to use the server, uninstall it. If the jar files in the lib and migration folders are corrupted after
the successful installation or in-place upgrade of the server, repair the server. The server repair restores only the
corrupted jar files to the initial version when the server was installed or upgraded. It does not modify the binary,
database, or configuration files.

Note:

• If you repair a server after it is applied with one or more upgrade or update (cumulative) patches, the jar files
that were set up during the server installation or in-place upgrade are restored.

• The server repair is applicable only for r12 or higher
• When you uninstall the Workload Automation DE server, the Postgres database user is not removed. Therefore,

if you try to install the server again, the installation fails. You must delete the user (Postgres) manually to
complete the installation successfully.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the server.
2. Do any one of the following tasks:

• Click Start, All Programs, programgroup, CA WA Server, Uninstall or Repair CA WA Server.

• programgroup
Specifies the Program Group in the Windows Start menu where the server shortcuts are located.

• Double-click the following file:

server_install_dir\UninstallerData\Uninstall or Repair CA Workload
 Automation release_number.exe
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• server_install_dir
Specifies the installation directory of the server that you want to uninstall or repair.

• release_number
Specifies the release number of ESP dSeries Workload Automation.

The Uninstall or Repair CA Workload Automation wizard opens.
3. Do the following tasks as appropriate:

• To uninstall the server, do the following tasks:

1.1 Select Uninstall Product and Click Next.
2.1 Click Uninstall.

The uninstallation process begins, and the progress is displayed.
3.1 Click Done.

The server and the default WA Agent for Windows are uninstalled. On 64-bit Windows platform, if
the embedded PostgreSQL database is set up during the server installation, the database is also
uninstalled.

Note:

To remove the server, you can also use the Windows Control Panel’s Add or Remove Programs feature.
• To repair the server, do the following tasks:

1.1 Select Repair Product and Click Next.
2.1 Click Install.

The repair process begins, and the progress is displayed.
3.1 Click Done.

The corrupted jar files in the lib and migration folders are restored to initial versions when the server is
installed or upgraded.

Uninstall or Repair the Server on UNIX
If you no longer want to use the server, uninstall it. If the jar files in the lib and migration folders are corrupted after
the successful installation or upgrade of the server, repair the server. The server repair restores only the corrupted
jar files to the initial version when the server was installed or upgraded. It does not modify the binary, database, or
configuration files.

Note:

• If you repair a server after it is updated with one or more patches, the jar files that were set up during the server
installation or upgrade are restored.

• The server repair is applicable only for r12 or higher.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the server.
2. Do one of the following tasks as appropriate:

• To uninstall the server, do the following tasks:

1.1 Enter the following command at the command prompt and press Enter:

server_install_dir/UninstallerData/Uninstall or Repair CA
 Workload Automation release_number

• server_install_dir
Specifies the installation directory of the server you want to uninstall or repair.

• release_number
Specifies the release number of ESP dSeries Workload Automation.

2.1 Press Enter.
The server files are deleted. The server and the default WA Agent for UNIX or Linux are uninstalled. On
64-bit Linux platform, if the embedded PostgreSQL database is set up during the server installation, the
database is also uninstalled.

• To repair the server, do the following tasks:
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1.1 Enter the following command at the command prompt and press Enter:

server_install_dir/UninstallerData/Uninstall or Repair CA
 Workload Automation release_number -repair

2.1 Press Enter.
The corrupted jar files in the lib and migration folders are restored to initial versions when the server is
installed or upgraded.

Uninstall WA Desktop Client
If you no longer want to use WA Desktop Client, you can uninstall it.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Start, Programs, CA, WA Desktop Client, Uninstall CA Workload Automation Desktop Client.

Note:

You can also remove Desktop Client by using Control Panel’s Add or Remove Programs feature or by double-
clicking the uninstaller from the following directory:

C:\CA\WA Desktop Client rn\UninstallerData\Uninstall W A Desktop Clientrn

The Uninstall CA Workload Automation Desktop Client wizard opens.
2. Click Uninstall.

The uninstallation process begins, and the progress is displayed.
3. Click Done.

WA Desktop Client is uninstalled.
4. (Optional) Delete the following directory if you do not want to preserve your workspace settings.

%USERPROFILE%\workspace-CAWA

Note:

If you plan to upgrade WA Desktop Client and want to preserve your current workspace settings, do not delete
this directory.

Uninstall WA Desktop Client in Silent Mode
You can also uninstall WA Desktop Client in silent mode instead of using the uninstall wizard.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the command prompt, and change to the following directory:

desktopclient_install_dir\UninstallerData

• desktopclient_install_dir
Specifies the WA Desktop Client installation directory.

2. Run the following command:

"Uninstall CA Workload Automation Desktop Client release_number.exe"
 -i silent

• release_number
Specifies release number of WA Desktop Client that you want to uninstall.
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WA Desktop Client is uninstalled. We recommend that you verify and delete the uninstalled directories
manually from the WA Desktop Client install location.

3. (Optional) Delete the following workspace directory if you do not want to preserve your workspace settings.

%USERPROFILE%\workspace-CAWA

Note:  If you plan to upgrade WA Desktop Client and want to preserve your current workspace settings, do not
delete this directory.

 Upgrade the ESP dSeries Workload Automation Server
As an administrator, you are responsible for upgrading the server to the latest version or
release. To upgrade the server, use one of the following methods:
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As an administrator, you are responsible for upgrading the server to the latest version or release. To upgrade the
server, use one of the following methods:

• In-place upgrade method — Requires you to run the installation program. The installation program upgrades the
server in the same directory on your computer where the server was originally installed.

Warning:

Use the in-place upgrade method only when you want to upgrade the server from the following releases:

• 11.3 SP3 patch RO89278 (build 1414) and higher
• 12.0 (including all services packs)
• 12.1

If you are using 11.3 or lower releases of the server, you must first upgrade the server to 11.3 SP3 patch
RO89278 (build 1414) and then perform the in-place upgrade.

• Migration method — Requires you to install a new instance of the server and database, and then migrate
artifacts, global variables, and history data from the existing server to the new server.

You can use the migration method to upgrade the server from the following releases:

• 11.3 SP3
• 12.0 (including all service packs)
• 12.1

Note:  Beginning with Release 12.0, the migration of artifacts, global variables, and history data is also
supported between the servers of the same release. It helps you migrate the data from one server to another.
For example, migrate from the PostgreSQL database to the Oracle database.

If the JAR files in the lib or migration folder in the server installation directory are corrupted after the successful
upgrade, you can uninstall or repair the server on Windows or UNIX.

If you want to roll back the server after the successful in-place upgrade, you
can restore the server to the previous version and run the workload in the previous version of the server: Roll Back
the Server to the Previous Version.

Warning:

• The ESP dSeries Workload Automation server is shipped with the latest version of the PostgreSQL
database. When you upgrade the server, the server installation program does not upgrade the existing
database.

• When you upgrade the server to the latest version, ensure that CA WA Desktop Client, Stand-alone CLI
Utility, or CA WA SOAP Web Services that you use is also in the latest version.

• Using the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server API in javascript is not supported. The javascript will
fail after in-place upgrade or migration.
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 Upgrade the Server Using In-Place Upgrade Method
You can use the in-place upgrade method to upgrade your server to the latest version or
release. The in-place upgrade method upgrades the server in the same directory on your
computer where the server was originally installed. This method does not require you to install a
new instance of the server or database, and migrate artifacts, global variables, and history data.
Note: You must shut down the server gracefully using the steps mentioned here. Otherwise, during an upgrade, you
may face issues when adding/replacing JAR files in the location <server_install_dir>\lib.
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You can use the in-place upgrade method to upgrade your server to the latest version or release. The in-place
upgrade method upgrades the server in the same directory on your computer where the server was originally
installed. This method does not require you to install a new instance of the server or database, and migrate
artifacts, global variables, and history data.

Warning:

• Ensure that the database user in the

db.properties

file and the database user that you use for database creation and server installation are the same.
• For Windows authentication (Microsoft SQL Server databases only), ensure that you use the same

Windows user for both the server installation and upgrade. Otherwise, the database schema update will
fail as the table names are referred without the schema names during the upgrade. Typically, the table
names of different database owners are referred with the schema name as prefix. If you use a different
user for the in-place upgrade, the schema name does not append to the table name during the upgrade
and hence causes an upgrade error.

• You must shut down the server gracefully using the steps mentioned here. Otherwise, during an
upgrade, you may face issues when adding/replacing JAR files in the location <server_install_dir>\lib.

• For DB2, before performing an in-place upgrade, check if the available size for the tablespace is 16 KB
or more. Otherwise, an error will occur.

To upgrade the server using in-place upgrade, run the installation program file that you download from CA Support.
The installation program upgrades the configuration, JRE (except on z/Linux), binary, and library files of the
server and updates the database schema. The in-place upgrade does not upgrade the default agent that was
installed with the server. On z/Linux, you must manually install the latest version of the JRE after the upgrade.  For
information about manually upgrading the agent, see the CA Workload Automation Agents documentation.

When performing an in-place upgrade from version 11.3 to version 12.3, the agent template version will still remain
as version 11.3.  Due to this, the communication happens with V2. If you want to use the latest WSO large payload,
manually change the agent version 12.0 in the Server Agent definition. These version changes must be applied
to all the subsequent agent aliases.  The Base System Agent and Plugin Agent/Alias Agents must be at the same
level. For more information, refer to Modify Agent.

To upgrade the server, follow these procedures:

1. Complete prerequisites
2. Upgrade the server on Windows or UNIX
3. Start the workload processing

If you want to roll back the server after the successful in-place upgrade, you
can restore the server to the previous version or release, and run the workload in the previous version of the
server: Roll Back the Server to the Previous Version.

Complete Prerequisites
Before you perform the in-place upgrade, complete the following prerequisites.

Follow these steps:

1. (WA High Availability configuration only) Remove the unused server configurations from the database, if more
servers in addition to the preferred and secondary servers are pointing to the database.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/ca-workload-automation-de/12-2/controlling/stopping-the-server.html
https://techdocs-author.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/workload-automation-de/12-3/controlling/stopping-the-server.html
https://support.ca.com/
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Warning:

Ensure that servers no more than two are pointing to the database. Otherwise, the in-place upgrade
might fail.

2. Verify that the server that you upgrade is started at least once. Otherwise, the in-place upgrade will fail.
3. (Applies only for AIX and z/Linux platforms and for upgrade from 11.3.3) If the server is configured with SSL-

enabled Oracle database, do the following tasks to validate if the server can connect to the database:

1.1 Open the db.properties file from the following directory:

server_install/conf

server_install

Specifies the server installation directory.
2.1 Set the value of the oracle.net.ssl_version parameter to 1.0.
3.1 Run the validateDbConnection.sh file from the  server_install/bin directory.

The database connection must be successful to perform the in-place upgrade.
4. Stop the workload on the primary or standalone server by doing one of the following tasks as required:

• To upgrade to 12.0.01 or higher, hold all the Events that are configured with the server.
• To upgrade to 12.0, do the following tasks:

1.1 Hold all the Events that are configured with the server.
2.1 Execute the following query in the database console to retrieve the status of all the active Applications

and jobs from the spool file:

Select name, type, thestate, status, starttime, endtime from
 ESP_RTWOB

Note:

• We recommend that you use this query instead of the Jobs by State report to retrieve accurate
information about the active workload.

• Store the query result in a file. You might have to refer to it when you start the workload processing
after the in-place upgrade.

5. Stop the primary or standalone server.
6. Stop the Standby server, if WA High Availability is configured.
7. Back up the server database.
8. (Applies only for SSL-enabled Oracle and for upgrade from 11.3.3) Generate the trustStore as follows:

1.1 Run the java keytool command from the existing trusted root certificate, for example:

openssl x509 -in root.crt -out root.der -outform derkeytool -
keystore root.jks -alias WADE -import -file root.der

In this example command,

root.crt
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represents the existing root certificate,

WADE

represents the alias name of the root certificate, and

root.ks

represents the trustStore path including the file name.
2.1 Enter the trustStore password when prompted.

You must provide the same certificate file name, trustStore file name, trustStore password, and certificate alias
name for database authentication during the server installation.

Upgrade the Server on Windows
To upgrade the server on Windows, use this procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to your computer with an ID that has update permissions to the server installation directory.
2. Download the ESP dSeries Workload Automation ISO file from CA Support.
3. Unzip or mount the ISO file to a temporary directory or a drive.
4. Double-click the

Setup.exe

file from the following location:

temp\ISO_file\CA_Workload_Automation_DE_Server_rn_for_os

• temp
Specifies the temporary directory or the drive that contains the ISO file.

• ISO_file
Specifies the name of the ISO file.

• rn

Specifies the release number of ESP dSeries Workload Automation.
• os

Specifies the supported Windows platform.

The installation wizard opens.
5. Select the I accept the terms of the License Agreement option and click Next.
6. Select Upgrade and click Install.
7. Enter the installation directory path of the server you want to upgrade and click Next.

Note:

• By default, the installation program uses the installation directory of 11.3 SP3 server.
• The server installation directories of the 11.3.2 or lower releases are considered as invalid for upgrade.

8. (Applies only for SSL-enabled Oracle and for upgrade from 11.3.3) Enter the following information for database
authentication and click Next.

• Trusted root certificate
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Specifies the full path to the trusted root certificate file, including the certificate filename.
• Trust store path including file name

Specifies the full path to the trustStore file, including the trustStore filename. The trustStore stores all
certificates ESP dSeries Workload Automation requires. ESP dSeries Workload Automation uses the
trustStore location to verify the database certificate when connecting through SSL.

Note:

The value of the trustStore file path must be escaped. For example,

C:\Program Files\CA\certificate\truststore.jks

must be specified as

C:/Program Files/CA/certificate/truststore.jks

.
• Trust store password

Specifies the trustStore password that you specified during the trustStore generation.
• Certificate alias name

Specifies the certificate alias name that you specified during the trustStore generation.

The upgrade process begins. The status of the upgrade is displayed.
9. If the upgrade fails, displaying a log file path, do the following tasks:

1.1 Click Done to terminate the upgrade and generate the log file in the following location:

• 12.0.01

server_install\upgrades\inplaceupgrade.log

• 12.0

server_install\CA_Workload_Automation_version_Install_timestamp.log

• server_install
Specifies the server installation directory.

• version
Specifies the version number to which the server is upgraded.

• timestamp
Indicates the date and time when the log file is generated. The format of the timestamp is 
MM_DD_YYYY_hh_mm_ss .
Example: CA_Workload_Automation_R12.0_Install_06_25_2015_20_18_04.log

2.1 Review the errors in the log file.
3.1 Run the restore.bat file from the following directory, and make the appropriate changes in the server:

server_install_dir\backup_timestamp

• timestamp
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Specifies the date and time when the backup folder is created. The format of the timestamp is 
YYYYMMDDHHmm , for example, 201706221514.

The binary files, configuration files, and other files of the server that are modified by the in-place upgrade
are now restored.

4.1 Restore the server database that you backed up.
5.1 Repeat Steps 4-8 to start a new in-place upgrade.

10. Click Done when the upgrade completes.
The installation program exits, and the server is upgraded on Windows. You can verify the upgraded version of
the server by running the version.bat file from the server_install_dir\bin directory.

Note:

In 12.0.01 and higher, all user data including the run-time data and artifacts data are upgraded.
11. Repeat Steps 1-10 on the Standby server, if WA High Availability is configured.

Upgrade the Server on UNIX
You can use this procedure to upgrade the server on UNIX.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to your computer with an ID that has update permissions to the server installation directory.
2. Download and copy the installation program to a local directory as follows:

1.1 Download the ESP dSeries Workload Automation ISO image from CA Support.
2.1 Mount the ISO image to a drive.
3.1 Copy the

Setup.bin

from the following location to a temporary directory:

drive/ISO_file/CA_Workload_Automation_DE_Server_rn_for_os

• drive
Specifies the drive that contains the ISO file.

• ISO_file
Specifies the name of the ISO file.

• rn

Specifies the release number of ESP dSeries Workload Automation.
• os

Specifies the supported UNIX platform.

The installation wizard opens.
3. Change to the temporary directory, and enter the following command to set the execute permission for the

installation program:

chmod a+x Setup.bin

The Setup.bin is executable.
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4. Enter the following command to start the installation program:

./Setup.bin -i console

5. Press Enter to read the license text and enter Y to accept the terms of the license agreement.
6. Type 2 and press Enter to select upgrade.
7. Enter the installation directory path of the server you want to upgrade and press Enter.

Note:

• By default, the installation program uses the server installation directory of r11.3.3.
• The server installation directories of 11.3.2 or lower releases are considered as invalid for upgrade.

8. (Applies only for SSL-enabled Oracle and for upgrade from 11.3.3) Enter the following information for database
authentication and press Enter.

• Trusted root certificate

Specifies the full path to the trusted root certificate file, including the certificate filename.
• Trust store path including file name

Specifies the full path to the trustStore file, including the trustStore filename. The trustStore stores all
certificates ESP dSeries Workload Automation requires. ESP dSeries Workload Automation uses the
trustStore location to verify the database certificate when connecting through SSL.

• Trust store password
Specifies the trustStore password that you specified during the trustStore generation.

• Certificate alias name
Specifies the certificate alias name that you specified during the trustStore generation.

The upgrade process begins. The status of the upgrade is displayed.
9. If the upgrade fails, displaying a log file path, do the following tasks:

1.1 Press Enter to terminate the upgrade and generate the log file in the following locations:

• 12.0.01

server_install/upgrades/inplaceupgrade.log

• 12.0

server_install/
CA_Workload_Automation_version_Install_timestamp.log

• server_install
Specifies the server installation directory.

• version
Specifies the version number to which the server is upgraded.

• timestamp
Indicates the date and time when the log file is generated. The format of the timestamp is 
MM_DD_YYYY_hh_mm_ss .
Example: CA_Workload_Automation_R12.0_Install_06_25_2015_20_18_04.log

2.1 Review the errors in the log file.
3.1 Run the restore.sh file from the following directory, and make the appropriate changes in the server:

server_install\backup_timestamp
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• timestamp
Specifies the date and time when the backup folder was created. The format of the timestamp is 
YYYYMMDDHHmm , for example, 201706221514.

The binary files, configuration files, and other files of the server that are modified by the in-place upgrade
are now restored.

4.1 Restore the server database that you backed up.
5.1 Repeat Steps 4-8 to start a new in-place upgrade.

10. Press Enter when the upgrade completes.
The installation program exits, and the server is upgraded on UNIX. You can verify the upgraded version of the
server by running the version.sh file from the  server_install/bin directory.

Note:

In 12.0.01 and higher, all user data including the run-time data and artifacts data are upgraded.
11. (Applies only for z/Linux systems and for upgrade to 12.0 and 12.0.01) Complete the following steps:

1.1 Change to the server installation directory.
2.1 Remove the existing soft link for the JRE using the following command:

unlink jre

3.1 Install the latest version of the JRE that the server supports.
4.1 Create a soft link that points to the installed JRE:

ln -sf installedPath jre

• installedPath
Specifies the full path to the JRE that you installed in the previous step.
Example: ln -sf /opt/ibm/java-s39 0-80/jre jre

12. Repeat Steps 1-11 on the Standby server, if WA High Availability is configured.

Start the Workload Processing
After the in-place upgrade, you must start the workload processing in the upgraded server. Before you start the
workload processing, ensure that you installed the latest version of WA Desktop Client. Both the server and WA
Desktop Client must be at the same version level.

Warning:

Steps 1 and 5 apply only when you upgrade the server to 12.0.

Follow these steps:

1. (Applies only for upgrade to 12.0) Convert the Application version definitions in the database as follows:

1.1 Download and extract the #unique_155 file to a temporary directory. The ZIP file includes the following files:

artifactversionsconverter.jarartifactVersionsConverter.batartifactVersionsConverter.sh

Note:

You can also download the

artifactVersionsConverter.zip

file from the patch RO86729 on CA Support.

https://support.ca.com/
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2.1 Copy the artifactversionsconverter.jar file to the  server_install\lib directory (Windows)
or the  server_install/lib directory (UNIX).

3.1 Copy the artifactVersionsConverter.bat to the  server_install\bin directory (Windows) or
the artifactVersionsConverter.sh to the  server_install\bin directory (UNIX).

4.1 Open the artifactVersionsConverter file, and set MAX_HEAP_SIZE=4096.

Note:

If the number of Application versions is more, increase the heap memory from the default 1 GB to 4 GB.
Before you increase the memory, ensure that sufficient RAM is available.

5.1 Change to the bin directory on the command prompt and run the artifactVersionsConverter.bat
file (Windows) or the artifactVersionsConverter.sh file (UNIX).

The time required for converting Application version definitions depends on the number of Application
versions in the ESP_AMS_VR table.

Warning:

If the

artifactVersionConverter.bat

file is run accidentally, do not rerun the file. Rerunning the file might corrupt the converted
Application versions.

If the conversion of an Application version is successful, you will be able to download the older
versions of the Application. To verify that all the Application versions are converted, see the

server_install/logs/artifactversions.log

file.

If the artifact version conversion fails and you want to convert all the Application versions again, do
the following tasks:

1. 1.1 Delete the existing rows in the ESP_AMS_VR table in the production database.
2. 1.1 Transfer the table data from the database backup to the production database.
3. 1.1 Rerun the artifactVersionConverter file.

2. Start the primary or standalone server in normal mode.
3. Connect to the server as an administrator using WA Desktop Client.
4. Release all the held Events.
5. (Applies only for upgrade to 12.0) Trigger the jobs that were in the APPHOLD state before you force completed

them as part of the Prerequisites.

Note:

To know the status of all active Applications and jobs before you force completed them, refer to the
ESP_RTWOB query result that you stored in Step 3b of Complete Prerequisites.

6. Start the standby server, if WA High Availability is configured.

Roll Back the Server to the Previous Version
To roll back the server after the successful in-place upgrade, restore the server to the previous version and run the
workload in the previous version of the server.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the primary or standalone server.
2. Stop the standby server, if WA High Availability is configured.
3. Run the following script to restore the files and directories:
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• On Windows:

server_install\backup_timestamp\restore.bat

• On UNIX:

server_install/backup_timestamp/restore.sh

• server_install
Specifies the server installation directory.

• timestamp
Specifies the date and time when the backup folder was created. The format of the timestamp is 
YYYYMMDDHHmm , for example, 201706221514.

The binary, configuration, JRE, and library files of the server that are modified by the in-place upgrade are now
restored.

4. Restore the server database that you backed up.
5. (Applies only for z/Linux systems and for upgrade to 12.0 or 12.0.01) Complete the following steps:

1.1 Change to the server installation directory on the command prompt.
2.1 Remove the existing soft link for the newly installed JRE using the following command:

unlink jre

3.1 Create a soft link that points to the JRE used in the previous version of the server:

ln -sf installedPath jre

• installedPath

Specifies the full path to the JRE used in the previous version of the server.

Example: ln -sf /opt/ibm/java-s390-70/jre jre
6. Start the primary or standalone server in normal mode.
7. Open the Admin topology in the previous version of WA Desktop Client and verify that the Agents are active.
8. Release one or two Applications that are on hold and verify that the workload is running.
9. Release all the held Events.
10. Start the standby server, if WA High Availability is configured.

 Upgrade the Server Using Migration Method
To upgrade a previous release of the server using the migration method, you install the new
version and migrate artifacts, global variables, and history data from the previous version.
Migration preserves the previous server while letting you use the new server to run your
previously defined workload.
cwad122
To upgrade a previous release of the server using the migration method, you install the new version and migrate
artifacts, global variables, and history data from the previous version. Migration preserves the previous server while
letting you use the new server to run your previously defined workload.

This scenario walks you through the process of upgrading the server using the migration method:
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Figure 8: Upgrading CA Workload Automation DE from Previous Versions

To upgrade the server using the migration method, follow these steps:

1. Install the new server and default agent (Windows or UNIX) with the latest service packs applied.

Warning:

• If you install the new server on the same computer as your existing installation, use different ports.
• If you are migrating from the source server that is set up with the Microsoft SQL Server database with

Windows authentication, the new server must also be installed on a Windows computer.
2. Assess the artifacts for migration impact.
3. Migrate artifacts, global variables, and history data.
4. Reconfigure agent definitions in the Topology, if necessary.
5. Modify agents to work with the new server.
6. Start workload processing on the new server.

How Migration Works
When you run the migration utility, you can choose to migrate artifacts, global variables, or history data, or any
combination of them. For example, you can migrate artifacts and history data, but not global variables. You can also
skip the migration of application versions during artifacts migration by configuring the migration.default.conf file.

The following illustration shows how artifacts, global variables, and history data are migrated:
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When artifacts are migrated, the migration utility reads them from the source server, converts them to the new
format, and stores them in files on the new server. When you start the new server after migration, the stored
artifacts are imported into the new server database.

Note:  You can disable this behavior by setting the RESET_POPULATED_FLAG property to false in the
configuration file the migration utility uses.

Because artifacts are stored in files, you can prevent individual artifacts from being migrated by deleting their files
before starting the new server.

When global variables and history data are migrated, the migration utility reads them from the source server
database, converts them to the new format, and imports them into the new server database. Because global
variables and history data are migrated directly into the database, you cannot prevent individual global variables
and history data from being migrated.

Note:  If workload was executed on the new server before migration, history data migration can fail if existing
database rows conflict with the migrated rows. The migration utility does not merge existing and migrated data.

Assessing the Artifacts for Migration Impact
The migration utility migrates the following artifacts:

• Agents
• Alerts
• Application versions
• Applications
• Calendars
• Connection profiles
• Events
• Forecasts
• Groups
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• JavaScripts
• Resources
• Security profiles
• Users

Before you migrate artifacts from the source server, assess the artifacts in both the source server and the new
server. When assessing the artifacts, consider the following impacts:

• If definitions share the same name, the migration utility overwrites the new artifacts with definitions from the
source server.

• After migration, the migrated Applications and existing Applications compete for resources, use the same
system variables, and share common dependencies that can lead to unexpected behavior.

Note:  To avoid these impacts, we recommend that you do not create artifacts or run workload on the new server
before migration. Alternatively, to avoid overriding artifacts, you can selectively delete the artifacts from the
temporary directory the migration utility uses before starting the new server. When you start the new server, it is
populated with the artifacts stored in this directory.

Using Unsupported Characters in Artifact Names
Some characters that were allowed in artifact names in previous releases are no longer allowed in this release. For
example, starting in r11.1, the following special characters are no longer supported in job names:

forward slash (/) back slash (\) colon (:)

asterisk (*) question mark (?) double quote (")

less (<) greater (>) bar (|)

ampersand (&) semi-colon (;) parentheses (())

back quote (`) single quote (') equal (=)

period (.) comma (,) caret (^)

tilde (~)

If the name of an artifact contains unsupported characters, the migration utility displays an error and the artifact is
not migrated. To migrate artifacts with unsupported names, review the migration errors, change the names of the
artifacts, and rerun the migration utility.

Migrate Artifacts, Global Variables, and History Data
To migrate artifacts, global variables, and history data, run the migration utility from the command line on the
computer where the new server is installed. By default, the migration utility uses the default migration configuration
file. You can create a customized configuration file to automate some of the steps in the following procedure or to
change default values.

The migration utility uses default logging settings in the migration logging configuration file and logs migration-
related information in the migration.log file. To change the log file location or configure default settings, you can
modify the migration logging configuration file.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the new server has started at least once. Otherwise, the new server will not start after the migration.
In a WA High Availability configuration, only the Primary server is required to have been started.

2. Stop the new server if it is running.

Note:

• If WA High Availability is configured, stop both Primary and Standby servers.
• If workload was run on the new server before the migration, we recommend that you Cold Start the new

server.
3. Stop workload on the source server, as follows:

• Suspend all Events
• Wait for Applications to complete
• Force complete long-running Applications

Note:  Alternatively, cold start the source server.
4. Log in to the computer where the new server is installed.
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Note:  Your user ID must have permission to run the migration script and have full access to the server
installation directory.

5. Change to the following directory at the command prompt on the new server:

• On Windows:

install_dir\bin

• On UNIX:

install_dir/bin

install_dir
Specifies the server installation directory.

6. Enter the following command:

• On Windows:

migrate.bat [config_file]

• On UNIX:

migrate.sh [config_file]

config_file

(Optional) Specifies the relative or absolute path to and name of a customized migration configuration file.  
(Windows) Default: install_dir\migration\migration.default.conf
(UNIX) Default: install_dir/migration/migration.default.conf

7. Specify the version of the source server when prompted, and press Enter.
The migration program prompts you to migrate artifacts.

8. Do one of the following tasks:

• Press Enter and specify the following information about the source server to migrate artifacts:

• Hostname
• Port
• User name and password (must have administrative privileges on the source server)

The migration program connects to the source server and reads, converts, and stores the artifacts on the
new server file system.

Note:

• If the migration program cannot read, convert, or store an artifact, it prompts you to stop the migration,
continue the migration until the next error occurs, or continue the migration and ignore similar errors.

• You can skip the migration of Application versions during artifacts migration by configuring the
migration.default.conf file.

• Type n and press Enter to skip the migration of artifacts.

The migration program prompts you to migrate global variables.
9. Do one of the following tasks:

• Press Enter to migrate global variables.

The migration program connects to the source server database, and reads, converts, and stores the global
variables in the new server database.
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Note:

If you have skipped the migration of artifacts, you are prompted to specify the following information about
the source server:

• Hostname
• Port
• User name and password (must have administrative privileges on the source server)

• Type n and press Enter to skip the migration of global variables.

The migration program prompts you to migrate history data.
10. Before you migrate history data, perform the following tasks:

1.1 Resume the Events to run workload on the source server, if the migrated artifacts include more users,
user groups, and agents.

Warning:

We recommend that you do not change the artifacts definitions in the source server.
2.1 Open the following log file using a text editor in the new server to review any errors that occurred

migrating artifacts:

• On Windows:

install_dir\migration\logs\migration.log

• On UNIX:

install_dir/migration/logs/migration.log

Note:

• You can search the artifact name in the trace log file to see further details of the problem.
• If you have changed the default location of the log file by modifying the migration logging file, open the

log file from the corresponding location.
3.1 (Optional) Delete artifacts that you do not want to migrate from the following directory in the new server:

• On Windows:

install_dir\migration\tmp\migration_dir

• On UNIX:

install_dir/migration/tmp/migration_dir

migration_dir
Specifies the directory the migration utility saves artifacts to.

Note:  The directory contains a separate file for each artifact. For example, you can delete artifacts such
as agents that exist on the new server to avoid overriding their definitions.

4.1 Start the new server and perform the following tasks on WA Desktop Client connected to the new server:

Warning:

Before you perform the following tasks, ensure that you installed the latest version of WA Desktop
Client. Both the server and WA Desktop Client must be at the same version level.

• Reconfigure agent definitions in the topology on the new server.
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• Modify the agents to work with the new server.

Note:

The migrated Events are shown in the suspended state on the new server.
5.1 Stop the new server.
6.1 Suspend all the Events on the source server.

11. Do one of the following tasks:

• Press Enter to migrate history data.

Note:

If you have skipped the migration of artifacts and global variables, you are prompted to specify the following
information about the source server:

• Hostname
• Port
• User name and password (must have administrative privileges on the source server)

The migration program connects to the source server database, and reads, converts, and stores the history
data in the new server database. If the migration program cannot read, convert, or store a history data
record, it prompts you to stop the migration, continue the migration until the next error occurs, or continue
the migration and ignore similar errors.

During the history data migration, you do not need to wait until the migration of all history data is complete.
After the data from the ESP_APPL_GEN, ESP_LONGKEYS tables are migrated, the migration utility
prompts you with the following message to start the new server:

Now DE server can be started for parallel workload
 processing.....

You can now start the new server by following Step 12, and also start the workload processing. When the
workload is run on the new server, the migration program continues to migrate the remaining history tables.

Note:

By default, the history migration process removes all the history data in the new server unless you set the
following property in the migration.default.conf file:

DESTINATION_DB_REMOVE_HISTORY_RECORDS false
• Type n and press Enter to skip the migration of history data.

The migration program ends.
12. Start the new server.

Note:  If you have WA High Availability configured, restart both Primary and Standby servers.

The new server database is populated with the migrated artifacts stored in the temporary directory.
13. Open the following log file using a text editor to review any errors that occurred populating artifacts:

• On Windows:

install_dir\logs\populated-artifacts.txt

• On UNIX:

install_dir/logs/populated-artifacts.txt

Note:  This file is overwritten every time the server starts up.

Modify the Migration Configuration File
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By default, the migration utility uses the default configuration file named migration.default.conf located in the
following directory:

• On Windows:

install_dir\migration\migration.default.conf

• On UNIX:

install_dir/migration/migration.default.conf

install_dir

Specifies the server installation directory.

To customize the migration, you can copy the default configuration file and modify the properties in the copied
configuration file to meet your needs. For example, you can create a customized configuration file that fully
automates the migration utility.

Example: Automate the Migration Utility

In this example, the configuration file migrates artifacts, global variables, and history data from an r11.3 source
server to the new server. To automate the migration of artifacts, the configuration file specifies the connection
information for the source server. To automate the migration of global variables and history data, the configuration
file specifies the fully qualified path of the db.properties file on the source server. The migrated artifacts are stored
in a temporary directory on the new server.

If the migration utility encounters an error reading, writing, or converting an artifact or history record, the utility
writes an error to the log file and continues the migration. If the migration utility cannot connect to the source server,
the migration stops.

Note:  Mandatory properties that you should not change, such as the required classpaths, are not included in the
example. For more information about the properties in the configuration file, see the migration.default.conf file.

SOURCE_SERVER_VERSION V11_3TMP_DIR ${CAWA_HOME}/
migration/tmpRESET_POPULATED_FLAG true# Required
 classpaths...DESTINATION_DB_PROPERTIES_FILE ${CAWA_HOME}/conf/
db.propertiesSOURCE_DB_PROPERTIES_FILE @USER_INSTALL_DIR@/Resources/
Properties/db.propertiesSOURCE_SERVER_HOST PRODSOURCE_SERVER_PORT
 7500SOURCE_SERVER_USER_NAME ADMINMIGRATE_ARTIFACTS
 trueMIGRATE_APPLICATION_VERSIONS trueMIGRATE_GLOBAL_VARIABLES
 trueMIGRATE_HISTORY_DATA trueCONTINUE_IF_UNABLE_TO_READ_ARTIFACTS
 trueCONTINUE_IF_UNABLE_TO_WRITE_ARTIFACTS
 trueCONTINUE_IF_UNABLE_TO_CONVERT_ARTIFACTS
 trueCONTINUE_IF_UNABLE_TO_READ_TABLES
 trueCONTINUE_IF_UNABLE_TO_WRITE_TABLES
 trueCONTINUE_IF_UNABLE_TO_CONVERT_TABLES trueRETRY_SERVER_CONNECTION
 falseDESTINATION_DB_REMOVE_HISTORY_RECORDS
 falseSAVE_INTERMEDIATE_ARTIFACTS falseSAVE_INTERMEDIATE_TABLES false

Modify the Migration Logging Configuration File
To configure the migration logging settings and track the migration progress easily, modify the migration logging
configuration file.

You can configure the following migration logging settings:
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• Set up the email notification for errors or fatal errors that are logged during migration
• Change the location of the log file
• Set up the rollover threshold for the log file
• Set up the migration logging level

Follow these steps:

1. Open the following file in a text editor:

• On Windows:

server_install_dir\migration\logs.conf.xml

• On UNIX:

server_install_dir/migration/logs.conf.xml

• server_install_dir
Specifies the directory where the server is installed.

2. Modify the values for the following parameters to set up the email notification for errors logged during migration:

• recipients
Specifies a valid email address of the recipient that you want to notify when the server logs errors or fatal
errors in the migration log file.
Default: the valid email address that is specified during the server installation
Example:

<Property name="recipients">me@example.com</Property>

• smtpHost
Specifies the hostname of your SMTP email server. The hostname can be a valid internet mail address or
the IP address of the SMTP email server.
Default: the SMTP email server name that is specified during the server installation
Examples:

<Property name="smtpHost">mail.company.com</Property><Property
 name="smtpHost">10.134.119.145</Property>

3. Modify the values for the following parameters as appropriate:

• LOG_DIR
Specifies the directory where you want to store the migration log file.
Default: server_install_dir/migration/logs
Example:

<Property name="LOG_DIR">C:/migration/logs/</Property>

• SizeBasedTriggeringPolicy size
Specifies the rollover threshold for the migration log file. The log file is archived and a new log file is created
when the size of the log file reaches the specified threshold.

Note:

• Every time that you perform the migration, a new migration log file (migration.log) is created.
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• The log file is archived in the migration-yyyy-MM-dd-hh-mm-ss.log format, for example,
migration-2015-05-29-23-59-59.log.

Default: 10 MB
Example:

<SizeBasedTriggeringPolicy size="10 MB"/>

• com.ca.wa.engine.migration level
Specifies the logging level that determines the granularity of the messages that are logged, from severe error
events (FATAL) to basic informational events (TRACE). The logging levels are hierarchically inclusive. For
example, if you specify DEBUG, the server logs all messages about FATAL, ERROR, WARN, INFO, and
DEBUG but discards TRACE.
The logging levels are as follows:

• OFF—Logs no message about the migration.
• FATAL—Logs messages about severe error events that lead the migration to abort.
• ERROR—Logs messages about error events that might still allow the migration to continue.
• WARN—Logs messages about potential harmful events.
• INFO—Logs information messages that highlight the migration progress.
• DEBUG—Logs messages about informational events that are useful for debugging.
• TRACE—Logs messages about basic informational events.
• ALL—Logs all the messages, from FATAL to TRACE.

Default: ALL
Example:

<Logger name="com.ca.wa.engine.migration" level="DEBUG"
 additivity="false">

4. Save and close the file.

Reconfigure Agent Definitions in the Topology
During a migration, artifacts from the source server overwrite the artifacts in the new server if they have the same
names. In particular, if both servers have agents with the same names, the agent definitions on the new server are
overwritten. If an overwritten agent definition no longer matches the configuration parameters in its agentparm.txt
file, you must reconfigure the agent in the Topology. Otherwise, the new server cannot communicate with these
agents.

Note:  To avoid overriding your agent definitions, we recommend that you add agents to the new server after
migration. Alternatively, selectively delete the agent definitions from the temporary directory the migration utility
uses before starting the new server after migration.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an Administrator using WA Desktop Client.
2. Click the Admin icon on the toolbar to open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu to open the Topology.
4. Right-click the agent that you want to reconfigure, and select View Definition from the pop-up menu to open the

Agent Definition view.
5. (Optional) Click Retrieve from the server to download the last changes made to the agent, if any.
6. Modify the following fields to match the overwritten agent definition:

• Address

Specifies the IP address or DNS name of the computer where the agent is installed.
• Port number

Specifies the IP port number that the agent uses to listen for traffic.

Default: 7520
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Limits: 1024-65534

Note:  This port number must match the communication.inputport parameter in the agentparm.txt file.
• Release number

Identifies the release number of the agent.
• Encryption key used from server to agent

Specifies the encryption key the agent uses to communicate with ESP dSeries Workload Automation.

Note:

• ESP dSeries Workload Automation and the agent must have the same encryption key to communicate.
The encryption key of the agent is stored in a text file (encrypted). The security.cryptkey parameter in the
agentparm.txt file sets the path of that file. If the keys are different, the agent and ESP dSeries Workload
Automation cannot communicate and an AGENTDOWN state occurs when you try to run the workload. In
the agent definition, you specify the encryption key (unencrypted) without the Ox prefix.

• If you select NONE in the Encryption Method field, set this value to NOENCRYPTION.
• SNMP Enabled

Indicates whether SNMP is enabled.
• Heartbeat Frequency (in minutes)

Specifies the frequency with which you want the server to send the heartbeat signal in minutes.

Default: 5

Limits: 0 and above

Note:  If you want individual agents to have their own heartbeat frequencies, you can set the shared
configuration parameter Global Agent heartbeat frequency to 0 (zero).

• Heartbeat attempts before sending an SNMP notification

Specifies the number of heartbeat signals the server attempts before it sends an SNMP message indicating
agent inactivity.

Default: 1
Limits: 1 and above

• Encryption Method

Specifies one of the following encryption methods ESP dSeries Workload Automation uses to encrypt
messages:

• DES—Specifies Data Encryption Standard encryption. DES uses a 56-bit key. Encryption key length: 56
bits (16 hexadecimal characters). This key length is the default.

• DESEDE—Specifies 3DES encryption. DESEDE uses the DES algorithm in EDE (encrypt-decrypt-
encrypt) mode. Encryption key length: 192 bits (48 hexadecimal characters).

• AES—Specifies Advanced Encryption Standard encryption. AES uses a 128-bit key. Encryption key
length: 32 hexadecimal characters.

• BLOWFISH—Specifies Blowfish encryption. BLOWFISH uses a 64-bit block and a variable key length.
Encryption key length: 32 to 64 even number of hexadecimal characters.

• NONE—Specifies no encryption.

Note:

• ESP dSeries Workload Automation supports the U.S. Government encryption standard FIPS 140-2
and can be configured to run in a FIPS-compliant mode. Your ESP dSeries Workload Automation
environment can be considered FIPS-compliant only if all the components use FIPS-compliant algorithms
for encryption and decryption. Currently, only AES and DESEDE algorithms are FIPS-certified. If any of
your ESP dSeries Workload Automation components use DES or BLOWFISH, your system is not FIPS-
compliant.

• If you specify NONE as the encryption method, the security.cryptkey parameter in the agentparm.txt file
must be set to no value.

7. Click Save in the upper right corner of the view to save your changes.
The agent is reconfigured in the Topology.

Note:  If you run maintenance Applications that use the default agent, verify that the default agent is reconfigured
on the new server.

Modify an Agent to Work with the New Server
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After you migrate artifacts, your agent administrator must modify the agentparm.txt file of each agent.

Follow these steps:

1. Change to the agent installation directory.
2. Open the agentparm.txt file using a text editor.
3. Modify the following parameters to match the values for the new server:

• communication.managerid
• communication.manageraddress
• communication.managerport

4. Save and close the agentparm.txt file.
5. Restart the agent.

Start Workload Processing on the New Server
After you migrate artifacts, you can reschedule all scheduled Events on the new server. By rescheduling these
Events, you process the migrated workload.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the new server using WA Desktop Client.
2. Click the CLI icon on the toolbar to open the CLI perspective.
3. Locate the CLI view and double-click the server that you want to issue commands to.

The CA Workload Automation CLI view opens.
4. Enter the following command in the Command field:

scheduleallevents [verbose(true|false)]

• verbose

(Optional) Specifies whether to display details. Options are the following:

• true—Displays details of rescheduled Events.
• false—Does not display details of rescheduled Events.

Default: verbose(false)
5. Click Send.

The Response area displays all Events that have been rescheduled.

Note:

Verify that the workload started properly, and if not, trigger the Events manually.

 Update the Server for Issue Fixes
After you install the server, you can update it for issue fixes by applying an incremental or
cumulative patch.
cwad121
After you install the server, you can update it for issue fixes by applying an incremental or cumulative patch.

Warning:

Ensure that the user that applies the patch has the read and write access to the database, especially the
Windows-authenticated MSSQL database. Otherwise, the database update with the patch may fail.

This section includes the following topics:

  

Apply a Server Update Patch on Windows
To update your server for issue fixes, apply the latest incremental or cumulative patch.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the standalone or primary server.
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2. Stop the standby server, if WA High Availability is configured.
3. Download and unpack the .caz file from CA Support to a temporary location, such as C:\temp\patch:

CAZIPXP -u patch.caz

• patch 
Specifies the name of the patch.

Note:  The CAZIPXP utility must reside in the same directory as the .caz file. You can download the
CAZIPXP utility from CA Support Online.

4. Copy the following extracted files to the server installation directory:

rn_build_xxxx_update.ziprn_build_xxxx_update.zip.MD5

• rn
Specifies the release number of ESP dSeries Workload Automation.

• xxxx 
Specifies the build number of the patch.

5. (Optional) Verify the integrity of the server patch file.
6. Change to the server installation directory at the command prompt.
7. Unzip the copied update patch file using the following command:

unzip rn_build_xxxx_update.zip

Warning:

When you unzip the patch file, ensure that the unzipped update folder is placed under the server
installation directory: server_install_dir\update.

8. Change to the following directory:

server_install_dir\update

• server_install_dir 
Specifies the server installation directory.

9. Run the update.bat file.

The patch updates the server. The update script backs up the modified files and replaces them with the
patch files. The backup files are available in the following directory. If you find any issues after applying the
patch, revert the patch to the previous version.

server_install_dir\update_rn_backup.yyyymmddhhmmss

10. Repeat Steps 3-9 for the secondary server, if WA High Availability is configured.
11. Start the standalone or primary server.
12. Start the secondary server.
13. Verify the version and build number of the server.

Apply a Server Update Patch on UNIX
To update your server for issue fixes, apply the latest incremental or cumulative patch.

https://support.ca.com
https://support.ca.com/us/product-content/admin-content/freeware-utilities.html
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Follow these steps: 

1. Stop the standalone or primary server.
2. Stop the secondary server, if WA High Availability is configured.
3. Download and extract the tar.Z file from CA Support into a temporary location, such as /tmp:

cd /tmptar -xvf patch.tar.Z

• patch 
Specifies the name of the patch file.

4. Copy the following extracted files to the server installation directory:

rn_build_xxxx_update.tarrn_build_xxxx_update.tar.MD5

• rn
Specifies the release number of ESP dSeries Workload Automation.

• xxxx
Specifies the build number of the patch.

5. (Optional) Verify the integrity of the server patch file.
6. Unpack the copied .tar file using the following command:

tar -xvf rn_build_xxxx_update.tar

7. Change to the following directory:

server_install_dir/update

8. Enter the following command to provide execute permission to the UNIX shell scripts:

chmod a+x *.sh

9. Run the update.sh file.

The patch updates the server. The update script backs up the modified files and replaces them with the patch
files. 

The backup files are available in the following directory. If you find any issues after applying the patch, revert
the patch to the previous version.

server_install_dir/update_rn_backup.timestamp

10. Repeat Steps 3-9 for the secondary server, if WA High Availability is configured.
11. Start the standalone or primary server.
12. Start the secondary server.
13. Verify the version and build number of the server.

Verify the Integrity of the Server Patch Files Downloaded from CA Sites
After you download the server patch files from CA websites, verify their integrity by using the MD5Checksum
utility. You can use the utility as a verification step before applying a patch to the server install. The MD5Checksum

https://support.ca.com/
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utility compares the MD5checksum values of the downloaded patch with the MD5Checksum value present in
the  rn_build_xxxx_update.tar.MD5 (UNIX) or  rn_build_xxxx_update.zip.MD5 (Windows) file.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Change to the following directory at the command prompt:

• On Windows:

server_install_dir\bin

• On UNIX:

server_install_dir/bin

server_install_dir  

Specifies the server installation directory.
2. Enter the following command:

• On Windows:

MD5Checksum.bat "server_install_dir\patch_file.zip"

• On UNIX:

./MD5Checksum.sh "server_install_dir/patch_file.tar"

server_install_dir  

Specifies the server installation directory.

patch_file  

Specifies the name of the patch file downloaded from CA Support. The format of the patch file is:

rn_build_xxxx_update

• rn
Specifies the release number of ESP dSeries Workload Automation.

• xxxx
Specifies the build number of the patch.

The MD5Checksum utility runs. You receive a success or a failure message. If you receive a failure message,
download the patch file again.

Verify the Server Version and Build Number
You can run the version utility to verify the version and build number of the server when the server is down.

Follow these steps:

1. Change to the following directory at the command prompt:

https://support.ca.com
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• On Windows:

server_install_dir\bin

• On UNIX:

server_install_dir/bin

install_dir 
Specifies the server installation directory.

2. Enter the following command:

• On Windows:

version.bat [/a]

• On UNIX:

./version.sh [-a]

(Optional) Returns the version and build number of each of the JAR files. Use this option to verify that all JAR
files belong to the same build. By default, only the version and build number of the wade.jar file is returned.

The script returns the version and the build number of the server.

Uninstall a Server Update Patch
If you applied a cumulative patch on the server, you can uninstall the patch using an uninstallation script. After you
uninstall the patch, the server reverts to the previous version.

Note:

• You can use the patch uninstallation script only for r11.3 or later versions of ESP dSeries Workload Automation.
• If WA High Availability is configured, you must complete these steps on both Primary and Standby servers.
• This procedure is not applicable if the server is upgraded using an upgrade patch.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Stop the standalone or primary server.
2. Stop the secondary server, if WA High Availability is configured.
3. Change to the following directory at the command prompt:

• On Windows:

server_install_dir\update_rn_backup.timestamp

• On UNIX:

server_install_dir/update_rn_backup.timestamp

  server_install_dir 
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Specifies the server installation directory.

update_rn_backup.timestamp 
Specifies the backup directory that was created with a timestamp when you applied the patch. A separate
backup directory is created for each patch update.

• timestamp 
Indicates the date and time when the backup directory was created. The format of the timestamp
is yyyymmddhhmmss.  

• rn  
Specifies the release number of ESP dSeries Workload Automation.

Example: 

UPDATE_R12_0_02_BACKUP.20170801153149

4. Run the following command:

• On Windows:

uninstall.bat

• On UNIX:

uninstall.sh

Note:   When you apply a patch, the patch uninstallation file is copied to the backup directory automatically. If
the uninstallation file does not exist in the backup directory, first copy the uninstallation file that was included as
part of the patch files to the backup directory.

5. Follow the prompts to complete the uninstallation.
The patch is uninstalled successfully.

Note:   If the patch uninstallation fails, review the error message to resolve the problem and then retry
uninstalling the server patch. If the problem persists, contact CA Support.

6.  Start the standalone or primary server.
7.  Start the secondary server.

 Applying CA WA Desktop Client Patches
This section contains the following topics:
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HID_applying_dc_patches
This section contains the following topics:

 CA WA Desktop Client Automatic Update
You can apply CA WA Desktop Client patches using one of the following methods:
cwad121
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You can apply CA WA Desktop Client patches using one of the following methods:

• Configure the server and check for updates in CA WA Desktop Client
You can configure the server so that the CA WA Desktop Client installations get updated automatically
whenever there are patch updates. If you specify a location where the updates are available—an HTTP server

https://support.ca.com
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or a shared drive accessible to all the clients—and enable automatic updates on each of the clients, the clients
check the specified location for updates at a specified schedule.

• Use a silent update program
You can use a silent update program to perform the patch update for a single CA WA Desktop Client installation.
You do not need to configure the server or check for updates in CA WA Desktop Client.

Note:

• The CA WA Desktop Client patches are made available as ZIP archives and can only be applied through
automatic updates.

• If you get a dependency error when applying the patch, complete the following steps:

1. Close CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Right-click the program shortcut or executable file that you use to launch CA WA Desktop Client, and select

the Run as Administrator option.
3. Apply the patch as described.

Warning:

In Windows 7, 8, and 10, the User Account Control (UAC) settings allow only the administrator of the
computer to perform write operations in certain directories. When you apply the patch for CA WA Desktop
Client installed under C:\Program Files (32-bit) or C:\Program Files (x86) (64-bit), start CA WA Desktop
Client using the Run as administrator option or set the UAC level on your computer to Never notify.
Otherwise, CA WA Desktop Client may fail to launch. To view or change the UAC settings on your computer,
select Start, Control Panel, User Accounts, Change User Account Control Settings.

 How CA WA Desktop Client is Updated Automatically
CA WA Desktop Client is updated automatically using the following process:
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CA WA Desktop Client is updated automatically using the following process:

1. You specify a location on the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server for the CA WA Desktop Client patches.
2. To deliver a patch, you extract the update repository files to the update location.

Note:  The update location must be an HTTP server or a shared drive accessible to all computers running CA
WA Desktop Client.

3. The user connects to the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server using CA WA Desktop Client.
4. CA WA Desktop Client stores the update location in the Preferences.
5. If the user enables automatic updates on CA WA Desktop Client, the client checks for updates in all the update

sites configured in the Preferences. Based on the update preferences that the user sets, the client checks for
updates at one of the following intervals:

• Every time CA WA Desktop Client is started. This is the default schedule.
• At a specified time each day.
• On a specified day of the week, for example, every Monday.

6. Based on the update preferences that the user sets, the client does one of the following when updates are
available:

• Notifies the user about the updates but does not download them (default setting)
The user can choose to download the updates or postpone the updates until the next time the client is
scheduled to check for updates.

• Downloads the updates and notifies the user for installation

Based on the user's update preferences, the client notifies the user about the updates only once (default setting)
or reminds the user about the updates every half hour, every one hour, or every four hours.

7. If the user proceeds to install the updates, CA WA Desktop Client prompts the user to save their data and starts
the Available Updates wizard.

8. The user installs the updates using the Available Updates wizard.
9. CA WA Desktop Client restarts automatically after the user installs the updates.

 New Update Scenarios
The following scenarios can occur when CA WA Desktop Client detects new updates:
cwad121
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HID_new_update_scenarios
The following scenarios can occur when CA WA Desktop Client detects new updates:

• Single update available
A single update is available in an update location. The user can install the update when CA WA Desktop Client
notifies about the update or install the update manually.

• Multiple updates available
There are multiple update sites and there are different versions of updates in each site. CA WA Desktop Client
notifies the user about only the latest version.

• Update site of an earlier version
CA WA Desktop Client has detected an older version of an update in an update site. CA WA Desktop Client
does not notify the user about the update.

• No update sites defined in Preferences
If no update sites are defined in the Preferences, CA WA Desktop Client does not check for updates.

• Update sites not reachable (for example, invalid location)
If the update sites are not reachable, CA WA Desktop Client does not notify the user about updates.

• Automatic updates disabled
If automatic updates are disabled, CA WA Desktop Client does not check for updates.

 Specify a Shared Location for Automatic Updates
To enable automatic patch updates for the CA WA Desktop Client installations, you need to
specify the update location on a ESP dSeries Workload Automation server where the clients
can look for updates.
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To enable automatic patch updates for the CA WA Desktop Client installations, you need to specify the update
location on a ESP dSeries Workload Automation server where the clients can look for updates.

Note:  If you are enabling automatic updates, specify the update location on only one of the servers in your ESP
dSeries Workload Automation environment. The update location is optional for the server.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the pop-

up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Enter an appropriate value for the following parameter:

• URI to get the latest Desktop Client update
Specifies the location where the CA WA Desktop Client updates are available. Specify the URI in one of the
following formats:

• HTTP server—http://hostname/UpdateSite/. The repository must be accessible through the HTTP server.
• Archive file—jar:file_URI!/. For example, the archive file can be jar:file:////shared-drive/CAWA/UpdateSite/

CAWADesktopClientUpdate_11.3.0.300.zip!/.
• Shared location—file:////shared-drive/CAWA/UpdateSite

The client computers download CA WA Desktop Client updates from this location.

 Update Location Scenarios
The following scenarios can occur with respect to the update locations you specify on the
server.
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HID_update_location_scenarios
The following scenarios can occur with respect to the update locations you specify on the server.

• Add new update location automatically
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If CA WA Desktop Client finds a new update location on the server, it adds the update location to the local
Preferences with the specified name.

• Update existing location
If the update site changes, CA WA Desktop Client overwrites the existing location with the changed location and
stores it with the same name.

• Remove existing update location
If the update site no longer exists on the server, CA WA Desktop Client removes the update location from the
local Preferences.

• Invalid update site
If the update location defined on a server has an invalid format, CA WA Desktop Client displays a warning and
does not store the update location in the local Preferences.

 Modify Automatic Update Preferences
By default, CA WA Desktop Client checks for new updates each time it is launched. You can
disable automatic updates or modify the preferences as you want. You can also add, edit,
enable, disable, import, export, test, and remove update sites.
cwad121
HID_modify_automatic_update_preferences
By default, CA WA Desktop Client checks for new updates each time it is launched. You can disable automatic
updates or modify the preferences as you want. You can also add, edit, enable, disable, import, export, test, and
remove update sites.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Window, Preferences from the main menu of CA WA Desktop Client.
The Preferences dialog opens.

2. Click Workbench, Install/Update, Automatic Updates in the left pane.
The Automatic Updates page opens in the right pane.

3. (Optional) Clear the Automatically find new updates and notify me check box to disable automatic updates.
4. Select the options to suit your requirements and click Apply.
5. Click Available Software Sites in the left pane.

The Available Software Sites page opens in the right pane.

Note:  On startup, CA WA Desktop Client retrieves the update site from the URI to get the latest Desktop Client
update server shared parameter and displays the update site in this page. You can add new site locations, but
we recommend that you do not edit the site locations retrieved from the server.

6. (Optional) Do the following tasks to add a new site location:

1.1 Click Add.
The Add Site dialog opens.

2.1 (Optional) Specify the name of the site in the Name field.
3.1 Do one of the following tasks:

• If the update site is web-based, specify the website location in the Location field.
• If the update site is on your local file system, click Local to specify the directory location of the site.
• If the update site is packaged as a jar or zip file on your local file system, click Archive to specify the file

location and name.
4.1 Click OK.

7. (Optional) Do any of the following tasks to manage the update sites:

• Click Reload to test the connection between CA WA Desktop Client and the update site.
• Click Remove to remove a site from the list.
• Click Disable to stop using a site without removing it from the list. For example, you can disable a site that is

temporarily not available or experiencing network problems.
• Click Enable to resume using a disabled site.
• Click Export to export the list of sites to a file. You can use the export file to share site lists with other users or

across multiple client installations.
• Click Import to import a list of sites that was previously exported to a file.

8. Click OK to close the Preferences dialog.
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 Update WA Desktop Client Manually
If automatic updates are disabled or if you prefer to check for updates manually, update WA
Desktop Client manually.
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If automatic updates are disabled or if you prefer to check for updates manually, update WA Desktop Client
manually.

To update WA Desktop Client manually

1. Select Help, Check for Updates from the main menu of WA Desktop Client.
If updates are available, WA Desktop Client starts the Available Updates wizard.

2. Select CA Workload Automation Desktop Client and the version you want to install, and click Next.
The Update Details page opens displaying the update and version you selected.

3. Click Next to confirm your selection, or click Back to go back and change your selections.
The Review Licenses page opens.

4. Select I accept the terms of the license agreement, and click Finish to proceed with the installation.
The updates are downloaded and installed on your computer.

5. Click Yes when you are prompted to exit and restart the computer.
You have updated WA Desktop Client manually.

 Update CA WA Desktop Client Using a Silent Update Program
A silent update program lets you perform the patch update for a single CA WA Desktop Client
installation without configuring the server. You do not need to specify the patch update location
on a server where the clients can look for updates.
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HID_update_dc_silent
A silent update program lets you perform the patch update for a single CA WA Desktop Client installation without
configuring the server. You do not need to specify the patch update location on a server where the clients can look
for updates.

Note:

To run the silent update program, you must have write access to the CA WA Desktop Client installation directory.

Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to your Windows computer with an ID that belongs to the Administrator group.
2. Enter the following command at the command prompt:

desktopclient_install\updatesite repository_URL

• desktopclient_install 
Specifies the installation directory of CA WA Desktop Client that you want to update.

• repository_URL 
Specifies the location where the CA WA Desktop Client updates are available. Specify the repository URL
in one the following formats:

• Local directory—C:\temp\updatesite
• Archive file—//deserver/update/update.zip. The archive file can a JAR or ZIP file in a local directory or

shared location.
• HTTP, HTTPS, or FTP server—http://updatede.company.com. The repository must be accessible through

the HTTP, HTTPS, or FTP server.
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The Client computer downloads the CA WA Desktop Client update from the specified location and installs the
update. The following message is displayed when the update is completed:

Update complete

Note:

User must restart CA WA Desktop Client manually after the update is installed.

 Revert to an Earlier Version of CA WA Desktop Client
You can revert to an earlier version of CA WA Desktop Client. For example, if you find that a
patch provided by CA is not working, you can revert to the older version, rather than publish the
patch to all users.
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HID_revert_earlier_version_dc
You can revert to an earlier version of CA WA Desktop Client. For example, if you find that a patch provided by CA
is not working, you can revert to the older version, rather than publish the patch to all users.

Warning:  Use this feature with caution. Do not revert to an older version of CA WA Desktop Client unless it
is unavoidable. For example, if the server is updated and you revert to an older version of the client, it might
not be compatible with a newer version of the server.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Help, Installation Details from the main menu of CA WA Desktop Client.
The Installation Details page opens.

2. Click the Installation History tab.
All installed versions appear, with the configuration details in the lower pane.

3. Select a version that you want to revert to and click Revert.
CA WA Desktop Client reverts to the selected version and restarts automatically.

 Update the JRE for WA Desktop Client
WA Desktop Client includes a specific release of the 32-bit JRE. To address security
vulnerabilities, you can update the JRE of WA Desktop Client to the latest update version within
the same release. For example, if this release of WA Desktop Client includes JRE 1.8.0_51. You
can use this procedure to update the JRE to the latest available update version of JRE 1.8.
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WA Desktop Client includes a specific release of the 32-bit JRE. To address security vulnerabilities, you can update
the JRE of WA Desktop Client to the latest update version within the same release. For example, if this release of
WA Desktop Client includes JRE 1.8.0_51. You can use this procedure to update the JRE to the latest available
update version of JRE 1.8.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the appropriate 32-bit JRE update version.
2. Install or extract the downloaded 32-bit JRE files to a temporary location, for example, C:\Program Files

(x86)\Java\jre8.
3. Verify that WA Desktop Client is closed.
4. Rename the desktopclient_install_dir\jre directory as follows:

desktopclient_install_dir\jre.bak
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desktopclient_install_dir
Specifies the WA Desktop Client installation directory.

5. Create the jre directory in the following location:

desktopclient_install_dir

6. Copy all the files and folders from the temporary location or JRE installation directory into
the desktopclient_install_dir\jre directory that you created.

7. Start WA Desktop Client by running the CAWADesktopClient.exe file in the following location:

desktopclient_install_dir

The JRE of WA Desktop Client is now updated with the latest version within the same release.

 Migrate From PostgreSQL Database to Oracle Database
If you are using PostgreSQL database in CA Workload Automation DE r12 or higher and
you want to migrate to Oracle database, install the new server and migrate artifacts, global
variables, and history data from the source server.
cwad12
If you are using PostgreSQL database in CA Workload Automation DE r12 or higher and you want to migrate to
Oracle database, install the new server and migrate artifacts, global variables, and history data from the source
server.

To migrate from PostgreSQL to Oracle database, follow these steps:

1. Install the new server and default agent on UNIX.

Note:

 If you install the new server on the same computer as your existing installation, use different ports.
2. Assess the artifacts for migration impact.
3. Migrate artifacts, global variables, and history data.
4. Reconfigure agent definitions in the Topology, if necessary.
5. Modify agents to work with the new server.
6. Start workload processing on the new server.

Note:

 For more information about Steps 2-6, see Upgrading the Server Using Migration Method.

 Installing CA WA SOAP Web Services
The CA WA SOAP Web Services let you program any software application that is configured to
work with web services to create, update, invoke, monitor, and control ESP dSeries Workload
Automation workload. You can install the CA WA SOAP Web Services on any computer by
using an installation program. The installation program installs an Apache Tomcat web server
and Apache Axis2, and deploys the CA WA SOAP Web Services.
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cwad121
The CA WA SOAP Web Services let you program any software application that is configured to work with web
services to create, update, invoke, monitor, and control ESP dSeries Workload Automation workload. You can
install the CA WA SOAP Web Services on any computer by using an installation program. The installation program
installs an Apache Tomcat web server and Apache Axis2, and deploys the CA WA SOAP Web Services.

This section describes how to install the CA WA SOAP Web Services:

  2  

Installing the CA WA SOAP Web Services on Windows
To install CA WA SOAP Web Services on Windows, follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Create an SSL keystore for HTTPS communication.

Note:  Alternatively, you can create an SSL keystore after you complete the installation but doing so involves
additional steps.

2. Install the CA WA SOAP Web Services.
3. Start the Apache Tomcat web server.
4. Verify the Apache Tomcat web server and Apache Axis2 installation.
5. (Optional) Verify the SSL setup.

Note:   Complete this step if you created an SSL keystore for HTTPS communication.
6. Verify the CA WA SOAP Web Services deployment.

Create an SSL Server Keystore on Windows
To enable the CA WA SOAP Web Services to send and receive messages over HTTPS, you must create an SSL
server keystore. You can create your own server keystore by using the keytool utility provided with the JRE.

Note:  Alternatively, you can create an SSL keystore after you complete the installation. However, creating a
keystore after installation requires you to modify the server.xml file for the Apache Tomcat web server.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open a command prompt window.
2. Change to the directory that contains the JDK.
3. Enter the following command:

bin\keytool -genkey -alias tomcat -keyalg RSA -
keystore keystorepath\.keystore

• keystorepath\.keystore
Specifies the path to the keystore file, .keystore. The directories in the path must exist.
Example: c:\sslfiles\.keystore

Note:

Record this path. You need to specify this path when you install the CA WA SOAP Web Services for a
password.

4. Enter the following password:

changeit

A prompt is displayed.
5. Continue with the installation by entering information for each prompt and pressing Enter.

The summary page is displayed after the last prompt, listing the information you entered.
6. Enter Yes and press Enter.

You are prompted to enter a key password.
7. Enter a new password or press Enter to use the same value as the keystore password (changeit).

A server keystore is created with RSA certificates.
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Install the CA WA SOAP Web Services on Windows
To install the CA WA SOAP Web Services, you must run the installation program that is provided on the product
DVD. The installation program installs an Apache Tomcat web server and Apache Axis2, and deploys the web
services.

Note:   Alternatively, you can download the installation program file from the CA Support website (http://ca.com/
support).

Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to your computer with an ID that belongs to the Administrator group.
2. Ensure that your computer is installed with the latest version of the JRE the SOAP Web Services supports. For

more information, see Supported System Requirements.
3. Download the ESP dSeries Workload Automation ISO file from CA Support.
4. Unzip or mount the ISO file to a temporary directory or a drive.
5. Double-click the

Setup.exe

file from the following location to launch the installation program:

temp\ISO_file\CA_Workload_Automation_DE_Web_Services_rn_for_Windows_64

• temp 
Specifies the temporary directory or the drive that contains the ISO file.

• ISO_file 
Specifies the name of the ISO file.

• rn 

Specifies the release number of ESP dSeries Workload Automation.

The installation wizard opens.
6. Click Next to move through the installation and enter the required information.

The following are descriptions of fields that are not self-explanatory:

• SSL Store Folder
Specifies the path to the SSL keystore. This field appears only if you choose to set up SSL.

Note:

If you want to set up SSL but do not have an SSL keystore, you can specify any path in this field. After
installation, you must create an SSL keystore and manually configure the web server.

• WA Server Address 

Defines the IP address or host name of the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server. This server is the
Primary in a WA High Availability configuration. The corresponding parameter in the config.properties file is
primary.address.

• WA RMI Port
Defines the RMI registry port number for the Primary server. The corresponding parameter in the
config.properties file is primary.rmi.registry.port.

• Connection Trials
Defines the number of times the web server tries to establish a connection with the Primary or Standby
server. A connection must be established before web services request processing can begin. The
corresponding parameter in the config.properties file is max.connection.trials.

• WA Server Standby Address
(Optional) Defines the IP address or host name of the Standby server in a WA High Availability configuration.
The corresponding parameter in the config.properties file is secondary.address.

• WA RMI Standby Port

http://www.ca.com/support
http://www.ca.com/support
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(Optional) Defines the RMI registry port number for the Standby server in a WA High Availability
configuration. The corresponding parameter in the config.properties file is secondary.rmi.registry.port.

A summary page is displayed after the last data entry page, listing the information you entered.
7. Review the summary page, and do one of the following:

• Click Install if your entries are correct.
• Click Previous to return to a previous page if you want to make a change to any entries.

1.1 Make the appropriate changes.
2.1 Click Next until the summary information page appears.
3.1 Click Install.

The installation process begins and the progress is displayed.
8. Click Done when the installation is complete.

The web services are installed.

Start the Apache Tomcat Web Server on Windows
You must start the Apache Tomcat web server to verify it is installed properly.

To start the Apache Tomcat web server on Windows, enter the following command at the command prompt:

install_dir\StartDEWebServices.bat

install_dir 

Specifies the CA WA SOAP Web Services installation directory.

A new command prompt window opens, displaying a message indicating that the Apache Tomcat web server is
running.

Installing the CA WA SOAP Web Services on Linux
To install the CA WA SOAP Web services on Linux, follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Create an SSL keystore for HTTPS communication.

Note:   Alternatively, you can create an SSL keystore after you complete the installation but doing so involves
additional steps.

2. Install the CA WA SOAP Web Services.
3. Start the Apache Tomcat web server.
4. Verify the Apache Tomcat web server and Apache Axis2 installation.
5. (Optional) Verify the SSL setup.

Note:   Complete this step if you created an SSL keystore for HTTPS communication.
6. Verify the CA WA SOAP Web Services deployment.

Create an SSL Server Keystore on Linux
To enable the CA WA SOAP Web Services to send and receive messages over HTTPS, you must create an SSL
server keystore. You can create your own server keystore by using the keytool utility provided with the JRE.

Note:  Alternatively, you can create an SSL keystore after you complete the installation. However, creating a
keystore after installation requires you to modify the server.xml file for the Apache Tomcat web server.

Follow these steps: 

1. Change to the directory that contains the JDK.
2. Enter the following command:

bin/keytool -genkey -alias tomcat -keyalg RSA -
keystore keystorepath/.keystore

• keystorepath/.keystore
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Specifies the path to the keystore file, .keystore. The directories in the path must exist.
Example: /usr/sslfiles/.keystore

Note:

Record this path. You need to specify this path when you install the CA WA SOAP Web Services for a
password.

3. Enter the following password:

changeit

A prompt is displayed.
4. Continue with the installation by entering information for each prompt and pressing Enter.

The summary page is displayed after the last prompt, listing the information you entered.
5. Enter Yes and press Enter.

You are prompted to enter a key password.
6. Enter a new password or press Enter to use the same value as the keystore password (changeit).

A server keystore is created with RSA certificates.

Install the CA WA SOAP Web Services on Linux
To install the CA WA SOAP Web Services, you must run the installation program that is provided on the product
DVD. The installation program installs an Apache Tomcat web server and Apache Axis2, and deploys the web
services.

Note:

Alternatively, you can download the installation program file from the CA Support website (http://ca.com/support).

Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to your computer with an ID that has administrator permissions.
2. Ensure that your computer is installed with the latest version of the JRE the SOAP Web Services supports. For

more information, see Supported System Requirements.
3. Download the ESP dSeries Workload Automation ISO file from CA Support.
4. Mount the ISO file to a drive.
5. Change to the following location that contains the Setup.bin file:

drive/ISO_file/CA_Workload_Automation_DE_Web_Services_rn_for_Linux_64

• drive 
Specifies the drive that contains the ISO file.

• ISO_file
Specifies the name of the ISO file.

• rn 

Specifies the release number of ESP dSeries Workload Automation.
6. Enter the following command:

chmod u+x Setup.bin

The installation program is executable.

http://www.ca.com/support
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7. Enter the following command:

./Setup.bin

The installation program starts running.
8. Continue with the installation by following the instructions for each prompt.

Note:   The value next to an arrow (->) or a value enclosed in brackets is the default for the prompt. The
following rules apply:

The following are descriptions of the prompts that are not self-explanatory:

• SSL Store Folder
Specifies the path to the SSL keystore. This prompt appears only if you choose to set up SSL.

Note:

If you want to set up SSL but do not have an SSL keystore, you can specify any path in this prompt. After
installation, you must create an SSL keystore and manually configure the web server.

• WA Server Address
Defines the IP address or host name of the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server. This server is the
Primary in a WA High Availability configuration. The corresponding parameter in the config.properties file is
primary.address.

• WA RMI Port
Defines the RMI registry port number for the Primary server. The corresponding parameter in the
config.properties file is primary.rmi.registry.port.

• Connection Trials
Defines the number of times the web server tries to establish a connection with the Primary or Standby
server. A connection must be established before web services request processing can begin. The
corresponding parameter in the config.properties file is max.connection.trials.

• WA Server Standby Address
(Optional) Defines the IP address or host name of the Standby server in a WA High Availability
configuration. The corresponding parameter in the config.properties file is secondary.address.

• WA RMI Standby Port
(Optional) Defines the RMI registry port number for the Standby server in a WA High Availability
configuration. The corresponding parameter in the config.properties file is secondary.rmi.registry.port.

A summary is displayed after the last prompt, listing the information you entered.
9. Review the summary information, and do one of the following:

• Press Enter if the information is correct.
• Enter back to return to a previous prompt if you want to change any entries.

1.1 Make the appropriate changes.
2.1 Continue with the installation by following the instructions for each prompt until the summary

information is displayed.
3.1 Press Enter to accept the summary information.

The installation process begins and the progress is displayed.
10. Press Enter when the installation completes.

The installation program exits and the web services are installed.

Start the Apache Tomcat Web Server on Linux
You must start the Apache Tomcat web server to verify it is installed properly.

To start the Apache Tomcat web server on Linux, enter the following command at the command prompt:

install_dir/StartDEWebServices.sh
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• install_dir 

Specifies the CA WA SOAP Web Services installation directory.

The Apache Tomcat web server is started.

Verifying the CA WA SOAP Web Services Installation
To verify the CA WA SOAP Web Services Installation, follow these steps:

1. Verify the Apache Tomcat Web Server and Apache Axis2 Installation 
2. Verify the SSL Setup 
3. Verify the Web Services Deployment 

Verify the Apache Tomcat Web Server and Apache Axis2 Installation
To complete the installation of the CA WA SOAP Web Services, you must verify that the Apache Tomcat web
server and Apache Axis2 are installed properly, as follows:

Open your browser and go to the following web page:

http://host_address:port/axis2/axis2-web/HappyAxis.jsp

• host_address 

Specifies the IP address of the Apache Tomcat web server.
• port 

Specifies the port for the HTTP connector. This is the port you specified in the web services installation wizard.

Default: 8080

A results page is displayed. The Apache Tomcat web server and Apache Axis2 are installed properly if the results
page shows a status report containing the following message:

Found Axis2 default Version service and Axis2 is working properly.

Note:

The results page might display the following message, but the installation and usage of the web server is not
impacted:

There was a problem in Axis2 version service , may be the service not
 available or some thing has gone wrong. But this does not mean system
 is not working ! Try to upload some other service and check to see
 whether it is working.

Verify the SSL Setup
If you enabled the CA WA SOAP Web Services to send and receive messages over HTTPS, you must verify that
the SSL setup is correct.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open your browser and go to the following web page:

https://host_address:port/8443/

• host_address
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Specifies the IP address of the Apache Tomcat web server.

• port
Specifies the port for the HTTP connector. This is the port you specified in the web services installation
wizard.
Default: 8080

A security warning is displayed.
2. Accept the self-signed certificate.

If the SSL setup is correct, an Apache Tomcat welcome page is displayed.

Verify the Web Services Deployment
To ensure that the CA WA SOAP Web Services are ready for use, verify that they are deployed to Apache Axis2.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open your browser and go to the following web page:

http://host_address:port/axis2

• host_address 
Specifies the IP address of the Apache Tomcat web server.

• port
Specifies the port for the HTTP connector. This is the port you specified in the web services installation
wizard.
Default: 8080

The Apache Axis2 home page is displayed.
2. Click Services.

A list of deployed web services is displayed. If EspDSeriesService is listed, the CA WA SOAP Web Services are
deployed.

 CA Workload Automation DE Deployment Best Practices
For best practices about deploying CA Workload Automation DE, see .
wlade133
For best practices about deploying CA Workload Automation DE, see #unique_191.

 Clients and APIs
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
This section contains the following topics:

WA Desktop Client
WA Desktop Client lets users, operators, and administrators interact with the scheduler. Similar to the server and
agents, the Desktop Client is also a Java application. It is packaged with a JRE.

You can install WA Desktop Client using an interactive wizard that lets you change and review your settings
before starting the installation process. To install WA Desktop Client, run the installation program from the ISO
image downloaded from Broadcom Support. The installation program installs all the files that are required to run
the Desktop Client. An Administrator is required only if installing in a privileged directory. The default installation
directory is C:\.
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When a user runs the Desktop Client, a workspace directory is created in the user's home directory. The workspace
directory includes local settings information, client logs, and report projects that are created on the Desktop Client.

user-home/workspace-CAWA

• user-home
Specifies the user's home directory.

Example:

C:\Users\Administrator\workspace-CAWA

Desktop Client Perspectives
The Desktop Client has seven components named perspectives each providing major functionalities.

The following screenshot shows the Desktop Client perspectives:

• Define
Lets users create, edit or update an Application, jobs, and events.

• Monitor
Lets users monitor application and job status.

• Services

Lets users create or update the following artifacts:

• Alerts
• Calendars
• Events
• Forecasts
• Global Variables
• JavaScripts
• Reports
• Resources

• CLI
Lets you issue commands against the server and agents. You can also issue common scheduling, operations,
and programming commands.

• Report
Lets users create special reports using packaged Business Intelligence and Reporting Tools (BIRT). The report
workspace stores all the locally created reports in the Desktop Client workspace. The reports can be uploaded
and made available to other users.

• Admin
Lets administrators perform tasks associated with the server and agents. Administrators can add users, define
agents in the Topology, and configure various other parameters.

• SAP Tools

Lets users monitor and control an SAP system. SAP Tools is a window into SAP systems that lets you do the
following:
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• List and manually trigger SAP events
• Work with intercepted jobs
• Monitor jobs ESP dSeries Workload Automation did not submit
• Determine current resource usage on the SAP system

Command-Line Interface (CLI)
The server is installed with a stand-alone CLI utility in the bin directory. You can invoke this utility using cli
script. The functionality of the stand-alone CLI utility is same as that of the CLI perspective of the Desktop Client.
The commands that you issue on the server using the cli script can also be issued from the CLI perspective.

To use the CLI, you must be connected to the server. The commands that you can issue depend on your security
permissions. You can use CLI commands to work with the following:

• Server
• Agents
• Server log files
• Applications and jobs
• Events
• Global variables and variable dependencies
• Connection and security profiles
• Resources

You can view the list of available CLI commands by using the HELP command in the CLI perspective.

The following screenshot shows the output of the HELP command:

Stand-alone CLI
The stand-alone CLI utility can be installed on UNIX, Windows, and i5/OS computers. The stand-alone CLI installer
is shipped in the ESP dSeries Workload Automation ISO image.

If your business processes are running on the i5/OS platform, you can execute CLI commands remotely from i5/
OS.

The syntax for connecting through CLI is as follows:

cli server_hostnameserver_portDE_useruser_passwordCLI_command

For more information, see Using the CLI.

Example: CLI Connection Session
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1. Run the following CLI command to connect to the server named de-server :

[root@de-server bin]# ./cli de-server 7500 admin admin_password

The output of the command is as follows:

Connected

2. Run the following CLI command to view the copyright, version, build, and HA details of the server:

admin@de-server:7500(PRIMARY)> about

The output of the command is as follows:

Copyright (c) 2017 CA. All rights reserved.http://www.ca.com/
us/products/product.aspx?id=7833CA Workload Automation Server
 Id: ESP_DSERIES_7500CA Workload Automation Server Version:
 12.0.02.00Build: 1034Build Date: 201706242149High Availability is
 NOT Enabled

Example: Use ESP dSeries Workload Automation Commands as part of the CLI Switches or a Script

Run the following CLI command to connect to the server (de-server ) and view the copyright, version, and build
details of the server:

[root@de-server bin]# ./cli de-server 7500 admin admin_password about

The output of the command is as follows:

Copyright (c) 2017 CA. All rights reserved.http://www.ca.com/us/
products/product.aspx?id=7833CA Workload Automation Server Id:
 DSERIES_7500CA Workload Automation Server Version: 12.0.02.00…

Note: The following variables can be set in the CLI script or can be exported before running CLI:

PREFERRED_SRV=de-
server.example.comPREFERRED_SRV_PORT=7500STANDBY_SRV=de-
standby.example.comSTANDBY_SRV_PORT=7500

You may also set these variables in the user profile.

Examples: Use Variables with the CLI Command
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UNIX/Linux:

cli $PREFERRED_SRV $PREFERRED_SRV_PORT admin admin_passwordcommand

Windows:

cli.bat %PREFERRED_SRV% %PREFERRED_SRV_PORT% admin admin_password
 "command"

CA WA SOAP Web Services
You can program any software application that is configured to work with web services to create, update, invoke,
monitor, and control ESP dSeries Workload Automation workload. For example, you can install the CA WA Web
Services and program a customized internal web interface to integrate with ESP dSeries Workload Automation.

How the SOAP Web Services Work
An external software application can create, update, invoke, monitor, and control ESP dSeries Workload
Automation workload by sending a message to the web services that are installed on a web server. The web server
then sends the message to the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server, which processes the request. The
messages are sent using Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) over HTTP or HTTPS.

The following diagram shows how the components communicate:
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Program your Software Applications to Use SOAP Web Services
You can program your web services applications to call the functions that access the CA WA SOAP Web Services.
Calling the CA Workload Automation functions depends on your programming languages and tools. For more
information about programming your software applications to work with web services, see the documentation for
your tools.
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These functions and the expected responses are described in the Web Services Description Language (WSDL) file
that is provided with the web services. The functions generate SOAP messages that are sent over HTTP or HTTPS
to the web services.

SOAP Web Services Functions
You can use web services to invoke various types of functions against events, applications, jobs, resources, global
variables, and artifacts. Some of the available operations are as follows:

• createVariable
• unbypassJob
• runApplicationRead
• getServerTimeZone
• runApplicationCreate
• listEventSchedule
• dropResourceDependency
• setResourceMaxAvailability
• suspendEvent
• triggerReplaceEvent
• listActiveApplicationsForEvent
• releaseApplication
• holdEvent
• cancelActiveJob
• deleteVariableContext

For the complete list of web services functions, log in to the Web Services using the following URL on a browser:

http://<webservice_server>:8080/axis2/services/listServices

Note:

You are required to enter the user credentials to log in. The default password for user 'admin' is admin.

For more information, see Installing CA WA SOAP Web Services and CA WA SOAP Web Services.

ESP dSeries Workload Automation Web Client
ESP dSeries Workload Automation Web Client is a modern web-based graphical interface for defining, monitoring,
and controlling enterprise workload across different geographic locations. It includes a personalized dashboard that
helps you create a watchlist or pin business-critical Applications that you want to monitor. A ESP dSeries Workload
Automation system can have many ESP dSeries Workload Automation Web Clients.

The Web Client can be installed on a Windows (x64) or Linux (x64) platform by your server administrator. You can
launch the Web Client from any supported browsers on your desktop computer, laptop computer, or Andriod/iOS
tablets.

The Web Client supports WA High Availability of the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server.

Warning:

The new Web Client is supported with CA Workload Automation DE Service Pack 12.0.01 onwards.

We recommend that you install only one instance of ESP dSeries Workload Automation Web Client per ESP
dSeries Workload Automation server.

For more information, see 'Install the Web Client' in the Web Client documentation.

CA WA REST Web Services
ESP dSeries Workload Automation Web Client is shipped with CA WA REST Web Services. Using
Representational State Transfer (REST) APIs, Application Developers can perform various operations of
Applications, jobs, and Events without having to access the user interface. You can program any software
application that is configured to work with RESTful web services to create, update, monitor, and control the ESP
dSeries Workload Automation workloads.

The REST API operations are supported only for Windows and UNIX jobs.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/ca-workload-automation-de-web-client/12-3.html
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For more information, see 'REST API' in the Web Client documentation.

 Server Installation
When you install the server, ensure that your computer meets the system requirements. The
server can be installed on Linux, UNIX, and Windows operating system. The system must have
the following recommended or better configuration for optimal performance:
cwad122
When you install the server, ensure that your computer meets the system requirements. The server can be installed
on Linux, UNIX, and Windows operating system. The system must have the following recommended or better
configuration for optimal performance:

 Installation Recommendations 

ESP dSeries Workload Automation Latest 64-bit version on 64-bit operating system

Disk space 40 GB free

Memory 2-6 GB

CPU 4 CPU cores, 2.8 GHz each

Note: For more information, see System Requirements.

Physical deployment is an important factor for performance. However, a common mistake in performance
and scalability tuning is to focus on scaling up or scaling out the hardware initially. You can achieve high
performance by minimizing resource usage. You must consider adding hardware only after you limit CPU use,
network I/O, disk I/O, and memory use.

This section includes the following topics:

  

Installing on Cloud Platforms
You can install ESP dSeries Workload Automation on the following cloud platforms:

• Amazon Web Services (AWS)
• Microsoft Azure.

Consider the following points when hosting ESP dSeries Workload Automation on the cloud:

• Enable the ports that are related to ESP dSeries Workload Automation and the port that allow traffic in the
respective network.

• In AWS environment, ensure that the IP address is resolvable across the respective domains to enable proper
communication between the CA Technologies products. For example, you can resolve the IP address by
updating the host file, providing the DNS server details, or by navigating to EC2 configService settings > EC2
Service properties and selecting the Set Computer Name option.

Note:

• For AWS, the minimum and recommended configurations are the same as Linux and Windows platforms.
• For Microsoft Azure, the minimum and recommended configurations are the same as Windows platform.

Network Interface
The server installation program prompts you to specify the network interface for communication. You can enter the
IP address or the host name of the local host that the server uses for communication.

Warning:

When specifying a host name, use Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN). The server FQDN must be
resolvable using DNS or a name resolution service. It also minimizes changes on the server if IP address
modifications are required.

CA Workload Automation Ports
The ESP dSeries Workload Automation server uses the following ports:

• CA WA Desktop Client port
Default: 7500

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/ca-workload-automation-de-web-client/12-3.html
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• Local manager port
Default: 7507

• RMI registry port
Default: 7599

• RMI export port
Default: 7598

Warning:

Use the default ports unless they are used by some other services. If there is any local or network firewall,
your server computer must have these ports open.

Do not specify ports 1 to 1024, which are used by the operating system. When you install the server, the
server installation program detects if a port number you specified is in use. If a port is already in use,
change the port number in conflict.

For more information, see the Deployment Architecture for ESP dSeries Workload Automation.

Email Setup
The server can send different types of job, application, and server-level notifications. Specify the server hostname
or IP address with an e-mail address. The server cannot authenticate against messaging server; it has to relay the
email.

To configure an SMTP server,

1. In the Admin Topology, expand SMTP Servers, right-click the EMAIL.SERVER node, and select Configure
SMTP Server from the pop-up menu.

 
2. Add the SMTP Server address, port, and default email body/subject templates.

 

SNMP Messages
You can set up your server to work with SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol). The server and SNMP-
enabled agents use SNMP messages to notify users of their activity such as server startup and shutdowns, agent
inactivity or shutdown, and CA WA High Availability messages. You must configure the SNMP Message Viewer on
CA WA Desktop Client or at least one SNMP manager.

The server sends an SNMP trap for the following events to the SNMP Message Viewer or SNMP manager that you
configured:

• Each time the server starts or stops
• Each time an agent starts or stops
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• When the monitoring server reaches the maximum number of consecutive, unsuccessful polling attempts in a
CA WA High Availability configuration. It indicates a possible problem with the server

• When the connection to the LDAP server is established or lost
• When an error in the logging component prevents the server from logging messages to the trace log or buffer

log. For example, if the disk is full.

CA WA Desktop Client can be used as an SNMP Message Viewer to monitor traps sent from servers, agents, or
jobs.

To add an SNMP manager,

1. In the Admin Topology, right-click the SNMP Managers node, and select New SNMP Manager from the pop-up
menu.

 
2. Add the local address of the Desktop Client in the SNMP Manager Definition view.

 

Log Files
The server maintains the following log files to store diagnostic and auditing information. The log files are located in
the server_install /logs directory.

• Trace Log
The tracelog stores communication messages between the ESP dSeries Workload Automation components and
maintains debugging information. You can filter the messages that the server writes to the trace log. By default,
the trace log is archived (rolls over) every day and also when its size reaches 10 MB. The trace log file name is
as follows:

tracelog.timestamp.txt

• Error Log 

The error log stores messages that are logged in the trace log with severity ERROR or higher. By default, the
error log is archived (rolled over) when its size reaches 100 MB. If there is a server shutdown or other issues,
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this log can provide information about errors or exceptions encountered by the server. The error log file name is
as follows:

errors.txt

• Audit Log
The audit log records user input. The server creates an audit log every day. You cannot change this frequency.
The audit log is encrypted. You cannot use the server to archive or clear the audit log automatically. Instead,
you can create HTML and Comma Separated Values (CSV) reports by using the CLI. This log must be cleared
manually. The audit log file name is as follows:

auditlog.timestamp.bin

• Buffer Log 

The buffer log stores all messages between the server and the database regardless of category or severity. The
buffer log file is located in the server_install /logs/buffer directory. Its file name is as follows:

buffer.timestamp.txt

Logging Profiles
A logging profile is a set of logger identifiers with associated severity thresholds. You can set the severity
thresholds of all the logger identifiers at once by creating and applying a logging profile instead of setting the
severity threshold of each logger identifier individually.

The server provides the following predefined logging profiles:

• DEFAULT
• DEFAULT PLUS RDBMS
• ESSENTIAL
• EVERYTHING

Note:

Beginning with r12.0, the logging profile can be changed without requiring a server restart. By default, the
DEFAULT logging profile is enabled. For a stable production environment, you can set the profile to ESSENTIAL.
This setting captures the basic server information. To capture additional information for debugging or monitoring an
issue, use the EVERYTHING profile.

 High Availability
CA WA High Availability is the ESP dSeries Workload Automation failure detection and recovery
process. A CA WA High Availability configuration requires a Primary server, a Standby server,
and a common relational database management system (RDBMS). When both servers are
running, the server that is active controls the workload and interacts with agents defined in the
Topology to run jobs. The other server monitors the active server. When the active server fails,
workload processing is switched from the active server to the monitoring server (failover).
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CA WA High Availability is the ESP dSeries Workload Automation failure detection and recovery process. A CA
WA High Availability configuration requires a Primary server, a Standby server, and a common relational database
management system (RDBMS). When both servers are running, the server that is active controls the workload and
interacts with agents defined in the Topology to run jobs. The other server monitors the active server. When the
active server fails, workload processing is switched from the active server to the monitoring server (failover).

CA WA High Availability Configuration
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A typical CA WA High Availability configuration consists of two servers installed on separate computers. Both
servers use the same relational database management system (RDBMS). The Primary is the preferred server,
which becomes active when both servers are started but the active and monitoring roles are not yet assigned. The
preferred server also becomes active in a failback condition when automatic failback is enabled and both servers
are available.

The following diagram illustrates the CA WA High Availability configuration:

When configuring CA WA High Availability, ensure that your setup meets the following requirements:

• Install the Standby on a different computer than the Primary. The system requirements for the Primary and
Standby computers are the same.

Note:

For testing, you can install the Primary and Standby on the same computer, but you must use different ports.

• The Primary and Standby must run on the same operating system type and version.
• The system clocks on the two computers must be within 500 milliseconds of each other. The systems

synchronize when you connect them to a time server. Use Network Time Protocol (NTP) to synchronize clocks.
• The Primary and Standby must be in the same time zone. If you install the Primary and Standby in different time

zones, the server might run workload twice or skip scheduled jobs during the failover.
• Keep both servers within same subnet to prevent any failover latency. In a virtual environment, you can

use VLAN.
• You can install only one pair of Primary and Standby servers per CA WA High Availability configuration.

When installing the servers on virtual machines (VM), ensure that each VM is on a separate physical hardware or
frame. We recommend that you disable automatic image movement as this can potentially lead to both Primary and
Standby server VMs on the same physical instance.
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How CA WA High Availability Works
During normal processing, the active ESP dSeries Workload Automation server runs the workload. The other or
standby server monitors the active server and the database to check if failure has occurred on the active server.
The servers share the same database, so no data replication or extra processing takes place. A dual-stage or
two-stage failure detection process is used to determine whether failure has occurred. Failure can occur if the
computer where the active server is installed goes down or if the active server terminates. Network connection
failure between Primary and Standby can also result in failure.

CA WA High Availability works as follows:

• Stage 1
• Stage 2
• Failover
• Failback

Stage 1
In stage 1 of the failure detection process, if both servers are running, the monitoring server periodically contacts
the active server based on the configured heartbeat. The ping frequency (sec) setting determines how long the
monitoring server waits for response from active server before it goes to stage 2. The default value is 60 seconds.

The following diagram illustrates the Stage 1 monitoring of the failure detection process in CA WA High Availability
configuration:

 

If the servers cannot communicate directly with each other, stage 2 monitoring takes place.

Stage 2
In stage 2 of the failure detection process, the monitoring server monitors the relational database. As both servers
require database access to operate, the server uses the database as the final arbiter to determine whether the
active server has failed.

The following diagram illustrates the Stage 2 monitoring of the failure detection process in CA WA High Availability
configuration:
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During stage 2, the active server begins to update a table periodically in the database. The monitoring server
monitors (polls) this table to verify if the active server is still active. Before each database poll, the monitoring server
attempts to contact the active server (stage 1 monitoring).

The database update frequency (sec) setting determines how often, in seconds, the active server updates a
database table and the monitoring server polls during stage 2 failure detection.

The database polling factor setting determines the polling interval factor. This value is required to compute the
polling interval, which is the frequency in which the monitoring server polls the database to detect the active server.
The polling interval is computed as follows:

Polling interval = Database Update Frequency x Database Polling Factor

By default, the polling interval is 15 (update frequency) x 4 (polling factor) or 60 seconds. After 60 seconds, the
monitoring server polls the database. If the monitoring server cannot detect the active server, failover occurs. You
can configure the database update frequency and polling factor settings using server shared parameters in the
Topology in Admin perspective.

The following screenshot shows the Server Shared Parameters dialog:
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Failover
If both stage 1 and stage 2 monitoring fail, failover is automatic and it occurs as follows:

• The monitoring server performs a warm start.
• The monitoring server becomes the active server and takes over the workload.
• The new active server contacts agents to inform them to communicate with it.
• The new active server sends an SNMP message and an email to notify you about the failover and that the new

active server is now running workload.

Note:

Depending on the workload, the failover of workload can take 5-20 minutes. It may take longer even if the total
number of active application generations is more than 400. You must also plan for additional time for the scheduler
to update all the agents.

Failback
After a failover occurs, processing can resume on the failed server after it restarts (failback). You can configure
failback to be automatic or manual. With automatic failback, the Primary is the preferred server. Workload
processing is returned to the preferred server as follows:

• On starting, the preferred server sends a changerole request to the current active server.
• The currently active server quiesces (pauses) the server components and returns to monitoring mode.
• The preferred server becomes active and takes control of the workload; it also updates the agents

With manual failback, workload processing is not automatically returned to the failed server. When the failed
server restarts, it runs in monitoring mode. To switch workload processing to the failed server, you must issue a
CHANGEROLE command in the CLI on either server. After the CHANGEROLE command is issued, the current
active server changes to monitoring mode and the current monitoring server becomes active.
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 Workload Scheduling
To run workload, you need four main artifacts: an Application, Event, Jobs, and an Agent. The
Application is a logical container of jobs that are executed by agents. The jobs in the application
may have dependencies to run in a specific order or concurrently.
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To run workload, you need four main artifacts: an Application, Event, Jobs, and an Agent. The Application is a
logical container of jobs that are executed by agents. The jobs in the application may have dependencies to run in
a specific order or concurrently.

This section includes the following topics:

  

Applications
An Application consists of one or more jobs and other workload objects. Applications let you group related jobs and
define their dependencies. For example, you may want to group all your sales department jobs in one Application.
Jobs in an Application may run on different platforms.

Jobs
Jobs let you run programs, commands, or scripts on your operating system or on a specific application. Jobs are
defined in an application; different types of jobs pointing to different resources may be part of an application.

By default, the server submits a job after all the job's predecessors complete successfully. Predecessors are
workload objects that must complete before another workload object can run. Successors are workload objects that
must wait for the completion of predecessors before they can run.

Example: Predecessors and Successors in an Application 

A sample application has six jobs (A, B, C, D, E, and F). The run frequencies of each job are: A, B, C, and D run
every day, E runs on Friday, and F runs on the last workday of the month. The following diagram illustrates the days
on which the various jobs run:
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The following table lists the predecessors and successors of each job:

 Job  Predecessors  Successors 

A None B, C

B A D

C A D

D B, C E

E D F

F E None

Events
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An event can be defined as "a change in state". For example, when a consumer purchases a television (TV), the
TV's state changes from "for sale" to "sold". The TV shop's system considers this state change as an event whose
occurrence can be made known to other applications.

You can use Events to run the workload defined in your Applications. When an Event is triggered, the Application
runs. An application must have an event; a Date-Time event with no schedule is created by default.

Events can be scheduled, triggered manually, or triggered based on a particular condition. For example, you can
schedule an Event to run an Application daily at 9 a.m.

The following screenshot shows a sample event with a schedule. The event will get triggered DAILY at 9 AM.

 

You can also trigger the Event manually, if you want to add a new scheduled Event execution to the schedule or
replace the Event's next execution. Once the scheduler triggers the event, the application is run and all the jobs
within the application are sent to the Agent for execution.

This modular approach allows users to define complex workload easily and quickly. The users can easily add or
edit the Jobs in Applications, change Events, modify Agents at the application or job level.

When an application is created, a default agent is also added in the definition. The jobs also require an agent, and
by default they inherit the agent defined at the application level. However, the agent can be changed based on the
requirement. For example, if you have an application with a UNIX job and a Windows job. The same agent is not
applicable for both jobs. Each job can have its own agent.

This screenshot shows sample jobs that run with different agents:
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Job and Application Run Frequency
By default, all the jobs in an Application inherit the Application-level run frequency. You can change the Application-
level default by editing the individual jobs.

The job and Application runs are controlled by Events based on their day and time aspects. The Run Frequency
section in jobs and Applications use days from calendars, but it cannot use Event-like scheduling statements,
such as Monday at 9AM . Suppose that the Event is set to run DAILY at 9AM and you want your job to run at
only on Monday at 9AM. Set the Run Frequency of the job to MONDAY . You do not have to define 9 AM in the Run
Frequency. The time aspect is controlled by the Event.

JavaScript
JavaScript is a scripting language commonly used to create dynamic HTML pages that process user input. With
ESP dSeries Workload Automation, JavaScript supports many functions that are unavailable from the CA WA
Desktop Client interface. The name of each script must be unique for every instance of the server.

By using JavaScript scripts within your Applications, you can take advantage of the server's advanced scheduling
features.

You can use JavaScript scripts to do the following:

• Create and manipulate symbolic variables
• Use server built-in functions
• Perform comparison, arithmetic, and logical operations
• Prepare program input and parameters
• Build decisions into schedules
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Note:

The server uses JavaScript Release 1.5 as its internal scripting language and conforms to Edition 3 of the
ECMA-262 Standard for scripting languages.

You can also use a script to perform an operation within the Alert definition. You can define the script in the Alert
definition or store it in the JavaScript repository.

Resources
A resource is a job dependency that can be quantified by specifying its availability count. Resource dependencies
affect a job's ability to run successfully. The server submits only jobs that have met all their resource requirements.
You can specify one or more resources to jobs. When a job is waiting for resources, it goes to the RESWAIT state.

For example, if a job needs two units of a resource and only one unit is available, the job cannot run (RESWAIT)
until all units of the resource are available.

 

You can also release the resources dependencies if you no longer require the job to wait. To release the
resource dependency, navigate to the Monitor perspective, right-click the job in RESWAIT state, and select Drop
Resources to drop the selected resources or all resources.

The following screenshot shows the Drop Resources dialog:

 

Note:
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Resources let users easily control the workload. As your workload increases, the usage of number of resources
may also increase. Global Variables are another alternative to resources and is also efficient.

Global Variables
Global variables let you store information that you can reuse across Applications. Global variables save time. You
do not have to enter specific information, such as job names or argument values, each time you want to perform
the same type of processing. When you use global variables, you also reduce the possibility of coding errors.
These variables can be created, modified, and deleted from the Services perspective in CA WA Desktop Client, the
CLI (Command-Line Console), or using JavaScript functions.

Each global variable belongs to a context, which is a group of related variables. Contexts help you avoid naming
conflicts. For example, you can create two variables named DEPTNAME, each in a different context. By default, all
global variables are defined in the DEFAULT context.

The following screenshot shows the list of global variables:

 

You can use global variables when you define jobs. The %VAR statement lets you specify a global variable name
in supported job definition fields. When an Event is triggered, the server substitutes the current value of that global
variable.

Syntax:

%VAR('name'[,'context'])

Example: 

To specify a global variable in database jobs, enter the following %VAR statement in the DB URL field in the Basic
page of the job definition dialog:

%VAR('dburl', 'dbapps')

Calendars
ESP dSeries Workload Automation has many integrated scheduling terms, such as dates and times. You can set
up additional scheduling terms, such as holidays, Thanksgiving, special days, and special processing periods,
which are unique to your environment. You can define these terms in ESP dSeries Workload Automation using a
calendar.

You can define calendars to meet your installation requirements. The administrator controls access to these
calendars. A calendar contains the following:

• Holidays (holidays can span one day or several days)
• Special days such as inventory day, company meeting, or pay day
• Special processing periods such as fiscal months, fiscal years, and 4-5-4 periods
• Days of the week considered to be workdays, for example, Mon-Sat or Mon-Fri
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Application Lifecycle
ESP dSeries Workload Automation is multithreaded. The server has several components each running its own
thread. The Scheduler thread is for initiating the Application lifecycle. When an event is triggered based on its
schedule, the Scheduler thread loads the Time Driven Request (TDR). The TDR is an XML representation of the
Event.

A sample server tracelog is as follows:

20150318 00:58:22.682 [essential] [INFO] SS: Processing TDRs
 having execution time = 1426654702597; Wed Mar 18 00:58:22 EDT
 201520150318 00:58:22.920 [essential] [INFO] SS.tdr-executer:
 Executing event USERA.ECHO_JOB_2015-03-18_00:58:22.597_F2CBC3F9-
EEE9-4EF6-96F2-8CACA7987

The scheduler processes JavaScripts (if defined) and then sends the application definition to the scheduling
manager. The scheduling manager then builds the new TDR for the next schedule and updates the Event. For
example, you defined a schedule "DAILY AT 9 AM". At 9 AM, the server executes the current TDR and builds the
new one for the next day. You can see the date and time for the next event trigger in the Events under the Services
perspective. The 'Next Scheduled Time' column shows the date and time when the event will trigger. This column is
updated each time the event is triggered.

You can specify JavaScript to be executed at Event trigger time in the Application. You can only run scripts that are
defined in the JavaScript repository. Select the script from the drop-down list as shown below:

 

Once the scheduling manager or Distributed Manager (DM) thread receives the Application definition, it builds the
jobs definitions into the memory. It will also execute any JavaScripts that may have been defined. The scheduling
manager then sends the jobs to the agents.

A sample Application that is being built and started is as follows:

20150318 01:17:35.736 [trace:afm] [INFO] DM.Appl.ECHO_JOB.4: <--
 20150318 01173563+0400 DE_7500 SCHEDULER /MAIN/ECHO_JOB.4/# Appldef
 End Userid(SCHEDULER) 20150318 01:17:35.736 [essential] [INFO]
 DM.Appl.ECHO_JOB.4: nonApplMgr.getDistantWobs(ECHO_JOB,ECHO)
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 returns{} 20150318 01:17:35.754 [essential] [INFO]
 DM.Appl.ECHO_JOB.4: Application ECHO_JOB.4.ECHO_JOB~~ has started. …

The scheduling manager then waits for the agent to send updates on the job. It processes the information and store
in the database. If the Application completes, it terminates the thread and updates the database. The data is also
stored in the history tables for any reporting or auditing purposes.

A sample entry of the ECHO_JOB from ESP_APPLICATION table is as follows:

JOB_NAMEAPPL_NAME START_DATE END_DATE SCHEDULED_DATE_TIME STATE
 EVENT_NAMEECHO_JOB~~ ECHO_JOB 18-MAR-15 18-MAR-15 18-MAR-15 COMPLETE
 USERA.ECHO_JOB

More job-specific details are stored in the ESP_GENERIC_JOB table.

Job Lifecycle
When an application is created, as described in the Application Lifecycle section, the jobs come in to existence. A
job may have several requirements, such as resources, time constraints, and predecessor jobs. The server has to
wait for all the job requirements to complete. When all the conditions are met, the job is considered runnable. The
server then sends the Automated Framework Message (AFM) to the agent.

A sample AFM that is sent to the Agent (AGENT007) is as follows:

20150318 01:17:36.159 [trace:afm] [INFO] DM.Appl.ECHO_JOB.4:
 --> 20150318 01173605+0400 AGENT007 DE_7500 /MAIN/ECHO_JOB.4/
ECHO RUN . Data(Args="/c C:\\TEMPecho.bat hello",Command=cmd)
 User(administrator) Password(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
 TargetSubsystem(WIN) MFUser(USERA) 

The agent accepts and acknowledges the AFM. The agent then sends update on various job states to the
scheduling manager, for example, EXEC, COMPLETE, or FAILED.

A sample Agent EXEC update on the job (from server tracelog) is as follows:

20150318 01:17:36.710 [agent:afm] [INFO] DM.InputProcessor_12:
 <-- 000000001653 000000001654 === true 20150318
 01173663+0400 DE_7500 AGENT007 ECHO/ECHO_JOB.4/MAIN State
 EXEC SetStart Status(Executing at AGENT007) Jobno(4128)
 JobLogId(5D5D3153E5689C686592488845CA9173190E68A4) User(AGENT007)
 Host(WIN) 

 Administration
The CA Workload Automation DE contains several built-in utilities for day-to-day maintenance.
You must schedule these utilities as part of the workload and run them daily.
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these utilities as part of the workload and run them daily.

  

Housekeeping Application
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On Windows and UNIX, the server is packaged with a sample Application named HOUSEKEEPING_UTILITY to
perform routine maintenance of your server. This Application runs everyday at 3 a.m. automatically after the server
upgrade from 12.0 or higher. For more information, see Schedule the Housekeeping Application.

By default, this Application does not run automatically after a new server installation. To run the Application
automatically after the server installation, trigger the SCHEDMASTER.HOUSEKEEPING_UTILITY Event using the
following CLI command:

scheduleallevents eventnames("SCHEDMASTER.HOUSEKEEPING_UTILITY")

You can modify and reschedule this application to run at a different time; ensure that it runs during non-peak hours.

The housekeeping Application includes predefined jobs to perform the following maintenance tasks:

• Removes archived trace log files that are older than 30 days. 
• Deletes status messages that are older than seven days from the ESP_STATUS_MESSAGE database table.
• Clears all completed jobs that are older than seven days from the server completed jobs repository.
• Clears all completed jobs in generation 1 of Application VERIFY from the server completed jobs repository.
• Moves history data of the completed Applications from the database tables to stage tables.
• Deletes all the Application versions except the last 100 versions from the database.

Clear Server Logs
You can clear server log files by issuing the PURGELOG CLI command.

Warning:

Use the PURGELOG command only during an emergency situation.

Examples: 

• Clears trace logs that are older than three days:

purgelog age(3)

• Clears all trace logs:

purgelog

Alternatively, you can clear server log files using the cleanup utility (cleanup.sh or cleanup.bat) that is
packaged with the server. It can be added as UNIX or Windows job in the HOUSEKEEPING_UTILITY application.

Examples: 

• Windows

C:\Program Files\CA\Workload_Automation_DE_11_3\bin>cleanup.bat
 localhost 7500 admin admin 5

• UNIX

./cleanup.sh localhost 7500 admin admin 5

Workload Maintenance
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In a busy environment, jobs may fail or need to be held from time to time. The server has to spend more resources
to track these jobs. This can be significant if there are hundreds of non-completed jobs. An application that is not
COMPLETE is considered ACTIVE.

By default, the server is configured for 600 active generations. If the number of active generations reaches the
default value, the server shuts down. You can modify the default value using the server.properties file.

Warning:

Clear non-completed jobs and applications as follows:

• Force complete the jobs.
• Fix the issues that are associated with the jobs and resubmit them.

Use the custom views in the Monitor perspective for listing those jobs.

 

One of the most common reasons for a job failure is INACTIVE agents. If the agents remain down or inactive for a
prolonged period, the jobs associated with them stacks up. You can verify the status of all agents under the Admin
Topology as shown in the following screenshot:
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You must either delete the inactive agents if they are no longer needed or fix the issues related to the agent down
or inactive state. The most common reasons for an agent to appear inactive are as follows:

• Network connectivity; the port might have been blocked
• Agent is shut down and needs an administrative action
• Agent is misconfigured, for example, incorrect IP and port is specified in the agent definition
• An alias agent is defined without specifying the active system agent. When the agent starts, it sends its AGENT

NAME to the server indicating an active state but the aliases are not sent. The server then checks all agent
definitions for identical hostnames to identify aliases. Without the original agent name defined, the alias may
show up as inactive when the agent is actually running.

Workload Monitoring
When large numbers of Clients are monitoring workload, you can use the 'Subscribe Active' subscription option to
subscribe active applications and jobs. This option is ideal for daily and constant monitoring. This option is more
efficient and faster than other options because it reads the active generation list from the application memory.

 

The 'Subscribe all' or 'Subscribe with filter' subscription options may only be used when extensive or information
about certain application is needed. The 'Subscribe all' or 'Subscribe with filter' are resource-intensive. They require
database scanning to gather all the applications. When there are more than 100 concurrent Client connections,
the 'Subscribe Active' should be used more often. As of R12, the APPLX security policy provides the ability for
administrators to restrict access to subscribe all to ensure users are using the Subscribe Active option.

Minimum Free Memory
The server has several settings to alarm users when it runs low on heap or memory. The default memory for an
alarm to execute is 200 KB (204800 bytes). The server executes a 911 alarm if the memory is 200 KB or below.
The server starts shutting down if the total available memory is 100 KB (102400 bytes) or less.

Increase these default values in the Production setup by changing the value of the following server shared
parameters:

• *Minimum free memory before 911 executes an alarm action (bytes) = 209715200 (200 MB)
• *Minimum free memory before 911 executes a critical action (bytes) = 104857600 (100 MB)
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Agent Heartbeat
The server uses heartbeat or special ping to check on all the agents. If the agent does not respond back, it is
marked as INACTIVE in the Topology. The default heartbeat ping is 5 minutes. High heartbeat frequency may
sometimes cause additional congestion in your network. In a production environment, you can increase the value to
10-15 minutes for each agent.

However, if there is an issue with an agent, decrease the heartbeat frequency to 5 minutes or below. You cannot
set the frequency below 1 minute.
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 Database Requirements
ESP dSeries Workload Automation requires access to an RDBMS system. The database serves
as a repository of server configuration files, resource definition files, and historical reporting
data. It requires its own schema or user with full access to a dedicated tablespace in Oracle or
database in MSSQL.
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ESP dSeries Workload Automation requires access to an RDBMS system. The database serves as a repository of
server configuration files, resource definition files, and historical reporting data. It requires its own schema or user
with full access to a dedicated tablespace in Oracle or database in MSSQL.

The scheduler uses Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) to connect to the database. JDBC is an object-oriented
database call-level interface for Java specified by Sun Microsystems. Applications written in Java can access
databases using the JDBC API. A native JDBC driver is delivered with the product.

The ESP dSeries Workload Automation supports the following databases and versions:

Database Version

Oracle 11g R2, 11g RAC, and 12c (container database)

Microsoft SQL Server 2008, 2012, 2014, 2016 (with the ESP dSeries
Workload Automation server installed on all supported
platforms except AIX and z/Linux)

IBM DB2 10.5, 11.1
Note: The DB2 option is available only when ESP
dSeries Workload Automation is installed on AIX, or z/
LINUX. However, DB2 database may be installed on
any vendor-supported platform such as AIX, Windows,
or z/OS.

PostgreSQL 9.4.4-3, 9.4.8, 9.6.2, 10.4, 13.1

Notes: ESP dSeries Workload Automation can be
deployed with PostgreSQL as an embedded option.
With this option, the database is deployed with the
server on 64-bit Windows and Linux platforms.
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This section includes the following topics:

Database Setup
Oracle Database

Set up a schema with a default tablespace. This tablespace must not be shared with other external applications. A
sample schema and tablespace setup SQL script is as follows:

CREATE TABLESPACE de_tablespaceDATAFILE '/opt/app/data/DE/
DE_TABLSPACE_01.dbf'SIZE 2000MAUTOEXTEND ONNEXT 200MMAXSIZE 20000M;---
Optional MAXSIZE, you can set to unlimitedCREATE USER deuser
 IDENTIFIED BY some_passswordDEFAULT TABLESPACE de_tablespaceTEMPORARY
 TABLESPACE tempQUOTA UNLIMITED ON de_tablespace;CONTAINER = ALL;---
OPTIONAL GRANT---GRANT select_catalog_role to deuser;

Microsoft SQL Database

A dedicated user and a mapped database must be used. The mapped user must have db_owner or similar
privileges to the database. Any other application or user must not share the database.

PostgreSQL Database on Linux

If the server is installed with a non-root user, PostgreSQL database is installed with the logged in user where the
server is launched. If the server is installed with a root user, postgres user and postgres group are created by
default which is the database user.

Database Maintenance
As the workload increases, the tables may require additional maintenance to prevent any performance degradation.
The ESP dSeries Workload Automation server stores all the artifacts, definitions, and other historical information.
So, we recommend that you run periodic maintenance on the database.

ESP dSeries Workload Automation is packaged with built-in utilities for table cleanup.

CLI Commands
You can run these commands manually from CLI or as a part of workload without the need for a scheduler
shutdown.

• deletestatusmessages Command - Delete the status messages from the dashboard
• movehistorydata Command - Move history data to stage tables
• deletestagingdata Command - Delete history data from stage tables
• deleteapplicationversions Command - Delete Application versions from the database

Housekeeping Application
On Windows and UNIX, the server comes with a sample Application named HOUSEKEEPING_UTILITY to perform
routine maintenance of the server. This Application includes predefined jobs to do the following tasks. You can also
add new jobs to run your own scripts.

• Removes archived trace log files that are older than 30 days.
• Deletes status messages that are older than seven days from the ESP_STATUS_MESSAGE database table.
• Clears all completed jobs that are older than seven days from the server completed jobs repository.
• Clears all completed jobs in generation 1 of Application VERIFY from the server completed jobs repository.
• Moves history data of the completed Applications from the database tables to stage tables.
• Deletes all the Application versions except the last 100 versions from the database.

For more information, see Schedule the Housekeeping Application.

Increase Database Connections

When the number of jobs and applications increases, the server requires more database connections for timely
updates. The server has a setting that determines how many active connections it can open with the database. The
default number of active database connections is 100.
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Warning:

In a busy server environment, we recommend that you increase the simultaneously open database
connections to a higher value. After the number of connections is set on the server side, the database
change is also required. The database must also allow the number of connections set on the server side.

The setdbparm utility utility located in the  server_install_dir/bin directory helps you change all database-
related settings. The setdbparm command changes the values in the db.properties file, which is located in
server_install_dir/conf directory. For more information, see Administrating the Server and WA Desktop Client.

Example: Change the Maximum Database Connections Settings

setdbparm.bat database.maxconnections.in.poolChanging max connections
 in pool (database.maxconnections.in.pool) Enter new max connections
 in pool: 100 Verify new max connections in pool: 100Changed. The
 Server must be restarted for the change to take effect.

Idle Connections
Databases, such as Oracle, may mark a session as INACTIVE when it is idle or it has completed all the
transactions. However, these sessions will remain connected to the database. In Oracle, the status can be checked
in v$session. In a busy environment, the idle connections may sometimes need to flush more rapidly to allow new
connections. The default release time for an idle connection is 1800 seconds. To release the unused database
connections, reduce the idle connection time to 1200 or 600 seconds by using the setdbparm utility:

setdbparm database.connection.idle.flush.threshold Changing idle flush
 threshold (database.connection.idle.flush.threshold) Enter new idle
 flush threshold: 1200Verify new idle flush threshold: 1200Changed.
 The Server must be restarted for the change to take effect.

Database Tuning
Apart from regular database maintenance, additional maintenance may also be helpful. Some common Oracle and
MSSQL recommendations.

Oracle Database Considerations

The Oracle database has several built-in mechanisms that improve the overall database performance. Database
administrators can partition large tables to improve the database performance.

Warning:

Before you partition large tables, we recommend that you contact CA Support.

MSSQL Server Considerations

By default, the MSSQL Server uses optimal configuration settings when you install it. If you change the
configuration settings, ensure that you carefully test the configuration changes before applying them in the
production environment. Some important recommendations for MSSQL Server are as follows:

• Relocate the logs and the tempdb database on separate devices from the data
• Provide separate devices for heavily accessed tables and indexes, such as ESP_GENERIC_JOB and

ESP_RTWOB
• Use the appropriate RAID configuration
• Pre-grow the databases and logs to avoid automatic growth and fragmentation performance impact
• Maximize the available memory
• Manage the index fragmentation
• Perform regular database administrative tasks
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 LDAP
CA Workload Automation DE supports Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
authentication. LDAP is a powerful protocol for accessing directory services. It lets users easily
search, retrieve, and manipulate directory content.
cwad121
CA Workload Automation DE supports Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) authentication. LDAP is a
powerful protocol for accessing directory services. It lets users easily search, retrieve, and manipulate directory
content.

The CA Workload Automation DE server acts as an LDAP client. It authenticates (binds) and retrieves the users.

The following LDAP vendors are supported:

• Microsoft Active Directory
• Novell Directory Services
• Sun Directory Services

The LDAP settings can be configured during the installation. You can also add or edit it later after the installation
is complete. When setting up an authentication system in CA Workload Automation in DE, commonly used set of
shared parameters have to be added.

This article covers only best practices for LDAP authentication using CA Workload Automation DE. For information
about how to configure CA Workload Automation DE to work with an LDAP server, see Authenticating Users to the
Server Using LDAP.

This section contains the following topics:

  

Shared Parameters for an Authentication System
The following screenshot shows the configuration settings for system shared parameters:

  

• The value of the User account location parameter must be the fully qualified path where the Users are
located. This value is used as a 'Base DN' to retrieve users either from one-level or from sub-tree. CA Workload
Automation DE supports specifying only an Organization-Unit as 'User account location' from where the users
are retrieved.

• By default, LDAP user names are retrieved and cached every 30 minutes by the CA Workload Automation
DE Server. We recommend that you increase the value of How often LDAP User cache should be updated
(seconds) from 12 hours (43200 seconds) to once a day (86400 seconds). Typically, in a production
environment, the directory services may not see frequent daily updates.

• If the LDAP server is not reachable, the CA Workload Automation DE Server can be configured to shut down.
You can configure it by setting Shutdown the server if LDAP is unreachable to true. We recommend that
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you change the default setting (false) only when LDAP requirement is critical for various other organizational
requirements.

LDAP Authentication System
After the System Shared Parameters are defined, you can add an LDAP server. To add an LDAP server, the
following information is required from the Domain or LDAP administrator:

• User with admin access/privileges that can bind the CA Workload Automation DE server to the directory server
and also retrieve users from the User account location specified in the Shared Configuration parameters
settings. Define full path of the User.

• Exact server name or IP address of the directory server. For normal access, the protocol that is used is "ldap://"
and for SSL access use "ldaps://"

• (Optional) Port, only if default is not used
• For SSL communication, the truststore file contains the LDAP server certificate and the password that was

specified while generating the truststore file.

Note:

The SSL trustStore must be accessible to the CA Workload Automation DE server. You can use an existing
trustStore or create a new one for the CA Workload Automation DE server. For more information, see Add the
LDAP Certificate to the SSL Trust Store.

CA Workload Automation DE uses a single trustStore to store all certificates it requires. If you installed the
server on AIX or z/Linux with an SSL-enabled database, use the same trustStore that you specified during the
installation. 

The following screenshot shows the correctly configured settings for adding an LDAP server to the Desktop Client
Admin topology:

  

• The LDAP user 'diradmin' has privileges to retrieve users from LDAP server.
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• The password field has the password of 'diradmin'.
• Spaces and special characters are not allowed in the Connection name field.
• The User identifier used to connect to LDAP server field defines the exact user location. You can obtain

this location by accessing the services using an LDAP browser or from your Directory administrator. Users can
use any LDAP browser such as JXplorer, Thunderbird, and LDAPAdmin to retrieve location information. If you
change the value of User identifier used to connect to LDAP server, you must also update the User account
location in the Authentication System Shared Parameters settings.

Multiple Authentication Systems
The Server usage priority is used when more than one LDAP Servers are configured with CA Workload
Automation DE server. The CA Workload Automation DE server uses the LDAP Servers based on the priority that
you specify. When LDAP server 1 is reachable, the CA Workload Automation DE server uses it to retrieve users.
If the connection to LDAP server 1 fails, the CA Workload Automation DE server tries to connect to the next LDAP
server, and so on, until a successful connection is made.

Note:

If you configure multiple LDAP servers, all the LDAP systems must be of the same server vendor type.

 Additional Considerations
This section includes the following topics:
cwad122
This section includes the following topics:

Server Environment
The Monitor perspective in CA WA Desktop client contains a Dashboard view that provides status and historical
information about the server environment. The summary and system dashboards provide real-time information
about the server environment setup.
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Note the following recommendations for the server:

• For better performance, the server must have at least 10-15 percentage of free memory available out of the total
memory.

• If the number of active applications is greater than 200 constantly, check for the following conditions and fix the
issues associated with them:

• Failed jobs
• Long-running applications
• Jobs in MANHOLD state

• When the server authenticates users against LDAP, the Authenticated System status field must be active.
• The number of inactive agents must be 0 or less than 5.
• The server has sufficient disk space. You can use local or default agent for 'Disk Monitoring' job.
• Set up SNMP traps and alerts for server disk space issues.
• Ensure that the database has sufficient disk space for transaction logs and tablespace

Agent Groups
From r11.3 and higher, you can group system agents (Windows or UNIX/Linux agents) of the same operating
system and load balance the jobs across the agents in the agent group. Each group can only have one type of
agents; you cannot group UNIX agent and Windows agent in a group.

Beginning with Release 12.2, you can also group database agents.

The server supports the following three types of 'Selection Criteria' for agent groups:

• CPU
• Round-Robin
• Random
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The server uses CPU criteria to determine the CPU usage on each agent in the group. The CPU usage is
determined by a selection monitoring done on the agent. The agent monitors the CPU load and sends the update
to the server every 5 minutes (default: 300 seconds). The server then collects the load information from all the
agents and determines the best agent for running the next job.

Warning:

• When you define an agent group, use the agents that are installed on a similar operating system,
hardware, CPU, and memory configuration. Use the round-robin or random selection criteria instead of
the CPU selection criteria.

• If you use the CPU selection criteria, define the agent group with a maximum of up to 15
agents. Use round-robin if you have more than 10 agents in a group.

4 Configuring
Configure components including server, agent, Desktop Client, SOAP web services
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This section contains the following topics:

  

 Configuring the Database Connection
You can configure the database connection as follows:
cwad121
HID_configuring_db_connections
You can configure the database connection as follows:

  

Modify the Database Connection Properties
If the database connection properties change after you install the server, you can modify the properties on the
server to continue connecting to the database. To modify the database connection properties, use the setdbparm
utility that is installed with the server.

Note:  If CA WA High Availability is configured, complete these steps on both Primary and Standby servers. Before
you modify these properties, ensure that you coordinate these changes with your database administrator.

Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the computer where the server is installed.
2. Change to the following directory at the command prompt:

• On Windows:

install_dir\bin

• On UNIX:

install_dir/bin

install_dir
Specifies the directory where the server is installed.

3. Enter the following command:
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• On Windows:

setdbparm.bat property

• On UNIX:

setdbparm property

 property 
Specifies the database property that you want to modify. Options are as follows:

• database.maxconnections.in.pool
Specifies the maximum number of simultaneously open database connections available in the connection
pool. The server first requests an open connection from the pool. If all of the connections in the pool have
been allocated, the server waits until another connection is available before allocating the connection.
When the connection is no longer needed, the server returns the connection to the pool.
Default: 100

Note:

The server no longer allows connections to be created outside the connection pool.
• database.minconnection

Specifies the number of database connections in the connection pool when the server starts. Based on
demand, the server adds new connections to the connection pool, up to the maximum specified by the
database.maxconnections.in.pool property.
Default: 3

• integratedSecurity
(Microsoft SQL Server databases only) Indicates whether the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server
uses Windows authentication or SQL Server authentication to connect to the database. If this property is
set to true, the server uses Windows authentication; otherwise, it uses SQL Server authentication.

• javax.net.ssl.trustStore
Specifies the full path to the trustStore file, including the trustStore filename. The trustStore stores all
certificates ESP dSeries Workload Automation requires.

• javax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword
Specifies the password for accessing the trustStore file.

• jdbc.Driver
Specifies the name of the JDBC driver that the server uses to access the database.

• jdbc.URL
Specifies the database URL.

• (Microsoft SQL Server database only) If the database is configured in a multi-subnet failover cluster
environment, set the following value in the database URL:

multiSubnetFailover=true

The multi-subnet failover might occur from all the nodes of a cluster, so the virtual listener address
must always be pingable from the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server.  The database
server name is passed as the virtual listener address in JDBC URL.
Example: 

jdbc.URL=jdbc:sqlserver://;servername=lodivmabcd;port=1234;DatabaseName=testdb;selectMethod=cursor;multiSubnetFailover=true

Note:
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The failover cluster in Microsoft SQL Server 2014 is supported from CA Workload Automation DE
12.0.01 patch RO94961 (build 0641) onwards.

Example: jdbc:oracle:thin:@//11.2.1.12:1234/APPS
• rdbms.password 

Specifies the database user's password that the server uses to access the database.

Note:

If the password for the ESP dSeries Workload Automation database and the password for the database
user do not match, the server cannot connect to the database.

• rdbms.type
Specifies the type of relational database that the server uses.
Limits: Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, IBM DB2

• rdbms.userid 

Specifies the user ID that the server uses to access the database.
• relational.database.retry.attempts

Specifies the number of times the server tries to connect to the database.
• relational.database.retry.interval

Specifies the frequency (in seconds) in which the server tries to connect to the database.
Default: 60

• connection.socket.timeout.threshold
Specifies the timeout value (in minutes) for an idle socket connection. If the socket connection is idle due
to database unavailability, it gets terminated after the specified value.

Default: 30

Note:

• Use this property only for Microsoft SQL Server database.
• This property is available from the patch RO94399 (build 0641) onwards.

You are prompted for a property value.
4. Enter the new value for the database property that you want to modify.
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each connection property that you want to modify.
6. Restart the server.

The database connection properties are modified.

Change the Authentication Type to Windows Authentication
If you use a Microsoft SQL Server database, you can change the authentication type from SQL Server
authentication to Windows authentication after installation.

Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the computer where the server is installed.
2. Change to the following directory at the command prompt:

install_dir\bin

• install_dir
Specifies the server installation directory.

3. Enter the following command:

setdbparm.bat integratedSecurity

You are prompted for the value.
4. Enter true.
5. Open the startServer.lax file in a text editor.
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6. Verify that the java.library.path parameter is set to the directory that contains the sqljdbc_auth.dll file.
7. Save and close the file.
8. Restart the server.

The authentication type is set to Windows authentication.

Note:  To enable Windows authentication, you must also set up a valid domain account in the ESP dSeries
Workload Automation service.

Change the Authentication Type to SQL Server Authentication
If you use a Microsoft SQL Server database, you can change the authentication type from Windows authentication
to SQL Server authentication after installation.

Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the computer where the server is installed.
2. Change to the following directory at the command prompt:

install_dir\bin

• install_dir

Specifies the server installation directory.
3. Enter the following command:

setdbparm.bat rdbms.userid

• rdbms.userid

Specifies the user ID that the server uses to access the database.

You are prompted for the value.
4. Enter the user ID for the database.
5. Enter the following command:

setdbparm.bat rdbms.password

• rdbms.password

Specifies the database user's password that the server uses to access the database.

You are prompted for the value.
6. Enter the password for the database user.

Note:  Specify the user details only the first time you enable SQL Server authentication.
7. Enter the following command:

setdbparm.bat integratedSecurity

You are prompted for the value.
8. Enter false.
9. Restart the server.

The authentication type is set to SQL Server authentication.
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 Managing Server Connections
You can manage server connections as follows:
cwad121
HID_manage_server_connections
You can manage server connections as follows:

 

 Connect to the Server
To use CA WA Desktop Client, you must connect to a server.
cwad121
HID_connect_to_server
To use CA WA Desktop Client, you must connect to a server.

Note:

• If you have a firewall, ensure that the client port is unblocked. Otherwise, the firewall may prevent connection.
Also, contact your network administrator to ensure that the firewall does not prevent connection to the CA WA
Desktop Client port for the server.

• In a CA WA High Availability configuration, changes made to users and permissions take effect immediately
on the active server. However, the monitoring server does not become aware of the changes until it is
recycled or becomes the active server. For example, when you create a new user, you can use it to log on to
the active server, but not the monitoring server. To log on to the monitoring server with the new user, you
must recycle the monitoring server or make it the active server by switching roles.

Follow these steps: 

1. Start CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Click Connections, Connect.

The Connect to Server dialog opens.
3. Select the server that you want to connect to in the Connection name drop-down list.
4. Enter a user name in the User name field.
5. Enter the password for the user name in the Password field.
6. Click Connect.

The Connect to Server dialog closes. CA WA Desktop Client is connected to the server.

 Add a Server Connection
To connect to other ESP dSeries Workload Automation servers, you must add a connection for
each server.
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HID_add_server_connection
To connect to other ESP dSeries Workload Automation servers, you must add a connection for each server.

Follow these steps:

1. Collect the following information for the server:

• Address
Indicates the IP address of the computer where the server is installed.

Warning:

• You can specify a DNS name instead of the IP address for the computer. However, the computer
must be able to resolve the DNS name at all times. If there is a DNS outage and the computer
cannot resolve DNS names, you cannot connect to the server.

• If the address never changes, you can enter the DNS name in the computer’s hosts file. This
ensures that the IP address can be resolved after DNS disruptions.

• Port
Indicates the client port number for the server.
Default: 7500
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• User ID
Indicates a user ID that is used to connect to the server.
Default: SCHEDMASTER (in uppercase)

• Password
Indicates the password that corresponds to the user ID.
Default: schedmaster (in lowercase)

2. Click Start, Programs, CA, WA Desktop Client, CA Workload Automation Desktop Client.
The Connect to Server dialog opens.

3. Click Work Offline.
The Connect to Server dialog closes.

4. Click Connections, New Connection.
The New Connection dialog opens.

5. Enter the information from Step 1.
6. Enter the number of times you want WA Desktop Client to try connecting to the server in the Retry count field.
7. (Optional) Select the Prevent auto-connect on failover check box if you do not want WA Desktop Client

to automatically connect to the monitoring server when the active server fails in a WA High Availability
configuration.

8. Click Save.
The server connection is added.

 Delete a Server Connection
You can delete a server connection if you no longer use it.
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HID_delete_server_connection
You can delete a server connection if you no longer use it.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Connections icon on the toolbar.
The Connections view opens.

2. Right-click the server connection and select Delete from the pop-up menu.
A confirmation dialog opens.

3. Click Yes.
The server connection is deleted.

 Change Passwords
Users can change their passwords at any time. Passwords do not expire.
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HID_change_password
Users can change their passwords at any time. Passwords do not expire.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Click the Connections icon on the toolbar.

The Connections view opens.
3. Right-click the server connection, and select Change Password from the pop-up menu.

The Change Password dialog opens.
4. Enter the old and new passwords, confirm the new password, and click OK.

The password changes.

Note:  Passwords cannot exceed 32 characters. They are case-sensitive and the first character must be
alphabetical.
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 Configuring ESP dSeries Workload Automation to Work
with Agents or Advanced Integrations
As a ESP dSeries Workload Automation administrator, you are responsible for configuring ESP
dSeries Workload Automation to work with agents. After an agent is installed, you configure the
agent in the Topology so that the agent and the server can communicate. You also define agent
users in the Topology and add security permissions to ESP dSeries Workload Automation users
to control access to the agent.
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As a ESP dSeries Workload Automation administrator, you are responsible for configuring ESP dSeries Workload
Automation to work with agents. After an agent is installed, you configure the agent in the Topology so that the
agent and the server can communicate. You also define agent users in the Topology and add security permissions
to ESP dSeries Workload Automation users to control access to the agent.

Note:

Similar to agents, you can also configure ESP dSeries Workload Automation to work with advanced integration
such as Advanced Integration for Hadoop.

The following diagram illustrates the process for configuring ESP dSeries Workload Automation to work with
agents: 
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Figure 9: Configure ESP dSeries Workload Automation to Work with Agents

To configure ESP dSeries Workload Automation to work with agents, follow these steps: 

1. Collect information about the agent.
2. Add the agent to the Topology.
3. Define an agent user in the Topology.
4. Add security permissions to users to control agent access.

1.1 Allow a user to run work on an agent 
2.1 Allow a user to use a User ID on an agent 
3.1 Allow a user to issue agent control commands 

5. Verify that the agent works with ESP dSeries Workload Automation.

1.1 View the status of the agent in the Topology 
2.1 Create a test application 
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3.1 Trigger an event to run the application 
4.1 Monitor a test application 

After you complete these steps, the scheduler can submit the workload to the agent.

Collect Information about the Agent
To define an agent on ESP dSeries Workload Automation, you use the same values specified on the agent in the
agentparm.txt file.

To configure each agent on ESP dSeries Workload Automation, collect the following required information about the
agent:

 Agent definition in Topology  Agent parameter (agentparm.txt file) 

Name agentname

Note:

If you are adding an agent plug-in that has an alias, use
the value of the communication.alias_n parameter.

Port number communication.inputport

Encryption key used from server to agent No corresponding agent parameters

Note:

The agent administrator specifies the encryption key
during the agent installation and can change it at any
time.

Encryption Method No corresponding agent parameters

Note:

The agent administrator specifies the encryption
method (cipher algorithm) during the agent installation
and can change it at any time.

To install or configure the agent, collect the following required information about ESP dSeries Workload Automation
server:

 Agent parameter (agentparm.txt file)  Server parameters in Topology 

communication.managerid_n ESP dSeries Workload Automation Server ID (shared
parameter)

communication.manageraddress_n IP address/name where all server sockets should bind
to (instance parameter)

communication.managerport_n CA WA Server Manager Port (instance parameter)

Add the Agent to the Topology
You add the agent to the Topology, to schedule workload on an agent in ESP dSeries Workload Automation.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the Agents/Advanced Integrations node in the Topology view, and select New Agent/Advanced

Integration from the pop-up menu.
The Agent/Advanced Integration Definition view opens.

5. Select the type of agent you want to add in the Select the agent/advanced integration type to define drop-down
list.
The Properties tab opens.

6. Complete the following fields:
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•  Name 

Identifies the name of the agent.

Limits: Up to 16 characters

Note:

• The name must match the agentname parameter in the agentparm.txt file. If you are adding an agent
plug-in that has an alias, the name must match the communication.alias_n parameter, where n represents
the sequential number of the agent plug-in.

• The name is forced to uppercase. Verify that the name in the agentparm.txt file is in uppercase;
otherwise, the server and the agent cannot communicate.

• An agent cannot have the same name as a user that is defined in the Security view.
• Address 

Specifies the IP address or DNS name of the computer where the agent is installed.
• Port number 

Specifies the IP port number that the agent uses to listen for traffic.

Default: 7520

Limits: 1024-65534

Note:

  This port number must match the communication.inputport parameter in the agentparm.txt file.
• Encryption key used from server to agent 

Specifies the encryption key the agent uses to communicate with ESP dSeries Workload Automation.

Note:

• ESP dSeries Workload Automation and the agent must have the same encryption key to communicate.
The encryption key of the agent is stored in a text file (encrypted).The security.cryptkey parameter in the
agentparm.txt file sets the path of that file. If the keys are different, the agent and ESP dSeries Workload
Automation cannot communicate and the AGENTDOWN state occurs when you try to run the workload.
In the agent definition, you specify the encryption key (unencrypted) without the Ox prefix.

• If you select NONE in the Encryption Method field, set this value to NOENCRYPTION.
• Encryption Method 

Specifies one of the following encryption methods ESP dSeries Workload Automation uses to encrypt
messages:

• DES—Specifies Data Encryption Standard encryption. DES uses a 56-bit key. Encryption key length: 56
bits (16 hexadecimal characters). This key length is the default.

• DESEDE—Specifies 3DES encryption. DESEDE uses the DES algorithm in EDE (encrypt-decrypt-
encrypt) mode. Encryption key length: 192 bits (48 hexadecimal characters).

• AES—Specifies Advanced Encryption Standard encryption. AES uses a 128-bit key. Encryption key
length: 32 hexadecimal characters.

• BLOWFISH—Specifies Blowfish encryption. BLOWFISH uses a 64-bit block and a variable key length.
Encryption key length: 32 to 64 even number of hexadecimal characters.

• NONE—Specifies no encryption.

Note:

• ESP dSeries Workload Automation supports the U.S. Government encryption standard FIPS 140-2
and can be configured to run in a FIPS-compliant mode. Your ESP dSeries Workload Automation
environment can be considered FIPS-compliant only if all the components use FIPS-compliant algorithms
for encryption and decryption. Currently, only AES and DESEDE algorithms are FIPS-certified. If any of
your ESP dSeries Workload Automation components use DES or BLOWFISH, your system is not FIPS-
compliant.

• If you specify NONE as the encryption method, the security.cryptkey parameter in the agentparm.txt file
must be set to no value.

7. (Optional) Complete the remaining fields as appropriate or accept the defaults.

Note:  For more information about adding an agent to the Topology, see Add an Agent or Advanced Integration
to the Topology.
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8. Click Save at the top right corner of the view.
The agent is added to the Topology.

Define an Agent User in the Topology
To run a job under the authority of a user ID, you define the user that is specified in the job definition in the
Topology.

Note:

• If a default user is defined on the agent and you do not need to schedule jobs under other users, you can skip
this procedure.

• You do not need to define users on ESP dSeries Workload Automation for UNIX or Oracle jobs.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the name of the agent you want to add the user to, and select View Definition from the pop-up menu.

The Properties tab of the Agent Definition view opens.
5. Select the Users tab.
6. Click Add User.

The Add Agent User dialog opens.
7. Complete the following required fields:

• User ID
Specifies the agent user ID. This value is case-sensitive.

• Password
Specifies the password for the agent user.

• Confirm password
Specifies the password for the agent user.

8. Click OK.
The agent user is defined.

9. Click the Save icon at the top right corner of the view.
The agent user is added to the Topology.

Add Security Permissions to Users to Control Agent Access
When the server receives an agent message, it checks to see whether the ESP dSeries Workload Automation user
ID has the required access.

Note:  If the user does not have the required access to run a job on the agent, the job goes into a SUBERROR
state and must be resubmitted or completed manually. The details of the job provide more information about the
security violation.

You can add the following permissions to the ESP dSeries Workload Automation users to control agent access:

• AGENT
Controls whether a user or group can run work on an agent. By default, users that belong to the SCHEDGRP
group (such as SCHEDMASTER) can run work on any agent.

•  AGENTUSER
Controls whether a user or group can use a user ID on an agent. By default, users that belong to the
SCHEDGRP group (such as SCHEDMASTER) can use any user ID on any agent defined in the Topology.

• AGENTMSG 

Controls whether a user or group can issue control commands to an agent using the Command Line Interface
(CLI). By default, users that belong to the ADMINGRP group (such as ADMIN) can issue agent control
commands to any agent.

Note:  The AGENTMSG permission works with the CMD permission. To issue agent control commands, a user
also requires Allow access to the CMD.APPCMD* permission.

The agent administrator can also set up local security on the agent to allow or deny ESP dSeries Workload
Automation user IDs the authority to submit jobs under a specific agent user ID, perform FTP transfers, or issue
control commands to an agent.
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To add the permissions to the ESP dSeries Workload Automation users, follow these steps: 

1. Allow a user to run on an agent 
2. Allow a user to use a User ID on an agent 
3. Allow a user to issue agent control commands 

Allow a User to Run Work on an Agent
To allow a user to run work on an agent, you can add the AGENT permission to the user definition.

Note:  If different users require the same set of permissions, you can add the AGENT permission to a group
definition and associate users with that group.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Security in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Security view opens.
4. Right-click the user you want to add permissions for, and select View Details from the pop-up menu.

The user definition opens in a view.
5. Select the Permissions tab.

The Permission tab opens.
6. Click Add.

The Add Permission dialog opens.
7. Select AGENT from the Permission type drop-down list.
8. Specify the agent name in the Value column for the Agent Name property.

Note:  To specify multiple values, use a wildcard (*). For example, A1* allows the user to run work on any
agent whose name begins with A1.

9. Select the Allow option button.
10. Click OK.

The Add Permission dialog closes.
11. Click the Save icon at the top right corner of the view.

The changes are saved.

Allow a User to Use a User ID on an Agent
To allow a user to use a user ID on an agent, you can add the AGENTUSER permission to the user definition.

Note:  If different users require the same set of permissions, you can add the AGENTUSER permission to a group
definition and associate users with that group.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Security in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Security view opens.
4. Right-click the user you want to add permissions for, and select View Details from the pop-up menu.

The user definition opens in a view.
5. Select the Permissions tab.

The Permission tab opens.
6. Click Add.

The Add Permission dialog opens.
7. Select AGENTUSER from the Permission type drop-down list.
8. Specify the agent name in the Value column for the Agent Name property.

Note:  To specify multiple values, use a wildcard (*). For example, A1* allows the user to run work on any
agent whose name begins with A1.

9. Specify the user ID in the Value column for the User ID property.

Note:  To specify multiple values, use a wildcard (*). For example,* allows the user to use any user ID on the
specified agent.

10. Select the Allow option button.
11. Click OK.
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The Add Permission dialog closes.
12. Click the Save icon at the top right corner of the view.

The changes are saved.

Allow a User to Issue Agent Control Commands
To allow a user to issue agent control commands, you can add the AGENTMSG and CMD permissions to the user
definition.

Note:  If different users require the same set of permissions, you can add the AGENTMSG and CMD permissions
to a group definition and associate users with that group.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Security in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Security view opens.
4. Right-click the user you want to add permissions for, and select View Details from the pop-up menu.

The user definition opens in a view.
5. Select the Permissions tab.

The Permission tab opens.
6. Do the following to add the AGENTMSG permission:

1.1 Click Add.
The Add Permission dialog opens.

2.1 Select AGENTMSG from the Permission type drop-down list.
3.1 Specify * in the Value column for the Command Name property.

The user can issue any control command to the specified agent.
4.1 Specify the agent name in the Value column for the Agent Name property.

Note:  To specify multiple values, use a wildcard (*). For example, A1* allows the user to issue control
commands to any agent whose name begins with A1.

5.1 Select the Allow option button.
6.1 Click OK.

The Add Permission dialog closes.
7. Do the following to add the CMD permission:

1.1 Click Add.
The Add Permission dialog opens.

2.1 Select CMD from the Permission type drop-down list.
3.1 Select APPCMD* from the Value drop-down list for the Command Name property.

The user can issue any control agent to the specified agent.
4.1 Select the Allow option button.
5.1 Click OK.

The Add Permission dialog closes.
8. Click the Save icon at the top right corner of the view.

The changes are saved.

Verify that the Agent Works with ESP dSeries Workload Automation
To verify that the agent works with ESP dSeries Workload Automation, run a test Application containing a job that
runs on the agent. If the job completes successfully, your agent setup is successful.

To verify that the agent works with ESP dSeries Workload Automation, follow these steps: 

1. View the status of the agent in the Topology.
2. Create a test Application.
3. Trigger an Event to run the test Application.
4. Monitor the test application.

View the Status of the Agent in the Topology
To verify the communication between the agent and ESP dSeries Workload Automation, you can view the status of
the agent in the Topology.

Follow these steps: 
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1. Verify that the agent has started.
2. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
3. Open the Admin perspective.
4. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
5. Expand the Agents node if it is collapsed.
6. Verify that the status of the agent you added to the Topology is Active.

If the status of the agent is inactive, verify that the values in the agent definition in the Topology match the
values defined in the agentparm.txt file

Create a Test Application
You can create a simple test Application that contains a test job to verify communication between an agent and
ESP dSeries Workload Automation. The type of job you define depends on the agent you are testing.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Define perspective.
2. Right-click the server connection in the Application Workspace view, and select New from the pop-up menu.

The Basic page of the Application properties dialog opens.
3. Enter the name of your test Application in the Name field and click OK.

The Application appears in the workspace.
4. Select the workload object that represents the job you want to add from the Palette view.

Note:  Most jobs are contained in a job group (drawer). For example, to select the UNIX job, select the System
group from the Palette view to open the group and then select the UNIX job.

5. Drag the workload object onto the workspace.
The job icon appears on the Application workspace view.

6. Right-click the job, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

7. Select the name of the agent in the Agent drop-down list.
8. Complete the remaining fields as required and click OK.

Note:  For more information about defining a job, see Job Types.

The details of the job are defined.
9. Right-click the Application in the Application Workspace view, and select Upload from the pop-up menu.

The Upload Application to Repository dialog opens.
10. Click OK.

The Application is uploaded to the server.

Trigger an Event to Run the Application
When you define a new Application, CA WA Desktop Client defines a default Date-Time/Manual Event. You can
manually trigger this Event to run the test Application. When you trigger the Event, place the Application on hold
so that you can release it when you are ready to monitor the job status. Before you trigger the Event, simulate the
Event to verify that the test job is selected to run in the Application.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open your test Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the default Event in the Application Events view, and select Simulate from the pop-up menu.
The Simulate Event dialog opens.

3. Leave the schedule criteria field blank.
Your Event will simulate for the next scheduled execution.

4. Click OK.
A graphical representation and a text-based representation of the Application appear.

5. Click OK to close the simulation.
6. Right-click the Event in the Applications Events view, and select Trigger from the pop-up menu.

The Trigger Event dialog opens.
7. Select the Submit Application on hold check box.

The Application will not run until it is manually released.
8. Click OK to trigger the Event.

The Event will be triggered immediately.
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Monitor the Test Application
You monitor the job in your test Application to verify that the job completes.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Right-click the server connection that contains your test Application in the Application Monitor view.

A pop-up menu appears.
3. Click Subscribe Active.

A list of all active Applications that you have access to appear.
4. Double-click your test Application folder.

The test Application folder expands and a folder for each generation of this Application appears.
5. Double-click the Application generation you want to view.

A graphical view of your Application appears.

Note:  Because you selected the Submit Application on hold option when you triggered the test Application, the
job is in APPLHOLD state. Held Applications do not run until you manually release them.

6. Right-click the Application generation in the Application Monitor view, and select Release Application from the
pop-up menu.
The Release Application dialog opens.

7. Click OK to release the Application.
The Application is released.

8. Monitor the job in the graphical view. If the job goes into a COMPLETE state, your agent setup is successful.
If the job status does not change to COMPLETE, a problem has occurred and one of the following action is
required:

• If the job goes into an AGENTDOWN state, the agent is not running or ESP dSeries Workload Automation
cannot contact the agent. Verify that the agent has started and the values in the agent definition in the
Topology match the values defined in the agentparm.txt file.

• If the job goes into a SUBERROR state, the path to the command file could be wrong.

You have successfully configured ESP dSeries Workload Automation to work with agents; now the Scheduler can
submit the workload to the agent.

 Configuring the Server
You can configure the server using the Admin Topology, configuration property update utility,
and server properties file:
cwad121
HID_configuring_server
You can configure the server using the Admin Topology, configuration property update utility, and server properties
file:

2

 Configuring the Server Using the Admin Topology
This section describes how to view and use the Admin topology for configuring the server:
cwad121
HID_configuring_server_using_topology
This section describes how to view and use the Admin topology for configuring the server:

 Server Configuration
The server has two sets of configuration parameters: instance parameters and shared
parameters. Instance parameters contain server- and system-specific information, such as ports
and server names. Shared parameters contain information that is not specific to server, such as
the information shared between servers in a CA WA High Availability installation.
cwad121
HID_server_config
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The server has two sets of configuration parameters: instance parameters and shared parameters. Instance
parameters contain server- and system-specific information, such as ports and server names. Shared parameters
contain information that is not specific to server, such as the information shared between servers in a CA WA High
Availability installation.

 View Topology Nodes
The Topology lets you check the status of individual nodes. It also lets you add, configure, and
control nodes in the Topology. For example, you can stop and quiesce the server and agents or
advanced integrations.
cwad121
HID_view_topology_nodes
The Topology lets you check the status of individual nodes. It also lets you add, configure, and control nodes in the
Topology. For example, you can stop and quiesce the server and agents or advanced integrations.

Note:

• To view the status of nodes in the Topology, you require Allow access to the STATUSMSG.* permission.
• If you have only Read access to the Admin.Network Topology permission, you can only view the configuration

parameters in the Topology. You cannot issue commands to control nodes, add or delete nodes in the Topology,
or modify the configuration parameters in the Topology.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view displays the status of the server, agents, advanced integrations, agent groups, SNMP
managers, SMTP server, and authentication systems defined in your ESP dSeries Workload Automation
environment. In a CA WA High Availability environment, the Topology shows separate nodes for the Primary and
Standby servers.

Note:  For each node, the number of children shows up in parentheses if the value is greater than zero.

More information: 

STATUSMSG 

 Configure Server Parameters
You can view and modify server parameters using the Topology view in the Admin perspective.
cwad121
HID_configure_server_params
You can view and modify server parameters using the Topology view in the Admin perspective.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Do one of the following tasks:

• Right-click the server connection in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the
pop-up menu to configure the shared parameters.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

• Right-click the server instance in the Topology view, and select Configure Instance Parameters from the
pop-up menu to configure the instance parameters.
The Server Instance Parameters view opens.

5. (Optional) Click a group heading to list the parameters for a parameter group.
6. (Optional) Click the Show Advanced Parameters icon to display the advanced parameters for a parameter

group.

A confirmation dialog opens.
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Warning:  You must contact CA Support before changing an advanced parameter.

7. Click Yes if you have received instructions from CA to change this advanced parameter.
The advanced parameters for the parameter group appear.

8. Configure the parameters.

Note:  Some parameters display the icon when updated. If the message "Restart Primary instance of
the server" appears, you must restart the server for the new value to take effect. In a WA High Availability
configuration, you must restart the Primary server. If the message "Restart all instances of the server" appears,
you must restart both the Primary and Standby servers for the value to take effect in a WA High Availability
configuration. The Used By Primary field displays the current value of the parameter on the Primary server.
The Used by Standby field displays the current value on the Standby server.

9. Click the Save icon at the top right corner of the view.
The changes are saved.

10. Restart the specified servers as indicated by the update indicator, if required.
The new values take effect.

 Configuring General Parameters for a Server Instance
This section describes general parameters that you can configure for a server instance:
cwad121
HID_configuring_general_params_server_instance
This section describes general parameters that you can configure for a server instance:

 Modify the IP Address for a Server Instance
You can modify the IP address that you specified for a server instance during installation.
cwad121
HID_modify_ip_address
You can modify the IP address that you specified for a server instance during installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server instance in the Topology view, and select Configure Instance Parameters from the pop-up

menu.
The Server Instance Parameters view opens.

5. Enter a value for the following field:

• IP address/name where all server sockets should bind to
Specifies the new host name or its alias or IP address that all ports bind to.
Example: 172.24.36.107 (IPv4) or 0:0:0:0:0:FFFF:192.168.00.00 (IPv6)

6. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.
The changes are saved.

7. Restart the server for the new value to take effect. In a CA WA High Availability configuration, restart the
Primary server.
The new value takes effect.

 Change Server Port Numbers
You can change the port numbers that the server uses to communicate with CA WA Desktop
Client and agents or advanced integrations.
cwad121
HID_change_server_port
You can change the port numbers that the server uses to communicate with CA WA Desktop Client and agents or
advanced integrations.

Follow these steps:
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1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server instance name in the Topology view, and select Configure Instance Parameters from the

pop-up menu.
The Server Instance Parameters view opens.

5. Modify the port settings as follows:

• CA WA Server Manager Port
Specifies the port that the server uses to communicate with the agents or advanced integrations.
Default: 7507

• CA WA Server RMI Registry Port
Specifies the RMI registry port number for the server. This port is used by the Java RMI Registry.
Default: 7599

• CA WA Server RMI Export Port
Specifies the RMI export port number for the server. CA WA Desktop Client uses this port to make RMI calls
to the server. 
Default: 7598

• CA WA Desktop Client Port
Specifies the port that the server uses to communicate with CA WA Desktop Client. 
Default: 7500

6. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.
The changes are saved.

7. Restart the server for the new value to take effect. In a CA WA High Availability configuration, restart both the
Primary and Standby servers.
The new value takes effect.

 Configuring Internal Parameters for a Server Instance
This section describes internal parameters that you can configure for a server instance:
cwad121
HID_configuring_internal_params_server_instance
This section describes internal parameters that you can configure for a server instance:

 Limit the Number of Jobs in the Output of a Forecast Report
You can configure an instance parameter to limit the number of jobs that appear in the output
of a forecast report. The parameter prevents the server from running out of resources. If the
limit is reached while a forecast report is running, the forecast stops and the remaining jobs are
excluded from the results. A message appears in the output of the forecast report indicating that
the limit has been reached.
cwad121
HID_limit_jobs_forecast_report
You can configure an instance parameter to limit the number of jobs that appear in the output of a forecast report.
The parameter prevents the server from running out of resources. If the limit is reached while a forecast report is
running, the forecast stops and the remaining jobs are excluded from the results. A message appears in the output
of the forecast report indicating that the limit has been reached.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server instance name in the Topology view, and select Configure Instance Parameters from the

pop-up menu.
The Server Instance Parameters view opens.

5. Select the Internal tab, and modify the following field as appropriate:

• Maximum number of jobs in a forecast result
Specifies the maximum number of jobs that can appear in the output of a forecast report.
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Default: 30000
6. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.

The changes are saved.

 Change the Frequency of the Status Messages Generated in the Dashboard
You can configure an instance parameter to change the frequency of the status messages
generated in the Dashboard view of the Monitor perspective. The instance parameter controls
the frequency of messages that are updated periodically such as status messages generated in
the dashboard, memory used by the server, and the number of active Applications.
cwad121
HID_change_freq_status_messages_dash
You can configure an instance parameter to change the frequency of the status messages generated in the
Dashboard view of the Monitor perspective. The instance parameter controls the frequency of messages that are
updated periodically such as status messages generated in the dashboard, memory used by the server, and the
number of active Applications.

Note:  For more information about the status messages, see Working with Custom Views.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server instance name in the Topology view, and select Configure Instance Parameters from the

pop-up menu.
The Server Instance Parameters view opens.

5. Select the Internal tab, and modify the following field as appropriate:

• Frequency of status messages generation (milliseconds)
Specifies how often the dashboard status messages are generated in milliseconds.
Default: 300000
Limits: 1000-247483647

6. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.
The changes are saved.

7. Restart the server for the new value to take effect. In a CA WA High Availability configuration, restart the
Primary server.
The new value takes effect.

 Configuring Shared General Parameters for Servers
This section describes shared general parameters that you can configure for servers:
cwad121
HID_configuring_shared_general_params_servers
This section describes shared general parameters that you can configure for servers:

 Specify a Maximum Execution Time for JavaScript Scripts
You can specify a maximum execution time for JavaScript scripts that are defined to run at
trigger time in your applications, jobs, and Events and at run time in your applications and
jobs. Setting a maximum execution time prevents a faulty JavaScript script, such as an infinite
loop, from bringing the server down. For example, if you specify a maximum execution time of
240 seconds, the result is as follows: the JavaScript scripts are terminated after 240 seconds,
control is returned to the process that initiated the script execution, and the event fails to trigger.
cwad121
HID_specify_max_exec_time_JS
You can specify a maximum execution time for JavaScript scripts that are defined to run at trigger time in your
applications, jobs, and Events and at run time in your applications and jobs. Setting a maximum execution time
prevents a faulty JavaScript script, such as an infinite loop, from bringing the server down. For example, if you
specify a maximum execution time of 240 seconds, the result is as follows: the JavaScript scripts are terminated
after 240 seconds, control is returned to the process that initiated the script execution, and the event fails to trigger.
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If a JavaScript script is terminated, the server notifies you about the faulty script based on the notification settings
for Event Trigger failures.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the pop-

up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Modify the following field:

• Maximum runtime of a java script (seconds)
Specifies the maximum execution time allowed for JavaScript scripts in seconds.
Limits: 0-86400
Default: 300 (5 minutes)

6. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.
The maximum execution time for JavaScript scripts is specified.

 Specify How Often the Server Calculates an Application's Expected End Time
You can specify how often the server calculates an Application's expected end time (AET).
You can use the expected end time calculations to monitor critical Applications. For example,
expected end times can provide an early warning that the Application is running late.
cwad121
HID_specify_how_often_appl_eet_calculated
You can specify how often the server calculates an Application's expected end time (AET). You can use the
expected end time calculations to monitor critical Applications. For example, expected end times can provide an
early warning that the Application is running late.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection name in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the

pop-up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Modify the following field in the General tab:

• Interval to recalculate expected endtime (seconds)
Specifies how often in seconds the server calculates an Application's expected end time.
Limits: 0-3600
Default: 60 (1 minute)

Note:  If you specify the interval as 0 seconds, the AET is calculated only once when the Application
starts executing, and it is not recalculated periodically as the Application executes. However, the AET is
recalculated when a job or Application change (insert/reset job, job state change, and so on) occurs. If the
interval is changed from 0 seconds to any other value, it is applied only to the newly triggered Applications/
generations but not to the currently active Applications. All other changes to this parameter are applied
immediately to all active or new Applications/generations.

6. Click Save at the top right corner of the view.
The server calculates an Application's expected end time using the specified frequency.

 Configure How Often CA WA Desktop Client Pings the Server
To prevent inactive (stale) connections, CA WA Desktop Client pings the server every 60
minutes (heartbeat frequency). If CA WA Desktop Client fails to ping the server during this
interval, the heartbeat monitor closes the connection after a grace period of 5 minutes. You can
configure a shared parameter to increase or decrease the heartbeat frequency.
cwad121
HID_configure_how_often_dc_pings_server
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To prevent inactive (stale) connections, CA WA Desktop Client pings the server every 60 minutes (heartbeat
frequency). If CA WA Desktop Client fails to ping the server during this interval, the heartbeat monitor closes the
connection after a grace period of 5 minutes. You can configure a shared parameter to increase or decrease the
heartbeat frequency.

Note:  The heartbeat monitor does not close stale connections for r11.3 and older versions of CA WA Desktop
Client, the stand-alone CLI, or CA WA Web Client. To close these connections, use the DISCONNECTCLIENT
command. For more information about the DISCONNECTCLIENT command, see Server CLI Commands.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the pop-

up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Modify the following field in the General tab:

•  Global client heartbeat interval in minutes
Specifies how often CA WA Desktop Client pings the server in minutes.
Default: 60 (hourly)

6. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.
CA WA Desktop Client pings the server at the specified frequency.

 Configuring Shared Email Parameters for Servers
This section describes shared email parameters that you can configure for servers:
cwad121
HID_configure_shared_email_params_servers
This section describes shared email parameters that you can configure for servers:

• Configure the Email Settings
• Limit Size of Email Messages
• Limit Size of Email Attachments
• Set Up Failure Notifications When Applications Fail to Generate
• Set Up Failure Notifications When an Alert Fails

 Configure the Email Settings
You can specify the following email addresses for server communications:
cwad122
HID_configure_email_settings
You can specify the following email addresses for server communications:

• An email address to identify email sent by a particular server
• A valid internal email address to which the server sends job-related messages

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the pop-

up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Select the Email tab, and modify the following fields as appropriate:

• Email address server sends administrative email to
Specifies a valid internal email address to which the server sends job-related messages.

Note:  To specify multiple addresses, separate each address with a comma.
• Email address to identify CA WA Server

Specifies an email address that identifies the server that you receive messages from.
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6. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.
The changes are saved.

7. Restart the server for the new value to take effect. In a CA WA High Availability configuration, restart the
Primary server.
The new value takes effect.

 Limit Size of Email Messages
You can configure a shared parameter to limit the size of the email messages when providing
email notifications for jobs.
cwad121
HID_limit_email_message_size
You can configure a shared parameter to limit the size of the email messages when providing email notifications for
jobs.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the pop-

up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Modify the following field as appropriate in the Email tab:

• Truncate email body text if it is too big.
Specifies if you want to truncate email to the length specified by the Maximum email bytes field.

Note:  If this field is set to True and the email size exceeds the limit, the email is sent but is truncated. A
message is also logged in the trace log file.

• Maximum number of bytes of a short email
Specifies the maximum size of email messages in bytes.
Default: 2000

6. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.
The changes are saved.

 Limit Size of Email Attachments
You can configure a shared parameter to limit the size of spool file and report file attachments in
email notifications.
cwad121
HID_limit_email_attachment_size
You can configure a shared parameter to limit the size of spool file and report file attachments in email notifications.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection name in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the

pop-up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Select the Email tab, and modify the following field as appropriate:

• Maximum email attachment size in MB
Specifies the maximum size of spool file and report file attachments in email notifications in megabytes.
Default: 5 MB
Limits: 1 MB-32 MB

Note:

If the spool file exceeds the maximum size, it gets truncated. A message is also logged in the trace log file
and attached to the end of the file. If the report file exceeds the maximum size, it does not get attached to the
email.
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6. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.
The changes are saved.

 Configuring Shared SNMP Parameters for Servers
This section describes shared SNMP parameters that you can configure for servers:
cwad121
HID_configuring_shared_snmp_params_servers
This section describes shared SNMP parameters that you can configure for servers:

• Modify SNMP Notification Settings for the Server
• Set Up Failure Notifications When Applications Fail to Generate
• Set Up Failure Notifications When an Alert Fails

 Configuring Shared Failover Parameters for Servers
This section describes shared failover parameters that you can configure for servers:
cwad121
HID_configuring_shared_failover_params_servers
This section describes shared failover parameters that you can configure for servers:

 Identify the Preferred Server in a CA WA High Availability Configuration
You can designate a server as the Preferred server in a CA WA High Availability configuration.
In case of a database disconnection, when the connection is reestablished, the connection is
always restored to the Preferred server.
cwad121
HID_identify_preferred_server
You can designate a server as the Preferred server in a CA WA High Availability configuration. In case of a
database disconnection, when the connection is reestablished, the connection is always restored to the Preferred
server.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the pop-

up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Select the Failover tab, and select True from the Enable Automatic Failback To Preferred Server drop-down list.
6. Click Save at the top right corner of the view and restart the server.
7. Right-click the Primary server instance, and select Configure Instance Parameters from the pop-up menu.

The Server Instance Parameters view opens.
8. Select true from the Preferred server drop-down list, and click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.

The server is set as the Preferred server.

 Change the Type of Failback
You can configure workload processing to automatically fail back to the Primary server when
both Primary and Standby servers are available. Alternatively, you can disable automatic
failback. Workload control does not automatically fail back to the Primary server when both
servers are available. Instead, you can force the workload control to switch to the other server
by issuing a CLI (Command Line Interface) command.
cwad121
HID_change_failback_type
You can configure workload processing to automatically fail back to the Primary server when both Primary and
Standby servers are available. Alternatively, you can disable automatic failback. Workload control does not
automatically fail back to the Primary server when both servers are available. Instead, you can force the workload
control to switch to the other server by issuing a CLI (Command Line Interface) command.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection name in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the

pop-up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Click the Failover tab.
The Failover tab opens.

6. Verify that the Enable failover field is set to true.

Note:  If the Enable failover field is set to false, CA WA High Availability is not configured.
7. Select one of the following values from the Enable automatic failback to preferred server drop-down list:

•  true
Indicates that automatic failback to the Primary server is enabled. When both servers are available, the
workload control automatically fails back to the Primary server. The monitoring server becomes the Standby.

•  false
Indicates that automatic failback to the Primary server is not enabled. Workload control does not
automatically fail back to the other server when both servers are available. You can force the workload
control to switch to the other server by issuing the CLI CHANGEROLE command.

8. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.
The setting is saved.

9. Recycle the server.
The failback type is changed.

 Configure Failover Detection
When WA High Availability is enabled, you can configure failover detection by using the
Topology view. The failover detection settings determine how often the monitoring server
monitors the active server and the database to check if failure has occurred.
cwad121
HID_configure_failover_detection
When WA High Availability is enabled, you can configure failover detection by using the Topology view. The failover
detection settings determine how often the monitoring server monitors the active server and the database to check
if failure has occurred.

Warning:  You must contact CA Support before configuring failover detection.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection name in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from

the pop-up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Click the Failover tab.
The Failover tab opens.

6. Verify that the Enable failover field is set to true.

Note:  If the Enable failover field is set to false, WA High Availability is not configured.
7. Click the Show Advanced Parameters icon.

A confirmation dialog opens.
8. Click Yes if you have received instructions from CA to change these failover parameters.

The advanced parameters appear.
9. Complete the fields as required. The following fields affect how often the monitoring server polls the database:
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• Ping frequency (seconds)
Specifies how often, in seconds, the monitoring server checks the active server's heartbeat during stage 1
failure detection.
Default: 60

• Database update frequency (seconds)
Specifies how often, in seconds, the active server updates a database table the monitoring server polls
during stage 2 failure detection.
Default: 15

• Database polling factor
Specifies the polling interval factor. This value is required to compute the polling interval, which is the
frequency in which the monitoring server polls the database to detect the active server. The polling interval
is computed as follows:

Polling interval = Database update frequency (seconds) x Database
 polling factor 

By default, the polling interval is 15 (update frequency) x 4 (polling factor) or 60 seconds. After 60 seconds,
the monitoring server polls the database. If the monitoring server cannot detect the active server, failover
occurs.
Default: 4

10. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.
The setting is saved.

11. Recycle the server.
Failover detection is configured.

 Modify Threshold Value for Server Clock Synchronization
When WA High Availability is enabled, by default the system clock synchronization of the active
and monitoring servers is verified during the failover. The threshold value for server clock
synchronization determines the maximum time difference allowed between system clocks of the
servers. You can configure the threshold value by using the Topology view.
cwad121
HID_modify_threshold_server_clock_sync
When WA High Availability is enabled, by default the system clock synchronization of the active and monitoring
servers is verified during the failover. The threshold value for server clock synchronization determines the
maximum time difference allowed between system clocks of the servers. You can configure the threshold value by
using the Topology view.

Warning:

• Ensure that the time difference is not set to a high value. Otherwise, it causes mismatch in times and
impacts functionalities during the failover.

• You must contact CA Support before configuring the threshold value for server clock synchronization.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection name in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from

the pop-up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Click the Failover tab.
The Failover tab opens.

6. Click the Show Advanced Parameters icon.

A confirmation dialog opens.
7. Click Yes if you have received instructions from CA to change this failover parameter.
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The advanced parameters appear.
8. Modify the following field as required:

• Peer server clock synchronization threshold (milliseconds)
Specifies the time difference (in milliseconds) between system clocks of the active and monitoring servers. 

Default: 10000 milliseconds
9. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.

The setting is saved.
10. Restart the server.

The threshold value for server clock synchronization is modified.

 Disable Server Clock Synchronization
When WA High Availability is enabled, by default the system clock synchronization of the
active and monitoring servers is verified during the failover. You can disable the server clock
synchronization by using the Topology view. If the clock synchronization is disabled, the time
difference between the servers is not evaluated during the failover.
cwad121
HID_disable_server_clock_sync

When WA High Availability is enabled, by default the system clock synchronization of the active and monitoring
servers is verified during the failover. You can disable the server clock synchronization by using the Topology view.
If the clock synchronization is disabled, the time difference between the servers is not evaluated during the failover.

Warning:  The server clock synchronization is a prerequisite for WA High Availability configuration. You
must contact CA Support before disabling the server clock synchronization.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection name in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from

the pop-up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Click the Failover tab.
The Failover tab opens.

6. Click the Show Advanced Parameters icon.

A confirmation dialog opens.
7. Click Yes if you have received instructions from CA to change this failover parameter.

The advanced parameters appear.
8. Set the following parameter to true:

• Disable clock synchronization
Disables the system clock synchronization between the active and monitoring servers.

Default: false
9. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.

The setting is saved.
10. Restart the server.

The server clock synchronization between the active and monitoring servers is disabled.

 Configuring Shared Internal Parameters for Servers
This section contains shared internal parameters that you can configure for servers:
cwad121
HID_configuring_shared_internal_params_servers
This section contains shared internal parameters that you can configure for servers:
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 Limit the Number of Scheduled Reports Running at a Time
By default, the server lets up to four scheduled reports run at the same time. However, you
can configure a shared parameter to increase or decrease the maximum number of scheduled
reports that can run at the same time.
cwad121
HID_limit_scheduled_reports_run
By default, the server lets up to four scheduled reports run at the same time. However, you can configure a shared
parameter to increase or decrease the maximum number of scheduled reports that can run at the same time.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection name in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the

pop-up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Select the Internal tab, and modify the following field as appropriate:

• How many scheduled reports can be run at the same time
Specifies the maximum number of scheduled reports that can run at the same time.
Default: 4

6. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.
The changes are saved.

7. Restart the server for the new value to take effect. In a CA WA High Availability configuration, restart the
Primary server.
The new value takes effect.

 Limit the Number of Users Running Reports at a Time
By default, the server lets four users run reports at the same time. However, you can configure a
shared parameter to increase or decrease the maximum number of users that can run reports at
the same time.
cwad121
HID_limit_users_running_reports
By default, the server lets four users run reports at the same time. However, you can configure a shared parameter
to increase or decrease the maximum number of users that can run reports at the same time.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection name in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the

pop-up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Select the Internal tab, and modify the following field as appropriate:

• How many users can run reports at the same time
Specifies the maximum number of users that can run reports at the same time.
Default: 4

6. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.
The changes are saved.

7. Restart the server for the new value to take effect. In a CA WA High Availability configuration, restart the
Primary server.
The new value takes effect.

 Configure How Long the Server Waits for a Report to Finish
By default, the server waits for 900000 milliseconds (15 minutes) for a report to finish running.
A report is considered to have failed if it does not complete within this time. However, you can
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configure a shared parameter to increase or decrease the time limit in which a report must finish
to be considered successful.
cwad121
HID_configure_how_long_server_waits_for_report
By default, the server waits for 900000 milliseconds (15 minutes) for a report to finish running. A report is
considered to have failed if it does not complete within this time. However, you can configure a shared parameter to
increase or decrease the time limit in which a report must finish to be considered successful.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection name in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the

pop-up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Select the Internal tab, and modify the following field as appropriate:

• How long to wait for a report to finish (milliseconds)
Specifies the number of milliseconds that the server waits for a report to complete.
Default: 900000 milliseconds (15 minutes)

6. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.
The changes are saved.

 Increase the Maximum Memory Available for Generating Reports
By default, the server allocates 512 MB to the Java process that generates reports on the
server. If you get a Java heap space or out of memory error in the console while running
a report, allocate more memory to the report process. For example, you can increase the
maximum memory available for generating reports to 1024 MB.
cwad121
HID_increase_max_memory_for_reports
By default, the server allocates 512 MB to the Java process that generates reports on the server. If you get a
Java heap space or out of memory error in the console while running a report, allocate more memory to the report
process. For example, you can increase the maximum memory available for generating reports to 1024 MB.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection name in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the

pop-up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Select the Internal tab.
The Internal tab opens.

6. Click the Show Advanced Parameters icon.

A confirmation dialog opens.
7. Click Yes if you have received instructions from CA to change this advanced parameter.

The advanced parameters appear.
8. Modify the following field as appropriate:

• Maximum memory available to a reporting process (in megabytes)
Specifies the maximum memory available to the Java process that generates the reports on the server.
Default: 512 MB

9. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.
The changes are saved.
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 Enable Java Method Calls in JavaScript Scripts
By default, ESP dSeries Workload Automation does not allow JavaScript scripts to invoke Java
methods. You can enable Java method calls from JavaScript scripts if necessary.
cwad121
HID_enable_jmc_js
By default, ESP dSeries Workload Automation does not allow JavaScript scripts to invoke Java methods. You can
enable Java method calls from JavaScript scripts if necessary.

Warning:  Invoking a Java method carries potential security and reliability problems. You must contact CA
Support before enabling this option.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection name in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the

pop-up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Select the Internal tab.
The Internal tab opens.

6. Click the Show Advanced Parameters icon.

A confirmation dialog opens.
7. Click Yes if you have received instructions from CA to change this advanced parameter.

The advanced parameters appear.
8. Set the following field to true:

• Allow Java calls in JavaScript
Indicates whether you can invoke Java methods from JavaScript scripts.
Default: false

9. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.
Java method calls are enabled from JavaScript scripts.

 Specify the Maximum Number of Parallel Threads for Triggering Events
The ESP dSeries Workload Automation server is a Java-based multithreaded application.
By default, the server uses up to ten threads for triggering Events in parallel. However, you
can optimize the triggering of parallel Events based on the server workload and the CPU and
memory resources available on the server computer. To increase or decrease the maximum
number of Events the server can trigger in parallel, modify the maximum number of parallel
threads accordingly.
cwad121
HID_specify_max_parallel_threads_events
The ESP dSeries Workload Automation server is a Java-based multithreaded application. By default, the server
uses up to ten threads for triggering Events in parallel. However, you can optimize the triggering of parallel Events
based on the server workload and the CPU and memory resources available on the server computer. To increase
or decrease the maximum number of Events the server can trigger in parallel, modify the maximum number of
parallel threads accordingly.

Note:

The server restart is not required for the modified value to take effect.

Warning:

Contact CA Support before modifying the maximum number of parallel threads for triggering Events.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
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3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.
The Topology view opens.

4. Right-click the server connection name in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the
pop-up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Select the Internal tab.
The Internal tab opens.

6. Click the Show Advanced Parameters icon.

A confirmation dialog opens.
7. Click Yes if you have received instructions from CA to change this advanced parameter.

The advanced parameters appear.
8. Modify the following field as appropriate:

• Maximum number of parallel threads for event triggering 

Specifies the maximum number of threads the scheduler uses for triggering Events in parallel.

 Limits: 1-999

 Default: 10
9. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.

The maximum number of parallel threads for triggering Events is specified.

 Specify the Maximum Number of Parallel Threads for Generating a Forecast Report
The ESP dSeries Workload Automation server is a Java-based multithreaded application. By
default, the server uses up to four threads for generating a forecast report. However, you can
modify the maximum number of threads based on your requirement.
cwad121
HID_specify_max_parallel_threads_forecast
The ESP dSeries Workload Automation server is a Java-based multithreaded application. By default, the server
uses up to four threads for generating a forecast report. However, you can modify the maximum number of threads
based on your requirement.

Note:

The server restart is not required for the modified value to take effect.

Warning:

Contact CA Support before modifying the maximum number of threads for generating a forecast report.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection name in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the

pop-up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Select the Internal tab.
The Internal tab opens.

6. Click the Show Advanced Parameters icon.

A confirmation dialog opens.
7. Click Yes if you have received instructions from CA to change this advanced parameter.

The advanced parameters appear.
8. Modify the following field as appropriate:

• Maximum number of threads to run for one forecast report
Specifies the maximum number of threads for generating a forecast report.
Limits: 1-10000
Default: 4
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9. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.
The maximum number of threads for generating a forecast report is specified.

 Configure How Often the Server Scans for Inactive Status of Events
To prevent Events from staying inactive, the server scans for inactive status of Events every 5
minutes by default. You can configure a shared parameter to increase the scan frequency.
cwad121
HID_scan_inactive_status_events
To prevent Events from staying inactive, the server scans for inactive status of Events every 5 minutes by default.
You can configure a shared parameter to increase the scan frequency.

Warning:

Contact CA Support before increasing the scan frequency for inactive status of Events.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the pop-

up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Select the Internal tab.
The Internal tab opens.

6. Click the Show Advanced Parameters icon.

A confirmation dialog opens.
7. Click Yes if you have received instructions from CA to change this advanced parameter.

The advanced parameters appear.
8. Modify the following parameter as appropriate:

• Frequency for scanning failed status event (minutes)
Specifies how often (in minutes) the server scans for inactive status of Events.
Limits: 5-720 minutes
Default: 5 minutes

9. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.
The changes are saved.

10. Restart the server for the new value to take effect. In a WA High Availability configuration, restart the Primary
server.
The new value takes effect. The server scans for inactive status of Events at the specified frequency.

 Configure How Often the Server Retrieves and Normalizes the Active Workload Data
To generate the cross-application dependencies graph for a job, the server retrieves the active
workload data and stores it in the normalized form in the database. By default, the server
retrieves and normalizes the data every 30 minutes. You can modify the data retrieval and
normalization frequency by configuring a server shared parameter. We recommend that you use
a frequency of 10-30 minutes based on your workload.
cwad121
HID_configure_how_often_server_normalizes_workload
To generate the cross-application dependencies graph for a job, the server retrieves the active workload data and
stores it in the normalized form in the database. By default, the server retrieves and normalizes the data every 30
minutes. You can modify the data retrieval and normalization frequency by configuring a server shared parameter.
We recommend that you use a frequency of 10-30 minutes based on your workload.

Note:

The server restart is not required for the modified value to take effect.

Warning:

Contact CA Support before modifying the data retrieval and normalization frequency.
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Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection name in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from

the pop-up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Select the Internal tab.
The Internal tab opens.

6. Click the Show Advanced Parameters icon.

A confirmation dialog opens.
7. Click Yes if you have received instructions from CA to change this advanced parameter.

The advanced parameters appear.
8. Modify the following field as appropriate:

• Thread interval used to normalize the workload (minutes)
Specifies how often (in minutes) the server retrieves and normalizes the active workload data.
Default: 30 minutes

9. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.
The server retrieves and normalizes the active workload data at the specified frequency.

 Disable the Normalization of Active Workload Data
To generate the cross-application dependencies graph for jobs, the server retrieves the active
workload data and stores it in the normalized form in the database. You can disable the
normalization of the active workload data by using the Topology view.
cwad121
HID_disable_workload_normalization
To generate the cross-application dependencies graph for jobs, the server retrieves the active workload data and
stores it in the normalized form in the database. You can disable the normalization of the active workload data by
using the Topology view.

Warning:

Workload normalization is a prerequisite for generating cross-application dependencies graph for jobs. You
must contact CA Support before disabling the workload normalization.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection name in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from

the pop-up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Click the Internal tab.
The Internal tab opens.

6. Click the Show Advanced Parameters icon.

A confirmation dialog opens.
7. Click Yes if you have received instructions from CA to change this internal parameter.

The advanced parameters appear.
8. Set the following parameter to true:

• Disable the normalization of workload
Disables the server's ability to retrieve the active workload data and store it in the normalized form in
the database.

 Default: false
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9. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.
The setting is saved.

10. Restart the server for the modified value to take effect.
The workload normalization of the active workload data is disabled.

 Set Up Failure Notifications When Applications Fail to Generate
By default, the server sends an email when a triggered Event fails to generate an Application.
An SNMP message appears in the email subject and contains a short description of the failure
reason. You can also set up an SNMP failure notification for these scenarios.
cwad121
HID_setup_failure_notification_appl_fails
By default, the server sends an email when a triggered Event fails to generate an Application. An SNMP message
appears in the email subject and contains a short description of the failure reason. You can also set up an SNMP
failure notification for these scenarios.

The server sends the email notification to the server email recipient defined during server installation. You can
change the recipient after installation.

You can also prevent the server from sending notifications when an Application fails to generate by setting the
parameters in this procedure to false.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the pop-

up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Select the Email tab, and set the Send email notification when event trigger fails field to true.
6. Select the SNMP tab, and set the Send SNMP notification when event trigger fails field to true.
7. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.

The changes are saved.

 Set Up Failure Notifications When an Alert Fails
By default, the server sends an email when an Alert fails. An SNMP message appears in the
email subject and contains a short description of the failure reason. An Alert can fail if the Alert
specified in the Alert notification is not defined, if the Event specified in the Alert is not defined,
or if the JavaScript script specified in the Alert is not defined or has errors. You can also set up
an SNMP failure notification for these scenarios.
cwad121
HID_setup_failure_notification_alert_fails
By default, the server sends an email when an Alert fails. An SNMP message appears in the email subject and
contains a short description of the failure reason. An Alert can fail if the Alert specified in the Alert notification is
not defined, if the Event specified in the Alert is not defined, or if the JavaScript script specified in the Alert is not
defined or has errors. You can also set up an SNMP failure notification for these scenarios.

The server sends the email notification to the server email recipient defined during server installation. You can
change the recipient after installation.

You can also prevent the server from sending notifications when an Alert fails by setting the parameters in this
procedure to false. Alert failures are also logged in the trace log.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu. 

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the pop-

up menu. 
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The Server Shared Parameters view opens.
5. Select the Email tab and set the Send email notification when alert fails field to true.
6. Select the SNMP tab and set the Send SNMP notification when alert fails field to true.
7. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view. 

The changes are saved.

 Configuring the Server Using the Configuration Property Update Utility
You can configure the server using the configuration property update utility as follows:
cwad121
HID_configuring_server_using_utility
You can configure the server using the configuration property update utility as follows:

 List the Server Parameters Using the Configuration Property Update Utility
You can list the server parameters using the configuration property update utility if the server is
down.
cwad122
HID_list_server_params_using_utility
You can list the server parameters using the configuration property update utility if the server is down.

Note:  You must stop the server before using this utility. In a CA WA High Availability configuration, stop both the
Primary and Standby servers.

Follow these steps:

1. Change to the following directory at the command prompt:

• On Windows:

install_dir\bin\

• On UNIX:

install_dir/bin/

• install_dir
Specifies the server installation directory.

2. Enter the following command:

• On Windows:

updateutil.bat "userid password list [-a | -i | -s | -
l | property_name]"

• On UNIX:
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updateutil.sh "userid password list [-a | -i | -s | -
l | property_name]"

• userid
Specifies the user name of the administrator.

• password
Specifies the password of the administrator.

• -a 
(Optional) Lists all the instance, shared, and LDAP configurable properties.

• -i 
(Optional) Lists all the instance configurable properties.

• -s
(Optional) Lists all the shared configurable properties.

• -l 
(Optional) Lists all the LDAP shared configurable properties.

• property_name
(Optional) Displays the value of the specified property.

The parameters are listed. They display the following values:

• desired
Displays the default value of the parameter.

• peerInUse
Displays the current value of the parameter.

• data type
Displays the parameter type. The type can be Boolean, integer, or string.

• access level
Indicates whether the parameter is read-only or can be updated.

Example: List the Server Instance Parameters

The following example lists all the instance configurable properties:

updateutil.bat "ADMIN admin list -i"
espresso.local.host=hp-dseries.ca.com
        {desired=hp-dseries.ca.com
        {peerInUse=hp-dseries.ca.com
         data type=STRING
         access level=WRITE
wss.cmd.pool.size=250
        {desired=250
        {peerInUse=250
         data type=INTEGER
         access level=WRITE
status.messages.update.period=300000
        {desired=300000
        {peerInUse=300000
         data type=INTEGER
         access level=WRITE
...

 Update a Server Parameter Using the Configuration Property Update Utility
You can update a server parameter using the configuration property update utility if the server is
down. The updated value of the parameter takes effect when the server is restarted.
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cwad121
HID_update_a_server_param_using_utility
You can update a server parameter using the configuration property update utility if the server is down. The
updated value of the parameter takes effect when the server is restarted.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the server.

Note:  In a CA WA High Availability configuration, stop both the Primary and Standby servers.
2. Change to the following directory at the command prompt:

• On Windows:

install_dir\bin\

• On UNIX:

install_dir/bin/

• install_dir
Specifies the server installation directory.

3. Enter the following command:

• On Windows:

updateutil.bat "userid password update property_name new_value"

• On UNIX:

updateutil.sh "userid password update property_name new_value"

• userid
Specifies the user name of the administrator.

• password
Specifies the password of the administrator.

• property_name
Specifies the name of the parameter that you want to change. This field is case-sensitive.

• new_value
Specifies the new value of the parameter that you want to change.

4. Restart the server.

Note:  In a CA WA High Availability configuration, restart both the Primary and Standby servers.

The value is updated for the specified parameter.

Example: Update the Maximum Number of Scheduled Reports
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The following example changes the maximum number of scheduled reports that can run simultaneously to 5:

updateutil.bat "ADMIN admin update max.sched.running.reports 5"

 Update Server Parameters from a File Using the Configuration Property Update Utility
You can update server parameters from a file using the configuration property update utility
if the server is down. The updated values of the parameters take effect when the server is
restarted.
cwad121
HID_update_server_params_from_file_using_utility
You can update server parameters from a file using the configuration property update utility if the server is down.
The updated values of the parameters take effect when the server is restarted.

Note:  If the file contains invalid data for any of the parameters, none of the parameters are updated.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Stop the server.

Note:  In a CA WA High Availability configuration, stop both the Primary and Standby servers.
2. Create a text file.
3. Add the following to the file using a text editor:

property_name new_value

•   property_name 
Specifies the name of the parameter that you want to change. This field is case-sensitive.

•   new_value 
Specifies the new value of the parameter that you want to change.

4. Repeat the previous step for all the parameters that you want to update the value for.
5. Save and close the text file.
6. Change to the following directory at the command prompt:

• On Windows:

install_dir\bin\

• On UNIX:

install_dir/bin/

•   install_dir 
Specifies the server installation directory.

7. Enter the following command:

useridpassword update -f filename

•   userid 
Specifies the user name of the administrator.
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•   password 
Specifies the password of the administrator.

•  -f filename 
Specifies the path to and name of the file that contains the parameters to update and their updated values.
When the server is restarted, it reads the updated values from the specified file.

8. Restart the server.

Note:  In a CA WA High Availability configuration, restart both the Primary and Standby servers.

The values are updated for the specified parameters.

Example: Update Multiple Parameters at Once 

Suppose that you have a file named prop.txt that has the following updated parameters:

• snmp.managerid sched14_xp
• max.sched.running.reports 5
• max.user.running.reports 5ad to aa

You can use this file to update server parameters as follows:

updateutil "ADMIN admin update -f /CA/PRIMARY/bin/prop.txt"

When you restart the server, all the parameters are updated according to the values specified in the file.

 Configuring the Server Using the server.properties File
You can configure the server using the server.properties file as follows:
cwad121
HID_configuring_server_using_properties
You can configure the server using the server.properties file as follows:

 Configure the Maximum Number of Active Application Generations
Configure the Maximum Number of Active Application Generations
cwad
By default, the server sends email and SNMP notifications when the number of active Application generations
reaches 500. When the number of active Application generations reaches 600, the server shuts down. However, if
you want to increase or decrease the maximum number of active Application generations the server can monitor,
you can change the default behavior.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Stop the server.
2. Do one of the following tasks:

• On Windows, open the following file in a text editor:

 install_dir\conf\server.properties 
• On UNIX, open the following file in a text editor:

 install_dir/conf/server.properties 
• install_dir Specifies the directory where the server is installed.

3. Add the following properties to the file:

 active.appl.gen.notify=warnthreshold active.appl.gen.stop=shutdownthreshold 

• warnthreshold
Specifies the warning threshold for the monitoring of active Application generations. When the number of
active Application generations reaches this value, the server sends email and SNMP notifications.
Default: 500

• shutdownthreshold
Specifies the shutdown threshold for the monitoring of active Application generations. When the number of
active Application generations reaches this value, the server shuts down.
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Default: 600
4. Save and close the file.
5. Restart the server. The server starts running. If the number of active Application generations reaches the

warning threshold, the server sends notifications. If the number of active Application generations reaches the
shutdown threshold, the server shuts down.

Warning:  If the server shuts down after reaching the shutdown threshold, you must increase the value of
active.appl.gen.stop before restarting the server. Otherwise, the server will shut down immediately when
you try to restart it.

 Enable Overdue Notifications When an Overdue Job is Resubmitted
By default, when an overdue job is resubmitted, the server does not send any more overdue
notifications. If an overdue job is resubmitted and goes overdue again, no new notifications are
sent. You can configure the server to override the default behavior.
cwad121
HID_enable_overdue_notifications
By default, when an overdue job is resubmitted, the server does not send any more overdue notifications. If an
overdue job is resubmitted and goes overdue again, no new notifications are sent. You can configure the server to
override the default behavior.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the following file in a text editor:

• On Windows:

install_dir\conf\server.properties

• On UNIX:

install_dir/conf/server.properties

•   install_dir 
Specifies the server installation directory.

2. Set the following parameter to true:

• overdue.notify.resubmit.enable
Indicates whether the server is enabled to send overdue notifications when an overdue job is resubmitted.
Default: false

3. Save and close the file.
4. Restart the server.

The server is enabled to send overdue notifications when an overdue job is resubmitted.

 Allow Agent Name to be Used as Agent User Name
By default, the name of an agent cannot be used as the name of a user name defined in any of
the agents in the Topology. You can configure the server to override the default behavior.
cwad121
HID_allow_agentname_agent_username
By default, the name of an agent cannot be used as the name of a user name defined in any of the agents in the
Topology. You can configure the server to override the default behavior.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the following file in a text editor:
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• On Windows:

install_dir\conf\server.properties

• On UNIX:

install_dir/conf/server.properties

• install_dir
Specifies the server installation directory.

2. Set the following parameter to true:

• allow_agentname_as_username
Indicates whether the server allows an agent name to be used as an agent user name.
Default: false

3. Save and close the file.
4. Restart the server.

The server allows an agent name to be used as an agent user name.

 Configure the Retry Settings for the Socket Channel
When CA WA Desktop Client or the stand-alone Command Line Interface (CLI) utility tries to
connect to the server, the server reads data from the socket channel. If no data is received from
the socket, by default the server waits for one second before retrying to read data. However,
if you want to decrease the retry interval, you can change the default behavior. You can also
configure the maximum number of times the server retries for reading data.
cwad121
HID_config_retry_settings_socket
When CA WA Desktop Client or the stand-alone Command Line Interface (CLI) utility tries to connect to the server,
the server reads data from the socket channel. If no data is received from the socket, by default the server waits for
one second before retrying to read data. However, if you want to decrease the retry interval, you can change the
default behavior. You can also configure the maximum number of times the server retries for reading data.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the server.
2. Open the following file in a text editor:

• On Windows:

install_dir\conf\server.properties

• On UNIX:
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install_dir/conf/server.properties

• install_dir
Specifies the directory where the server is installed.

3. Edit the following properties in the file. If you applied a server patch, you may need to add the properties to the
file manually.

WSS_EMPTY_READ_RETRY_INTERVAL=retry_interval

WSS_MAX_EMPTY_READ_ATTEMPTS=retry_attempts

• retry_interval
Specifies the number of milliseconds the server waits before retrying to read data from the socket when no
data is received from the socket.
Default: 1000 milliseconds (1 second)

• retry_attempts
Specifies the maximum number of times the server retries to read the socket when no data is received from
the socket.
Default: 30

Note:  If no data is received from the socket, by default the server waits 1 second (1000 milliseconds) between
retries and closes the client socket connection after 30 retries.

Examples:

• If you want to set the retry interval to 0.5 seconds, set the property values as follows. In this example, the
server waits 0.5 second (500 milliseconds) between retries and closes the client socket connection after 60
retries.

WSS_EMPTY_READ_RETRY_INTERVAL = 500
WSS_MAX_EMPTY_READ_ATTEMPTS = 60

• If you want to set the retry interval to 0 seconds, set the property values as follows. In this example, the
server does not wait between retries and closes the client socket connection after 300 retries.

WSS_EMPTY_READ_RETRY_INTERVAL = 0
WSS_MAX_EMPTY_READ_ATTEMPTS = 300

4. Save and close the file.
5. Restart the server.

 Limit the Number of Jobs Inserted Into the Current Generation of an Application
By default, CA Workload Automation does not limit the number of jobs that can be inserted into
the current generation of an Application. However, you can configure the maximum number of
jobs that can be inserted into the current generation and trigger a new generation automatically
when the number of jobs in the current generation reaches the maximum number.
cwad121
HID_limit_jobs_inserted_current_applgen
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By default, CA Workload Automation does not limit the number of jobs that can be inserted into the
current generation of an Application. However, you can configure the maximum number of jobs that
can be inserted into the current generation and trigger a new generation automatically when the number of jobs in
the current generation reaches the maximum number.

Note:

The server inserts the additional jobs into the current generation until the new generation is available.

Follow these steps: 

1. Stop the server.
2. Open the following file in a text editor:

• On Windows:

install_dir\conf\server.properties

• On UNIX:

install_dir/conf/server.properties

•   install_dir 
Specifies the directory where the server is installed.

3. Edit the following properties in the file:

ACTION_INSERT_MAXJOBS_THRESHOLD=job_thresholdACTION_INSERT_APPL_ALERTS=app_name=alert_name

• job_threshold 
Specifies the maximum number of jobs that can be inserted into the current generations of the specified
Applications.

• app_name=alert_name 
Specifies the name of the Application you want to trigger for a new generation and the name of the alert that
triggers the new generation when the number of jobs in the current generation of the Application reaches the
maximum value.

Note:

• Application name and Alert name are case-sensitive.
• To specify multiple values of app_name=alert_name, separate each value with a comma. Do not add

spaces. For example, Application1=Alert1,Application2=Alert2.
• The Alert that triggers a new generation of the Application must already be defined in the Services

perspective. If the Alert is not defined or if the alert fails, all jobs are inserted into the current generation.
For more information about defining an Alert that triggers an Event, see Defining and Managing Alerts.

4. Save and close the file.
5. Restart the server.

Example: Trigger a New Generation of Application1 When the Number of Jobs in the Current Generation
Reaches Maximum Value 

If you want to trigger Application1 when the number of jobs in the current generation is 100, set the property values
as follows:

ACTION_INSERT_MAXJOBS_THRESHOLD=100ACTION_INSERT_APPL_ALERTS=Application1=Alert1
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In this example, the server triggers Alert1 and the Alert1 triggers a new generation of Application1 when the
number of jobs in the current generation of Application1 reaches 100. If you insert more than 100 jobs in the current
generation, the server adds them into the new generation.

Note:

If the new generation is not available, the server inserts the additional jobs in the current generation.

 Configure the Socket Timeout for SMTP Server
When the CA Workload Automation DE server is configured with the SMTP server, it connects
to and reads data from the SMTP server using sockets. If the SMTP server fails to respond to
the connection or read request, by default the CA Workload Automation DE server waits for 5
minutes (300000 milliseconds) before closing the current request and initiating a new request.
cwad121
HID_config_socket_timeout
When the CA Workload Automation DE server is configured with the SMTP server, it connects to and reads data
from the SMTP server using sockets. If the SMTP server fails to respond to the connection or read request, by
default the CA Workload Automation DE server waits for 5 minutes (300000 milliseconds) before closing the
current request and initiating a new request.

However, you can modify the default wait time for connection and read requests by configuring the socket
connection and I/O timeout values on the SMTP server.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the server.
2. Open the following file in a text editor:

• On Windows:

install_dir\conf\server.properties

• On UNIX:

install_dir/conf/server.properties

install_dir
Specifies the directory where the server is installed.

3. Edit the following properties in the file:

mail.smtp.timeout=read_timeout
mail.smtp.connectiontimeout=connection_timeout

• read_timeout
Specifies the socket I/O timeout value in milliseconds. The CA Workload Automation DE server closes the
current read request after the specified time when no data is received from socket on the SMTP server.
Default: 300000

• connection_timeout
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Specifies the socket connection timeout value in milliseconds. The CA Workload Automation DE server
closes the current connection request after the specified time when no response is received from the socket
on the SMTP server.
Default: 300000

4. Save and close the file.
5. Restart the server.

 Enable the Persistence of Log Status Messages in Database
By default, the log messages are not stored in the ESP_STATUS_MESSAGE table of a
database.
cwad121
HID_enable_persistence_log_status_msg
By default, the log messages are not stored in the ESP_STATUS_MESSAGE table of a database.

You can enable the persistence of the log status messages in the table by configuring the server.

Warning:

When huge log status messages are stored in the database, the primary or secondary server might fail to
start.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Stop the server.
2. Open the following file in a text editor:

• On Windows:

install_dir\conf\server.properties

• On UNIX:

install_dir/conf/server.properties

  install_dir 
Specifies the directory where the server is installed.

3. Set the value of the following property to TRUE:

statusmessage.logmessage.insert

 Default: FALSE
4. Save and close the file.
5. Restart the server.

 Increase AFM Message Length
max.afm.received.length
This property can be used to increase the AFM message length between the server and agent. By default, its
value.is max.afm.received.length=10000000  (approximately 0.01GB size). The maximum length allowed is
2000000000 (approximately around 2GB size).

 Configuring Agents or Advanced Integrations
This section describes how you can configure agents, advanced integrations, and agent groups:
cwad121
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HID_configuring_agents
This section describes how you can configure agents, advanced integrations, and agent groups:

  

More information: 

• Refresh an Agent or Advanced Integration Security File 
• Delete Agent Logs 
• Quiesce an Agent or Advanced Integration 
• Unquiesce an Agent or Advanced Integration 
• Stop an Agent or Advanced Integration 

 Agents and Agent Plug-ins
Agents are the key integration components of CA Technologies workload automation products.
Agents let you automate, monitor, and manage workload on all major platforms, applications,
and databases. To run workload on a particular system, you install an agent on that system. If
your workload must run on a UNIX computer, for example, you can install and configure the CA
WA Agent for UNIX. The agent can run UNIX scripts, execute UNIX commands, transfer files
using FTP, monitor file activity on the agent computer, and perform many other tasks.
cwad121
HID_agents_plugins
Agents are the key integration components of CA Technologies workload automation products. Agents let you
automate, monitor, and manage workload on all major platforms, applications, and databases. To run workload
on a particular system, you install an agent on that system. If your workload must run on a UNIX computer, for
example, you can install and configure the CA WA Agent for UNIX. The agent can run UNIX scripts, execute UNIX
commands, transfer files using FTP, monitor file activity on the agent computer, and perform many other tasks.

You can extend the functionality of the agent by installing one or more agent plug-ins in the agent installation
directory. If you have a relational database such as Oracle, you can install a database agent plug-in to query and
monitor the database. Other agent plug-ins are also available. For more information about the appropriate agent
plug-in, see the CA Workload Automation Agents documentation.

Note:

The agent plug-ins are only available for UNIX, Linux, and Windows operating environments.

Example: Workload with Different Types of Jobs 

The following workload contains z/OS jobs, a UNIX job, an SAP job, and a Windows job, running on different
computers, in different locations, and at different times:
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Figure 10: Workload with Different Types of Jobs

 Agent Group
An agent group is an explicitly defined group of Windows, UNIX/Linux, or Database agents. You
need to define agent groups to use load balancing or run a job on all agents in a group.
cwad122
HID_agentgroups
An agent group is an explicitly defined group of Windows, UNIX/Linux, Database, Application Services, or Web
Services agents. You need to define agent groups to use load balancing or run a job on all agents in a group.
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Suppose your CA Workload Automation DE setup has ten Windows agents, ten UNIX agents, and two Application
Services agents. You can define the following agent groups:

• two Windows agent groups of five agents each
• two UNIX agent groups of five agents each and one Windows agent group of three agents
• one UNIX agent group of four agents, and two Windows agent groups of two agents and three agents each
• one UNIX agent group of four agents, and two Windows agent groups of two agents each,  and one Application

Services agent group of two agents.
• one UNIX agent group of four agents, and two Windows agent groups of two agents each,  one Application

Services agent group of one agent, and one Web Services agent group of one agent.

These are just some of the combinations you can define; you can define any such combinations to suit your
requirements, the only requirement being that you must group agents of the same operating system together.

Note:  An agent group is an explicitly defined entity. For instance, all the agents of your setup do not implicitly
constitute an agent group.

More information:

Define an Agent Group

 Advanced Integration
Similar to Agents, Advanced Integrations are the key integration components of CA
Technologies workload automation products. Advanced Integrations let you automate, monitor,
and manage workload on advanced systems such as Hadoop distributed environments. For
example, if you want to automate Hadoop workload, you can install and configure the CA WA
Hadoop Advanced Integration on a 64-bit Linux operating system. The advanced integration can
run HDFS operations, Oozie workflows, Hive and Sqoop jobs, and so on. To run workload on a
particular system, you can install the advanced integration on any other system.
cwad121
HID_advanced_integration
Similar to Agents, Advanced Integrations are the key integration components of CA Technologies workload
automation products. Advanced Integrations let you automate, monitor, and manage workload on advanced
systems such as Hadoop distributed environments. For example, if you want to automate Hadoop workload,
you can install and configure the CA WA Hadoop Advanced Integration on a 64-bit Linux operating system. The
advanced integration can run HDFS operations, Oozie workflows, Hive and Sqoop jobs, and so on. To run workload
on a particular system, you can install the advanced integration on any other system.

Advanced Integrations use the standard agent functionality including encryption, control, configuration, security,
logs, and so on.

Note:

• The advanced integration is supported only on specific operating systems. For example, CA WA Advanced
Integration for Hadoop is supported only on Linux operating system.

• For more information about Advanced Integration for Hadoop, see the CA Workload Automation Advanced
Integration for Hadoop documentation.

 Add an Agent or Advanced Integration to the Topology
You can add an agent to the Topology to work with the server.
cwad121
HID_add_agent
You can add an agent to the Topology to work with the server.

Note:

Similar to agents, you can also add advanced integrations such as Advanced Integration for Hadoop to the
Topology.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the Agents/Advanced Integrations node in the Topology view, and select New Agent/Advanced

Integration from the pop-up menu.
The Agent/Advanced Integration Definition view opens.

Note:  The number in parentheses beside the Agents/Advanced Integrations node displays the number of
agents that have been added to the Topology.

5. Select the type of agent you want to add in the Select the agent/advanced integration type to define drop-down
list.
The Properties tab opens.

6. Complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Name
Identifies the name of the agent or advanced integration.
Limits: Up to 16 characters

Note:

• The name must match the agentname parameter in the agentparm.txt file. If you are adding an agent
plug-in that has an alias, the name must match the communication.alias_n parameter, where n represents
the sequential number of the agent plug-in.

• The name is forced to uppercase. Verify that the name in the agentparm.txt file is in uppercase;
otherwise, the server and the agent cannot communicate.

• An agent cannot have the same name as a user that is defined in the Security view.
• Description of this agent/advanced integration

(Optional) Specifies a description for the agent or advanced integration.
• Address

Specifies the IP address or DNS name of the computer where the agent or advanced integration is installed.
• Port number

Specifies the IP port number that the agent or advanced integration uses to listen for traffic.
Default: 7520
Limits: 1024-65534

Note:  This port number must match the communication.inputport parameter in the agentparm.txt file.
• Character code

Indicates whether the character code is ASCII or EBCDIC.
• Release number

Identifies the release number of the agent or advanced integration.

Note:  The release number should match to the Workload Automation DE Agent version that you are using.
For example, if you are using Workload Automation DE Agent 11.3, you must select "Release 11.3" as the
release number. These version changes must be applied to all the subsequent agent aliases.  The Base
System Agent and Plugin Agent/Alias Agents must be at the same level.

• Encryption key used from server to agent/advanced integration
Specifies the encryption key the agent or advanced integration uses to communicate with ESP dSeries
Workload Automation.

Note:

• ESP dSeries Workload Automation and the agent or advanced integration must have the same encryption
key to communicate. The encryption key of the agent or advanced integration is stored in a text file
(encrypted).The security.cryptkey parameter in the agentparm.txt file sets the path of that file. If the
keys are different, ESP dSeries Workload Automation and the agent or advanced integration cannot
communicate and an AGENTDOWN state occurs when you try to run workload. In the agent or advanced
integration definition, you specify the encryption key (unencrypted) without the Ox prefix.

• If you select NONE in the Encryption Method field, set this value to NOENCRYPTION.
• Encryption key used from agent to server

(z/OS Agents only) Specifies the encryption key used from agent to server. Use the same value as specified
in the Encryption key used from server to agent field.

• Name that the agent uses to communicate with the server
(z/OS Agents only) Specifies the name the agent uses to communicate with the server. The value must
match the values specified in the COMMCHAN and EXTSCHED initialization parameters defined in the
AGENTDEF data set. The value must be unique for each z/OS Agent that is defined in the Topology.
Limits: Up to 16 characters

• SNMP Enabled
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Indicates whether SNMP is enabled.
Default: false

Note:  If you select True, you need to update the SNMP information in the agentparm.txt file.
• Heartbeat Frequency (in minutes)

Specifies the frequency with which you want the server to send the heartbeat signal in minutes.
Default: 5
Limits: 0 and above

Note:  If you want individual agents or advanced integration to have their own heartbeat frequencies, you
can set the shared configuration parameter Global Agent heartbeat frequency to 0 (zero).

• Heartbeat attempts before sending an SNMP notification

Specifies the number of heartbeat signals the server attempts before it sends an SNMP message indicating
agent or advanced integration inactivity.
Default: 1
Limits: 1 and above

• Remember Manager address changes between restarts
Indicates whether changes to server properties that affect agent or advanced integration communication
are permanently changed on the agent. If you change the ID, address, or port of the server in the Topology,
the server sends the agent or advanced integration the updated server connection information at the next
heartbeat signal, allowing the server and agent or advanced integration to communicate. Options are as
follows:

• true
Updates the communication parameters in the agentparm.txt file with changes made to the corresponding
properties in the server Topology. For example, if you change the server address and port in the
Topology, the communication.manageraddress_n and communication.managerport_n parameters in the
agentparm.txt file are updated with the new server address and port.

• false
Updates the server connection information every time the agent or advanced integration is restarted,
allowing the server and agent or advanced integration to communicate for that session only. The
communication changes are not saved in the agentparm.txt file.

Default: true

• Encryption Method
Specifies one of the following encryption methods ESP dSeries Workload Automation uses to encrypt
messages:

• DES—Specifies Data Encryption Standard encryption. DES uses a 56-bit key. Encryption key length: 56
bits (16 hexadecimal characters). This key length is the default.

• DESEDE—Specifies 3DES encryption. DESEDE uses the DES algorithm in EDE (encrypt-decrypt-
encrypt) mode. Encryption key length: 192 bits (48 hexadecimal characters).

• AES—Specifies Advanced Encryption Standard encryption. AES uses a 128-bit key. Encryption key
length: 32 hexadecimal characters.

• BLOWFISH—Specifies Blowfish encryption. BLOWFISH uses a 64-bit block and a variable key length.
Encryption key length: 32 to 64 even number of hexadecimal characters.

• NONE—Specifies no encryption.

Note:

• ESP dSeries Workload Automation supports the U.S. Government encryption standard FIPS 140-2 and
can be configured to run in a FIPS-compliant mode. Your ESP dSeries Workload Automation environment
can be considered FIPS-compliant only if all the components use FIPS-compliant algorithms for
encryption and decryption. Currently, only AES and DESEDE algorithms are FIPS-certified. If any of
your ESP dSeries Workload Automation components use DES or BLOWFISH, your system is not FIPS-
compliant.

• If you specify NONE as the encryption method, the security.cryptkey parameter in the agentparm.txt file
must be set to no value.

7. (Optional) Do the following to add a virtual agent to a Tandem or OpenVMS parent agent, if necessary:

1.1 Select the Virtual Agent tab.
2.1 Enter the parameter values for the virtual agent.

Note:  You can enter the port number of the virtual agent in the Address field using the format address:port,
for example, myVirtualHost:45678.
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The virtual agent is defined.
8. (Optional) Do the following to define agent users if an agent user specified in a job definition requires a

password:

1.1 Select the Users tab.

Note:  For a Tandem or OpenVMS parent agent, you need to select Virtual Agent, Users tab.
2.1 Click Add User.

The Add Agent User dialog opens.
3.1 Complete the following required fields:

• User ID—Specifies the agent user ID. This value is case sensitive.
• Password—Specifies the password for the agent user.
• Confirm password—Specifies the password for the agent user.

4.1 Click OK.
The agent user is defined.

9. Click Save at the top right corner of the view.
The agent is added to the Topology.

 Modify Agent or Advanced Integration Configuration Parameters
You must modify agent configuration parameters on CA WA Desktop Client if the corresponding
parameters are modified on the agent.
cwad121
HID_modify_agent_config_params
You must modify agent configuration parameters on CA WA Desktop Client if the corresponding parameters are
modified on the agent.

Note:

• Similar to agents, you can also modify configuration parameters for advanced integrations such as Advanced
Integration for Hadoop.

• You cannot modify the name of an agent. If the name on an agent changes, you must add the agent with the
new name to the Topology and remove the agent with the old name from the Topology.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the agent name whose properties you want to modify, and select View Definition from the pop-up

menu.

Note:  The release number should match to the Workload Automation DE Agent version that you are using. For
example, if you are using Workload Automation DE Agent 11.3, you must select "Release 11.3" as the release
number.In the command prompt or terminal, you can use the cybAgent -v command to identify the agent
version. These version changes must be applied to all the subsequent agent aliases.  The Base System Agent
and Plugin Agent/Alias Agents must be at the same level.

The Properties tab of the Agent/Advanced Integration Definition view opens.
5. Change the parameter values as appropriate.
6. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.

The agent configuration parameters are modified.

Note:  For the changes to take effect, you must recycle the agent.

 Remove an Agent or Advanced Integration from the Topology
You can remove an agent from the Topology if you no longer need to administer the agent.
cwad121
HID_remove_agent
You can remove an agent from the Topology if you no longer need to administer the agent.

Note:
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• Similar to agents, you can also remove advanced integrations such as Advanced Integration for Hadoop from
the Topology.

• If you remove a parent agent that contains virtual agents, the parent and all its virtual agents are removed. Also,
if you remove all the virtual agents from a parent agent, that parent is also removed.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the agent name you want to remove, and select Delete Agent/Advanced Integratioin from the pop-up

menu.
If the agent being deleted is associated with any Applications, the Affected Artifacts dialog opens and lists the
Applications that are affected by the deletion. Otherwise, a confirmation dialog appears, and you can skip the
next step.

Note:  If you selected multiple agents, the Affected Artifacts dialog lists all of the Applications that are affected
by the deletion of the selected agents.

5. Select one of the following, if applicable.

• Yes—Proceeds with the deletion.
The agent is removed from the Topology.

• No—Cancels the deletion request.

Note:  To avoid the warning, you can update the agent specified in the Application definition.
6. Click Yes in the confirmation dialog, if applicable.

The agent is removed from the Topology.

 Define an Agent User
To run a job under the authority of a user ID, you must define the user ID specified in the job
definition and the user's password in the Topology.
cwad121
HID_define_agent_user
To run a job under the authority of a user ID, you must define the user ID specified in the job definition and the
user's password in the Topology.

Note:

• If a default user ID and password are already defined on the agent and you do not need to schedule jobs under
other user IDs, you can skip this procedure.

• You do not need to define user IDs and passwords on ESP dSeries Workload Automation for UNIX or Oracle
jobs.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the name of the agent you want to add the user to, and select View Definition from the pop-up menu.

The Properties tab of the Agent/Advanced Integration Definition view opens.
5. Select the Users tab.
6. Click Add User.

The Add Agent User dialog opens.
7. Complete the following required fields:

• User ID
Specifies the agent user ID.

Note: On Windows, this value is case-insensitive.
• Password

Specifies the password for the agent user.
• Confirm password
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Specifies the password for the agent user.
8. Click OK.

The agent user is defined.
9. Click the Save icon at the top right corner of the view.

The agent user is added to the Topology.

 Change an Agent User's Password
You must change an agent user's password on CA WA Desktop Client if the password changes
on the agent computer.
cwad121
HID_change_agent_user_password
You must change an agent user's password on CA WA Desktop Client if the password changes on the agent
computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the agent name you want to change a user's password for, and select View Definition from the pop-

up menu.
The Properties tab of the Agent/Advanced Integration Definition view opens.

5. Select the Users tab.
6. Select the user, and click Change Password.

The Change Password dialog opens.
7. Enter a new password, confirm it, and click OK.
8. Click the Save icon at the top right corner of the view.

The agent's user's password is changed.

 Remove a User from the Agent Definition
If a particular user is no longer required, you can delete the user from the agent definition.
cwad121
HID_remove_user_agent_definition
If a particular user is no longer required, you can delete the user from the agent definition.

Note:  Deleting a user does not delete any agent associated with it.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the agent name in the Topology view, and select View Definition from the pop-up menu.

The Properties tab of the Agent/Advanced Integration Definition view opens.
5. Click the Users tab.
6. Select the user name and click Remove from the pop-up menu.

If the user being deleted is associated with any Applications, the Affected Artifacts dialog opens and lists the
Applications that are affected by the deletion. Otherwise, a confirmation dialog appears, and you can skip the
next step.

Note:  If you selected multiple users, the Affected Artifacts dialog lists all of the Applications that are affected by
the deletion of the selected users.

7. Select one of the following, if applicable.

• Yes—Proceeds with the deletion.
The agent user is permanently removed from the agent definition.

• No—Cancels the deletion request.

Note:  To avoid the warning, you can update the user ID specified in the Application definition.
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8. Click Yes in the confirmation dialog, if applicable.
The agent user is permanently removed from the agent definition.

 Define an Agent Group
You need to define agent groups to use load balancing or run a job on all agents in a group.
cwad122
HID_define_agent_group
You need to define agent groups to use load balancing or run a job on all agents in a group.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using the CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin Perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click Agent Groups and click New Agent Group.

The New Agent Group page appears.
5. Provide the following information in the Specify properties column:

• Group name
Defines the agent group name.

Note:

• Before creating an agent group for HTTP-V2 jobs, ensure that the agents are of version 12.0 or above.
• Agent group names can have a maximum of 50 characters including only alphanumerics and underscore

(_).
• Type of agents

Specifies the operating system of the agents being grouped. When you select an operating system, all
agents of that operating system appear in the Available Agents list.
Valid values: Database, UNIX, Windows, Application Services, and Web Services.
Default: UNIX

Note:

The available database agents are listed based on what you define in the server. The list can contain
database agents of different database types.

• Selection criteria
Specifies the criteria by which the server allocates work to the agents of the group.

• CPU—The server allocates work to the agents of the group based on the CPU load.
• Random—The server allocates work to the agents of the group in a random sequence.
• Round Robin—The server allocates work to the agents of the group in a round robin.

Warning:

• When you define agent groups to use load balancing, we recommend that you select either the
random or round-robin criteria.

• If you select the CPU load balancing criteria, we recommend that you define at most 15 agents in
the agent group. Otherwise, the performance of your system might be impacted.

• If you delete an agent group that is enabled with CPU load balancing, stale messages are
sometimes sent continuously from the agents of the deleted agent group to the server. These stale
messages might impact the performance of the server. After deleting an agent group, search the
trace log in the server installation directory for LOADBALANCINGCPUMONITOR messages. If
you find LOADBALANCINGCPUMONITOR messages in the trace log, restart the agents that are
sending stale messages.

6. Select the agents you want to include in the Available Agents section and click Add. The Add all option adds all
the available agents to the group.
The agents are added to the Connected Agents section and the Load factor distribution chart shows the
potential load on each agent.

7. Click the Save icon at the top of the New Agent Group page.
The agent group is created and listed under the Agent Groups node in the Topology view.

Note:  You can delete only those agent groups that you have access to.
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More information:

Agent Groups

 Delete an Agent Group from the Topology
You can remove an agent group from the Topology if you no longer need to administer the agent
group.
cwad121
HID_delete_agent_group
You can remove an agent group from the Topology if you no longer need to administer the agent group.

Note:  If you delete an agent group, the agents belonging to the agent group are not deleted.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the agent group name you want to remove, and select Delete Agent Group from the pop-up menu.

If the agent group being deleted is associated with any Applications, the Affected Artifacts dialog opens and lists
the Applications that are affected by the deletion. Otherwise, a confirmation dialog appears, and you can skip
the next step.

Note:  If you selected multiple agent groups, the Affected Artifacts dialog lists all of the Applications that are
affected by the deletion of the selected agents.

5. Select one of the following, if applicable.

• Yes—Proceeds with the deletion.
The agent group is removed from the Topology.

• No—Cancels the deletion request.

Note:  To avoid the warning, you can update the agent specified in the Application definition.
6. Click Yes in the confirmation dialog, if applicable.

The agent group is removed from the Topology.

 Set an Agent or Advanced Integration Property
You can set the properties of an agent remotely without modifying the agentparm.txt file and
restarting the agent. For example, you can change the log level of an agent remotely.
cwad121
HID_set_agent_property
You can set the properties of an agent remotely without modifying the agentparm.txt file and restarting the agent.
For example, you can change the log level of an agent remotely.

Note:

Similar to agents, you can also set the properties of advanced integrations such as Advanced Integration for
Hadoop.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the name of the agent you want to set the property for, and select Set Agent/Advanced Integration

Property from the pop-up menu.
The Set Agent/Advanced Integration Property dialog opens.

5. Complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Property name
Specifies the property that you want to change.
Example: log.level

• Property value
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Specifies the new value of the property that you want to change.
Example: 5

• Make the new value of the property persistent
Indicates whether the change is permanent. If selected, the agent parameter is updated with the new
value in the agentparm.txt file. A backup copy of the original agentparm.txt file is created with the name
agentparm.txt.manager.date_time_stamp.txt.

Note:  If unselected, the agent parameter is changed for the current session only. The agent parameter is
reset to the value specified in the agentparm.txt file the next time the agent is restarted.

6. Click OK.
The agent property is modified.

 Configure the CA WA Agent for z/OS
To use the CA WA Agent for z/OS, you must configure the agent to work with the server.
cwad121
HID_configure_zos_agent
To use the CA WA Agent for z/OS, you must configure the agent to work with the server.

Note:  In a CA WA High Availability configuration, the agent requires PTF SU02174 to run z/OS workload.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the Agents node in the Topology view, and select New Agent from the pop-up menu.

The Agent Definition view opens.
5. Select z/OS in the Select the agent type to define drop-down list.

The Properties tab opens.
6. Configure the following fields:

• Name
Identifies the name of the agent. The value must match the values specified in the ZOSAGENT and
EXTSCHED initialization parameters defined in the AGENTDEF data set.
Limits: Up to 16 characters

Note:

An agent cannot have the same name as a user defined in the Security view.
• Address

Specifies the IP address or DNS name of the computer where the agent is installed. The value must match
the value specified in the ZOSAGENT initialization parameter defined in the AGENTDEF data set.

• Port number
Specifies the IP port number that the agent uses to listen for traffic. The value must match the value specified
in the AGENTRCV initialization parameter defined in the ESPPARM data set.
Default: 7520
Limits: 1024-65534

• Encryption key used from server to agent
Specifies the encryption key used from server to agent. The value must match the value specified in the
ENCRYPT initialization parameter defined in the AGENTDEF data set.

Note:

All CA WA Agents for z/OS must use the same encryption key to communicate with the server.
• Encryption key used from agent to server

Specifies the encryption key used from agent to server. Use the same value as specified in the Encryption
key used from server to agent field.

• Name that the agent uses to communicate with the server
Specifies the name the agent uses to communicate with the server. The value must match the values
specified in the COMMCHAN and EXTSCHED initialization parameters defined in the AGENTDEF data set.
The value must be unique for each z/OS Agent that is defined in the Topology.
Limits: Up to 16 characters

7. (Optional) Configure the remaining fields as appropriate.
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8. Click the Save icon at the top right corner of the view.
The agent is configured.

Note:  For more information about configuring the CA WA Agent for z/OS to work with the server, see Configure
Your Product to Work with Schedulers in the CA Workload Automation Agent for z/OS documentation.

More information: 

Add an Agent to the Topology 

 Configuring PostgreSQL for SSL in CA Workload
Automation DE
If the embedded or the external PostgreSQL database you are using with the server is not
enabled with SSL, you can configure it for SSL after the server installation. After configuring the
PostgreSQL for SSL, configure the server for use with SSL-enabled PostgreSQL.
cwad121
HID_configuring_postgres_for_ssl
If the embedded or the external PostgreSQL database you are using with the server is not enabled with SSL, you
can configure it for SSL after the server installation. After configuring the PostgreSQL for SSL, configure the server
for use with SSL-enabled PostgreSQL.

Follow these steps: 

1. Configure PostgreSQL for SSL by referring to the instructions in the following link:
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/9.4/static/ssl-tcp.html 

2. Open the pg_hba.conf file from the following directory:

postgresql_install/data

• postgresql_install
Specifies the PostgreSQL installation directory.

3. Update the pg_hba.conf file with the following entry to connect from the remote host:

hostssl databaseuserIP_address/mask_lengthauth_method

• database 

Specifies the names of databases you want to configure for SSL.
• user 

Specifies the names of the database users.
• IP_address / mask_length 

Specifies the IP address of the CA Workload Automation DE server and the mask length of the IP address.
• auth_method 

Specifies the authentication method to use for connecting from the remote host to the server.

Warning:

The server does not validate the client certificates, hence we recommend that you use md5 as the
auth-mode instead of the cert mode.

Example: hostssl all all 10.134.58.0/24 md5

Note:

For more information about updating the pg_hba.conf file with the hostssl entry, refer to the PostgreSQL
documentation.

4. Collect the following information:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/9.4/static/ssl-tcp.html
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• Location of trust store including file name
Specifies the full path to the trust store file, including the trust store filename. The trust store stores all
certificates CA Workload Automation DE requires. CA Workload Automation DE uses the trust store location
to verify the database certificate when connecting through SSL.

Note:

The trust store file path must be the jks file path of the client certificate.
• Trust store password

Specifies the password for accessing the trust store file.

Note:

Preserve this password for later use, such as for importing certificates.
5. Encrypt the trust store password using the scramblepassword utility as follows:

• Windows:

scramblepassword.bat truststore_password RelationDatabaseManager

• UNIX:

./scramblepassword truststore_password RelationDatabaseManager

truststore_password
Specifies the trust store password that you collected in Step 4.

6. Open the db.properties file from the following directory:

server_install/conf

• server_install
Specifies the CA Workload Automation DE server installation directory.

7. Add the following entries in the db.properties file:

javax.net.ssl.trustStore=truststore_filepathjavax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword=scrambled_truststore_password

• truststore_filepath
Specifies the trust store file path that you collected in Step 4.

• scrambled_truststore_password 
Specifies the encrypted trust store password.

8. Restart the server.
The server is now configured for use with SSL-enabled PostgreSQL.

 Configuring WA High Availability
is the ESP dSeries Workload Automation failure detection and recovery process. A WA High
Availability configuration requires a Primary server and a Standby server. When both servers
are running, the server that is active controls the workload and interacts with agents defined in
the Topology to run jobs. The other server monitors the active server. When the active server
fails, workload processing is switched from the active server to the monitoring server (failover).
cwad121
HID_configuring_ca_wa_ha
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WA High Availability is the ESP dSeries Workload Automation failure detection and recovery process. A WA High
Availability configuration requires a Primary server and a Standby server. When both servers are running, the
server that is active controls the workload and interacts with agents defined in the Topology to run jobs. The other
server monitors the active server. When the active server fails, workload processing is switched from the active
server to the monitoring server (failover).

Note:

Similar to agents, you can also configure WA High Availability for advanced integration such as Advanced
Integration for Hadoop.

To configure WA High Availability, follow these steps:

1. Review the important configuration considerations.
2. Install a new Primary server or convert an existing server to a Primary.
3. Install a Standby server.
4. Verify the WA High Availability configuration.
5. (Optional) Prevent auto-connection to the monitoring server.

After configuring WA High Availability, you can also perform the following tasks:

• Set a server as the Preferred server

• Change the Type of Failback

• Configure Failover Detection
• Modify Threshold Value for Server Clock Synchronization
• Remove Unused Server Configurations from the Database

Important Configuration Considerations
When configuring WA High Availability, ensure that your setup meets the following requirements:

• Install the Standby on a different computer than the Primary. The system requirements for the Primary and
Standby computers are the same.

Note:  For testing, you can install the Primary and Standby on the same computer, but you must use different
ports.

• The Primary and Standby must run on the same operating system type and version.
• The system clocks on the two computers must be within 1000 milliseconds of each other. The systems

synchronize when you connect them to a time server. To check if the systems are synchronized, connect to
each system and check the time.

Note:

The default threshold value for server clock synchronization is 10000 milliseconds. However, you can modify the
threshold value by using the Topology view. For more information, see Modify Threshold Value for Server Clock
Synchronization.

• The Primary and Standby must be in the same time zone. If you install the Primary and Standby in different time
zones, in a failover situation, the server might run workload twice or skip scheduled jobs.

• You can install only one pair of Primary and Standby servers per WA High Availability configuration.

Warning:

If the WA High Availability configuration includes more than two servers pointing to the database, the
standby server does not start. Hence, we recommend that you remove the unused server configurations
from the database.

Installing a New Primary Server
WA High Availability requires a Primary server and a Standby server. When configuring WA High Availability, you
must set up the Primary before the Standby.

To install a new Primary server, complete the steps in the Installing ESP dSeries Workload Automation section.

When running the installation program, ensure that you specify the appropriate values for the following prompts:

• High Availability Option
Indicates whether you want to configure WA High Availability. Select Yes.

• Local Server with High Availability
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Indicates whether you want to configure the server as the Primary server or the Standby server. Select
Preferred Server. The Primary is the preferred server.

Note:  You do not have to verify the Primary installation yet. You verify both Primary and Standby servers after they
are installed.

Alternatively, if a server is already installed, you can convert it to a Primary.

Converting an Existing Server to a Primary
If a server is already installed and you want to configure WA High Availability, you can convert the existing server to
a Primary.

Note:  If you want the existing server to be a Standby, we recommend that you convert the existing server to a
Primary first, install the new server as a Standby, and then switch the Primary and Standby roles.

To convert an existing server to a Primary, follow these steps:

1. Stop the server on UNIX.
2. Modify the sharedconf.xml file.
3. Modify the instanceconf.xml file.
4. Save the configuration changes.
5. Modify the SNMP Manager Address and Input Port.

Modify the sharedconf.xml File
To convert an existing server to a Primary, you must modify the WA High Availability parameters in the
sharedconf.xml file. The sharedconf.xml file contains common configuration settings for the Primary and Standby
servers.

Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following:

• On Windows, open the following file in a text editor:

install_dir\conf\DBInit\Config\sharedconf.xml

• On UNIX, open the following file in a text editor:

install_dir/conf/DBInit/Config/sharedconf.xml

install_dir
Specifies the directory where the server is installed.

2. Modify the failover.enabled parameter as follows:

<entry>     <key>failover.enabled</key>     <valueobject>     
 <desired>true</desired>    </valueobject></entry> 

3. (Optional) Modify the values for the following parameters as appropriate:

• failover.automatic.failback
Specifies the type of failback for the Primary server to automatic or manual. Set the parameter to true if you
want the workload control to automatically fail back to the Primary server (Automatic Failback). To force the
workload control to fail back to the other server by issuing a command, set the parameter to false (Manual
Failback).
Default: false (Manual Failback)
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Example:

<entry>    <key>failover.automatic.failback</key>    <valueobject>
      <desired>true</desired>    </valueobject></entry>

• failover.heartbeat.interval
Specifies how often, in seconds, the monitoring server checks the active server's heartbeat during stage 1
failure detection.
Default: 60
Example:

<entry>    <key>failover.heartbeat.interval</key>    <valueobject>
      <desired>40</desired>    </valueobject></entry>

• failover.database.update.interval
Specifies how often, in seconds, the active server updates a database table the monitoring server polls
during stage 2 failure detection.
Default: 15
Example:

<entry>    <key>failover.database.update.interval</key>   
 <valueobject>      <desired>16</desired>    </valueobject></
entry>

• failover.database.polling.interval.factor
Specifies the polling interval factor. This value is required to compute the polling interval, which is the
frequency in which the monitoring server polls the database to detect the active server. The polling interval is
computed as follows:

Polling interval = failover.database.update.interval.seconds x
 failover.database.polling.interval.factor

By default, the polling interval is 15 (update frequency) x 4 (polling factor) or 60 seconds. After 60 seconds,
the monitoring server polls the database. If the monitoring server cannot detect the active server, failover
occurs.
Default: 4
Example:

<entry>    <key>failover.database.polling.interval.factor</key>   
 <valueobject>      <desired>5</desired>    </valueobject></entry>

4. Save and close the file.

The sharedconf.xml file is modified.

Modify the instanceconf.xml File
To convert an existing server to a Primary, you must modify the WA High Availability parameter in the
instanceconf.xml file. The instanceconf.xml file contains configuration settings for the server.

Follow these steps:
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1. Do one of the following:

• On Windows, open the following file in a text editor:

install_dir\conf\DBInit\Config\instanceconf.xml

• On UNIX, open the following file in a text editor:

install_dir/conf/DBInit/Config/instanceconf.xml

install_dir
Specifies the directory where the server is installed.

2. Modify the failover.preferred.server parameter as follows:

<entry>    <key>failover.preferred.server</key>     <valueobject>   
   <desired>true</desired>    </valueobject></entry>

The server is designated as the Primary server. When Automatic Failback is enabled, workload control
automatically fails back to the Primary server if both servers are available.

Warning:  Set this parameter to true on only one server in a WA High Availability configuration. Only one
server can be the Primary.

3. Save and close the file.
The instanceconf.xml file is modified.

Save the Configuration Changes
To convert an existing server to a Primary, you must save the configuration changes in the database that the server
uses.

Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following:

• On Windows, make a copy of the following directory and name it backup_DBInit:

install_dir\conf\DBInit

• On UNIX, make a copy the following directory and name it backup_DBInit:

install_dir/conf/DBInit

install_dir
Specifies the directory where the server is installed.

The DBInit directory for the server is backed up. The conf directory now contains a backup_DBInit directory and
the original DBInit directory.

2. Remove all directories except Config from the original DBInit directory.
3. Connect to the database and set the POPULATED column in the ESP_VERSION table to zero (0).

The database is flagged so that it loads the Config data when the server starts.
4. Start the server.

The database is modified with the Config data in the original DBInit directory.
5. Copy all of the directories except Config from backup_DBInit to the original DBInit directory.
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The existing server is converted to a Primary.

Modify the SNMP Manager Address and Input Port
To verify the WA High Availability configuration, ensure that the SNMP manager address and the SNMP input port
are set to the computer where WA Desktop Client is installed. By setting these values, you can use the SNMP
Message Viewer in WA Desktop Client to verify the server roles change during failover.

Note:  After you configure and verify WA High Availability, you can modify the address and port with values for the
SNMP manager in your production environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the SNMP manager you want to configure in the Topology view, and select New SNMP Manager

from the pop-up menu.
The SNMP Manager Definition view opens.

5. Enter the IP address or DNS name of the computer where WA Desktop Client is installed in the SNMP Manager
Address field.

6. Ensure that you use the same port for the SNMP manager configuration on the server (SNMP Input Port) and
the listening port on the client (Port number).

Note:  For more information about configuring SNMP managers to work with the server, see Configuring SNMP
Manager.

7. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.
The SNMP manager address and input port are modified.

Installing a Standby Server
WA High Availability requires a Primary server and a Standby server. When configuring WA High Availability, you
must set up the Standby after the Primary.

To install a Standby, complete the steps in the Installing ESP dSeries Workload Automation section.

When running the installation program, ensure that you specify the appropriate values for the following prompts:

• High Availability Option
Indicates whether you want to configure WA High Availability. Select Yes.

• Local Server with High Availability
Indicates whether you want to configure the server as the Primary server or the Standby Server. Select Standby
Server.

• Database Type
Specifies the type of database that you want the server to use. This value must be the same as the Database
Type for the Primary. You can find this information in the primary_install/conf/db.properties file, where
primary_install is the directory where the Primary is installed.

Note:

(On 64-bit Windows and Linux) If you have selected the PostgreSQL (Embedded) option during the primary
server installation, select the PostgreSQL option during the standby server installation.

• Database Details
Specifies the connection properties of the database that you want the server to use. These details must be
the same as the Database details for the Primary. You can find this information in the primary_install/conf/
db.properties file, where primary_install is the directory where the Primary is installed.

You do not have to verify the Standby installation yet. You verify the entire WA High Availability configuration in the
next step.

Note:  The installation program does not add the Standby's default agent to the Topology. If you want to schedule
and run workload on the computer where the Standby is installed, you must manually add the Standby's default
agent to the Topology. For more information about adding an agent to the Topology, see Configuring Agents.

Verifying a WA High Availability Configuration
To complete a WA High Availability configuration, you must verify the Primary and Standby are installed properly
and workload processing can switch successfully from one server to the other.
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To verify a WA High Availability configuration, follow these steps:

1. Start the Primary server on UNIX.

Note:  When you configure WA High Availability for the first time, you must start the Primary server before the
Standby.

2. Start the Primary's default agent on Windows or UNIX.
3. Start the Standby server on UNIX.
4. Run the VERIFY Application on the Primary.
5. Enable auto-connection to the monitoring server.
6. Start the SNMP Message Viewer.
7. Shut down the Primary.
8. Verify the servers changed roles.
9. Run the VERIFY Application on the Standby.
10. Switch the Primary and Standby roles.

Run the VERIFY Application on the Primary
To verify your WA High Availability configuration, you must first verify the Primary server and its default agent are
working properly by running the VERIFY Application.

To run the VERIFY Application on the Primary, follow the steps in the Verifying a Single Server Installation section.

Enable Auto-connection to the Monitoring Server
When the active server fails, the monitoring server becomes active. WA Desktop Client can automatically connect
to the monitoring server, which is active. To verify your WA High Availability configuration, enable auto-connection
to the monitoring server.

Follow these steps:

1. Disconnect from your Primary server in WA Desktop Client if you are connected.
2. Click Connections, Connect.

The Connect to server dialog opens.
3. Select your Primary server name in the Connection name drop-down list.
4. Enter a user name in the User name field.
5. Enter the password for the user name in the Password field.
6. Click Details >>.

Additional fields are displayed.
7. Clear the Prevent auto-connect on failover check box.
8. Click Connect.

The Connect to server dialog closes. WA Desktop Client is connected to the server, and auto-connection to the
monitoring server is enabled.

Note:  When WA Desktop Client connects automatically to the monitoring server, messages pop up to notify
you that the active server failed and that WA Desktop Client is now connected to the monitoring server. The
messages are also logged in the Console View.

Start the SNMP Message Viewer
You can check the SNMP Message Viewer to verify if server roles change in a WA High Availability configuration.
To use the SNMP Message Viewer, you must start it.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Click the Open SNMP Message Viewer icon in the Admin view.

The SNMP Message Viewer view opens.
4. Click the Start SNMP Receiver icon.

The Start SNMP message receiver and set port dialog opens.
5. Enter the SNMP input port for the Primary in the Port Number field, and click OK.
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Note:  The SNMP manager's port number is displayed in the SNMP tab of the Server Shared Parameters view
in the Topology.

The Start SNMP message receiver and set port dialog closes, and a status message appears in the SNMP
Message Viewer view indicating that the SNMP Message Viewer is running on the specified port.

Shut Down the Primary
If WA High Availability is configured properly, workload processing switches from one server to the other when
failover occurs. To verify the servers change roles in a failover, you must first shut down the Primary.

To shut down the Primary, kill the ESP dSeries Workload Automation process on your computer.

The Primary shuts down and workload processing switches to the Standby if WA High Availability is configured
properly.

Note:  Do not shut down the Primary's default agent. You need the default agent to verify the Standby server works
properly.

Verify the Servers Changed Roles
To complete the WA High Availability verification, verify the Primary and Standby servers changed roles. When you
issue the CHANGEROLE command in the CLI or issue the Change Role command in the Topology, the Primary
server sends multiple SNMP messages as the server roles change. You can check these messages in the SNMP
Message Viewer of WA Desktop Client.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Click the Open SNMP Message Viewer icon in the Admin view.

The SNMP Message Viewer view opens.
4. Check the Parameter 5 column of the latest message.

If the latest message shows that the original Standby server is running as Primary, the role change is verified.

Run the VERIFY Application on the Standby
To complete the WA High Availability verification, you must verify the Standby server is active and working
properly by running the VERIFY Application on the Standby. The Primary server's default agent runs the VERIFY
Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the Standby as a scheduler using WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Services perspective.
3. Click Events.

The Events view opens.
4. Click the arrow next to the Event prefix drop-down list.

The SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY Event is displayed.
5. Right-click the SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY Event, and select Trigger from the pop-up menu.

The Trigger Event dialog opens.
6. Leave the fields blank and the Add new scheduled Event option button selected, and click OK.

The server triggers the Event immediately.

Note:  You can verify the server triggered the Event by clicking the Console icon. The Console View opens,
displaying a message indicating that the Event trigger is requested.

7. Open the Monitor perspective.
8. Right-click your server connection in the Application Monitor view, and select Subscribe All from the pop-up

menu.
The server subscribes to all Applications.

9. Click the plus sign (+) beside your server connection in the Application Monitor view.
The Application generations (instances of the Application that were triggered) are displayed.

10. Click the plus sign (+) beside the VERIFY Application.
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The generations of the VERIFY Application are displayed. Your WA High Availability configuration is
successful if you see two completed generations of the VERIFY Application: one generation is triggered on the
Primary and the other is triggered on the Standby.

Switch Primary and Standby Roles
You can switch workload processing to the failed server after it restarts.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Primary.
2. Do one of the following:

• Issue the Change Role command in the Topology.

Note:  For more information about the Change Role command in Topology, see Configuring WA High
Availability.

• Issue the CHANGEROLE command in the CLI.

Note:  For more information about the CLI CHANGEROLE command, see Server CLI Commands.

When the roles are switched, the Primary becomes the active server and the Standby becomes the monitoring
server.

Prevent Auto-connection to the Monitoring Server
When the active server fails, the monitoring server becomes active. WA Desktop Client can automatically connect
to the new active server. However, you can prevent automatic connection so that you can connect to a different
server when the active server fails. This feature is useful if Manual Failback is enabled and you want to switch to a
specific server in a failover situation.

Follow these steps:

1. Start WA Desktop Client.
2. Click Connections, Connect.

The Connect to Server dialog opens.
3. Select the server that you want to connect to in the Connection name drop-down list.
4. Enter a user name in the User name field.
5. Enter the password for the user name in the Password field.
6. Click Details >>.

Additional fields are displayed.
7. Select the Prevent auto-connect on failover check box.
8. Click Connect.

The Connect to Server dialog closes. WA Desktop Client is connected to the server, and auto-connection to the
monitoring server is prevented.

Note:

If the active server fails, a message pops up to notify you of the failure. The message is also logged in the
Console View.

Remove Unused Server Configurations from the Database
If the WA High Availability configuration includes servers other than the preferred and secondary servers, remove
the unused server configurations from the database.

Follow these steps:

1. Collect the espresso.guid value of the preferred server you want to retain as follows:

1.1 Open the server.properties file from the following directory in a text editor:

preferred_install\conf

• preferred_install
Specifies the installation directory of the preferred server you want to retain.

2.1 Copy the espresso.guid value of the preferred server from the file.
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2. Collect the espresso.guid value of the secondary server you want to retain as follows:

1.1 Open the server.properties file from the following directory in a text editor:

secondary_install\conf

• secondary_install
Specifies the installation directory of the secondary server.

2.1 Copy the espresso.guid value of the secondary server from the file.
3. Run the following script from the server_install\bin directory in the preferred server or secondary server:

• Windows:

RemoveUnusedGUIDs.bat preferred_GUIDsecondary_GUID

• UNIX:

./RemoveUnusedGUIDs.sh preferred_GUIDsecondary_GUID

• preferred_GUID
Specifies the espresso.guid value of the preferred server you copied in Step 1b.

• secondary_GUID
Specifies the espresso.guid value of the secondary server you copied in Step 2b.

Note:

The espresso.guid values of the servers must be specified in uppercase.

The script removes the configuration details of all the servers whose GUID values do not match the specified
GUID values of the preferred and secondary servers.

Note:

This script must be executed only once from either the preferred or secondary server.
4. Restart the server.

 Administering CA WA High Availability
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
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This section contains the following topics:

  2  

 More information: 

•  Identify the Preferred Server in a CA WA High Availability Configuration 
•  Switch Primary and Secondary Roles 
•  Change the Type of Failback 
•  Configure Failover Detection 
•  Modify Threshold Value for Server Clock Synchronization 

 CA WA High Availability
CA WA High Availability is the ESP dSeries Workload Automation failure detection and recovery
process. A CA WA High Availability configuration requires a Primary server, a Standby server,
and a common relational database management system (RDBMS). When both servers are
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running, the server that is active controls the workload and interacts with agents or advanced
integrations defined in the Topology to run jobs. The other server monitors the active server. If
the active server fails, workload processing is switched from the active server to the monitoring
server (failover).
cwad121
HID_ca_wa_ha
CA WA High Availability is the ESP dSeries Workload Automation failure detection and recovery process. A CA
WA High Availability configuration requires a Primary server, a Standby server, and a common relational database
management system (RDBMS). When both servers are running, the server that is active controls the workload and
interacts with agents or advanced integrations defined in the Topology to run jobs. The other server monitors the
active server. If the active server fails, workload processing is switched from the active server to the monitoring
server (failover).

This section contains the following topics:

 

 CA WA High Availability Terminology
The following terminology applies to CA WA High Availability:
cwad121
HID_ca_wa_ha_terminology
The following terminology applies to CA WA High Availability:

•  Primary server
The Primary server is one of the two servers required for CA WA High Availability. The other required server is
named Standby. When configuring CA WA High Availability, you must set up the Primary before the Standby.
After you configure CA WA High Availability, you must start the Primary before the Standby.

•  Standby server
The Standby server is one of the two servers required for CA WA High Availability. The other required server is
named Primary. When configuring CA WA High Availability, you must set up the Standby after the Primary.

•  Active server
The active server is the server that controls the workload and interacts with agents or advanced
integrations defined in the Topology to run jobs. Either the Primary or Standby server can be active. When one
server is active, the other is monitoring.

•  Monitoring server
The monitoring server is the server that monitors the active server. Either the Primary or Standby server can
be monitoring. When one server is monitoring, the other must be active. If the active server fails, workload
processing is switched from the active server to the monitoring server (failover).

•  CA WA High Availability (failover)
Failover refers to the process of switching workload processing from the active server to the monitoring server
when the active server fails.

•  CA WA High Availability recovery (failback)
Failback refers to the process of returning workload processing to the Primary server when both Primary and
Standby servers are available and automatic failback is enabled.

•  Preferred server
The Primary is the preferred server, which becomes active when automatic failback is enabled. With automatic
failback, workload processing is returned to the preferred server when both servers are available. The preferred
server also becomes active when both servers are started but the active and monitoring roles are not yet
assigned.

Note:  With manual failback, workload processing is not automatically returned to the preferred server. Instead,
you must issue a CHANGEROLE command in the CLI (Command-Line Interface) for failback to occur.

 CA WA High Availability Configuration
A typical CA WA High Availability configuration consists of two ESP dSeries Workload
Automation servers installed on separate computers. Both servers use the same relational
database management system (RDBMS). The Primary is the preferred server, which becomes
active if both servers are started but the active and monitoring roles are not yet assigned. The
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preferred server also becomes active in a failback situation when automatic failback is enabled
and both servers are available.
cwad121
HID_ca_wa_ha_configuration
A typical CA WA High Availability configuration consists of two ESP dSeries Workload Automation servers installed
on separate computers. Both servers use the same relational database management system (RDBMS). The
Primary is the preferred server, which becomes active if both servers are started but the active and monitoring roles
are not yet assigned. The preferred server also becomes active in a failback situation when automatic failback is
enabled and both servers are available.

Note:

For testing, you can install the Primary and Standby on the same computer, but you must use different ports.

 Active and Monitoring Assignment
When a CA Workload Automation DE server starts up, it always begins in the monitoring role.
During startup, it monitors the other server and their roles are determined as follows:
cwad121
HID_active_monitoring_assignment
When a CA Workload Automation DE server starts up, it always begins in the monitoring role. During startup, it
monitors the other server and their roles are determined as follows:

• If the started server detects that the other server is unavailable, it becomes active.
• If the started server detects that the other server is active, one of the following occurs:

• The started server becomes active if it is the Primary server and automatic failback is enabled. The Primary
is the preferred server.

• The started server continues monitoring if it is the Standby server or automatic failback is not enabled.
• If both servers are started but the active and monitoring roles are not yet assigned, the Primary server becomes

active.

Note:  At any time, you can issue a CHANGEROLE command in the CLI (Command-Line Interface) from either
server to change their roles. After issuing this command, the active server becomes the monitoring server and the
monitoring server becomes active.
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 How CA WA High Availability Works
During normal processing, the active ESP dSeries Workload Automation server runs the
workload. The other server monitors the active server and the database to check if failure has
occurred on the active server. The servers share the same database, so no data replication
or extra processing takes place. A dual-stage failure detection process is used to determine
whether failure has occurred. Failure can occur if the computer where the active server is
installed goes down or if the active server terminates. If failure is detected, failover occurs.
When both servers are available again, failback can occur.
cwad121
HID_how_ca_wa_works
During normal processing, the active ESP dSeries Workload Automation server runs the workload. The other
server monitors the active server and the database to check if failure has occurred on the active server. The
servers share the same database, so no data replication or extra processing takes place. A dual-stage failure
detection process is used to determine whether failure has occurred. Failure can occur if the computer where the
active server is installed goes down or if the active server terminates. If failure is detected, failover occurs. When
both servers are available again, failback can occur.

CA WA High Availability works as follows:

• In stage 1 of the failure detection process, if both servers are running, the monitoring server periodically
contacts the active server based on the configured heartbeat.

Figure 11: High Availability Stage1 Monitoring

If the servers can communicate directly with each other, monitoring continues at the configured frequency. If the
servers cannot communicate directly, stage 2 monitoring takes place.

• In stage 2 of the failure detection process, the monitoring server monitors the relational database. As both
servers require database access to operate, the server uses the database as the final arbiter to determine
whether the active server has failed. During stage 2, the active server begins to periodically update a table in the
database. The monitoring server monitors (polls) this table to verify if the active server is still active. Before each
database poll, the monitoring server attempts to contact the active server (stage 1 monitoring).
You can configure how often the active server updates the database and how long the monitoring server waits
to monitor or poll the database. The polling interval determines the latency—the time it takes the monitoring
server to recognize failure has occurred on the active server and begin switching workload processing. You may
want to increase the polling interval to give you time to fix the problem on the active server. Or, you may want
to keep the polling interval low to minimize the amount of time the active server is down. However, a low polling
interval increases the chance that failover occurs.
If the monitoring server detects that the other server is active based on updates to the database, failover does
not occur. The monitoring server continues to monitor the database. After the specified polling interval, if the
monitoring server cannot detect that the other server is active based on updates to the database, failover
occurs.
The following illustration shows database monitoring:
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Figure 12: High Availability Stage2 Monitoring

• If both stage 1 and stage 2 monitoring fail, failover is automatic and occurs as follows:

• The monitoring server performs a warm start.
• The monitoring server becomes the active server and begins running the workload.
• The new active server contacts agents or advanced integrations to inform them to communicate with it.
• The new active server sends an SNMP message and an email to notify you that the other server has failed

and that the new active server is now running workload.
• After failover occurs, processing can resume on the failed server after it restarts (failback). You can configure

failback to be automatic or manual.
With automatic failback, the Primary is the preferred server. Workload processing is returned to the preferred
server as follows:

• On starting, the preferred server sends a changerole request to the current active server.
• On receiving the changerole request, the current active server quiesces (pauses) the server components and

returns to monitoring mode.
• After the server returns to the monitoring mode, the preferred server becomes active.

With manual failback, workload processing is not automatically returned to the failed server. When the failed
server restarts, it runs in monitoring mode. To switch workload processing to the failed server, you must issue
a CHANGEROLE command in the CLI (Command-Line Interface) on either server. After the CHANGEROLE
command is issued, the current active server changes to monitoring mode and the current monitoring server
becomes active.

 Server Restart after Lost Database Connectivity
A database connection can be lost as follows:
cwad121
HID_server_restart_after_lost_db
A database connection can be lost as follows:

• Due to a network problem
• The database server is stopped intentionally or by mistake

When a database connection is lost in a standalone or CA WA High Availability configuration, typically the following
sequence of steps occurs:
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1. Notifications are sent about the database disconnection.
2. The server stops its business components severing all its client connections.
3. The server tries to reestablish the database connection during the reconnection period.
4. Once the database connection is reestablished, the server is fully started.

By default, a server will try to reconnect to the database for an hour and shut down if reconnection is not
successful within this time. You can configure this behavior by modifying the relational.database.retry.attempts
and relational.database.retry.interval database connection properties. For more information about configuring the
database connection properties, see Configuring the Database Connection.

The server reconnection behavior varies based on the database operation performed by the server when the
database becomes unavailable. If the server was performing any mandatory database operation during the
database unavailability, the server may go down without trying to reconnect to the database. This prevents the
possibility of data corruption.

 CA WA High Availability Configuration Restart Scenarios
In a CA WA High Availability configuration, the server reconnection will occur in one of the
following scenarios:
cwad121
HID_ca_wa_ha_config_restart_scenarios
In a CA WA High Availability configuration, the server reconnection will occur in one of the following scenarios:

•  Active server loses its database connection (for example, due to a network problem)
The monitoring server becomes the active server, while the formerly active server tries to reconnect to the
database. When the formerly active server reconnects to the database, it becomes the active server (with
automatic failback) or becomes the monitoring server (with manual failback). If the formerly active server cannot
reconnect to the database during the reconnection period, the server shuts down. If the server is performing any
mandatory database operation during the database unavailability, the active server may go down without trying
to reconnect.

•  Monitoring server loses its database connection (for example, due to a network problem)
The active server remains active, while the formerly monitoring server tries to reconnect to the database. When
the formerly monitoring server reconnects to the database, it becomes the monitoring server again. If the
formerly monitoring server cannot reconnect to the database during the reconnection period, the server shuts
down.

•  The database shuts down
Both servers attempt to connect to the database. With automatic failback, the formerly active server (Primary)
becomes the active server and the formerly monitoring server (Standby) becomes the monitoring server when
the database restarts.

With manual failback, it cannot be determined which server becomes the active server and which server
becomes the monitoring server when the database restarts. If the servers cannot reconnect to the database
during the reconnection period, both servers shut down.

If the server is performing any mandatory database operation during the database unavailability, the active
server may go down without trying to reconnect. Hence, when the database is available, only the monitoring
server connects to the database and becomes the active server. To make the formerly active (Primary) server
become the active server, you must manually start the server.

•  One of the RAC Database Nodes Shuts Down or Unavailable
If the active server was performing any mandatory database operation on a RAC node during the node’s
unavailability, the active server may shut down without trying to reconnect to any of the available RAC nodes.
If the monitoring server was connected to the same RAC node that becomes unavailable, it reconnects to an
available RAC node and becomes the active server.

Note:  If the database connection is lost for a short time, the Standby server may not detect the connection
failure, even though the Primary server is affected.

 Prevent Auto-connection to the Monitoring Server
When the active server fails, the monitoring server becomes active. CA WA Desktop Client can
automatically connect to the new active server. However, you can prevent automatic connection
so that you can connect to a different server when the active server fails. This feature is useful if
Manual Failback is enabled and you want to switch to a specific server in a failover situation.
cwad121
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HID_prevent_autoconnection_monitor_server
When the active server fails, the monitoring server becomes active. CA WA Desktop Client can automatically
connect to the new active server. However, you can prevent automatic connection so that you can connect to a
different server when the active server fails. This feature is useful if Manual Failback is enabled and you want to
switch to a specific server in a failover situation.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Start CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Click Connections, Connect.

The Connect to Server dialog opens.
3. Select the server that you want to connect to in the Connection name drop-down list.
4. Enter a user name in the User name field.
5. Enter the password for the user name in the Password field.
6. Click Details >>.

Additional fields are displayed.
7. Select the Prevent auto-connect on failover check box.
8. Click Connect.

The Connect to Server dialog closes. CA WA Desktop Client is connected to the server, and auto-connection to
the monitoring server is prevented.

Note:

If the active server fails, a message pops up to notify you of the failure. The message is also logged in the
Console View.

 Configuring Telemetry Using Desktop Client
As an administrator, you are required to configure telemetry to collect and send the product
usage and system configuration information of the CA Workload Automation DE environment
to CA Technologies, a Broadcom company (CA).
cwad122
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As an administrator, you are required to configure telemetry to collect and send the product usage and system
configuration information of the CA Workload Automation DE environment to CA Technologies, a Broadcom
company (CA).

When you install or upgrade the server for the first time, you are prompted to configure telemetry. If
the telemetry configuration is successful during the installation or upgrade, the telemetry configuration
name TELEMETRY.CONFIG appears under the Activate Your Product node in the Desktop Client Topology. You
can modify the configuration details using the Desktop Client.

If the telemetry configuration is not successful during the installation or upgrade, we recommend that you add the
telemetry configuration using the Desktop Client.

This section explains how you can configure telemetry and modify its details using the Desktop Client:

 Add the Telemetry Configuration
As an administrator, you can configure telemetry during the server installation or upgrade. If the
telemetry configuration is not successful during the server installation or upgrade, you can use
CA WA Desktop Client to add the telemetry configuration.
cwad122
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As an administrator, you can configure telemetry during the server installation or upgrade. If the telemetry
configuration is not successful during the server installation or upgrade, you can use CA WA Desktop Client to add
the telemetry configuration.

Warning:

Before you configure telemetry, ensure that the outgoing port 443 is open on the computer where the server
is installed. The server uses this port to send the telemetry data to CA Technologies, a Broadcom Company
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(CA). If the telemetry service cannot be reached through port 443 from the server computer, you can use a
proxy server to send the telemetry data.

For more information, see Telemetry.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the Activate your product node in the Topology view, and select New Telemetry

Configuration from the pop-up menu.
The New Telemetry Configuration view opens.

5. Complete the following information in the Parameters tab:

• Name
Specifies the name of the telemetry configuration.
Default: TELEMETRY.CONFIG

• Install related to a Portfolio License Agreement?
Specifies whether the ESP dSeries Workload Automation installation or upgrade is a new or additional
planned usage under the portfolio license agreement (PLA) with CA.

In a PLA, customers are licensed to use the entire Enterprise Software portfolio or a subset of products.
Select Yes only when your company has signed the PLA and you are installing ESP dSeries Workload
Automation as part of the PLA.
Valid values: Yes and No

• Company Domain
Specifies your company domain name (the last part of your company's email address).
Example: example.com

• Enterprise Site ID
Specifies your company's site ID that is listed on the license agreement and the CA Support portal. To find
the site ID, go to CA Support and select Profile from the My Account menu.
Limits: 4-9 numeric characters

• Internal Identifier
(Optional) Specifies your cost-center or department's non-personally identifiable information (non-PII)
identifier that you use for your company's tracking needs.
Example: IT-DEPT-1234

• Proxy URI
(Optional) Specifies the uniform resource identifier (URI) to connect to the proxy server. If the telemetry
service cannot be reached through port 443 from the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server computer,
you can use the proxy server to send the telemetry data.

Note:

If you specify a proxy URI, the telemetry data is sent only through the proxy server.
• Username

(Optional) Specifies the user name for the proxy server.
• Password

(Optional) Specifies the password associated with the username.
• Send telemetry data

Specifies whether you want to send the telemetry data to CA. If you select No, the data will only be stored in
the database, and it will not be sent to CA.

6. Click the Save icon.
The telemetry configuration is added to the Topology.

 Modify the Telemetry Configuration
After you configure telemetry, you can modify its details using WA Desktop Client.
cwad122
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After you configure telemetry, you can modify its details using WA Desktop Client.

For more information, see Telemetry.
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Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the telemetry configuration name in the Topology view, and select Configure Telemetry

Configuration from the pop-up menu.
The Telemetry Configuration view opens.

5. Modify the details of the telemetry configuration:

• Name
Specifies the name of the telemetry configuration. This field cannot be modified.

• Install related to a Portfolio License Agreement?
Specifies whether the CA Workload Automation DE installation or upgrade is a new or additional
planned usage under the portfolio license agreement (PLA) with CA Technologies, a Broadcom Company
(CA).

In a PLA, customers are licensed to use the entire Enterprise Software portfolio or a subset of
products. Select Yes only when your company has signed the PLA and you are installing this product as part
of the PLA.
Valid values: Yes and No

• Company Domain
Specifies your company domain name (the last part of your company's email address).
Example: example.com

• Enterprise Site ID
Specifies your company's 6-digit site ID that is listed on your company's license agreement and the CA
Support portal. To find the site ID, go to CA Support and select Profile from the My Account menu.
Limits: 4-9 numeric characters

• Internal Identifier
(Optional) Specifies your cost-center or department's non-personally identifiable information (non-PII)
identifier that you use for your company's tracking needs.
Example: IT-DEPT-1234

• Proxy URI
(Optional) Specifies the uniform resource identifier (URI) to connect to the proxy server. If the telemetry
service cannot be reached through the outgoing port 443 from the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server
computer, you can use the proxy server to send the telemetry data to CA.

Note:

If you specify a proxy URI, the telemetry data is sent only through the proxy server.
• Username

(Optional) Specifies the user name for the proxy server.
• Password

(Optional) Specifies the password associated with the username.
• Send telemetry data

Specifies whether you want to send the telemetry data to CA. If you select No, the data will only be stored in
the database, and it will not be sent to CA.

6. Click the Save icon.
The telemetry configuration is modified.

 Integrating Two Servers
You can integrate two servers to distribute workload on different computers. When two servers
are integrated, the default agent on one of the servers routes data between the servers. In the
following example, Server X and Server Y are integrated. Server X's default agent routes data
between the servers.
cwad121
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You can integrate two servers to distribute workload on different computers. When two servers are integrated, the
default agent on one of the servers routes data between the servers. In the following example, Server X and Server
Y are integrated. Server X's default agent routes data between the servers.

Figure 13: Integrating_Two_Servers

To integrate two servers, follow these steps:

1. Ensure that both servers are properly installed and configured.
2. Decide which default agent you want to use to route data.

Note:  In the following procedures, the server that this default agent is installed with is referred to as Server X.
The other server is Server Y.

3. Collect information about Server Y.
4. Configure Server X's default agent to communicate with Server Y.
5. Collect information about Server X's default agent.
6. Rename Server Y's default agent if it has the same name as Server X's default agent.

Note:  This step is required only if the default agents on the two servers have the same name. You can skip this
step if the default agents have different names.

7. Add Server X's default agent to Server Y's Topology.
8. Verify the integration.

Collect Information about Server Y
To integrate two servers, you must modify one of the server's (Server X) default agent with information about the
other server (Server Y). Before you modify the default agent, collect information about Server Y.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to Server Y as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection name in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the

pop-up menu.
The General tab of the Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Record the value for the following parameter:

• ESP dSeries Workload Automation Server ID
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Specifies the name of the server.
6. Right-click the server instance name in the Topology view, and select Configure Instance Parameters from the

pop-up menu.
The General tab of the Server Instance Parameters view opens.

7. Record the values for the following parameters:

• IP address/name where all server sockets should bind to
Specifies the IP address or DNS name of the computer where the server is installed.

• CA WA Server Manager Port
Specifies the IP port number that the server uses to receive requests.

The required information about Server Y is collected.

Configure Server X's Default Agent to Communicate with Server Y
To integrate two servers, you must configure one of the server's (Server X) default agent so that it can
communicate with the other server (Server Y). Server X's default agent routes data between the servers.

Follow these steps: 

1. Stop Server X's default agent.
2. Do one of the following:

• On Windows, open the following file in a text editor:

install_dir\ESPSystemAgent\agentparm.txt

• On UNIX, open the following file in a text editor:

install_dir/ESPSystemAgent/agentparm.txt

• install_dir
Specifies the directory where Server X is installed.

3. Modify the following parameters:

#communication.managerid_2=ServerY_name#communication.manageraddress_2=ServerY_address#communication.managerport_2=ServerY_port

• ServerY_name
Specifies the name of Server Y. This value must match the value of the ESP dSeries Workload Automation
Server ID parameter that you collected.

• ServerY_address
Specifies the IP address or DNS name of the computer where Server Y is installed. This value must match
the value of the server hostname for the current node parameter that you collected.

• ServerY_port
Specifies the IP port number that Server Y uses to receive requests. This value must match the value of the
CA WA Server Manager Port parameter that you collected.

4. Remove the comment character (#) at the beginning of each of the three parameters that you modified.
5. Save and close the file.
6. Start the default agent.

Server X's default agent is modified and can communicate with Server Y.

Collect Information about Server X's Default Agent
To integrate two servers, you must add one of the server’s (Server X) default agent to the other server's (Server Y)
Topology. This agent routes data between the servers. Before you modify Server Y's Topology, collect information
about Server X's default agent.

Follow these steps:
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1. Connect to Server X as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the name of the default agent in the Topology view, and select View Definition from the pop-up menu.

The Properties tab of the Agent Definition view opens.
5. Record the values for the following parameters:

• Name
Specifies the name of the agent.

•  Description of this agent
Specifies the agent type.
Example: UNIX

• Address
Specifies the IP address or DNS name of the computer where the agent is installed.

• Port number
Specifies the IP port number that the agent uses to communicate with the server.

• Encryption key used from server to agent
Specifies the encryption key for the agent.

The required information about Server X's default agent is collected.

Rename Server Y's Default Agent
To integrate two servers, you must add one of the server's (Server X) default agent to the other server's (Server Y)
Topology. However, two agents cannot have the same name in the Topology. If the default agents have the same
name, you must first rename Server Y's default agent.

Note:  If the default agents have different names, skip this procedure.

Warning:  After you rename Server Y's default agent, you must modify all of the Applications that use
that agent. The agent name in those Applications must be the same as the new name. Otherwise, the
Applications cannot run.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to Server Y as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click Server Y's default agent name in the Topology view, and select View Definition from the pop-up

menu.
The Properties tab of the Agent Definition view opens.

5. Click the Copy icon.

A New Agent properties view opens.
6. Enter a new name in the Name field, leave the other copied values, and click the Save icon at the top right

corner of the view.
The new default agent definition is saved.

7. Right-click the name of Server Y's original default agent in the Topology view, and select Remove Agent from
the pop-up menu.
A confirmation dialog opens.

8. Click Yes.
The original default agent definition is removed. The default agent is renamed.

9. Stop Server Y's default agent.
10. Do one of the following:

• On Windows, open the following file in a text editor:

install_dir\ESPSystemAgent\agentparm.txt
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• On UNIX, open the following file in a text editor:

install_dir/ESPSystemAgent/agentparm.txt

install_dir
Specifies the directory where Server Y is installed.

11. Modify the following parameter:

agentname=name

• name
Specifies the name of the agent. This value must match the value of the Name parameter that you
specified in Server Y's Topology.

12. Save and close the file.
13. Start the default agent.

Server Y's default agent is renamed.

Add Server X's Default Agent to Server Y's Topology
To integrate two servers, you must define one of the server's (Server X) default agent to the other server's (Server
Y) Topology. Server X's default agent must be defined on Server Y so that Server Y can communicate with it.

Note:  Ensure that the default agents on the two servers have different names. If they have the same names, you
must first rename Server Y's default agent.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to Server Y as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the Agents node in the Topology view, and select New Agent from the pop-up menu.

The Agent Definition view opens.
5. Select Server X's agent type in the Agent type field.

The Properties tab opens.
6. Complete the fields using the values you collected for Server X's default agent.
7. Click the Save icon at the top right corner of the view.

Server X's default agent is added to Server Y's Topology.

Verifying the Integration
To verify the two servers are integrated properly, you define an Application on each server. The Application on one
server is dependent on the Application on the other server. The following diagram shows how the two Applications
work together:
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Figure 14: Integrating Two Servers

External B is an External-Other Scheduler job. When APPL1 submits job B, job B in APPL2 is also submitted.
Server X's default agent routes the data between the two servers.

To verify the integration as shown in the diagram, follow these steps:

1. Start CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Connect to Server X.
3. Connect to Server Y.
4. Create a home Application (APPL1) on Server X.
5. Define two jobs (A and B) in APPL1.
6. Create a distant Application (APPL2) on Server Y.
7. Define an External-Other Scheduler job (B) and another job (X) in APPL2. Job B in APPL2 depends on job B

in APPL1.
8. Create and trigger an Event for APPL2.
9. Create and trigger an Event for APPL1.
10. Monitor the jobs running in APPL2.

Job B in APPL2 is submitted when Job B in APPL1 is submitted.

Note:

For more information about using CA WA Desktop Client to define Applications, Events, and jobs, see Scheduling.
For more information about using CA WA Desktop Client to monitor workload, see Monitoring.

 Configuring SNMP Manager
You can set up your ESP dSeries Workload Automation server to work with SNMP (Simple
Network Management Protocol). The server and SNMP-enabled agents/advanced integrations
use SNMP messages to notify users of their activity such as server startups and shutdowns,
agent inactivity or shutdown, and WA High Availability messages. To handle SNMP messages,
you must configure the SNMP Message Viewer on WA Desktop Client or at least one SNMP
manager.
12-3
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You can set up your ESP dSeries Workload Automation server to work with SNMP (Simple Network Management
Protocol). The server and SNMP-enabled agents/advanced integrations use SNMP messages to notify users
of their activity such as server startups and shutdowns, agent inactivity or shutdown, and WA High Availability
messages. To handle SNMP messages, you must configure the SNMP Message Viewer on WA Desktop Client or
at least one SNMP manager.

The server sends an SNMP trap for the following events to the SNMP Message Viewer or SNMP manager that you
configured:

• Each time the server starts or stops
• Each time an agent or advanced integration starts or stops
• When the monitoring server reaches the maximum number of consecutive, unsuccessful polling attempts in a

WA High Availability configuration. It indicates a possible problem with the server
• When connection to the LDAP server is established or lost
• When an error in the logging component prevents the server from logging messages to the trace log or buffer

log, for example, if the disk is full

The server can also generate user-defined SNMP messages. For example, when a job meets predefined criteria
(such as the job starting, ending, or ending with a specific completion code), the server can send an SNMP
message to the SNMP Message Viewer on WA Desktop Client or any SNMP manager.

Note:

• If you configure WA High Availability, we recommend that you also configure SNMP. If you are using a third-
party SNMP manager, you can import a Management Information Base (MIB) description file that defines the
format that the SNMP manager uses.

• For information about configuring the agent as an SNMP manager, see the  CA Workload Automation System
Agent  documentation.

If you use a third-party SNMP manager, for example HP Openview, you can import a Management Information
Base (MIB) description file that defines the format the SNMP manager uses. The name of this file is
cybermation.mib.

On UNIX, for example, you can find this file in the directory installDir/ESPSystemAgent, where installDir represents
your ESP dSeries Workload Automation server installation directory.

If you want to change the SNMP settings, for example, to use a different SNMP manager or port number, you need
to update the Topology by modifying the SNMP manager settings. If you use an agent or advanced integration to
relay SNMP data, you also need to update the agentparm.txt file to reflect the changes and restart the agent or
advanced integration.

You can configure SNMP manager as follows:

• Add an SNMP Manager
• Configure an SNMP Manager
• Modify SNMP Notification Settings for the Server
• Enable an Agent or Advanced Integration to Connect to an SNMP Manager

After configuring SNMP manager, you can do the following tasks:

• Start the SNMP Message Viewer
• Stop the SNMP Message Receiver
• Save SNMP Messages
• Open SNMP Messages
• Clear SNMP Messages
• Print SNMP Messages
• Preview SNMP Messages

Add an SNMP Manager
You can send SNMP messages to multiple clients by adding SNMP managers in the Topology.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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4. Right-click the SNMP Managers node, and select New SNMP Manager from the pop-up menu.
The SNMP Manager Definition view opens.

5. Complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Name
Defines the name of the SNMP manager.

• SNMP Manager Address
Specifies the IP address or DNS name of the computer where the SNMP manager resides. To use the
SNMP Message Viewer, specify the IP address or DNS name of the computer where WA Desktop Client is
installed.

• SNMP Input Port
Specifies the port on the SNMP manager that the server sends messages to.
Default: 162

• Community of SNMP Manager
Indicates how the SNMP manager should send messages through your network. Options are as follows:

• Public
Indicates an unsecure network such as the Internet.

• Private
Indicates a secure network such as a local area network.

• Custom
Specifies the name of a private network that you configured for SNMP manager. You can specify a
custom community string using a regular expression.
Limits: Alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters hyphen (-), period (.), semicolin (;), and
colon (:).
Example: a0B.;c9D.:

Note:

 To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find
these rules on the Internet by searching for "java pattern".

Default: Public
6. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.

The SNMP manager is added to the Topology.

Configure an SNMP Manager
You can configure SNMP service by updating the SNMP manager settings in the Topology view. You can configure
the settings for third-party SNMP managers such as HP Openview.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the SNMP manager you want to configure in the Topology view, and select New SNMP Manager

from the pop-up menu.
The SNMP Manager Definition view opens.

5. Modify the following SNMP settings:

• Name
Defines the name of the SNMP manager.

• SNMP Manager Address
Specifies the IP address or DNS name of the computer where the SNMP manager resides. To use the
SNMP Message Viewer, specify the IP address or DNS name of the computer where WA Desktop Client is
installed.

• SNMP Input Port
Specifies the port on the SNMP manager that the server sends messages to.
Default: 162

• Community of SNMP Manager
Indicates how the SNMP manager should send messages through your network. Options are as follows:

• Public
Indicates an unsecure network such as the Internet.
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• Private
Indicates a secure network such as a local area network.

• Custom
Specifies the name of a private network that you configured for SNMP manager. You can specify a
custom community string using a regular expression.
Limits: Alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters hyphen (-), period (.), semicolin (;), and
colon (:).
Example: a0B.;c9D.:

Note:

 To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find
these rules on the Internet by searching for "java pattern".

Default: Public
6. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.

The SNMP manager is configured.

Modify SNMP Notification Settings for the Server
You can view and modify server parameters related to SNMP notifications using the Admin perspective Topology
view.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the sever connection in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the pop-up

menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Select the SNMP tab, and modify the following SNMP settings:

• Send SNMP notification when event trigger fails
Specifies whether you want to receive SNMP messages when an Event trigger on the server fails.
Default: true

• Send SNMP notification when alert fails
Specifies whether you want to receive SNMP messages when an Alert fails.
Default: true

6. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view and recycle the server.
The SNMP notification settings for the server are changed.

Enable an Agent or Advanced Integration to Connect to an SNMP Manager
Note:  This procedure only applies to agents or advanced integrations such as Advanced Integration for Hadoop
that have not been configured for SNMP during their installation.

To let users use an agent to send SNMP data, the Topology and agent must be configured for SNMP. If you did not
enable SNMP during installation and want to enable SNMP, you must update the Topology by modifying the SNMP
manager settings.

An SNMP connector, built into the agent, lets you connect to an SNMP manager to monitor and control the agent.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the agent name you want to configure, and select View Definition from the pop-up menu.

The Properties tab of the Agent Definition view opens.
5. Select true in the SNMP Enable drop-down list.
6. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.

The agent is enabled for SNMP on the server.
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Note:  The agent must also be configured to connect with an SNMP manager. For more information about the
agent configuration instructions, see Connect the Agent to External Applications in CA Workload Automation
Agents documentation.

Start the SNMP Message Viewer
To use the SNMP Message Viewer, you must start it.

The SNMP Message Viewer helps you handle SNMP messages. These messages inform you of server startups
and shutdowns.

The SNMP Message Viewer contains the following fields:

• Host Name
Displays the host name of the computer where the server is installed.

• Host IP Address
Displays the IP address of the computer where the server is installed.

• Time Stamp
Displays the date and time the SNMP Message Viewer captured the message.

• Specific
Indicates the type of SNMP message. 2 generally indicates a startup message. In a WA High Availability
installation, 2 can indicate a stage 2 failure. 4 generally indicates a shutdown message or agent/advanced
integration inactivity. In a WA High Availability installation, 4 can indicate a stage 1 failure or a server role
change.

• Parameter 1
Indicates the product name.

• Parameter 2
Indicates the product version and build number.

• Parameter 3
Indicates the ID of the server that started, shut down, or changed role. Also indicates the name of the agent or
advanced integration that started, shut down, or is inactive.

• Parameter 4
Indicates the IP address of the computer where the SNMP manager is installed and the port number that
computer uses to receive SNMP messages.

• Parameter 5
Indicates the state of the server or the agent/advanced integration. This value can be one of the following:

• Primary, Standby, or Standalone
Indicates the startup of server and its role.

• Stopped
Indicates the server has shut down.

• Started, Shutdown, or Inactive
Indicates the state of an agent or advanced integration.

• Stage 1 Failure or Stage 2 Failed
Indicates the WA High Availability detection stage.

• Running as Primary or Running as Standby
Indicates the server role in a WA High Availability installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Click the Open SNMP Message Viewer icon in the Admin view.

The SNMP Message Viewer view opens.
4. Click the Start SNMP Receiver icon.

The Start SNMP message receiver and set port dialog opens.
5. Enter the SNMP input port for the Primary in the Port number field, and click OK.

The Start SNMP message receiver and set port dialog closes, and a status message appears in the SNMP
Message Viewer view indicating that the SNMP Message Viewer is running on the specified port.

Stop the SNMP Message Receiver

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Stopping the SNMP Message Receiver disables the SNMP Message Viewer's ability to capture SNMP messages.
Once stopped, however, you can still view and edit saved messages.

To stop the SNMP Message Receiver, click the Stop SNMP receiver icon and click Yes at the confirmation prompt.

Save SNMP Messages
You can save SNMP messages and work with them later. You can save the messages in SNMP Message Viewer
(.msg) format or in text (.txt) format.

To save SNMP messages, click the Save messages icon.

Open SNMP Messages
Using the SNMP Message Viewer, you can only open SNMP message files saved in the .msg format.

Follow these steps:

1. To open SNMP messages, click the Open file icon.
The Open dialog opens.

2. Browse and select the appropriate SNMP message file, and click Open.
The SNMP message file saved in the .msg format opens.

Note:  If the SNMP Message Viewer is running, you cannot open saved SNMP messages. You must stop the
receiver before you can open a file.

Clear SNMP Messages
You can remove selected messages from the SNMP Message Viewer or clear all messages from it.

Follow these steps:

• To clear selected messages, click the Remove message icon.
The selected messages are cleared.

• To clear all messages, click the Clear table icon.
All the messages are cleared.

Note:  You can hold down the Shift key to select a range of messages, or hold down the Ctrl key to select several
different messages one at a time.

Print SNMP Messages
You can print SNMP messages as they appear on your screen or you can preview and modify the messages in text
format before printing them.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SNMP Message Viewer.
2. Click the Print icon.

The SNMP messages are printed.

Note:  To print SNMP messages you must have SNMP viewer enabled, and you must have some messages
displayed in the SNMP viewer. Only then will the Print and Print Preview options be enabled.

Preview SNMP Messages
You can preview SNMP messages and modify the messages in text format before printing them.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SNMP Message Viewer.
2. Click the Print Preview icon.

The messages display in text format.

Note:  In text format, you can use the Ctrl+C shortcut to copy the text from the log. For example, you may want
to paste the text into another document or edit the displayed text. Changes are not saved and do not affect the
information in the SNMP message log.

 SNMP Messages
You can set up your ESP dSeries Workload Automation server to work with SNMP (Simple
Network Management Protocol). The server and SNMP-enabled agents/advanced integrations
use SNMP messages to notify users of their activity such as server startups and shutdowns,
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agent inactivity or shutdown, and WA High Availability messages. To handle SNMP messages,
you must configure the SNMP Message Viewer on WA Desktop Client or at least one SNMP
manager.
cwad121
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You can set up your ESP dSeries Workload Automation server to work with SNMP (Simple Network Management
Protocol). The server and SNMP-enabled agents/advanced integrations use SNMP messages to notify users
of their activity such as server startups and shutdowns, agent inactivity or shutdown, and WA High Availability
messages. To handle SNMP messages, you must configure the SNMP Message Viewer on WA Desktop Client or
at least one SNMP manager.

The server sends an SNMP trap for the following events to the SNMP Message Viewer or SNMP manager that you
configured:

• Each time the server starts or stops
• Each time an agent or advanced integration starts or stops
• When the monitoring server reaches the maximum number of consecutive, unsuccessful polling attempts in a

WA High Availability configuration. It indicates a possible problem with the server
• When connection to the LDAP server is established or lost
• When an error in the logging component prevents the server from logging messages to the trace log or buffer

log, for example, if the disk is full

The server can also generate user-defined SNMP messages. For example, when a job meets predefined criteria
(such as the job starting, ending, or ending with a specific completion code), the server can send an SNMP
message to the SNMP Message Viewer on WA Desktop Client or any SNMP manager.

Note:

• If you configure WA High Availability, we recommend that you also configure SNMP. If you are using a third-
party SNMP manager, you can import a Management Information Base (MIB) description file that defines the
format that the SNMP manager uses.

• For information about configuring the agent as an SNMP manager, see the  CA Workload Automation System
Agent  documentation.

 SNMP Message Viewer
The SNMP Message Viewer helps you handle SNMP messages. These messages inform you
of server startups and shutdowns.
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The SNMP Message Viewer helps you handle SNMP messages. These messages inform you of server startups
and shutdowns.

The SNMP Message Viewer contains the following fields:

• Host Name
Displays the host name of the computer where the server is installed.

• Host IP Address
Displays the IP address of the computer where the server is installed.

• Time Stamp
Displays the date and time the SNMP Message Viewer captured the message.

• Specific
Indicates the type of SNMP message. 2 generally indicates a startup message. In a CA WA High Availability
installation, 2 can indicate a stage 2 failure. 4 generally indicates a shutdown message or agent/advanced
integration inactivity. In a CA WA High Availability installation, 4 can indicate a stage 1 failure or a server role
change.

• Parameter 1
Indicates the product name.

• Parameter 2
Indicates the product version and build number.

• Parameter 3
Indicates the ID of the server that started, shut down, or changed role. Also indicates the name of the agent or
advanced integration that started, shut down, or is inactive.
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• Parameter 4
Indicates the IP address of the computer where the SNMP manager is installed and the port number that
computer uses to receive SNMP messages.

• Parameter 5
Indicates the state of the server or the agent/advanced integration. This value can be one of the following:

• Primary, Standby, or Standalone
Indicates the startup of server and its role.

• Stopped
Indicates the server has shut down.

• Started, Shutdown, or Inactive
Indicates the state of an agent or advanced integration.

• Stage 1 Failure or Stage 2 Failed
Indicates the CA WA High Availability detection stage.

• Running as Primary or Running as Standby
Indicates the server role in a CA WA High Availability installation.

 Third-Party SNMP Manager Usage
If you use a third-party SNMP manager, for example HP Openview, you can import a
Management Information Base (MIB) description file that defines the format the SNMP manager
uses. The name of this file is cybermation.mib.
cwad121
HID_third-party_snmp_manager_usage
If you use a third-party SNMP manager, for example HP Openview, you can import a Management
Information Base (MIB) description file that defines the format the SNMP manager uses. The name of this file
is cybermation.mib.

On UNIX, for example, you can find this file in the directory installDir/ESPSystemAgent, where installDir represents
your CA Workload Automation DE server installation directory.

If you want to change the SNMP settings, for example, to use a different SNMP manager or port number, you need
to update the Topology by modifying the SNMP manager settings. If you use an agent or advanced integration to
relay SNMP data, you also need to update the agentparm.txt file to reflect the changes and restart the agent or
advanced integration.

 Add an SNMP Manager
You can send SNMP messages to multiple clients by adding SNMP managers in the Topology.
cwad121
HID_add_snmp_manager
You can send SNMP messages to multiple clients by adding SNMP managers in the Topology.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the SNMP Managers node, and select New SNMP Manager from the pop-up menu.

The SNMP Manager Definition view opens.
5. Complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Name
Defines the name of the SNMP manager.

• SNMP Manager Address
Specifies the IP address or DNS name of the computer where the SNMP manager resides. To use the
SNMP Message Viewer, specify the IP address or DNS name of the computer where CA WA Desktop Client
is installed.

• SNMP Input Port
Specifies the port on the SNMP manager that the server sends messages to.
Default: 162

• Community of SNMP Manager
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Indicates how the SNMP manager should send messages through your network. Options are as follows:

• Public
Indicates an unsecure network such as the Internet.

• Private
Indicates a secure network such as a local area network.

• Custom 
Specifies the name of a private network that you configured for SNMP manager. You can specify a
custom community string using a regular expression.
Limits: Alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters hyphen (-), period (.), semicolin (;), and
colon (:).
Example: a0B.;c9D.:

Note:

To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find
these rules on the Internet by searching for "java pattern".

Default: Public
6. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.

The SNMP manager is added to the Topology.

 Configure an SNMP Manager
You can configure SNMP service by updating the SNMP manager settings in the Topology view.
You can configure the settings for third-party SNMP managers such as HP Openview.
cwad121
HID_configure_snmp_manager
You can configure SNMP service by updating the SNMP manager settings in the Topology view. You can configure
the settings for third-party SNMP managers such as HP Openview.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the SNMP manager you want to configure in the Topology view, and select New SNMP Manager

from the pop-up menu.
The SNMP Manager Definition view opens.

5. Modify the following SNMP settings:

•  Name
Defines the name of the SNMP manager.

•  SNMP Manager Address
Specifies the IP address or DNS name of the computer where the SNMP manager resides. To use the
SNMP Message Viewer, specify the IP address or DNS name of the computer where CA WA Desktop Client
is installed.

•  SNMP Input Port
Specifies the port on the SNMP manager that the server sends messages to.
Default: 162

•  Community of SNMP Manager
Indicates how the SNMP manager should send messages through your network. Options are as follows:

•  Public
Indicates an unsecure network such as the Internet.

•  Private
Indicates a secure network such as a local area network.

•   Custom 
Specifies the name of a private network that you configured for SNMP manager. You can specify a
custom community string using a regular expression.
Limits: Alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters hyphen (-), period (.), semicolin (;), and
colon (:).
Example: a0B.;c9D.:
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Note:

To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find
these rules on the Internet by searching for "java pattern".

Default: Public
6. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.

The SNMP manager is configured.

 Modify SNMP Notification Settings for the Server
You can view and modify server parameters related to SNMP notifications using the Admin
perspective Topology view.
cwad121
HID_modify_snmp_notification_settings
You can view and modify server parameters related to SNMP notifications using the Admin perspective Topology
view.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the sever connection in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the pop-up

menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Select the SNMP tab, and modify the following SNMP settings:

• Send SNMP notification when event trigger fails
Specifies whether you want to receive SNMP messages when an Event trigger on the server fails. 
Default: true

• Send SNMP notification when alert fails
Specifies whether you want to receive SNMP messages when an Alert fails. 
Default: true

6. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view and recycle the server.
The SNMP notification settings for the server are changed.

 Enable an Agent to Connect to an SNMP Manager
To let users use an agent to send SNMP data, the Topology and agent must be configured for
SNMP. If you did not enable SNMP during installation and want to enable SNMP, you must
update the Topology by modifying the SNMP manager settings.
cwad121
HID_enable_agent_connect_snmp_manager
Note:  This procedure only applies to agents or advanced integrations such as Advanced Integration for Hadoop
that have not been configured for SNMP during their installation.

To let users use an agent to send SNMP data, the Topology and agent must be configured for SNMP. If you did not
enable SNMP during installation and want to enable SNMP, you must update the Topology by modifying the SNMP
manager settings.

An SNMP connector, built into the agent, lets you connect to an SNMP manager to monitor and control the agent.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the agent name you want to configure, and select View Definition from the pop-up menu.

The Properties tab of the Agent Definition view opens.
5. Select true in the SNMP Enable drop-down list.
6. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.
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The agent is enabled for SNMP on the server.

Note:  The agent must also be configured to connect with an SNMP manager. For more information about the
agent configuration instructions, see Connect the Agent to External Applications in CA Workload Automation
Agents documentation.

 Start the SNMP Message Viewer
To use the SNMP Message Viewer, you must start it.
cwad121
HID_start_snmp_message_viewer
To use the SNMP Message Viewer, you must start it.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Click the Open SNMP Message Viewer icon in the Admin view.

The SNMP Message Viewer view opens.
4. Click the Start SNMP Receiver icon.

The Start SNMP message receiver and set port dialog opens.
5. Enter the SNMP input port for the Primary in the Port number field, and click OK.

The Start SNMP message receiver and set port dialog closes, and a status message appears in the SNMP
Message Viewer view indicating that the SNMP Message Viewer is running on the specified port.

 Stop the SNMP Message Receiver
Stopping the SNMP Message Receiver disables the SNMP Message Viewer's ability to capture
SNMP messages. Once stopped, however, you can still view and edit saved messages.
cwad121
HID_stop_snmp_message_receiver
Stopping the SNMP Message Receiver disables the SNMP Message Viewer's ability to capture SNMP messages.
Once stopped, however, you can still view and edit saved messages.

To stop the SNMP Message Receiver, click the Stop SNMP receiver icon and click Yes at the confirmation prompt.

 Save SNMP Messages
You can save SNMP messages and work with them later. You can save the messages in SNMP
Message Viewer (.msg) format or in text (.txt) format.
cwad121
HID_save_snmp_messages
You can save SNMP messages and work with them later. You can save the messages in SNMP Message Viewer
(.msg) format or in text (.txt) format.

To save SNMP messages, click the Save messages icon.

 Open SNMP Messages
Using the SNMP Message Viewer, you can only open SNMP message files saved in the .msg
format.
cwad121
HID_open_snmp_messages
Using the SNMP Message Viewer, you can only open SNMP message files saved in the .msg format.

 Follow these steps: 

1. To open SNMP messages, click the Open file icon.
The Open dialog opens.

2. Browse and select the appropriate SNMP message file, and click Open.
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The SNMP message file saved in the .msg format opens.

Note:  If the SNMP Message Viewer is running, you cannot open saved SNMP messages. You must stop the
receiver before you can open a file.

 Clear SNMP Messages
You can remove selected messages from the SNMP Message Viewer or clear all messages
from it.
cwad121
HID_clear_snmp_messages
You can remove selected messages from the SNMP Message Viewer or clear all messages from it.

 Follow these steps: 

• To clear selected messages, click the Remove message icon.
The selected messages are cleared.

• To clear all messages, click the Clear table icon.
All the messages are cleared.

Note:  You can hold down the Shift key to select a range of messages, or hold down the Ctrl key to select several
different messages one at a time.

 Print SNMP Messages
You can print SNMP messages as they appear on your screen or you can preview and modify
the messages in text format before printing them.
cwad121
HID_print_snmp_messages
You can print SNMP messages as they appear on your screen or you can preview and modify the messages in text
format before printing them.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SNMP Message Viewer.
2. Click the Print icon.

The SNMP messages are printed.

Note:  To print SNMP messages you must have SNMP viewer enabled, and you must have some messages
displayed in the SNMP viewer. Only then will the Print and Print Preview options be enabled.

 Preview SNMP Messages
You can preview SNMP messages and modify the messages in text format before printing them.
cwad121
HID_preview_snmp_messages
You can preview SNMP messages and modify the messages in text format before printing them.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the SNMP Message Viewer.
2. Click the Print Preview icon.

The messages display in text format.

Note:  In text format, you can use the Ctrl+C shortcut to copy the text from the log. For example, you may want
to paste the text into another document or edit the displayed text. Changes are not saved and do not affect the
information in the SNMP message log.

 Configuring the SMTP Server
You can configure the SMTP server as follows:
cwad121
HID_configuring_smtp_server
You can configure the SMTP server as follows:
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 Configure SMTP Server
You can configure the SMTP server to communicate with the CA WA Desktop Client and the
ESP dSeries Workload Automation server.
cwad122
HID_configure_smtp_server
You can configure the SMTP server to communicate with the CA WA Desktop Client and the ESP dSeries
Workload Automation server.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the SMTP server name in the Topology view, and select Configure SMTP Server from the pop-up

menu.
The SMTP Server Definition view opens.

5. Modify the following fields as appropriate:

• SMTP Mail Server Address
Specifies a valid internal mail address to which job-related messages are sent.

• SMTP Mail Server Port
Specifies the port that the SMTP server uses to communicate with CA WA Desktop Client and the ESP
dSeries Workload Automation server.

Note:  You cannot change the name of the SMTP mail server.
6. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.

The changes are saved.

More information: 

 Modify the Default Email Template 

 Modify the Default Email Template
You can modify the default email template to suit your business purpose for all the Applications
and jobs. When setting up an email notification in an Application or job definition, a user can use
the default subject and message specified in the email template or provide a customized subject
and message.
cwad121
HID_modify_email_template
You can modify the default email template to suit your business purpose for all the Applications and jobs.
When setting up an email notification in an Application or job definition, a user can use the default subject and
message specified in the email template or provide a customized subject and message.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the SMTP server name in the Topology view, and select Configure SMTP Server from the pop-up

menu.
The SMTP Server Definition view opens.

5. Modify the following fields as appropriate:

• Email body template
(Optional) Specifies the default message used in email notifications.
Limit: 512 characters

• Email subject template
(Optional) Specifies the default subject used in email notifications.
Limit: 512 characters
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6. Click Save at the top right corner of the Topology view.
The changes are saved.

 Managing Big Data Connection Profiles
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_managing_bigdata_connection_profiles

This section contains the following topics:

 Big Data Connection Profiles
Big Data Connection profiles include a set of parameters that are required to connect to Big
Data environments where the workload runs. For example, to run workload on a Hadoop
environment, you create a connection profile with appropriate parameters to connect to
the Hadoop cluster, Oozie server, Hive Database, Sqoop database, Spark, or WebHDFS.
Connection profiles let you save the connection information about an environment and use the
profile in the job definition without the need for specifying connection parameters every time you
define a new job.
cwad121
HID_bigdata_connection_profiles
Big Data Connection profiles include a set of parameters that are required to connect to Big Data environments
where the workload runs. For example, to run workload on a Hadoop environment, you create a connection profile
with appropriate parameters to connect to the Hadoop cluster, Oozie server, Hive Database, Sqoop database,
Spark, or WebHDFS. Connection profiles let you save the connection information about an environment and use
the profile in the job definition without the need for specifying connection parameters every time you define a new
job.

 More information: 

 Create a Connection Profile 

 Create a Big Data Connection Profile
Before you define a job that automates workload on a Big Data environment, such as Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS), you create a connection profile for that environment. You can
create one or more connection profiles specific to the environment.
cwad121
HID_create_connection_profile
Before you define a job that automates workload on a Big Data environment, such as Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS), you create a connection profile for that environment. You can create one or more connection
profiles specific to the environment.

Note:

You cannot create WebHDFS connection profiles by using createconnectionprofile CLI command.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the Connection Profiles node in the Topology view, and select New Connection Profile from the pop-

up menu.
The Connection Profile Definition view opens.

5. Select the type of connection profile you want to create from the Select the connection profile type to
define drop-down list. Valid values are: Hadoop, Spark, and WebHDFS.

6. To add Hadoop connection details, complete the following parameters in the General tab as appropriate:

•  Name
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Identifies the name of the Hadoop connection profile.
Limits: Up to 64 characters

•  Description
(Optional) Specifies a description for the connection profile.
Default: Hadoop Connection Profile

• Host
Specifies the name of the edge node of the hadoop cluster where the HDFS file operation is invoked. Specify
the host name, fully qualified domain name, or the IP address of the host computer.

Note:

The characters and length of the name must conform to the operating system on the host computer.

Examples: lodbrm01, lodbrm01.abc.com, 155.45.35.25
• Port number

(Optional) Specifies the Secure Shell (SSH) port on the edge node.
Limits: 1-65535
Default: 22

• Hadoop bin directory path
(Optional) Specifies the path to the Hadoop CLI binaries on the edge node.

Note:

This field is required only if Hadoop CLI binaries are not in the user's path. The hadoop bin path value is
prepended to the CLI name at execution time.

• Hadoop name node
(Optional) Specifies the name of the master node of the hadoop cluster where the HDFS file operation is
invoked. The name node keeps track of all files that are stored in the data nodes of HDFS. It does not store
the data of the files.
Example: 

hdfs://lodbrm01.abc.com:8020

• Oozie server Url
Specifies the Oozie server URL. This parameter is required only for Oozie jobs.
Example: 

http://host:11000/oozie

• Hive Database connection

• JDBC connection Url
Specifies the JDBC URL that you provide to the Hive client to connect to the Hive database. This
parameter is required to run Hive jobs.
Example: 

jdbc:hive://localhost:10000/default

• JDBC driver class
(Optional) Specifies the name of the JDBC driver class that you provide to the Hive client to connect to
the Hive database.
Example: 

org.apache.hadoop.hive.jdbc.HiveDriver

• Sqoop Database connection
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• JDBC connection Url
Specifies the JDBC connection URL that you provide to the Sqoop client to connect to the relational
database. This parameter is required to run Sqoop jobs.
Example: 

jdbc.URL=jdbc:sqlserver://;servername=lodXYZ;port=1433;DatabaseName=DATABASE;selectMethod=cursor

• JDBC driver class
(Optional) Specifies the name of the JDBC driver class that you provide to the Sqoop client to connect to
the relational database.
Example: 

com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerDriver

7. To add the Spark connection details, complete the following parameters:

• Name
Identifies the name of the Spark connection profile.
Limits: Up to 64 characters

• Description
(Optional) Specifies a description for the Spark connection profile.
Default: Spark Connection Profile

• Host
Specifies the host name of the computer where Spark is installed. Specify the host name, fully qualified
domain name, or the IP address of the host computer.

Note:

The characters and length of the name must conform to the operating system on the host computer.

Examples: lodbrm01, lodbrm01.abc.com, 155.45.35.25
• Port

(Optional) Specifies the Secure Shell (SSH) port of the host computer where Spark is installed.
Limits: 1-65535
Default: 22

• Cluster Type
Specifies the type of cluster where the Spark application runs. Options are YARN, STANDALONE, DCOS,
and LOCAL.
If you select YARN, LOCAL, or STANDALONE, you must also specify the Master URL.
Default: YARN

• Master URL
Specifies the master URL for the cluster. This field is required only when the cluster type is set to YARN,
LOCAL, or STANDALONE.
Example: spark://11.222.33.444:7000

• Deploy Mode

Specifies whether to deploy the Spark driver on the worker nodes (cluster) or locally as an external client.
Options are CLIENT and CLUSTER.
This field is required only when the cluster type is set to YARN, LOCAL, or STANDALONE.

Note:

You can overwrite this value in the Spark job definition.

Default: CLIENT
• Spark bin directory path

Specifies the path to the Spark bin directory.
8. To add the WebHDFS connection details, complete the following parameters:

• Name
Identifies the name of the WebHDFS connection profile.
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Limits: Up to 64 characters
• Description

(Optional) Specifies a description for the WebHDFS connection profile.
Default: WebHDFS Connection Profile
Limits: Up to 128 characters

• HTTP Base URL
Specifies the web URL to connect to HDFS. The URL can be in one of the following formats:

• http://HOST:HTTP_PORT/webhdfs/v1/PATH?op= 
• https://HOST:HTTP_PORT/webhdfs/v1/PATH?op= 

• HOST
Specifies the host name of the computer where HDFS is installed.

• HTTP_PORT
Specifies the port number of the computer where HDFS is located. 

• PATH
Specifies the complete path to the HDFS file or directory that you want to monitor.

Limits: Up to 2000 characters
Example:http://waxyz-h1.com:50070/webhdfs/v1

9. Click the Save icon.
The connection profile is added to the Topology.

Note:

The number in parentheses next to the Connection Profiles node in the Topology displays the number of
connection profiles that have been added to the Topology. 

More information: 

Big Data Connection Profiles 

 Modify Big Data Connection Profile Parameters
You can view and modify parameter values in a Big Data connection profile using the Admin
perspective Topology view. You can also copy a connection profile and save it with a different
name to create a new connection profile.
cwad121
HID_modify_connection_profile
You can view and modify parameter values in a Big Data connection profile using the Admin perspective Topology
view. You can also copy a connection profile and save it with a different name to create a new connection profile.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the connection profile whose parameters you want to modify, and select View Definition from the pop-

up menu.
The Connection Profile Definition view opens.

5. Click the appropriate tab and modify the parameter values as appropriate.

If you specify an incorrect parameter value and you want to retrieve the correct parameter value that was saved
previously, click the Retrieve Parameters icon.

Note:

You cannot change the name of the connection profile.
6. Click the Save icon.

The connection parameters are modified. The changes that are made to the parameters take effect immediately
on the connection profile.

Note:

To copy and use the connection profile parameters for a new connection profile, click the Copy Parameters icon,
modify the parameter values as appropriate, and save it with a new different name. 
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 Delete a Big Data Connection Profile
If you no longer want to use a Big Data connection profile in job definitions, remove it from the
Topology.
cwad121
HID_delete_connection_profile
If you no longer want to use a Big Data connection profile in job definitions, remove it from the Topology.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the connection profile name that you want to remove, and select Delete Connection Profile from the

pop-up menu.
If the connection profile being removed is associated with any Applications, the Affected Artifacts dialog opens
and lists the Applications that are affected by the deletion. Otherwise, a confirmation dialog appears, and you
can skip the next step.

5. Select one of the following, if applicable.

• Yes—Proceeds with the deletion.
The connection profile is removed from the Topology.

• No—Cancels the deletion request.

Note:

To avoid the warning, you can update the connection profile that is specified in the Application definition.
6. Click Yes in the confirmation dialog, if applicable.

The connection profile is removed from the Topology. 

 Managing Big Data Security Profiles
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_managing_bigdata_security_profiles

This section contains the following topics:

 Big Data Security Profiles
Big Data Security profiles include a set of user permissions that are required to access a
Big Data environment where the workload runs. For example, to run workload on a Hadoop
environment, you create a security profile with appropriate parameters to access HDFS, Hive,
Sqoop, Spark, or WebHDFS. Security profiles let you save a set of user permissions for an
environment and use the profile in the job definition without the need for specifying the required
permissions every time you define a new job.
cwad121
HID_bigdata_security_profiles
Big Data Security profiles include a set of user permissions that are required to access a Big Data environment
where the workload runs. For example, to run workload on a Hadoop environment, you create a security profile with
appropriate parameters to access HDFS, Hive, Sqoop, Spark, or WebHDFS. Security profiles let you save a set
of user permissions for an environment and use the profile in the job definition without the need for specifying the
required permissions every time you define a new job.

 More information: 

 Create a Big Data Security Profile 
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 Create a Big Data Security Profile
Before you define a Big Data job that automates workload on a Big Data environment, such as
HDFS, create a security profile to access that environment. You can create one or more security
profiles specific to the environment.
cwad122
HID_create_security_profile
Before you define a Big Data job that automates workload on a Big Data environment, such as HDFS, create
a security profile to access that environment. You can create one or more security profiles specific to the
environment.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the Security Profiles node in the Topology view, and select New Security Profile from the pop-up

menu.
The Security Profile Definition view opens.

5. Select the type of security profile that you want to add from the Select the Security Profile type to
define drop-down list. Valid values: HDFS, Hive, Sqoop, Spark, and WebHDFS.

6. Complete the following parameters as appropriate based on the type of security profile that you selected:

• HDFS

• Name
Identifies the name of the HDFS security profile.
Limits: Up to 64 characters

• Username
Specifies the user name to connect to the edge node of the Hadoop cluster. This user is defined on the
edge node.

Note:

The characters and length of the name must conform to the operating system on the host computer of the
edge node.

Note:

You must specify one of the following values to connect to the edge node:

• Password
• Key File
• Key String

• Password
(Optional) Specifies the password that is associated with the edge node user in an encrypted format. If
you specify a password in this field, enter it again in the Re-type Password field.

• Key File
(Optional) Specifies the path to the SSH private key file.

Note:

The SSH private key file contains the private key that is part of the private and public keys generated
by the ssh-keygen OpenSSH program. The corresponding public key must be appended to the ~/.ssh/
authorized_keys file for the user on the edge node.

• Key String
(Optional) Specifies the content of the SSH private key file in an encrypted format. Click the ellipses (…)
to enter the key string.

• Key File Password
(Optional) Specifies the pass phrase for the key file in an encrypted format. This field is required only
when the key file is specified. If you specify a password in this field, enter it again in the Re-type Key File
Password field.

• Hive

• Name
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Identifies the name of the Hive security profile.
Limits: Up to 16 characters

• Username
Specifies the name of the Hive user to connect to HDFS.
Default: The default Hive user

• Password
Specifies the password that is associated with the Hive user in an encrypted format. Enter the same
password in the Re-type Password field.

• Sqoop

• Name
Identifies the name of the Sqoop security profile.
Limits: Up to 16 characters

• Username
Specifies the name of the JDBC user the Sqoop client uses to create a JDBC connection to the relational
database.

• Password
Specifies the password that is associated with the JDBC user in an encrypted format. Enter the same
password in the Re-type Password field.

• Spark

• Name
Identifies the name of the Spark security profile.Limits: Up to 64 characters

• Username
Specifies the name of the system user that has privileges to run Spark applications on the Spark
computer.

Note:

You must specify one of the following values to connect to Spark:

• Password
• Key file
• Key string

• Password
Specifies the password that is associated with the Spark user in an encrypted format.

• Key File
(Optional) Specifies the path to the SSH private key file.

Note:

The SSH private key file contains the private key that is part of the private and public keys generated
by the ssh-keygen OpenSSH program. The corresponding public key must be appended to the ~/.ssh/
authorized_keys file for the user on the edge node.

• Key String
(Optional) Specifies the content of the SSH private key file.

• Key File Password
(Optional) Specifies the passphrase for the key file in an encrypted format. This field is required only
when the key file is specified.

•  DCOS Authentication Token
(Optional) Specifies the authentication token to authenticate the DC/OS CLI.

• DCOS Authentication File
(Optional) Specifies the path to the file containing the DCOS authentication token.

• Kerberos Principal
(Optional) Specifies the Kerberos principal name for the history server.

• Kerberos Keytab
(Optional) Specifies the path to the file that Kerberos keytab file for the history server.

• WebHDFS

• Name
Identifies the name of the HDFS security profile.
Limits: Up to 64 characters

• Description
(Optional) Specifies a description for the WebHDFS security profile.
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Default: WebHDFS Security Profile
Limits: Up to 128 characters

• Username
Specifies the name of the user to use for authentication. This field is required in one of the following
scenarios:

• when the KERBEROS_TOKEN or KERBEROS_SPNEGO security type is used, and no 'principal'
keyword is specified in the login.conf file

• when NOAUTH security type is used
• Password

Specifies the user password. This field is required only when the KERBEROS_TOKEN or
KERBEROS_SPNEGO security type is used, and no 'principal' keyword is specified in the login.conf file.

• Login Key
Specifies the login key that is added in the login.conf file. The login.conf file is specified in agentparm file
when you configure Hadoop Advanced Integration. This field is required only for KERBEROS_TOKEN
and KERBEROS_SPNEGO security types. For more information about agentparm file, see the CA
Workload Automation Agents documentation.

• Security TypeSpecifies the type of authentication to connect to the HDFS host computer. Options are:
KERBEROS_TOKEN, KERBEROS_SPNEGO, NOAUTH.

7. Click the Save icon.
The security profile is added to the Topology.

Note:

The number in parentheses next to the Security Profiles node displays the number of security profiles that have
been added to the Topology.

More information: 

 Security Profiles 

 Modify Big Data Security Profile Parameters
You can view and modify parameter values in a Big Data security profile using the Admin
perspective Topology view.
cwad121
HID_modify_security_profile
You can view and modify parameter values in a Big Data security profile using the Admin perspective Topology
view.

You can also copy a security profile and save it with a different name to create a new security profile. When you
copy a security profile, the field values in encrypted format, such as Password and Key File Password, are not
copied.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the security profile whose parameters you want to modify, and select View Definition from the pop-up

menu.
The Security Profile Definition view opens.

5. Modify the parameter values as appropriate.

If you specify an incorrect parameter value and you want to retrieve the correct parameter value that was saved
previously, click the Retrieve Parameters icon.

Note:

You cannot change the name of the security profile.
6. Click the Save icon.

The security profile parameters are modified. The changes that are made to the parameters are take effect
immediately on the security profile.

Note:
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To copy and use the security profile parameters for a new security profile, click the Copy Parameters icon,
modify the parameter values as appropriate, and save it with a different name. 

 Delete a Big Data Security Profile
If you no longer want to use a Big Data security profile in job definitions, remove it from the
Topology.
cwad121
HID_delete_security_profile
If you no longer want to use a Big Data security profile in job definitions, remove it from the Topology.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the security profile name that you want to remove, and select Delete Security Profile from the pop-up

menu.
If the security profile being removed is associated with any Applications, the Affected Artifacts dialog opens and
lists the Applications that are affected by the deletion. Otherwise, a confirmation dialog appears, and you can
skip the next step.

5. Select one of the following, if applicable.

• Yes—Proceeds with the deletion.
The security profile is removed from the Topology.

• No—Cancels the deletion request.

Note:

To avoid the warning, you can update the security profile that is specified in the job definition.
6. Click Yes in the confirmation dialog, if applicable.

The security profile is removed from the Topology. 

 Configuring the CA WA SOAP Web Services
This section describes how to configure the CA WA SOAP Web Services after installation:
cwad12
HID_configuring_cawa_soap_web_services
This section describes how to configure the CA WA SOAP Web Services after installation:

  

Modify the Connection Properties
To use the CA WA SOAP Web Services, the web services must be able to connect to the ESP dSeries Workload
Automation server. If you change the connection properties for the server, you must also modify Apache Axis2 so
that the CA WA SOAP Web Services can continue to communicate with the server.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Stop the Apache Tomcat web server:

•  On Windows 
•  On Linux 

2. Use a text editor to open the following file:

• On Windows:

install_dir\apache-tomcat\webapps\axis2\WEB-INF\services
\EspDSeriesService\META-INF\config.properties
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• On Linux:

install_dir/apache-tomcat/webapps/axis2/WEB-INF/services/
EspDSeriesService/META-INF/config.properties

 install_dir 
Specifies the CA WA SOAP Web Services installation directory.

3. Modify the following parameters as appropriate:

•  primary.address
Defines the IP address or host name of the server. This server is the Primary in a CA WA High Availability
configuration.

•  primary.rmi.registry.port
Defines the RMI registry port number for the Primary server.

•  secondary.address
Defines the IP address or host name of the Standby server in a CA WA High Availability configuration.
Specify the primary.address value if CA WA High Availability is not configured.

•  secondary.rmi.registry.port
Defines the RMI registry port number for the Standby server in a CA WA High Availability configuration.
Specify the primary.rmi.registry.port value if CA WA High Availability is not configured.

•  max.connection.trials
Defines the number of times the Apache Tomcat web server tries to establish a connection with the Primary
or Standby server. A connection must be established before CA WA SOAP Web Services request processing
can begin.

4. Start the Apache Tomcat web server:

•  On Windows 
•  On Linux 

The server connection properties are modified.

Set Up SSL After Installation
If you do not set up SSL during the CA WA SOAP Web Services installation or you do not specify a valid SSL
server keystore during installation, you can set up SSL after installation. SSL enables the CA WA SOAP Web
Services to send and receive messages over HTTPS.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Create an SSL server keystore:

•  On Windows 
•  On Linux 

2. Stop the Apache Tomcat web server:

•  On Windows 
•  On Linux 

3. Use a text editor to open the following file:

• On Windows:

install_dir\apache-tomcat\conf\server.xml

• On Linux:

install_dir/apache-tomcat/conf/server.xml

 install_dir 
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Specifies the CA WA SOAP Web Services installation directory.
4. Uncomment the following code:

<!-- @ENABLE_SSL_BEGIN@
    <Connector port="8443" protocol="HTTP/1.1" SSLEnabled="true"
               maxThreads="150" scheme="https" secure="true"
               clientAuth="false" sslProtocol="TLS"
               keystoreFile="@USER_PATH_KEYSTORE@"
               keypass="changeit"
               keyAlias="tomcat"/>               
               />
    @ENABLE_SSL_END@ -->

Note:

 To uncomment the XML block, remove the following lines:

<!-- @ENABLE_SSL_BEGIN@@ENABLE_SSL_END@ -->

5. Replace @USER_PATH_KEYSTORE@ with the full path to the .keystore file that you created.
6. Save and close the file.
7. Start the Apache Tomcat web server.

•  On Windows 
•  On Linux 

SSL is set up for the web services.
8.  Verify the SSL setup.

Change the Location of the Web Services Log File
The web services log file records error messages and requests that the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server
sends to the CA WA SOAP Web Services. You can change the location of the log file if you want to store it in a
directory other than its default.

Check this log file when you want to troubleshoot the web services. The log file is located in the following directory:

• On Windows:

install_dir\apache-tomcat\logs\cawa-rn-log.txt

• On UNIX:

install_dir/apache-tomcat/logs/cawa-rn-log.txt

•   install_dir 
Specifies the CA WA Web Services installation directory.

•   rn 
Specifies the release number of ESP dSeries Workload Automation.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Stop the Apache Tomcat web server:
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•  On Windows 
•  On Linux 

2. Use a text editor to open the following file:

• On Windows:

install_dir\apache-tomcat\webapps\axis2\WEB-INF\classes
\log4j.properties

• On Linux:

install_dir/apache-tomcat/webapps/axis2/WEB-INF/classes/
log4j.properties

 install_dir 
Specifies the CA WA SOAP Web Services installation directory.

3. Locate the following code and change the logs directory in the path to the name of the directory where you want
to store the log file:

• On Windows:

log4j.appender.A.file=install_dir\\apache-tomcat\\logs\\cawa-rn-
log.txt

• On Linux:

log4j.appender.A.file=install_dir/apache-tomcat/logs/cawa-rn-
log.txt

4. Save and close the file.
5. Start the Apache Tomcat web server:

•  On Windows 
•  On Linux 

The location of the web services log file is changed. Error messages and requests are recorded in the new log
file.

Start the Apache Tomcat Web Server on Windows
You must start the Apache Tomcat web server to verify it is installed properly.

To start the Apache Tomcat web server on Windows, enter the following command at the command prompt:

install_dir\StartDEWebServices.bat

  install_dir  

Specifies the CA WA SOAP Web Services installation directory.

A new command prompt window opens, displaying a message indicating that the Apache Tomcat web server is
running.
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Start the Apache Tomcat Web Server on Linux
You must start the Apache Tomcat web server to verify it is installed properly.

To start the Apache Tomcat web server on Linux, enter the following command at the command prompt:

install_dir/StartDEWebServices.sh

•   install_dir  

Specifies the CA WA SOAP Web Services installation directory.

The Apache Tomcat web server is started.

Stop the Apache Tomcat Web Server on Windows
To stop CA WA Web Services, you issue a command to run a script that stops the Apache Tomcat web server.

To stop the Apache Tomcat web server on Windows, enter the following command at the command prompt:

install_dir\StopDEWebServices.bat

•   install_dir  

Specifies the CA WA Web Services installation directory.

The Apache Tomcat web server is stopped.

Stop the Apache Tomcat Web Server on Linux
To stop CA WA SOAP Web Services, you issue a command to run a script that stops the Apache Tomcat web
server.

To stop the Apache Tomcat web server on UNIX, enter the following command at the command prompt:

install_dir/StopDEWebServices.sh

•   install_dir  

Specifies the CA WA SOAP Web Services installation directory.

The Apache Tomcat web server is stopped.

 Setting Up a Disaster Recovery Environment
As an administrator, you can set up a disaster recovery (DR) environment for ESP dSeries
Workload Automation. The DR environment lets you protect the data in your production
environment from system failure, natural disaster, or infrastructure failure. The jobs can be run
continuously in the sandbox environment when a disaster affects your production environment.
cwad121
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As an administrator, you can set up a disaster recovery (DR) environment for ESP dSeries Workload Automation.
The DR environment lets you protect the data in your production environment from system failure, natural disaster,
or infrastructure failure. The jobs can be run continuously in the sandbox environment when a disaster affects your
production environment.

The following diagram illustrates the process to set up a disaster recovery environment:
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Figure 15: How to Set Up a Disaster Recovery Environment

To set up a disaster recovery environment, follow these steps:

1. Complete prerequisites 
2. Configure the sandbox server to use the disaster recovery database 
3. Update the disaster recovery database to use the sandbox server 
4. Verify the disaster recovery environment 
5. Start the server after a disaster occurs 
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6. Restore the production environment 

Complete Prerequisites
Verify that the following prerequisites are met before you set up a disaster recovery environment:

1. Set up a production environment and a sandbox environment.

Note:

• The sandbox environment is then converted into a DR environment. To avoid more changes in converting a
sandbox environment into a DR environment, set up the database of same type for both the production and
sandbox environments.

• Ensure that the names of the agents that you install in both the sandbox and production environments are
the same.

2. Replicate the production database for use as a disaster recovery database

Note:  The DR database is used with the sandbox server for job recovery and processing.
3. Synchronize the production database with the disaster recovery database

Note:  Employ periodic synchronization of the production database with the DR database such that restore
points for the production database are created in the DR environment.

Warning:  We recommend that you set up the sandbox environment at a different location than the
production environment.

In this scenario, the following assumptions are made for the production and sandbox environments that you set up:

• prodprimary server—Defines the Primary server in the production environment.
• prodstandby server—Defines the Standby server in the production environment, if CA WA High Availability is

enabled.
• sandboxprimary server—Defines the Primary server in the sandbox environment.
• sandboxstandby server—Defines the Standby server in the sandbox environment, if CA WA High Availability is

enabled.
• The servers in the sandbox environment point to a test database.

Configure the Sandbox Server to Use the Disaster Recovery Database
After you replicate the production database and synchronize the production database with the replicated DR
database, configure the sandbox servers to use the DR database.

Follow these steps: 

1. Collect the hostname of the sandbox Primary server:

1.1 Open CA WA Desktop Client in the sandbox environment.
2.1 Right-click the server connection in the Application workspace view, and select Properties from the pop-up

menu.
The Connection Properties dialog displays the hostname in the IP address field.

Note:  You can also use the IP address of the computer where the sandbox server is installed.
2. Repeat Step 1 for the sandbox Standby server, if CA WA High Availability is enabled.
3. Stop the sandbox Standby server, if CA WA High Availability is enabled.
4. Stop the sandbox Primary server.
5. In the sandbox Primary server, modify the following parameters in the sandboxserver_install\conf\db.properties

file to point to the DR database:

• jdbc.URL
Specifies the database URL. The database URL includes the hostname and port number of the computer
where the DR database is installed, and the DR database name.
Example: jdbc:oracle:thin:@//[abcde01-i12345]:1521/dseries113

• rdbms.userid
Specifies the user ID that the server uses to access the DR database.
Example: xyz01

• rdbms.password
Specifies the database user's password that the server uses to access the DR database. To modify the
password, use the setdbparm utility from the sandboxserver_install\bin directory.
Example: Jdr2ryaop0IPCM47n+7JxA
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Note:  Refer to the db.properties file in the production server for any additional properties that you want to
configure in the db.properties file in the sandbox server.

6. In the sandbox Primary server, modify the following parameter in the sandboxserver_install\conf
\server.properties file to point to the production Primary server:

espresso.guid=guid_value

• guid_value 
Specifies the unique ID of the production Primary server.

Example: espresso.guid=10.101.71.229_7500_84f060ed-b297-40cc-ac49-cc674b260724
7. (Optional) Repeat Steps 5 and 6 for the sandbox Standby server, if CA WA High Availability is enabled. When

repeating the steps, substitute the sandbox Standby server for the sandbox Primary server and the production
Standby server for the production Primary server.
The sandbox servers are configured to use the DR database.

Update the Disaster Recovery Database to Use the Sandbox Server
After you configure the sandbox servers to use the DR database, update the DR database to use the sandbox
servers.

Note:

The sandbox server, when started with the DR database, uses the same ports that are specified for the production
server by default.

Follow these steps: 

1. Run the following query in the production database and collect the information:

SELECT ID FROM ESP_CONFIG_GROUP WHERE TYPE='CONFIG_INSTANCE' AND
 LOWER(NAME)=’espressoguid_PRODserver’;

• espressoguid_PRODserver
Specifies the espresso.guid value of the production Primary server. You can find the value of the
espresso.guid property in the PRODserver_install\conf\server properties file.

Example: SELECT ID FROM ESP_CONFIG_GROUP WHERE TYPE='CONFIG_INSTANCE' AND
LOWER(NAME)='10.101.71.229_7500_84f060ed-b297-40cc-ac49-cc674b260724';

2. Replace the hostname of the production Primary server with the hostname of the sandbox Primary server by
running the following query:

UPDATE ESP_CONFIG_PROPERTY SET IN_USE_1='hostname_sandboxserver',
 IN_USE_2='hostname_sandboxserver', DESIRED='hostname_sandboxserver'
 WHERE CONFIG_GROUP_ID='espressoguid_PRODserver' AND
 NAME='espresso.local.host';COMMIT;

• hostname_sandboxserver
Specifies the hostname of the sandbox Primary server that you collected.

• espressoguid_PRODserver 
Specifies the espresso.guid value of the production Primary server that you collected in Step 1.

Example: UPDATE ESP_CONFIG_PROPERTY SET IN_USE_1='SandboxPrimary.com',
IN_USE_2='SandboxPrimary.com', DESIRED='SandboxPrimary.com' WHERE CONFIG_GROUP_ID='100' AND
NAME='espresso.local.host';
COMMIT;

3. (Optional) To use different ports for the sandbox Primary server, run the following SQL queries:
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• Desktop Client port:

UPDATE ESP_CONFIG_PROPERTY SET IN_USE_1='port1', IN_USE_2='port1',
 DESIRED='port1' WHERE CONFIG_GROUP_ID='espressoguid_PRODserver'
 AND NAME='clientsession.listenport';COMMIT;

• port1
Specifies the port for use by CA WA Desktop Client in the sandbox environment.

• espressoguid_PRODserver
Specifies the espresso.guid value of the production Primary server that you collected in Step 1.

Example: UPDATE ESP_CONFIG_PROPERTY SET IN_USE_1='17500', IN_USE_2='17500',
DESIRED='17500' WHERE CONFIG_GROUP_ID='100' AND NAME='clientsession.listenport';
COMMIT;
Default: 7500

• Manager port:

UPDATE ESP_CONFIG_PROPERTY SET IN_USE_1='port2',
  IN_USE_2='port2', DESIRED='port2' WHERE
 CONFIG_GROUP_ID='espressoguid_PRODserver' AND
 NAME='manager.inputport';COMMIT;

• port2
Specifies the manager port for use in the sandbox environment.

• espressoguid_PRODserver
Specifies the espresso.guid value of the production Primary server that you collected in Step 1.

Example: UPDATE ESP_CONFIG_PROPERTY SET IN_USE_1='17507', IN_USE_2='17507',
DESIRED='17507' WHERE CONFIG_GROUP_ID='100' AND NAME='manager.inputport';
COMMIT;
Default: 7507

• RMI registry port:

UPDATE ESP_CONFIG_PROPERTY SET IN_USE_1='port3', IN_USE_2='port3',
 DESIRED='port3' WHERE CONFIG_GROUP_ID='espressoguid_PRODserver'
 AND NAME='rmi.registry.port';COMMIT;

• port3
Specifies the RMI registry port for use in the sandbox environment.

• espressoguid_PRODserver
Specifies the espresso.guid value of the production Primary server that you collected in Step 1.

Example: UPDATE ESP_CONFIG_PROPERTY SET IN_USE_1='17599', IN_USE_2='17599',
DESIRED='17599' WHERE CONFIG_GROUP_ID='100' AND NAME='rmi.registry.port';
COMMIT;
Default: 7599
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• RMI export port:

UPDATE ESP_CONFIG_PROPERTY SET IN_USE_1='port4', IN_USE_2='port4',
 DESIRED='port4' WHERE CONFIG_GROUP_ID='espressoguid_PRODserver'
 AND NAME='rmi.export.port';COMMIT;

• port4
Specifies the RMI export port for use in the sandbox environment.

• espressoguid_PRODserver
Specifies the espresso.guid value of the production Primary server that you collected in Step 1.

Example: UPDATE ESP_CONFIG_PROPERTY SET IN_USE_1='17598', IN_USE_2='17598',
DESIRED='17598' WHERE CONFIG_GROUP_ID='100' AND NAME='rmi.export.port';
COMMIT;
Default: 7598

4. (Optional) Repeat Steps 1-3 for the sandbox Standby server, if CA WA High Availability is enabled. When
repeating the steps, substitute the production Standby server for the production Primary server and the sandbox
Standby server for the sandbox Primary server.
The sandbox environment is converted into a DR environment.

Verify the Disaster Recovery Environment
After you convert the sandbox environment into a DR environment, verify that the servers in the DR environment
are running.

Warning:

The production servers must be stopped when you verify the DR environment. Hence, we recommend that
you verify the DR environment only during the maintenance period that you schedule for your production
environment.

Follow these steps: 

1. Stop the production Standby server, if CA WA High Availability is enabled.
2. Stop the production Primary server.
3. Start the sandbox Primary server.
4. Start the sandbox Standby server, if CA WA High Availability is enabled.
5. Verify that the servers in the DR environment are started and the jobs are running.
6. Stop the sandbox Standby server, if CA WA High Availability is enabled.
7. Stop the sandbox Primary server.
8. Start the production Primary server.
9. Start the production Standby server, if CA WA High Availability is enabled.

The sandbox environment is verified for use as a DR environment.

Start the Server After a Disaster Occurs
To run the jobs in the DR environment after a disaster in your production environment, start the server in the
sandbox environment.

Warning:  If agents in your production environment are not lost during the disaster, the sandbox server
must start and process jobs similar to the production server. If any or all the agents in the production
environment are lost, update the definitions of the lost agents in CA WA Desktop Client in the DR
environment appropriately.

Follow these steps: 

1. Start the sandbox Primary server.
2. Start the sandbox Standby server, if CA WA High Availability is enabled.

Restore the Production Environment
To run the jobs in the production environment after a disaster occurs, restore the production environment.

Follow these steps: 
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1. Collect the espresso.local.host values of the production servers from the following files:

• Production Primary server

PRODprimaryserver_install\conf\instancepropscache.properties

• Production Standby server, if CA WA High Availability is enabled

PRODstandbyserver_install\conf\instancepropscache.properties

Note:  You can also use the hostname or IP address of the production server.
2. Stop the sandbox Standby server, if CA WA High Availability is enabled.
3. Stop the sandbox Primary server.
4. Back up the production database.
5. Copy the data from the DR database to the production database.
6. Update the production database as follows:

1.1 Run the following query in the production database and collect the information:

SELECT ID FROM ESP_CONFIG_GROUP WHERE TYPE='CONFIG_INSTANCE' AND
 LOWER(NAME)='espressoguid_PRODserver'

• espressoguid_PRODserver
Specifies the espresso.guid value of the production Primary server.

Example: SELECT ID FROM ESP_CONFIG_GROUP WHERE TYPE='CONFIG_INSTANCE' AND
LOWER(NAME)='10.101.71.229_7500_84f060ed-b297-40cc-ac49-cc67 4b260724'

2.1 Replace the hostname of the sandbox Primary server with the hostname of the production Primary server
by running the following query:

UPDATE ESP_CONFIG_PROPERTY SET
 IN_USE_1='espressolocalhost_PRODserver',
 IN_USE_2='espressolocalhost_PRODserver',
 DESIRED='espressolocalhost_PRODserver' WHERE
 CONFIG_GROUP_ID='espressoguid_PRODserver' AND
 NAME='espresso.local.host';COMMIT;

• espressolocalhost_PRODserver
Specifies the espresso.local.host value of the production Primary server that you collected in Step 1.

• espressoguid_PRODserver
Specifies the espresso.guid value of the production Primary server that you collected in Step 6a.

Example: UPDATE ESP_CONFIG_PROPERTY SET IN_USE_1='ProdPrimary.com',
IN_USE_2='ProdPrimary.com', DESIRED='ProdPrimary.com' WHERE CONFIG_GROUP_ID='100' AND
NAME='espresso.local.host';
COMMIT;

3.1 (Optional) To use different ports for the production Primary server, run the following SQL queries:
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• Desktop Client port:

UPDATE ESP_CONFIG_PROPERTY SET IN_USE_1='port1',
 IN_USE_2='port1', DESIRED='port1' WHERE
 CONFIG_GROUP_ID='espressoguid_PRODserver' AND
 NAME='clientsession.listenport';COMMIT;

port1
Specifies the port for use by CA WA Desktop Client in the production environment.
espressoguid_PRODserver
Specifies the espresso.guid value of the production Primary server that you collected in Step 6a.

Example: UPDATE ESP_CONFIG_PROPERTY SET IN_USE_1='7500', IN_USE_2='7500', DESIRED='7500'
WHERE CONFIG_GROUP_ID='100' AND NAME='clientsession.listenport';
COMMIT;
Default: 7500

• Manager port:

UPDATE ESP_CONFIG_PROPERTY SET IN_USE_1='port2', IN_USE_2='port2',
 DESIRED='port2' WHERE CONFIG_GROUP_ID='espressoguid_PRODserver'
 AND NAME='manager.inputport';COMMIT;

port2
Specifies the manager port for use in the production environment.

espressoguid_PRODserver
Specifies the espresso.guid value of the production Primary server that you collected in Step 6a.

Example: UPDATE ESP_CONFIG_PROPERTY SET IN_USE_1='7507', IN_USE_2='7507', DESIRED='7507'
WHERE CONFIG_GROUP_ID='100' AND NAME='manager.inputport';
COMMIT;
Default: 7507

• RMI registry port:

UPDATE ESP_CONFIG_PROPERTY SET IN_USE_1='port3', IN_USE_2='port3',
 DESIRED='port3' WHERE CONFIG_GROUP_ID='espressoguid_PRODserver'
 AND NAME='rmi.registry.port';COMMIT;

port3
Specifies the RMI registry port for use in the production environment.

espressoguid_PRODserver
Specifies the espresso.guid value of the production Primary server that you collected in Step 6a.

Example: UPDATE ESP_CONFIG_PROPERTY SET IN_USE_1='7599', IN_USE_2='7599', DESIRED='7599'
WHERE CONFIG_GROUP_ID='100' AND NAME='rmi.registry.port';
COMMIT;
Default: 7599

• • RMI export port:

UPDATE ESP_CONFIG_PROPERTY SET IN_USE_1='port4',
 IN_USE_2='port4', DESIRED='port4' WHERE
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 CONFIG_GROUP_ID='espressoguid_PRODserver' AND
 NAME='rmi.export.port';COMMIT;

port4
Specifies the RMI export port for use in the production environment.

espressoguid_PRODserver
Specifies the espresso.guid value of the production Primary server that you collected in Step 6a.

Example: UPDATE ESP_CONFIG_PROPERTY SET IN_USE_1='7598', IN_USE_2='7598', DESIRED='7598'
WHERE CONFIG_GROUP_ID='100' AND NAME='rmi.export.port';
COMMIT;
Default: 7598

Note:  The production servers, when started with the production database, use the same ports that are specified
for the sandbox servers.

7. Repeat Step 6 for the production Standby server, if CA WA High Availability is enabled. When repeating the
steps, substitute the production Standby server for the production Primary server and the sandbox Standby
server for the sandbox Primary server.
The production environment is restored. You can now run the jobs in your production environment.

5 Controlling
Control components including the server and agent
cwad121
HID_controlling
This section includes the information about how to control CA Workload Automation DE components:

  2  

 Starting the Server
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_starting_server
This section contains the following topics:

 Server Recycling
To recycle the server, you must stop it and then restart it. You can stop the server through the
Command Line Interface (CLI) or from the computer where the server is installed. However, you
cannot restart the server from the Command Line Interface (CLI). To restart the server, you must
start it from the computer where it is installed.
cwad121
HID_server_recycling
To recycle the server, you must stop it and then restart it. You can stop the server through the
Command Line Interface (CLI) or from the computer where the server is installed. However, you cannot restart the
server from the Command Line Interface (CLI). To restart the server, you must start it from the computer where it is
installed.

Note:  Recycling the server does not start or stop the default agent.

 Start the Server on Windows
To use the server, you must first start it.
cwad122
HID_start_server_win
To use the server, you must first start it.
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To start the server on Windows, select Start, Programs, programgroup, CA WA Server, startServer.

• programgroup
Specifies the Program Group in the Windows Start menu where the server shortcuts are located.

A console window opens and closes. The server runs as a Windows service.

Alternatively, if you did not create Windows Start menu shortcuts during installation, you can start the server as a
service by opening the Services dialog in Windows, right-clicking the service name for the server, and selecting
Start from the pop-up menu. You can also start the server in console mode by running the startServer.exe program
in a command prompt window. The startServer.exe program is located in the bin directory where the server is
installed. In console mode, the server stops running if the command prompt window is closed.

Note:

 Beginning with Release 12.2, the server licensing message is not displayed during the server startup.

 Start the Server on UNIX
To use the server, you must first start it.
cwad122
HID_start_server_unix
To use the server, you must first start it.

To start the server, change to the following directory and enter the ./startServer command.

install_dir/bin

• install_dir
Specifies the server installation directory.

A message is displayed indicating that the server started.

Note: Beginning with Release 12.2, the server licensing message is not displayed during the server startup.

Alternatively, if you created a service for CA Workload Automation DE, you can start the server using Linux System
Services. For example, to start the server on RHEL7, run the following command:

Systemctl start service_name

• service_name 
Specifies the name of service that you created for CA Workload Automation DE on UNIX.

 Cold and Warm Start
The server starts with either a warm start or a cold start. By default, the server starts with a
warm start. You rarely need to perform a cold start. However, if required, you can perform a cold
start on the server in a single server (stand-alone) configuration or in a CA WA High Availability
configuration.
cwad122
HID_cold_warm_start
The server starts with either a warm start or a cold start. By default, the server starts with a warm start. You rarely
need to perform a cold start. However, if required, you can perform a cold start on the server in a single server
(stand-alone) configuration or in a CA WA High Availability configuration.

Warning:  When you perform a normal cold start, the server deletes all active workload and associated
states, and you lose all active processing data. However, you can configure the server to delete specific
Applications and preserve the remaining active workload.
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When the server starts, it uses the start type specified in the runonce.properties file, which is located in the
directory where the server is installed. If the runonce.properties file is named runonce.properties.bak, the server
does not process the file and uses a warm start by default. The runonce.properties.bak is a backup file.

The following table describes the impact of a warm and normal cold start on active workload, Events, resource
status, and global variables:

 Area Impacted  Effect of Normal Cold Start  Effect of Warm Start 

Active workload Deletes any active workload and
associated states.

Reads active workload from the
time the server shuts down. At
startup, the server continues running
workload from this point onward.

Events Does not process Events that have
not been processed at the time of
shutdown.

Reads and schedules Events that
have not yet been processed at the
time of shutdown and continues
monitoring for Events that are to be
processed.

Resource status Reverts the status of all logical
resources to their original definition.

Reads the status of all logical
resources from the time of shutdown
and continues managing resource
states from this point onward.

Global variables Reads the global variables and
continues managing them.

Reads the global variables and
continues managing them.

Note:  You can configure the server to delete global variables and contexts in a warm or cold start. However,
we recommend that you delete variables and contexts by using the Command-Line Interface (CLI). For more
information, see Delete Global Variables in a Cold Start.

 More information: 

•  Perform a Cold Start on a Single Server 
•  Perform a Cold Start in a CA WA High Availability Configuration 
•  Delete Global Variables in a Cold Start 
•  Delete Specific Application Generations in a Cold Start 

 Perform a Cold Start on a Single Server
You can perform a cold start on a server in a single server (stand-alone) configuration when you
want to restart the server and delete all active workload and processing data. However, you can
configure the server to delete specific Applications and preserve the remaining active workload.
cwad122
HID_perform_cold_start_single_server
You can perform a cold start on a server in a single server (stand-alone) configuration when you want to restart the
server and delete all active workload and processing data. However, you can configure the server to delete specific
Applications and preserve the remaining active workload.

Follow these steps: 

1. Stop the server.
2. Do one of the following:

• On Windows, open the following file in a text editor:

install_dir\conf\runonce.properties.bak
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• On UNIX, open the following file in a text editor:

install_dir/conf/runonce.properties.bak

install_dir
Specifies the directory where the server is installed.

3. Update the start.type parameter to the following:

start.type=COLD

4. Modify the following parameter:

start.type.level=level

• level
Specifies the cold start level. Options are the following:

• -2
Specifies that the server starts with a normal cold start, but scheduled Events that were not yet processed
at the time of shutdown are rescheduled (a SCHEDULEALLEVENTS request). Events that require a
manual trigger are not preserved.

• -1
Specifies that the server starts with a normal cold start and the generation count for all Applications is set
to 0 (zero).

• 0
Specifies a normal cold start.

• 1
Specifies that the server starts with a cold start, but all scheduled Events are preserved. Events that were
not yet processed at the time of shutdown continue to trigger after the server starts. Events that require a
manual trigger are also preserved.

• 2
Specifies that the server starts with a cold start, but active workload is preserved. Workload that was
running at the time of shutdown continues to run after the server starts.

• 3
Specifies that the server starts with a cold start, but only the specified Application generations are
deleted. The remaining active workload and all scheduled Events are preserved.

Note:

You can specify the Application generations using the start.cleargenerations parameter. For more
information, see Delete Specific Application Generations in a Cold Start.

Default: 0
Example: start.type.level=-1

5. Save and close the file.
6. Remove the .bak extension from the file name.

The file is renamed to runonce.properties.
7. Start the server.

The server is cold-started.

Note:  When the server starts, it renames the runonce.properties file to runonce.properties.bak.

More information: 

Cold and Warm Start 
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 Perform a Cold Start in a CA WA High Availability Configuration
You can perform a cold start on the Primary and Standby servers in a CA WA High Availability
configuration when you want to restart the servers and delete all active workload and
processing data. However, you can configure the server to delete specific Applications and
preserve the remaining active workload.
cwad122
HID_perform_cold_start_ha
You can perform a cold start on the Primary and Standby servers in a CA WA High Availability configuration when
you want to restart the servers and delete all active workload and processing data. However, you can configure the
server to delete specific Applications and preserve the remaining active workload.

Note:

Both Primary and Standby servers must be stopped. Otherwise, the cold start cannot take effect.

Follow these steps: 

1. Stop the Standby server.
2. Stop the Primary server.
3. Do one of the following:

• On Windows, open the following file in a text editor:

install_dir\conf\runonce.properties.bak

• On UNIX, open the following file in a text editor:

install_dir/conf\runonce.properties.bak

install_dir
Specifies the directory where the Primary server is installed.

4. Update the start.type parameter to the following:

start.type=COLD

5. Modify the following parameter:

start.type.level=level

• level
Specifies the cold start level. Options are the following:

• -2
Specifies that the server starts with a normal cold start, but scheduled Events that were not yet processed
at the time of shutdown are rescheduled (a SCHEDULEALLEVENTS request). Events that require a
manual trigger are not preserved.

• -1
Specifies that the server starts with a normal cold start and the generation count for all Applications is set
to 0 (zero).

• 0
Specifies a normal cold start.

• 1
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Specifies that the server starts with a cold start, but all scheduled Events are preserved. Events that were
not yet processed at the time of shutdown continue to trigger after the server starts. Events that require a
manual trigger are also preserved.

• 2
Specifies that the server starts with a cold start, but active workload is preserved. Workload that was
running at the time of shutdown continues to run after the server starts.

• 3
Specifies that the server starts with a cold start, but only the specified Application generations are
deleted. The remaining active workload and all scheduled Events are preserved.

Note:

You can specify the Application generations using the start.cleargenerations parameter. For more
information, see Delete Specific Application Generations in a Cold Start.

Default: 0
Example: start.type.level=-1

6. Save and close the file.
7. Remove the .bak extension from the file name.

The file is renamed to runonce.properties.
8. Start the Primary server.

The Primary server is cold-started.

Note:  When the server starts, it renames the runonce.properties file to runonce.properties.bak.
9. Start the Standby server.

The Standby server is cold-started.

More information: 

Cold and Warm Start 

 Delete Global Variables in a Cold Start
When you perform a cold start of the server, global variables and contexts are not deleted.
The global variables are stored in the relational database. When the server starts, it reads the
global variables and continues managing them. To delete global variables and contexts, we
recommend that you use the CLI (Command Line Interface). However, if you want to delete all
global variables and contexts in a cold start, you can change the default start behavior.
cwad121
HID_delete_gv_cold_start
When you perform a cold start of the server, global variables and contexts are not deleted. The global variables
are stored in the relational database. When the server starts, it reads the global variables and continues managing
them. To delete global variables and contexts, we recommend that you use the CLI (Command Line Interface).
However, if you want to delete all global variables and contexts in a cold start, you can change the default start
behavior.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Stop the server.
2. Open the following file in a text editor:

• On Windows:

install_dir\conf\runonce.properties.bak

• On UNIX:

install_dir/conf/runonce.properties.bak

•   install_dir 
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Specifies the server installation directory.
3. Uncomment the following parameter in the file:

global.variables.cold.start=true

4. Save and close the file.
5. Rename the runonce.properties.bak file to runonce.properties.

The file is renamed to runonce.properties.
6. Start the server.

The server starts running. The global variables and contexts are deleted.

Note:  When the server starts, it renames the runonce.properties file to runonce.properties.bak. The global
variables and contexts are preserved the next time the server starts.

 More information: 

 Cold and Warm Start 

 Delete Specific Application Generations in a Cold Start
When you perform a cold start of the server, all active workload are deleted by default. However,
if you want to delete only specific Application generations and retain the remaining active
workload, you can change the default start behavior.
cwad121
HID_delete_specific_appl_gens_coldstart

When you perform a cold start of the server, all active workload are deleted by default. However, if you want to
delete only specific Application generations and retain the remaining active workload, you can change the default
start behavior.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Stop the server.
2. Open the following file in a text editor:

• On Windows:

install_dir\conf\runonce.properties.bak

• On UNIX:

install_dir/conf/runonce.properties.bak

•   install_dir 
Specifies the server installation directory.

3. Update the start.type.level as follows: 

start.type.level=3

4. Update the start.cleargenerations parameter as follows:

start.cleargenerations=applgen
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•    applgen  
Specify the Application generations you want to delete during the cold start. To specify multiple application
generations, separate each value with a comma.
Example: start.cleargenerations=VERIFY.5,VERIFY.61,VERIFY.6,VERIFY.20,VER.212

5. Save and close the file.
6. Rename the runonce.properties.bak file to runonce.properties.

The file is renamed to runonce.properties .
7. Start the server.

The server starts running. The specified Application generations are deleted. The next schedules of the Events
associated with the specified Applications are also deleted. You can manually reschedule those Events after the
server start.

Note:  When the server starts, it renames the runonce.properties file to runonce.properties.bak . All
active workload apart the specified Application generations are preserved the next time the server starts.

More information: 

Cold and Warm Start 

 Starting the Server in Quiesce Mode
cwad121
HID_starting_server_quiesce_mode
This section contains the following topics:

 Quiesce Startup Mode
You can start a server in a quiesce (pause) mode to temporarily prevent the server from
submitting new jobs or triggering workload. For example, instead of warm starting the server,
you can start the server in quiesce mode to prevent jobs from being submitted and Events from
being triggered. When you are ready to resume submitting jobs and triggering working, you can
either unquiesce the server or specific Applications or Events on the server.
cwad121
HID_quiesce_startup_mode
You can start a server in a quiesce (pause) mode to temporarily prevent the server from submitting new jobs or
triggering workload. For example, instead of warm starting the server, you can start the server in quiesce mode to
prevent jobs from being submitted and Events from being triggered. When you are ready to resume submitting jobs
and triggering working, you can either unquiesce the server or specific Applications or Events on the server.

The following table describes the impact of a quiesce start and normal warm start on active workload and Events:

Area Impacted Effect of Quiesce Start Effect of Warm Start

Workload All Applications are placed into
APPLQUIESCE state. When the
server is unquiesced, it reads
the unsubmitted workload from
the time the server was quiesced
and submits the workload as
dependencies are met.

Reads active workload from the
time the server shuts down. At
startup, the server continues running
workload from this point onward.

Events All Events are placed into QUIESCE
state. Missed Event executions are
not triggered when the server is
unquiesced.

Reads and schedules Events that
have not yet been processed at the
time of shutdown and continues
monitoring for Events that are to be
processed.

More information:

• Start the Server in Quiesce Mode on a Single Server
• Start the Server in Quiesce Mode in a CA WA High Availability Configuration
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 Start the Server in Quiesce Mode on a Single Server
You can perform a quiesce start on a server in a single server (stand-alone) configuration when
you want to restart the server and prevent Applications from running or Events from triggering.
cwad121
HID_start_server_qmode_single_server
You can perform a quiesce start on a server in a single server (stand-alone) configuration when you want to restart
the server and prevent Applications from running or Events from triggering.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the server.
2. Do one of the following:

• On Windows, open the following file in a text editor:

install_dir\conf\runonce.properties.bak

• On UNIX, open the following file in a text editor:

install_dir/conf/runonce.properties.bak

install_dir
Specifies the directory where the server is installed.

3. Update the start.type parameter to the following:

start.type=QUIESCE

4. Save the file as runonce.properties and close the file.
5. Start the server.

The server is started in quiesce mode.

Note:  After a restart, the server automatically renames the runonce.properties file to runonce.properties.bak.
The next time the server restarts, it starts with a warm start.

More information:

Quiesce Startup Mode

 Start the Server in Quiesce Mode in a CA WA High Availability Configuration
You can perform a quiesce start on the Primary and Standby servers in a CA WA High
Availability configuration when you want to restart the servers and prevent Applications from
running or Events from triggering.
cwad121
HID_start_server_qmode_ha
You can perform a quiesce start on the Primary and Standby servers in a CA WA High Availability configuration
when you want to restart the servers and prevent Applications from running or Events from triggering.

Note:  Both Primary and Standby servers must be stopped. Otherwise, the quiesce start cannot take effect.

Follow these steps:
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1. Stop the Standby server.
2. Stop the Primary server.
3. Do one of the following:

• On Windows, open the following file in a text editor:

install_dir\conf\runonce.properties.bak

• On UNIX, open the following file in a text editor:

install_dir/conf/runonce.properties.bak

install_dir
Specifies the directory where the Primary server is installed.

4. Update the start.type parameter to the following:

start.type=QUIESCE

5. Save the file as runonce.properties and close the file.
6. Start the Primary server.

The Primary server is started in quiesce mode.
7. Start the Standby server.

The Standby server is started in quiesce mode.

Note:  After a restart, the server automatically renames the runonce.properties file to runonce.properties.bak.
The next time the server restarts, it starts with a warm start.

More information:

Quiesce Startup Mode

 Verify the Server is Running
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_verifying_server_run
This section contains the following topics:

 

 Verify the Server is Running on Windows
To verify your server is installed properly, the server must be running.
cwad121
HID_verify_server_run_win
To verify your server is installed properly, the server must be running.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Services dialog in Windows.
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2. Locate the server service name and check the Status column.

Note:  Alternatively, if the server is running in console mode, you can verify the server's status by checking the
console mode window. If the window is closed, the server is shut down.

 Verify the Server is Running on UNIX
To verify your server is installed properly, the server must be running.
cwad121
HID_verify_server_run_unix
To verify your server is installed properly, the server must be running.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Change to the following directory:

install_dir/bin

•   install_dir 
Specifies the server installation directory.

2. Enter the following command:

./status

The status script runs and a status message is displayed. If the server is active, a process ID (PID) is displayed,
for example:

::::::::::::::ESP Server::::::::::::::18982

The server is running on UNIX. If the server is inactive, the status message does not display a PID.

Note:

If the status message displays a PID number, but the server is not responding, the server was not shut down
properly. The status message may also display an incorrect PID. To verify the status of the server, you can enter
the following command:

ps -ef | grep java

A list of Java processes is displayed. If the list includes a Java process for the server, then the server is running.

 Stopping the Server
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_stopping_server
This section contains the following topics:

 Stop a Server from the Topology
You can stop a server instance if you no longer need to run it or if you want to configure it.
cwad121
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HID_stop_server_topology
You can stop a server instance if you no longer need to run it or if you want to configure it.

Note:  If you do not want to temporarily submit jobs or trigger workload on a server, you can quiesce (pause) the
server instead of stopping it.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the name of the server instance you want to stop, and select Stop Server from the pop-up menu.

A confirmation dialog opens.
5. Click Yes.

The server stops running.

Note:

You must restart the server from the computer the server is installed on.

 Stop the Server on Windows
You can stop the server if you no longer need to run it or if you want to configure it.
cwad121
HID_stop_server_win
You can stop the server if you no longer need to run it or if you want to configure it.

To stop the server on Windows, do one of the following:

• If the server was started in console mode, type Ctrl+C to close the command prompt window.
• If the server was started as a Windows service, open the Services dialog in Windows, right-click the service

name for the server, and select Stop from the pop-up menu to stop the server service.

The server stops running.

 Stop the Server on UNIX
You can stop the server if you no longer need to run it or if you want to configure it.
cwad121
HID_stop_server_unix
You can stop the server if you no longer need to run it or if you want to configure it.

To stop the server, change to the following directory and enter the ./stopServer command.

install_dir/bin

• install_dir
Specifies the server installation directory.

The server stops running.

Alternatively, if you created a service for CA Workload Automation DE, you can stop the server using Linux System
Services. For example, to stop the server on RHEL7, run the following command: 

Systemctl stop service_name

• service_name
Specifies the name of service that you created for CA Workload Automation DE on UNIX.
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 Switch Primary and Standby Roles of a Server in a CA
WA High Availability Configuration
In a CA WA High Availability configuration, you can change the server (the Primary or the
Standby) that processes workload. You must switch these roles during a manual failback
recovery to resume processing on the preferred server. Switching roles is also helpful during
server maintenance. For example, suppose that the Primary server requires maintenance.
You can switch the roles so that the Standby processes the workload while you administer the
Primary server.
cwad121
HID_switch_server_roles_ha
In a CA WA High Availability configuration, you can change the server (the Primary or the Standby) that processes
workload. You must switch these roles during a manual failback recovery to resume processing on the preferred
server. Switching roles is also helpful during server maintenance. For example, suppose that the Primary server
requires maintenance. You can switch the roles so that the Standby processes the workload while you administer
the Primary server.

Note:

In a CA WA High Availability configuration, changes made to users and permissions take effect immediately on
the active server. However, the monitoring server does not become aware of the changes until it is recycled or
becomes the active server. For example, when you create a new user, you can use it to log on to the active server,
but not the monitoring server. To log on to the monitoring server with the new user, you must recycle the monitoring
server or make it the active server by switching roles.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection in the Topology view, and select Change Servers Role from the pop-up menu.

A confirmation dialog opens.
5. Click OK.

The changes are saved. When the roles are switched, the active server becomes the monitoring server and the
monitoring server becomes the active server.

 Quiesce a Server from Admin Topology
You can quiesce (pause) the server to prevent the server from temporarily submitting jobs or
triggering workload while the server remains active. Jobs that are running when the server
is quiesced continue to run to completion. After you quiesce a server, you can selectively
unquiesce certain Application generations and Events, giving you more control over what runs.
cwad121
HID_quiesce_a_server_from_topology
You can quiesce (pause) the server to prevent the server from temporarily submitting jobs or triggering workload
while the server remains active. Jobs that are running when the server is quiesced continue to run to completion.
After you quiesce a server, you can selectively unquiesce certain Application generations and Events, giving you
more control over what runs.

Note:  You must have ALLOW access to the CMD.APPCMD* permission to quiesce a server.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.

Note:  You can also quiesce a server by right-clicking the server connection in the Services or Monitor
Perspective and clicking Quiesce.

2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.
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The Topology view appears.
4. Right-click the server connection that you want to quiesce, and select Quiesce Server from the pop-up menu.

A confirmation dialog appears.
5. Click Yes.

The server is quiesced. All active Application generations are placed in the APPLQUIESCE state. All scheduled
Events are placed in the QUIESCE state.

Note:  The server node displays the status as Quiesced but the statuses of the server instances do not change.

 Starting the Default Agent
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_starting_default_agent
This section contains the following topics:

 Start the Default Agent on Windows
You must start the default CA WA Agent for Windows before you can use it to run workload on
the computer where the server is installed.
cwad121
HID_start_default_agent_win
You must start the default CA WA Agent for Windows before you can use it to run workload on the computer where
the server is installed.

Follow these steps: 

1. Change to the following directory:

install_dir/ESPSystemAgent

• install_dir 
Specifies the server installation directory.

2. Enter the following command:

cybAgent -a

The default agent starts.

Note:

Alternatively, you can start the default agent service by opening the Services dialog in Windows, right-clicking the
default agent service, and selecting Start from the pop-up menu.

 Start the Default Agent on UNIX
You must start the default CA WA Agent for UNIX or Linux before you can use it to run workload
on the computer where the server is installed.
cwad121
HID_start_default_agent_unix
You must start the default CA WA Agent for UNIX or Linux before you can use it to run workload on the computer
where the server is installed.

 Follow these steps: 
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1. Change to the following directory:

install_dir/ESPSystemAgent

•   install_dir 
Specifies the server installation directory.

2. Enter the following command:

./cybAgent &

The default agent starts running.

Note:  The cybAgent program can intercept nohup signals. If the agent is running in the background, you can
log out of the UNIX system after the agent starts. When the agent starts, it creates a status file, which contains
information about the agent core status. The agent log files are stored in the log directory.

 Verify the Default Agent is Running
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_verifying_default_agent_run
This section contains the following topics:

 Verify the Default Agent is Running on Windows
To verify that your server is installed properly, the default CA WA Agent for Windows must be
running.
cwad121
HID_verify_default_agent_run_win
To verify that your server is installed properly, the default CA WA Agent for Windows must be running.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the following directory:

install_dir\ESPSystemAgent

•   install_dir 
Specifies the directory where the server is installed.

2. Open the status file in a text editor.
A status message is displayed. If the agent is running, the process ID for the agent is displayed.

Note:  If the status file displays a process ID but the agent is not responding, the agent was not shut down
properly. To verify that the agent is down, verify the status of the agent in Windows Services. If the agent was
shut down properly, the status file shows an inactive status and the defaultlog_agent.log file displays a message
indicating that the CybAgentDriver was terminated.

 Verify the Default Agent is Running on UNIX
To verify that your server is installed properly, the default CA WA Agent for UNIX or Linux must
be running.
cwad121
HID_verify_default_agent_run_unix
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To verify that your server is installed properly, the default CA WA Agent for UNIX or Linux must be running.

Follow these steps:

1. Change to the following directory:

install_dir/ESPSystemAgent

• install_dir
Specifies the server installation directory.

2. Enter the following command:

cat status

A status message is displayed. If the agent is running, the PID number for the agent process (cybAgent) is
displayed.

Note:

If the status file displays a PID number but the agent is not responding, the agent was not shut down properly.
To verify whether the agent process (cybAgent) is running, enter the following command:

ps -ef | grep cybAgent

If the agent was shut down properly, the status file shows an inactive status and the defaultlog_agent.log file
displays a message indicating that the CybAgentDriver was terminated.

 Stopping the Agent or Advanced Integration
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_stopping_agent
This section contains the following topics:

 

 Stop an Agent or Advanced Integration from the Topology
You can stop an agent if you do not want servers to submit jobs to it.
cwad121
HID_stop_agent_topology
You can stop an agent if you do not want servers to submit jobs to it.

Note:

Similar to agents, you can also stop advanced integrations such as Advanced Integration for Hadoop

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
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3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.
The Topology view opens.

4. Right-click the name of the agent name you want to stop, and select Stop Agent/Advanced Integration from the
pop-up menu.
A confirmation dialog opens.

5. Click OK.

The agent is stopped.

Note:  You must restart the agent from the computer the agent is installed on.

 Stop the Default Agent on Windows
You can stop the default CA WA Agent for Windows that is installed with the server if you no
longer use it.
cwad121
HID_stop_agent_win
You can stop the default CA WA Agent for Windows that is installed with the server if you no longer use it.

Follow these steps: 

1. Change to the following directory:

install_dir/ESPSystemAgent

• install_dir
Specifies the server installation directory.

2. Enter the following command:

cybAgent -s

The default agent stops running.

Note:  Alternatively, you can stop the default agent service by opening the Services dialog in Windows, right-
clicking the default agent service, and selecting Stop from the pop-up menu.

 Stop the Default Agent on UNIX
You can stop the default CA WA Agent for UNIX or Linux that is installed with the server if you
no longer use it.
cwad121
HID_stop_agent_unix
You can stop the default CA WA Agent for UNIX or Linux that is installed with the server if you no longer use it.

Follow these steps:

1. Change to the following directory:

install_dir/ESPSystemAgent

• install_dir
Specifies the server installation directory.
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2. Enter the following command:

./cybAgent -s

The default agent stops running.

 Quiesce and Unquiesce an Agent or Advanced
Integration
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_quiesce_unquiesce_agent
This section contains the following topics:

 Quiesce an Agent or Advanced Integration
You can quiesce (pause) an agent to prevent the server from temporarily sending messages or
submitting jobs to the agent. When the agent is in the Quiesced state, you cannot submit jobs to
the agent. However, jobs that are runnning on the agent when it is quiesced continue to run to
completion.
cwad121
HID_quiesce_an_agent
You can quiesce (pause) an agent to prevent the server from temporarily sending messages or submitting jobs to
the agent. When the agent is in the Quiesced state, you cannot submit jobs to the agent. However, jobs that are
runnning on the agent when it is quiesced continue to run to completion.

Note:

• Similar to agents, you can also quiesce advanced integrations such as Advanced Integration for Hadoop.
• You must have ALLOW access to the CMD.APPCMD* permission to quiesce an agent.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view appears.
4. Right-click the name of the agent you want to quiesce, and select Quiesce Agent/Advanced Integration from the

pop-up menu.
A confirmation dialog appears.

5. Click Yes.
The agent is quiesced.

 Unquiesce an Agent or Advanced Integration
You can unquiesce an agent to release a quiesced agent. The server can then resume sending
messages and submitting jobs to the agent.
cwad121
HID_unquiesce_an_agent
You can unquiesce an agent to release a quiesced agent. The server can then resume sending messages and
submitting jobs to the agent.

Note:

• Similar to agents, you can also unquiesce advanced integrations such as Advanced Integration for Hadoop
• You must have ALLOW access to the CMD.APPCMD* permission to unquiesce an agent.
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Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view appears.
4. Right-click the name of the agent you want to unquiesce, and select Unquiesce Agent/Advanced Integration

from the pop-up menu.
A confirmation dialog opens.

5. Click Yes.
The agent is unquiesced.

 Start and Stop the PostgreSQL Service
To start or stop the PostgreSQL service, you must first log in to the computer as a user that has
access to the PostgreSQL directory. By default, the user is postgres.
cwad121
HID_start_stop_postgres_service
To start or stop the PostgreSQL service, you must first log in to the computer as a user that has access to the
PostgreSQL directory. By default, the user is postgres.

Note:

If you are logged in as a different user and you want to switch to the postgres user, run this command su –
postgres.

You must also set the PGDATA environment variable to the PostgreSQL/data directory:

export PGDATA=CAWA_HOME/PostgreSQL/data

• CAWA_HOME
Specifies the server installation directory.

Start the PostgreSQL Service 

To start the PostgreSQL service, change to the PostgreSQL/bin directory from the command prompt and run the
following command:

./pg_ctl start

Stop the PostgreSQL Service 

To start the PostgreSQL service, change to the PostgreSQL/bin directory from the command prompt and run the
following command:

./pg_ctl stop

6 Maintaining
Maintain log files
cwad121
HID_maintaining
This section includes the following topics:
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 Managing Server Logs
This section includes information about managing server log files:
cwad121
HID_managing_server_logs
This section includes information about managing server log files:

2

More information:

Creating and Managing Logging Profiles

 Server Log Files
The server maintains log files to store diagnostic and auditing information. By default, the log
files are located in the following directory:
cwad122
HID_server_log_files
The server maintains log files to store diagnostic and auditing information. By default, the log files are located in the
following directory:

server_install_dir\logs

• server_install_dir
Specifies the server installation directory

The log files are as follows:

• Trace log
Stores communication messages between the ESP dSeries Workload Automation components and maintains
debugging information. You can filter the messages that the server writes to the trace log. By default, the trace
log rolls over every day and also when its size reaches 10 MB. The trace log file name is as follows:

tracelog.timestamp.txt

• timestamp
Specifies the date and the time when the trace log file was created.

Note:

The trace log also stores communication messages between the ESP dSeries Workload Automation
components and external components, such as SMTP server, LDAP server, and SNMP.

• Error log
Stores all the messages that are logged in the trace log with severity ERROR or higher. When the error log file
reaches its maximum size, it is archived and a new log file is created. You can configure the maximum size of
the error log file. The error log file name is as follows:

errors.txt

• Audit log
Records user input. The server creates an audit log every day. You cannot change this frequency. Unlike
the other log files, the audit log is encrypted. You cannot use the server to archive or clear the audit log
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automatically. Instead, you can create HTML and Comma Separated Values (CSV) reports by using the CLI.
The audit log file name is as follows:

auditlog.timestamp.bin

• Buffer log
Stores all messages between the server and the database regardless of category or severity. The buffer log file
is located in the  server_install_dir  \logs directory. Its file name is as follows:

buffer.timestamp.txt

The server also logs information about completed jobs in the completed jobs repository in its database. You can
periodically clear the completed jobs repository by issuing the PURGECOMPLETEDJOBS command in the CLI or
by scheduling the HOUSEKEEPING_UTILITY Application packaged with the server.

On UNIX, the server logs shutdown and startup information in the stdout.txt files. You can clear them manually
using the UNIX rm command.

The default agent that is installed with the server creates log files and spool files for its jobs. For more information
about clearing agent log files and spool files, see Maintain Spool and Log Files in the CA Workload Automation
System Agent documentation.

Note:

When the modern ESP dSeries Workload Automation Web Client connects to the server, a superuser named
WLA_REST_WADE_SU is created to collect workload data from the server. This user may appear in log files or
security reports that you generate.

 Archiving and Clearing Server Log Files
Log files constantly increase in size because the server continually writes to them. To reduce
the amount of information stored in these files, the server performs an automatic archive or
rollover of the trace log and audit log files every day by default. This automatic-archive process
reduces clutter in the active log files by creating a log file on a frequent basis.
cwad121
HID_archive_clear_server_log_files
Log files constantly increase in size because the server continually writes to them. To reduce the amount of
information stored in these files, the server performs an automatic archive or rollover of the trace log and audit log
files every day by default. This automatic-archive process reduces clutter in the active log files by creating a log file
on a frequent basis.

During rollover, the server archives logs files, creating new files in the logs directory where the server is installed.
The server includes a timestamp in the file name of the archived log, indicating when the server archived the file.
The server then clears the active log file and continues logging new information to this file.

If you run heavy workload, you can consider changing the default frequency for the automatic archive of the trace
log file, or you can perform a manual archive of the active trace log file by issuing the SPINLOG command in the
CLI.

Note:  The server creates an audit log every day or whenever the server restarts. You cannot change this behavior.

In addition to archiving log files, we recommend that you permanently clear (delete) trace log files regularly to
maintain performance. You can clear active trace log files by issuing the PURGELOG command in the CLI, running
the cleanup utility packaged with the server, or scheduling the HOUSEKEEPING_UTILITY Application packaged
with the server.

More information:

Configure Rollover of the Trace Log

 Clean up CLI and Audit Logs and Finding Corrupted Jobs
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Windows
clean up cli, audit logs  -- delete older than -- forfiles /p "C:\what\ever" /s /m *.* /D -<number of days> /C "cmd /c del
@path"

Unix

 #! /bin/ksh   
   -n "$1" || { echo "Usage: clear_auditlog.sh 10"; return ; }   
   ##   
   #Change CAWA_PATH to match your server install path   
   ##   
   CAWA_PATH=/opt/CA/WorkloadAutomation   
   FILE=$CAWA_PATH/LogFiles/auditlog*   
   find $FILE -type f -mtime +$1 -exec rm {} \;   
   #--EOF--  

Note:

Before using the script, change the CAWA_PATH to match the path of your server installation. The script will
require a command line argument to pass which relates to the age of the auditlogs.

For example, "./clear_auditlog.sh 10" would clear audit logs that are older than 10 days.

It is highly recommend that you do not clear out the audit logs, but instead move them somewhere else. Moving
audit logs to some other location will allow you to have all of you audit logs information in case of an audit.

Find Corrupted Jobs in Database
You can run the following query to get a list of all the corrupted jobs.

select * from esp_wss_appl a, esp_rtwob b where CONCAT(a.appl_name,'.',a.appl_gen_no) like b.applid
 and b.type='APPL' and b.thestate like 'COMPLETE' and a.status=1

Use can now use cold start -3 to clear the corrupted application generations.

 Filtering Messages in the Trace Log
The messages that are stored in the trace log are filtered based on their category and severity.
The category of the message is identified by its logger identifier. Each logger identifier has an
associated level of severity known as the severity threshold.
cwad121
HID_filter_messages_tracelog
The messages that are stored in the trace log are filtered based on their category and severity. The category of the
message is identified by its logger identifier. Each logger identifier has an associated level of severity known as the
severity threshold.

Logger identifiers let you filter messages that the server writes to the trace log. You can set the severity threshold of
a logger identifier, so that the messages associated with the logger identifier with severity lower than the threshold
are discarded. For example, if you specify ALL as the severity threshold for a logger identifier, all associated
messages are stored in the log file. If you specify INFO as the severity threshold for a logger identifier, only the
associated messages with severity INFO and higher are stored in the log file.

The severity threshold levels are as follows:

• ALL
Indicates that all the messages are logged in the trace log.

• DEBUG
Indicates that debugging, information, warning, error, and fatal messages are logged in the trace log.
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• INFO
Indicates that information, warning, error, and fatal messages are logged in the trace log.

• WARN
Indicates that warning, error, and fatal messages are logged in the trace log.

• ERROR
Indicates that error and fatal messages are logged in the trace log.

• FATAL
Indicates that only the fatal messages are logged in the trace log.

• OFF
Indicates that no messages are logged in the trace log.

Note:  You can also retrieve and set the severity threshold of a logger identifier using the CLI.

More information:

Set the Severity Threshold of a Logger Identifier

 Configure Rollover of the Trace Log
You can configure when the server archives or rolls over the trace log file. For example, if you
run heavy workload, you can increase the rollover frequency.
cwad121
HID_configure_rollover_trace_log
You can configure when the server archives or rolls over the trace log file. For example, if you run heavy workload,
you can increase the rollover frequency.

Note:

• In a CA WA High Availability configuration, the Primary and Standby servers have independent logging
configurations.

• If you are unable to connect to the server, you can also edit the server.log4j.xml file, located in the conf directory
where the server is installed, to configure the rollover if you are familiar with the log4j framework.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server instance you want to configure in the Topology view, and select Configure Logging from

the pop-up menu.
The Modify Server Logging Configuration dialog opens.

5. Do one of the following in the Log roll-over policy section:

• Select the Specify time period option button and select the frequency to archive the trace log file from the
drop-down list. The options are as follows:

• MINUTE
Specifies that the trace log is archived every minute.

• DAY 
Specifies that the trace log is archived every day after midnight.

• HOUR 
Specifies that the trace log is archived every hour.

• WEEK
Specifies that the trace log is archived at the beginning of every week.

• Select the Specify maximum log file size option button and enter the maximum log file size in bytes in the
text box.
Default: 10485760 (The server archives the trace log when it reaches 10485760 bytes.)
Limits: 1-9223372036854775807

6. Click OK.
The log rollover details are saved.
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 Set the Maximum Size of the Error Log File
The error file stores all the messages that are logged in the trace log with severity ERROR or
higher. Its file name is errors.txt.
cwad121
HID_set_max_size_error_log
The error file stores all the messages that are logged in the trace log with severity ERROR or higher. Its file name is
errors.txt.

You can configure the maximum size of the error log file. After the log file reaches its maximum size, the server
archives or rolls over the error log file. You can also configure the number of archived log files the server retains.

Note:

In a CA WA High Availability configuration, the Primary and Standby servers have independent logging
configurations.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the following file in a text editor:

• On Windows:

server_install_dir\conf\server.log4j.xml

• On UNIX:

server_install_dir/conf/server.log4j.xml

server_install_dir
Specifies the directory where the server is installed.

2. Locate the error log configuration section by searching for appender name="ERRORS".
3. Modify the values for the following parameters as appropriate:

• MaxFileSize
Specifies the maximum size of the error log file. The log file is archived with a new timestamp and a new log
file is created when it reaches the maximum size.
Default: 10MB

Note:

• The values must be specified in kilobytes (KB), megabytes (MB), or gigabytes (GB).
• The format of the timestamp is YYYY-MM-DD_HH.MM.SS, for example, 2015-08-25_23.44.01.

Example: 

<param name="MaxFileSize" value="500KB" />

• MaxBackupIndex
(Optional) Specifies the maximum number of archived log files the server retains.
Default: All the files
Example: 

<param name="MaxBackupIndex" value="100" />

4. Save and close the file.
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5. Restart the server for the new value to take effect. In a CA WA High Availability configuration, restart both the
Primary and Standby servers.

 The Buffer Log File
The buffer log file stores all messages between the server and the database regardless of
category or severity. The buffer log file is created with a timestamp.
cwad121
HID_buffer_log
The buffer log file stores all messages between the server and the database regardless of category or severity. The
buffer log file is created with a timestamp.

The buffer log file is located in the following directory:

• On Windows:

install_dir\logs\buffer.timestamp.txt 

• On UNIX:

install_dir/logs/buffer.timestamp.txt

• install_dir
Specifies the server installation directory.

• timestamp
Specifies the date and the time when the buffer log file was created. The format of the timestamp
is YYYY-MM-DD_hh.mm.ss .

After the buffer log file reaches its maximum size, it is archived and a new buffer log file with a new timestamp is
created. You can configure the maximum size of the buffer log file. At any given time, only one buffer log file is
archived and saved.

More Information: 

Set the Maximum Size of the Buffer Log File 

 Retain Requests
When a severe problem occurs, the server retains the buffer log files and creates a retain
request in the following file:
cwad121
HID_retain_requests
When a severe problem occurs, the server retains the buffer log files and creates a retain request in the following
file:

• On Windows:

install_dir\logs\buffer\index.xml

• On UNIX:
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install_dir/logs/buffer/index.xml

• install_dir
Specifies the server installation directory.

Each retain request records the time the problem was detected, a message describing the problem, and the names
of the archived and current log files. When the current log file is archived, the name of the new log file is also
recorded.

You can delete the retained buffer log files from the file system. After all log files referenced by the retain request
are deleted, the server deletes the retain request the next time it starts up.

When the server is shut down, you can delete the retain requests from the index.xml file. When the server starts
up, it deletes the log files that are not referenced by any of the retain requests, except for the current log file.

 Set the Maximum Size of the Buffer Log File
You can set the maximum size of the buffer log file. The server archives the buffer log file after it
reaches the specified maximum size.
cwad121
HID_set_max_buffer_log_size
You can set the maximum size of the buffer log file. The server archives the buffer log file after it reaches the
specified maximum size.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server instance in the Topology view, and select Configure Logging from the pop-up menu.

The Modify Server Logging Configuration view opens.
5. Complete the following field as required:

• Specify maximum buffer log file size [Bytes] 
Specifies the maximum buffer log file size in bytes.
Default: 52428800
Limits: 1 and above

6. Click OK.
The changes are saved.

7. Recycle the server.
After a warm start, the server sets the specified value as the maximum size for the buffer log file.

More information: 

Managing the Buffer Log File 

 The Web Services Log File
The web services log file records error messages and requests that the CA Workload
Automation DE server sends to the CA WA SOAP Web Services. You can change the location
of the log file if you want to store it in a directory other than its default.
cwad121
HID_web_services_log
The web services log file records error messages and requests that the CA Workload Automation DE server sends
to the CA WA SOAP Web Services. You can change the location of the log file if you want to store it in a directory
other than its default.

Check this log file when you want to troubleshoot the web services. The log file is located in the following directory:
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• On Windows:

install_dir\apache-tomcat\logs\cawa-rn-log.txt

• On UNIX:

install_dir/apache-tomcat/logs/cawa-rn-log.txt

• install_dir
Specifies the CA WA Web Services installation directory.

• rn
Specifies the release number of CA Workload Automation DE.

 Change the Name or Location of an Audit Log
The server maintains the audit log in the logs directory where the server is installed. However,
you can change the names of the log files or store the log files in another location.
cwad121
HID_change_name_location_audit_log
The server maintains the audit log in the logs directory where the server is installed. However, you can change the
names of the log files or store the log files in another location.

Warning:  The directory where you want to store the log files must exist. Otherwise, the server does not
start. Verify that the new directory is created before you change the log file's location on the server.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the following file in a text editor:

• On Windows:

install_dir\conf\server.properties

• On UNIX:

install_dir/conf/server.properties

• install_dir
Specifies the server installation directory.

2. Modify the following parameters as appropriate:

#cybauditlog.targets=auditlog

• auditlog
Specifies the path to and name of the audit log file.

3. Remove the comment character (#) at the beginning of each parameter that you modified.
4. Save and close the file.
5. Restart the server.

The name and location for the log you modified are changed.

Example: Change the Name and Location of the Audit Log File 
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Suppose that you want to change the name and location of the audit log file. Modify the following parameter in the
server.properties file and restart the server:

cybauditlog.targets=/u1/scheduler/logs/preferredauditlog.txt

 Clear Log Files on Windows using the Cleanup Utility
The server is packaged with a cleanup utility that deletes server and default agent log files that
accumulate over time.
cwad121
HID_clear_log_files_win_utility
The server is packaged with a cleanup utility that deletes server and default agent log files that accumulate over
time.

Note:  Alternatively, you can clear server log files by issuing the PURGELOG command in the CLI or scheduling
the HOUSEKEEPING_UTILITY Application packaged with the server.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open a command prompt window.
2. Change to the following directory:

install_dir\bin

• install_dir
Specifies the server installation directory.

3. Enter the following command:

cleanup.bat hostnameportuseridpasswordmaxdays

• hostname
Specifies the host name of the Windows computer where the log files are stored.

• port
Specifies the port of the Windows computer where the log files are stored.

• userid
Specifies the user name of the administrator.

• password
Specifies the password of the administrator.

• maxdays
Specifies the maximum age of the files in days. The cleanup utility deletes files older than this value.
Example: cleanup.bat hostname port userid password 9 (deletes files that are older than 9 days)

The log files are deleted.

Note:  The cleanup process may take some time depending on the number of files to remove.

 Clear Log Files on UNIX using the Cleanup Utility
The server is packaged with a cleanup utility that deletes server and default agent log files that
accumulate over time.
cwad121
HID_clear_log_files_unix_utility
The server is packaged with a cleanup utility that deletes server and default agent log files that accumulate over
time.
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Note:  Alternatively, you can clear server log files by issuing the PURGELOG command in the CLI or scheduling
the HOUSEKEEPING_UTILITY Application packaged with the server.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open a command prompt window.
2. Change to the following directory:

install_dir/bin

• install_dir
Specifies the server installation directory.

3. Enter the following command:

cleanup.sh hostnameportuseridpassword maxdays

• hostname
Specifies the host name of the UNIX computer where the log files are stored.

• port
Specifies the port of the UNIX computer where the log files are stored.

• userid
Specifies the user name of the administrator.

• password
Specifies the password of the administrator.

• maxdays
Specifies the maximum age of the files in days. The cleanup utility deletes files older than this value.
Example: cleanup.sh hostname port userid password 9 (deletes files that are older than 9 days)

The log files are deleted.

Note:

The cleanup process may take some time depending on the number of files to remove.

 Clear stdout.txt Files on UNIX
Each time you restart the server, the server backs up its stdout.txt file. To prevent these
stdout.txt files from accumulating, clear them manually.
cwad121
HID_clear_stdout_unix
Each time you restart the server, the server backs up its stdout.txt file. To prevent these stdout.txt files from
accumulating, clear them manually.

Note:  This procedure does not apply to the server installed on Windows. The stdout.txt files are not created on
Windows.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Change to the following directory:

install_dir/logs

•   install_dir 
Specifies the server installation directory.
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2. Enter the following command:

rm stdout.txt.*

The asterisk (*) is a wildcard for the timestamp. The stdout.txt files are cleared.

 Change the Name and Location of the Server Log Files
Directory
The server stores and maintains the log files in the logs directory where the server is installed.
However, you can change the name and location of the log files directory, if you want to store
the log files in a directory other than its default.
cwad122
The server stores and maintains the log files in the logs directory where the server is installed. However, you can
change the name and location of the log files directory, if you want to store the log files in a directory other than its
default.

Warning:

The directory where you want to store the log files must exist. Otherwise, the server does not start. Verify
that the new directory is created before you change the log files' location on the server.

Follow these steps: 

1. Stop the server.
2. Open the following file in a text editor:

• On Windows:

install_dir\conf\windows.service.properties

• On UNIX:

install_dir/bin/startServer

• install_dir
Specifies the server installation directory.

3. Modify the following parameters as appropriate:

• On Windows

jvmproperty_6=-Dlog.directory=serverlogs

• On UNIX

LOGS_DIR=serverlogs

• serverlogs
Specifies the name and path to the directory where the server log files are stored.

4. Save and close the file.
5. Restart the server.
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The name and location for the server log files directory are changed.

 Delete Agent or Advanced Integration Logs
You can issue a command to an agent to delete the agent logs. The agent logs are located in
the log subdirectory in the directory where the agent is installed.
cwad121
HID_delete_agent_log
You can issue a command to an agent to delete the agent logs. The agent logs are located in the log subdirectory
in the directory where the agent is installed.

Note:

Similar to agents, you can also delete the logs of advanced integrations such as Advanced Integration for Hadoop.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the name of the agent you want to delete the logs for, and select Delete Agent/Advanced Integration

Logs from the pop-up menu.
A confirmation dialog opens.

5. Click Yes.
A request is sent to delete the logs for the specified agent.

Note:  The server issues the command but does not wait for a Delete status from the agent.

 Creating and Managing Logging Profiles
You can create and manage logging profiles as follows:
cwad121
HID_create_manage_logging_profile
You can create and manage logging profiles as follows:

 Logging Profiles
A logging profile is a set of logger identifiers with associated severity thresholds. You can set the
severity thresholds of all the logger identifiers at once by creating and applying a logging profile
instead of setting the severity threshold of each logger identifier individually.
cwad121
HID_logging_profiles
A logging profile is a set of logger identifiers with associated severity thresholds. You can set the severity
thresholds of all the logger identifiers at once by creating and applying a logging profile instead of setting the
severity threshold of each logger identifier individually.

The server provides the following predefined logging profiles:

• DEFAULT
• DEFAULT PLUS RDBMS
• ESSENTIAL
• EVERYTHING

Note:  You cannot edit or delete these logging profiles. However, you can create new profiles by copying them as
required.

You can apply a logging profile to change the current logging configuration. In a CA WA High Availability
configuration, the logging profiles are common to the Primary and Standby servers.

Note:  You can display the current severity threshold of each logger identifier, but you cannot display the logging
profile that is currently applied.
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More information: 

View a Predefined Logging Profile 

Create a New Logging Profile 

Copy a Logging Profile 

Edit a Logging Profile 

Apply a Logging Profile 

Delete a Logging Profile 

 View a Predefined Logging Profile
You can view the details of a predefined logging profile. You cannot edit or delete these profiles.
cwad121
HID_view_predefined_logging_profile
You can view the details of a predefined logging profile. You cannot edit or delete these profiles.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the pop-

up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Select the Logging Profiles tab. 
The list of existing logging profiles is displayed.

6. Right-click the predefined profile you want to view, and select View Profile from the pop-up menu.
The View Logging Profile dialog opens and displays the severity thresholds of the logger identifiers defined in
the logging profile.

More information:

Logging Profiles

 Create a New Logging Profile
You can set the severity thresholds of all the logger identifiers in a new logging profile.
After creating the logging profile, you can apply it at any time to replace the current logging
configuration for the server.
cwad121
HID_create_new_logging_profile
You can set the severity thresholds of all the logger identifiers in a new logging profile. After creating the logging
profile, you can apply it at any time to replace the current logging configuration for the server.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the pop-

up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Select the Logging Profiles tab. 
The list of existing logging profiles is displayed.

6. Right-click in the listing, and select New Profile from the pop-up menu.
The New Logging Profile dialog opens.

7. Enter the name of the new logging profile in the Logging Profile Name field.
8. Select a logger identifier in the Logging severity thresholds table.
9. Select the severity threshold of the logger identifier from the drop-down list in the Severity threshold column.
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10. Repeat the previous two steps for the remaining logger identifiers.
11. Click OK. 

The new logging profile is created.

More information:

Logging Profiles

 Apply a Logging Profile
You can apply a logging profile to replace the current logging configuration for the server. In a
CA WA High Availability configuration, you can apply a logging profile to the Primary or Standby
server.
cwad121
HID_apply_logging_profile
You can apply a logging profile to replace the current logging configuration for the server. In a CA WA High
Availability configuration, you can apply a logging profile to the Primary or Standby server.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the pop-

up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Select the Logging Profiles tab. 
The list of existing logging profiles is displayed.

6. Right-click the profile you want to apply, and select one of the following options from the pop-up menu:

• Apply Profile for Primary
Applies the logging profile to the Primary server.

• Apply Profile for Standby
Applies the logging profile to the Standby server. This option only appears in a CA WA High Availability
configuration.

A confirmation dialog opens.
7. Click Yes.

The selected logging profile is applied and replaces the current logging configuration on the specified server.

More information:

Logging Profiles

 Copy a Logging Profile
You can copy a logging profile and save it with a different name to create a new logging profile.
You can also edit a copy of a predefined profile.
cwad121
HID_copy_logging_profile
You can copy a logging profile and save it with a different name to create a new logging profile. You can also edit a
copy of a predefined profile.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the pop-

up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Select the Logging Profiles tab. 
The list of existing logging profiles is displayed.
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6. Right-click the logging profile that you want to copy, and select Copy Profile from the pop-up menu.
The New Logging Profile dialog opens.

7. Enter a new logging profile name in the Logging Profile Name field and modify the severity thresholds of the
logger identifiers as appropriate.

8. Click OK.
The new logging profile is saved.

More information:

Logging Profiles

 Edit a Logging Profile
You can edit a logging profile to change the severity thresholds of the logger identifiers.
cwad121
HID_edit_logging_profile
You can edit a logging profile to change the severity thresholds of the logger identifiers.

Note:  The changes to the logging profile do not impact the current logging configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the pop-

up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Select the Logging Profiles tab. 
The list of existing logging profiles is displayed.

6. Right-click the logging profile that you want to edit, and select Edit Profile from the pop-up menu.
The Edit Logging profile dialog opens.

7. Make the required changes and click OK.
The selected logging profile is updated.

More information:

Logging Profiles

 Delete a Logging Profile
You can delete a logging profile if you no longer need it.
cwad121
HID_delete_logging_profile
You can delete a logging profile if you no longer need it.

Note:  You cannot delete a predefined logging profile.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server connection in the Topology view, and select Configure Shared Parameters from the pop-

up menu.
The Server Shared Parameters view opens.

5. Select the Logging Profiles tab. 
The list of existing logging profiles is displayed.

6. Right-click the logging profile that you want to delete, and select Delete Profile from the pop-up menu. 
A confirmation dialog opens.

7. Click Yes.
The selected logging profile is deleted.
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More information:

Logging Profiles

 Set the Severity Threshold of a Logger Identifier
To identify the types of messages that are logged in the trace log, you can set the severity
threshold for each message category (logger identifier). The messages associated with the
category with severity lower than the threshold are discarded. For example, if you specify ALL
as the severity threshold for a logger identifier, all associated messages are stored in the log
file. If you specify INFO as the severity threshold for a logger identifier, only the associated
messages with severity INFO and higher are stored in the log file.
cwad121
HID_set_sev_threshold_logger_identifier
To identify the types of messages that are logged in the trace log, you can set the severity threshold for each
message category (logger identifier). The messages associated with the category with severity lower than the
threshold are discarded. For example, if you specify ALL as the severity threshold for a logger identifier, all
associated messages are stored in the log file. If you specify INFO as the severity threshold for a logger identifier,
only the associated messages with severity INFO and higher are stored in the log file.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the server instance you want to configure in the Topology view, and select Configure Logging from

the pop-up menu.
The Modify Server Logging Configuration dialog opens.

5. Select a logger identifier in the Logging severity thresholds table.
6. Select the severity threshold of the logger identifier from the drop-down list in the Severity threshold column
7. (Optional) Repeat the previous two steps for the remaining logger identifiers.
8. Click OK.

The severity threshold of the logger identifier is specified for the log file.

 More information: 

 Logging Profiles 

 Managing the Trace Log 

 Schedule the Housekeeping Application
On Windows and UNIX, the server comes with a sample Application named
HOUSEKEEPING_UTILITY to perform routine maintenance of your server.
cwad121
HID_houskeeping_appl
On Windows and UNIX, the server comes with a sample Application named HOUSEKEEPING_UTILITY to perform
routine maintenance of your server.

Note:

• In 12.1, the following two jobs are added to the housekeeping Application:

•  MOVE_HISTORY_DATA.OLDER_THAN_1MONTH 
•  DELETE_APPLICATION_VERSIONS.EXCEPTLAST_100_VERSIONS_DO_NOT_RUN_BY_DEFAULT 

An existing job named CLEANUP_TRACELOGS.OLDER_THAN_7_DAYS is renamed
to CLEANUP_TRACELOGS.OLDER_THAN_30_DAYS. 
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• (Applies for a newly installed server) By default, this Application does not run automatically after a new server
installation. To run the Application automatically after the server installation, trigger the

SCHEDMASTER.HOUSEKEEPING_UTILITY

Event using the following CLI command:

scheduleallevents eventnames("SCHEDMASTER.HOUSEKEEPING_UTILITY")

• (Applies for an upgraded server) The housekeeping Application runs everyday at 3 a.m. automatically after
the server upgrade from 12.0 or higher, only if the Application was not modified or scheduled before the server
upgrade. However, if you modified or scheduled the housekeeping Application before the server upgrade or if
you upgraded the server from 11.3 SP3, the server upgrade does not modify the existing Event schedule time or
the jobs in the Application. The Application runs as per the schedule that you set before the server upgrade. 

You can also add new jobs to run your own scripts, and update the Event schedule time of the Application.

Warning:

When you reschedule this Application, use the default agent that is packaged with the server.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Download the HOUSEKEEPING_UTILITY Application in the Define perspective.
3. Modify the Arguments to pass field for the following jobs as appropriate:

• CLEANUP_TRACELOGS.OLDER_THAN_30_DAYS 

Removes archived trace log files that are older than 30 days. The default value is 30. However, you can
modify the default value and remove trace logs that are older than any number of days.

Example: The following example removes the tracelog files that are older than ten days:

CAWAHOST 7500 ADMIN admin 10

• DELETE_STATUSMESSAGES.OLDER_THAN_7_DAYS 

Deletes status messages that are older than seven days from the ESP_STATUS_MESSAGE database
table. The default value is seven. However, you can modify the default value and delete status messages
that are older than any number of days. You can change the default settings as follows:

1.1 Open the Javascript page of the job.
2.1 Specify the value for the no_of_days variable in the Define or Import Javascript to run text box in

the At Event trigger time section. For example, to delete status messages that are older than ten days,
set no_of_days = 10.

Example: 

CAWAHOST 7500 ADMIN admin ‘DELETESTATUSMESSAGES
 threshold(“%APPL.date”)’

Note:

The %APPL.date variable resolves to the current date and time when the job runs.

Warning:
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Before scheduling this job for the first time, we recommend that you run the
DELETESTATUSMESSAGES CLI command manually. For more information about running this
command, see the Comments page of the job in CA WA Desktop Client.

• PURGE_COMPLETED_JOBS.OLDER_THAN_7_DAYS 

Clears all completed jobs that are older than seven days from the server completed jobs repository. The
default value is seven. However, you can modify the default value and clear completed jobs that are older
than any number of days.

Example: The following example clears all completed jobs that are older than ten days: 

espressop 7500 ADMIN admin PURGECOMPLETEDJOBS olderthan(‘now less
 10 days’)

• PURGE_COMPLETED_JOBS.VERIFY_FIRST_GENERATION 

Clears all completed jobs in generation 1 of Application VERIFY from the server completed jobs repository.
The default Application generation is 1 and the Application name is VERIFY. However, you can modify the
default values and clear completed jobs of any generation and any Application.

You can also remove all completed jobs that are older than a specified number of hours or days.

Examples: 

• The following example clears all completed jobs in the fourth generation of the VERIFY Application: 

CAWAHOST 7500 ADMIN admin PURGECOMPLETEDJOBS
 application(‘verify.4’)

• The following example clears all completed jobs that are older than two hours in the fifth and previous
generations of the TEST Application:

CAWAHOST 7500 ADMIN admin PURGECOMPLETEDJOBS older than (“now
 less two hours”) application(‘test.5’)

• The following example clears all completed jobs that are older than four days and belong to Applications
with names that start with T:

CAWAHOST 7500 ADMIN admin PURGECOMPLETEDJOBS older than (“now
 less 4 days”) application(‘T*’)

Note:

For more information, see PURGECOMPLETEDJOBS CLI command.
• MOVE_HISTORY_DATA.OLDER_THAN_1MONTH

Moves history data of the completed Applications from the database tables to stage tables. By default, only
the data that are older than one month are moved.

• DELETE_APPLICATION_VERSIONS.EXCEPTLAST_100_VERSIONS_DO_NOT_RUN_BY_DEFAULT 

Deletes all the Application versions except the last 100 versions from the database. Suppose that an
Application has 300 versions, this job deletes versions 1-200 and retains only the last 100 versions (201-300)
in the database.

Warning:

By default, this job does not run. To run this job, you must clear the Do not run check box in the Run
frequency section and upload the Application.
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4. (Optional) Open the default Date-Time/Manual Event and edit the schedule time.

The Event that schedules the Application is set up.
5. Upload the Application to the server.

The HOUSEKEEPING_UTILITY Application is scheduled to run.

 Administering the Embedded PostgreSQL Database
This section describes how to set up the housekeeping application for the embedded
PostgreSQL database and maintain the database.
cwad121
HID_administer_embed_postgres_db
This section describes how to set up the housekeeping application for the embedded PostgreSQL database and
maintain the database.

 Start and Stop the Embedded PostgreSQL Database
The PostgreSQL Service is not created when the CA Workload Automation DE server is
installed. You must use pg_ctl/postgres services to start or stop the database.
cwad121
HID_start_stop_embed_postgres_db
The PostgreSQL Service is not created when the CA Workload Automation DE server is installed. You must use
pg_ctl/postgres services to start or stop the database.

Start the PosgreSQL database
To start the PostgreSQL database, run the following command:

server_install/PostgreSQL/bin/pg_ctl -D server_install/PostgreSQL/data
 start

• server_install
Specifies the installation directory of the CA Workload Automation DE server.

Example:

/opt/CA/WorkloadAutomation_R12_SP1/PostgreSQL/bin/pg_ctl -D /opt/CA/
WorkloadAutomation_R12_SP1/PostgreSQL/data start

Stop the PosgreSQL database

To stop the PostgreSQL database, run the following command:

server_install/PostgreSQL/bin/pg_ctl -D server_install/PostgreSQL/data
 stop
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Example:

/opt/CA/WorkloadAutomation_R12_SP1/PostgreSQL/bin/pg_ctl -D /opt/CA/
WorkloadAutomation_R12_SP1/PostgreSQL/data stop

 Set up a Housekeeping Application for the Embedded PostgreSQL Database
On 64-bit Windows and Linux platforms, the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server
comes with a sample Application named HOUSEKEEPING_DB_NOTIFY. The housekeeping
Application is defined with a global variable named _DB_SIZE_NOTIFY.
cwad121
HID_setup_housekeeping_appl_embed_postgres_db
On 64-bit Windows and Linux platforms, the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server comes with a sample
Application named HOUSEKEEPING_DB_NOTIFY. The housekeeping Application is defined with a global variable
named _DB_SIZE_NOTIFY.

You can modify and schedule this Application to notify you that the disk space occupied by the embedded
PostgreSQL database exceeds 80 percentage of the maximum database size.

By default, the global variable is defined with a maximum database size of 40 GB. You can change the maximum
database size by modifying the Value field in the global variable.

Note:

For more information about modifying a global variable, see Creating and Managing Global Variables.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Download the HOUSEKEEPING_DB_NOTIFY Application in the Define perspective.
3. Modify the following fields for the Windows or UNIX job as appropriate:

• Agent name
Specifies the name of your default agent that is installed with the server.

• Run frequency
Specifies your schedule criteria.
Default: Run DAILY

4. Click Notifications in the left pane and set up the email notification for failed jobs.
5. Open the default Date-Time/Manual Event and edit the run frequency.

The Event that schedules the Application is set up.
6. Upload the Application to the server.

The HOUSEKEEPING_DB_NOTIFY Application is scheduled to run.

 Maintaining the Embedded PostgreSQL Database
If you receive an email notification that the disk space occupied by the embedded PostgreSQL
database exceeds 80 percentage of the maximum database size, perform the following tasks as
appropriate:
cwad121
HID_maintaining_embed_postgres_db
If you receive an email notification that the disk space occupied by the embedded PostgreSQL database exceeds
80 percentage of the maximum database size, perform the following tasks as appropriate:

Note:

To receive the email notification, schedule the housekeeping Application for the embedded PostgreSQL database.

• Run the following CLI commands:

• deletestatusmessages
• purgecompletedjobs
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• movehistorydata
• Autovacuum the database to automatically recover the disk space that is used by deleted or obsolete records.

By default, the autovacuum is set to ON and is run based on the default database settings. To modify the default
settings, configure the PostgreSQL.conf file in the following directory:

server_install_dir/PostgreSQL/data

• server_install_dir
Specifies the server installation directory.

Note:

When you modify the default settings for autovacuum, ensure that the autovacuum and track_counts
parameters in the PostgreSQL.conf file are set to true.

• To recover more disk space manually, perform full vacuuming of the database by running vacuumdb full
command from the server_install_dir/PostgreSQL/bin directory:

vacuumdb -f dseries postgres

• -f
Specifies the full or manual vacuuming of the database.

• dseries
Specifies the default database name for the embedded PostgreSQL database.

• postgres
Specifies the default user name for the embedded PostgreSQL database.

Note:

To run 1 million jobs, the database requires disk space of approximately 2 GB. To run 10 million jobs, the
database requires disk space of approximately 20 GB. Perform full vacuuming of the database based on the
amount of workload that you run.

Warning:

Before you perform full vacuuming of the database, we recommend that you schedule a maintenance
window and stop the server.

Note:

For more information about autovacuum and full vacuuming of the PostgreSQL database, refer to the PostgreSQL
database documentation.

7 Securing
Set up and authenticate users
cwad121
HID_securing
This section contains information about how to secure CA Workload Automation DE:

 Establishing and Controlling Security
This section contains information about how to establish and control security for CA Workload
Automation DE:
cwad121
HID_establishing_controlling_security
This section contains information about how to establish and control security for CA Workload Automation DE:
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2

 Server Security
CA Workload Automation DE server security is maintained through a set of server security
profiles. A server security profile can represent a user or a group (a collection of users). Server
security profiles have permissions that are associated with them. For example, they determine
access levels to Applications and Topology information.
cwad121
HID_server_security
CA Workload Automation DE server security is maintained through a set of server security profiles. A
server security profile can represent a user or a group (a collection of users). Server security profiles have
permissions that are associated with them. For example, they determine access levels to Applications and
Topology information.

 Server Security Network Setup
To ensure proper setup, use the following guidelines when you set up new users and groups at
your installation:
cwad121
HID_server_security_network_setup
To ensure proper setup, use the following guidelines when you set up new users and groups at your installation:

• Before you define server security profiles, analyze your security needs to determine the similarities between
different users. You will then have a rough idea of your needs for users and groups.

• Create groups that contain common permissions used by collections of users.
• Copy and and modify the predefined users and groups if you need to create server security profiles with similar

permission requirements.
• Maintain an organized set of naming conventions for your server security profiles. For example, you could

organize your security profiles based on user location or job description.

 Managing Security for Users
You can create and manage users as follows:
cwad121
HID_managing_user_security
You can create and manage users as follows:

 

 Users and Predefined Users
You can define users with a user ID and password, and grant them certain permissions that
determine their access in the server. When you first install the server, the installation program
creates two predefined users, the ADMIN and the SCHEDMASTER. You must use these users
to connect to the server to perform post-installation tasks. When you create new users, these
predefined users serve as models for security permissions. The predefined users are defined as
follows:
cwad121
HID_users_predefined_users
You can define users with a user ID and password, and grant them certain permissions that determine their access
in the server. When you first install the server, the installation program creates two predefined users, the ADMIN
and the SCHEDMASTER. You must use these users to connect to the server to perform post-installation tasks.
When you create new users, these predefined users serve as models for security permissions. The predefined
users are defined as follows:

• ADMIN
Administers the server with the required permissions and is associated with the ADMINGRP group. The
ADMIN's default password is admin.

• SCHEDMASTER
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Schedules the workload with the required permissions and is associated with the SCHEDGRP group. The
SCHEDMASTER's default password is schedmaster.

More information:

Change a User's Name

Delete a User

 Create a User
You must create a user to add permissions for that user, to add that user to one or more groups,
or to modify that user's details.
cwad121
HID_create_user
You must create a user to add permissions for that user, to add that user to one or more groups, or to modify that
user's details.

Note:

In a CA WA High Availability configuration, changes made to users and permissions take effect immediately on
the active server. However, the monitoring server does not become aware of the changes until it is recycled or
becomes the active server. For example, when you create a new user, you can use it to log on to the active server,
but not the monitoring server. To log on to the monitoring server with the new user, you must recycle the monitoring
server or make it the active server by switching roles.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Security in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Security view opens.
4. Click the Add new User icon.

The New User view opens.
5. Complete the following fields:

• User ID
Identifies the ID of the user. Each user ID must be unique.
Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), dollar sign ($),
underscore (_), and hyphen (-). The first character can be alphabetic or numeric.
Examples: user1, 101_user, user_$@

Note:

A user cannot have the same name as an agent defined in the Topology view.
• Authentication mode

Indicates the authentication mode of the user. Options are as follows:

• Local only
Indicates that the user is authenticated on the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server only.

• Remote only
Indicates that the user is authenticated on the LDAP server only.

• Remote and Local
Indicates that the user is authenticated on the LDAP server by default. If none of the configured LDAP
servers are connected, the user is authenticated on the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server.

Default: Local only

Note:  The Authentication mode field is only enabled if you are connected to an LDAP server.
• User Name

(Optional) Identifies the name of the user.
• Password

Identifies the password of the user.
Limits: The first character must be alphabetic, and the password cannot exceed 32 characters. Passwords
are case-sensitive.

Note:  The Passord field is disabled for the LDAP user (Remote only value in the Authentication mode field).
The user must provide the LDAP password during authentication.
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• Confirm password
Confirms that the password entered was correctly typed.

6. Select groups from the Available Groups section, and click Add to add the user to groups.

Note:  To add the user to multiple groups, hold down the Ctrl key, select the groups to add the user to, and click
Add. To add the user to the same groups as an existing user, select the user from the Copy group list from user
drop-down list.

The groups are added to the Connected Groups section.
7. Select the Permissions tab, and do the following to add permissions to the user.

1.1 Click Add.
The Add Permission dialog opens.

2.1 Select the permission you to add in the Permission type drop-down list, and enter the permission's value in
the Value column.

Note:  To specify multiple values, use a wildcard (*). For example, Application name set to PAYROLL*
matches all Applications that begin with PAYROLL.

3.1 Select the access level for the permission in the Access section, and click OK.

Note:  For Alter, Update, and Read, selecting the highest level of access also selects the levels below. For
example, Alter access assigns alter, update, and read access.

4.1 Repeat the previous steps to add all the permissions the user needs.

Note:  To add permissions from an existing user, select the user from the Copy permission list from user drop-
down list.The permissions are added to the table.

8. Click the Save icon at the top right corner of the view.
The user is created.

More information: 

Users and Predefined Users 

 Add or Modify User Permissions
You can add or update permissions for users to define their security access at any time.
cwad121
HID_add_modify_user_permission
You can add or update permissions for users to define their security access at any time.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Security in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Security view opens.
4. Right-click the user you want to add permissions for, and select View Details from the pop-up menu.

The user specific detail view opens.
5. Select the Permissions tab.

The Permission tab opens.
6. Click Add.

The Add Permission dialog opens.
7. Do the following to add a user permission:

1.1 Select the permission you want to add in the Permission type drop-down list.
2.1 Enter the permission's value in the Value column.

Note:  To specify multiple values, use a wildcard (*). For example, Application name set to PAYROLL*
matches all Applications that begin with PAYROLL.

3.1 Select the access level for the permission in the Access section, and click OK.
The user permission is added.

Note:  For Alter, Update, and Read, selecting the highest level of access also selects the levels below. For
example, Alter access assigns alter, update, and read access.

8. Do the following to edit a user permission:

1.1 Select the permission you want to edit in the Permissions tab.
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2.1 Click Edit.
The Edit Permission dialog opens.

3.1 Make the required changes, and click OK.
The user permission is modified.

9. Click the Save icon at the top right corner of the view.
The changes are saved.

 More information: 

 Permissions 

 Conventions for Permissions 

 Delete User Permissions
You can delete user permissions to prevent a user from accessing certain features of the
product.
cwad121
HID_delete_user_permission
You can delete user permissions to prevent a user from accessing certain features of the product.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Security in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Security view opens.
4. Right-click the user you want to remove permissions from, and select View Details from the pop-up menu.

The user specific detail view opens.
5. Select the Permissions tab.

The Permissions tab opens.
6. Select the permission you want to delete.
7. Click Remove.

A confirmation dialog opens.
8. Click Yes.

The user permission is removed.
9. Click the save icon at the top right corner of the view.

The changes are saved.

More information:

Permissions

Conventions for Permissions

 Change a User's Name
You can make changes to a user name, for example, when an employee informs you of a legal
name change.
cwad121
HID_change_user_name
You can make changes to a user name, for example, when an employee informs you of a legal name change.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Security in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Security view opens.
4. Right-click the user you want to change the name for, and select View Details from the pop-up menu.

The user specific detail view opens.
5. Enter the new name in the User Name field, and click the Save icon at the top right corner of the view.

The user's name is changed.
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 Reset a User's Password
From time to time, users may forget their passwords. You can reset a user's password using the
Admin perspective Security view.
cwad121
HID_reset_user_password
From time to time, users may forget their passwords. You can reset a user's password using the Admin perspective
Security view.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Security in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Security view opens.
4. Right-click the user whose password you need to reset, and select Reset Password from the pop-up menu.

The Reset password dialog opens.
5. Enter the new password, confirm it, and click OK.

The password is reset.

 Delete a User
If a particular user is no longer required, you can delete the user.
cwad121
HID_delete_user
If a particular user is no longer required, you can delete the user.

Note:  Deleting a user does not delete any groups associated with it.

Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Security in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Security view opens.
4. Right-click the user to delete, and select Delete User from the pop-up menu.

A confirmation dialog opens.
5. Click Yes.

If the user you are trying to delete is associated with any Events or running Applications, the Affected Artifacts
dialog lists the Events and running Applications that the deletion affects. Otherwise, a confirmation dialog
appears and you can skip the next step.

Note:

If you selected multiple users, the Affected Artifacts dialog lists all the running Applications and Events that are
affected by the deletion of the selected users.

Warning:

By default, administrators do not have permissions to view the list of running Applications
or Events that are associated with the deleted user. To view the list, administrators must
have EVENT.*.READ permissions.

6. Select one of the following in the Affected Artifacts dialog, if applicable:

• Yes—Proceeds with the deletion.

Warning:  If you delete the user, the affected Events do not trigger and the affected Applications may
stop running.

• No—Cancels the deletion request. To avoid this warning, you can update the execution user in the Event
definition and set the Inherit trigger user option to false and wait for the running Applications to complete.

Note:  For more information about the execution user, see Create an Event.
7. Click Yes in the confirmation dialog to delete the user, if applicable.

The user is permanently deleted.
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 List the Events Associated with a User
You can list the Events associated with a user to determine whether there are any Events
defined with that user as the execution user.
cwad121
HID_list_events_associated_user
You can list the Events associated with a user to determine whether there are any Events defined with that user as
the execution user.

Note:

You require Read access to the EVENT permission to list the Events associated with a user.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Security in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Security view opens.
4. Right-click the user to list Events for, and select List Associated Events from the pop-up menu.

If there are any Events with that user as the execution user, the List Associated Events dialog displays the list of
Events associated with the selected user. For each Event, the list displays the prefix and name of the Event and
the Event type (Application, Report, or Forecast).

5. Click Close to close the List Associated Events dialog.

 List the Running Applications Associated with a User
You can list the running Applications associated with a user to determine whether there are any
running Applications with that user as the execution user.
cwad121
HID_list_running_appls_associatedd_user
You can list the running Applications associated with a user to determine whether there are any running
Applications with that user as the execution user.

Note:  You require Read access to the APPL permission to list the running Applications associated with a user.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Security in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Security view opens.
4. Right-click the user you want to list associated running Applications for, and select List Affected Running

Applications from the pop-up menu.
If there are any running Applications with that user as the execution user, the List Affected Running Applications
dialog displays a list of running Applications associated with that user. For each running Application, the
list displays the Application name and generation, state, completion percentage, and estimated end time (if
anticipated end times or dueout times are enabled).

5. Click Close to close the List Affected Running Applications dialog.

 Reassign Workload to a Different User
You can reassign workload from one user to another to change the execution user of that
workload.
cwad121
HID_reassign_workload_different_user
You can reassign workload from one user to another to change the execution user of that workload.

Note:  To reassign workload, you require Update access to the EVENT permission and Allow access to the
EVENTX permission for the selected Events.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
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3. Right-click Security in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.
The Security view opens.

4. Right-click the user you want to reassign the workload from, and select Reassign Workload from the pop-up
menu.
If there are any Events defined with that user as the execution user, the Reassign Workload dialog opens.

5. Select the user you want to reassign the workload to in the User to reassign the workload to drop-down list.
6. (Optional) Select the Delete user after the reassigning its workload, if no Events will be associated with it

check box.
If you select this option and no Events are associated with the user after the workload is reassigned, you will
be prompted to delete the user.

7. Click Next.
The Reassign Workload dialog displays the Events that you can reassign. All the Events are selected by
default.

8. (Optional) Clear the check boxes for the Events that you do not want to reassign.
9. Click Finish.

The selected Events are reassigned to the selected user. If you reassign all the Events associated with a user
and selected the option in Step 6, you are prompted to delete the user.

10. Click Yes to delete the user, if applicable.

 Managing Security for User Groups
You can create and manage user groups as follows:
cwad121
HID_managing_usergroup_security
You can create and manage user groups as follows:

 

 Groups and Predefined Groups
You can use groups to define the same set of permissions for different users. After you assign
permissions to a group, you can associate users with that group. All users in a particular
group share the permissions that belong to that group. Groups are useful for users who
share common duties and activities. When you first install the server, it creates the following
predefined groups:
cwad121
HID_groups_predefined_groups
You can use groups to define the same set of permissions for different users. After you assign permissions to a
group, you can associate users with that group. All users in a particular group share the permissions that belong to
that group. Groups are useful for users who share common duties and activities. When you first install the server, it
creates the following predefined groups:

• ADMINGRP
• EVERYONE
• OPERGRP
• SCHEDGRP

You can use these groups as models for other groups that you create.

The predefined groups are each assigned a tailored set of permissions, as follows:

• ADMINGRP
Administers the server with the required permissions. Users associated with this group can do the following:

• View, update, add, and delete Topology information
• View, update, add, and delete connection profiles
• View, update, add, and delete security profiles
• View, update, add, and delete users and groups
• Issue agent control commands to any agent or advanced integration
• Execute all CLI commands
• Delete all forecast and report results
• Execute the security report
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• Receive all server status messages

Note:  The ADMIN user belongs to this group.
• EVERYONE

Acts with the required global permissions. Every user is automatically added to the EVERYONE group. Users
associated with this group can do the following:

• View Topology information (no status information)
• Read the SYSTEM calendar
• Use terms defined in the SYSTEM calendar
• View global variables in the DEFAULT context

• OPERGRP
Operates the server with the required permissions. Users associated with this group can do the following:

• Display all Alert definitions
• Download and display all Applications
• Run all Applications
• Issue commands against jobs in all Applications
• Insert jobs into any Application
• Display all Events
• Issue commands against all Events
• Display and update all resources

• SCHEDGRP
Schedules the workload with the required permissions. Users associated with this group can do the following:

• Run work on any agent or advanced integration
• Use any user ID on any agent in the Topology
• Create, delete, display, and update all Alerts
• Create, delete, lock, and unlock any Application
• Add, modify, and delete any job definitions in any Application
• Run all Applications
• Issue commands against jobs in all Applications
• Insert jobs into any Application
• Create, delete, display, and update any calendar
• Reference any calendar in an Event
• Create, delete, display, and update all Events
• Issue commands against all Events
• Create, delete, display, and update all forecast reports
• Create, delete, display, and update all JavaScript scripts
• Create, delete, display, and update all resources
• View, create, delete, and modify all global variable contexts and global variables
• Use connection profiles in jobs
• Use security profiles in jobs

Note:  The SCHEDMASTER user belongs to this group.

More information:

Add a User to a Group

Delete a Group

 Create a Group
When you create a new group, you can add permissions for that group, you can add one or
more users to that group, and you can modify that group's details.
cwad121
HID_create_group
When you create a new group, you can add permissions for that group, you can add one or more users to that
group, and you can modify that group's details.

Follow these steps:
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1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Security in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Security view opens.
4. Select the Groups tab.

The Groups tab opens.
5. Click the Add new Group icon.

The New Group view opens.
6. Complete the following fields:

• Name
Identifies the group name. Each group name must be unique. 
Limits: 32 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), dollar sign ($),
underscore (_), and hyphen (-). The first character can be alphabetic or numeric.
Examples: 101_group, group@1

• Description
(Optional) Identifies the group's description. 
Limits: The description cannot exceed 40 characters.

7. Select users from the Available Users section, and click Add to add users to the group.

Note:  To add multiple users, hold down the Ctrl key, select the users you want to add, and click Add. To add
users from an existing group, select the group from the Copy user list from group drop-down list.

The users are added to the Connected Users section.
8. Select the Permissions tab, and do the following to add permissions to the group.

1.1 Click Add.
The Add Permission dialog opens.

2.1 Select the permission you want to add in the Permission type drop-down list, and enter the permission's
value in the Value column.

Note:  To specify multiple values, use a wildcard (*). For example, Application name set to PAYROLL*
matches all Applications that begin with PAYROLL.

3.1 Select the access level for the permission in the Access section, and click OK.
The permission is added to the group.

Note:  For Alter, Update, and Read, selecting the highest level of access also selects the levels below. For
example, Alter access assigns alter, update, and read access.

4.1 Repeat the previous steps to add all the permissions the group needs.

Note:  To add permissions from an existing group, select the group from the Copy permission list from group
drop-down list.The permissions are added to the table.

9. Click the Save icon at the top right corner of the view.
The group is created.

 Add a User to a Group
You can add a user to a group to assign the user permissions included with membership to that
group.
cwad121
HID_add_user_to_group
You can add a user to a group to assign the user permissions included with membership to that group.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Security in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Security view opens.
4. Right-click the user you want to add to a group, and select View Details.

The user specific detail view opens.
5. Select the group in the Available Groups section, and click Add.

The selected group is now moved to the Connected Groups section.
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Note:  To select multiple groups, press the Shift key while you select. To copy a group list from an existing user,
use the Copy group list from user field.

6. Click the Save icon at the top right corner of the view.

The user is added to the group.

 Remove a User from a Group
You can delete a user from a group to remove the user permissions previously assigned by
membership to that group.
cwad121
HID_remove_user_from_group
You can delete a user from a group to remove the user permissions previously assigned by membership to that
group.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Security in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Security view opens.
4. Right-click the user you want to remove from a group, and select View Details from the pop-up menu.

The user specific detail view opens.
5. Select the group the group in the Connected Groups section, and click Remove.

The selected group is removed from the Connected Groups section.
6. Click the Save icon at the top right corner of the view.

The changes are saved.

 Add, Modify, or Remove Group Permissions
You can add, modify or remove permissions for groups to define or deny their security access at
any time.
cwad121
HID_add_modify_remove_group_permission
You can add, modify or remove permissions for groups to define or deny their security access at any time.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Security in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Security view opens.
4. Select the Groups tab.

The Groups tab opens.
5. Right-click the group you want to add permissions for, and select View Details.

The specific group detail view opens.
6. Select the Permissions tab, and click Add.

The Add Permission dialog opens.
7. Do the following to add a group permission:

1.1 Select the permission you want to add in the Permission type drop-down list.
2.1 Enter the permission's value in the Value column.

Note:  To specify multiple values, use a wildcard (*). For example, Application name set to PAYROLL*
matches all Applications that begin with PAYROLL.

3.1 Select the access level for the permission in the Access section, and click OK .
The group permission is added.

Note:

For Alter, Update, and Read, selecting the highest level of access also selects the levels below. For
example, Alter access assigns alter, update, and read access.

8. Do the following to edit a group permission:

1.1 Select the permission you want to edit in the Permissions tab.
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2.1 Click Edit
The Edit Permission dialog opens.

3.1 Make the required changes, and click OK.
The group permission is modified.

9. Do the following to remove a group permission:

1.1 Select the permission you want to remove in the Permissions tab.
2.1 Click Remove

A confirmation dialog opens.
3.1 Click Yes.

The group permission is deleted.
10. Click the Save icon at the top right corner of the view.

The changes are saved.

More information:

Conventions for Permissions

 Change a Group's Description
You can make changes to a group's description if, for example, that group grows to include
additional users of a certain type.
cwad121
HID_change_group_description
You can make changes to a group's description if, for example, that group grows to include additional users of a
certain type.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Security in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Security view opens.
4. Select the Groups tab.

The Groups tab opens.
5. Right-click the group you want to change the description of, and select View Details from the pop-up menu.

The specific group detail view opens.
6. Update the description in the Description field, and click the Save icon at the top right corner of the view.

The group's description is changed.

 Delete a Group
If a particular group is no longer required, you can delete it.
cwad121
HID_delete_group
If a particular group is no longer required, you can delete it.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Security in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Security view opens.
4. Select the Groups tab.

The Groups tab opens.
5. Right-click the group you want to delete, and select Remove Group.

A confirmation dialog opens.
6. Click Yes.

The group is deleted.

Note:  Deleting a group does not delete the users associated with it.

 Security Permissions
This section describes the permissions that you can add to users and user groups
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cwad121
HID_security_permissions
This section describes the permissions that you can add to users and user groups

 Permissions
Permissions determine what type of access a user or group has to a particular element of the
server. You can also use permissions to restrict access to specific artifacts. For example, you
can restrict access to a specific Application. Permissions can contain the following two types of
access:
cwad121
HID_permissions
Permissions determine what type of access a user or group has to a particular element of the server. You can
also use permissions to restrict access to specific artifacts. For example, you can restrict access to a specific
Application. Permissions can contain the following two types of access:

• Alter, Update, or Read access
• Allow or Deny access

With Allow or Deny access, you can use Deny to create exceptions to a user or group's normal access. For
example, if a user needs to have access to all Calendars except the PAYCAL Calendar, you can give the user Allow
access to CALENDAR.*, but create a permission with a Deny access called CALENDAR.PAYCAL.

Note:

• This page describes only the security permissions required for CA Workload Automation DE users and groups.
To know the security permissions required for CLI commands, see Security Permissions for CLI.

• The permissions supported in Desktop Client and Web Client are the same. The permissions that you add in
Desktop Client are backward compatible with Web Client, and vice versa.

The following table summarizes the permissions you can add to groups:

Permission Determines access to Access Values Default (inherited from the
EVERYONE mandatory
group)

ADMIN Network Topology, security
files, connection profiles,
security profiles

Alter, Update, Read No access to server
security profiles. Read
access to Topology
information. No access to
authentication systems.
No access to connection
profiles and security
profiles.

AGENT Define and run workload
on an agent

Allow, Deny No access to agents
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AGENTGROUP Define and run workload
on an agent

Allow, Deny No access to agents.

Notes:

• If you are using the
latest Workload
Automation DE Server
version – 12.3 and old
Workload Automation
DE Desktop Client
– 12.1/12.2 , the
security page in the
Admin perspective
for the users with
AGENTGROUP
permission will not be
displayed.

• If you are using the
latest Workload
Automation DE Server
version – 12.3 and old
Workload Automation
DE Web Client –
12.1/12.2 , it will not
display the dashboard
for the users with
AGENTGROUP
permission.

AGENTMSG Agent control commands Allow, Deny No access to agent control
commands

AGENTUSER Agent user IDs Allow, Deny Access to submit workload
on any user account on
allowed agents

ALERT Alert definitions Alter, Update, Read No access to Alerts

APPL Application definitions Alter, Update, Read No access to Applications

APPLX Active Applications Allow, Deny No access to active
Applications

CALENDAR Calendars Alter, Update, Read Read access to the
SYSTEM calendar

No access to other
calendars

CMD Commands issued
from the
Command Line Interface
(CLI)

Allow, Deny No access to CLI
commands

CONNECTION_PROFILE Connection profiles for
environments where the
workload runs

Allow, Deny No access to connection
profiles

EVENT Events Alter, Update, Read No access to Events

EVENTX Commands issued against
an Event

Allow, Deny No access to Event
commands

FORECAST Forecasts Alter, Update, Read No access to forecasts

FORECAST_RESULT_DELETERemoval of forecast results Allow, Deny No access to remove
forecast results

JAVASCRIPT JavaScript scripts Alter, Update, Read No access to scripts
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REPORT_DESIGN Report designs Alter, Update, Read No access to report
designs

REPORT_RESULT_DELETERemoval of report results Allow, Deny No access to remove
report results

REPORTX Execution of reports Allow, Deny No access to execute
reports

RESOURCE Resources Alter, Update, Read No access to resources

SECURITY_PROFILE Security profiles for
environments where the
workload runs

Allow, Deny No access to security
profiles

STATUSMSG Status of nodes in the
Topology

Dashboard status
messages

Allow, Deny No access to status
information in the Topology
or status messages in the
dashboard

VARIABLE Global variables Alter, Update, Read Read access to global
variables in the DEFAULT
context

More information:

Add, Modify, or Remove Group Permissions

 User Permission and Group Permission Conflict
Sometimes a user belonging to a group can contain permissions that contradict the group
permissions. For example, a user with Allow access to AGENT.A1UNIX may belong to a group
with a Deny permission for AGENT.A1UNIX.
cwad121
HID_user_group_permission_conflict
Sometimes a user belonging to a group can contain permissions that contradict the group permissions. For
example, a user with Allow access to AGENT.A1UNIX may belong to a group with a Deny permission for
AGENT.A1UNIX.

Also, in the case of permissions with Alter, Update, and Read access, a user may have a higher access level than
the group. For example, a user may have Alter access to ADMIN.Security Files and belong to a group with Read
access to ADMIN.Security Files.

In these cases, the user permission always overrides the group permission. The user in the group with Deny
permission for AGENT.A1UNIX has Allow access to that agent, and the user who belongs to the group with Read
access to ADMIN.Security Files has Alter access.

 Conventions for Permissions
Permissions use the following standard convention:
cwad121
HID_conventions_permissions
Permissions use the following standard convention:

permission.value (accesslevel)

• permission
Specifies the name of the permission.

• value
Defines what the permission affects. In the Security view, you select a value from a drop-down list when you add
a permission to a user or group. You can use an asterisk (*) in the value field of most permissions to indicate
that the value affects all aspects of the permission.
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• accesslevel
Defines the type of security access this permission allows. Depending on the type of permission, you can
specify the following:

• Alter, Update, or Read
• Allow or Deny

 ADMIN
The ADMIN security permission determines a user or group’s access to the following resources:
cwad121
HID_admin
The ADMIN security permission determines a user or group’s access to the following resources:

• Admin resources

• Network Topology
• Security Files

• Topology resources

• Connection Profiles
• Security Profiles

 

With this permission, a user or group can control and manage network topology tasks, security profiles, connection
profiles, and security profiles.

The ADMIN permission has the following syntax:

ADMIN.adminResourceName.topologyResourceName

• adminResourceName
Specifies the name of the admin resources. Options are Network Topology and Security Files.

• topologyResourceName
Specifies the name of the topology resources. Options are Connection Profiles and Security Profiles.

You can use an asterisk in place of adminResourceName and topologyResourceName to specify that all the admin
and topology resources are affected by this permission.

Examples:

This example permits the user to view, update, add, and delete the topology information, users, groups, and
connection profiles:

ADMIN.*.Connection Profiles (Alter)

This example permits the user to view and update the users, groups, and security profiles:

ADMIN.Security Files.Security Profiles (Update)
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This example permits the user to view the Topology information, connection profiles, and security profiles:

ADMIN.Network Topology.* (Read)

 Network Topology
This permission determines access to the Topology. This permission affects what a user can do
in the Topology view.
cwad121
HID_network_topology
This permission determines access to the Topology. This permission affects what a user can do in the Topology
view.

Note:  To view the status of nodes in the Topology, you require Allow access to the STATUSMSG.* permission.

The tasks in network topology include the following tasks:

• Switching server roles in a CA WA High Availability environment
• Modifying server instance and shared configuration and initialization parameters
• Modifying agent or advanced integration configuration parameters
• Adding and removing agents or advanced integrations from your ESP dSeries Workload Automation

environment
• Modifying agent group configuration parameters
• Adding and removing agent groups from your ESP dSeries Workload Automation environment
• Adding, configuring, and removing authentication systems from your ESP dSeries Workload Automation

environment
• Adding and configuring SNMP managers
• Configuring the SMTP server

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Alter
Permits a user or group to view, update, add, and delete Topology information.

• Update
Permits a user or group to view and update Topology information.

• Read
Permits a user to view Topology information.

 Security Files
This permission determines access to server security files.
cwad121
HID_security_files
This permission determines access to server security files.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Alter
Permits a user or group to view, update, add, and delete users and groups.

• Update
Permits a user or group to view and update users and groups.

• Read
Permits a user or group to view user and group information.

Note:  To access the Security view, you require Update or Alter access.

 CONNECTION_PROFILE
CONNECTION_PROFILE determines a user or group’s access to connection profiles.
Connection profiles include a set of connection parameters for environments where the
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workload runs. With this permission, a user or group can use the connection profile in the job
definition.
cwad121
HID_connection_profile_permission
CONNECTION_PROFILE determines a user or group’s access to connection profiles. Connection profiles include
a set of connection parameters for environments where the workload runs. With this permission, a user or group
can use the connection profile in the job definition.

The CONNECTION_PROFILE permission has the following syntax:

CONNECTION_PROFILE.connectionProfileName

• connectionProfileName
Specifies the name of a connection profile in the Topology.

You can use an asterisk in place of connectionProfileName to specify that all connection profiles are affected by
this permission. For example, the permission CONNECTION_PROFILE.HDFS1 determines whether a user or
group can access the connection profile named HDFS1. The permission CONNECTION_PROFILE.* determines
whether a user or group can access all connection profiles in the Topology.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Allow
Permits a user or group to access the connection profile that is specified in connectionProfileName.

• Deny
Prevents a user or group from accessing the connection profile that is specified in connectionProfileName.

Examples:

The following example permits the user to access any connection profile whose name begins with HDFS*:

CONNECTION_PROFILE.HDFS* (Allow)

The following example prevents the user from accessing connection profile named HDFSTEST:

CONNECTION_PROFILE.HDFSTEST (Deny)

 SECURITY_PROFILE
SECURITY_PROFILE determines a user or group’s access to security profiles. Security
profiles include a set of user permissions that are required to access an environment where
the workload runs. With this permission, a user or group can use the security profile in the job
definition.
cwad121
HID_security_profile_permission
SECURITY_PROFILE determines a user or group’s access to security profiles. Security profiles include a set of
user permissions that are required to access an environment where the workload runs. With this permission, a user
or group can use the security profile in the job definition.
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The SECURITY_PROFILE permission has the following syntax:

SECURITY_PROFILE.securityProfileName

• securityProfileName
Specifies the name of a security profile in the Topology.

You can use an asterisk in place of securityProfileName to specify that all security profiles are affected by this
permission. For example, the permission SECURITY_PROFILE.OOZIE1 determines whether a user or group can
access the security profile named OOZIE1. The permission SECURITY_PROFILE.* determines whether a user or
group can access all security profiles in the Topology.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Allow
Permits a user or group to access the connection profile that is specified in securityProfileName.

• Deny
Prevents a user or group from accessing the connection profile that is specified in securityProfileName.

Examples:

The following example permits the user to access any security profile whose name begins with OOZIE*:

SECURITY_PROFILE.OOZIE* (Allow)

The following example prevents the user from accessing connection profile named OOZIEADM:

SECURITY_PROFILE.OOZIEADM (Deny)

 AGENT
AGENT determines whether a user or group can define and run workload on an agent.
cwad121
HID_agent
AGENT determines whether a user or group can define and run workload on an agent.

The AGENT permission has the following syntax:

AGENT.agentname

• agentname
Specifies the name of an agent in the Topology.

You can use an asterisk in place of agentname to specify that all agents are affected by this permission. For
example, the permission AGENT.UNIX1 determines whether a user or group can define and run workload on the
agent named UNIX1. The permission AGENT.* determines whether a user or group can define and run workload
on all agents in the Topology.
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You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Allow
Permits a user or group to define and run workload on the agent specified in agentname.

• Deny
Prevents a user or group from defining and running workload on the agent specified in agentname.

Examples

The following example permits the user to define and run workload on any agent whose name begins with A1:

AGENT.A1* (Allow)

The following example prevents the user from defining and running workload on the agent named A1UNIX:

AGENT.A1UNIX (Deny)

 AGENTGROUP
AGENTGROUP determines whether a user or group can define and run workload on an agent.
cwad121
HID_agent
AGENTGROUP determines whether a user or group can define and run workload on an agent.

Notes:

• User with ADMIN.* permissions will be given higher precedence than the AGENTGROUP.* DENY permission.
• Agent groups can now be used for Database Trigger, Database Monitor, Database Stored Procedure, FTP job

type, and Monitoring job type group.

The AGENTGROUP permission has the following syntax:

 AGENTGROUP.agentgroupname  

• agentgroupname
Specifies the name of an agent in the Topology.

You can use an asterisk in place of agentgroupname to specify that all agents are affected by this permission. For
example, the permission AGENTGROUP.UNIX1 determines whether a user or group can define and run workload
on the agent named UNIX1. The permission AGENTGROUP.* determines whether a user or group can define and
run workload on all agents in the Topology.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Allow
Permits a user or group to define and run workload on the agent specified in agentgroupname.

• Deny
Prevents a user or group from defining and running workload on the agent specified in agentgroupname.

Examples

The following example permits the user to define and run workload on any agent whose name begins with A1:

 AGENTGROUP.A1* (Allow) 
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The following example prevents the user from defining and running workload on the agent named A1UNIX:

 AGENTGROUP.A1UNIX (Deny) 

 AGENTMSG
AGENTMSG determines whether a user or group can issue agent control commands to an
agent using the Command Line Interface (CLI).
cwad121
HID_agentmsg
AGENTMSG determines whether a user or group can issue agent control commands to an agent using the
Command Line Interface (CLI).

The AGENTMSG permission has the following syntax:

AGENTMSG.CONTROL.agentname

• CONTROL
Specifies that this permission affects agent control commands.

• agentname
Specifies the name of the agent that you are applying the permission to.

You can use an asterisk to specify that all agents are affected by this permission. For example, the permission
AGENTMSG.CONTROL.AIXUNIX determines whether a user or group can issue agent control commands on the
agent named AIXUNIX. The permission AGENTMSG.CONTROL.* determines whether a user or group can issue
agent control commands on any agent in the Topology.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Allow
Permits a user or group to run the specified agent control command on the specified agent.

• Deny
Prevents a user or group from running the specified agent control command on the specified agent.

Note:  The AGENTMSG permission works with the CMD permission. To issue agent control commands, a user
also requires CMD.APPCMD* (Allow).

Examples

The following example permits the user to issue agent control commands to all agents whose names begin with A1:

AGENTMSG.CONTROL.A1*(Allow)

The following example prevents the user from issuing agent control commands to the agent named A1UNIX:

AGENTMSG.CONTROL.A1UNIX (Deny)
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 AGENTUSER
AGENTUSER determines whether a user can use a specific user ID on an agent. The
AGENTUSER permission has the following syntax:
cwad121
HID_agentuser
AGENTUSER determines whether a user can use a specific user ID on an agent. The AGENTUSER permission
has the following syntax:

AGENTUSER.agentname.userid

• agentname
Specifies the name of an agent that this permission affects.

• userid
Specifies the name of a valid agent user ID. This value is case sensitive.

You can use an asterisk to specify that all agents or agent user IDs are affected by this permission. For example,
the permission AGENTUSER.A1UNIX.User1 determines whether a user can use the user ID User1 on the agent
named A1UNIX. The permission AGENTUSER.*.* determines whether a user can use any user ID on any agent in
the Topology.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Allow
Permits a user or group to use the user ID specified in userid on the agent specified in agentname.

• Deny
Prevents a user or group from using the user ID specified in userid on the agent specified in agentname.

Examples:

The following example permits the user to use any user ID on any agent in the Topology whose name begins with
A1:

AGENTUSER.A1*.* (Allow)

The following example permits the user to use the user ID User1 on any agent in the Topology whose name begins
with A1:

AGENTUSER.A1*.User1 (Allow)

The following example prevents the user from using any user IDs on the agent A1UNIX:

AGENTUSER.A1UNIX.* (Deny)

 ALERT
ALERT determines a user or group's access to Alert definitions. Alerts are used to take action
automatically when a job reaches a particular stage of processing. This permission lets a user
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or group view, define, modify, and delete an Alert. The ALERT permission has the following
syntax:
cwad121
HID_alert
ALERT determines a user or group's access to Alert definitions. Alerts are used to take action automatically when
a job reaches a particular stage of processing. This permission lets a user or group view, define, modify, and delete
an Alert. The ALERT permission has the following syntax:

ALERT.alertname

• alertname
Specifies the name of the Alert you are applying the permission to.

You can use an asterisk to specify that the permission applies to all Alerts.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Alter
Permits a user or group to create, delete, display, and update an Alert definition

• Update
Permits a user or group to display and update an Alert definition.

• Read
Permits a user or group to read an Alert definition.

Examples

The following example permits the user to create, delete, and change any Alert definition:

ALERT.* (Alter)

The following example permits the user to display and update the LATE_JOBS Alert definition:

ALERT.LATE_JOBS (Update)

The following example permits the user to read any Alert definition starting with FAIL:

ALERT.FAIL* (Read)

 APPL
APPL determines what a user or group can do using the Define Perspective. With this
permission, a user can create and view Applications and also add, change, and delete
Applications and job definitions.
cwad121
HID_appl_permission
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APPL determines what a user or group can do using the Define Perspective. With this permission, a user can
create and view Applications and also add, change, and delete Applications and job definitions.

The APPL permission has the following syntax:

APPL.applname

• applname
Specifies the name of an Application.

You can use an asterisk to specify that all Applications are affected by this permission. For example, the permission
APPL.PAYROLL determines access to the Application PAYROLL. The permission APPL.* determines access to all
Applications.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Alter enables a user or group to do the following:

• Create, delete, lock, and unlock an Application
• Add, change, and delete Applications and job definitions
• Unlock an Application definition locked by another user

• Update enables a user or group to do the following:

• Lock or unlock an Application
• Add, change, and delete Applications and job definitions
• Unlock an Application definition locked by another user

• Read enables a user or group to download and display an Application

Examples

The following example permits the user to create and delete new Applications, change Applications, and change
job definitions in any Application:

APPL.* (Alter)

The following example permits the user to add, change and delete job definitions in the Application named
PAYROLL:

APPL.PAYROLL (Update)

The following example permits the user to view the Application named PAYROLL:

APPL.PAYROLL (Read)

 APPLX
APPLX determines what a user or group can do in the Monitor perspective. With this
permission, a user or group can control and manage Applications, view states, insert jobs,
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retrieve spool files, reset job definitions, resubmit jobs, browse JCL libraries, and browse copy
JCL libraries.
cwad121
HID_applx
APPLX determines what a user or group can do in the Monitor perspective. With this permission, a user or group
can control and manage Applications, view states, insert jobs, retrieve spool files, reset job definitions, resubmit
jobs, browse JCL libraries, and browse copy JCL libraries.

The APPLX permission has the following syntax:

APPLX.applname.jobname.jobqualifier.commandname

• applname
Specifies the name of the Application.

• jobname
Specifies the name of the job within the Application.

• jobqualifier
Specifies the name of the job qualifier.

• commandname
Specifies either subscribe, subscribeall, getspoolfile, reset definition,  resubmit, browse jcl, or browse copy jcl.

• subscribe—The subscibe value enables a user or group to display the status of jobs within Applications, but
not control them.

• subscribeall—By default, the subscribe all access is enabled for OPERGRP and
SCHEDGRP groups and for users with the APPLX.*.*.*.subscribe permission. You
can disable the Subscribe All option in the Monitor perspective and restrict a user or group from subscribing
all Applications on a server by setting the following permission:

APPLX.*.*.*.subscribeall (Deny)

• getspoolfile—The getspoolfile value enables a user or group to view the output of a job in its spool file.
• reset definition—The reset definition enables a user or group to reset a job definition. By

default, the reset definition access is enabled for OPERGRP and SCHEDGRP groups. You
can disable the Reset Definition option in the Monitor perspective and restrict a user or group from resetting
job definitions by setting the following permission:

APPLX.*.*.*.reset definition (Deny)

• resubmit—The resubmit value enables a user or group to rerun a failed job or a completed job in an active
Application. By default, the resubmit access is enabled for OPERGRP and SCHEDGRP groups. You can
disable the Resubmit option in the Monitor perspective and restrict a user or group from resubmitting a job by
setting the following permission:

APPLX.*.*.*.resubmit (Deny)
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• browse jcl—The browse jcl value enable a user or group to access the library that contains the JCL
for z/OS-Regular jobs. By default, the browse jcl access is enabled for all users and groups. You
can disable the Browse JCL option for z/OS-Regular jobs in the Monitor perspective and restrict a user or
group to browse the JCL library by setting the following permission:

APPLX.*.*.*.browse jcl (Deny)

• browse copy jcl—The browse copy jcl value enable a user or group to access the copy JCL library
that stores an editable working copy of the JCL for z/OS-Regular jobs. By default, the browse
copy jcl access is enabled for all users and groups. You can disable the Copy JCL option for z/OS-
Regular jobs in the Monitor perspective and restrict a user or group to browse the copy JCL library by setting
the following permission:

APPLX.*.*.*.browse copy jcl (Deny)

You can use an asterisk to specify the permission determines access to all Applications, all jobs within the
Application, all job qualifiers, or all command names.

The permission APPLX.*.*.*.subscribe gives users subscription-only access to all Applications. Users with this
permission can view and monitor the status of jobs and Applications using the Monitor perspective, but they cannot
issue any commands (for example, Complete, Bypass, Hold) to control the jobs and Applications. You can restrict
users or groups so they can only subscribe to one Application in particular using the following syntax:

APPLX.applname.*.*.subscribe

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Allow 
Permits a user or group to run Applications or a job within an Application, issue commands against a job within
an Application, and insert jobs into the Application. When the value subscribe is in the APPLX permission, the
user or group can view the status of jobs, but cannot issue commands against them.

• Deny 
Prevents a user or group from running Applications or jobs within the Applications, issuing commands against
jobs, or inserting jobs.

Examples

The following example permits the user to run all Applications and insert jobs in all Applications:

APPLX.* (Allow)

The following example permits the user to run and insert jobs in the Application PAYROLL:

APPLX.PAYROLL.* (Allow)
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The following example permits the user to only run and insert jobs in the Application called PAYROLL, and issue
commands only against the job PAYJOB1.RUN1:

APPLX.PAYROLL.PAYJOB1. RUN1 (Allow)

The following example prevents the user from running and inserting jobs into the Application PAYROLL:

APPLX.PAYROLL (Deny)

The following example permits the user to view and monitor the status of jobs and Applications using Monitor. The
user cannot issue any commands (for example, Complete, Bypass, Hold) to control the jobs and Applications:

APPLX.*.*.*.subscribe (Allow)

The following example permits the user to only view and monitor the status of jobs that belong to the PAYROLL
Application:

APPLX.PAYROLL.*.*.subscribe (Allow)

The following example permits the user to only view the spool file of jobs that belong to the PAYROLL Application:

APPLX.PAYROLL.*.*.getspoolfile (Allow)

The following example prevents the user from subscribing to all Applications:

APPLX.*.*.*.subscribeall (Deny)

 CALENDAR
CALENDAR determines a user or group's access to calendars. With this permission, a user can
create new calendars, add holidays and special day definitions, change remarks and workday
settings, and reference a calendar in Events.
cwad121
HID_calendar
CALENDAR determines a user or group's access to calendars. With this permission, a user can create new
calendars, add holidays and special day definitions, change remarks and workday settings, and reference a
calendar in Events.
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The CALENDAR permission has the following syntax:

CALENDAR.calendarname

• calendarname
Specifies the name of the calendar the permission defines access to.

You can use an asterisk to indicate this permission applies to all calendars. For example, the permission
CALENDAR.CALENDAR1 determines a user or group's access to the calendar named CALENDAR1. The
permission CALENDAR.* determines a user or group's access to all calendars.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Alter enables a user or group to do the following:

• Create and delete a calendar
• Add holidays and special days
• Change remarks and workday settings
• Display a calendar's content
• Reference a calendar in Events

• Update enables a user or group to do the following:

• Add holidays and special days
• Change remarks and workday settings
• Display a calendar's content
• Reference a calendar in Events

• Read enables a user or group to do the following:

• Display a calendar's content
• Reference a calendar in Events

Examples

The following example permits the user to create new calendars and also view and modify all calendars:

CALENDAR.* (Alter)

The following example permits the user to view and modify any calendar starting with PAY:

CALENDAR.PAY* (Update)

The following example permits the user to display the calendar called PAYROLL:

CALENDAR.PAYROLL (Read)

 CMD
CMD determines whether a user or group can issue commands from the
Command Line Interface (CLI).
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cwad121
HID_cmd
CMD determines whether a user or group can issue commands from the Command Line Interface (CLI).

The CMD permission has the following syntax:

CMD.APPCMD*

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Allow
Permits a user or group to issue commands from the Command Line Interface (CLI).

• Deny
Prevents a user or group from issuing commands from the Command Line Interface (CLI).

 CONNECTION_PROFILE
CONNECTION_PROFILE determines a user or group’s access to connection profiles.
Connection profiles include a set of connection parameters for environments where the
workload runs. With this permission, a user or group can use the connection profile in the job
definition.
cwad121
HID_connection_profile_permission
CONNECTION_PROFILE determines a user or group’s access to connection profiles. Connection profiles include
a set of connection parameters for environments where the workload runs. With this permission, a user or group
can use the connection profile in the job definition.

The CONNECTION_PROFILE permission has the following syntax:

CONNECTION_PROFILE.connectionProfileName

• connectionProfileName
Specifies the name of a connection profile in the Topology.

You can use an asterisk in place of connectionProfileName to specify that all connection profiles are affected by
this permission. For example, the permission CONNECTION_PROFILE.HDFS1 determines whether a user or
group can access the connection profile named HDFS1. The permission CONNECTION_PROFILE.* determines
whether a user or group can access all connection profiles in the Topology.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Allow
Permits a user or group to access the connection profile that is specified in connectionProfileName.

• Deny
Prevents a user or group from accessing the connection profile that is specified in connectionProfileName.

Examples:

The following example permits the user to access any connection profile whose name begins with HDFS*:

CONNECTION_PROFILE.HDFS* (Allow)
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The following example prevents the user from accessing connection profile named HDFSTEST:

CONNECTION_PROFILE.HDFSTEST (Deny)

 EVENT
EVENT determines a user or group's access to Event definitions. With the EVENT permission, a
user or group can create, view, and modify Event definitions.
cwad121
HID_event
EVENT determines a user or group's access to Event definitions. With the EVENT permission, a user or group
can create, view, and modify Event definitions.

Note:  The EVENT permission works with the APPL permission. To create and update an Event, a user requires
APPL (Alter) for the Application the Event refers to.

The EVENT permission has the following syntax:

EVENT.eventprefix.eventname

• eventprefix
Specifies the prefix of the Event.

• eventname
Specifies the name of the Event.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Alter
Permits a user or group to create, delete, display, and update an Event.

• Update
Permits a user or group to display and update an Event.

• Read
Permits a user or group to display a specific Event.

Examples

The following example permits the user to create, modify, and view all Event definitions with the PROD Event
prefix:

EVENT.PROD.* (Alter)

The following example permits the user to display and modify the Event called PAYROLL:

EVENT.PROD.PAYROLL (Update)
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The following example permits the user to create, modify, and view all Event definitions.

EVENT.* (Alter)

The following example permits the user to display and modify any Event that begins with MRC, with the Event
prefix of TEST:

EVENT.TEST.MRC* (Update)

The following example permits the user to display all Events:

EVENT.* (Read)

 EVENTX
EVENTX determines whether a user or group can issue commands against an Event.
cwad121
HID_eventx
EVENTX determines whether a user or group can issue commands against an Event.

The EVENTX permission has the following syntax:

EVENTX.eventprefix.eventname

• eventprefix
Specifies the prefix of the Event.

• eventname
Specifies the name of the Event.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Allow
Permits a user or group to issue commands against the Event.

• Deny
Prevents a user or group from issuing commands against the Event.

Examples

The following example permits the user to issue commands against all Events:

EVENTX.* (Allow)
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The following example permits the user to issue commands against all Events with the prefix PROD:

EVENTX.PROD.* (Allow)

The following example prevents the user from issuing commands against the Event PAYROLL, with the prefix
PROD:

EVENTX.PROD.PAYROLL (Deny)

The following example permits the user to issue commands against all Events named MYJOBS, with any prefix:

EVENTX.*.MYJOBS (Allow)

 FORECAST
FORECAST determines a user or group's access to generate forecast reports. This permission
lets a user or group view, modify, or create forecast reports.
cwad121
HID_forecast
FORECAST determines a user or group's access to generate forecast reports. This permission lets a user or group
view, modify, or create forecast reports.

The FORECAST permission has the following syntax:

FORECAST.forecastname

• forecastname
Specifies the name of a forecast report.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Alter
Permits a user or group to create, delete, display, and update forecast reports.

• Update
Permits a user or group to display and update a forecast report.

• Read
Permits a user or group to display a forecast report.

Examples

The following example permits the user to create forecast reports and view and modify all existing forecast reports:

FORECAST.* (Alter)
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The following example permits the user to view and modify the forecast report named OVERDUE:

FORECAST.OVERDUE (Update)

The following example permits the user to display the forecast report named ODDJOBS:

FORECAST.ODDJOBS (Read)

 FORECAST_RESULT_DELETE
FORECAST_RESULT_DELETE determines whether a user or group can delete the output
of forecast reports from the server. For example, an administrator can use this permission to
remove the forecast results without being able to view the results.
cwad121
HID_forecast_result_delete
FORECAST_RESULT_DELETE determines whether a user or group can delete the output of forecast reports from
the server. For example, an administrator can use this permission to remove the forecast results without being able
to view the results.

Note:  The execution user of the Forecast Event can always delete the output from the server.

The FORECAST_RESULT_DELETE permission has the following syntax:

FORECAST.forecastname

• forecastname
Specifies the name of a forecast report.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Allow
Permits a user or group to delete the output of a forecast report.

• Deny
Prevents a user or group from deleting the output of a forecast report.

Examples

The following example permits the user to delete the output of forecast reports:

FORECAST_RESULT_DELETE.* (Allow)

The following example prevents the user from deleting the output of a forecast report named ODDJOBS:

FORECAST.ODDJOBS (Deny)
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 JAVASCRIPT
JAVASCRIPT determines a user or group's access to JavaScript scripts used in scheduling.
This permission enables a user or group to view, modify, or create JavaScript scripts.
cwad121
HID_javascript
JAVASCRIPT determines a user or group's access to JavaScript scripts used in scheduling. This permission
enables a user or group to view, modify, or create JavaScript scripts.

The JAVASCRIPT permission has the following syntax:

JAVASCRIPT.javascriptname

• javascriptname
Specifies the name of a JavaScript script.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Alter
Permits a user or group to create, delete, display, and update a JavaScript script.

• Update
Permits a user or group to display and update a JavaScript script.

• Read
Permits a user or group to use a JavaScript script in an Application.

Examples

The following example permits the user to create JavaScript scripts and also view and modify all existing scripts:

JAVASCRIPT.* (Alter)

The following example permits the user to view and modify the JavaScript script named DATEVARIABLES:

JAVASCRIPT.DATEVARIABLES (Update)

The following example permits the user to use the JavaScript script named ODDJOBS in Applications:

JAVASCRIPT.ODDJOBS (Read)

 REPORT_DESIGN
REPORT_DESIGN determines a user or group's access to report designs. This permission lets
a user or group create, read, update, or delete a report design.
cwad121
HID_report_design
REPORT_DESIGN determines a user or group's access to report designs. This permission lets a user or group
create, read, update, or delete a report design.
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The REPORT_DESIGN permission has the following syntax:

REPORT_DESIGN.reportDesignName

• reportDesignName
Specifies the name of the report design.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Alter
Permits a user or group to create, read, update, and delete a report design.

• Update
Permits a user or group to read and update a report design.

• Read
Permits a user or group to read a report design.

Examples

The following example permits the user to create, read, update, and delete all existing report designs:

REPORT_DESIGN.* (Alter)

The following example permits the user to read and update the report design named FAILED:

REPORT_DESIGN.FAILED (Update)

The following example permits the user to read the report design named ODDJOBS:

REPORT_DESIGN.ODDJOBS (Read)

 REPORT_RESULT_DELETE
REPORT_RESULT_DELETE determines whether a user or group can delete the output of
reports from the server. For example, an administrator can use this permission to remove the
report results without being able to view the results.
cwad121
HID_report_result_delete
REPORT_RESULT_DELETE determines whether a user or group can delete the output of reports from the server.
For example, an administrator can use this permission to remove the report results without being able to view the
results.

Note:  You can delete the output from the server regardless of this permission if you are the execution user or you
have the REPORTX permission.
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The REPORT_RESULT_DELETE permission has the following syntax:

REPORT_RESULT_DELETE.reportDesignName

• reportDesignName
Specifies the name of a report design.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Allow
Permits a user or group to delete the report result.

• Deny
Prevents a user or group from deleting the report result.

Examples

The following example permits the user to delete all the report results:

REPORT_RESULT_DELETE.* (Allow)

The following example prevents the user from deleting the report result for the report named ACTIVEJOBS:

REPORT_RESULT_DELETE.ACTIVEJOBS (Deny)

 REPORTX
REPORTX determines whether a user or group can execute a report design to generate a
report result.
cwad121
HID_reportx
REPORTX determines whether a user or group can execute a report design to generate a report result.

Note:  To execute a report design, the user must also have at least Read access to the REPORT_DESIGN
permission.

The REPORTX permission has the following syntax:

REPORTX.reportDesignName

• reportDesignName
Specifies the name of a report design.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Allow
Permits a user or group to execute a report design.

• Deny
Prevents a user or group from executing a report design.
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Examples

The following example permits the user to execute all existing report designs:

REPORTX.* (Allow)
REPORT_DESIGN.* (Read)

The following example permits the user to execute the report design named TEST:

REPORTX.TEST (Allow) 
REPORT_DESIGN.TEST (Read) 

 RESOURCE
RESOURCE determines a user or group's access to resources used in scheduling. This
permission enables a user or group to view, modify, or create resource definitions.
cwad121
HID_resource
RESOURCE determines a user or group's access to resources used in scheduling. This permission enables a user
or group to view, modify, or create resource definitions.

The RESOURCE permission has the following syntax:

RESOURCE.resourcename

• resourcename
Specifies the name of a resource.

You can use an asterisk to associate this permission with all resources.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Alter
Permits a user or group to create, delete, display, and update a resource definition.

• Update
Permits a user or group to display and update a resource definition.

• Read
Permits a user or group to use a resource definition in an Application.

Examples

The following example permits the user to create new resource definitions and also view and modify all existing
resource definitions:

RESOURCE.* (Alter)
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The following example permits the user to view and modify the resource definition named LOWPRIO:

RESOURCE.LOWPRIO (Update)

The following example permits the user to use the resource definition DB2 in Applications:

RESOURCE.DB2 (Read)

 SECURITY_PROFILE
SECURITY_PROFILE determines a user or group’s access to security profiles. Security
profiles include a set of user permissions that are required to access an environment where
the workload runs. With this permission, a user or group can use the security profile in the job
definition.
cwad121
HID_security_profile_permission
SECURITY_PROFILE determines a user or group’s access to security profiles. Security profiles include a set of
user permissions that are required to access an environment where the workload runs. With this permission, a user
or group can use the security profile in the job definition.

The SECURITY_PROFILE permission has the following syntax:

SECURITY_PROFILE.securityProfileName

• securityProfileName
Specifies the name of a security profile in the Topology.

You can use an asterisk in place of securityProfileName to specify that all security profiles are affected by this
permission. For example, the permission SECURITY_PROFILE.OOZIE1 determines whether a user or group can
access the security profile named OOZIE1. The permission SECURITY_PROFILE.* determines whether a user or
group can access all security profiles in the Topology.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Allow
Permits a user or group to access the connection profile that is specified in securityProfileName.

• Deny
Prevents a user or group from accessing the connection profile that is specified in securityProfileName.

Examples:

The following example permits the user to access any security profile whose name begins with OOZIE*:

SECURITY_PROFILE.OOZIE* (Allow)
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The following example prevents the user from accessing connection profile named OOZIEADM:

SECURITY_PROFILE.OOZIEADM (Deny)

 STATUSMSG
STATUSMSG determines whether a user or group can do the following:
cwad121
HID_statusmsg
STATUSMSG determines whether a user or group can do the following:

• View the status of the servers, agents, agent groups, SNMP managers, SMTP server, and authentication
systems defined in your ESP dSeries Workload Automation environment

• View the status of the Primary and Standby servers in a CA WA High Availability environment
• Receive status messages in the Dashboard view of the Monitor Perspective.

The STATUSMSG permission has the following syntax:

STATUSMSG.statusmessagetype

•   statusmessagetype 
Specifies the type of status messages the permission defines access to.

Note:   You can use an asterisk to indicate this permission applies to all status message types or specify a
specific status message type. For example, the permission STATUSMSG.Active_Applications determines
whether a user or group can access all messages in the Active_Applications custom view.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

•  Allow
Permits a user or group to view the status of nodes in the Topology and receive status messages in the
dashboard.

•  Deny
Prevents a user or group from viewing the status of nodes in the Topology and receiving status messages in the
dashboard.

Examples 

The following example permits the user to view the status of all nodes in the Topology and receive all types of
status messages in the dashboard:

STATUSMSG.* (ALLOW)

The following example prevents the user from viewing the status of any nodes in the Topology and receiving any
status messages in the dashboard:

STATUSMSG.* (DENY)
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The following example permits the user to view the status of agents in the Topology and receive agent status
messages in the dashboard:

STATUSMSG.AGENT_STATUS (ALLOW)

 VARIABLE
VARIABLE determines a user or group’s access to global variables. Global variables let you
store information that you can reuse across Applications. With this permission, a user can view,
modify, or create global variables at the context level or at the name level.
cwad121
HID_variable
VARIABLE determines a user or group’s access to global variables. Global variables let you store information that
you can reuse across Applications. With this permission, a user can view, modify, or create global variables at the
context level or at the name level.

The syntax has the following format:

VARIABLE.contextname.variablename

• contextname
Specifies the name of a global variable context. A context is a group of related global variables. You can use an
asterisk to specify all contexts.

• variablename
Specifies the name of a global variable. You can use an asterisk to specify all global variables specified in
contextname.

You can associate the following access values with this permission:

• Alter
Permits a user or group to view, create, delete, and modify the global variable context or global variable.

• Update
Permits a user or group to view and modify the global variable context or global variable.

• Read
Permits a user or group to view the global variable context or global variable.

Example: Add a VARIABLE Permission for Some Variables in a Context

Suppose that the PRODSCHED group needs to be able to view and modify some global variables defined in the
payroll global variable context. Those global variables must have names that start with the characters AC.

To add a VARIABLE permission for some variables in a context

1. Open the Add Permission dialog for the PRODSCHED group.
2. Select VARIABLE from the Permission type drop-down list.
3. Enter the following information:

• Global Variable Context—payroll
• Global Variable Name—AC*

4. Select the Update check box in the Access section.
5. Click OK, and save the permission changes.

Example: Add a VARIABLE Permission for All Variables in All Contexts

Suppose that a user named ADMUSER needs to be able to view, create, delete, and modify all global variables in
all global variable contexts.

To add a VARIABLE permission for all variables in all contexts
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1. Open the Add Permission dialog for the user named ADMUSER.
2. Select VARIABLE from the Permission type drop-down list.
3. Enter the following information:

• Global Variable Context—*
• Global Variable Name—*

4. Select the Alter check box in the Access section.
5. Click OK, and save the permission changes.

 Securing Agents or Advanced Integrations
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_securing_agents
This section contains the following topics:

 Set Encryption Level for an Agent or Advanced Integration
You can set the encryption level for an agent.
cwad121
HID_set_encryption_level_agent
You can set the encryption level for an agent.

Note:

Similar to agents, you can also modify configuration parameters advanced integrations such as Advanced
Integration for Hadoop.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the following command from the agent root directory:

keygen.bat key cipher

• key
Specifies the encryption key you want to use.

Note:  If your environment is FIPS-compliant, the encryption key must be 32 bytes with the prefix "0x".
• cipher

Specifies the cipher algorithm you want to use.

The key value is updated in the cryptkey.txt file, and security.cryptkey is updated in the agentparm.txt file.
2. Restart the agent.
3. Update the agent's encryption type and key in the Topology in the Admin perspective.

The encryption level is set for the agent.

 Refresh an Agent or Advanced Integration Security File
You can refresh an agent security file so that any changes to the security of an agent, such as
the addition of a new FTP user, can take effect.
cwad121
HID_refresh_agent_security_profile
You can refresh an agent security file so that any changes to the security of an agent, such as the addition of a new
FTP user, can take effect.

Note:
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Similar to agents, you can also refresh the security file for advanced integrations such as Advanced Integration for
Hadoop.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an administrator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Admin perspective.
3. Right-click Topology in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Topology view opens.
4. Right-click the name of the agent you want to refresh the security file for, and select Refresh Agent/Advanced

Integration Security from the pop-up menu.
A confirmation dialog opens.

5. Click Yes.
The agent security file is refreshed.

 Security Permissions for CLI
The following table lists the security permissions required for each CLI command:
cwad122
HID_security_permission_cli
The following table lists the security permissions required for each CLI command:

CLI Command Security Permission Required

ABOUT CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

ADJUSTRESOURCEPROPERTY RESOURCE (Update)

APPLYLOGPROFILE ADMIN.Network Topology (Alter)

BYPASSEVENT EVENTX.eventprefix.eventname (Allow)

CHANGEROLE CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

COUNTAGENTS CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

COUNTLIST CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

CREATEAGENT ADMIN* (Alter)

CREATEAGENTGROUP ADMIN* (Alter)

CREATECONNECTIONPROFILE ADMIN.NETWORK TOPOLOGY.Connection Profiles
(Alter)

CREATERESOURCE RESOURCE (Alter)

CREATESECURITYPROFILE ADMIN.NETWORK TOPOLOGY.Security Profiles (Alter)

DBINFO CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

DECREMENTVAR VARIABLE (Update)

DELETEAGENT ADMIN* (Alter)

DELETEAGENTGROUP ADMIN* (Alter)

DELETEAPPLICATIONVERSIONS No special permission required. Can be issued by any
valid logged-in user.

DELETECONNECTIONPROFILE ADMIN.NETWORK TOPOLOGY.Connection Profiles
(Alter)

DELETERESOURCE RESOURCE (Alter)

DELETEREPORTRESULTS CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

DELETESECURITYPROFILE ADMIN.NETWORK TOPOLOGY.Security Profiles (Alter)

DELETESTATUSMESSAGES CMD.APPCMD.DELETESTATUSMESSAGES (Allow)

DELETEVAR VARIABLE (Alter)
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DELETEVARCTX VARIABLE (Alter)

DROPVARDEP APPLX.applname.jobname.jobqualifier.* (Allow)

ENCRYPTPASSWORD No special permission required. Can be issued by any
valid logged-in user.

EVALVARDEP No special permission required. Can be issued by any
valid logged-in user.

EXPORTAUDITLOG CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

FLUSHAGENTMSGQUEUE CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

GC CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

GETLOGPROFILE ADMIN.Network Topology (Read)

GETLOGTHRESHOLD ADMIN.Network Topology (Read)

GETPROPERTIES CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

GETPROPERTY CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

HOLD EVENTX.eventprefix.eventname (Allow)

INCREMENTVAR VARIABLE (Update)

INSERTJOB No special permission required. Can be issued by any
valid logged-in user.

LASTRUN APPLX.applname.*.*.SUBSCRIBE (Allow)

LISTAETDATA APPL.applname (Read)

LISTAGENT ADMIN* (Alter)

LISTAGENTGROUP ADMIN* (Alter)

LISTAPPLICATION APPLX.applname.*.*.SUBSCRIBE (Allow)

LISTCONNECTIONPROFILE ADMIN.NETWORK TOPOLOGY.Connection Profiles
(Read)

LISTEVENT EVENT.eventprefix.eventname (Read)

LISTEVENTSCHEDULE EVENT.eventprefix.eventname (Read)

LISTQUIESCESTATE CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

LISTRESOURCES RESOURCE (Read)

LISTRESOURCESTATUS RESOURCE (Read)

LISTSECURITYPROFILE ADMIN.NETWORK TOPOLOGY.Security Profiles
(Read)

LISTVAR VARIABLE (Read)

LISTVARCTX VARIABLE (Read)

LOGINFO ADMIN.Network Topology (Read)

MEMCHECK CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

MOVEHISTORYDATA ADMIN*

PURGEAETDATA CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

PURGEAGENTLOGS CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

PURGECOMPLETEDJOBS CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

PURGELOG ADMIN.Network Topology (Alter)

QUIESCE CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

QUIESCEAGENT CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

REFRESHAGENTSECURITY CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)
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RELEASE EVENTX.eventprefix.eventname (Allow)

RESETGEN CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

RESETRESOURCEPROPERTY RESOURCE (Update)

RESOURCEMANAGERDUMP CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

RESUME EVENTX.eventprefix.eventname (Allow)

SCHEDULEALLEVENTS CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

SETAGENTPROPERTY CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

SETLOGTHRESHOLD ADMIN.Network Topology (Update)

SETVAR VARIABLE (Update)

SPINLOG ADMIN.Network Topology (Update)

STOP CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

STOPAGENT CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

SUSPEND EVENTX.eventprefix.eventname (Allow)

THREADCOUNT CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

THREADDUMP CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

THREADLIST CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

TRIGGERADD EVENTX.eventprefix.eventname (Allow)

TRIGGERREPLACE EVENTX.eventprefix.eventname (Allow)

UNBYPASSEVENT EVENTX.eventprefix.eventname (Allow)

UNQUIESCE CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

UNQUIESCEAGENT CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

UPDATEAGENT ADMIN* (Alter)

UPDATEAGENTGROUP ADMIN* (Alter)

UPDATECONNECTIONPROFILE ADMIN.NETWORK TOPOLOGY.Connection Profiles
(Update)

UPDATERESOURCEDEFINITION RESOURCE (Update)

UPDATESECURITYPROFILE ADMIN.NETWORK TOPOLOGY.Security Profiles
(Update)

UPTIME CMD.APPCMD* (Allow)

8 Scheduling
Schedule and manage jobs, use variables and scripts with jobs
cwad121
HID_scheduling
This section includes the following information:

• Defining and managing applications and workload objects
• Job types
• Events
• Scheduling jobs
• Adding time, resources, and global variable dependencies to jobs
• Using parameters such as notifications, calendars, global variables, resources, environment variables,

Javascripts in the job definition.
• Built-in Javascript functions
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 Defining and Managing Applications
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_define_and_manage_appl
This section contains the following topics:

 

 Applications
An Application consists of one or more jobs and other workload objects. Applications let you
group related jobs and define their dependencies. For example, you may want to group all your
payroll jobs in one Application. Jobs in an Application may run on different platforms.
cwad121
HID_appl
An Application consists of one or more jobs and other workload objects. Applications let you group related jobs and
define their dependencies. For example, you may want to group all your payroll jobs in one Application. Jobs in an
Application may run on different platforms.

By default, the server submits a job after all the predecessors of the job complete successfully. Predecessors are
workload objects that must complete before another workload object can run. Successors are workload objects that
must wait for the completion of predecessors before they can run.

Example: Predecessors and Successors in an Application

Every day, jobs A, B, C, and D run. On Fridays, job E also runs. On the last workday of the month, job F also runs.

The following illustration shows the days on which the various jobs run:
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The following table lists the predecessors and successors of each job.

Job Predecessors Successors

A None B, C

B A D

C A D

D B, C E

E D F

F E None

 How the Server Processes the Application
An Application passes through the following two phases:
cwad121
HID_server_process_appl
An Application passes through the following two phases:

•  Generation phase
Generates an instance of an Application triggered by an Event. This instance is named a generation. During this
phase, the server does the following tasks:

• Selects the jobs that will run in the Application based on their run frequencies and the calendars specified in
the Event

• Builds the Application with the selected jobs
•  Process phase

Processes the jobs after selecting the jobs to run in the Application. During this phase, the server does the
following:

• Checks for any predecessor dependencies at the job submission time

Note:  Each job has a hold count corresponding to the number of immediate predecessors. A job cannot be
submitted if its hold count exceeds zero.

• Subtracts one from a job's current hold count after one of the job's predecessors complete successfully
• Checks the job for any resource dependencies after a job's hold count reduces to zero
• Submits the job after all required resources are available
• Completes the Application after all jobs in the Application are complete or are bypassed

 Example: Building an Application on Different Days 

Every day, jobs A, B, C, and D run in an Application. On Fridays, job E also runs. On the last workday of the month,
job F also runs.

In this Application, one of the following will occur:

• If today is not a Friday and not the last workday of the month:

• Job B and job C run after job A completes successfully
• Job D runs after job B and job C complete successfully
• Jobs E and F do not run

• If today is a Friday but not the last workday of the month

• Job E runs after jobs A, B, C, and D complete successfully
• Job F does not run

• If today is the last workday of the month but not a Friday

• Job F runs after jobs A, B, C, and D complete successfully
• Job E does not run

• If today is a Friday and the last workday of the month

• Job E runs after jobs A, B, C, and D complete successfully
• Job F runs after job E completes successfully
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 Application Versions
The server maintains a list of versions for each Application. When you schedule an Application,
the server uses the latest version that is uploaded to the server. With Application versioning, you
can list, open, modify, delete, and run old Application versions.
cwad121
HID_appl_versions
The server maintains a list of versions for each Application. When you schedule an Application, the server uses the
latest version that is uploaded to the server. With Application versioning, you can list, open, modify, delete, and run
old Application versions.

Note:  There is no limit to the number of Application versions kept.

 More information: 

•  Managing Applications Based on Application Versions 
•  Delete an Application 

 Application Locking and Unlocking
The server manages concurrent updates to an Application. Sometimes collisions can occur if
two users try to upload the same Application around the same time.
cwad121
HID_appl_lock_unlock
The server manages concurrent updates to an Application. Sometimes collisions can occur if two users try to
upload the same Application around the same time.

Example: Management of Concurrent Updates to an Application

• On machine X, user SCHEDMASTER downloads Application APPL1.
• On machine Y, user GURU downloads Application APPL1 also.
• SCHEDMASTER updates and uploads APPL1.
• GURU updates and tries to upload APPL1. The upload fails because SCHEDMASTER uploaded the Application

after GURU downloaded it.

When collisions such as the above occur, the server provides the following recovery options:

• GURU can force an upload without considering the changes that are made by SCHEDMASTER. With this
option, APPL1 contains only the changes that are made by GURU.

• GURU can download the Application version uploaded by SCHEDMASTER, update the Application, and retry to
upload. With this option, APPL1 contains the changes that are made by both GURU and SCHEDMASTER.

• GURU can abandon the upload. With this option, APPL1 contains only the changes that are made by
SCHEDMASTER.

When you lock an Application, other users (with different user IDs) cannot automatically update and upload the
Application until you manually unlock the Application. If a collision occurs, the same recovery options as in the
example apply.

More information:

• Lock an Application
• Unlock an Application

 Concurrent Application Generations
By default, if two generations of an Application are active on the system at the same time, they
run concurrently. In this case, the second generation may complete before the first generation
completes and new generations may run before their previous generations complete.
cwad121
HID_current_appl_gen
By default, if two generations of an Application are active on the system at the same time, they run concurrently. In
this case, the second generation may complete before the first generation completes and new generations may run
before their previous generations complete.

You can prevent two generations of the same Application from running concurrently by doing one of the following:

• Delay a new generation of the Application from running until the current generation completes
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• Prevent all Events associated with the Application from triggering while the current generation is running
(Application-level)

• Prevent a specific Event associated with the Application from triggering while the current generation is running
(Event-level)

You can also delay a job from running until the job completes in a previous Application generation.

 SubApplications
An Application can contain multiple subApplications. SubApplications are groups of workload
objects that belong to a single Application. You can use subApplications to break up a large
Application into smaller, easier to manage groups of jobs.
cwad121
HID_subappl
An Application can contain multiple subApplications. SubApplications are groups of workload objects that belong
to a single Application. You can use subApplications to break up a large Application into smaller, easier to manage
groups of jobs.

You can issue a command to perform the following actions against all jobs in a subApplication:

• Bypass or unbypass all the jobs in a subApplication
• Request or unrequest all on-request jobs in a subApplication
• Hold or release all the jobs in a subApplication
• Complete all the jobs in a subApplication
• Remove all the jobs in a subApplication from wait status

Example: Bypass a SubApplication

An Application contains several jobs that run on the weekend. On some weekends, these jobs should not run. By
putting these jobs in a subApplication, you can bypass them with a single command.

More information:

Define the Jobs in a SubApplication

 Anticipated End Times
If the Estimate end time or Propagate dueout time option is enabled in the Application
properties, the server calculates the anticipated end times for all jobs in the Application when it
generates the Application. The server recalculates anticipated end times every time the state of
a job changes in the Application. You can review the Application, at any stage, and determine
when any job is expected to complete.
cwad121
HID_anticipated_end_times
If the Estimate end time or Propagate dueout time option is enabled in the Application properties, the server
calculates the anticipated end times for all jobs in the Application when it generates the Application. The server
recalculates anticipated end times every time the state of a job changes in the Application. You can review the
Application, at any stage, and determine when any job is expected to complete.

The server calculates the anticipated end times of jobs based on Event submission time, predecessor
dependencies, time dependencies, and the job's average execution time. You can override the average execution
time the server uses to calculate a job's anticipated end time when you define the job or modify the job definition.

Note:  If a job does not have an average execution time when it runs, the server does not calculate the anticipated
end time of the job. In future runs, the server calculates the anticipated end time of the job based on the historical
execution times of the job.

 More information: 

•  Enabling Anticipated End Times and Critical Path Analysis 
•  Overdue Jobs 
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 Critical Path
By default, the server calculates an Application's critical path based on the job that finishes last
in the Application. You can also identify a job in an Application as critical. The longest path to
that job, based on historical execution time, is the critical path.
cwad121
HID_critical_path
By default, the server calculates an Application's critical path based on the job that finishes last in the Application.
You can also identify a job in an Application as critical. The longest path to that job, based on historical execution
time, is the critical path.

The server determines the critical path when it generates an Application. The critical path is dynamic; it changes as
the Application runs.

Note:  If none of the jobs in the Application have an average execution time when the Application runs, the server
does not calculate the critical path of the Application. In future runs, the server calculates the critical path based on
the historical execution times of each job in the Application.

Example: Critical Path of an Application 

An Application has historical execution times for each job. The longest path to job Z is 130 minutes through jobs A,
B, X, Y, and Z. The critical path in this Application, at this time, consists of jobs A, B, X, Y, and Z.

The following illustration displays the Application's critical path:

  

The critical path for an Application can vary depending on the jobs selected.

The following table displays the Application's critical path when certain jobs are not selected:

 Jobs Not Selected  Critical Path 

X, Y A, B, C, D, Z

X, Z A, B, C, D

X, Y, D A, B, E, F, Z, and A, B, C, Z

Z A, B, X, Y
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 More information: 

•  Enabling Anticipated End Times and Critical Path Analysis 
•  Identify a Critical Job in an Application 

 Multiple Critical Paths
An Application may have more than one critical path. You can also identify one or more jobs as
critical in an Application.
cwad121
HID_multiple_critical_paths
An Application may have more than one critical path. You can also identify one or more jobs as critical in an
Application.

Example: Critical Jobs in an Application

Four jobs J, Q, U, and V (represented by grayed boxes) are critical jobs. The server identifies the longest paths to
these jobs as critical paths, based on historical execution times.

The following illustration displays the critical jobs in the Application:

 Enabling Anticipated End Times and Critical Path Analysis
This article contains the following topics:
cwad12-12-0-01
This article contains the following topics:

  

Anticipated End Times
If the Estimate end time or Propagate dueout time option is enabled in the Application properties, the server
calculates the anticipated end times for all jobs in the Application when it generates the Application. The server
recalculates anticipated end times every time the state of a job changes in the Application. You can review the
Application, at any stage, and determine when any job is expected to complete.

The server calculates the anticipated end times of jobs based on Event submission time, predecessor
dependencies, time dependencies, and the job's average execution time. You can override the average execution
time the server uses to calculate a job's anticipated end time when you define the job or modify the job definition.
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Note:  If a job does not have an average execution time when it runs, the server does not calculate the anticipated
end time of the job. In future runs, the server calculates the anticipated end time of the job based on the historical
execution times of the job.

Critical Path
By default, the server calculates an Application's critical path based on the job that finishes last in the Application.
You can also identify a job in an Application as critical. The longest path to that job, based on historical execution
time, is the critical path.

The server determines the critical path when it generates an Application. The critical path is dynamic; it changes as
the Application runs.

Note:  If none of the jobs in the Application have an average execution time when the Application runs, the server
does not calculate the critical path of the Application. In future runs, the server calculates the critical path based on
the historical execution times of each job in the Application.

 Example: Critical Path of an Application 

An Application has historical execution times for each job. The longest path to job Z is 130 minutes through jobs A,
B, X, Y, and Z. The critical path in this Application, at this time, consists of jobs A, B, X, Y, and Z.

The following illustration displays the Application's critical path:

  

The critical path for an Application can vary depending on the jobs selected.

The following table displays the Application's critical path when certain jobs are not selected:

 Jobs Not Selected  Critical Path 

X, Y A, B, C, D, Z

X, Z A, B, C, D

X, Y, D A, B, E, F, Z, and A, B, C, Z

Z A, B, X, Y

Multiple Critical Paths
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An Application may have more than one critical path. You can also identify one or more jobs as critical in an
Application.

 Example: Critical Jobs in an Application 

Four jobs J, Q, U, and V (represented by grayed boxes) are critical jobs. The server identifies the longest paths to
these jobs as critical paths, based on historical execution times.

The following illustration displays the critical jobs in the Application:

  

Enable Anticipated End Times and Critical Path Analysis
By default, the server does not calculate anticipated end times or do critical path analysis. You can enable
anticipated end times and critical path analysis in the Application properties.

Note:  If the Propagate dueout time option is enabled in the Application properties, the server automatically
enables anticipated end times and critical path analysis.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the Application in the Application Workspace view, and select Properties from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Application properties dialog opens.

3. Select the Estimate end time check box and click OK.
The server calculates anticipated end times and does critical path analysis when the Application runs.

Note:  If none of the jobs in the Application have an average execution time when the Application runs, the
server disables anticipated end time and critical path analysis. In future runs, the server calculates anticipated
end time and does critical path analysis based on the historical execution times of each job in the Application.

Note:  If you want this option to apply to all Applications that you define, from the main menu click Window,
Preferences, Desktop Client, Define Perspective, Application defaults, and select the Estimate end time check box.

 

Override a Job's Average Execution Time
If you do not want the server to use average execution times when calculating anticipated end times, you can
specify a job duration. For example, you can specify that a job takes twice as long as the average execution time to
execute on Fridays or on the last day of the month.

 Follow these steps: 
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1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click General in the left pane.
The General page opens in the right pane.

4. Ensure that the Estimate end time section is expanded.
5. Enter a numerical duration in the Execution time field.

Note:  If the field is disabled, select the Estimate end time check box in the Application properties.
6. Click OK.

The server overrides the job's default average execution time.

 Example: Override a Job's Average Execution Time on Fridays 

On Fridays, a job takes twice as long to execute as its average execution time.

Enter the %IF statement for the Execution time field as follows:

%IF(today('Friday'),'%WOB._avgruntime*2')

The today JavaScript built-in function returns true if today is Friday; otherwise, it returns false.

Note:

For more information about JavaScript expressions and built-in functions, see Javascripts.

Identify a Critical Job in an Application
If the Application has Estimate end time enabled, you can identify one or more of its jobs as critical.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click General in the left pane.
The General page opens in the right pane.

4. Select the Critical job check box.

Note:  If the field is disabled, select the Estimate end time check box in the Basic page of the Application
properties dialog.

5. Click OK.
The job is defined as a critical job.

Specify a Profile for a Job
By default, the server calculates anticipated end times and critical path using the average execution time of the
last ten runs of the job regardless of execution time differences of various runs (default profile). For more accurate
average data, you can specify a job profile that considers the execution time differences of a job for various days,
times, or contexts. You can specify multiple profiles based on different criteria for a job.

For example, suppose that a job runs for one hour from Monday to Thursday and for six hours on Friday. If you
do not specify a job profile, the server calculates anticipated end times and critical path based on the average
execution time of the five runs of the job during the week. Using the default profile, the average execution time of
the five runs is two hours, which is double the execution time for the job runs on Monday to Thursday and only one
third of the execution time for the job runs on Friday. However, with job profiling, you can store job information for
each run of the job based on a specified profile.

To override the default job profile, you associate a profile designation string for a given job. The profile string can
be explicitly specified or calculated dynamically through JavaScript scripts and expressed using symbolic variables
or the %VAR global variables function. For example, if a job execution profile uses the %APPL._SDAY symbolic
variable as the profile string, the server calculates the job’s anticipated end time based on the day of the week
the Application is scheduled. Assuming that this job is a part of an Application that is scheduled daily, when the
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Application runs on a Thursday, the anticipated end time for the given job is calculated based on the job’s Thursday
runs and the elapsed time to execute this job is stored in the Thursday profile in the database.

You can override the job profile when you define the job or modify the job definition.

 Follow these steps:  

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click General in the left pane.
The General page opens in the right pane.

4. Enter a profile name in the Execution profile field.
Limits: Up to 125 characters
Default: Default profile (average execution time of the last 10 runs)

Note:

• The profile name is not case-sensitive. It is stored in the database in upper case.
• Symbolic variables are allowed.

5. Click OK.
The execution profile is specified for the job.

 Example: Specify Job Profile for the Last Workday of the Month  

Suppose that you want to create a profile named LAST that stores data for job runs on the last workday of the
month.

 To specify a job profile for the last workday of the month 

1. Define a UNIX job and enter \bin\sleep in the Script/command name field:
2. Open the JavaScripts page of the job definition, and define the following JavaScript script in the Define or Import

JavaScript to run text box in the At Event trigger time section:

if(today('last workday of the month')) { APPL.profile='LAST'; } 

3. Open the General page of the job definition, and enter %APPL.profile in the Execution profile field in the
Estimate end time section:

4. Click OK.
The server uses the LAST profile for anticipated end time and critical path calculations if today is the last
workday of the month.

 Example: Specify a Profile for Monday’s Job Runs  

On Mondays, suppose that a job takes twice as long to execute as its average execution time on other days. You
can create a JavaScript script that applies a different profile depending on the day of the week.

 To specify a job profile for Monday’s job runs  

1. Define a UNIX job and enter \bin\sleep in the Script/command name field:
2. Open the JavaScripts page of the job definition, and define the following JavaScript script in the Define or Import

JavaScript to run text box in the At Event trigger time section:

if(today('monday')) { APPL.profile='MON'; } else {APPL.profile='GEN';}

3. Open the General page of the job definition, and enter %APPL.profile in the Execution profile field in the
Estimate end time section:

4. Click OK.
The server uses the MON profile for anticipated end time and critical path calculations if today is Monday;
otherwise, it uses the GEN profile.
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 Application Templates
You can create Application templates for third-party users of CA Workload Automation DE
to simplify the process of running their workload. Application templates are ready-to-use
Application definitions that third-party users can run at anytime by passing required parameters.
For example, you can define a single Application template for the payroll processes of two
companies so that each company runs the Application template with their own parameters.
cwad121
HID_appl_template
You can create Application templates for third-party users of CA Workload Automation DE to simplify the process
of running their workload. Application templates are ready-to-use Application definitions that third-party users
can run at anytime by passing required parameters. For example, you can define a single Application template
for the payroll processes of two companies so that each company runs the Application template with their own
parameters.

Application templates provide increased abstraction for third-party users in running their workload. They can run
workload without being familiar with CA Workload Automation DE Events or JavaScript. Users can focus more on
their business applications rather than the underlying CA Workload Automation DE technology.

 Specifying Application Parameters
You must define Application parameters as symbolic variables in the EVAR context. The syntax
for defining Application parameters is as follows:
cwad121
HID_specifying_appl_parameters
You must define Application parameters as symbolic variables in the EVAR context. The syntax for defining
Application parameters is as follows:

%EVAR.parameter_name

• %EVAR
Specifies a symbolic variable in the EVAR context.

• parameter_name
Specifies the Application parameter name.

Note:

• Application parameter names can contain alphanumeric characters and underscores, but the first character
cannot be numeric.

• Application parameters can be concatenated with strings or other Application parameters, for example,
%(EVAR.emp_name)PayCalc or %EVAR.emp_ID.%EVAR.emp_NAME.

• Application parameter names are case-sensitive. For example, employee_name and Employee_name are two
different parameters.

Example: Specifying an Agent Name as an Application Parameter 

To specify an Agent name as an Application parameter 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click a job, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Ensure that the Agent section is expanded.
4. Enter %EVAR.application_agent in the Agent field.
5. Click OK.

The Agent name is defined as an Application parameter.

More information: 

Export Application Parameters 
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 How Application Templates are Defined and Used
The following sequence explains how you create Application templates and third-party users
use them.
cwad121
HID_appl_template_define_use
The following sequence explains how you create Application templates and third-party users use them.

1. You define an Application template on CA WA Desktop Client that includes the parameters to pass when
the Application is executed. For example, you can define a payroll processing Application that accepts two
parameters named employee_count and date_of_run.

2. You define the lifecycle of the Application using the following SOAP web service functions:

• runApplicationCreate
Creates an Event to run an Application. The runApplicationCreate function specifies the Application to run,
when the Application runs, and the argument values to be passed to the Application.

• runApplicationRead
Reads an Event created by the runApplicationCreate function.

• runApplicationUpdate
Updates an Event created by the runApplicationCreate function.

• runApplicationDelete
Deletes an Event created by the runApplicationCreate function.

• runApplicationList
Lists Events created by the runApplicationCreate function.

Note:  For more information, see CA WA SOAP Web Services.
3. You make the Application template available to third-party users.
4. Third-party users start the Application template either as a web service front end or a back-end server process

by passing the required parameters.
5. The Application template creates an Application instance and a token for each third-party user by calling

the runApplicationCreate web service function. Once created, the Application instances run with the same
parameter values each time. For example, if a third-party user runs the payroll processing Application template
with 100 employees on the first day of a month, the corresponding Application instance runs on the same day of
each month for the same number of employees.

6. If a third-party user wants to modify the parameter values, they
can use the corresponding Application instance token and update the Application instance. The Application
template uses the runApplicationRead web service function to read the existing Application instance.
When the user reruns the Application instance with the modified values, the Application template calls the
runApplicationUpdate web service function to create a modified Application instance. For example, a third-party
user might run the payroll processing application for a reduced number of employees because of a workforce
reduction. The modified Application instance runs for the updated employee count for the subsequent months.

7. If a third-party user no longer needs the Application template, they can use the runApplicationDelete web
service function to delete the Application instance.

 Example: Using an Application Template for Inventory Management
Suppose that you want to run an inventory check of your accessory business on December 31
at 9:00 a.m. You can define a simple Application with two parameters, "category=Perfumes" and
"brand=Premium".
cwad121
HID_example_using_appl_template
Suppose that you want to run an inventory check of your accessory business on December 31 at 9:00 a.m. You can
define a simple Application with two parameters, "category=Perfumes" and "brand=Premium".

You do not need to define any calendars for the Application. You
can define the two parameters as %EVAR.category and %EVAR.brand and invoke the runApplicationCreate web
service function with the following arguments:

• applicationName—INVENTORY
• scheduleStatements—DEC 31 YYYY 09:00
• noscheduleStatements—NULL
• Calendars—NULL
• arguments—category=Perfumes, brand=Premium
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The web service function returns a tag, say xyz, that represents the workload to be executed. The INVENTORY
Application is generated and starts execution on December 31, YYYY at 09:00 a.m.

You can delete the Application by calling the runApplicationDelete web service function with eventName=xyz.

 Application Integration Tags
Application integration tags let you expose Application-level information such as Application
state data that can be managed by a consuming CA product.
cwad121
HID_appl_integration_tags
Application integration tags let you expose Application-level information such as Application state data that can be
managed by a consuming CA product.

To integrate CA Workload Automation DE with CA Spectrum SA, the CA Workload Automation DE connector
must be installed. The connector retrieves Application state data from the CA Workload Automation DE
server, transforms the data into a common format, and exposes the data for CA Spectrum SA to manage.
CA Spectrum SA consolidates data retrieved by the connector and lets you model services to represent cross-
product data based on logical business functions.

Note:  For more information about the connector, see the CA Workload Automation DE Connector Guide that is
packaged with the connector.

Example: Using Application Tags to Map an Application to Business Services 

Suppose that an Application named Backup is defined on the CA Workload Automation DE server. A company
invokes Backup every week to back up all its critical database servers. A separate instance of the Backup
Applications is triggered for each critical database.

If a problem occurs during the backup of a critical database, DatabaseServices and ITServices groups are
impacted. In the company's CA Spectrum SA system, these groups are represented as two distinct business
services named DBServices and ITServices.

To associate the Backup Application with each business service, you specify the following Application integration
tags in the Application definition:

• ssa:DBServices
• ssa:ITServices

For example, assume that five instances of the Backup Application are running at the same time.
If a problem occurs during the Application execution of one of those instances, CA Spectrum SA
generates Major alerts against the DBServices and ITServices business services to indicate
service degradation. Using the information provided in the alert, users of CA Spectrum SA
can determine which instance of the Backup Application requires attention and take the appropriate action. When
the problem is resolved, CA Spectrum SA generates Normal alerts, overriding the previously issued Major alerts.

 More information: 

 Map an Application to a Business Service 

 Defining an Application
As a scheduler, you are responsible for defining the jobs in the Application and their
dependencies. An Application consists of one or more jobs and other workload objects.
Applications let you group related jobs and define their dependencies. For example, you
can group all your payroll jobs in one Application. Jobs in an Application can run on different
platforms.
cwad122
HID_define_application
As a scheduler, you are responsible for defining the jobs in the Application and their dependencies. An Application
consists of one or more jobs and other workload objects. Applications let you group related jobs and define their
dependencies. For example, you can group all your payroll jobs in one Application. Jobs in an Application can run
on different platforms.

By default, the server submits a job after all the predecessors of the job complete successfully. Predecessors are
workload objects that must complete before another workload object can run. Successors are workload objects that
must wait for predecessors to complete before they can run.
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This scenario walks you through the process of defining an Application:

  

1.  Specify the Application properties.
2.  Schedule the Application using an Event.
3.  Add the jobs to the Application workspace.
4.  Define the dependencies between the jobs.
5.  Define job details of each job.
6.  Upload the Application to the server.
7.  Simulate the Event.

Note:

 CA WA Desktop Client does not support Applications that are created using third-party tools.

Example: Defining an Application 

Every day, jobs A, B, C, and D run. On Fridays, job E also runs. On the last workday of the month, job F also runs.

The following illustration shows the days on which the various jobs run:
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 Specify the Application Properties
You can specify general Application properties and set defaults for the jobs. For example, you
can prevent Application generations from running concurrently or can specify a default run
frequency and the agent name. When defining the job details of each job, you can use the
default run frequency and the agent name. Or you can override the defaults that are specified in
the Application properties.
cwad121
HID_specify_appl_properties
You can specify general Application properties and set defaults for the jobs. For example, you can prevent
Application generations from running concurrently or can specify a default run frequency and the agent name.
When defining the job details of each job, you can use the default run frequency and the agent name. Or you can
override the defaults that are specified in the Application properties.

Note:  The defaults that you define in the Application properties apply to all jobs in the Application, regardless of
the job type. If you want to specify a default for a particular job type, use job defaults.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as a scheduler using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Define perspective.
3. Right-click the server connection in the Application Workspace view, and select New from the pop-up menu.

The Basic page of the Application properties dialog opens.
4. Specify an Application name in the Name field.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), dollar sign ($), and
underscore (_).

5. Complete the remaining fields as required.

Note:  By default, the server uses the Application name for monitoring the Application. To override the default,
specify a name in the Runtime name field. You can use a symbolic variable in the Runtime field.
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6. Click OK.
The Application appears in the workspace.

 Schedule the Application Using an Event
When you define a new Application, CA WA Desktop Client defines a default Date-Time/Manual
Event. You can use this Event to schedule the Application or to run the Application manually.
You can replace the default Event with another Event or can define more Events as required.
cwad121
HID_schedule_appl
When you define a new Application, CA WA Desktop Client defines a default Date-Time/Manual Event. You can
use this Event to schedule the Application or to run the Application manually. You can replace the default Event
with another Event or can define more Events as required.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Right-click the Date-Time/Manual Event in the Application Events view, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Properties page of the Event definition dialog opens.

2. Complete the fields as required.

Note:  The Event prefix and name uniquely identify an Event on the system where it resides. If you do not
specify a calendar, the server uses the SYSTEM calendar. 

3. Click Schedule in the left pane.
The Schedule page opens in the right pane.

4. Click Add Schedule.
A new row is added in the Specify schedule criteria table.

5. Click the ellipses (…) in the When field to build and test your scheduling criteria.

Note:  If you are familiar with the scheduling terms, type your scheduling criteria in the When field, for
example, 3AM, HOURLY, or 10AM DAILY.

The Schedule event dialog opens.
6. Select the Use generated statement option button and choose scheduling terms from the lists provided. Or

select the Use free format statement option button and type your scheduling criteria in the text box.
7. Click Test to test your scheduling criteria.

The Test results text box displays the date and time of the next ten Event executions.
8. Click OK to accept your scheduling criteria.

The When field displays your scheduling criteria.
9. Click OK.
10. Right-click the Event in the Application Events view, and select Save from the pop-up menu.

If the Event contains no errors, it is saved. The server schedules your Event.

 More Information: 

 Date-Time/Manual Events
Event Schedule Criteria 

 Add Jobs to the Application Workspace
You can add as many jobs to your Application as required.
cwad121
HID_add_jobs_to_appl
You can add as many jobs to your Application as required.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select the workload object that represents the job you want to add from the Palette view.
You may have to open a job group (drawer) to select the job. For example, to select the UNIX job, select the
System group from the Palette view and select the UNIX job in the System group.

Note:  You can limit which workload objects appear on the Palette view. For example, if you do not schedule
SAP jobs, right-click the Palette view, select Customize from the pop-up menu, select the SAP group in the
Customize Palette dialog, select the Hide check box, and click OK.

2. Drag the workload object onto the workspace.
The job icon appears on the Application workspace view.
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3. Drag all the required jobs from the Palette view to the Application workspace view. The following positioning
rules apply:

• If a job must run after another job, place it below that job on the workspace.
• If a job must run before another job, place it above the job on the workspace.
• If a job must run at the same time as another job, place it beside that job on the workspace.

The jobs are added to the Application.

 Draw the Dependencies Between the Jobs
You can create predecessor dependencies between the jobs that are defined for your
Application by drawing the dependencies in the Application workspace.
cwad121
HID_draw_dependencies
You can create predecessor dependencies between the jobs that are defined for your Application by drawing the
dependencies in the Application workspace.

Note:  In an Application that contains many jobs, you might find it easier to create the dependencies between the
jobs by selecting a job's predecessor and successor dependencies through a dialog instead. To use this feature,
right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit Job Dependencies from the pop-up menu.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click Dependencies at the bottom of the workspace.
2. Select a predecessor and drag the mouse to the next job to be released (successor).

A dependency line appears between the two jobs.
3. Repeat to draw all the dependencies.

The dependencies between all the jobs in the Application are created.
4. Click Layout at the bottom of the workspace to organize the layout of your jobs.

The layout of your jobs is organized.

 More information: 

 Edit a Job's Predecessor and Successor Dependencies Using a Dialog 

 Define Job Details of Each Job
You must define all required details for all the jobs of your Application. You can also override
defaults and specify optional details such as time dependencies, notifications, and resource
requirements.
cwad121
HID_define_job_details
You must define all required details for all the jobs of your Application. You can also override defaults and specify
optional details such as time dependencies, notifications, and resource requirements.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Right-click a job, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

2. Ensure that the Agent section is expanded. Applies to all jobs except the jobs that are run using advanced
integrations such as Advanced Integration for Hadoop.

Note:  Some sections are collapsed by default. To expand these sections always, from the main menu select
Window, Preferences, Desktop Client, and select the Show expandable groups always expanded check box.
This preference setting takes effect only if the Use Application-level defaults check box is cleared.

3. Complete the required fields.
4. (Optional) Perform the following actions to override the default run frequency or add a run frequency:

1.1 Ensure that the Run frequency section is expanded.
2.1 Clear the Use Application-level defaults check box in the Run frequency section.
3.1 Click the ellipses (…) in the When field to build and test your run criteria.

Note:  If you are familiar with the scheduling terms, type your run criteria in the When field, for example,
FRIDAY.

The Run dialog opens.
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4.1 Select Use generated statement and choose scheduling terms from the lists that are provided. Or select
Use free format statement and type your run criteria in the text box.

5.1 Click Test to test your run criteria.
The Test Results text box displays the date and time of the next ten job executions.

6.1 Click OK to accept your run criteria.
The When field displays your run criteria.

7.1 Click Show in calendar.

The calendar highlights the days when the job is selected to run based on all Run and Do not run statements for
the job.

Note:  By default, this feature uses the SYSTEM calendar. If your run criteria uses terms from a calendar other
than the SYSTEM calendar, verify that the Run dialog has the correct calendar specifications.

5. Complete the other optional fields as appropriate and click OK.
The details of the job are defined.

6. Repeat for all the jobs in the Application.
The job details for all jobs in the Application are defined.

 Upload the Application
You can upload the Application to the server after defining the Application. The server maintains
all the versions of an Application. If you modify an Application and upload the new version to
the server, it archives the current version and replaces it with the new version. Each archived
version has a version number, a last modified date, an author, and an optional comment.
cwad121
HID_upload_appl
You can upload the Application to the server after defining the Application. The server maintains all the versions of
an Application. If you modify an Application and upload the new version to the server, it archives the current version
and replaces it with the new version. Each archived version has a version number, a last modified date, an author,
and an optional comment.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Right-click the Application in the Application Workspace view, and select Upload from the pop-up menu.
The Upload Application to Repository dialog opens.

2. Enter a comment in the Comments text box, such as the reason for the upload.
3. (Optional) Select Unlock application after upload to unlock the Application.

The server allows other users to update and upload the Application.
4. Click OK.

The Application is uploaded to the server. If an older version of the Application exists, the server archives the old
version.

Note:  To save the Application on your local computer, right-click the Application in the Application workspace, and
select Save As.

 More information: 

 Application Versions 

 Simulate the Event
You simulate Events using different run conditions to verify that the correct jobs are selected to
run in the Application, the jobs run in the correct order, and the details of the job definitions. You
can also verify the anticipated start time and end time of jobs, and view the total number of jobs
that are selected to run in the Application.
cwad122
HID_simulate_event
You simulate Events using different run conditions to verify that the correct jobs are selected to run in the
Application, the jobs run in the correct order, and the details of the job definitions. You can also verify the
anticipated start time and end time of jobs, and view the total number of jobs that are selected to run in the
Application.

Note:
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• The anticipated start time and end time are calculated based on the Event schedule criteria and the following
time dependency values you specify in the job definition:

• Do not submit before
• Delay submission when eligible by

• If these time dependency values are not specified, the start and end time are calculated only based on the
Event schedule criteria.

If your Application includes JavaScript scripts, you can also simulate Events to check for JavaScript errors and
review the resolution of symbolic and global variables that are resolved at trigger time. Before you simulate, verify
that you have uploaded the latest version of your Application to the server.

Follow these steps: 

1. Right-click the Event that you want to simulate in the Application Events view, and select Simulate from the pop-
up menu.
The Simulate Event dialog opens.

2. Click the button next to the Schedule criteria field to build your schedule criteria.

Note:  If you are familiar with the scheduling terms, you can type your schedule criteria, such as FRIDAYS,
directly in the When field. The Simulate dialog opens.

3. Specify the scheduling terms using the following steps:

1.1 Select an option from the Occurrences section.
You can select a relative occurrence (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, Nth, Nth last, last) or a specific date.

2.1 (Optional) Select a day from the Type of Day section if you selected an occurrence other than Date.
You can select relative days (day, weekday, workday, or holiday) or a specific day of the week. You can also
select holidays and special days that are defined in your calendar.

3.1 (Optional) Select a period from the Period section if you selected an occurrence other than Date.
You can select relative periods (week, month, or year) or a specific month. You can also select a special
period that is defined in your calendar.

4.1 Click OK.
4. (Optional) Complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Root jobs to run
Specifies a subset of jobs in the Application that you want to simulate.

Note:

You can separate the list of jobs to run with commas. For example, enter A,B,C. To select a job with all of its
successors (descendants), you can append a plus sign (+). For example, enter D+.

• User Parameters to pass to Event
Specifies the parameter fields to pass user information to the Application during the simulation.

5. Click OK.
The simulation opens in a separate window. On the left pane, a graphical representation of the Application
displays the jobs that are selected to run based on the simulation criteria you specified. On the right pane, the
details of the corresponding job definitions appear.

Note:  To display the job details, from the main menu click Window, Preferences, Desktop Client, Services
Perspective, Simulate, and select the View Job Details text check box.

Example: Simulate a Sample Application 

Suppose that jobs A, B, C, and D run every day. On Fridays, job E also runs. On the last workday of the month,
job F also runs. Depending on the day, the server selects different jobs to run and builds the Application with the
selected jobs.

For this Application, you could test the job's run criteria, using the Schedule criteria field of the Simulate Event
dialog, to simulate on the following days:

• A day other than Friday, such as Monday:

• If the following Monday is not the last workday of the month, jobs A, B, C, and D appear.
• If the following Monday is the last workday of the month, job F also appears.

• Friday:

• If Friday is not the last workday of the month, jobs A, B, C, D, and E appear.
• If the following Friday is the last workday of the month, job F also appears.

• The last workday of the month:
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• If the last workday of the month is not a Friday, jobs A, B, C, D, and F appear.
• If the last workday of the month is a Friday, job E also appears.

You have successfully defined an Application. The Application can now run.

 Locate a Job in the Application Workspace
You can locate a specific job in the Application workspace. This feature is a useful tool for
locating jobs in large Applications with many jobs.
cwad121
HID_locate_job_appl_workspace
You can locate a specific job in the Application workspace. This feature is a useful tool for locating jobs in large
Applications with many jobs.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click in the Application workspace, and select Locate Job from the pop-up menu.
The Locate Job dialog opens.

3. Enter the job name in the Job name field, and click OK.

Note:  You must include a wildcard for a partial name. For example, A* locates all jobs with names that start with
A.

A list of all of the jobs that match the criteria appear in the list box.

Note:  If one job matches the criteria, the job is highlighted in the graph and you can omit the next step.
4. Select the job in the list box, and click Search.

The job is highlighted in the Application workspace.

 Edit the Attributes of Multiple Applications
You can update the attributes of multiple applications at once to save time. This feature is useful
for updating or modifying the definitions of many applications. For all applications, you can
modify the Agent, Agent Group, Tag, Comments, and JavaScript fields.
cwad121
HID_edit_appl_attributes
You can update the attributes of multiple applications at once to save time. This feature is useful for updating or
modifying the definitions of many applications. For all applications, you can modify the Agent, Agent Group, Tag,
Comments, and JavaScript fields.

Follow these steps: 

1. Right-click the server connection, and select Applications Update.
The Update Application(s) from Repository – server name appears and the Search Applications pane opens.

2. Specify search criteria to filter the list of applications.
Note: Leave all fields empty if you want to modify all applications.

3. Select the applications that you want to modify, and click Ok.
The Search applications panel opens where you can filter the applications based on the fields.
You can now filter the applications based on the following values:

• Agent—Searches by agent. Applies to all applications types.
• Agent group—Searches by agent group. Applies to only Windows and UNIX.

• Load balancing—Triggers the job to an agent in the agent group which is selected based on the load
balancing.

• Run on all agents—Runs the jobs of the application on all agents present in the agent group.

• Tag—Allows additional user information to be set up in job definitions that could be viewed and used in
custom views.

• Comments—Adds comments to an Application to store information about the Application.
• JavaScript:

• Event Trigger script—Specifies the javascript name to trigger when the application event is triggered.
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• Runtime script—Specifies the runtime javascript name to trigger the javascript for every job run in the
application.

Notes:

• The search is not case-sensitive.
• You do not have to specify values for all the search fields. The more search fields you specify, the more

restrictive the search will be.
• You can use the ? wildcard to match a single character and the * wildcard to match one or more characters

for all the search fields. For example, W?N matches WIN but not WN, whereas W*N matches WN, WIN, and
WIIN.

4. Click Next.
The Modify applications panel opens with the filtered applications matching the search criteria.

5. Select the check box appropriately to modify the fields of applications and provide the new value to modify.
6. Click Next.

The Preview updates dialog opens and lists all the modifications that will be performed on the selected
applications. You can clear the selected check box of an application, or the changes within the applications, if
you wish to discard the modifications done to the selected application field.
You can also compare the original values of the applications parameters with the refactored values in the Text
Compare section.

7. Click Finish to apply the selected changes to all the selected applications.
The definitions of all the selected applications are modified.

Example: Modify many applications at the same time.

Suppose that you have many applications and want to modify the Agent they run on.

To modify the Agent for various applications at the same time 

1. Right-click the server connection, and select Application Update.
The Update Application(s) from Repository – server name appears.

2. Enter the name or search criteria to locate the applications.
The applications that match your search criteria are displayed.

3. Enter AGENT in the Agent search field, and click Next.
The Modify applications dialog opens and the matching applications are displayed.

4. Select the Modify check box in the Agent section.
Note: Ensure that the Agent option button is selected.

5. Enter the modified value for the Agent.
6. Verify the changes in the Preview updates dialog and click Finish.

The application’ attributes are modified.

 Edit the Job Definitions of Multiple Jobs in an Application
You can edit the job definitions of multiple jobs at once in an Application to save time. This
feature is useful for modifying the job definitions of many jobs in a large Application. For all
jobs, you can modify the Qualifier, Agent or Advanced integration, Agent group, and Run
frequency fields. For example, you can set the Qualifier field to TEST for all the UNIX jobs in
your Application.
cwad122
HID_edit_job_attributes
You can edit the job definitions of multiple jobs at once in an Application to save time. This feature is useful for
modifying the job definitions of many jobs in a large Application. For all jobs, you can modify the Qualifier, Agent or
Advanced integration, Agent group, and Run frequency fields. For example, you can set the Qualifier field to TEST
for all the UNIX jobs in your Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Do one of the following to select the jobs that you want to modify:

• Select the jobs that you want to modify in the graph, right-click in the workspace, and select Job Updates
from the pop-up menu.

• Right-click in the workspace, and select Jobs Search and Update from the pop-up menu.
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The Search jobs page opens.
Enter search strings in the following fields as required and click Next:

• Job Type—Searches by a single job type. You cannot use wildcards in this field.
• Name—Searches by name of the job. Applies to all job types.
• Qualifier—Searches by qualifier of the job. Applies to all job types.
• Agent/Advanced integration—Searches by agent or advanced integration. Applies to all job types except

Task, Link, and External-Same Scheduler jobs.
• Agent group—Searches by agent group. Applies to only Windows, UNIX, SQL jobs, and SFTP jobs.
• Use Application-level defaults (Agent/Advanced integration section)—Searches for jobs that do not have

an agent/advanced integration or agent group specified in the job definition.
• Run frequency—Searches by run frequency. Applies to all job types. The more Run and Do Not Run

statements you specify, the more restrictive the search will be. You cannot use wildcards in this field.
• Use Application-level defaults (Run frequency section)—Searches for jobs that do not have a run

frequency specified in the job definition.
• Command to run—Searches by the command that executes when the job runs. It must be a valid path

name. Applies to only UNIX, Windows, Tandem, and Open VMS jobs.
• Arguments to pass—Searches by the arguments that are passed to the job. Applies to only UNIX,

Windows, Tandem, and Open VMS jobs.

Note:

• The search is not case-sensitive.
• You do not have to specify values for all the search fields. The more search fields you specify, the more

restrictive the search will be. You do not need to specify a value in a search field to modify that field.
• You can use the ? wildcard to match a single character and the * wildcard to match one or more

characters for all the search fields except Job Type and Run frequency. For example, W?N matches WIN
but not WN, whereas W*N matches WN, WIN, and WIIN.

The Modify jobs page opens and lists all the selected jobs or jobs that match the search criteria.
3. Select the Modify check boxes of each parameter you want to modify and specify new values as required.

Note:

• To clear a field’s value, select the Modify check box for the field and leave the field empty.
• You cannot modify the Name field.
• You cannot modify the Qualifier field for Windows or UNIX jobs if you have selected the Run on All Agents

option button.
• You cannot modify the Agent field for Task, Link, and External-Same Scheduler jobs.
• You can modify the Agent group field only for Windows, UNIX, SQL jobs, and SFTP jobs.
• You can modify the Command to run and Arguments to pass fields only for UNIX, Windows, Tandem, and

Open VMS jobs.
• You cannot modify a script to a command or a command to a script for a UNIX job.

4. Click Next.
Validation for all modifications is performed.

• If there are warnings or errors, the Problems page lists the problems found when validating the modifications.
Errors must be corrected before you can continue with the modifications. Warnings can be ignored. Only
modifications without warnings or errors will be performed.

• If there are no warnings or errors, the Preview updates dialog opens and lists all the modifications that
will be performed on the selected jobs in the Changes to be performed section. You can also compare the
original values of the job’s parameters with the updated values in the Compare Job Modifications section.

Note:  In the Changes to be performed section, you must clear the check boxes next to the jobs you do not want
to apply the changes to.

5. Click Finish to apply the selected changes to all the selected jobs.
The job definitions of all the selected jobs are modified.

Example: Modify the Agent for Multiple Jobs in an Application at Once

Suppose that you have an Application named APP01 that contains a few Windows jobs. You want to modify the
agent they run on to AGENT_B120.

To modify the agent for multiple jobs in an Application at once

1. Open the APP01 Application in the Define perspective.
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2. Right-click in the Application workspace, and select Jobs Search and Update from the pop-up menu.
The Search jobs dialog opens.

3. Select Windows from the Job type drop-down list, and click Next.
The Modify jobs dialog opens.

4. Select the Modify check box in the Agent section.
5. Ensure that the Use Application-level defaults check box is cleared and the Agent option button is selected.
6. Select AGENT_B120 from the Agent drop-down list, and click Next.

The Preview updates dialog opens.
7. Verify the changes in the Preview updates dialog and click Finish.

The job definitions of Windows jobs are modified.

 Download an Application
You can download the Application's current version or an older version if required.
cwad121
HID_download_appl
You can download the Application's current version or an older version if required.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Define perspective.
Your server connection appears in the Application Workspace view.

2. Right-click the server connection, and select Download from the pop-up menu.
The Download Application(s) from Repository dialog opens.

3. Enter a search string in the Search string field.

Note:  For example, if your Application starts with JB, type JB to show a list of Applications that begin with JB.
You can also use a wildcard ? to match a single character and a wildcard * to match zero or more characters.
For example, J?C matches JBC but not JC, whereas J*C matches JC, JBC, and JBBC.

The Applications that match your search string are listed.
4. Select the Applications that you want to download.

Note:  To download an archived version, click Archived Versions and select the archived versions that you want
to download in the Archived Versions section.

5. (Optional) Select Lock application(s) after download to lock the Application.
Other users (with different user IDs) are prevented from updating and uploading the Application until you
manually unlock the Application.

Note:  Only one version of an Application can be locked at a time.
6. Click OK.

The selected Application versions are downloaded.

More information:

Application Versions

 Delete an Application
By default, when you delete an Application, the server deletes the current and all archived
versions of the Application. You can also delete all or selected archived versions.
cwad122
HID_delete_appl
By default, when you delete an Application, the server deletes the current and all archived versions of the
Application. You can also delete all or selected archived versions.

If the Application being deleted is associated with any Events, you can view the list of Events that will be affected
by the deletion.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Define perspective.
Your server connection appears in the Application Workspace view.

2. Right-click the server connection, and select Delete from the pop-up menu.
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Note:  If you have downloaded the Application, right-click the Application and select Delete to delete the
Application.

The Delete Application(s) from Repository dialog opens.
3. Enter a search string in the Search string field.

Note:  For example, if your Application starts with JB, type JB to show a list of Applications that begin with JB.
You can also use a wildcard ? to match a single character and a wildcard * to match zero or more characters.
For example, J?C matches JBC but not JC, whereas J*C matches JC, JBC, and JBBC.

The Applications that match your search string are listed.
4. Select the Applications that you want to delete, and click OK.

Note:  To delete an archived version, click Archived Versions and select the archived versions that you want to
delete in the Archived Versions section or select Delete only archived versions of selected applications to delete
all archived versions.

If the Application being deleted is associated with any Events, the Affected Artifacts dialog opens and lists the
Events that are affected by the deletion. Otherwise, a confirmation dialog appears and you can skip Step 5.

Note:  If you selected multiple Applications, the Affected Artifacts dialog lists all the Events that are affected by
the deletion of the selected Applications.

5. Select one of the following, if applicable:

• Yes—Proceeds with the deletion.

Note:  Events listed in the table may not trigger.
• No—Cancels the deletion request.

Note:  To avoid the warning, you can update the Application that is specified in the Event definition.
6. Click Yes in the confirmation dialog, if applicable.

The selected versions of the Application are deleted.

More information:

Application Versions

 Lock an Application
To avoid collisions caused by concurrent updates to an Application, you can manually lock the
Application.
cwad121
HID_lock_appl
To avoid collisions caused by concurrent updates to an Application, you can manually lock the Application.

Note:  The server locks the current version of the Application. You cannot lock old Application versions.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Define perspective.
Your server connection appears in the Application Workspace view.

2. Right-click the server connection, and select Lock from the pop-up menu.

Note:  If you have downloaded the Application, right-click the Application and select Lock to lock the Application.

The Lock Application(s) from Repository dialog opens.
3. Enter a search string in the Search string field.

Note:

For example, if your Application starts with JB, type JB to show a list of Applications that begin with JB. You
can also use a wildcard ? to match a single character and a wildcard * to match zero or more characters. For
example, J?C matches JBC but not JC, whereas J*C matches JC, JBC, and JBBC.

The Applications that match your search string are listed.
4. Select the Applications that you want to lock and click OK.

Note:  Press the Ctrl key while making your selections to select multiple Applications at once.
5. Click OK.

The selected Applications are locked if they are currently unlocked.
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More information:

Application Locking and Unlocking

 Unlock an Application
You can unlock a locked Application to let other users update and upload the Application.
cwad121
HID_unlock_appl
You can unlock a locked Application to let other users update and upload the Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Define perspective.
Your server connection appears in the Application Workspace view.

2. Right-click the server connection, and select Unlock from the pop-up menu.

Note:  If you have downloaded the Application, right-click the Application and select Unlock to unlock the
Application.

The Unlock Application(s) from Repository dialog opens.
3. Enter a search string in the Search string field.

Note:

For example, if your Application starts with JB, type JB to show a list of Applications that begin with JB. You
can also use a wildcard ? to match a single character and a wildcard * to match zero or more characters. For
example, J?C matches JBC but not JC, whereas J*C matches JC, JBC, and JBBC.

The Applications that match your search string are listed.
4. Select the Applications that you want to unlock and click OK.

Note:  Press the Ctrl key while making your selections to select multiple Applications at once.
5. Click OK.

The selected Applications are unlocked if they are currently locked.

More information:

Application Locking and Unlocking

 Set Application Defaults
You can set Application defaults to save time entering common job or Application properties
in the Applications. Application defaults are characteristics common to all the Applications
you define. You can override Application defaults for a specific Application in the Application
properties dialog.
cwad121
HID_set_appl_defaults
You can set Application defaults to save time entering common job or Application properties in the Applications.
Application defaults are characteristics common to all the Applications you define. You can override Application
defaults for a specific Application in the Application properties dialog.

Note:  Specify Application defaults prior to creating a new Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Window, Preferences from the main menu of CA WA Desktop Client.
The Preferences dialog opens.

2. Click Desktop Client, Define Perspective, Application defaults in the left pane.
The Application defaults page opens in the right pane.

3. Specify the Application defaults and click OK.
The Application defaults are set.

Example: Set Up a Global Email Notification

You can set up a global email notification that sends an email to an operator whenever a job in any Application fails.

To set up a global email notification
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1. Select Window, Preferences from the main menu of CA WA Desktop Client.
The Preferences dialog opens.

2. Click Desktop Client, Define Perspective, Application defaults, Notifications in the left pane.
The Notifications page opens in the right pane.

3. Select the Email tab and click New.
The New Email Notification dialog opens.

4. Select Fail in the Monitor states section.
5. Enter the operator's email address in the To field and click Add.
6. Enter an email subject, such as Job has failed, in the Subject field and click OK twice.

The server sends an email notification to the operator whenever a job fails in an Application.

 Add a Tag to an Application
You can add a tag (character string) to a set of Applications or jobs to group them into a single
category. Suppose that you migrate a set of Applications from a test environment to a product
environment. You tag those Applications and generate a custom report based on the tag value
to verify the Applications that you migrate.
cwad121
HID_add_tag_to_application
You can add a tag (character string) to a set of Applications or jobs to group them into a single category. Suppose
that you migrate a set of Applications from a test environment to a product environment. You tag those Applications
and generate a custom report based on the tag value to verify the Applications that you migrate.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the Application in the Application Workspace view, and select Properties from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Application properties dialog opens.

3. Enter the tag in the Tag field and click OK.
Limits: Up to 128 characters. Use any characters except quotes. Symbolic variables are allowed.

The tag is added to the Application.

 Add Comments to an Application
You can add comments to an Application to store information about the Application and also add
hyperlinks in the comments. For example, you can specify a URL (www.google.com) to access
a web page or a network share path (ftp://test/sample) to access a file.
cwad121
HID_add_comments
You can add comments to an Application to store information about the Application and also add hyperlinks in the
comments. For example, you can specify a URL (www.google.com) to access a web page or a network share path
(ftp://test/sample) to access a file.

Note:

Hyperlinks must begin with http://, https://, file://, ftp://, www., and mailto://.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the Application in the Application Workspace view, and select Properties from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Application properties dialog opens.

3. Enter your comments in the Comments text box and click OK.
Limits: Up to 2000 characters
The comments are added to the Application.

 Delay Application Generations from Running Until the Current Generation Completes
You can prevent Application generations from running concurrently by delaying a new
generation from running until the current generation completes. If a previous generation of that
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Application is running, the server puts the new Application generation in an APPLWAIT state.
When the current generation completes, the server removes the APPLWAIT state on the new
generation, and the new generation runs.
cwad121
HID_delay_appl_generations
You can prevent Application generations from running concurrently by delaying a new generation from running until
the current generation completes. If a previous generation of that Application is running, the server puts the new
Application generation in an APPLWAIT state. When the current generation completes, the server removes the
APPLWAIT state on the new generation, and the new generation runs.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the Application in the Application Workspace view, and select Properties from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Application properties dialog opens.

3. Select the Wait for previous generation check box and click OK.
The server delays the new generation from running until the current generation completes.

More information:

Concurrent Application Generations

 Prevent Events from Triggering While the Current Generation is Running
You can prevent Application generations from running concurrently by preventing Events
associated with the Application from triggering while the current generation is running.
cwad121
HID_prevent_event_trigger
You can prevent Application generations from running concurrently by preventing Events associated with the
Application from triggering while the current generation is running.

Note:  An Application can be triggered by multiple Events, each with its own scheduling criteria. If you want to
prevent a specific Event associated with the Application from triggering while the current generation (triggered by
the same Event) is running, you can use a similar option at the Event-level.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the Application in the Application Workspace view, and select Properties from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Application properties dialog opens.

3. Select the Do not trigger if active check box and click OK.
If a generation of the Application is running and the next scheduled execution of its associated Event occurs, the
server does not trigger the Event, causing the Event to miss its scheduled execution time. The Event triggers at
its next scheduled time when the current generation completes.

More information:

Concurrent Application Generations

 Delay Each Job in an Application from Running Until the Job Completes in a Previous
Application Generation
You can prevent jobs in an Application from running concurrently in two or more Application
generations by delaying each job in the Application from running until the job completes in a
previous generation of the Application. If a job is running in a previous Application generation,
the server puts the job in the new Application generation in a JANCWAIT state. When the job
completes in the previous Application generation, the server removes the JANCWAIT state on
the job in the new Application generation, and submits the job when its dependencies are met.
cwad121
HID_delay_each_job_in_appl
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You can prevent jobs in an Application from running concurrently in two or more Application generations by
delaying each job in the Application from running until the job completes in a previous generation of the Application.
If a job is running in a previous Application generation, the server puts the job in the new Application generation
in a JANCWAIT state. When the job completes in the previous Application generation, the server removes the
JANCWAIT state on the job in the new Application generation, and submits the job when its dependencies are met.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the Application in the Application Workspace view, and select Properties from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Application properties dialog opens.

3. Do one of the following tasks:

• If you want each job in the Application to wait for the same job to complete only in the previous Application
generation, select the The last generation option from the Wait if the job with the same name is not complete
in drop-down list.

• If you want each job in the Application to wait for the same job to complete in all previous Application
generations, select the Any previous generation option from the Wait if the job with the same name is not
complete in drop-down list.

The server delays each job in an Application from running until the same job completes in a previous Application
generation.

More information:

Concurrent Application Generations

 Enable Anticipated End Times and Critical Path Analysis
By default, the server does not calculate anticipated end times or do critical path analysis. You
can enable anticipated end times and critical path analysis in the Application properties.
cwad121
HID_anticipated_end_time_criticalpath_analysis
By default, the server does not calculate anticipated end times or do critical path analysis. You can enable
anticipated end times and critical path analysis in the Application properties.

Note:  If the Propagate dueout time option is enabled in the Application properties, the server automatically
enables anticipated end times and critical path analysis.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the Application in the Application Workspace view, and select Properties from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Application properties dialog opens.

3. Select the Estimate end time check box and click OK.
The server calculates anticipated end times and does critical path analysis when the Application runs.

Note:  If none of the jobs in the Application have an average execution time when the Application runs, the
server disables anticipated end time and critical path analysis. In future runs, the server calculates anticipated
end time and does critical path analysis based on the historical execution times of each job in the Application.

Note:  If you want this option to apply to all Applications that you define, from the main menu click Window,
Preferences, Desktop Client, Define Perspective, Application defaults, and select the Estimate end time check box.

More information: 

• Anticipated End Times 
• Critical Path 

 Suppress Event Trigger Notifications When No Work is Selected
By default, the server sends a notification when an Event trigger and no jobs are selected to run
in the Application. In an Application, you can suppress the notification that no work was selected
to run. For example, a daily Application may run different workload depending on the day it is
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run. On holidays and special days, no jobs are selected to run, and the administrator does not
need to receive an email that no jobs were selected.
cwad121
HID_supress_event_trigger_notification
By default, the server sends a notification when an Event trigger and no jobs are selected to run in the Application.
In an Application, you can suppress the notification that no work was selected to run. For example, a daily
Application may run different workload depending on the day it is run. On holidays and special days, no jobs are
selected to run, and the administrator does not need to receive an email that no jobs were selected.

Note:

The notification can be through email or SNMP, and is configurable through the shared server parameters in the
Admin perspective. For more information about the shared server parameters, see Configuring the Server Using
the Admin Topology.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the Application in the Application Workspace view, and select Properties from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Application properties dialog opens.

3. Select the Suppress notification when no work selected check box and click OK.
If an Event in the Application triggers and no jobs in the Application are selected to run, the server logs the "No
work selected" exception, but does not send a notification.

 Set the Reason Option for Job Commands as Mandatory
When a user issues a command against a job in the Monitor Perspective, the user can provide a
reason for issuing the command. By default, the command reason is optional. However, you can
force the user to enter the command reason by making it mandatory for a specific Application.
cwad121
HID_set_reason_option
When a user issues a command against a job in the Monitor Perspective, the user can provide a reason for issuing
the command. By default, the command reason is optional. However, you can force the user to enter the command
reason by making it mandatory for a specific Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the Application in the Application Workspace view, and select Properties from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Application properties dialog opens.

3. Select the Require reason for job commands check box and click OK.
The reason option is set for the jobs as a mandatory field. In the Monitor perspective, when a user issues a
command against an Application, a subApplication, or a job within the Application they must provide a reason
for issuing the command.

Note:  Some job commands do not support the reason option.

 Export Application Parameters
If you are an administrator user of third-party software, you define Applications using CA
Workload Automation DE and export the parameters to an XML file. Users of the software can
use these parameters to interface with the product.
cwad121
HID_export_appl_parameters
If you are an administrator user of third-party software, you define Applications using CA Workload Automation DE
and export the parameters to an XML file. Users of the software can use these parameters to interface with the
product.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.
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2. Right-click the Application in the Application Workspace view, and select Export Application Parameters from
the pop-up menu.
The Export Application Parameter dialog opens and lists the parameters that are extracted from the Application
definition.

3. (Optional) Type in descriptions for all the parameters if you are exporting them for the first time, or alternatively
do the following:

• Click Load Descriptions from Existing File to load the parameter descriptions that you specified during the
previous export. Browse and select the XML file that contains the descriptions.

• Type in descriptions for only the new parameters that were not included in the previous export.
4. Click Export as XML.

The Save As dialog opens.
5. Choose the default name or enter a name for the XML file and click Save.

By default, the name of the XML file is application_name_params.xml, where application_name is the name of
the Application.
The Application parameters are exported.

More information:

Specifying Application Parameters

 Map an Application to a Business Service
You can map an Application to one or more business services defined in a CA product such as
CA Spectrum SA. To integrate an Application with another CA product, you specify Application
integration tags in the Application definition.
cwad121
HID_map_appl
You can map an Application to one or more business services defined in a CA product such as CA Spectrum SA.
To integrate an Application with another CA product, you specify Application integration tags in the Application
definition.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the Application in the Application Workspace view, and select Properties from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Application properties dialog opens.

3. Click Product Integration in the left pane.
The Product Integration page opens in the right pane.

4. Click Add.
A new row is added to the table.

5. Specify the Application integration tag in the Integration Value column using the following format:

integration_type:integration_value

• integration_type
Specifies the integration type. Currently, only ssa is supported.

• integration_value
Specifies the integration value. For integration with CA Spectrum SA, specify the name of a business service
as defined in that product.

Note:  You can also specify the Application integration tag using symbolic or global variables.
6. (Optional) Repeat the previous two steps to map the Application to additional business services.
7. Click OK.

When the Application runs, the connector maps the Application generation to the specified business services
defined in CA Spectrum SA.
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Example: Map a Cleanup Application to Two Business Services

Suppose that you want to map a cleanup Application to the Database and ITAdmin business services defined
in CA Spectrum SA. If a problem occurs during Application execution, CA Spectrum SA generates Major alerts
against the associated business services to indicate service degradation.

1. Open the cleanup Application in the Define Perspective.
2. Open the Product Integration page in the Application properties dialog.
3. Click Add.

A new row is added to the table.
4. Enter ssa:Database in the Integration Value column.
5. Click Add.

A new row is added to the table.
6. Enter ssa:ITAdmin in the Integration Value column.
7. Click OK.

When the cleanup Application runs, the connector maps the Application generation to the Database and
ITAdmin business services defined in CA Spectrum SA.

More information:

Application Integration Tags

 Set the Default Zoom Settings for Application Graphs
You can set the default zoom settings for Application graphs. When you open a graphical view
of the Application, the zoom defaults are used. You can override the zoom defaults for a specific
Application graph by zooming in and zooming out or scrolling though the graph by using the
mouse wheel or the cursor.
cwad121
HID_set_default_zoom
You can set the default zoom settings for Application graphs. When you open a graphical view of the Application,
the zoom defaults are used. You can override the zoom defaults for a specific Application graph by zooming in and
zooming out or scrolling though the graph by using the mouse wheel or the cursor.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Window, Preferences from the main menu of CA WA Desktop Client.
The Preferences dialog opens.

2. Click Desktop Client, Define Perspective, Application Graph in the left pane.
The Application Graph page opens in the right pane.

3. Do one of the following in the Graph Fitting section:

• To fit the graph to the window size, select the Fit to Window check box.
• To specify a specific zoom factor, clear the Fit to Window check box, and select a value in the Use zoom

factor field.
4. Click OK.

The zoom defaults are set for the Application graphs.

Note:

Changes to the zoom defaults do not affect graphs that are open. You must close and reopen the graphs for the
changes to apply.

 Defining and Managing Workload Objects
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_define_and_manage_workload_objects
This section contains the following topics:
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 Workload Objects
An Application consists of workload objects. Workload objects represent the work to be
scheduled. Workload objects include jobs that execute programs such as Windows commands,
UNIX scripts, and SAP ABAPs, objects that monitor for conditions such as file activity and
triggering of SAP events, and objects that run on CA Workload Automation DE such as links
and tasks.
cwad121
HID_workload_objects
An Application consists of workload objects. Workload objects represent the work to be scheduled. Workload
objects include jobs that execute programs such as Windows commands, UNIX scripts, and SAP ABAPs, objects
that monitor for conditions such as file activity and triggering of SAP events, and objects that run on CA Workload
Automation DE such as links and tasks.

To define a workload object, identify the following details:

• Parameters
The parameters (job details) of a workload object are the required and optional properties of that workload
object. For example, Windows jobs require a command file, and UNIX jobs require a script name or command
name.
Optional parameters may include user IDs, arguments, and environment variables. Most workload objects can
contain time dependencies, notifications, resource requirements, and other options.

• Run frequency
You specify when a workload object runs (or does not run) using schedule criteria. When an Application is
generated, the run frequency determines whether the job is selected to run.
You can add a single run-frequency condition or create a list of conditions specifying when the workload object
runs or does not run.

• Relationships with other workload objects
A workload object may have predecessors and successors. By default, a workload object run only when
its predecessors complete successfully and its other dependencies (time and resources) are met. When a
workload object completes successfully, it releases its successors, which run after all their dependencies are
met.
You specify a workload object's relationship with other workload objects using predecessor dependencies. You
can create predecessor dependencies between jobs in the same Application or jobs in different Applications.

 Agents
Agents are the key integration components of CA's workload automation products. Agents
let you automate, monitor, and manage workload on all major platforms, applications, and
databases.
cwad121
HID_agents
Agents are the key integration components of CA's workload automation products. Agents let you automate,
monitor, and manage workload on all major platforms, applications, and databases.

Example: Run Workload with Different Types of Jobs 

The following workload contains two z/OS jobs, a UNIX job, an SAP job, and a Windows job, running on different
computers, in different locations, and at different times:
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Figure 16: Workload Example

To run workload on a particular system, you need to install an agent on that system. Agents receive and respond to
commands sent by the scheduling manager and transmit data and messages back to the scheduling manager.

The following table summarizes the relationship between the scheduling manager and agents:

Scheduling Manager  Agent 

Is aware of the entire network Is aware of the local environment

Sends commands and parameters to the agents Responds to commands and parameters sent by the
server
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Receives data from the agents Transmits data to the server

Makes decisions Takes direction from the server

Schedules jobs Runs jobs on different platforms

Note:

For more information about a specific business agent, see the CA Workload Automation Agents documentation.

 Advanced Integrations
Similar to Agents, Advanced Integrations are the key integration components of CA
Technologies workload automation products. Advanced Integrations let you automate, monitor,
and manage workload on advanced systems such as Hadoop distributed environments. For
example, if you want to automate Hadoop workload, you can install and configure the CA WA
Hadoop Advanced Integration on a 64-bit Linux operating system. The advanced integration can
run HDFS operations, Oozie workflows, Hive and Sqoop jobs, and so on. To run workload on a
particular system, you can install the advanced integration on any other system.
cwad121
HID_advanced_integrations
Similar to Agents, Advanced Integrations are the key integration components of CA Technologies workload
automation products. Advanced Integrations let you automate, monitor, and manage workload on advanced
systems such as Hadoop distributed environments. For example, if you want to automate Hadoop workload,
you can install and configure the CA WA Hadoop Advanced Integration on a 64-bit Linux operating system. The
advanced integration can run HDFS operations, Oozie workflows, Hive and Sqoop jobs, and so on. To run workload
on a particular system, you can install the advanced integration on any other system.

Advanced Integrations use the standard agent functionality including encryption, control, configuration, security,
logs, and so on.

Note:

• The advanced integration is supported only on specific operating systems. For example, CA WA Advanced
Integration for Hadoop is supported only on Linux operating system.

• For more information about Advanced Integration for Hadoop, see the CA Workload Automation Advanced
Integration for Hadoop documentation.

 Agent Groups
An agent group is an explicitly defined group of Windows, UNIX, or Database agents. You need
to define agent groups to use load balancing or run a job on all agents in a group.
cwad122
HID_agent_groups
An agent group is an explicitly defined group of Windows, UNIX, or Database agents. You need to define agent
groups to use load balancing or run a job on all agents in a group.

Suppose your CA Workload Automation DE setup has ten Windows agents and ten UNIX agents; you can define
the following agent groups:two Windows agent groups of five agents each

• two UNIX agent groups of five agents each and one Windows agent group of three agents
• one UNIX agent group of four agents, and two Windows agent groups of two agents and three agents each

These are just some of the combinations you can define; you can define any such combinations to suit your
requirements, the only requirement being that you must group agents of the same operating system together.

Note:  An agent group is an explicitly defined entity. For instance, all the agents of your setup do not implicitly
constitute an agent group.

Warning:

• When you define agent groups to use load balancing, we recommend that you select either the random
or round robin criteria. If you select the CPU load balancing criteria, we recommend that you define at
most 15 agents in the agent group. Otherwise, the performance of your system might be impacted.

• When defining agent groups from CLI using Round Robin or Random selection criteria, specify the load
factor value as 1.
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• When updating agent groups using the CLI command, specify all the agent names present in the agent
group along with the load factor. Otherwise, the ones not specified will get deleted.

• If you delete an agent group that is enabled with CPU load balancing, stale messages are sometimes
sent continuously from the agents of the deleted agent group to the server. These stale messages
might impact the performance of the server. After deleting an agent group, search the trace log
in the server installation directory for LOADBALANCINGCPUMONITOR messages. If you find
LOADBALANCINGCPUMONITOR messages in the trace log, restart the agents that are sending stale
messages.

 Load Balancing
Load balancing is the technique of balancing agent workload. Load balancing distributes
workload evenly within an agent group.
cwad121
HID_load_balancing
Load balancing is the technique of balancing agent workload. Load balancing distributes workload evenly within an
agent group.

To use load balancing, you need to define agent groups. When you enable load balancing on an agent group, the
server allocates work to the agents in one of the following ways:

• Round robin—the server selects one agent after another of the group in a cycle; for example, if there are three
agents in the group, the server allocates work to the first, second, and third agents and then starts over again
with the first agent.

• Random selection—the server randomly picks an agent of the group.
• CPU usage—the server allocates work to that agent of the group that has the lowest weighted CPU usage at

the time the job is submitted.

 More information: 

 Running a Job on Agent Groups 

 Running a Job on All Agents Defined in a Group
When you create a job, you can set it to run on all agents in an agent group. This feature is
useful when you need to run the same job on multiple servers. For example, many companies
back up their data regularly; so you can create a single backup job and set it to run on multiple
agents, with each agent installed on a different server.
cwad121
HID_running_job_all_agents
When you create a job, you can set it to run on all agents in an agent group. This feature is useful when you need
to run the same job on multiple servers. For example, many companies back up their data regularly; so you can
create a single backup job and set it to run on multiple agents, with each agent installed on a different server.

More information:

Run a Job on All Agents Defined in a Group

 Run Frequency
By default, all jobs in an Application run daily. You can override this default for an individual job
by specifying a different run frequency in the job definition. If you want to override this default
for all the jobs in the Application, you can specify a different run frequency in the Application
properties.
cwad121
HID_run_frequency
By default, all jobs in an Application run daily. You can override this default for an individual job by specifying a
different run frequency in the job definition. If you want to override this default for all the jobs in the Application, you
can specify a different run frequency in the Application properties.

You cannot specify a time in the job's run frequency. When an Application is generated, the run frequency
determines whether the job is selected to run. To submit a workload object at a particular time, you would specify
the submission time as a time dependency in the job definition.
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Note:  You can specify times and frequencies (such as 4PM DAILY, EVERY 2 DAYS or 3 Times JAN 1 YEARLY) in
Event definitions.

Using the Run dialog, you can define and test schedule criteria for your workload objects without memorizing the
scheduling terms or the possibility of building invalid schedule criteria. With a few clicks, you can specify common
schedule criteria, such as last workday of month or third last day of month.

After you become more familiar with the scheduling terms, you can save time by typing the criteria in a free form
field and testing the results.

More information:

Specify Run Frequency in a Workload Object

 On-Request Jobs
Applications can contain on-request jobs that run only when requested by a user. If the on-
request job is not requested before it is eligible to run in the schedule, the server bypasses the
job. You can include an on-request job in an Application to ensure that the job's predecessor
dependencies are met before the job runs.
cwad121
HID_onrequest_jobs
Applications can contain on-request jobs that run only when requested by a user. If the on-request job is not
requested before it is eligible to run in the schedule, the server bypasses the job. You can include an on-request job
in an Application to ensure that the job's predecessor dependencies are met before the job runs.

Example: On-Request Job

Jobs A, B, and C are eligible to run daily, but job B only runs if requested.

One of the following will occur:

• If Job B is not requested, when job A completes, job B is bypassed and job C runs.

If Job B is requested, when job A completes, job B runs. When job B completes, job C runs.

More information:

Define an On-Request Job

 Conditional Jobs
The server completes an Application after all jobs in the Application are complete or are
bypassed. Applications can contain conditional jobs that may not run when selected to run.
cwad121
HID_conditional_jobs
The server completes an Application after all jobs in the Application are complete or are bypassed. Applications
can contain conditional jobs that may not run when selected to run.

When all non-conditional jobs in an Application complete, the server bypasses all conditional jobs, regardless of
their state, and marks the entire Application complete.

Note:  You can resubmit failed conditional jobs provided the Application is not complete.

Example: Optional Predecessors

By default, a job has to wait for all its predecessors to complete or be bypassed before it can run. However, one or
more of the job's predecessors may be optional.

Job A and job B are conditional jobs. Job C runs when either job A or job B completes. After job C completes, you
want the server to bypass job A or job B if they are not complete.

One of the following will occur:

• If job A completes before job B, job C does not wait for job B to complete. If job C completes before job B, the
server marks the Application complete and bypasses job B.

• If job B completes before job A, job C does not wait for job A to complete. If job C completes before job A, the
server marks the Application complete and bypasses job A.

• If job A and job B complete before job C, as soon as job C completes, all jobs are complete and the server
marks the Application complete.
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More information:

Define a Conditional Job

 Job Profiling
By default, the server calculates anticipated end times and critical path using the average
execution time of the last ten runs of the job regardless of execution time differences of various
runs (default profile). For more accurate average data, you can specify a job profile that
considers the execution time differences of a job for various days, times, or contexts. You can
specify multiple profiles based on different criteria for a job.
cwad121
HID_job_profiling
By default, the server calculates anticipated end times and critical path using the average execution time of the
last ten runs of the job regardless of execution time differences of various runs (default profile). For more accurate
average data, you can specify a job profile that considers the execution time differences of a job for various days,
times, or contexts. You can specify multiple profiles based on different criteria for a job.

For example, suppose that a job runs for one hour from Monday to Thursday and for six hours on Friday. If you
do not specify a job profile, the server calculates anticipated end times and critical path based on the average
execution time of the five runs of the job during the week. Using the default profile, the average execution time of
the five runs is two hours, which is double the execution time for the job runs on Monday to Thursday and only one
third of the execution time for the job runs on Friday. However, with job profiling, you can store job information for
each run of the job based on a specified profile.

To override the default job profile, you associate a profile designation string for a given job. The profile string can
be explicitly specified or calculated dynamically through JavaScript scripts and expressed using symbolic variables
or the %VAR global variables function. For example, if a job execution profile uses the %APPL._SDAY symbolic
variable as the profile string, the server calculates the job’s anticipated end time based on the day of the week
the Application is scheduled. Assuming that this job is a part of an Application that is scheduled daily, when the
Application runs on a Thursday, the anticipated end time for the given job is calculated based on the job’s Thursday
runs and the elapsed time to execute this job is stored in the Thursday profile in the database.

You can override the job profile when you define the job or modify the job definition.

More information:

Specify a Profile for a Job

 Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords
A namespace is a name assigned when defining a user for an agent in the Topology. The
namespace distinguishes the user that has access to different systems using different
passwords. For example the user Bob may connect to the production system with password1
and the test system with password2. In this scenario, Bob may be set up using a namespace to
identify each system he is accessing, for example, production and test.
cwad121
HID_using_namespace
A namespace is a name assigned when defining a user for an agent in the Topology. The namespace distinguishes
the user that has access to different systems using different passwords. For example the user Bob may connect
to the production system with password1 and the test system with password2. In this scenario, Bob may be set up
using a namespace to identify each system he is accessing, for example, production and test.

Use the following format to define a user using a namespace:

namespace:user_name

• namespace
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Specifies the namespace name where the user is defined for the agent in the Topology.
• user_name

Specifies the user defined in the Topology for the agent.

Example: Production:Bob, Test:Bob

 Continuous Monitoring Usage
Using Alerts, you can continuously monitor for a specific condition and automatically take action
when that condition occurs. For example, a File Trigger job can continuously monitor changes in
a file's size and send an Alert each time the file expands or shrinks by a certain amount. Alerts
let you automate your workload processing.
cwad121
HID_continuous_monitor_usage
Using Alerts, you can continuously monitor for a specific condition and automatically take action when that
condition occurs. For example, a File Trigger job can continuously monitor changes in a file's size and send an
Alert each time the file expands or shrinks by a certain amount. Alerts let you automate your workload processing.

Note:  To stop monitoring, you must force the monitoring job complete. This releases the job's successors, if any.

The following is true depending on your agent:

• CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows—An Alert can continuously monitor any of the following:

• CPU usage
• Disk space
• File activity (created, updated, expanded, and shrunk)
• Text strings within a file
• Windows Event Logs
• SNMP trap information

• CA WA Agent for Databases—An Alert can continuously monitor changes to database tables.
• CA WA Agent for SAP—An Alert can continuously monitor SAP events and processes.
• CA WA Agent for Application Services—An Alert can continuously monitor the following:

• Messages published to a JMS topic or queue
• Changes to MBean attributes
• MBean notification type

To monitor continuously, you specify an Alert in the job definition. The Alert can trigger an Event or run a JavaScript
script.

Note:  For information about defining Alerts, see Defining and Managing Alerts.

 Job Output Variables
The server creates a JavaScript variable for each return value of selected job types. The return
values are available as long as the Application is active. You can use the return values of a job
in the subsequent jobs of that Application.
cwad121
HID_job_output_variables
The server creates a JavaScript variable for each return value of selected job types. The return values are
available as long as the Application is active. You can use the return values of a job in the subsequent jobs of that
Application.

Note:  To use a job's return variables in other jobs, the agent administrator must set the
agent.manager.variables.allow parameter to True in the agentparm.txt file. However, the agent administrator does
not have to set this parameter for CPU Monitoring and Disk Monitoring jobs.

For example, suppose that a payroll processing application comprises three jobs: the first job calculates the
employee's gross pay, the second job calculates the tax deduction, and the third job calculates the employee's
contribution to charity. The second job uses the employee's gross pay returned by the first job to calculate the tax
deduction. The third job uses the tax amount returned by the second job to calculate the employee contribution to
charity.

The return value variable names have the following format:
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APPL.job_name_job_qualifier_return_value_name 

For example, a variable name could be APPL.agent_os_purchase_order_num, where APPL is the context name,
agent is the job name, os is the qualifier, and purchase_order_num is the return value variable ID.

Note:

• job_name and job_qualifier are in lowercase.
• Periods (.) are replaced with underscores (_) in return variable names.
• All return variable names start with APPL because variables are resolved in the Application context.

The following table lists the return value names of each job type that creates output variables:

 Job type  Return value names 

CPU Monitoring counteravail

counterused

loadaverage1m

loadaverage5m

loadaverage15m

Disk Monitoring counteravail

counterused

DB Stored Procedure return

<stored procedure output parameters>

 SQL tablerowcount

<selected column names>

SNMP Value Get <SNMP variable OIDs>

SNMP Value Set <updated variable SNMP OID>

JMX-MBean Attribute Get variable_jmx_mbeanattr

JMX-MBean Attribute Set variable_jmx_mbeanattr

JMX-MBean Operation value

Example: Return Variables from a CPU Monitoring Job 

The following example shows the return variables from a CPU Monitoring job.

To return values from a CPU Monitoring job 

1. Enter CPUMonitor0 in the Name field of the Basic page.
2. Select the Return immediately option button from the Wait mode section.
3. Select the Within option button from the Range section.
4. Select the Available option button from the Monitor when CPU percentage section.
5. Click OK.

The CPU Monitoring job return variables are as follows:

• APPL.cpumonitor0_counteravail
• APPL.cpumonitor0_counterused
• APPL.cpumonitor0_loadaverage1m
• APPL.cpumonitor0_loadaverage5m
• APPL.cpumonitor0_loadaverage15m

Example: Return Variables from a JMX-MBean Attribute Get Job 

The following example shows the return variables from a JMX-MBean Attribute Get job.

 To return values from a JMX-MBean Attribtue Get job 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:
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• Name—JMXMbeanAttrGet0
• URL —service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server
• MBean— config
• Attribute— cachesize

2. Click OK.
The JMX-MBean Attribute Get job return variables are as follows:

• APPL. jmxmbeanattrget0_variable_jmx_mbeanattr

Note:  Special considerations apply to DB Stored Procedure, SQL, SNMP Value Get, and SNMP Value Set jobs
because they do not have fixed names for all return values.

 SQL Jobs
The following considerations apply to SQL jobs:
cwad121
HID_sql_jobs
The following considerations apply to SQL jobs:

• Return values are the values of selected columns and the variable representing the number of selected rows
(tablerowcount).

• If the SQL job returns a single row, variables named after each selected column name (in lowercase) are
returned along with the tablerowcount variable. In this case, the tablerowcount variable will have the value 1
because only one row was returned.

• If the SQL job returns multiple rows, only the tablerowcount variable will be returned. It will contain the number
of returned rows.

• Return variables for an SQL job may have duplicate names. For example, assume that an SQL job selects a
column named tablerowcount from a table, which is the same name as the return variable representing the
number of selected rows. In this case, a JavaScript variable will not be created for the selected column named
tablerowcount.

• Return variables for SQL jobs (except for tablerowcount) are also stored in a JavaScript array variable
named job_name_job_qualifier_return_variables.

Note:  job_name and job_qualifier are in lowercase.
• Variables are stored in the array in the same order as they are returned from the database. This JavaScript

array variable lets you access variables with duplicated names.

Example: Return Variables from a Select Query 

The following example shows the return variables from an SQL job that runs a Select query on a database table.

Suppose that a database table named TEST1 is created as follows:

CREATE TABLE TEST1 (ID VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL, TABLEROWCOUNT
 VARCHAR(100), PRIMARY KEY (ID));INSERT INTO TEST1 (ID, TABLEROWCOUNT)
 VALUES(0, 'abc');

An SQL job named sql0 runs the following query:

select id, tablerowcount from test1

 To return variables from a select query 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—sql0
• Agent name—WLA_AGT
• SQL command—select id, tablerowcount from test1

2. Click OK.
The job returns the following return variables and their values:
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• APPL.sql0_tablerowcount = 1
• APPL.sql0_id = '0'
• APPL.sql0_return_variables[0] = '0'
• APPL.sql0_return_variables[1] = 'abc'

Note:  For JavaScript variables to be created for SQL jobs, your system requires release 11.3 or higher of the
agent.

 DB Stored Procedure Jobs
The following considerations apply to DB Stored Procedure jobs:
cwad121
HID_db_stored_procedure_jobs
The following considerations apply to DB Stored Procedure jobs:

• The return variables for this job type are the stored procedure output parameters and the return value. The
return variables are also stored in a JavaScript array variable named job_name_job_qualifier_return_variables.

Note:  job_name and job_qualifier are in lowercase.
• Variables are stored in the array in the same order as they are returned from the database.

Example: Return Variables from a Stored Procedure 

The following example shows the return variables from a DB Stored Procedure job that runs a stored procedure.

Suppose that a stored procedure named test_procedure is defined as follows:

create procedure test_procedure(@param1 varchar(100) output, @param2
 integer) as set @param1 = 'value' return(@param2);

A DB Stored Procedure job named dbstoredprocedure0 runs the stored procedure.

 To return variables from a stored procedure 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—dbstoredprocedure0
• Agent name—WLA_AGT
• Procedure name—test_procedure

2. Enter the following parameters in the Parameters page:

• param1:
• Type—param1 out varchar, Value—abc
• param2:
• Type—param2 in integer, Value—123

3. Click OK.
The job returns the following return variables and their values:

• APPL.dbstoredprocedure0_return = 123
• APPL.dbstoredprocedure0_param1 = 'value'
• APPL.dbstoredprocedure0_return_variables[0] = abc
• APPL.dbstoredprocedure0_return_variables[1] = 123

Note:  For JavaScript variables to be created for DB Stored Procedure jobs, your system requires release 11.3 or
higher of the agent.

 SNMP Value Get and SNMP Value Set Jobs
The format of the returned OIDs (numeric or string) is controlled by parameters defined on the
agent. For more information about output variables, see .
cwad121
HID_smnp_value_get_and_set
The format of the returned OIDs (numeric or string) is controlled by parameters defined on the agent. For more
information about output variables, see Job Output Variables.
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Example: Return Variables from an SNMP Value Get Job

The following example shows the return variables from an SNMP Value Get job.

To return values from an SNMP Value Get job

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—SNMPValueGet0
• MIB—cybermation.mib
• SNMP Object ID—1.3.6.1.4.1.11203.7.1.0
• Host name—snmp_host
• Port—161

2. Select 2 from the Version drop-down list.
3. Enter public in the Community field.
4. Click OK.

The SNMP Value Get return value variables are as follows:

• APPL.snmpvalueget0_1_3_6_1_4_1_11203_7_1_0
• APPL.snmpvalueget0_return_variables[0]

 Payload Producing and Payload Consuming Jobs
A payload producing job is a job that produces binary output that is persisted as a serialized
Java object.
cwad121
HID_payload_producing_and_consuming_jobs
A payload producing job is a job that produces binary output that is persisted as a serialized Java object.

The following job types are payload producing jobs:

• JMS Subscribe

Note:  The appservices.jms.subscribe.persist parameter must be set to true in the agent's agentparm.txt file for
JMS Subscribe jobs to be payload producing jobs.

• JMX-MBean Attribute Get
• JMX-MBean Attribute Set
• JMX-MBean Operation
• POJO
• RMI
• Session Bean
• SNMP Subscribe
• SNMP Trap Send (for SNMP v2/v3 INFORM messages only)
• SNMP Value Get
• SNMP Value Set
• Web Service RPC/Encoded
• Web Service Document/Literal

By default, the serialized Java object is stored on the agent computer in the spool directory, using the job name and
a numeric suffix as the file name. You can redirect the output to a destination file.

A payload consuming job is a job that uses the output from a payload producing job as a parameter's input value.

The following job types are payload consuming jobs:

• Entity Bean
• JMS Publish
• JMX-MBean Attribute Set
• JMX-MBean Create Instance
• JMX-MBean Operation
• POJO
• RMI
• Session Bean
• SNMP Trap Send
• SNMP Value Set
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• Web Service RPC/Encoded
• Web Service Document/Literal

You must define a payload consuming job and its dependent payload producing job within the same Application.
The payload producing job must also be a predecessor job to the payload consuming job although it doesn't need
to be an immediate predecessor.

Note:  When you upload an Application that contains payload consuming jobs and their dependent jobs, CA WA
Desktop Client validates the dependencies. If an error occurs in the dependency definition between one or more
jobs, a Payload Dependencies Validation Errors dialog opens. The dialog lists the jobs to correct.

The following diagram illustrates a job flow in which a payload consuming job named Job C uses the
output produced by payload producing jobs named Job A and Job B. In this example, Job B is dependent on Job A
and Job C is defined to take the output from Job A as the value for the input parameter named inputParm1 and the
output from Job B as the value for the input parameter named inputParm2.

  

 Web Service Orchestration
Web Service Orchestration Overview
Web Service Orchestration provides you the ability to execute related web services while facilitating the exchange
of data between them via a simple interface. This functionality includes support for broader authentication
standards, such as OAuth and offers flexibility while passing parameters in query parameters, request body, or
HTTP headers.
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It provides you the ability to

• run one web service with the response data value(s) from another associated web service. This helps in
performing the business operations without the need to externally process the request and response.

• call SOAP and REST web services.
• Execute the web service with synchronous like behavior. For example, request, poll via another web service

until some criteria is met.

You can extract the relevant information and store it into a defined variable and then this variable can be used in
the subsequent jobs.

Web Service Orchestration Example
The following diagram illustrates five different jobs where one job's data is required by the other job.

First job (CF_OAuth_Login)
Login using REST API - https://login.cap.explore.suse.dev/oauth/token with appropriate user name and password
to generate the access toke.

ApplicationServices HTTP Job: CF_OAuth_Login

Invocation type: post

Host URL: https://login.cap.explore.suse.dev/oauth/token

Payload content type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded

https://login.cap.explore.suse.dev/oauth/token
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Form Parameters: username = userxxxx

Form Parameters: password = xxxxxx

Form Parameters: client_id = cf

Form Parameters: grant_type = password

Header Parameters

• Header Parameter: Accept = application/json
• Header Parameter: Authorization = Basic Y2Y6

Output payload Parameters:

Parameters: Response Type = Payload, Expression Type = JSONPath, Name = Token, Expression/Header
Keyword = $.access_token, Regex Group/Header Index =

The login request will generate the access token. We can use the Response Variables page to capture the access
token from the output and store it in a variable. This variable can be marked secured so that the value will not be
visible to any other users.

The job definition can have a response variable named Token and the value can be obtained from the output using
the JSONPATH expression.

For example, if the output is something like the following:

HTTP Response:

{"access_token":"abcd...xyz..."}

The Response Variable Token will now contain the access_token generated and the variable can be used within
the same application anywhere in the job.

Second job (CF_GetApp_GUID)
Get App GUID using the access token from the first job.

Here we use the value of the Response Variable Token as the header parameter in this job.

To use the response variables, the syntax is: %VAR(‘jobname,response_var_name’,’$$WSO_VARIABLES$
$’)

ApplicationServices HTTP Job: CF_GetApp_GUID

Invocation type: get

Host URL: https://api.cap.explore.suse.dev/v2/apps?q=name:wa-demo

Header Parameters

·  Header Parameter: Accept = application/json

·  Header Parameter: Authorization = bearer %VAR('CF_OAuth_Login,Token','$$WSO_VARIABLES$$')

Overwrite payload file: False

Persist cookies: False

Output payload Parameters:

·  Parameters: Response Type = Payload, Expression Type = JSONPath, Name = GUID, Expression/Header
Keyword = $.resources[0].metadata.guid, Regex Group/Header Index =
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Also user can capture the GUID value from the job output using the Response Variable GUID using JSONPATH
expression - $.resources[0].metadata.guid

If output is something like this, the Response Variable GUID will contain the value

dfgfdgfg-9d57-4035-9c13-0a6b7529f8e3
HTTP Response-------------
{  
"total_results": 1,  
"total_pages": 1,  
"prev_url": null,  
"next_url": null,  
"resources": [    
{     
 "metadata": {        
"guid": "4cd6da16-9d57-4035-9c13-213254QO",        
"url": "/v2/apps/4cd6da16-9d57-4035-9c13-dsfdsfdfgf",        
"created_at": "2020-05-06T01:41:16Z",        
"updated_at": "2020-11-04T14:25:08Z"      
},

Third job (CF_GetApp_StartApp)
Using the above login access token and GUID and then Start App.

Here we use the value of the Response Variable GUID in the REST API call and invoke start method.

To use the response variables, the syntax is: %VAR(‘jobname,response_var_name’,’$$WSO_VARIABLES$
$’)

ApplicationServices HTTP Job: CF_GetApp_StartApp

Invocation type: post

Host URL: https://api.cap.explore.suse.dev/v3/apps/%VAR('CF_GetApp_GUID,GUID','$$WSO_VARIABLES$$')/
actions/start

Header Parameters

• Header Parameter: Accept = application/json
• Header Parameter: Authorization = bearer %VAR('CF_OAuth_Login,Token','$$WSO_VARIABLES$$')

Fourth job (CF_CallApp)
Now if you want to monitor for a condition to check if the App started or not, we can use the Retry Attempts page
and Success Criteria option. Till the condition is passed, the job retries for the intervals defined in the job.

ApplicationServices HTTP Job: CF_CallApp

Invocation type: get

Host URL: https://wa-demo.cap.explore.suse.dev/

Overwrite payload file: False

Persist cookies: False

Preemptive authentication: False
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Use agent global proxy: False

Failure retry count (times): 8

Failure retry interval (in seconds): 3

RegEx: hello world

Run the job on request: false

Run the job on hold: false

Critical Job: false

Release counter: 0

Retry count: 8

Interval in minutes: 1

Status 
------ 
HTTP/1.1 404 Not Found
 404 Not Found: Requested route ('wa-demo.cap.explore.suse.dev') does not exist.
 HTTP Request failed. Reason: Status Text(Not Found). Status Code(404).
 Retrying 1 out of 8 times. 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
Output of messages for workload object CF_CALLAPP/HTTPV2.7/MAIN Start date Wed Nov 04
 19:45:28 UTC 2020
 ----------------------------------------------------------------
 Request Details
 --------------- 
Method: GET 
URI: https://wa-demo.cap.explore.suse.dev/ 

Response Headers 
---------------- 
Cache-Control: no-cache, no store
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=utf-8
 X-Cf-Routererror: unknown_route
 X-Content-Type-Options: nosniff 
Date: Wed, 04 Nov 2020 19:45:28 GMT 
Content-Length: 80 

Status 
------ 
HTTP/1.1 404 Not Found 
404 Not Found: Requested route ('wa-demo.cap.explore.suse.dev') does not exist. 
HTTP Request failed. Reason: Status Text(Not Found). Status Code(404). 
Retrying 2 out of 8 times. 

Status 
------ 
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 
HTTP Response 
------------- 
hello world Success Criteria Evaluation Using Regex
 --------------------------------------- 
Regular Expression: hello world 

Using input 
----------- 
hello world Result: Criteria matches 

Fifth job (CF_GetApp_StopApp)
Now stopping the App calling the appropriate app

ApplicationServices HTTP Job: CF_GetApp_StopApp

Invocation type: post

Host URL: https://api.cap.explore.suse.dev/v3/apps/%VAR('CF_GetApp_GUID,GUID','$$WSO_VARIABLES$$')/
actions/stop

Header Parameters

• Header Parameter: Accept = application/json
• Header Parameter: Authorization = bearer %VAR('CF_OAuth_Login,Token','$$WSO_VARIABLES$$')

Overwrite payload file: False

The output will look something like this - 
Status
------
HTTP/1.1 200 OK

HTTP Response
-------------
{  
"guid": "4cd6da16-9d57-4035-9c13-0a6b7529f8e3",  
"name": "wa-demo",  
"state": "STOPPED",  
"created_at": "2020-05-06T01:41:16Z",  
"updated_at": "2020-11-04T19:45:38Z",  
"lifecycle":
}

More information:

• HTTP-v2 Job Type
• SOAP Envelope Job Type

 Locate a Job on a Server
You can find a specific job uploaded as a part of an Application to the server. This feature is
useful for locating jobs across Applications defined on a server.
cwad121
HID_locate_job_server
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You can find a specific job uploaded as a part of an Application to the server. This feature is useful for locating jobs
across Applications defined on a server.

Note:  To locate a job in an Application, you must have at least Read permission to the Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Define perspective.
Your server connection appears in the Application Workspace view.

2. Right-click the server connection and select Find Job from the pop-up menu.
The Find Job dialog opens.

3. Enter search strings in the following fields in the Filter section:

• Job Name 
Specifies the name of the job that you want to find.

• Application 
Specifies the name of the Application that the job belongs to.

• Job Qualifier
Specifies the qualifier of the job.

• Job Type
Specifies the type of job you are searching for.

• Agent/Advanced integration
Specifies the name of the agent or advanced integration the job runs on.

Note:  Jobs that run on an agent group are not displayed in the search results even if the agent group
contains the specified agent.

• Agent Group
Specifies the name of the agent group the job runs on.

Note:

• In the search criteria fields, you can use the asterisk (*) as a wildcard for zero or more characters and the
question mark (?) as a wildcard for a single character. For example, if the job name starts with WIN, type
WIN* in the Job name field to show a list of jobs that begins with WIN. If the job name is exactly three
characters, starts with W, and ends with N, type W?N in the Job name field. Note that W?N matches WIN
but not WN, whereas W*N matches WN, WIN, and WIIN.

• You do not have to specify values for all the search fields. The more search fields you specify, the more
restrictive the search will be.

4. (Optional) Select the Case sensitive check box to make your search case-sensitive.

Note:  By default, the search is not case-sensitive.
5. Click Find.

The jobs that match your search strings are listed in a table below the Filter section.
6. Select the Application in the table that contains the job you are searching for, and click Open.

Note:  You can select multiple Applications by holding the Ctrl key while selecting the Applications.

The selected Applications are downloaded from the server to the Application Workspace view.

 Specify Run Frequency in a Workload Object
When you define a workload object, you can override the default run frequency of daily.
cwad121
HID_specify_run_frequency
When you define a workload object, you can override the default run frequency of daily.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Ensure that the Run frequency section is expanded.
4. Clear the Use Application-level defaults check box in the Run frequency section.
5. Click the ellipses (…) in the When field to build and test your schedule criteria.
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Note:  If you are familiar with the scheduling terms, you can type your schedule criteria directly in the When
field, for example 3AM, HOURLY, or 10AM DAILY.

The Run dialog opens.
6. Specify the scheduling terms using the following steps:

1.1 Select one of the following options from the Occurrences section:

• Every
• 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, Nth, Last, Nth-Nth
• Nth last
• Date

2.1 (Optional) Select a day from the Type of Day section if you selected an occurrence other than Date.

Note:  You can select relative days (day, weekday, workday, or holiday) or a specific day of the week. You
can also select holidays and special days defined in your calendar.

3.1 (Optional) Select a period from the Period section if you selected an occurrence other than Every or Date.

Note:  You can select relative periods (week, month, year) or a specific month. You can also select a
special period defined in your calendar.

4.1 (Optional) Select the appropriate check box from the On holiday section to make adjustments to your
schedule criteria for holidays.

Note:  This option does not apply to jobs that run on non-workdays such as DAILY.
7. Click Test to test your schedule criteria.

The Test Results text box displays the date and time of the next 10 run frequencies.
8. Click OK to accept your schedule criteria.

The Run dialog closes and the When field displays your schedule criteria.
9. (Optional) Click Add Run to add another run statement or click Add Do not run to specify an exception to the

schedule criteria.
10. Click Show in calendar to see when the workload object runs.

The calendar highlights the days when the workload object is selected to run based on all Run and Do not run
statements for the job.

Note:  By default, this feature uses the SYSTEM calendar. If your run criteria uses terms from a calendar other
than the SYSTEM calendar, verify that your Run dialog has the correct calendar specifications.

11. Complete the other fields as appropriate and click OK.
The workload object runs with the frequency you specified.

Example: Run a Job on the Fourth Last Workday of February

You can run a job on the fourth last workday of February by defining the following statement:

Run LAST WORKDAY OF FEBRUARY LESS 3 WORKDAYS

Example: Run a Job on Weekdays and Sundays

You cannot specify two run conditions in the same run frequency, so Run WEEKDAYS SUN is not valid. In this
case, you need to define two Run statements as follows:

Run WEEKDAYS
Run SUNDAYS

You can also specify an equivalent run frequency such as Run DAILY EXCEPT SAT.

Example: Specify Exceptions to Run Frequency
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You may need to specify exceptions to run frequency. For example, you may want to run a job on workdays except
Fridays. You can specify this run frequency using Run and Do not run statements as follows:

Run WORKDAYS
Do not run FRIDAY

You can also use the following statement:

Run WORKDAYS EXCEPT FRIDAY

More information:

Run Frequency

 Run a Job on an Agent Group for Load Balancing
When you add a job to an Application, you can set it to run on an agent group for load
balancing.
cwad121
HID_run_job_agentgroup_loadbalancing
When you add a job to an Application, you can set it to run on an agent group for load balancing.

Note:  If you select load balancing at the Application level, all jobs in the Application inherit the option. If you do not
want the jobs to inherit the option, you need to uncheck the option Use Application Defaults.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Expand Agent and de-select the Use Application-level defaults check box.
The Agent options become editable.

4. Select the Agent group option button, and from the drop-down list, select or type in the agent group you want
the job to run on.

5. Select the Load balancing option button and click OK.
The job will run on the agent group with load balancing.

More information:

Load Balancing

 

 Run a Job on All Agents Defined in a Group
When you add a job to an Application, you can set it to run on all agents in an agent group. This
feature is useful when you need to run the same job on multiple servers. For example, many
companies back up their data regularly; so you can create a single backup job and set it to run
on multiple agents, with each agent installed on a different server.
cwad121
HID_run_job_agents_group
When you add a job to an Application, you can set it to run on all agents in an agent group. This feature is useful
when you need to run the same job on multiple servers. For example, many companies back up their data
regularly; so you can create a single backup job and set it to run on multiple agents, with each agent installed on a
different server.
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Note:  If you select Run on all agents at the Application level, all jobs in the Application inherit the option. If you do
not want the jobs to inherit the option, you need to uncheck the option Use Application Defaults.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Expand Agent and de-select the Use Application-level defaults check box
The Agent options become editable.

4. Select the Agent group option button, and from the drop-down list, select or type in the agent group you want
the job to run on.

5. Select the Run on all agents option button and click OK.
The job will run on all agents in the group.

Note:  There will be an instance of the job for each agent of the agent group at runtime; all instances will have the
same name but different qualifiers that are automatically set by the server. The qualifier is the name of the agent on
which the job runs.

More information:

Running a Job on All Agents Defined in a Group

 Pass Arguments to a Script or Command
When running workload, you may need to pass arguments to a script or command when that
script or command is invoked. Arguments can be numeric or alphabetic strings of data.
cwad121
HID_pass_args_to_script_command
When running workload, you may need to pass arguments to a script or command when that script or command is
invoked. Arguments can be numeric or alphabetic strings of data.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Specify the arguments in the Arguments to pass field in the order expected in the script or command, separating
each argument with a blank space.

Note:  To pass an argument containing spaces, you must enclose its value in double quotes, for example, 362
"629 630" 748.

The argument is passed to the command or the script when the job runs.

Example: Pass Multiple Arguments with Spaces

The following argument specification passes two arguments to the pay.exe executable:

"c:\Pay Date\Salary.dat" "c:\Pay Date\benefits.dat"

Both arguments contain spaces, so each argument is enclosed in double quotes.

Example: Pass Built-in Variables

The following argument specification passes a file path as an argument with two JavaScript built-in variables,
representing the Application name and generation:
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/u1/system/results/CST%(APPL._name).%(Appl._/gen)

 Define a Job with No Run Schedule
You can define a job without a run schedule and run the predefined job later when required.
cwad121
HID_define_job_with_no_run_schedule
You can define a job without a run schedule and run the predefined job later when required.

By default, each job in an Application inherits the run frequency of the Application. Hence, the job runs
automatically even if no run frequency is specified for the job.

You can now use the Do not run option in the job definition to define a job without a run frequency. When this option
is selected, the job does not run when the Application gets triggered. You can run this predefined job at some time
in the future by inserting it into the active Application.

Note:

If you want to run this job when the Application gets triggered, clear the Do not run check box in the job definition
and upload the modified Application.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Expand the Run Frequency section and select the Do not run check box.

Note:

If you want to run this job at some time in the future, you can clear the Do not run check box.
4. Click OK.

The job is defined without a run frequency.

 Define Job Success or Failure
You can specify which exit codes indicate job success and which exit codes indicate failure. By
default, the server interprets an exit code of zero (0) as a successfully completed job and any
exit code other than zero as a failed job.
cwad121
HID_define_job_success_failure
You can specify which exit codes indicate job success and which exit codes indicate failure. By default, the server
interprets an exit code of zero (0) as a successfully completed job and any exit code other than zero as a failed job.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Exit Codes in the left pane.
The Exit Codes page opens in the right pane.

4. Click Add.
A new row is added to the Exit code interpretation table.

5. Complete the following fields as required:

• Code
Specifies a single exit code, a list of exit codes separated by commas, or a range of exit codes indicated by a
hyphen.
Limits: 0 to 9999

Note:

 If you specify multiple exit codes, enter the most specific codes first followed by the more general ranges.
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• Interpretation
Indicates whether the server identifies the job as a success or a failure.

6. (Optional) Click Add to specify additional exit code specifications.
7. Click OK.

When the job ends, the server determines the job success or failure based on the exit codes you specified.

Example: Specify Multiple Successful Exit Codes

Suppose that a job ends successfully with an exit code of 0, 1, or 2 and ends in failure with all other exit codes.

To specify multiple successful exit codes

1. Open the Exit Codes page.
2. Click Add.

A new row is added to the Exit code interpretation table.
3. Enter 1 in the Code field and select Success from the Interpretation drop-down list.
4. Click Add.

A new row is added to the Exit code interpretation table.
5. Enter 2 in the Code field and select Success from the Interpretation drop-down list.
6. Click OK.

The job ends successfully with an exit code of 0, 1 or 2.

Note:  You do not have to specify 0 as a successful exit code since it is the default.

Example: Define a Specific Exit Code Followed by a General Range

Suppose that a job ends in failure with an exit code of 19 and ends successfully with all other exit codes.

To specify a specific exit code followed by a general range

1. Open the Exit Codes page.
2. Click Add.

A new row is added to the Exit code interpretation table.
3. Enter 19 in the Code field and select Failure from the Interpretation drop-down list.
4. Click Add.

A new row is added to the Exit code interpretation table.
5. Enter 0-9999 in the Code field and select Success from the Interpretation drop-down list.
6. Click OK.

The job ends in failure with an exit code of 19 and ends successfully with all other exit codes.

 Specify Environment Variables
You can specify environment variables to define the local environment where the script,
command, or the batch file runs. You can modify existing environment variables or create your
own.
cwad121
HID_specify_env_variable
You can specify environment variables to define the local environment where the script, command, or the batch file
runs. You can modify existing environment variables or create your own.

Note:  When passing multiple environment variables to an agent, the maximum size allowed is 4 KB.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Environment Variables in the left pane.
The Environment Variables page opens in the right pane.

4. Click Add.

A new row is added to the Environment variables table.
5. Complete the following fields as required:

• Name
Defines the name of a new environment variable or specifies the name of an existing environment variable.
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Note:

The agent does not support spaces in environment variable names.
• Value

Specifies a value for the environment variable.

Note:  If the value contains spaces, commas, quotes, double quotes, equal signs, open brackets, or close
brackets, enclose the value in double quotes. To specify a double quote in a value, precede the double quote
with another double quote.

6. (Optional) Repeat the previous two steps to specify additional environment variables.
7. Click OK.

The server passes the name and value of each environment variable to the script, command, or batch file when
the job runs.

Example: Specify Alternative Input and Output Sources
The following table lists the input and output streams that all UNIX programs run by a shell are connected to:

 Stream   Default Source  Environment Variable 

Standard input stream Keyboard STDIN

Standard output stream Screen STDOUT

Standard error output stream Screen STDERR

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Environment Variables page.
2. Click Add.

A new row is added to the Environment variables table.
3. Enter STDIN in the Name field and the full path of an alternative input stream in the Value field.
4. Click Add.

A new row is added to the Environment variables table.
5. Enter STDOUT in the Name field and the full path of an alternative output stream in the Value field.
6. Click Add.

A new row is added to the Environment variables table.
7. Enter STDERR in the Name field and the full path of an alternative error stream in the Value field.
8. Click OK.

The alternative input and output sources are specified.

Example: Specify Environment Variables as Part of the Variable Value
Suppose that the output of a job is written to a file named JOB_OUTPUT located in the path specified by the
MY_FILES environment variable.

For this example, enter STDOUT in the Name field and $MY_FILES/JOB_OUTPUT in the Value field.

Example: Set an Environment Variable to an Empty Value
To set an environment variable to an empty value, you can enter two quotes without spaces ("") in the Value field.

Suppose that a job runs a script under the user ID jdoe. The script uses an environment variable named VAR1,
which is set in the profile file for jdoe. The server passes VAR1 and its empty value to the script.

For this example, enter VAR1 in the Name field and "" in the Value field.

Example: Set Environment Variables in a PeopleSoft Job
Suppose that you want to set environment variables in a PeopleSoft job. In this example, the location of the
PeopleSoft PeopleTools executables (TOOLBIN) and path to the database drivers (DBBIN) are set.

1. Open the Environment Variables page of the PeopleSoft job definition.
2. Click Add and enter the following information in the first row of the table:

• Name—TOOLBINSRV
• Value—%%PS_HOME%%\bin\client\winx86
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Note:  To specify the PeopleSoft home directory (%PS_HOME%), you must escape the percent signs (%) by
doubling them. Otherwise, the value is treated as a symbolic variable.

3. Click Add and enter the following information in the second row of the table:

• Name—DBBIN
• Value—c:\test\drivers

4. Click OK.
The environment variables are specified for the PeopleSoft job.

Example: Insert AUTOVARs into JCLs Submitted by a z/OS Agent
Suppose that you want to insert AUTOVARs into JCLs that are submitted by a z/OS agent. You set AUTOVARs as
environment variables in a z/OS-Regular job.

The first variable (DEFAULT_ISTEP1) is an initial step, while the second variable (DEFAULT_TSTEP1) is a trailer
step.

Note:

• Each AUTOVAR must be numbered sequentially starting from 1 to 99, without leading zeros.
• The number must be specified after the AUTOVAR name.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Environment Variables page of the z/OS-Regular job definition.
2. Click Add and enter the following information in the first row of the table:

• Name—DEFAULT_ISTEP1
• Value—'/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=ANY,TIME=30,LINES=10'

3. Click Add and enter the following information in the second row of the table:

• Name—DEFAULT_TSTEP1
• Value—'//LSTEP EXEC PGM=CNUP,PARM=ALL'

4. Click OK.
The environment variables are specified for the z/OS-Regular job.

 More information: 

• Environment Variables in OpenVMS 
• Environment Variables in Tandem NSK 
• Environment Variables in Windows 
• Environment Variables in UNIX 
• Environment Variables in HPNonStop 

 Add Comments to a Job
You can add comments to a job to store information about the job and also add hyperlinks in the
comments. For example, you can write a comment such as “This job generates an important file
in ftp://test/sample” to alert an operator that this job should not be bypassed.
cwad121
HID_comment_job
You can add comments to a job to store information about the job and also add hyperlinks in the comments. For
example, you can write a comment such as “This job generates an important file in ftp://test/sample” to alert an
operator that this job should not be bypassed.

Note:

Hyperlinks must begin with http://, https://, file://, ftp://, www., and mailto://.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Comments in the left pane.
The Comments page opens in the right pane.
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4. Enter your comments in the Comments text box and click OK.
Limits: Up to 2000 characters
The comments are added to the job.

 Set Job Defaults
You can set job defaults to save time entering common properties that apply to all jobs of a
specific type. For example, you can set job defaults for the UNIX jobs in your Application. You
can override job defaults in the job definition dialogs.
cwad121
HID_set_job_defaults
You can set job defaults to save time entering common properties that apply to all jobs of a specific type. For
example, you can set job defaults for the UNIX jobs in your Application. You can override job defaults in the job
definition dialogs.

Note:  Specify job defaults before adding workload objects to the workspace.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the workload object you want to set job defaults for in the Palette view, and select Job Defaults from
the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Complete the fields as required.
4. Click OK.

When you add workload objects onto the workspace, the job defaults you defined for that workload object are
used. To override a job default, edit the job's definition.

 Example: Set Default Run Frequency for UNIX Jobs 

Suppose that you have an Application that contains UNIX, SAP R/3, and Windows jobs. You want the Application
to run every day. You want all your UNIX jobs to run only on weekdays, except for one UNIX job, FINAL, which you
want to run only on Fridays. You want the SAP R/3 and Windows jobs to run daily.

 To set up the job defaults in the Application 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Set up the default run frequency of weekdays for your UNIX jobs.

Note:

Complete this step before adding UNIX jobs to your Application.

1.1 Right-click the UNIX job from the System group in the Palette view, and select Job Defaults from the pop-
up menu.
The Basic page of the UNIX dialog opens.

2.1 Click Add Run in the Run frequency section, and enter weekdays in the When field.
3.1 Click OK.

3. Override the default run frequency for the UNIX job FINAL.

1.1 Select the UNIX job from the System group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The UNIX icon appears on the Application workspace view.

2.1 Right-click the UNIX icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the UNIX dialog opens.

3.1 Enter FINAL in the NAME field.
4.1 Change weekdays to Friday in the When field in the Run frequency section.
5.1 Complete the remaining fields as required and click OK.

4. Define the remaining jobs in the Application.

Note:  By default, all jobs run daily, so you do not have to set job defaults for your SAP R/3 and Windows jobs
unless you have changed the default run frequency in the Basic page of the Application properties dialog.

When you add UNIX jobs to the Application, they will run on weekdays, since you defined weekdays as a job
default. You can override a job default by editing a job's definition, as you did with FINAL.
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FINAL will run on Fridays, the other UNIX jobs will run on weekdays, and all other jobs in the Application will run
daily.

 Resubmit a Failed Job Automatically
If a job fails, an operator can manually resubmit the job. When you define the job, you can
instruct the server to automatically resubmit a job if it fails.
cwad121
HID_resubmit_failed_job
If a job fails, an operator can manually resubmit the job. When you define the job, you can instruct the server to
automatically resubmit a job if it fails.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click General in the left pane.
The General page opens in the right pane.

4. Ensure that the Auto-Resubmit failed job section is expanded.
5. Complete the following information in the Auto-Resubmit failed job section:

• Retry count
Specifies the number of times you want to resubmit the job if it fails.
Default: 0
Example: If you set the retry count to 2 and the job fails, the server automatically resubmits the job. If the job
fails again, the server automatically resubmits the job a second time.

Note:

If you increase the retry count, the server resubmits the job automatically. If you decrease the retry count, a
pop-up message appears indicating that you must resubmit the job manually.

• Interval
Specifies the interval between retries in minutes.
Default: The server resubmits the job immediately after failure

• Return codesSpecifies which exit codes to resubmit the job on.
Example: You can resubmit a job if it fails with an return code of 4. If the job fails with another return code, it
is not resubmitted.

Note:

You can specify a single return code (such as 4), a range of return codes (such as 4-9), or a list of return
codes (such as 1, 2, 8, 10-9999).

• Notify only for last retry failureEnables notification to the user when the final retry attempt fails for Auto-
resubmit failed jobs, instead of being notified every time a auto-resubmit of a failed job fails again.
Select as required from the following options to be notified on those specific notification types for the last
failure only:

• Email
• Alerts
• SNMP 

6. (z/OS-Regular jobs only) Specify optional step conditions at which the job is resubmitted automatically if it fails.
You can specify multiple step conditions. Every time a job fails, it is resubmitted automatically based on the retry
count.

1.1 Select the Retry Step Conditions option button.
2.1 Click Add.

A new row is added to the Retry Step Conditions table.
3.1 Complete the following required fields, and press Enter:

• Failed at
Specifies the step at which the job failed.
Examples: STEP003, %WOB._current_step_name

• With Cmpc
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Specifies the completion code of the step at which the job failed. This field supports the following
Javascript operators: equal (==), not equal (!=), less than (<), greater than (>), less than or equal to (<=),
greater than or equal to (>=), logical AND (&&), and logical OR (||).
Examples:
5
%WOB._current_step_code
%WOB._current_step_code == 5 || %WOB._current_step_code == 10
%WOB._current_step_code > 9 && %WOB._current_step_code < 12

• Restart from
Specifies the step from which the job is restarted if it fails.

Note:

Double quotes are not allowed.
4.1 (Optional) Repeat the previous two steps to specify more retry conditions.

Note:

• If you specify symbolic variables, the server resolves the symbolic variables at run time.
• If a job is restarted from a particular step, by default the server sends notifications about the steps that

are excluded from the job rerun. To avoid getting these notifications, add the following parameter in the
server.properties file and restart the server:

ignore.notifications.flushed_cmpc.step_complete.state=true

7. Click OK.
The server automatically resubmits the job if it fails.

Note:  If the job fails, it will have an AutoResubmit condition. By default, CA WA Desktop Client displays failed
jobs with an AutoResubmit condition in yellow in the Monitor perspective.

Example: Restart a z/OS-Regular Job from a Specific Step Automatically if it fails at Another Step

Suppose that you want to restart a z/OS-Regular job automatically from step 1 (STEP001) when it fails at step 3
(STEP003) with completion code (5).

Follow these steps:

1. Open the General page of the job definition.
2. Specify the step conditions at which the job is restarted as follows:
3. Select the Retry Step Conditions option button.

1.1 Click Add.
A new row is added to the Retry Step Conditions table.

2.1 Enter the following details in the newly added row:

• Failed at—STEP003
• With Cmpc—5
• Restart from—STEP001

4. Click OK.

 Define the Jobs in a SubApplication
To define the jobs in a subApplication, identify the jobs that belong to the subApplication.
cwad121
HID_define_jobs_subappl
To define the jobs in a subApplication, identify the jobs that belong to the subApplication.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click a job that belongs to the subApplication, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click General in the left pane.
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The General page opens in the right pane.
4. Ensure that the subApplication section is expanded
5. Enter the name of the subApplication the job belongs to in the Member of subApplication field.

Note:  If you have already identified a job as a member of the subApplication, you can select the subApplication
from the drop-down list.

6. (Optional) Select the Wait for previous generation of subApplication check box to prevent jobs in a
subApplication from running until the corresponding jobs in a previous generation complete. The server places
the waiting jobs in the SUBAPPLWAIT state.

Note:  Select this option only for one of the jobs in the subApplication.

The job is identified as a member of the subApplication.

More information:

SubApplications

 Define an On-Request Job
You can define jobs to run only on request. For example, an Application may contain an ad hoc
job that an operator needs to run when requested to do so. 
cwad121
HID_define_onrequest_job
You can define jobs to run only on request. For example, an Application may contain an ad hoc job that an operator
needs to run when requested to do so. 

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click General in the left pane.
The General page opens in the right pane.

4. Select the Only on request check box and click OK.
The job is defined as an on-request job.

More information:

On-Request Jobs

 Define a Conditional Job
You can define conditional jobs in an Application that may not run when selected to run. For
example, you can use conditional jobs to represent optional predecessors.
cwad121
HID_define_conditional_job
You can define conditional jobs in an Application that may not run when selected to run. For example, you can use
conditional jobs to represent optional predecessors.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click General in the left pane.
The General page opens in the right pane.

4. Select the Conditionally check box and click OK.
The job is defined as a conditional job.

More information:

Conditional Jobs
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 Delay a Job from Running Until the Job Completes in a Previous Application Generation
When you define a job, you can prevent it from running concurrently in two or more Application
generations by delaying the job from running until the job completes in a previous generation
of the Application. If a job is running in a previous Application generation, the server puts the
job in the new Application generation in a JANCWAIT state. When the job completes in the
previous Application generation, the server removes the JANCWAIT state on the job in the new
Application generation, and submits the job when its dependencies are met.
cwad121
HID_delay_job_from_running
When you define a job, you can prevent it from running concurrently in two or more Application generations by
delaying the job from running until the job completes in a previous generation of the Application. If a job is running
in a previous Application generation, the server puts the job in the new Application generation in a JANCWAIT
state. When the job completes in the previous Application generation, the server removes the JANCWAIT state on
the job in the new Application generation, and submits the job when its dependencies are met.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click General in the left pane.
The General page opens in the right pane.

4. Ensure that the Wait for previous generation section is expanded
5. Do one of the following:

• If you want the job to wait for the same job to complete only in the previous Application generation, select the
The last generation option from the Wait if the job with the same name is not complete in drop-down list.

• If you want the job to wait for the same job to complete in all previous Application generations, select the Any
previous generation option from the Wait if the job with the same name is not complete in drop-down list.

The server delays the job in the new generation from running until the same job completes in a previous
Application generation.

More information:

Concurrent Application Generations

 Override a Job's Average Execution Time
If you do not want the server to use average execution times when calculating anticipated end
times, you can specify a job duration. For example, you can specify that a job takes twice as
long as the average execution time to execute on Fridays or on the last day of the month.
cwad121
HID_override_job_aet
If you do not want the server to use average execution times when calculating anticipated end times, you can
specify a job duration. For example, you can specify that a job takes twice as long as the average execution time to
execute on Fridays or on the last day of the month.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click General in the left pane.
The General page opens in the right pane.

4. Ensure that the Estimate end time section is expanded.
5. Enter a numerical duration in the Execution time field.

Note:  If the field is disabled, select the Estimate end time check box in the Application properties.
6. Click OK.
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The server overrides the job's default average execution time.

 Example: Override a Job's Average Execution Time on Fridays 

On Fridays, a job takes twice as long to execute as its average execution time.

Enter the %IF statement for the Execution time field as follows:

%IF(today('Friday'),'%WOB._avgruntime*2')

The today JavaScript built-in function returns true if today is Friday; otherwise, it returns false.

Note:

For more information about JavaScript expressions and built-in functions, see Javascripts.

 More information: 

 Anticipated End Times 

 Identify a Critical Job in an Application
If the Application has Estimate end time enabled, you can identify one or more of its jobs as
critical.
cwad121
HID_identify_criticaljob
If the Application has Estimate end time enabled, you can identify one or more of its jobs as critical.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click General in the left pane.
The General page opens in the right pane.

4. Select the Critical job check box.

Note:  If the field is disabled, select the Estimate end time check box in the Basic page of the Application
properties dialog.

5. Click OK.
The job is defined as a critical job.

More information:

Critical Path

 Specify a Profile for a Job
By default, the server calculates anticipated end times and critical path using the average
execution time of the last ten runs of the job regardless of execution time differences of various
runs (default profile). For more accurate average data, you can specify a job profile that
considers the execution time differences of a job for various days, times, or contexts.
cwad121
HID_specify_job_profile
By default, the server calculates anticipated end times and critical path using the average execution time of the
last ten runs of the job regardless of execution time differences of various runs (default profile). For more accurate
average data, you can specify a job profile that considers the execution time differences of a job for various days,
times, or contexts.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
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The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.
3. Click General in the left pane.

The General page opens in the right pane.
4. Enter a profile name in the Execution profile field.

Limits: Up to 125 characters
Default: Default profile (average execution time of the last 10 runs)

Note:

• The profile name is not case-sensitive. It is stored in the database in upper case.
• Symbolic variables are allowed.

5. Click OK.
The execution profile is specified for the job.

Example: Specify Job Profile for the Last Workday of the Month

Suppose that you want to create a profile named LAST that stores data for job runs on the last workday of the
month.

To specify a job profile for the last workday of the month

1. Define a UNIX job and enter \bin\sleep in the Script/command name field:
2. Open the JavaScripts page of the job definition, and define the following JavaScript script in the Define or Import

JavaScript to run text box in the At Event trigger time section:

if(today('last workday of the month')) 
{ 
APPL.profile='LAST'; 
} 

3. Open the General page of the job definition, and enter %APPL.profile in the Execution profile field in the
Estimate end time section:

4. Click OK.
The server uses the LAST profile for anticipated end time and critical path calculations if today is the last
workday of the month.

Example: Specify a Profile for Monday’s Job Runs

On Mondays, suppose that a job takes twice as long to execute as its average execution time on other days. You
can create a JavaScript script that applies a different profile depending on the day of the week.

To specify a job profile for Monday’s job runs

1. Define a UNIX job and enter \bin\sleep in the Script/command name field:
2. Open the JavaScripts page of the job definition, and define the following JavaScript script in the Define or Import

JavaScript to run text box in the At Event trigger time section:

if(today('monday')) 
{ 
APPL.profile='MON'; 
} 
else 
{
APPL.profile='GEN';
}

3. Open the General page of the job definition, and enter %APPL.profile in the Execution profile field in the
Estimate end time section:
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4. Click OK.
The server uses the MON profile for anticipated end time and critical path calculations if today is Monday;
otherwise, it uses the GEN profile.

More information:

Job Profiling

 Add a Tag to a Job
You can add a tag (character string) to a set of jobs to group them into a single category.
Suppose that you migrate a set of Applications from a test environment to a product
environment. You tag the jobs in those Applications and generate a custom report based on the
tag value and verify the jobs that you migrate.
cwad121
HID_add_tag_to_job
You can add a tag (character string) to a set of jobs to group them into a single category. Suppose that you migrate
a set of Applications from a test environment to a product environment. You tag the jobs in those Applications and
generate a custom report based on the tag value and verify the jobs that you migrate.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click General in the left pane.
The General page opens in the right pane.

4. Enter the tag in the Tag field and click OK.
Limits: Up to 128 characters. Use any characters except quotes. Symbolic variables are allowed.

Note:

The parenthesis in the tag must be specified in pair. For example, Payroll (2016).

The tag is added to the job.

 Job Types
This section includes information about all supported job types and how to define those jobs in
an Application: Application and Web Services jobs, Big Data jobs, CA WA jobs, Database jobs,
External jobs, File Transfer jobs, Informatica jobs, Micro Focus jobs, Monitoring jobs, MSSQL
Server jobs, Oracle E-Business Suite jobs, Peoplesoft jobs, Remote Execution jobs, SAP jobs,
SNMP jobs, System jobs, and z/OS jobs.
cwad121
HID_job_types
This section includes information about all supported job types and how to define those jobs in an Application:
Application and Web Services jobs, Big Data jobs, CA WA jobs, Database jobs, External jobs, File Transfer jobs,
Informatica jobs, Micro Focus jobs, Monitoring jobs, MSSQL Server jobs, Oracle E-Business Suite jobs, Peoplesoft
jobs, Remote Execution jobs, SAP jobs, SNMP jobs, System jobs, and z/OS jobs.

Note:  For more information about managing jobs, see Defining and Managing Applications and Workload Objects.

 Application and Web Services Jobs
Application and Web Service jobs let you manage entity beans, session beans, and MBeans,
publish and consume JMS messages, invoke programs over HTTP, call an operation within a
web service, and run other types of Java-based workload.
cwad121
HID_appl_webservices_jobs
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Application and Web Service jobs let you manage entity beans, session beans, and MBeans, publish and consume
JMS messages, invoke programs over HTTP, call an operation within a web service, and run other types of Java-
based workload.

• Entity Bean
Lets you create an entity bean, update the property values of an existing entity bean, or remove an entity bean
from the database.

• HTTP
Lets you invoke a program over HTTP or HTTPS in a similar way to a web browser. For example, you can use
the HTTP job to invoke a CGI script, a Perl script, or a servlet. The HTTP job sends a URL over HTTP using the
GET method or a form over HTTP using the POST method.

• JMS Publish
Lets you send a message to a queue or publish a message to a topic on a JMS server.

• JMS Subscribe
Lets you consume messages from a queue or topic on a JMS server.

• JMX-MBean Attribute Get
Lets you query a JMX server for the value of an MBean attribute. The returned value is stored on the computer
where the Application Services agent plug-in resides.

• JMX-MBean Attribute Set
Lets you change the value of an MBean attribute on a JMX server.

• JMX-MBean Create Instance
Lets you create an MBean on a JMX server.

• JMX-MBean Operation
Lets you invoke an operation on an MBean on a JMX server.

• JMX-MBean Remove Instance
Lets you remove an MBean from a JMX server.

• JMX-MBean Subscribe
Lets you monitor an MBean for a single notification or monitor continuously for notifications.

• POJO
Lets you instantiate a class to create a Java object and invoke a method on it. The job is restricted to classes
that take constructors with no arguments (default constructors). You can use the POJO job to invoke custom
Java code on a local computer.

• RMI
Lets you set up interaction between Java objects on different computers in a distributed network. Using an RMI
job, you can access a remote server and can invoke a method on a Java object.

• Session Bean
Lets you access a session bean on an application server. This job type can make a Remote Procedure Call
(RPC) to the session bean, invoke a method that defines the business logic, pass parameters to the method,
and have the results returned as serialized Java output. You can access stateless and stateful session beans
using the Session Bean job.

• Web Service RPC/Encoded
Lets you call an operation within a web service and pass parameters to the operation using RPC/encoded style
binding. The parameters can be actual values or a serialized Java object passed by another job.

• Web Service Document/Literal
Lets you call an operation within a web service and pass parameters to the operation using document/literal
style binding. The parameters represent a flattened view of the XML document the agent constructs. The
values passed into the XML document can be literal values or a serialized Java object passed by another job.

 Entity Bean Jobs
An entity bean represents a data object, such as a customer, an order, or a product. Entity
beans may be stored in a relational database, where each instance of the bean corresponds
to a row in a database table. Each entity bean has a unique identifier known as a primary
key, which is used to find a specific instance of the bean within the database. For example, a
customer entity bean may use the customer number as its primary key.
cwad121
HID_entitybean_jobs
An entity bean represents a data object, such as a customer, an order, or a product. Entity beans may be stored
in a relational database, where each instance of the bean corresponds to a row in a database table. Each entity
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bean has a unique identifier known as a primary key, which is used to find a specific instance of the bean within the
database. For example, a customer entity bean may use the customer number as its primary key.

Unlike session beans, which are destroyed after use, entity beans are persistent. You can use an entity bean under
the following conditions:

• The bean represents a business entity, not a procedure. For example, you use an entity bean to represent an
order and use a session bean to represent the procedure to process the order.

• The state of the bean must be stored. For example, if the bean instance terminates or the application server
shuts down, the bean's state will still exist in a database.

The following diagram shows the functional relationship between the scheduling manager, CA WA Agent for
Application Services, and an entity bean residing on an application server:

The Entity Bean job lets you create an entity bean, update the property values of an existing entity bean, or remove
an entity bean from the database. To find the entity bean, the agent uses the bean's Java Naming and Directory
Interface (JNDI) name along with its finder method.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

To define an Entity Bean job, you require the following information:

• Initial context factory that is supplied by the JNDI service provider
• Service provider URL for accessing the JNDI services
• Entity bean JNDI name
• Operation type (CREATE, UPDATE, or REMOVE)
• Finder method name (UPDATE and REMOVE operation types only)

 Create an Entity Bean Using an Entity Bean Job
You can define an Entity Bean job to create an entity bean that is stored in a relational database
on your application server.
cwad121
HID_create_entitybean_job
You can define an Entity Bean job to create an entity bean that is stored in a relational database on your application
server.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the Entity Bean job from the Application and Web Services group in the Palette view, and drag the job
to the workspace.
The Entity Bean icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the Entity Bean icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Entity Bean dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

•  Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
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 Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

•  Agent name 

Specifies the name of the agent that lets you access entity beans on an application server.

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the agents that are defined in the Topology for the specified job type.
•  Initial context factory 

Specifies the initial context factory to use when creating the initial context. The initial context is required
within the Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) framework. The initial context factory is supplied by
a specific provider of the naming and directory service. The factory acquires an arbitrary initial context the
application can use to connect to the application server.

 Example: weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory
•  Provider URL 

Specifies the JNDI service provider URL. For WebLogic servers, the URL is typically in the
form t3://hostaddress:port.

 Example: t3://localhost:7001
•  Bean name 

Specifies the Session Bean Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) name.

 Example: test.HelloJndi
•  Operation type 

Specifies the operation to perform on the Entity Bean: CREATE, UPDATE, or DELETE.

Note:

Select CREATE to define and store an entity bean instance.
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

•  Create method name 

Specifies the name of the create method. The name must always begin with create. This field is only
required when the operation type is CREATE.

 Default: create

 Example: createaccount
•  User ID 

Specifies the user ID to be used to gain access to the connection factory. The user must be defined in the
Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact
your administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

 Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

•  Job class 

Specifies the job class under which this job runs. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number
of initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process more jobs more quickly.
For higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.

 Example: foo

Note:

To find out which job classes exist and how many initiators are assigned, ask your agent administrator to
check the initiators.class_n parameter in the agent parameter file (agentparm.txt).

6. Click Create Parameters in the left pane.
The Create Parameters page opens in the right pane.

7. Click New to define the parameters.
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The New Parameter dialog opens.
8. Select one of the following parameter options:

• Value—Identifies a single value.
• Payload producing job—Identifies the name of a predecessor job.
• Array—Identifies more than one value.

The fields that are related to the option appear.
9. Complete the following fields, as required:

•  Type 

Specifies the Java class of the parameter. This field is mandatory for the Value and Array parameter
options only.

 Example: Integer
•  Value 

(Optional) Specifies the String value for the method parameter. This field is used with the Value parameter
option.

 Example: 2
•  Payload producing job 

Specifies the name of the predecessor job that produced the Java serialized object to be used as an input
parameter. This field is used with the Payload producing job parameter option.

Note:

The job must be defined within the same Application as the job you are defining.

 Example: ANYJOB.URI
•  Array 

Specifies a set of string values for the method parameter. Click Add to enter each value. This field is used
with the Array parameter option.

 Example: 1, 2, 3
10. Click OK.

The New Parameter dialog closes and the parameters appear in a list.
11. Click OK.

The Entity Bean job is defined.

 Example: Create an Entity Bean 

Suppose that you want to create an entity bean that stores information about a customer such as the customer id
and phone number.

 To create an entity bean 

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Name—CREATE
• Agent name—APPAGENT
• Initial context factory—weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory
• Provider URL—t3://localhost:7001
• Bean name—customer
• Create method name—createcustomer
• Operation type—CREATE

2. Add the following two value parameters in the Create Parameters page:

• Parameter Type—String
• Parameter Value—customerid
• Parameter Type—String
• Parameter Value—800-123-1234

3. Click OK.
When the job runs, the entity bean instance is created.

 More information: 

 Payload Producing and Payload Consuming Jobs
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Entity Bean Jobs
Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords 

 Update an Entity Bean Using an Entity Bean Job
You can define an Entity Bean job to update the property values of an entity bean instance in a
relational database on your application server.
cwad121
HID_update_entitybean_job
You can define an Entity Bean job to update the property values of an entity bean instance in a relational database
on your application server.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the Entity Bean job from the Application and Web Services group in the Palette view, and drag the job
to the workspace.
The Entity Bean icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Double-click the Entity Bean icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Entity Bean dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

•  Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

 Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

•  Agent name 

Specifies the name of the agent that lets you access entity beans on an application server.

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the agents that are defined in the Topology for the specified job type.
•  Initial context factory 

Specifies the initial context factory to use when creating the initial context. The initial context is required
within the Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) framework. The initial context factory is supplied by
a specific provider of the naming and directory service. The factory acquires an arbitrary initial context the
application can use to connect to the application server.

 Example: weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory
•  Provider URL 

Specifies the JNDI service provider URL. For WebLogic servers, the URL is typically in the
form t3://hostaddress:port.

 Example:  t3://localhost:7001 
•  Bean name 

Specifies the Session Bean Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) name.

 Example: test.HelloJndi
•  Operation type 

Specifies the operation to perform on the Entity Bean: CREATE, UPDATE, or DELETE.

Note:

 Select UPDATE to modify the parameters for the entity bean instance.
•  Method name 

Specifies the method to be invoked on the application server.

 Example: hello
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•  Finder name 

Specifies the finder method name. This field is only required when the operation type
is UPDATE or REMOVE.

5. (Optional) Specify the following optional information:

•  User ID 

Specifies the user ID to be used to gain access to the connection factory. The user must be defined in the
Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact
your administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

 Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

•  Job class 

Specifies the job class under which this job runs. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number
of initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process more jobs more quickly.
For higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.

 Example: foo

Note:

 To find out which job classes exist and how many initiators are assigned, ask your agent administrator to
check the initiators.class_n parameter in the agent parameter file (agentparm.txt).

6. Click Finder Parameters in the left pane.
The Finder Parameters page opens in the right pane.

7. Click New to define the parameters.
The New Parameter dialog opens.

8. Select one of the following parameter options:

• Value—Identifies a single value.
• Payload producing job—Identifies the name of a predecessor job.
• Array—Identifies more than one value.

The fields that are related to the option appear.
9. Complete the following fields, as required:

•  Type 

(Optional) Specifies the String value for the method parameter. This field is used with the Value parameter
option.

 Example: 2
•  Value 

(Optional) Specifies the String value for the method parameter. This field is used with the Value parameter
option.

 Example: 2
•  Payload producing job 

Specifies the name of the predecessor job that produced the Java serialized object to be used as an input
parameter. This field is used with the Payload producing job parameter option.

Note:

 The job must be defined within the same Application as the job you are defining.

 Example: ANYJOB.URI
•  Array 

Specifies a set of string values for the method parameter. Click Add to enter each value. This field is used
with the Array parameter option.

 Example: 1, 2, 3
10. Click OK.
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The New Parameter dialog closes and the parameters appear in a list.
11. Click Modify Parameters in the left pane.

The Modify Parameters page opens in the right pane.
12. Repeat Steps 7 through 10 to specify modify parameters.
13. Click OK.

The Entity Bean job is defined.

 Example: Update an Entity Bean 

Suppose that you want to update the phone number for the acme company to 800-123-4567. The customer entity
bean stores the customer id and phone number. The primary key for the customer is the customer id.

 To update an entity bean 

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Name—UPDATE
• Agent name—APPAGENT
• Initial context factory—weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory
• Provider URL—t3://localhost:7001 
• Bean name—customer
• Operation type—UPDATE
• Method name—changephone
• Finder name—acme

2. Add the following value parameter in the Finder Parameters page:

• Parameter Type—String
• Parameter Value—customerid

3. Add the following value parameter in the Method Parameters page:

• Parameter Type—String
• Parameter Value—800-123-4567

4. Click OK.
When the job runs, the acme company's phone number is changed.

 More information: 

 Payload Producing and Payload Consuming Jobs
Entity Bean Jobs
Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords 

 Remove an Entity Bean Using an Entity Bean Job
You can define an Entity Bean job to remove an instance of an entity bean that is stored in a
relational database on your application server.
cwad121
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You can define an Entity Bean job to remove an instance of an entity bean that is stored in a relational database on
your application server.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the Entity Bean job from the Application and Web Services group in the Palette view, and drag the job
to the workspace.
The Entity Bean icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the Entity Bean icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Entity Bean dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
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Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent that lets you access entity beans on an application server.

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the agents that are defined in the Topology for the specified job type.
• Initial context factory

Specifies the initial context factory to use when creating the initial context. The initial context is required
within the Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) framework. The initial context factory is supplied by
a specific provider of the naming and directory service. The factory acquires an arbitrary initial context the
application can use to connect to the application server.

Example: weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory
• Provider URL

Specifies the JNDI service provider URL. For WebLogic servers, the URL is typically in the
form t3://hostaddress:port.

Example: t3://localhost:7001
• Bean name

Specifies the Session Bean Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) name.

Example: test.HelloJndi
• Operation type

Specifies the operation to perform on the Entity Bean: CREATE, UPDATE, or DELETE.

Note:

 Select REMOVE to remove an instance of the entity bean.
• Finder name

Specifies the finder method name. This field is only required when the operation type
is UPDATE or REMOVE.

5. (Optional) Specify the following optional information:

• User ID

Specifies the user ID to be used to gain access to the connection factory. The user must be defined in the
Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact
your administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• Job class

Specifies the job class under which this job runs. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number
of initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process more jobs more quickly.
For higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.

Example: foo

Note:

 To find out which job classes exist and how many initiators are assigned, ask your agent administrator to
check the initiators.class_n parameter in the agent parameter file (agentparm.txt).

6. Click Finder Parameters in the left pane.
The Finder Parameters page opens in the right pane.

7. Click New to define the parameters.
The New Parameter dialog opens.

8. Select one of the following parameter options:
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• Value—Identifies a single value.
• Payload producing job—Identifies the name of a predecessor job.
• Array—Identifies more than one value.

The fields that are related to the option appear.
9. Complete the following fields, as required:

• Type

Specifies the Java class of the parameter. This field is mandatory for the Value and Array parameter
options only.

Example: Integer
• Value

(Optional) Specifies the String value for the method parameter. This field is used with the Value parameter
option.

Example: 2
• Payload producing job

Specifies the name of the predecessor job that produced the Java serialized object to be used as an input
parameter. This field is used with the Payload producing job parameter option.

Note:

 The job must be defined within the same Application as the job you are defining.

Example: ANYJOB.URI
• Array

Specifies a set of string values for the method parameter. Click Add to enter each value. This field is used
with the Array parameter option.

Example: 1, 2, 3
10. Click OK.

The New Parameter dialog closes and the parameters appear in a list.
11. Click OK.

The Entity Bean job is defined.

Example: Remove an Entity Bean

Suppose that you want to remove the customer record for the acme customer. The record is stored in the database
by the customer id.

To remove an entity bean

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Name—REMOVE
• Agent name—APPAGENT
• Initial context factory—weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory
• Provider URL—t3://localhost:7001
• Bean name—customer
• Operation type—REMOVE
• Finder name—acme

2. Add the following (type) parameter in the Finder Parameters page:

• Parameter Type—String
• Parameter Value—customerid

3. Click OK.
When the job runs, the row in the customer table that corresponds to the acme customer id is removed.

More information:

Payload Producing and Payload Consuming Jobs
Entity Bean Jobs
Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords
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 HTTP Jobs
The HTTP job invokes a program over HTTP in a similar way to a web browser. For example,
you can use the HTTP job to invoke a CGI script, a Perl script, or a servlet. The HTTP job sends
a URL over HTTP using the GET method or a form over HTTP using the POST method. The
output of the invocation is returned in the job's spool file.
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HID_http_jobs
The HTTP job invokes a program over HTTP in a similar way to a web browser. For example, you can use the
HTTP job to invoke a CGI script, a Perl script, or a servlet. The HTTP job sends a URL over HTTP using the GET
method or a form over HTTP using the POST method. The output of the invocation is returned in the job's spool
file. In addition, you can also use the PUT method to update the data, and DELETE to delete the data.

There are two versions of HTTP jobs. One is HTTP and the other is HTTP-V2. Methods supported by each version
are mentioned in the below tables. You can choose the desired HTTP job based on your requirement.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

Table 1: HTTP Supported Methods

Method name Description

GET Requests data and sends the data as part of the URL.

POST Submits data and is the preferred method for sending lengthy form data.

Table 2: HTTP-V2 Supported Methods

Method name Description

GET Requests data and sends the data as part of the URL.

POST Submits data and is the preferred method for sending lengthy form data.

PUT Updates existing data.

DELETE Deleted existing data.

To define an HTTP job, you require the following information:

• URL of the application server
• Program or servlet to invoke

Note:  If your company has a firewall and you must communicate through a proxy server to access a computer
outside the firewall, agent configuration is required. For more information about configuring the agent for a proxy,
see the CA WA Agent for Application Services documentation.

 Define an HTTP Job
You can define an HTTP job to invoke a program over HTTP. If the host you are connecting to
requires user authentication, complete the Connection Information page.
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You can define an HTTP job to invoke a program over HTTP. If the host you are connecting to requires user
authentication, complete the Connection Information page.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the HTTP job from the Application and Web Services group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the
workspace.
The HTTP icon appears on the Application workspace view.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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3. Right-click the HTTP icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the HTTP dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent that lets you invoke a program over HTTP.
• Invocation type

Indicates the HTTP method type, which can be either GET or POST.

Default: POST
• URL

Specifies the host where the program you want to invoke resides. The URL has the following format:

http://host:port/action

• host is the name of the computer running the application server.
• port is the port that the host uses to listen for HTTP requests. The default port is 80.
• (optional) action is the name of the program or servlet to be invoked. If you omit the action, enter a value

in the Action field.

Example: http://localhost/cgi-bin/test.sh

Note:

HTTP and HTTPS are supported.
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Action

Specifies the path to the servlet to be invoked.

Example: /cgi-bin/test.sh

Note:

If you omit this field, specify the action in the URL field.
• Filter

Defines the regular expression to use as a filter. The job spool file will contain the complete HTTP response
for the request. If the HTTP response does not contain any line that match the filter, the job will fail.

6. Click Action Parameters in the left pane.
The Action Parameters page opens in the right pane.

7. Complete the following fields for each parameter.

• Keyword

Specifies the variable that the agent passes to the program the job invokes.
• Value

Defines a value for the variable that is specified in the Keyword field.

Note:

Click Add to enter a keyword and value pair.
8. Click Connection Information in the left pane if connection authentication is required.

The Connection Information page opens in the right pane.
9. Complete the following fields that are required by a website with connection authentication. Speak to your

agent administrator for details.

• User
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Specifies the user name that is required by a website for connection authentication. The user must be
defined in the Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one
password. Contact your administrator for the user name that is defined in the Topology.

Limits: Up to 128 characters

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• Origin

Specifies the origin host name for NTLM connection authentication. If unspecified, the origin defaults to the
computer name where the agent is running.

Limits: Up to 128 characters
• Domain

Specifies the domain for NTLM connection authentication.

Limits: Up to 128 characters
• Don't use global proxy defaults

Ignores the global proxy configuration specified by the proxy parameters in the agentparm.txt file. Select
this option if you want to ignore the proxy for this job only. For example, you might ignore the proxy if the
request is going to a server on the LAN that does not require the proxy.

• Authentication order

Specifies a list of protocols that is used by a web server for authentication.

Valid values are as follows:

• BASIC
• DIGEST
• NTLM

Note:

• You can specify any of the following protocols in any order: BASIC, DIGEST, and NTLM. To specify
more than one protocol, separate the protocols by commas.

• If you are connecting to an old web server that cannot negotiate authentication protocols, enter the
following list in the specified order: BASIC, DIGEST, NTLM.

10. Click OK.
The HTTP job is defined.

Example: Define an HTTP Job to Perform a Google Search

Suppose that you want to define a job to perform a Google search and have the results returned to the job's spool
file. You also want to refine your search results by specifying a filter.

To define an HTTP job to perform a Google search

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Name: google
• Agent name: AGENT
• Invocation type: GET
• URL: http://google.com/search

2. Enter .*dSeries.* in the Filter field.
3. Add the following keyword and its value in the Action Parameters page:

• Keyword: q
• Value: ca workload automation

4. Click OK.
When the job runs, the job spool file contains the complete HTTP response for the request including matches
that contain the filter dSeries.

Example: Define an HTTP Job to Subscribe to a Mailing List
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Suppose that you want to define a job to subscribe to a mailing list located on a local server. You want to add the
email address test@abc.com to the list.

To define an HTTP job to subscribe to a mailing list

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Name: LIST
• Agent name: AGENT
• Invocation type: GET
• URL: http://localhost:8080
• Action: /examples/servlets/servlet/TheServlet

2. Add the following keywords and their values in the Action Parameters page:

• Keyword: string
• Value: subscribe
• Keyword: string
• Value: test@abc.com

3. Click OK.

More information:

Payload Producing and Payload Consuming Jobs
Configure the Client for a Proxy
Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords

 Define an HTTP-V2 Job
You can define an HTTP job to invoke a program over HTTP. If the host you are connecting to
requires user authentication, complete the Connection Information page.
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You can define an HTTP-V2 job to invoke a program over HTTP. If the host you are connecting to requires user
authentication, complete the Connection Information page.

Note:

• The HTTP-V2 job runs only with Application Services agent or agent groups. Window, Database, and Unix is not
supported for the HTTP-V2 job.

• Before creating an agent group for HTTP-V2 jobs, ensure that the agents are of version 12.0 or above.
• To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for

Application Services.
• If your agent is already configured using a proxy server, the agent will always use the configuration available in

the param.txt file.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the HTTP-V2 job from the Application and Web Services group in the Palette view, and drag the job to
the workspace.
The HTTP-V2 icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the HTTP-V2 icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the HTTP dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent that lets you invoke a program over HTTP.
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• Agent group: You can group system agents (Windows or UNIX/Linux agents) of the same operating system
and load balance the jobs across the agents in the agent group. For more information, refer to Agent Groups.

• Form parameters: This field gets enabled when the Payload content type is selected as "application/x-
www-form-urlencoded".

• Invocation type

Indicates the HTTP method type, which can be either GET, PUT, POST, or DELETE.

Default: POST
• URL

Specifies the host where the program you want to invoke resides. The URL has the following format:

http://host:port/action

• host is the name of the computer running the application server.
• port is the port that the host uses to listen for HTTP requests. The default port is 80.
• (optional) action is the name of the program or servlet to be invoked. If you omit the action, enter a value

in the Action field.

Example: http://localhost/cgi-bin/test.sh

Note:

HTTP and HTTPS are supported.
• Use cookies from job:

Displays the names of the jobs present in the current application. The value selected as part of this field will
use the cookie at runtime during the execution of the current job.

• Payload content type: You can enter a content type in this field. Or, you can select the desired content type
from the pre-defined media types available in this drop-down box. On selection, the Payload content section
below gets enabled.

Note: The Payload content type is enabled only when the Invocation Type field is a POST or PUT.

 Manage Header Parameters

You can use this page to add, modify, or remove the header parameters.

Note: Header names are case-insensitive.

Add Header Parameters
1. Double-click the HTTP-V2 job in which you want to add the parameters.
2. Click Header Parameters.
3. In Header Parameters, click Add. A new row is added under Header Parameters.
4. In Keyword and Value columns enter the desired values. For Keyword, you can also choose the pre-defined

values present in it.
5. Click OK.

Notes: There cannot be an empty row for parameters. The Keyword column cannot remain empty.

Import Header Parameters
1. In Header Parameters, click Import and browse to the file present locally.

Notes:

• The data should be in key-value pairs.
• When performing an import, if you hit the Cancel button, the entire data currently being imported is removed.

On a successful import, the imported data is appended to the existing data.
• The import button can import a maximum of 1000 rows at a time. If you want to import more rows, you can

start another import after the current import is completed.
2. Select the file to be imported.
3. Click OK.

Data to be imported:
Header1:value1
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Header\:2:value\:2
Header3
Header4::value4

Data is imported as:
Header1:value1
Header:2 value\:2
Header3
Header4 :value4

Things to remember:

• If the data is having a colon (:)  in 1 line, value till the first colon is the keyword and rest will be its value.
• If you want colon in the header keyword, you need to escape with a \.
• If a row does not have any colon, it is considered as a keyword.
• There is no escaping required for the header value.

Remove Header Parameters
To remove header parameters.

1. Double-click the HTTP-V2 job in which you want to add the parameters.
2. Click Header Parameters.
3. In Header Parameters, select the checkbox of the parameter to be removed.
4. Click Remove.

Note: To select all the parameters, click Select all. similarly for deselecting all parameters click Deselect all.
5. Click OK.

 Response Persist Options
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You can define the response persist options for HTTP V2 using the following fields.

Table 3: Response Persist Options

Field name Description

Payload file path The payload file path. The payload response data is stored in this file. The
green button towards the right of the field can be used to explore the file
from the agent machine.

Overwrite payload file Select this checkbox if you want to overwrite the payload file at the
payload file path entered above.

Persist cookies Select this checkbox if you want to persist the cookies in the database.

 Manage Output Payload Parameters

You can evaluate the output payload parameters using this page. It displays a list of output payload parameters.
You can also use it to add or remove the output payload parameters.

Notes:

• To enable this page, in Response Persist Options, you have to enable Persist headers or Persist payload
output.

• Headers are case-insensitive.

Add Output Payload Parameters
To add an output payload parameter.

1. In the Output Payload Parameters page, click Add. A row gets added to the Output payload parameters section.
2. In the newly added row, add the parameter based on the following fields.
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Field name Description

Response Type The response type can be Payload or Header. By
default, the selected value is Payload.

Expression Type The expression type can be RegEx, XPath, or
JSONPath. By default, the selected value is RegEx.

Note: When defining parameters, you cannot have a
combination of JSONPath and XPath.

Name The output payload parameter name. This field is a
mandatory field and cannot contain a duplicate name.

Expression/Header Keyword The expression to be used during evaluation. This
field is a mandatory field.

Regex Group/Header Index The View Result field can have multiple matches. In
this field, specify the number that provides you the
desired match. The Header index/ Regex Group index
 starts from 0 and if you want the second element ,
enter 1 , as index starts from 0

For example, suppose the outcome has four
matches and you want the second match to be used.
Therefore, you can specify 2 in this column.

Note: If the output payload parameter has expression
type as XPath or JSONPath, this field is disabled.

View Result The evaluated result is displayed here. You can
double-click the cell to view the entire result set.

This field displays the evaluation value and it will not
be stored anywhere. It is going to be removed once
the job is completed.

Note: You will be able to double-click the cell only if a
result is generated.

3. Click OK.

Remove Output Payload Parameters
To remove an output payload parameter.

1. In the Output Payload Parameters page, select the parameter that is to be deleted.

Note: To select all the parameters, click Select all. Similarly, for deselecting all parameters, click Deselect all.
2. Click Remove.
3. Click OK.

Evaluate Output Payload Parameters
Evaluating output payload parameters will show results based on the Java pattern match for RegEx and Xpath. For
JSONpath, we use the Jayway implementation. If there is NULL in the output of evaluation, it will be displayed as
“No Matching character(s)” in the View result column.

To evaluate an output payload parameter.

1. In the Output Payload Parameters page, select the parameter that you want to evaluate. The parameter should
be in a key-value pair. For example, Accept:application/json. Here, “Accept” is the key and “application/
json” is the value.

Note: To select all the parameters, click Select all. similarly for deselecting all parameters click Deselect all.
2. Click Evaluate All.
3. In the Evaluate Response Type window, type the content that is to be evaluated. Or, you can also click Browse

to navigate to the file that contains the required content.

Note: If rows selected have Payload as response type then in the Evaluate response type window, only
payload response content will be enabled. If rows selected have Header as their response type, in the Evaluate
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response type window, only Header response content will be enabled. If the selected rows have both Payload
and Header as their response type, in the Evaluate response type window, Payload response content and
Header response content are enabled.

4. Click Evaluate. In the Output payload parameters section, the View Result column contains the evaluated result
based on the expression you provided. You can double-click on a specific cell to view the entire result.

Things to remember:

• If the data is having a colon (:)  in 1 line, value till the first colon is the parameter name and rest will be its value.
• If you want colon in the parameter name, you need to escape with a \.
• If a row does not have any colon, it is considered as a parameter name.
• There is no escaping required for the parameter value.
• If multiple results are matched in the Evaluate All functionality , all results will be shown in the View Result

column. However, only the first matched item will be stored in the database.

 Authentication Information
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To define the authentication information.

1. Double-click the HTTP V2 job.
2. In the left panel, go to Authentication Information.
3. Enter the following details.

Field name Description

User Specifies the user name that is required by a
website for connection authentication. The user
must be defined in the Topology. This field supports
the use of a namespace for a user that has more
than one password. Contact your administrator
for the user name that is defined in the Topology.
Limits:  Up to 128 characters Examples:  Bob,
Production:Bob The drop-down list displays all the
user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the
specified agent. You must have at least Read access
to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view
this list.

Origin Specifies the origin host name for NTLM connection
authentication. If unspecified, the origin defaults to the
computer name where the agent is running. Limits: 
Up to 128 characters

Domain Specifies the domain for NTLM connection
authentication. Limits:  Up to 128 characters

Authentication order Specifies a list of protocols that is used by a web
server for authentication. Valid values are as follows:

• BASIC
• DIGEST
• NTLM

You can specify any of the following protocols in any
order: BASIC, DIGEST, and NTLM. To specify more
than one protocol, separate the protocols by commas.

If you are connecting to an old web server that cannot
negotiate authentication protocols, enter the following
list in the specified order: BASIC, DIGEST, NTLM.
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Preemptive authentication Establishes the authentication handshake protocol
between the client and server. If set to true, an
authentication attempt occurs during the first
handshake. Assuming the credentials provided are
valid, server accepts client request. If set to false,
the server challenges the client for the authentication
scheme.

Notes:

• Preemptive authentication applies to the BASIC
scheme only.

• This field gets enabled only when the user types
something in the User field or Authentication
order contains BASIC only.

4. Click OK.

 Proxy Information
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To define proxy information.

1. Double-click the HTTP V2 job.
2. In the left panel, go to Proxy Information.
3. Enter the following details.

Field name Description

Use agent global proxy Uses the agent global proxy configuration that the
proxy parameters in the agentparm.txt file specify.
Select this option if you want to use the proxy for this
job only. For example, if the request is going to an
external server, that will require a proxy.

Proxy host Specifies the proxy host name to use for the request.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive Your
agent administrator can specify a default setting for
all Web Service Document/Literal jobs by setting the
http.proxyHost parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt
file. The value you specify in the job definition
overrides the default value in the agentparm.txt file.

Proxy port Specifies the proxy port to use for the request. Limits:
Up to 16 digits Your agent administrator can specify
a default setting for all Web Service Document/Literal
jobs by setting the http.proxyPort parameter in the
agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you specify in
the job definition overrides the default value in the
agentparm.txt file.
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Proxy user Specifies the user name required for proxy
authentication. The user must be defined in the
Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace
for a user that has more than one password. Contact
your administrator for the user name defined in
the Topology. Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-
sensitive; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)
Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that
are defined in the Topology for the specified
agent. You must have at least Read access to the
ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this
list.

• Your agent administrator can specify a default
setting for all Web Service Document/Literal jobs
by setting the http.proxyUser parameter in the
agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you specify in
the job definition overrides the default value in the
agentparm.txt file.

Proxy domain Specifies the domain for proxy authentication.
This field is used for NTLM authentication. Limits:
Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive Your agent
administrator can specify a default setting for all
Web Service Document/Literal jobs by setting
the http.proxyDomain parameter in the agent's
agentparm.txt file. The value you specify in the
job definition overrides the default value in the
agentparm.txt file.

Origin host name Specifies the origin host name for proxy
authentication. This field is used for NTLM
authentication. Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-
sensitive Your agent administrator can specify a
default setting for all Web Service Document/Literal
jobs by setting the http.proxyOrigin parameter in the
agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you specify in
the job definition overrides the default value in the
agentparm.txt file.

4. Click OK

 HTTP V2 Retry Attempts
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You can configure retry attempts for your HTTP V2 jobs.

To configure retry attempts.

1. Double-click on the HTTP V2 job.
2. Enter values in the desired fields to configure retry attempts.

Field name Description
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Failure retry count The number of times the HTTP V2 request is to be
sent. For example, if you enter 5, an HTTP V2 request
will be made five times unless you get a 200 response
code.

After attempting five times, the received response
code will be displayed.

The maximum value can be 10000 times.

Failure retry interval The interval number in seconds. It defines the time
interval between two failure retry count. For example,
if your Failure retry count is set to 5, and Failure
retry interval is set to 10, then between each retry
attempt there will be a gap of ten seconds.

The maximum value can be 172800 seconds.

Connection retry count The number of times a connection retry request can
be made. For example, if you enter 10, the HTTP V2
job will try to connect to the server ten times.

After trying for ten times, an error will occur.

The maximum value can be 10000 times.

Connection timeout (in seconds) The connection timeout in seconds. For example,
if you specify 100, your connection to the server
remains active till 100 seconds.

The maximum value can be 172800 seconds.

3. Click OK.

 Success Criteria
12-3
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To define the success criteria

1. Double-click the HTTP V2 job.
2. In the left panel, go to Success Criteria.
3. Enter the following details.

Field name Description

Header filter This field is a filter that applies a regex expression
to the HTTP header instead of the body. If any line
from the server response matches the filter, the job will
complete. Otherwise, the job will fail.

Payload expression: This field can contain a RegEx, XPath, or JSONPath.

If RegEx is selected, only Expression is required.

For XPath and JSONPath, the Expression filter
expression value field can be provided.

Expression This field represents a RegEx, XPath, or JSONPath
expression that should be matched with the response
payload data.
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Expression filter expression value This field represents an expression filter expression
value that is to be matched with the server response.
If any line from the server response matches the filter
criteria, the job will complete successfully.  Otherwise,
the job will fail.

Note:  Notes:

• For a job, you can either specify a RegEx, XPath, or JSONPath .
• You must escape the following characters: ?*+{}. This will help you compare them with the response payload.

For example, after introducing escape, the characters will appear like this: \?\*\+\{\}.
4. Click OK.

 Load Payload Content

To load payload content.

1. In Payload content type, select or enter the desired content type.
2. Select either of the following options.

• Load content from local file

1.1 In the Payload content section below, you can enter the desired payload. Or, click Import and browse to
select a payload file present locally. After a successful import, the data will be populated in the payload
content. You can now add, remove, or copy and paste the data.

Notes:

• When performing an import, if you hit the Cancel button, the entire data currently being imported is
removed. On a successful import, the imported data is appended to the existing data.

• The import button can import a maximum of 1000 rows at a time. If you want to import more rows,
you can start another import after the current import is completed.

• Load content from agent file

1.1 In the File path field, enter the agent location to load the payload content file.
2.1 Click the Green arrow.

3. Click OK.

 Manage Form Parameters
Add Form Parameters
1. In Form parameters, click Add. A new row gets added under Form parameters.
2. Enter the desired parameter name and its value.

Note: The Name field cannot be empty. Otherwise, OK will be disabled.
3. Click OK.

Remove Form Parameters
1. In Form parameters, use the checkbox to select the parameter row that you want to remove.

Note: To select all the parameters, click Select all. Similarly, for deselecting all parameters, click Deselect all.
2. Click Remove.
3. Click OK.

Import Form Parameters
1. In Form parameters, click Import and browse to the file present locally.

You can browse to the file or copy and paste the content.

Notes:

• The data should be in key-value pairs.
• When performing an import, if you hit the Cancel button, the entire data currently being imported is removed.

On a successful import, the imported data is appended to the existing data.
• The import button can import a maximum of 1000 rows at a time. If you want to import more rows, you can

start another import after the current import is completed.
2. Select the file to be imported.
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3. Click OK.

The following is an example for importing parameters.

 Data to be imported:form1:value1form\:2:value\:2form3Form4::value4 Data is imported as:form1
 value1form:2 value\:2form3form4 :value4

Things to remember:

• If the data is having a colon (:)  in 1 line, value till the first colon is the parameter name and rest will be its value.
• If you want colon in the parameter name, you need to escape with a \.
• If a row does not have any colon, it is considered as a parameter name.
• There is no escaping required for the parameter value.

 HTTP V2 Exit Codes
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On this page, define the interpretation of your REST API response codes. For example, for a response code of
200, the interpretation is Success.

Add Exit Codes
To define the exit codes.

1. Double-click the HTTP V2 job.
2. Go to Options > Exit Codes.
3. Click Add.
4. Enter the desired Code and Interpretation.
5. Click OK.

Remove Exit Codes
To remove an exit code.

1. Select the exit code that you want to remove.
2. Click Remove.
3. Click OK.

 JMS Publish and JMS Subscribe Jobs
Java Message Service (JMS) is the standard for enterprise messaging that lets a Java program
or component (JMS client) produce and consume messages. Messages are the objects that
communicate information between JMS clients.
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Java Message Service (JMS) is the standard for enterprise messaging that lets a Java program or component
(JMS client) produce and consume messages. Messages are the objects that communicate information between
JMS clients.

In a JMS system, a messaging server known as the JMS provider acts between two JMS clients (the publisher and
the subscriber). Publishers send messages to the JMS provider while subscribers receive messages from the JMS
provider.

The following diagram shows the functional relationship between the scheduling manager, the CA WA Agent for
Application Services, and a JMS provider:
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A queue is an object on the JMS server that holds messages sent by a client that are waiting to be consumed by
another client. The queue retains a message until the message is consumed or the message expires.

The following diagram shows Client 2 (the subscriber) consuming a message that Client 1 (the publisher) sends to
a queue:

A topic is an object a client uses to specify the target of the messages it produces and the source of the messages
it consumes. A client acquires a reference to a topic on a JMS server, and sends messages to that topic. When
messages arrive for that topic, the JMS provider is responsible for notifying all clients.

Note:  To run these JMS Publish and JMS Subscribe jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or
Windows and CA WA Agent for Application Services.

The following diagram shows two subscribers, Client 2 and Client 3, subscribed to a topic that the publisher, Client
1, publishes to:
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A JMS Publish job lets you send a message to a queue or publish a message to a topic. Using a JMS Publish job
to publish to a topic, you can broadcast a message to any topic subscriber. A third-party client can consume this
message, or a JMS Subscribe job can listen for a particular message (using a filter).

The following diagram shows a JMS Publish job scenario:

A JMS Subscribe job lets you consume messages from a queue or topic. Using a filter that you define within the job
definition, the agent monitors the topic or queue output for specific data. The scheduling manager then sends the
message that meets the filter criteria to a destination file you specify. You can define the job to continuously monitor
JMS messages.

The following diagram shows a JMS Subscribe job scenario:
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To define a JMS Publish or JMS Subscribe job, you require the following information:

• Initial context factory supplied by the Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) service provider
• JMS provider URL for accessing the JNDI services
• Connection factory JNDI name that looks up the referenced topic or queue
• JNDI name of the topic or queue on the JMS server
• Java class of the JMS message to send or publish

 Define a JMS Publish Job
You can define a JMS Publish job to send a message to a queue or publish a message to a
topic.
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You can define a JMS Publish job to send a message to a queue or publish a message to a topic.

Note:  To run these JMS Publish and JMS Subscribe jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or
Windows and CA WA Agent for Application Services.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the JMS Publish job from the Application and Web Services group in the Palette view, and drag the job
to the workspace.
The JMS Publish icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the JMS Publish icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the JMS Publish dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:
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•  Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

 Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

•  Agent name 

Specifies the name of the agent that runs the JMS Publish or JMS Subscribe job.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

•  Initial context factory 

Specifies the initial context factory to use when creating the initial context. The initial context is required
within the Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) framework. The initial context factory is supplied by
a specific provider of the naming and directory service. The factory acquires an arbitrary initial context the
application can use to connect to the application server.

 Example: weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory
•  Provider URL 

Specifies the JNDI service provider URL. For WebLogic servers, the URL is typically in the
form t3://hostaddress:port.

 Example:  t3://localhost:7001 
•  Connection factory 

Specifies the connection factory JNDI name. The connection factory contains all the bindings needed to
look up the referenced Topic or Queue. JMS jobs use the connection factory to create a connection with the
JMS provider.

 Example: ConnectionFactory
•  JNDI destination 

Specifies the Topic or Queue JNDI name. The job uses the JNDI name to indicate the destination where
messages are received.

 Example: MyJMSQueue
•  Message class 

Specifies the JMS message Java class.

 Example: String
•  Destination type 

Specifies whether the job sends to a queue or publishes to a topic.

 Example: TOPIC
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

•  User ID 

Specifies the user ID to be used to gain access to the connection factory. The user must be defined in the
Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact
your administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

 Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

•  Job Class 

Specifies the job class under which this job runs. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number
of initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process more jobs more quickly.
For higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.

 Example: foo
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Note:

To find out which job classes exist and how many initiators are assigned, ask your agent administrator to
check the initiators.class_n parameter in the agent parameter file (agentparm.txt).

6. Click Message Parameters in the left pane.
The Message Parameters page opens in the right pane.

7. Click New to add message parameters for the message class.
The New Parameter dialog opens.

8. Select one of the following parameter options:

• Value—Identifies a single value
• Payload producing job—Identifies the name of a predecessor job
• Array—Identifies more than one value

The fields related to the option appear.
9. Complete the following fields that apply to the parameter option:

•  Type 

Specifies the Java class of the parameter. This field is mandatory for the Value and Array parameter
options only.

 Example: Integer
•  Value 

(Optional) Specifies the String value for the method parameter. This field is used with the Value parameter
option.

 Example: 2
•  Payload producing job 

Specifies the name of the predecessor job that produced the Java serialized object to be used as an input
parameter. This field is used with the Payload producing job parameter option.

Note:

 The job must be defined within the same Application as the job you are defining.

 Example: ANYJOB.URI
•  Array 

Specifies a set of string values for the method parameter. Click Add to enter each value. This field is used
with the Array parameter option.

 Example: 1, 2, 3
10. Click OK.

The New Parameter dialog closes and the parameters appear in a list.
11. Click OK.

The JMS Publish job is defined.

 Example: Publish a Message to the WebSphere Application Server 

This example publishes the message "this is my message" to the queue named Queue. The service provider's URL
is iiop://172.24.0.0:2809, where 172.24.0.0 is the IP address of the WebSphere Application server and 2809 is the
ORB port.

 To publish a message to the WebSphere application server 

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Agent name—AGENT
• Initial context factory—com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory
• Provider URL—iiop://172.24.0.0:2809 
• Connection factory—ConnectionFactory
• JNDI destination—Queue
• Message class—String
• Destination type—QUEUE

2. Add the following parameter in the Message Parameters page:

• Parameter Type—java.lang.String
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• Parameter Value—this is my message
3. Click OK.

 More information: 

 Payload Producing and Payload Consuming Jobs
JMS Publish and JMS Subscribe Jobs
Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords 

 Define a JMS Subscribe Job
You can define a JMS Subscribe job to consume messages from a queue or topic.
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You can define a JMS Subscribe job to consume messages from a queue or topic.

Note:  To run these JMS Publish and JMS Subscribe jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or
Windows and CA WA Agent for Application Services.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the JMS Subscribe job from the Application and Web Services group in the Palette view, and drag the job
to the workspace.
The JMS Subscribe icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the JMS Subscribe icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the JMS Subscribe dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

•  Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

 Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

•  Agent name 

Specifies the name of the agent that runs the JMS Publish or JMS Subscribe job.

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the agents that are defined in the Topology for the specified job type.
•  Initial context factory 

Specifies the initial context factory to use when creating the initial context. The initial context is required
within the Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) framework. The initial context factory is supplied by
a specific provider of the naming and directory service. The factory acquires an arbitrary initial context the
application can use to connect to the application server.

 Example: weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory
•  Provider URL 

Specifies the JNDI service provider URL. For WebLogic servers, the URL is typically in the
form t3://hostaddress:port.

 Example:  t3://localhost:7001 
•  Connection factory 

Specifies the connection factory JNDI name. The connection factory contains all the bindings needed to look
up the referenced Topic or Queue. JMS jobs use the connection factory to create a connection with the JMS
provider.

 Example: ConnectionFactory
•  JNDI destination 

Specifies the Topic or Queue JNDI name. The job uses the JNDI name to indicate the destination where
messages are received.

 Example: MyJMSQueue
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•  Message class 

Specifies the JMS message Java class.

 Example: String
•  Destination type 

Specifies whether the job sends to a queue or publishes to a topic.

 Example: TOPIC
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

•  User ID 

Specifies the user ID to be used to gain access to the connection factory. The user must be defined in the
Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact
your administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

 Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You must
have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

•  Job Class 

Specifies the job class under which this job runs. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number of
initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process more jobs more quickly. For
higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.

 Example: foo

Note:

To find out which job classes exist and how many initiators are assigned, ask your agent administrator to
check the initiators.class_n parameter in the agent parameter file (agentparm.txt).

•  Monitor continuously using Alert 

Specifies the name of the Alert that the server triggers when a message meets the criteria specified in the
Filter field.

Note:

If you specify an Alert, the job monitors the topic or queue continuously, and the ESP dSeries Workload
Automation server sends the Alert each time a message matches the filter criteria.

•  Filter 

Defines the filter used to monitor the topic or queue using regular expression logic.

 Example: .*spool.*
•  Output destination 

Specifies the location of the Java serialized object produced by the job.

 Limits: Up to 256 characters

Note:

If you do not specify an output destination, the Java serialized object is stored in the spool directory on the
agent computer using the job name and a numeric suffix as the file name.

6. Click OK.
The JMS Subscribe job is defined.

 Example: Monitor a Queue on a WebLogic Application Server 

This example continuously monitors the queue named Queue (residing on WebLogic) for messages matching the
filter criteria. The consumed messages from the queue are stored in the file /export/home/user1/outputfile1. The
service provider's URL is t3://172.24.0.0:7001, where 172.24.0.0 is the IP address of the WebLogic Application
server and 7001 is the ORB port.

 To monitor a queue on a WebLogic Application server 

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Agent name—AGENT
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• Initial context factory—weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory
• Provider URL—t3://172.24.0.0:7001 
• Connection factory—ConnectionFactory
• JNDI destination—Queue
• Monitor continuously using Alert—a13
• Filter—abc\s...\s[a-zA-Z]+\sFilter![\sa-z0-9]+
• Destination type—QUEUE
• Output destination—/export/home/user1/outputfile1

2. Click OK.

 JMX Jobs
Java Management Extension (JMX) technology is included in the Java Standard Edition (SE)
platform, version 5 and higher. JMX lets you remotely access applications, using a Remote
Method Invocation (RMI) connector, for monitoring and management purposes.
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Java Management Extension (JMX) technology is included in the Java Standard Edition (SE) platform, version 5
and higher. JMX lets you remotely access applications, using a Remote Method Invocation (RMI) connector, for
monitoring and management purposes.

JMX jobs let you access a remote JMX server that advertises MBeans. An MBean is a managed bean (Java object)
that represents an application, a device, or any resource that you want to manage. An MBean contains a set of
attributes and a set of operations that can be invoked. Some MBeans can send out notifications, for example, when
an attribute changes.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

Consider an MBean named Config that represents an application's configuration. The configuration parameters
within that application are represented in Config by a set of attributes. Getting the attribute named cachesize, for
example, returns the current value of the cachesize. Setting the value updates the cachesize. The Config MBean
can send out a notification every time the cachesize changes. An operation named update, for example, can save
changes to the configuration parameters.

The following diagram shows the functional relationship between the scheduling manager, CA WA Agent for
Application Services, and the JMX server:

The JMX jobs provide support for getting and setting JMX MBean attributes, invoking JMX MBean operations,
subscribing to MBean notifications, and creating and removing instances of MBeans on a JMX server.

You can define the following six types of JMX jobs:

• JMX-MBean Attribute Get
• JMX-MBean Attribute Set
• JMX-MBean Create Instance
• JMX-MBean Operation
• JMX-MBean Remove Instance
• JMX-MBean Subscribe
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The JMX-MBean Attribute Set, JMX-MBean Create Instance, and JMX-MBean Operation jobs support calls
to MBeans that can involve passing parameters. Each parameter can be an actual value or a serialized Java
object passed by another job. When the JMX-MBean Operation job invokes an operation on an MBean that passes
parameters, the parameters are passed to the MBean and the returned serialized Java object is stored on the
agent computer in the spool directory or in a destination file you specify.

To define JMX jobs, you require a URL to connect to the JMX server using an RMI connector.

 Define a JMX-MBean Attribute Get Job
You can define a JMX-MBean Attribute Get job to query a JMX server for the value of an MBean
attribute. The returned value is stored on the computer where the agent resides. You can
specify a success pattern to determine the job's success or failure. If the returned attribute value
matches the success pattern, the job completes successfully; otherwise, it fails.
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You can define a JMX-MBean Attribute Get job to query a JMX server for the value of an MBean attribute. The
returned value is stored on the computer where the agent resides. You can specify a success pattern to determine
the job's success or failure. If the returned attribute value matches the success pattern, the job completes
successfully; otherwise, it fails.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the JMX-MBean Attribute Get job from the Application and Web Services group in the Palette view, and
drag the job to the workspace.
The JMX-MBean Attribute Get icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the JMX-MBean Attribute Get icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the JMX-MBean Attribute Get dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent that lets you access a remote JMX server that advertises MBeans.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• URL

Specifies the URL to connect to the JMX server using an RMI connector. The format is as follows:

service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://hostName:portNum/jmxServerName

• hostName
Specifies the host name or IP address of the JMX server.

• portNum
Specifies the port number of the JMX server.

• jmxServerName
Specifies the name of the JMX server.
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Example: service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server
• MBean

Specifies the name of an MBean. You can type the MBean name or, if you have a connection to the JMX
server, click the arrow next to the field to browse for the MBean. The format is the following:

domain_name:key=value[,key=value...]

• domain_name
Specifies the default domain name.

• key=value[,key=value...]
Specifies one or more key=value pairs.

Example: DefaultDomain:type=SimpleDynamic,index=3
• Attribute

Specifies the name of the MBean attribute you want to query or set. You can type the attribute name or, if
you have a connection to the JMX server, click the arrow next to the field to browse for the attribute.

Example: cachesize
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• User

Specifies the JMX server user under which the job will execute. The user must be defined in the Topology.
This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your
administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

 The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• Success pattern

Specifies a Java regular expression to check against the job's output. If the output matches the success
pattern, the job completes; otherwise, it fails.

• Output destination

Specifies the location of the Java serialized object produced by the job.

Limits: Up to 256 characters

Note:

 If you do not specify an output destination, the Java serialized object is stored in the spool directory on the
agent computer using the job name and a numeric suffix as the file name.

6. Click OK.
The JMX-MBean Attribute Get job is defined.

Example: Query a JMX Server for the Value of an MBean Attribute

Suppose that you want to know the value of the cachesize attribute for the config MBean.

To query a JMX server for the value of an MBean attribute

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Name—QUERY
• Agent name—APPAGENT
• URL—service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server
• MBean—DefaultDomain:index=1,type=Config
• Attribute—cachesize

2. Click OK.
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More information:

Payload Producing and Payload Consuming Jobs
Browse for an MBean
Browse for an MBean Attribute
JMX Jobs
Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords

 Define a JMX-MBean Attribute Set Job
You can define a JMX-MBean Attribute Set job to change the value of an MBean attribute on a
JMX server. You can specify a set value for the attribute or use the serialized java object passed
by another job. When the attribute is set, the job returns the original attribute value as output.
You can specify a success pattern to determine the job's success or failure. If the job's output
matches the success pattern, the job completes successfully; otherwise, it fails.
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You can define a JMX-MBean Attribute Set job to change the value of an MBean attribute on a JMX server. You
can specify a set value for the attribute or use the serialized java object passed by another job. When the attribute
is set, the job returns the original attribute value as output. You can specify a success pattern to determine the job's
success or failure. If the job's output matches the success pattern, the job completes successfully; otherwise, it
fails.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the JMX-MBean Attribute Set job from the Application and Web Services group in the Palette view, and
drag the job to the workspace.
The JMX-MBean Attribute Set icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the JMX-MBean Attribute Set icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the JMX-MBean Attribute Set dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name 

Specifies the name of the agent that lets you access a remote JMX server that advertises MBeans.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• URL 

Specifies the URL to connect to the JMX server using an RMI connector. The format is the following:

service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://hostName:portNum/jmxServerName

• hostName
Specifies the host name or IP address of the JMX server.

• portNum
Specifies the port number of the JMX server.

• jmxServerName
Specifies the name of the JMX server.
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Example: service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server
• MBean

Specifies the name of an MBean. You can type the MBean name or, if you have a connection to the JMX
server, click the arrow next to the field to browse for the MBean. The format is the following:

domain_name:key=value[,key=value...]

• domain_name
Specifies the default domain name.

• key=value[,key=value...]
Specifies one or more key=value pairs.

Example: DefaultDomain:type=SimpleDynamic,index=3
• Attribute

Specifies the name of the MBean attribute you want to query or set. You can type the attribute name or, if
you have a connection to the JMX server, click the arrow next to the field to browse for the attribute.

Example: cachesize
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• User

Specifies the JMX server user under which the job will execute. The user must be defined in the Topology.
This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your
administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• Success pattern

Specifies a Java regular expression to check against the job's output. If the output matches the success
pattern, the job completes; otherwise, it fails.

Note:

Using the success pattern field adds a condition to the job. The job will only change the attribute to the new
value if the current attribute value matches the success pattern you specify.

• Output destination

Specifies the location of the Java serialized object produced by the job.

Limits: Up to 256 characters

Note:

If you do not specify an output destination, the Java serialized object is stored in the spool directory on the
agent computer using the job name and a numeric suffix as the file name.

6. Click Edit to enter the parameter value you want to set.
The Edit Parameter dialog opens.

7. Select one of the following parameter options:

• Value—Identifies a single value.
• Payload producing job—Identifies the name of a predecessor job.
• Array—Identifies more than one value.

8. Complete the following fields that apply to the parameter option:

• Type

Specifies the Java class of the parameter. This field is mandatory for the Value and Array parameter
options only.

Example: Integer
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• Value

(Optional) Specifies the String value for the method parameter. This field is used with the Value parameter
option.

Example: 2
• Payload producing job 

Specifies the name of the predecessor job that produced the Java serialized object to be used as an input
parameter. This field is used with the Payload producing job parameter option.

Note:

The job must be defined within the same Application as the job you are defining.

 Example: ANYJOB.URI
• Array 

Specifies a set of string values for the method parameter. Click Add to enter each value. This field is used
with the Array parameter option.

Example: 1, 2, 3
9. Click OK.

The Edit Parameter dialog closes and the parameter appears in a list.
10. Click OK.

The JMX-MBean Attribute Set job is defined.

Example: Change the Value of an MBean Attribute

Suppose that you want to set the value of the State attribute of the cdc.jmx.SimpleDynamic MBean to a value
returned by a JMX-Attribute Set job named size.

To change the value of an MBean attribute

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Name—JMXSET
• Agent name—APPAGENT
• URL—service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://agenttest:5099/jmxserver
• MBean—DefaultDomain:index=1,type=cdc.jmx.SimpleDynamic
• Attribute—State

2. Click Edit, select the Payload producing job option button, and enter the following details:

• Type—String
• Payload producing job—size

3. Click OK twice.

 Define a JMX-MBean Create Instance Job
You can define a JMX-MBean Create Instance job to create an MBean on a JMX server.
cwad121
HID_jmx_create_instance_job
You can define a JMX-MBean Create Instance job to create an MBean on a JMX server.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the JMX-MBean Create Instance job from the Application and Web Services group in the Palette view,
and drag the job to the workspace.
The JMX-MBean Create Instance icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the JMX-MBean Create Instance icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the JMX-MBean Create Instance dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name
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Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent that lets you access a remote JMX server that advertises MBeans.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• URL

Specifies the URL to connect to the JMX server using an RMI connector. The format is as follows:

service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://hostName:portNum/jmxServerName

• hostName
Specifies the host name or IP address of the JMX server.

• portNum
Specifies the port number of the JMX server.

• jmxServerName
Specifies the name of the JMX server.

Example: service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server
• MBean

Specifies the name of the MBean you want to create. The format is the following:

domain_name:key=value[,key=value...]

• domain_name
Specifies the default domain name.

• key=value[,key=value...]
Specifies one or more key=value pairs.

Example: DefaultDomain:type=SimpleDynamic,index=3
• Class name

Specifies the fully qualified Java class of the MBean object.
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• User

Specifies the JMX server user under which the job will execute. The user must be defined in the Topology.
This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your
administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

6. Click New to add a parameter value for the constructor of the Java class.
The Add parameter dialog opens.

7. Select one of the following parameter options:

• Value—Identifies a single value.
• Payload producing job—Identifies the name of a predecessor job.
• Array—Identifies more than one value.

8. Complete the following fields that apply to the parameter option:
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• Type

Specifies the Java class of the parameter. This field is mandatory for the Value and Array parameter
options only.

Example: Integer
• Value

(Optional) Specifies the String value for the method parameter. This field is used with the Value parameter
option.

Example: 2
• Payload producing job

Specifies the name of the predecessor job that produced the Java serialized object to be used as an input
parameter. This field is used with the Payload producing job parameter option.

Note:

The job must be defined within the same Application as the job you are defining.

Example: ANYJOB.URI
• Array

Specifies a set of string values for the method parameter. Click Add to enter each value. This field is used
with the Array parameter option.

Example: 1, 2, 3
9. Click OK.

The Add parameter dialog closes and the parameter appears in the Parameters table.
10. (Optional) Repeat Steps 6 through 9 to specify additional parameters.
11. Click OK.

The JMX-MBean Create Instance job is defined.

Example: Create an MBean Instance on a JMX Server 

Suppose that you want to create an MBean instance on a JMX server. The job uses the cdc.jmx.SimpleDynamic
class. The constructor of the class takes a single string parameter with the value "Hello".

To create an MBean instance on a JMX server 

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Name—CREATE
• Agent name—APPAGENT
• URL—service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://agenttest:5099/jmxserver
• MBean—DefaultDomain:index=CreateIns1,type=cdc.jmx.SimpleDynamic
• Class name—cdc.jmx.SimpleDynamic

2. Click New, select the Value option button, and enter the following details:

• Type—java.lang.String
• Value—Hello

3. Click OK twice.

More information: 

Payload Producing and Payload Consuming Jobs
JMX Jobs
Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords 

 Define a JMX-MBean Operation Job
You can define a JMX-MBean Operation job to invoke an operation on an MBean. You can
specify one or more parameter values to pass to the operation. You can specify a success
pattern to determine the job's success or failure. If the operation's output matches the success
pattern, the job completes successfully; otherwise, it fails.
cwad121
HID_jmx_operation_job
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You can define a JMX-MBean Operation job to invoke an operation on an MBean. You can specify one or more
parameter values to pass to the operation. You can specify a success pattern to determine the job's success or
failure. If the operation's output matches the success pattern, the job completes successfully; otherwise, it fails.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the JMX-MBean Operation job from the Application and Web Services group in the Palette view, and
drag the job to the workspace.
The JMX-MBean Operation icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the JMX-MBean Operation icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the JMX-MBean Operation dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name 

Specifies the name of the agent that lets you access a remote JMX server that advertises MBeans.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• URL

Specifies the URL to connect to the JMX server using an RMI connector. The format is as follows:

service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://hostName:portNum/jmxServerName

• hostName
Specifies the host name or IP address of the JMX server.

• portNum
Specifies the port number of the JMX server.

• jmxServerName
Specifies the name of the JMX server.

Example: service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server
• MBean

Specifies the name of an MBean. You can type the MBean name or, if you have a connection to the JMX
server, click the arrow next to the field to browse for the MBean. The format is as follows:

domain_name:key=value[,key=value...]

• domain_name
Specifies the default domain name.

• key=value[,key=value...]
Specifies one or more key=value pairs.

Example: DefaultDomain:type=SimpleDynamic,index=3
• Operation
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Specifies the MBean operation to be invoked. You can type the operation name or, if you have a connection
to the JMX server, click the arrow next to the field to browse for the operation.

Example: resetcache
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• User

Specifies the JMX server user under which the job will execute. The user must be defined in the Topology.
This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your
administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• Success pattern

Specifies a Java regular expression to check against the job's output. If the output matches the success
pattern, the job completes; otherwise, it fails.

• Output destination

Specifies the location of the Java serialized object produced by the job.

Limits: Up to 256 characters

Note:

If you do not specify an output destination, the Java serialized object is stored in the spool directory on the
agent computer using the job name and a numeric suffix as the file name.

6. Click New to enter the parameter value you want to set.
The New Parameter dialog opens.

Note:

If you use the arrow to browse for the operation, the browse feature also updates the parameter types.
You only need to enter the value for each type. If you do not browse for the operation, click New to add
parameters.

7. Select one of the following parameter options:

• Value—Identifies a single value.
• Payload producing job—Identifies the name of a predecessor job.
• Array—Identifies more than one value.

8. Complete the following fields that apply to the parameter option:

• Type

Specifies the Java class of the parameter. This field is mandatory for the Value and Array parameter
options only.

Example: Integer
•  Value 

(Optional) Specifies the String value for the method parameter. This field is used with the Value parameter
option.

 Example: 2
• Payload producing job

Specifies the name of the predecessor job that produced the Java serialized object to be used as an input
parameter. This field is used with the Payload producing job parameter option.

Note:

The job must be defined within the same Application as the job you are defining.

Example: ANYJOB.URI
• Array

Specifies a set of string values for the method parameter. Click Add to enter each value. This field is used
with the Array parameter option.
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Example: 1, 2, 3
9. Click OK.

The New Parameter dialog closes and the parameter appears in a list.
10. Click OK.

The JMX-MBean Operation job is defined.

Example: Invoke an Operation on an MBean 

Suppose that you want to invoke the resetmem operation on the config MBean to reset the value of the memory
parameter to 50.

To invoke an operation on an MBean

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Name—RESET
• Agent name—APPAGENT
• URL—service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server
• MBean—DefaultDomain:index=1,type=Config
• Operation—resetmem

2. Click Edit, select the Payload producing job option button, and enter the following details:

• Type—Integer
• Value—50

3. Click OK twice.

More information: 

Payload Producing and Payload Consuming Jobs
Browse for an MBean
JMX Jobs
Browse for an MBean Operation
Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords 

 Browse for an MBean Operation
You can use the Browse MBean operations dialog to select an operation within the job
definition.
cwad121
HID_browse_mbean_operation
Note:  This procedure applies to JMX-MBean Operation jobs.

You can use the Browse MBean operations dialog to select an operation within the job definition.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Basic page of the JMX job definition.
2. Enter the MBean name in the MBean field.
3. Click the arrow browse button next to the Operation field.

The Browse MBean operations dialog opens.
4. Click Refresh.

The JMX server returns a list of operations for the MBean.
5. Select the operation that you want and click OK.

The operation that you selected appears in the Operation field on the Basic page.

 Define a JMX-MBean Remove Instance Job
You can define a JMX-MBean Remove Instance job to remove an MBean from a JMX server.
cwad121
HID_jmx_remove_instance_job
You can define a JMX-MBean Remove Instance job to remove an MBean from a JMX server.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.
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2. Select the JMX-MBean Remove Instance job from the Application and Web Services group in the Palette view,
and drag the job to the workspace.
The JMX-MBean Remove Instance icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the JMX-MBean Remove Instance icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the JMX-MBean Remove Instance dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent that lets you access a remote JMX server that advertises MBeans.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• URL

Specifies the URL to connect to the JMX server using an RMI connector. The format is as follows:

service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://hostName:portNum/jmxServerName

• hostName
Specifies the host name or IP address of the JMX server.

• portNum
Specifies the port number of the JMX server.

• jmxServerName
Specifies the name of the JMX server.

Example: service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server
• MBean

Specifies the name of an MBean. You can type the MBean name or, if you have a connection to the JMX
server, click the arrow next to the field to browse for the MBean. The format is as follows:

domain_name:key=value[,key=value...]

• domain_name
Specifies the default domain name.

• key=value[,key=value...]
Specifies one or more key=value pairs.

Example: DefaultDomain:type=SimpleDynamic,index=3
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• User

Specifies the JMX server user under which the job will execute. The user must be defined in the Topology.
This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your
administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You must
have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

6. Click OK.
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The JMX-MBean Remove Instance job is defined.

Example: Remove an MBean Instance from a JMX Server

Suppose that you want to remove an MBean instance.

To remove an MBean instance from a JMX server

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Name—REMOVE
• Agent name—APPAGENT
• URL—service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://agenttest:5099/jmxserver
• MBean—DefaultDomain:index=CreateIns1,type=cdc.jmx.SimpleDynamic

2. Click OK.

More information: 

Browse for an MBean
JMX Jobs
Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords 

 Define a JMX-MBean Subscribe Job
You can define a JMX-MBean Subscribe job to monitor an MBean for a single notification
or monitor continuously for notifications. You can filter the notifications the job monitors by
attributes or by type of notifications.
cwad121
HID_jmx_subscribe_job
You can define a JMX-MBean Subscribe job to monitor an MBean for a single notification or monitor continuously
for notifications. You can filter the notifications the job monitors by attributes or by type of notifications.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the JMX-MBean Subscribe job from the Application and Web Services group in the Palette view, and
drag the job to the workspace.
The JMX-MBean Subscribe icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the JMX-MBean Subscribe icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the JMX-MBean Subscribe dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

•  Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

 Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

•  Agent name 

Specifies the name of the agent that lets you access a remote JMX server that advertises MBeans.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

•  URL 

Specifies the URL to connect to the JMX server using an RMI connector. The format is as follows:

service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://hostName:portNum/jmxServerName
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•   hostName 
Specifies the host name or IP address of the JMX server.

•   portNum 
Specifies the port number of the JMX server.

•   jmxServerName 
Specifies the name of the JMX server.

 Example: service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server
•  MBean 

Specifies the name of an MBean. You can type the MBean name or, if you have a connection to the JMX
server, click the arrow next to the field to browse for the MBean. The format is as follows:

domain_name:key=value[,key=value...]

•   domain_name 
Specifies the default domain name.

•   key=value[,key=value...]
Specifies one or more key=value pairs.

 Example: DefaultDomain:type=SimpleDynamic,index=3
5. Select one of the following filter types:

• Attributes—Identifies one or more attributes to monitor for change.
• Types—Identifies one or more types of notification to monitor.

Note:

 If you do not specify a filter, the job will subscribe to all notifications for the MBean.
6. Complete the following field that applies to the filter type:

•  Attribute 

Specifies the name of the MBean attribute you want to query or set. You can type the attribute name or, if
you have a connection to the JMX server, click the arrow next to the field to browse for the attribute.

 Example: cachesize
•  Type 

Specifies the type of notification to monitor. You can type the notification type and click Add or, if you have a
connection to the JMX server, click Get to browse for the notification type. The browse feature returns a list of
notification types from which you can select one or more types.

 Example: jmx.attribute.change
7. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

•  User 

Specifies the JMX server user under which the job will execute. The user must be defined in the Topology.
This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your
administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

 Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You must
have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

•  Alert name 

Specifies the Alert name to be executed each time the subscription is satisfied. Defines the job as
continuous.

8. Click OK.
The JMX-MBean Subscribe job is defined.

 Example: Set Up Notifications for Change to an MBean Attribute 
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Suppose that you want to set up continuous monitoring for changes to the cachesize attribute of the MBean named
Config. The job filters the notifications the MBean sends by attribute. Each time the cachesize attribute changes, an
alert named changealert is sent.

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—CHANGE
• Agent name—APPAGENT
• URL—service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server
• MBean—DefaultDomain:index=1,type=Config
• Alert name—changealert

2. Select the Attributes option button in the Filter section and enter cachesize in the Attribute field.
3. Click OK.

 More information: 

 Browse for an MBean
JMX Jobs
Continuous Monitoring Usage
Browse for MBean Notifications
Browse for MBean Attributes
Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords 

 Browse for MBean Attributes
You can use the Browse MBean attributes dialog to select one or more MBean attributes within
the job definition.
cwad121
HID_browse_mbean_attributes
Note:  This procedure applies to JMX-MBean Subscribe jobs.

You can use the Browse MBean attributes dialog to select one or more MBean attributes within the job definition.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Ensure that you are connected to the CA Workload Automation DE server.
2. Open the Basic page of the JMX-MBean Subscribe job definition.
3. Complete the required fields.
4. Select the Attributes option button in the Filter section and click Get.

The Browse MBean attributes dialog opens.
5. Click Refresh.

The JMX server returns a list of corresponding MBean attributes.
6. Select one or more MBean attributes and click OK.

Note:

You can hold the Shift key to select multiple consecutive attributes or hold the Ctrl key to select individual
random attributes.

The MBean attributes you selected appear in the Filter list on the Basic page.

 Browse for MBean Notifications
You can use the Browse MBean notifications dialog to select one or more MBean notifications
within the job definition.
cwad121
HID_browse_mbean_notifications
Note:  This procedure applies to JMX-MBean Subscribe jobs.

You can use the Browse MBean notifications dialog to select one or more MBean notifications within the job
definition.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Ensure that you are connected to the CA Workload Automation DE server.
2. Open the Basic page of the JMX-MBean Subscribe job definition.
3. Complete the required fields.
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4. Select the Types option button in the Filter section and click Get.
The Browse MBean notifications dialog opens.

5. Click Refresh.
The JMX server returns a list of corresponding MBean notifications.

6. Select one or more MBean notifications and click OK.

Note:

You can hold the Shift key to select multiple consecutive notifications or hold the Ctrl key to select individual
notifications.

The MBean notifications that you selected appear in the Filter list on the Basic page.

 Browse for an MBean
You can use the Browse MBeans dialog to locate an MBean within the job definition.
cwad121
HID_browse_mbean
Note:  This procedure applies to all JMX job types except JMX-MBean Create Instance.

You can use the Browse MBeans dialog to locate an MBean within the job definition.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that you are connected to the CA Workload Automation DE server.
2. Open the Basic page of the JMX job definition.
3. Click the arrow browse button next to the MBean field.

The Browse MBeans dialog opens.
4. Enter the MBean name or a pattern to match MBean names against in the Name pattern field. You can use

wildcard characters asterisk (*) to represent zero or more characters and question mark (?) to represent a single
character.

Note:

You can specify a name pattern to match by clicking Get and selecting a pattern from the Domains field drop-
down list.

5. Click Refresh.
The JMX server returns a list of corresponding MBeans.

6. Select the MBean you want and click OK.
The MBean you selected appears in the MBean field on the Basic page.

 Browse for an MBean Attribute
You can use the Browse MBean attributes dialog to select an attribute within the job definition.
cwad121
HID_browse_mbean_attribute
Note:  This procedure applies to the JMX-MBean Attribute Get and JMX-MBean Attribute Set jobs.

You can use the Browse MBean attributes dialog to select an attribute within the job definition.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Basic page of the JMX job definition.
2. Enter the MBean name in the MBean field.
3. Click the arrow browse button next to the Attribute field.

The Browse MBean attributes dialog opens.
4. Click Refresh.

The JMX server returns a list of attributes for the MBean.
5. Select the attribute that you want and click OK.

The attribute that you selected appears in the Attribute field on the Basic page.

 POJO Jobs
A Plain Old Java Object (POJO) is a Java object that follows the Java Language Specification
only. All Java objects are POJOs.
cwad121
HID_pojo_jobs
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A Plain Old Java Object (POJO) is a Java object that follows the Java Language Specification only. All Java objects
are POJOs.

The POJO job lets you instantiate a class to create a Java object and invoke a method on it. The job is restricted to
classes that take constructors with no arguments (default constructors).

Note:

To run these jobs, your system requires the following agents:

• CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows
• CA WA Agent for Application Services or CA WA Agent for Web Services

You can use the POJO job to invoke custom Java code on a local computer. POJO jobs support method calls
that can involve passing parameters. The parameters can be actual values or a serialized Java object passed by
another job. When the POJO job invokes a method on an object, the parameters, if any, are passed to the object
and the returned values are stored in a Java serialized object file.

To define a POJO job, you require the class name and method you want to call on the instantiated object.

Note:

• If you use custom Java code, verify that the required JAR file is in the jars subdirectory of the agent installation
directory.

• By default, the oscomponent.classpath and oscomponent.javapath environment variables are set in the
agentparm.txt file when you install the agent. You cannot modify environment variables using a POJO job. But
you can run a batch file using a Windows job to set the CLASSPATH and JAVA_HOME environment variables,
and then run the Java code.

• After you change or redeploy a class or JAR file in the agent installation directory, restart the agent.
For information about starting and stopping the agent, see Control the Agent in the CA WA System
Agent documentation.

• The JRE version of the agent that you use to run POJO jobs and the Java compiler on your computer must be
the same. To find the JRE version of the agent, follow these steps:

1. Change to the following directory at the command prompt:

• On Windows:

agent_install_dir\jre\bin

• On UNIX:

agent_install_dir/jre/bin

agent_install_dir
Specifies the agent installation directory.

2. Enter the following command:

java.exe  - version

 Define a POJO Job
You can define a POJO job to create a Java object instance with no arguments, invoke a
method on the object instance, and store the method's output.
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You can define a POJO job to create a Java object instance with no arguments, invoke a method on the object
instance, and store the method's output.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Note:

To run these jobs, your system requires the following agents:

• CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows
• CA WA Agent for Application Services or CA WA Agent for Web Services

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the POJO job from the Application and Web Services group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the
workspace.
The POJO icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the POJO icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the POJO dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent that lets you access a remote server and invoke a method on a Java
object.

• Class name

Specifies the Java class to instantiate.

Example: java.lang.String
• Method

Specifies the Java method to call on the instance of the Java object.

Example: concat
5. (Optional) Specify the following information:

• Output destination

Specifies the location of the Java serialized object produced by the job.

Limits: Up to 256 characters

Note:

 If you do not specify an output destination, the Java serialized object is stored in the spool directory on the
agent computer using the job name and a numeric suffix as the file name.

6. (Optional) Click Method Parameters in the left pane.
The Method Parameters page opens in the right pane.

7. Click New to add parameters for the method.
The New Parameter dialog opens.

8. Select one of the following parameter options:

• Value—Identifies a single value
• Payload producing job—Identifies the name of a predecessor job
• Array—Identifies more than one value

The fields that are related to the option appear.
9. Complete the following fields, as required:

• Type

Specifies the Java class of the parameter. This field is mandatory for the Value and Array parameter
options only.

Example: Integer
• Value
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(Optional) Specifies the String value for the method parameter. This field is used with the Value parameter
option.

Example: 2
• Payload producing job

Specifies the name of the predecessor job that produced the Java serialized object to be used as an input
parameter. This field is used with the Payload producing job parameter option.

Note:

 The job must be defined within the same Application as the job you are defining.

Example: ANYJOB.URI
• Array

Specifies a set of string values for the method parameter. Click Add to enter each value. This field is used
with the Array parameter option.

Example: 1, 2, 3
10. Click OK.

The New Parameter dialog closes and the parameters appear in a list.
11. Click OK.

The POJO job is defined.

Example: Define a POJO Job

Suppose that you want to define a POJO job that creates an empty java string, and calls the method parseInt on it
with the argument “5”.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Name—IGNORE
• Agent name—APPAGENT
• Class name—java.lang.Integer
• Method name—parseInt

2. Add the following parameter in the Method Parameters page:

• Parameter Type—java.lang.String
• Parameter Value—5

3. Click OK.

Example: Create a Custom Java Class and Invoke a Method on it Using a POJO Job

Suppose that you want to create a custom Java class (Calculate) and invoke a method on it using a POJO job. In
this example, the job calls the sum method from the Calculate class. The Calculate class belongs to a package
named client.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a custom Java class as follows:

package client;
public class Calculate
{
 public int sum (int num1, int num2)
 {
  return num1 + num2;
 }
}
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2. Run the following command at the command prompt:

javac -d . Calculate.java

The custom Java class is compiled and the Calculate.class file is generated in the current directory.

Note:  The dot (.) in the command indicates the current directory into which the class file is generated. You can
also specify a specific directory, for example, javac -d C:\temp Calculate.java.

3. Stop the agent.
4. Create the Classes directory in the following location:

agent_install_dir\jars\ext

5. Create the client directory in the following location:

agent_install_dir\jars\ext\Classes

client is the name of the package that the Calculate class belongs to.
6. Copy the Calculate.class file into the client directory that you created:

agent_install_dir\jars\ext\Classes\client

7. Start the agent.
8. Enter the following required information in the Basic page of the POJO job:

• Name—TEST1
• Agent name—APPAGENT
• Class name—client.Calculate
• Method name—sum

9. Add the following two parameters in the Method Parameters page:

• Parameter Type—Int; Parameter Value—2
• Parameter Type—Int; Parameter Value—3

10. Click OK.

Example: Instantiate a New Class Wrapped in a JAR File

Suppose that you want to instantiate a new class (Calculate) that is wrapped in a JAR file (axis.jar). In this
example, the job calls the sub method from the Calculate class. The Calculate class belongs to a package named
client.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the agent.
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2. Copy the axis.jar file in the following location:

agent_install_dir\jars\ext

The axis.jar file contains the client package that the Calculate class belongs to.
3. Start the agent.
4. Enter the following required information in the Basic page of the POJO job:

• Name—TEST2
• Agent name—APPAGENT
• Class name—client.Calculate
• Method name—sub

5. Add the following two parameters in the Method Parameters page:

• Parameter Type—Int; Parameter Value—5
• Parameter Type—Int; Parameter Value—1

6. Click OK.

Example: Define a Payload Consuming Job

Suppose that you want to create a payload consuming job that uses a serialized Java object as an input parameter
from a payload producing job.

In this example, the POJO job (POJO1) appends two string values by calling a method (append2Strings) from a
class (QATest5) and returns a java.lang.String value to the Web Service RPC/Encoded job (WebService1). The
class belongs to a package named client. The WebService1 job performs Celsius to Fahrenheit conversion on the
java.lang.String value that is returned from POJO1 job.

Note:  Restart the agent after you deploy the QATest5 class file in the agent installation directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the application that you want to add the payload producing and payload consuming jobs to.
2. Enter the following required information in the Basic page of the POJO job:

• Name—POJO1
• Agent name—APPAGENT
• Class name—client.QATest5
• Method name—append2Strings

3. Add the following two parameters in the Method Parameters page:

• Parameter Type—String; Parameter Value—1
• Parameter Type—String; Parameter Value—0

4. Click OK.
5. Enter the following required information in the Basic page of the Web Service RPC/Encoded job:

• Name—WebService1
• Agent name—WSAGENT
• WSDL URL— http://vupan01-i72451/TempConvert.asmx?wsdl
• Target namespace—http://tempuri.org/
• Service name—TempConvert
• Port name—TempConvertSoap
• Operation—CelsiusToFahrenheit
• End point URL—http://vupan01-i72451/TempConvert.asmx

6. Add the following parameter in the Operation Parameters page:

• Payload producing job—POJO1
7. Add the following information in the Operation Response page:

• Return class name—java.lang.String
• Return xml type—String
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• Return namespace—http://tempuri.org/
8. Click OK.
9. Add the dependencies link from the POJO1 job to the WebService1 job.

More information:

Payload Producing and Payload Consuming Jobs

 RMI Jobs
Remote Method Invocation (RMI) is the Java version of a Remote Procedure Call (RPC), which
is a technology that lets a program request a service from another program located in another
address space. That address space could be on the same computer or on a different one.
cwad121
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Remote Method Invocation (RMI) is the Java version of a Remote Procedure Call (RPC), which is a technology
that lets a program request a service from another program located in another address space. That address space
could be on the same computer or on a different one.

RMI jobs let you set up interaction between Java objects on different computers in a distributed network. Using
an RMI job, you can access a remote server and invoke a method on a Java object. A method is a programmed
procedure that is defined as a part of a Java class.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

RMI jobs support method calls to remote objects that can involve passing parameters. The parameters can be
actual values or a serialized Java object passed by another job. When the RMI job invokes a method on an object
that passes parameters, the parameters are passed to the remote object and the returned serialized Java object is
stored on the agent computer in the spool directory or in a destination file you specify.

RMI uses a naming or directory service to locate the remote object on the remote server. To define an RMI job, you
require the naming class of the Java object you want to invoke a method on. That naming class takes a name that
is a java.lang.String in URL format.

The following diagram shows the functional relationship between the scheduling manager, CA WA Agent for
Application Services, and an RMI Server:

 Define an RMI Job
You can define the RMI job to call a method on a remote server and store the method's output.
cwad121
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You can define the RMI job to call a method on a remote server and store the method's output.
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Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the RMI job from the Application and Web Services group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the
workspace.
The RMI icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the RMI icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the RMI dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent that lets you access a remote server and invoke a method on a Java
object.

• RMI URL

Specifies the reference location of the object you want to invoke a method on. The format of an RMI URL is
as follows:

rmi://host:port/name

• (Optional) host is the name of the local or remote computer where the RMI registry that hosts the
remote object runs. If you omit the host, the local host is used.

• (Optional) port is the RMI registry port number the host uses to listen for requests. If you omit the port,
the default port of the host's RMI registry, 1099, is used.

• name is the name of a remote object.

Example: rmi://nissan:5000/test
• Method name

Specifies the method of the remote Java class to invoke.

Example: update
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Output destination

Specifies the location of the Java serialized object produced by the job.

Limits: Up to 256 characters

Note:

 If you do not specify an output destination, the Java serialized object is stored in the spool directory on the
agent computer using the job name and a numeric suffix as the file name.

6. (Optional) Click Method Parameters in the left pane.
The Method Parameters page opens in the right pane.

7. Click New to add parameters for the method.
The New Parameter dialog opens.

8. Select one of the following parameter options:

• Value—Identifies a single value
• Payload producing job—Identifies the name of a predecessor job
• Array—Identifies more than one value

The fields related to the option appear.
9. Complete the following fields that apply to the parameter option:

• Type
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Specifies the Java class of the parameter. This field is mandatory for the Value and Array parameter
options only.

Example: Integer
• Value

(Optional) Specifies the String value for the method parameter. This field is used with the Value parameter
option.

Example: 2
• Payload producing job

Specifies the name of the predecessor job that produced the Java serialized object to be used as an input
parameter. This field is used with the Payload producing job parameter option.

Note:

 The job must be defined within the same Application as the job you are defining.

Example: ANYJOB.URI
• Array

Specifies a set of string values for the method parameter. Click Add to enter each value. This field is used
with the Array parameter option.

Example: 1, 2, 3
10. Click OK.

The New Parameter dialog closes and the parameters appear in a list.
11. Click OK.

The RMI job is defined.

Example: Define an RMI Job

Suppose that you want to invoke a method that starts a remote server using remote object activation. You want the
server to start immediately.

To define an RMI job

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Name—START
• Agent name—AGENT
• RMI URL—rmi://remotehost/Test
• Method name—startserver

2. Add the following parameter in the Method Parameters page:

• Type—String
• Value—now

3. Click OK.

More information:

Payload Producing and Payload Consuming Jobs
RMI Jobs

 Session Bean Jobs
A session bean represents business logic or action to be taken (for example, charging a credit
card or adding items to an online shopping cart). Unlike entity beans, which are stored in a
database, session beans may be destroyed after each use. For example, when a session bean
is invoked to perform credit card validation, the application server creates an instance of that
session bean, performs the business logic to validate the credit card transaction, and then
destroys the session bean instance after the credit card transaction has been validated.
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A session bean represents business logic or action to be taken (for example, charging a credit card or adding items
to an online shopping cart). Unlike entity beans, which are stored in a database, session beans may be destroyed
after each use. For example, when a session bean is invoked to perform credit card validation, the application
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server creates an instance of that session bean, performs the business logic to validate the credit card transaction,
and then destroys the session bean instance after the credit card transaction has been validated.

You can use a session bean under the following conditions:

• The bean represents a procedure and not a business entity. For example, you use a session bean to encrypt
data or add items to an online shopping cart.

• The state of the bean does not have to be kept in permanent storage. For example, when the bean instance
terminates or the application server shuts down, the bean's state is no longer required.

The following diagram shows the functional relationship between the scheduling manager, CA WA Agent for
Application Services, and a session bean residing on an application server:

The Session Bean job lets you access a session bean on an application server. This job type can make a Remote
Procedure Call (RPC) to the session bean, invoke a method that defines the business logic, pass parameters to the
method, and have the results returned as serialized Java output. The output can be stored on the agent computer
as text in the spool file or as a serialized Java object in the spool directory or a destination file you specify.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

You can access stateless and stateful session beans using the Session Bean job. The job acts in a similar way
for both types of beans. For both stateful and stateless beans, you can specify parameters to pass to the method.
When you define a stateful session bean, however, you must specify parameters to define the bean. After the
method is invoked, the agent destroys the stateful bean.

Use a stateless Session Bean job to invoke a single instance of a method on the bean, such as encrypting data
or sending an email to confirm an order. Use a stateful Session Bean job to invoke the same method on the bean
multiple times, such as adding multiple items to an online shopping cart.

A Session Bean job requires a dedicated connection between the agent and the application server. To define a
Session Bean job, you require the following information:

• Initial context factory supplied by the Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) service provider
• Service provider URL for accessing the JNDI services
• Session bean JNDI name
• Method to be invoked

 Access a Stateless Session Bean Using a Session Bean Job
You can define a Session Bean job to access a stateless session bean, invoke a method on the
bean, and return the results.
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You can define a Session Bean job to access a stateless session bean, invoke a method on the bean, and return
the results.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.
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2. Select the Session Bean job from the Application and Web Services group in the Palette view, and drag the job
to the workspace.
The Session Bean icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the Session Bean icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Session Bean dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name 

Specifies the name of the agent that lets you access a session bean on an application server.

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the agents that are defined in the Topology for the specified job type.
• Initial context factory 

Specifies the initial context factory to use when creating the initial context. The initial context is required
within the Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) framework. The initial context factory is supplied by
a specific provider of the naming and directory service. The factory acquires an arbitrary initial context the
application can use to connect to the application server.

 Example: weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory
• Provider URL 

Specifies the JNDI service provider URL. For WebLogic servers, the URL is typically in the
form t3://hostaddress:port.

 Example: t3://localhost:7001
• Bean name 

Specifies the Session Bean Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) name.

Example: test.HelloJndi
• Method name 

Specifies the method to be invoked on the application server.

Example: hello
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• User ID 

Specifies the user ID to be used to gain access to the connection factory. The user must be defined in the
Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact
your administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• Job Class 

Specifies the job class under which this job runs. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number
of initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process more jobs more quickly.
For higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.

Example: foo

Note:

To find out which job classes exist and how many initiators are assigned, ask your agent administrator to
check the initiators.class_n parameter in the agent parameter file (agentparm.txt).

• Output destination 
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Specifies the location of the Java serialized object produced by the job.

Limits: Up to 256 characters

Note:

If you do not specify an output destination, the Java serialized object is stored in the spool directory on the
agent computer using the job name and a numeric suffix as the file name.

6. (Optional) Click Method Parameters in the left pane.
The Method Parameters page opens in the right pane.

7. Click New to define the parameters.
The New Parameter dialog opens.

8. Select one of the following parameter options:

• Value—Identifies a single value.
• Payload producing job—Identifies the name of a predecessor job.
• Array—Identifies more than one value.

The fields related to the option appear.
9. Complete the following fields, as required:

• Type 

Specifies the Java class of the parameter. This field is mandatory for the Value and Array parameter
options only.

Example: Integer
• Value 

(Optional) Specifies the String value for the method parameter. This field is used with the Value parameter
option.

Example: 2
• Payload producing job 

Specifies the name of the predecessor job that produced the Java serialized object to be used as an input
parameter. This field is used with the Payload producing job parameter option.

Note:

The job must be defined within the same Application as the job you are defining.

 Example: ANYJOB.URI
• Array

Specifies a set of string values for the method parameter. Click Add to enter each value. This field is used
with the Array parameter option.

Example: 1, 2, 3
10. Click OK.

The New Parameter dialog closes and the parameters appear in a list.
11. Click OK.

The Session Bean job is defined.

Example: Invoke a Method on a Stateless Session Bean

Suppose that you want to invoke the reverse method on the CybEJBTestBean stateless session bean. The reverse
method has one parameter, java.lang.String with a value a23. The output from the reverse method saves to the
file C:\Makapt15. The service provider's URL is iiop://172.24.0.0:2809, where 172.24.0.0 is the IP address of the
WebSphere application server and 2809 is the ORB port.

To invoke a method on a stateless session bean

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Name—REVERSE
• Agent name—APPAGENT
• Initial context factory—com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory
• Provider URL—iiop://172.24.0.0:2809
• Bean name—CybEJBTestBean
• Method name—reverse
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2. Enter C:\Makapt15 in the Output destination field.
3. Add the following parameter in the Method Parameters page:

• Parameter Type—java.lang.String
• Parameter Value—a23

4. Click OK.
When the job runs, the output of the reverse method is stored in the output destination file.

More information: 

Session Bean Jobs
Payload Producing and Payload Consuming Jobs
Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords 

 Access a Stateful Session Bean Using a Session Bean Job
You can define a Session Bean job to access a stateful session bean, invoke a method on the
bean, and return the results. For stateful session beans, you must define Create parameters.
You can also define Method parameters if required.
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You can define a Session Bean job to access a stateful session bean, invoke a method on the bean, and return the
results. For stateful session beans, you must define Create parameters. You can also define Method parameters if
required.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the Session Bean job from the Application and Web Services group in the Palette view, and drag the job
to the workspace.
The Session Bean icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the Session Bean icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Session Bean dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

•  Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

 Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

•  Agent name 

Specifies the name of the agent that lets you access a session bean on an application server.

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the agents that are defined in the Topology for the specified job type.
•  Initial context factory 

Specifies the initial context factory to use when creating the initial context. The initial context is required
within the Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) framework. The initial context factory is supplied by
a specific provider of the naming and directory service. The factory acquires an arbitrary initial context the
application can use to connect to the application server.

 Example: weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory
•  Provider URL 

Specifies the JNDI service provider URL. For WebLogic servers, the URL is typically in the
form t3://hostaddress:port.

 Example:  t3://localhost:7001 
•  Bean name 

Specifies the Session Bean Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) name.
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 Example: test.HelloJndi
•  Method name 

Specifies the method to be invoked on the application server.

 Example: hello
•  Create method name 

Defines the method name for a stateful session bean. Enter the method name preceded by the word
create. This field is only required for stateful Session Bean jobs.

 Example: createhello
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

•  User ID 

Specifies the user ID to be used to gain access to the connection factory. The user must be defined in the
Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact
your administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

 Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

•  Job Class 

Specifies the job class under which this job runs. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number
of initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process more jobs more quickly.
For higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.

 Example: foo

Note:

 To find out which job classes exist and how many initiators are assigned, ask your agent administrator to
check the initiators.class_n parameter in the agent parameter file (agentparm.txt).

•  Output destination 

Specifies the location of the Java serialized object produced by the job.

 Limits: Up to 256 characters

Note:

 If you do not specify an output destination, the Java serialized object is stored in the spool directory on the
agent computer using the job name and a numeric suffix as the file name.

6. Click Create Parameters in the left pane.
The Create Parameters page opens in the right pane.

7. Click New to define the parameters.
The New Parameter dialog opens.

8. Select one of the following parameter options:

• Value—Identifies a single value.
• Payload producing job—Identifies the name of a predecessor job.
• Array—Identifies more than one value.

The fields related to the option appear.
9. Complete the following fields, as required:

•  Type 

Specifies the Java class of the parameter. This field is mandatory for the Value and Array parameter
options only.

 Example: Integer
•  Value 

(Optional) Specifies the String value for the method parameter. This field is used with the Value parameter
option.

 Example: 2
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•  Payload producing job 

Specifies the name of the predecessor job that produced the Java serialized object to be used as an input
parameter. This field is used with the Payload producing job parameter option.

Note:

 The job must be defined within the same Application as the job you are defining.

 Example: ANYJOB.URI
•  Array 

Specifies a set of string values for the method parameter. Click Add to enter each value. This field is used
with the Array parameter option.

 Example: 1, 2, 3
10. Click OK.

The New Parameter dialog closes and the parameters appear in a list.
11. (Optional) Click Method Parameters in the left pane.

The Method Parameters page opens in the right pane.
12. Repeat Steps 7 through 10 to add method parameters.
13. Click OK.

The Session Bean job is defined.

 Example: Invoke a Method on a Stateful Session Bean 

Suppose you want to access a stateful session bean for an online shopping cart. The addbook method adds books
to the shopping cart using the book's ISBN number. In this example, the Session Bean job adds two books to the
shopping chart with ISBN numbers 1551929120 and 1582701709.

 To create a stateful Session Bean and invoke a method 

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Agent name—APPAGENT
• Initial context factory—com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory
• Provider URL—iiop://172.24.0.0:2809
• Bean name—Shoppingcart
• Create method name—Createaddbook
• Method name—addbook

2. Add the following parameter in the Create Parameters page:

• Parameter Type—String
• Parameter Value—ISBN

3. Add the following array parameters in the Method Parameters page:

• Parameter Type—Integer
• Parameter Value—1551929120
• Parameter Value—1582701709

4. Click OK.
When the job runs, two books are added to the shopping cart.

 More information: 

 Session Bean Jobs
Payload Producing and Payload Consuming Jobs
Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords 

 Web Service Jobs
The term web service describes a standardized method for exchanging data between
applications and systems. Web services use XML to code and decode the data and Simple
Object Access Protocol (SOAP) to transfer it.
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The term web service describes a standardized method for exchanging data between applications and systems.
Web services use XML to code and decode the data and Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) to transfer it.
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Web Service Description Language (WSDL) is an XML-based language that describes a web service and how to
access it. A WSDL document specifies the location of the service and the operations the service exposes.

Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) is an XML-based registry for businesses to list their
available web services on the Internet. You can use the UDDI to access the WSDL.

Web services provide access to applications written in Java and Microsoft©.NET. A web service lets you invoke
operations such as currency conversion, stock exchange quotes, or product pricing. In an enterprise workload
automation environment, a web service might be used to invoke a business process such as posting accounts
payable to the General Ledger. Some scheduling manager functions are also available as web services.

The following are the web service job types:

• Web Service RPC/Encoded

Lets you call an operation within a web service and pass parameters to the operation using RPC/encoded style
binding. The parameters can be actual values or a serialized Java object passed by another job.

• Web Service Document/Literal

Lets you call an operation within a web service and pass parameters to the operation using document/literal
style binding. The parameters represent a flattened view of the XML document the agent constructs. The values
passed into the XML document can be literal values or a serialized Java object passed by another job.

When the job invokes the web service, the parameters are passed to the operation. The job's output is stored by
default as a serialized Java object in the job's spool directory. You can also specify a destination file for the output.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Web Services.

The following diagram shows the functional relationship between the scheduling manager, CA WA Agent for Web
Services, and a web service residing on a web server:

Note:  If your company has a firewall and you must communicate through a proxy server to access a computer
outside the firewall, agent configuration is required. For information about configuring the agent for a proxy, see CA
WA Agent for Web Services documentation.

 Configure the Client for a Proxy
If your company has a proxy set up to allow access to the Internet, you must configure the proxy
in CA WA Desktop Client to use the wizard to define Web Service jobs. You require the proxy
name and port for the configuration.
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If your company has a proxy set up to allow access to the Internet, you must configure the proxy in CA WA Desktop
Client to use the wizard to define Web Service jobs. You require the proxy name and port for the configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Window, Preferences.
The Preferences dialog opens.

2. Click Workbench, General, Network Connections in the left pane.
The Network Connections page opens in the right pane.

3. Select Manual proxy configuration, complete the proxy and port fields, and click OK.
The proxy is configured in CA WA Desktop Client.

Note:  CA WA Agent for Web Services must also be configured for the proxy.

More information:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Define an HTTP Job

 Define a Web Service RPC/Encoded Job
You can define a Web Service RPC/Encoded job to call an operation within a web service and
pass parameters to the operation using RPC/encoded style binding.
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You can define a Web Service RPC/Encoded job to call an operation within a web service and pass parameters to
the operation using RPC/encoded style binding.

Note:

• To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for Web
Services.

• The Web Service RPC/Encoded Job type will be deprecated in Workload Automation Agent for Web Services
12.0 and the support will end in the 12.1 release.

Follow these steps: 

1. Configure CA WA Desktop Client for your company's proxy, if necessary, to access the Internet.
2. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.

The Application appears in the workspace.
3. Select the Web Service job RPC/Encoded from the Application and Web Services group in the Palette view,

and drag the job to the workspace.
The Web Service RPC/Encoded icon appears on the Application workspace view.

4. Right-click the Web Service RPC/Encoded icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Web Service RPC/Encoded dialog opens.

5. Complete the following required fields:

• Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name 

Specifies the name of the agent that lets you access web services on a web server.

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the agents that are defined in the Topology for the specified job type.
• Target namespace 

Specifies the target namespace used for the names of messages, port type, binding, and service defined in
the web service WSDL. Complex data types such as arrays require the target namespace.

Example: http://www.webserviceX.NET
• Operation 

Specifies the web service operation to be invoked.

Limits: Up to 256 characters

Example: GetQuote
6. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• WSDL URL 

Specifies the local path or remote URL for the WSDL file.

Clicking  opens the Browse WSDL wizard, which lets you locate the WSDL file and select the required
values.

Limits: Up to 2048 characters

Example: http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL

Note:
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The easiest way to define a Web Service RPC/Encoded job is to use the wizard. Using the wizard, you
can select the web service, port name, and operation for the WSDL document. You can also specify
the parameter values for the operation. The WSDL-related fields are automatically populated in the job
definition, including the fields in the Operation Parameters and Operation Response pages.

• Service name 

Specifies the web service name within the target namespace.

Limits: Up to 256 characters

Example: StockQuote
• Port name 

Specifies the WSDL port name within the target namespace. A WSDL port describes the operations
exposed by a web service and defines the connection point to the web service.

Limits: Up to 256 characters

Example: StockQuoteSoap
• End point URL 

Specifies the target endpoint address URL. In a published WSDL file, the URL defining the target endpoint
address is found in the location attribute of the port's soap:address element.

Limits: Up to 2048 characters

Example: http://www.webservicex.net/stockquote.asmx
• User 

Specifies the user under which the job will execute. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field
supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator
for the user name defined in the Topology.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• Destination file 

Specifies the location of the Java serialized object produced by the job.

Limits: Up to 256 characters

Note:

If you do not specify an output destination, the Java serialized object is stored in the spool directory on the
agent computer using the job name and a numeric suffix as the file name.

7. Click Operation Parameters in the left pane.
The Operation Parameters page opens in the right pane.

8. Click New to define the parameters.
The New Parameter dialog opens.

9. Select one of the following parameter options:

• Value—Identifies a single value.
• Payload producing job—Identifies the name of a predecessor job.
• Array—Identifies more than one value.

The fields related to the option appear.
10. Complete the following fields, as required:

• Type 

Specifies the XML schema type of the parameter. This field is mandatory for the Value and Array parameter
options only.

• Value 

(Optional) Specifies the String value for the method parameter. This field is used with the Value parameter
option.

Example: 2
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• Payload producing job 

Specifies the name of the predecessor job that produced the Java serialized object to be used as an input
parameter. This field is used with the Payload producing job parameter option.

Note:

The job must be defined within the same Application as the job you are defining.

Example: ANYJOB.URI
• Array 

Specifies a set of string values for the method parameter. Click Add to enter each value. This field is used
with the Array parameter option.

Example: 1, 2, 3
11. Click OK.

The New Parameter dialog closes and the parameters appear in a list.
12. (Optional) Repeat Steps 8 through 11 to specify additional parameters.
13. (Optional) Click Operation Response in the left pane.

The Operation Response page opens in the right pane.

Note:

Usually you do not require the information on this page if you have specified the WSDL URL.
14. Enter the following information:

• Return class name 

Specifies the Java class name of the return value.
• Return xml type 

Specifies the XML type that maps to returnclassname.

Example: dateTime
• Return namespace 

Specifies the XML namespace for returnxmlname.

Example: http://www.webserviceX.NET/
• Job criteria 

(Optional) Specifies the regular expression to determine if the return value is successful.

Example: .+(CA)+.+
15. Click OK.

The Web Service RPC/Encoded job is defined.

Example: Get New Year's Day for 2009 

Suppose that you want to invoke a web service that returns the first day of the year for 2009. The URL for the
WSDL that describes the web service and its location is http://www.holidaywebservice.com/Holidays/
GBSCT/Dates/GBSCTHolidayDates.asmx?WSDL. The operation is named GetNewYear.

To get new year's day for 2009 

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Name—DATE
• Agent name—AGENT
• Target namespace—http://www.27seconds.com/Holidays/GBSCT/Dates/

2. Enter http://www.holidaywebservice.com/Holidays/GBSCT/Dates/GBSCTHolidayDates.asmx?WSDL in
the WSDL URL field and click the Browse button at the end of the field.

3. Select the following values in the Browse WSDL dialog:

• Service name—GBSCTHolidayDates
• Port name—GBSCTHolidayDatesSoap
• Operation—GetNewYear

4. Click Edit to enter 2009 as the value of the parameter.
5. Click Finish to exit the Browse WSDL dialog.

When the job completes, a serialized object, java.util.GregorianCalendar, is sent to the job spool directory.
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More information: 

Payload Producing and Payload Consuming Jobs 

 Define a Web Service Document/Literal Job
You can define a Web Service Document/Literal job to call an operation within a web service
and pass parameters to the operation using document/literal style binding.
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You can define a Web Service Document/Literal job to call an operation within a web service and pass parameters
to the operation using document/literal style binding.

Note:

• To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for Web
Services.

• If your agent is already configured using a proxy server, the agent will always use the configuration available in
the param.txt file.

Follow these steps:

1. Configure CA WA Desktop Client for your company's proxy, if necessary, to access the Internet.
2. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.

The Application appears in the workspace.
3. Select the Web Service Document/Literal job from the Application and Web Services group in the Palette view,

and drag the job to the workspace.
The Web Service Document/Literal icon appears on the Application workspace view.

4. Right-click the Web Service Document/Literal icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Web Service Document/Literal dialog opens.

5. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent that lets you access web services on a web server.

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the agents that are defined in the Topology for the specified job type.
• WSDL URL

Specifies the local path or remote URL for the WSDL file.

Clicking  opens the Browse WSDL wizard, which lets you locate the WSDL file and select the required
values.

Limits: Up to 2048 characters

Example: http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL

Note:

The easiest way to define a Web Service Document/Literal job is to use the wizard. Using the wizard, you
can select the web service, port name, and operation for the WSDL document. The WSDL-related fields
are automatically populated in the job definition.

• Service name

Specifies the web service name within the target namespace.

Limits: Up to 256 characters

Example: StockQuote
• Port name
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Specifies the WSDL port name within the target namespace. A WSDL port describes the operations
exposed by a web service and defines the connection point to the web service.

Limits: Up to 256 characters

Example: StockQuoteSoap
• Operation

Specifies the web service operation to be invoked.

Limits: Up to 256 characters

Example: GetQuote
• End point URL

Specifies the target endpoint address URL. In a published WSDL file, the URL defining the target endpoint
address is found in the location attribute of the port's soap:address element.

Limits: Up to 2048 characters

Example: http://www.webservicex.net/stockquote.asmx
6. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• User

Specifies the user under which the job will execute. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field
supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator
for the user name defined in the Topology.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• Destination file

Specifies the location of the Java serialized object produced by the job.

Limits: Up to 256 characters

Note:

If you do not specify an output destination, the Java serialized object is stored in the spool directory on the
agent computer using the job name and a numeric suffix as the file name.

7. Click Operation Parameters in the left pane.
The Operation Parameters page opens in the right pane.

8. Click New to define the parameters.
The Add parameter dialog opens.

9. Select one of the following parameter options:

• Value—Identifies a single value.
• Payload producing job—Identifies the name of a predecessor job.
• Array—Identifies more than one value.

The fields related to the option appear.
10. Complete the following fields, as required:

• Name
Specifies the name of path of the element.

• Value
(Optional) Specifies the scalar string value.

• Payload producing job

Specifies the name of the predecessor job that produced the Java serialized object to be used as an input
parameter. This field is used with the Payload producing job parameter option.

Note:

The job must be defined within the same Application as the job you are defining.

Example: ANYJOB.URI
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• Array
Specifies an array of scalar string values. Click Add to enter each value. This field is used with the Array
parameter option.

Note:

• To specify an XML hierarchy of the document, specify multiple parameters.
• In the XML document, these parameters are represented in a flattened view. Consider the following

example:

<tag1>    <tag2>value</tag2><tag1>

In this example, the full path to the value is /tag1/tag2.
• For tags that do not hold any value, the full path is required because the no-value tags could represent

arrays of structures and appear in the multiple levels.
• For parameters that contain attributes, the attributes are added to the full path of the parameter separating

them with the ‘@’ symbol. Consider the following example:

<tag1>    <tag2 key="thetag">value</tag2></tag1>

In this example, the list of parameters would be as follows:

• Parameter Name—/tag1; Parameter Value—(No value; leave empty)
• Parameter Name—/tag1/tag2; Parameter Value—value
• Parameter Name—/tag1/tag2@key; Parameter Value—thetag

11. Click OK.
The Add parameter dialog closes and the parameters appear in a list.

12. (Optional) Repeat Steps 8 through 11 to specify additional parameters.
13. Click Operation Response in the left pane.

The Operation Response page opens in the right pane.
14. (Optional) Complete the following Job criteria fields to define success criteria for the job:

• Filter
Defines a regular expression that is used to evaluate a return string. If the return string matches the regular
expression, the job completes successfully. Otherwise, the job fails.
Example: .*42.*
Limits: Up to 512 characters

Note:

To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find these
rules on the Internet by searching for java pattern.

• XPath
(Optional) Checks the xpath expression that is used to evaluate a return string.
Example: //ns:return
Limits: Up to 512 characters

Note:

• If the xpath expression is specified, the filter expression is required. If the xpath expression is not specified,
the filter expression applies to the entire response returned by the call.

• The response is transformed into a formatted XML document before being checked against the filter. The
agent formats the returned XML document to be easier to read with a four-space indent for nested tags.
Specifically, the following keys are used for transformation:

• “indent” : "yes"
• “standalone” : “yes”
• "{http://xml.apache.org/xslt}indent-amount" : "4"

• For Web Service Document/Literal payload producing jobs, only the portion of the returned data that
satisfies the success criteria is stored in the output file for use as payload.
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15. Click Connection Information in the left pane if connection authentication is required.
The Connection Information page opens in the right pane.

16. Complete the following fields that are required by a website with connection authentication. Speak to your
agent administrator for details.

• Client authentication user

Specifies the user name required by a website for connection authentication. The user must be defined
in the Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password.
Contact your administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Limits: Up to 128 characters

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• Origin host name

Specifies the domain for NTLM connection authentication.

Limits: Up to 128 characters
• NTLM authentication domain

Specifies the domain for NTLM connection authentication.

Limits: Up to 128 characters
• Authentication order

Specifies a list of protocols that is used by a web server for authentication.

Valid values are as follows:

• BASIC
• DIGEST
• NTLM

Note:

• You can specify any of the following protocols in any order: BASIC, DIGEST, and NTLM. To specify
more than one protocol, separate the protocols by commas.

• If you are connecting to an old web server that cannot negotiate authentication protocols, enter the
following list in the specified order: BASIC, DIGEST, NTLM.

17. Click Proxy Information in the left pane if proxy authentication is required.
The Proxy Information page opens in the right pane.

18. Complete the following fields that are required for proxy authentication. Speak to your agent administrator for
details.

• Don't use global proxy defaults

Ignores the global proxy configuration specified by the proxy parameters in the agentparm.txt file. Select
this option if you want to ignore the proxy for this job only. For example, you might ignore the proxy if the
request is going to a server on the LAN that does not require the proxy.

• Proxy host
Specifies the proxy host name to use for the request.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

Note:

Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all Web Service Document/Literal jobs by setting
the http.proxyHost parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you specify in the job definition
overrides the default value in the agentparm.txt file.

• Proxy port
Specifies the proxy port to use for the request.
Limits: Up to 16 digits

Note:
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Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all Web Service Document/Literal jobs by setting
the http.proxyPort parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you specify in the job definition
overrides the default value in the agentparm.txt file.

• Proxy user
Specifies the user name required for proxy authentication. The user must be defined in the Topology.
This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your
administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)
Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all Web Service Document/Literal jobs by
setting the http.proxyUser parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you specify in the job
definition overrides the default value in the agentparm.txt file.

• Proxy domain
Specifies the domain for proxy authentication. This field is used for NTLM authentication.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

Note:

Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all Web Service Document/Literal jobs by setting
the http.proxyDomain parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you specify in the job definition
overrides the default value in the agentparm.txt file.

• Origin host name (proxy)
Specifies the origin host name for proxy authentication. This field is used for NTLM authentication.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

Note:

Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all Web Service Document/Literal jobs by setting
the http.proxyOrigin parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you specify in the job definition
overrides the default value in the agentparm.txt file.

19. Click OK.The Web Service Document/Literal job is defined.

Example: Invoke a Web Service to Get a Stock Quote

The following job calls the GetPrice operation in the StockQuoteService service on the server at http://
wsservice:8080/axis2/services/StockQuoteService, using the default proxy settings from the agentparm.txt file.

The job passes in the following XML:

<getPrice><symbol>ABC</symbol></getPrice>

The job checks the returned XML for the value in an element that matches the criteria xpath //ns:return. If the return
values contain 42, the job completes successfully. Otherwise, the job fails.

To invoke a web service to get a stock quote

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Name—sq1
• Agent name—WSAGENT
• WSDL URL—http://www.webservicex.net/stockquote.asmx?WSDL
• Service name—StockQuoteService
• Port name—StockQuoteServiceHttpSoap11Endpoint
• Operation—GetPrice
• End point URL—http://wsservice:8080/axis2/services/StockQuoteService

2. Add the following parameters in the Operation Parameters page:

• Web service parameter 1:

• Parameter Name—/getPrice
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• Defined as—Value
• Parameter Value—(No value; leave empty)

• Web service parameter 2:

• Parameter Name—/getPrice/symbol
• Defined as—Value
• Parameter Value—ABC

3. Enter the following information in the Operation Response page:

• Filter—.*42.*
• XPath—//ns:return

4. Click OK.
When the job completes, the spool file will contain the stock quote.

Example: Add Two Numbers Passing Two Parameters

This job calls a simple calculator web service at http://ws1.parasoft.com/glue/calculator. The web service requests
the "add" operation to add two numbers, passing in two parameters: "x", which is the result from the last execution
of the getmax1 job and "y", which is the literal value 1.00. The job uses specific values for the HTTP proxy host,
HTTP proxy port, proxy authentication user, and proxy authentication domain.

To add two numbers passing two parameters

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Name—incpayload
• Agent name—WSAGENT
• WSDL URL—http://soaptest.parasoft.com/calculator.wsdl
• Service name—Calculator
• Port name—ICalculator
• Operation—add
• End point URL—http://ws1.parasoft.com/glue/calculator

2. Add the following parameters in the Operation Parameters page:

• Web service parameter 1:

• Parameter Name—/add
• Defined as—Value
• Parameter Value—(No value; leave empty)

• Web service parameter 2:

• Parameter Name—/add/x
• Defined as—Payload producing job
• Job—getmax1

• Web service parameter 3:

• Parameter Name—/add/y
• Defined as—Value
• Parameter Value—1.00

3. Select the Don't use global proxy defaults check box in the Proxy Information page.
4. Enter the following information in the Proxy Information page:

• Proxy host—141.202.248.209
• Proxy port—80
• Proxy user—myuser@mydomain
• Proxy domain—mydomain

5. Click OK.
When the job completes, the spool file will contain the result of the calculation.

Example: Invoke a Web Service to Get Movie Information

This job calls the GetTheatersAndMovies operation in the MovieInformation service hosted at http://
www.ignyte.com/webservices/ignyte.whatsshowing.webservice/moviefunctions.asmx,
requesting information on movies showing around the 12590 zip code. It passes the request through the
proxyhost.example.com proxy on port 80, and for proxy authentication specifies the user myuser@mydomain, the
domain mydomain, and the origin host name of myhost.example.com.
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To invoke a web service to get movie information

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Name—showing
• Agent name—WSAGENT
• WSDL URL—http://www.ignyte.com/webservices/ignyte.whatsshowing.webservice/moviefunctions.asmx?

wsdl
• Service name—MovieInformation
• Port name—MovieInformationSoap
• Operation—GetTheatersAndMovies
• End point URL—http://www.ignyte.com/webservices/ignyte.whatsshowing.webservice/moviefunctions.asmx

2. Add the following parameters in the Operation Parameters page:

• Web service parameter 1:

• Parameter Name—/GetTheatersAndMovies
• Defined as—Value
• Parameter Value—(No value; leave empty)

• Web service parameter 2:

• Parameter Name—/GetTheatersAndMovies/zipCode
• Defined as—Value
• Parameter Value—12590

• Web service parameter 3:

• Parameter Name—/GetTheatersAndMovies/radius
• Defined as—Value
• Parameter Value—20

3. Enter the following information in the Proxy Information page:

• Proxy host—proxyhost.example.com
• Proxy port—80
• Proxy user—myuser@mydomain
• Proxy domain—mydomain
• Origin host name (proxy)—myhost.example.com

4. Click OK.
When the job completes, the spool file will contain the movie information.

Example: Invoke a ESP dSeries Workload Automation Web Service over HTTPS

This job invokes a ESP dSeries Workload Automation web service to create a global variable in the DEFAULT
context. It assumes that CA WA Web Services is installed on a host named workstation and is listening on the 8443
port.

Since HTTPS is used to communicate with the web service, the following truststore parameters must be set in the
agentparm.txt file on the agent:

• https.client.ssl.truststore
Specifies the full path to the cacerts file on the agent, including the filename cacerts.
Example: C:\Program Files\CA\Workload Automation R11.3 SP1_b5\ESPSystemAgent\cacerts

Note:

Import the SSL certificate into the cacerts file on the agent using the keytool utility that is provided with the JRE.
• https.client.ssl.truststore.password

Specifies the password for accessing the truststore file. The password is encrypted in hexadecimal form.
Example: E371BBD062764757

Note:

The password must be encrypted using the Password utility that is provided with the agent.

To invoke a ESP dSeries Workload Automation web service over HTTPS

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Name—createVariable
• Agent name—WSAGENT

https://wiki.ca.com/wlaagents
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• WSDL URL—https://workstation:8443/axis2/services/EspDSeriesService?wsdl
• Service name—EspDSeriesService
• Port name—EspDSeriesServiceHttpSoap11Endpoint
• Operation—createVariable
• End point URL—https://workstation:8443/axis2/services/EspDSeriesService

2. Add the following parameters in the Operation Parameters page:

• Web service parameter 1:

• Parameter Name—/createVariable
• Defined as—Value
• Parameter Value—(No value; leave empty)

• Web service parameter 2:

• Parameter Name—createVariable/name
• Defined as—Value
• Parameter Value—level

• Web service parameter 3:

• Parameter Name—/createVariable/value
• Defined as—Value
• Parameter Value—2

• Web service parameter 4:

• Parameter Name—/createVariable/context
• Defined as—Value
• Parameter Value—DEFAULT

3. Enter the following information in the Connection Information page:

• Client authentication user—schedmaster

Note:  The credentials of this user must be defined in the Topology under the agent that you specified in the
job definition.

• Authentication order—BASIC
4. Click OK.

When the job runs, a global variable named level is created in the DEFAULT context with a value of 2.

More information:

Payload Producing and Payload Consuming Jobs

 Specify WS-Security Options in a Web Service Document/Literal Job
For Web Service Document/Literal jobs, you can specify the following additional SOAP-level
security for the web services messages:
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For Web Service Document/Literal jobs, you can specify the following additional SOAP-level security for the web
services messages:

• Transport-level authentication

• Usertoken—a user name token and password are added to each message and validated in the web
service's SOAP layer.

• Timestamp—a timestamp, with a time-to-live parameter, is added to each message to prevent message
hijacking and reuse.

• Message-level security

• Signature—messages are signed with a certificate.
• Encryption—messages are encrypted at the message level, increasing security when going through proxies

that may require decrypting or re-encrypting of the transport stream.

Note:  For more information about controlling the agent’s use of certificates for the Signature and Encryption WS-
Security options, see Requesting and Using a Certificate from a Trusted Certificate Authority in the CA WA Agent
for Web Services documentation.

 Follow these steps: 

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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1. Open the Web Service Document/Literal job that you want to specify WS-Security options for.
The Basic page of the Web Service Document/Literal dialog opens.

2. Click WS-Security options in the left pane.
The WS-Security opens page opens in the right pane.

3. Click New to define the WS-Security options.
The Add parameter dialog opens.

4. Select one of the following WS-Security options and then complete the applicable fields:

•  Usertoken
Adds a user name and password to the SOAP message that is validated in the server's SOAP layer.

•  Timestamp
Adds a timestamp to the SOAP message with an optional time-to-live option to prevent reuse of old
messages.

•  Signature
Adds a digital signature to the SOAP message, using the certificate specified in the agentparm.txt file.

Note:

Your agent administrator must specify the ws.wss.keystore, ws.wss.keystore.alias, and
ws.wss.keystore.password parameters in the agentparm.txt file.

•  Encryption
Encrypts the message. The server will decrypt the message in the SOAP layer.

Note:

Your agent administrator must specify the ws.wss.keystore, ws.wss.keystore.alias, and
ws.wss.keystore.password parameters in the agentparm.txt file if wss_keytype is ISSUER_SERIAL.

5. Complete the following fields, depending on the WS-Security option you selected. The Signature option does
not have any applicable fields.
The following fields apply to the Usertoken option:

•  User
Specifies the user name that is added to the SOAP message. The user must be defined in the Topology.

•  Digest
Specifies whether you want to pass the password in digest form. Valid values are as follows:

•  true
Sends the password in the encrypted form to the SOAP request.

•  false
Send the password in the plain form to the SOAP request.

 Default: true

Warning:

We recommend that you set Digest to true. If Digest is set to false, the agent writes the decrypted
plain text password into the spool file.

The following fields apply to the Timestamp option:

•  Timestamp
Specifies the time-to-live in seconds.

The following fields apply to the Encryption option:

•  Service Alias
Specifies the alias in the keystore defined by properties for the Web Service certificate.
Limits: Up to 512 characters

Select one of the following:

•  Issuer Serial
Uses X509 certificate for encryption. It is obtained from the keystore defined by the properties specified in
the agentparm.txt file.

•  Embedded Keyname
Uses the following key specified in the job definition for encryption:

•  Keyname
Specifies the key name as defined by the web service to be invoked.

•  Keyvalue
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Specifies the key in hexadecimal format as defined by the web service to be invoked. The agent sends
the key encrypted.
Limits: Up to 2048 characters

6. Click OK to save the security parameter.
7. (Optional) Repeat Steps 3-6 to specify additional WS-Security options.
8. Click OK.

The WS-Security options are specified.

 Example: Get Maximum Number 

This job calls the get maximum number web service at http://thismach:8080/axis2/services/TestWS. The web
service requests the "intGetMax" operation to get the maximum number, passing in three parameters. The
Usertoken and Timestamp WS-Security options specify transport level authentication. The Signature and
Encryption WS-Security options specify message level security.

 To get maximum number 

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Name—getmax2
• Agent name—WSAGENT
• WSDL URL—http://thismach:8080/axis2/services/TestWS?wsdl
• Service name—TestWS
• Port name—TestWSHttpSoap11Endpoint
• Operation—intGetMax
• End point URL—http://thismach:8080/axis2/services/TestWS

2. Enter causer in the User field.
3. Add the following parameters in the Operation Parameters page:

• Web service parameter 1:

• Parameter Name—/intGetMa
• Defined as—Value
• Parameter Value—(No value; leave empty)

• Web service parameter 2:

• Parameter Name—/intGetMax/ii[3]
• Defined as—Value
• Parameter Value—"1,4,2"

4. Add the following parameters in the WS-Security options page:

• Security parameter 1:

• Defined as—Usertoken
• Values—User="myuser@hostname",Digest="TRUE"

• Security parameter 2:

• Defined as—Timestamp
• Values—TTL="120"

• Security parameter 3:

• Defined as—Signature
• Security parameter 4:

• Defined as—Encryption
• Values—

ServiceAlias="securestore",KeyType="EMBEDDED_KEYNAME",KeyName=SessionKey",KeyValue="31FDCBDAFBCD6BA8E619A7BF51F7C73E"
5. Enter the following information in the Operation Response page:

• Filter—.*42.*
• XPath—//ns:return

6. Enter the following information in the Connection Information page:

• Authentication order—DIGEST,BASIC,NTLM
7. Click OK.

When the job completes, the spool file will contain the maximum number.
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 Define a Web Service Document/Literal SOAP Envelope Job
12-3
HID_define_webservice_doc_lit_soap_envelop_job
You can define a Web Service Document/Literal job to call an operation within a web service and pass parameters
to the operation using document/literal style binding.

Note:

• To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for Web
Services.

• If your agent is already configured using a proxy server, the agent will always use the configuration available in
the param.txt file.

Follow these steps:

1. Configure CA WA Desktop Client for your company's proxy, if necessary, to access the Internet.
2. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.

The Application appears in the workspace.
3. Select the Web Service Document/Literal job from the Application and Web Services group in the Palette view,

and drag the job to the workspace.
The Web Service Document/Literal icon appears on the Application workspace view.

4. Right-click the Web Service Document/Literal icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Web Service Document/Literal dialog opens.

5. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent that lets you access web services on a web server.

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the agents that are defined in the Topology for the specified job type.
• WSDL URL

Specifies the local path or remote URL for the WSDL file.

opens the Browse WSDL wizard, which lets you locate the WSDL file and select the required values.

Limits: Up to 2048 characters

Example: http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL

Note:  The easiest way to define a Web Service RPC/Encoded job is to use the wizard. Using the wizard,
you can select the web service, port name, and operation for the WSDL document. You can also specify
the parameter values for the operation. The WSDL-related fields are automatically populated in the job
definition, including the fields in the Operation Parameters and Operation Response pages.

• End point URL

Specifies the target endpoint address URL. In a published WSDL file, the URL defining the target endpoint
address is found in the location attribute of the port's soap:address element.

Limits: Up to 2048 characters

Example: http://www.webservicex.net/stockquote.asmx
• Envelope xml

The XML document representing the message. It will always be UTF-8 encoded. You can also perform a
copy and paste.

• SOAP action

The HTTP request header field that can be used to indicate the intent of the SOAP HTTP request.It is
populated using the Browse Option Endpoint URL.  It’s an optional and editable field

• SOAP version
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The SOAP message version (1.1 or 1.2). For example, 1.1 1.2. Default is 1.1.
6. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• User

Specifies the user under which the job will execute. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field
supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator
for the user name defined in the Topology.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

7. Click Operation Parameters in the left pane.
The Operation Parameters page opens in the right pane.

8. Click New to define the parameters.
The Add parameter dialog opens.

9. Click Authentication Information in the left pane if connection authentication is required.
The Authentication Information page opens in the right pane.

10. Complete the following fields that are required by a website with connection authentication. Speak to your
agent administrator for details.

• User

Specifies the user name that is required by a website for connection authentication. The user must be
defined in the Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one
password. Contact your administrator for the user name that is defined in the Topology.

Limits: Up to 128 characters

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• Origin

Specifies the origin host name for NTLM connection authentication. If unspecified, the origin defaults to the
computer name where the agent is running.

Limits: Up to 128 characters
• Domain

Specifies the domain for NTLM connection authentication.

Limits: Up to 128 characters
• Authentication order

Specifies a list of protocols that is used by a web server for authentication.

Valid values are as follows:

• BASIC
• DIGEST
• NTLM

Note:

• You can specify any of the following protocols in any order: BASIC, DIGEST, and NTLM. To specify
more than one protocol, separate the protocols by commas.

• If you are connecting to an old web server that cannot negotiate authentication protocols, enter the
following list in the specified order: BASIC, DIGEST, NTLM.

• Preemptive authentication

Establishes the authentication handshake protocol between the client and server. If set to true, an
authentication attempt occurs during the first handshake. Assuming the credentials provided are valid,
server accepts client request. If set to false, the server challenges the client for the authentication scheme.

Note:
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• Preemptive authentication applies to the BASIC scheme only.
• This field gets enabled only when the user types something in the User field or Authentication order

contains BASIC only.
11. Click Proxy Information in the left pane if proxy authentication is required.

The Proxy Information page opens in the right pane.
12. Complete the following fields that are required for proxy authentication. Speak to your agent administrator for

details.

• Use agent global proxy

Uses the agent global proxy configuration that the proxy parameters in the agentparm.txt file specify. Select
this option if you want to use the proxy for this job only. For example, if the request is going to an external
server, that will require a proxy.

• Proxy host
Specifies the proxy host name to use for the request.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

Note:

Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all Web Service Document/Literal jobs by setting
the http.proxyHost parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you specify in the job definition
overrides the default value in the agentparm.txt file.

• Proxy port
Specifies the proxy port to use for the request.
Limits: Up to 16 digits

Note:

Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all Web Service Document/Literal jobs by setting
the http.proxyPort parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you specify in the job definition
overrides the default value in the agentparm.txt file.

• Proxy user
Specifies the user name required for proxy authentication. The user must be defined in the Topology.
This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your
administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)
Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all Web Service Document/Literal jobs by
setting the http.proxyUser parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you specify in the job
definition overrides the default value in the agentparm.txt file.

• Proxy domain
Specifies the domain for proxy authentication. This field is used for NTLM authentication.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

Note:

Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all Web Service Document/Literal jobs by setting
the http.proxyDomain parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you specify in the job definition
overrides the default value in the agentparm.txt file.

• Origin host name (proxy)
Specifies the origin host name for proxy authentication. This field is used for NTLM authentication.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

Note:

Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all Web Service Document/Literal jobs by setting
the http.proxyOrigin parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you specify in the job definition
overrides the default value in the agentparm.txt file.

13. Click OK.The Web Service Document/Literal job is defined.

Example: Add Two Numbers Passing Two Parameters
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This job calls a simple calculator web service at http://ws1.parasoft.com/glue/calculator. The web service requests
the "add" operation to add two numbers, passing in two parameters: "x", which is the result from the last execution
of the getmax1 job and "y", which is the literal value 1.00. The job uses specific values for the HTTP proxy host,
HTTP proxy port, proxy authentication user, and proxy authentication domain.

To add two numbers passing two parameters

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Name—incpayload
• Agent name—WSAGENT
• WSDL URL—http://soaptest.parasoft.com/calculator.wsdl
• Service name—Calculator
• Port name—ICalculator
• Operation—add
• End point URL—http://ws1.parasoft.com/glue/calculator

2. Add the following parameters in the Operation Parameters page:

• Web service parameter 1:

• Parameter Name—/add
• Defined as—Value
• Parameter Value—(No value; leave empty)

• Web service parameter 2:

• Parameter Name—/add/x
• Defined as—Payload producing job
• Job—getmax1

• Web service parameter 3:

• Parameter Name—/add/y
• Defined as—Value
• Parameter Value—1.00

3. Select the Don't use global proxy defaults check box in the Proxy Information page.
4. Enter the following information in the Proxy Information page:

• Proxy host—141.202.248.209
• Proxy port—80
• Proxy user—myuser@mydomain
• Proxy domain—mydomain

5. Click OK.
When the job completes, the spool file will contain the result of the calculation.

Example: Invoke a Web Service to Get Movie Information

This job calls the GetTheatersAndMovies operation in the MovieInformation service hosted at http://
www.ignyte.com/webservices/ignyte.whatsshowing.webservice/moviefunctions.asmx,
requesting information on movies showing around the 12590 zip code. It passes the request through the
proxyhost.example.com proxy on port 80, and for proxy authentication specifies the user myuser@mydomain, the
domain mydomain, and the origin host name of myhost.example.com.

To invoke a web service to get movie information

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Name—showing
• Agent name—WSAGENT
• WSDL URL—http://www.ignyte.com/webservices/ignyte.whatsshowing.webservice/moviefunctions.asmx?

wsdl
• Service name—MovieInformation
• Port name—MovieInformationSoap
• Operation—GetTheatersAndMovies
• End point URL—http://www.ignyte.com/webservices/ignyte.whatsshowing.webservice/moviefunctions.asmx

2. Add the following parameters in the Operation Parameters page:

• Web service parameter 1:
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• Parameter Name—/GetTheatersAndMovies
• Defined as—Value
• Parameter Value—(No value; leave empty)

• Web service parameter 2:

• Parameter Name—/GetTheatersAndMovies/zipCode
• Defined as—Value
• Parameter Value—12590

• Web service parameter 3:

• Parameter Name—/GetTheatersAndMovies/radius
• Defined as—Value
• Parameter Value—20

3. Enter the following information in the Proxy Information page:

• Proxy host—proxyhost.example.com
• Proxy port—80
• Proxy user—myuser@mydomain
• Proxy domain—mydomain
• Origin host name (proxy)—myhost.example.com

4. Click OK.
When the job completes, the spool file will contain the movie information.

Example: Invoke a ESP dSeries Workload Automation Web Service over HTTPS

This job invokes a ESP dSeries Workload Automation web service to create a global variable in the DEFAULT
context. It assumes that CA WA Web Services is installed on a host named workstation and is listening on the 8443
port.

Since HTTPS is used to communicate with the web service, the following truststore parameters must be set in the
agentparm.txt file on the agent:

• https.client.ssl.truststore
Specifies the full path to the cacerts file on the agent, including the filename cacerts.
Example: C:\Program Files\CA\Workload Automation R11.3 SP1_b5\ESPSystemAgent\cacerts

Note:

Import the SSL certificate into the cacerts file on the agent using the keytool utility that is provided with the JRE.
• https.client.ssl.truststore.password

Specifies the password for accessing the truststore file. The password is encrypted in hexadecimal form.
Example: E371BBD062764757

Note:

The password must be encrypted using the Password utility that is provided with the agent.

To invoke a ESP dSeries Workload Automation web service over HTTPS

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Name—createVariable
• Agent name—WSAGENT
• WSDL URL—https://workstation:8443/axis2/services/EspDSeriesService?wsdl
• Service name—EspDSeriesService
• Port name—EspDSeriesServiceHttpSoap11Endpoint
• Operation—createVariable
• End point URL—https://workstation:8443/axis2/services/EspDSeriesService

2. Add the following parameters in the Operation Parameters page:

• Web service parameter 1:

• Parameter Name—/createVariable
• Defined as—Value
• Parameter Value—(No value; leave empty)

• Web service parameter 2:

https://wiki.ca.com/wlaagents
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• Parameter Name—createVariable/name
• Defined as—Value
• Parameter Value—level

• Web service parameter 3:

• Parameter Name—/createVariable/value
• Defined as—Value
• Parameter Value—2

• Web service parameter 4:

• Parameter Name—/createVariable/context
• Defined as—Value
• Parameter Value—DEFAULT

3. Enter the following information in the Connection Information page:

• Client authentication user—schedmaster

Note:  The credentials of this user must be defined in the Topology under the agent that you specified in the
job definition.

• Authentication order—BASIC
4. Click OK.

When the job runs, a global variable named level is created in the DEFAULT context with a value of 2.

More information:

Payload Producing and Payload Consuming Jobs

 Specify WS-Security Options in a Web Service Document/Literal SOAP Envelope Job
12-3
HID_doclit_soap_securityoptions
For Web Service Document/Literal SOAP Envelope jobs, you can specify the following additional SOAP-level
security for the web services messages:

• Transport-level authentication

• Usertoken—a user name token and password are added to each message and validated in the web
service's SOAP layer.

• Timestamp—a timestamp, with a time-to-live parameter, is added to each message to prevent message
hijacking and reuse.

• Message-level security

• Signature—messages are signed with a certificate.
• Encryption—messages are encrypted at the message level, increasing security when going through proxies

that may require decrypting or re-encrypting of the transport stream.

Note:  For more information about controlling the agent’s use of certificates for the Signature and Encryption WS-
Security options, see Requesting and Using a Certificate from a Trusted Certificate Authority in the CA WA Agent
for Web Services documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Web Service Document/Literal job that you want to specify WS-Security options for.
The Basic page of the Web Service Document/Literal dialog opens.

2. Click WS-Security options in the left pane.
The WS-Security opens page opens in the right pane.

3. Click New to define the WS-Security options.
The Add parameter dialog opens.

4. Select one of the following WS-Security options and then complete the applicable fields:

• Usertoken
Adds a user name and password to the SOAP message that is validated in the server's SOAP layer.

• Timestamp
Adds a timestamp to the SOAP message with an optional time-to-live option to prevent reuse of old
messages.

• Signature
Adds a digital signature to the SOAP message, using the certificate specified in the agentparm.txt file.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Note:

Your agent administrator must specify the ws.wss.keystore, ws.wss.keystore.alias, and
ws.wss.keystore.password parameters in the agentparm.txt file.

• Encryption
Encrypts the message. The server will decrypt the message in the SOAP layer.

Note:

Your agent administrator must specify the ws.wss.keystore, ws.wss.keystore.alias, and
ws.wss.keystore.password parameters in the agentparm.txt file if wss_keytype is ISSUER_SERIAL.

5. Complete the following fields, depending on the WS-Security option you selected. The Signature option does
not have any applicable fields.
The following fields apply to the Usertoken option:

• User
Specifies the user name that is added to the SOAP message. The user must be defined in the Topology.

• Digest
Specifies whether you want to pass the password in digest form. Valid values are as follows:

• true
Sends the password in the encrypted form to the SOAP request.

• false
Send the password in the plain form to the SOAP request.

Default: true

Warning:

We recommend that you set Digest to true. If Digest is set to false, the agent writes the decrypted
plain text password into the spool file.

The following fields apply to the Timestamp option:

• Timestamp
Specifies the time-to-live in seconds.

The following fields apply to the Encryption option:

• Service Alias
Specifies the alias in the keystore defined by properties for the Web Service certificate.
Limits: Up to 512 characters

Select one of the following:

• Issuer Serial
Uses X509 certificate for encryption. It is obtained from the keystore defined by the properties specified in
the agentparm.txt file.

• Embedded Keyname
Uses the following key specified in the job definition for encryption:

• Keyname
Specifies the key name as defined by the web service to be invoked.

• Keyvalue
Specifies the key in hexadecimal format as defined by the web service to be invoked. The agent sends
the key encrypted.
Limits: Up to 2048 characters

6. Click OK to save the security parameter.
7. (Optional) Repeat Steps 3-6 to specify additional WS-Security options.
8. Click OK.

The WS-Security options are specified.

Example: Get Maximum Number

This job calls the get maximum number web service at http://thismach:8080/axis2/services/TestWS. The web
service requests the "intGetMax" operation to get the maximum number, passing in three parameters. The
Usertoken and Timestamp WS-Security options specify transport level authentication. The Signature and
Encryption WS-Security options specify message level security.

To get maximum number
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1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Name—getmax2
• Agent name—WSAGENT
• WSDL URL—http://thismach:8080/axis2/services/TestWS?wsdl
• Service name—TestWS
• Port name—TestWSHttpSoap11Endpoint
• Operation—intGetMax
• End point URL—http://thismach:8080/axis2/services/TestWS

2. Enter causer in the User field.
3. Add the following parameters in the Operation Parameters page:

• Web service parameter 1:

• Parameter Name—/intGetMa
• Defined as—Value
• Parameter Value—(No value; leave empty)

• Web service parameter 2:

• Parameter Name—/intGetMax/ii[3]
• Defined as—Value
• Parameter Value—"1,4,2"

4. Add the following parameters in the WS-Security options page:

• Security parameter 1:

• Defined as—Usertoken
• Values—User="myuser@hostname",Digest="TRUE"

• Security parameter 2:

• Defined as—Timestamp
• Values—TTL="120"

• Security parameter 3:

• Defined as—Signature
• Security parameter 4:

• Defined as—Encryption
• Values—

ServiceAlias="securestore",KeyType="EMBEDDED_KEYNAME",KeyName=SessionKey",KeyValue="31FDCBDAFBCD6BA8E619A7BF51F7C73E"
5. Enter the following information in the Operation Response page:

• Filter—.*42.*
• XPath—//ns:return

6. Enter the following information in the Connection Information page:

• Authentication order—DIGEST,BASIC,NTLM
7. Click OK.

When the job completes, the spool file will contain the maximum number.

 Response Persist Options
12-3
HID_define_webservice_doc_lit_soap_envelop_job_response_persist

Table 4: Response Persist Options

Field name Description

Payload file path The payload file path. The payload response data is stored in this file. The
green button towards the right of the field can be used to explore the file
from the agent machine.

Overwrite payload file Select this checkbox if you want to overwrite the payload file at the
payload file path entered above.
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 Manage Response Variables
12-3
HID_define_webservice_doc_lit_soap_envelop_job_op_payload_param
This page displays a list of response variables. You can add, remove, and evaluate the response variables.

Notes:

• To enable this page, in Response Persist Options, you have to enable Persist headers or Persist payload
output.

• Headers are case-insensitive.

Add Response Variables
To add an output payload parameter.

1. In the Response Variables page, click Add. A row gets added to the Response Variables section.
2. In the newly added row, add the parameter based on the following fields.

Field name Description

Response Type The response type is always Payload.

Expression Type The expression type can be RegEx, XPath. By default,
the selected value is RegEx.

Note: When defining parameters, you cannot have a
combination of RegEx and XPath.

Name The output payload parameter name. This field is a
mandatory field and cannot contain a duplicate name.

Secure Name Variable Select Yes to store the variable value in an encrypted
format in the database. Otherwise, select No.

When Yes is selected, the value is stored
in an encrypted form. For example,
maskedForm_Parameters_V21(Name(test)
Value("SVAR(WJ4U1I8QOtht+6SvbVL28g==)"))

When No is selected, the value is stored as is. For
example,plainForm_Parameters_V21(Name(test)
Value(123))123SVAR("")

Expression The expression to be used during evaluation. This
field is a mandatory field.

Regex Group The View Result field can have multiple matches. In
this field, specify the number that provides you the
desired match. The Regex Group index  starts from
0 and if you want the second element , enter 1 , as
index starts from 0

For example, suppose the outcome has four
matches and you want the second match to be used.
Therefore, you can specify 2 in this column.

Note: If the output payload parameter has expression
type as XPath or JSONPath, this field is disabled.

View Result The evaluated result is displayed here. You can
double-click the cell to view the entire result set.

This field displays the evaluation value and it will not
be stored anywhere. It is going to be removed once
the job is completed.

Note: You will be able to double-click the cell only if a
result is generated.

3. Click OK.
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Remove Response Variables
To remove an output payload parameter.

1. In the Response Variables page, select the parameter that is to be deleted.

Note: To select all the parameters, click Select all. Similarly, for deselecting all parameters, click Deselect all.
2. Click Remove.
3. Click OK.

Evaluate Response Variables
Evaluating response variables will show results based on the Java pattern match for RegEx and Xpath. If there is
NULL in the output of evaluation, it will be displayed as “No Matching character(s)” in the View result column.

To evaluate an output payload parameter.

1. In the Response Variables page, select the parameter that you want to evaluate. The parameter should be in a
key-value pair. For example, Accept:application/json. Here, “Accept” is the key and “application/json” is
the value.

Note: To select all the parameters, click Select all. similarly for deselecting all parameters click Deselect all.
2. Click Evaluate All.
3. In the Evaluate Response Type window, type the content that is to be evaluated. Or, you can also click Browse

to navigate to the file that contains the required content.

Note: Only payload response content is present.
4. Click Evaluate. In the Response Variables section, the View Result column contains the evaluated result based

on the expression you provided. You can double-click on a specific cell to view the entire result.

Things to remember:

• Response variables are resolved at runtime and not at the trigger time. Therefore, ensure to use them in the
fields where runtime resolution is supported. For example, Envelope XML, Success Criteria, and so on.

• You cannot obtain global variable values if they are specified in the job name or qualifier. However, you can
obtain global variable values, if they are specified in the response variables.

To retrieve the response variable values, you can use the following syntax.

%VAR('JOBNAME.QUALIFIER,RESPONSEVARIABLENAME', '$$WSO_VARIABLES$$')

If %VAR is part of the QUALIFIER, it is not supported. However, symbolic variables, such as %APPL._agent as
part of QUALIFIER is supported.

In the following code snippet, %VAR('default_agent', '')will be unable to retrieve the global variable value.
However, %(APPL._agent) will be able to retrieve the symbolic/global variable value.

%VAR('booksall.BOOKSTALL%VAR('default_agent', ''),%(APPL._agent)','$$WSO_VARIABLES$
$')
// Here BOOKSALL.BOOKSTALL is the job name and %(APPL._agent) is the response variable
 name.

The following are a few more examples based on the above syntax.

%VAR('bookstall.BOOKSTALL%(WOB._agent),%(APPL._agent)','$$WSO_VARIABLES$$')

// The %(WOB._agent) variable will be resolved, but WOB._agent will contain the result of the current
 job, instead of the parent job.
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//The WOB._ variables will not be supported as part of the symbolic variable as it will resolve to the
 current job . Therefore, please take note of such symbolic variables.

%VAR('bookstall.BOOKSTALL%(APPL._name),%(APPL._agent)','$$WSO_VARIABLES$$') 
// The %(APPL._name) variable will be resolved.

The following example illustrates how you can use the symbolic variable to retrieve the value.

%VAR('bookstall%(APPL._name).BOOKSTALL%(APPL._name),%(APPL._agent)','$
$WSO_VARIABLES$$')
 // The %(APPL._name) variable will be resolved.

%VAR('bookstall%(APPL._name).%(APPL._name),%(APPL._agent)','$$WSO_VARIABLES$$') 
// The %(APPL._name) variable will be resolved.

• WOB related symbolic variables and Javascripts should not be used to obtain values in successive jobs. For
example, if you you are using Wob._name, WOB._agent in the parent job, you cannot use them in the child job.
The scope of these variables is limited to the parent job. If used, it is very likely that you will get incorrect results.

• The APPL symbolic variable's scope should remain unchanged in the entire application generation life cycle.
• If you are using multiple symbolic variables, you must use parenthesis for a correct resolution.

For example, in the following code-snippet, multiple symbolic variables are separated by parenthesis.

 %VAR('%(APPL._name)%(APPL._gen).%(APPL._name)%(APPL._gen)LORDOFRING
%(APPL._name)%(APPL._gen),red','$$WSO_VARIABLES$$')

• If the data is having a colon (:)  in 1 line, value till the first colon is the parameter name and rest will be its value.
• If you want colon in the parameter name, you need to escape with a \.
• If a row does not have any colon, it is considered as a parameter name.
• There is no escaping required for the parameter value.
• If multiple results are matched in the Evaluate All functionality , all results will be shown in the View Result

column. However, only the first matched item will be stored in the database.

 Response Variables
12-3
HID_SOAP_res_var
This page displays a list of response variables. You can use it to evaluate the response variables. You can also use
it to add or remove the response variables

Add Response Variables
To add response variable.

1. In the Response Variables page, click Add. A row gets added to the Response Variables section.
2. In the newly added row, add the variable based on the following fields.

Table 5:

Field name Description
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Response Type The response type can be Payload or Header. By
default, the selected value is Payload.

Expression The expression type can be RegEx, XPath, or
JSONPath. By default, the selected value is RegEx.
Note: When defining variables, you cannot have a
combination of JSONPath and XPath.

Name The response variable name. This field is a mandatory
field and cannot contain a duplicate name.

Secure Name Variable Select Yes to store the variable value in an encrypted
format in the database. Otherwise, select No.

Expression/Header The expression to be used during evaluation. This field
is a mandatory field.

Regex Group/Header The View Result field can have multiple matches. In this
field, specify the number that provides you the desired
match. The Header index/ Regex Group index  starts
from 0 and if you want the second element , enter 1 , as
index starts from 0

Result The evaluated result is displayed here. You can double-
click the cell to view the entire result set.

This field displays the evaluation value and it will not be
stored anywhere. It is going to be removed once the job
is completed.

Note: You will be able to double-click the cell only if a
result is generated.

Remove Response Variables
To remove a response variable.

1. In the Response Variable page, select the variable that is to be deleted.

Note: To select all the variables, click Select all. Similarly, for deselecting all variables, click Deselect all.
2. Click Remove.
3. Click OK.

Evaluate Response Variables
Evaluating response variables will show results based on the Java pattern match for RegEx and Xpath. For
JSONpath, we use the Jayway implementation. If there is NULL in the output of evaluation, it will be displayed as
“No Matching character(s)” in the View result column.

To evaluate a response variable.

1. In the Response Variable page, select the variable that you want to evaluate. The variable should be in a key-
value pair. For example, Accept:application/json. Here, “Accept” is the key and “application/json” is the
value.

Note: To select all the variables, click Select all. similarly for deselecting all variables click Deselect all.
2. Click Evaluate All.
3. In the Evaluate Response Type window, type the content that is to be evaluated. Or, you can also click Browse

to navigate to the file that contains the required content.

Note: If rows selected have Payload as response type then in the Evaluate response type window, only
payload response content will be enabled. If rows selected have Header as their response type, in the Evaluate
response type window, only Header response content will be enabled. If the selected rows have both Payload
and Header as their response type, in the Evaluate response type window, Payload response content and
Header response content are enabled.

4. Click Evaluate. In the Output payload parameters section, the View Result column contains the evaluated result
based on the expression you provided. You can double-click on a specific cell to view the entire result.

 Authentication Information
12-3
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HID_define_webservice_doc_lit_soap_envelop_job_auth_info
To define the authentication information.

1. Double-click the SOAP job.
2. In the left panel, go to Authentication Information.
3. Enter the following details.

Field name Description

User Specifies the user name that is required by a
website for connection authentication. The user
must be defined in the Topology. This field supports
the use of a namespace for a user that has more
than one password. Contact your administrator
for the user name that is defined in the Topology.
Limits:  Up to 128 characters Examples:  Bob,
Production:Bob The drop-down list displays all the
user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the
specified agent. You must have at least Read access
to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view
this list.

Origin Specifies the origin host name for NTLM connection
authentication. If unspecified, the origin defaults to the
computer name where the agent is running. Limits: 
Up to 128 characters

Domain Specifies the domain for NTLM connection
authentication. Limits:  Up to 128 characters

Authentication order Specifies a list of protocols that is used by a web
server for authentication. Valid values are as follows:

• BASIC
• DIGEST
• NTLM

You can specify any of the following protocols in any
order: BASIC, DIGEST, and NTLM. To specify more
than one protocol, separate the protocols by commas.

If you are connecting to an old web server that cannot
negotiate authentication protocols, enter the following
list in the specified order: BASIC, DIGEST, NTLM.

Preemptive authentication Establishes the authentication handshake protocol
between the client and server. If set to true, an
authentication attempt occurs during the first
handshake. Assuming the credentials provided are
valid, server accepts client request. If set to false,
the server challenges the client for the authentication
scheme.

Notes:

• Preemptive authentication applies to the BASIC
scheme only.

• This field gets enabled only when the user types
something in the User field or Authentication
order contains BASIC only.

4. Click OK.

 Proxy Information
12-3
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HID_define_webservice_doc_lit_soap_envelop_job_proxy_info
To define proxy information.

1. Double-click the SOAP job.
2. In the left panel, go to Proxy Information.
3. Enter the following details.

Field name Description

Use agent global proxy Uses the agent global proxy configuration that the
proxy parameters in the agentparm.txt file specify.
Select this option if you want to use the proxy for this
job only. For example, if the request is going to an
external server, that will require a proxy.

Proxy host Specifies the proxy host name to use for the request.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive Your
agent administrator can specify a default setting for
all Web Service Document/Literal jobs by setting the
http.proxyHost parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt
file. The value you specify in the job definition
overrides the default value in the agentparm.txt file.

Proxy port Specifies the proxy port to use for the request. Limits:
Up to 16 digits Your agent administrator can specify
a default setting for all Web Service Document/Literal
jobs by setting the http.proxyPort parameter in the
agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you specify in
the job definition overrides the default value in the
agentparm.txt file.

Proxy user Specifies the user name required for proxy
authentication. The user must be defined in the
Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace
for a user that has more than one password. Contact
your administrator for the user name defined in
the Topology. Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-
sensitive; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)
Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that
are defined in the Topology for the specified
agent. You must have at least Read access to the
ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this
list.

• Your agent administrator can specify a default
setting for all Web Service Document/Literal jobs
by setting the http.proxyUser parameter in the
agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you specify in
the job definition overrides the default value in the
agentparm.txt file.

Proxy domain Specifies the domain for proxy authentication.
This field is used for NTLM authentication. Limits:
Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive Your agent
administrator can specify a default setting for all
Web Service Document/Literal jobs by setting
the http.proxyDomain parameter in the agent's
agentparm.txt file. The value you specify in the
job definition overrides the default value in the
agentparm.txt file.
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Origin host name Specifies the origin host name for proxy
authentication. This field is used for NTLM
authentication. Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-
sensitive Your agent administrator can specify a
default setting for all Web Service Document/Literal
jobs by setting the http.proxyOrigin parameter in the
agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you specify in
the job definition overrides the default value in the
agentparm.txt file.

4. Click OK

 Retry Attempts
12-3
HID_define_webservice_doc_lit_soap_envelop_job_retry_attempts
You can configure retry attempts for your SOAP jobs.

To configure retry attempts.

1. Double-click on the SOAP job.
2. Enter values in the desired fields to configure retry attempts.

Field name Description

Failure retry count The number of times the SOAP request is to be sent.
For example, if you enter 5, an SOAP request will be
made five times unless you get a 200 response code.

After attempting five times, the received response
code will be displayed.

The maximum value can be 10000 times.

Failure retry interval The interval number in seconds. It defines the time
interval between two failure retry count. For example,
if your Failure retry count is set to 5, and Failure
retry interval is set to 10, then between each retry
attempt there will be a gap of ten seconds.

The maximum value can be 172800 seconds.

Connection timeout (in seconds) The connection timeout in seconds. For example,
if you specify 100, your connection to the server
remains active till 100 seconds.

The maximum value can be 172800 seconds.

3. Click OK.

 Success Criteria
12-3
HID_doclit_soap_successcriteria
To define the success criteria

1. Double-click the Document/Literal SOAP Envelope job.
2. In the left panel, go to Success Criteria.
3. Enter the following details.

Field name Description
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Payload expression: This field can contain a RegEx or XPath.

If RegEx is selected, only Expression is required.

For XPath, the Expression filter expression value
field can be provided.

Expression This field represents a RegEx or XPath, or expression
that should be matched with the response payload
data.

Expression filter expression value This field represents an expression filter expression
value that is to be matched with the server response.
If any line from the server response matches the filter
criteria, the job will complete successfully.  Otherwise,
the job will fail.

Note:  Notes:

• For a job, you can either specify an XPath or RegEx.
• You must escape the following characters: ?*+{}. This will help you compare them with the response payload.

For example, after introducing escape, the characters will appear like this: \?\*\+\{\}.
4. Click OK.

 WSDL Wizard
12-3
HID_define_webservice_doc_lit_soap_envelop_job_wsdl_wizard
The WSDL wizard lets you configure WSDL web services. It basically populates the Envelope XML, Soap action,
Soap version, and End point URL fields in the Basic page of your job.

1. In Browse WSDL, select the WSDL file, then click Next.

It loads a list of web services.

Field name Description

Location URL Specifies the local path or remote URL for the WSDL
file.

Click Browse WDSL. This opens the Browse WSDL
wizard, which lets you locate the WSDL file and select
the required values.

Limits: Up to 2048 characters

Example: http://www.webservicex.com/
stockquote.asmx?WSDL

Note:  The easiest way to define a Web Service
RPC/Encoded job is to use the wizard. Using the
wizard, you can select the web service, port name,
and operation for the WSDL document. You can also
specify the parameter values for the operation. The
WSDL-related fields are automatically populated in
the job definition, including the fields in the Operation
Parameters and Operation Response pages.

2. In WSDL definition, click Next. A list of ports appear
3. In Web service, select the desired port (These are basically the endpoints of the service selected above), then

click Next.
4. In Binding port, from the List of operations section select an operation, then click Next.
5. In Input parameters, under the Input Parameters section, enter the following information.

Field name Description

Parameter value(s)/job Enter the appropriate values for the input parameters.
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6. Click Finish

This populates the Envelope XML, Soap action, and Soap version, and End point URL fields in the Basic page
of your job.

.

 Big Data Jobs
Big Data integrations let you automate Big Data operations such as HDFS file operations on
the following Hadoop distributions: Cloudera and Hortonworks. You can define the following Big
Data job types using Advanced Integration for Hadoop:
cwad121
HID_bigdata_jobs

Big Data integrations let you automate Big Data operations such as HDFS file operations on the following Hadoop
distributions: Cloudera and Hortonworks. You can define the following Big Data job types using Advanced
Integration for Hadoop:

• HDFS
• HDFS File Trigger
• Hive
• Oozie
• Pig
• Sqoop
• Spark

Note:

• To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Advanced Integration for Hadoop.
• These jobs produce spool file.
• For more information about Advanced Integration for Hadoop and the supported Hadoop distributions, see CA

WA Advanced Integration for Hadoop.

 Define an HDFS Job
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is the primary distributed storage for Hadoop
applications. Hadoop supports shell-like commands to interact with HDFS directly. You can
define an HDFS job to perform the following file operations on HDFS:
cwad121
HID_define_hdfs_job
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is the primary distributed storage for Hadoop applications. Hadoop
supports shell-like commands to interact with HDFS directly. You can define an HDFS job to perform the following
file operations on HDFS:

• Create one or more zero-byte files on HDFS (touchz)
• Create one or more directories on HDFS (mkdir)
• Delete one or more files or directories on HDFS (rm)
• Copy one or more files or directories (cp)

• From the local file system on the edge node to HDFS
• HDFS to the local file system
• Within HDFS

• Move one or more files or directories (mv)

• From the local file system on the edge node to HDFS
• Within HDFS

Note:

• To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Advanced Integration for Hadoop.
• These jobs produce spool file.
• For more information about Advanced Integration for Hadoop and the supported Hadoop distributions, see CA

WA Advanced Integration for Hadoop.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the HDFS job from the Big Data  group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The HDFS icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the HDFS icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the HDFS dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name
Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign
($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable
introducer character.

• Advanced integration
Specifies the name of the advanced integration that runs the job.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the advanced integrations that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Topology for the specified job type.

• Hadoop connection
Specifies the name of the Hadoop connection profile that you want to use for running the Hadoop workload.
Click Details next to this field to view the details of the Hadoop connection profile.

Note:

• The drop-down list displays only the connection profiles that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Topology for the specified connection profile type.

• For more information about creating a Hadoop connection profile, see Managing Big Data Connection
Profiles.

• HDFS security profile
Specifies the name of the user security profile for connecting to HDFS.

Note:

• The drop-down list displays only the security profiles that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Topology for the specified security profile type.

• For more information about creating an HDFS security profile, see Managing Big Data Security Profiles.
5. Select the HDFS file operation from the File operation drop-down list. The job invokes the selected file operation

on HDFS. Options are as follows:

• Create empty file (touchz)—Creates one or more zero-byte files on HDFS.
• Make directory (mkdir)—Creates one or more directories on HDFS.
• Remove file/directory (rm)—Deletes one or more files or directories on HDFS.
• Copy file/directory (cp)—Copies one or more files or directories from the local file system on the edge node

to HDFS, HDFS to the local file system, or within HDFS.
• Move file/directory (mv)—Moves one or more files or directories from the local file system on the edge node

to HDFS or within HDFS.

Note:

Based on the file operation that you select, the required and optional fields are enabled in the Basic page.
6. Complete the following information as appropriate based on the file operation that you selected:

Note:

The following points are applicable when you specify paths for the files or directories in HDFS or the local file
system:

• Spaces and special characters are allowed in the path names of files and directories. If the path name
contains special characters, escape each special character with a backslash (\). If the path name contains
space, enclose the path name with double quotes.

• Paths in HDFS can be absolute or relative to the HDFS home directory.
• To modify the paths in the paths table, use the Add Row, Remove, and Browse buttons next to the table. To

add a path, click Add Row to add a new row in the table and enter the path name in the new row. To remove
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a path, select the path from the table and click Remove. To browse and select a path from HDFS or the local
file system, select the row where you want to add the path name and click Browse.

• Create empty file (touchz)

• Directories to create file
Specifies the paths including names of the files that you want to create in HDFS.
Limits: Up to 16384 characters
Example: 

/tmp/test1.txt, "/tmp/test folder/test1.txt", /tmp/test\;folder/
text1.txt

• Make directory (mkdir)

• Directories to create
Specifies the paths including names of the directories that you want to create in HDFS.
Limits: Up to 16384 characters
Example: 

/tmp/test, "/tmp/test folder", /tmp/test\;folder

• Create parent directories
(Optional) Indicates whether to create parent directories if the paths that you specified in the Directories to
create table contains nonexistent parent directory. Options are Yes and No.
Default: No

• Remove file/directory (rm)

• Files and Directories to remove
Specifies the paths including names of the files or directories you want to remove from HDFS or the local
file system.

• Remove recursively
(Optional) Indicates whether to delete the specified files or directories including its subdirectories. Options
are Yes and No.
Default: No

• Skip trash
(Optional) Indicates whether to bypass the trash and delete the specified file or directory permanently.
Options are Yes and No.
Default: No

• Copy file/directory (cp)

• Direction
Indicates the direction of file transfer. Options are as follows:

• Local to HDFS—Copies the files or directories from the local file system to HDFS.
• HDFS to Local—Copies the files or directories from HDFS to the local file system.
• HDFS to HDFS—Copies the files or directories from one location to another location within HDFS.

•  Source files and directories to copy
Specifies the source paths including names of the files or directories you want to copy from the local file
system or HDFS. This field is used with the Direction drop-down.
Limits: Up to 2048 characters

• Destination directory
Specifies the destination path on the local file system or HDFS where the files or directories are copied to.
To browse and select the path on HDFS or the local file system, click the arrow button next to the field.
Limits: Up to 2048 characters

• Overwrite existing
(Optional) Specifies whether to overwrite the existing files or directories in the destination location when
files or directories with the same names are copied from the source location.

Note:
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This option is not supported if the files or directories are copied from HDFS to the local file system.

Default: No
• Preserve status flags

(Optional) Specifies whether you want to retain the timestamps, ownership, and permission attributes for
the files or directories after they are copied from the source location to the destination location.
Default: No

• Move file/directory (mv)

• Direction
Indicates the direction of file transfer. Options are as follows:

• Local to HDFS—Moves the files or directories from the local file system on the edge node to HDFS.
• HDFS to HDFS—Moves the files or directories from one location to another location within HDFS.

• Source files and directories to move
Specifies the source paths including names of the files or directories that you want to move from HDFS or
the local file system. This field is used with the Direction drop-down.
Limits: Up to 2048 characters

• Destination directory
Specifies the destination path on the local file system or HDFS where the files or directories are moved.
To browse and select the path on HDFS or the local file system, click the arrow button next to the field.
Limits: Up to 2048 characters

7. (Optional) Specify how often (in seconds) the status of the job is refreshed in the Job Status Refresh field.
Limits: 1-86400
Default: 60

8. Click OK.
The HDFS job is defined. 

Example: Create Multiple Files of Zero Byte
Suppose that you want create the test_file1.txt file of zero byte in the /tmp/parent dir/test_dir directory and
test_file2.txt file of zero byte in the /tmp/parentdir/test"dir directory in HDFS. You define and run an HDFS job. The
HDFS job uses the hadoop connection profile (HADOOP1) and HDFS security profile (HDFS1) to connect to
HDFS.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Ensure that you are connected to the server.
2. Open the Basic page of the HDFS job definition and enter the following information:

• Name—HDFS_CREATEMULTIPLEFILES
• Advanced integration—HADOOP_ADVANCED INTEGRATION
• Hadoop connection—HADOOP1
• HDFS security profile—HDFS1
• File operation—Create empty file (touchz)

3. Click Add Row next to the Directories to create file table and enter the following path in the newly added row:

"/tmp/parent dir/test_dir/test_file1.txt"

Note:

To browse and select a path from HDFS or the local file system on the Hadoop edge node, click Browse.
4. Click Add Row and enter the following path in the newly added row:

/tmp/parentdir/test\"dir/test_file2.txt

5. Click OK.
The HDFS job is defined. 

 Example: Copy Files from HDFS to the Local File System on the Edge Node
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Suppose that you have the test_file1.txt file in /tmp/parent dir directory and test_file2.txt file in the /tmp/test;dir
directory in HDFS. You define an HDFS job to copy those files to the /tmp/copy directory in the local file system on
the edge node (lodmca-w7). The HDFS job uses the hadoop connection profile (HADOOP2) and HDFS security
profile (HDFS2) to connect to HDFS.

Follow these steps: 

1. Ensure that you are connected to the server.
2. Open the Basic page of the HDFS job definition and enter the following information:

• Name—HDFS_CREATEMULTIPLEFILES
• Advanced integration—HADOOP_ADVANCED INTEGRATION
• Hadoop connection—HADOOP1
• HDFS security profile—HDFS1
• File operation—Copy file/directory (cp)
• Direction—HDFS to Local

3. Click Add Row next to the Source files and directories to copy table.
4. Enter the following path in the newly added row:

"/tmp/parent dir/test_file1.txt"

Note:

To browse and select a path from HDFS, click Browse.
5. Repeat Step 3 and enter the following path in the newly added row:

/tmp/test\;dir/test_file2.txt

6. Enter the following path in the Destination directory field:

/tmp/copy

Note:

To browse and select a path from the local file system, click the arrow next to the Destination directory field.
7. Click OK.

The HDFS job is defined.

 Browse for a File or Directory
You can use the HDFS File/Directory Browser dialog to browse and select a file or directory path
within the job definition. Based on the file operation you select and the file transfer direction,
the dialog lets you browse either HDFS or the local file system on the edge node of the Hadoop
cluster.
cwad121
HID_browse_file_directory
You can use the HDFS File/Directory Browser dialog to browse and select a file or directory path within the job
definition. Based on the file operation you select and the file transfer direction, the dialog lets you browse either
HDFS or the local file system on the edge node of the Hadoop cluster.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that you are connected to the server.
2. Open the Basic page of the HDFS job definition.
3. Complete the required fields:

• Name
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Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
• Advanced integration

Specifies the name of the advanced integration for hadoop that runs the job.
• Hadoop connection

Specifies the name of the Hadoop connection profile that you want to use for running the Hadoop workload.
• HDFS security profile

Specifies the name of the user security profile for connecting to HDFS.
• File operation

Specifies the file operation that the job invokes on HDFS.
• Direction

Indicates the direction of file transfer.
4. Do one of the following tasks based on the file operation you select from the File operation drop-down list:

• Click Add Row next to the table to add a new row, and click Browse.
• Click the arrow button next to the Destination directory field.

The HDFS File/Directory Browser dialog opens.
5. Click the Folder browse icon next to the path field and select the path.
6. Click OK.

The selected path is added to the table or listed in the Destination directory field in the Basic page of the job
definition.

 Define an HDFS File Trigger Job
The HDFS File Trigger job lets you monitor file activities in HDFS. You can monitor when a file
is created, updated, deleted, expanded, shrunk, or inactive, and when a file exists or does not
exist.
cwad121
HID_define_hdfsft_job
The HDFS File Trigger job lets you monitor file activities in HDFS. You can monitor when a file is created, updated,
deleted, expanded, shrunk, or inactive, and when a file exists or does not exist.

Note:

• To run this job, your system requires CA WA Advanced Integration for Hadoop.
• This job produces spool file.
• For more information about Advanced Integration for Hadoop and the supported Hadoop distributions, see CA

WA Advanced Integration for Hadoop.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application to which you want to add the job in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the HDFS File Trigger job from the Big Data group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the
workspace.
The HDFS File Trigger icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the HDFS File Trigger icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the HDFS File Trigger dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name
Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign
($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable
introducer character.

• Advanced integration
Specifies the name of the advanced integration that runs the job.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the advanced integrations that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Topology for the specified job type.

• WebHdfs connection profile
Specifies the name of the WebHdfs connection profile that you want to use to run the job on HDFS.
Click Details next to this field to view the details of the connection profile.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Note:

• The drop-down list displays only the connection profiles that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Topology for the specified connection profile type.

• For more information about creating a Big Data connection profile, see Managing Big Data Connection
Profiles.

• WebHdfs security profile
Specifies the name of the WebHdfs user security profile to connect to HDFS.

Note:

• The drop-down list displays only the security profiles that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Topology for the specified security profile type.

• For more information about creating a Big Data security profile, see Managing Big Data Security Profiles.
5. Select one of the following options, and specify the file that you want to monitor:

• File name
Specifies the full path including the name of the file you want to monitor.

• Directory
Specifies the full path of the directory you want to monitor.

• Pattern
Specifies the pattern keyword that is used to match file or directory names. This field is required only
when the Directory option is selected.

6. Select one of the following file activities you want to monitor in the File trigger type section:

• Created
• Updated
• Deleted
• Expanded
• Shrunk
• Existing
• Non-Existing
• Inactive

Default: Created
7. Specify the following additional information as appropriate based on the file activity that you selected:

• When file reaches
Specifies the number of bytes the file size must reach to release the job's successors or trigger an Alert. This
field is used with the Created, Expanded, or Shrunk file trigger type. You can specify the file size in bytes,
KB, MB, or GB by selecting the appropriate value in the drop-down list.
Default: 0 byte

• Change size
Specifies the number of bytes the file size must change to release the job's successors or trigger an Alert.
This field is used with the Expanded or Shrunk file trigger type. You can specify the file size in bytes, KB, MB,
or GB by selecting the appropriate value in the drop-down list.

Default: 0 byte
• Percentage change

Specifies the percentage the file size must change to release the job's successors or trigger an Alert. This
field is used with the Expanded or Shrunk file trigger type.

Default: 1 percent
• Monitor continuously using (Alert)

(Optional) Specifies the name of the Alert that is triggered when the file activity occurs. This field is used
optionally with the Created, Updated, Deleted, Expanded, or Shrunk file trigger type.

• No changes for
Specifies the interval the file must remain unchanged to satisfy the monitor condition. This field is required for
the Inactive file trigger type and is optional for the Existing and Non-Existing file trigger type. You can specify
the interval in seconds, minutes, hours, or days by selecting the appropriate value in the drop-down list.

Default: 0 second
8. (Optional) Specify the following information in the User/Group specification section:

• Owner user ID
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Specifies the user ID that owns the file to be monitored. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field
supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator for
the user name defined in the Topology.

• Group
Specifies the user group that owns the file to be monitored.

9. Click OK.
The HDFS File Trigger job is defined.

Example: Release Jobs Based on File Creation 

Suppose that you want the HDFS File Trigger job HDFSFT_CREATE to release its successors when
the createtestFile.txt file is created in the /tmp/hdfstrig directory in HDFS.

Follow these steps: 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name: HDFSFT_CREATE
• Advanced integration: HADOOP_AI
• WebHdfs connection profile: HDFSFT_CONNECTION
• WebHdfs security profile: HDFSFT_SECURITY
• File name: /tmp/hdfstrig/createtestFile.txt

2. Select the Created option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Click OK.

Example: Release Jobs Based on File Creation With Specific Pattern 

Suppose that you want the HDFS File Trigger job HDFSFT_CREATE to release its successors when a file with the
pattern testDir is created in the /tmp/hdfstrig directory in HDFS.

Follow these steps: 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name: HDFSFT_CREATE
• Advanced integration: HADOOP_AI
• WebHdfs connection profile: HDFSFT_CONNECTION
• WebHdfs security profile: HDFSFT_SECURITY

2. Select the Directory option button, and enter the following information:

• Directory: /tmp/hdfstrig
• Pattern: testDir

3. Select the Created option button in the File trigger type section.
4. Click OK.

Example: Release Jobs Based on File Deletion 

Suppose that you want the HDFS File Trigger job HDFSFT_DELETE to release its successors when
the createtestFile.txt file is deleted in the /tmp/hdfstrig directory in HDFS.

Follow these steps: 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name: HDFSFT_DELETE
• Advanced integration: HADOOP_AI
• WebHdfs connection profile: HDFSFT_CONNECTION
• WebHdfs security profile: HDFSFT_SECURITY
• File name: /tmp/hdfstrig/createtestFile.txt

2. Select the Deleted option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Click OK.

Example: Release Jobs Based on File Size 

Suppose that you want the HDFS File Trigger job HDFSFT_FILESIZE to release its successors when the /data/
test file has a file size of at least one megabyte in HDFS.

Follow these steps: 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:
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• Name: HDFSFT_FILESIZE
• Advanced integration: HADOOP_AI
• WebHdfs connection profile: HDFSFT_CONNECTION
• WebHdfs security profile: HDFSFT_SECURITY
• File name: /data/test

2. Select the Expanded option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Select the When file reaches option button, enter 1 in this field, and select MB from the drop-down list.
4. Click OK.

Example: Release Jobs When a File Expands by a Certain Size 

Suppose that you want the HDFS File Trigger job HDFSFT_EXPAND to release its successors when the /
credit/record file expands by at least two megabytes in HDFS.

Follow these steps: 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name: HDFSFT_EXPAND
• Advanced integration: HADOOP_AI
• WebHdfs connection profile: HDFSFT_CONNECTION
• WebHdfs security profile: HDFSFT_SECURITY
• File name: /credit/record

2. Select the Expanded option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Select the Change size option button, enter 2 in this field, and select MB from the drop-down list.
4. Click OK.

Example: Release Jobs When a File Shrinks by a Certain Percentage 

Suppose that you want the HDFS File Trigger job HDFSFT_SHRUNK to release its successors when the /
amount/test file shrinks in size by 35 percent or more in HDFS.

Follow these steps: 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name: HDFSFT_SHRUNK
• Advanced integration: HADOOP_AI
• WebHdfs connection profile: HDFSFT_CONNECTION
• WebHdfs security profile: HDFSFT_SECURITY

• File name: /amount/test
2. Select the Shrunk option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Select the Percentage change option button and enter 35 in this field.
4. Click OK.

Example: Release Jobs When a File Shrinks to a Certain Size 

Suppose that you want the HDFS File Trigger job HDFSFT_SHRUNK1 to release its successors when the /cash/
items/distribute file shrinks to less than 1000 bytes in HDFS.

Follow these steps: 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name: HDFSFT_SHRUNK1
• Advanced integration: HADOOP_AI
• WebHdfs connection profile: HDFSFT_CONNECTION
• WebHdfs security profile: HDFSFT_SECURITY

• File name: /cash/items/distribute
2. Select the Shrunk option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Select the When file reaches option button, enter 1 in this field, and select KB from the drop-down list.
4. Click OK.

Example: Release Jobs When a File Shrinks by a Certain Amount 
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Suppose that you want the HDFS File Trigger job HDFSFT_SHRUNK3 to release its successors when the /cost/
cash file shrinks by 10 bytes in HDFS.

Follow these steps: 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name: HDFSFT_SHRUNK1
• Advanced integration: HADOOP_AI
• WebHdfs connection profile: HDFSFT_CONNECTION
• WebHdfs security profile: HDFSFT_SECURITY

• File name: /cost/cash
2. Select the Shrunk option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Select the Change size option button and enter 10 in this field.
4. Click OK.

Example: Release Jobs When a File Reaches a Certain Size and Remains Unchanged for a Certain Number
of Minutes 

Suppose that you want a HDFS File Trigger job HDFSFT_FILESIZE_UNCHANGED to release its successors when
the /research/analysis file reaches a size of 100 bytes or more in HDFS, provided that the file size remains
unchanged for five minutes or more.

Follow these steps: 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name: HDFSFT_FILESIZE_UNCHANGED
• Advanced integration: HADOOP_AI
• WebHdfs connection profile: HDFSFT_CONNECTION
• WebHdfs security profile: HDFSFT_SECURITY

• File name—/research/analysis
2. Select the Expanded option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Select the When file reaches option button, and enter 100 in this field.
4. Enter 5 in the No changes for field and select Minutes from the drop-down list.
5. Click OK.

Using this example, the following table shows when the job completes with and without the No Changes for field
value:

 Time  File Size   Does the Job Complete
When No Changes for is
Not Specified? 

 Does the Job Complete
When No Changes for is
Specified at 5 Minutes? 

14:00:00 56 No. File size is less than
100 bytes

No. File size is less than
100 bytes

14:05:00 56 No. File size is less than
100 bytes

No. Although file size
has not changed in five
minutes, it is less than 100
bytes

14:09:59 101 Yes. File size is more than
100 bytes

No. Although file size is
greater than 100 bytes, it
has changed in the last
five minutes

14:14:59 101 Yes. File size is greater
than 100 bytes and has not
changed for five minutes

Example: Monitor the Same File With Multiple File Triggers 

Suppose that two HDFS File Trigger jobs continuously monitor the size of the same file (/data/totals) in HDFS.
The first job (HDFSFT_SURVEY.EXPAND) triggers an Alert named MGT every time the file expands by at least 10
KB from its initial size. The second job (HDFSFT_SURVEY.SHRINK) triggers an Alert named MGT every time the
file shrinks by at least 10 KB from its initial size.
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Follow these steps: 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page of the job SURVEY.EXPAND:

• Name: HDFSFT_SURVEY
• Qualifier: EXPAND
• Advanced integration: HADOOP_AI
• WebHdfs connection profile: HDFSFT_CONNECTION
• WebHdfs security profile: HDFSFT_SECURITY
• File name: /data/totals

2. Select the Expanded option button in the File trigger type section
3. Select the Change size option button, enter 10 in Change size field, and select KB from the drop-down list.
4. Select MGT in the Monitor continuously using drop-down list.
5. Click OK.
6. Enter the following information in the Basic page of the job SURVEY.SHRINK:

• Name: HDFSFT_SURVEY
• Qualifier: SHRINK
• Advanced integration: HADOOP_AI
• WebHdfs connection profile: HDFSFT_CONNECTION
• WebHdfs security profile: HDFSFT_SECURITY
• File name: /data/totals

7. Select the Shrunk option button in the File trigger type section.
8. Select the Change size option button, enter 10 in the Change size field, and select KB from the drop-down

list.
9. Select MGT in the Monitor continuously using drop-down list.
10. Click OK.

The following table displays the triggers that occur if the initial size of the /data/totals file is 100 KB and it
changes as follows:

 File Size  Is the Alert Triggered for
SURVEY.EXPAND? 

 Is the Alert Triggered for
SURVEY.SHRINK? 

80 KB No. File size is less than its initial
size.

Yes. File size has decreased 20 KB
from its initial size.

90 KB No. File size remains less than its
initial size.

No. File size has increased.

110 KB Yes. File size has increased 10 KB
from its initial size.

No. File size has increased.

50 KB No. File size is less than its initial
size.

Yes. File size has decreased 50 KB
from its initial size.

60 KB No. File size remains less than its
initial size.

No. File size has increased.

Example: Release Jobs if a File Exists 

Suppose that you want an HDFS File Trigger job (HDFSFT_PAYDATA) to release its successors if the /bank/
account/money file exists in HDFS.

Follow these steps: 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page of the job:

• Name: HDFSFT_PAYDATA
• Advanced integration: HADOOP_AI
• WebHdfs connection profile: HDFSFT_CONNECTION
• WebHdfs security profile: HDFSFT_SECURITY
• File name: /bank/account/money

2. Select the Existing option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Click OK.

Example: Release Jobs if a File Does Not Exist 
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Suppose that you want the HDFS File Trigger job HDFSFT_PAYDATA to release its successors if the /start/
term/vacation file does not exist in HDFS.

Follow these steps: 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page of the job:

• Name: HDFSFT_PAYDATA
• Advanced integration: HADOOP_AI
• WebHdfs connection profile: HDFSFT_CONNECTION
• WebHdfs security profile: HDFSFT_SECURITY
• File name: /start/term/vacation

2. Select the Non-Existing option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Click OK.

Example: Monitor for an Update to a File 

Suppose that a HDFS File Trigger job HDFSFT_PAYDATA monitors for an update to the payroll.dat file in
the //CYBNT/AccountingFiles directory in HDFS.

Follow these steps: 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page of the job:

• Name: HDFSFT_PAYDATA
• Advanced integration: HADOOP_AI
• WebHdfs connection profile: HDFSFT_CONNECTION
• WebHdfs security profile: HDFSFT_SECURITY
• File name: //CYBNT/AccountingFiles/payroll.dat

2. Select the Updated option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Click OK.

Example: Monitor for the Creation of a File That Is Owned by a Specified User ID 

Suppose that you want the HDFS File Trigger job HDFSFT_PAYDATA to release its successors if the /data/
payroll.dat file is created in HDFS and the file is owned by jdoe. The following may take place:

• If the file does not exist when the job is readied, the trigger does not occur until the file is created.
• If the file exists and the owner of the file is jdoe, when the job is readied, the trigger occurs immediately.
• If the file exists or is created, but the owner of the file is not jdoe, the file trigger does not complete. It waits until

all of the specified criteria are satisfied, including the Owner user ID criteria. If the owner of the file is changed
to jdoe, the file trigger completes.

Follow these steps: 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page of the job:

• Name: HDFSFT_PAYDATA
• Advanced integration: HADOOP_AI
• WebHdfs connection profile: HDFSFT_CONNECTION
• WebHdfs security profile: HDFSFT_SECURITY
• File name—/data/payroll.dat

2. Select the Created option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Enter jdoe in the Owner user ID field in the User/Group specification page.
4. Click OK.

Example: Monitor for the Existence of a File That Is Owned by a Specified Group 

Suppose that you want the HDFS File Trigger job HDFSFT_PAYDATA to release its successors if the /data/
payroll.dat file exists in HDFS and the file is owned by the group accts. The following may take place:

• If the file exists and is owned by the group accts, when the job is readied, the trigger completes successfully.
• If the file exists and is not owned by the group accts, when the job is readied, the file trigger fails.

Follow these steps: 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page of the job:

• Name: HDFSFT_PAYDATA
• Advanced integration: HADOOP_AI
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• WebHdfs connection profile: HDFSFT_CONNECTION
• WebHdfs security profile: HDFSFT_SECURITY
• File name—/data/payroll.dat

2. Select the Existing option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Enter accts in the Group field in the User/Group specification page.
4. Click OK.

 Define a Hive Job
Hive is a data warehousing infrastructure that is based on Hadoop. It allows you to query and
manage large data sets in HDFS using HiveQL, an SQL-like query language. You can define a
Hive job to automate the Hive commands or queries such as creating tables in HDFS.
cwad121
HID_define_hive_job
Hive is a data warehousing infrastructure that is based on Hadoop. It allows you to query and manage large
data sets in HDFS using HiveQL, an SQL-like query language. You can define a Hive job to automate the Hive
commands or queries such as creating tables in HDFS.

Note:

• To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Advanced Integration for Hadoop.
• These jobs produce spool file.
• For more information about Advanced Integration for Hadoop and the supported Hadoop distributions, see CA

WA Advanced Integration for Hadoop.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the Hive job from the Big Data  group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The Hive icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the Hive icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Hive dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name
Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign
($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable
introducer character.

• Advanced integration
Specifies the name of the advanced integration that runs the job.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the advanced integrations that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Topology for the specified job type.

• Hadoop connection
Specifies the name of the Hadoop connection profile that you want to use for running the Hadoop workload.
Click Details next to this field to view the details of the Hadoop connection profile.

Note:

• The drop-down list displays only the connection profiles that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Topology for the specified connection profile type.

• For more information about creating a Hadoop connection profile, see Managing Connection Profiles.
• HDFS security profile

Specifies the name of the user security profile for connecting to HDFS.

Note:

• The drop-down list displays only the security profiles that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Topology for the specified security profile type.

• For more information about creating an HDFS security profile, see Managing Security Profiles.
5. Complete the following fields as appropriate:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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• Hive security profile
Specifies the user security profile to connect to Hive. This field is required to run Hive jobs.

Note:

• The drop-down list displays only the security profiles that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Topology for the specified security profile type.

• For more information about creating a Hive security profile, see Managing Security Profiles.
•  Initialization script

(Optional) Specifies the initialization script file. Click the arrow button next to this field to browse and select
the initialization script file from the edge node of the Hadoop cluster where Hive is installed.
Example: /tmp/hive/.hiverc

• Script to execute
Specifies the path to the SQL script file to execute. Click the arrow button next to this field to browse and
select the script file from the edge node of the Hadoop cluster where Hive is installed.
Example: /tmp/hive/hivescript.sql

• Job Status Refresh
(Optional) Specifies how often (in seconds) the status of the job is refreshed.
Limits: 1-86400
Default: 60

6. Click OK.
The Hive job is defined.

 Pass Additional Parameters to the Hive Command or Query
You can pass additional Beeline command-line parameters and their values to the Hive
command or query when the Hive job runs. To pass the Beeline command-line parameters,
the Beeline client must be installed on the edge node of the Hadoop cluster.
cwad121
HID_pass_additional_params_hive
You can pass additional Beeline command-line parameters and their values to the Hive command or query when
the Hive job runs. To pass the Beeline command-line parameters, the Beeline client must be installed on the edge
node of the Hadoop cluster.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Additional Parameters in the left pane.
The Additional Parameters page opens in the right pane.

4. Enter the parameters and their values in the Additional parameters text box.

Example:

--color=true --autosave=false --maxwidth=MAXWIDTH --verbose=false --
outputformat=table --truncateTable=true --nullemptystring=true

Note:

 To specify multiple parameters, separate each parameter with a space.
5. Click OK.

The server passes the names and values of the specified parameters to the Hive command or query when the
Hive job runs.
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 Pass Hive Modifiers
You can pass Hive variables and configuration parameters to the Hive command or query when
the Hive job runs. Hive variables are set at session level and are available locally at query
execution time on the Hadoop cluster.
cwad121
HID_pass_hive_modifiers
You can pass Hive variables and configuration parameters to the Hive command or query when the Hive job runs.
Hive variables are set at session level and are available locally at query execution time on the Hadoop cluster.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Hive Modifiers in the left pane.
The Hive Modifiers page opens in the right pane.

4. To add Hive variables, do the following tasks:

1.1 Click Add at the bottom of the Hive variables table.
A new row is added to the table.

2.1 Complete the following fields as required:

• Name
Specifies the name of the Hive variable to pass to the Hive command or query.

• Value
Specifies the value for the Hive variable.
Example: stock_name=wanyse_stocks

3.1 (Optional) Repeat the previous two steps to specify more Hive variables.
5. To add configuration parameters, do the following tasks:

1.1 Click Add at the bottom of the Configuration parameters table.
A new row is added to the table.

2.1 Complete the following fields as required:

• Name
Specifies the name of the configuration parameter to pass to the Hive command or query.

• Value
Specifies the value for the configuration parameter.
Example: hive.variable.substitute=false

3.1 (Optional) Repeat the previous two steps to specify more Hive variables.
6. Click OK.

The server passes the names and values of the specified variables and parameters to the Hive command or
query when the Hive job runs.

 Example: Process Data From a CSV File on a Hadoop Edge Node
Suppose that you want to process data from a CSV file on a Hadoop edge node and store
the data in the Hive database. You define a Hive job to run a script (headless.sql). The script
creates a table in Hive database, loads the data from the CSV file, and stores the processed
data in the Hive database. The job uses a Hadoop connection profile to connect to HDFS and
the Hive client, an HDFS security profile to connect to HDFS, and a Hive security profile to
connect to Hive database.
cwad121
HID_ex_process_data_on_hadoop_node
Suppose that you want to process data from a CSV file on a Hadoop edge node and store the data in the Hive
database. You define a Hive job to run a script (headless.sql). The script creates a table in Hive database, loads
the data from the CSV file, and stores the processed data in the Hive database. The job uses a Hadoop connection
profile to connect to HDFS and the Hive client, an HDFS security profile to connect to HDFS, and a Hive security
profile to connect to Hive database.

The table name is passed to the script as a Hive variable.
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Note:

The connection profile and security profiles must already be defined. The connection profile must include JDBC
URL and optionally the JDBC driver class for the Hive client to connect to Hive database.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that you are connected to the server.
2. Open the Basic page of the Sqoop job definition and enter the following information:

• Name—HIVE1
• Advanced integration—HADOOP_ADVANCED INTEGRATION
• Hadoop connection—HADOOP_HIVE
• HDFS security profile—HDFS_SECURITY
• Hive security profile—HIVESQL
• Script to execute—headless.sql

3. Click Hive Modifiers in the left pane.
4. Click Add at the bottom of the Hive variables table and enter the following values:

• Name—stock_name
• Value—wanyse_stocks

5. Click OK.
The Hive job is defined.

 Define an Oozie Job
Oozie is a workflow scheduler system for Hadoop jobs. It is integrated with the Hadoop stack
supporting Hadoop jobs such as HDFS, Java map-reduce, Streaming map-reduce, Pig, Hive,
Sqoop, and Distcp. Oozie also supports system-specific jobs such as Java programs and shell
scripts.
cwad121
HID_define_oozie_job
Oozie is a workflow scheduler system for Hadoop jobs. It is integrated with the Hadoop stack supporting Hadoop
jobs such as HDFS, Java map-reduce, Streaming map-reduce, Pig, Hive, Sqoop, and Distcp. Oozie also supports
system-specific jobs such as Java programs and shell scripts.

Oozie Workflow jobs are Directed Acyclical Graphs (DAGs) of actions, specifying sequence of actions (Hadoop
jobs) to execute.

You can define an Oozie job to run an Oozie workflow and monitor the workflow status until termination.

Note:

• To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Advanced Integration for Hadoop.
• These jobs produce spool file.
• For more information about Advanced Integration for Hadoop and the supported Hadoop distributions, see CA

WA Advanced Integration for Hadoop.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the Oozie job from the  Big Data group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The Oozie icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the Oozie icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Oozie dialog opens.

4. Complete the following fields:

• Name
Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign
($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable
introducer character.

• Advanced integration
Specifies the name of the advanced integration that runs the job.
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Note:

The drop-down list displays only the advanced integrations that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Topology for the specified job type.

• Hadoop connection
Specifies the name of the Hadoop connection profile that you want to use for running the Hadoop workload.
Click Details next to this field to view the details of the Hadoop connection profile.

Note:

• The drop-down list displays only the connection profiles that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Topology for the specified connection profile type.

• For more information about creating a Hadoop connection profile, see Managing Big Data Connection
Profiles.

• HDFS security profile
Specifies the name of the user security profile for connecting to HDFS.

Note:

• The drop-down list displays only the security profiles that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Topology for the specified security profile type.

• For more information about creating an HDFS security profile, see Managing Big Data Security Profiles.
• Configuration File

Specifies the path to the oozie workflow job configuration file on the edge node. The configuration file can be
either a Java properties file (.properties) or a Hadoop XML configuration file (.xml). The parameters for the
Oozie workflow job are defined in the file.

Note:

The path can be a fully qualified name or relative to the home directory on the edge node.
•  Job Status Refresh

(Optional) Specifies how often (in seconds) the status of the job is refreshed.
Limits: 1-86400
Default: 60

5. Click OK.
The Oozie job is defined. 

Example: Define an Oozie Job
Suppose that you have an Oozie workflow (/user/hadoop/examples/apps/map-reduce/job.properties) defined on
the edge node (lodmca01@abc.com) of the Hadoop cluster. You define an Oozie job (OOZIE) to run, monitor, and
control the workflow.

The Oozie job uses the hadoop connection profile (HADOOP3) and HDFS security profile (HDFS3) to connect to
HDFS.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Ensure that you are connected to the server.
2. Open the Basic page of the Oozie job definition and enter the following information:

• Name—OOZIE
• Advanced integration—HADOOP_AI
• Hadoop connection—HADOOP3
• HDFS security profile—HDFS3
• Configuration File—/user/hadoop/examples/apps/map-reduce/job.properties

3. Click OK.

 Define a Pig Job
Pig is a platform for querying and analyzing large data sets in HDFS using Pig Latin, a high-
level scripting language. You can define Pig jobs to automate the execution of Pig scripts on
HDFS.
cwad121
HID_define_pig_job
Pig is a platform for querying and analyzing large data sets in HDFS using Pig Latin, a high-level scripting
language. You can define Pig jobs to automate the execution of Pig scripts on HDFS.
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Note:

• To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Advanced Integration for Hadoop.
• These jobs produce spool file.
• For more information about Advanced Integration for Hadoop and the supported Hadoop distributions, see CA

WA Advanced Integration for Hadoop.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the Pig job from the  Big Data group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The Pig icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the Pig icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Pig dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name
Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign
($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable
introducer character.

• Advanced integration
Specifies the name of the advanced integration that runs the job.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the advanced integrations that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Topology for the specified job type.

• Hadoop connection
Specifies the name of the Hadoop connection profile that you want to use for running the Hadoop workload.
Click Details to view the details of the parameters that are defined in the connection profile.

Note:

• The drop-down list displays only the connection profiles that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Topology for the specified connection profile type.

• For more information about creating a Hadoop connection profile, see Managing Connection Profiles.
• HDFS security profile

Specifies the name of the user security profile for connecting to HDFS.

Note:

• The drop-down list displays only the security profiles that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Topology for the specified security profile type.

• For more information about creating an HDFS security profile, see Managing Security Profiles.
•  Script to execute

Specifies the path to the Pig script file to execute. Click the arrow button to browse and select the script file
from the Hadoop edge node where Pig is installed.
Example: sample.pig

5. Complete the following optional fields:

• Parameters file
Specifies the path to the Pig parameter file. Click the arrow button to browse and select the parameter file
from the Hadoop edge node where Pig is installed.
Example: pigparms.txt

• Property file
Specifies the path to the Pig property file. Click the arrow button to browse and select the property file from
the Hadoop edge node where Pig is installed.
Example: pig.property

• Job Status Refresh
Specifies how often (in seconds) the status of the job is refreshed.
Limits: 1-86400
Default: 60

6. Click OK.
The Pig job is defined.
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Example: Process Data From a CSV File on Hadoop Edge Node 

Suppose that you want to process data from a CSV file on a Hadoop edge node and store the processed data in
HDFS. You define a Pig job to run a script (batting.pig). The script loads the data from the CSV file and stores the
processed data in HDFS. The job uses a Hadoop connection profile and an HDFS security profile to connect to
HDFS.

Note:

The connection profile and security profiles must already be defined.

Follow these steps: 

1. Ensure that you are connected to the server.
2. Open the Basic page of the Pig job definition and enter the following information:

• Name—PIG1
• Advanced integration—HADOOP_ADVANCED INTEGRATION
• Hadoop connection—HADOOP_PIG
• HDFS security profile—HDFS_SECURITY
• Script to execute—batting.pig

3. Click OK.
The Pig job is defined.

 Pass Additional Parameters to the Pig Script
When running the Pig workload, you can pass additional parameters and their values to the Pig
script.
cwad121
HID_pass_additional_params_pig
When running the Pig workload, you can pass additional parameters and their values to the Pig script.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Additional Parameters in the left pane.
The Additional Parameters page opens in the right pane. 

4. Enter the parameters and their values in the Additional parameters text box.

 Example: 

--p inputFile=Batting

Note:

To specify multiple parameters, separate each parameter with a space.
5. Click OK.

The server passes the names and values of the specified parameters to the Pig script when the Pig job runs.

 Define a Spark Job
Spark jobs lets you run Spark applications on clusters and monitor their status.
cwad121
HID_define_spark_job
Spark jobs lets you run Spark applications on clusters and monitor their status.

Spark is an open-source cluster computing framework. ESP dSeries Workload Automation supports Spark on the
following cluster managers:

• Standalone: A simple cluster manager included with Spark.
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• DC/OS Mesos: The Mesophere implementation of Apache Mesos, a general cluster manager that can also run
Hadoop MapReduce and service applications.

• Hadoop YARN: The resource manager in Hadoop 2.
• Local

You can deploy an application on a cluster in either client or cluster mode. In cluster mode, the framework launches
the driver in the cluster. In client mode, the submitter launches the driver outside of the cluster.

Note:

• This job produces spool file.
• To run this job, your system requires CA WA Advanced Integration for Hadoop 12.0.00.03 or higher. For

information about installing Advanced Integration for Hadoop and the supported Hadoop distributions, see CA
WA Advanced Integration for Hadoop.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the SPARK job from the Big Data  group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The SPARK icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the SPARK icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the SPARK dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name
Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign
($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable
introducer character.

• Advanced integration
Specifies the name of the advanced integration that runs the job.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the advanced integrations that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the CA WA Desktop Client Topology for the specified job type.

• Spark connection profile
Specifies the name of the Spark connection profile that you want to use for running Spark
applications. Click Details next to this field to view the details of the Spark connection profile.

Note:

• The drop-down list displays only the connection profiles that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Admin view for the specified connection profile type.

• For more information about creating a Spark connection profile, see Managing Big Data Connection
Profiles.

• Spark security profile
Specifies the name of the user security profile to connect to Spark.

Note:

• The drop-down list displays only the security profiles that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Admin view for the specified security profile type.

• For more information about creating a Spark security profile, see Managing Big Data Security Profiles.
• Program type 

Specifies the program type of the Spark application that the job runs. Options are: JAVA, SCALA, and
PYTHON.

• Deploy mode 

(Optional) Specifies whether to deploy the Spark driver on the worker nodes (cluster) or locally as an
external client. Options are: CLIENT and CLUSTER.
This field is required only when the cluster type is YARN, LOCAL, or STANDALONE.

Note:
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In the standalone mode, set the value of the log4j.rootCategory property to INFO, console in the
following file:

spark_install_dir/conf/log4j.properties

  spark_install_dir  

Specifies the Spark installation directory.
• Path to spark application 

Specifies the path to the Spark application that runs on the cluster. Click the arrow button next to this field to
browse and select the application from the computer where Spark is installed.

Note:

If the path name contains spaces and special characters, enclose the path name with double quotes.
•  Properties file 

(Optional) Specifies the path to the file that contains Spark configuration properties. Click the arrow
button next to this field to browse and select the properties file from the computer where Spark is installed.

Note:

If the path name contains spaces and special characters, enclose the path name with double quotes.

• Success criteria 

(Optional) Defines a regular expression that is used to evaluate a return string. If the return string matches
the regular expression, the job completes successfully. Otherwise, the job fails.

The agent evaluates the job success criteria only when the job completes successfully based on the success
exit code.

Note:

• This field only applies to SQL queries that are SELECT statements.
• Each return string includes the field name from the SELECT statement and its value, separated by an

equal sign (=). For example, consider the query SELECT ORD_NUM FROM SALES. To match order
number A2976, specify the regular expression ORD_NUM=A2976. Specifying the regular expression
A2976 does not match any return string causing the job to fail. You can also specify the regular
expression .*A2976, which matches any return string that ends with A2976.

• To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find
these rules using a Google search for java pattern.

• Some characters have a special meaning in regular expressions. To use these characters literally,
precede the characters with one backward slash (\). For example, to match the characters *.* literally,
specify \*\.\* in your regular expression. The backward slashes escape the characters' special meanings.

• Job status refresh
(Optional) Specifies how often (in seconds) the status of the job is refreshed.
Limits: 1-86400
Default: 60

5. (Optional) Click Preview to review the Spark command that the Hadoop agent submits on the Spark computer.
If the Spark command-specific fields are defined with global variables, symbolic variables, or built-in functions,
the preview does not show those values as resolved.

6. Click OK.
The Spark job is defined.

 Pass Additional Parameters to Spark
When running the Spark workload, you can pass additional parameters to the Spark Application.
cwad121
HID_pass_parameters_spark
When running the Spark workload, you can pass additional parameters to the Spark Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
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The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.

The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.
3. Click Additional Parameters in the left pane.

The Additional Parameters page opens in the right pane.
4. Enter the parameters and their values in the Additional parameters text box. To specify multiple parameters,

separate each parameter with a space.

Example:

--deploy-mode client --num-executors 3 --driver-memory 512m --
executor-cores 1

Note:

If the path name contains spaces and special characters, enclose the path name with double quotes.

The server passes the names and values of the specified parameters to Spark when the Spark job runs.
5. Click OK.

 Pass Arguments to a Spark Application
When running the Spark workload, you may need to pass a list of arguments to a Spark
Application when that Application is invoked.
cwad121
HID_pass_arguments_spark
When running the Spark workload, you may need to pass a list of arguments to a Spark Application when that
Application is invoked.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Spark application arguments in the left pane.
The Spark application arguments page opens in the right pane.

4. Enter the list of arguments in the Application arguments text box.

Note:

If the path name contains spaces and special characters, enclose the path name with double quotes.

The server passes the arguments to the Spark application when the Spark job runs.
5. Click OK.

 Specify Spark Configuration Properties
You can specify properties to configure Spark.
cwad121
HID_specify_configuration_properties_spark
You can specify properties to configure Spark.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Spark options in the left pane.
The Spark options page opens in the right pane.

4. Click Add.
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A new row is added to the Spark options table.
5. Select one of the following options or enter a property that you want in the Key column, and specify the

corresponding value in the Value column:

• --driver-cores
• --total-executor-cores
• --executor-cores
• --queue
• --num-executors
• --archives
• --principal
• --keytab
• --supervise
• --class

Note:

• If the path name contains spaces and special characters, enclose the path name with double quotes.
• If the path name includes percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable introducer character, all the special

characters that are specified after % are supported.
6. Click Add to specify additional configuration properties.
7. Click OK.

 Define a Sqoop Job
Sqoop is a tool for transferring data between HDFS and relational databases, such as Microsoft
SQL Server and Oracle. You can define Sqoop jobs to perform the following operations:
cwad121
HID_define_sqoop_job
Sqoop is a tool for transferring data between HDFS and relational databases, such as Microsoft SQL Server and
Oracle. You can define Sqoop jobs to perform the following operations:

• Import data from a relational database to HDFS
• Export data from HDFS to a relational database

Note:

• To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Advanced Integration for Hadoop.
• These jobs produce spool file.
• For more information about Advanced Integration for Hadoop and the supported Hadoop distributions, see CA

WA Advanced Integration for Hadoop.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the Sqoop job from the Big Data group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The Sqoop icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the Sqoop icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Sqoop dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name
Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign
($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable
introducer character.

• Advanced integration
Specifies the name of the advanced integration that runs the job.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the advanced integrations that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Topology for the specified job type.

• Hadoop connection
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Specifies the name of the Hadoop connection profile that you want to use for running the Hadoop workload.
Click Details to view the details of the parameters that are defined in the connection profile.

Note:

• The drop-down list displays only the connection profiles that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Topology for the specified connection profile type.

• For more information about creating a Hadoop connection profile, see Managing Big Data Connection
Profiles.

• HDFS security profile
Specifies the name of the user security profile for connecting to HDFS.

Note:

• The drop-down list displays only the security profiles that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Topology for the specified security profile type.

• For more information about creating an HDFS security profile, see Managing Big Data Security Profiles.
• Sqoop security profile

Specifies the name of the user security profile that the Sqoop client uses to connect to the relational
database.

Note:

• The drop-down list displays only the security profiles that you have access permission for and that are
defined in the Topology for the specified security profile type.

• For more information about creating a Sqoop security profile, see Managing Big Data Security Profiles.
5. To import the data from a relational database to HDFS, select Import an individual table from a database to

HDFS (sqoop import) from the Operation type drop-down and complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Table name
Specifies the name of the relational database table where the data is imported from.

• Destination directory
Specifies the path to the HDFS directory where the data is imported to. Click the arrow button next to this
field to browse and select the path from HDFS.
Example: /user/hadoop/sqoopJobTests/Results

Note:

Ensure that the destination directory does not exist in HDFS. The destination directory is created
automatically in HDFS when the data is imported from the relational database.

• Columns
(Optional) Specifies the names of the database table columns where the data is imported from. To specify
multiple names, separate each name with a comma.
Example: id,product,amount

•  Where clause
(Optional) Specifies the WHERE clause to use for importing data from the relational database.
Example: amount>400

• Boundary query
(Optional) Specifies the boundary query (in double quotes) to use for creating splits in table columns.
Example: "SELECT MIN(amount), MAX(amount) from sales"

6. To export the data from HDFS to a relational database, select Export a set of files from HDFS to database
(sqoop export) from the Operation type drop-down and complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Table name
Specifies the name of the relational database table where the data is exported to.

• Source directory
Specifies the path to the HDFS directory where the data is exported from. Click the arrow button next to this
field to browse and select the path from HDFS.
Example: /user/hadoop/sqoopJobTests/Data

•  Columns
(Optional) Specifies the names of the database table columns where the data is exported to. To specify
multiple names, separate each name with a comma.
Example: id,product,amount

• Staging table
(Optional) Specifies the name of the table where the data is staged before being inserted into the destination
table.
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Example: TEMP_sales
• Clear staging table

(Optional) Indicates that the existing data in the staging table will be deleted before starting the data export
operation. Options are Yes and No. This field is used with the Staging table field.
Default: No

7. Complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Null string interpretation
Specifies the string to be written for a null value for string columns.
Default: UNDEF

• Nonstring null interpretation
Specifies the string to be written for a null value for nonstring columns.
Default: UNDEF

• Job Status Refresh
(Optional) Specifies how often (in seconds) the status of the job is refreshed.
Limits: 1-86400
Default: 60

8. Click OK.
The Sqoop job is defined.

Example: Import Data From Microsoft SQL Server to HDFS
Suppose that you want to import data from a table (Stud) from Microsoft SQL Server to the /tmp/
sqoop_test_stud_dir directory in HDFS. You define a Sqoop job with a Hadoop connection profile to connect to
HDFS and the Sqoop client, HDFS security profile to connect to HDFS, and a Sqoop security profile to connect to
Microsoft SQL Server. The job uses the boundary query for creating splits on the table.

The destination directory (sqoop_test_stud_dir) is created automatically in HDFS when the data is imported from
Microsoft SQL Server.

Note:

The connection profile and security profiles must already be defined. The connection profile must include JDBC
URL and optionally the JDBC driver class for the Sqoop client to connect to Microsoft SQL Server.

Follow these steps: 

1. Ensure that you are connected to the server.
2. Open the Basic page of the Sqoop job definition and enter the following information:

• Name—SQOOP_IMPORT
• Advanced integration—HADOOP_ADVANCED INTEGRATION
• Hadoop connection—HADOOP_SQOOP
• HDFS security profile—HDFS_SECURITY
• Sqoop security profile—SQOOP_SQLSERVER
• Operation type—Import an individual table from a database to HDFS (sqoop import)
• Table name—stud
• Destination directory—/tmp/sqoop_test_stud_dir
• Boundary query—"select (min(id)+ 9999), (max(id)-10000)"

3. Click OK.
The Sqoop job is defined.

Example: Export Data From HDFS to Microsoft SQL Server  

Suppose that you want to export data from the /tmp/sqoop_test_stud_dir directory in HDFS to a table named Stud
in Microsoft SQL Server. You define a Sqoop job with a Hadoop connection profile to connect to HDFS and the
Sqoop client, HDFS security profile to connect to HDFS, and Sqoop security profile to connect to Microsoft SQL
Server.

Note:

The connection profile and security profiles must already be defined. The connection profile must include JDBC
URL and optionally the JDBC driver class for the Sqoop client to connect to Microsoft SQL Server.

Follow these steps: 

1. Ensure that you are connected to the server.
2. Open the Basic page of the Sqoop job definition and enter the following information:
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• Name—SQOOP_EXPORT
• Advanced integration—HADOOP_ADVANCED INTEGRATION
• Hadoop connection—HADOOP_SQOOP
• HDFS security profile—HDFS_SECURITY
• Sqoop security profile—SQOOP_SQLSERVER
• Operation type— Export a set of files from HDFS to database (sqoop export)
• Table name—stud
• Source directory—/tmp/sqoop_test_stud_dir

3. Click OK.
The Sqoop job is defined.

 Pass Additional Parameters to Data Import or Export Operations
When running the Sqoop workload, you can pass additional parameters and their values to the
data import or export operations.
cwad121
HID_pass_additional_params_sqoop
When running the Sqoop workload, you can pass additional parameters and their values to the data import or
export operations.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Additional Parameters in the left pane.
The Additional Parameters page opens in the right pane. 

4. Enter the parameters and their values in the Additional parameters text box.

 Example: 

--split-by column_id

Note:

To specify multiple parameters, separate each parameter with a space.
5. Click OK.

The server passes the names and values of the specified parameters to the data import or export operation
when the Sqoop job runs.

 CA WA Jobs
CA WA jobs let you define Links and Tasks in your Applications. A Link is a workload object that
completes immediately after its predecessor dependencies are met. A Task is a workload object
that requires manual completion.
wlade133
CA WA jobs let you define Links and Tasks in your Applications. A Link is a workload object that completes
immediately after its predecessor dependencies are met. A Task is a workload object that requires manual
completion.

Create a Link
Links can have many uses in your Applications. For example, you can use links to simplify interlinked
dependencies, schedule a cyclic Application, or keep an Application active. The server completes a link when its
dependencies are met.

You may have Applications with many groups of interlinked dependencies. You can create dependencies between
all the jobs in these groups individually, or you can create a link workload object that waits for the completion
of the first group of jobs and then releases the second group of jobs. This approach simplifies the predecessor
dependencies and makes it easier to add or delete jobs in each group.
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Note:  For more information about using links, see Cookbook Examples.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the Link workload object from the CA WA group in the Palette view, and drag the workload object to the
workspace.
The Link icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the Link icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Link dialog opens.

4. Enter the name of the link, specify a run frequency and other parameters as appropriate, and click OK.
The link is defined.

 Example: Create a link between Groups of Jobs 

Consider the following Application, which has two groups of three jobs each. The second group of jobs (D, E,
and F) cannot run until all jobs in the first group (A, B, and C) complete. The following illustration displays the
dependency between the two groups of jobs:

  

To create this dependency configuration, you must create dependencies from all three jobs in the first group to
all three jobs in the second group. The following illustration displays the required dependencies between the two
groups:

  

The interlinked dependencies of this Application may be difficult to read and maintain. To simplify this dependency
configuration, create a link that represents the completion of the first group of three jobs and releases the second
group of three jobs.

The link waits for jobs A, B, and C to complete and then releases jobs D, E, and F. The following illustration
represents the dependencies between the jobs using a link:

  

The server automatically completes a link as soon as its dependencies are met. After the jobs in the first group (A,
B, and C) complete, the server marks the link complete and releases the second group of jobs (D, E, and F).
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Create a Task
Tasks can have many uses in your Applications. For example, you can use tasks to represent a manual
dependency, run different jobs based on the time a predecessor job completes, or delay job submission until the
next hour. You must complete a task for its successors to become eligible for submission.

After a job runs, a manual task may need to be performed before the job's successor can run. To represent a
manual task, you can set up a task workload object in your Application. A task represents work, such as a manual
process that needs to complete before a subsequent job can run. A task does not run on a specific operating
system.

Note:

For more information about using tasks, see Cookbook Examples.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the Task workload object from the CA WA group in the Palette view, and drag the workload object to the
workspace.
The Task icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the Task icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Task dialog opens.

4. Enter the name of the task, specify a run frequency and other parameters as appropriate, and click OK.
The task is defined.

 Example: Dependency of a Job on a Manual Task 

Suppose that a UNIX job (J1) executes a script to produce a report that you must manually check. To represent the
manual checking of the report, you can use a task (CHECKRPT.J). After you check the report, you would mark that
task complete, and the server would release the successor job (J2).

The following illustration displays the dependencies between the jobs using a manual task:

  

 Create a Link
Links can have many uses in your Applications. For example, you can use links to simplify
interlinked dependencies, schedule a cyclic Application, or keep an Application active. The
server completes a link when its dependencies are met.
cwad121
HID_create_link
Links can have many uses in your Applications. For example, you can use links to simplify interlinked
dependencies, schedule a cyclic Application, or keep an Application active. The server completes a link when its
dependencies are met.

Note:  For more information about using links, see Cookbook Examples.

 Follow these steps: 
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1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the Link workload object from the CA WA group in the Palette view, and drag the workload object to the
workspace.
The Link icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the Link icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Link dialog opens.

4. Enter the name of the link, specify a run frequency and other parameters as appropriate, and click OK.
The link is defined.

 More information: 

 Interlinked Dependencies 

 Create a Task
Tasks can have many uses in your Applications. For example, you can use tasks to represent a
manual dependency, run different jobs based on the time a predecessor job completes, or delay
job submission until the next hour.
cwad121
HID_create_task
Tasks can have many uses in your Applications. For example, you can use tasks to represent a manual
dependency, run different jobs based on the time a predecessor job completes, or delay job submission until the
next hour.

Note:

For more information about using tasks, see Cookbook Examples.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the Task workload object from the CA WA group in the Palette view, and drag the workload object to the
workspace.
The Task icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the Task icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Task dialog opens.

4. Enter the name of the task, specify a run frequency and other parameters as appropriate, and click OK.
The task is defined.

 More information: 

 Manual Dependencies 

 Database Jobs
Database jobs let you automate common database tasks on Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, IBM
DB2, PostgreSQL, and Teradata databases.
cwad121
HID_db_jobs

Database jobs let you automate common database tasks on Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, IBM DB2, PostgreSQL,
and Teradata databases.

Note:

• To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Databases.

• To automate database tasks on PostgreSQL and Teradata databases, CA WA Agent for Databases must be in
Release 11.3 SP5 or higher.

You can define the following database jobs:

•  DB Stored Procedure
Lets you run a stored procedure.

•  DB Trigger
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Lets you monitor for added, deleted, and updated rows in a database table.
•  DB Monitor

Lets you monitor for an increase or decrease in the number of rows in a database table.
•  SQL

Lets you execute an SQL statement.

 Define a DB Stored Procedure Job
You can define a DB Stored Procedure job to invoke a procedure that is stored in a database.
You can add criteria to the job definition to test the procedure's output. If the result matches the
criteria, the job completes successfully.
cwad121
HID_define_db_stored_procedure_job
You can define a DB Stored Procedure job to invoke a procedure that is stored in a database. You can add criteria
to the job definition to test the procedure's output. If the result matches the criteria, the job completes successfully.

Note:

• To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Databases.

• You can use agent groups for load balancing or run a job on all agents in a group.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the DB Stored Procedure job from the Database group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the
workspace.
The DB Stored Procedure icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the DB Stored Procedure icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the DB Stored Procedure dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the Database Agent that runs the job.

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the agents that are defined in the Topology for the specified job type.
• Procedure name

Specifies the name of the procedure to run.
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• DB user

Specifies the database user the job runs under. The database user specified in the job definition overrides
the default specified in the agentparm.txt file. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field supports
the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator for the user
name defined in the Topology.

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You must
have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob
• Oracle DB user type

Specifies the type of Oracle user. In Oracle, a user with sufficient authority can log in with different system
privileges. For example, if a job requires sysdba privileges, you would enter as sysdba in this field.
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• DB URL

Specifies the database resource location. The server uses Java database connectivity (JDBC) to connect to
the database. This URL overrides the default specified in the agentparm.txt file.

For an Oracle database, use the following format:

jdbc:oracle:thin:@//host:port/dbservicename

• host
Specifies the host name of the computer where the database is installed.

• port
Specifies the port number of the computer where the database is installed.

• dbservicename
Specifies the service name of the Oracle database. You can find the service name from the tnsnames.ora
file of the database.

For a Microsoft SQL Server database, use the following format:

jdbc:sqlserver://host:port;DatabaseName=dbname

• dbname
Specifies the database name.

For an IBM DB2 database, use the following format:

jdbc:db2://host:port/dbname

For a Teradata database, use the following format:

jdbc:teradata://host/
TMODE=ANSI,CHARSET=UTF8,DATABASE=db_name,DBS_PORT=port

For a PostgreSQL database, use the following format:

jdbc:postgresql://host:port/db_name

• Return data type

Specifies the variable type to be returned.
• Success criteria

Defines a regular expression that is used to evaluate a return string. If the return string matches the regular
expression, the job completes successfully. Otherwise, the job fails.

Note:

• This field only applies to SQL queries that are SELECT statements.
• Each return string includes the field name from the SELECT statement and its value, separated by an

equal sign (=). For example, consider the query SELECT ORD_NUM FROM SALES. To match order
number A2976, specify the regular expression ORD_NUM=A2976. Specifying the regular expression
A2976 does not match any return string causing the job to fail. You can also specify the regular
expression .*A2976, which matches any return string that ends with A2976.
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• To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find
these rules using a Google search for java pattern.

• Some characters have a special meaning in regular expressions. To use these characters literally,
precede the characters with one backward slash (\). For example, to match the characters *.* literally,
specify \*\.\* in your regular expression. The backward slashes escape the characters' special meanings.

6. (Optional) Click Parameters in the left pane.
The Parameters page opens in the right pane.

7. Click Add to send parameters to the procedure, and complete the following fields:

• Parameter

Specifies the parameter variable that is passed to the procedure.

Note:  You must specify the parameter name, whether the parameter is an input parameter (in), an output
parameter (out) or both (in out), and the parameter type.

Example: onea in out CHAR
• Value

Defines the parameter value passed to the procedure.
8. Click OK.

The DB Stored Procedure job is defined.

Example: Run a Stored Procedure

Suppose that you want a job named DBSP to invoke the PAYROLL procedure and check whether the employee
name (ename) starts with John. The job uses the default values for the DB user and the DB URL fields. The
parameter ename, which is both an input and output parameter of type VARCHAR, is passed to the procedure
when it runs with value John Evans. This job runs on the DBAGENT agent computer.

To run a stored procedure

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—DBSP
• Agent name—DBAGENT
• Procedure name—PAYROLL
• Success criteria—ename=John.*

2. Add the following parameter in the Parameters page:

• Parameter—ename in out VARCHAR
• Value—John Evans

3. Click OK.

More information:

Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords

 Supported Data Types
The following table lists the supported data types of different databases. The data types listed
in the database columns are defined in the procedure definition within the database. In the job
definition, use the corresponding JDBC data type from the first column.
cwad121
HID_supported_data_types
The following table lists the supported data types of different databases. The data types listed in the database
columns are defined in the procedure definition within the database. In the job definition, use the corresponding
JDBC data type from the first column.

JDBC Data
Type

Valid Input
Format

Oracle MS SQL
Server

DB2 Teradata PostgreSQL

CHAR Plain text CHAR CHAR CHAR CHAR CHAR

VARCHAR Plain text VARCHAR2(x)

VARCHAR(x)

VARCHAR(x) VARCHAR(x) VARCHAR(x) VARCHAR(x)

LONGVARCHAR Not supported Not supported Not supported Not supported Not supported
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NUMERIC Number NUMBER,

NUMERIC

NUMERIC NUMERIC NUMERIC NUMERIC

DECIMAL Number DECIMAL DECIMAL DECIMAL DECIMAL DECIMAL

BIT  Not supported BIT Not supported Not supported Not supported

BOOLEAN  Not supported Not supported Not supported Not supported BOOLEAN

TINYINT  Not supported TINYINT Not supported Not supported Not supported

SMALLINT Number SMALLINT SMALLINT SMALLINT SMALLINT SMALLINT

INTEGER Number INTEGER INTEGER

INT

INTEGER INTEGER INTEGER

BIGINT Number Not supported BIGINT BIGINT BIGINT BIGINT

REAL Number

[dot Number]

REAL REAL REAL REAL REAL

FLOAT Number

[dot Number]

FLOAT FLOAT FLOAT FLOAT FLOAT

DOUBLE   FLOAT DOUBLE DOUBLE DOUBLE

yyyy-mm-dd DATE Not supported DATE DATE DATEDATE

 String

(e.g.,
SYSDATE)

     

TIME hh:mm:ss  Not supported TIME TIME TIME

TIMESTAMP yyyy-mm-dd
hh:mm:ss.ffffffff

TIMESTAMP datetime

smalldatetime

TIMESTAMP TIMESTAMP TIMESTAMP

BINARY Hex

(e.g.,
010203FF)

 timestamp    

Note:  Although JDBC provides functionality for Booleans, the Oracle database driver does not. To handle
unsupported data types such as Booleans, you can call a wrapper procedure in the job definition. The wrapper
procedure converts the input values to values supported by the database driver and calls the appropriate stored
procedure from inside the database.

Example: Run a Wrapper Procedure

In the following example, the agent runs a wrapper procedure named boolwrap, which converts the inputted integer
value to a Boolean and calls the boolproc stored procedure:

CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE boolproc(x boolean) AS BEGIN
[...]
END;
CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE boolwrap(x int) AS BEGIN
IF (x=1) THEN
  boolproc(TRUE);
ELSE
  boolproc(FALSE);
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END IF;
END;

 Database Monitor and Trigger Jobs
You can monitor database changes either by using a DB Trigger job or a DB Monitor job.
cwad121
HID_db_monitor_trigger_jobs
You can monitor database changes either by using a DB Trigger job or a DB Monitor job.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Databases.

The DB Trigger job offers the following advantages over DB Monitor jobs:

• You can monitor for more conditions. With DB Trigger jobs, you can monitor for rows added, deleted, and
updated. With DB Monitor jobs, you can only monitor for rows added and deleted.

• DB Trigger jobs detect all changes made to the database; DB Monitor jobs monitor for changes only in
10 second intervals, by default.

Suppose that you want to send an Alert each time a new row is added. Within a 10 second interval,
assume a row is added while another row is deleted. A DB Trigger job sends the Alert when the new row is
detected, but the DB Monitor job may not send the Alert because no change in the total number of rows was
detected.

Each DB Trigger job, however, creates a database trigger on the database. Contact your database administrator
before using a DB Trigger job.

Note:  A table being monitored should not be dropped, because the DB Trigger or DB Monitor job remains in EXEC
state even if the table has been dropped.

 Define a DB Trigger Job
You can define a DB Trigger job to monitor a database table for added, deleted, or updated
rows. To monitor the database table for specific changes, you can add a condition to the job
definition. When the condition is met, the job completes. You can set up continuous monitoring
so that each time a database change occurs, an alert is triggered. For continuous monitoring,
the job state changes to a monitoring state and remains in that state until it is forced complete or
canceled.
cwad121
HID_define_db_trigger_job
You can define a DB Trigger job to monitor a database table for added, deleted, or updated rows. To monitor the
database table for specific changes, you can add a condition to the job definition. When the condition is met, the
job completes. You can set up continuous monitoring so that each time a database change occurs, an alert is
triggered. For continuous monitoring, the job state changes to a monitoring state and remains in that state until it is
forced to complete or canceled.

Note:

• To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Databases.

• You can use agent groups for load balancing or run a job on all agents in a group.

ollow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the DB Trigger job from the Database group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The DB Trigger icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the DB Trigger icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the DB Trigger dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name
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Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the Database Agent that monitors database table changes.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• Table name

Specifies the name of the table to be monitored in the database.
• Trigger type

Specifies the type of change monitored (Insert, Delete, or Update).

Note:

You can specify multiple trigger types for Oracle and Microsoft SQL Server. For Oracle, separate multiple
types with "or", for example, Insert or Delete. For Microsoft SQL Server, separate multiple types with a
comma, for example, Insert, Delete.

5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• DB user

Specifies the database user the job runs under. The database user specified in the job definition overrides
the default specified in the agentparm.txt file. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field supports
the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator for the user
name defined in the Topology.

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You must
have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob
• Oracle DB user type

Specifies the type of Oracle user. In Oracle, a user with sufficient authority can log in with different system
privileges. For example, if a job requires sysdba privileges, you would enter as sysdba in this field.

• DB URL

Specifies the database resource location. The server uses Java database connectivity (JDBC) to connect to
the database. This URL overrides the default specified in the agentparm.txt file.

For an Oracle database, use the following format:

jdbc:oracle:thin:@//host:port/dbservicename

• host
Specifies the host name of the computer where the database is installed.

• port
Specifies the port number of the computer where the database is installed.

• dbservicename
Specifies the service name of the Oracle database. You can find the service name from the tnsnames.ora
file of the database.

For an Microsoft SQL Server database, use the following format:

jdbc:sqlserver://host:port;DatabaseName=dbname
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• dbname
Specifies the database name.

For an IBM DB2 database, use the following format:

jdbc:db2://host:port/dbname

• Trigger condition

Specifies the condition to monitor within the database. For Oracle and DB2, this is the WHEN clause. For
Microsoft SQL Server, this is the IF clause. For the specific database syntax, refer to your database vendor's
documentation.

Note:

• You can use a JavaScript symbolic variable in this field, preceded by the percent sign (%), for example,
%TEST. In SQL, the percent sign represents a wildcard character. To use a wildcard character in this
field, escape the percent sign by doubling it, for example, %%TEST.

• On Oracle, subqueries are not allowed in the trigger conditions.
• If a job fails with an error message that starts with ORA, refer to the Oracle database documentation.

• Alert

Specifies the name of the Alert used for continuous monitoring. Each time the monitor or trigger condition is
satisfied, the server triggers the Alert.

6. Click OK.
The DB Trigger job is defined.

Example: Monitor a Microsoft SQL Server Database Table for Updated Rows

Suppose that you want a job named DBDT to monitor the table Products for updates on a Microsoft SQL Server
database. If the number of units of product 65 falls below 50, the server triggers the predefined Alert valueLow.
The user sa owns the Products table and is authorized to create triggers on the database. This job runs on the
DBAGENT agent computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—DBDT
• Agent name—DBAGENT
• DB user—sa
• DB URL—jdbc:sqlserver://10.1.1.10:1433;DatabaseName=Northwind
• Table name—Products
• Trigger type—Update
• Trigger condition—(select UnitsInStock from Products where ProductID = 65)<50
• Alert—valueLow

2. Click OK.

Example: Create a Trigger for Insertion of Records in an Oracle Database Table

Suppose that you want a job named DBTrigger1 to create a trigger for the insertion of a new record into the ESP
table on an Oracle database. When a new record is inserted into the ESP table, this job completes. The user sa
owns the ESP table and is authorized to create triggers on the database. This job runs on the DBAGENT agent
computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—DBTrigger1
• Agent name—DBAGENT
• DB user—sa
• DB URL—jdbc:oracle:thin:@//10.1.1.10:1521/Northwind
• Table name—ESP
• Trigger type—Insert
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2. Click OK.

Example: Create a Trigger for Insertion of a Record on an Oracle Database Table Column

Suppose that you want a job named DBTrigger2 to create a trigger when a new record is inserted into a table
column on an Oracle database. When a new record with the value 999 is inserted into column V of the ESP table,
this job completes. The user sa owns the ESP table and is authorized to create triggers on the database. This job
runs on the DBAGENT agent computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—DBTrigger2
• Agent name—DBAGENT
• DB user—sa
• Table name—ESP
• Trigger type—Insert
• Trigger condition—NEW.V=999

2. Click OK.

Example: Create a Trigger for a Column Value Update in an Oracle Database Table

Suppose that you want a job named DBTrigger3 to create a trigger for a column value update in the ESP table on
an Oracle database. Currently, column V in the ESP table contains a record with the value 999. When the value of
this record is set to 1, this job completes. The user sa owns the ESP table and is authorized to create triggers on
the database. This job runs on the DBAGENT agent computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—DBTrigger3
• Agent name—DBAGENT
• DB user—sa
• Table name—ESP
• Trigger type—Update
• Trigger condition—OLD.V=999 AND NEW.V=1

2. Click OK.

More information:

Continuous Monitoring Usage
DB Monitor and DB Trigger Jobs
Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords

 Define a DB Monitor Job
You can define a DB Monitor job to monitor a database table for an increase or decrease in
the number of rows. To monitor the database table for specific changes, you can add a monitor
condition to the job definition. When the condition is met, the job completes. You can set up
continuous monitoring so that each time a database change occurs, an alert is triggered. For
continuous monitoring, the job state changes to a monitoring state and remains in that state until
it is forced complete or canceled.
cwad121
HID_define_db_monitor_job
You can define a DB Monitor job to monitor a database table for an increase or decrease in the number of rows.
To monitor the database table for specific changes, you can add a monitor condition to the job definition. When the
condition is met, the job completes. You can set up continuous monitoring so that each time a database change
occurs, an alert is triggered. For continuous monitoring, the job state changes to a monitoring state and remains in
that state until it is forced complete or canceled.

Note:

• To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Databases.

• You can use agent groups for load balancing or run a job on all agents in a group.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the DB Monitor job from the Database group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The DB Monitor icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the DB Monitor icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the DB Monitor dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the Database Agent that monitors database additions and deletions.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• Table name

Specifies the name of the table to be monitored in the database.
• Monitor type

Specifies the type of database change to monitor (INCREASE, DECREASE, INCREASE or DECREASE).
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• DB user

Specifies the database user the job runs under. The database user specified in the job definition overrides
the default specified in the agentparm.txt file. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field supports
the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator for the user
name defined in the Topology.

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You must
have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob
• Oracle DB user type

Specifies the type of Oracle user. In Oracle, a user with sufficient authority can log in with different system
privileges. For example, if a job requires sysdba privileges, you would enter as sysdba in this field.

• DB URL

Specifies the database resource location. The server uses Java database connectivity (JDBC) to connect to
the database. This URL overrides the default specified in the agentparm.txt file.

For an Oracle database, use the following format:

jdbc:oracle:thin:@//host:port/dbservicename

• host
Specifies the host name of the computer where the database is installed.

• port
Specifies the port number of the computer where the database is installed.

• dbservicename
Specifies the service name of the Oracle database. You can find the service name from the tnsnames.ora
file of the database.
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For an Microsoft SQL Server database, use the following format:

jdbc:sqlserver://host:port;DatabaseName=dbname

• dbname
Specifies the database name.

For an IBM DB2 database, use the following format:

jdbc:db2://host:port/dbname

• Monitor condition

Specifies the condition to monitor within the database. This is equivalent to an SQL where clause.

Note:

You can use a JavaScript symbolic variable in this field, preceded by the percent sign (%), for example,
%TEST. In SQL, the percent sign represents a wildcard character. To use a wildcard character in this field,
escape the percent sign by doubling it, for example, %%TEST.

• Alert

Specifies the name of the Alert used for continuous monitoring. Each time the monitor or trigger condition is
satisfied, the server triggers the Alert.

6. Click OK.
The DB Monitor job is defined.

Example: Monitor Database Changes Using a Database Monitor Job

Suppose that you want a job named DBDM to monitor the table HOURLYWAGE for an increase in the number of
rows. AdminUser is not the database user provided during installation. If the hourly wage of an employee is greater
than 30, the server triggers the predefined Alert valueAboveNorm. This job runs on the DBAGENT agent computer.

To monitor database changes using a Database Monitor job

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—DBDM
• Agent name—DBAGENT
• DB user—AdminUser
• Table name—HOURLYWAGE
• Monitor type—INCREASE
• Monitor condition—wage>30
• Alert—valueAboveNorm

2. Click OK.

More information:

Continuous Monitoring Usage
DB Monitor and DB Trigger Jobs
Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords

 Define an SQL Job
You can define an SQL job to run an SQL query against an Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, or
IBM DB2 database. When the job runs, the SQL statement is invoked and the results are stored
in an output file or job spool file. You can also add criteria to the job definition to test the query
result. If the result matches the criteria, the job completes. Otherwise, the job fails.
cwad122
HID_define_sql_job
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You can define an SQL job to run an SQL query against an Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, or IBM DB2 database.
When the job runs, the SQL statement is invoked and the results are stored in an output file or job spool file. You
can also add criteria to the job definition to test the query result. If the result matches the criteria, the job completes.
Otherwise, the job fails.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Databases.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the SQL job from the Database group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The SQL icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the SQL icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the SQL dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent

Specifies the name of the agent or the agent group where the job runs. You can use agent groups for load
balancing or to run a job on all agents in a group.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• SQL command

Specifies the SQL statement to be run.

Note:

You can use a JavaScript symbolic variable in this field, preceded by the percent sign (%), for example,
%TEST. In SQL, the percent sign represents a wildcard character. To use a wildcard character in this field,
escape the percent sign by doubling it, for example, %%TEST.

5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• DB user

Specifies the database user the job runs under. The database user specified in the job definition overrides
the default specified in the agentparm.txt file. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field supports
the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator for the user
name defined in the Topology.

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You must
have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob
• Oracle DB user type

Specifies the type of Oracle user. In Oracle, a user with sufficient authority can log in with different system
privileges. For example, if a job requires sysdba privileges, you would enter as sysdba in this field.

• DB URL

Specifies the database resource location. The server uses Java database connectivity (JDBC) to connect to
the database. This URL overrides the default specified in the agentparm.txt file.

For an Oracle database, use the following format:
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jdbc:oracle:thin:@//host:port/dbservicename

• host
Specifies the host name of the computer where the database is installed.

• port
Specifies the port number of the computer where the database is installed.

• dbservicename
Specifies the service name of the Oracle database. You can find the service name from the tnsnames.ora
file of the database.

For a Microsoft SQL Server database, use the following format:

jdbc:sqlserver://host:port;DatabaseName=dbname

• dbname
Specifies the database name.

For an IBM DB2 database, use the following format:

jdbc:db2://host:port/dbname

• Output file

Defines the output file to store the results of the SQL query.

Default: Spool file
• Success criteria

Defines a regular expression that is used to evaluate a return string. If the return string matches the regular
expression, the job completes successfully. Otherwise, the job fails.

Note:

• This field only applies to SQL queries that are SELECT statements.
• Each return string includes the field name from the SELECT statement and its value, separated by an

equal sign (=). For example, consider the query SELECT ORD_NUM FROM SALES. To match order
number A2976, specify the regular expression ORD_NUM=A2976. Specifying the regular expression
A2976 does not match any return string causing the job to fail. You can also specify the regular
expression .*A2976, which matches any return string that ends with A2976.

• To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find
these rules using a Google search for java pattern.

• Some characters have a special meaning in regular expressions. To use these characters literally,
precede the characters with one backward slash (\). For example, to match the characters *.* literally,
specify \*\.\* in your regular expression. The backward slashes escape the characters' special meanings.

6. Click OK.
The SQL job is defined.

Example: Run an SQL Query against an Oracle Database

Suppose that you want a job named SQL to run a query against an Oracle database and store the results in the
job's spool file on the DBAGENT agent computer.

To run an SQL query against an Oracle database

1. Enter the following information on the Basic page:
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• Name—SQL
• Agent name—DBAGENT
• DB URL—jdbc:oracle:thin:@//10.1.1.10:1521/ESP
• SQL command—select jobname from tbtco

2. Click OK.

More information:

Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords

 External Jobs
External jobs let you create dependencies between two jobs in different Applications. You
can create dependencies between Applications running on the same scheduling manager or
different scheduling managers.
cwad12-12-0
External jobs let you create dependencies between two jobs in different Applications. You can create dependencies
between Applications running on the same scheduling manager or different scheduling managers.

Define an External Job
You can define an external job to create a dependency between two jobs in different Applications.

The Application that submits the job is known as the home Application. The Application where the job is defined as
external is known as the distant Application. When the job is submitted in the home Application, the server submits
the external job in the distant Application. When the job successfully completes in the home Application, the server
posts the external job complete in the distant Application and releases its successors.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the External-Other Scheduler or External-Same Scheduler object from the External group in the Palette
view, and drag the job to the workspace.

Note:  If the external job runs on the same scheduling manager as the home Application, use the External-
Same Scheduler job. If the external job runs on a different scheduling manager than the home Application, use
the External-Other Scheduler job.

The external icon appears on the Application workspace view.
3. Right-click the external icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.

The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.
4. Complete the following fields:

• Name
Specifies the name of the external job. It must be the same name as the job in the home application.

• Qualifier
(Optional) Specifies the qualifier of the external job. It must be the same qualifier as the job in the home
application.

• Home Application name
(Optional) Specifies the name of the home Application that submits the job. The server submits the external
job in the distant Application if the Application you specify submits the job.

• At
(Optional) Specifies when the job is scheduled to run in the home Application. The Application containing
the external job does not have to be active when the job in the home Application completes. If the job in the
home Application is (was) submitted at the scheduled time, the server submits the external job.
Examples: 8AM TODAY, TODAY

Note:  This field resolves to a specific time. For example, TODAY resolves to midnight today, not anytime
today.

• From
(Optional) Specifies the start of an explicit range of time when the job is scheduled to run in the home
Application. Use this field with the to field.
Example: NOW LESS 2 HOURS

• to
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(Optional) Specifies the end of an explicit range of time when the job is scheduled to run in the home
Application. Use this field with the From field.
Example: NOW PLUS 2 HOURS

If the job the home Application is submitted within the scheduled range of time, the server submits the external
job in the distant Application. For example, using the preceding criteria, the server submits the external job in
the distant Application if the job in the home Application is (was) submitted within 2 hours of the current time.
When the job completes successfully in the home Application, the server posts the external job complete in the
distant Application and releases its successors.

5. (Optional) Complete the following fields only if the external job runs on a different scheduler than the home
Application:

• Agent name
Specifies the name of the agent that you are using to route information between the schedulers.

• External scheduler name
Specifies the name of the other scheduler. This scheduler runs the home Application that submits the job that
the external job depends on.

6. Click OK.
The external job is defined.

Example: Synchronize Applications

Suppose that job X in APPL1 runs with an unpredictable frequency, and you want the server to complete external
job X in APPL2, if job X in APPL1 ran in the past 24 hours or is scheduled to run in the next 24 hours. The following
illustration displays the dependency between the two Applications:

You would create two Applications as follows:

• APPL1

• Set the run frequency of job A to run daily.
• Make job X a successor of job A.

• APPL2

• Define job X as an External-Same Scheduler job.
• In job X, set the Home Application name field to APPL1, the From field to NOW LESS 24 HOURS, and the to

field to NOW PLUS 24 HOURS.
• Set the run frequency of job Z to run daily.
• Make job Z a successor of external job X.

Example: Set Up a Dependency Between Two CA Workload Automation DE Systems

Suppose that job X defined in Server Y depends on job B defined in Server X. Server X runs the home Application
to submit job B. The following illustration displays the dependency between the two CA Workload Automation DE
systems.

You would create two Applications as follows:

• APPL1 on Server X

• Make job B a successor of job A.
• APPL2 on Server Y
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• Define job B as an External-Other Scheduler job.
• Set the Agent name field of job B to the name of the agent used to route information between the schedulers.
• Set the External scheduler name field of job B to Server X.
• Set the Home Application name field of job B to APPL1.
• Make job X a successor of external job B.

Note:  For more information about integrating two CA Workload Automation DE systems, see Integrating Two
Servers.

Example: Create a Cross-Application Dependency

The server submits job X on Fridays as part of Application APPL1. On Fridays, Job Z in Application APPL2 waits
for job X. The home Application for job X is APPL1, and the distant Application for job X is APPL2. The following
illustration displays the dependency between the two Applications:

When the server generates APPL2 on Fridays, job Z waits until job X completes in its home Application, APPL1.

 Define an External Job
You can define an external job to create a dependency between two jobs in different
Applications.
cwad121
HID_define_external_job
You can define an external job to create a dependency between two jobs in different Applications.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the External-Other Scheduler or External-Same Scheduler object from the External group in the Palette
view, and drag the job to the workspace.

Note:  If the external job runs on the same scheduling manager as the home Application, use the External-
Same Scheduler job. If the external job runs on a different scheduling manager than the home Application, use
the External-Other Scheduler job.

The external icon appears on the Application workspace view.
3. Right-click the external icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.

The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.
4. Complete the following fields:

• Name
Specifies the name of the external job. It must be the same name as the job in the home application.

• Qualifier
(Optional) Specifies the qualifier of the external job. It must be the same qualifier as the job in the home
application.

• Home Application name
(Optional) Specifies the name of the home Application that submits the job. The server submits the external
job in the distant Application if the Application you specify submits the job.

• At
(Optional) Specifies when the job is scheduled to run in the home Application. The Application containing
the external job does not have to be active when the job in the home Application completes. If the job in the
home Application is (was) submitted at the scheduled time, the server submits the external job.
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Examples: 8AM TODAY, TODAY

Note:  This field resolves to a specific time. For example, TODAY resolves to midnight today, not anytime
today.

• From
(Optional) Specifies the start of an explicit range of time when the job is scheduled to run in the home
Application. Use this field with the to field.
Example: NOW LESS 2 HOURS

• to
(Optional) Specifies the end of an explicit range of time when the job is scheduled to run in the home
Application. Use this field with the From field.
Example: NOW PLUS 2 HOURS

If the job the home Application is submitted within the scheduled range of time, the server submits the external
job in the distant Application. For example, using the preceding criteria, the server submits the external job in
the distant Application if the job in the home Application is (was) submitted within 2 hours of the current time.
When the job completes successfully in the home Application, the server posts the external job complete in the
distant Application and releases its successors.

5. (Optional) Complete the following fields only if the external job runs on a different scheduler than the home
Application:

• Agent name
Specifies the name of the agent that you are using to route information between the schedulers.

• External scheduler name
Specifies the name of the other scheduler. This scheduler runs the home Application that submits the job that
the external job depends on.

6. Click OK.
The external job is defined.

Example: Synchronize Applications

Suppose that job X in APPL1 runs with an unpredictable frequency, and you want the server to complete external
job X in APPL2, if job X in APPL1 ran in the past 24 hours or is scheduled to run in the next 24 hours. The following
illustration displays the dependency between the two Applications:

You would create two Applications as follows:

• APPL1

• Set the run frequency of job A to run daily.
• Make job X a successor of job A.

• APPL2

• Define job X as an External-Same Scheduler job.
• In job X, set the Home Application name field to APPL1, the From field to NOW LESS 24 HOURS, and the to

field to NOW PLUS 24 HOURS.
• Set the run frequency of job Z to run daily.
• Make job Z a successor of external job X.

Example: Set Up a Dependency Between Two CA Workload Automation DE Systems

Suppose that job X defined in Server Y depends on job B defined in Server X. Server X runs the home Application
to submit job B. The following illustration displays the dependency between the two CA Workload Automation DE
systems.
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You would create two Applications as follows:

• APPL1 on Server X

• Make job B a successor of job A.
• APPL2 on Server Y

• Define job B as an External-Other Scheduler job.
• Set the Agent name field of job B to the name of the agent used to route information between the schedulers.
• Set the External scheduler name field of job B to Server X.
• Set the Home Application name field of job B to APPL1.
• Make job X a successor of external job B.

Note:  For more information about integrating two CA Workload Automation DE systems, see Integrating Two
Servers.

More information:

Cross-Application Dependencies

 File Transfer Jobs
File Transfer jobs let you transfer ASCII, binary, and EBCDIC files between an agent computer
or remote location and a remote FTP server. You can securely transfer binary files. The binary
data is encrypted during the transfer.
cwad121
HID_file_transfer_jobs
File Transfer jobs let you transfer ASCII, binary, and EBCDIC files between an agent computer or remote location
and a remote FTP server. You can securely transfer binary files. The binary data is encrypted during the transfer.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

You can define the following File Transfer jobs:

• FTP
Lets you transfer files using FTP.

• SCP
Lets you securely transfer binary files using the Secure Copy Protocol (SCP). The SCP protocol does not
support wildcard transfers.
Note: Your agent administrator must configure the agent as an FTP client using the Secure Copy Protocol.

• SFTP
Lets you securely transfer binary or ASCII files using the Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP). The SFTP
protocol supports wildcard transfers, so you can upload multiple files to a remote FTP server or download
multiple files to the agent computer.

Note:  Your agent administrator must configure the agent as an FTP client using the Secure File Transfer
Protocol.

 FTP Jobs
Using your agent, you can automate File Transfer Protocol (FTP) transfers with an FTP job.
The FTP job can upload data to or download data from an existing FTP server or another agent
running as an FTP server. The FTP job always acts as an FTP client.
cwad12-12-0-01
Using your agent, you can automate File Transfer Protocol (FTP) transfers with an FTP job. The FTP job can
upload data to or download data from an existing FTP server or another agent running as an FTP server. The FTP
job always acts as an FTP client.

Note:

• To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.
• You can use agent groups for load balancing or run a job on all agents in a group.
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You can use an FTP job to automate the following:

• Download ASCII, binary, or EBCDIC (i5/OS only) files from a remote FTP server to your agent computer or
remote location.

• Upload ASCII, binary, or EBCDIC (i5/OS only) files from your agent computer or remote location to a remote
FTP server.

Your agent administrator can set up the agent to run as an FTP client, FTP server, or both. This article contains the
following topics:

EBCDIC File Transfers
The EBCDIC transfer type applies to CA WA Agent for i5/OS only.

For the QSYS file system on i5/OS systems, you can only transfer members of FILE objects.

Note:  For more information about FTP restrictions on i5/OS systems, see the IBM documentation.

Running the Agent as an FTP Client
If the agent runs as an FTP client, the agent can log in to remote FTP servers and download files from and upload
files to those servers.

The following diagram shows the relationship between an agent running as an FTP client, the scheduling manager,
and an FTP server:
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Note:  The FTP user ID used to connect to the FTP server must be defined on the scheduling manager.

When the agent runs as an FTP client only, other FTP clients (such as other agents) cannot log in to the agent to
transfer files. To let other FTP clients log in and transfer files, the agent administrator needs to set up the agent to
run as an FTP server.

Running the Agent as an FTP Server
The agent supports a built-in FTP server capability. The agent administrator can enable the agent to act as a
generic FTP server in addition to its other roles. This server adheres to the security rules established for the agent.

If the agent runs as an FTP server, clients can log in to the agent and transfer files.

The following diagram shows the relationship between an agent running as an FTP server, the scheduling
manager, and another agent running as an FTP client:
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Note:  The FTP user ID used to connect to the agent running as an FTP server must be defined on that agent and
the scheduling manager.

If the agent is configured as an FTP server, the agent can handle ASCII, binary, and EBCDIC file transfers, wildcard
requests, simple GET and PUT requests for single files, and MGET and MPUT requests for multiple files.

The agent has a secure store of FTP server user IDs and associated passwords. The ftpusers.txt file, located in the
directory where the agent is installed, stores these user IDs and their corresponding hashed passwords.

The agent running as an FTP server does not support anonymous FTP requests. For audit purposes, the agent
provides a detailed log of all FTP requests.

Define an FTP Job
You can define an FTP job to automate FTP transfers. The output is directed to the spool file through an FTP
server.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the FTP job from the File Transfer group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The FTP icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the FTP icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the FTP dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
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Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent where the FTP transfer takes place.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• User

Specifies the user ID of the user with the authority to download the file from the remote FTP server or upload
the file to the remote FTP server. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field supports the use of
a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator for the user name
defined in the Topology.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You must
have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• Server address

Specifies the DNS name or IP address of a remote server.
Example: 172.24.36.107 (IPv4) or 0:0:0:0:0:FFFF:192.168.00.00 (IPv6)

• Remote file name

Specifies the file's source location (if downloading) or the file's destination (if uploading).

Note:

You can specify multiple files. Separate each file name with a semi-colon. The number of files specified in the
Local file name and Remote file name fields must match.

UNIX/Windows:

• If you are uploading a file, you must specify the full path and file name.
• If you are downloading files, you can use wildcards in the file name. The asterisk (*) is a wildcard for zero

or more characters and the question mark (?) is a wildcard for a single character.
• If a wildcard is used in a remote file name for download, the local file name (the target) must refer to a

directory. A wildcard transfer is equivalent to an mget transfer using an FTP client.
• You cannot use wildcards in the path.
• On UNIX, if you want to use a Windows file as a remote file, you must use a forward slash at the

beginning of the path statement and between the directories and file name, for example, /C:/TEMP/
textfile.

i5/OS:

• To specify a file in the root file system, use UNIX path and file formats.
• To specify a *FILE object in QSYS, use the following format:

 /QSYS.LIB/libraryname.LIB/objectname.FILE/membername.MBR 

• Local file name
Specifies the file's destination (if downloading) or the file's source location (if uploading).

Note:

• You can specify multiple files. Separate each file name with a semi-colon. The number of files specified in
the Local file name and Remote file name fields must match.

• If the agent user does not have access to the file's location, specify the user that has access to the
location in the Run as user field.

UNIX/Windows:
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• If you are downloading a file, you must specify the full path and file name.
• If you are uploading files, you can use wildcards in the file name. The asterisk (*) is a wildcard for zero or

more characters and the question mark (?) is a wildcard for a single character.
• If a wildcard is used in a local file name for upload, the remote file name (the target) must refer to a

directory. A wildcard transfer is equivalent to an mget transfer using an FTP client.
• You cannot use wildcards in the path.

i5/OS:

• To specify a file in the root file system, use UNIX path and file formats.
• To specify a *FILE object in QSYS, use the following format:

 /QSYS.LIB/libraryname.LIB/objectname.FILE/membername.MBR 

• Transfer direction

Indicates the direction of transfer (Download or Upload).

Default: Download
• Transfer code type

Specifies the type of data you are transferring. Options are as follows:

• Binary
Indicates a binary transfer.

• ASCII
Indicates an ASCII transfer.
i5/OS: If the ASCII file to be transferred already exists on the target computer, the file is written using the
encoding of the existing file. If the file does not exist, the file is written using the ASCII CCSID (Coded
Character Set Identifier) defined on the agent. The default is 819.

• EBCDIC
Indicates an EBCDIC transfer.

Note:

EBCDIC applies to jobs running on System i5 only. If an EBCDIC file to be transferred already exists on
the target computer, the file is written using the encoding of the existing file. If the file does not exist, the
file is written using the EBCDIC CCSID (Coded Character Set Identifier) defined on the agent. The default
is 37.

Default: Binary
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Job Class

Specifies the job class under which this job runs. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number of
initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process more jobs more quickly. For
higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.

Example: foo

Note:

To find out which job classes exist and how many initiators are assigned, ask your agent administrator to
check the initiators.class_n parameter in the agent parameter file (agentparm.txt).

• Server port

Specifies the port number of the remote server.

Default: 22
• Local user

Specifies a user ID on the UNIX or Linux computer where the agent is installed. This user ID determines the
access permissions of a downloaded file on the agent computer and does not apply to uploads. When the file
is downloaded, the file is created with this user as the file owner. To set the owner of a downloaded file, the
agent must run as root.

Note:
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• The local user does not need to be defined in the Topology.
• Your agent administrator can specify a default local user for all FTP, Secure Copy, and Secure FTP jobs

by setting the ftp.download.owner parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file.
• The value in this field overrides the default setting specified in the ftp.download.owner parameter in the

agent's agentparm.txt.
• Compression level

Defines the compression level (0 is no data compression, 9 is the best data compression).

Default: Default compression level set on the agent FTP client
• SSL connection

Indicates whether to transfer the data using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) communication (True or False).

Default: Default FTP setting (regular FTP or SSL FTP) on the agent
• FTP site commands

Defines the commands that are to be executed prior to file transfer. You can use this section to send site-
specific FTP commands to FTP servers.

Note:

All the commands that the FTP site supports can be executed using FTP jobs.
• Run as user

Specifies the user ID that runs the job on behalf of the agent user. You can use this field to access remote
resources that the agent user does not have access to. You are restricted to how you can access data
on remote computers. To access restricted remote resources, you can run the job under a user ID that
has access to those resources. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field supports the use of
a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator for the user name
defined in the Topology.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• This user must have access to the file’s location that you specify in the Local file name field.
• On UNIX, the password for this user is not required.

6. Click OK.
The FTP job is defined.

Example: Upload Multiple Files to a Directory Using a Wildcard

Suppose that you want to upload all the files in the C:\ca directory to the E:\ftp directory on a remote Windows
server.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—FTP_UPLOAD
• Agent name—SYSAGENT
• User—test
• Server address—winserver
• Remote file name—E:\ftp
• Local file name—C:\ca\*

2. Select the Upload and ASCII option buttons.
3. Click OK.

Example: Upload a File From a Local Computer to a Remote Windows Server Using SSL FTP

Suppose that the agent runs on a local computer as an FTP client and has SSL FTP configured, but not enabled.
The remote Windows server has SSL FTP configured and enabled.

To securely upload a file from the agent FTP client to the remote Windows FTP server, set SSL connection to True
in the FTP job definition. Although the agent FTP client does not have SSL FTP enabled, the file is uploaded using
SSL FTP because the agent FTP client has SSL FTP configured and the FTP server has SSL FTP enabled.
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The following diagram shows the scenario:

Suppose the FTP job FTP_UPLOAD uploads the file d:\files_to_upload\filename.txt from the agent FTP client to
the c:\uploaded_files directory on a remote Windows server named winserver. The agent SYSAGENT logs into
the remote Windows server using user user1. Because the FTP client has SSL configured but not enabled, SSL
connection is set to True to transfer the file securely.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—FTP_UPLOAD
• Agent name—SYSAGENT
• User—user1
• Server address—winserver
• Remote file name—c:\uploaded_files\filename.txt
• Local file name—d:\files_to_upload\filename.txt

2. Select the Upload and ASCII option buttons.
3. Select True from the SSL connection drop-down list.
4. Click OK.

Example: Download a File from a Remote UNIX Server that Does Not Support SSL FTP to a Local Computer
that Supports SSL FTP

Suppose that the agent runs on a local computer as an FTP client and has SSL FTP enabled (all FTP jobs on the
agent computer run using SSL FTP). The remote UNIX server does not support SSL FTP.

The following diagram shows the scenario:
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Suppose that the FTP job FTP_DOWNLOAD downloads the file /files_to_download/filename.txt from the remote
UNIX server hpunix to the c:\downloaded_files directory on the local server. The agent SYSAGENT logs into the
remote UNIX server using user user1. Because the FTP server does not support SSL FTP, SSL connection is set to
False.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—FTP_DOWNLOAD
• Agent name—SYSAGENT
• User—user1
• Server address—hpunix
• Remote file name—/files_to_download/filename.txt
• Local file name—c:\downloaded_files\filename.txt

2. Select the Download and ASCII option buttons.
3. Select False from the SSL connection drop-down list.

Note:  To transfer FTP data, you must set SSL connection to False. Otherwise, the job will fail.
4. Click OK.

Example: Upload an ASCII-encoded File in the Root File System from an i5/OS System to a UNIX System

Suppose that the FTP job FTP_UPLOAD uploads a file named textfile in the root file system is uploaded from an i5/
OS system to a UNIX system. Note that the two locations include a complete path statement.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—FTP_UPLOAD
• Agent name—I5AGENT
• User—test
• Server address—hpunix
• Server port—5222
• Remote file name—/u1/qatest/ftpdata/textfile
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• Local file name—/home/cybesp/testfile
2. Select the Upload and ASCII option buttons.
3. Select False from the SSL connection drop-down list.

Note:  To transfer FTP data, you must set SSL connection to False. Otherwise, the job will fail.
4. Click OK.

Example: Download a QSYS.LIB EBCDIC-encoded File

Suppose that the FTP_DOWNLOAD job downloads an EBCDIC-encoded file named datafile in the QSYS.LIB file
system from an i5/OS system to another i5/OS system. Note that the file names are specified in the path format.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—FTP_DOWNLOAD
• Agent name—I5AGENT
• User—test
• Server address—i5os
• Server port—5222
• Remote file name—/QSYS.LIB/DATALIB.LIBDATAFILE.FILE/DATA.MBR
• Local file name—/QSYS.LIB/ESPLIB.LIB/DOWNLOAD.FILE/DATA.MBR

2. Select the Download and EBCDIC option buttons.
3. Select False from the SSL connection drop-down list.

Note:  To transfer FTP data, you must set SSL connection to False. Otherwise, the job will fail.
4. Click OK.

Example: Upload and Convert an EBCDIC-encoded File to ASCII

Suppose that the FTP_CONVERT job uploads a file member named RESULT from an i5/OS system to a UNIX
system. The job automatically detects that the RESULT file member is EBCDIC-encoded and that the target UNIX
system accepts only ASCII-encoded files. The I5Agent agent is configured to automatically convert EBCDIC-
encoded files to ASCII during an upload to an ASCII system, so the RESULT file member uploads successfully.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—FTP_CONVERT
• Agent name—I5AGENT
• User—test
• Server address—hpunix
• Server port—5222
• Remote file name—/u1/qatest/ftpdata/resultup
• Local file name—/QSYS.LIB/MYLIB.LIB/DATA.FILE/RESULT.MBR

2. Select the Upload and ASCII option buttons.
3. Select False from the SSL connection drop-down list.

Note:  To transfer FTP data, you must set SSL connection to False. Otherwise, the job will fail.
4. Click OK.

Example: Compress a File and Download it Using SSL

Suppose that the local server has an agent running as an FTP client. The remote server has the agent running as
an FTP server. SSL FTP is enabled on both FTP client and FTP server. Both servers operate on a low bandwidth
network.

Suppose that the FTP job FTPJOB downloads a large file named /files_to_download/largefile.txt from the remote
server aixunix to the c:\downloaded_files directory on the FTP client. The agent SYSAGENT logs into the remote
UNIX server using user user1. The servers are on a low bandwidth network, so the data is compressed at
compression level 3. By default, the job runs using SSL FTP because SSL FTP is enabled on both FTP client and
FTP server.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:
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• Name—FTPJob
• Agent name—SYSAGENT
• User—user1
• Server address—aixunix
• Remote file name—/files_to_download/largefile.txt
• Local file name—c:\downloaded_files\largefile.txt
• Compression level (0-9)—3

2. Select the Download and ASCII option buttons.
3. Click OK.

Example: Send Two FTP Commands to an FTP Server

Suppose that you want to send two FTP commands to the FTP server prior to transferring a file.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—FTP_SITECOMMANDS
• Agent name—FTPAGENT
• User—user1
• Server address—ftp.example.com
• Server port—21
• Remote file name—/pub/cazip.exe
• Local file name—/tmp/bla
• Compression level (0-9)—8

2. Select the Download and EBCDIC option buttons.
3. Click Add in the FTP site commands section.

A new row is added to the Command table.
4. Enter site date in the new row.
5. Click Add in the FTP site commands section.

A new row is added to the Command table.
6. Enter site recfm=FB in the new row.
7. Click OK.

Example: Download a File from an FTP server to a Remote Location using Run as User

Suppose that you want to download a file (download_test.txt) from a remote FTP server to a remote location
that the agent user does not have access to. An additional user (user2) that has access to the remote location is
specified.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—FTP_DOWNLOAD
• Agent name—FTPAGENT
• User—user1
• Server address—winserver
• Remote file name—E:\ftp\download_test.txt
• Local file name—\\machineN\folder1\download_test.txt
• Run as user—user2

2. Select the Download and ASCII option buttons.
3. Click OK.

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) FTP Usage
To transfer data using SSL, check for the following:

• The FTP server must have SSL FTP enabled.
• The FTP client must have SSL FTP configured (SSL FTP can be enabled or disabled).

The agent administrator can enable or disable SSL on the agent FTP client using the ftp.client.ssl parameter in the
agent parameter file (agentparm.txt) as follows:

• If the agent FTP client has SSL FTP enabled, all FTP jobs on that agent automatically use SSL FTP.
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• If the agent FTP client does not have SSL FTP enabled, all FTP jobs on that agent automatically use regular
FTP.

The SSL connection value for an individual job overrides this default FTP setting on the agent FTP client as follows:

• If the SSL connection value is set to True, the data is transferred using SSL FTP.
• If the SSL connection value is set to False, the data is transferred using regular FTP.
• If the SSL connection value is not specified, the data is transferred using the default FTP setting (regular FTP or

SSL FTP).

Note:  You must set the SSL connection to False if the FTP client has SSL FTP enabled, but the FTP server does
not. Otherwise, the job will fail.

 EBCDIC File Transfers
The EBCDIC transfer type applies to CA WA Agent for i5/OS only.
cwad121
HID_ebcdic_file_transfers
The EBCDIC transfer type applies to CA WA Agent for i5/OS only.

For the QSYS file system on i5/OS systems, you can only transfer members of FILE objects.

Note:  For more information about FTP restrictions on i5/OS systems, see the IBM documentation.

 Running the Agent as an FTP Client
If the agent runs as an FTP client, the agent can log in to remote FTP servers and download
files from and upload files to those servers.
cwad121
HID_run_agent_ftp_client
If the agent runs as an FTP client, the agent can log in to remote FTP servers and download files from and upload
files to those servers.

The following diagram shows the relationship between an agent running as an FTP client, the scheduling manager,
and an FTP server:
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Note:  The FTP user ID used to connect to the FTP server must be defined on the scheduling manager.

When the agent runs as an FTP client only, other FTP clients (such as other agents) cannot log in to the agent to
transfer files. To let other FTP clients log in and transfer files, the agent administrator needs to set up the agent to
run as an FTP server.

 Running the Agent as an FTP Server
The agent supports a built-in FTP server capability. The agent administrator can enable the
agent to act as a generic FTP server in addition to its other roles. This server adheres to the
security rules established for the agent.
cwad121
HID_run_agent_ftp_server
The agent supports a built-in FTP server capability. The agent administrator can enable the agent to act as a
generic FTP server in addition to its other roles. This server adheres to the security rules established for the agent.

If the agent runs as an FTP server, clients can log in to the agent and transfer files.

The following diagram shows the relationship between an agent running as an FTP server, the scheduling
manager, and another agent running as an FTP client:
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Note:  The FTP user ID used to connect to the agent running as an FTP server must be defined on that agent and
the scheduling manager.

If the agent is configured as an FTP server, the agent can handle ASCII, binary, and EBCDIC file transfers, wildcard
requests, simple GET and PUT requests for single files, and MGET and MPUT requests for multiple files.

The agent has a secure store of FTP server user IDs and associated passwords. The ftpusers.txt file, located in the
directory where the agent is installed, stores these user IDs and their corresponding hashed passwords.

The agent running as an FTP server does not support anonymous FTP requests. For audit purposes, the agent
provides a detailed log of all FTP requests.

 Define an FTP Job
You can define an FTP job to automate FTP transfers. The output is directed to the spool file
through an FTP server.
cwad121
HID_define_ftp_job
You can define an FTP job to automate FTP transfers. The output is directed to the spool file through an FTP
server.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the FTP job from the File Transfer group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The FTP icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the FTP icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the FTP dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:
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• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent where the FTP transfer takes place.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• User

Specifies the user ID of the user with the authority to download the file from the remote FTP server or upload
the file to the remote FTP server. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field supports the use of
a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator for the user name
defined in the Topology.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You must
have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• Server address

Specifies the DNS name or IP address of a remote server.
Example: 172.24.36.107 (IPv4) or 0:0:0:0:0:FFFF:192.168.00.00 (IPv6)

• Remote file name

Specifies the file's source location (if downloading) or the file's destination (if uploading).

Note:

You can specify multiple files. Separate each file name with a semi-colon. The number of files specified in the
Local file name and Remote file name fields must match.

UNIX/Windows:

• If you are uploading a file, you must specify the full path and file name.
• If you are downloading files, you can use wildcards in the file name. The asterisk (*) is a wildcard for zero

or more characters and the question mark (?) is a wildcard for a single character.
• If a wildcard is used in a remote file name for download, the local file name (the target) must refer to a

directory. A wildcard transfer is equivalent to an mget transfer using an FTP client.
• You cannot use wildcards in the path.
• On UNIX, if you want to use a Windows file as a remote file, you must use a forward slash at the

beginning of the path statement and between the directories and file name, for example, /C:/TEMP/
textfile.

i5/OS:

• To specify a file in the root file system, use UNIX path and file formats.
• To specify a *FILE object in QSYS, use the following format:

/QSYS.LIB/libraryname.LIB/objectname.FILE/membername.MBR

• Local file name
Specifies the file's destination (if downloading) or the file's source location (if uploading).

Note:

• You can specify multiple files. Separate each file name with a semi-colon. The number of files specified in
the Local file name and Remote file name fields must match.
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• If the agent user does not have access to the file's location, specify the user that has access to the
location in the Run as user field.

UNIX/Windows:

• If you are downloading a file, you must specify the full path and file name.
• If you are uploading files, you can use wildcards in the file name. The asterisk (*) is a wildcard for zero or

more characters and the question mark (?) is a wildcard for a single character.
• If a wildcard is used in a local file name for upload, the remote file name (the target) must refer to a

directory. A wildcard transfer is equivalent to an mget transfer using an FTP client.
• You cannot use wildcards in the path.

i5/OS:

• To specify a file in the root file system, use UNIX path and file formats.
• To specify a *FILE object in QSYS, use the following format:

/QSYS.LIB/libraryname.LIB/objectname.FILE/membername.MBR

• Transfer direction

Indicates the direction of transfer (Download or Upload).

Default: Download
• Transfer code type

Specifies the type of data you are transferring. Options are as follows:

• Binary
Indicates a binary transfer.

• ASCII
Indicates an ASCII transfer.
i5/OS: If the ASCII file to be transferred already exists on the target computer, the file is written using the
encoding of the existing file. If the file does not exist, the file is written using the ASCII CCSID (Coded
Character Set Identifier) defined on the agent. The default is 819.

• EBCDIC
Indicates an EBCDIC transfer.

Note:

 EBCDIC applies to jobs running on System i5 only. If an EBCDIC file to be transferred already exists on
the target computer, the file is written using the encoding of the existing file. If the file does not exist, the
file is written using the EBCDIC CCSID (Coded Character Set Identifier) defined on the agent. The default
is 37.

Default: Binary
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Job Class

Specifies the job class under which this job runs. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number of
initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process more jobs more quickly. For
higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.

Example: foo

Note:

 To find out which job classes exist and how many initiators are assigned, ask your agent administrator to
check the initiators.class_n parameter in the agent parameter file (agentparm.txt).

• Server port

Specifies the port number of the remote server.

Default: 22
• Local user
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Specifies a user ID on the UNIX or Linux computer where the agent is installed. This user ID determines the
access permissions of a downloaded file on the agent computer and does not apply to uploads. When the file
is downloaded, the file is created with this user as the file owner. To set the owner of a downloaded file, the
agent must run as root.

Note:

• The local user does not need to be defined in the Topology.
• Your agent administrator can specify a default local user for all FTP, Secure Copy, and Secure FTP jobs

by setting the ftp.download.owner parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file.
• The value in this field overrides the default setting specified in the ftp.download.owner parameter in the

agent's agentparm.txt.
• Compression level

Defines the compression level (0 is no data compression, 9 is the best data compression).

Default: Default compression level set on the agent FTP client
• SSL connection

Indicates whether to transfer the data using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) communication (True or False).

Default: Default FTP setting (regular FTP or SSL FTP) on the agent
• FTP site commands

Defines the commands that are to be executed prior to file transfer. You can use this section to send site-
specific FTP commands to FTP servers.

Note:

All the commands that the FTP site supports can be executed using FTP jobs.
• Run as user

Specifies the user ID that runs the job on behalf of the agent user. You can use this field to access remote
resources that the agent user does not have access to. You are restricted to how you can access data
on remote computers. To access restricted remote resources, you can run the job under a user ID that
has access to those resources. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field supports the use of
a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator for the user name
defined in the Topology.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• This user must have access to the file’s location that you specify in the Local file name field.
• On UNIX, the password for this user is not required.

6. Click OK.
The FTP job is defined.

Example: Upload Multiple Files to a Directory Using a Wildcard

Suppose that you want to upload all the files in the C:\ca directory to the E:\ftp directory on a remote Windows
server.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—FTP_UPLOAD
• Agent name—SYSAGENT
• User—test
• Server address—winserver
• Remote file name—E:\ftp
• Local file name—C:\ca\*

2. Select the Upload and ASCII option buttons.
3. Click OK.

Example: Upload a File From a Local Computer to a Remote Windows Server Using SSL FTP
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Suppose that the agent runs on a local computer as an FTP client and has SSL FTP configured, but not enabled.
The remote Windows server has SSL FTP configured and enabled.

To securely upload a file from the agent FTP client to the remote Windows FTP server, set SSL connection to True
in the FTP job definition. Although the agent FTP client does not have SSL FTP enabled, the file is uploaded using
SSL FTP because the agent FTP client has SSL FTP configured and the FTP server has SSL FTP enabled.

The following diagram shows the scenario:

Suppose the FTP job FTP_UPLOAD uploads the file d:\files_to_upload\filename.txt from the agent FTP client to
the c:\uploaded_files directory on a remote Windows server named winserver. The agent SYSAGENT logs into
the remote Windows server using user user1. Because the FTP client has SSL configured but not enabled, SSL
connection is set to True to transfer the file securely.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—FTP_UPLOAD
• Agent name—SYSAGENT
• User—user1
• Server address—winserver
• Remote file name—c:\uploaded_files\filename.txt
• Local file name—d:\files_to_upload\filename.txt

2. Select the Upload and ASCII option buttons.
3. Select True from the SSL connection drop-down list.
4. Click OK.

Example: Download a File from a Remote UNIX Server that Does Not Support SSL FTP to a Local Computer
that Supports SSL FTP

Suppose that the agent runs on a local computer as an FTP client and has SSL FTP enabled (all FTP jobs on the
agent computer run using SSL FTP). The remote UNIX server does not support SSL FTP.

The following diagram shows the scenario:
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Suppose that the FTP job FTP_DOWNLOAD downloads the file /files_to_download/filename.txt from the remote
UNIX server hpunix to the c:\downloaded_files directory on the local server. The agent SYSAGENT logs into the
remote UNIX server using user user1. Because the FTP server does not support SSL FTP, SSL connection is set to
False.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—FTP_DOWNLOAD
• Agent name—SYSAGENT
• User—user1
• Server address—hpunix
• Remote file name—/files_to_download/filename.txt
• Local file name—c:\downloaded_files\filename.txt

2. Select the Download and ASCII option buttons.
3. Select False from the SSL connection drop-down list.

Note:  To transfer FTP data, you must set SSL connection to False. Otherwise, the job will fail.
4. Click OK.

Example: Upload an ASCII-encoded File in the Root File System from an i5/OS System to a UNIX System

Suppose that the FTP job FTP_UPLOAD uploads a file named textfile in the root file system is uploaded from an i5/
OS system to a UNIX system. Note that the two locations include a complete path statement.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—FTP_UPLOAD
• Agent name—I5AGENT
• User—test
• Server address—hpunix
• Server port—5222
• Remote file name—/u1/qatest/ftpdata/textfile
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• Local file name—/home/cybesp/testfile
2. Select the Upload and ASCII option buttons.
3. Select False from the SSL connection drop-down list.

Note:  To transfer FTP data, you must set SSL connection to False. Otherwise, the job will fail.
4. Click OK.

Example: Download a QSYS.LIB EBCDIC-encoded File

Suppose that the FTP_DOWNLOAD job downloads an EBCDIC-encoded file named datafile in the QSYS.LIB file
system from an i5/OS system to another i5/OS system. Note that the file names are specified in the path format.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—FTP_DOWNLOAD
• Agent name—I5AGENT
• User—test
• Server address—i5os
• Server port—5222
• Remote file name—/QSYS.LIB/DATALIB.LIBDATAFILE.FILE/DATA.MBR
• Local file name—/QSYS.LIB/ESPLIB.LIB/DOWNLOAD.FILE/DATA.MBR

2. Select the Download and EBCDIC option buttons.
3. Select False from the SSL connection drop-down list.

Note:  To transfer FTP data, you must set SSL connection to False. Otherwise, the job will fail.
4. Click OK.

Example: Upload and Convert an EBCDIC-encoded File to ASCII

Suppose that the FTP_CONVERT job uploads a file member named RESULT from an i5/OS system to a UNIX
system. The job automatically detects that the RESULT file member is EBCDIC-encoded and that the target UNIX
system accepts only ASCII-encoded files. The I5Agent agent is configured to automatically convert EBCDIC-
encoded files to ASCII during an upload to an ASCII system, so the RESULT file member uploads successfully.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—FTP_CONVERT
• Agent name—I5AGENT
• User—test
• Server address—hpunix
• Server port—5222
• Remote file name—/u1/qatest/ftpdata/resultup
• Local file name—/QSYS.LIB/MYLIB.LIB/DATA.FILE/RESULT.MBR

2. Select the Upload and ASCII option buttons.
3. Select False from the SSL connection drop-down list.

Note:  To transfer FTP data, you must set SSL connection to False. Otherwise, the job will fail.
4. Click OK.

Example: Compress a File and Download it Using SSL

Suppose that the local server has an agent running as an FTP client. The remote server has the agent running as
an FTP server. SSL FTP is enabled on both FTP client and FTP server. Both servers operate on a low bandwidth
network.

Suppose that the FTP job FTPJOB downloads a large file named /files_to_download/largefile.txt from the remote
server aixunix to the c:\downloaded_files directory on the FTP client. The agent SYSAGENT logs into the remote
UNIX server using user user1. The servers are on a low bandwidth network, so the data is compressed at
compression level 3. By default, the job runs using SSL FTP because SSL FTP is enabled on both FTP client and
FTP server.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:
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• Name—FTPJob
• Agent name—SYSAGENT
• User—user1
• Server address—aixunix
• Remote file name—/files_to_download/largefile.txt
• Local file name—c:\downloaded_files\largefile.txt
• Compression level (0-9)—3

2. Select the Download and ASCII option buttons.
3. Click OK.

Example: Send Two FTP Commands to an FTP Server

Suppose that you want to send two FTP commands to the FTP server prior to transferring a file.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—FTP_SITECOMMANDS
• Agent name—FTPAGENT
• User—user1
• Server address—ftp.example.com
• Server port—21
• Remote file name—/pub/cazip.exe
• Local file name—/tmp/bla
• Compression level (0-9)—8

2. Select the Download and EBCDIC option buttons.
3. Click Add in the FTP site commands section.

A new row is added to the Command table.
4. Enter site date in the new row.
5. Click Add in the FTP site commands section. 

A new row is added to the Command table.
6. Enter site recfm=FB in the new row.
7. Click OK.

Example: Download a File from an FTP server to a Remote Location using Run as User

Suppose that you want to download a file (download_test.txt) from a remote FTP server to a remote location
that the agent user does not have access to. An additional user (user2) that has access to the remote location is
specified.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—FTP_DOWNLOAD
• Agent name—FTPAGENT
• User—user1
• Server address—winserver
• Remote file name—E:\ftp\download_test.txt
• Local file name—\\machineN\folder1\download_test.txt
• Run as user—user2

2. Select the Download and ASCII option buttons.
3. Click OK.

More information:

Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords
FTP Jobs

 Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) FTP Usage
To transfer data using SSL, check for the following:
cwad121
HID_ssl_ftp_usage

http://ftp.example.com
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To transfer data using SSL, check for the following:

• The FTP server must have SSL FTP enabled.
• The FTP client must have SSL FTP configured (SSL FTP can be enabled or disabled).

The agent administrator can enable or disable SSL on the agent FTP client using the ftp.client.ssl parameter in the
agent parameter file (agentparm.txt) as follows:

• If the agent FTP client has SSL FTP enabled, all FTP jobs on that agent automatically use SSL FTP.
• If the agent FTP client does not have SSL FTP enabled, all FTP jobs on that agent automatically use regular

FTP.

The SSL connection value for an individual job overrides this default FTP setting on the agent FTP client as follows:

• If the SSL connection value is set to True, the data is transferred using SSL FTP.
• If the SSL connection value is set to False, the data is transferred using regular FTP.
• If the SSL connection value is not specified, the data is transferred using the default FTP setting (regular FTP or

SSL FTP).

Note:  You must set the SSL connection to False if the FTP client has SSL FTP enabled, but the FTP server does
not. Otherwise, the job will fail.

 Define an SCP Job
You can define an SCP job to transfer binary files using the Secure Copy Protocol (SCP). The
SCP protocol does not support wildcard transfers.
cwad121
HID_define_scp_job

You can define an SCP job to transfer binary files using the Secure Copy Protocol (SCP). The SCP protocol does
not support wildcard transfers.

Note:

 To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the SCP job from the File Transfer group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The SCP icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the SCP icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the SCP dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent where the secure transfer takes place.

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the agents that are defined in the Topology for the specified job type.
• Transfer direction

Indicates the direction of transfer (Download or Upload).

Default: Download
• Server address

Specifies the DNS name or IP address of a remote server.
Example: 172.24.36.107 (IPv4) or 0:0:0:0:0:FFFF:192.168.00.00 (IPv6)

• Remote directory
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Specifies the file's remote source directory (if downloading) or the file's remote destination directory (if
uploading).

• Remote file name
Specifies the file's source location (if downloading) or the file's destination (if uploading).

Note:

Wildcards are not permitted.
• Local file name

Specifies the file's destination (if downloading) or the file's source location (if uploading).

Note:

Wildcards are not permitted.
• User

Specifies the user ID of the user with the authority to download the file from the remote FTP server or upload
the file to the remote FTP server. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field supports the use of
a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator for the user name
defined in the Topology.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You must
have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Server port

Specifies the port number of the remote server.

Default: 22
• Local user

Specifies a user ID on the UNIX or Linux computer where the agent is installed. This user ID determines the
access permissions of a downloaded file on the agent computer and does not apply to uploads. When the file
is downloaded, the file is created with this user as the file owner. To set the owner of a downloaded file, the
agent must run as root.

Note:

• The local user does not need to be defined in the Topology.
• Your agent administrator can specify a default local user for all FTP, Secure Copy, and Secure FTP jobs

by setting the ftp.download.owner parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file.
• The value in this field overrides the default setting specified in the ftp.download.owner parameter in the

agent's agentparm.txt.
• The remote os type

Specifies the remote operating system type in a secure file transfer (UNIX or Windows). The remote
operating system type is used to determine the path separator on the remote system.

6. Click OK.
The Secure Copy job is defined.

Example: Download a File Using the Secure Copy Protocol

Suppose that you want to download the install.log1 file from the root directory on the chi-linux server using the
Secure Copy Protocol (SCP).

To download a file using the Secure Copy Protocol

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—SCP_DOWNLOAD
• Agent name—WINAGENT
• Server address—chi-linux
• Server port—22
• Remote directory—/root
• Remote file name—install.log
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• Local file name—C:\temp\install.log1
• User—causer

2. Select the Download option button in the Transfer direction section.
3. Click OK.

Example: Change the Owner of a File Downloaded from a Remote Server

Suppose that you want to download the file_size8 file from the /ul/test/ftpdata directory on the simon server
using the Secure Copy Protocol (SCP). After the file is downloaded, the agent computer contains a file named
scp_file_size8_local_user in the /u1/causer/data directory. The owner of the file is test.

To change the owner of a file downloaded from a remote server

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—SCP1_D
• Agent name—UNIXAGENT
• Server address—simon
• Server port—22
• Remote directory—/u1/test/ftpdata
• Remote file name—file_size8
• Local file name—/ul/causer/data/scp_file_size8_local_user
• User—causer
• Local user—test

2. Select the Download option button in the Transfer direction section.
3. Click OK.

More information:

Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords

 Define an SFTP Job
You can define an SFTP job to transfer binary and ASCII files using the Secure File Transfer
Protocol (SFTP). The SFTP protocol supports wildcard transfers, so you can upload multiple
files to a remote FTP server or download multiple files to the agent computer.
cwad122
HID_define_sftp_job

You can define an SFTP job to transfer binary and ASCII files using the Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP). The
SFTP protocol supports wildcard transfers, so you can upload multiple files to a remote FTP server or download
multiple files to the agent computer.

The SFTP job supports the following types of authentication for file transfer:

• User authentication
This authentication requires the FTP user ID and password for authentication to the SFTP server.

• Public-key authentication
This authentication requires the private key and passphrase for authentication to the SFTP server. If you create
the private key using a blank passphrase, the passphrase is not required for the authentication.

Note:  The SFTP job does not support public or private keys that are generated using Putty Gen or that are
encrypted in DES3 format.

• Multifactor authentication
This authentication requires both the FTP user ID and password and the private key and passphrase for
authentication to the SFTP server.

Note:

 To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the SFTP job from the File Transfer group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The SFTP icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the SFTP icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
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The Basic page of the SFTP dialog opens.
4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent

Specifies the name of the agent or the agent group where the job runs. You can use agent groups for load
balancing or to run the job on all agents in a group.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• Transfer direction

Indicates the direction of transfer (Download or Upload).

Default: Download
• Transfer code type

Specifies the type of data you are transferring. Options are as follows:

• Binary
Indicates a binary transfer.

• ASCII
Indicates an ASCII transfer.
i5/OS: If the ASCII file to be transferred already exists on the target computer, the file is written using the
encoding of the existing file. If the file does not exist, the file is written using the ASCII CCSID (Coded
Character Set Identifier) defined on the agent. The default is 819.

Note:

 To transfer ASCII files, we recommend that the SFTP server that your agent computer communicates
with is compliant with protocol level 4 or higher. To transfer ASCII files to or from an SFTP server that is
compliant with protocol level 3 or lower, select the operating system type of the SFTP server from the The
remote os type drop-down.

Default: Binary
• SFTP commands

Specifies the command you issue against the SFTP job.

• Delete source file(s)

Indicates the deletion of the local source files (if uploading) after they are uploaded from the agent
computer or the remote source files (if downloading) after they are downloaded from the remote SFTP
server.

Note:

To delete multiple source files, use wildcards for the file name in the local file name field (if uploading) or
remote file name field (if downloading). The asterisk (*) is a wildcard for zero or more characters and the
question mark (?) is a wildcard for a single character.

• Delete source directory

Indicates the deletion of the directory containing the local source file (if uploading) or the remote
source file (if downloading) after the file is uploaded or downloaded. To delete the source directory
along with the source file, select this checkbox.

Note:

• If the source directory is not empty or if it contains files other than the source file you are uploading
or downloading, the source directory cannot be deleted.

• The Delete source directory option is available for selection only if the Delete source file(s) option is
selected.
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• You can use this option even when multiple source files are specified through wildcards (* or ?) in
the source file names.

• Rename source file to

Specifies the new source file name entered by you. When renaming a file, you cannot use wildcards (*
or ?) in the local file name field (if uploading) or remote file name field (if downloading).

Note:

If the Delete source file(s) option is selected, the Delete source file(s) is enforced and the Rename source
file to is ignored.

• Create target directory

Indicates the creation of target directories if the path to the file that you upload or download includes
nonexistent target directories.

Default: None
• Server address

Specifies the DNS name or IP address of a remote server.
Example: 172.24.36.107 (IPv4) or 0:0:0:0:0:FFFF:192.168.00.00 (IPv6)

• Remote directory

Specifies the file's remote source directory (if downloading) or the file's remote destination directory (if
uploading).

• Remote file name
Specifies the file's source location (if downloading) or the file's destination (if uploading). This field is not
required if you are uploading multiple files.

Note:

• For uploads, you must specify the file name without wildcards.
• For downloads, you can use wildcards for the file name. The asterisk (*) is a wildcard for zero or more

characters and the question mark (?) is a wildcard for a single character.
• If a wildcard is used in a remote file name for download, the local file name (the target) must refer to a

directory. A wildcard transfer is equivalent to an mget transfer using an FTP client.
• You cannot rename files if wildcards are used.

• Local file name
Specifies the file's destination (if downloading) or the file's source location (if uploading).

Note:

• For downloads, you must specify the full path and file name without wildcards.
• For uploads, you can use wildcards for the file name. The asterisk (*) is a wildcard for zero or more

characters and the question mark (?) is a wildcard for a single character.
• If a wildcard is used in a local file name for upload, the Remote file name field is not required. A wildcard

transfer is equivalent to an mget transfer using an FTP client.
• You cannot rename files if wildcards are used.
• You cannot use wildcards in the path.
• If the agent user does not have access to the file's location, specify the user that has access to the

location in the Run as user field.
• User

Specifies the user ID of the user with the authority to download the file from the remote FTP server or upload
the file to the remote FTP server. This field is required for user authentication and multifactor authentication.
The user must be defined in the Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has
more than one password. Contact your administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.
Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• If you use public-key authentication, this field is optional. You can specify a user that is not defined in the
Topology and run the SFTP job without a password.

• PrivateKey Path
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Specifies the full path for the private key file on the FTP client. This field is required for public-key and
multifactor authentication.
Limits: 256 characters

• PrivateKey passphrase
Specifies the passphrase for the private key.
Limits: 256 characters

Note:  If you created the private key using a blank passphrase, this field is not required for authentication.
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Server port

Specifies the port number of the remote server.

Default: 22
• Local user

Specifies a user ID on the UNIX or Linux computer where the agent is installed. This user ID determines the
access permissions of a downloaded file on the agent computer and does not apply to uploads. When the file
is downloaded, the file is created with this user as the file owner. To set the owner of a downloaded file, the
agent must run as root.

Note:

• The local user does not need to be defined in the Topology.
• Your agent administrator can specify a default local user for all FTP, Secure Copy, and Secure FTP jobs

by setting the ftp.download.owner parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file.
• The value in this field overrides the default setting specified in the ftp.download.owner parameter in the

agent's agentparm.txt.
• Run as user

Specifies the user ID that runs the job on behalf of the agent user. You can use this field to access remote
resources that the agent user does not have access to. You are restricted to how you can access data
on remote computers. To access restricted remote resources, you can run the job under a user ID that
has access to those resources. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field supports the use of
a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator for the user name
defined in the Topology.
Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• This user must have access to the file’s location that you specify in the Local file name field.
• On UNIX, the password for this user is not required.

• The remote os type

Specifies the remote operating system type in a secure file transfer (UNIX or Windows). The remote
operating system type is used to determine the path separator on the remote system.

Note:  To transfer ASCII files to or from an SFTP server that is compliant with protocol level 3 or lower, select
the operating system type of the SFTP server.

6. Click OK.
The Secure FTP job is defined.

Example: Upload a File Using User Authentication

Suppose that you want to upload the logs.tar file to the /u/tmp directory on the hpsupport server using user
authentication. The job uses the Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP).

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—SFTP_UPLOAD
• Agent name—WINAGENT
• Server address—hpsupport
• Remote directory—/u/tmp
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• Remote file name—logs.tar
• Local file name—D:\temp\logs.tar
• User—causer

2. Select the Upload and Binary option buttons.
3. Click OK.

Example: Upload Multiple Files Using User Authentication

This example uploads the files in the c:\temp\upload directory to the /u1/build/uploaded directory on the aixunix
server using user authentication. The job uses the Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP). Since the value in the
Local file name field contains a wildcard, no value is specified in the Remote file name field.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information on the Basic page:

• Name—SFTP_UPLOAD_MULTIPLE
• Agent name—WINAGENT
• Server address—aixunix
• Remote directory—/u1/build/uploaded
• Local file name—c:\temp\upload\*
• User—causer

2. Select the Upload and Binary option buttons.
3. Click OK.

Example: Upload a File Using Public-Key Authentication

This example uploads the upload_test.txt file from the C:\ca directory to the E:\ftp directory on a remote FTP server
using public-key authentication.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information on the Basic page:

• Name—SFTP_UPLOAD
• Agent name—SFTPAGENT
• Server address—winserver
• Remote directory—E:\ftp
• Remote file name—upload_test.txt
• Local file name—C:\ca\upload_test.txt
• PrivateKey path—C:\rsa_user1
• PrivateKey passphrase—abcd

2. Select the Upload and ASCII option buttons.
3. Click OK.

Example: Upload a File Using Multifactor Authentication

This example uploads the upload_test.txt file from the C:\ca directory to the E:\ftp directory on a remote FTP server
using multifactor authentication.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—SFTP_UPLOAD
• Agent name—SFTPAGENT
• Server address—winserver
• Remote directory—E:\ftp
• Remote file name—upload_test.txt
• Local file name—C:\ca\upload_test.txt
• User—causer
• PrivateKey path—C:\rsa_user1
• PrivateKey passphrase—abcd

2. Select the Upload and ASCII option buttons.
3. Click OK.

Example: Download a File from an FTP server to a Remote Location using Run as User
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Suppose that you want to download a file (download_test.txt) from a remote FTP server to a remote location
that the agent user does not have access to. An additional user (user2) that has access to the remote location is
specified.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information on the Basic page:

• Name—SFTP_DOWNLOAD
• Agent name—SFTPAGENT
• Server address—linuxserver
• Remote directory—/home/user1
• Remote file name—download_test.txt
• Local file name—/mnt/share1/download_test.txt
• User—user1
• Run as user—user2

2. Select the Download and ASCII option buttons.
3. Click OK.

Example: Download an ASCII File from an SFTP Server that is Compliant with Protocol Level 3 or Lower

Suppose that you want to download an ASCII file (download_test.txt) from a remote SFTP server (linuxserver) that
is compliant with protocol level 3 or lower. Select the operating system (UNIX) of the SFTP server from the The
remote os type drop-down.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—SFTP_UPLOAD
• Agent name—SFTPAGENT
• Server address—linuxserver
• Remote directory—/home/user1
• Remote file name—download_test.txt
• Local file name—/mnt/share1/download_test.txt
• User—user1
• The remote os type—UNIX

2. Select the Download and ASCII option buttons.
3. Click OK.

Example: Delete the Source File After Uploaded From the Agent Computer

This example uploads the abc.txt file from the D:\temp directory on the agent computer to the /test/upload directory
on the hpsupport server and deletes the file in the D:\temp directory after it is uploaded. The file is uploaded using
user authentication.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—SFTP_UPLOAD
• Agent name—AGENT_SFTP
• Server address—hpsupport
• Remote directory—/test/upload
• Remote file name—abc.txt
• Local file name—D:\temp\abc.txt
• User—causer

2. Select the Upload and Binary option buttons.
3. Select the Delete source file(s) option button.
4. Click OK.

Example: Delete Multiple Source Files After Downloaded From the Remote FTP Server

This example downloads all the files that start with X from the /ftproot/download directory on the SFTP Linux server
to the /abcde01/test/read directory on the agent computer and deletes the files in the /ftproot/download directory
after they are downloaded. The files are downloaded using user authentication.
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Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—SFTP_DOWNLOAD
• Agent name—AGENT_SFTP_LINUX
• Server address—abcde01-i12345
• Remote directory—/ftproot/download
• Remote file name—X*
• Local file name—/abcde01/test/read
• User—causer

2. Select the Download and ASCII option buttons.
3. Select the Delete source file(s) option button.
4. Click OK.

Example: Delete the Source File Directory After the Source File is Downloaded From the Remote FTP
Server

Suppose that you want to download the abc.txt file from the /ftproot/download directory on the SFTP server to the
D:\temp directory on the agent computer and delete the /ftproot/download directory after the file is downloaded.

The file is downloaded using user authentication. The /test/upload directory contains only the abc.txt file.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—SFTP_DOWNLOAD
• Agent name—AGENT_SFTP
• Server address—abcde01-i12345
• Remote directory—/ftproot/download
• Remote file name—abc.txt
• Local file name—D:\temp
• User—causer

2. Select the Download and ASCII option buttons.
3. Select the Delete source file(s) option button and the Delete source directory checkbox.
4. Click OK.

More information:
Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords

 Informatica Jobs
Informatica jobs let you start predefined workflows on Informatica PowerCenter. In Informatica,
jobs are known as workflows. A workflow can contain multiple tasks. You can start the workflow
from the beginning of the workflow or from a specified task. You can also start a workflow
instance.
cwad121
HID_informatica_jobs
Informatica jobs let you start predefined workflows on Informatica PowerCenter. In Informatica, jobs are known as
workflows. A workflow can contain multiple tasks. You can start the workflow from the beginning of the workflow or
from a specified task. You can also start a workflow instance.

Informatica PowerCenter provides an environment that lets you load data into a centralized location, such as a
data warehouse or operational data store (ODS). You can extract data from multiple sources, transform the data
according to business logic you build in the client application, and load the transformed data into file and relational
targets.

Note:

 To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for Linux or Windows and CA WA Agent for Informatica.
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 Define an Informatica Job
You can define an Informatica job to start a predefined workflow on Informatica PowerCenter.
You can start the workflow from the beginning of the workflow or from a specified task. You can
also start a workflow instance.
cwad121
HID_define_informatica_job
You can define an Informatica job to start a predefined workflow on Informatica PowerCenter. You can start the
workflow from the beginning of the workflow or from a specified task. You can also start a workflow instance.

Note:

• Due to a known issue in Informatica, you cannot run workflow instances in parallel.
• To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for Linux or Windows and CA WA Agent for Informatica.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the Informatica job in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The Informatica icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the Informatica icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Informatica dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

 Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name
Specifies the name of the agent that runs the Informatica job.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• Folder name 

Specifies the Informatica PowerCenter repository folder name where the specified workflow resides. You can
obtain this value from the Informatica server.

 Limits: Up to 79 characters
• Workflow name

Specifies the name of the Informatica PowerCenter workflow to be started.
Limits: Up to 79 characters

Note:  You can type the workflow name or, if you are connected to the server, click the arrow search button
next to the field to search for a workflow that is defined in Informatica PowerCenter. You can also view the
sequence of tasks and the hierarchy of objects within a selected workflow.

5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Informatica target
Specifies the name of the Informatica target (infaTarget). The corresponding directory (install_dir/config/
informatica/infaTarget) stored on the agent contains the properties for connecting to the Informatica server
and one or more database repositories.
Limits: Up to 128 characters

Note:  If this field is not specified, the agent uses the default value specified in the
informatica.server.target.default parameter in the agentparm.txt file.

•  Repository name
Specifies the name of the repository created on the Informatica server. The repository can be obtained from
the Informatica Administrative console. The corresponding property file (repositoryName.properties) stored
on the agent contains the database connection properties for a specified Informatica target (infaTarget).
Limits: Up to 128 characters
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Note:  If this field is not specified, the agent uses the default value specified in
the informatica.repository.name.default parameter in the informatica.properties file
stored on the agent.

• Informatica user
Specifies the Informatica server user name. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field supports
the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator for the user
name defined in the Topology.
Limits: Up to 128 characters
Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

• The drop-down list displays all of the user names that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent.
You must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• If this field is not specified, the agent uses the default value specified in
the informatica.user.id.default parameter in the informatica.properties file stored on the
agent.

• Workflow instance
Specifies the name of the workflow instance to be started. When the task name and the workflow instance
name are specified, the workflow instance is started from the specified task. When the task name is not
specified, the workflow instance starts from the beginning. If the instance name is not specified, the workflow
is started.
Limits: Up to 79 characters

Note:  Before you select a workflow instance from the drop-down, you must specify the workflow in the
Workflow name field. The workflow instances in the drop-down list are populated based on the specified
workflow.

• Task name
Specifies the name of the task to start the workflow from. If the task name is not specified, the workflow starts
from the beginning.
Limits: Up to 79 characters

Note:  You can type the task name or, if you are connected to the server, click the arrow search button next
to the field to search for a task that is defined within the specified workflow. You can also view the details and
the hierarchy of a selected task within the workflow.

• Param file
Specifies the path and name of a parameter file on the Informatica server. Informatica PowerCenter
processes the parameter file when running a workflow. The parameter file contains values for symbolic
variables and must adhere to the format that Informatica PowerCenter expects. A property value that is set in
a parameter file overrides a value for this property that is set at the session level or elsewhere.
Limits: Up to 256 characters

• Pass on success only
Indicates whether the status of the workflow is retrieved directly from Informatica or inferred depending on
the successful execution of all the tasks. Select one of the following values from the drop-down list:

• True—Returns the workflow status based on the status of tasks in the Informatica workflow. If all tasks in
the workflow complete successfully, the agent reports the status of the workflow as successful. If any task
in the workflow fails, the agent reports the status of the workflow as failed.

• False—Returns the workflow status as reported by Informatica. In Informatica, a workflow can succeed
even if one or more tasks in the workflow fail.

Note:

• If you do not select any value from the drop-down list, the agent uses the default value specified in the
informatica.passonsuccessonly.default parameter in the agentparm.txt file.

• If no value is specified in the drop-down list or in the agentparm.txt file, the default value is False.
6. Click OK.

The Informatica job is defined.

Example: Start a Workflow on Informatica PowerCenter from a Task 

This example starts a workflow named WF_1 on Informatica PowerCenter from the copyfile task. The workflow is
started from the copyfile task.

To start a workflow on Informatica PowerCenter from a task 
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1. Enter the following information on the Basic page of the job definition:

• Name—INF_1
• Agent name—AGENT_INF
• Folder name—sandbox
• Workflow name—WF_1
• Task name—copyfile

2. Click OK.

Example: Start a Workflow with a Parameter File 

Suppose that you want to start a workflow named WF_2 with the wf2.prm parameter file on Informatica server.
When the workflow runs, Informatica PowerCenter processes the specified parameter file.

The wf2.prm parameter file includes symbolic variables that override the default log directory and file name:

;Workflow Parameters[INFAPLUGIN.WF:wf_3];Session
 parameters$PMSessionLogFile=wf3.log$PMSessionLogDir=C:\Infa
\Log;mapping parameters

To start a workflow with a parameter file 

1. Enter the following information on the Basic page of the job definition:

• Name—INF_1
• Agent name—AGENT_INF
• Folder name—sandbox
• Workflow name—WF_2
• Param file—C:/Infa/wf2.prm

2. Click OK.
The log files will be stored in the C:\Infa\Log directory on the Informatica server and their name
will start with wf2.log. The actual files that Informatica generates will be longer, for example,
wf2.log.1225.20131021131730.bin.

More information:
Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords 

 Search for an Informatica Workflow
You can use the Search Informatica Workflows dialog to search for and select a workflow that is
defined on Informatica PowerCenter. You can also view the sequence of tasks and the hierarchy
of objects within a workflow.
cwad121
HID_search_informatica-workflow
You can use the Search Informatica Workflows dialog to search for and select a workflow that is defined on
Informatica PowerCenter. You can also view the sequence of tasks and the hierarchy of objects within a workflow.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure you are connected to the server.
2. Open the Basic page of the Informatica job definition.
3. Complete the following required fields:

• Agent name
Specifies the name of the Informatica agent where the workflow runs.

• Folder name
Specifies the Informatica PowerCenter repository folder name where the specified workflow resides.

4. Click the arrow search button next to the Workflow name field.
The Search Informatica Workflows dialog opens.

Note:  The required fields in this dialog are populated with the information that is specified on the Basic page
of the job definition. You can also select another repository folder from the Folder name drop-down list.

5. (Optional) Specify the information in the Informatica Server Info section.
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Note:  The fields in this section are populated with the information that is specified on the Basic page of the
job definition, if any.

6. (Optional) Specify the filter criteria in the following field:

• Matching pattern
Specifies the matching pattern string that is used to retrieve the names of workflows. Only workflows whose
names contain the search pattern are displayed. % is the only wildcard character that is supported for the
pattern matching.
Example: If you specify "A%ab%" as the matching pattern, all the workflows whose names start with A and
contain ab in the middle or at the end are displayed. If you specify "%file%" as the matching pattern, all the
workflows whose names contain file are displayed, for example: file_task, X_file_Task and T_file.

Note:  If you do not specify a matching pattern, all workflows that belong to the specified repository folder
are displayed.

7. Click the arrow search button next to the Informatica Server Info section.
The Workflows table is populated with the list of workflows that meet the matching pattern string.

Note:

You can sort the data in the table by clicking on a table column heading.
8. (Optional) Select a workflow and click Workflow Details to display the sequence of tasks for the selected

workflow in a tabular format.
9. (Optional) Select a workflow and click Workflow Object Hierarchy to display the hierarchy of all tasks within the

selected workflow in a graphical format.
10. Select a workflow and click Select Workflow to specify the workflow name in the job definition.

The selected workflow is set on the Basic page of the job definition.

Example: List Workflows that Match a Specified Pattern

Suppose that you want to retrieve a list of Informatica workflows whose names contains INF and underscore (_).

To list workflows based on matching pattern criteria

1. Open the Basic page of the Informatica job definition.
2. Enter the following information:

• Agent name—Agent_INF
• Folder name—sandbox

3. Click the arrow search button next to the Workflow name field.
The Search Informatica Workflows dialog opens.

4. Enter %inf%_% in the Matching pattern field.
5. Click the arrow search button next to the Informatica Server Info section.

The Workflows table is populated with the list of workflows that meet the search criteria.

 Search for a Task in an Informatica Workflow
You can use the Search Informatica Tasks dialog to search for and select a task that is defined
in an Informatica workflow. When the workflow runs, it starts from the task that you select. By
default, the workflow starts from the first task. You can also view the details and the hierarchy of
a task within the workflow.
cwad121
HID_search_task_informatica_workflow
You can use the Search Informatica Tasks dialog to search for and select a task that is defined in an Informatica
workflow. When the workflow runs, it starts from the task that you select. By default, the workflow starts from the
first task. You can also view the details and the hierarchy of a task within the workflow.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure you are connected to the server.
2. Open the Basic page of the Informatica job definition.
3. Complete the following required fields:

• Agent name
Specifies the name of the agent that runs the Informatica job.

• Folder name
Specifies the Informatica PowerCenter repository folder name where the specified workflow resides.
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• Workflow name
Specifies the name of the Informatica PowerCenter workflow to be started.

4. Click the arrow search button next to the Task name field.
The Search Informatica Tasks dialog opens.

Note:  The required fields in this dialog are populated with the information that is specified on the Basic page of
the job definition. You can also select another repository folder from the Folder name drop-down list and another
workflow from the Workflow name drop-down list.

5. (Optional) Specify the information in the Informatica Server Info section.

Note:  The fields in this section are populated with the information that is specified on the Basic page of the job
definition, if any.

6. Click the arrow search button next to the Informatica Server Info section.
The Tasks table is populated with the workflow tasks that meet the search criteria.

Note:

You can sort the data in the table by clicking on a table column heading.
7. (Optional) Select a task and click Task Details to display the details of the selected task in a tabular format.

Note:  You can only retrieve the details of a task that ran as part of the workflow at least once. If the task has not
previously run, an error message is displayed.

8. (Optional) Select a task and click Workflow Object Hierarchy to display the hierarchy of the selected task within
the workflow in a graphical format.

9. Select a task and click Select Task to specify the task name in the job definition.
The selected task name is set on the Basic page of the job definition.

Example: Display All Tasks for a Workflow

Suppose that you want to display all tasks for a workflow named INF_job in the sandbox folder.

To display all tasks for a workflow

1. Open the Basic page of the Informatica job definition.
2. Enter the following information:

• Agent name—Agent_INF
• Folder name—sandbox
• Workflow name—INF_job

3. Click the arrow search button next to the Task name field.
The Search Informatica Tasks dialog opens.

4. Click the arrow search button next to the Informatica Server Info section.
The Tasks table is populated with the tasks that are defined in the workflow.

 Micro Focus Jobs
The Micro Focus Net Express JCL engine lets you run your mainframe JCL and COBOL
programs in a Windows or UNIX environment.
cwad121
HID_microfocus_jobs
The Micro Focus Net Express JCL engine lets you run your mainframe JCL and COBOL programs in a Windows or
UNIX environment.

You can schedule and control your Micro Focus jobs using your scheduling manager and CA WA Agent for Micro
Focus. The agent runs on the same system as the Micro Focus Enterprise Server and provides an interface to the
Micro Focus Net Express JCL engine.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Micro Focus.

 Define a Micro Focus Job
You can define a Micro Focus job to run your mainframe JCL and COBOL programs in a UNIX
or Windows environment.
cwad121
HID_define_microfocus_job
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You can define a Micro Focus job to run your mainframe JCL and COBOL programs in a UNIX or Windows
environment.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Micro Focus.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the Micro Focus job from the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The Micro Focus icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the Micro Focus icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Micro Focus dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the Micro Focus Agent that runs the job.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• Server

Indicates whether the value specified in the Server name/address field is a server name or the IP address
and port of the Micro Focus server.

Default: Server name
• Server name/address

Specifies the Micro Focus server name (Server name) or the IP address and port of the Micro Focus server
(Server address). If you specify the server address, you must use the format tcp:IP_address:port.

Example: tcp:99.9.9.99:2222

Note:

 If the Micro Focus server runs as a service under the system account and the CA WA Agent for UNIX,
Linux, or Windows runs under a particular user ID (not the system account), then you must specify the server
address.

• JCL

Indicates whether to pass the JCL by content or by reference. If you select the JCL content option button,
the submitted JCL is read from the file specified in the JCL content/reference field, and the contents of the
JCL file are physically sent to the server. If you select the JCL reference option button, only the name of the
file specified in the JCL content/reference field is sent to the server. The server then reads and submits the
named file. This option is more efficient, since passing the name of the file is more efficient than passing the
contents of the JCL file.

Default: JCL content

Note:

 If you need to edit the job's JCL before submitting the job, or if the operator needs to be able to restart the
job from a particular step, you must choose the JCL content option.

• JCL content/reference

Specifies the path to and name of the file that the job runs.

Note:

 If you are connected to the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server and the agent is running, you can use
the JCL Content Browser to browse for the file.
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5. (Optional) Click Other MF Parameters in the left pane.
The Other MF Parameters page opens in the right pane.

6. Specify the following additional information:

• Micro focus user

Specifies a Micro Focus user ID under whose authority the job runs. The user must be defined in the
Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact
your administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

 The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• O/S user

Specifies an operating system user ID under whose authority the Micro Focus commands run. The user must
be defined in the Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one
password. Contact your administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Default: Operating system user ID on the system where the Micro Focus server and the agent are installed

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• If the agent runs as a service under the system account, the Micro Focus job is executed under the
system account. If the Micro Focus server runs under a particular user ID (not the system account) and
you specified a Micro Focus server name for the job, then you must specify the same operating system
user ID for the job to find the server.

• Version

Indicates the applicable environment (VSE/Power, JES2, or JES3).
7. Click OK.

The Micro Focus job is defined.

Example: Define a Micro Focus Job

Suppose that you want a job named MFJOB to run the JCL located at c:\Program Files\micro focus\es-jcldemo
\infinite.jcl using a Micro Focus server with IP address 172.16.10.10 and port 2222. This job runs on the MFAGENT
agent computer.

To define a Micro Focus job

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—MFJOB
• Agent name—MFAGENT

2. Do the following in the Server section:

1.1 Select the Server address option button.
2.1 Enter tcp:172.16.10.10:2222 in the Server name/address field.

3. Do the following in the JCL section:

1.1 Select the JCL content option button.
2.1 Enter c:\Program Files\micro focus\es-jcldemo\infinite.jcl in the JCL content/reference field.

4. Click OK.

Example: Run a Micro Focus Job Under a Different Micro Focus User ID

Suppose that you want to run a Micro Focus job under the authority of the Micro Focus user ID MFUSER01.

To run a Micro Focus job under a different Micro Focus user ID

1. Open the Micro Focus job for which you want to set the Micro Focus user ID.
2. Click Other MF Parameters in the left pane.

The Other MF Parameters page opens in the right pane.
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3. Enter MFUSER01 in the Micro Focus user field.

Note:  The user ID and password must be defined in the Topology under the agent.
4. Click OK.

Example: Run a Micro Focus Job Under a Different Operating System User ID

Suppose that you want to run a Micro Focus job under the authority of the operating system user ID OSUSER.

To run Micro Focus jobs under a different operating system user ID

1. Open the Micro Focus job for which you want to set the operating system user ID.
2. Click Other MF Parameters in the left pane.

The Other MF Parameters page opens in the right pane.
3. Enter OSUSER in the O/S user field.

Note:  The user ID and password must be defined in the Topology under the agent.
4. Click OK.

Example: Edit the JCL Before Submitting the Job

Suppose that you want to edit the Micro Focus job's JCL before submitting the job.

Note:

To edit JCL, the agent must be set up as an FTP server. This is usually done by the agent administrator of the
server where Micro Focus is installed. You can contact the administrator for the following information:

• Server
• Port
• User ID
• Password

To edit the JCL before submitting the job

1. Open the Micro Focus job for which you want to edit the JCL.
2. Click Edit JCL from Agent.

Note:  If the Edit JCL from Agent option is disabled, verify that the JCL content option button is selected.

The FTP Logon dialog opens.

Note:  You only need to specify the FTP connection details on this dialog the first time you edit Micro Focus
JCL. The client saves the details on the current server and reuses them the next time you use the same agent
to edit the JCL.You can also add, edit, or delete an FTP connection from the main menu. Select Window,
Preferences, Desktop Client, Define Perspective, Micro Focus FTP Connections and select an active server
connection from the Server connections drop-down list.

3. Complete the required fields as appropriate, and click OK, if applicable.
The Edit JCL dialog opens.

4. Edit the JCL contents and save the JCL with the same job name or use Save as to save with a different job
name.

More information:

Micro Focus Jobs
Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords

 Pass Variables as Parameters to the JCL File
You can pass variables as parameters to the JCL file.
cwad121
HID_pass_variables_jcl_file
You can pass variables as parameters to the JCL file.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Micro Focus job for which you want to pass variables as parameters to the JCL file.
2. Click JCL Variables in the left pane.

The JCL Variables page opens in the right pane.
3. Click Add to pass a variable as a parameter to the JCL, and complete the following fields:

• Name
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Defines the name of the variable.
• Value

Specifies a value for the variable.
4. (Optional) Repeat the previous step to pass additional variables as parameters to the JCL file.
5. Click OK.

The variables are passed to JCL as parameters.

Example: Pass SORT and MAX as Parameters to the JCL file

In the following JCL, suppose that you want to pass SORT for symbolic variable VAR1 and MAX for symbolic
variable VAR2:

//MFIDSAL1 JOB 'DAVINDER',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A,NOTIFY=MFIDSA
//*---------------------------------------------------------------
//*
//*---------------------------------------------------------------
//STEP1    EXEC PGM=%VAR1,PARM='%VAR2'
//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=CEE.SCEERUN,DISP=SHR
//         DD  DSN=MFIDSA.DSA.LOAD,DISP=SHR
//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                        00510000
//CEEDUMP  DD  SYSOUT=*                        00520000
//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*                        00530000
//OLDLIB   DD  DISP=(OLD),DSN=MFE.PROCLIB.L01

To pass SORT and MAX as parameters to the JCL file

1. Open the Micro Focus job for which you want to pass variables as parameters to the JCL file.
2. Click JCL Variables in the left pane.

The JCL Variables page opens in the right pane.
3. Click Add.

A new row is added to the JCL variables table.
4. Enter the following information in the table:

• Name—VAR1
• Value—SORT

5. Click Add.
A new row is added to the JCL variables table.

6. Enter the following information in the table:

• Name—VAR2
• Value—MAX

7. Click OK.
The CA WA Agent for Micro Focus submits the following JCL to the Micro Focus server when the job runs:

//MFIDSAL1 JOB 'DAVINDER',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A,NOTIFY=MFIDSA
//*---------------------------------------------------------------
//*
//*---------------------------------------------------------------
//STEP1    EXEC PGM=SORT,PARM='MAX'
//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=CEE.SCEERUN,DISP=SHR
//         DD  DSN=MFIDSA.DSA.LOAD,DISP=SHR
//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                        00510000
//CEEDUMP  DD  SYSOUT=*                        00520000
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//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*                        00530000
//OLDLIB   DD  DISP=(OLD),DSN=MFE.PROCLIB.L01

 Monitoring Jobs
Monitoring jobs let you monitor different aspects of your system.
cwad121
HID_monitoring_jobs
Monitoring jobs let you monitor different aspects of your system.

Note:

• To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.
• You can use agent groups for load balancing or run a job on all agents in a group.

You can define the following monitoring jobs:

• CPU Monitoring
Lets you monitor CPU usage.

• Disk Monitoring
Lets you monitor disk space.

• File Trigger
Lets you monitor file activity and perform an action based on that activity.

• IP Monitoring
Lets you monitor an IP address.

• Process Monitoring
Lets you monitor process execution.

• Text File Reading and Monitoring
Lets you search a text file for a string.

• Windows Event Log Monitoring
Lets you monitor a Windows event log.

• Windows Services Monitoring
Lets you monitor the status of Windows services.

 Define a CPU Monitoring Job
You can define a CPU Monitoring job to monitor the CPU usage of the computer where the
specified agent is installed.
cwad121
HID_define_cpu_monitoring_job
You can define a CPU Monitoring job to monitor the CPU usage of the computer where the specified agent is
installed.

Note:

 To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

You can use the job to do the following:

• Record the CPU usage at the time the job runs. In this case, the job runs only once.
• Monitor CPU usage and trigger an alert if the CPU usage meets the defined criteria. For example, if the

computer is using between 80 and 100 percent of CPU, the job continues to run until forced complete.

Note:  The CPU usage reported as greater than 100 percent occurs when a partitioned or virtualized machine has
overcommitted its CPU allocation and was able to use unused CPU from the rest of the machine.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the CPU Monitoring job from the Monitoring group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The CPU Monitoring icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the CPU Monitoring icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the CPU Monitoring dialog opens.
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4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign
($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable
introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent that monitors CPU usage.
• Wait mode

Specifies whether the job waits until the monitor conditions are met or tries to verify them immediately.
Options are the following:

• Return immediately

Checks for the conditions immediately. If the conditions are met, the job completes successfully. If the
conditions are not met, the job fails. This is the default.

• Return at first occurrence

Waits for the conditions to occur. When the conditions are met, the job completes.

Note:

 When using this option, you must also specify a value in the From field, the To field, or both.
• Continuous monitoring, using alert

Specifies the identifier of an alert to be triggered when the specified CPU monitoring conditions occur.
Defines the job as continuous. To end continuous monitoring, you must complete the job manually.

Note:

 When using this option, you must specify an alert in the text field or the job defaults to the Return
immediately option. You must also specify a value in the From field, the To field, or both.

• Range

Specifies whether the job completes (or triggers an alert if monitoring continuously) when the value of CPU
usage is within or outside the specified range.

• Within
Specifies that the job completes (or triggers an alert if monitoring continuously) when the value of CPU
usage is within the range specified by the From and To fields. This is the default.

• Outside
Specifies that the job completes (or triggers an alert if monitoring continuously) when the value of CPU
usage is outside the range specified by the From and To fields.

Note:

 This field does not apply when the Wait mode field is set to Return immediately.
• Monitor when CPU percentage

Specifies whether the job monitors the available or used CPU capacity.

• Available
Specifies that the job monitors the available CPU processing capacity. This is the default.

• Used
Specifies that the job monitors the used CPU processing capacity.

Note:

• The percentage of available and used CPU appears in the Status field in the Details dialog (accessible
from the Monitor perspective).

• This field does not apply when the Wait mode field is set to Return immediately.
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Job Class
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Specifies the job class under which this job runs. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number of
initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process more jobs more quickly. For
higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.

Example: foo

Note:

 To find out which job classes exist and how many initiators are assigned, ask your agent administrator to
check the initiators.class_n parameter in the agent parameter file (agentparm.txt).

• From

Defines the lower boundary of CPU usage in percent.

Note:

 If you specify a value in the From field without specifying a value in the To field, the range is between the
lower boundary and 100 percent.

• To

Defines the upper boundary of CPU usage in percent.

Note:

 If you specify a value in the To field without specifying a value in the From field, the range is between zero
percent and the upper boundary.

• No change

Defines the percentage value that the CPU usage must change to trigger the alert. The trigger will not occur
if the value change is within the specified percentage value.

Note:

• To use this field, specify an alert in the Continuous monitoring, using alert field.
• The alert will trigger only if the change value is within the range specified by the From and To fields

and the change value is greater than the delta specified by the last scanned amount. That is, the first
time CPU usage matches the job criteria, an alert is triggered. Subsequently, an alert is triggered only if
the change in CPU usage is greater than the delta calculated using the last scanned amount that was
registered in a trigger.

6. Click OK.
The CPU Monitoring job is defined.

Example: Trigger Alerts Based on Available CPU

Suppose that you want an alert to trigger whenever available CPU is less than 25 percent or greater than 75
percent. Subsequent alerts are triggered when the CPU usage changes by more than 10 percent. This job runs on
the default agent computer.

To trigger Alerts based on available CPU

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—CPUMON
• Agent name—AGENT

2. Select the Continuous monitoring, using alert option button in the Wait mode section, and enter CPUMONITOR
in the text field.

3. Enter the following information in the remaining fields:

• From—25
• To—75
• No change—10

4. Select the Outside option button in the Range section.
5. Select the Available option button in the Monitor when CPU percentage section.
6. Click OK.

Using this example, the following table shows when alerts would be triggered with and without the No change
value:
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Time CPU Is the alert triggered
when No change is not
specified?

Is the alert triggered
when No Change is
specified at 10 percent?

14:00:01 25 percent No. Available CPU must be
below 25 percent or above
75 percent.

No. Available CPU must be
below 25 percent or above
75 percent.

14:00:02 20 percent Yes. Available CPU is
below 25 percent.

Yes. Available CPU is
below 25%.

14:00:03 19 percent Yes. Available CPU is
below 25 percent.

No. Available CPU remains
below 25 percent, but
the change from the last
reading is only 1 percent.

14:00:04 8 percent Yes. Available CPU is
below 25 percent.

Yes. CPU usage has
changed 12 percent from
the last time the alert was
triggered.

14:00:05 19 percent Yes. Available CPU is
below 25 percent.

Yes. CPU usage has
changed 11 percent from
the last time the alert was
triggered.

14:00:06 32 percent No. Available CPU must be
below 25 percent or above
75 percent.

No. Although CPU usage
changed by more than 10
percent, it no longer falls
within the range defined by
the From and To fields. It
is not below 25 percent or
above 75 percent.

More information:

Continuous Monitoring Usage

 Define a Disk Monitoring Job
On Windows and UNIX systems, you can define a Disk Monitoring job to monitor the available
or used space on a disk or logical partition. On i5/OS systems, you can define a Disk Monitoring
job to monitor storage space in the file systems mounted on the i5/OS operating system.
cwad121
HID_define_disk_monitoring_job

On Windows and UNIX systems, you can define a Disk Monitoring job to monitor the available or used space on a
disk or logical partition. On i5/OS systems, you can define a Disk Monitoring job to monitor storage space in the file
systems mounted on the i5/OS operating system.

Note:

 To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

For a newly created file system, on any platform, the operating system usually reports the file system overhead as
used bytes.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the Disk Monitoring job from the Monitoring group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The Disk Monitoring icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the Disk Monitoring icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Disk Monitoring dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name
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Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign
($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable
introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent that monitors the disk space.
• Wait mode

Specifies whether the job waits until the monitor conditions are met or tries to verify them immediately.
Options are the following:

• Return immediately

Checks for the drive to monitor. If the drive that you specified in the Drive to monitor field exists, the job
returns current disk space immediately and goes into the COMPLETE state. If the drive is unavailable or
invalid, the job goes into the SUBERROR state.

• Return at first occurrence

Waits for the conditions to occur. When the conditions are met, the job completes.

Note:

 When using this option, you must also specify a value in the From field, the To field, or both.
• Continuous monitoring, using alert

Specifies the identifier of an alert to be triggered when the specified disk monitoring conditions occur.
Defines the job as continuous. To end continuous monitoring, you must complete the job manually.

Note:

When using this option, you must specify an alert in the text field or the job defaults to the Return
immediately option. You must also specify a value in the From field, the To field, or both.

Default: Return immediately
• Drive to monitor

Specifies the path to the disk, logical partition, or auxiliary storage pool to be monitored.

UNIX/Windows: Specify the path to the disk or logical partition to monitor.

i5/OS:

• Specify the path to a file system mounted on the i5/OS operating system.
• To specify the system ASP, type the forward slash (/).
• To specify any other ASP, use the format /dev/QASPdigit1digit2, where digit1 and digit2 indicate the ASP

number.
• Range

Specifies whether the job completes (or triggers an alert if monitoring continuously) when the value of disk
usage is within or outside the specified range.

• Within
Specifies that the job completes (or triggers an alert if monitoring continuously) when the value of disk
usage is within the range specified by the From and To fields. This is the default.

• Outside
Specifies that the job completes (or triggers an alert if monitoring continuously) when the value of disk
usage is outside the range specified by the From and To fields.

Default: Within

Note:

 This field does not apply when the Wait mode field is set to Return immediately.
• Monitor when disk space

Specifies whether the job monitors available or used disk space.

• Available
Specifies that the job reads the available disk space for monitoring. This is the default.

• Used
Specifies that the job reads the used disk space for monitoring.
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Default: Available

Note:

 This field does not apply when the Wait mode field is set to Return immediately.
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Job Class

Specifies the job class under which this job runs. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number of
initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process more jobs more quickly. For
higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.

Example: foo

Note:

 To find out which job classes exist and how many initiators are assigned, ask your agent administrator to
check the initiators.class_n parameter in the agent parameter file (agentparm.txt).

• From

Defines the lower boundary of disk usage. The unit for this value is specified in the Format field.

Note:

 If you specify a value in the From field without specifying a value in the To field, the range is between the
lower boundary and the maximum available disk space.

• To

Defines the upper boundary of disk usage. The unit for this value is specified in the Format field.

Note:

 If you specify a value in the To field without specifying a value in the From field, the range is between and
the upper boundary.

• No change

Defines the amount of change that the disk usage must change to trigger the alert. The unit for this value is
specified in the Format field.

Note:

• To use this field, specify an alert in the Continuous monitoring, using alert field.
• The alert will trigger only if the change value is within the range specified by the From and To fields and

the change value is greater than the delta specified by the last scanned amount. That is, the first time disk
usage matches the job criteria, an alert is triggered. Subsequently, an alert is triggered only if the change
in disk usage is greater than the delta calculated using the last scanned amount that was registered in a
trigger.

• Format

Specifies the unit of measurement used to monitor available or used disk space. Options are the following:

• Percent
Monitors disk usage by percentage. This is the default.
Note: If you select Percent, the values specified by the From and To fields cannot be greater than 100.

• GB
Monitors disk usage in gigabytes.

• MB
Monitors disk usage in megabytes.

• KB
Monitors disk usage in kilobytes.

• B
Monitors disk usage in bytes.

Default: Percent
6. Click OK.

The Disk Monitoring job is defined.

Example: Triggering Alerts Based on Used Disk Space
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Suppose that a Disk Monitoring job named DISKMON continuously monitors the local disk C. If the used space
falls within 50 percent and 100 percent, the server triggers the alert named DISK. The server triggers subsequent
alerts when the used space changes by 5 percent or more, but remains within the 50 percent and 100 percent
boundaries. The job does not complete unless you force it complete using the Monitor perspective. This job runs on
the default agent computer.

To trigger Alerts based on used disk space

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—DISKMON
• Agent name—AGENT

2. Select the Continuous monitoring, using alert option button in the Wait mode section, and enter DISK in the text
field.

3. Enter the following information in the remaining fields:

• Drive to monitor—C
• From—50
• To—100
• No change—5

4. Select Percent from the Format drop-down list.
5. Select the Within option button in the Range section.
6. Select the Used option button in the Monitor when disk space section.
7. Click OK.

More information:

Continuous Monitoring Usage

 File Trigger Jobs
File Trigger jobs let you monitor file activity. You can define File Trigger jobs for UNIX, Linux,
Windows, or i5/OS systems.
cwad121
HID_file_trigger_jobs
File Trigger jobs let you monitor file activity. You can define File Trigger jobs for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS
systems.

Note:

 To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

The File Trigger job can monitor when a file is created, updated, deleted, expanded, or shrunk, and when a file
exists or does not exist.

Example: Monitor for an Update to a File

Suppose that a File Trigger job named PAYDATA monitors for an update to the payroll.dat file on a Windows
computer. When the file is updated, the job completes and the scheduling manager releases a job named
PAYRUN.

The following diagram shows a scenario where a File Trigger job named PAYDATA monitors for an update to the
payroll.dat file on a Windows computer. When the file is updated, the job completes and the scheduling manager
releases a job named PAYRUN.
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 Polling Interval for File Trigger Jobs
File Trigger jobs monitor file activity using a polling interval, which is every 30 seconds by
default.
cwad121
HID_polling_interval_file_trigger_jobs
File Trigger jobs monitor file activity using a polling interval, which is every 30 seconds by default.

File Trigger jobs do not detect multiple updates during the polling interval. They also do not detect changes that
cancel each other out. For example, if the job monitors for updates to a file, and the file is updated twice during the
polling interval, the trigger occurs only once for the two updates. If the job monitors for the creation of a file, and the
file is created and deleted during the polling interval, the trigger does not occur. Because the file did not exist when
the directory was polled, the job does not detect the file creation and deletion.

The agent administrator can change the number of seconds between polls by configuring the
filemonplugin.sleepperiod parameter in the agentparm.txt file.

Note:

For information about the filemonplugin.sleepperiod parameter, see WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS
Agent Parameters Used for Troubleshooting in the CA Workload Automation System Agent documentation.

 Define a File Trigger Job
You can define a File Trigger job to monitor when a file is created, updated, deleted, expanded,
or shrunk, and when a file exists or does not exist.
cwad121
HID_define_file_trigger_job
You can define a File Trigger job to monitor when a file is created, updated, deleted, expanded, or shrunk, and
when a file exists or does not exist.

Note:

 To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the File Trigger job from the Monitoring group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The File Trigger icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the File Trigger icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the File Trigger dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent that monitors the file activity.
• File name

Specifies the path to and name of the file to monitor.

Note:

 If you are connected to the server and the agent is running, you can use the File Browser to browse for the
file.

• File trigger type

Indicates the file activity to monitor for (Created, Updated, Deleted, Expanded, Shrunk, Existing, and Non-
Existing).

5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Recursive

Monitors for file activity in the specified directory and all of its subdirectories.
• When file reaches

Specifies the number of bytes the file size must reach to release the job's successors or trigger an Alert. This
field is used with the Created, Expanded, or Shrunk file trigger type.

Default: 1 byte

Note:

 Some file systems will create files with extra space in anticipation of further file expansion requests,
therefore, specifying exact byte counts will not always work.

• Change size in bytes

Specifies the number of bytes the file size must change to release the job's successors or trigger an Alert.
This field is used with the Expanded or Shrunk file trigger type.

Default: 1 byte
• Percentage change

Specifies the percentage the file size must change to release the job's successors or trigger an Alert. This
field is used with the Expanded or Shrunk file trigger type.

Default: 1 percent
• Monitor continuously using

Specifies the name of the Alert that is triggered when the specified file activity occurs.
• No changes for

Specifies the number of minutes the file must remain unchanged to satisfy the monitor condition.

Default: 0 minutes
6. (Optional) Click User/Group specifications in the left pane.

The User/Group specifications page opens in the right pane.
7. Specify the following additional information:
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• Owner user ID

Specifies the UNIX user ID that owns the file to be monitored. The user must be defined in the Topology.
This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your
administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob
• Group

Specifies the UNIX group that owns the file to be monitored.
• Monitor as user

Specifies the Windows user ID that monitors the file. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field
supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator for
the user name defined in the Topology.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob
8. Click OK.

The File Trigger job is defined.

Example: Release Jobs Based on File Creation

Suppose that you want the File Trigger job PAYDATA to release its successors when the c:\data\payroll.dat file is
created on the SYSAGENT agent computer running Windows.

To release jobs based on file creation

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name-PAYDATA
• Agent name-SYSAGENT
• File name-c:\data\payroll.dat

2. Select the Created option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Click OK.

Example: Release Jobs Based on File Deletion

Suppose that you want the File Trigger job PAYDATA to release its successors when the c:\data\payroll.dat file is
deleted on the SYSAGENT agent computer running Windows.

To release jobs based on file deletion

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—PAYDATA
• Agent name—SYSAGENT
• File name—c:\data\payroll.dat

2. Select the Deleted option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Click OK.

Example: Release Jobs Based on File Size

Suppose that you want the File Trigger job PAYDATA to release its successors when the /data/test file has a file
size of at least one byte on the SYSAGENT agent computer running UNIX.

To release jobs based on file size

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—PAYDATA
• Agent name—SYSAGENT
• File name—/data/test

2. Select the Expanded option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Select the When file reaches option button and enter 1 in this field.
4. Click OK.

Example: Release Jobs When a File Expands by a Certain Size

Suppose that you want the File Trigger job PAYDATA to release its successors when the /credit/record file expands
by at least 2 megabytes on the SYSAGENT agent computer running UNIX.

To release jobs when a file expands by a certain size
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1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—PAYDATA
• Agent name—SYSAGENT
• File name—/credit/record

2. Select the Expanded option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Select the Change size in bytes option button and enter 2097152 in this field.

Note:  The size must be entered in bytes (2 x 1024 bytes x 1024k = 2097152).
4. Click OK.

Example: Release Jobs When a File Shrinks by a Certain Percentage

Suppose that you want the File Trigger job PAYDATA to release its successors when the /amount/test file shrinks in
size by 35 percent or more on the SYSAGENT agent computer running UNIX.

To release jobs when a file shrinks by a certain percentage

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—PAYDATA
• Agent name—SYSAGENT
• File name—/amount/test

2. Select the Shrunk option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Select the Percentage change option button and enter 35 in this field.
4. Click OK.

Example: Release Jobs When a File Shrinks to a Certain Size

Suppose that you want the File Trigger job PAYDATA to release its successors when the /cash/items/distribute file
shrinks to less than 1000 bytes on the SYSAGENT agent computer running UNIX.

To release jobs when a file shrinks to a certain size

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—PAYDATA
• Agent name—SYSAGENT
• File name—/cash/items/distribute

2. Select the Shrunk option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Select the When file reaches option button and enter 1000 in this field.
4. Click OK.

Example: Release Jobs When a File Shrinks by a Certain Amount

Suppose that you want the File Trigger job PAYDATA to release its successors when the /cost/cash file shrinks by
10 bytes on the SYSAGENT agent computer running UNIX.

To release jobs when a file shrinks by a certain amount

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—PAYDATA
• Agent name—SYSAGENT
• File name—/cost/cash

2. Select the Shrunk option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Select the Change size in bytes option button and enter 10 in this field.
4. Click OK.

Example: Release Jobs When a File Reaches a Certain Size and Remains Unchanged for a Certain Number
of Minutes

Suppose that you want a File Trigger job to release its successors when the /research/analysis file reaches a size
of 100 bytes or more on the SYSAGENT agent computer, provided that the file size remains unchanged for 5
minutes or more.

To release jobs when a file reaches a certain size and remains unchanged for a certain number of minutes

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—PAYDATA
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• Agent name—SYSAGENT
• File name—/research/analysis

2. Select the Expanded option button in the File trigger type section, select the When file reaches option button,
and enter the following information:

• When file reaches—100
• No changes for—5

3. Click OK.

Using this example, the following table shows when the job completes with and without the No Changes for field
value:

Time File Size Does the Job Complete
When No Changes for is
Not Specified?

Does the Job Complete
When No Changes for is
Specified at 5 Minutes?

14:00:00 56 No. File size is less than
100 bytes

No. File size is less than
100 bytes

14:05:00 56 No. File size is less than
100 bytes

No. Although file size
has not changed in five
minutes, it is less than 100
bytes

14:09:59 101 Yes. File size is more than
100 bytes

No. Although file size is
greater than 100 bytes, it
has changed in the last
five minutes

14:14:59 101  Yes. File size is greater
than 100 bytes and has not
changed for five minutes

Example: Monitor the Same File With Multiple File Triggers

Suppose that two File Trigger jobs continuously monitor the size of the same file (/data/totals) on the SYSAGENT
agent computer. The first job (SURVEY.EXPAND) triggers an Alert named MGT every time the file expands by at
least 10 KB from its initial size. The second job (SURVEY.SHRINK) triggers an Alert named MGT every time the file
shrinks by at least 10 KB from its initial size.

To monitor the same file with multiple file triggers

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page of the job SURVEY.EXPAND:

• Name—SURVEY
• Qualifier—EXPAND
• Agent name—SYSAGENT
• File name—/data/totals

2. Select the Expanded option button in the File trigger type section, select the Change size in bytes option button,
and enter the following information:

• Change size in bytes—10240

Note:  The size must be entered in bytes (10 x 1024 bytes = 10240).
• Monitor continuously using—MGT

3. Click OK.
4. Enter the following information in the Basic page of the job SURVEY.SHRINK:

• Name—SURVEY
• Qualifier—SHRINK
• Agent name—SYSAGENT
• File name—/data/totals

5. Select the Shrunk option button in the File trigger type section, select the Change size in bytes option button,
and enter the following information:

• Change size in bytes—10240

Note:  The size must be entered in bytes (10 x 1024 bytes = 10240).
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• Monitor continuously using—MGT
6. Click OK.

The following table displays the triggers that occur if the initial size of the /data/totals file is 100 KB and it changes
as follows:

File Size Is the Alert Triggered for
SURVEY.EXPAND?

Is the Alert Triggered for
SURVEY.SHRINK?

80 KB No. File size is less than its initial
size.

Yes. File size has decreased 20 KB
from its initial size.

90 KB No. File size remains less than its
initial size.

No. File size has increased.

110 KB Yes. File size has increased 10 KB
from its initial size.

No. File size has increased.

50 KB No. File size is less than its initial
size.

Yes. File size has decreased 50 KB
from its initial size.

60 KB No. File size remains less than its
initial size.

No. File size has increased.

Example: Release Jobs if a File Exists

Suppose that you want a File Trigger job to release its successors if the /bank/account/money file exists on the
SYSAGENT agent computer running on UNIX.

To release jobs if a file exists

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—PAYDATA
• Agent name—SYSAGENT
• File name—/bank/account/money

2. Select the Existing option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Click OK.

Example: Release Jobs if a File Does Not Exist

Suppose that you want the File Trigger job PAYDATA to release its successors if the /start/term/vacation file does
not exist on the SYSAGENT agent computer running on UNIX.

To release jobs if a file does not exist

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—PAYDATA
• Agent name—SYSAGENT
• File name—/start/term/vacation

2. Select the Non-Existing option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Click OK.

Example: Monitor for an Update to a File on a Remote Windows Computer

Suppose that a File Trigger job PAYDATA monitors for an update to the payroll.dat file on a remote Windows
computer named CYBNT. jsmith is a user ID on CYBNT that has access to the AccountingFiles directory and is
defined in the Topology under the SYSAGENT agent computer.

To run a File Trigger job that monitors a file on a remote Windows computer, you must do the following:

• Ask your ESP dSeries Workload Automation administrator to define a user ID in the Topology that has access to
the file on the remote Windows computer.

• Specify the file name using UNC (Universal Naming Convention) in the job definition.
• Specify the user ID in the job definition.

To monitor for an update to a file on a remote Windows computer

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—PAYDATA
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• Agent name—SYSAGENT
• File name—\\CYBNT\AccountingFiles\payroll.dat

2. Select the Updated option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Enter jsmith in the Monitor as user field in the User/Group specifications page.
4. Click OK.

Example: Monitor for the Creation of a File That Is Owned by a Specified UNIX User ID

Suppose that you want the File Trigger job PAYDATA to release its successors if the /data/payroll.dat file is created
on the UNIXAGENT agent computer and the file is owned by jdoe. The following may take place:

• If the file does not exist when the job is readied, the trigger does not occur until the file is created.
• If the file exists and the owner of the file is jdoe, when the job is readied, the trigger occurs immediately.
• If the file exists or is created, but the owner of the file is not jdoe, the file trigger does not complete. It waits until

all of the specified criteria are satisfied, including the Owner user ID criteria. If the owner of the file is changed to
jdoe, the file trigger completes.

To monitor for the creation of a file that is owned by a specified UNIX user ID

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—PAYDATA
• Agent name—UNIXAGENT
• File name—/data/payroll.dat

2. Select the Created option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Enter jdoe in the Owner user ID field in the User/Group specifications page.
4. Click OK.

Example: Monitor for the Existence of a File That Is Owned by a Specified UNIX Group

Suppose that you want the File Trigger job PAYDATA to release its successors if the /data/payroll.dat file exists on
a UNIX computer and the file is owned by the group accts. The following may take place:

• If the file exists and is owned by the group accts, when the job is readied, the trigger completes successfully.
• If the file exists and is not owned by the group accts, when the job is readied, the file trigger fails.

To monitor for the existence of a file that is owned by a specified UNIX group

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—PAYDATA
• Agent name—UNIXAGENT
• File name—/data/payroll.dat

2. Select the Existing option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Enter accts in the Group field in the User/Group specifications page.
4. Click OK.

Example: Use Wildcards to Specify a File Name on the Root File System

Suppose that you want to monitor continuously for files that are created in the /home/cybesp/ directory in an i5/OS
root file system. A File Trigger job, JOBDATA, monitors the file system continuously and triggers an Alert named
A123 every time a file is created with a file name that matches the following criteria:

• Starts with PID
• Ends with four characters
• Has any extension

To use wildcards to specify a file name on the root file system

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—JOBDATA
• Agent name—I5AGENT
• File name—/home/cybesp/PID????.*
• Monitor continuously using—A123

2. Select the Created option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Click OK.

Example: Use a Generic Name to Specify a QSYS.LIB File Object
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Suppose that you want the File Trigger job JOBDATA to release its successors when any file object with a file name
that starts with PAY and ends with any characters is created in the QSYS.LIB file system.

To use a generic name to specify a QSYS.LIB file object

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—JOBDATA
• Agent name—I5AGENT
• File name—'LIB/PAY*/*FILE'

Note:  The file name is enclosed in single quotation marks so that the text following /* is not interpreted as a
comment. To only monitor the total size of the file object's members, specify *ALL as the member name.

2. Select the Created option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Click OK.

Note:  The file name is enclosed in single quotation marks so that the text following /* is not interpreted as a
comment.

Example: Monitor the size of a QSYS.LIB file object

Suppose that a File Trigger job named EXPMON is triggered when the EXPOBJ file object in the QSYS.LIB file
system increases by 10 bytes or more. Since no member is specified in the file name, the job monitors the entire
object size. The entire object size includes the size of the file object itself and the total size of the file object's
members.

To monitor the size of a QSYS.LIB file object

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—EXPMON
• Agent name—I5AGENT
• File name—'LIB/EXPOBJ/*FILE'

Note:  The file name is enclosed in single quotation marks so that the text following /* is not interpreted as a
comment. To only monitor the total size of the file object's members, specify *ALL as the member name.

2. Select the Expanded option button in the File trigger type section.
3. Select the Change size in bytes option button and enter 10 in the field.
4. Click OK.

More information:

Continuous Monitoring Usage
Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords
File Trigger Jobs

 Define an IP Monitoring Job
You can define an IP Monitoring job to monitor an IP address or a port on an IP address.
An IP Monitoring job monitors for a running or stopped status. The job can return the result
immediately or wait for the specified device to reach the specified state.
cwad121
HID_define_ip_monitor_job
You can define an IP Monitoring job to monitor an IP address or a port on an IP address. An IP Monitoring job
monitors for a running or stopped status. The job can return the result immediately or wait for the specified device
to reach the specified state.

Note:

 To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

To monitor remote IP addresses through the agent, the agent must run as root (on the CA WA Agent for UNIX,
Linux, or Windows) or under a profile with sufficient authority to use the system ping command (on the CA WA
Agent for i5/OS). If it runs as a user without root privileges, the job will show complete but with the message "Ping
(ip address) insufficient privilege" in the status field and transmitter.log.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.
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2. Select the IP Monitoring job from the Monitoring group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The IP Monitoring icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the IP Monitoring icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the IP Monitoring dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign
($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable
introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent that monitors the IP address or port.
• IP address

Specifies the DNS name or IP address.

Example: 172.24.36.107 (IPv4) or 0:0:0:0:0:FFFF:192.168.00.00 (IPv6)
• Status type

Indicates the status of the device at the IP address to be monitored (Running or Stopped).

Default: Stopped
• Wait mode

Specifies whether the job waits until the monitor conditions are met or tries to verify them immediately.
Options are the following:

• Return immediately

Checks for the conditions immediately. If the conditions are met, the job completes successfully. If the
conditions are not met, the job fails. This is the default.

• Return at first occurrence

Waits for the conditions to occur. When the conditions are met, the job completes.
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Job class

Specifies the job class under which this job runs. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number of
initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process more jobs more quickly. For
higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.

Example: foo

Note:

 To find out which job classes exist and how many initiators are assigned, ask your agent administrator to
check the initiators.class_n parameter in the agent parameter file (agentparm.txt).

• IP port

Specifies the port number for the IP address being monitored. The agent attempts to connect to this port.
6. Click OK.

The IP Monitoring job is defined.

Example: Monitor a Device at a Specific IP Address and Port Number

Suppose that an IP Monitoring job named IPMON monitors a device, such as an agent, at IP address 10.1.1.20
and port number 7510. If the device is currently running, the job completes successfully; otherwise, it fails. This job
runs on the default agent computer.

To monitor a device at a specific IP address and port number

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—IPMON
• Agent name—AGENT
• IP address—10.1.1.20
• IP port—7510

2. Select the Running option button in the Status type section.
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3. Select the Return immediately option button in the Wait mode section.
4. Click OK.

 Define a Process Monitoring Job
You can define a Process Monitoring job to monitor the status of a process on the computer
where the agent is installed.
cwad121
HID_define_process_monitor_job
You can define a Process Monitoring job to monitor the status of a process on the computer where the agent is
installed.

Note:

 To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the Process Monitoring job from the Monitoring group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the
workspace.
The Process Monitoring icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the Process Monitoring icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Process Monitoring dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign
($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable
introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent that monitors the process execution.
• Process name

Specifies the name of the process to be monitored.

UNIX: Specify a PID or process name.

i5/OS: Specify the following format:

jobnumber/username/jobname

• jobnumber
Specifies the six-digit job number or *ALL.

• username
Specifies the user ID the job runs under. The value can be a generic name or *ALL.

• jobname
Specifies the job name on the i5/OS system. The value can be a generic name or *ALL.

If you specify only the PID or process name, the agent searches the active UNIX workload for a matching
PID or process name.

You can use generic names to specify the process name. A generic name starts with characters that are
part of a valid name and ends with an asterisk (*). The asterisk denotes any number of characters and can
only be placed at the end of a generic name. A name cannot contain only a single asterisk and no other
characters. To specify all possible names, use the special value *ALL.
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• Status type

Indicates the status of the process to be monitored (Running or Stopped).

Default: Stopped
• Wait mode

Specifies whether the job waits until the monitor conditions are met or tries to verify them immediately.
Options are the following:

• Return immediately

Checks for the conditions immediately. If the conditions are met, the job completes successfully. If the
conditions are not met, the job fails. This is the default.

• Return at first occurrence

Waits for the conditions to occur. When the conditions are met, the job completes.
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Job class

Specifies the job class under which this job runs. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number of
initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process more jobs more quickly. For
higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.

Example: foo

Note:

 To find out which job classes exist and how many initiators are assigned, ask your agent administrator to
check the initiators.class_n parameter in the agent parameter file (agentparm.txt).

6. Click OK.
The Process Monitoring job is defined.

Example: Monitor the Agent Process

Suppose that a Process Monitoring job named AGMON monitors the process cybAgent.exe. If the process is
running, the job continues monitoring the process until it stops. When the process stops, the job completes
successfully. This job runs on the default agent computer.

To monitor the agent process

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—AGMON
• Agent name—AGENT
• Process name—cybAgent.exe

2. Select the Stopped option button in the Status type section.
3. Select the Return at first occurrence option button in the Wait mode section.
4. Click OK.

 Define a Text File Reading and Monitoring Job
You can define a Text File Reading and Monitoring job to search a text file on a Windows, UNIX,
or i5/OS computer for a text string. For example, you can monitor a log file for an error message
after a script executes.
cwad121
HID_define_text_file_reading_monitoring_job
You can define a Text File Reading and Monitoring job to search a text file on a Windows, UNIX, or i5/OS computer
for a text string. For example, you can monitor a log file for an error message after a script executes.

Note:

 To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the Text File Reading and Monitoring job from the Monitoring group in the Palette view, and drag the job
to the workspace.
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The Text File Reading and Monitoring icon appears on the Application workspace view.
3. Right-click the Text File Reading and Monitoring icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.

The Basic page of the Text File Reading and Monitoring dialog opens.
4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent that monitors the text file for a text string.
• Text file name

Specifies the path to and name of the text file to search.

Note:

If you are connected to the server and the agent is running, you can use the File Browser to browse for the
file.

Warning:

On UNIX or Linux, the job runs under the root user of the agent computer. On Windows, the job runs
under the local system user of the agent computer.

If the text file is in a remote network location such as UNC (Universal Naming Convention) network
drive, the local agent user that the job runs under must have read access to the file.

i5/OS:

• To specify a file in the root file system, use UNIX path and file formats.
• To specify a FILE object in QSYS in path format, use one of the following formats:

/QSYS.LIB/library.LIB/object.FILE/
QSYS.LIB/library.LIB/object.FILE/member.MBR

• To specify an object in QSYS in i5/OS standard format, use one of the following formats:

library/object/
*FILE
library/object/*FILE(member)

• Text string

Defines the text string to search for. You can specify the text string as a regular expression.

Note:

• To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find
these rules using a Google search for java pattern.

• Quotation marks in the text string are taken literally. Do not specify quotes in the text string unless you
want to search for a string containing quotes. For example, "text" and text are two different search strings.

• Exists

Specifies whether the job monitors if a text string exists or does not exist.
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Default: The check box is selected. If the text string exists, the job completes successfully, or an alert is
triggered (if monitoring continuously).

Note:

: You can clear the Exists check box to monitor whether a text string does not exist in a specified text file. If
the text string does not exist, the job completes successfully. If the text string exists, the job fails. To use this
setting, you must select the Return immediately option button in the Other Monitor Parameters page.

• Search mode

Specifies the mode of search. Options are the following:

• Line
Searches for the text string in the line boundaries defined by the upper and lower line boundaries. If
Line is selected, the search boundaries defined by the First line and Last line fields in the Other Monitor
Parameters page are numeric. This is the default.

• Regular expressions
Searches for a text string within boundaries defined by regular expressions. If Regular expressionsis
selected, the search boundaries defined by the First line and Last line fields in the Other Monitor
Parameters page are regular expressions.

• Date/Time
Searches for a text string within boundaries defined by a specified date and time. If Date/Time is selected,
a value must also be specified in the Time format field in the Other Monitor Parameters page.

5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• File encoding
Specifies the name of the character set used to encode the data in the file.
Examples: ISO-8859-1, UTF-8, UTF-16, UTF-16BE, UTF-16LE, US-ASCII

Note:

If the character set of the file does not appear in the drop-down list, you can type the character set in the
field. The supported character sets depends on your operating system and Java Virtual Machine (JVM).

6. (Optional) Click Other Monitor Parameters in the left pane.
The Other Monitor Parameters page opens in the right pane.

7. (Optional) Specify the following additional fields:

• Wait mode
Specifies whether the job waits until the monitor conditions are met or tries to verify them immediately.
Options are the following:

• Return immediately

Checks for the conditions immediately. If the conditions are met, the job completes successfully. If the
conditions are not met, the job fails. This is the default.

• Return at first occurrence

Waits for the conditions to occur. When the conditions are met, the job completes.

To use this option, the Exist check box in the Basic page must be selected.
• Continuous monitoring, using alert

Specifies the identifier of an Aert to be triggered when the specified text monitoring conditions occur.
Defines the job as continuous. To end continuous monitoring, you must complete the job manually. To use
this option, the Exist check box in the Basic page must be selected.

Note:

When using this option, you must specify an Alert in the text field or the job defaults to the Return
immediately option. If the job finds one or more occurrences of the searched text, the first trigger takes
place at the first occurrence only. Subsequently, the job only searches for new lines that are added to the
text file. In other words, the job resumes the search from the first line following the last line of the file from
the previous search.

• Job class

Specifies the job class under which this job runs. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number of
initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process more jobs more quickly. For
higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.
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Example: foo

Note:

 To find out which job classes exist and how many initiators are assigned, ask your agent administrator to
check the initiators.class_n parameter in the agent parameter file (agentparm.txt).

• First line

Defines the start of the range to be searched. The format of this value depends on the text file search mode.
The formatting options are as follows:

• If you selected the Line search mode in the Basic page, specify the starting line number.
• If you selected the Regular expressions search mode in the Basic page, specify a regular expression.

The format is case-sensitive. To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class
java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find these rules using a Google search for java pattern.

• If you selected the Date/Time search mode in the Basic page, specify a time stamp using the format
defined in the Time format field. The format is case-sensitive.

Default: First line of the text file

Note:

• If you do not specify a value in this field, you must specify a value in the Last line field. The job starts
searching from the first line of the text file to the upper boundary specified by the Last line field.

• If you specify the lower boundary as a regular expression and there are no strings in the text file that
match it, the agent does not search for the text string.

• Last line

Defines the end of the range to be searched. The format of this value depends on the text file search mode.
The formatting options are as follows:

• If you selected the Line search mode in the Basic page, specify the last line number.
• If you selected the Regular expressions search mode in the Basic page, specify a regular expression.

The format is case-sensitive. To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class
java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find these rules using a Google search for java pattern.

• If you selected the Date/Time search mode in the Basic page, specify a time stamp using the format
defined in the Time format field. The format is case-sensitive.

Default: Last line of the text file.

Note:

• If you do not specify a value in this field, you must specify a value in the First line field. The job searches
from the lower boundary specified by the first line field to the last line of the text file.

• To use this field, you must select the Return immediately option button.
• If you specify the upper boundary as a regular expression and there are no strings in the text file that

match it, the agent searches for the text string to the last line of the text file.
• Time format

Defines the date and time pattern to use when the upper and lower boundaries are specified as date and
time. The upper and lower boundaries are used to search inside a log file.

• Time position

Specifies the first column of thetime stampin the log file.

Limit: Five digits
8. Click OK.

The Windows Text File Reading and Monitoring jobis defined.

Example: Sample Time Format Patterns

The following table displays sample time format patterns for July 10, 2006 at 12:08 p.m. Eastern Standard Time:

Format Pattern Result

"yyyy.MM.dd G 'at' hh:mm:ss z" 2006.07.10 AD at 12:08:56 EST

"EEE MMM dd HH:mm:ss.SSS zzz yyyy” Mon Jul 10 23:59:59.999 EST 2006
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"h:mm a" 12:08 PM

"hh 'o''clock' a, zzzz" 12 o'clock PM, EST

"K:mm a, z" 12:08 PM, EST

"yyyyy.MMMMM.dd GGG hh:mm aaa" 2006.July.10 AD 12:08 PM

Example: Monitor a File for a String in the First 200 Lines of the File

Suppose that an Application contains a Text File Reading and Monitoring job (MONITORERROR) and a UNIX job.
If the Text File Reading and Monitoring job completes successfully, the UNIX job is released.

The Text File Reading and Monitoring job monitors a file named c:\log_files\log.txt on the VLAGENT agent
computer and searches for the text string, ERROR, in the first 200 lines of the file. If the string is not found, the
job completes successfully and the UNIX job is released. If the string is found, the job fails and the UNIX job is not
released.

To monitor a file for a string in the first 200 lines of the file

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—MONITORERROR
• Agent name—VLAGENT
• Text file name—c:\log_files\log.txt
• Text string—ERROR

2. Clear the Exists check box.
3. Select the Line option button in the Search mode section.
4. Enter the following information in the Other Monitor Parameters page:

• First line—1
• Last line—200

5. Select the Return immediately option button in the Wait mode section.
6. Click OK.

Example: Monitor a text file encoded in ISO-8859-1

Suppose that you want to monitor a text file that contains data encoded in the ISO Latin Alphabet No. 1 (also
named ISO-LATIN-1). The job checks the text file immediately and completes successfully if the specified string is
found. If the string is not found, the job fails.

To monitor a text file encoded in ISO-8859-1

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—TEXTFILE_JOB
• Agent name—MONAGT
• Text file name—/export/home/logs/transactions.log
• Text string—ERROR MESSAGE

2. Select ISO-8859-1 from the File encoding drop-down list.
3. Select the Line option button in the Search mode section.
4. Enter the following information in the Other Monitor Parameters page:

• First line—1
• Last line—50

5. Select the Return immediately option button in the Wait mode section.
6. Click OK.

More information:

Continuous Monitoring Usage

 

 Time Format and Position Specifications
To limit the search in the text file to a time range, you can specify the time stamp's format and
position in that file. The scheduling manager uses the time pattern as a mask for searching for
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that particular time stamp. In the time pattern, all ASCII letters are pattern letters. The following
table displays the symbols used to create a time pattern string:
cwad121
HID_time_format_position_specifics
To limit the search in the text file to a time range, you can specify the time stamp's format and position in that file.
The scheduling manager uses the time pattern as a mask for searching for that particular time stamp. In the time
pattern, all ASCII letters are pattern letters. The following table displays the symbols used to create a time pattern
string:

Symbol Definition Type Example

G Era designator Text AD

y Year Number 2000

M Month in year Text or number July or 07

d Day in month Number 10

h Hour in AM/PM

(1 ~ 12)

Number 12

H Hour in day (0 ~ 23) Number 0

m Minute in hour Number 30

s Second in minute Number 55

S Millisecond Number 978

E Day in week Text Tuesday

D Day in year Number 189

F Day of week in month Text or number 2

(2 Wednesday July)

w Week in year Number 27

W Week in month Number 2

a AM/PM marker Text PM

k Hour in day (1 ~ 24) Number 0

K Hour in AM/PM

(0 ~ 11)

Number 0

z Time zone Text EST

(Eastern Standard Time)

' A delimiter to identify text
strings. Any text enclosed
in single quotation marks is
treated as text rather than
as time-format definition
variables.

  

" Used to indicate single
quotation

 

 Define a Windows Event Log Monitoring Job
You can define a Windows Event Log Monitoring job to monitor a Windows event log on a local
computer. The monitor returns the most recent event available or continuously monitors for
events in a particular Windows event log.
cwad121
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HID_define_win_eventlog_monitor_job
You can define a Windows Event Log Monitoring job to monitor a Windows event log on a local computer. The
monitor returns the most recent event available or continuously monitors for events in a particular Windows event
log.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for Windows.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the Windows Event Log Monitoring job from the Monitoring group in the Palette view, and drag the job to
the workspace.
The Windows Event Log Monitoring icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the Windows Event Log Monitoring icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Windows Event Log Monitoring dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign
($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable
introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent that monitors the event log.
• Event log name

Specifies the name of the event log. Windows operating systems record events in three kinds of logs:

• Application log
The application log contains events logged by applications or programs. For example, a database
program might record a file error in the application log.

• System log
The system log contains events logged by the Windows 2000 system components. For example, the
failure of a driver or other system component to load during startup is recorded in the system log.

• Security log
The security log can record security events such as valid and invalid logon attempts, as well as events
related to resource use, such as creating, opening, or deleting files.

For more information on Windows logs, select Start, Settings, Control Panel, Administrative Tools, Event
Viewer. Select any of the three log categories and double-click to view its property page.

5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Event type

Indicates the event type to monitor in the event log (Error, Warning, Info, Audit success, and Audit failure).
• Event ID

Specifies the event IDs to monitor.

Note:

You must select a comparison operator (Less than, Less equal, Equal, Greater than, or Greater equal) to
monitor individual event IDs, such as IDs greater than or equal to 500.

• Monitor from date/time

Specifies the date and time of the Windows event log. The job monitors for an event log that occurs on or
after the specified date and time. Specify the following format:

yyyymmdd hh:mm:ss
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• yyyy
Specifies the four-digit year.

• mm
Specifies the two-digit month.

• dd
Specifies the two-digit day.

• hh
Specifies the two-digit hour.

• mm
Specifies the two-digit minute.

• ss
Specifies the two-digit second.

Example: 20090501 06:30:00
6. Click Other Monitor Parameters in the left pane.

The Other Monitor Parameters page opens in the right pane.
7. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Wait mode
Specifies whether the job waits until the monitor conditions are met or tries to verify them immediately.
Options are the following:

• Return immediately

Checks for the conditions immediately. If the conditions are met, the job completes successfully. If the
conditions are not met, the job fails. This is the default.

• Return at first occurrence

Waits for the conditions to occur. When the conditions are met, the job completes.
• Continuous monitoring, using alert

Specifies the identifier of an Alert to be triggered when the specified event log monitoring conditions
occur. Defines the job as continuous. To end continuous monitoring, you must complete the job manually.

Note:

When using this option, you must specify an Alert in the text field or the job defaults to the Return
immediately option.

• Job Class

Specifies the job class under which this job runs. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number of
initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process more jobs more quickly. For
higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.

Example: foo

Note:

 To find out which job classes exist and how many initiators are assigned, ask your agent administrator to
check the initiators.class_n parameter in the agent parameter file (agentparm.txt).

• Event source

Specifies the event source as displayed in the Windows Event Viewer.
• Computer name

Specifies the local computer name where the event log is monitored.
• Event category

Specifies the event category as displayed in the Windows Event Viewer.
• Event description

Specifies the event description as displayed in the Windows Event Viewer.
8. Click OK.

The Windows Event Log Monitoring job is defined.

Example: Monitor a Security Log for Audit Failure Events
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Suppose that a Windows Event Log Monitoring job named MONITORJOB monitors a security log for audit
failure events that have IDs greater than or equal to 500. When such an event occurs in the security log, the job
completes successfully. This job runs on the default agent computer.

To monitor a security log for audit failure events

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—MONITORJOB
• Agent name—AGENT
• Event log name—Security

2. Select Audit failure in the Event type drop-down list.
3. Select Greater equal from the Event ID drop-down list and enter 500 in the adjacent text box.
4. Open the Other Monitor Parameters page.
5. Select the Return at first occurrence option button in the Wait mode section.
6. Click OK.

Example: Monitor an Application Log that Occurs on or After a Specified Date

Suppose that a Windows Event Log Monitoring job named MONITORLOGJOB monitors an application log that
occurs any time on or after May 1, 2005. When such an event occurs in the application log, the job completes
successfully. This job runs on the default agent computer.

To monitor an application log that occurs on or after a specified date

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—MONITORLOGJOB
• Agent name—AGENT
• Event log name—Application
• Monitor from date/time—20050501 00:00:00

2. Open the Other Monitor Parameters page.
3. Select the Return at first occurrence option button in the Wait mode section.
4. Click OK.

More information:

Continuous Monitoring Usage

 Define a Windows Service Monitoring Job
You can define a Windows Service Monitoring job to monitor services on a local Windows
computer.
cwad121
HID_define_win_service_monitor_job
You can define a Windows Service Monitoring job to monitor services on a local Windows computer.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for Windows.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the Windows Service Monitoring job from the Monitoring group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the
workspace.
The Windows Service Monitoring icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the Windows Service Monitoring icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Windows Service Monitoring dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign
($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable
introducer character.

• Agent name
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Specifies the name of the agent that monitors the Windows service.
• Service name

Specifies the name of the local Windows service to be monitored.
• Status type

Indicates the status of the process to be monitored (Running, Stopped, Continue Pending, Pause Pending,
Paused, Start Pending, Stop Pending, Exists, or Does not exist).

Default: Running

Note:

On UNIX and i5/OS, only the Running and Stopped options apply.
• Wait mode

Specifies whether the job waits until the monitor conditions are met or tries to verify them immediately.
Options are the following:

• Return immediately

Checks for the conditions immediately. If the conditions are met, the job completes successfully. If the
conditions are not met, the job fails. This is the default.

• Return at first occurrence

Waits for the conditions to occur. When the conditions are met, the job completes.
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Job Class

Specifies the job class under which this job runs. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number of
initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process more jobs more quickly. For
higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.

Example: foo

Note:

 To find out which job classes exist and how many initiators are assigned, ask your agent administrator to
check the initiators.class_n parameter in the agent parameter file (agentparm.txt).

6. Click OK.
The Windows Service Monitoring job is defined.

Example: Monitor a Service for a Particular Status

Suppose that a Windows Service Monitoring job named SERVICEMON monitors the service named
CA_Workload_Automation_7599. The job completes if the service status becomes “Continue Pending”. This job
runs on the default agent computer.

To monitor a service for a particular status

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—SERVICEMON
• Agent name—AGENT
• Service name—CA_Workload_Automation_7599

2. Select Continue Pending from the Status type drop-down list.
3. Select the Return at first occurrence option button in the Wait mode section.
4. Click OK.

 MSSQL Server Jobs
MSSQL Server jobs let you execute predefined jobs in the Microsoft SQL Server Agent
to perform administrative tasks. The jobs can be Transact-SQL scripts, command prompt
applications, Microsoft ActiveX scripts, Integration Services packages, Analysis Services
commands and queries, or Replication tasks.
cwad121
HID_mssql_server_jobs
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MSSQL Server jobs let you execute predefined jobs in the Microsoft SQL Server Agent to perform administrative
tasks. The jobs can be Transact-SQL scripts, command prompt applications, Microsoft ActiveX scripts, Integration
Services packages, Analysis Services commands and queries, or Replication tasks.

Note:

• To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for Windows and CA WA Agent for Microsoft SQL Server.
• Due to a Microsoft SQL Server restriction, the agent cannot run multiple MSSQL Server jobs with the same

name simultaneously. If a MSSQL Server job is running, you cannot rerun the job until its previous execution
finishes.

• MSSQL Server jobs do not produce a spool file.

 Define an MSSQL Server Job
You can define an MSSQL Server job to execute predefined jobs in the Microsoft SQL Server
Agent to perform administrative tasks.
cwad122
HID_define_mssql_server_job
You can define an MSSQL Server job to execute predefined jobs in the Microsoft SQL Server Agent to perform
administrative tasks.

Note:

To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for Windows and CA WA Agent for Microsoft SQL Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the MSSQL Server job in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The MSSQL Server icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the MSSQL Server icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the MSSQL Server dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent that runs the MSSQL Server job.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• Job name/job ID

Specifies the job name or internal job identification (ID) number. Select the Job name or Job ID option button
in the MSSQL server job section and then specify the job name or job ID in this field.

Limits: Up to 128 characters for job name; up to 36 characters for job ID

Note:

• You can type the job name or job ID or, if you are connected to the server, click the arrow search button
next to the field to search for a job that is defined in Microsoft SQL Server Agent.

• The agent does not support double quotes in the job name. If the job name includes double quotes,
remove the double quotes from the job definition using Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio.

5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Target DB
Specifies the target server database. The agent retrieves the JDBC connection information from the
corresponding property file (target_database.properties) stored on the agent.
Limits: Up to 128 alphanumeric or underscore characters. The first character cannot be a number.
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Note:

• If the target database is not specified in the job definition, the agent uses the default value specified in the
mssql.default.TargetDB parameter in the agentparm.txt file.

• If the target server database is not specified in either the job definition or the mssql.default.TargetDB
parameter, the agent reports an error.

• MSSQL server name
Specifies the target server to start the job on.
Limits: Up to 128 characters

Note:  You can type the MSSQL server name or, if you are connected to the server, click the arrow search
button next to the field to search for a target server that the job can run on.

• Step name
Specifies the name of the job step to start the job from. The default is to start the job from the first step. To
start the job from another step, specify the step name in this field.
Limits: Up to 128 characters

Note:  You can type the step name of a job or, if you are connected to the server, click the arrow search
button next to the field to search for a job step that is defined in the Microsoft SQL Server Agent job.

• User name
Specifies the user that the agent uses to create a JDBC connection to the database. The user can be a
Windows domain user for Windows domain authentication or a Microsoft SQL Server user for Microsoft SQL
Server authentication. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace
for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator for the user name defined in the
Topology.
Limits: Up to 128 alphanumeric characters; you can also specify spaces and special characters including
period (.), hyphen (-), and underscore (_).
Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:  The drop-down list displays all of the user names that are defined in the Topology for the specified
agent. You must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• Domain
Specifies the Windows domain name for Windows authentication.
Limits: Up to 24 alphanumeric characters; you can also specify hyphen (-) and period (.).

Note:

• If the User name and Domain fields are specified, the agent assumes that the User name contains the
Windows domain user. In this case, Windows domain authentication is used.

• If the User name is specified without the Domain field, the agent assumes that the User name contains
the Microsoft SQL Server user. In this case, Microsoft SQL Server authentication is used.

• If neither the User name or the Domain fields are specified, the agent uses the default user settings
specified in the target_database.properties file.

6. Click OK.

The MSSQL Server job is defined.

Example: Run a Predefined Job on a Target Server

This example runs a predefined job named mssql_job on the myserver target server.

To run a predefined job on a target server

1. Enter the following information on the Basic page of the job definition:

• Name—mssql_DE_job
• Agent name—AGENT_MSSQL
• MSSQL server name—myserver
• Target DB—mytargetDB
• User name—mydomainuser
• Domain—mydomain

2. Select the Job name option button and enter mssql_job in the Job name/job ID field.
3. Click OK.

More information:

MSSQL Server Jobs
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 Search for a Microsoft SQL Server Agent Job
You can use the Search MSSQL Jobs dialog to search for and select a job that is defined in
Microsoft SQL Server Agent.
cwad121
HID_search_mssql_server_agent_job
You can use the Search MSSQL Jobs dialog to search for and select a job that is defined in Microsoft SQL Server
Agent.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure you are connected to the server.
2. Open the Basic page of the MSSQL Server job definition.
3. Specify the name of the agent that runs the MSSQL Server job in the Agent name field.
4. Click the arrow search button next to the Job name/job ID field.

The Search MSSQL Jobs dialog opens.

Note:  The fields in this dialog are populated with the information that is specified on the Basic page of the job
definition, if any.

5. (Optional) Specify the filter criteria in the following fields in the Filter Options section:

• Job Type
Specifies the job type to filter on. Options are LOCAL and MULTI-SERVER. The default is to return all jobs
regardless of job type.

• Owner Login Name
Specifies the login name of the owner of the job to filter on. The default is to return all jobs regardless of the
owner login name.

• Category
Specifies the category name to filter on. Options are as follows:

• Uncategorized (Local)
• Data Collector
• Database Engine Tuning Advisor
• Database Maintenance
• Full-Text
• Jobs From MSX
• Log Shipping
• REPL-Alert Response
• REPL-Checkup
• REPL-Distribution
• REPL-Distribution Cleanup
• REPL-History Cleanup
• REPL-LogReader
• REPL-Merge
• REPL-QueueReader
• REPL-Snapshot
• REPL-Subscription Cleanup

The default is to return all jobs regardless of category.
• Subsystem

Specifies the name of the subsystem to filter on. Options are as follows:

• TSQL
• ActiveScripting
• CmdExec
• Snapshot
• LogReader
• Distribution
• Merge
• QueueReader
• AnalysisQuery
• AnalysisCommand
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• SSIS
• PowerShell

Note:  When this field is specified, only jobs with job steps that belong to the specified subsystem are listed.
The default is to return all jobs regardless of subsystem.

• Execution Status
Specifies the execution status to filter on. Options are as follows:

• Suspended
Lists only jobs that are not idle or suspended.

• Executing
Lists only jobs that are executing.

• WaitingForThread
Lists only jobs that are waiting for a thread.

• BetweenRetries
Lists only jobs that are between retries.

• Idle
Lists only jobs that are idle.

• PerformingCompletionActions
Lists only jobs that are performing completion options.

The default is to return all jobs regardless of execution status.
• Date

Specifies a date range based on when the job was created or last modified. To filter by date, specify the
following:

• Type of date (DateCreated or DateLastModified)
• Date comparator (After or Before)
• Date (using the calendar)
• Time

Example: DateCreated After Sept 13, 2013 12:00:00 AM (returns jobs that were created since midnight on
September 13, 2013).

• Enabled
Indicates whether to list only enabled or disabled jobs.

• TRUE
Lists only enabled jobs.

• FALSE
Lists only disabled jobs.

The default is to return enabled and disabled jobs.
• Description

Specifies the job description to filter on. The Description field can include the wildcard characters *, ?, ^,
and [] for pattern matching. The * wildcard character is equivalent to the % SQL wildcard character. The ?
wildcard character is equivalent to the _ SQL wildcard character. The default is to return all jobs regardless of
description.

6. Click the arrow search button next to the MSSQL server info section.
The List of Jobs table is populated with the list of jobs that meet the search criteria.

Note:

• You can sort the data in the table by clicking on a table column heading.
• The agent administrator can configure the properties files on the agent to change the fields that are

displayed in the table. For information about configuring the properties files and the available fields that
can be displayed, see Configure the System Properties File in the CA WA Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
documentation.

7. Select the job you want from the table.
8. Click Select Job Name to specify the job name or click Select Job ID to specify the job ID in the job definition.

The specified job name or job ID of the selected job is set on the Basic page of the job definition.

Example: Retrieve a List of Microsoft SQL Server Agent Jobs Based on Job Description Criteria

Suppose that you want to retrieve a list of all jobs with the job description that starts with sqljob.

To list the Microsoft SQL Server Agent jobs based on job description criteria

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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1. Open the Basic page of the MSSQL Server job definition.
2. Enter AGENT_MSSQL in the Agent name field.
3. Click the arrow search button next to the Job name/job ID field.

The Search MSSQL Jobs dialog opens.
4. Enter sqljob* in the Description field.
5. Click the arrow search button next to the MSSQL server info section.

The List of Jobs table is populated with the list of jobs that meet the search criteria.

 Search for a Target Server that the Microsoft SQL Server Agent Job Can Run on
You can use the Search MSSQL Job Target Server dialog to search for and select a server that
the Microsoft SQL Server Agent job can run on.
cwad121
HID_search_target_server
You can use the Search MSSQL Job Target Server dialog to search for and select a server that the Microsoft SQL
Server Agent job can run on.

Note:  To list the target servers that the job can run on, you must enlist the target servers into the master server in
the Microsoft SQL Server database.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure you are connected to the server.
2. Open the Basic page of the MSSQL Server job definition.
3. Complete the following required fields:

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent that runs the MSSQL Server job.
• Job name/job ID

Specifies the job name or internal job identification (ID) number. Select the Job name or Job ID option button
in the MSSQL server job section and then specify the job name or job ID in this field.

4. Click the arrow search button next to the MSSQL server name field.
The Search MSSQL Job Target Servers dialog displays the list of target servers that the job can run on.

Note:

• You can sort the data in the List of Target Servers table by clicking on a table column heading.
• The agent administrator can configure the properties files on the agent to change the fields that are

displayed in the table. For information about configuring the properties files and the available fields that
can be displayed, see Configure the System Properties File in the CA WA Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
documentation.

5. Select the server that you want to run the job on from the table.
6. Click Select Job Target Server Name to specify the target server in the job definition.

The selected target server is set on the Basic page of the job definition.

Example: Retrieve a List of Target Servers that the Microsoft SQL Server Agent Job Can Run on

Suppose that you want to retrieve a list of all target servers that the job named Test job monitoring can run on.

To list the target servers that the Microsoft SQL Server Agent job can run on

1. Open the Basic page of the MSSQL Server job definition.
2. Enter AGENT_MSSQL in the Agent name field.
3. Select the Job name option button and enter Test job monitoring in the Job name/job ID field.
4. Click the arrow search button next to the MSSQL server name field.

The Search MSSQL Job Target Servers dialog displays the list of target servers that the job can run on.

 Search for a Job Step in a Microsoft SQL Server Agent Job
You can use the Search MSSQL Job Steps dialog to search for and select a job step that is
defined in the Microsoft SQL Server Agent job. You can start a job from the job step that you
want.
cwad121
HID_search_jobstep

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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You can use the Search MSSQL Job Steps dialog to search for and select a job step that is defined in the Microsoft
SQL Server Agent job. You can start a job from the job step that you want.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure you are connected to the server.
2. Open the Basic page of the MSSQL Server job definition.
3. Complete the following required fields:

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent that runs the MSSQL Server job.
• Job name/job ID

Specifies the job name or internal job identification (ID) number. Select the Job name or Job ID option button
in the MSSQL server job section and then specify the job name or job ID in this field.

4. Click the arrow search button next to the Step name field.
The Search MSSQL Job Steps dialog opens.

5. (Optional) Specify the search criteria in one of the following fields:

• Job Step Name
Specifies the name of the job step to filter on.

• Job Step ID
Specifies the ID of the job step to filter on.

The default is to include all job steps for the specified field.
6. Click the arrow search button next to the MSSQL Job Step Filter Info section.

The List of Job Steps table is populated with the job steps that meet the search criteria for the specified job.

Note:

• You can sort the data in the table by clicking on a table column heading.
• The agent administrator can configure the properties files on the agent to change the fields that are

displayed in the table. For information about configuring the properties files and the available fields that
can be displayed, see Configure the System Properties File in the CA WA Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
documentation.

7. Select the job step that you want to start the job from in the table.
The default is to start the job from the first step.

8. Click Select Job Step Name to specify the step name in the job definition.
The specified step name of the selected job step is set on the Basic page of the job definition.

Example: Display Details of All Job Steps

Suppose that you want to display details of all job steps for a job named Test job monitoring.

To display details of all job steps

1. Open the Basic page of the MSSQL Server job definition.
2. Enter AGENT_MSSQL in the Agent name field.
3. Select the Job name option button and enter Test job monitoring in the Job name/job ID field.
4. Click the arrow search button next to the Step name field.

The Search MSSQL Job Steps dialog opens.
5. Click the arrow search button next to the MSSQL Job Step Filter Info section.

The List of Job Steps table is populated with the details of all the job steps that are defined in the job.

Example: Display Details of a Job Step

Suppose that you want to display details of a job step named Step 2 for a job named Test job monitoring.

To display details of a job step

1. Open the Basic page of the MSSQL Server job definition.
2. Enter AGENT_MSSQL in the Agent name field.
3. Select the Job name option button and enter Test job monitoring in the Job name/job ID field.
4. Click the arrow search button next to the Step name field.

The Search MSSQL Job Steps dialog opens.
5. Enter Step 2 in the Job Step Name field.
6. Click the arrow search button next to the MSSQL Job Step Filter Info section.

The List of Job Steps table is populated with the details of only Step 2.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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 Oracle E-Business Suite Jobs
You can define jobs to run Oracle E-Business Suite workload.
cwad121
HID_oracle_ebusiness_suite_jobs
You can define jobs to run Oracle E-Business Suite workload.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Oracle E-Business Suite.

You can define the following Oracle E-Business Suite jobs:

• Copy Single Request
Copies an existing single request defined on Oracle Applications and runs it under the agent.

• Request Set
Runs multiple programs in an Oracle Applications application.

• Single Request
Runs a single program in an Oracle Applications application.

 Define a Copy Single Request Job
You can define a Copy Single Request job to copy an existing single request defined on Oracle
Applications and run it under the agent. To copy an existing single request, you must provide its
request ID in the job definition. When the job runs, it can override values in the original definition
with values specified on the agent or in the job definition.
cwad121
HID_define_copy_single_request_job
You can define a Copy Single Request job to copy an existing single request defined on Oracle Applications and
run it under the agent. To copy an existing single request, you must provide its request ID in the job definition.
When the job runs, it can override values in the original definition with values specified on the agent or in the job
definition.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Oracle E-Business Suite.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the Copy Single Request job from the Oracle E-Business Suite group in the Palette view, and drag the
job to the workspace.
The Copy Single Request icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the Copy Single Request job icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Copy Single Request dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign
($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable
introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the Oracle E-Business Suite agent where the job runs.
• Original request ID

Specifies the request ID of the single request you want to copy. In Oracle Applications, the request ID is
found in the Request ID column of the Requests dialog.

Limits: Up to 20 numeric digits

Example: 493895459709656750
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information to override values in the existing single request:

• User
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Specifies the Oracle Applications user name that the job runs under. This field supports the use of a
namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator for the user name
defined in the Topology.
Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all Oracle E-Business Suite jobs by setting the
oa.default.user parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you enter in the job definition overrides
the default value in the agentparm.txt file.

• Responsibility
Specifies an Oracle Applications responsibility name.

Note:  Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all Oracle E-Business Suite jobs by setting
the oa.default.responsibility parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you enter in the job
definition overrides the default value in the agentparm.txt file.

Note:  To override the values specified in the existing single request, both the user name and responsibility
name are required. If the user name or responsibility name is not specified (in either the job definition or as a
default in the agentparm.txt file), the job copies the user name and responsibility name from the original single
request.

6. Click OK.
The Copy Single Request job is defined.

Example: Copy a Single Request

Suppose that you want to copy an existing single request defined on Oracle Applications. In this example, the
job copies the single request with request ID 2255470 and overrides the Oracle Applications user name and
responsibility name. The children of the single request program are monitored 60 seconds after the program
completes.

To copy a single request

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—COPYJOB
• Agent name—CYB0A
• Original request ID—2255470
• User—SYSADMIN
• Responsibility—System Administrator

2. Select Yes from the Monitor children drop-down list.
3. Enter 60000 in the Monitor children delay field.
4. Click OK.

More information:

Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords

 Define a Request Set Job
You can define a Request Set job to run multiple programs in an Oracle Applications application.
cwad121
HID_define_request_set_job
You can define a Request Set job to run multiple programs in an Oracle Applications application.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Oracle E-Business Suite.

To define an Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set job, you require the following information from the original
Oracle Applications request set:

• Display name or short name of the Oracle Applications application the request set belongs to
• Request set display name or short name
• User name the job runs under
• Responsibility name

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
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The Application appears in the workspace.
2. Select the Request Set job from the Oracle E-Business Suite group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the

workspace.
The Request Set icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the Request Set job, and select Edit from the pop-up menu
The Basic page of the Request Set dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name 

Specifies the name of the Oracle E-Business Suite agent where the job runs.
• OA Application 

Indicates whether the Name field in the OA Application section contains the display name or short name of
the Oracle Applications application. Options are Display name and Short name.

Default: Display name
• Name (OA Application section) 

Specifies the name of the Oracle Applications application. You can identify the application by its display
name or its short name. In Oracle Applications, the display name is part of the request definition and is
found in the Application field. The short name is defined by the Oracle Applications Concurrent Manager.

Note:

You can type the display or short name or, if you are connected to the server, click the arrow browse button
next to the field to search for an application defined in Oracle Applications.

• Request set
Indicates whether the Name field in the Request set section contains the display name or short name of the
Oracle Applications request set. Options are Display name and Short name.
Default: Display name

• Name (Request set section)
Specifies the name of the Oracle Applications request set. You can identify the request set by its display
name or its short name. In Oracle Applications, the request set short name is part of the Request Set
definition and is found in the Set Code field of the Request Set dialog.
Limits: Up to 240 characters

Note:

You can type the display or short name or, if you are connected to the server, click the arrow browse button
next to the field to search for a request set defined in Oracle Applications.

5. Click Other OA Parameters in the left pane.
The Other OA Parameters page opens in the right pane.

6. Specify the following additional information as appropriate:

• User name 

Specifies the Oracle Applications user name that the job runs under.

Examples: APPSMGR, SYSADMIN

Note:

• If you do not specify this field, a default user name must be defined in the oa.default.user parameter in
the agent's agentparm.txt file. Otherwise, the job fails.

• The User name field overrides the default user name specified in the agent's agentparm.txt.
•  Responsibility 

Specifies an Oracle Applications responsibility name.

Note:

• If you do not specify this field, a default responsibility name must be defined in the
oa.default.responsibility parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. Otherwise, the job fails.
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• The Responsibility field overrides the default responsibility name specified in the agent's agentparm.txt.
7. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Use argument defaults 

Indicates whether to use Oracle Applications argument defaults for arguments not defined in this page.

Note:

• To resolve a default value, the agent can use a constant value, look up a variable in a user's profile, run
an SQL statement, or convert a date to the appropriate format.

• You can also specify value set expressions (such as flexfields) for default values in the Default
Argument Resolution page of the job definition.

• The agent cannot resolve the segment or field default types.
• If a default value is not specified for a required date parameter, the agent uses SYSDATE (system date)

as the default value.
• You must select Yes in the Use argument defaults drop-down list to enable the "Put default values in

quotes" and "Use request set defaults first" fields.
• Put default values in quotes 

Indicates whether to quote resolved expressions in default values.

Note:

This option does not apply to expressions defined in the Default Argument Resolution page of the job
definition.

• Use request set defaults first
Indicates whether request set defaults take precedence over program defaults.
Default: If both request set defaults and program defaults are specified, the agent uses the program
defaults.

Note:

Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all Oracle E-Business Suite jobs by setting the
oa.default.useSetDefaultsFirst parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you specify in the job
definition overrides the default value in the agentparm.txt file.

• Monitor children 

Indicates whether the agent monitors the children of Oracle Applications programs. Program children are
programs that are released by the parent program. Up to five levels of children can be monitored for each
job.

Note:

• You must select Yes in the Monitor children drop-down list to enable the Monitor children delay field.
• Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all Oracle E-Business Suite jobs by setting

the oa.default.monChildren parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you enter in the job
definition overrides the default value in the agentparm.txt file.

• Monitor children delay 

Specifies the number of milliseconds to wait after a parent completes before monitoring children. When
monitoring children, use this field to ensure the agent receives accurate information about the status of
program children.

Limits: Up to 5 digits

Note:

Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all Oracle E-Business Suite jobs by setting the
oa.default.monChildrenDelay parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you enter in the job
definition overrides the default value in the agentparm.txt file.

• Save output 

Indicates whether to save the output from an Oracle Applications single request or request set.
8. (Optional) Expand the Layout section and specify the following additional information:

• Template language 
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Specifies the template language for a single request or request set. In Oracle Applications, the template
language is specified as a request definition option and is found in the Template Language column of the
Upon Completion dialog.

 Limits: Up to 10 characters

Note:

Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all Oracle E-Business Suite jobs by setting the
oa.default.templateLanguage parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you enter in the job
definition overrides the default value in the agentparm.txt file.

• Template territory 

Specifies the template territory for a single request or request set. In Oracle Applications, the template
territory is specified as a request definition option and is found in the For Language column of the Upon
Completion dialog.

Limits: Up to 10 characters

Note:

Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all Oracle E-Business Suite jobs by setting the
oa.default.templateTerritory parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you enter in the job
definition overrides the default value in the agentparm.txt file.

• Format 

Specifies the output format for a single request or request set. In Oracle Applications, the output format is
specified as a request definition option and is found in the Format column of the Upon Completion dialog.

Limits: Up to 10 characters

Note:

You must specify a value for this field to enable the "Template language" and "Template territory" fields.
9. (Optional) Expand the Print the output to section and specify the following additional information:

• Printer name 

Specifies the Oracle Applications printer name.
• Print style 

Specifies the Oracle Applications print style.
• Print copies 

Specifies the number of copies to print.
10. (Optional) Click Add to specify the following program data for the first program in the New Program Data

dialog:

• Program sequence number 

Specifies the program's Oracle Applications order number.
• Program arguments 

Defines the argument values to override Oracle Applications default values.

Note:

Separate argument values with commas. Do not add spaces.
• Put default values in quotes 

Indicates whether to quote resolved expressions in default values.

Note:

This option does not apply to expressions defined in the Default Argument Resolution page of the job
definition.

• Save output 

Indicates whether to save the output from an Oracle Applications single request or request set.
• Template name

Specifies the template name for a single request or a program in a request set. In Oracle Applications, the
template name is specified as a request definition option and is found in the Template name column of the
Upon Completion dialog.
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Limits: Up to 120 characters
• Template language

Specifies the template language for a program in a request set.
• Template territory

Specifies the template territory for a program in a request set.
• Format

Specifies the output format for a program in a request set.

Note:

You must specify a value for this field to enable the Template name, Template language, and Template
territory fields.

• Short name
Specifies a list of short user names to notify when a program in a request set completes. Click Add to add
individual user names to the Short names table.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters

Note:

You can type each short name or, if you are connected to the server, click Get to search for user names
defined in Oracle Applications.

• Display name
Specifies a list of display user names to notify when a program in a request set completes. Click Add to add
individual user names to the Display names table.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters

Note:

You can type each display name or, if you are connected to the server, click Get to search for user names
defined in Oracle Applications.

• Printer name 

Specifies the Oracle Applications printer name.
• Print style 

Specifies the Oracle Applications print style.
• Print copies 

Specifies the number of copies to print.
11. Click OK.

The Program Data dialog closes and the program data is added to the Program Data table.
12. (Optional) Repeat the previous two steps to specify program data for additional programs.
13. (Optional) Click Default Argument Resolution in the left pane to specify value set expressions for default

values.
The Default Argument Resolution page opens in the right pane.

14. Click Add and specify the following information in the first row of the table:

• Expression 

Specifies the expression to resolve. For example, if the default value of an argument is an SQL statement
that contains profile (:$PROFILES$) or flexfield (:$FLEX$) expressions, you can specify how the agent
resolves the expressions in the table.

Limits: Up to 256 characters

Examples: 

• :$FLEX$.EAM_SRS_MAINTAINED_ITEM_NAMES_W_ACT
• :$PROFILES$.GL_ACCESS_SET_ID

•  Default Value 

Specifies the default value for the expression. The value can contain a constant or an SQL SELECT query
to run.

Limits: Up to 256 characters

Examples: 

• SELECT EAM_SRS_MAINTAINED_ITEM_NAMES_W_ACT from SOME_TABLE where SOME_KEY =
‘Default’
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• SELECT '1' FROM DUAL

Note:

• If you want the agent to quote the resolved value, put the default value in single quotes, for example,
'SELECT '1' FROM DUAL'.

• The agent does not resolve Field or Segment validation value sets.
15. (Optional) Repeat the previous step to add more default value expressions to the table.
16. Click OK.

The Request Set job is defined.

Example: Run Two Programs with Different Arguments and Printing Options 

Suppose that you want to define a Request Set job named AOL405.AP035 to run multiple programs on the CYBOA
agent. The request set EXTRACTS belongs to the Application Object Library application in Oracle E-Business
Suite and runs two programs with different arguments and printing options. The job runs under the SYSADMIN
user with System Administrator responsibility.

To run two programs with different arguments and printing options 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—AOL405
• Qualifier—AP035
• Agent name—CYBOA

2. Select the Display name option button in the OA Application section and enter Application Object Library in
the Name (OA Application) field.

3. Select the Short name option button in the Request set section and enter EXTRACTS in the Name (Request
set) field.

4. Enter the following information in the Other OA Parameters page:

• User name—SYSADMIN
• Responsibility—System Administrator

5. Click Add and complete the following fields for the first program in the Program Data dialog:

• Program sequence number—1
• Program arguments—,12345,2,,3223,2,,1
• Printer name—Q_DEVELOPMENT
• Print style—Portrait
• Print copies—5

6. Select Yes from the Save output drop-down list.
7. Click OK.

The program data for the first program is added to the Program Data table.
8. Click Add and complete the following fields for the second program in the Program Data dialog:

• Program sequence number—2
• Program arguments—12345,,,,1,1755,,-1,,
• Printer name—Q_8
• Print style—Portrait
• Print copies—8

9. Click OK.
The program data for the second program is added to the Program Data table.

10. Click OK.

Example: Run Multiple Programs with Different Arguments and Notification Users 

Suppose that you want to define a Request Set job named AOL405.AP036 to run multiple programs on the CYBOA
agent. The request set FNDCPRT_SET belongs to the Application Object Library application in Oracle E-Business
Suite and runs different arguments and notification users for the first, second, and seventh programs. The job runs
under the SYSADMIN user with System Administrator responsibility.

To run multiple programs with different arguments and notification users 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—AOL405
• Qualifier—AP036
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• Agent name—CYBOA
2. Select the Display name option button in the OA Application section and enter Application Object Library in

the Name (OA Application) field.
3. Select the Short name option button in the Request set section and enter FNDCPRT_SET in the Name

(Request set) field.
4. Enter the following information in the Other OA Parameters page:

• User name—SYSADMIN
• Responsibility—System Administrator

5. Select Yes in the Use arguments defaults drop-down list.
6. Select Yes in the Put default values in quotes drop-down list.
7. Specify the following information for the first program:

1.1 Click Add and complete the following fields in the Program Data dialog:

• Program sequence number—1
• Program arguments—,,,X,

2.1 Enter System Administrator in the Display name field in the Notify the following people section, and click
Add.
The user is added to the Display names table.

3.1 Enter Admission Administrator in the Display name field in the Notify the following people section, and
click Add.
The user is added to the Display names table.

4.1 Click OK.

The program data for the first program is added to the Program Data table.
8. Specify the following information for the second program:

1.1 Click Add and complete the following fields in the Program Data dialog:

• Program sequence number—2
• Program arguments—,2,,4

2.1 Enter ASGUEST in the Short name field in the Notify the following people section, and click Add.
The user is added to the Short names table.

3.1 Click OK.

The program data for the second program is added to the Program Data table.
9. Specify the following information for the seventh program:

1.1 Click Add and complete the following fields in the Program Data dialog:

• Program sequence number—7
• Program arguments—,,arg3

2.1 Click OK.

The program data for the seventh program is added to the Program Data table.
10. Click OK.

More information: 

Search for an Oracle Applications Application
Search for an Oracle Applications Request Set
Search for Users to Notify Upon Completion of a Program in a Request Set 

 Search for an Oracle Applications Request Set
You can use the List Request Sets dialog to search for and select a request set defined in
Oracle Applications.
cwad121
HID_search_oracle_appl_request_set
You can use the List Request Sets dialog to search for and select a request set defined in Oracle Applications.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure you are connected to the server.
2. Open the Basic page of the Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set job definition.
3. Click the arrow browse button next to the Name field in the Request set section.
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The List Request Sets dialog opens.
4. Complete the following required field:

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the Oracle E-Business Suite agent where the job runs.
Default: Agent name specified on the Basic page of the job definition

5. (Optional) Specify the search criteria in the following fields:

• Short name

Specifies the short name filter. You can use wildcard characters asterisk (*) to represent zero or more
characters and question mark (?) to represent a single character.

Limits: Up to 50 characters
• Display name

Specifies the display name filter. You can use wildcard characters asterisk (*) to represent zero or more
characters and question mark (?) to represent a single character.

Limits: Up to 240 characters
6. Click the arrow search button next to the Search criteria section.

The Results table is populated with the list of request sets that meet the search criteria.

Note:

You can sort the data in the table by clicking on a table column heading.
7. Select the request set you want from the Results table.
8. Click Select Short Name to specify the short name or click Select Display Name to specify the display name in

the job definition.
The specified short name or display name of the selected request set is set in the Basic page of the job
definition.

Example: Retrieve a List of Request Sets Based on Display Name Criteria

Suppose that you want to retrieve a list of all request sets with display names that start with A.

To retrieve a list of request sets based on display name criteria

1. Open the Basic page of the Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set job definition.
2. Click the arrow browse button next to the Name field in the Request set section.

The List Request Sets dialog opens.
3. Enter the following information:

• Agent name—CYBOA
• Display name—A*

4. Click the arrow search button next to the Search criteria section.
The Results table is populated with the list of request sets that meet the search criteria.

 Search for Users to Notify Upon Completion of a Program in a Request Set
You can use the List Users dialog to search for and select users defined in Oracle Applications
to notify when a program in a request set completes. You can select users by short name or
display name, or both.
cwad121
HID_search_users_notify_request_set
You can use the List Users dialog to search for and select users defined in Oracle Applications to notify when a
program in a request set completes. You can select users by short name or display name, or both.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure you are connected to the server.
2. Open the Other OA Parameters page of the Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set job definition.
3. Click Add to specify program data for a program in a request set.

The New Program Data dialog opens.
4. Do one of the following:

• To select users by short name, click the Get button next to the Short names table.
• To select users by display name, click the Get button next to the Display names table.
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The List Users dialog opens.
5. Complete the following required field:

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the Oracle E-Business Suite agent where the job runs.
Default: Agent name specified on the Basic page of the job definition

6. (Optional) Specify the search criteria in the following fields:

• Short name

Specifies the short name filter. You can use wildcard characters asterisk (*) to represent zero or more
characters and question mark (?) to represent a single character.

Limits: Up to 50 characters
• Display name

Specifies the display name filter. You can use wildcard characters asterisk (*) to represent zero or more
characters and question mark (?) to represent a single character.

Limits: Up to 240 characters
7. Click the arrow search button next to the Search criteria section.

The Results table is populated with the list of users that meet the search criteria.

Note:  You can sort the data in the table by clicking on a table column heading.
8. Select the users you want from the Results table.
9. Click Select Short Name/Select Display Name.

The selected user names appear in the Short names or Display names table in the New Program Data dialog.
10. Click OK.

The New Program Data dialog closes.

 Define a Single Request Job
You can define a Single Request job to run a single program in an Oracle Applications
application.
cwad121
HID_define_single_request_job
You can define a Single Request job to run a single program in an Oracle Applications application.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Oracle E-Business Suite.

To define an Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request job, you require the following information from the original
Oracle Applications single request:

• Display name or short name of the Oracle Applications application the single request belongs to
• Program display name or short name
• User name the job runs under
• Responsibility name

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the Single Request job from the Oracle E-Business Suite group in the Palette view, and drag the job to
the workspace.
The Single Request icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the Single Request job icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu
The Basic page of the Single Request dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.
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• Agent name 

Specifies the name of the Oracle E-Business Suite agent where the job runs.
• OA Application 

Indicates whether the Name field in the OA Application section contains the display name or short name of
the Oracle Applications application. Options are Display name and Short name.

Default: Display name
• Name (OA Application section) 

Specifies the name of the Oracle Applications application. You can identify the application by its display
name or its short name. In Oracle Applications, the display name is part of the request definition and is
found in the Application field. The short name is defined by the Oracle Applications Concurrent Manager.

Note:

You can type the display or short name or, if you are connected to the server, click the arrow browse button
next to the field to search for an application defined in Oracle Applications.

•  Program
Indicates whether the Name field in the Program section contains the display name or the short name of
the program. Options are Display name and Short name.
Default: Display name

• Name (Program section) 

Specifies the name of the Oracle Applications single request program. You can identify the program by its
display name or its short name. The program short name must be registered in the Oracle Applications
Concurrent Manager. In Oracle Applications, the program short name is part of the program definition and
is found in the Short Name field of the Concurrent Programs dialog.

 Limits: Up to 240 characters

Note:

You can type the display or short name or, if you are connected to the server, click the arrow next to the
field to search for a program defined in Oracle Applications.

5. Click Other OA Parameters in the left pane.
The Other OA Parameters page opens in the right pane.

6. Specify the following additional information as appropriate:

• User name 

Specifies the Oracle Applications user name that the job runs under.

 Examples: APPSMGR, SYSADMIN

Note:

• If you do not specify this field, a default user name must be defined in the oa.default.user parameter in
the agent's agentparm.txt file. Otherwise, the job fails.

• The User name field overrides the default user name specified in the agent's agentparm.txt.
• Responsibility 

Specifies an Oracle Applications responsibility name.

Note:

• If you do not specify this field, a default responsibility name must be defined in the
oa.default.responsibility parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. Otherwise, the job fails.

• The Responsibility field overrides the default responsibility name specified in the agent's agentparm.txt.
7. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Description 

Specifies the Oracle Applications description.
• Program arguments 

Defines the argument values to override Oracle Applications default values.

Note:

Separate argument values with commas. Do not add spaces.
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•  Use argument defaults 

Indicates whether to use Oracle Applications argument defaults for arguments not defined in this page.

Note:

• To resolve a default value, the agent can use a constant value, look up a variable in a user's profile, run
an SQL statement, or convert a date to the appropriate format.

• You can also specify value set expressions (such as flexfields) for default values in the Default
Argument Resolution page of the job definition.

• The agent cannot resolve the segment or field default types.
• If a default value is not specified for a required date parameter, the agent uses SYSDATE (system date)

as the default value.
• You must select Yes in the Use argument defaults drop-down list to enable the Put default values in

quotes field.
• Put default value in quotes 

Indicates whether to quote resolved expressions in default values.

Note:

This option does not apply to expressions defined in the Default Argument Resolution page of the job
definition.

• Monitor children 

Indicates whether the agent monitors the children of Oracle Applications programs. Program children are
programs that are released by the parent program. Up to five levels of children can be monitored for each
job.

Note:

• You must select Yes in the Monitor children drop-down list to enable the Monitor children delay field.
• Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all Oracle E-Business Suite jobs by setting

the oa.default.monChildren parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you enter in the job
definition overrides the default value in the agentparm.txt file.

• Monitor children delay 

Specifies the number of milliseconds to wait after a parent completes before monitoring children. When
monitoring children, use this field to ensure the agent receives accurate information about the status of
program children.

Limits: Up to 5 digits

Note:

Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all Oracle E-Business Suite jobs by setting the
oa.default.monChildrenDelay parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you enter in the job
definition overrides the default value in the agentparm.txt file.

• Save output 

Indicates whether to save the output from an Oracle Applications single request or request set.
8. (Optional) Expand the Layout section and specify the following additional information:

• Template name
Specifies the template name for a single request or a program in a request set. In Oracle Applications, the
template name is specified as a request definition option and is found in the Template name column of the
Upon Completion dialog.
Limits: Up to 120 characters

• Template language 

Specifies the template language for a single request or request set. In Oracle Applications, the template
language is specified as a request definition option and is found in the Template Language column of the
Upon Completion dialog.

Limits: Up to 10 characters

Note:

Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all Oracle E-Business Suite jobs by setting the
oa.default.templateLanguage parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you enter in the job
definition overrides the default value in the agentparm.txt file.
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• Template territory 

Specifies the template territory for a single request or request set. In Oracle Applications, the template
territory is specified as a request definition option and is found in the For Language column of the Upon
Completion dialog.

Limits: Up to 10 characters

Note:

Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all Oracle E-Business Suite jobs by setting the
oa.default.templateTerritory parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. The value you enter in the job
definition overrides the default value in the agentparm.txt file.

• Format
Specifies the output format for a single request or request set. In Oracle Applications, the output format is
specified as a request definition option and is found in the Format column of the Upon Completion dialog.
Limits: Up to 10 characters

Note:

You must specify a value for this field to enable the Template name, Template language, and Template
territory fields.

9. (Optional) Expand the Notify the following people section and specify the following additional information:

• Short name
Specifies a list of short user names to notify when the single request completes. Click Add to add individual
user names to the Short names table.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters

Note:

You can type each short name or, if you are connected to the server, click Get to browse for user names
defined in Oracle Applications.

• Display name
Specifies a list of display user names to notify when the single request completes. Click Add to add
individual user names to the Display names table.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters

Note:

You can type each display name or, if you are connected to the server, click Get to browse for user names
defined in Oracle Applications .

10. (Optional) Expand the Print the output to section and specify the following additional information:

• Printer name 

Specifies the Oracle Applications printer name.
• Print style 

Specifies the Oracle Applications print style.
• Print copies 

Specifies the number of copies to print.
11. (Optional) Click Default Argument Resolution in the left pane to specify value set expressions for default

values.
The Default Argument Resolution page opens in the right pane.

12. Click Add and specify the following information in the first row of the table:

• Expression 

Specifies the expression to resolve. For example, if the default value of an argument is an SQL statement
that contains profile (:$PROFILES$) or flexfield (:$FLEX$) expressions, you can specify how the agent
resolves the expressions in the table.

Limits: Up to 256 characters

Examples: 

• :$FLEX$.EAM_SRS_MAINTAINED_ITEM_NAMES_W_ACT
• :$PROFILES$.GL_ACCESS_SET_ID

• Default Value 
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Specifies the default value for the expression. The value can contain a constant or an SQL SELECT query
to run.

Limits: Up to 256 characters

Examples: 

• SELECT EAM_SRS_MAINTAINED_ITEM_NAMES_W_ACT from SOME_TABLE where SOME_KEY =
‘Default’

• SELECT '1' FROM DUAL

Note:

• If you want the agent to quote the resolved value, put the default value in single quotes, for example,
'SELECT '1' FROM DUAL'.

• The agent does not resolve Field or Segment validation value sets.
13. (Optional) Repeat the previous step to add more default value expressions to the table.
14. Click OK.

The Single Request job is defined.

Example: Run a Single Request Program 

Suppose that you want to define a Single Request job named AOL1805.AP034 to run a single request program on
the CYBOA agent. The single request belongs to the Application Object Library application in Oracle Applications
and runs the program FNDSCARU. The job runs under the SYSADMIN user with System Administrator
responsibility.

To run a Single Request program 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—AOL1805
• Qualifier—AP034
• Agent name—CYBOA

2. Select the Display name option button in the OA Application section and enter Application Object Library in
the Name (OA Application) field.

3. Select the Short name option button in the Program section and enter FNDSCARU in the Name (Program) field.
4. Enter the following information in the Other OA Parameters page:

• User name—SYSADMIN
• Responsibility—System Administrator

5. Click OK.

Example: Pass Oracle E-Business Suite Argument Values 

Suppose that you want to pass the following argument values to a single request program, assuming that the
second and fifth arguments have default values defined in Oracle Applications:

T,DefArg2,X23,,DefArg5

Since no default is specified for the fourth argument, the agent passes an empty string.

 To pass Oracle E-Business Suite argument values 

1. Open the OA Single Request job for which you want to pass Oracle Applications argument values.
2. Click Other OA Parameters in the left pane.

The Other OA Parameters page opens in the right pane.
3. Enter T,,X23,, in the Program arguments field.
4. Select Yes from the Use argument defaults drop-down list.
5. Click OK.

Example: Specify Layout Template Options 

Suppose that you want to define a Single Request job to run a single request program named AOL1805.AP035 on
the CYBOA agent. The single request belongs to the FND application in Oracle Applications and runs the program
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FNDSCURS. The job runs under the SYSADMIN user with System Administrator responsibility and includes layout
template options.

To specify layout template options 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—AOL1805
• Qualifier—AP035
• Agent name—CYBOA

2. Select the Short name option button in the OA Application section and enter FND in the Name (OA Application)
field.

3. Select the Short name option button in the Program section and enter FNDSCURS in the Name (Program) field.
4. Enter the following information in the Other OA Parameters page:

• User name—SYSADMIN
• Responsibility—System Administrator
• Format—PDF
• Template language—EN
• Template territory—US
• Template name—DOC_INFO

5. Click OK.

Example: Specify a Default Value Set Expression 

Suppose that the default value of an argument in a single request program is the following SQL statement:

SELECT inventory_item_id from mtl_system_items where SEGMENT1 = :$FLEX
$.EAM_SRS_MAINTAINED_ITEM_NAMES_W_ACT

To resolve the flexfield expression, :$FLEX$.EAM_SRS_MAINTAINED_ITEM_NAMES_W_ACT, you define the
following default value set expression in the job:

:$FLEX$.EAM_SRS_MAINTAINED_ITEM_NAMES_W_ACT='SELECT
 EAM_SRS_MAINTAINED_ITEM_NAMES_W_ACT from SOME_TABLE where SOME_KEY =
 'Default''

The default value for the expression is enclosed in single quotes so that the agent quotes the resolved value.

Assuming that the SQL SELECT statement returns Acct123, the following SQL query determines the default
argument value:

SELECT inventory_item_id from mtl_system_items where SEGMENT1 =
 'Acct123'

To specify a default value set expression 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—AOL1805
• Qualifier—AP036
• Agent name—CYBOA

2. Select the Display name option button in the OA Application section and enter Process Manufacturing
Financials in the Name (OA Application) field.

3. Select the Short name option button in the Program section and enter GMFDSUR in the Name (Program) field.
4. Enter the following information in the Other OA Parameters page:
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• User name—SYSADMIN
• Responsibility—System Administrator

5. Select Yes in the Use arguments defaults drop-down list.
6. Click Add in the Default Argument Resolution page.

A row is added to the Default values expressions table.
7. Enter :$FLEX$.EAM_SRS_MAINTAINED_ITEM_NAMES_W_ACT in the Expression column.
8. Enter 'SELECT EAM_SRS_MAINTAINED_ITEM_NAMES_W_ACT from SOME_TABLE where SOME_KEY =

'Default'' in the Default Value column.
9. Click OK.

More information: 

Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords
Search for an Oracle Applications Application
Search for an Oracle Applications Single Request Program
Search for Users to Notify Upon Completion of the Single Request 

 Search for an Oracle Applications Single Request Program
You can use the List Programs dialog to search for and select a single request program defined
in Oracle Applications.
cwad121
HID_search_oracle_appl_single_request_program
You can use the List Programs dialog to search for and select a single request program defined in Oracle
Applications.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure you are connected to the server.
2. Open the Basic page of the Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request job definition.
3. Click the arrow browse button next to the Name field in the Program section.

The List Programs dialog opens.
4. Complete the following required field:

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the Oracle E-Business Suite agent where the job runs.
Default: Agent name specified on the Basic page of the job definition

5. (Optional) Specify the search criteria in the following fields:

• Short name

Specifies the short name filter. You can use wildcard characters asterisk (*) to represent zero or more
characters and question mark (?) to represent a single character.

Limits: Up to 50 characters

Note:

 This field is populated with the short name specified in the Basic page of the job definition, if any.
• Display name

Specifies the display name filter. You can use wildcard characters asterisk (*) to represent zero or more
characters and question mark (?) to represent a single character.

Limits: Up to 240 characters

Note:

 This field is populated with the display name specified in the Basic page of the job definition, if any.
6. Click the arrow search button next to the Search criteria section.

The Results table is populated with the list of programs that meet the search criteria.

Note:

You can sort the data in the table by clicking on a table column heading.
7. Select the program you want from the Results table.
8. Click Select Short Name to specify the short name or click Select Display Name to specify the display name in

the job definition.
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The specified short name or display name of the selected program is set in the Basic page of the job definition.

Example: Retrieve a List of Programs Based on Short Name and Display Name Criteria

Suppose that you want to retrieve a list of all programs with short names that start with AZR12 and display names
that start with A.

To retrieve a list of programs based on short name and display name criteria

1. Open the Basic page of the Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request job definition.
2. Click the arrow browse button next to the Name field in the Program section.

The List Programs dialog opens.
3. Enter the following information:

• Agent name—AGENT
• Short name—AZR12*
• Display name—A*

4. Click the arrow search button next to the Search criteria section.
The Results table is populated with the list of programs that meet the search criteria.

 Search for Users to Notify Upon Completion of the Single Request
You can use the List Users dialog to search for and select users defined in Oracle Applications
to notify when the single request completes. You can select users by short name or display
name, or both.
cwad121
HID_search_users_notify_single_request
You can use the List Users dialog to search for and select users defined in Oracle Applications to notify when the
single request completes. You can select users by short name or display name, or both.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure you are connected to the server.
2. Open the Other OA Parameters page of the Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request job definition.
3. Do one of the following:

• To select users by short name, click the Get button next to the Short names table.
• To select users by display name, click the Get button next to the Display names table.

The List Users dialog opens.
4. Complete the following required field:

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the Oracle E-Business Suite agent where the job runs.
Default: Agent name specified on the Basic page of the job definition

5. (Optional) Specify the search criteria in the following fields:

• Short name

Specifies the short name filter. You can use wildcard characters asterisk (*) to represent zero or more
characters and question mark (?) to represent a single character.

Limits: Up to 50 characters
• Display name

Specifies the display name filter. You can use wildcard characters asterisk (*) to represent zero or more
characters and question mark (?) to represent a single character.

Limits: Up to 240 characters
6. Click the arrow search button next to the Search criteria section.

The Results table is populated with the list of users that meet the search criteria.

Note:  You can sort the data in the table by clicking on a table column heading.
7. Select the users you want from the Results table.
8. Click Select Short Name/Select Display Name.

The selected user names appear in the Short names or Display names table in the Other OA Parameters page.
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 Search for an Oracle Applications Application
You can use the List Applications dialog to search for and select an application defined in Oracle
Applications.
cwad121
HID_search_oracle_appls
Note:  This procedure applies to the Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request and Request set jobs.

You can use the List Applications dialog to search for and select an application defined in Oracle Applications.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure you are connected to the server.
2. Open the Basic page of the Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request or Request Set job definition.
3. Click the arrow browse button next to the Name field in the OA Application section.

The List Applications dialog opens.
4. Complete the following required field:

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the Oracle E-Business Suite agent where the job runs.
Default: Agent name specified on the Basic page of the job definition

5. (Optional) Specify the search criteria in the following fields:

• Short name

Specifies the short name filter. You can use wildcard characters asterisk (*) to represent zero or more
characters and question mark (?) to represent a single character.

Limits: Up to 50 characters
• Display name

Specifies the display name filter. You can use wildcard characters asterisk (*) to represent zero or more
characters and question mark (?) to represent a single character.

Limits: Up to 240 characters
6. Click the arrow search button next to the Search criteria section.

The Results table is populated with the list of applications that meet the search criteria.

Note:

You can sort the data in the table by clicking on a table column heading.
7. Select the application you want from the Results table.
8. Click Select Short Name to specify the short name or click Select Display Name to specify the display name in

the job definition.
The specified short name or display name of the selected application is set in the Basic page of the job
definition.

Example: Retrieve a List of Applications Based on Short Name Criteria

Suppose that you want to retrieve a list of all applications with short names that start with A.

To retrieve a list of Applications based on short name criteria

1. Open the Basic page of the Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request or Request Set job definition.
2. Click the arrow browse button next to the Name field in the OA Application section.

The List Applications dialog opens.
3. Enter the following information:

• Agent name—AGENT
• Short name—A*

4. Click the arrow search button next to the Search criteria section.
The Results table is populated with the list of applications that meet the search criteria.

 PeopleSoft Jobs
PeopleSoft jobs let you run different types of PeopleSoft processes defined in your PeopleSoft
system. For example, you can define PeopleSoft jobs to execute PeopleSoft programs and
report the program status.
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cwad121
HID_peoplesoft_jobs
PeopleSoft jobs let you run different types of PeopleSoft processes defined in your PeopleSoft system. For
example, you can define PeopleSoft jobs to execute PeopleSoft programs and report the program status.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
PeopleSoft.

When you define a PeopleSoft job, you can set the output type and format of a report. For email and web output
types, you can set various distribution properties such as the recipients and message text. You can also pass run
control parameter values that will be stored in the corresponding run control table.

When a PeopleSoft program runs, it modifies its run status (RUNSTATUS) in the PSPRCSRQST table in the PS
database. The following diagram shows the functional relationship between the scheduling manager, the agent,
and the PeopleSoft system:

 

 Define a PeopleSoft Job to Run a Request
You can define a PeopleSoft job to schedule workload to run in PeopleSoft. The job runs a
PeopleSoft request or a collection of requests.
cwad121
HID_define_peoplesoft_job
You can define a PeopleSoft job to schedule workload to run in PeopleSoft. The job runs a PeopleSoft request or a
collection of requests.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
PeopleSoft.

Do not use the following special characters when defining PeopleSoft jobs: left parenthesis ( ( ) and right
parenthesis ( ) ) and apostrophe ('). Use caution when using other special characters, such as backslash (\) and at
(@).

Follow these steps:
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1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the PeopleSoft job from the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The PeopleSoft icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the PeopleSoft icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the PeopleSoft dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent that runs the PeopleSoft request.
• Process name

Specifies the name of the PeopleSoft process you want the job to run. PeopleSoft stores the list of process
names in the PS_PRCSDEFN table.

Example: AEMINITEST
• Process type

Specifies the PeopleSoft process type corresponding to the process that you want to run. PeopleSoft stores
the list of process types in the PS_PRCSTYPEDEFN table. This value corresponds to the Process Type
field in PeopleSoft.

Example: Application Engine

Note:

 If the process type corresponding to the process that you want to run does not appear in the drop-down
list, you can type the process type in the field.

5. Click Other PS Parameters in the left pane to enter the required PS operator ID and run control ID.
The Other PS Parameters page opens in the right pane.

6. Complete the following required information, as appropriate:

• PS operator ID

Specifies the PeopleSoft operator ID under whose authority the report runs. The operator ID must be
defined as a user in the Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than
one password. Contact your administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Note:

 This field is mandatory unless its value is specified in the agent parameter (agentparm.txt) file. The value
you enter in the job definition overrides the default value in the agentparm.txt file.

Example: Bob, Production:Bob
• Run control ID

Identifies a set of PeopleSoft run parameters for a given PeopleSoft process.

Example: FLOOR8_COLOR

Note:

 This field is mandatory unless its value is specified in the agent parameter (agentparm.txt) file. The value
you enter in the job definition overrides the default value in the agentparm.txt file.

7. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Server name

(Optional) Specifies the name of the target server executing the PeopleSoft job. PeopleSoft stores the list
of server names in the PS_SERVERDEFN table.

Example: PSNT
• Output destination type

(Optional) Specifies the type of output for the report: NONE, FILE, PRINTER, EMAIL, or WEB.
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Note:

 If you select EMAIL or WEB as the Output destination type, you can distribute the PeopleSoft report
electronically to operators, groups of people, or individuals. Use the Distribution page to specify your
distribution.

Example: WEB
• Output destination format

(Optional) Specifies the type of format for the report output. PeopleSoft stores the list of output destination
formats in the PSXLATITEM table.

Example: CSV
• Output destination path

(Optional) Defines the path to the output directory. Enter a path to change the output location for FILE and
PRINTER output destination types. The path you define in this field overrides the default path defined by
the PeopleSoft system.

Example: \\CYBERMATION\Q-SUPPORT
• Time zone

(Optional) Specifies a different time zone for the report being run.

Example: Central Time (US)
• Arguments

(Optional) Defines an argument string of positional parameters to be appended to the PeopleSoft database.
Additional arguments that are specified in this field are appended in a parameter list.

Most parameters for a particular PeopleSoft job are specified in a parameter list in two database tables:

• PS_PRCSTYPEDEFN-Template for a process type
• PS_PRCSDEFN-Additional parameters for a particular process name

Example: -ORIENTL "SHARE"
• Skip parameter updates

(Optional) Indicates whether you want the Agent to update job parameters with data in the PS_PRCSDEFN
table. If you select Yes, the Agent does not update the parameters in the table.

Note:

 We recommend you skip parameter updates when some bind variables in the table PS_PRCSDEFN may
not be suitably defined. You can use the Arguments field to pass additional argument values.

• Disable restart

(Optional) Indicates whether to disable a restart feature for previously failed jobs from the point where the
job failed. By default, when a previously-failed job is resubmitted, it will restart from where it was stopped.

8. (Optional) Click Run Control Table List in the left pane to modify run control parameters.
The Run Control Table List page opens in the right pane.

9. Click Add.
A new row is added to the Run control table list table.

10. Complete the following fields as required:

• Run control table name

(Optional) Specifies the table name that contains the run parameters for a given PeopleSoft process.

Example: PS_AEREQUESTTBL
• Run control arguments

(Optional) Specifies the run parameters for a PeopleSoft process. Enter a list of argument values separated
by commas. You can include symbolic variables in your argument string.

Note:

You must surround arguments containing special characters with double quotation marks.
11. (Optional) Repeat the previous two steps to specify run control parameters in additional run control tables.
12. Click OK.

The PeopleSoft job is defined.
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Example: Add a Row of Process Parameters to a Run Control Table

Suppose you have a PeopleSoft run control table named PS_AEREQUESTTBL that contains the following
columns. You want to have the following run control data. The agent that runs the PeopleSoft job you define is
named PSAGENT. The process name you want the job to run is called XYZ and its process type is Application
Engine.

Column Data type Value

OPRID VARCHAR2(30) VP1

RUN_CNTL_ID VARCHAR2(30) test

AE_APPLID VARCHAR2(12) BI_WF_0001

CURTEMPINSTANCE NUMBER(38) 0

PROCESS_FREQUENCY VARCHAR2(1) O

AE_PROCESS_STATUS VARCHAR2(1) N

PROCESS_INSTANCE NUMBER(10) 0

PROCESS_ORIG VARCHAR2(1) N

LAST_RUN_DTM DATE null

MARKET VARCHAR2(3) b\

ASOF_DT DATE 2007-07-10 14:30:00

To add a row of process parameters to a run control table

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Agent name—PSAGENT
• Process name—XYZ
• Process type—Application Engine

2. Enter the following required information in the Other PS Parameters page:

• PS operator ID—VP1
• Run control ID—test

3. Open the Run Control Table List page.
4. Click Add and enter the following information in the first row of the table:

• Run control table—PS_AEREQUESTTBL
• Run control arguments—BI_WF_0001,0,O,N,0,N,,b\”,sysdate

5. Click OK.

This request adds the new row of values to the PS_AEREQUESTTBL run control table.

More information:

PeopleSoft Jobs
Distribute PeopleSoft Reports
Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords

 Distribute PeopleSoft Reports
If you select EMAIL or WEB as the Output destination type, you can distribute a PeopleSoft
report electronically to operators, groups of people, or individuals. Use the Distribution page to
specify your email distribution list, an email subject, and message text.
cwad121
HID_distribute_peoplesoft_reports
If you select EMAIL or WEB as the Output destination type, you can distribute a PeopleSoft report electronically to
operators, groups of people, or individuals. Use the Distribution page to specify your email distribution list, an email
subject, and message text.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the PeopleSoft job that runs the report you want to distribute.
The Basic page of the PeopleSoft dialog opens.
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2. Click Distribution in the left pane.
The Distribution page opens in the right pane.

Note:

 To enable the fields on this page, you must select EMAIL or WEB as the Output destination type on the Other
PS Parameters page.

3. Specify the following distribution information:

• Folder name

(Optional) Defines a report folder name for the contents of this distribution list.

Example: Month-end
• Use default distribution

(Optional) Sends the output report to the operator ID you specified in the PS operator ID field in the Other PS
Parameters page.

Note:

 Select this option to avoid specifying a distribution list of operator IDs.
• User distribution list

(Optional) Specifies an operator ID to send the output report to.
• Roles distribution list

(Optional) Specifies the name to represent the role of the individual who is receiving the report.
• Email with log

(Optional) Emails job logs along with the report to a recipient on the distribution list.
• Email web report

(Optional) Emails a web report along with the report to a recipient on the distribution list.
• Email subject

(Optional) Defines the subject title.

Example: Month-end report
• Message text

(Optional) Defines the email body text.

Example: The report is available for distribution
• Email address list

(Optional) Specifies the email address for a recipient on a distribution list.

Example: jsmith@anycompany.com
4. Click OK.

The PeopleSoft report distribution information is defined.

 Remote Execution Jobs
Remote Execution jobs let you run commands on a remote UNIX, HP Integrity NonStop, and
OpenVMS computer through Secure Shell (SSH2) or Telnet.
cwad121
HID_remote_execution_jobs
Remote Execution jobs let you run commands on a remote UNIX, HP Integrity NonStop, and OpenVMS computer
through Secure Shell (SSH2) or Telnet.

Note:

To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for Remote
Execution. The CA WA Agent for Remote Execution supports only remote target environments of UNIX, HP
Integrity NonStop, and OpenVMS.

 Define a Remote Execution Job
You can define a Remote Execution (PROXY) job to run commands to a remote UNIX, HP
Integrity NonStop, and OpenVMS computer through Telnet or Secure Shell (SSH2).
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cwad121
HID_define_remote_execution_job
You can define a Remote Execution (PROXY) job to run commands to a remote UNIX, HP Integrity NonStop, and
OpenVMS computer through Telnet or Secure Shell (SSH2).

Note:

• HP-UX supports only SSH2 protocol.
• To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for

Remote Execution. The CA WA Agent for Remote Execution supports only remote target environments of UNIX,
HP Integrity NonStop, and OpenVMS.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the Remote Execution job in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The Remote Execution icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the Remote Execution icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Remote Execution dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name 
Specifies the name of the agent that runs the Remote Execution job.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• Remote target
Specifies the name of the custom properties (remote_target.properties) file that is created on the agent for
the remote system. The file contains the default user credentials that are used to monitor all jobs run on the
target machine by the agent. The name should not include the .properties extension.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive; valid characters are letters, numbers, and underscore (_); the
first character must be a letter

5. Click Add in the Remote commands section, and specify a command or script to run on the remote computer.
6. (Optional) Repeat the previous step to specify additional commands or scripts to run.

Note:  You cannot run multiple UNIX commands in a Remote Execution job.
7. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• User
Specifies the user ID that has the authority to run the job. The user must be defined in the Topology.
This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your
administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.
Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all Remote Execution jobs by setting the
default.user property in the custom properties file for the remote system. The value you specify in the
job definition overrides the default value in the custom properties file.

• Spool file
Specifies the path to the spool file when you do not want to use the default location. If a spool file is
specified, it overwrites a previous spool file with the same name unless you specify to append by beginning
the name with >>.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive; valid characters are a-z, A-Z, 0-9, and delimiters
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Note:

• Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all Remote Execution jobs by setting the
spoolHome property in the custom properties file for the remote system. The value you specify in the job
definition overrides the default value in the custom properties file.

• The operating system or file system may impose additional requirements on the value, such as using
valid path and file name notation.

8. (Optional) Click Submit Modifier in the left pane to specify commands that you want to run prior to executing
the commands on the remote system. Running these setup commands provides additional flexibility to pass
additional information to commands executed on the target system.
The Submit Modifier page opens in the right pane.

9. Click Add, and then enter the appropriate command or option.

Note:  The syntax and option requirements of the target system job apply.
10. (Optional) Repeat the previous step to specify additional setup commands.
11. Click OK.

The Remote Execution job is defined.

Example: Run the ls Command on a Remote System 

This example executes the ls command on the hpserver remote system. Additionally, it specifies a spool file
location other than the agent default without overwriting previous spool files with the same name.

 To run the command on a Remote System 

1. Enter the following required information in the Basic page:

• Name—ls_cmd
• Agent name—PROXYAGENT
• Remote command—ls
• Remote target—hpserver

Note:  A properties file with the same name as the Remote target must exist on the agent machine.
2. Enter >>/home/user1/test/ls.out in the Spool file field.
3. Click Submit modifier in the left pane.
4. Click Add, and then enter pwd;set>/u1/user1/setTest.out in the table.
5. Click OK.

More information: 

Remote Execution Jobs 

 SAP Jobs
SAP jobs let you run SAP workload.
cwad121
HID_sap_jobs
SAP jobs let you run SAP workload.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
SAP.

You can define the following SAP jobs:

• SAP-Batch Input Session
Imports data from external systems to the SAP system.

• SAP-BW Info Package
Transfers data from a data source to an SAP Business Warehouse system.

• SAP-BW Process Chain
Creates Process Chains on the SAP system.

• SAP-Data Archiving
Stores information in an SAP Archiving Object.

• SAP-Event
Monitors and triggers SAP events.

• SAP-Job Copy
Copies an existing SAP R/3 job.
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• SAP-Process Monitor
Monitors for a specific SAP process status.

• SAP-R3
Schedules an SAP R/3 job on your SAP system.

 Set Up a Connection to Your SAP System
You can configure the Define perspective to connect directly to your SAP system interface.
cwad121
HID_setup_connection_sap_system
You can configure the Define perspective to connect directly to your SAP system interface.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select Window, Preferences from the main menu.
The Preferences dialog opens.

2. Click Desktop Client, Define Perspective, SAP GUI Parameters in the left pane.
The SAP GUI Parameters page opens in the right pane.

3. Complete the fields as appropriate:

• User ID 

Specifies the user name to use to log on to the SAP system. The user must be defined in the Topology.
This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your
administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Limits: 32 or fewer characters

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default user name. If specified, this field
overrides the default.

•  Password
Specifies your SAP connection password.

•  RFC Destination 

Specifies the destination value for the Remote Function Call (RFC) connection and gateway information.

Note:

This field is optional if the agentparm.txt file defines a default destination in the sap.default.destination
parameter. If specified, this field overrides the default.

•  Client 

Specifies a three-digit number that identifies the SAP client.

 Example: 800

Note:

This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default client. If specified, this field overrides
the default.

• Language 

Specifies the language to use to log on to the SAP system.

Example: EN for English
• Path to sapshcut.exe

Specifies the executable file name (with the entire path) from the installed SAP interface that CA WA
Desktop Client invokes to create or modify a variant.
Default: c:\Program Files\SAPpc\sapgui\sapshcut.exe

4. Click OK.
The connection to your SAP system is set.
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 Filtering, Listing, and Copying Jobs on Your SAP System
You can filter and list jobs running on your SAP system, copy them into your Application, and
schedule them on the CA Workload Automation DE server. Reusing jobs saves time and effort.
You can reuse existing jobs and modify their properties as required instead of defining the
properties of new jobs from scratch.
cwad121
HID_filter_list_copy_jobs_sap_system
You can filter and list jobs running on your SAP system, copy them into your Application, and schedule them on the
CA Workload Automation DE server. Reusing jobs saves time and effort. You can reuse existing jobs and modify
their properties as required instead of defining the properties of new jobs from scratch.

Your SAP system may contain thousands of individual jobs. You can save time by creating filters for jobs you
search for and work with frequently. For example, you might want to create filters for jobs with specific names
created by specific users. Using a job filter also lets your system return the requested jobs more quickly and with a
lower probability of disturbing system performance.

Note:  The CA Workload Automation DE server may need to connect to an FTP server on the agent site depending
on the amount of data it retrieves. If your administrator has not configured your user ID and password for the FTP
site, or it changed, you are prompted for it.

You can filter and list SAP-R3, SAP-Batch Input Session (BDC), SAP-Business Warehouse Info Package, and
SAP-Business Warehouse Process Chain jobs.

 Filter and List SAP-Batch Input Session Jobs
You can filter and list SAP-Batch Input Session jobs running on your SAP system, copy them
into your Application, update them as required, and schedule them on the server.
cwad121
HID_filter_list_sap_batch_input_session_jobs
You can filter and list SAP-Batch Input Session jobs running on your SAP system, copy them into your Application,
update them as required, and schedule them on the server.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Define perspective.
2. Click the drop-down arrow beside the SAP Views icon in the menu bar, and select BDC Select from the drop-

down menu.
The BDC Select dialog opens.

3. Right-click in the filter listing, and select Add from the pop-up menu.
The New filter dialog opens.

4. Complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Filter name 

Defines the name of a new filter.
• Connection name 

Indicates the active server connection.
5. Complete the following fields in the SAP Logon information section as appropriate:

• Agent name 

Specifies the name of the SAP Agent.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• RFC Destination 

Specifies the destination value for the Remote Function Call (RFC) connection and gateway information.

Note:

This field is optional if the agentparm.txt file defines a default destination in the sap.default.destination
parameter. If specified, this field overrides the default.

• User name 
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Specifies the user name to use to log on to the SAP system. The user must be defined in the Topology.
This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your
administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Limits: 32 or fewer characters

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default user name. If specified, this field
overrides the default.

• Client 

Specifies a three-digit number that identifies the SAP client.

Example: 800

Note:

This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default client. If specified, this field overrides
the default.

6. Complete the following required fields in the Filtering criteria section as appropriate:

• SAP job name 

Specifies the SAP job name that you want to filter on.

Note:

You must include a wildcard for a partial name. For example, PROD* matches all job names that start with
PROD.

• SAP user name 

Specifies the SAP user name that you want to filter on.

Note:

You must include a wildcard for a partial name. For example, CYB* matches all user names that start with
CYB.

7. (Optional) Specify the advanced filtering options with the following steps:

1.1 Click Advanced.
The Advanced filtering criteria dialog opens.

2.1 Complete the fields as appropriate.

Note:  Your SAP system may contain thousands of individual jobs. The more specific the filtering criteria,
the more fitting the returned jobs are.

3.1 Click OK.
8. Click Save and List.

A list of SAP-Batch Input Session jobs that satisfy your filter is generated.

More information: 

Filtering and Listing Jobs on Your SAP System 

 Filter and List SAP-BW Info Package Jobs
You can filter and list SAP-BW Info Package jobs running on your SAP system, copy them into
your Application, update them as required, and schedule them on the server.
cwad121
HID_filter_list_sap_bw_info_package_jobs
You can filter and list SAP-BW Info Package jobs running on your SAP system, copy them into your Application,
update them as required, and schedule them on the server.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Define perspective.
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2. Click the drop-down arrow beside the SAP Views icon in the menu bar, and select BWIP Select from the drop-
down menu.
The BWIP Select dialog opens.

3. Right-click in the filter listing, and select Add from the pop-up menu.
The New filter dialog opens.

4. Complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Filter name 

Defines the name of a new filter.
• Connection name 

Indicates the active server connection.
5. Complete the following fields in the SAP Logon information section as appropriate:

• Agent name 

Specifies the name of the SAP Agent.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• RFC Destination 

Specifies the destination value for the Remote Function Call (RFC) connection and gateway information.

Note:

This field is optional if the agentparm.txt file defines a default destination in the sap.default.destination
parameter. If specified, this field overrides the default.

• User name 

Specifies the user name to use to log on to the SAP system. The user must be defined in the Topology.
This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your
administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Limits: 32 or fewer characters

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default user name. If specified, this field
overrides the default.

• Client 

Specifies a three-digit number that identifies the SAP client.

Example: 800

Note:

This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default client. If specified, this field overrides
the default.

6. Complete the following fields in the BW Info Package search criteria section as appropriate:

• Description from
Defines the range of the description selection criteria.

• Info Source from
Defines the range of the info source selection criteria.

• Source System from
Defines the range of the source system selection criteria.

• Data Source from
Defines the range of the data source selection criteria.

Note:  You can use the corresponding field to specify the high value of a range. For example, an info source
range of A* to C* returns all Business Warehouse Info Packages that start with A, B, or C.

7. Click Save and List.
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A list of SAP-BW Info Package jobs that satisfy your filter is generated.

More information: 

Filtering and Listing Jobs on Your SAP System 

 Filter and List SAP-BW Process Chain Jobs
You can filter and list SAP-BW Process Chain jobs running on your SAP system, copy them into
your Application, update them as required, and schedule them on the server.
cwad121
HID_filter_list_sap_bw_process_chain_jobs
You can filter and list SAP-BW Process Chain jobs running on your SAP system, copy them into your Application,
update them as required, and schedule them on the server.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Define perspective.
2. Click the drop-down arrow beside the SAP icon in the menu bar, and select BWPC Select from the drop-down

menu.
The BWPC Select dialog opens.

3. Right-click in the filter listing, and select Add from the pop-up menu.
The New filter dialog opens.

4. Complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Filter name 

Defines the name of a new filter.
• Connection name 

Indicates the active server connection.
5. Complete the following fields in the SAP Logon information section as appropriate:

• Agent name 

Specifies the name of the SAP Agent.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• RFC Destination 

Specifies the destination value for the Remote Function Call (RFC) connection and gateway information.

Note:

This field is optional if the agentparm.txt file defines a default destination in the sap.default.destination
parameter. If specified, this field overrides the default.

• User name 

Specifies the user name to use to log on to the SAP system. The user must be defined in the Topology.
This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your
administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Limits: 32 or fewer characters

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default user name. If specified, this field
overrides the default.

• Client 

Specifies a three-digit number that identifies the SAP client.

Example: 800

Note:
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This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default client. If specified, this field overrides
the default.

6. Complete the following fields in the BW Process Chain search criteria section as appropriate:

• Process Chain name
(Optional) Specifies the process chain name that you want to filter on.

Note:

You must include a wildcard for a partial name. For example, PC* matches all process chains that start with
PC.

• Process description
(Optional) Specifies the process description that you want to filter on.

Note:  You must include a wildcard for a partial name. For example, PC_* matches all process descriptions
that start with PC_.

7. Click Save and List.
A list of SAP-BW Process Chain jobs that satisfy your filter is generated.

More information: 

Filtering and Listing Jobs on Your SAP System 

 Filter and List SAP-R3 Jobs
You can filter and list SAP-R3 jobs running on your SAP system, copy them into your
Application, update them as required, and schedule them on the server.
cwad121
HID_filter_list_sapr3_jobs
You can filter and list SAP-R3 jobs running on your SAP system, copy them into your Application, update them as
required, and schedule them on the server.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Define perspective.
2. Click the drop-down arrow beside the SAP Views icon in the menu bar, and select SAP R3 Select from the drop-

down menu.
The SAP R3 Select dialog opens.

3. Right-click in the filter listing, and select Add from the pop-up menu.
The New filter dialog opens.

4. Complete the following fields as appropriate:

•  Filter name 

Defines the name of a new filter.
• Connection name 

Indicates the active server connection.
5. Complete the following fields in the SAP Logon information section as appropriate:

• Agent name 

Specifies the name of the SAP Agent.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• RFC Destination 

Specifies the destination value for the Remote Function Call (RFC) connection and gateway information.

Note:

This field is optional if the agentparm.txt file defines a default destination in the sap.default.destination
parameter. If specified, this field overrides the default.

• User name 
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Specifies the user name to use to log on to the SAP system. The user must be defined in the Topology.
This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your
administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Limits: 32 or fewer characters

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default user name. If specified, this field
overrides the default.

• Client 

Specifies a three-digit number that identifies the SAP client.

Example: 800

Note:

This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default client. If specified, this field overrides
the default.

6. Complete the following fields in the Filtering criteria section as appropriate:

• SAP job name 

Specifies the SAP job name that you want to filter on.

Note:

You must include a wildcard for a partial name. For example, PROD* matches all job names that start with
PROD.

• SAP user name 

Specifies the SAP user name that you want to filter on.

Note:

You must include a wildcard for a partial name. For example, CYB* matches all user names that start with
CYB.

7. (Optional) Specify advanced filtering options with the following steps:

1.1 Click Advanced.
The Advanced filtering criteria dialog opens.

2.1 Complete the fields as appropriate.

Note:  Your SAP system may contain thousands of individual jobs. The more specific the filtering criteria,
the more fitting the returned jobs are.

3.1 Click OK.
8. Click Save and List.

A list of SAP-R3 jobs that satisfy your filter is generated.

Example: Use Advanced Filtering 

Suppose that you want to list only jobs that finished running between June 1, 2006 and June 30, 2006, between the
hours of 12 p.m. and 5 p.m.

To use advanced filtering 

1. Open the Advanced filtering criteria dialog.
2. Select the From date check box, and select June 1, 2006 from the From date drop-down list using the calendar.
3. Select the From time check box, and select 12:00:00 PM from the From time text box using the up and down

arrows.
4. Select the To date check box, and select June 30, 2006 from the To date drop-down list using the calendar.
5. Select the To time check box, and select 5:00:00 PM from the To time text box using the up and down arrows.
6. Click OK.

More information: 

Filtering and Listing Jobs on Your SAP System 
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 Copy Jobs Defined on Your SAP System to Your Application
After defining a filter, you can list the jobs on the SAP system that match your filter criteria. You
can then select the jobs you want to reuse, copy them into your Application, and update their job
definitions as required.
cwad121
HID_copy_jobs_sap_systems
After defining a filter, you can list the jobs on the SAP system that match your filter criteria. You can then select the
jobs you want to reuse, copy them into your Application, and update their job definitions as required.

Follow these steps:

1. Filter and list the relevant jobs in the Define perspective.
A list of SAP jobs that satisfy your filter is generated.

2. Select the job you want to copy into your Application, and drag and drop the job onto the Application workspace.
The job definition is retrieved from the SAP system and the appropriate icon is added to the Application
workspace.

3. Right-click the SAP icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

4. Modify the fields as required, and click OK.
The SAP job is copied to your Application.

More information:

Filtering and Listing Jobs on Your SAP System

 Define an SAP-Batch Input Session Job
You can define an SAP-Batch Input Session job to import large amounts of data from external
systems to the SAP system.
cwad121
HID_define_sap_batch_input_session_job
You can define an SAP-Batch Input Session job to import large amounts of data from external systems to the SAP
system.

To schedule an SAP-Batch Input Session job, you first define an ABAP that creates a Batch Input Session (BDC
ABAP) on the SAP system. Next, you schedule an SAP-Batch Input Session job in your scheduling manager to run
the BDC ABAP on the SAP system. After the job runs, the Batch Input Session starts the data transfer.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
SAP.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the SAP-Batch Input Session job from the SAP group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the
workspace.
The SAP-Batch Input Session icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the SAP-Batch Input Session icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the SAP-Batch Input Session dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign
($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable
introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the SAP Agent.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.
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• Job name

Specifies the name of the ABAP job that creates the BDC session on the SAP system.

Note:

You can view this job name on the SAP Job Overview window.
• Release Option

Specifies how the job is released, as follows:

• Immediately—Indicates that the job is released immediately. If no free background processing is
available, the job is not released and stays in the SAP job state Scheduled.

• As soon as possible—Indicates that the job is released as soon as possible.
• Do not release—Indicates that the job is not released. This option requires a manual process to release

the job. When the job is released, the agent detects the changed status and displays it.

Default: As soon as possible
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• RFC destination

Specifies the destination value for the Remote Function Call (RFC) connection and gateway information.

Note:

This field is optional if the agentparm.txt file defines a default destination in the sap.default.destination
parameter. If specified, this field overrides the default.

• User name

Specifies the user name to use to log on to the SAP system. The user must be defined in the Topology.
This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your
administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Limits: 32 or fewer characters

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default user name. If specified, this field
overrides the default.

• Client

Specifies a three-digit number that identifies the SAP client.

Example: 800

Note:

This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default client. If specified, this field overrides
the default.

• Language

(Optional) Specifies the language to use to log on to the SAP system.

Example: EN for English
• Job Class

Specifies the job class under which this job runs. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number of
initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process more jobs more quickly. For
higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.

Example: foo

Note:

To find out which job classes exist and how many initiators are assigned, ask your agent administrator to
check the initiators.class_n parameter in the agent parameter file (agentparm.txt).

• Target SAP System
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Specifies the name of the SAP system where this job runs. The target system identifies the name of the host
server where SAP runs.

Note:  To display a list of available SAP systems, click Refresh to the right of this field.
• Background destination

Specifies the name of the background server that will process the Batch Input Session.
• Minimum processed rate

Specifies the minimum acceptable process rate as a percentage of the total transactions. For example, a
processed rate of 95 means that the SAP-Batch Input Session job fails if less than 95 percent of transactions
are processed.

• Maximum error rate

Specifies the maximum acceptable error rate as a percentage of the total transactions. For example, an error
rate of 2 means that the SAP-Batch Input Session job fails if more than 2 percent of transactions contain
errors.

• Extended log

Indicates that the job generates advanced logging of the Batch Input Session.
6. Click Step Specifications in the left pane.

The Step Specifications page opens in the right pane.
7. Click Add and complete the following fields as appropriate to specify an ABAP (step):

• Name

Specifies the ABAP name.

Note:

To display the ABAPs defined on the SAP system, click View ABAPs. In the Get ABAP List dialog, enter the
search criteria in the ABAP name field and click Refresh. You can select the ABAP from the list.

• Variant

(Optional) Specifies a variant to pass to the ABAP.

Note:

• When you click Open SAP (GUI), if you are getting a validation error for Client and Language fields, go
to Window > Preferences to correct the values. However, the values specified in the Basic page take
precedence over the ones specified in Window > Preferences.

• In the SAP GUI Parameters page, the value of "Path to sapshcut.exe" the binary name must
be sapshcut.exe. Otherwise, it will throw an error. This can be edited at Window > Preferences.

• To view the variants defined on the SAP system, click View Variants. In the Get Variant List for ABAP
dialog, enter the search criteria in the Name field and click Refresh. You can select the variant from the
list. You can also edit the variant by clicking Edit variant.

• When retrieving the variant details, SAP does not return values for the following fields:
• Only for background processing
• Protect variant
• Only display in catalog

• Step user

(Optional) Specifies the user ID for the step.

Default: The user specified in the User name field on the Basic page
• Language

(Optional) Specifies the language to use to log on to the SAP system.

Example: EN for English

The ABAP is added to the Steps table.

Note:

• To update an ABAP (step), select the row in the Steps table and modify the fields in the ABAP program as
required.

• To delete an existing ABAP (step), select the row in the Steps table and click Delete.
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• To specify print or archive parameters for an ABAP, select a row in the Steps table, and click Print
Specifications. Specify the parameters in the Background Print Parameters dialog and click OK to save the
parameters for the current selected step.

• To send the SAP spool file by email on step completion or failure, select a row in the Steps table, and click
Additional Attributes. Specify the email recipients in the Step Attributes dialog and click OK to save the
recipients for the current selected step.

8. Click OK.
The SAP-Batch Input Session job is defined.

 Define an SAP-BW Info Package Job
You can define an SAP-BW Info Package job to transfer data from any data source into an SAP
Business Warehouse system. When the job runs, the data is transferred.
cwad121
HID_define_sap_bw_info_package_job
You can define an SAP-BW Info Package job to transfer data from any data source into an SAP Business
Warehouse system. When the job runs, the data is transferred.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
SAP.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the SAP-BW Info Package job from the SAP group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the
workspace.
The SAP-BW Info Package job icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the SAP-BW Info Package icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the SAP-BW Info Package dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign
($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable
introducer character.

• Agent name 

Specifies the name of the SAP Agent.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• Info package 

Specifies the name of the Info Package.

Note:

To display a list of Info Packages defined on the SAP system, click Refresh. To modify an Info Package,
specify an Info Package in this field and click Details. On the Info Package Details dialog, modify the Info
Package and click OK. When the job runs, the server modifies the Info Package before submitting the Info
Package job on the SAP system.

5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• RFC destination 

Specifies the destination value for the Remote Function Call (RFC) connection and gateway information.

Note:

This field is optional if the agentparm.txt file defines a default destination in the sap.default.destination
parameter. If specified, this field overrides the default.

• User name 
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Specifies the user name to use to log on to the SAP system. The user must be defined in the Topology.
This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your
administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Limits: 32 or fewer characters

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default user name. If specified, this field
overrides the default.

• Client 

Specifies a three-digit number that identifies the SAP client.

Example: 800

Note:

This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default client. If specified, this field overrides
the default.

• Language 

Specifies the language to use to log on to the SAP system.

 Example: EN for English
• Job name 

Specifies the name of the Business Warehouse Info Package job on the SAP system.
6. Click OK.

The SAP-BW Info Package job is defined.

More Information: 

Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords 

 Define an SAP-BW Process Chain Job
You can define an SAP-BW Process Chain job to run a sequence of background processes on
the SAP system. Some SAP processes trigger events that can start other processes. An SAP-
BW Process Chain job runs the individual processes in the chain as job steps.
cwad121
HID_define_sap_bw_process_chain_job
You can define an SAP-BW Process Chain job to run a sequence of background processes on the SAP system.
Some SAP processes trigger events that can start other processes. An SAP-BW Process Chain job runs the
individual processes in the chain as job steps.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
SAP.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the SAP-BW Process Chain job from the SAP group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the
workspace.
The SAP-BW Process Chain job icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the SAP-BW Process Chain icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the SAP-BW Process Chain dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
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Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign
($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable
introducer character.

• Agent name 

Specifies the name of the SAP Agent.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• Chain identifier 

Specifies the name of the Process Chain.

Note:

To display a list of Process Chains defined on the SAP system, click Refresh.
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• RFC destination 

Specifies the destination value for the Remote Function Call (RFC) connection and gateway information.

Note:

This field is optional if the agentparm.txt file defines a default destination in the sap.default.destination
parameter. If specified, this field overrides the default.

• User name 

Specifies the user name to use to log on to the SAP system. The user must be defined in the Topology.
This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your
administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Limits: 32 or fewer characters

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default user name. If specified, this field
overrides the default.

• Client 

Specifies a three-digit number that identifies the SAP client.

Example: 800

Note:

This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default client. If specified, this field overrides
the default.

• Language 

Specifies the language to use to log on to the SAP system.

Example: EN for English
6. Click OK.

The SAP-BW Process Chain job is defined.

More Information: 

Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords 

 Define an SAP-Data Archiving Job
You can define an SAP-Data Archiving job to store information described in an SAP Archiving
Object into an SAP data archive.
cwad121
HID_define_sap_data_archive_job
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You can define an SAP-Data Archiving job to store information described in an SAP Archiving Object into an SAP
data archive.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
SAP.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the SAP-Data Archiving job from the SAP group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The SAP-Data Archiving job icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the SAP-Data Archiving icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the SAP-Data Archiving dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign
($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable
introducer character.

• Agent name 

Specifies the name of the SAP Agent.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

•  Archiving object 

Specifies the name of the Archiving object.

Note:

To display a list of Archiving objects defined on the SAP system, click Refresh to the right of this field.
• Variant 

Specifies the name of the Archiving object variant.

Note:

To display a list of Archiving objects variants defined on the SAP system, click Refresh to the right of this
field.

5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• RFC destination 

Specifies the destination value for the Remote Function Call (RFC) connection and gateway information.

Note:

This field is optional if the agentparm.txt file defines a default destination in the sap.default.destination
parameter. If specified, this field overrides the default.

• User name 

Specifies the user name to use to log on to the SAP system. The user must be defined in the Topology.
This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your
administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Limits: 32 or fewer characters

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default user name. If specified, this field
overrides the default.

• Client 
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Specifies a three-digit number that identifies the SAP client.

Example: 800

Note:

This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default client. If specified, this field overrides
the default.

• Language 

Specifies the language to use to log on to the SAP system.

Example: EN for English
• Target SAP system 

Specifies the name of the SAP system where this job runs. The target system identifies the name of the
host server where SAP runs.

Note:  To display a list of available SAP systems, click Refresh to the right of this field.
6. Click Print Specifications.

The Background Print Parameters dialog opens.
7. Complete the following required fields as appropriate:

• Output device 

Specifies the name of the output device.

Note:

To display a list of available printers, click Refresh to the right of this field.
• Archiving mode 

Indicates whether you want to specify only print parameters, only archive parameters, or both print and
archive parameters.

Default: Print only

Note:

If you select the Archive only or Print and archive options, you must also click Archive Parameters
and enter values in the Object type, Document type, and Information fields in the Background Archive
Parameters dialog.

8. (Optional) Complete the remaining fields in the dialog as appropriate.
9. (Optional) Click Archive Parameters, complete the remaining fields in the dialog as appropriate, and click OK.
10. Click OK twice.

The SAP-Data Archiving job is defined.

More Information: 

Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords 

 Define an SAP-Event Job
You can define an SAP-Event job to schedule workload based on the activity of an SAP event or
trigger an SAP event at the appropriate time in your schedule.
cwad121
HID_define_sap_event_job
You can define an SAP-Event job to schedule workload based on the activity of an SAP event or trigger an SAP
event at the appropriate time in your schedule.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
SAP.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the SAP-Event job from the SAP group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The SAP-Event job icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the SAP-Event icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the SAP-Event dialog opens.
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4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign
($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable
introducer character.

• Agent name 

Specifies the name of the SAP Agent.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• Name (SAP Event information section) 

Specifies the name of the SAP event.
•  Action 

Indicates whether the job monitors an SAP event or triggers an SAP event.

 Default: Monitor for SAP Event
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• RFC Destination 

Specifies the destination value for the Remote Function Call (RFC) connection and gateway information.

Note:

This field is optional if the agentparm.txt file defines a default destination in the sap.default.destination
parameter. If specified, this field overrides the default.

• User name 

Specifies the user name to use to log on to the SAP system. The user must be defined in the Topology.
This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your
administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Limits: 32 or fewer characters

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default user name. If specified, this field
overrides the default.

• Client 

Specifies a three-digit number that identifies the SAP client.

Example: 800

Note:

This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default client. If specified, this field overrides
the default.

• Language 

Specifies the language to use to log on to the SAP system.

Example: EN for English
• Parameter 

Specifies the name of the event parameter such as job name or job count.

Note:

ESP dSeries Workload Automation and SAP consider event names with different event parameters to be
different events.

• Alert 
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Specifies the name of the Alert that the server triggers when the job detects the triggering (raising) of the
SAP event.

Note:  This field applies only to the monitoring of SAP Events. If you specify an Alert, the job monitors
continuously and the server sends the Alert every time the job detects the triggering (raising) of the SAP
event.

6. Click OK.
The SAP-Event job is defined.

More information: 

Continuous Monitoring Usage
Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords 

 Define an SAP-Job Copy Job
You can define an SAP-Job Copy job to copy an existing SAP R/3 job.
cwad121
HID_define_jobcopy_job
You can define an SAP-Job Copy job to copy an existing SAP R/3 job.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
SAP.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the SAP-Job Copy job from the SAP group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The SAP-Job Copy job icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the SAP-Job Copy icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the SAP-Job Copy dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name 

Specifies the name of the SAP Agent.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• Job count 

Specifies the job count of the SAP-R3 job you want to copy.
• Job name 

Specifies the name of the SAP-R3 job you want to copy.
• Release Option 

Specifies how the job is released, as follows:

• Immediately—Indicates that the job is released immediately. If no free background processing is
available, the job is not released and stays in the SAP job state Scheduled.

• As soon as possible—Indicates that the job is released as soon as possible.
• Do not release—Indicates that the job is not released. This option requires a manual process to release

the job. When the job is released, the agent detects the changed status and displays it.

Default: As soon as possible
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• RFC destination 
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Specifies the destination value for the Remote Function Call (RFC) connection and gateway information.

Note:

This field is optional if the agentparm.txt file defines a default destination in the sap.default.destination
parameter. If specified, this field overrides the default.

• User name 

Specifies the user name to use to log on to the SAP system. The user must be defined in the Topology.
This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your
administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Limits: 32 or fewer characters

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default user name. If specified, this field
overrides the default.

• Client 

Specifies a three-digit number that identifies the SAP client.

Example: 800

Note:

This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default client. If specified, this field overrides
the default.

• Language 

Specifies the language to use to log on to the SAP system.

Example: EN for English
• Step number 

Specifies the number of the first step to start copying job data from.

Limits: 0-highest step number

Note:

If you specify 0 or 1, all steps are copied.
• Target job name 

Specifies the name of the target (new) job.

Default: Source job specified in the Name field
• Target SAP system 

Specifies the name of the SAP system where this job runs. The target system identifies the name of the host
server where SAP runs.

Note:  To display a list of available SAP systems, click Refresh to the right of this field.
• Success Message 

Defines the text string or regular expression to match within the job's output file to indicate job success. If the
success message appears in the output file, the job will be marked as completed even if it fails on the SAP
system. The next job is released.

• Failure Message 

Defines the text string or regular expression to match within the job's output file to indicate job failure. If the
failure message appears in the output file, the job will be marked as failed even if it succeeds on the SAP
system. The next job is not released.

• Web posting 

Indicates whether to post the SAP job log and spool on the web.
• Monitor children 
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Indicates whether to monitor the children of the job. The job completes successfully only if it and all of its
children complete successfully.

6. Click OK.
The SAP-Job Copy job is defined.

More Information: 

Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords
Using Success and Failure Messages within an SAP Job Definition 

 Define an SAP-Process Monitor Job
You can define an SAP-Process Monitor job to monitor for a specific SAP process status. The
SAP-Process Monitor job can monitor continuously or end after the first detection of a process.
You can use SAP-Process Monitor jobs to set up predecessor or dependent job relationships
with other jobs or SAP processes.
cwad121
HID_sap_process_monitor_job
You can define an SAP-Process Monitor job to monitor for a specific SAP process status. The SAP-Process
Monitor job can monitor continuously or end after the first detection of a process. You can use SAP-Process
Monitor jobs to set up predecessor or dependent job relationships with other jobs or SAP processes.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
SAP.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the SAP-Process Monitor job from the SAP group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The SAP-Process Monitor job icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the SAP-Process Monitor icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the SAP-Process Monitor dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign
($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable
introducer character.

• Agent name 

Specifies the name of the SAP Agent.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• Process status 

Indicates the status of the processes to be monitored (Waiting, Running, or Stopped).
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• RFC Destination 

Specifies the destination value for the Remote Function Call (RFC) connection and gateway information.

Note:

This field is optional if the agentparm.txt file defines a default destination in the sap.default.destination
parameter. If specified, this field overrides the default.

• User name 

Specifies the user name to use to log on to the SAP system. The user must be defined in the Topology.
This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your
administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.
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Limits: 32 or fewer characters

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default user name. If specified, this field
overrides the default.

• Client 

Specifies a three-digit number that identifies the SAP client.

Example: 800

Note:

This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default client. If specified, this field overrides
the default.

• Language 

Specifies the language to use to log on to the SAP system.

Example: EN for English
• Process user 

Specifies an SAP user to associate with the job the process runs when a process matches the specified
process status.

Note:

This field does not apply to the Waiting process status.
• Process client 

Specifies the client monitored for the Running or Stopped process status.

Note:

This field does not apply to the Waiting process status.
• Process type 

Indicates the SAP business process type to monitor. Select one of the following process types:

• DIA—dialog
• UPD—update
• ENQ—lock
• BGD—background
• SPO—spool
• UP2—update2

• Target SAP system 

Specifies the name of the SAP system where this job runs. The target system identifies the name of the host
server where SAP runs.

Note:  To display a list of available SAP systems, click Refresh to the right of this field.
• ABAP 

Specifies the name of the ABAP program on the SAP system.

Note:

This field does not apply to the Waiting process status.
• Alert 

Specifies the name of the Alert that the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server triggers when the specified
process status and type are detected.

Note:

If you specify an Alert, the job monitors continuously and the server sends the Alert every time the job
detects the triggering (raising) of the SAP event.

6. Click OK.
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The SAP-Process Monitor job is defined.

More information: 

Continuous Monitoring Usage
Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords 

 Define an SAP-R3 Job
You can define an SAP-R3 job to schedule an SAP R/3 job on your SAP system.
cwad121
HID_define_sapr3_job
You can define an SAP-R3 job to schedule an SAP R/3 job on your SAP system.

Note:

To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for SAP.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the SAP-R3 job from the SAP group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The SAP-R3 job icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the SAP-R3 icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the SAP-R3 dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign
($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable
introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the SAP Agent.

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the agents that are defined in the Topology for the specified job type.
• Job name

Specifies the SAP job name that identifies the workload within the SAP system.
Limits: 32 alphanumeric characters; can include spaces, periods, and the characters @, $, and #

• Release Option

Specifies how the job is released, as follows:

• Immediately—Indicates that the job is released immediately. If no free background processing is
available, the job is not released and stays in the SAP job state Scheduled.

• As soon as possible—Indicates that the job is released as soon as possible.
• Do not release—Indicates that the job is not released. This option requires a manual process to release

the job. When the job is released, the agent detects the changed status and displays it.

Default: As soon as possible
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• RFC Destination

Specifies the destination value for the Remote Function Call (RFC) connection and gateway information.

Note:

This field is optional if the agentparm.txt file defines a default destination in the sap.default.destination
parameter. If specified, this field overrides the default.

• User name

Specifies the user name to use to log on to the SAP system. The user must be defined in the Topology.
This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your
administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.
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Limits: 32 or fewer characters

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a defaultuser name. If specified, this field
overrides the default.

• Client

Specifies a three-digit number that identifies the SAP client.

Example: 800

Note:

This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default client. If specified, this field overrides
the default.

• Language

Specifies the language to use to log on to the SAP system.
Example: EN for English

• Job Class

Specifies the job class under which this job runs. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number of
initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process more jobs more quickly. For
higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.

Example: foo

Note:

To find out which job classes exist and how many initiators are assigned, ask your agent administrator to
check the initiators.class_n parameter in the agent parameter file (agentparm.txt).

• Target SAP System

Specifies the name of the SAP system where this job runs. The target system identifies the name of the host
server where SAP runs.

Note:

To display a list of available SAP systems, click Refresh to the right of this field.
• Success Message

Defines the text string or regular expression to match within the job's output file to indicate job success. If the
success message appears in the output file, the job will be marked as completed even if it fails on the SAP
system. The next job is released.

• Failure Message

Defines the text string or regular expression to match within the job's output file to indicate job failure. If the
failure message appears in the output file, the job will be marked as failed even if it succeeds on the SAP
system. The next job is not released.

• Web posting

Indicates whether to post the SAP job log and spool on the web.
• Monitor children

Indicates whether to monitor the children of the job. The job completes successfully only if it and all of its
children complete successfully.

6. Click Step Specifications in the left pane.
The Step Specifications page opens in the right pane.

7. Click Add and complete the following fields as appropriate to specify an ABAP (step).

• Name

Specifies the ABAP name.

Note:
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To display the ABAPs defined on the SAP system, click View ABAPs. In the Get ABAP List dialog, enter the
search criteria in the ABAP name field and click Refresh. You can select the ABAP from the list.

• Variant

(Optional) Specifies a variant to pass to the ABAP.

Note:

• When you click Open SAP (GUI), if you are getting a validation error for Client and Language fields, go
to Window > Preferences to correct the values. However, the values specified in the Basic page take
precedence over the ones specified in Window > Preferences.

• In the SAP GUI Parameters page, the value of "Path to sapshcut.exe" the binary name must
be sapshcut.exe. Otherwise, it will throw an error. This can be edited at Window > Preferences.

• To view the variants defined on the SAP system, click View Variants. In the Get Variant List for ABAP
dialog, enter the search criteria in the Name field and click Refresh. You can select the variant from the
list. You can also edit the variant by clicking Edit variant.

• When retrieving the variant details, SAP does not return values for the following fields:
• Only for background processing
• Protect variant
• Only display in catalog

• Step user

(Optional) Specifies the user ID for the step.
Default: The user specified in the User name field on the Basic page

• Language

(Optional) Specifies the language to use to log on to the SAP system.
Example: EN for English

The ABAP is added to the Steps table.

Note:

• To update an ABAP (step), select the row in the Steps table and modify the fields in the ABAP program as
required.

• To create a copy of an existing ABAP (step), select a row in the Steps table and click Copy. Modify the fields
in the ABAP program as required.

• To delete an existing ABAP (step), select a row in the Steps table and click Delete.
• To specify print or archive parameters for an ABAP, select a row in the Steps table, and click Print

Specifications. Specify the parameters in the Background Print Parameters dialog and click OK to save the
parameters for the current selected step.

• To send the SAP spool file by email on step completion or failure, select a row in the Steps table, and click
Additional Attributes. Specify the email recipients in the Step Attributes dialog and click OK to save the
recipients for the current selected step.

8. (Optional) Repeat the previous step to add additional ABAPs (steps).

Note:  When defining an SAP-R3 job, try to limit the number of steps (ABAPs) to one per job. If you run a job
and one of the ABAPs fails, the job is marked as failed. If the ABAP fails, you cannot re-run the ABAP without
re-running the whole job.

9. Click OK.
The SAP-R3 job is defined.

More Information:

Define Recipients for the Job's Output
Define Print or Archive Parameters for a Step
Send the SAP Spool File by Email on Step Completion or Failure
Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords
Using Success and Failure Messages within an SAP Job Definition

 Using Success and Failure Messages within an SAP Job Definition
You can check an SAP job's output for specific text strings to determine whether the job is a
success or a failure. You specify the text string in the success message or failure message
fields within the job definition. For example, suppose when you cancel an SAP job you want
it to complete to release its successor job. You can specify the text string 'Job canceled' as a
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success message in the job definition. When you cancel the job, the agent checks the job's
spool file, finds a match for 'Job canceled' and marks the job as complete.
cwad121
HID_using_messages_sap
You can check an SAP job's output for specific text strings to determine whether the job is a success or a failure.
You specify the text string in the success message or failure message fields within the job definition. For example,
suppose when you cancel an SAP job you want it to complete to release its successor job. You can specify the text
string 'Job canceled' as a success message in the job definition. When you cancel the job, the agent checks the
job's spool file, finds a match for 'Job canceled' and marks the job as complete.

For more flexibility, you can specify regular expressions instead of simple text strings within the success message
and failure message fields. For example, you can use a regular expression to search for multiple strings at the
same time. To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find
these rules using a Google search for java pattern.

Note:

To enable regular expression processing, you must configure the agent for the following parameter:
sap.useRegularExpressions=true.

 Examples: Using regular expressions 

• This expression checks for "TEST" in the job output file. To check multiple lines in the file, you must use (?s).
The first .* indicates that any number of characters can precede TEST. The second .* indicates that any number
of characters can follow it.

(?s).*TEST.* 

• This expression checks whether "not found" or "started" appears in the job output file.

<(?s).*[not found|started].*>

• This expression checks whether "Job canceled" appears in the job output file.

(?s).*Job\scanceled.*

 Define Recipients for the Job's Output
You can define recipients for the job's output. The recipient can be an email address, an
SAPoffice distribution list, or an SAPoffice user.
cwad121
HID_define_recipients_sap
You can define recipients for the job's output. The recipient can be an email address, an SAPoffice distribution list,
or an SAPoffice user.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the SAP-R3 job or SAP-Batch Input Session job for which you want to define recipients for the job's
output.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

2. Click Spool List Recipients.
The Spool List Recipients Options dialog opens.

3. Complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Save outgoing document to SAPoffice outbox 

(Optional) Indicates whether to deliver the outgoing documents from this job to the outbox of the user
specified in the SAP Logon information section on the Basic page.
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• Recipient type 

Indicates whether you want to specify an email address, an SAPoffice distribution list, or an SAPoffice user.

 Default: Email
• Express 

(Optional) Indicates whether to send the spool using Express delivery.

Note:

This option does not apply to the email recipient type.
• No Printing 

Indicates whether to prevent the recipient from printing the spool.

Note:

This option does not apply to the email recipient type.
•  No Forwarding 

Indicates whether to prevent the recipient from forwarding the spool.

Note:

This option does not apply to the email recipient type.
•  Recipient 

Specifies the recipient name and indicates whether to send the job's output using the To, cc, or bcc option.

Note:

To view the SAPoffice distribution lists or SAPoffice users defined on the SAP system, select the appropriate
recipient type and click Refresh.

4. Click Add.
The recipient is added to the List of Recipients table.

5. (Optional) Repeat the previous steps to add additional recipients.
6. Click OK.

The recipients for the job output are added.

 Define Print or Archive Parameters for a Step
You can define print or archive parameters, or both, for a step.
cwad121
HID_define_printarchive_params_sap
You can define print or archive parameters, or both, for a step.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the SAP-R3 job or SAP-Batch Input Session for which you want to define print or archive parameters for a
step.

2. Click Step Specifications in the left pane.
The Step Specifications page opens in the right pane.

3. Select the step in the Steps section.
4. Click Print Specifications.

The Background Print Parameters dialog opens.
5. Complete the following required field as appropriate:

•  Output device 

Specifies the name of the output device.

Note:

To display a list of available printers, click Refresh to the right of this field.
6. Do one of the following:

• To specify only print parameters, select Print only in the Archiving mode drop-down list, and complete the
fields in the Background Print Parameters dialog as appropriate.

• To specify only archive parameters, select Archive only in the Archiving mode drop-down list, click Archive
Parameters, and complete the fields in the Background Archive Parameters dialog. Click OK to close the
Background Archive Parameters dialog.
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• To specify print and archive parameters, select Print and archive in the Archiving mode drop-down list,
complete the fields in the Background Print Parameters dialog as appropriate, click Archive Parameters,
and complete the fields in the Background Archive Parameters dialog as appropriate. Click OK to close the
Background Archive Parameters dialog.

7. Click OK.
The print and archive parameters are defined for the step.

 Send the SAP Spool File by Email on Step Completion or Failure
You can send the SAP spool file by email on step completion or failure.
cwad121
HID_send_sap_spool_file_sap
You can send the SAP spool file by email on step completion or failure.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the SAP R3 job or SAP-Batch Input Session job for which you want to send the SAP spool file by email on
step completion or failure.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

2. Click Step Specifications in the left pane.
The Step Specifications page opens in the right pane.

3. Select the step in the Steps section.
4. Click Additional Attributes.

The Step Attributes dialog opens.
5. Specify the email address in the To field, and click Add.

The email address is added to the To area.
6. (Optional) Repeat the previous step to add additional email recipients.
7. (Optional) Complete the following fields as appropriate:

•  Success message 

Defines the text string or regular expression to match within the job's spool file to indicate ABAP success. If
the success message appears in the spool file, the ABAP will be marked as completed even if it fails on the
SAP system.

•  Failure message 

Defines the text string or regular expression to match within the job's spool file to indicate ABAP failure. If the
failure message appears in the spool file, the ABAP will be marked as failed even if it succeeds on the SAP
system.

Note:  This step does not apply to SAP-Batch Input Session jobs.
8. Click OK twice.

The SAP spool file is sent by email on step completion or failure.

 More information: 

 Using Success and Failure Messages within an SAP Job Definition 

 SNMP Jobs
The agent supports a built-in SNMP manager capability. You can enable the agent to act as
an SNMP manager to emit and listen for SNMP traps in addition to its other roles. The agent
supports SNMP v1, v2, and v3. After the agent is configured, you can define and run SNMP job
types on the agent.
cwad121
HID_snmp_jobs
The agent supports a built-in SNMP manager capability. You can enable the agent to act as an SNMP manager
to emit and listen for SNMP traps in addition to its other roles. The agent supports SNMP v1, v2, and v3. After the
agent is configured, you can define and run SNMP job types on the agent.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows.

You can define the following types of SNMP jobs:

• SNMP Subscribe
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Waits for an event to occur on a port. Using filters, you can trigger your policies according to the device that
raised the event or the enterprise, generic, or specific identifiers of the SNMP trap. You can use the SNMP
Subscribe job to monitor a network device for critical errors and automatically create a trouble ticket and perform
level 1 diagnostics on the device.

• SNMP Trap Send
Raises an SNMP event that can be detected by a network systems manager application. You can use the
SNMP Trap Send job to create events for policies that need to be tracked using an SNMP monitoring product.

• SNMP Value Get
Queries a network device for the value of a variable that is assigned to a Management Information Base (MIB)
address. You can use the SNMP Value Get job to retrieve information about a network device to determine
whether an administrator needs to be notified.

• SNMP Value Set
Modifies a variable on a network device. The variable is assigned to the MIB address that you specify. You
can use the SNMP Value Set job to update a variable that reports on the failure or success of a mission-critical
policy.

 Define an SNMP Subscribe Job
You can define an SNMP Subscribe job to subscribe for SNMP trap information.
cwad121
HID_define_snmp_subscribe_job
You can define an SNMP Subscribe job to subscribe for SNMP trap information.

Note:

To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows. Your agent administrator must
configure the agent as an SNMP manager and configure the SNMP trap listener.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the SNMP Subscribe job from the SNMP group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The SNMP Subscribe job icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the SNMP Subscribe icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the SNMP Subscribe dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

•  Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

 Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

•  Agent name 

Specifies the name of the agent configured as an SNMP manager.
•  MIB  

Specifies the relative or absolute path to and name of the Management Information Base (MIB) file. You can
type the path and name of the MIB file or browse for the MIB file on the agent computer using the arrow next
to the field. If the MIB file is not loaded successfully, the job fails.

•  Filter
Specifies a regular expression to use to filter SNMP trap information.

Note:

To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find these
rules on the Internet by searching for java pattern.

5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

•  Output destination 

Specifies the location of the Java serialized object produced by the job.

 Limits: Up to 256 characters

Note:
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If you do not specify an output destination, the Java serialized object is stored in the spool directory on the
agent computer using the job name and a numeric suffix as the file name.

•  Continuous monitoring, using alert 

Specifies the identifier of an Alert to be triggered when an SNMP trap matches the filter condition. Defines
the job as continuous. To end continuous monitoring, you must complete the job manually. If you do not
specify a value in this field, the job completes when the agent detects the filter value.

6. Click OK.
The SNMP Subscribe job is defined.

 Example: Subscribe to the First SNMP Trap the Agent Receives 

Suppose that you want the agent to subscribe to the first SNMP trap it receives. In this example, the name of the
MIB file is RFC1213-MIB.mib. When the agent receives the first trap, the job completes.

 To subscribe to the first SNMP trap the agent receives 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—SUBSCRIBE_FIRST
• Agent name—SNMPAGENT
• MIB—C:\SNMP\MIBs\RFC1213-MIB.mib
• Filter—.*

2. Click OK.

Note:  To continuously subscribe to all SNMP traps, specify an Alert in the Continuous monitoring, using alert field.

 More information: 

 Payload Producing and Payload Consuming Jobs
Continuous Monitoring Usage
SNMP Jobs 

 Define an SNMP Trap Send Job
You can define an SNMP Trap Send job to send SNMP trap information.
cwad121
HID_define_snmp_trap_send_job
You can define an SNMP Trap Send job to send SNMP trap information.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows. Your agent
administrator must configure the agent as an SNMP manager.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the SNMP Trap Send job from the SNMP group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The SNMP Trap Send job icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the SNMP Trap Send icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the SNMP Trap Send dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

•  Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

 Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

•  Agent name 

Specifies the name of the agent configured as an SNMP manager.
•  MIB 

Specifies the relative or absolute path to and name of the Management Information Base (MIB) file. You
can type the path and name of the MIB file or browse for the MIB file on the agent computer using the
arrow next to the field. If the MIB file is not loaded successfully, the job fails.

•  SNMP Object ID
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Specifies the SNMP object identifier (OID) in string format. The OID identifies the trap that you want to
send. You can type the OID or browse for an OID in a MIB file using the arrow next to the field.
Example: cybtrapstart

Note:

You cannot specify the OID in numeric format for SNMP Trap Send jobs.
•  Host name

Specifies the host name or IP address of the network device you want to send the SNMP trap to.
•  Version

Specifies the SNMP version that is used to generate the SNMP trap. Options are 1, 2, and 3.
Default: 3

5. Specify the following fields if your SNMP version is v3:

•  SNMP User 

Specifies the user name whose credentials are used for authentication. The user must be defined in the
Topology.

•  Authentication protocol 

Specifies the SNMP v3 authentication protocol to use when connecting with the user specified in the SNMP
User field. Options are the following:

•  MD5
Specifies the Message Digest 5 (MD5) authentication protocol.

•  SHA
Specifies the Secure Hash (SHA) authentication protocol.

•  Privacy protocol 

Specifies the SNMP v3 privacy protocol to use. Options are the following:

•  DES
Specifies the Data Encryption Standard (DES) privacy protocol. DES uses a 16-character encryption
key.

•  AES
Specifies the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) privacy protocol. AES uses a 32-character
encryption key. AES is the algorithm required by U.S. Government organizations to protect sensitive
(unclassified) information (FIPS-140-2 compliance).

6. Specify the following attribute if your SNMP version is v1 or v2:

•  Community 

Specifies the community string that is used to authenticate against the network device.
7. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

•  Port
Specifies the port of the network device that sends the SNMP trap.
Default: 162

•  Inform
Indicates that the job sends the SNMP v2/v3 INFORM message if it exists. This option is recommended for
SNMP v3.

•  Engine ID
Specifies the SNMP engine ID, which uniquely identifies an SNMP engine and its corresponding SNMP
entity within an administrative domain.
Default: AGENT_ENGINE

•  Output destination 

Specifies the location of the Java serialized object produced by the job.

 Limits: Up to 256 characters

Note:

If you do not specify an output destination, the Java serialized object is stored in the spool directory on the
agent computer using the job name and a numeric suffix as the file name.

8. (Optional) Click Parameter List in the left pane to define parameters. The parameters represent the trap
variables or objects.
The Parameter List page opens in the right pane.
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9. Click New to define the first parameter.

Note:

If you specify a parameter value, you must specify values for all trap parameters. For example, if the trap
contains five parameters, you must specify values for all five parameters. The order of the parameters in the
table must match the order of the variables defined in the MIB file for the trap.

The Add Parameter dialog opens.
10. Select one of the following parameter options:

• Value—Identifies a single value.
• Payload producing job—Identifies the name of a predecessor job.

The fields related to the option appear.
11. Complete the following fields, as required:

•  Type 

Specifies the SNMP parameter type. This field is only mandatory for the Value parameter option. Options
for the type include the following:

•  int
Specifies an integer value.

•  uint
Specifies an unsigned integer value.

•  ticks
Specifies a time ticks value (measured in hundreds of a second).

•  addr
Specifies an IP address.

Note:

SNMP only supports IPv4 addresses.
•  oid

Specifies an object identifier (OID) value.
•  string

Specifies an octet string value.
•  string.x

Specifies an octet string value represented in hexadecimal format.
•  counter32

Specifies a counter32 value. A count32 value is a non-negative integer that monotonically increases
until it reaches a maximum value of 232 - 1 (4294967295). It then wraps around and starts increasing
again from zero.

•  gauge32
Specifies a gauge32 value. A guage32 value is a non-negative integer that can increase or decrease,
but cannot exceed a maximum value. The maximum value cannot exceed 232 - 1 (4294967295).The
value of a Gauge has its maximum value whenever the information being modeled is greater or equal
to that maximum value; if the information being modeled then decreases below the maximum value, the
Gauge also decreases.
Example: 2343567

•  Value 

Specifies the value of the parameter to pass to the trap. This field is used with the Value parameter option.

Note:

The value must be in the correct format as specified by the Type field.
•  Payload producing job 

Specifies the name of the predecessor job that produced the Java serialized object to be used as an input
parameter. This field is used with the Payload producing job parameter option.

Note:

The job must be defined within the same Application as the job you are defining.

 Example: ANYJOB.URI
12. Click OK.
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The Add parameter dialog closes and the parameter appears in the Parameters table.
13. Repeat Steps 9 through 12 to specify values for the remaining parameters.
14. Click OK.

The SNMP Trap Send job is defined.

 Example: Send an SNMP Trap to a Network Device 

Suppose that you want to send the cybtrapstart trap to a network device using SNMP v3. The cybtrapstart trap
contains five variables, so five parameters are passed to the trap. In this example, the host name of the network
device is localhost and its port is 162. The job uses the AES privacy protocol and the SHA authentication protocol.
The name of the MIB file is RFC1213-MIB.mib and the default engine ID is used. The credentials of user1 are used
for authorization.

 To send an SNMP trap to a network device 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—SENDTRAP
• Agent name—SNMPAGENT
• MIB—C:\SNMP\MIBs\RFC1213-MIB.mib
• SNMP Object ID—cybtrapstart
• Host name—localhost
• Port—162
• Version—3
• SNMP User—user1

2. Select SHA from the Authentication protocol drop-down list.
3. Select AES from the Privacy protocol drop-down list.
4. Add the following five value parameters in the Parameter List page:

• Parameter Type—string
• Parameter Value—p1
• Parameter Type—string
• Parameter Value—p2
• Parameter Type—string
• Parameter Value—p3
• Parameter Type—string
• Parameter Value—p4
• Parameter Type—string
• Parameter Value—p5

5. Click OK.
When the job runs, the SNMP trap is sent.

 More information: 

 Payload Producing and Payload Consuming Jobs
SNMP Jobs
Browse the Contents of a MIB File for an SNMP Trap Send Job 

 Browse the Contents of a MIB File for an SNMP Trap Send Job
You can use the Browse MIB File wizard to browse the contents of a MIB file and populate the
MIB and SNMP Object ID fields with valid SNMP data. You can also use the wizard to populate
the trap parameters in the Parameter List page.
cwad121
HID_browse_content_mibfile_trap_send_job
You can use the Browse MIB File wizard to browse the contents of a MIB file and populate the MIB and SNMP
Object ID fields with valid SNMP data. You can also use the wizard to populate the trap parameters in the
Parameter List page.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Basic page of the SNMP Trap Send job definition.
2. Click the arrow next to the SNMP Object ID field.

The Load MIB File page of the Browse MIB File wizard opens.
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3. Select the MIB file using one of the following options:

•  Specify Agent Location 

Specifies the relative or absolute path to and name of a MIB file on the agent computer. You can type the
path and name of the MIB file or click Browse to browse for the MIB file.

Note:

This field is populated with the MIB file name specified in the Basic page of the job definition, if any. If you
want the changes you make to be reflected in the job definition, select the Set the selected location in the
job definition panel check box.

•  Specify Location 

Specifies the relative or absolute path to and name of a MIB file on the local computer. You can type the
path and name of the MIB file or click Browse to browse for the MIB file.

Note:

SNMP jobs require that the MIB file is stored on the agent computer. If you are working offline, you can
browse a local MIB file, but verify that the local MIB file is identical to the agent MIB file. You cannot specify
a local MIB file in the job definition.

4. Click Next.
The specified MIB file is loaded and parsed. If the file is successfully read, the Select SNMP Node page
opens.

Note:

If you get a warning message about incomplete MIB data, consider the following:

• A MIB file can contain information imported from other MIB files. The IMPORTS section of the MIB file lists
the imported modules.

• For local MIB files, CA WA Desktop Client only tries to load the imported MIB files that are in
the same directory as the current MIB file. If the files are in a different location, the import dependencies will
not be resolved.

• For agent MIB files, only the current MIB file is retrieved. CA WA Desktop Client does not try to load the
imported MIB files because loading all the files could be time consuming.

• As a workaround for unresolved imports, you can copy all the unresolved MIB files on a local computer and
browse them using the Specify Location option.

5. Select an SNMP v1 or v2 trap from the MIB tree structure in the left pane. SNMP v1 traps are displayed under
a separate root node named SNMP V1 Traps.

Note:

• To expand all nodes in the tree, right-click any node and select Expand All from the pop-up menu.
• To search for a node in a subtree, right-click the root node of the subtree and select Find in MIB subtree

from the pop-up menu. The search is based on the full name of the node. You cannot use wildcards or
specify a partial name. If a matching node in the subtree is found, the node is selected in the tree. You
cannot search for nodes under the SNMP V1 Traps tree.

The properties of the selected node appear in the right pane.
6. (Optional) Click Next to view the parameters for the selected node. The parameters represent the trap

variables or objects.

The Define SNMP parameters page opens.
7. (Optional) Select a parameter from the SNMP parameters table and click Edit to specify the type and value for

the selected parameter.

Note:

If you specify a parameter value, you must specify values for all trap parameters. For example, if the trap
contains five parameters, you must specify values for all five parameters. The order of the parameters in the
table must match the order of the variables defined in the MIB file for the trap.

The Edit parameter dialog opens.
8. Select one of the following parameter options:

• Value—Identifies a single value.
• Payload producing job—Identifies the name of a predecessor job.

The fields related to the option appear.
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9. Complete the following fields, as required:

•  Type 

Specifies the SNMP parameter type. This field is only mandatory for the Value parameter option. Options
for the type include the following:

•  int
Specifies an integer value.

•  uint
Specifies an unsigned integer value.

•  ticks
Specifies a time ticks value (measured in hundreds of a second).

•  addr
Specifies an IP address.

Note:

SNMP only supports IPv4 addresses.
•  oid

Specifies an object identifier (OID) value.
•  string

Specifies an octet string value.
•  string.x

Specifies an octet string value represented in hexadecimal format.
•  counter32

Specifies a counter32 value. A count32 value is a non-negative integer that monotonically increases
until it reaches a maximum value of 232 - 1 (4294967295). It then wraps around and starts increasing
again from zero.

•  gauge32
Specifies a gauge32 value. A guage32 value is a non-negative integer that can increase or decrease,
but cannot exceed a maximum value. The maximum value cannot exceed 232 - 1 (4294967295).The
value of a Gauge has its maximum value whenever the information being modeled is greater or equal
to that maximum value; if the information being modeled then decreases below the maximum value, the
Gauge also decreases.
Example: 2343567

•  Value 

Specifies the value of the parameter to pass to the trap. This field is used with the Value parameter option.

Note:

The value must be in the correct format as specified by the Type field.
•  Payload producing job 

Specifies the name of the predecessor job that produced the Java serialized object to be used as an input
parameter. This field is used with the Payload producing job parameter option.

Note:

The job must be defined within the same Application as the job you are defining.

 Example: ANYJOB.URI
10. Click OK.

The Edit parameter dialog closes and the updated parameter appears in the SNMP parameters table.
11. Repeat Steps 7 through 10 to specify values for the remaining parameters.
12. Click Finish.

The Browse MIB File wizard closes. The SNMP Trap Send job definition is populated with data specified using
the wizard.

 Define an SNMP Value Get Job
You can define an SNMP Value Get job to retrieve the value of an SNMP variable.
cwad121
HID_define_snmp_value_get_job

You can define an SNMP Value Get job to retrieve the value of an SNMP variable.
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Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows. Your agent
administrator must configure the agent as an SNMP manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the SNMP Value Get job from the SNMP group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The SNMP Value Get job icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the SNMP Value Get icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the SNMP Value Get dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent configured as an SNMP manager.
• SNMP Object ID

Specifies the SNMP object identifier (OID) in numeric or string format. The OID identifies the variable whose
value you want to retrieve. You can type the OID or browse for an OID in a MIB file using the arrow next to
the field.
Examples: agentLogLevel, .1.3.6.1.4.1.11203.7.5.0

• Host name

Specifies the host name or IP address of the network device that hosts the MIB variable.
• Version

Specifies the SNMP version that is used to connect to the network device.

Limits: 1, 2, or 3

Default: 3
5. Specify the following fields if your SNMP version is v3:

• SNMP User

Specifies the user name whose credentials are used for authentication. The user must be defined in the
Topology.

• Authentication protocol

Specifies the SNMP v3 authentication protocol to use when connecting with the user specified in the SNMP
User field. Options are the following:

• MD5
Specifies the Message Digest 5 (MD5) authentication protocol.

• SHA
Specifies the Secure Hash (SHA) authentication protocol.

• Privacy protocol

Specifies the SNMP v3 privacy protocol to use. Options are the following:

• DES
Specifies the Data Encryption Standard (DES) privacy protocol. DES uses a 16-character encryption key.

• AES
Specifies the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) privacy protocol. AES uses a 32-character encryption
key. AES is the algorithm required by U.S. Government organizations to protect sensitive (unclassified)
information (FIPS-140-2 compliance).

6. Specify the following attribute if your SNMP version is v1 or v2:

• Community

Specifies the community string that is used to authenticate against the network device.
7. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:
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• MIB

Specifies the relative or absolute path to and name of the Management Information Base (MIB) file. You can
type the path and name of the MIB file or browse for the MIB file on the agent computer using the arrow next
to the field. If the MIB file is not loaded successfully, the job fails.

• Port

Specifies the port of the network device the agent uses for communication.
Default: 161

• Subtree
Indicates that the job walks the whole SNMP subtree starting with the OID specified in the SNMP Object ID
field.

• Table view
Indicates that the job retrieves the values of the SNMP subtree in table format. The table is stored as job
output variables, which you can use as input to another job in the Application.

• Context name

Specifies the name of the context that the variable belongs to. An SNMP context is a collection of
management information accessible by an SNMP entity. Since an item of management information can exist
in more than one context, you can use the Context name field, together with the Context Engine ID field, to
uniquely identify a variable within an administrative domain.

• Context Engine ID

Specifies the context engine ID in hexadecimal format. The context engine ID uniquely identifies an SNMP
entity within an administrative domain. An SNMP entity can access management information in many
contexts. Since an item of management information can exist in more than one context, you can use the
Context Engine ID field, together with the Context name field, to uniquely identify a variable within an
administrative domain.
Example: X'cab0'

• Output destination

Specifies the location of the Java serialized object produced by the job.

Limits: Up to 256 characters

Note:

 If you do not specify an output destination, the Java serialized object is stored in the spool directory on the
agent computer using the job name and a numeric suffix as the file name.

8. Click OK.
The SNMP Value Get job is defined.

Example: Query a Network Device for the Value of an SNMP Variable

Suppose that you want to know the value of the agentVersion variable hosted by a network device. In this example,
the host name of the network device is host.example.com and its port is 161. The SNMP version is v2 and the read
community is public. The name of the MIB file is RFC1213-MIB.mib, which is located on the agent computer.

To query a network device for the value of an SNMP variable

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—GETVAR
• Agent name—SNMPAGENT
• MIB—C:\SNMP\MIBs\RFC1213-MIB.mib
• SNMP Object ID—agentVersion
• Host name—host.example.com
• Port—161
• Version—2
• Community—public

2. Click OK.

Example: Query a Network Device for the Values of a Whole SNMP Subtree

Suppose that you want to retrieve the values of a whole SNMP subtree starting with the
pluginManagerPluginsTable OID.

To query a network device for the values of a whole SNMP subtree
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1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—GETSUBTREE
• Agent name—SNMPAGENT
• MIB—C:\SNMP\MIBs\RFC1213-MIB.mib
• SNMP Object ID—pluginManagerPluginsTable
• Host name—host.example.com
• Port—161
• Version—2
• Community—public

2. Select the Subtree check box.
3. Click OK.

More information:

Payload Producing and Payload Consuming Jobs
SNMP Jobs
Browse the Contents of a MIB File for an SNMP Value Get Job

 Browse the Contents of a MIB File for an SNMP Value Get Job
You can use the Browse MIB File wizard to browse the contents of a MIB file and populate the
MIB and SNMP Object ID fields with valid SNMP data.
cwad121
HID_browse_cocntent_mibfile_value_get_job
You can use the Browse MIB File wizard to browse the contents of a MIB file and populate the MIB and SNMP
Object ID fields with valid SNMP data.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Basic page of the SNMP Value Get job definition.
2. Click the arrow next to the SNMP Object ID field.

The Load MIB File page of the Browse MIB File wizard opens.
3. Select the MIB file using one of the following options:

•  Specify Agent Location 

Specifies the relative or absolute path to and name of a MIB file on the agent computer. You can type the
path and name of the MIB file or click Browse to browse for the MIB file.

Note:

This field is populated with the MIB file name specified in the Basic page of the job definition, if any. If you
want the changes you make to be reflected in the job definition, select the Set the selected location in the job
definition panel check box.

•  Specify Location 

Specifies the relative or absolute path to and name of a MIB file on the local computer. You can type the path
and name of the MIB file or click Browse to browse for the MIB file.

Note:

SNMP jobs require that the MIB file is stored on the agent computer. If you are working offline, you can
browse a local MIB file, but verify that the local MIB file is identical to the agent MIB file. You cannot specify a
local MIB file in the job definition.

4. Click Next.
The specified MIB file is loaded and parsed. If the file is successfully read, the Select SNMP Node page opens.

Note:

 If you get a warning message about incomplete MIB data, consider the following:

• A MIB file can contain information imported from other MIB files. The IMPORTS section of the MIB file lists
the imported modules.

• For local MIB files, CA WA Desktop Client only tries to load the imported MIB files that are in
the same directory as the current MIB file. If the files are in a different location, the import dependencies will
not be resolved.
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• For agent MIB files, only the current MIB file is retrieved. CA WA Desktop Client does not try to load the
imported MIB files because loading all the files could betime consuming.

• As a workaround for unresolved imports, you can copy all the unresolved MIB files on a local computer and
browse them using the Specify Location option.

5. Select a node with a valid OID from the MIB tree structure in the left pane.

Note:

• To expand all nodes in the tree, right-click any node and select Expand All from the pop-up menu.
• To search for a node in a subtree, right-click the root node of the subtree and select Find in MIB subtree from

the pop-up menu. The search is based on the full name of the node. You cannot use wildcards or specify a
partial name. If a matching node in the subtree is found, the node is selected in the tree.

The properties of the selected node appear in the right pane.
6. (Optional) Select the Use SNMP node OID check box to export the numeric OID to the SNMP Object ID field in

the job definition.
By default, the name of the node is exported to the job definition.

7. Click Finish.
The Browse MIB File wizard closes. The SNMP Value Get job definition is populated with data specified using
the wizard.

 Define an SNMP Value Set Job
You can define an SNMP Value Set job to set the value of an SNMP variable.
cwad121
HID_define_snmp_value_set_job
You can define an SNMP Value Set job to set the value of an SNMP variable.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows. Your agent
administrator must configure the agent as an SNMP manager.

Warning:

(Output Variables of SNMP Value Set Jobs) The format of the returned OIDs (numeric or string) is controlled
by parameters defined on the agent. For more information about output variables, see Job Output Variables.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the SNMP Value Set job from the SNMP group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The SNMP Value Set job icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the SNMP Value Set icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the SNMP Value Set dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

•  Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

 Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

•  Agent name 

Specifies the name of the agent configured as an SNMP manager.
•  SNMP Object ID

Specifies the SNMP object identifier (OID) in numeric or string format. The OID identifies the variable
whose value you want to change. You can type the OID or browse for an OID in a MIB file using the arrow
next to the field.
Examples: agentLogLevel, .1.3.6.1.4.1.11203.7.5.0

Note:

If you specify the OID in string (non-numeric) format, you must specify a value in the MIB field.
•  Host name 

Specifies the host name or IP address of the network device that hosts the MIB variable.
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•  Version 

Specifies the SNMP version that is used to connect to the network device.

 Limits: 1, 2, or 3

 Default: 3
5. Specify the following fields if your SNMP version is v3:

•  SNMP User 

Specifies the user name whose credentials are used for authentication. The user must be defined in the
Topology.

•  Authentication protocol 

Specifies the SNMP v3 authentication protocol to use when connecting with the user specified in the SNMP
User field. Options are the following:

•  MD5
Specifies the Message Digest 5 (MD5) authentication protocol.

•  SHA
Specifies the Secure Hash (SHA) authentication protocol.

•  Privacy protocol 

Specifies the SNMP v3 privacy protocol to use. Options are the following:

•  DES
Specifies the Data Encryption Standard (DES) privacy protocol. DES uses a 16-character encryption
key.

•  AES
Specifies the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) privacy protocol. AES uses a 32-character
encryption key. AES is the algorithm required by U.S. Government organizations to protect sensitive
(unclassified) information (FIPS-140-2 compliance).

6. Specify the following field if your SNMP version is v1 or v2:

•  Community 

Specifies the community string that is used to authenticate against the network device.
7. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

•  MIB  

Specifies the relative or absolute path to and name of the Management Information Base (MIB) file. You
can type the path and name of the MIB file or browse for the MIB file on the agent computer using the
arrow next to the field. If the MIB file is not loaded successfully, the job fails.

Note:

This field is required if the OID specified in the SNMP Object ID field is in string (non-numeric) format.
•  Port 

Specifies the port of the network device the agent uses for communication.
Default: 161

•  Context name 

Specifies the name of the context that the variable belongs to. An SNMP context is a collection of
management information accessible by an SNMP entity. Since an item of management information can
exist in more than one context, you can use the Context name field, together with the Context Engine ID
field, to uniquely identify a variable within an administrative domain.

•  Context Engine ID 

Specifies the context engine ID in hexadecimal format. The context engine ID uniquely identifies an SNMP
entity within an administrative domain. An SNMP entity can access management information in many
contexts. Since an item of management information can exist in more than one context, you can use the
Context Engine ID field, together with the Context name field, to uniquely identify a variable within an
administrative domain.
Example: X'cab0'

•  Output destination 

Specifies the location of the Java serialized object produced by the job.
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 Limits: Up to 256 characters

Note:

 If you do not specify an output destination, the Java serialized object is stored in the spool directory on the
agent computer using the job name and a numeric suffix as the file name.

8. Click Parameter List in the left pane.
The Parameter List page opens in the right pane.

9. Click New to define the parameter. The parameter represents the variable that gets set when the job runs.
The Add Parameter dialog opens.

10. Select one of the following parameter options:

• Value—Identifies a single value.
• Payload producing job—Identifies the name of a predecessor job.

The fields related to the option appear.
11. Complete the following fields, as required:

•  Type 

Specifies the SNMP parameter type. This field is only mandatory for the Value parameter option. Options
for the type include the following:

•  int
Specifies an integer value.

•  uint
Specifies an unsigned integer value.

•  ticks
Specifies a time ticks value (measured in hundreds of a second).

•  addr
Specifies an IP address.

Note:

SNMP only supports IPv4 addresses.
•  oid

Specifies an object identifier (OID) value.
•  string

Specifies an octet string value.
•  string.x

Specifies an octet string value represented in hexadecimal format.
•  counter32

Specifies a counter32 value. A count32 value is a non-negative integer that monotonically increases
until it reaches a maximum value of 232 - 1 (4294967295). It then wraps around and starts increasing
again from zero.

•  gauge32
Specifies a gauge32 value. A guage32 value is a non-negative integer that can increase or decrease,
but cannot exceed a maximum value. The maximum value cannot exceed 232 - 1 (4294967295).The
value of a Gauge has its maximum value whenever the information being modeled is greater or equal
to that maximum value; if the information being modeled then decreases below the maximum value, the
Gauge also decreases.
Example: 2343567

•  Value 

Specifies the new value of the variable that you are changing. The agent converts the value to the
corresponding type. This field is used with the Value parameter option.

•  Payload producing job 

Specifies the name of the predecessor job that produced the Java serialized object to be used as an input
parameter. This field is used with the Payload producing job parameter option.

Note:

The job must be defined within the same Application as the job you are defining.

 Example: ANYJOB.URI
12. Click OK.
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The SNMP Value Set job is defined.

 Example: Change the Value of an SNMP Variable using SNMP v2 

Suppose that you want to set the value of the agentLogLevel variable to its highest level to diagnose a problem. In
this example, the host name of the network device is host.example.com and its port is 161. The SNMP version is
v2 and the read community is public. The name of the MIB file is RFC1213-MIB.mib, which is located on the agent
computer.

 To change the value of an SNMP variable using SNMP v2 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—SETV2
• Agent name—SNMPAGENT
• MIB—C:\SNMP\MIBs\RFC1213-MIB.mib
• SNMP Object ID—agentLogLevel
• Host name—host.example.com
• Port—161
• Version—2
• Community—public

2. Add the following value parameter in the Parameter List page:

• Parameter Type—int
• Parameter Value—8

3. Click OK.
When the job runs, the agentLogLevel variable is changed.

 Example: Change the Value of an SNMP Variable using SNMP v3 

Suppose that you want to set the value of the OUT456789 variable using SNMP v3. In this example, the job uses
the AES privacy protocol and the MD5 authentication protocol. The OUT456789 variable belongs to the context
named contxtname within the SNMP entity identified by the hexadecimal value CAB0. The credentials of the user
named user1 are used for authorization.

 To change the value of an SNMP variable using SNMP v3 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—SETV3
• Agent name—SNMPAGENT
• MIB—c:\SNMP\MIBs\mymib.mib
• SNMP Object ID—OUT456789
• Host name—example.com
• Version—3
• SNMP User—user1
• Context name—contxtname
• Context Engine ID—X'cab0'

2. Select MD5 from the Authentication protocol drop-down list.
3. Select AES from the Privacy protocol drop-down list.
4. Add the following value parameter in the Parameter List page:

• Parameter Type—int
• Parameter Value—8

5. Click OK.
When the job runs, the OUT456789 variable is changed.

 More information: 

 Payload Producing and Payload Consuming Jobs
SNMP Jobs
Browse the Contents of a MIB File for an SNMP Value Set Job 
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 Browse the Contents of a MIB File for an SNMP Value Set Job
You can use the Browse MIB File wizard to browse the contents of a MIB file and populate the
MIB and SNMP Object ID fields with valid SNMP data. You can also use the wizard to populate
the variable parameter in the Parameter List page.
cwad121
HID_browse_content_mibfile_snmp_value_set_job
You can use the Browse MIB File wizard to browse the contents of a MIB file and populate the MIB and SNMP
Object ID fields with valid SNMP data. You can also use the wizard to populate the variable parameter in the
Parameter List page.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Basic page of the SNMP Value Set job definition.
2. Click the arrow next to the SNMP Object ID field.

The Load MIB File page of the Browse MIB File wizard opens.
3. Select the MIB file using one of the following options:

•  Specify Agent Location 

Specifies the relative or absolute path to and name of a MIB file on the agent computer. You can type the
path and name of the MIB file or click Browse to browse for the MIB file.

Note:

This field is populated with the MIB file name specified in the Basic page of the job definition, if any. If you
want the changes you make to be reflected in the job definition, select the Set the selected location in the
job definition panel check box.

•  Specify Location 

Specifies the relative or absolute path to and name of a MIB file on the local computer. You can type the
path and name of the MIB file or click Browse to browse for the MIB file.

Note:

SNMP jobs require that the MIB file is stored on the agent computer. If you are working offline, you can
browse a local MIB file, but verify that the local MIB file is identical to the agent MIB file. You cannot specify
a local MIB file in the job definition.

4. Click Next.
The specified MIB file is loaded and parsed. If the file is successfully read, the Select SNMP Node page
opens.

Note:

 If you get a warning message about incomplete MIB data, consider the following:

• A MIB file can contain information imported from other MIB files. The IMPORTS section of the MIB file lists
the imported modules.

• For local MIB files, CA WA Desktop Client only tries to load the imported MIB files that are in
the same directory as the current MIB file. If the files are in a different location, the import dependencies will
not be resolved.

• For agent MIB files, only the current MIB file is retrieved. CA WA Desktop Client does not try to load the
imported MIB files because loading all the files could betime consuming.

• As a workaround for unresolved imports, you can copy all the unresolved MIB files on a local computer and
browse them using the Specify Location option.

5. Select a scalar node that has read-write access from the MIB tree structure in the left pane.

Note:

• To expand all nodes in the tree, right-click any node and select Expand All from the pop-up menu.
• To search for a node in a subtree, right-click the root node of the subtree and select Find in MIB subtree

from the pop-up menu. The search is based on the full name of the node. You cannot use wildcards or
specify a partial name. If a matching node in the subtree is found, the node is selected in the tree.

The properties of the selected node appear in the right pane.
6. (Optional) Select the Use SNMP node OID check box to export the numeric OID to the SNMP Object ID field in

the job definition.
By default, the name of the node is exported to the job definition.
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7. (Optional) Click Next to view the parameter for the selected node. The parameter represents the variable that
gets set for the selected node when the job runs.

The Define SNMP parameters page opens.
8. (Optional) Select the parameter from the SNMP parameters table and click Edit to specify the type and value

for the selected parameter.
The Edit parameter dialog opens.

9. Select one of the following parameter options:

• Value—Identifies a single value.
• Payload producing job—Identifies the name of a predecessor job.

The fields related to the option appear.
10. Complete the following fields, as required:

•  Type 

Specifies the SNMP parameter type. This field is only mandatory for the Value parameter option. Options
for the type include the following:

•  int
Specifies an integer value.

•  uint
Specifies an unsigned integer value.

•  ticks
Specifies a time ticks value (measured in hundreds of a second).

•  addr
Specifies an IP address.

Note:

SNMP only supports IPv4 addresses.
•  oid

Specifies an object identifier (OID) value.
•  string

Specifies an octet string value.
•  string.x

Specifies an octet string value represented in hexadecimal format.
•  counter32

Specifies a counter32 value. A count32 value is a non-negative integer that monotonically increases
until it reaches a maximum value of 232 - 1 (4294967295). It then wraps around and starts increasing
again from zero.

•  gauge32
Specifies a gauge32 value. A guage32 value is a non-negative integer that can increase or decrease,
but cannot exceed a maximum value. The maximum value cannot exceed 232 - 1 (4294967295).The
value of a Gauge has its maximum value whenever the information being modeled is greater or equal
to that maximum value; if the information being modeled then decreases below the maximum value, the
Gauge also decreases.
Example: 2343567

•  Value 

Specifies the new value of the variable that you are changing. The agent converts the value to the
corresponding type. This field is used with the Value parameter option.

•  Payload producing job 

Specifies the name of the predecessor job that produced the Java serialized object to be used as an input
parameter. This field is used with the Payload producing job parameter option.

Note:

The job must be defined within the same Application as the job you are defining.

 Example: ANYJOB.URI
11. Click OK.

The Edit parameter dialog closes and the updated parameter appears in the SNMP parameters table.
12. Click Finish.
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The Browse MIB File wizard closes. The SNMP Value Set job definition is populated with data specified using
the wizard.

 System Jobs
System jobs let you run programs, commands, or scripts on your operating system or wake up a
computer remotely.
cwad121
HID_system_jobs
System jobs let you run programs, commands, or scripts on your operating system or wake up a computer
remotely.

You can define the following System jobs:

•  HPNonStop
Lets you run an HP Integrity NonStop program.

•  i5/OS
Lets you run a program or an i5/OS command.

•  OpenVMS
Lets you run an OpenVMS command file.

Warning:

With the release of the remote execution job type, the OpenVMS job type is no longer supported.
•  Tandem NSK

Lets you run a Tandem NSK command file.

Warning:

Starting from Release 12.0 (RO92336 and RO92337 patches), the Tandem NSK job type is not
supported. We recommend that you use HP Integrity NonStop jobs instead of Tandem NSK jobs.

•  UNIX
Lets you run UNIX scripts or execute commands.

•  Wake on LAN
Lets you wake up a computer remotely.

•  Windows
Lets you run Windows command files.

 Define an HP Integrity NonStop Job
You can define an HPNonStop job to run a program on an HP Integrity NonStop system. The
HPNonStop job lets you perform the following tasks:
cwad121
HID_define_hpintegrity_job
You can define an HPNonStop job to run a program on an HP Integrity NonStop system. The HPNonStop job lets
you perform the following tasks:

• Submit an obey file, macro, and executable (binary) job to Guardian
• Pass parameters to the HP NonStop program using the ASSIGN, PARAM, and DEFINE TACL commands
• Pass arguments to the HP NonStop program
• Pass environment variables to the HP NonStop program

Note:

• To run this job, your system requires WA Agent for HP Integrity NonStop Release 11.3 SP5 or higher. For more
information about the Release 11.3 SP5, see the CA Workload Automation System Agent documentation.

• You can retrieve the spool file for a completed or failed HPNonStop job.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the HPNonStop job from the System group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The HPNonStop icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the HPNonStop icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the HPNonStop dialog opens.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name 

Specifies the name of the HP Integrity NonStop agent where the job runs.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• Command to run 

Specifies the valid path including the name of the HP NonStop program to execute when this job
runs. For the command syntax, see Required Statements in the CA Workload Automation System
Agent documentation.

5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Arguments to pass 

Defines the argument string to pass to the HP NonStop program. Arguments can be numeric or alphabetic
strings of data.

Note:

Specify each parameter in the order it is expected in the program, separating each parameter with a blank
space. To pass a parameter containing spaces, enclose it in double quotation marks.

Example: arg1 arg2 arg3
• User ID 

Specifies the HP NonStop user ID that has the authority to run the job. The user must be defined in the
Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact
your administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You must
have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

6. Click OK.
The HPNonStop job is defined.

More Information: 

• Pass Arguments to a Script or Command 
• Pass Parameters to an HP NonStop Program 
• Environment Variables in HPNonStop 

 Pass Parameters to an HP NonStop Program
When you define an HPNonStop job that executes an HP NonStop program, you can pass
parameters to the program using the following TACL commands:
cwad121
HID_pass_parameters_hpnonstop
When you define an HPNonStop job that executes an HP NonStop program, you can pass parameters to the
program using the following TACL commands:

• ASSIGN—Assigns logical file names to physical files. Also, you can specify the characteristics of the physical
file.

• DEFINE—Defines logical names for file-system elements, such as a tape drive, spooler subsystem, and a
volume.subvolume location. The file-system elements pass information to a process.

• PARAM—Creates user-defined parameters.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Note:

For more information about using these commands, see WA Agent for HP Integrity NonStop in the CA Workload
Automation System Agent documentation.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the HPNonStop job you want to pass the parameters to.
The Basic page of the HPNonStop dialog opens.

2. Click Parameters in the left pane.
The Parameters page opens in the right pane.

3. To add a parameter, perform the following tasks as appropriate:

• To add an Assign parameter, click Add in the Assign table and specify the parameter in the table row.
• To add a Define parameter, click Add in the Define table and specify the parameter in the table row.
• To add a user-defined parameter, click Add in the Params table and specify the parameter in the table row.

4. To remove a parameter, select the table row containing the parameter and click Remove.
5. Click OK.

The parameters for the HPNonStop job are set.

 Example: Pass Parameters to the HP Integrity NonStop Program Using ASSIGN and PARAM Commands 

This example defines an HPNonStop job (HPNONSTOP_JOB1) that run a program
($OPEL.SAMPLE.TESTOBC) on an HP Integrity NonStop system. The parameter (LOGFILE;$OPEL.SAMPLE.LLL)
is passed to the program using the ASSIGN command. The ASSIGN command assigns the logical file name
(LOGFILE) to the physical file ($OPEL.SAMPLE.LLL). The parameters (abc=123 and xyz=456) are passed to the
program using the PARAM command.

This job runs on the default agent computer.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Ensure that you are connected to the server.
2. Open the Basic page of the HPNonStop job definition and enter the following information:

• Name—HPNONSTOP_JOB1
• Agent—HPNONSTOP_AGENT
• Command to run—$OPEL.SAMPLE.TESTOBC

3. Click Parameters in the left pane.
4. Pass parameters to the program using the ASSIGN and PARAM commands, as follows:

1.1 Click Add in the Assign table and enter LOGFILE;$OPEL.SAMPLE.LLL.
2.1 Click Add in the Params table and enter abc=123.
3.1 Click Add in the Params table and enter xyz=456.

5. Click OK.

 Example: Pass Parameters to the HP Integrity NonStop Program Using the DEFINE Command 

This example defines an HPNonStop job (HPNONSTOP_JOB2) that run a program ($OPEL.MARVIN.GETDEF) on
an HP Integrity NonStop system. The parameter (DEFINEVAR;CLASS=MAP;FILE=$OPEL.USER.FILENAME01)
is passed to the program using the DEFINE command. The command defines a logical name (DEFINEVAR) for a
physical file ($OPEL.USER.FILENAME01).

This job runs on the default agent computer.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Ensure that you are connected to the server.
2. Open the Basic page of the HPNonStop job definition and enter the following information:

• Name—HPNONSTOP_JOB2
• Agent—HPNONSTOP_AGENT
• Command to run—$OPEL.MARVIN.GETDEF

3. Click Parameters in the left pane.
4. Click Add in the Define table and enter DEFINEVAR;CLASS=MAP;FILE=$OPEL.USER.FILENAME01.
5. Click OK.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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 Environment Variables in HPNonStop
In HP Integrity NonStop, you use environment variables to define the local
environment the command runs in. You can also add, update, and delete HP Integrity NonStop
environment variables.  
cwad121
HID_env_variable_hononstop
In HP Integrity NonStop, you use environment variables to define the local environment the command runs in. You
can also add, update, and delete HP Integrity NonStop environment variables.  

Example: Variable Name and Values

The following table displays examples of variable names and their values:

Variable Name Value

NAME Jane Doe

LOGNAME HPuser1

HOME /home/user1

MANPATH /usr/share/man

More information:

Specify Environment Variables

 i5/OS Jobs
The i5/OS job lets you run a program or issue a command on an i5/OS system. You can run i5/
OS jobs in the following file systems:
cwad121
HID_i5os_jobs
The i5/OS job lets you run a program or issue a command on an i5/OS system. You can run i5/OS jobs in the
following file systems:

• Root file system
• Open systems file system (QOpenSys)
• Library file system (QSYS)

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for i5/OS.

You can specify the following details in an i5/OS job definition:

• Library name, library list, and current library for running a program
• The i5/OS job name, options under which the job will run, where it will run, and which user will run it
• Ending exit value of the program, such as a severity code

You can define parameter values that you want to pass to a program at the time the program is invoked.

Note:  Default values may be set for certain parameters, such as the i5/OS user ID that the jobs run under. Contact
your agent administrator about the parameters set in the agentparm.txt file.

 Running UNIX Workload on a System i5 Computer
You can schedule most UNIX workload, such as UNIX scripts, in the PASE environment on the
i5/OS operating system.
cwad121
HID_run_unix_on_i5
You can schedule most UNIX workload, such as UNIX scripts, in the PASE environment on the i5/OS operating
system.

Note:  For more information about UNIX workload that can run in the PASE environment, see the IBM i5/OS
documentation.
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 i5/OS Naming Conventions
When specifying i5/OS paths and names in your workload, you can use the following naming
conventions, depending on where the file is located on the i5/OS system:
cwad121
HID_i5os_name_convention
When specifying i5/OS paths and names in your workload, you can use the following naming conventions,
depending on where the file is located on the i5/OS system:

• Root file system
To specify a file in the root file system, use UNIX path and file formats.

• Open systems file system (QOpenSys)
To specify a file in QOpenSys, use UNIX path and file formats. QOpenSys file names are case-sensitive.

• Library file system (QSYS)
To specify an object in QSYS, use one of the following formats (unless described differently in the job definition
syntax):

• Path format

/QSYS.LIB/library.LIB/object.type/

To specify *FILE objects, use the following format:

/QSYS.LIB/library.LIB/object.FILE/member.MBR

• i5/OS standard format

library/object/type

To specify *FILE objects, use the following format:

library/object/*FILE(member)

Note:

 *FILE is optional when member is specified. That is, you can specify a file member using the following
format:

library/object(member)

Note:

• The values for library, object, type, and member can be up to 10 characters each.
• You can use *ALL to match any name.
• You can use *FIRST for member.
• You can use generic names for library and object.
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 Define an i5/OS Job
You can define an i5/OS job to schedule workload to run on an i5/OS system. The job can run a
program or an i5/OS command. You can run i5/OS jobs in the root file system, open systems file
system (QOpenSys), and library file system (QSYS).
cwad121
HID_define_i5os_job
You can define an i5/OS job to schedule workload to run on an i5/OS system. The job can run a program or an i5/
OS command. You can run i5/OS jobs in the root file system, open systems file system (QOpenSys), and library file
system (QSYS).

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the i5/OS job from the System group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The i5/OS icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the i5/OS icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the i5/OS dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name 

Specifies the name of the agent that runs programs or commands on an i5/OS system.
• Action to take 

Indicates whether to run a program or issue a command. Select one of the following options:

• Run program
Runs a program on an i5/OS system. Enter the program name in the Name (Action to take) field. This is
the default.

•  Run program in file
Runs a program from a database file member on an i5/OS system. This is roughly equivalent to running
a shell script on a UNIX system or a batch file on a Windows system. Enter the file name and member
name containing the program source in the Name (Action to take) field.

• Issue command
Issues a command on an i5/OS system when the i5/OS job runs. Enter the i5/OS command in the Name
(Action to take) field.

• Name (Action to take) 

Specifies the name of the program or i5/OS command that is available for execution on your i5/OS system.
You can browse for the program or command file or specify one of the following formats depending on the
Action to take selection:

• If you select Run program, use one of the following formats:
program
library/program
/QSYS.LIB/library.LIB/program.PGM

• If you select Run program in file, use one of the following formats:
file
file(member)
library/file(member)
/QSYS.LIB/library.LIB/file.FILE/member.MBR

• If you select Issue command, use one of the following formats:
command
library/command
/QSYS.LIB/library.LIB/command.CMD

Note:
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• If the library name is specified in the Name (Action to take) field, do not specify a value in the Library
name field. If you specify the library name in both fields, you will get a submission error.

• If you do not specify the library name in the Name (Action to take) field or the Library name field, the
agent uses the job's library list.

5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Positional parameters 

Defines the parameter values you want to pass to the program at the time the program is invoked.

Note:

You must specify each parameter in the order it is expected in the program, separating each parameter with
a blank space. To pass a parameter containing spaces, enclose it in single quotation marks.

Example: *LIBL 'user 1'
• i5/OS user ID 

Specifies the i5/OS user ID who has the authority to run the program or command. The user must be defined
in the Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password.
Contact your administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

If you do not specify a user ID and a default user ID is defined on the agent, the agent runs the job under the
default user ID. Contact your agent administrator about the parameters set in the agentparm.txt file.

6. (Optional) Click Environment in the left pane.
The Environment page opens in the right pane.

7. Specify the following additional information:

• Library name 

Specifies the name of the library that contains the program, the source for the program, or the command that
you want to run. You can browse for the library name or specify one of the following formats:

• library 
• /QSYS.LIB/library.LIB

Note:

• Do not specify a value for this field if the library name is already specified in the Name (Action to take)
field. If you specify the library name in both fields, you will get a submission error.

• If you do not specify the library name in the Name (Action to take) or Library name fields, the agent uses
the job's library list.

• Library list 

Specifies the names of the libraries that you want to add to the library list. Separate each library name with a
space. You can specify up to 25 libraries. The libraries are searched in the same order as they are listed.

Limits: Up to 10 characters per library

Note:

• This field specifies the initial user part of the library list that is used to search for operating system object
names that do not have a library qualifier.

• The value in this field overrides the library list specified in the job description for the job.
• Current library 

Specifies the current library for the job. If you do not specify a current library, the agent uses the current
library of the user profile the agent runs under. You can browse for the library name or specify one of the
following formats:

• current_library 
• QSYS.LIB/current_library.LIB

• Job name 

Specifies the name of the i5/OS job. This is the name displayed in the job queue.

Limits: Up to 10 characters; the first character must be alphabetical
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Note:

If you do not specify a value in this field, the job name defaults to the name specified in the Name field.
• Job description 

Specifies the name of the job description for the program submitted. The value must be a valid i5/OS job
description name. You can browse for the library name or specify one of the following formats:

• description 
• library/description 
• QSYS.LIB/library.LIB/description.JOBD

Limits: Up to 60 characters

Note:

If you do not specify the library name, the i5/OS system will search for it using the library list for the job.
• Job queue 

Specfies the name of the job queue for the submitted program. The value must be a valid i5/OS job queue
name. You can browse for the job queue name or specify one of the following formats:

• jobqueue 
• library/jobqueue 

Limits: Up to 60 characters

Note:

If you do not specify the library name, the i5/OS system will search for it using the library list for the job.
• i5/OS exit program 

Specifies the type of exit code returned by an i5/OS job. Select one of the following options:

•  *SEVERITY
Sends the job’s ending severity code.

• *USER
Sends the return code of an ILE program or module. For example, if your job runs an ILE C or ILE RPG
program that contains an exit or return statement, that return code is sent as the exit code.

Note:

If the program does not set a return code, the i5 system returns a 0 (zero), which is sent as the exit code.
By default, an exit code of zero (0) is interpreted as job success.

• *PROGRAM
Sends the return code of an OPM program. For example, if your job runs an OPM RPG or OPM COBOL
program that contains an exit or return statement, that return code is sent as the exit code.

Note:

If the program does not set a return code, the i5 system returns a 0 (zero), which is sent as the exit code.
By default, an exit code of zero (0) is interpreted as job success.

Note:

• Ensure that you specify the appropriate exit code type for the program you are running. If you specify the
wrong exit code type (for example, you specify *PROGRAM for an ILE program), the agent sends 0 (zero)
as the exit code. By default, an exit code of zero (0) is interpreted as job success.

• If you specify *PROGRAM or *USER, the agent adds a custom message before the final completion
message in the job's spool file (job log). This message is required to track the program's return code.

• Local data area
Specifies the data for the local data area. The local data area is a temporary 1024-byte storage area
that exists for the duration of the job. You can use the local data area to pass data to the job and to other
programs that run as part of the job. The format is the following:

data | X'hh...'

• data
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Specifies the data in character format.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive

• X'hh...'
Specifies the data in hexadecimal format, with each pair of hexadecimal digits representing one byte of
data.
Limits: Up to 2051 characters
Example: X‘C1C2C340C1C2C3’

8. Click OK.
The i5/OS job is defined.

Example: Define an i5/OS Job to Run a Program 

Suppose that you want to run the program named PARAM under the ASYSOPR user ID. This program takes three
parameters in the following order: ABC, C1, and P.

To define an i5/OS job to run a program 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—PARAM
• Agent name—AGENT

2. Select the Run program option button and enter the following information in the remaining fields:

• Name—PARAM
• Positional parameters—ABC C1 P
• I5/OS User ID—ASYSOPR

3. Click OK.

Example: Define an i5/OS Job to Issue a Command 

Suppose that you want to issue the DISPLIB command to display the job's library list. When the job completes, you
can view the library list in the job's spool file.

To define an i5/OS job to issue a command 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—DISPLIB
• Agent name—AGENT

2. Select the Issue command option button and enter DSPLIBL in the Name field.
3. Enter the following information in the Environment page:

• Library name—*LIBL
• Current library—ESPAGENT
• Job name—PAYJOBA
• Job description—PRDLIB.PRDOPR
• Job queue—ABCSYS.PAYROLL

4. Click OK.

Example: Specify Data for the Local Data Area in Hexadecimal Format 

In the following example, when the job is submitted, the agent initializes the local data area with hexadecimal data.
When the job completes, the local data area is destroyed automatically by the operating system.

To specify data for the local data area in hexadecimal format 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—I5JOB_LDA
• Agent name—I5AGENT

2. Select the Run program option button and enter the following information in the remaining fields:

• Name—IVP
• Local data area—X'C1C2C3C4'

3. Click OK.

More information: 

• Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords 
• i5/OS Jobs 
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 Use a User's Library List
The agent uses the library list in a job definition by default. However, if the user is defined, you
can set up your job definition to use the user's library list instead.
cwad121
HID_user_library_list
The agent uses the library list in a job definition by default. However, if the user is defined, you can set up your job
definition to use the user's library list instead.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the i5/OS job for which you want to use a user's library list.
The Basic page of the i5/OS dialog opens.

2. Click Environment in the left pane.
The Environment page opens in the right pane.

3. Complete one of the following options:

• Enter *USRPRF in the Current library field so that the job uses the user's current library.
• Enter values in the following fields so that the job can access the user's library list by using the job

description assigned to the user:

• Library list—*JOBD
• Job description—*USRPRF

4. Click OK.

 Pass Keyword Parameters to the I5/OS SBMJOB Command
When the server submits an i5/OS job to the i5/OS system, the job must pass through the
SBMJOB command to execute. Keyword parameters are additional parameters that the
server passes to the i5/OS SBMJOB command. You can specify any valid SBMJOB command
keyword and value combination. You can also specify multiple combinations.
cwad121
HID_pass_keyword_parameters_i5os
When the server submits an i5/OS job to the i5/OS system, the job must pass through the SBMJOB command to
execute. Keyword parameters are additional parameters that the server passes to the i5/OS SBMJOB command.
You can specify any valid SBMJOB command keyword and value combination. You can also specify multiple
combinations.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the i5/OS job for which you want to pass keyword parameters.
2. Click Keyword Parameters in the left pane.

The Keyword Parameters page opens in the right pane.
3. Enter the following information:

• Keyword

Specifies a valid SBMJOB command keyword.

Examples: PRTDEV, OUTQ, or USER
• Value

Specifies a valid SBMJOB value that corresponds to the SBMJOB command keyword, the value that would
appear in brackets after the keyword in the SBMJOB command.

4. Click OK.
When the job runs, the server adds the keyword and value combinations you specified to the SBMJOB
command.

 SBMJOB Options
The following fields in an i5/OS job definition map to options in the i5/OS SBMJOB command:
cwad121
HID_sbmjob_options
The following fields in an i5/OS job definition map to options in the i5/OS SBMJOB command:

SBMJOB Options Field in i5/OS Job definition
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USER User ID

JOBD Job description

INLLIBL Library list

JOBQ Job queue

CURLIB Current library

JOB Job name

The special values for these SBMJOB options, such as *USRPRF and *JOBD, also apply to the i5/OS job definition
fields. You can use these special values in your job definitions. For more information about the SBMJOB options
and their special values, see the IBM documentation.

 Set the Process Priority for an I5/OS Job
Process priority determines the order in which processes are scheduled on the System i5
processor. Depending on the priority level, process priority can speed up or slow down a
process.
cwad121
HID_set_process_priority_i5os
Process priority determines the order in which processes are scheduled on the System i5 processor. Depending on
the priority level, process priority can speed up or slow down a process.

Note:  If you do not specify the process priority in the job definition, the job's process priority is set to NORMAL by
default.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the i5/OS job that you want to set the priority level for.
The Basic page opens in the i5/OS dialog.

2. Click Process Priority in the left pane.
The Process Priority page opens in the right pane.

3. Select one of the following priorities in the Process priority field:

• High

Indicates processes that must be executed immediately. These processes can use nearly all available CPU
time.

• Above normal

Indicates processes that have priority above the Normal level, but below the High level.
• Normal

Indicates processes without special scheduling needs.
• Below normal

Indicates processes that have priority above the Idle level, but below the Normal level.
• Idle

Indicates processes that will run only when the system is idle.
4. Click OK.

The process priority for the i5/OS job is set.

 Define an OpenVMS Job
You can define an OpenVMS job to schedule workload to run on an OpenVMS computer. The
job runs an OpenVMS command file.
cwad121
HID_define_openvms_job
You can define an OpenVMS job to schedule workload to run on an OpenVMS computer. The job runs an
OpenVMS command file.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.
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2. Select the OpenVMS job from the System group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The OpenVMS icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the OpenVMS icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the OpenVMS dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign
($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable
introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the OpenVMS agent where the job runs.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• Command to run

Specifies the path and command file name to execute when the job runs.

Example: @SCRIPT:echo1.com

Note:

You can enter either an absolute path or just the logical name as long as you use valid syntax. The file
extension and file version are optional but, if you specify the file version, you must also specify the file
extension, for example, "RUN SAMPLE.EXE;25".

5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Arguments to pass

Defines the argument string of positional parameters to pass to the command file. Arguments can be
numeric or alphabetic strings of data.

Note:

You must specify each parameter in the order it is expected in the script, separating each parameter with a
blank space. To pass a parameter containing spaces, enclose it in double quotation marks.

Example: p1 "p7 p11"

 
• User ID

Specifies the OpenVMS user ID that has the authority to run the job. The user must be defined in the
Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact
your administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You must
have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

6. Click OK.
The OpenVMS job is defined.

Example: Run an OpenVMS Command

Suppose that an OpenVMS job OVMSJOB runs an OpenVMS command (@SCRIPT:echo1.com) with two
arguments (p1, p4) under the PROD user ID. This job runs on the default agent computer.

To run an OpenVMS command

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—OVMSJOB
• Command to run—@SCRIPT:echo1.com
• Arguments to pass—p1 p4
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• User ID—PROD
2. Click OK.

More Information:

Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords

 Environment Variables in OpenVMS
In OpenVMS, you use environment variables to define the local environment for the running of a
command. You can add, update, and delete OpenVMS environment variables.
cwad121
HID_env_variable_openvms
In OpenVMS, you use environment variables to define the local environment for the running of a command. You
can add, update, and delete OpenVMS environment variables.

Program files can access environment variables using the getenv() function. Batch files can access environment
variables by using the variable name and the trailing percent sign.

For example, you can set the MYDIR environment variable to alpha$dka200:[export]u1 in the Environment
Variables page of the OpenVMS dialog.

More information:

Specify Environment Variables

 Define a Tandem NSK Job
You can define a Tandem NSK job to schedule workload to run on a Tandem NSK computer.
The job runs a Tandem NSK command file.
cwad121
HID_define_tandemnsk_job
You can define a Tandem NSK job to schedule workload to run on a Tandem NSK computer. The job runs a
Tandem NSK command file.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the Tandem NSK job from the System group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The Tandem NSK icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the Tandem NSK icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Tandem NSK dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the Tandem NSK agent where the job runs.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• Command to run

Specifies the valid path and command file name to execute when this job runs. You can specify one of the
following:

• The name of the file containing the macro (run \system.$volume.subvolume.filename)
• The name of the preloaded macro or routine (macro_name)
• The name of an obey file (obey filename)

5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:
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• Arguments to pass

Defines the argument string of positional parameters to pass to the batch file or program. Arguments can be
numeric or alphabetic strings of data.

Note:

You must specify each parameter in the order it is expected in the script, separating each parameter with a
blank space. To pass a parameter containing spaces, enclose it in double quotation marks.

Example: p1 "p7 p11"
• User ID

Specifies the Tandem NSK user ID that has the authority to run the job. The user must be defined in the
Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact
your administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You must
have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

6. Click OK.
The Tandem NSK job is defined.

Example: Run a Tandem NSK Command

Suppose that a Tandem NSK job named TNSKJOB runs an NSK command (run \tag61.$data02.cyber.fastr) with
two arguments (p7, p11) under the jdoe user ID. This job runs on the default agent computer.

To run a Tandem NSK command

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—lTNSKJOB
• Command to run—lrun \tag61.$data02.cyber.fastr
• Arguments to pass—lp7 p11
• User ID—jdoe

2. Click OK.

More Information:

Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords

 Environment Variables in Tandem NSK
In Tandem NSK, the environment variables are generalized so that the system can execute any
valid TACL command. You can use TACL variables to set up an appropriate environment on the
Tandem NSK system before running the command.
cwad121
HID_env_variabke_tandemnsk
In Tandem NSK, the environment variables are generalized so that the system can execute any valid TACL
command. You can use TACL variables to set up an appropriate environment on the Tandem NSK system before
running the command.

To execute the TACL command, the name of the variable must be declared as TACLENVx, where x is the unique
number in all TACLEVx variables. Each TACLENVx keyword must be unique but does not necessarily have to be
entered in any particular sequence.

For example, you can set the following TACL variables in the Environment Variables page of the Tandem NSK
dialog:

• taclenv1—load\tag661.$data02.cybtom.payrollcrm
• taclenv2—clear assign str derr

More information:

Specify Environment Variables
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 UNIX Jobs
UNIX jobs let you run workload on UNIX computers. The job can run a script or execute a
command.
cwad121
HID_unix_jobs

UNIX jobs let you run workload on UNIX computers. The job can run a script or execute a command.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX or Linux.

When you define a UNIX job, you can specify settings including the following:

• Positional Parameters
Defines variables to pass to a program at the time the program is invoked.

• Environment Variables
Specifies variables that define the local environment where the job runs.

• User-defined Exit Codes
Defines exit codes to indicate job success and job failure. By default, an exit code of 0 (zero) indicates job
success and any other code indicates job failure.

• Process Priority
Specifies the order in which processes are scheduled on the processor.

• Shell
Specifies the shell the script runs in.

 Define a UNIX Job
You can define a UNIX job to schedule workload to run on a UNIX computer. The job can run a
script or execute a command.
cwad121
HID_define_unix_job
You can define a UNIX job to schedule workload to run on a UNIX computer. The job can run a script or execute a
command.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the UNIX job from the System group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The UNIX icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the UNIX icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the UNIX dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

•  Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

 Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

•  Agent 

Specifies the name of the agent installed on the UNIX computer or the name of the agent group where the
job runs. You can use agent groups for load balancing or to run a job on all agents in a group.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

•  Specify action to take 

Indicates whether the job runs a script or executes a command.

Note:

You can also browse for the script or command name using the Script/Command Browser, enter the script or
command name without the full path, or enter the script or command name using an environment variable.

5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:
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•  Arguments to pass 

Defines the argument string of positional parameters to pass to a script. Arguments can be numeric or
alphabetic strings of data.

Note:  You must specify each parameter in the order it is expected in the script, separating each parameter
with a blank space. To pass a parameter containing spaces, enclose it in double quotes.

 Examples: p1 p2 p3, 362 "629 630" 748
•  User ID 

Specifies the UNIX user ID that has the authority to run the job on the agent computer. You must specify a
user ID if the job runs a command. This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than
one password. Contact your administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.

 Default: Owner of the script or command (if the agent runs under the root account)

 Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• If the agent runs under another account, the job runs under the same account that runs the agent. The
user ID or account must have the authority to run the script or command; otherwise, the job fails.

•  Shell 

Indicates the shell name used to execute the script or command file. The default for most agents is the Korn
shell (/bin/ksh). However, you can choose one of the following shells:

• /bin/csh—C shell
• /bin/bash—Bourne Again shell
• /bin/ksh—Korn shell
• /bin/sh—Bourne shell

6. Click OK.
The UNIX job is defined.

 Example: Run a Script that is Located in a Path Set in the PATH Environment Variable 

Suppose that the job PROCSCRIPT runs a script named procscript.sh. The job runs under the user ID jsmith, who
has the authority to run the script. The path to procscript.sh is set in the PATH system environment variable for
jsmith. This job runs on the default agent computer.

 To run a script that is located in a path set in the PATH environment variable 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—PROSCRIPT
• Script/command name—procscript.sh
• User ID—jsmith

2. Select the Run a script option button.
3. Click OK.

 Example: Run a Script that is Located in a Path Set in a User Environment Variable 

Suppose that the job MYSCRIPTJOB runs a script named myscript.sh. The job runs under the user ID jsmith, who
has the authority to run the script. The path to myscript.sh is set in the user environment variable $MY_PATH,
which is defined in the profile file for jsmith. This job runs on the default agent computer.

 To run a script that is located in a path set in a user environment variable 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—MYSCRIPTJOB
• Script/command name— $MY_PATH/myscript.sh
• User ID—jsmith

2. Select the Run a script option button.
3. Click OK.

 Example: Run a Different Script Depending on the Agent 
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Suppose that a job runs a payroll script (/export/home/cybuser/payroll.sh) on the UNIX1 agent. Sometimes, the job
runs under a different agent. In this case, the job needs to run another script (export/home/cybuser/other_script.sh).

The %IF statement for the job's Script/command name field is as follows:

%IF(WOB._Agent=='UNIX1','/export/home/cybuser/payroll.sh','/export/
home/cybuser/other_script.sh')

The WOB._Agent symbolic variable represents the agent that the job runs on.

Note:

 For more information about Javascript expressions and built-in functions, see Using Javascripts.

 Example: Run a PERL Script 

Suppose that you want to schedule a PERL script located at /home/espuser/esptest/esptest.pl, and the PERL
executable is located at /usr/contrib/bin/perl. The job PERLJOB runs under the user jsmith, who has access to the
PERL executable and the authority to run the PERL script. This job runs on the default agent computer.

 To run a PERL script 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—PERLJOB
• Script/command name—/usr/contrib/bin/perl
• Arguments to pass—/home/espuser/esptest/esptest.pl
• User ID—jsmith

2. Select the Execute a command option button.
3. Click OK.

 Script and Command Name Specifications in a UNIX Job
To specify the script or command name in a UNIX job, you specify the path to and name of the
script or command that the job runs.
cwad121
HID_script_command_specifications_unix
To specify the script or command name in a UNIX job, you specify the path to and name of the script or command
that the job runs.

You can also specify the script or command name in the following ways:

• You can browse for the path to and name of the script or command using the Script/Command Browser.

Note:  To use the Script/Command Browser, you must be connected to the server, and the agent defined for the
job must be running.

• You can enter the script or the command name without the full path if all of the following conditions are met:

• The agent is running under the root account.
• The agent is configured to resolve environment variables.
• The user ID you enter in the User ID field has the authority to run the job on the agent. The user default shell

is used.
• The path to the script or command name is set in the PATH system environment variable for the specified

user ID.
• You can enter the script or command name using an environment variable, such as $MY_PATH/myscript.sh, if

all of the following conditions are met:

• The agent is running under the root account.
• The agent is configured to resolve environment variables.
• The user ID you enter in the User ID field has the authority to run the job on the agent computer. The user

default shell is used.
• The environment variable you use, such as $MY_PATH, is set in the specified user ID's profile file.

Note:  To configure the agent to resolve environment variables, ask your agent administrator to refer to the
information about the oscomponent.lookupcommand parameter. For more information about this parameter,
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see CA WA System Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows or i5/OS Agent Parameters in the CA WA System Agent
documentation.

 How the Agent Selects the Shell to Use for a UNIX Script
To run a UNIX script, the agent selects the shell to use as follows:
cwad121
HID_agent_selects_shell_unix
To run a UNIX script, the agent selects the shell to use as follows:

1. The agent uses the Shell field if specified in the job definition.
2. The agent uses the first line of the script if the shell is not specified in the Shell field.
3. The agent uses the oscomponent.defaultshell parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file if the shell is not

specified in the Shell field or in the script.
4. The agent uses the user default shell defined in the user profile if not specified in one of the previous three

locations.

Note:  The agent administrator must define all of the shells that the agent uses in the agentparm.txt file, unless the
oscomponent.checkvalidshell parameter is set to false. The shells are defined using the oscomponent.validshell
parameter.

 Set Process Priority for a UNIX Job
You can set the process priority for a UNIX job to determine the order in which processes are
scheduled on the processor. Depending on the priority level, process priority can speed up or
slow down a process.
cwad121
HID_set_process_priority_unix
You can set the process priority for a UNIX job to determine the order in which processes are scheduled on the
processor. Depending on the priority level, process priority can speed up or slow down a process.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the UNIX job you want to set the process priority for.
The Basic page opens in the UNIX dialog.

2. Click Process Priority in the left pane.
The Process Priority page opens in the right pane.

3. Select one of the following priorities in the Process priority field:

• High

Indicates processes that must be executed immediately. These processes can use nearly all available CPU
time.

• Above normal

Indicates processes that have priority above the Normal level, but below the High level.
• Normal

Indicates processes without special scheduling needs.
• Below normal

Indicates processes that have priority above the Idle level, but below the Normal level.
• Idle

Indicates processes that will run only when the system is idle.

Note:  You can only set a UNIX job's process priority to a level above Normal if the job runs on a computer with
the agent started by the root account. If the agent is not started by root and you set the process priority to a level
above Normal, the job runs with the Normal process priority.

4. Click OK.
The process priority for the UNIX job is set.

 Modify Resource Limits for a UNIX Job
When you define a UNIX job, you can set the job to modify resource limits on the agent
computer for the duration of the job. For example, you can define a job that modifies the
maximum core file size and CPU times on the UNIX computer.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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cwad121
HID_modify_resource_limits_unix
When you define a UNIX job, you can set the job to modify resource limits on the agent computer for the duration
of the job. For example, you can define a job that modifies the maximum core file size and CPU times on the UNIX
computer.

Note:  The resource limits are applied before the user profile is sourced. Therefore, the values can be overridden
by the /etc/profile script, the .profile script, or any other user logon scripts.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the UNIX job you want to modify the resource limits for.
The Basic page opens in the UNIX dialog.

2. Click User Limits in the left pane.
The User Limits page opens in the right pane.

3. Select the resource type in the User Limits table. Options are as follows:

•  Maximum size of core files created
Specifies the maximum size of the core file in kilobytes (KB).

•  Maximum size of a process's data segment
Specifies the maximum data segment size of a process in kilobytes (KB).

•  Maximum file size
Specifies the maximum file size in kilobytes (KB).

•  Maximum size of a process's virtual memory
Specifies the maximum virtual memory size of a process in kilobytes (KB).

•  Maximum number of files
Specifies the maximum number of files.

•  Maximum stack size
Specifies the maximum stack size in kilobytes (KB).

•  Maximum CPU time
Specifies the maximum CPU time in seconds.

4. Click Edit.
The Edit Resource Usage Limits dialog opens.

5. Complete the following two fields:

•  Soft Limit Value
Defines the usage (soft) limit for the specified resource type. The soft limit can be increased up to the
specified hard limit and can be changed without root authority.
Limits: Any digits; the value must be less than or equal to the hard limit

Note:

To specify an unlimited value for the resource, select the Unlimited check box.
•  Hard Limit Value

Defines the maximum usage (hard) limit for the specified resource type. The hard limit can only be increased
by the root user. If the job runs under a non-root user ID and the value specified in the job definition is
greater than the current hard limit on the UNIX system, the hard limit will not be increased. Any user ID can
decrease a hard limit.
Limits: Any digits; the value must be greater than or equal to the soft limit

Note:

To specify an unlimited value for the resource, select the Unlimited check box.
6. Click OK.

The specified soft and hard limits are shown in the User Limits table.
7. (Optional) Repeat Steps 3 to 6 to modify additional resource limits.
8. Click OK.

The resource limits for the UNIX job are set.

 Example: Specify Multiple Resource Limits 

This example modifies the following resource limits on the UNIX computer for the duration of the job:

• The core file size limit is 100 KB (soft limit). The size can increase to 200 KB (hard limit).
• The virtual memory size limit of the process is 3332 KB (soft limit). The size can increase to an unlimited value.
• The stack size limit is 250 KB (soft limit). The size can increase to 300 KB (hard limit).
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• The CPU time limit is 1000 seconds (soft limit). The time can increase to 4000 seconds (hard limit).

 To specify multiple resource limits 

1. Open the User Limits page.
2. Select the Maximum size of core files created resource in the User Limits table, and click Edit.

The Edit Resource Usage Limits dialog opens.
3. Enter the following values, and click OK:

• Soft Limit Value [KB]—100
• Hard Limit Value [KB]—200

The specified soft and hard limits are shown in the User Limits table.
4. Select the Maximum size of a process's virtual memory resource in the User Limits table, and click Edit.

The Edit Resource Usage Limits dialog opens.
5. Enter 3332 in the Soft Limit Value [KB] field.
6. Select the Unlimited check box next to the Hard Limit Value [KB] field, and click OK.

The specified soft and hard limits are shown in the User Limits table.
7. Select the Maximum stack size resource in the User Limits table, and click Edit.

The Edit Resource Usage Limits dialog opens.
8. Enter the following values, and click OK:

• Soft Limit Value [KB]—250
• Hard Limit Value [KB]—300

The specified soft and hard limits are shown in the User Limits table.
9. Select the Maximum CPU time resource in the User Limits table, and click Edit.

The Edit Resource Usage Limits dialog opens.
10. Enter the following values, and click OK:

• Soft Limit Value [seconds]—1000
• Hard Limit Value [seconds]—4000

The specified soft and hard limits are shown in the User Limits table.
11. Click OK.

 Environment Variables in UNIX
In UNIX, you use environment variables to define the local environment to run a script. You
can use UNIX environment variables or define your own. You can also add or update UNIX
environment variables.
cwad121
HID_env_variables_unix
In UNIX, you use environment variables to define the local environment to run a script. You can use UNIX
environment variables or define your own. You can also add or update UNIX environment variables.

You can pass the following UNIX environment variables to a script:

• HOME
Specifies the name of the user's initial working directory, and is used to find the .profile, .cshrc, and .login
scripts.
Default: Home directory of the user running the script.

• LANG
Specifies the name of the predefined setting for locale.

• LC_ALL
Specifies the locale to be used if any of the five LC_ symbols (LC_COLLATE, LC_CTYPE, LC_MONETARY,
LC_NUMERIC, and LC_TIME) are not defined.

• LC_COLLATE
Specifies the name of the predefined setting for locale.

• LC_CTYPE
Specifies the name of the locale for character classification.

• LC_MONETARY
Specifies the name of the locale for money-related information.

• LC_NUMERIC
Specifies the name of the locale for numeric editing.
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• LC_TIME
Specifies the name of the locale for date- and time-formatting information.

• LOGNAME
Specifies the name of the user's login account.

• PATH
Specifies the sequence of path prefixes used by execlp() and execvp() in locating programs to run.

• PWD
Specifies the present working directory. The agent changes to this directory prior to executing the script.

• TERM
Specifies the user's terminal type.

• TZ
Specifies the time zone information.

Example: Variable Names and Their Values

The following table displays examples of variable names and their values:

Variable Name Value

HOME /user/user1

INPUT /home/test

PWD /usr/scripts/dailyrun

More information:

Specify Environment Variables

 Wake on LAN Jobs
You can save energy using the agent's Wake on LAN (WOL) feature to automate the startup
and shutdown of your computers. WOL lets you define and schedule WOL jobs to send a signal
to a server to turn it on. When the server is no longer needed, you can schedule a different
command job to power it down.
cwad121
HID_wakeonlan_jobs
You can save energy using the agent's Wake on LAN (WOL) feature to automate the startup and shutdown of your
computers. WOL lets you define and schedule WOL jobs to send a signal to a server to turn it on. When the server
is no longer needed, you can schedule a different command job to power it down.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows.

Your agent administrator must configure the agent to support WOL. For more information about configuring the
agent to support WOL, see CA Workload Automation Agents.

Wake on LAN (WOL) is a hardware and software solution that lets you wake up a computer remotely. The solution
requires an ACPI-compliant computer and a special software program that sends a signal to the computer's
network card to wake it up. The agent provides the AMD magic packet to broadcast the signal to a computer that
has been soft-powered-down (ACPI D3-warm state).

 Define a Wake on LAN Job
You can define a Wake on LAN job to send a signal to a server to turn it on. The job can wake
up a remote computer that has been soft-powered-down (ACPI D3-warm state).
cwad121
HID_define_wakeonlan_job
You can define a Wake on LAN job to send a signal to a server to turn it on. The job can wake up a remote
computer that has been soft-powered-down (ACPI D3-warm state).

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the Wake on LAN job from the System group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The Wake on LAN icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the Wake on LAN job icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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The Basic page of the Wake on LAN dialog opens.
4. Complete the following required fields:

•  Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

 Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

•  Agent name
Specifies the name of the agent that broadcasts the Wake on LAN (WOL) signal to a computer that has been
soft-powered-down.

•  Broadcast address
Specifies the IP address of the LAN or subnet of the computer that receives the Wake on LAN (WOL)
signal. On UNIX, you can use ifconfig to obtain the broadcast address. On Windows, you must calculate the
broadcast address by performing a bitwise OR operation on the IP address and the bit complement of the
subnet mask. You can obtain the IP address and subnet mask using ipconfig.

Note:

The agent must be on the same subnet as the computer it is trying to wake.
•  MAC address

Specifies the Media Access Control (MAC) address of the computer that receives the Wake on LAN (WOL)
signal. The MAC address consists of six 2-digit hexadecimal values separated by dashes (-) or colons (:). On
UNIX, you can obtain the MAC address using ifconfig (listed under HWaddr). On Windows, you can obtain
the MAC address using ipconfig /all (listed under Physical Address).
Example: 12-25-02-AF-2B-1A

5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

•  Password
Specifies the Wake on LAN (WOL) password as a set of four or six 2-digit hexadecimal values separated by
dashes (-), colons (:), or periods (.).
Example: AA-BB-CC-DD-EE-FF (The password is hidden in the client.)

Note:

• To use this field, the computer's network card must support the Secure On security feature. After the
agent broadcasts the WOL signal, the network card wakes up the computer only if the specified password
is correct.

• The password is not encrypted.
6. (Optional) Specify the following ping parameters to confirm that the computer is awake:

•  Host to ping
Specifies the host name or IP address of the computer that receives the Wake on LAN (WOL) signal. You
must specify a value for this field to enable the Timeout and Port(s) fields.

Note:

If you do not provide any ping information, the job completes immediately after the WOL signal is sent
without verifying whether the signal worked.

•  Timeout
Specifies the timeout for the ping in seconds.
Limits: Up to 5 digits
Default: 120 seconds

• Port(s)
Specifies the ports to ping after the agent sends the Wake on LAN (WOL) signal. To specify multiple ports,
separate each port with a comma.
Default: 21, 22, 23, 80, 111, 135, 139, 445
Example: 1000,2003

Note:

If at least one of the ports is available, the job completes successfully; otherwise, it fails.
7. Click OK.

The Wake on LAN job is defined.

Example: Broadcast the WOL Signal and Complete Immediately 
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This example broadcasts the WOL signal to the server identified by the 172.16.0.0 IP address and the
00-11-43-73-38-DC MAC address. After the WOL signal is sent, the job completes immediately without verifying
whether the signal worked.

 To broadcast the WOL signal and complete immediately 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—WAKE_DEFAULT
• Agent name—AGENTNME
• Broadcast address—172.16.0.0
• MAC address—00-11-43-73-38-DC

2. Click OK.

Example: Broadcast the WOL Signal and Ping a Port 

This example broadcasts the WOL signal to the server identified by the 172.16.00 IP address and the 00-1E-4F-
C1-0F-FE MAC address. After the WOL signal is sent, the agent pings port 7 of the host computer to ensure it is
available. If port 7 is available, the job completes successfully; otherwise, it fails. The job uses the default timeout
for the ping.

To broadcast the WOL signal and ping a port 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—WAKE_PORT7
• Agent name—AGENTNME
• Broadcast address—172.16.0.0
• MAC address—00-1E-4F-C1-0F-FE

2. Enter the following information in the Ping parameters section:

• Host to ping—host
• Port(s)—7

3. Click OK.

 Example: Broadcast the WOL Signal Including a Password 

This example broadcasts the WOL signal including a password to the server identified by the 172.16.00 IP address
and the 11-22-33-44-55-66 MAC address. If the specified password matches the password stored on the server's
network card, the server wakes up.

To broadcast the WOL signal including a password 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—WAKE_PASSWORD
• Agent name—AGENTNME
• Broadcast address—172.16.0.0
• MAC address—11-22-33-44-55-66
• Password—AA-BB-CC-DD-EE-FF (The password is hidden in the client.)

2. Click OK.

More Information: 

Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords 

 Windows Jobs
Windows jobs let you run workload on Windows computers. The job runs a Windows command
file.
cwad121
HID_windows_jobs
Windows jobs let you run workload on Windows computers. The job runs a Windows command file.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for Windows.

When you define a Windows job, you can specify settings including the following:

• Positional Parameters
Defines variables to pass to a program at the time the program is invoked.
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• Environment Variables
Specifies variables that define the local environment where the job runs.

• User-defined Exit Codes
Defines exit codes to indicate job success and job failure. By default, an exit code of 0 (zero) indicates job
success and any other code indicates job failure.

• Windows Job Object
Defines a Windows job object that manages processing properties for a group of Windows jobs.

 Define a Windows Job
You can define a Windows job to schedule workload to run on a Windows computer. The job
runs a Windows command file.
cwad121
HID_define_windows_job
You can define a Windows job to schedule workload to run on a Windows computer. The job runs a Windows
command file.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the Windows job from the System group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The Windows icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the Windows icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Windows dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields as appropriate:

• Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

 Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent 

Specifies the name of the agent installed on the Windows computer or the name of the agent group where
the job runs. You can use agent groups for load balancing or to run a job on all agents in a group.

Note:

The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined in the
Topology for the specified job type.

• Command to run 

Specifies the path to and name of the Windows command file the job runs.

Note:

You can also browse for the command file using the Command Browser or enter the command file name
without the full path.

5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Arguments to pass 

Defines the argument string of positional parameters to pass to the command file. Arguments can be
numeric or alphabetic strings of data.

Note:

You must specify each parameter in the order it is expected in the command file, separating each parameter
with a blank space. To pass a parameter containing spaces, enclose its value in double quotes.

Example: "c:\Pay Data\salary.dat" "c:\Pay Data\benefits.dat"
•  User ID 

Specifies the Windows user ID that runs the job. You are restricted to how you can access data on remote
computers. To access restricted remote resources, you can run the job under a user ID that has access to
those resources. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace for a
user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.
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Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:

• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• You can specify a user ID only when the agent is running as a Windows service under the Local System
account.

• Interactive job
Indicates whether the Windows job runs in interactive mode. Interactive mode lets you view and interact with
jobs that invoke Windows Terminal Services or user interface processes. To run a Windows job in interactive
mode, the agent must run as a service and the administrator user ID must be defined in the Topology and
specified in the job definition.
Default: The job runs in batch mode

Note:

• If the agent administrator sets the oscomponent.interactive parameter to true in the agentparm.txt file, the
agent submits all Windows jobs in interactive mode, regardless of the setting in this field.

• By default, the agent uses the default Windows shell explorer.exe. The agent administrator can specify
an alternative Windows shell for interactive jobs by setting the oscomponent.shell parameter in the
agentparm.txt file.

6. Click OK.
The Windows job is defined.

Example: Access a Windows Network Resource with Universal Naming Convention (UNC) and Share
Names 

CA Workload Automation DE and the agent support Windows UNC names and share names. A UNC name is the
name of a file or other resource that begins with two backslashes (\\), indicating that it exists on a remote computer.
A share name is an alias for the path in which the resource exists.

Suppose that the path c:\WINNT\Profiles\Visitor\Desktop\ has the share name MyDesktop. The command
notify.cmd is in that path on the CYBNT server, and is accessed by the UNC name and share name in the job
JOBC, which runs on the agent WINAGENT.

To access a Windows network resource with UNC and share names 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—JOBC
• Agent name—WINAGENT
• Command to run—\\CYBNT\MyDesktop\notify.cmd

2. Click OK.

Example: Use Administrative Authority to Access a Remote Windows Resource that is Not Shared 

The agent service can log on to a remote Windows server as a user with administrative authority. The agent can
then access remote resources using the share names C$ and ADMIN$, letting the agent access remote resources
that are not marked as shared.

Suppose that drive C is accessed by an administrator over the network through the WINAGENT agent. The agent
runs under the System Account option, and it runs the test Application in the c:\working directory on the CYBNT
server. The directory c:\working is not a shared resource. The user admin1 is a valid user on both the local and
remote computers, and belongs to the Administrators group.

To use administrative authority to access a remote Windows resource that is not shared 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—SHAREFILE
• Agent name—WINAGENT
• Command to run—\\CYBNT\C$\working\test
• User ID—admin1

2. Click OK.

Example: Run cmd.exe 
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Suppose that you want the job COPYFILE to use the Windows command prompt (cmd.exe) to copy the file c:
\env.txt to the test directory. To pass arguments to cmd.exe, you must enclose the argument in double quotes and
precede the argument with the /C switch. The job runs on the default agent computer.

To run cmd.exe 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—COPYFILE
• Command to run—c:\Windows\system32\cmd.exe
• Arguments to pass—“/C copy c:\env.txt c:\test\env.txt”

2. Click OK.

Example: Pass Arguments to a Visual Basic Script 

Suppose that you want the job VBS to pass three arguments (one, two, and thee) to the Visual Basic script located
at D:\temp\vbs\params.vbs. To pass arguments to a Visual Basic script, specify the location of the Visual Basic
script and its arguments in the Arguments to pass field. This job runs on the default agent computer.

To pass arguments to a Visual Basic Script 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—VBS
• Command to run—c:\winnt\system32\wscript.exe
• Arguments to pass—D:\temp\vbs\params.vbs one two three

2. Click OK.

Example: Run a Windows Job on a Different Server Than Usual 

Suppose that a company performs scheduled maintenance on its NT_TOR1 agent on the last Sunday of every
other month. On that day, work that usually runs on NT_TOR1 must run on NT_TOR2.

The following conditional logic uses the month number to determine if a month is an even-numbered month. The %
(remainder) operator divides the value of day by 2 and tests the remainder. If the remainder is 0, the agent name
value is set to NT_TOR2.

The %IF statement for the job's Agent name field is as follows:

%IF(today('last sunday of month') && APPL._AMM%2 ==
 0,'NT_TOR2','NT_TOR1')

The APPL._AMM symbolic variable represents the number of the actual month. If today is the last Sunday of an
even month, the logical expressions returns true, and the job runs on NT_TOR2. If today is not the last Sunday of
an even month, the logical expression returns false, and the jobs runs on NT_TOR1.

Note:

 For more information about Javascript expressions and built-in functions, see Using Javascripts.

Example: Run a Different Command File Depending on the Agent 

Suppose that a job usually runs a payroll command file (c:\Windows\Payroll\payroll.exe) on the NT_TOR1 agent.
Sometimes, the job runs under a different agent. In this case, the job needs to run an alternative command file (c:
\Windows\Payroll\other_command.exe').

The %IF statement for the job's Command to run field is as follows:

%IF(WOB._Agent=='NT_TOR1','c:\\Windows\\Payroll\\payroll.exe','c:\
\Windows\\Payroll\\other_command.exe')

Note:   JavaScript treats backslashes (\) as special characters, so you must precede each backslash in file paths
with another backslash.

The WOB._Agent symbolic variable represents the agent the job runs on.
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Note:   For more information about Javascript expressions and built-in functions, see Using Javascripts. 

Example: Run a Windows Job in Interactive Mode 

This example runs a Windows job in interactive mode. The job opens the config.txt file in the Windows notepad
application on the Windows desktop.

To run a Windows job in interactive mode 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—EDIT_FILE
• Agent name—WINAGENT
• Command to run—notepad.exe
• Arguments to pass—c:\run_info\config.txt
• User ID—admin1

2. Select the Interactive job check box.
3. Click OK.

More information: 

• Using a Namespace for a User that has Different Passwords 
• Windows Jobs 
• Running a Job on Agent Groups 
• Run a Job on All Agents Defined in a Group 

 Command File Specifications in a Windows Job
To specify the command file in a Windows job, you specify the path to and name of the
command file that the job runs.
cwad121
HID_command_file_specification_windows
To specify the command file in a Windows job, you specify the path to and name of the command file that the job
runs.

You can also specify the command file in the following ways:

• You can browse for the path to and name of the command file using the Command Browser.

Note:  To use the Command Browser, you must be connected to the server, and the agent defined for the job
must be running.

• You can enter the command file without the full path if the agent is configured to search for paths to command
files and the command file is located in one of the following directories:

• The directory the agent is installed in
• WINDOWS\system32 directory on the agent computer
• WINDOWS\system directory on the agent computer
• WINDOWS directory on the agent computer
• Any other directory whose path is set in the system path or user path on the agent computer

 Windows Job Objects
A Windows job object lets you group processes together and control their attributes as a single
entity. You can use a Windows job object to manage processing properties (such as processor
usage, memory usage, and process priority) for a group of Windows jobs.
cwad121
HID_windows_job_objects
A Windows job object lets you group processes together and control their attributes as a single entity. You can use
a Windows job object to manage processing properties (such as processor usage, memory usage, and process
priority) for a group of Windows jobs.

You can create a new Windows job object and associate a job with it, or you can associate a job with an existing
job object. After all of the processes associated with a job object complete, the job object no longer exists.

More information:

Define a Windows Job Object
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 Define a Windows Job Object
You can define a Windows job object to manage the processing properties of various jobs as a
single entity.
cwad121
HID_define_windows_job_object
You can define a Windows job object to manage the processing properties of various jobs as a single entity.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Windows job you want to define the Windows job object for.
2. Click Job Object in the left pane.

The Job Object page opens in the right pane.
3. Enter one of the following fields as appropriate:

•  Create job object 

Defines the name of the new job object. This name must be unique.
•  Assign job object 

Specifies the name of an existing job object to which you want to add this job.
4. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

•  Job memory 

Defines the maximum virtual memory in bytes allocated to all processes associated with the job object. If the
total memory used for all processes associated with the job object exceeds this limit, the job that is trying to
use memory fails.

Note:

To specify memory in megabytes, add M after the memory value. To specify memory in kilobytes, add K after
the memory value.

 Examples: 50M, 500K
•  Process memory 

Defines the maximum virtual memory in bytes allocated to each process associated with the job object. If the
memory used for a single process exceeds this limit, the job fails.

Note:

To specify memory in megabytes, add M after the memory value. To specify memory in kilobytes, add K after
the memory value.

 Examples: 50M, 500K
•  Job time 

Defines the maximum CPU time in milliseconds allocated to all processes associated with the job object. If
the total CPU time for all processes associated with the job object exceeds this limit, all jobs associated with
the job object fail.

•  Process time 

Defines the maximum CPU time in milliseconds allocated to each process associated with the job object. If
the CPU time used for a single process exceeds this limit, the job fails.

•  Priority class 

Indicates the process priority for all processes in the job object as follows:

• High—Indicates processes that must be executed immediately. These processes can use nearly all
available CPU time.

• Above normal—Indicates processes that have priority above the Normal level, but below the High level.
• Normal—Indicates processes without special scheduling needs.
• Below normal—Indicates processes that have priority above the Idle level, but below the Normal level.
• Idle—Indicates processes that will run only when the system is idle.

•  Active process limit 

Defines the maximum number of simultaneously active processes allowed in the job object.
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Note:  If you create a new job object and you do not specify a value for a job object property, that property
has an unlimited value. If you assign an existing job object and you do not specify a value for a property, that
property keeps the existing value.

5. Click OK.

The Windows job object is defined.

 Example: Define a Windows Job Object 

Suppose that you want a Windows job to create a Windows job object named PayJobsObject. PayJobsObject
can use a total of 40 MB of memory (41943040 bytes) and 1 hour of CPU time (4000000 milliseconds) for all
processes it contains. Each process associated with PayJobsObject can use a maximum of 500 KB of memory
(512000 bytes) and 3 minutes of CPU time (180000 milliseconds). PayJobsObject can have a maximum of 10
simultaneously active processes.

 To define a Windows job object 

1. Enter the following information in the Job Object page:

• Create job object—PayJobsObject
• Job memory—41943040
• Process memory—512000
• Job time—4000000
• Process time—180000
• Active process limit—10

2. Click OK.

 More information: 

 Windows Job Objects 

 Environment Variables in Windows
In Windows, you use environment variables to define the local environment the command runs
in. You can also add, update, and delete Windows environment variables.
cwad121
HID_env_variable_windows
In Windows, you use environment variables to define the local environment the command runs in. You can also
add, update, and delete Windows environment variables.

Example: Variable Name and Values

The following table displays examples of variable names and their values:

Variable Name Value

INPUT c:\run.bat

NAME Jane Doe

JOB PAY

HOME c:\export\u1

More information:

Specify Environment Variables

 z/OS Jobs
You can use z/OS jobs to run mainframe workload.
cwad121
HID_zos_jobs
You can use z/OS jobs to run mainframe workload.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for z/OS.

CA WA Agent for z/OS submits and tracks the z/OS jobs. You can define the following three types of z/OS jobs:

• z/OS-Data Set Trigger
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Creates dependencies on data set activity.
• z/OS-Manual

Creates dependencies on z/OS jobs that are submitted outside of the scheduling manager.
• z/OS-Regular

Creates dependencies on z/OS jobs that are submitted outside of the scheduling manager.

 z/OS-Data Set Trigger Jobs
You can define a z/OS-Data Set Trigger job to create dependencies on data set activities. You
can customize trigger conditions to define the circumstances in which the z/OS-Data Set Trigger
job completes. After a z/OS-Data Set Trigger job completes, the server releases the successor
jobs.
cwad121
HID_zos_dataset_trigger_jobs
You can define a z/OS-Data Set Trigger job to create dependencies on data set activities. You can customize
trigger conditions to define the circumstances in which the z/OS-Data Set Trigger job completes. After a z/OS-Data
Set Trigger job completes, the server releases the successor jobs.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for z/OS.

You can specify trigger conditions for the following data set activities:

• When a data set is created or updated
• When a specific job, group of jobs, or user ID creates a data set
• When an explicit data set notification is received (used when the data set activity does not generate an SMF

record)
• When an FTP file is sent or received successfully

Note:  Each data set must have its own individual Data Set Trigger job. To create dependencies on multiple data
sets, you must create multiple Data Set Trigger jobs.

When specifying a data set, you can either specify the name of a single data set or use the hyphen wildcard to
specify a group of data sets that match the selection criteria.

The following table shows how the hyphen wildcard matches a group of data sets:

 Specified data set name  Matching data sets 

CYB1.PAYROLL.A CYB1.PAYROLL.A

CYB1.PAYROLL.G- CYB1.PAYROLL.G0145V00

CYB1.PAYROLL.G0146V00

CYB1.PAYROLL.G0147V00

CYB1.PAYROLL.GRANTED.MORE

CYB1.P- CYB1.PAYROLL

CYB1.POSTJOBS

CYB1.PROD.INPUT

 Define a z/OS-Data Set Trigger Job
You can define a z/OS-Data Set Trigger job to create dependencies on data set activities.
cwad121
HID_define_zos_dataset_trigger_job
You can define a z/OS-Data Set Trigger job to create dependencies on data set activities.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for z/OS.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.
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2. Select the z/OS-Data Set Trigger job from the z/OS group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the
workspace.
The z/OS-Data Set Trigger icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the z/OS-Data Set Trigger icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the z/OS-Data Set Trigger dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar
sign ($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic
variable introducer character.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the agent that monitors data set activity.
• Data set name

Specifies the name of the data set that the agent monitors. You can either specify the name of a single data
set or use the hyphen wildcard to specify a group of data sets that match the selection criteria.

Examples: CYB1.PAYROLL.A, CYB1.PAYROLL.G-

Note:

You cannot use the asterisk (*) as a wildcard.
• z/OS user ID

Specifies the z/OS user ID that owns the job on z/OS.
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Updated

Indicates whether to monitor for data set updates in addition to data set creation.

Default: Data set creation only
6. Click Trigger Conditions in the left pane.

The Trigger Conditions page opens in the right pane.
7. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Trigger when action is performed by

Indicates whether to restrict the trigger to data set activity performed by a specific job or user.
• Name

Specifies the name of the job or the user who performs the data set activity.
• Explicit data set trigger

Monitors for an explicit data set notification (used when the data set activity does not generate an SMF
record).

• FTP

Monitors for a successful FTP transfer.
• Host

Specifies a host name to restrict the trigger to FTP transfers to or from a specific remote host.
• Logon

Specifies a user ID to restrict the trigger to FTP transfers with a specific logon user ID.
• Trigger after

Specifies the number of actions that must occur.
8. Click OK.

The z/OS-Data Set Trigger job is defined.

Example: Monitor for Data Set Creation and Update

Suppose that you want a z/OS-Data Set Trigger job named PROD.NIGHTLY to release its successors when the
data set PROD.CICS.FILE1602 is closed (created or updated). The agent ZOS1 monitors the data set under user
CYBDL01.
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To monitor for data set creation and update

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—PROD
• Qualifier—NIGHTLY
• Agent name—ZOS1
• Data set name—PROD.CICS.FILE1602
• z/OS user ID—CYBDL01

2. Select the Updated check box.
3. Click OK.

Example: Restrict the Trigger to Specific Data Sets Created by a Particular Job

Suppose that you want a z/OS-Data Set Trigger job named PROD.PAY_DATA to release its successors when job
ABC creates generation data set USER1.PAYROLL (USER1.PAYROLL.G-).The agent ZOS1 monitors the data set
under user CYBDL01.

To restrict the trigger to specific data sets created by a particular job

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—PROD
• Qualifier—PAY_DATA
• Agent name—ZOS1
• Data set name—USER1.PAYROLL.G-
• z/OS user ID—CYBDL01

2. Do the following in the Trigger Conditions page:

1.1 Select the Job name option button.
2.1 Enter ABC in the Name field.

3. Click OK.

Example: Restrict the Trigger to Specific Data Sets Created by a Particular User

Suppose that you want the z/OS-Data Set Trigger job PROD.PAY_DATA to release its successors when the user
CYBER1 creates generation data set USER1.PAYROLL (USER1.PAYROLL.G-). The agent ZOS1 monitors the
data set under user CYBDL01.

To restrict the trigger to specific data sets created by a particular user

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—PROD
• Qualifier—PAY_DATA
• Agent name—ZOS1
• Data set name—USER1.PAYROLL.G-
• z/OS user ID—CYBDL01

2. Do the following in the Trigger Conditions page:

1.1 Select the User ID option button.
2.1 Enter CYBER1 in the Name field.

3. Click OK.

Example: Run a Compress Job After 100 Closures of a Data Set

Suppose that you want the z/OS-Data Set Trigger job PROD.PAY_DATA to release a compress job named
COPYJCL.COMPRESS after every 100 closures of the data set CYBER.COPY.JCL. The agent ZOS1 monitors the
data set under user CYBDL01.

To run a compress job after 100 closures of a data set

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—COPYJCL
• Qualifier—COMPRESS
• Agent name—ZOS1
• Data set name—CYBER.COPY.JCL
• z/OS user ID—CYBDL01
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2. Enter 100 in the Trigger after field in the Trigger Conditions page.
3. Click OK.
4. Define the compress job as a successor to the z/OS-Data Set Trigger job (COPYJCL.COMPRESS) in the

Application.

Example: Monitor for Data Set Received from a Remote FTP Partner

Suppose that you want the z/OS-Data Set Trigger job PROD.PAY_DATA to release its successors when
a file is successfully received from a remote FTP partner, creating generation data set USER1.PAYROLL
(USER1.PAYROLL.G-).The agent ZOS1 monitors the FTP transfer under user CYBDL01.

To monitor for data set received from a remote FTP partner

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—PROD
• Qualifier—PAY_DATA
• Agent name—ZOS1
• Data set name—USER1.PAYROLL.G-
• z/OS user ID—CYBDL01

2. Select Receive from the FTP drop-down list in the Trigger Conditions page.
3. Click OK.

Example: Monitor for Data Set Sent to a Remote FTP partner

Suppose that you want the z/OS-Data Set Trigger job CYBER.XFER to release its successors when data set
CYBER.XFER.001 is successfully sent from the local mainframe partner to a remote FTP partner. The agent ZOS1
monitors the FTP transfer under user CYBDL01.

To monitor for data set sent to a remote FTP partner

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—CYBER
• Qualifier—XFER
• Agent name—ZOS1
• Data set name—CYBER.XFER.001
• z/OS user ID—CYBDL01

2. Select Send from the FTP drop-down list in the Trigger Conditions page.
3. Click OK.

Example: Restrict Triggering to a Specific Host

Suppose that you want the z/OS-Data Set Trigger job CYBER.XFER to release its successors when a remote FTP
partner with IP address 172.16.0.0 successfully transfers a file creating the data set CYBER.XFER.001. The agent
ZOS1 monitors the FTP transfer under user CYBDL01.

To restrict triggering to a specific host

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—CYBER
• Qualifier—XFER
• Agent name—ZOS1
• Data set name—CYBER.XFER.001
• z/OS user ID—CYBDL01

2. Do the following in the Trigger Conditions page:

1.1 Select Send from the FTP drop-down list.
2.1 Enter 172.16.0.0 in the Host field.

3. Click OK.

Example: Restrict Triggering to a Specific User ID

Suppose that you want the z/OS-Data Set Trigger job CYBER.XFER to release its successors when a remote FTP
partner successfully transfers a file creating the data set CYBER.XFER.001, assuming the user ID prefix of the
local FTP partner is CYB (CYB-). The agent ZOS1 monitors the FTP transfer under user CYBDL01.

To restrict triggering to a specific user ID
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1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—CYBER
• Qualifier—XFER
• Agent name—ZOS1
• Data set name—CYBER.XFER.001
• z/OS user ID—CYBDL01

2. Do the following in the Trigger Conditions page:

1.1 Select the User ID option button and enter CYB- in the Name field.
2.1 Select Receive from the FTP drop-down list.

3. Click OK.

Example: Restrict Triggering to a Specific Logon ID

Suppose that you want the z/OS-Data Set Trigger job CYBER.XFER to release its successors when a remote FTP
partner successfully transfers a file creating the data set CYBER.XFER.001, assuming that the remote FTP partner
did log on to the FTP server with the CYBER005 user ID. The agent ZOS1 monitors the FTP transfer under user
CYBDL01.

To restrict triggering to a specific Logon ID

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—CYBER
• Qualifier—XFER
• Agent name—ZOS1
• Data set name—CYBER.XFER.001
• z/OS user ID—CYBDL01

2. Do the following in the Trigger Conditions page:

1.1 Select Receive from the FTP drop-down list.
2.1 Enter CYBER005 in the Logon field.

3. Click OK.

More information:

z/OS-Data Set Trigger Jobs

 Define a z/OS-Manual Job
You can define a z/OS-Manual job to create dependencies on z/OS jobs that are submitted
outside the scheduling manager, such as a job that is submitted manually by a user. After the
manually submitted job completes, the server releases the successors of the Manual job.
cwad121
HID_define_zos_manual_job
You can define a z/OS-Manual job to create dependencies on z/OS jobs that are submitted outside the scheduling
manager, such as a job that is submitted manually by a user. After the manually submitted job completes, the
server releases the successors of the Manual job.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for z/OS.

If more than one generation of the Application is active when a manually submitted job completes, the server posts
the Manual job as complete in all active Applications.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the z/OS-Manual job from the z/OS group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The z/OS-Manual icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the z/OS-Manual icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the z/OS-Manual dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

•  Name 

Defines the name of the job submitted outside ESP dSeries Workload Automation.
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•  Agent name 

Specifies the name of the agent that monitors the manually submitted job.
•  z/OS user ID 

Specifies the z/OS user ID that owns the job on z/OS.
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

•  Authorization string 

Defines the authorization string the server uses to post the correct job. The server posts the Manual job
complete when the manually submitted job runs under the corresponding user ID.

Note:  Contact your agent administrator to confirm whether the agent checks the authorization string.
Depending on the scenario, the action to take differs as follows:

•  Search backward 

Defines the number of hours and minutes, in the format hhh:mm, that the agent does a backward search for
a manually submitted job.

 Limits: 546 hours

 Example: 000:30
6. Click OK.

The z/OS-Manual job is defined.

 Example: Post z/OS Manual Job Complete Based on the User ID 

Suppose that you want to post a z/OS Manual job complete when the manually submitted job ABC runs under
CYBER. The ZOS1 agent monitors job ABC.

 To post z/OS Manual job complete based on the user ID 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—ABC
• Agent name—ZOS1
• Authorization string—CYBER

2. Click OK.

 Define a z/OS-Regular Job
You can define a z/OS-Regular job to schedule a z/OS job.
cwad121
HID_define_zos_regular_job
You can define a z/OS-Regular job to schedule a z/OS job.

Note:  To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for z/OS.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application that you want to add the job to in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Select the z/OS-Regular job from the z/OS group in the Palette view, and drag the job to the workspace.
The z/OS-Regular icon appears on the Application workspace view.

3. Right-click the z/OS-Regular icon, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the z/OS-Regular dialog opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

•  Name 

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

 Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), pound (#), dollar sign
($), underscore (_), square brackets ([]), brace brackets ({}), and percent sign (%) as a symbolic variable
introducer character.

Note:

The name must match the name on the jobcard.
•  Agent name 
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Specifies the name of the agent where the mainframe workload runs.
•  JCL Library 

Specifies the library name containing the JCL for this job.

 Example: cyber.prod.jcllib
•  z/OS user ID 

Specifies the z/OS user ID that owns the job on z/OS.
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

•  JCL member 

Specifies the member name the JCL resides in for this job.

 Default: Job name
•  CopyJCL library 

Specifies the copy JCL library that stores an editable working copy of the JCL you submitted.

Note:

• In case of a job failure, you can modify the working copy of the JCL and then restart or resubmit the job
without affecting the JCL source. When you work with the JCL copy, the server automatically resolves all
the variables.

• To modify the copy JCL and restart/resubmit the job, do the following tasks:

1.1 Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective, and select Edit Copy JCL.
2.1 Modify the copy JCL as required, and click Upload.
3.1 Right-click the job, and select Reset Definition.
4.1 Specify the library name containing copy JCL in the JCL Library field, and click OK.
5.1 Right-click the job, and select Restart or Resubmit.

6. Click OK.
The z/OS-Regular job is defined.

 Example: Store a Working Copy of the JCL that You Submitted 

Suppose that the agent ZOS1 submits the JCL in member CYBDL01A in the CYBDL01.JCLLIB library. If the job
fails, you can modify a working copy of the JCL in the CYBDL01.COPY.JCLLIB data set, and resubmit the job
without affecting the JCL source.

 To store a working copy of the JCL that you submitted 

1. Enter the following information in the Basic page:

• Name—CYBDL01A
• Agent name—ZOS1
• JCL library—CYBDL01.JCLLIB
• z/OS user ID—CYBDL01
• CopyJCL library—CYBDL01.COPY.JCLLIB

2. Click OK.

 Condition Codes
Within the z/OS-Regular job definition dialog, you can use the Condition Codes page to specify
the codes that indicate a successful or failed job.
cwad121
HID_zos_regular_condition_codes
Within the z/OS-Regular job definition dialog, you can use the Condition Codes page to specify the codes that
indicate a successful or failed job.

You can define condition codes for jobs, steps, procedure steps, or programs as follows:

• A condition code for one number or a range of numbers between 1 and 4095 (ranges are separated by colons,
such as 1:4095).

• A system abend code (Sccc), such as S0C1 or SB37.
• A user abend code (Unnnn), such as U0001 or U0462. The nnnn must be exactly four decimal digits and cannot

exceed 4095.
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For each condition code or range of condition codes, you can indicate whether the server is to interpret the code
or range as a success or a failure. You can also indicate whether the job should continue or stop running. Each
specification becomes a separate item. Together these specifications form a list of condition codes.

To change the order of the codes in the Condition code list table, click a row in the table and click Up or Down.
Suppose that the table includes condition codes for Step 3 and Step 1 and you want to insert a condition code for
Step 2 between Step 3 and Step 1. You add the new condition code in the table and then reorder it using the Up or
Down button.

Example: Complete a Job Based on Specific Return Codes

Suppose that you define condition codes so that a job completes successfully only when the return code is 0, 1, 2,
3, 4, or 999.

To complete a job based on specific return codes

1. Open the z/OS-Regular job for which you want to specify condition codes.
2. Click Condition Codes in the left pane.

The Condition Codes page opens in the right pane.
3. Click Add.

A new row is added to the Condition code list.
4. Enter 1:4 in the Return Code field, select SUCCESS in the Interpret As drop-down list, and select CONTINUE in

the Action Type drop-down list.
5. Click Add.

A new row is added to the Condition code list.
6. Enter 999 in the Return Code field, select SUCCESS in the Interpret As drop-down list, and select CONTINUE

in the Action Type drop-down list.
7. Click Add.

A new row is added to the Condition code list.
8. Enter 5:998 in the Return Code field, select FAILURE in the Interpret As drop-down list, and select STOP in the

Action Type drop-down list.
9. Click OK.

 Enable CA WA Restart Option to Restart z/OS Jobs
You can enable CA WA Restart Option to restart z/OS jobs.
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HID_enable_restart_option
You can enable CA WA Restart Option to restart z/OS jobs.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the Application in the Application Workspace view, and select Properties from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Application properties dialog opens.

3. Click Restart Option EE in the left pane.
The Restart Option EE page opens in the right pane.

4. Select the Include restart step check box.
You can restart the job using CA WA Restart Option.

 Specify CA WA Restart Option Statements
You can specify predefined and custom CA WA Restart Option statements to identify special
processing options.
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You can specify predefined and custom CA WA Restart Option statements to identify special processing options.

For example, you can instruct CA WA Restart Option to do the following:

• Back out data sets created by the job.
• Perform data set cleanup.
• Run the job despite errors predicted by CA WA Restart Option.
• Check for errors prior to a job's submission.
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• Perform automatic recovery of missing data sets.
• Honor previously-coded condition codes and bypass steps accordingly.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the Application in the Application Workspace view, and select Properties from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Application properties dialog opens.

3. Click Restart Option EE in the left pane.
The Restart Option EE page opens in the right pane.

4. Select the predefined statements you want CA WA Restart Option to send and the parameter to pass with each.

Note:  These statements depend on the defaults set in the initialization parameters on the CA WA Agent for z/
OS. For more information about the initialization parameters, contact your agent administrator.

5. (Optional) Enter your own CA WA Restart Option statements starting at line 7.

Note:  For each statement, select the line in the Send column and enter the statement. Do not prefix the
statement with ENCPARM. You can include up to 12 statements in total.

6. Click OK.
The CA WA Restart Option statements are specified for the z/OS-Regular jobs in the Application.

 Override the CA WA Restart Option Statements in the Job Definition
You can override the CA WA Restart Option statements specified in the Application in the job
definition.
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You can override the CA WA Restart Option statements specified in the Application in the job definition.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the z/OS-Regular job for which you want to specify condition codes.
2. Click Restart Option EE in the left pane.

The Restart Option EE page opens in the right pane.
3. Clear the Use defaults check box.
4. Specify the CA WA Restart Option statements to send as appropriate.
5. Click OK.

The CA WA Restart Option statements are overridden for this z/OS-Regular job.

 Defining Events
This section contains the following topics:
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This section contains the following topics:

 

 

 Events
You can use Events to run the workload defined in your Applications. When an Event is
triggered, the Application runs.
cwad121
HID_events
You can use Events to run the workload defined in your Applications. When an Event is triggered, the Application
runs.

Events can be scheduled, triggered manually, or triggered based on a particular condition. If multiple Events are
triggered at a time, the server processes the triggered Events in parallel.
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If the Event is scheduled, the Application runs based on the Event's schedule. For example, you can schedule
an Event to run an Application daily at 10 a.m. You can also trigger the Event manually if you want to add a new
scheduled Event execution to the schedule or replace the Event's next execution.

If the Event is not scheduled, it can be triggered manually or triggered based on a particular condition that an agent
monitors. Monitor Events are continuous; the agent continues to monitor after the condition you specify occurs. For
example, you can continuously monitor file activity and trigger workload each time a file is created.

An Application may contain multiple Events. For example, an Application may need to run each day at 4 p.m. and
also whenever a specific file is created, a JMS message is received, or an SAP event is raised.

 Event Triggers
You can specify the following types of triggers for an Event:
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You can specify the following types of triggers for an Event:

• Date-Time/Manual
Triggers workload based on schedule criteria. For example, you can schedule an Event to run an Application
daily at 10 a.m. If the Event does not have schedule criteria, the Event must be triggered manually.

• Database Monitor
Triggers workload when the number of rows that satisfy a monitor condition increases or decreases in a
database table. Database Monitor Events monitor for changes using a polling interval (every 10 seconds by
default).

• Database Trigger
Triggers workload when a row that satisfies a trigger condition is added, deleted, or updated in a database table.
A Database Trigger Event creates a database trigger on the database.

• File Trigger
Triggers workload based on file activity. You can only trigger on file creation.

• JMS Subscribe
Triggers workload when a JMS message is received.

• SAP Event Monitor
Triggers workload when an SAP Event is raised on the SAP system.

• Variable Dependency Monitor
Triggers workload when a global variable expression is met.

• z/OS Data Set Trigger
Triggers workload based on z/OS data set activity. You can trigger the Event on the creation, update, and FTP
transfer of data sets.

 Event Schedule Criteria
To schedule workload, you must create an Event and specify schedule criteria. The server
triggers the Event and runs the Application at the scheduled dates and times.
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To schedule workload, you must create an Event and specify schedule criteria. The server triggers the Event and
runs the Application at the scheduled dates and times.

The schedule criteria for an Event generally includes a time and a frequency.

You can specify an AM or PM time (such as 3:00 PM) or a 24-hour time (such as 15:00). You can also specify a
time zone (such as 8PM ETZ).

If you specify a time without a date (such as 9PM), the server schedules the Application daily at that time.

If you specify a date without a time (such as 1ST MONDAY OF MONTH), the server resolves the time to midnight
(00:00:00).

Example: Trigger an Event Daily

The following schedule criteria triggers an Event at 10 a.m. every day:
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Schedule 10AM DAILY

Example: Trigger an Event at Different Times During the Week

The following schedule criteria triggers an Event at two different times during the week:

Schedule 4PM WEEKDAYS
Schedule 2PM WEEKENDS

Example: Specify Exceptions to the Schedule Criteria

Suppose that you want to schedule your Event at 5 p.m. every day, except on the last workday of the month. The
schedule criteria is specified as follows:

Schedule 5PM DAILY
Do not schedule 5PM LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH

Note:  You should specify Do not schedule statements after the Schedule statements. The Do not schedule time
must match the time used in a Schedule statement (5PM in this example).

More information:

Schedule Workload

 Expect Times
For Events that are not scheduled, you can specify an expect time when you create the Event.
The expect time indicates an expected time for the triggering of the Event. If an Event has an
expect time, the Event appears on the schedule and forecasts for that time.
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For Events that are not scheduled, you can specify an expect time when you create the Event. The expect time
indicates an expected time for the triggering of the Event. If an Event has an expect time, the Event appears on the
schedule and forecasts for that time.

For example, suppose that a file is created around 4 p.m. each day. When you create a File Trigger Event that
monitors the creation of the file, you can specify an expect time of 4PM DAILY. The File Trigger Event appears on
the schedule for 4 p.m. each day.

Note:  No action is required if the Event is not triggered by the expected time.

 Listing Events
This article contains the following topics:
cwad12
This article contains the following topics:

List Events
To update, control, or check the status of Events defined on your system, you must list them.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Events under your server connection, and click Open from the pop-up menu.
The Events view opens.
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3. (Optional) Enter the complete or partial Event prefix in the Event prefix field to limit the Events displayed, or
leave the field blank to display all Event prefixes.

Note:  You must include a wildcard for a partial name. For example, CYB* lists all the Events whose prefixes
start with CYB.

4. (Optional) Enter the complete or partial Event name in the Event name field to limit the Events displayed, or
leave the Event name field blank to display all Event names..

Note:  You must include a wildcard for a partial name. For example, EVT* lists all the Events whose names start
with EVT.

5. (Optional) Clear the check boxes of the Event triggers you do not want to list.
6. Click the arrow next to the Event prefix drop-down list.

A list of the Events matching your criteria is displayed.
7. (Optional) Right-click an Event in the Events view, and select Open from the pop-up menu to show the Event

definition.

Note:  In the Event definition, you can review the details of the Event, for example, the file being monitored in a
File Trigger Event.

Note:  To refresh the list, right-click the list and select Refresh from the pop-up menu.

 

List Scheduled Events
You can display a list of Events scheduled within a specific time period (the default is the next 24 hours). For each
scheduled Event execution, the Event name, its scheduled time, and bypass status are displayed, as well as
whether the Event execution was manually triggered.

Note:  To display detailed information about the jobs scheduled to run in a specific period, you can run a forecast
report.

If an Event is scheduled more than once during the period you specify, the server, by default, only displays the time
of the first execution. You can specify the number of Event executions the server displays. For example, you can
request that the server displays the next five executions of Event CYBER.BACKUP within the next two weeks. If
Event CYBER.BACKUP is scheduled to execute 10 times within the next two weeks, only the times and dates for
the first five executions appear.

Note:  Suspended Events do not appear on the schedule. Non-scheduled Events do not appear on the schedule
unless they have an expect time, which indicates an expected time for execution.

Follow these steps:

1. List the Events in the Services perspective.
2. Right-click the list in the Events view, and select List Scheduled Events from the pop-up menu.

The List Scheduled Events dialog opens.
3. Complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Prefix
Specifies an Event prefix.

Note:  You can use wildcards to display Events with similar prefixes. Use the asterisk (*) wildcard to match
zero or more characters. For example, to list all Event prefixes that begin with CYB, enter CYB*. To display
all prefixes, enter *.

• Name
(Optional) Specifies an Event name.

Note:

 You can use wildcards to display Events with similar names. Use the asterisk (*) wildcard to match zero
or more characters. For example, to list all Event names that begin with EVT, enter EVT*. To list all Event
names, enter * or leave blank.

• Starting at
Specifies the starting time and date of the schedule's period.
Default: Now

Note:  To select a date and time, click the button to the right of the Starting at field and select the time from
the Select date and time dialog.

• Continuing for
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Specifies the length of the schedule's period in hours, workdays, days, or weeks.
Default: 1 day

• Count
(Optional) Specifies the number of Event executions that are displayed.
Default: Next execution

4. Click List.
The Event executions scheduled during the period you specified are displayed in the Results table. Event
executions to be bypassed are displayed in a different color.

View Details of an Event Execution
You can display additional information about an Event execution. The additional information includes details about
bypassed and manually triggered Event executions, as well as any Application parameters defined in the Event.

Follow these steps:

1. List scheduled Events in the Services perspective.
2. Select an Event execution in the Results table to view its details.
3. Click Display.

The execution details of the selected Event are displayed in the right pane of the List Scheduled Events dialog.

Note:

 You can select another Event execution to display its details while the right pane is open. However, you cannot
view the Event execution details and the context-sensitive help simultaneously.

4. (Optional) Click Details again to hide the details.
The right pane of the dialog closes.

 Workload Simulation
You should simulate an Event before it triggers and runs an Application. You simulate Events
using different run conditions to verify that the correct jobs are selected to run in the Application,
the jobs run in the correct order, and the details of the job definitions. You can also verify the
anticipated start time and end time of jobs.
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You should simulate an Event before it triggers and runs an Application. You simulate Events using different run
conditions to verify that the correct jobs are selected to run in the Application, the jobs run in the correct order, and
the details of the job definitions. You can also verify the anticipated start time and end time of jobs.

Note:

• The anticipated start time and end time are calculated based on the Event schedule criteria and the following
time dependency values you specify in the job definition:

• Do not submit before
• Delay submission when eligible by

• If these time dependency values are not specified, the start and end time are calculated only based on the
Event schedule criteria.

If your Application includes JavaScript scripts, you can also simulate Events to check for JavaScript errors and
review the resolution of symbolic and global variables that are resolved at trigger time. Before you simulate, verify
that you have uploaded the latest version of your Application to the server.

Note:

• If you simulate an Application that includes a JavaScript script that executes at run time, the simulation may
fail because the server resolves some symbolic variables at run time, not at trigger time. You can ignore any
simulation errors about unresolved symbolic variables. When the Event triggers the Application, the server
resolves the symbolic variables at run time.

• You can also simulate your Event from the Services perspective. In the Events view, right-click the Event and
select Simulate from the pop-up menu.

For scheduled Events, you can simulate the next execution, a future execution, or a past execution of an Event.
You can also simulate an Event and specify a subset of jobs, known as root jobs, within the Application. If you do
not specify a schedule criteria for a simulation, the server uses the Event's next scheduled time.
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For non-scheduled Events, if you do not specify a schedule criteria for a simulation, the server uses the next
expected time (if the Event has an expect time) or the current time.

Note:  In simulations, you cannot specify multiple occurrences, such as DAILY, MONDAY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY,
or 3RD-6TH DAY OF MONTH.

 Suspend and Resume Times
Suspending an Event prevents the Event from triggering until you resume it.
cwad121
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Suspending an Event prevents the Event from triggering until you resume it.

Using Event-control criteria, you can schedule the suspending and resuming of Events. You might schedule an
Event to occur within a range of time, resume an Event that was suspended manually, or suspend an Event at
some time in the future.

Suspending a scheduled Event for some time in the future is useful if you are running an Application multiple times
each day. Suspending a monitor Event for some time in the future is useful if you want to monitor for a trigger
condition during a specific window of time.

Note:  When you specify a suspend time, specify a time before the Event's scheduled or expected time; otherwise,
the server may not suspend the Event in time. We recommend you use a suspend time of at least one minute
before the Event's scheduled or expected time. For example, if your Event is scheduled for 8:00, to suspend it,
specify a time of 7:59 or earlier. Similarly, to resume an Event, specify a resume time of at least one minute before
you want the Event to resume.

When specifying suspend and resume times, consider the following:

• If you specify a day and month in your Event-control criteria, you must include the year, for example, APR 1
2006.

• If you want to suspend an Event on a particular date, specify an absolute date (for example, 9:01 March 1,
2006) instead of a relative date (for example, 9:01 TOMORROW).

• You cannot specify some scheduling terms in suspend and resume times, such as the following:

• Starting time/date and ending time/date (such as HOURLY STARTING 2PM TODAY)
• Every n units (such as, EVERY 5 MINUTES)

• When an Event is manually suspended, its suspend count increments by one. If you specify a scheduled
resume using Event-control criteria, the suspend count decreases to zero regardless of its current suspend
count.

 More information: 

 Specify Suspend and Resume Times 

 Event Priority
In an Event definition, you can specify an Event priority to prioritize the triggering of Events
scheduled at the same time. The Event priority is a number from 1 (lowest priority) through 10
(highest priority). The default Event priority is 5.
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In an Event definition, you can specify an Event priority to prioritize the triggering of Events scheduled at the same
time. The Event priority is a number from 1 (lowest priority) through 10 (highest priority). The default Event priority
is 5.

Whenever multiple Events are eligible for execution at the same time, the server observes the following rules:

• Events are triggered in descending order of their priority. The Event with the highest priority is triggered first.
• If multiple Events have the same priority, the server triggers the Event with the earliest execution time first only

when parallel threads are not available. Otherwise, the server triggers those Events in parallel.
• If multiple Events have the same priority and execution time, the server triggers the Event with the earliest

trigger request time first only when parallel threads are not available. Otherwise, the server triggers those
Events in parallel.

• For scheduled Event executions, the trigger request time is the time the Event was last updated or created.
• For Event executions triggered manually, the trigger request time is the time the command was issued.
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• For Event executions triggered based on a particular condition, the trigger request time is the time the server
processed the agent notification indicating the occurrence of the condition.

Example: Processing Multiple Events at the Same Time 

If the server is processing multiple Events that are triggered at the same time, an Event with a higher priority can
execute before an Event that has an earlier execution time. Consider the following scenario:

• 10 Events with priority 5 are scheduled to trigger at midnight (00:00:00).
• An Event with priority 6 is scheduled to trigger one second later (00:00:01).

Assuming that the server takes more than one second to trigger the 10 Events, the Event scheduled at 00:00:01
may trigger before some of the Events scheduled at 00:00:00.

Note:

The above  scenario is applicable only when parallel threads are not available. If parallel threads are available, the
server processes ten Events with priority 5 in parallel at 00:00:00 and the Event with priority 6 at 00:00:01.

 Date-Time/Manual Events
Date-Time/Manual Events let you schedule workload or trigger workload manually.
cwad121
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Date-Time/Manual Events let you schedule workload or trigger workload manually.

When you define a new Application in the Define perspective, CA WA Desktop Client defines a default Date-Time/
Manual Event. By default, CA WA Desktop Client uses your user name as the Event prefix and your Application
name as the Event name. You can use this Event to schedule the Application or to run the Application manually.
You can also create additional Events in the Application.

With Date-Time/Manual Events, you use schedule criteria to define when the server triggers the Event. The
schedule criteria for an Event generally includes a time and a frequency. For example, you can schedule an Event
to run daily at 10 a.m.

You can also specify exceptions to the schedule criteria. For example, you can schedule an Event to run daily at 5
p.m. except on the last workday of the month.

If you do not specify schedule criteria in the Event, you must trigger the Event manually to run the Application. For
example, suppose that you want to trigger a one-time Event to run the Application on a particular day. You would
define the Event without schedule criteria and trigger it manually on that day.

 Application Parameters
You can specify parameters and parameter values in Date-Time/Manual Event definitions.
These values are used to resolve the corresponding parameters in the Application definition.
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You can specify parameters and parameter values in Date-Time/Manual Event definitions. These values are used
to resolve the corresponding parameters in the Application definition.

Note:

• You cannot overwrite parameter values at Event trigger time. You can specify them only at the time of Event
definition.

• Specifying and removing Application parameters in a Date-Time/Manual Event applies only to Desktop Client. 

The following considerations apply when specifying parameters and their values in Event definitions:

• The parameter list in the Event definition must match the parameters that are specified in the Application
definition. CA WA Desktop Client does not validate that the Event parameters match the Application
parameters.

• If you use parameters in required fields such as Agent name, provide values for those parameters. Otherwise,
the Applications are not triggered. The same restriction applies to some of the optional fields including Qualifier.
CA WA Desktop Client does not validate that all parameters have values.

• You can create Events for Applications that have not been created yet. You can modify the Application and
Event definitions independent of each other.

More information: 
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Remove Application Parameters from a Date-Time/Manual Event
Specify Application Parameter Values in a Date-Time/Manual Event 

 File Trigger Events
You can continuously trigger workload based on file activity. For example, a File Trigger Event
can monitor the creation of a file. Whenever the file is created, the server triggers the Event,
which runs an Application to process the file. If the file being monitored is updated after a
previous trigger, the Event will be triggered again.
cwad121
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You can continuously trigger workload based on file activity. For example, a File Trigger Event can monitor the
creation of a file. Whenever the file is created, the server triggers the Event, which runs an Application to process
the file. If the file being monitored is updated after a previous trigger, the Event will be triggered again.

Note:  To use File Trigger Events, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows.

Some usage scenarios of Event-level file triggers include the following:

• A file is created occasionally. Whenever the file is created, an Application needs to run to process the file.
• Transactions are received continuously throughout the day in the form of files written to a series of directories.

When a file is received, a job must be submitted. The filename determines the name and executable of the job.
• An Application runs each day at 4 p.m. and also whenever a specific file is created.

File Trigger Events monitor file activity using a polling interval, which is every 30 seconds by default. File Trigger
Events do not detect changes that cancel each other out during the polling interval. For example, if the file is
created and deleted during the polling interval, the trigger does not occur. Because the file did not exist when the
directory was polled, the Event does not detect the file creation and deletion.

Note:  The agent administrator can change the number of seconds between polls by configuring
the filemonplugin.sleepperiod parameter in the agentparm.txt file. For more information about the
filemonplugin.sleepperiod parameter, see WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS Agent Parameters Used
for Troubleshooting in the  CA Workload Automation System Agent documentation.

The following point applies only for CA Workload Automation DE 12.1 and higher:

• To prevent File Trigger Events from staying inactive due to invalid file, user login, or agent, the server scans the
Event status regularly and ensures that the Event is activated automatically with the appropriate status. You
can configure the server shared parameter

Frequency for scanning failed status event (minutes)

to increase the scan frequency.

Example: Comparison of Event-Level and Job-Level File Triggers 

Suppose that an Application requires a file to be created before it can run each day. If the file is not created by a
cutoff time, the Application should not run. You can use the following approaches for the workload:

• You can schedule an Event to run the Application each day. In the Application, a File Trigger job monitors the
creation of the file and is marked overdue at the cutoff time. If the File Trigger job does not complete by the
overdue time, a script runs to automatically complete the Application.

• You can use an Event to monitor the creation of the file. This approach is better because the Application builds
only when the file is created, and you do not need to code a script.

Note:  You can trigger workload based on file creation only. For other scenarios, you can use the Date-Time/
Manual Event trigger with the File Trigger workload object.

 z/OS Data Set Trigger Events
You can continuously trigger workload based on data set activity. For example, a z/OS Data
Set Trigger Event can monitor the creation of a data set. Whenever the data set is created, the
server triggers the Event, which runs an Application to process the data set.
cwad121
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HID_zos_dataset_triggerr_events
You can continuously trigger workload based on data set activity. For example, a z/OS Data Set Trigger Event can
monitor the creation of a data set. Whenever the data set is created, the server triggers the Event, which runs an
Application to process the data set.

Note:  To use z/OS Data Set Trigger Events, your system requires CA WA Agent for z/OS.

You can specify Event trigger conditions for the following data set activities:

• When a data set is created or updated
• When a specific job, group of jobs, or user ID creates a data set
• When an explicit data set notification is received (used when the data set activity does not generate an SMF

record)
• When a file is sent or received successfully by FTP

When specifying a data set, you can either specify the name of a single data set or use the hyphen wildcard to
specify a group of data sets that match the selection criteria.

The following table shows how the hyphen wildcard matches a group of data sets:

Specified data set name Matching data sets

CYB1.PAYROLL.A CYB1.PAYROLL.A

CYB1.PAYROLL.G- CYB1.PAYROLL.G0145V00

CYB1.PAYROLL.G0146V00

CYB1.PAYROLL.G0147V00

CYB1.PAYROLL.GRANTED.MORE

CYB1.P- CYB1.PAYROLL

CYB1.POSTJOBS

CYB1.PROD.INPUT

 JMS Subscribe Events
With JMS Subscribe Events, you can trigger workload whenever a JMS message is received
(consumed) from a topic or a queue. You can selectively filter all messages against a text string
you construct using regular expression logic. When the agent receives a message matching
the filter criteria, the server runs the Application referenced in the Event. The agent sends the
messages that meet the filter criteria to a destination file you specify.
cwad121
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With JMS Subscribe Events, you can trigger workload whenever a JMS message is received (consumed) from a
topic or a queue. You can selectively filter all messages against a text string you construct using regular expression
logic. When the agent receives a message matching the filter criteria, the server runs the Application referenced in
the Event. The agent sends the messages that meet the filter criteria to a destination file you specify.

Note:

• To use JMS Subscribe Events, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA
Agent for Application Services.

• You can only use one JMS Subscribe Event for each queue.

 SAP Event Monitor Events
With SAP Event Monitor Events, you can trigger workload whenever an SAP event is raised. In
SAP, the term “raising an Event” is analogous to triggering an Event in ESP dSeries Workload
Automation. When the SAP event is raised on the SAP system, the server runs the Application
referenced in the SAP Event Monitor Event.
cwad121
HID_sap_event_monitor_events
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With SAP Event Monitor Events, you can trigger workload whenever an SAP event is raised. In SAP, the term
“raising an Event” is analogous to triggering an Event in ESP dSeries Workload Automation. When the SAP event
is raised on the SAP system, the server runs the Application referenced in the SAP Event Monitor Event.

Note:  To use SAP Event Monitor Events, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA
WA Agent for SAP.

 Database Monitor and Database Trigger Events
You can continuously trigger workload based on database activity using Database Monitor or
Database Trigger Events.
cwad121
HID_db_monitor_trigger_events
You can continuously trigger workload based on database activity using Database Monitor or Database Trigger
Events.

Note:

To use Database Monitor and Trigger Events, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and
CA WA Agent for Databases.

A Database Monitor Event can monitor a database table for an increase or decrease in the number of rows. To
monitor the database for specific changes, you can add a monitor condition to the Event definition. Whenever the
condition is met, the server runs the Application referenced in the Event.

Database Monitor Events count the number of rows that satisfy the monitor condition using a polling interval, which
is every 10 seconds by default. Database Monitor Events do not detect other updates to a row or changes to
the number of rows that cancel each other out during the polling interval. For example, suppose that within a 10-
second interval, a row is added while another row is deleted. Since the total number of rows did not change, the
Database Monitor Event does not detect the row addition and deletion.

A Database Trigger Event can monitor a database table for added rows, deleted rows, or updated rows. To monitor
the database for specific changes, you can add a trigger condition to the Event definition. Whenever the condition
is met, the server runs the Application referenced in the Event.

Each Database Trigger Event creates a database trigger on the database. The database trigger templates
that the agent uses are located in the directory where the agent is installed. The template files are named
dbtrigDB_type_name.properties, for example, dbtrigOracle.properties. Contact your database administrator before
choosing to use a Database Trigger Event.

Note:

A table that is being monitored should not be dropped. The Database Monitor or Database Trigger Event will
remain active, even though the table has been dropped.

 Variable Dependency Monitor Events
Variable Dependency Monitor Events let you trigger workload based on global variable
expressions. When you create a Variable Dependency Monitor Event, the server evaluates the
variable expression, and runs the Application referenced in the Event whenever the variable
expression is satisfied. The server re-evaluates the expression whenever any of the variables in
the expression changes.
cwad121
HID_variable_dependency_monitor_events
Variable Dependency Monitor Events let you trigger workload based on global variable expressions. When
you create a Variable Dependency Monitor Event, the server evaluates the variable expression, and runs the
Application referenced in the Event whenever the variable expression is satisfied. The server re-evaluates the
expression whenever any of the variables in the expression changes.

You can construct variable expressions using the available global variables or by defining your own global
variables.

For example, a weather office can trigger relaying a hurricane warning to multiple places if the humidity falls below
a certain level and the wind speed crosses a limit. Similarly, a bank can trigger loan processing based on the score
card and net asset value of applicants.
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 Create an Event
To run the workload defined by an Application, you create an Event.
cwad121
HID_create_event
To run the workload defined by an Application, you create an Event.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click within the Events table area in the Application Events view, and select the Event you want to create
from the pop-up menu.
The Event appears in the list of Events in the Application Events view.

Note:  You can limit which Event types appear on the toolbar to the left of the Events table area. For example, if
you do not use SAP Event monitoring, from the main menu, select Window, Preferences, Desktop Client, Define
Perspective, Event Types, clear the SAP Event Monitor check box, and click OK.

3. Right-click the Event, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Event definition dialog opens.

4. Click Properties in the left pane.
The Properties page opens in the right pane.

5. Specify the following parameters as appropriate:

• Event prefix or Prefix
Defines a prefix for the Event.
Default: Name of the user defining the Event (applies only to Desktop Client)
Limits: 32 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), dollar sign ($), and
underscore (_)

Note:

(Desktop Client only): 

• To set a default prefix, from the main menu click Window, Preferences, Desktop Client, Services
Perspective, Event, and enter the default prefix in the Prefix field.

• If CA WA Desktop Client uses user name as the Event prefix by default and the user name includes
hyphen, ensure that the hyphen is removed in the Event prefix.

• Event name or Name
Defines the name of the Event.
Default: A variation of the Application name (applies only to Desktop Client)
Limits: 128 alphanumeric characters, plus the special characters commercial at (@), dollar sign ($), and
underscore (_)

Note:  The prefix and descriptive name uniquely identify the Event on the system where it resides.
• Execution user

(Optional) Specifies the execution user of the Event. When the Event is triggered, the Application triggered
by the Event runs with the security permissions of the execution user.
Default: Name of the user defining the Event

Note:

• When the Event triggers, the execution user requires the appropriate permissions to read the Application
triggered by the Event.

• When each job runs in the Application, the execution user requires the appropriate permissions to run the
job on the agent and to read any global variables specified in the job.

• Inherit trigger user 

Overrides the execution user for Events triggered manually. If this option is set, the execution user is set to
the user that manually triggered the Event.

Note:

(Desktop Client only) To apply this option to all the Events you define, from the main menu click Window,
Preferences, Desktop Client, Services Perspective, Event, and select the Inherit trigger user check box.

• Priority 
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Specifies the Event priority as an integer from 1 (lowest priority) through 10 (highest priority). When multiple
Events are eligible for execution at the same time, the server triggers the Events with different priorities in
parallel. If parallel threads are not available, the server triggers the Events in descending priority order.

 Default: 5

Note:

(Desktop Client only) To set a default Event priority, from the main menu click Window, Preferences, Desktop
Client, Services Perspective, Event, and enter the default priority in the Priority field.

•  Specify Calendars or Calendar
(Optional) Specifies up to two calendars that are used to schedule the Event.
Default: SYSTEM calendar

Note:   

• If your Event or Application uses any terms in a calendar other than the SYSTEM calendar, specify those
calendars in this section. 

• (Desktop Client only) You can set default calendars by selecting Window, Preferences, Desktop Client,
Services Perspective, Event from the main menu.

6. (Optional) Enter your comments in the Remarks text box to store information about the Event.

Note:

• You can also add hyperlinks in the comments. For example, you can specify a URL (www.google.com) to
access a web page or a network share path (ftp://test/sample) to access a file.

• Hyperlink must begin with http://, https://, file://, ftp://, www., and mailto://.
7. Complete the remaining fields as appropriate, and click OK.
8. Right-click the Event in the Application Events view, and select Save from the pop-up menu.

If it contains no errors, the Event is saved.

More information: 

Event Triggers 

 Locate a Job in the Graphical Simulation
You can locate a specific job in the graphical simulation of the Application. This feature is a
useful tool for simulating large Applications with many jobs.
cwad121
HID_locate_job_graphical_simulation
You can locate a specific job in the graphical simulation of the Application. This feature is a useful tool for
simulating large Applications with many jobs.

Follow these steps:

1. Simulate an Application.
A graphical and text-based representation of the Application appears.

2. Right-click in the Simulation workspace, and select Locate Job in Graphical Simulation from the pop-up menu.
The Locate Job dialog opens.

3. Enter the job name in the Job name field, and click OK.

Note:  You must include a wildcard for a partial name. For example, A* locates all jobs with names that start with
A.

A list of all of the jobs that match the criteria appear in the list box.

Note:  If one job matches the criteria, the job is highlighted in the graph and you can omit the next step.
4. Select the job in the list box, and click Search.

The job is highlighted in the Simulation workspace.

 Specify Suspend and Resume Times
You can specify suspend and resume times to control when an Event can be triggered. For
example, you can restrict the triggering of an Event within a specific window of time.
cwad121
HID_specify_suspend_resume_times
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You can specify suspend and resume times to control when an Event can be triggered. For example, you can
restrict the triggering of an Event within a specific window of time.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the Event in the Application Events view, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Event definition dialog opens.

3. Click Schedule in the left pane.
The Schedule page opens in the right pane.

4. Complete the Event suspend and resume parameters as appropriate:

•  Suspend at
Specifies a date and time to suspend the Event.

Note:  To select a date and time, click the button to the right of the Suspend at field.
•  Resume at

Specifies a date and time to resume the Event.

Note:  To select a date and time, click the button to the right of the Resume at field.
5. Click OK.

The suspend and resume times are specified.
6. Right-click the Event in the Application Events view, and select Save from the pop-up menu.

The Event is saved if it contains no errors.

Note:   To ensure that you entered the correct Event-control criteria, you can use the List Scheduled Events feature
to test it.

Example: Suspend an Event at a Future Date 

Suppose that today's date is March 15, 2006, and you want to prevent an Event from triggering starting on April 1,
2006.

To suspend an Event at a future date, enter apr 1 2006 in the Suspend at field of the Schedule page.

On April 1, 2006, the server suspends the Event, preventing the Event from triggering. When you want the Event to
resume its execution, resume the Event.

Example: Monitor File Creation Within a Specific Window of Time 

Suppose that an Application requires an input file each day before it runs. The cutoff time for this file is 7 p.m. If the
input file is not received by this cutoff time, the Application should not run.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Define a File Trigger Event to monitor the creation of the input file.
3. Click Schedule in the left pane of the Event definition dialog.

The Schedule page opens in the right pane.
4. Enter 19:00 daily in the Suspend at field in the Specify Event control criteria section.
5. Enter 00:00 daily in the Resume at field in the Specify Event control criteria section.
6. Click OK.
7. Right-click the Event in the Application Events view, and select Save from the pop-up menu.

At 7 p.m. each day, the server suspends the Event until the beginning of the next day. If the input file is received
after 7 p.m., the Application does not run. If the input file is received before 7 p.m., the server triggers the Event
that runs the Application to process the file.

 More information: 

 Suspend and Resume Times 

 Prevent an Event from Triggering If an Application is Active
You can prevent Application generations from running concurrently by preventing an Event
associated with the Application from triggering while the current generation (triggered by that
same Event) is running.
cwad121
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HID_prevent_event_trigger_applactive
You can prevent Application generations from running concurrently by preventing an Event associated with the
Application from triggering while the current generation (triggered by that same Event) is running.

Note:  An Application can be triggered by multiple Events, each with its own scheduling criteria. If you want to
prevent Application generations from running regardless of which Event triggered the Application, you can use a
similar option at the Application level.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the Event in the Application Events view, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Event definition dialog opens.

3. Click Schedule in the left pane.
The Schedule page opens in the right pane.

4. Select the Do not trigger if active check box, and click OK.
5. Right-click the Event in the Application Events view, and select Save from the pop-up menu.

If a generation of the Application is running and the next scheduled execution of the Event occurs, the server
does not trigger the Event, causing the Event to miss its scheduled execution time. The Event triggers at its next
scheduled time when the current generation completes.

Note:   If the server is restarted, Events you defined with the Do not trigger if active option may be suspended.
Following a cold start, check the state of these Events and manually resume Events that the server may have
suspended. For more information about cold start, see Starting the Server.

 More information: 

 Concurrent Application Generations 

 Schedule Workload
To schedule workload, you define a Date-Time/Manual Event and specify schedule criteria.
cwad121
HID_schedule_workload
To schedule workload, you define a Date-Time/Manual Event and specify schedule criteria.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the Data-Time/Manual Event in the Application Events view, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.

Note:  If the Date-Time/Manual Event does not appear in the Application Events view, right-click within the
Events table area, and select New Date-Time/Manual from the pop-up menu.

The Event definition dialog opens.
3. Click Schedule in the left pane.

The Schedule page opens in the right pane.
4. Click Add Schedule in the Specify schedule criteria section.

A new row is added in the Specify schedule criteria table.
5. Click the ellipses (…) in the When field to build and test your schedule criteria.

Note:  If you are familiar with the scheduling terms, you can type your schedule criteria, such as 3AM,
HOURLY, or 10AM DAILY, directly in the When field.

The Schedule event dialog opens.
6. Select either the Time check box in the Time/Time Zone section and specify a time in the text box or select the

Every check box in the Interval section and specify the interval in the text boxes.

Note:  If you select the Time check box, you can select a frequency from the Frequency section and make
adjustments to your schedule criteria for holidays in the On holiday section. If you select the Every check box,
you can specify intervals such as hourly, every 2 days, every week, and so on.

7. Click Test to test your schedule criteria.
The Test Results text box displays the date and time of the next 10 Event executions.

8. Click OK to accept your scheduling criteria.
The Schedule event dialog closes and the When field displays your schedule criteria.
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9. (Optional) Click Add Schedule to add another schedule statement or click Add Do not schedule to specify an
exception to the schedule criteria.

10. Complete the remaining fields as appropriate, and click OK.
11. Right-click the Event in the Application Events view, and select Save from the pop-up menu.

The Event is saved if it contains no errors. The server triggers the Event and runs the Application at the
scheduled dates and times.

Example: Specify Exception to the Schedule Criteria on a Specific Date 

Suppose that you want to schedule your Event every day except on August 23, 2006. The schedule criteria is
specified as follows:

Schedule DAILYDo not schedule AUGUST 23, 2006

Example: Specify Multiple Schedule Criteria 

For complicated schedule criteria, you can specify multiple schedule statements.

The following schedule criteria schedules an Event at 9:15, 11:15, and 13:15 every day:

Schedule DAILY AT 09:15Schedule DAILY AT 11:15 Schedule DAILY AT 13:15

Note:  If you enter the above statements in a single line (DAILY AT 09:15 11:15 13:15), the server schedules the
Event only once, at 13:15.

Examples: Specify a Start and End Times 

You can specify a start time and date, an end time and date, or both.

The following schedule criteria triggers an Event hourly starting at 2 p.m. today:

Schedule HOURLY STARTING 2PM TODAY

The following scheduling criteria stops triggering an Event on July 1, 2006:

Schedule DAILY ENDING 1JUL2006

The following schedule criteria triggers an Event at 4 p.m. daily starting on November 6, 2006 and ending at 4:01
p.m. on April 22, 2007:

Schedule 4PM DAILY STARTING NOV 6,2006 ENDING 4:01PM APR 22,2007

Example: Specify a Recurring Event 

You can schedule a recurring Event for every n units of time where units can be seconds, minutes, hours, days,
workdays, weekdays, weeks, months, or years.

The following scheduling criteria re-triggers an Event every five minutes:

Schedule EVERY 5 MINUTES
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More information: 

Date-Time/Manual Events
Event Schedule Criteria 

 Specify Application Parameter Values in a Date-Time/Manual Event
You can define Application parameter values in a Date-Time/Manual Event using an existing
Application.
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HID_specify_applparams_datetimemanual_event
You can define Application parameter values in a Date-Time/Manual Event using an existing Application.

Note:  The Application must be defined on the server and have at least one Application parameter.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the Date-Time/Manual Event in the Application Events view, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Event definition dialog opens.

3. Select Application Parameters in the left pane.
The Application Parameters view opens in the right pane.

4. Click Retrieve from Application to retrieve a list of Application parameters that are defined in the Application.
One of the following occurs:

• If the Parameters table is empty, all the Application parameters are loaded into the Parameters table.
• If the Parameters table has parameters, the Application parameters are merged as follows:

• Only those Application parameters that are defined in the Application but not defined in the Event
definition are added to the Parameters table.

• If the Event definition contains Application parameters that are not defined in the Application, you can
choose to remove or retain the Application parameters in the Event definition.

The Application parameters are added to the Parameters table.
5. Specify values for the retrieved Application parameters.
6. (Optional) Click Add, and enter the following information if you want to add a new Application parameter that is

not defined in the Application:

•  Parameter Name
Defines the Application parameter name.

•  Value
Defines the Application parameter value.

7. (Optional) Repeat the previous step to add additional Application parameters.
8. Click OK.

The Event definition dialog closes.
9. Right-click the Event in the Application Events view, and select Save from the pop-up menu.

The Application parameter values are specified.

 More information: 

 Application Parameters 

 Remove Application Parameters from a Date-Time/Manual Event
You can remove Application parameters from a Date-Time/Manual Event. You may want to
remove Application parameters from an Event for any of the following reasons:
cwad121
HID_remove_applparams
You can remove Application parameters from a Date-Time/Manual Event. You may want to remove Application
parameters from an Event for any of the following reasons:

• You have removed or plan to remove the Application parameters from the Application.
• You want to retain only the mandatory Application parameters in the Event.

Follow these steps:
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1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the Event in the Application Events view, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Event definition dialog opens.

3. Select Application Parameters in the left pane.
The Application Parameters view opens in the right pane.

4. Select an Application parameter that you want to remove and click Remove.
The Application parameter is removed from the Event.

5. (Optional) Repeat the previous step to remove additional Application parameters.
6. Click OK.

The Event definition dialog closes.
7. Right-click the Event in the Application Events view, and select Save from the pop-up menu.

The Event is saved.

More information:

Application Parameters

 Trigger Workload When a File is Created
You can define a File Trigger Event to trigger workload when a file is created. If the file being
monitored is updated after a previous trigger, the Event will be triggered again.
cwad121
HID_trigger_workload_filecreation
You can define a File Trigger Event to trigger workload when a file is created. If the file being monitored is updated
after a previous trigger, the Event will be triggered again.

 Note: To use File Trigger Events, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click within the Events table area in the Application Events view, and select New File Trigger from the pop-
up menu.
The File Trigger Event appears in the list of Events in the Application Events view.

3. Right-click the File Trigger Event, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Event definition dialog opens.

4. Enter an Event prefix and an Event name in the Properties page, or leave the defaults as is.

Note:

If CA WA Desktop Client uses user name as the Event prefix by default and the user name includes hyphen,
ensure that the hyphen is removed in the Event prefix.

The Event properties are defined.
5. Click File Trigger in the left pane.

The File Trigger page opens in the right pane.
6. Complete the following required fields:

•  Agent name
Specifies the name of the agent that monitors the file activity.

•  File name
Specifies the path to and name of the file to monitor.

Note:  If you are connected to the server and the agent is running, you can use the File Browser to browse
for the file.

7. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

•  Recursive
Monitors for file activity in the specified directory and all of its subdirectories.

•  When file reaches
Specifies the number of bytes the file size must reach to trigger the Event.
Default: 1 byte

•  No changes for
Specifies the number of minutes the file must remain unchanged to satisfy the monitor condition.
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Default: 0 minutes
•  Owner user ID

Specifies the UNIX user ID that owns the file to be monitored. The user must be defined in the Topology.
This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your
administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.
Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

•  Group
Specifies the UNIX group that owns the file to be monitored.

•  Monitor as user
Specifies the Windows user ID that monitors the file. The user must be defined in the Topology. This field
supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your administrator for
the user name defined in the Topology.
Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

8. Click OK.
The File Trigger Event is defined.

9. Right-click the Event in the Application Events view, and select Save from the pop-up menu.
The Event is saved if it contains no errors. The workload is triggered when the file is created.

Example: Trigger Workload When a File is Created 

Suppose that a series of files are uploaded to a directory named /uploaded and its subdirectories on the
SYSAGENT agent computer. When a file matching the pattern *.tor.eft (for example, test.tor.eft) is uploaded to one
of these directories, an Application needs to run to process the file.

 To trigger workload when a file is created 

1. Enter the following information in the File Trigger page:

• Agent name—SYSAGENT
• File name—/uploaded/*.tor.eft

2. Select the Recursive check box to monitor for file activity in the directory and all its subdirectories.
3. Click OK, and save the Event.

Example: Trigger Workload Based on a File Meeting Specified Size and Access Conditions 

Suppose that an Application needs to run whenever the /research/analysis file is created on the SYSAGENT
agent computer and grows to 100 bytes or higher in size, provided that the file remains unchanged for five or more
minutes. If the file is created and, instead, deleted within five minutes, the file trigger should not occur.

If the file is created with an initial size of less than 100 bytes, the file trigger does not occur until the file size
reaches 100 bytes and the file remains unchanged for five minutes or more. For example, if the file is created with
an initial size of 98 bytes, increases in size to 110 bytes after two minutes, and then remains unchanged, the file
trigger occurs after about seven minutes.

 To trigger workload based on specified file conditions 

1. Enter the following information in the File Trigger page:

• Agent name—SYSAGENT
• File name—/research/analysis
• When file reaches—100
• No changes for—5

2. Click OK, and save the Event.

 Trigger Workload Based on zOS Data Set Activity
The server can trigger an Event automatically when a data set is created or updated (closed) by
a job or a user. You can restrict triggering to data sets created by a specific job, group of jobs,
or user ID. The server can also trigger an Event automatically when a file is successfully sent or
received by FTP. You can restrict triggering of an Event to a specific host, to a specific user ID,
or from a specific logon ID.
cwad121
HID_trigger_workload_zosactivity
The server can trigger an Event automatically when a data set is created or updated (closed) by a job or a user.
You can restrict triggering to data sets created by a specific job, group of jobs, or user ID. The server can also
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trigger an Event automatically when a file is successfully sent or received by FTP. You can restrict triggering of an
Event to a specific host, to a specific user ID, or from a specific logon ID.

Note: To use z/OS Data Set Trigger Events, your system requires CA WA Agent for z/OS.

The server does not trigger a z/OS Data Set Trigger Event when the data set closes during an abnormal
termination of a task or job step.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click within the Events table area in the Application Events view, and select New z/OS Data Set Trigger
from the pop-up menu.
The z/OS Data Set Trigger Event appears in the list of Events in the Application Events view.

3. Right-click the z/OS Data Set Trigger Event, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Event definition dialog opens.

4. Enter an Event prefix and an Event name in the Properties page, or leave the defaults as is.

Note:

If CA WA Desktop Client uses user name as the Event prefix by default and the user name includes hyphen,
ensure that the hyphen is removed in the Event prefix.

The Event properties are defined.
5. Click z/OS DataSet Trigger in the left pane.

The z/OS DataSet Trigger page opens in the right pane.
6. Complete the following required fields:

• Agent name
Specifies the name of the agent that monitors data set activity.

• Data set name
Specifies the name of the data set that the agent monitors. You can either specify the name of a single data
set or use the hyphen wildcard to specify a group of data sets that match the selection criteria.
Examples: CYB1.PAYROLL.A, CYB1.PAYROLL.G-

Note:  You cannot use the asterisk (*) as a wildcard.
• z/OS User ID

Specifies the z/OS user ID that the monitoring takes place under.
7. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Explicit data set trigger
Monitors for an explicit data set notification (used when the data set activity does not generate an SMF
record).

• FTP
Monitors for a successful FTP transfer.

• Host
Specifies a host name to restrict the trigger to FTP transfers to or from a specific remote host.

• Logon
Specifies a user ID to restrict the trigger to FTP transfers with a specific logon user ID.

• Trigger when action is performed by
Indicates whether to restrict the trigger to data set activity performed by a specific job or user.

• Name
Specifies the name of the job or the user who performs the data set activity.

• Trigger when dataset is closed if new or updated
Triggers the Event when the data set is closed (created or updated).

• Trigger after
Specifies the number of actions that must occur.

8. Click OK.
The z/OS Data Set Trigger Event is defined.

9. Right-click the Event in the Application Events view, and select Save from the pop-up menu.
The Event is saved if it contains no errors. The workload is triggered when the specified data set activity occurs.

Example: Trigger an Event When a Data Set Is Created or Updated
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Suppose that the server must trigger Event PROD.NIGHTLY whenever the data set PROD.CICS.FILE1602 is
closed (created or updated). The agent ZOS1 monitors the data set for closure under user CYBDL01.

To trigger an event when a data set is closed

1. Enter the following information in the Properties page:

• Event prefix—PROD
• Event name—NIGHTLY

2. Enter the following information in the z/OS DataSet Trigger page:

• Agent name—ZOS1
• Data set name—PROD.CICS.FILE1602
• z/OS User ID—CYBDL01

3. Select the Trigger when data set is closed if new or updated check box.
4. Click OK, and save the Event.

Example: Restrict the Trigger to Specific Data Sets Created by a Particular Job

Suppose that the server must trigger Event PROD.PAY_DATA whenever job ABC creates generation data
set USER1.PAYROLL (USER1.PAYROLL.G-). The agent ZOS1 monitors the data set for creation under user
CYBDL01.

To restrict the trigger to specific data sets created by a particular job

1. Enter the following information in the Properties page:

• Event prefix—PROD
• Event name—PAY_DATA

2. Enter the following information in the z/OS DataSet Trigger page:

• Agent name—ZOS1
• Data set name—USER1.PAYROLL.G-.
• z/OS User ID—CYBDL01

3. Select the Job name option button in the Trigger when action is performed by section, and enter ABC in the
Name field.

4. Click OK, and save the Event.

Example: Restrict the Trigger to Specific Data Sets Created by a Particular User

Suppose that the server must trigger Event PROD.PAY_DATA whenever user CYBER1 creates generation data
set USER1.PAYROLL (USER1.PAYROLL.G-). The agent ZOS1 monitors the data set for creation under user
CYBDL01.

To restrict the trigger to specific data sets created by a particular user

1. Enter the following information in the Properties page:

• Event prefix—PROD
• Event name—PAY_DATA

2. Enter the following information in the z/OS DataSet Trigger page:

• Agent name—ZOS1
• Data set name—USER1.PAYROLL.G-.
• z/OS User ID—CYBDL01

3. Select the User ID option button in the Trigger when action is performed by section, and enter CYBER1 in the
Name field.

4. Click OK, and save the Event.

Example: Trigger an Event When a File Is Successfully Received

Suppose that the server must trigger Event PROD.PAY_DATA whenever a file is successfully received from a
remote FTP partner, creating a generation of the generation data group USER1.PAYROLL (USER1.PAYROLL.G-).
The agent ZOS1 monitors the FTP transfer under user CYBDL01.

To trigger an Event when a file is successfully received

1. Enter the following information in the Properties page:

• Event prefix—PROD
• Event name—PAY_DATA
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2. Enter the following information in the z/OS DataSet Trigger page:

• Agent name—ZOS1
• Data set name—USER1.PAYROLL.G-.
• z/OS User ID—CYBDL01

3. Select Receive from the FTP drop-down list to trigger the Event when a file is successfully received.
4. Click OK, and save the Event.

Example: Trigger an Event When a File is Successfully Sent

Suppose that the server must trigger Event CYBER.XFER whenever data set CYBER.XFER.001 is successfully
sent from the local FTP mainframe partner to a remote FTP partner. The agent ZOS1 monitors the FTP transfer
under user CYBDL01.

To trigger an Event when a file is successfully sent

1. Enter the following information in the Properties page:

• Event prefix—CYBER
• Event name—XFER

2. Enter the following information in the z/OS DataSet Trigger page:

• Agent name—ZOS1
• Data set name—CYBER.XFER.001
• z/OS User ID—CYBDL01

3. Select Send from the FTP drop-down list to trigger the Event when a file is successfully sent.
4. Click OK, and save the Event.

Example: Restrict Triggering of an Event to a Specific Host

Suppose that the server must trigger Event CYBER.XFER whenever a remote FTP partner with IP address
172.24.400.200 successfully transfers a file creating the data set CYBER.XFER.001. The agent ZOS1 monitors the
FTP transfer under user CYBDL01.

To restrict triggering of an Event to a specific host

1. Enter the following information in the Properties page:

• Event prefix—CYBER
• Event name—XFER

2. Enter the following information in the z/OS DataSet Trigger page:

• Agent name—ZOS1
• Data set name—CYBER.XFER.001
• z/OS User ID—CYBDL01
• Host—172.24.400.200

3. Select Receive from the FTP drop-down list to trigger the Event when a file is successfully received.
4. Enter 172.24.400.200 in the Host field.
5. Click OK, and save the Event.

Example: Restrict Triggering of an Event to a Specific User ID

Suppose that the server must trigger Event CYBER.XFER whenever a remote FTP partner successfully transfers
a file creating the data set CYBER.XFER.001, assuming the user ID prefix of the local FTP partner is CYB (CYB-).
The agent ZOS1 monitors the FTP transfer under user CYBDL01.

To restrict triggering of an Event to a specific user ID

1. Enter the following information in the Properties page:

• Event prefix—CYBER
• Event name—XFER

2. Enter the following information in the z/OS DataSet Trigger page:

• Agent name—ZOS1
• Data set name—CYBER.XFER.001
• z/OS User ID—CYBDL01

3. Select Receive from the FTP drop-down list to trigger the Event when a file is successfully received.
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4. Select the User ID option button in the Trigger when action is performed by section, and enter CYB- in the
Name field.

5. Click OK, and save the Event.

Example: Restrict Triggering of an Event to a Specific Logon ID

Suppose that the server must trigger Event CYBER.XFER whenever a remote FTP partner successfully transfers
a file creating the data set CYBER.XFER.001, assuming the remote FTP partner did log on to the FTP server with
the CYBER005 user ID. The agent ZOS1 monitors the FTP transfer under user CYBDL01.

To restrict triggering of an Event to a specific logon ID

1. Enter the following information in the Properties page:

• Event prefix—CYBER
• Event name—XFER

2. Enter the following information in the z/OS DataSet Trigger page:

• Agent name—ZOS1
• Data set name—CYBER.XFER.001
• z/OS User ID—CYBDL01

3. Select Receive from the FTP drop-down list to trigger the Event when a file is successfully received.
4. Enter CYBER005 in the Logon field.
5. Click OK, and save the Event.

More information:

z/OS Data Set Trigger Events

 Trigger Workload When a JMS Message is Received
You can create a JMS Subscribe Event to trigger workload when a JMS message is received
(consumed) from a topic or queue.
cwad121
HID_trigger_workload_jmsmessage
You can create a JMS Subscribe Event to trigger workload when a JMS message is received (consumed) from a
topic or queue.

Note:

• To use JMS Subscribe Events, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA
Agent for Application Services.

• You can only use one JMS Subscribe Event for each queue.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click within the Events table area in the Application Events view, and select New JMS Subscribe from the
pop-up menu.
The JMS Subscribe Event appears in the list of Events in the Application Events view.

3. Right-click the JMS Subscribe Event, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Event definition dialog opens.

4. Enter an Event prefix and an Event name in the Properties page, or leave the defaults as is.

Note:

If CA WA Desktop Client uses user name as the Event prefix by default and the user name includes hyphen,
ensure that the hyphen is removed in the Event prefix.

The Event properties are defined.
5. Click JMS Subscribe in the left pane.

The JMS Subscribe page opens in the right pane.
6. Complete the following required fields:

• Agent name
Specifies the name of the agent that monitors the topic or queue for JMS messages.

• Initial context factory
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Specifies the initial context factory to use when creating the initial context. The initial context is required
within the Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) framework. The initial context factory is supplied by
a specific provider of the naming and directory service. The factory acquires an arbitrary initial context the
application can use to connect to the application server.
Example: weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory

•  Provider URL
Specifies the JNDI service provider URL. For WebLogic servers, the URL is normally in the form t3://
hostaddress:port.
Example: t3://localhost:7001

•  Connection factory
Specifies the connection factory JNDI name. The connection factory contains all the bindings needed to look
up the referenced Topic or Queue. JMS jobs use the connection factory to create a connection with the JMS
provider.
Example: ConnectionFactory

•  JNDI destination
Specifies the Topic or Queue JNDI name. The job uses the JNDI name to indicate the destination where
messages are received.
Example: MyJMSQueue

7. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• User ID
Specifies the user ID to be used to gain access to the connection factory. The user must be defined in the
Topology. This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact
your administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.
Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:  The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent.
You must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• Job Class
Specifies the job class under which this job runs. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number of
initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process more jobs more quickly. For
higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.
Example: foo

Note:  To find out which job classes exist and how many initiators are assigned, ask your agent administrator
to check the initiators.class_n parameter in the agent parameter file (agentparm.txt).

• Filter
Defines the filter used to monitor the topic or queue using regular expression logic.
Example: .*spool.*

•  Destination type
Specifies whether the job sends to a queue or publishes to a topic.
Example: TOPIC

• Output Destination
Specifies the location and file name for the method's output.

8. Click OK.
The JMS Subscribe Event is defined.

9. Right-click the Event in the Application Events view, and select Save from the pop-up menu.
The Event is saved if it contains no errors. The workload is triggered when a JMS message is received
(consumed) from a topic or queue.

Example: Trigger Workload When a JMS Message is Received 

Suppose that the server must trigger Event MONITOR.MESSAGES whenever a JMS message matching the filter
criteria 'abc\s...\s[a-zA-Z]+\sFilter![\sa-z0-9]+' is received from a topic named Topic. The consumed messages
are stored in the file /export/home/user1/output1 on the APPSVS agent computer. The Service Provider's URL is
t3://172.24.310.660:7001, where 172.24.310.660 is the IP address of the WebLogic Application server and 7001 is
the ORB port.

To trigger workload when a JMS message is received 

1. Enter the following information in the Properties page:

• Event prefix—MONITOR
• Event name—MESSAGES

2. Enter the following information in the JMS Subscribe page:
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• Agent name—APPSVS
• Initial context factory—weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory
• Provider URL—t3://172.24.310.660:7001
• Connection factory—ConnectionFactory
• JNDI destination—Topic
• Filter—'abc\s...\s[a-zA-Z]+\sFilter![\sa-z0-9]+'
• Destination type—TOPIC
• Output destination—/export/home/user1/outputfile1

3. Click OK, and save the Event.

More information: 

JMS Subscribe Events 

 Trigger Workload When an SAP Event is Raised
You can create an SAP Event Monitor Event to trigger workload when an SAP event is raised.
cwad121
HID_trigger_workload_sapevent
You can create an SAP Event Monitor Event to trigger workload when an SAP event is raised.

Note:  To use SAP Event Monitor Events, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA
WA Agent for SAP.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click within the Events table area in the Application Events view, and select New SAP Event Monitor from
the pop-up menu.
The SAP Event Monitor Event appears in the list of Events in the Application Events view.

3. Right-click the SAP Event Monitor Event, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Event definition dialog opens.

4. Enter an Event prefix and an Event name in the Properties page, or leave the defaults as is.

Note:

 If CA WA Desktop Client uses user name as the Event prefix by default and the user name includes hyphen,
ensure that the hyphen is removed in the Event prefix.

The Event properties are defined.
5. Click SAP Event Monitor in the left pane.

The SAP Event Monitor page opens in the right pane.
6. Complete the following required fields:

•  Agent name
Specifies the name of the agent that monitors the raising of an SAP event on the SAP system.

•  Name
Specifies the name of the SAP event to be monitored on the SAP system.

7. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

•  RFC Destination
Specifies the destination value for the Remote Function Call (RFC) connection and gateway information.

Note:  This field is optional if the agentparm.txt file defines a default destination in the sap.default.destination
parameter. If specified, this field overrides the default.

•  User name
Specifies the user name to use to log on to the SAP system. The user must be defined in the Topology.
This field supports the use of a namespace for a user that has more than one password. Contact your
administrator for the user name defined in the Topology.
Limits: 32 or fewer characters
Examples: Bob, Production:Bob

Note:
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• The drop-down list displays all the user IDs that are defined in the Topology for the specified agent. You
must have at least Read access to the ADMIN.Network Topology permission to view this list.

• This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default user name. If specified, this field
overrides the default.

•  Client
Specifies a three-digit number that identifies the SAP client.
Example: 800

Note:  This field is optional if the connection properties file defines a default client. If specified, this field
overrides the default.

•  Language
Specifies the language to use to log on to the SAP system.
Example: EN for English

•  Parameter
Specifies the name of the event parameter such as job name or job count.

Note:  ESP dSeries Workload Automation and SAP consider event names with different event parameters to
be different events.

8. Click OK.
The SAP Event Monitor Event is defined.

9. Right-click the Event in the Application Events view, and select Save from the pop-up menu.
The Event is saved if it contains no errors. The workload is triggered when an SAP event is raised.

 Example: Trigger Workload When an SAP Event is Raised 

Suppose that the server must trigger Event MONITOR.EVENT whenever the SAP event SAPEVENT with
parameter SAPTEST is raised (triggered) on the SAP system. The agent SAPAGENT monitors the raising of the
SAP event.

 To trigger workload when an SAP event is raised 

1. Enter the following information in the Properties page:

• Event prefix—MONITOR
• Event name—EVENT

2. Enter the following information in the SAP Event Monitor page:

• Agent name—SAPAGENT
• Name—SAPEVENT
• Parameter—SAPTEST

3. Click OK, and save the Event.

 More information: 

 SAP Event Monitor Events 

 Trigger Workload When the Number of Rows in a Database Table Changes
You can define a Database Monitor Event to trigger workload when the number of rows that
satisfy a monitor condition increases or decreases in a database table.
cwad121
HID_trigger_workload_num_rows_changes
You can define a Database Monitor Event to trigger workload when the number of rows that satisfy a monitor
condition increases or decreases in a database table.

 Note: To use Database Monitor Events, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA
WA Agent for Databases.

Database Monitor Events monitor for changes using a polling interval (every 10 seconds by default). If you want to
detect all changes made to the database, use a Database Trigger Event instead.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click within the Events table area in the Application Events view, and select New Database Monitor from
the pop-up menu.
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The Database Monitor Event appears in the list of Events in the Application Events view.
3. Right-click the Database Monitor Event, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.

The Event definition dialog opens.
4. Enter an Event prefix and an Event name in the Properties page, or leave the defaults as is.

Note:

If CA WA Desktop Client uses user name as the Event prefix by default and the user name includes hyphen,
ensure that the hyphen is removed in the Event prefix.

The Event properties are defined.
5. Click Database Monitor in the left pane.

The Database Monitor page opens in the right pane.
6. Complete the following required fields:

•  Agent name
Specifies the name of the Database Agent that monitors database additions and deletions.

Note:  The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined
in the Topology for the specified job type.

•  Table name
Specifies the name of the table to be monitored in the database.

•  Monitor type
Specifies the type of database change to monitor (INCREASE, DECREASE, INCREASE or DECREASE).

7. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

•  DB user
Specifies the database user the Event monitors under. This user overrides the default specified in the
agentparm.txt file.

Note:  This user and its password must be defined in the Topology under the agent.
•  Oracle DB user type

Specifies the type of Oracle user. In Oracle, a user with sufficient authority can log in with different system
privileges.
Example: as sysdba

•  DB URL
Specifies the database resource location. The server uses Java database connectivity (JDBC) to connect to
the database. This URL overrides the default specified in the agentparm.txt file.

For an Oracle database, use the following format:

jdbc:oracle:thin:@host:port/dbservicename

•   host 
Specifies the host name of the computer where the database is installed.

•   port 
Specifies the port number of the computer where the database is installed.

•   dbservicename 
Specifies the service name of the Oracle database. You can find the service name from the tnsnames.ora
file of the database.

For an Microsoft SQL Server database, use the following format:

jdbc:sqlserver://host:port;DatabaseName=dbname

•   dbname 
Specifies the database name.
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For an IBM DB2 database, use the following format:

jdbc:db2://host:port/dbname

For a Teradata database, use the following format:

jdbc:teradata://host/
TMODE=ANSI,CHARSET=UTF8,DATABASE=db_name,DBS_PORT=port

For a PostgreSQL database, use the following format:

jdbc:postgresql://host:port/db_name

•  Monitor condition
Specifies the condition to monitor within the database. This is equivalent to an SQL where clause.

8. Click OK.
The Database Monitor Event is defined.

9. Right-click the Event in the Application Events view, and select Save from the pop-up menu.
The Event is saved if it contains no errors. The workload is triggered when the specified database table change
is detected using the polling interval.

Example: Monitor a Database Table for an Increase in the Number of Rows 

Suppose that the DB_AGENT agent monitors the emp table for an increase in the number of rows. When the
number of rows with sal greater than 100000 increases, the Event is triggered.

 To monitor a database table for an increase in the number of rows 

1. Enter the following information in the Database Monitor page:

• Agent name—DB_AGENT
• Table name—emp
• Monitor condition—sal>100000

2. Select INCREASE from the Monitor type drop-down list.
3. Click OK, and save the Event.

Example: Monitor a Database Table for a Change in the Number of Rows 

Suppose that the DB_AGENT agent monitors the STAFF table for a change in the number of rows. When the
number of rows that has the name Jonson changes, the Event is triggered. The user entadm is authorized to create
triggers on the database.

 To monitor a database table for a change in the number of rows 

1. Enter the following information in the Database Monitor page:

• Agent name—DB_AGENT
• DB user—entadm
• Table name—STAFF
• Monitor condition—NAME='Jonson'

2. Select INCREASE or DECREASE from the Monitor type drop-down list.
3. Click OK, and save the Event.

 More information: 

 Database Monitor and Database Trigger Events 
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 Trigger Workload When a Row is Added, Deleted, or Updated in a Database Table
You can define a Database Trigger Event to trigger workload when a row that satisfies a trigger
condition is added, deleted, or updated in a database table.
cwad121
HID_trigger_workload_rows_changes
You can define a Database Trigger Event to trigger workload when a row that satisfies a trigger condition is added,
deleted, or updated in a database table.

 Note: To use Database Trigger Events, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA
WA Agent for Databases.

A Database Trigger Event creates a database trigger on the database. Contact your database administrator before
choosing to use a Database Trigger Event.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click within the Events table area in the Application Events view, and select New Database Trigger from
the pop-up menu.
The Database Trigger Event appears in the list of Events in the Application Events view.

3. Right-click the Database Trigger Event, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Event definition dialog opens.

4. Enter an Event prefix and an Event name in the Properties page, or leave the defaults as is.

Note:

 If CA WA Desktop Client uses user name as the Event prefix by default and the user name includes hyphen,
ensure that the hyphen is removed in the Event prefix.

The Event properties are defined.
5. Click Database Trigger in the left pane.

The Database Trigger page opens in the right pane.
6. Complete the following required fields:

•  Agent name
Specifies the name of the Database Agent that monitors database table changes.

Note:  The drop-down list displays only the agents that you have access permission for and that are defined
in the Topology for the specified job type.

•  Table name
Specifies the name of the table to be monitored in the database.

•  Trigger type
Specifies the type of change monitored (Insert, Delete, or Update).

Note:  You can specify multiple trigger types for Oracle and Microsoft SQL Server. For Oracle, separate
multiple types with "or", for example, Insert or Delete. For Microsoft SQL Server, separate multiple types with
a comma, for example, Insert, Delete.

7. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

•  DB user
Specifies the database user the Event monitors under. This user overrides the default specified in the
agentparm.txt file.

Note:  This user and its password must be defined in the Topology under the agent. In addition, this user
must be authorized to create triggers on the database. For Microsoft SQL Server, this user must also own
the database table that the job monitors for changes.

•  Oracle DB user type
Specifies the type of Oracle user. In Oracle, a user with sufficient authority can log in with different system
privileges.
Example: as sysdba

•  DB URL
Specifies the database resource location. The server uses Java database connectivity (JDBC) to connect to
the database. This URL overrides the default specified in the agentparm.txt file.
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For an Oracle database, use the following format:

jdbc:oracle:thin:@//host:port/dbservicename

•   host 
Specifies the host name of the computer where the database is installed.

•   port 
Specifies the port number of the computer where the database is installed.

•   dbservicename 
Specifies the service name of the Oracle database. You can find the service name from the tnsnames.ora
file of the database.

For an Microsoft SQL Server database, use the following format:

jdbc:sqlserver://host:port;DatabaseName=dbname

•   dbname 
Specifies the database name.

For an IBM DB2 database, use the following format:

jdbc:db2://host:port/dbname

•  Trigger condition
Specifies the condition to monitor within the database. For Oracle and DB2, this is the WHEN clause. For
Microsoft SQL Server, this is the IF clause. For the specific database syntax, refer to your database vendor's
documentation.

8. Click OK.
The Database Trigger Event is defined.

9. Right-click the Event in the Application Events view, and select Save from the pop-up menu.
The Event is saved if it contains no errors. The workload is triggered when the specified database table change
occurs.

 Example: Monitor an Oracle Database Table for an Added or Deleted Row 

Suppose that the DB_AGENT agent monitors the emp table for an added row or a deleted row. When a row is
either added or deleted, the Event is triggered. The Oracle database orcl has a host name of myhost and a port of
1521. The user scott is authorized to create triggers on the database.

 To monitor a database table for an added or deleted row 

1. Enter the following information in the Database Trigger page:

• Agent name—DB_AGENT
• DB user—scott
• DB URL—jdbc:oracle:thin:@//myhost:1521/orcl
• Table name—emp
• Trigger type—Insert or Delete

2. Click OK, and save the Event.

 Example: Monitor an Oracle Database Table for Deleted Rows with a Trigger Condition 

Suppose that the DB_AGENT agent monitors the emp table for deleted rows. When a row containing deptno 75 is
deleted, an Event is triggered. The Oracle database orcl has a host name of myhost and a port of 1521. The user
scott is authorized to create triggers on the database.

 To monitor a database table for deleted rows with a trigger condition 

1. Enter the following information in the Database Trigger page:
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• Agent name—DB_AGENT
• DB user—scott
• DB URL—jdbc:oracle:thin:@//myhost:1521/orcl
• Table name—emp
• Trigger condition—old.deptno=75

2. Select Delete from the Trigger type drop-down list.
3. Click OK, and save the Event.

 Example: Specify Trigger Conditions for Added Rows of an Oracle Database Table 

Suppose that the DB_AGENT agent monitors the emp table for added rows. When a row containing an ename
beginning with the letter g is added, the Event is triggered. The Oracle database orcl has a host name of myhost
and a port of 1521. The user scott is authorized to create triggers on the database.

 To specify trigger conditions for added rows of a database table 

1. Enter the following information in the Database Trigger page:

• Agent name—DB_AGENT
• DB user—scott
• DB URL—jdbc:oracle:thin:@//myhost:1521/orcl
• Table name—emp
• Trigger condition—new.ename like 'g%'

2. Select Insert from the Trigger type drop-down list.
3. Click OK, and save the Event.

 Example: Monitor an Oracle Database Table for Added or Updated Rows with a Trigger Condition 

Suppose that the DB_AGENT agent monitors the emp table for added or updated rows. When a new or updated
row does not contain a job field equal to sales, the Event is triggered. The Oracle database orcl has a host name of
myhost and a port of 1521. The user scott is authorized to create triggers on the database.

 To monitor a database table for added or updated rows with a trigger condition 

1. Enter the following information in the Database Trigger page:

• Agent name—DB_AGENT
• DB user—scott
• DB URL—jdbc:oracle:thin:@//myhost:1521/orcl
• Table name—emp
• Trigger type—Insert or Update
• Trigger condition—new.job<>'sales'

Note:  The <> symbol indicates not equal to.
2. Click OK, and save the Event.

 Example: Monitor a Microsoft SQL Table for Added or Deleted Rows with a Trigger Condition 

Suppose that the DB_AGENT agent monitors the stores table for an added row or a deleted row. When a row
is either added or deleted, the Event is triggered. The Microsoft SQL Server database pubs has a host name of
myhost and a port of 1433. The user sa owns the stores table and is authorized to create triggers on the database.

 To monitor a database table for added or deleted rows with a trigger condition 

1. Enter the following information in the Database Trigger page:

• Agent name—DB_AGENT
• DB user—sa
• DB URL—jdbc:sqlserver://myhost:1433;DatabaseName=pubs 
• Table name—stores
• Trigger type—Insert, Delete

2. Click OK, and save the Event.

 Example: Monitor a Microsoft SQL Server Table for Two Changes 

Suppose that the DB_AGENT agent monitors the sales table for changes to the ord_date and qty columns. When
both columns have changed, the Event is triggered. The Microsoft SQL Server database pubs has a host name of
myhost and a port of 1433. The user sa owns the sales table and is authorized to create triggers on the database.
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 To monitor a database table for two changes 

1. Enter the following information in the Database Trigger page:

• Agent name—DB_AGENT
• DB user—sa
• DB URL—jdbc:sqlserver://myhost:1433;DatabaseName=pubs 
• Table name—sales
• Trigger condition—UPDATE(ord_date) and UPDATE(qty)

2. Select Update from the Trigger type drop-down list.
3. Click OK, and save the Event.

 Example: Monitor a Microsoft SQL Server Table for Added Rows with a Trigger Condition 

Suppose that the DB_AGENT agent monitors the sales table for added rows. When the qty for inserted title_id
TC7777 is greater than or equal to 20, the Event is triggered. The Microsoft SQL Server database pubs has a host
name of myhost and a port of 1433. The user sa owns the sales table and is authorized to create triggers on the
database.

 To monitor a database table for added rows with a trigger condition 

1. Enter the following information in the Database Trigger page:

• Agent name—DB_AGENT
• DB user—sa
• DB URL—jdbc:sqlserver://myhost:1433;DatabaseName=pubs 
• Table name—sales
• Trigger condition—(select QTY from INSERTED where TITLE_ID='TC7777')>=20

2. Select Insert from the Trigger type drop-down list.
3. Click OK, and save the Event.

 Example: Monitor a DB2 Table for Added Rows with a Trigger Condition 

Suppose that the DB_AGENT agent monitors the STAFF table for added rows. When the total number of rows is
greater than or equal to 37, the Event is triggered. The DB2 database SAMPLE has a host address of 172.24.4.131
and a port of 50000. The user entadm is authorized to create triggers on the database.

 To monitor a database table for added rows with a trigger condition 

1. Enter the following information in the Database Trigger page:

• Agent name—DB_AGENT
• DB user—entadm
• DB URL—jdbc:db2://172.24.4.131:50000/SAMPLE 
• Table name—STAFF
• Trigger condition—(select count(*) from STAFF)>=37

2. Select Insert from the Trigger type drop-down list.
3. Click OK, and save the Event.

 Example: Monitor a DB2 Table for Changes 

Suppose that the DB_AGENT agent monitors the STAFF table for changes to the DEPT and JOB columns. When
DEPT or JOB is updated, the Event is triggered. The DB2 database SAMPLE has a host address of 172.24.4.131
and a port of 50000. The user entadm is authorized to create triggers on the database.

 To monitor a database table for changes 

1. Enter the following information in the Database Trigger page:

• Agent name—DB_AGENT
• DB user—entadm
• DB URL—jdbc:db2://172.24.4.131:50000/SAMPLE 
• Table name—STAFF
• Trigger type—UPDATE of DEPT, JOB

2. Click OK, and save the Event.

 More information: 

 Database Monitor and Database Trigger Events 
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 Trigger Workload When a Global Variable Expression is Met
You can define a Variable Dependency Monitor Event to trigger workload when a global variable
expression is met.
cwad121
HID_trigger_workload_gvexpression
You can define a Variable Dependency Monitor Event to trigger workload when a global variable expression is met.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click within the Events table area in the Application Events view, and select New Variable Dependency
Monitor from the pop-up menu.
The Variable Dependency Monitor Event appears in the list of Events in the Application Events view.

3. Right-click the Variable Dependency Monitor Event, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Event definition dialog opens.

4. Enter an Event prefix and an Event name in the Properties page, or leave the defaults as is.

Note:

If CA WA Desktop Client uses user name as the Event prefix by default and the user name includes hyphen,
ensure that the hyphen is removed in the Event prefix.

The Event properties are defined.
5. Click Variable Dependencies in the left pane.

The Variable Dependencies page opens in the right pane.
6. Click New.

The New Variable Dependency Expression dialog opens.
7. Complete the following required fields:

•  Variable name
Defines the name of the global variable. This name is not case sensitive. If you are connected to the server,
this field is populated with existing variable names.
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters. The first character cannot be a number.

Note:  You can specify a variable that does not exist. This is helpful for setting up a dependency that
checks if a specific variable exists.

•  Operator
Specifies the expression operator. Options are the following:
=
Specifies the equal operator. The expression evaluates to true if the global variable value equals the
specified value.
!=
Specifies the not equal operator. The expression evaluates to true if the global variable is not defined or the
global variable value does not equal the specified value.
<
Specifies the less than operator. The expression evaluates to true if the global variable value is less than
the specified value. The values are first compared as integers. However, if either of the values contains
non-numeric characters, the values are compared lexicographically (alphabetically).
Examples: 1 < 2, aa < ab, A < a.
>
Specifies the greater than operator. The expression evaluates to true if the global variable value is greater
than the specified value. The values are first compared as integers. However, if either of the values
contains non-numeric characters, the values are compared lexicographically (alphabetically).
Examples: 2 > 1, dd > da, a > A.
<=
Specifies the less than or equal to operator. The expression evaluates to true if the global variable value is
less than or equal to the specified value. The values are first compared as integers. However, if either of
the values contains non-numeric characters, the values are compared lexicographically (alphabetically).
Examples: 1 <= 2, aa <= ab, A <= a.
>=
Specifies the greater than or equal to operator. The expression evaluates to true if the global variable value
is greater than or equal to the specified value. The values are first compared as integers. However, if either
of the values contains non-numeric characters, the values are compared lexicographically (alphabetically).
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Examples: 2 >= 1, dd >= da, a >= A.
Contains
Specifies that the expression evaluates to true if the global variable value contains the specified value.
Otherwise, the expression evaluates to false. If the variable is not defined, the expression evaluates to
false.
Does Not Contain
Specifies that the expression evaluates to true if the global variable value does not contain the specified
value. Otherwise, the expression evaluates to false. If the variable is not defined, the expression evaluates
to true.
Exists
Specifies that the expression evaluates to true if the global variable exists. If the variable does not exist, the
expression evaluates to false. A deleted variable does not exist. A variable set to an empty string exists.
Does Not Exist
Specifies that the expression evaluates to true if the global variable does not exist. If the variable exists, the
expression evaluates to false. A deleted variable does not exist. A variable set to an empty string exists.

8. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

•  Variable Context
Specifies the name of the context that the global variable belongs to. This name is not case-sensitive. If you
are connected to the server, this field is populated with existing context names.
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters
Default: DEFAULT

Note:  You can specify a context that does not exist. This is helpful for setting up a dependency that checks
if a specific variable exists.

•  Value
Defines the value of the global variable.
Limits: 0-1024 characters
Default: Empty string
Examples: final cost, 1000, dept0102, username@company.com

Note:  This field does not apply if the Operator is Exists or Does Not Exist.
9. Click OK.

The expression appears in the Variable Dependency Expression table on the Variable Dependencies page.
10. (Optional) Repeat steps 6-9 to add additional variable dependency expressions to the Event.
11. Specify the following information:

•  Logical operation
Indicates how multiple variable dependency expressions are evaluated. Options are the following:

• AND—Indicates that all variable dependency expressions must evaluate to true before the job's variable
dependencies are considered met.

• OR—Indicates that at least one variable dependency expression must evaluate to true before the job's
variable dependencies are considered met.

Default: AND
12. Click OK.

The Variable Dependency Monitor Event is defined.
13. Right-click the Event in the Application Events view, and select Save from the pop-up menu.

The Event is saved if it contains no errors. The workload is triggered when the variable expression is met.

 Example: Trigger Workload Based on Stock and Market Price 

Suppose an online store begins a discount sale whenever the stock reaches 1000 units and the market price falls
to $75.

 To trigger workload based on stock and market price 

1. Enter the following information in the Properties page:

• Event prefix—MONITOR
• Event name—DISCOUNT

2. Click New in the Variable Dependencies page, and specify the following information in the New Variable
Dependency Expression dialog:

• Variable context—DEFAULT
• Variable name—Stock
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• Operator—=
• Value—1000

3. Click OK.
The first expression appears in the Variable Dependency Expressions table.

4. Click New in the Variable Dependency page, and specify the following information in the New Variable
Dependency Expression dialog:

• Variable context—DEFAULT
• Variable name—Price
• Operator—=
• Value—75

5. Click OK.
The second expression appears in the Variable Dependency Expressions table.

6. Select AND from the Logical Operation drop-down list.
7. Click OK, and save the Event.

 More information: 

 Variable Dependency Monitor Events 

 Managing Predecessor Dependencies
Many jobs can run simultaneously in an Application. Predecessor dependencies describe the
relationships between jobs in an Application. By default, a job runs after all its predecessors
complete successfully. A job that waits for other jobs to complete is in the PREDWAIT state.
wlade133
Many jobs can run simultaneously in an Application. Predecessor dependencies describe the relationships between
jobs in an Application. By default, a job runs after all its predecessors complete successfully. A job that waits for
other jobs to complete is in the PREDWAIT state.

Example: Dependencies between jobs in an Application

Every day, jobs A, B, C, and D run. On Fridays, job E runs. On the last workday of the month, job F also runs.

The following illustration displays the run frequency of all the jobs.
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The server submits a job after all the predecessors of the job complete successfully. In this Application, the jobs run
in the following order:

• Job B and job C run after job A completes successfully
• Job D runs after job B and job C complete successfully
• Job E runs on Fridays after job D completes successfully
• On the last workday of the month, there are two possibilities:

• If the last workday of the month is a Friday, job F runs after job E completes successfully
• If the last workday of the month is not a Friday, job F runs after job D completes successfully

 Predecessor Dependencies
Many jobs can run simultaneously in an Application. Predecessor dependencies describe the
relationships between jobs in an Application. By default, a job runs after all its predecessors
complete successfully. A job that waits for other jobs to complete is in the PREDWAIT state.
cwad121
HID_predecessor_dependencies
Many jobs can run simultaneously in an Application. Predecessor dependencies describe the relationships between
jobs in an Application. By default, a job runs after all its predecessors complete successfully. A job that waits for
other jobs to complete is in the PREDWAIT state.

Example: Dependencies between jobs in an Application

Every day, jobs A, B, C, and D run. On Fridays, job E runs. On the last workday of the month, job F also runs.

The following illustration displays the run frequency of all the jobs.
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The server submits a job after all the predecessors of the job complete successfully. In this Application, the jobs run
in the following order:

• Job B and job C run after job A completes successfully
• Job D runs after job B and job C complete successfully
• Job E runs on Fridays after job D completes successfully
• On the last workday of the month, there are two possibilities:

• If the last workday of the month is a Friday, job F runs after job E completes successfully
• If the last workday of the month is not a Friday, job F runs after job D completes successfully

 Interlinked Dependencies
You may have Applications with many groups of interlinked dependencies. You can create
dependencies between all the jobs in these groups individually, or you can create a link
workload object that waits for the completion of the first group of jobs and then releases the
second group of jobs. This approach simplifies the predecessor dependencies and makes it
easier to add or delete jobs in each group.
cwad121
HID_interlinked_dependencies
You may have Applications with many groups of interlinked dependencies. You can create dependencies between
all the jobs in these groups individually, or you can create a link workload object that waits for the completion
of the first group of jobs and then releases the second group of jobs. This approach simplifies the predecessor
dependencies and makes it easier to add or delete jobs in each group.

Example: Create a link between Groups of Jobs

Consider the following Application, which has two groups of three jobs each. The second group of jobs (D, E,
and F) cannot run until all jobs in the first group (A, B, and C) complete. The following illustration displays the
dependency between the two groups of jobs:
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To create this dependency configuration, you must create dependencies from all three jobs in the first group to
all three jobs in the second group. The following illustration displays the required dependencies between the two
groups:

The interlinked dependencies of this Application may be difficult to read and maintain. To simplify this dependency
configuration, create a link that represents the completion of the first group of three jobs and releases the second
group of three jobs.

The link waits for jobs A, B, and C to complete and then releases jobs D, E, and F. The following illustration
represents the dependencies between the jobs using a link:

The server automatically completes a link as soon as its dependencies are met. After the jobs in the first group (A,
B, and C) complete, the server marks the link complete and releases the second group of jobs (D, E, and F).

 Manual Dependencies
After a job runs, a manual task may need to be performed before the job's successor can run.
To represent a manual task, you can set up a task workload object in your Application. A task
represents work, such as a manual process that needs to complete before a subsequent job
can run. A task does not run on a specific operating system. You must complete a task for its
successors to become eligible for submission.
cwad121
HID_manual_dependencies
After a job runs, a manual task may need to be performed before the job's successor can run. To represent a
manual task, you can set up a task workload object in your Application. A task represents work, such as a manual
process that needs to complete before a subsequent job can run. A task does not run on a specific operating
system. You must complete a task for its successors to become eligible for submission.

Example: Dependency of a Job on a Manual Task
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Suppose that a UNIX job (J1) executes a script to produce a report that you must manually check. To represent the
manual checking of the report, you can use a task (CHECKRPT.J). After you check the report, you would mark that
task complete, and the server would release the successor job (J2).

The following illustration displays the dependencies between the jobs using a manual task:

 Cross-Application Dependencies
You can set up dependencies between jobs in different Applications using external jobs.
cwad121
HID_crossappl_dependencies
You can set up dependencies between jobs in different Applications using external jobs.

The Application that submits the job is known as the home Application. The Application where the job is defined as
external is known as the distant Application. When the job is submitted in the home Application, the server submits
the external job in the distant Application. When the job successfully completes in the home Application, the server
posts the external job complete in the distant Application and releases its successors.

Example: Create a Cross-Application Dependency

The server submits job X on Fridays as part of Application APPL1. On Fridays, Job Z in Application APPL2 waits
for job X. The home Application for job X is APPL1, and the distant Application for job X is APPL2. The following
illustration displays the dependency between the two Applications:

When the server generates APPL2 on Fridays, job Z waits until job X completes in its home Application, APPL1.

 Inherited Dependencies
Jobs in an Application may have different run frequencies. When the server selects jobs for
submission, it checks the relationships between jobs and determines whether jobs should inherit
dependencies.
cwad121
HID_inherited_dependencies
Jobs in an Application may have different run frequencies. When the server selects jobs for submission, it checks
the relationships between jobs and determines whether jobs should inherit dependencies.
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Example: Inherited Dependencies of a Job

There are three jobs in an Application. Job A releases job B, which releases job C. Job A and job C run daily, and
job B runs only on Friday.

By default, jobs inherit the relationships of their predecessors. Job B runs only on Fridays. On the other days, the
server selects job A and job C. Job C inherits the relationship between the unselected job B and job A. On these
days, job C depends on job A, not on job B.

You can override job inheritance. Without job inheritance, job A and job C run independently if job B does not run.

The following table summarizes the predecessor dependencies on different days with and without inheritance:

Day With inheritance Without inheritance

Days other than Fridays The server selects job A and job C to
run.

After job A completes, job C runs.

The server selects job A and job C
to run.

Job A and job C run independently.

Fridays The server selects all jobs to run.

After job A completes, job B runs.

After job B completes, job C runs.

The server selects all jobs to run.

After job A completes, job B runs.

After job B completes, job C runs.

More information:

Override Job Inheritance

 Edit a Job's Predecessor and Successor Dependencies Using a Dialog
With Applications that contain a large number of jobs, it becomes difficult to draw, remove,
or view dependencies between jobs that are located a large distance from each other in
the workspace. The Edit Job Dependencies feature lets you add, remove, or view a job's
predecessor and successor dependencies using a dialog instead.
cwad121
HID_edit_job_pred_succ_dependencies
With Applications that contain a large number of jobs, it becomes difficult to draw, remove, or view dependencies
between jobs that are located a large distance from each other in the workspace. The Edit Job Dependencies
feature lets you add, remove, or view a job's predecessor and successor dependencies using a dialog instead.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit Job Dependencies from the pop-up menu.
The Edit Job Dependencies dialog opens. The Predecessors and Successors list boxes list the job's current
predecessors and successors respectively.

3. Edit the job's predecessor or successor dependencies by doing the following.

• To add predecessor dependencies, select the predecessor jobs you want to add in the Available jobs list box,
and click Add under the Predecessors list box.

• To add successor dependencies, select the successor jobs you want to add in the Available jobs list box, and
click Add under the Successors list box.

• To remove predecessor dependencies, select the predecessor jobs you want to remove in the Predecessors
list box, and click Remove under the Predecessors list box.

• To remove successor dependencies, select the successor jobs you want to remove in the Successors list
box, and click Remove under the Successors list box.

Note:  You can press the Ctrl key while making your selections to select multiple jobs at once.

If new predecessor or successor dependencies are added, the Application is checked for circular dependencies.
If the Application contains a circular dependency, an error message appears, and no changes to the job's
dependencies are made. Otherwise, the selected jobs are removed from their list box and added to the
appropriate list box.

4. Click OK.
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The job's predecessor and successor dependencies are updated as appropriate in the workspace.
5. Click Layout at the bottom of the workspace to organize the layout of your jobs.

The layout of your jobs is organized.

 Edit the Release Condition of a Predecessor Dependency
By default, the server releases a job after its predecessors successfully complete. However, you
may want to release a job under a different release condition, such as when a predecessor job
fails or when a predecessor completes with a specific exit code.
cwad121
HID_edit_release_condition_pred_dependencies
By default, the server releases a job after its predecessors successfully complete. However, you may want to
release a job under a different release condition, such as when a predecessor job fails or when a predecessor
completes with a specific exit code.

Note:  If you want to view or edit multiple release conditions at once, you can select the release conditions of a
job's predecessor and successor dependencies using a single dialog. To use this feature, right-click the job in the
workspace, and select Edit Job Dependencies from the pop-up menu.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the dependency line between the jobs for which you want to change the release condition.
3. Select Release Conditions from the pop-up menu.

The Release Conditions dialog opens.
4. Select one of the following release conditions:

• Failure of the predecessor
Releases successor if the predecessor fails. If the predecessor completes successfully, the successor is not
released.

Note:  If the job goes into the SUBERROR state, the server does not release the job's successors.
• Any completion of the predecessor

Releases successor whether the predecessor completes successfully or fails.
• Successful completion of the predecessor

Releases successor if the predecessor completes successfully. If the predecessor fails, the successor is not
released. This is the default release condition.

• Exit codes
Releases successor based on the predecessor's exit code.

Note:  You cannot edit the release condition of a task or a link, since tasks and links can only complete
successfully.

5. Click OK.
The job releases its successor based on the release condition you specified.

Note:  You can view the release condition of jobs in the Monitor perspective by right-clicking the dependency lines
between the jobs and selecting View Release Condition.

 Edit the Release Conditions of a Job's Predecessor and Successor Dependencies
By default, the server releases a job after its predecessors successfully complete. However,
you can edit the release conditions of a job's predecessor and successor dependencies. For
example, you can set the release conditions of a job to release its successors based on specific
exit codes, or set the release conditions of a job's predecessors to release the job when the
predecessors fail.
cwad121
HID_edit_release_condition_job_pred_succ_dependencies
By default, the server releases a job after its predecessors successfully complete. However, you can edit the
release conditions of a job's predecessor and successor dependencies. For example, you can set the release
conditions of a job to release its successors based on specific exit codes, or set the release conditions of a job's
predecessors to release the job when the predecessors fail.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit Job Dependencies from the pop-up menu.
The Edit Job Dependencies dialog opens. The Predecessors and Successors list boxes list the job's current
predecessors and successors respectively.

3. Select the dependencies you want to set the release condition for in the Predecessors or Successors list box.

Note:  You can press the Ctrl key while making your selections to select multiple jobs at once.

If all of the selected dependencies have the same release condition defined, the Release conditions section
displays the current release condition. Otherwise, the release condition is not displayed.

4. Select one of the following release conditions from the Release conditions section:

• Failure of the predecessor
Releases successor if the predecessor fails. If the predecessor completes successfully, the successor is not
released.

Note:  If the job goes into the SUBERROR state, the server does not release the job's successors.
• Any completion of the predecessor

Releases successor whether the predecessor completes successfully or fails.
• Successful completion of the predecessor

Releases successor if the predecessor completes successfully. If the predecessor fails, the successor is not
released. This is the default release condition.

• Exit codes
Releases successor based on the predecessor's exit code.

Note:  You cannot edit the release condition of a task or a link, since tasks and links can only complete
successfully.

5. Click Set.
The release conditions of all selected predecessor or successor dependencies are set to the specified condition.

6. Click OK.
The release conditions of the job's predecessor or successor dependencies are updated as appropriate in the
workspace.

 Override Job Inheritance
You can override job inheritance if you want the jobs in an Application to no longer inherit the
relationships of their predecessors.
cwad121
HID_override_job_inheritance
You can override job inheritance if you want the jobs in an Application to no longer inherit the relationships of their
predecessors.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the Application in the Application Workspace view, and select Properties from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Application properties dialog opens.

3. Select the Do not inherit dependencies check box and click OK.
The jobs no longer inherit the relationships of their predecessors.

More information:

Inherited Dependencies

 Managing Time Dependencies
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_manage_time_dependencies
This section contains the following topics:
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 Time Dependencies
A job can contain several time dependencies. When a job reaches its job submission time, the
server checks for predecessor, variable, and resource dependencies and submits the job if it
meets all the dependencies.
cwad121
HID_time_dependencies
A job can contain several time dependencies. When a job reaches its job submission time, the server checks for
predecessor, variable, and resource dependencies and submits the job if it meets all the dependencies.

You can use time dependencies to do the following at scheduled times:

• Delay job submission
• Mark a job overdue (Overdue condition)
• Mark a job that ends prematurely (Premend condition)
• Bypass a job
• Abandon a job's predecessor dependencies
• Abandon a job's variable dependencies
• Abandon a job's resource dependencies

You can specify time dependencies by specifying absolute or relative times such as 9PM, 13:00, NOW PLUS 10
MINUTES, or 10PM TODAY PLUS 2 WORKDAYS.

The server resolves your scheduling criteria to a single date and time as follows:

• If you specify a time without a date (for example, 9PM), the server resolves the date to the next occurrence of
that time.

• If you specify a date without a time (for example, 1ST MONDAY OF MONTH), the server resolves the time to
midnight (00:00:00).

• If you specify a frequency (for example, MONDAYS 10PM), the server resolves the date and time to the next
occurrence of that date and time.

 Job Submission Time
When an Application is generated, a job's run frequency determines whether the job is selected
to run in that generation. To specify when the job runs, you can specify an early submission time
when you define the job. The server delays the submission of a job until the submission time
you specify. You can delay the job submission to let an Application span many days or weeks.
cwad121
HID_job_submission_time
When an Application is generated, a job's run frequency determines whether the job is selected to run in that
generation. To specify when the job runs, you can specify an early submission time when you define the job. The
server delays the submission of a job until the submission time you specify. You can delay the job submission to let
an Application span many days or weeks.

Note:  You cannot specify a time in the run frequency of a job.

If you specify a time (such as 9PM), the server delays submission of the job until the next occurrence of that time. If
you do not want to submit the job for the next occurrence of that time, specify a date (such as 9PM JULY 25). The
job may still wait for predecessor and resource dependencies, if applicable.

You can also delay the submission of a job for a number of minutes after it is eligible to run. For example, you can
specify that the server delay submission of a job for five minutes after it becomes ready for submission.

 Overdue Jobs
If a job does not complete by its anticipated end time, the server adjusts the job's anticipated
end time. By default, the server provides no indication that a job has missed its original
anticipated end time. If you must monitor when certain jobs are late, specify a dueout time
or a maximum execution time. If a job fails to meet its dueout time or exceeds its maximum
execution time, the server marks the job with an Overdue condition.
cwad121
HID_overdue_jobs
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If a job does not complete by its anticipated end time, the server adjusts the job's anticipated end time. By default,
the server provides no indication that a job has missed its original anticipated end time. If you must monitor when
certain jobs are late, specify a dueout time or a maximum execution time. If a job fails to meet its dueout time or
exceeds its maximum execution time, the server marks the job with an Overdue condition.

More information:

Anticipated End Times

 Dueout Times
The dueout time is the time at which the server marks a job with an Overdue condition because
the job missed its anticipated start or end time. You can specify dueout times for the following
conditions:
cwad121
HID_dueout_times
The dueout time is the time at which the server marks a job with an Overdue condition because the job missed its
anticipated start or end time. You can specify dueout times for the following conditions:

• If a job has not started by a certain time (late start time)
• If a job has not completed by a certain time (late end time)

For example, you can specify that a job is marked overdue if it does not start by 8 a.m. or does not complete by 1
a.m.

When you set dueout times for a job, you can also provide a notification that the job is late starting or late
completing. If a job is late starting or late completing, the server can automatically alert you and others by email or
SNMP trap, trigger additional workload, or run a JavaScript script.

 Dueout Times Propagation
The server can propagate dueout times, up-stream, to all predecessors of a job that has
a dueout time. The server sets the dueout times of predecessors based on historical
average elapsed times, a job's execution time averaged over previous runs. By using dueout
propagation, you can avoid specifying dueout times for all jobs in an Application.
cwad121
HID_dueout_times_propagation
The server can propagate dueout times, up-stream, to all predecessors of a job that has a dueout time. The
server sets the dueout times of predecessors based on historical average elapsed times, a job's execution time
averaged over previous runs. By using dueout propagation, you can avoid specifying dueout times for all jobs in an
Application.

The server propagates dueout times when it generates the Application. The following actions affect how the server
propagates dueout times in an active Application:

• If you reset a job's late start or late end time, the server resets the late end times of the job's predecessors.
• If you insert a job that is a predecessor to a job with a dueout time, the server resets the late end time of that

job based on the inserted job's historical average elapsed time. The server then resets the late end times of the
inserted job's predecessors.

• If you request a job that is a predecessor to a job with a dueout time, the server resets the late end time of that
job based on the requested job's historical average elapsed time. The server then resets the late end times of
the requested job's predecessors.

In all cases, the server stops propagating dueout times when it reaches a complete or bypassed predecessor.

Note:  The server uses the earliest dueout time when there is a conflict propagating times to a job.

Example: Propagation of Dueout Times

Suppose that PAYJOB6 should start by 7 a.m. PAYJOB6 has an average elapsed time of one hour.

The following illustration displays the relationship between all the jobs:
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When the server generates the Application, it sets late end times for all predecessor jobs, PAYJOB1 through
PAYJOB5, based on their historical average elapsed times and the late start time of PAYJOB6. If any job in the
preceding Application ends late, the server marks the job with an Overdue condition. If you set up a notification in
the Application definition for overdue processing, the server sends a notification whenever a job becomes overdue.

In this example, PAYJOB6 has a late start time of 7 a.m., which means PAYJOB3, PAYJOB4, and PAYJOB5 must
end by 7 a.m. If PAYJOB3, PAYJOB 4, and PAYJOB5 each have an average elapsed time of one hour, then they
will each have a late start time of 6 a.m., and PAYJOB2 will have a late end time of 6 a.m. If PAYJOB2 has an
average elapsed time of two hours, then PAYJOB2 will have a late start time of 4 a.m., and PAYJOB1 will have a
late end time of 4 a.m. If PAYJOB1 has an average elapsed time of 30 minutes, then PAYJOB1 will have a late end
time of 3:30 a.m.

The following table compares the late start times and end times of all jobs if PAYJOB6 has a late start time of 7am
or a late end time of 9am:

If PAYJOB6 has a late start time of
7 a.m.

If PAYJOB6 has
a late end time
of 9 a.m.

Job Average
Elapsed Time

Late start time Late end time Late start time Late end time

PAYJOB1 30 minutes 3:30 a.m. 4 a.m. 4:30 a.m. 5 a.m.

PAYJOB2 2 hours 4 a.m. 6 a.m. 5 a.m. 7 a.m.

PAYJOB3 1 hour 6 a.m. 7 a.m. 7 a.m. 8 a.m.

PAYJOB4 1 hour 6 a.m. 7 a.m. 7 a.m. 8 a.m.

PAYJOB5 1 hour 6 a.m. 7 a.m. 7 a.m. 8 a.m.

PAYJOB6 1 hour 7 a.m. 8 a.m. 8 a.m. 9 a.m.

More information:

Propagate Dueout Times

 Maximum Execution Times
A job's maximum execution time represents a maximum acceptable elapsed execution time in
minutes. You can specify a job's maximum execution time as a fixed value or use a calculation
to determine the value. If you specify a job's maximum execution time, the server adds this
value to the job's start time to obtain an expected latest end time. If the job's actual end time
exceeds the expected latest end time, the server marks the job with an Overdue condition.
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cwad121
HID_maximum_execution_times
A job's maximum execution time represents a maximum acceptable elapsed execution time in minutes. You
can specify a job's maximum execution time as a fixed value or use a calculation to determine the value. If you
specify a job's maximum execution time, the server adds this value to the job's start time to obtain an expected
latest end time. If the job's actual end time exceeds the expected latest end time, the server marks the job with an
Overdue condition.

For example, you can specify that a job that runs on average for one hour is overdue if it completes in more than
three hours or if it exceeds its current average execution time by 75%.

When you set the maximum execution time for a job, you can also provide a notification that the job has exceeded
its maximum execution time. If a job exceeds its maximum execution time, the server can automatically alert you
and others by email or SNMP trap, trigger additional workload, or run a JavaScript script.

 Premend Jobs
You can monitor jobs that end prematurely and take actions by specifying a minimum execution
time. If the job ends before its minimum execution time, the server marks the job with a
Premend (premature end) condition.
cwad121
HID_premend_jobs
You can monitor jobs that end prematurely and take actions by specifying a minimum execution time. If the job
ends before its minimum execution time, the server marks the job with a Premend (premature end) condition.

A job's minimum execution time represents a minimum acceptable elapsed execution time in minutes. You can
specify a job's minimum execution time as a fixed value or use a calculation to determine the value. If you specify
a job's minimum execution time, the server adds this value to the job's start time to obtain an expected earliest
end time. If the job's actual end time is earlier than its expected earliest end time, the server marks the job with a
Premend condition.

For example, you can specify that a job that runs on average over two hours ends prematurely if it completes in
less than an hour or if it completes in less than 25% of its current average execution time.

When you set the minimum execution time for a job, you can also provide a notification that the job has ended
prematurely. If a job ends prematurely, the server can automatically alert you and others by email or SNMP trap,
trigger additional workload, or run a JavaScript script.

 Delay Job Submission
You can delay job submission by specifying a job submission time. You can also delay the
submission of a job for a number of minutes after it is eligible to run. 
cwad121
HID_delay_job_submission
You can delay job submission by specifying a job submission time. You can also delay the submission of a job for a
number of minutes after it is eligible to run. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Time Dependencies in the left pane.
The Time Dependencies page opens in the right pane.

4. Complete one of the following fields:

•  Do not submit before
Specifies the job's submission time. The server delays submission of the job until this time.

Note:  To select a time, click the button to the right of the field and select the time from the Time Selection
dialog.

•  Delay submission when eligible by
Specifies the number of minutes the server waits to submit a job after it is eligible to run.
Default: 0 minutes
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Limits: 0-255 minutes
5. Click OK.

The server delays the job submission as specified.

Example: Delay a Job Until 6 p.m. 

Suppose that an Application runs each day at 4 p.m., but a particular job (LATE) within the Application must wait
until 6 p.m. An Event is scheduled to run the Application daily at 4 p.m. Job LATE has an early submission time of 6
p.m.

 To delay a job until 6 p.m. 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click job LATE in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of job LATE opens.

3. Click Time Dependencies in the left pane.
The Time Dependencies page opens in the right pane.

4. Enter 6pm in the Do not submit before field and click OK.
Job LATE waits until 6 p.m. before running even if job LATE's other dependencies are met before 6 p.m.

Example: Submit a Job at Different Times During the Month 

On the last workday of the month, a job runs after 9 p.m. The rest of the month, the job runs after 6 p.m.

The %IF statement for the job's Do not submit before field is as follows:

%IF(today('last workday of month'),'9pm','6pm')

The today JavaScript built-in function returns true if today is the last workday of the month; otherwise, it returns
false.

Note:   For more information about JavaScript expressions and built-in functions, see Using Javascript.

Example: Delay a Job by 30 Minutes 

Job A releases job B in an Application. You want job B to run 30 minutes after job A completes.

 To delay a job by 30 minutes after it is eligible to run 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click job B in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of job B opens.

3. Click Time Dependencies in the left pane.
The Time Dependencies page opens in the right pane.

4. Enter 30 in the Delay submission when eligible by field and click OK.
After job A completes, Job B waits for 30 minutes before running.

 More information: 

 Job Submission Time 

 Marking a Job Overdue if It Starts Late
You can monitor jobs that start too late by specifying a late start time. If the job does not start by
the late start time, the server marks the job with an Overdue condition.
cwad121
HID_mark_job_overdue_starts_late
You can monitor jobs that start too late by specifying a late start time. If the job does not start by the late start time,
the server marks the job with an Overdue condition.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.
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2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Time Dependencies in the left pane.
The Time Dependencies page opens in the right pane.

4. Enter a date and time in the Not started by field.

Note:  To select a time, click the button to the right of the field and select the time from the Time Selection
dialog.

5. Click OK.
The late start time is specified.

 More information: 

 Dueout Times 

 Mark a Job Overdue if It Ends Late
You can monitor jobs that complete too late by specifying a late end time. If the job does not
complete by the late end time, the server marks the job with an Overdue condition.
cwad121
HID_mark_job_overdue_ends_late
You can monitor jobs that complete too late by specifying a late end time. If the job does not complete by the late
end time, the server marks the job with an Overdue condition.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Time Dependencies in the left pane.
The Time Dependencies page opens in the right pane.

4. Enter a date and time in the Not completed by field.

Note:  To select a time, click the button to the right of the field and select the time from the Time Selection
dialog.

5. Click OK.
The late end time is specified.

More information:

Dueout Times

 Mark a Job Overdue if It Runs Long
You can monitor jobs that run too long by specifying a maximum execution time. If the job
exceeds its maximum execution time, the server marks the job with an Overdue condition.
cwad121
HID_mark_job_overdue_runs_long
You can monitor jobs that run too long by specifying a maximum execution time. If the job exceeds its maximum
execution time, the server marks the job with an Overdue condition.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Time Dependencies in the left pane.
The Time Dependencies page opens in the right pane.

4. Specify a maximum execution time in minutes in the Overdue if execution time exceeds field.
5. Click OK.

The maximum execution time is specified.

Example: Provide Notification if a Job Exceeds its Maximum Execution Time 
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The server sends an email message if a job exceeds its current average execution time by 75%.

 To provide notification if a job exceeds its maximum execution time 

1. Define the job with email notification for the Overdue state. Customize the email message if appropriate.
2. Specify the following value in the Overdue if execution time exceeds field:

%WOB._avgruntime*1.75

where the %WOB._avgruntime symbolic variable represents a job's average execution time in minutes based
on previous executions.
If the job exceeds this elapsed time by 75%, the server marks the job with an Overdue condition and sends an
email notification to alert others that the job has exceeded its maximum execution time.

Note:   For more information about JavaScript expressions and built-in functions, see Using Javascript.

 More information: 

 Maximum Execution Times 

 Mark a Job Premend if It Ends Prematurely
You can monitor jobs that end prematurely and take actions by specifying a minimum execution
time. If the job ends before its minimum execution time, the server marks the job with a
Premend (premature end) condition.
cwad121
HID_mark_job_premend_end_premature
You can monitor jobs that end prematurely and take actions by specifying a minimum execution time. If the job
ends before its minimum execution time, the server marks the job with a Premend (premature end) condition.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Time Dependencies in the left pane.
The Time Dependencies page opens in the right pane.

4. Specify a minimum execution time in minutes in the Premature if execution time is less than field and click OK.
The minimum execution time is defined.

More information:

Premend Jobs

 Abandon Predecessor Dependencies at a Specified Time
When you define a job, you can request the server abandon a job's predecessor dependencies
at a specified time.
cwad121
HID_abandon_predecessor_dependencies
When you define a job, you can request the server abandon a job's predecessor dependencies at a specified time.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Time Dependencies in the left pane.
The Time Dependencies page opens in the right pane.

4. Enter a date and time in the Predecessor dependencies field in the Specify time to abandon section.
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Note:  To select a time, click the button to the right of the field and select the time from the Time Selection
dialog.

5. Click OK.
The job predecessor dependencies are abandoned at the date and time you specified.

Example: Abandon Predecessor Dependencies at Different Times During the Month 

On the last workday of the month, a job must run by 11 p.m., even if its predecessors have not yet completed. The
remainder of the month, it must run by 3 a.m., even if its predecessors have not yet completed.

The %IF statement for the job's Predecessor dependencies field in the Specify time to abandon section is as
follows:

%IF(today('last workday of month'),'11pm','3am')

The today JavaScript built-in function returns true if today is the last workday of the month; otherwise, it returns
false.

Note:   For more information about JavaScript expressions and built-in functions, see Javascripts.

 More information: 

 Predecessor Dependencies 

 Abandon Resource Dependencies at a Specified Time
When you define a job, you can specify a time when the server abandons the job's resource
dependencies.
cwad121
HID_abandon_resource_dependencies
When you define a job, you can specify a time when the server abandons the job's resource dependencies.

Note:

 If the job has reserved units of a resource, the server makes those resource units available for other jobs.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Time Dependencies in the left pane.
The Time Dependencies page opens in the right pane.

4. Enter a date and time in the Resource dependencies field in the Specify time to abandon section.

Note:

To select a time, click the button to the right of the field and select the time from the Time Selection dialog.
5. Click OK.

The job resource dependencies are abandoned at the date and time you specified.

More information:

How Jobs with Resource Dependencies are Submitted

 Abandon Variable Dependencies at a Specified Time
When you define a job, you can specify a time when the server abandons the job's variable
dependencies. At the specified time, the job no longer waits for its variable dependencies to be
met. The server then checks that resource dependencies are met and submits the job.
cwad121
HID_abandon_variable_dependencies
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When you define a job, you can specify a time when the server abandons the job's variable dependencies. At
the specified time, the job no longer waits for its variable dependencies to be met. The server then checks that
resource dependencies are met and submits the job.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Time Dependencies in the left pane.
The Time Dependencies page opens in the right pane.

4. Enter a date and time in the Variable dependencies field in the Specify time to abandon section.

Note:

To select a time, click the button to the right of the field and select the time from the Time Selection dialog.
5. Click OK.

The job's variable dependencies are abandoned at the date and time you specified.

More information:

Global Variable Dependencies

 Bypass Jobs at a Specified Time
When you define a job, you can request the server bypass the job at a specified time.
cwad121
HID_bypass_jobs
When you define a job, you can request the server bypass the job at a specified time.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Time Dependencies in the left pane.
The Time Dependencies page opens in the right pane.

4. Enter a date and time in the Submission field of the Specify time to abandon section.

Note:   To select a time, click the button to the right of the field and select the time from the Time Selection
dialog.

5. Click OK.
The job is bypassed at the date and time you specified.

Example: Bypass a Job at a Certain Time on a Month's First Workday 

On the first workday of the month, a job must run before 7:00 p.m. If it has not run by then, it should not run at all.
The rest of the month, the job can run when it is ready.

The %IF statement for the job's Submission field in the Specify time to abandon section is as follows:

%IF(today('1st workday of month'),'7pm')

The today JavaScript built-in function returns true if today is the first workday of the month; otherwise, it returns
false.

Note:   For more information about JavaScript expressions and built-in functions, see Using Javascripts.

 Propagate Dueout Times
You can propagate dueout times if you want an early warning that jobs in the Application are
running late.
cwad121
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HID_propagate_dueout_times
You can propagate dueout times if you want an early warning that jobs in the Application are running late.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the Application in the Application Workspace view, and select Properties from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Application properties dialog opens.

3. Select the Propagate dueout time check box and click OK.
The server enables anticipated end times and critical path analysis and propagates dueout times in the
Application.

Note:  If you want this option to apply to all Applications that you define, from the main menu click Window,
Preferences, Desktop Client, Define Perspective, Application defaults, and select the Propagate dueout times
check box.

More information:

Dueout Times Propagation

 Managing Resource Dependencies
You can manage resource dependencies as follows:
cwad121
HID_manage_resource_dependencies
You can manage resource dependencies as follows:

 How Jobs with Resource Dependencies are Submitted
After a job meets all its time and predecessor dependencies, the server does the following:
cwad121
HID_how_jobs_res_dep_submitted
After a job meets all its time and predecessor dependencies, the server does the following:

• Readies the job for submission.
• Checks if the job has requested any resources.
• Checks if resource units are available if the job has requested resources.

• If all the requested resource units are not available, the job goes into a RESWAIT state.
• When all the requested resource units are available, the server removes the RESWAIT state and submits the

job.

More information:

Abandon Resource Dependencies at a Specified Time

 Job Priority
You can prioritize jobs when one or more jobs compete for the same resource. Each job has
a priority between 0 and 100 (100 being the highest). The job with the highest value takes
priority and obtains the resource first. The default priority is 0. Job priority applies to all active
Applications, not just jobs within the same Application.
cwad121
HID_job_priority
You can prioritize jobs when one or more jobs compete for the same resource. Each job has a priority between 0
and 100 (100 being the highest). The job with the highest value takes priority and obtains the resource first. The
default priority is 0. Job priority applies to all active Applications, not just jobs within the same Application.

Note:

 Priority only applies to renewable and depletable resources.
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Example: Job priority assignment

Suppose that independent jobs A, B, and C are waiting for one unit of a renewable resource. If you assign job A
a priority of 20, job B a priority of 30, and job C a priority of 40, job C gets the resource first because it has the
highest priority, followed by job B, and then job A.

More information:

Set a Job's Priority

 Job Reservation
If a job requires more units of a resource than are currently available, the server does not
reserve the resource units by default. You can override this default and have the server reserve
resources units when the required units are unavailable.
cwad121
HID_job_reservation
If a job requires more units of a resource than are currently available, the server does not reserve the resource
units by default. You can override this default and have the server reserve resources units when the required units
are unavailable.

If a job does not reserve resources, a job requiring a lower resource count will receive the available resources
first. As a result, jobs that require a large resource count may encounter processing delays, keeping the overall
availability resource count low.

If a job reserves resources, the server reserves the resource units that are available at the time the job is next in
the queue and holds them while waiting to accumulate the remainder of resource units required for that job.

Note:  Only renewable and depletable resources can be reserved.

Example: Resource reservations

Suppose that job A requires 3 units of a resource and job B requires 2 units. Only 2 units of the resource are
available and job A precedes job B in the queue.

If job A reserves resources, job A obtains the 2 units of the resource and waits for the third unit. Job B must wait for
the 2 units to become available. Job A obtains the resource units before job B, even though job B required fewer
resource units.

If job A does not reserve resources, job A must wait for 3 units to become available. Since job B only requires 2
units of the resource and 2 units of the resource are available, job B obtains the resource units first.

More information:

Reserve a Resource

 Job Priority and Reservation
A job with a higher priority and the same resource requirements obtains the resource units and
runs before a lower priority job. After the higher priority job completes or obtains the resources it
needs, the process of gathering resources starts again.
cwad121
HID_jobpriority_reservation
A job with a higher priority and the same resource requirements obtains the resource units and runs before a
lower priority job. After the higher priority job completes or obtains the resources it needs, the process of gathering
resources starts again.

Reserving resources applies only to the request that is first in the queue, which is sorted by priority and request
time. For example, if the server receives a resource request for job B before receiving a resource request for job A,
it fulfills the resource request for job B first. If two or more jobs requiring the same resource run simultaneously, job
resource priorities take precedence.

 Set Up Resource Dependencies
You can set up a job's resource dependencies using the Resources page in the job definition to
specify the resources the job depends on. A job can request any number of different resources.
cwad121
HID_setup_resource_dependencies
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You can set up a job's resource dependencies using the Resources page in the job definition to specify the
resources the job depends on. A job can request any number of different resources.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Resources in the left pane.
The Resources page opens in the right pane.

4. Click Add, specify the resource and quantity, and click OK.
When the job is readied for submission, the server checks if the requested resources are available.

Example: Set Up Three Resource Dependencies for a Job

A job requires two units of a renewable resource named RESREN, one unit of a depletable resource named
RESDEP, and four units of a threshold resource named RESTHRESH.

To set up three resource dependencies for a job

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Resources in the left pane. 
The Resources page opens in the right pane.

4. Click Add.
A new row is added to the Use resources table.

5. Enter RESREN as the resource name and select 2 as the quantity.
6. Click Add.

A new row is added to the Use resources table.
7. Enter RESDEP as the resource name and select 1 as the quantity.
8. Click Add.

A new row is added to the Use resources table.
9. Enter RESTHRESH as the resource name and select 4 as the quantity.
10. Click OK.

When the job is readied for submission, the server checks if the requested resources are available.

 Set a Job's Priority
You can set a priority for a job to enable it to obtain resource units before jobs competing for the
same resource.
cwad121
HID_set_job_priority
You can set a priority for a job to enable it to obtain resource units before jobs competing for the same resource.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Resources in the left pane.
The Resources page opens in the right pane.

4. Enter the job's priority between 0 (lowest) and 100 (highest) in the Job priority field and click OK.
The job priority is set.

More information:

Job Priority
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 Reserve a Resource
You can reserve resources for a job to enable it to obtain resource units before jobs that require
fewer resource units.
cwad121
HID_reserve_resource
You can reserve resources for a job to enable it to obtain resource units before jobs that require fewer resource
units.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Resources in the left pane.
The Resources page opens in the right pane.

4. Select the Reserve resources check box.
The job reserves resources.

More information:

Job Reservation

 Example: Prevent Jobs from Running Concurrently
You can prevent certain jobs from running at the same time using a renewable resource.
cwad121
HID_ex_prevent_jobs_run_concurrently
You can prevent certain jobs from running at the same time using a renewable resource.

To prevent jobs from running concurrently

1. Define a renewable resource with both availability and maximum availability counts set to 1.
2. Specify that each job requires 1 unit of the renewable resource in the job definition Resources page.

At any time, either one unit of the resource is available or no units of the resource are available, as follows:

• If one of the jobs is running, the available count of the resource is zero, and the server prevents the other
jobs from running.

• After the running job completes, the server returns the resource unit to the pool, whether the job was
successful or not, and submits one of the other jobs waiting for the resource.

Note:  The jobs you prevent from running concurrently may not be part of the same Application.

 Example: Control Concurrent Access to a Database
You can control concurrent access to a database to give specific jobs exclusive use of that
database. For example, multiple jobs can read a database at the same time, but only one job
can update the database at a time.
cwad121
HID_ex_control_concurrent_access_db
You can control concurrent access to a database to give specific jobs exclusive use of that database. For example,
multiple jobs can read a database at the same time, but only one job can update the database at a time.

To control concurrent access to a database

1. Define a renewable resource with availability and maximum availability counts set to 999.
2. Specify that each read-only job requires 1 unit of the renewable resource in the job definition Resources page.
3. Specify that each update job requires 999 units of the renewable resource in the job definition Resources page.

The server controls concurrent access to the database, as follows:

• When an update job runs, no other jobs waiting for the resource can run because an update job requires the
maximum count for the resource.

• Multiple read-only jobs can run concurrently because each read-only job requires only one unit of the
resource.
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 Example: Control When Low-Priority Jobs Run
You can control when low-priority jobs run. For example, a number of low-priority jobs may only
run between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. on workdays. At other times, the server puts the low-priority jobs
into a RESWAIT state.
cwad121
HID_ex_control_low_priority_jobs_run
You can control when low-priority jobs run. For example, a number of low-priority jobs may only run between 8 a.m.
and 4 p.m. on workdays. At other times, the server puts the low-priority jobs into a RESWAIT state.

Note:  In a multiple CPU environment, you may want to have different time periods to run low-priority jobs on
different systems. You can define local resources and set them independently.

 To control when low-priority jobs run 

1. Define a threshold resource named LOWPRIO with an availability count set to 1.
2. Specify that each low-priority job requires 1 unit of the resource in the job definition Resources page.
3. Do the following to set up an Application that sets the resource count to 1 at the start of the low-priority time, for

example, 8am:

1.1 Specify a JavaScript script at Event trigger time to set the resource to 1 as follows:

resetResourceProperty ('LOWPRIO', 'Availability', '1');

2.1 Schedule an Event to run this Application at the start off the low-priority time.
4. Do the following to set up an Application that sets the resource count to 0 at the end of the low-priority time, for

example, 4pm:

1.1 Specify a JavaScript script at Event trigger time to set the resource to 0 as follows:

resetResourceProperty ('LOWPRIO', 'Availability', '0');

2.1 Schedule an Event to run this Application at the end of the low-priority time.

Note:  The resource name must be in uppercase.

The server turns the LOWPRIO resource on and off automatically. Any job requiring one unit of the LOWPRIO
resource can only run during the low-priority time on workdays.

Note:  For more information about JavaScript expressions and built-in functions, see Using Javascript.

 Managing Global Variable Dependencies
You can manage global variable dependencies as follows:
cwad121
HID_manage_global_variable_dependencies
You can manage global variable dependencies as follows:

 Global Variable Dependencies
Jobs can have global variable dependencies. A global variable dependency is a variable
expression that must be satisfied before a job is submitted. Such jobs are submitted when all of
the global variable dependencies (and the time, predecessor, and resource dependencies) are
met, dropped, or abandoned.
cwad121
HID_global_var_dependencies
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Jobs can have global variable dependencies. A global variable dependency is a variable expression that must be
satisfied before a job is submitted. Such jobs are submitted when all of the global variable dependencies (and the
time, predecessor, and resource dependencies) are met, dropped, or abandoned.

For example, you can define a job that only runs when a global variable named quota is assigned a value greater
than or equal to 1000. If the global variable dependency is not met at job submission time, the job goes into a
VARWAIT state and waits for the dependency to be met, dropped, or abandoned.

There are several ways to manage global variable dependencies. You can set up, edit, and remove variable
dependencies by using the Define perspective of CA WA Desktop Client. While monitoring an Application
generation in the Monitor perspective, you can set up, edit, remove, and drop variable dependencies and reset the
time to abandon variable dependencies. You can also drop variable dependencies by using the CLI. To check the
status of jobs in a VARWAIT state, you can evaluate the variable dependencies by using the Monitor perspective or
the CLI.

Variable dependencies are stored in the relational database for the server. These dependencies are kept and
restored after a warm start of the server or after the server starts as a Primary in a CA WA High Availability
configuration. In a cold start of the server, these dependencies are deleted from the relational database.

You can set up global variable dependencies in all job types except for External-Other Scheduler and External-
Same Scheduler.

More information:

Abandon Variable Dependencies at a Specified Time

 How Jobs with Global Variable Dependencies are Submitted
After a job meets all its time and predecessor dependencies, the server does the following:
cwad121
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After a job meets all its time and predecessor dependencies, the server does the following:

• Checks if the job has any global variable dependencies.

• If the global variable dependencies are not met, the job goes into a VARWAIT state.
• When all of the global variable dependencies are met, dropped, or abandoned, the server removes the

VARWAIT state.
• Checks if the job has any resource dependencies. When the resource dependencies are met, the server

submits the job.

 Set Up a Variable Dependency
You can set up a job's variable dependencies using the Variable Dependencies page in the job
definition. A job can depend on any number of variable dependencies.
cwad121
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You can set up a job's variable dependencies using the Variable Dependencies page in the job definition. A job can
depend on any number of variable dependencies.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Variable Dependencies in the left pane.
The Variable Dependencies page opens in the right pane.

4. Click New.
The Create Variable Dependency Expression dialog opens.

5. Complete the following required fields:

• Variable name
Defines the name of the global variable. This name is not case sensitive. If you are connected to the server,
this field is populated with existing variable names.
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters. The first character cannot be a number.
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Note:  You can specify a variable that does not exist. This is helpful for setting up a dependency that
checks if a specific variable exists.

• Operator
Specifies the expression operator. Options are the following:
=
Specifies the equal operator. The expression evaluates to true if the global variable value equals the
specified value.
!=
Specifies the not equal operator. The expression evaluates to true if the global variable is not defined or the
global variable value does not equal the specified value.
<
Specifies the less than operator. The expression evaluates to true if the global variable value is less than
the specified value. The values are first compared as integers. However, if either of the values contains
non-numeric characters, the values are compared lexicographically (alphabetically).
Examples: 1 < 2, aa < ab, A < a.
>
Specifies the greater than operator. The expression evaluates to true if the global variable value is greater
than the specified value. The values are first compared as integers. However, if either of the values
contains non-numeric characters, the values are compared lexicographically (alphabetically).
Examples: 2 > 1, dd > da, a > A.
<=
Specifies the less than or equal to operator. The expression evaluates to true if the global variable value is
less than or equal to the specified value. The values are first compared as integers. However, if either of
the values contains non-numeric characters, the values are compared lexicographically (alphabetically).
Examples: 1 <= 2, aa <= ab, A <= a.
>=
Specifies the greater than or equal to operator. The expression evaluates to true if the global variable value
is greater than or equal to the specified value. The values are first compared as integers. However, if either
of the values contains non-numeric characters, the values are compared lexicographically (alphabetically).
Examples: 2 >= 1, dd >= da, a >= A.
Contains
Specifies that the expression evaluates to true if the global variable value contains the specified value.
Otherwise, the expression evaluates to false. If the variable is not defined, the expression evaluates to
false.
Does Not Contain
Specifies that the expression evaluates to true if the global variable value does not contain the specified
value. Otherwise, the expression evaluates to false. If the variable is not defined, the expression evaluates
to true.
Exists
Specifies that the expression evaluates to true if the global variable exists. If the variable does not exist, the
expression evaluates to false. A deleted variable does not exist. A variable set to an empty string exists.
Does Not Exist
Specifies that the expression evaluates to true if the global variable does not exist. If the variable exists, the
expression evaluates to false. A deleted variable does not exist. A variable set to an empty string exists.
Default: =

6. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Variable context

Specifies the name of the context that the global variable belongs to. This name is not case-sensitive. If you
are connected to the server, this field is populated with existing context names.

Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters

Default: DEFAULT

Note:  You can specify a context that does not exist. This is helpful for setting up a dependency that checks
if a specific variable exists.

• Value

Defines the value of the global variable.Limits: 0-1024 characters

Default: Empty string

Examples: final cost, 1000, dept0102, username@company.com

mailto:username@company.com
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Note:  This field does not apply if the Operator is Exists or Does Not Exist.
7. Click OK.

The dialog closes, and the variable dependency expression is added to the Variable Dependency Expressions
table.

8. (Optional) Repeat steps 4 to 7 to add additional variable dependency expressions to the job.
9. Specify the following information:

• Logical operation
Indicates how multiple variable dependency expressions are evaluated. Options are the following:

• AND—Indicates that all variable dependency expressions must evaluate to true before the job's variable
dependencies are considered met.

• OR—Indicates that at least one variable dependency expression must evaluate to true before the job's
variable dependencies are considered met.

Default: AND
10. Click OK.

The variable dependency is set up.

Example: Set Up Two Variable Dependencies for a Job

A job requires a global variable named QUOTA to be assigned a value greater than or equal to 1000 and a global
variable named SALES to contain the words “final estimate”.

To set up two variable dependencies for a job

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Variable Dependencies in the left pane.
The Variable Dependencies page opens in the right pane.

4. Click New.
The Create Variable Dependency Expression dialog opens.

5. Do the following to set up the first variable dependency:

1.1 Enter QUOTA in the Variable name field.
2.1 Select >= from the Operator drop-down list.
3.1 Enter 1000 in the Value field.

6. Click OK.
The dialog closes, and a new row is added to the Variable Dependency Expressions table.

7. Click New.
The Create Variable Dependency Expression dialog opens.

8. Do the following to set up the second variable dependency:

1.1 Enter SALES in the Variable name field.
2.1 Select Contains from the Operator drop-down list.
3.1 Enter final estimate in the Value field.

9. Click OK.
The dialog closes, and a new row is added to the Variable Dependency Expressions table.

10. Leave AND in the Logical operation drop-down list, and click OK.
When the job is readied for submission, the server checks if the variable dependencies are met.

 Modify a Variable Dependency
You can modify an existing variable dependency if you need to change its details.
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You can modify an existing variable dependency if you need to change its details.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
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The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.
3. Click Variable Dependencies in the left pane.

The Variable Dependencies page opens in the right pane.
4. Select the variable dependency that you want to modify, and click Edit.

The Edit Variable Dependency Expression dialog opens.
5. Modify the following required fields as appropriate:

• Variable name
Defines the name of the global variable. This name must be unique in its variable context. This name is not
case sensitive.
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters. The first character cannot be a number.

Note:

You can specify a variable that does not exist. This is helpful for setting up a dependency that checks if a
specific variable exists.

• Operator
Specifies the expression operator. Options are the following:
=
Specifies the equal operator. The expression evaluates to true if the global variable value equals the
specified value.
!=
Specifies the not equal operator. The expression evaluates to true if the global variable is not defined or the
global variable value does not equal the specified value.
<
Specifies the less than operator. The expression evaluates to true if the global variable value is less than
the specified value. The values are first compared as integers. However, if either of the values contains non-
numeric characters, the values are compared lexicographically (alphabetically).
Examples: 1 < 2, aa < ab, A < a.
>
Specifies the greater than operator. The expression evaluates to true if the global variable value is greater
than the specified value. The values are first compared as integers. However, if either of the values contains
non-numeric characters, the values are compared lexicographically (alphabetically).
Examples: 2 > 1, dd > da, a > A.
<=
Specifies the less than or equal to operator. The expression evaluates to true if the global variable value is
less than or equal to the specified value. The values are first compared as integers. However, if either of the
values contains non-numeric characters, the values are compared lexicographically (alphabetically).
Examples: 1 <= 2, aa <= ab, A <= a.
>=
Specifies the greater than or equal to operator. The expression evaluates to true if the global variable value
is greater than or equal to the specified value. The values are first compared as integers. However, if either
of the values contains non-numeric characters, the values are compared lexicographically (alphabetically).
Examples: 2 >= 1, dd >= da, a >= A.
Contains
Specifies that the expression evaluates to true if the global variable value contains the specified value.
Otherwise, the expression evaluates to false. If the variable is not defined, the expression evaluates to false.
Does Not Contain
Specifies that the expression evaluates to true if the global variable value does not contain the specified
value. Otherwise, the expression evaluates to false. If the variable is not defined, the expression evaluates to
true.
Exists
Specifies that the expression evaluates to true if the global variable exists. If the variable does not exist, the
expression evaluates to false. A deleted variable does not exist. A variable set to an empty string exists.
Does Not Exist
Specifies that the expression evaluates to true if the global variable does not exist. If the variable exists, the
expression evaluates to false. A deleted variable does not exist. A variable set to an empty string exists.

6. (Optional) Modify the following additional field as appropriate:

• Variable context
Specifies the name of the context that the global variable belongs to.
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters
Default: DEFAULT
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Note:  You can specify a context that does not exist. This is helpful for setting up a dependency that checks if
a specific variable exists.

• Value
Defines the value of the global variable.
Limits: 0-1024 characters
Default: Empty string
Examples: final cost, 1000, dept0102, username@company.com

Note:  This field does not apply if the Operator is Exists or Does Not Exist.
7. Click OK.

The dialog closes, and the modified variable dependency expression is displayed in the Variable Dependency
Expressions table.

8. (Optional) Specify the following information as appropriate:

• Logical operation
Indicates how multiple variable dependency expressions are evaluated. Options are the following:

• AND—Indicates that all variable dependency expressions must evaluate to true before the job's variable
dependencies are considered met.

• OR—Indicates that at least one variable dependency expression must evaluate to true before the job's
variable dependencies are considered met.

Default: AND
9. Click OK.

The variable dependency is modified.

 Delete a Variable Dependency
You can delete a variable dependency if it is no longer in use.
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You can delete a variable dependency if it is no longer in use.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Variable Dependencies in the left pane.
The Variable Dependencies page opens in the right pane.

4. Select the variable dependency that you want to delete, and click Remove.

Note:  To delete multiple variable dependencies at once, keep the Ctrl key pressed and select each dependency
you want to delete, and click Remove.

The variable dependency is removed from the Variable Dependency Expressions table.
5. Click OK.

The variable dependency is deleted.

 Drop and Evaluate Variable Dependencies
Jobs can have global variable dependencies. A global variable dependency is a variable
expression that must be satisfied before a job is submitted. Such jobs are submitted when all of
the global variable dependencies (and the time, predecessor, and resource dependencies) are
met, dropped, or abandoned.
wlade133
Jobs can have global variable dependencies. A global variable dependency is a variable expression that must be
satisfied before a job is submitted. Such jobs are submitted when all of the global variable dependencies (and the
time, predecessor, and resource dependencies) are met, dropped, or abandoned.

For example, you can define a job that only runs when a global variable named quota is assigned a value greater
than or equal to 1000. If the global variable dependency is not met at job submission time, the job goes into a
VARWAIT state and waits for the dependency to be met, dropped, or abandoned.

mailto:username@company.com
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There are several ways to manage global variable dependencies. You can set up, edit, and remove variable
dependencies by using the Define perspective of CA WA Desktop Client. While monitoring an Application
generation in the Monitor perspective, you can set up, edit, remove, and drop variable dependencies and reset the
time to abandon variable dependencies. You can also drop variable dependencies by using the CLI. To check the
status of jobs in a VARWAIT state, you can evaluate the variable dependencies by using the Monitor perspective or
the CLI.

Variable dependencies are stored in the relational database for the server. These dependencies are kept and
restored after a warm start of the server or after the server starts as a Primary in a CA WA High Availability
configuration. In a cold start of the server, these dependencies are deleted from the relational database.

You can set up global variable dependencies in all job types except for External-Other Scheduler and External-
Same Scheduler.

This article contains the following topics:

  

How Jobs with Global Variable Dependencies are Submitted
After a job meets all its time and predecessor dependencies, the server does the following:

• Checks if the job has any global variable dependencies.

• If the global variable dependencies are not met, the job goes into a VARWAIT state.
• When all of the global variable dependencies are met, dropped, or abandoned, the server removes the

VARWAIT state.
• Checks if the job has any resource dependencies. When the resource dependencies are met, the server

submits the job.

Drop Variable Dependencies
You can drop some or all of a job's variable dependencies before a job becomes eligible for submission if the job no
longer needs to wait for variable dependencies, or you want the job to become eligible for submission sooner.

Note:  You can drop a dependency only for a running Application.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Drop Variable Dependencies.
The Drop Variable Dependencies dialog opens.

3. Do one of the following:

• Select a variable dependency, or hold the Ctrl key and select multiple variable dependencies in the Variable
Dependency Expressions table. Click Drop Selected to drop the selected variable dependencies.

• Click Drop All to drop all variable dependencies at once.
4. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

 Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

The appropriate variable dependencies are dropped.

Evaluate Variable Dependencies
When a job is in a VARWAIT state, you can evaluate the job's variable dependencies. Evaluating the dependencies
is helpful when you want to check the status of the job and the expressions that are waiting to be met before the job
can be submitted.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Right-click the job that is in a VARWAIT state in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Evaluate Variable Dependencies.
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The Evaluate Variable Dependencies dialog opens. The job's variable dependencies are displayed in the
Variable Expressions Evaluation Result table. A False value in the Evaluation column indicates that the variable
expression in that row is waiting to be met.

3. Click Close.
The dialog closes.

 %VAR Statement—Specify Global Variables and Response Variables in Job Fields
You can use global variables when you define and monitor jobs. The %VAR statement lets
you specify a global variable name in supported job definition fields in the Define and Monitor
perspectives of CA WA Desktop Client. When an Event is triggered, the server tries to substitute
the current value of a global variable specified in the %VAR statement. If the variable is not
defined at that time, the statement remains unresolved until the job's runtime. At the job's
runtime, the server tries to resolve the statement again. If the variable is still undefined, the
server submits the job with an unresolved variable.
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You can use global variables when you define and monitor jobs. The %VAR statement lets you specify a global
variable name in supported job definition fields in the Define and Monitor perspectives of CA WA Desktop Client.
When an Event is triggered, the server tries to substitute the current value of a global variable specified in the
%VAR statement. If the variable is not defined at that time, the statement remains unresolved until the job's
runtime. At the job's runtime, the server tries to resolve the statement again. If the variable is still undefined, the
server submits the job with an unresolved variable.

This statement has the following format:

 %VAR('name'[,'context']) 

• name
Specifies the name of the global variable. This name is not case sensitive.
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters. The first character cannot be a number.

• context
(Optional) Specifies the name of the context that the global variable belongs to. This name is not case sensitive.
Limits: 0-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters
Default: DEFAULT context

Example: Specify a Global Variable in a Database Job Definition

Suppose that you want to schedule multiple database jobs that use the same IBM DB2 database. Instead of
entering the same database resource location in multiple job definitions, you create a global variable named dburl
that stores that information. The dburl variable belongs to a global variable context named dbapps.

To specify the global variable in database jobs, enter the following %VAR statement in the DB URL field in the
Basic page of the job definition dialog:

 %VAR('dburl', 'dbapps') 

When the Event is triggered, the server substitutes the global variable specified in the %VAR statement with the
database resource location.

%VAR(‘<jobname.qualifier>.<responsevariablename>’,’$$WSO_VARIABLES$$’)

This response variable gets resolved at the run-time only. Therefore, use this variable in fields that are not required
during Event Trigger time processing.
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• jobname.qualifier: The job name. For example, HTTP-V21.PAYLOAD_XPATH_REGEX.
• response variable name : The response variables name. For example, Var1_Regex_URL_18.

You can use this variable in any of the successor jobs or in the down flow of the HTTP job.

Notes:

• If the HTTP V2 job where the response variable is defined is completed, only the response variables will be
resolved.

• %VAR for response variables is applicable only for HTTP V2 and Web Service Document/Literal SOAP Envelope
Jobs

 Example: Specify a Global Variable in a Database Job Definition
Suppose that you want to schedule multiple database jobs that use the same IBM DB2
database. Instead of entering the same database resource location in multiple job definitions,
you create a global variable named dburl that stores that information. The dburl variable belongs
to a global variable context named dbapps.
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Suppose that you want to schedule multiple database jobs that use the same IBM DB2 database. Instead of
entering the same database resource location in multiple job definitions, you create a global variable named dburl
that stores that information. The dburl variable belongs to a global variable context named dbapps.

Note:  To use this example, you must have the appropriate security permissions to create global variables in the
dbapps context. Without the appropriate permissions, the job goes into a SUBERROR state. To get the appropriate
permissions, contact your CA Workload Automation DE administrator. Your administrator can find more information
about the VARIABLE security permission in Security Permissions.

To specify a global variable in a database job definition

1. Define the dburl global variable as follows:

1.1 Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2.1 Right-click Global Variables under your server connection, and click New from the pop-up menu.
The New Global Variable view opens.

3.1 Enter dburl in the Variable name field.
4.1 Enter DBAPPS in the Variable context field.

Note:  The context is converted to upper case as you type it. It is not case sensitive.
5.1 Enter the database resource location in the Value field, for example, jdbc:db2://172.24.4.131:50000/

SAMPLE.
6.1 Click the Save icon.

The dburl global variable is defined.
2. Specify the global variable in your database jobs using the %VAR statement as follows:

1.1 Open the Application that contains your database jobs in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2.1 Right-click a database job, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3.1 Enter %VAR('dburl', 'dbapps') in the DB URL field.
4.1 Click OK.

The job is updated.
5.1 Repeat the previous steps for each of your database jobs.
6.1 Upload the Application to the server.

3. Simulate the Application to review the resolution of the global variable as follows:

1.1 Right-click the Event you want to simulate in the Event Triggers workspace, and select Simulate from the
pop-up menu.
The Simulate Event dialog opens.

2.1 Complete the fields as appropriate and click OK.
The simulation opens in a separate window. On the right pane, the details of the job definitions appear.
In the database job definitions, the value of DB URL resolves to the value of the dburl global variable, for
example, jdbc:db2://172.24.4.131:50000/SAMPLE.
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Note:  If the job details do not appear, from the main menu click Window, Preferences, Desktop Client,
Services Perspective, Simulate, and select the View Job Details text check box.

When the Event is triggered, the server substitutes the global variable specified in the %VAR statement with the
database resource location.

 Setting Up Notifications
You can set up email, alert, and SNMP notifications in the job and Application definitions as
follows:
cwad121
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You can set up email, alert, and SNMP notifications in the job and Application definitions as follows:

 Notifications
Notifications let you automatically monitor a job's progress and notify users or take action
when the job reaches a certain state or condition. You can set up notifications for different
job-processing monitor states, such as when a job completes, fails, or becomes overdue.
Notifications let you automate your workload processing. You can set up the following three
types of notifications:
cwad121
HID_notifications
Notifications let you automatically monitor a job's progress and notify users or take action when the job reaches a
certain state or condition. You can set up notifications for different job-processing monitor states, such as when a
job completes, fails, or becomes overdue. Notifications let you automate your workload processing. You can set up
the following three types of notifications:

• Email Notifications
Sends an email when a job reaches any of the states specified in the notification. For example, you can set up a
notification to email an operator when a particular job fails or to provide status for a long-running Application.

• Alert Notifications
Triggers an Event or runs a JavaScript script when the job reaches any of the states specified in the notification.
For example, you can set up an Alert to trigger an Event to start an Application when the last job on another
Application completes or run a JavaScript script to complete an Application when a job is overdue.

• SNMP Notifications
Sends a Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) trap to Network Management Stations (NMSs) when
a job reaches any of the states specified in the notification. For example, you can send an SNMP trap to an
SNMP-enabled agent/advanced integration or an SNMP Manager when a particular job fails.

Note:  For more information about SNMP traps, see Configuring SNMP Manager.

To send a notification when a job reaches a certain state, you should set up the notification in the job definition.
If you want the notification to apply to all jobs in the Application, you should instead set up the notification in the
Application. Notifications in the job definition override notifications in the Application for the same monitor state.

Example: Override Email Notification at the Application Level

Suppose that an Application contains an email notification that sends an email to operator1 for job failure and
submission errors. Job A in this Application contains an email notification that sends an email to operator2 when it
fails. The following occurs if job A fails or has a submission error:

• If job A fails, the server sends the email notification to operator2, as referenced in the job definition.
• If job A has a submission error, the server sends an email to operator1, as referenced in the Application.

 Monitor States
You can set up notifications to notify users or act when a job reaches a certain state. You can
set up notifications for the following job states and conditions:
cwad121
HID_monitor_states
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You can set up notifications to notify users or act when a job reaches a certain state. You can set up notifications
for the following job states and conditions:

•  Abandon submission
Sends a notification when the submission of a job is abandoned.

Note:   This state requires that you specify an abandon time for job submission.
•  Agent down

Sends a notification when the agent or advanced integration referenced in the job definition is down.
•  Complete

Sends a notification when the job completes successfully.
•  Exec

Sends a notification when the job starts to execute.
•  Failed

Sends a notification when the job fails according to its exit code settings.
•  Force completed

Sends a notification when the job is forced complete.
•  Global variable wait

Sends a notification if the job is waiting for one or more variable dependencies to be met.
•  Inactive

Sends a notification if the job is inactive.

Note:  This state can only be used with Oracle Applications Single Request jobs.
•  Monitor

Sends a notification when the condition that the job is monitoring has occurred.

Note:   This state can be used with jobs that support continuous monitoring such as File Trigger, Database
Monitor, and Database Trigger.

•  Overdue
Sends a notification when the job is overdue.

Note:   This condition requires that you specify an overdue time for job start or completion, or a maximum
execution time.

•  Premature end
Sends a notification when the job ends prematurely.

Note:  This condition requires that you specify a minimum execution time.
•  Ready

Sends a notification when all predecessor dependencies and submit times are met and the job is not held.

Note:  The server does not monitor for resource dependencies.
•  Resource wait

Sends a notification if the job is waiting for one or more resource dependencies to be met.
•  Step complete

Sends a notification every time a step is completed in a z/OS job. In the notification, you can use the following
symbolic variables to identify the steps and completion codes for that execution:

•  WOB._current_step_name
Specifies the name of the step that was completed.
Example: STEP0012

•  WOB._current_step_code
Specifies the completion code of the step that was completed.
Examples: S806, 10

Note:

 If a job is restarted from a particular step, all skipped steps return a completion code of FLUSHED.

Note:  This state can only be used with z/OS-Regular and z/OS-Manual jobs.
•  Suberror

Sends a notification when a submission error occurs, such as when a script is not found.
•  Suspend

Sends a notification when a Oozie job is suspended.
•  Unknown

Sends a notification when there is a configuration or system error that the server does not recognize.
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Note:   Depending on the job type, only a subset of these job states may be available.

 More information: 

•  Setting Up an Email Notification in the Job Definition 
•  Set Up an Email Notification in the Application 
•  Set Up an Alert Notification in the Application 

 Email Notifications
When a job reaches a certain state, the server can send an email notification to notify users
about the job's progress. For example, you can set up a notification to email an operator when a
particular job fails or to provide status for a long-running Application.
cwad121
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When a job reaches a certain state, the server can send an email notification to notify users about the job's
progress. For example, you can set up a notification to email an operator when a particular job fails or to provide
status for a long-running Application.

You can add as many email notifications to a job definition or Application as you need. When the job reaches the
state you have specified, the server sends an email notification to each address provided. Every email notification
includes a message that contains the following details:

• Job name
• Application name
• State
• Exit code, if assigned
• Agent or advanced integration name, if applicable
• The name of the file being run, if applicable
• (Optional) A customized message
• (Optional) The job's spool file

You can send email notifications to any device that accepts email messages, including pagers and cell phones.

 More information: 

•  Set Up Email Notifications in the Job Definition 
•  Set Up an Email Notification in the Application 

 Alert Notifications
An Alert notification can trigger more workload or run a JavaScript script automatically. When
a job reaches the state specified in the notification, the server triggers the Event or runs
the JavaScript script defined in the Alert. For example, when the last job of an Application
completes, an Alert can trigger an Event to run another Application. You can trigger an Event for
all jobs or specific jobs in an Application.
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An Alert notification can trigger more workload or run a JavaScript script automatically. When a job reaches the
state specified in the notification, the server triggers the Event or runs the JavaScript script defined in the Alert. For
example, when the last job of an Application completes, an Alert can trigger an Event to run another Application.
You can trigger an Event for all jobs or specific jobs in an Application.

An Alert notification can also run a JavaScript script automatically. When a job reaches the state specified in the
Alert notification, the server automatically runs the JavaScript script defined in the Alert.

An Alert can run a JavaScript script to execute commands such as the following:

• Resubmitting a job
• Completing a job or Application
• Dropping job dependencies
• Dropping resource dependencies
• Resetting time dependencies
• Bypassing a job
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• Holding and releasing jobs or Applications
• Resetting resource availability counts

You can store the scripts for these actions in a central repository.

For example, you can set up an Alert to run a JavaScript script to complete an Application when a job is overdue or
resubmit a job if it completes with a particular exit code before a specific time.

In the JavaScript script that the Alert runs, you can use built-in variables. When the Alert runs, the server sets those
variables. These variables are only available in the JavaScript script that specific Alert runs. You can assign these
variables

to other variables so that other JavaScript scripts can use them.

More information:

Set Up an Alert Notification in the Application

 SNMP Notifications
SNMP notifications help agents or advanced integrations in a network inform Network
Management Stations (NMSs) that something unexpected happened, such as a job failure,
or communicate status information, such as an agent start. The CA Workload Automation DE
server sends SNMP traps automatically when the server or an agent starts or stops.
cwad121
HID_snmp_notifications
SNMP notifications help agents or advanced integrations in a network inform Network Management Stations
(NMSs) that something unexpected happened, such as a job failure, or communicate status information, such as
an agent start. The CA Workload Automation DE server sends SNMP traps automatically when the server or an
agent starts or stops.

Using SNMP notifications, you can send SNMP traps to an SNMP-enabled agent/advanced integration or an
SNMP manager when a job reaches a specific monitor state.

 Set Up an Email Notification in the Job Definition
If you want an email notification to send an email when a job reaches a certain condition, such
as Fail or Overdue, set up the email notification in the job definition.
cwad121
HID_setup_email_notification_job
If you want an email notification to send an email when a job reaches a certain condition, such as Fail or Overdue,
set up the email notification in the job definition.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Notifications in the left pane.
The Notifications page opens in the right pane.

4. Select the Email tab.
5. Clear the Use Application-level defaults check box.

If the Application contains any email notifications, the notifications are copied to the job definition. You can edit
or remove a copied notification by selecting the notification and clicking Edit or Remove as required.

Note:

• If you leave the Use Application-level defaults check box selected, the email notifications defined in the
Application are displayed, but you cannot edit or add new notifications.

• To suppress the Application-level notifications for this job, ensure that the list of notifications is empty.
6. Click New to add a notification.

The New Email Notification dialog opens.
7. Complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Return code
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(Optional) Specifies an exit code to send the notification on a more specific condition.

Note:  This field applies to only Complete and Fail monitor states.
• Monitor states

Specifies the job states you can monitor.
• To

Specifies the recipient's email address.

Note:  After you specify an email address, you must click Add to add the email address to your notification.
You can add multiple email addresses.

• Subject
(Optional) Specifies a customized email subject.

Note:

• To insert the default subject, select the Use default subject check box. The administrator can edit the
default subject by modifying the default email template in the Admin perspective.

• To specify a customized email subject, clear the Use default subject check box. You can insert
Application- and job-level built-in symbolic variables into the subject line by right-clicking in the field and
selecting the symbolic variable you want to insert from the drop-down menu.

• Message
(Optional) Adds a customized message to the email.

Note:

• To insert the default message, select the Use default message option button. The administrator can edit
the default message by modifying the default email template in the Admin perspective.

• To add to the default message, select the Attach to default message option button and enter your
message. To specify a customized message or override the default message, select the Override
default message option button and enter your message. You can insert Application- and job-level built-in
symbolic variables into the message by right-clicking in the text box and selecting the symbolic variable
you want to insert.

• Attach spool file
(Optional) Attaches the job's spool file to the email notification.

Note:

• The administrator can configure a shared parameter to limit the size of spool file attachments in email
when providing email notifications for failed jobs.

• Not all job types support the Attach spool file option.
8. Click OK.

The New Email Notification dialog closes.
9. Click OK.

The server sends an email notification whenever the job reaches the monitor state you specified.

 Set Up an Email Notification in the Application
If you want the email notification to apply to all jobs in the Application, set up the email
notification in the Application.
cwad121
HID_setup_email_notification_appl
If you want the email notification to apply to all jobs in the Application, set up the email notification in the
Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the Application in the Application Workspace view, and select Properties from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Application properties dialog opens.

3. Click Notifications in the left pane.
The Notifications page opens in the right pane.

4. Select the Email tab and click New.
The New Email Notification dialog opens.

5. Complete the following fields as appropriate:
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• Return code

(Optional) Specifies an exit code to send the notification on a more specific condition.

Note:

 This field applies to only Complete and Fail monitor states.
• Monitor states

Specifies the job states you can monitor.
• To

Specifies the recipient's email address.

Note:

: After you specify an email address, you must click Add to add the email address to your notification. You
can add multiple email addresses.

• Subject

(Optional) Specifies a customized email subject.

Note:

• To insert the default subject, select the Use default subject check box. The administrator can edit the
default subject by modifying the default email template in the Admin perspective.

• To specify a customized email subject, clear the Use default subject check box. You can insert
Application- and job-level built-in symbolic variables into the subject line by right-clicking in the field and
selecting the symbolic variable you want to insert from the drop-down menu.

• Message

(Optional) Adds a customized message to the email.

Note:

• To insert the default message, select the Use default message option button. The administrator can edit
the default message by modifying the default email template in the Admin perspective.

• To add to the default message, select the Append to default message option button and enter your
message. To specify a customized message or override the default message, select the Override
default message option button and enter your message. You can insert Application- and job-level built-in
symbolic variables into the message by right-clicking in the text box and selecting the symbolic variable
you want to insert.

• Attach spool file

(Optional) Attaches the job's spool file to the email notification.

Note:

• The administrator can configure a shared parameter to limit the size of spool file attachments in email
when providing email notifications for failed jobs.

• Not all job types support the Attach spool file option.
6. Click OK.

The New Email Notification dialog closes.
7. Click OK.

The server sends an email notification whenever a job in the Application reaches the monitor state you
specified.

Example: Send an Email Notification When a Job Fails or Has an Error

Suppose that you want to send an email notification to operator1@yourcompany.com and
operator2@yourcompany.com when a job in the Application fails or has a monitoring or submission error.

To send an email notification when a job fails or has an error

1. Open the New Email Notification dialog.
2. Select the Failed and Suberror monitor states.
3. Enter operator1@yourcompany.com,operator2@yourcompany.com in the To field and click Add.
4. Clear the Use default subject check box and enter Job has failed in the Subject field.
5. Select the Use default message option button.
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6. Select the Attach spool file check box and click OK twice.
The server sends an email notification if a job in the Application fails or has a monitoring or submission error.

 Setting Up an Alert Notification
As a scheduler, you can set up notifications to monitor a job's progress and notify users or act
when the job reaches a monitor state. You can set up notifications for different job-processing
monitor states, such as when a job completes, fails, or becomes overdue. Notifications let you
automate your workload processing.
cwad121
HID_setup_alert_notification
As a scheduler, you can set up notifications to monitor a job's progress and notify users or act when the job
reaches a monitor state. You can set up notifications for different job-processing monitor states, such as when a job
completes, fails, or becomes overdue. Notifications let you automate your workload processing.

An Alert notification can trigger more workload or run a JavaScript script automatically. When a job reaches the
state specified in the notification, the server triggers the Event or runs the JavaScript script defined in the Alert.

This scenario walks you through the process of setting up an Alert notification:

To set up an Alert notification, follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following tasks:

• Define an Alert that triggers the Event.
• Define an Alert that runs the JavaScript script.

2. Set up the Alert notification in the Application.
3. Create an Event that the Alert triggers, if applicable.

Example: Set Up an Alert Notification

Some examples of when you would set up an Alert notification include the following:

• Trigger an Event that runs a second Application when the last job of a specific Application completes
• Complete an Application if a job does not start by a specific time
• Resubmit a job if a job completes with a particular exit code before a specific time

More information:

Alert Notifications

 Define an Alert that Triggers the Event
You can define an Alert to trigger an Event when a job reaches a particular state.
cwad121
HID_define_alert_trigger_event
You can define an Alert to trigger an Event when a job reaches a particular state.
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Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as a scheduler using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Services perspective.

A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.
3. Right-click Alerts under your server connection, and click New from the pop-up menu.

The New Alert view opens.
4. Enter the Alert name in the Alert name field.
5. Select the Trigger an Event option button.
6. Enter the Event prefix and Event name, and click the Save icon.

The Alert is defined.

More information:

Create an Event that the Alert Triggers

 Define an Alert that Runs the JavaScript Script
You can define an Alert to run a JavaScript script when a job reaches a particular state.
cwad121
HID_define_alert_runs_javascript
You can define an Alert to run a JavaScript script when a job reaches a particular state.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as a scheduler using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Services perspective.

A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.
3. Right-click Alerts under your server connection, and click New from the pop-up menu.

The New Alert view opens.
4. Enter the Alert name in the Alert name field.
5. Do one of the following actions:

• To run a script from the repository, select the Run a JavaScript from Repository option button, and select
the script from the Name drop-down list.
The script appears in the editor, but it cannot be edited. Skip to the last step.

• To import a script from your local computer or a network drive, select the Run this JavaScript option button,
click Import, browse to the script, and click Open.
The imported script appears in the editor.

• To define a script, select the Run this JavaScript option button, and type the script content in the editor.
6. (Optional) Press Ctrl+spacebar in the editor to invoke content assist.

A pop-up displays the built-in JavaScript variables and functions that you can use in the script. The pop-up
also displays the native JavaScript functions and objects.

Note:

• You can filter the variables, objects, and functions that appear in the pop-up. For example, if you
type file and invoke content assist, the pop-up displays all server built-in functions that begin with file. You
can further filter the list in the pop-up by typing additional text, for example, _l.

• To display the description of a built-in JavaScript variable or function, select the variable or function in the
pop-up. You cannot display the description of a native JavaScript function or object. For more information
about the native JavaScript functions and objects, visit the ECMA International website (www.ecma-
international.org) and search for the ECMA-262 Standard for scripting languages.

• The pop-up displays all global variables and functions. To display all variables and functions that belong to
an object or context, type the object or context name followed by a period in the editor. For example, if you
type APPL., a pop-up displays all the APPL built-in variables and functions.

7. Select a variable or function in the list and press Enter to insert it in the script.
The selected variable or function appears in the editor.

8. (Optional) Click Check Syntax to validate the syntax of the script.
Errors and warnings, if any, are displayed in a dialog. The errors are also highlighted in the editor.

Note:   After you correct the script, click Check Syntax again. Repeat until you do not receive any errors or
warning messages. Click OK to close the dialog.

http://www.ecma-international.org/
http://www.ecma-international.org/
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9. (Optional) Click Export to save the script on your local computer or a network drive. Browse to the location
where you want to save the script, enter a file name, and click Save.

10. Click the Save icon to save the Alert.
The Alert is defined.

Note:  For more information about JavaScript expressions and built-in functions, see Using Javascripts.

 Set Up an Alert Notification in the Job Definition
If you want the Alert notification to send an Alert when a job reaches a certain condition, such as
Fail or Overdue, set up the Alert notification in the job definition. Notifications in the job definition
override notifications in the Application for the same monitor state.
cwad121
HID_setup_alert_notification_job
If you want the Alert notification to send an Alert when a job reaches a certain condition, such as Fail or Overdue,
set up the Alert notification in the job definition. Notifications in the job definition override notifications in the
Application for the same monitor state.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Notifications in the left pane.
The Notifications page opens in the right pane.

4. Select the Alerts tab.
5. Clear the Use Application-level defaults check box.

If the Application contains any Alert notifications, the notifications are copied to the job definition. You can edit or
remove a copied notification by selecting the notification and clicking Edit or Remove as required.

Note:

• If you leave the Use Application-level defaults check box selected, the alert notifications defined in the
Application are displayed, but you cannot edit or add new notifications.

• To suppress the Application-level notifications for this job, ensure that the list of notifications is empty.
6. Click New to add a notification.

The New Alert Notification dialog opens.
7. Complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Return code
(Optional) Specifies an exit code to send the notification on a more specific condition.

Note:  This field applies to only Complete and Fail monitor states.
• Monitor states

Specifies the job states you can monitor.
• Alert Name

Specifies the name of the Alert.
8. Click OK.

The New Alert Notification dialog closes.
9. Click OK.

The server sends an Alert notification whenever the job reaches the monitor state you specified.

More information:

Alert Notifications

 Set Up an Alert Notification in the Application
If you want the Alert to apply to all jobs in the Application, set up the Alert in the Application.
cwad121
HID_setup_alert_notification_appl
If you want the Alert to apply to all jobs in the Application, set up the Alert in the Application.

Follow these steps:
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1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the Application in the Application Workspace view, and select Properties from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Application properties dialog opens.

3. Click Notifications in the left pane.
The Notifications page opens in the right pane.

4. Select the Alerts tab and click New.
The New Alert Notification dialog opens.

5. Complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Return code
(Optional) Specifies an exit code to send the notification on a more specific condition.

Note:  This field applies to only Complete and Fail monitor states.
• Monitor states

Specifies the job states you can monitor.
• Alert Name

Specifies the name of the Alert.
6. Click OK.

The New Alert Notification dialog closes.
7. Click OK.

The server sends an Alert notification whenever the job in the Application reaches the monitor state you
specified.

Example: Set Up an Alert When a Job Completes

Suppose that the server triggers an Alert named ALERT1 whenever a job in the Application completes.

To set up an Alert when a job completes

1. Open the New Alert Notification dialog.
2. Enter ALERT 1 as Alert name, select Complete in the Monitor state field, and click OK twice.

The server triggers an Alert whenever a job in the Application completes.

More information:

Alert Notifications

 Create an Event that the Alert Triggers
If you want the Alert to trigger an Event when the job reaches the states specified in the Alert
notification, you must define the Event.
cwad121
HID_create_event_alert_triggers
If you want the Alert to trigger an Event when the job reaches the states specified in the Alert notification, you must
define the Event.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Events under your server connection, and click Open from the pop-up menu.
The Events view opens.

3. Right-click in the Event listing, and select New DateTime/Manual from the pop-up menu.
The New DateTime/Manual view opens.

4. Enter the Event prefix and Event name referenced in the Alert.
5. Specify the Application to run in the Application field, and click the Save icon.

Note:  Since the Alert triggers the Event automatically, you do not need to enter scheduling criteria for the
Event.

The Event that the Alert triggers is created.

With this procedure, you have successfully set up an Alert notification. When a job reaches the state specified in
the notification, the server triggers the Event or runs the JavaScript script defined in the Alert.

More information:
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Define an Alert that Triggers the Event

 Example: Complete an Application if a Job is Overdue
Suppose that a job in an Application (APPLC) is overdue if it does not start by 10 p.m. but, even
if the job is overdue, you want to complete the Application.
cwad121
HID_complete_appl_job_overdue
Suppose that a job in an Application (APPLC) is overdue if it does not start by 10 p.m. but, even if the job is
overdue, you want to complete the Application.

In this example, you will run a JavaScript script that completes an Application if a job is overdue. First, define an
Alert to run the JavaScript script.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the Alert to run the JavaScript as follows:

1.1 Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2.1 Right-click Alerts under your server connection, and click New from the pop-up menu.
The New Alert dialog opens.

3.1 Enter ALERTA in the Alert name field.
4.1 Select the Run this JavaScript option button.
5.1 Enter the following script:

execCommand('ALL','APPLC.0','ACTION COMPLETE');

6.1 Click the Save icon.
The Alert is defined.

2. Set up an Alert notification in the job definition as follows:

1.1 Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2.1 Double-click the job, and click Notifications in the left pane.
The Notifications page opens in the right pane.

3.1 Clear the Use Application-level defaults check box.
4.1 Select the Alerts tab and click New.

The New Alert Notification dialog opens.
5.1 Select Overdue in the Monitor states section.
6.1 Select the Alert ALERTA from the Alert name drop-down list, and click OK.

3. Set up the overdue time dependency in the job definition as follows:

1.1 Open the job definition in the Define perspective.
2.1 Click Time Dependencies in the left pane.

The Time Dependencies page opens in the right pane.
3.1 Enter 10pm in the Not started by field.
4.1 Click OK.

If the job does not start by 10 p.m., an Alert triggers. The Alert runs a JavaScript script that uses the
execCommand built-in function to complete the current generation (generation 0) of Application APPLC.

 Example: Start an Application When Another Application Completes
Suppose that you want an Alert to trigger an Event that runs a second Application (APPLB)
when the last job (LASTJOB) of a specific Application (APPLA) completes.
cwad121
HID_start_appl_when_another_completes
Suppose that you want an Alert to trigger an Event that runs a second Application (APPLB) when the last job
(LASTJOB) of a specific Application (APPLA) completes.
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Follow these steps:

1. Define an Alert to trigger the Event as follows:

1.1 Connect to the server as a scheduler using CA WA Desktop Client.
2.1 Right-click Alerts in the Services perspective, and select New from the pop-up menu.

The New Alert dialog opens.
3.1 Enter ALERTA in the Alert name field.
4.1 Select the Trigger an Event option button.
5.1 Enter MYEVENT in the Prefix field, enter  EVENTB in the Name field, and click Save.

The Alert is defined. The next step is to set up an Alert notification in the last job of the first Application.
2. Set up the Alert notification in the LASTJOB's job definition as follows:

1.1 Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2.1 Double-click the job LASTJOB, and click Notifications in the left pane.
The Notifications page opens in the right pane.

3.1 Clear the Use Application-level defaults check box.
4.1 Select the Alerts tab and click New.

The New Alert Notification dialog opens.
5.1 Select the Complete check box in the Monitor states section.
6.1 Select the Alert ALERTA from the Alert name drop-down list, and click OK twice.

The Alert notification is set up. The final step is to create an Event that the Alert triggers.
3. Create the Event the Alert triggers as follows:

1.1 Create a DateTime/Manual Event in the Services perspective.
2.1 Enter MYEVENT as the Event Prefix, EVENTB as the Event Name, and APPLB as the Application name.
3.1 Click Save.

When LASTJOB in Application APPLA completes, it triggers Alert ALERTA. ALERTA triggers the Event
MYEVENT.EVENTB to run the Application APPLB.

 Example: Resubmit a Job if it Completes with a Particular Exit Code Before a Specific Time
Suppose that the server monitors a job (JOB1) in an active Application (APPLD). If the job
completes before 10 p.m. with an exit code of 4 (considered a job failure), you want the server
to resubmit the job in the active Application.
cwad121
HID_ex_resubmit_job_completes_exit_code
Suppose that the server monitors a job (JOB1) in an active Application (APPLD). If the job completes before
10 p.m. with an exit code of 4 (considered a job failure), you want the server to resubmit the job in the active
Application.

Note:

 If the Application gets completed, the job cannot be resubmitted.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Define an Alert to run the JavaScript script as follows:

1.1 Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2.1 Right-click Alerts under your server connection, and click New from the pop-up menu.
The New Alert dialog opens.

3.1 Enter ALERTC in the Alert name field.
4.1 Select the Run this JavaScript option button.
5.1 Enter the following script:

if (WOB._LTIME < '22.00.00')  execCommand
 ('%WOB._name','%(APPL._name).%APPL._gen',  'ACTION RESUB');

6.1 Click the Save icon.
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2. Set up an Alert notification in the job definition as follows:

1.1 Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2.1 Double-click the job, and click Notifications in the left pane.
The Notifications page opens in the right pane.

3.1 Select the Alerts tab.
4.1 Clear the Use Application-level defaults check box and click New.

The New Alert Notification dialog opens.
5.1 Enter 4 in the Return code field, select Complete in the Monitor states section, and select ALERTC from the

Alert name drop-down list.
6.1 Click OK twice.

If the job completes with an exit code of 4, an Alert triggers to run a JavaScript script. The script uses the
WOB.LTIME symbolic variable to check when the Alert was triggered. If the Alert was triggered before 10 p.m.,
the script uses the execCommand built-in function to resubmit the job.

Note:

• The JavaScript invokes the job resubmission only when the Application is active. If all the jobs within the
Application are completed, the Application gets completed and hence the job cannot be resubmitted.

• Built-in variables are used to ensure that the job is resubmitted in the correct generation of the correct
Application. This lets you reuse the same technique for any number of jobs regardless of the Applications to
which they belong.

 Example: Start an Application if a Job Step in Another Application Completes with a Specific
Completion Code
If STEP005 of a z/OS-Regular job (zOS_Regular4) in an Application (zOS_APP1) completes
with completion code 10, you want to start another Application (zOS_APP2).
cwad121
HID_ex_start_appl_jobsep_completes_completion_code
If STEP005 of a z/OS-Regular job (zOS_Regular4) in an Application (zOS_APP1) completes with completion code
10, you want to start another Application (zOS_APP2).

Follow these steps:

1. Define an Alert to trigger an Event as follows:

1.1 Right-click Alerts in the Services Perspective, and click New from the pop-up menu.
The New Alert dialog opens.

2.1 Enter TRIGGERAPP_ALERT in the Alert name field.
3.1 Select the Run this JavaScript option button.
4.1 Enter the following script:

if(WOB._current_step_name == 'STEP005' && WOB._current_step_code == '10')
{
execTrigger('SCHEDMASTER.zOS_APP2', 'ADD', 'NOW', 'NOHOLD');
}

5.1 Click the Save icon.
2. Set up an Alert notification in the job definition of zOS_Regular4 as follows:

1.1 Open the zOS_APP1 Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2.1 Double-click the zOS_Regular4 job, and click Notifications in the left pane.
The Notifications page opens in the right pane.

3.1 Select the Alerts tab.
4.1 Clear the Use Application-level defaults check box and click New.

The New Alert Notification dialog opens.
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5.1 Select the Step complete check box in the Monitor states section.
6.1 Select TRIGGERAPP_ALERT from the Alert name drop-down list.
7.1 Click OK twice.

If STEP005 of the zOS_Regular4 job completes with the completion code 10, it triggers the TRIGGERAPP_ALERT
Alert. The TRIGGERAPP_ALERT runs a JavaScript script. The script uses the WOB._current_step_name
symbolic variable to identify the step name and the WOB._current_step_code symbolic variable to identify the step
completion code. When the Alert is triggered, the script uses the execTrigger command built-in function to start the
zOS_APP2 Application.

 Set Up an SNMP Notification in the Job Definition
If you want the SNMP notification to send a SNMP notification when a job reaches a certain
condition, such as Fail or Overdue, set up the SNMP notification in the job definition.
cwad121
HID_setup_snmp_notification_job
If you want the SNMP notification to send a SNMP notification when a job reaches a certain condition, such as Fail
or Overdue, set up the SNMP notification in the job definition.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click Notifications in the left pane.
The Notifications page opens in the right pane.

4. Select the SNMP Traps tab.
5. Clear the Use Application-level defaults check box.

If the Application contains any SNMP notifications, the notifications are copied to the job definition. You can edit
or remove a copied notification by selecting the notification and clicking Edit or Remove as required.

Note:

• If you leave the Use Application-level defaults check box selected, the SNMP notifications defined in the
Application are displayed, but you cannot edit or add new notifications.

• To suppress the Application-level notifications for this job, ensure that the list of notifications is empty.
6. Click New to add a notification.

The New SNMP Trap Notification dialog opens.
7. Complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Return code
(Optional) Specifies an exit code to send the notification on a more specific condition.

Note:  This field applies to only Complete and Fail monitor states.
• Monitor states

Specifies the job states you can monitor.
• SNMP enabled agent

(Optional) Specifies the name of an SNMP-enabled agent or advanced integration to send the SNMP trap to.

Note:  If you leave this field blank, the server broadcasts the SNMP trap to the SNMP manager configured
for the server.

• SNMP message
Specifies the SNMP message.

Note:  You can insert Application- and job-level built-in symbolic variables into the SNMP message by right-
clicking in the field and selecting the symbolic variable you want to insert.

8. Click OK.
The New SNMP Trap Notification dialog closes.

9. Click OK.
The server sends a SNMP message whenever the job reaches the monitor state you specified.
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 Set Up an SNMP Notification in the Application
If you want the SNMP notification to apply to all jobs in the Application, set up the SNMP
notification in the Application.
cwad121
HID_setup_snmp_notification_appl
If you want the SNMP notification to apply to all jobs in the Application, set up the SNMP notification in the
Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the Application in the Application Workspace view, and select Properties from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Application properties dialog opens.

3. Click Notifications in the left pane.
The Notifications page opens in the right pane.

4. Select the SNMP Traps tab and click New.
The New SNMP Trap Notification dialog opens.

5. Complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Return code
(Optional) Specifies an exit code to send the notification on a more specific condition.

Note:

 This field applies to only Complete and Fail monitor states.
• Monitor states

Specifies the job states you can monitor.
• SNMP enabled agent

(Optional) Specifies the name of an SNMP-enabled agent or advanced integration to sent the SNMP trap to.

Note:

 If you leave this field blank, the server broadcasts the SNMP trap to the SNMP manager configured for the
server.

• SNMP message
Specifies the SNMP message.

Note:

You can insert Application- and job-level built-in symbolic variables into the SNMP message by right-clicking
in the field and selecting the symbolic variable you want to insert.

6. Click OK.
The New SNMP Trap Notification dialog closes.

7. Click OK.
The server sends an SNMP message whenever the job reaches the monitor state you specified.

Example: Send an SNMP Trap When the Job Submission is Abandoned

Suppose that you want to set up an SNMP notification so that the server sends an SNMP trap whenever the
submission of a job in the Application is abandoned.

To set up an SNMP notification

1. Open the New SNMP Trap Notification dialog.
2. Select Abandon submission as the Monitor state.
3. Enter the following message in the SNMP message field:

Submission of job %WOB._name in Application %APPL._name has been abandoned in generation %APPL._gen.

4. Click OK twice.
The server sends the SNMP notification if a job in the Application is abandoned.
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 Schedule Criteria
ESP dSeries Workload Automation has a built-in understanding of general scheduling terms.
You can add your own unique scheduling terms, special processing periods, holidays, and other
special days using calendars. You use free-format, everyday English as scheduling terms to
specify schedule criteria. You can test your criteria and review the results. You can use schedule
criteria to perform the following actions:
12-3
HID_schedule_criteria
ESP dSeries Workload Automation has a built-in understanding of general scheduling terms. You can add your own
unique scheduling terms, special processing periods, holidays, and other special days using calendars. You use
free-format, everyday English as scheduling terms to specify schedule criteria. You can test your criteria and review
the results. You can use schedule criteria to perform the following actions:

• Schedule, trigger, and simulate Events
• Schedule the suspending and resuming of Events
• Indicate a job's run frequency
• Set and reset a job's time dependencies
• Create forecast reports
• Trigger Events using the execTrigger JavaScript function
• Generate time and date variables using the genTime JavaScript function

The scheduling terms are derived from plain English terminology. The syntax is not case-sensitive so, for example,
ESP dSeries Workload Automation accepts Sat, sat and sAt. You may also use words and phrases other than
specific dates and times to define schedule criteria, such as first workday of month, 2nd Friday of year. Some of the
common scheduling terms are as follows:

• Daily
• Workdays
• Holidays
• 9:00am
• Nov 6, 2006
• Monday wednesday friday
• Daily except Mondays
• Last workday of month
• Last day of month less 2 days
• Every 2 weeks starting Monday
• 6am daily
• Hourly starting 2pm today
• 9am workdays
• 15th day of March June August

This article contains the following topics:

Days of the Week and Months
ESP dSeries Workload Automation recognizes the seven days of the week.

You can specify the days of the week in schedule criteria in the following ways:

• Use the full name, such as WEDNESDAY.
• Shorten the name to three characters, such as SUN, THU, or FRI.
• Use the plural form of the name, such as MONDAYS and FRIDAYS.
• Enter multiple days of the week, such as MONDAY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY.
• Refer to every day of the week as DAILY or ANYDAY.
• Refer to Monday through Friday as WEEKDAYS.
• Refer to workdays (as defined by your calendar) excluding holidays as WORKDAYS.

ESP dSeries Workload Automation recognizes the 12 months of a year. You can abbreviate any month name to
three letters, such as APR instead of APRIL.
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Examples: Schedule Criteria for Various Days of the Week and Month Combinations

The following table displays examples of schedule criteria that are categorized by occurrence:

Occurrence Schedule Criteria to Enter

Monday, Wednesday, and Friday Mon Wed Fri

Everyday except Mondays Daily except Mondays

Every other workday beginning this Friday Every 2 workdays starting Friday

Last workday of each week Last workday of week

Every Saturday in June Saturday of June

Every Monday, unless Monday is a holiday. If Monday is
a holiday, run on the previous workday.

Monday less 0 workdays

Every Monday, unless Monday is a holiday. If Monday is
a holiday, run on the next workday.

Monday plus 0 workdays

Every Monday, unless Monday is a holiday. Monday except holidays

2nd last workday of each month Last workday of month less 1 workday

3rd last day of each month Last day of month less 2 days

Fifth last workday of each month Last workday of month less 4 workdays

First Friday of each month. If this is not a workday, then
run on the next workday after the first Friday of the
month

First Friday of month plus 0 workdays

Every other Monday beginning next Monday Every 2 weeks starting Monday plus one week

Every other Monday beginning in a week from next
Monday

Every 2 weeks starting Monday plus 1 week

Last complete weekend (Saturday and Sunday) of each
month

Anyday of last complete weekend of month

Monday and Tuesday in June, July, and August Monday Tuesday of June July August

Or

Monday Tuesday June July August

Dates
You can express the date in various formats as follows:

• Ordinal numbers
• Days of month
• Range of days
• Implied period
• Date format

Ordinal Numbers
An ordinal defines an item's position in a series. The ordinal qualifiers are as follows:

• st, for example 1st
• nd, for example 2nd
• rd, for example 3rd
• th, for example 4th

You can use ordinal numbers with scheduling terms, for example, 2ND MONDAY OF YEAR. You can use more
than one ordinal, as in 3RD AND 4TH MONTH OF YEAR.

For example, specify the first Monday of each month as 1ST MONDAY OF MONTH or 1ST MONDAY MONTHLY.
10AM 3RD MONTHLY requests activity at 10 a.m. on the third day of each month.
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If you use an ordinal number with a scheduling term (other than with the starting parameter) without stating what
the schedule term refers to, ESP dSeries Workload Automation assumes the following defaults:

Schedule Term Default

date, day name, or workday of month

week or month of year

holiday of month

For example, if you specify 3RD FRIDAY AT 9AM, the schedule occurs at 9 a.m. on the third Friday of every month,
while 9AM LAST HOLIDAY occurs on the last holiday of the calendar month at 9 a.m.

Days of Months
ESP dSeries Workload Automation recognizes a number joined to the name of a month as a day of the month, for
example, JUN3, 22OCT, 6NOV2006.

You can also use the ordinal qualifiers st, nd, rd, or th with a month name, as in JANUARY21ST or AUGUST29th.
Alternatively, you can specify JAN 21 or 29th AUGUST.

Range of Days
You can use a phrase that describes a range of inclusive dates. To separate the date range, use a hyphen (-). For
example, you can specify 3RD-6TH DAY OF MONTH.

Implied Periods
The following calendar terms are implied periods:

• week
• weekend
• month
• year

For example, ANYDAY OF 2ND WEEKEND OF THE MONTH refers to the second weekend of all the months,
3RD DAY OF LAST WEEK OF YEAR refers to the third day of last week of any year, and 5TH WORKDAY OF 2ND
WEEK OF YEAR refers to the fifth workday of the second week of any year.

Date Format
ESP dSeries Workload Automation recognizes the date format yyyy/mm/dd or yyyy-mm-dd, where yyyy is the year
number, mm is the month number, and dd is the day number.

The following table shows how you would express January 2, 2006 using these two formats:

Format Example

yyyy/mm/dd 2006/01/02 or 2006/1/02

yyyy-mm-dd 2006-01-02 or 2006-1-02

Examples: Schedule Criteria for Various Date Combinations

The following table displays examples of schedule criteria that are categorized by occurrence:

Occurrence Schedule Criteria to Enter

4 p.m. each day between November 6, 2006 and April
22, 2007

4pm daily starting Nov 6,2006 ending 4:01pm Apr
22,2007

Note: To ensure that the ending date is included,
include a time on the ending date.

Every Saturday in June starting in the year 2006 Saturday of June starting June 1 2006

8 a.m. on the last Saturday of each month, beginning in
October 2000

8:00 last saturday of month starting October 1, 2000

15th day of March, June, and August 15th day of March June August
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First weekday (Monday through Friday) on or after the
15th day of the month

15th day of month plus 0 weekdays

Last day of month only in months that have 31 days 31st day within month

February 29th in leap years 29th day within Feb

Note: Without the “within” keyword, Events scheduled
to run on February 29 run on March 1 in non-leap years.

Friday after the 1st Sunday of the month 1st Sunday of month plus 5 days

First Friday after the 3rd Thursday of each month 3rd Thursday of this month plus 1 day

Note: If the month starts on a Friday, this criterion will
not be the 3rd Friday of the month.

First Saturday of the month. If this is the first day of the
month, run on second Saturday of month instead.

Saturday 2nd monthly

Note: ESP dSeries Workload Automation interprets the
preceding expression as the first Saturday on or after
the 2nd day of the month.

10 a.m. on the 3rd, 13th, and 23rd day of month 10am 3rd 13th 23rd day of month

6 a.m. daily from the 10th to 20th day of each month
inclusive

6am 10th - 20th day of month

3rd, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 14th workday of each month 3rd 9th - 12th 14th workday of month

Third and fourth Sundays of month if four Sundays in
month; otherwise, third and fifth Sundays of month if
five Sundays in month

3rd and last Sunday of month

Each year on July 23 July 23 yearly

300th day of 2002 2002.300

December 21, 2002 2002/12/21

Times
ESP dSeries Workload Automation recognizes any time of the day. ESP dSeries Workload Automation accepts
hh:mm:ss:SSS time-of-day formats, where hh = hours, mm = minutes, ss = seconds, and SSS = milliseconds.

The following table displays an example of the various time formats:

Format Example

hh.mm 12.30

hh:mm 12:30

hh:mm.ss 12:30.15

hh:mm:ss 12:30:15

hh:mm.ss.tt 12:30.15.10

The following rules apply to times in schedule criteria:

• Any number followed by am or pm implies a time, such as 6PM, 7AM, 9:00AM.
• NOON (12:00) and MIDNIGHT (00.00) are recognized as times of the day.
• MIDNIGHT TUESDAY or 24:00 TUESDAY are equivalent to 00:00 WEDNESDAY.
• 24:00 WEEKDAYS and MIDNIGHT WEEKDAYS are equivalent to 00:00 TUE, WED, THU, FRI, SAT.
• 12AM is equivalent to 00:00, while 12PM is equivalent to 12:00 or NOON.

Note:  You cannot specify a time in the run frequency of a job.

Examples: Schedule Criteria for Various Time Combinations

The following table displays examples of schedule criteria that are categorized by occurrence:
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Occurrence Schedule Criteria to Enter

6 a.m. each day 6am daily

Every 30 minutes beginning at 2 p.m. today every 30 minutes starting 2pm today

Every hour starting today at 2 p.m. Hourly starting 2pm today

9 a.m. on workdays 9am workdays

8 a.m. on the 3rd workday of each month 8am 3rd workday of month

Time Zones
To schedule workload based on different time zones, you identify the time zone based on its abbreviation or a
major world city in that time zone.

Note:  The specified time zone is only used to evaluate the schedule criteria before it is converted to the server's
time zone. The schedule follows the daylight saving changes of the server's time zone, not the specified time
zone. If the specified time zone and the server's time zone have a different daylight saving period, the scheduled
times displayed in CA WA Desktop Client (converted to the local computer's time zone) will vary according to the
rules of the server's time zone.

The following table displays the time zones that you can identify based on their local time abbreviations:

Abbreviation Long Form

ATZ Atlantic Time Zone

CTZ Central Time Zone

ETZ Eastern Time Zone

GMT Greenwich Mean Time

MTZ Mountain Time Zone

PTZ Pacific Time Zone

UTC Universal Coordinated Time

The following table displays the time zones that you can identify based on major world cities:

Time Zone Code City

amsterdam Amsterdam, Netherlands

anchorage Anchorage, United States

athens Athens, Greece

bangkok Bangkok, Thailand

berlin Berlin, Germany

brisbane Brisbane, Australia

brussels Brussels, Belgium

budapest Budapest, Hungary

cairo Cairo, Egypt

dhaka Dhaka, Bangladesh

hong_kong Hong Kong, China

honolulu Honolulu, United States

jerusalem Jerusalem, Israel

kabul Kabul, Afghanistan

karachi Karachi, Pakistan

kolkata Kolkata, India

kuala_lumpur Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
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kuwait Kuwait City, Kuwait

london London, England

monterrey Nuevo León, Mexico

moscow Moscow, Russia

muscat Muscat, Oman

nairobi Nairobi, Kenya

paris Paris, France

perth Perth, Australia

prague Prague, Czech Republic

rome Rome, Italy

santa_isabel Baja California, Mexico

seoul Seoul, South Korea

shanghai Shanghai, China

singapore Singapore

sydney Sydney, Australia

taipei Taipei, Taiwan

tehran Tehran, Iran

tokyo Tokyo, Japan

Examples: Time Zone Specification at the Event Level

The examples of schedule criteria for time zones at the Event level are as follows:

• 8PM CTZ refers to 8 p.m. Central Time Zone
• 9AM ROME refers to 9 a.m. in Italy
• 1AM GMT+2:00 refers to 2 hours after Greenwich Mean Time
• 2AM Santa_Isabel refers to 2 a.m. America/Santa_Isabel
• 4PM Monterrey refers to 4 p.m. America/Monterrey

Examples: Time Zone Specification at the Job Level

The examples of schedule criteria for time zones at the job level are as follows:

• $_TZ CTZ refers to Central Time Zone
• $_TZ ROME refers to Italy
• $_TZ GMT+2:00 refers to 2 hours after Greenwich Mean Time
• $_TZ Santa_Isabel refers to America/Santa_Isabel
• $_TZ Monterrey refers to America/Monterrey

Note: The time zone value cannot be used with Julian day in the schedule criteria.

Daylight Saving Time
ESP dSeries Workload Automation observes daylight saving time (DST) depending on where it is installed in the
world.

For example, in Sydney, Australia, DST is observed; spring forward occurs at 2:00 a.m. on the last Sunday of
October and fall back occurs at 3:00 a.m. on the last Sunday of March. Some places, such as Phoenix, USA and
Regina, Canada, do not observe DST.

Spring-Forward Adjustments
In the North American Eastern Standard Time Zone, DST starts on the second Sunday of March at 2:00 a.m.; the
time springs forward one hour to 3:00 a.m. The following illustration displays DST spring forward:
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Events that are scheduled to run during the spring-forward transition period (2:00 a.m. to 3:00 a.m. on the day
spring forward occurs) run immediately after the transition at 3:00 a.m. For example, Event A is scheduled at 2:30
a.m. on March 11, 2007. At 01:59:59 a.m., the time springs forward to 3:00 a.m. At 3:00 a.m., the server considers
Event A overdue and triggers the Event immediately.

At the job level, if a job has a submission time of 2:30 a.m., the server submits the job at 3:00 a.m. (assuming
all other dependencies have been met). For example, Event B is scheduled daily, suspended at 2:30 a.m., and
resumed at 5:00 a.m. On March 11, 2007, the server suspends the Event at 3:00 a.m. and resumes the Event at
5:00 a.m.

The server adjusts the times for the following to 3:00 a.m. if they fall in the spring-forward transition period:

• Event simulation for the current year
• Event trigger
• Event schedule criteria (resume and suspend times)

Warning:  The server does not allow an Event’s suspend and resume times to both fall in the spring-
forward transition period. For example, if the suspend time is 2ND SUNDAY OF MARCH 2:20AM and the
resume time is 2ND SUNDAY OF MARCH 2:50AM, the server resolves both times to 3:00 a.m., which is
not allowed.

• execTrigger function
• Time dependencies
• Facility to test schedule criteria for the current year
• External job synchronization

Note:  For the server to adjust the time, you must state the time in the schedule criteria explicitly (for example, 2:30
SUNDAY, but not EVERY 35 MINUTES).

The server does not adjust the times for the following to 3:00 a.m. if they fall in the spring-forward transition period:

• Event simulation of jobs with time dependencies
• Event simulation for future years
• genTime function
• Event listing
• Forecasting
• Facility to test schedule criteria for future years

Note:  When the schedule criteria takes the form EVERY [N] MINUTES, the server does
not adjust the time for the spring-forward transition period. For example, if NOW is 00:00
a.m. on the day spring forward occurs, EVERY 35 MINUTES schedules the Event at 12:35 a.m., 1:10 a.m., 1:45
a.m., 3:15 a.m., 3:50 a.m., and so on. In this case, the 2:15 a.m. scheduled time occurs at 3:15 a.m., not at 3:00
a.m.

Fall-Backward Adjustments
In the North American Eastern Standard Time Zone, DST ends on the first Sunday of November at 2:00 a.m.; the
time falls back one hour to 1:00 a.m. The following illustration displays DST fallback:
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Events that are scheduled during the fall-back transition period (1:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m. time period on the day fall
back occurs) will not run twice. For example, on the day fall back occurs, 1:15 a.m. occurs twice spaced one hour
apart. The first time, 1:15 a.m. occurs on the DST scale; the second time, 1:15 a.m. occurs on the EST scale.
Events always run during the second time interval (Standard scale). In this case, the Event runs at 1:15 a.m. EST.

For example, at 12:40 a.m. on November 4, 2007, you define an Event with a schedule criteria of HOURLY. At
1:59:59 a.m. DST, the time falls back to 1:00 a.m. EST. The server triggers the Event at 1:00 a.m. EST, not one
hour earlier at 1:00 a.m. DST.

Note:  You can simulate your Applications and generate a forecast report for the day fall back occurs to find out
which jobs run and when Events are scheduled on that day.

 Days of the Week and Months
CA Workload Automation DE recognizes the seven days of the week.
cwad121
HID_days_week_months
CA Workload Automation DE recognizes the seven days of the week.

You can specify the days of the week in schedule criteria in the following ways:

• Use the full name, such as WEDNESDAY.
• Shorten the name to three characters, such as SUN, THU, or FRI.
• Use the plural form of the name, such as MONDAYS and FRIDAYS.
• Enter multiple days of the week, such as MONDAY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY.
• Refer to every day of the week as DAILY or ANYDAY.
• Refer to Monday through Friday as WEEKDAYS.
• Refer to workdays (as defined by your calendar) excluding holidays as WORKDAYS.

CA Workload Automation DE recognizes the 12 months of a year. You can abbreviate any month name to three
letters, such as APR instead of APRIL.

Examples: Schedule Criteria for Various Days of the Week and Month Combinations

The following table displays examples of schedule criteria that are categorized by occurrence:

Occurrence Schedule Criteria to Enter
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Monday, Wednesday, and Friday Mon Wed Fri

Everyday except Mondays Daily except Mondays

Every other workday beginning this Friday Every 2 workdays starting Friday

Last workday of each week Last workday of week

Every Saturday in June Saturday of June

Every Monday, unless Monday is a holiday. If Monday is
a holiday, run on the previous workday.

Monday less 0 workdays

Every Monday, unless Monday is a holiday. If Monday is
a holiday, run on the next workday.

Monday plus 0 workdays

Every Monday, unless Monday is a holiday. Monday except holidays

2nd last workday of each month Last workday of month less 1 workday

3rd last day of each month Last day of month less 2 days

Fifth last workday of each month Last workday of month less 4 workdays

First Friday of each month. If this is not a workday, then
run on the next workday after the first Friday of the
month

First Friday of month plus 0 workdays

Every other Monday beginning next Monday Every 2 weeks starting Monday plus one week

Every other Monday beginning in a week from next
Monday

Every 2 weeks starting Monday plus 1 week

Last complete weekend (Saturday and Sunday) of each
month

Anyday of last complete weekend of month

Monday and Tuesday in June, July, and August Monday Tuesday of June July August

Or

Monday Tuesday June July August

 Dates
You can express the date in various formats as follows:
cwad121
HID_dates
You can express the date in various formats as follows:

• Ordinal numbers
• Days of month
• Range of days
• Implied period
• Date format

Ordinal Numbers
An ordinal defines an item's position in a series. The ordinal qualifiers are as follows:

• st, for example 1st
• nd, for example 2nd
• rd, for example 3rd
• th, for example 4th

You can use ordinal numbers with scheduling terms, for example, 2ND MONDAY OF YEAR. You can use more
than one ordinal, as in 3RD AND 4TH MONTH OF YEAR.

For example, specify the first Monday of each month as 1ST MONDAY OF MONTH or 1ST MONDAY MONTHLY.
10AM 3RD MONTHLY requests activity at 10 a.m. on the third day of each month.

If you use an ordinal number with a scheduling term (other than with the starting parameter) without stating what
the schedule term refers to, CA Workload Automation DE assumes the following defaults:
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Schedule Term Default

date, day name, or workday of month

week or month of year

holiday of month

For example, if you specify 3RD FRIDAY AT 9AM, the schedule occurs at 9 a.m. on the third Friday of every month,
while 9AM LAST HOLIDAY occurs on the last holiday of the calendar month at 9 a.m.

Days of Months
CA Workload Automation DE recognizes a number joined to the name of a month as a day of the month, for
example, JUN3, 22OCT, 6NOV2006.

You can also use the ordinal qualifiers st, nd, rd, or th with a month name, as in JANUARY21ST or AUGUST29th.
Alternatively, you can specify JAN 21 or 29th AUGUST.

Range of Days
You can use a phrase that describes a range of inclusive dates. To separate the date range, use a hyphen (-). For
example, you can specify 3RD-6TH DAY OF MONTH.

Implied Periods
The following calendar terms are implied periods:

• week
• weekend
• month
• year

For example, ANYDAY OF 2ND WEEKEND OF THE MONTH refers to the second weekend of all the months,
3RD DAY OF LAST WEEK OF YEAR refers to the third day of last week of any year, and 5TH WORKDAY OF 2ND
WEEK OF YEAR refers to the fifth workday of the second week of any year.

Date Format
CA Workload Automation DE recognizes the date format yyyy/mm/dd or yyyy-mm-dd, where yyyy is the year
number, mm is the month number, and dd is the day number.

The following table shows how you would express January 2, 2006 using these two formats:

Format Example

yyyy/mm/dd 2006/01/02 or 2006/1/02

yyyy-mm-dd 2006-01-02 or 2006-1-02

Examples: Schedule Criteria for Various Date Combinations

The following table displays examples of schedule criteria that are categorized by occurrence:

Occurrence Schedule Criteria to Enter

4 p.m. each day between November 6, 2006 and April
22, 2007

4pm daily starting Nov 6,2006 ending 4:01pm Apr
22,2007

Note: To ensure that the ending date is included,
include a time on the ending date.

Every Saturday in June starting in the year 2006 Saturday of June starting June 1 2006

8 a.m. on the last Saturday of each month, beginning in
October 2000

8:00 last saturday of month starting October 1, 2000

15th day of March, June, and August 15th day of March June August

First weekday (Monday through Friday) on or after the
15th day of the month

15th day of month plus 0 weekdays

Last day of month only in months that have 31 days 31st day within month
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February 29th in leap years 29th day within Feb

Note: Without the “within” keyword, Events scheduled
to run on February 29 run on March 1 in non-leap years.

Friday after the 1st Sunday of the month 1st Sunday of month plus 5 days

First Friday after the 3rd Thursday of each month 3rd Thursday of this month plus 1 day

Note: If the month starts on a Friday, this criterion will
not be the 3rd Friday of the month.

First Saturday of the month. If this is the first day of the
month, run on second Saturday of month instead.

Saturday 2nd monthly

Note: CA Workload Automation DE interprets the
preceding expression as the first Saturday on or after
the 2nd day of the month.

10 a.m. on the 3rd, 13th, and 23rd day of month 10am 3rd 13th 23rd day of month

6 a.m. daily from the 10th to 20th day of each month
inclusive

6am 10th - 20th day of month

3rd, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 14th workday of each month 3rd 9th - 12th 14th workday of month

Third and fourth Sundays of month if four Sundays in
month; otherwise, third and fifth Sundays of month if
five Sundays in month

3rd and last Sunday of month

Each year on July 23 July 23 yearly

300th day of 2002 2002.300

December 21, 2002 2002/12/21

 Times
CA Workload Automation DE recognizes any time of the day. CA Workload Automation DE
accepts hh:mm:ss:SSS time-of-day formats, where hh = hours, mm = minutes, ss = seconds,
and SSS = milliseconds.
cwad121
HID_times
CA Workload Automation DE recognizes any time of the day. CA Workload Automation DE
accepts hh:mm:ss:SSS time-of-day formats, where hh = hours, mm = minutes, ss = seconds, and SSS =
milliseconds.

The following table displays an example of the various time formats:

 Format  Example 

hh.mm 12.30

hh:mm 12:30

hh:mm.ss 12:30.15

hh:mm:ss 12:30:15

hh:mm.ss.tt 12:30.15.10

The following rules apply to times in schedule criteria:

• Any number followed by am or pm implies a time, such as 6PM, 7AM, 9:00AM.
• NOON (12:00) and MIDNIGHT (00.00) are recognized as times of the day.
• MIDNIGHT TUESDAY or 24:00 TUESDAY are equivalent to 00:00 WEDNESDAY.
• 24:00 WEEKDAYS and MIDNIGHT WEEKDAYS are equivalent to 00:00 TUE, WED, THU, FRI, SAT.
• 12AM is equivalent to 00:00, while 12PM is equivalent to 12:00 or NOON.

Note:  You cannot specify a time in the run frequency of a job.
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Examples: Schedule Criteria for Various Time Combinations 

The following table displays examples of schedule criteria that are categorized by occurrence:

 Occurrence  Schedule Criteria to Enter 

6 a.m. each day 6am daily

Every 30 minutes beginning at 2 p.m. today every 30 minutes starting 2pm today

Every hour starting today at 2 p.m. Hourly starting 2pm today

9 a.m. on workdays 9am workdays

8 a.m. on the 3rd workday of each month 8am 3rd workday of month

 Time Zones
To schedule workload based on different time zones, you identify the time zone based on its
abbreviation or a major world city in that time zone.
cwad121
HID_time_zones
To schedule workload based on different time zones, you identify the time zone based on its abbreviation or a
major world city in that time zone.

Note:  The specified time zone is only used to evaluate the schedule criteria before it is converted to the server's
time zone. The schedule follows the daylight saving changes of the server's time zone, not the specified time
zone. If the specified time zone and the server's time zone have a different daylight saving period, the scheduled
times displayed in CA WA Desktop Client (converted to the local computer's time zone) will vary according to the
rules of the server's time zone.

The following table displays the time zones that you can identify based on their local time abbreviations:

 Abbreviation  Long Form 

ATZ Atlantic Time Zone

CTZ Central Time Zone

ETZ Eastern Time Zone

GMT Greenwich Mean Time

MTZ Mountain Time Zone

PTZ Pacific Time Zone

UTC Universal Coordinated Time

The following table displays the time zones that you can identify based on major world cities:

 Time Zone Code  City 

amsterdam Amsterdam, Netherlands

anchorage Anchorage, United States

athens Athens, Greece

bangkok Bangkok, Thailand

berlin Berlin, Germany

brisbane Brisbane, Australia

brussels Brussels, Belgium

budapest Budapest, Hungary

cairo Cairo, Egypt

dhaka Dhaka, Bangladesh

hong_kong Hong Kong, China
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honolulu Honolulu, United States

jerusalem Jerusalem, Israel

kabul Kabul, Afghanistan

karachi Karachi, Pakistan

kolkata Kolkata, India

kuala_lumpur Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

kuwait Kuwait City, Kuwait

london London, England

monterrey Nuevo León, Mexico

moscow Moscow, Russia

muscat Muscat, Oman

nairobi Nairobi, Kenya

paris Paris, France

perth Perth, Australia

prague Prague, Czech Republic

rome Rome, Italy

santa_isabel Baja California, Mexico

seoul Seoul, South Korea

shanghai Shanghai, China

singapore Singapore

sydney Sydney, Australia

taipei Taipei, Taiwan

tehran Tehran, Iran

tokyo Tokyo, Japan

Examples: Time Zone Specification 

The examples of schedule criteria for time zones are as follows:

• 8PM CTZ refers to 8 p.m. Central Time Zone
• 9AM ROME refers to 9 a.m. in Italy
• GMT + 2:00 refers to 2 hours after Greenwich Mean Time
• 2AM Santa_Isabel refers to 2 a.m. America/Santa_Isabel
• 4PM Monterrey refers to 4 p.m. America/Monterrey

 Daylight Saving Time
CA Workload Automation DE observes daylight saving time (DST) depending on where it is
installed in the world.
cwad121
HID_daylight_saving_time
CA Workload Automation DE observes daylight saving time (DST) depending on where it is installed in the world.

For example, in Sydney, Australia, DST is observed; spring forward occurs at 2:00 a.m. on the last Sunday of
October and fall back occurs at 3:00 a.m. on the last Sunday of March. Some places, such as Phoenix, USA and
Regina, Canada, do not observe DST.
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 Spring-Forward Adjustments
In the North American Eastern Standard Time Zone, DST starts on the second Sunday of March
at 2:00 a.m.; the time springs forward one hour to 3:00 a.m. The following illustration displays
DST spring forward:
cwad121
HID_sprint_forward_adjustments
In the North American Eastern Standard Time Zone, DST starts on the second Sunday of March at 2:00 a.m.; the
time springs forward one hour to 3:00 a.m. The following illustration displays DST spring forward:

  

Events that are scheduled to run during the spring-forward transition period (2:00 a.m. to 3:00 a.m. on the day
spring forward occurs) run immediately after the transition at 3:00 a.m. For example, Event A is scheduled at 2:30
a.m. on March 11, 2007. At 01:59:59 a.m., the time springs forward to 3:00 a.m. At 3:00 a.m., the server considers
Event A overdue and triggers the Event immediately.

At the job level, if a job has a submission time of 2:30 a.m., the server submits the job at 3:00 a.m. (assuming
all other dependencies have been met). For example, Event B is scheduled daily, suspended at 2:30 a.m., and
resumed at 5:00 a.m. On March 11, 2007, the server suspends the Event at 3:00 a.m. and resumes the Event at
5:00 a.m.

The server adjusts the times for the following to 3:00 a.m. if they fall in the spring-forward transition period:

• Event simulation for the current year
• Event trigger
• Event schedule criteria (resume and suspend times)

Warning:  The server does not allow an Event’s suspend and resume times to both fall in the spring-
forward transition period. For example, if the suspend time is 2ND SUNDAY OF MARCH 2:20AM and the
resume time is 2ND SUNDAY OF MARCH 2:50AM, the server resolves both times to 3:00 a.m., which is
not allowed.

• execTrigger function
• Time dependencies
• Facility to test schedule criteria for the current year
• External job synchronization

Note:  For the server to adjust the time, you must state the time in the schedule criteria explicitly (for example, 2:30
SUNDAY, but not EVERY 35 MINUTES).

The server does not adjust the times for the following to 3:00 a.m. if they fall in the spring-forward transition period:

• Event simulation of jobs with time dependencies
• Event simulation for future years
• genTime function
• Event listing
• Forecasting
• Facility to test schedule criteria for future years

Note:  When the schedule criteria takes the form EVERY [N] MINUTES, the server does
not adjust the time for the spring-forward transition period. For example, if NOW is 00:00
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a.m. on the day spring forward occurs, EVERY 35 MINUTES schedules the Event at 12:35 a.m., 1:10 a.m., 1:45
a.m., 3:15 a.m., 3:50 a.m., and so on. In this case, the 2:15 a.m. scheduled time occurs at 3:15 a.m., not at 3:00
a.m.

 Fall-Backward Adjustments
In the North American Eastern Standard Time Zone, DST ends on the first Sunday of November
at 2:00 a.m.; the time falls back one hour to 1:00 a.m. The following illustration displays DST
fallback:
cwad121
HID_fall_backward_adjustments
In the North American Eastern Standard Time Zone, DST ends on the first Sunday of November at 2:00 a.m.; the
time falls back one hour to 1:00 a.m. The following illustration displays DST fallback:

  

Events that are scheduled during the fall-back transition period (1:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m. time period on the day fall
back occurs) will not run twice. For example, on the day fall back occurs, 1:15 a.m. occurs twice spaced one hour
apart. The first time, 1:15 a.m. occurs on the DST scale; the second time, 1:15 a.m. occurs on the EST scale.
Events always run during the second time interval (Standard scale). In this case, the Event runs at 1:15 a.m. EST.

For example, at 12:40 a.m. on November 4, 2007, you define an Event with a schedule criteria of HOURLY. At
1:59:59 a.m. DST, the time falls back to 1:00 a.m. EST. The server triggers the Event at 1:00 a.m. EST, not one
hour earlier at 1:00 a.m. DST.

Note:  You can simulate your Applications and generate a forecast report for the day fall back occurs to find out
which jobs run and when Events are scheduled on that day.

 Scheduling Terms
You can use the following scheduling terms in CA Workload Automation DE:
cwad121
HID_schedule_terms
You can use the following scheduling terms in CA Workload Automation DE:

• ALL
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Specifies all of the elements within a period (equivalent to ANY and EVERY). For example, you can use FIRST
WORKDAY OF ALL MONTHS instead of FIRST WORKDAY OF MONTH.

• AM
Specifies the time between 00:00 and up to, but not including, 12:00.

• AND
Indicates an optional connecting word that you can use to specify multiple similar scheduling terms (days of the
month, months of the year) and ordinal numbers, for example:

• FIRST AND LAST WORKDAY OF EACH MONTH
• TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
• JUNE, JULY AND AUGUST

Note:  You cannot use this term with times of day.
• ANY

Specifies all of the elements within a period (equivalent to ALL and EVERY), for example, ANY WORKDAY OF
6th MONTH OF YEAR.

• ANYDAY
Indicates that no day of the week restriction exists. For example, ANYDAY OF JUN specifies all the days in
June.

• COMPLETE
Indicates that you want the schedule to occur only during a complete period. For example, you can specify
FIRST COMPLETE WEEK OF YEAR. If a week starts in one year but finishes in the next year, CA Workload
Automation DE interprets the expression to mean the next complete week.

• DAILY
Specifies every one day.

• DAYS
Specifies a period of time in days, for example, TODAY PLUS 5 DAYS.

• EACH
Specifies every occurrence of a particular day or period, for example, EACH MONDAY OF OCTOBER.

• ENDING
Specifies the ending point for a repeating schedule, for example, DAILY AT 9AM STARTING TOMORROW
ENDING 1JUL2005. This term is identical to the term UNTIL.

Note:  You cannot use this term in Run and Do not Run statements for jobs and Applications.
•  EVERY

Specifies all elements within a period (equivalent to ANY and EACH), for example, EVERY 1 HOUR.

Note:  You cannot use this term as a run criteria for a job.
• EVERY n units 

Indicates how often, in units of time, you want the schedule to recur. The units can be seconds, minutes, hours,
workdays, days, weeks, months, or years, for example, EVERY 5 MINUTES, EVERY 1 HOUR, EVERY 2 DAYS.

Note:   You cannot use this term as a run criteria for a job.
• EXCEPT

Indicates an exception. You can use different criteria as exceptions, for example:

• DAILY EXCEPT MONDAY TUESDAY
• FRIDAYS EXCEPT FIRST AND LAST DAY OF MONTH
• WEEKDAYS EXCEPT WEDNESDAYS
• HOLIDAYS EXCEPT CHRISTMAS
• WORKDAYS EXCEPT INVENTORY_DAY

Note:  You cannot use this term in a run criteria for a job with a date, for example, Run DAILY EXCEPT OCT 3,
2008. However, you can accomplish this using a Do not run statement: Run DAILY; Do not run OCT 3, 2008.

• FIRST
Specifies the first occurrence of a particular day or period, for example, FIRST MONDAY OF MONTH or FIRST
DAY OF 2nd FISCAL_MONTH OF FISCAL_YEAR. You can also use the ordinal number 1ST, for example, 1ST
HOLIDAY OF YEAR.

• HOLIDAYS
Specifies all of the holidays in each calendar. You can refer to specific holidays by name, for example,
CHRISTMAS.

• HOURLY
Specifies every one hour, for example:
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• HOURLY means 00:00, 01:00, and so on.
• HOURLY STARTING AT 2:15 means 2:15, 3:15, and so on.

• LAST
Specifies the final occurrence of a particular day or period, for example:

• LAST HOLIDAY OF YEAR
• LAST WORKDAY OF FISCAL_MONTH
• FIRST AND LAST TUESDAY OF MONTH

• LESS n units 
Requests an adjustment by subtracting a value which must be a whole number. For example, you can specify
LESS 2 WEEKDAYS, LESS 1 MONTH, or LESS 0 WORKDAYS. To obtain the second last day of the month,
you can use LAST DAY OF MONTH LESS 1 DAY.

•  MIDDAY
Specifies the time 12:00 or noon.

• MIDNIGHT
Specifies the time 24:00. CA Workload Automation DE recognizes 24:00 as the same as 00:00. For example, if
you specify MIDNIGHT MONDAY, it is the same as 00:00 TUESDAY.

• MINUTE/MINUTES
Specifies a period of time in minutes, for example, EVERY 2 MINUTES.

• MONTH/MONTHS
Specifies a period of time in months, for example 1ST MONTH OF YEAR.

• MONTHLY
Specifies every one month.

Note:   You cannot use this qualifier by itself within a job definition. You can use RUN 15TH MONTHLY, but you
cannot use RUN MONTHLY.

• NOON
Specifies the time 12:00.

• NOW
Specifies the current virtual time. It refers to the scheduled time of the Event that triggered the Application.

Note:  You cannot use this term in an Event definition on its own. You can, however, specify a submission time
for a job such as NOW PLUS 1 HOUR.

• OF
Indicates a connecting word for scheduling terms, for example, LAST DAY OF MONTH or 1ST-9TH WORKDAY
OF EACH YEAR.

• ON
Indicates a connecting word indicating that a date follows, for example, 7PM ON THURSDAYS instead of 7PM
THURSDAYS.

• ONCE
Indicates that you want an Event to run once only.

• OR
Indicates a connecting word that is used as a conjunction. This term lets you specify either of two similar
scheduling terms. For example, 9PM ON FIRST MONDAY OR TUESDAY OF MONTH means that if the month
starts on Tuesday, then this job will run on Tuesday. Otherwise, it will run on Monday.

Note:  The term OR implies whichever instance occurs first and should only be used when it is meaningful. A
statement such as 1ST JANUARY or 2ND FEBRUARY is meaningless to CA Workload Automation DE.

• PLUS n units 
Requests an adjustment by adding a value, which must be a whole number. For example, you can specify PLUS
2 WEEKDAYS, PLUS 0 WORKDAYS, or PLUS 1 WEEK. To obtain the first day after the last workday of the
month, you can use LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH PLUS 1 DAY.

• PM
Specifies a time between 12:00 and up to, but not including, 24:00. It identifies a preceding number as a time of
day, for example, 6PM.

• REALNOW
Specifies the actual time that the Event is triggered. For example, you can specify the start time for a job as
REALNOW PLUS 1 HOUR.

• ROUND
Indicates that the computed time is an integral multiple of the units parameter. You can use ROUND with
EVERY n UNITS phrases, for example:
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• EVERY 1 HOUR ROUND requests every hour at the hour mark.
• EVERY 6 HOURS ROUND requests the times 00:00, 06:00, 12:00, and 18:00.
• EVERY 5 HOURS ROUND provides the next hour that is an integral multiple of five hours starting at 00:00

on the current day (that is, 00:00 today, 05:00, 10:00, 15:00, 20:00, 1:00 tomorrow, 06:00, and so on).
• STARTING

Specifies the starting point for a repeating schedule. You can use an actual date or time after STARTING, for
example, DAILY STARTING NOV 6, HOURLY STARTING 2PM.

Note:  You cannot use this term in Run and Do not Run statements for jobs and Applications.
•  THE

Indicates an optional connecting word, for example, 5TH DAY OF THE MONTH instead of 5TH DAY OF
MONTH.

• THIS
Specifies the current period, for example, 1ST WORKDAY OF THIS MONTH. You do not usually need the term
THIS when you schedule jobs; however, it can be useful when you want to ensure CA Workload Automation DE
generates date and time variables in the current period. For example, to simulate an Event for the last workday
of this month plus one day, use LAST WORKDAY OF THIS MONTH PLUS 1 DAY.

• TODAY
Specifies the current virtual or scheduled day.

• TOMORROW
Specifies the day after today.

• UNTIL
Specifies the ending point for a repeating schedule, for example, DAILY AT 9AM STARTING TOMORROW
UNTIL 1JUL2005. This term is identical to the term ENDING.

Note:  You cannot use this term in Run and Do not Run statements for jobs and Applications.
• WEEK

Specifies a seven-day period. The first day of the week depends on your geographical location.
• WEEKDAYS

Specifies Monday through Friday.
• WEEKEND

Specifies a grouping of Saturday and Sunday together. For example, ANYDAY OF WEEKEND resolves to
Saturday and Sunday.

• WEEKLY
Specifies every one week.

• WITHIN
Indicates a connecting word for period processing. For example, 5TH MONDAY WITHIN MONTH selects only
the 5th Monday in the months that have five Mondays. CA Workload Automation DE ignores the other months.

• WORKDAYS
Specifies all of the days worked in each calendar. Workdays exclude holidays.

• YEARLY
Specifies every one year.

• YESTERDAY
Specifies the day before today.

 Defining and Managing Alerts
You can define and manage alerts as follows:
cwad121
HID_define_manage_alerts
You can define and manage alerts as follows:

 Alert Notification
An Alert notification can trigger additional workload automatically. When a job reaches the state
specified in the Alert notification, the server automatically triggers the Event defined in the Alert.
For example, when the last job of an Application completes, an Alert can trigger an Event to run
another Application. You can trigger an Event for all jobs or specific jobs in an Application.
cwad121
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HID_alert_notification
An Alert notification can trigger additional workload automatically. When a job reaches the state specified in the
Alert notification, the server automatically triggers the Event defined in the Alert. For example, when the last job of
an Application completes, an Alert can trigger an Event to run another Application. You can trigger an Event for all
jobs or specific jobs in an Application.

An Alert notification can also run a JavaScript script automatically. When a job reaches the state specified in the
Alert notification, the server automatically runs the JavaScript script defined in the Alert.

An Alert can run a JavaScript script to execute commands such as the following:

• Resubmitting a job
• Completing a job or Application
• Dropping job dependencies
• Dropping resource dependencies
• Resetting time dependencies
• Bypassing a job
• Holding and releasing jobs or Applications
• Resetting resource availability counts

You can store the scripts for these actions in a central repository.

For example, you can set up an Alert to run a JavaScript script to complete an Application when a job is overdue or
resubmit a job if it completes with a particular exit code before a specific time.

In the JavaScript script that the Alert runs, you can use built-in variables. When the Alert runs, the server sets those
variables. These variables are only available in the JavaScript script that specific Alert runs. You can assign these
variables to other variables so that other JavaScript scripts can use them.

 Define an Alert that Triggers Event
You can define an Alert to trigger an Event when a job reaches a particular state.
cwad121
HID_define_alert_triggers_event
You can define an Alert to trigger an Event when a job reaches a particular state.

To define an Alert

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Alerts under your server connection, and click New from the pop-up menu.
The New Alert view opens.

3. Enter the Alert name in the Alert name field.
4. Select the Trigger an Event option button.
5. Enter the Event prefix and Event name, and click the Save icon.

The Alert is defined.

More information:
Create an Event that the Alert Triggers

 Define an Alert that Runs JavaScript Script
You can define an Alert to run a JavaScript script when a job reaches a particular state.
cwad121
HID_define_alert_runs_js
You can define an Alert to run a JavaScript script when a job reaches a particular state.

To define an Alert that runs the JavaScript script 

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Alerts under your server connection, and click New from the pop-up menu.
The New Alert view opens.

3. Enter the Alert name in the Alert name field.
4. Do one of the following:
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• To run a script from the repository, select the Run a JavaScript from Repository option button, and select the
script from the Name drop-down list.
The script appears in the editor, but it cannot be edited. Skip to the last step.

• To import a script from your local computer or a network drive, select the Run this JavaScript option button,
click Import, browse to the script, and click Open.
The imported script appears in the editor.

• To define a script, select the Run this JavaScript option button, and type the script content in the editor.
5. (Optional) Press Ctrl+spacebar in the editor to invoke content assist.

A pop-up displays the built-in JavaScript variables and functions that you can use in the script. The pop-up also
displays the native JavaScript functions and objects. 

Note:

• You can filter the variables, objects, and functions that appear in the pop-up. For example, if you
type file and invoke content assist, the pop-up displays all server built-in functions that begin with file. You
can further filter the list in the pop-up by typing additional text, for example, _l.

• To display the description of a built-in JavaScript variable or function, select the variable or function in the
pop-up. You cannot display the description of a native JavaScript function or object. For more information
about the native JavaScript functions and objects, visit the ECMA International website (www.ecma-
international.org) and search for the ECMA-262 Standard for scripting languages.

• The pop-up displays all global variables and functions. To display all variables and functions that belong to
an object or context, type the object or context name followed by a period in the editor. For example, if you
type APPL., a pop-up displays all the APPL built-in variables and functions.

6. Select a variable or function in the list and press Enter to insert it in the script.
The selected variable or function appears in the editor.

7. (Optional) Click Check Syntax to validate the syntax of the script.
Errors and warnings, if any, are displayed in a dialog. The errors are also highlighted in the editor.

Note:  After you correct the script, click Check Syntax again. Repeat until you do not receive any errors or
warning messages. Click OK to close the dialog.

8. (Optional) Click Export to save the script on your local computer or a network drive. Browse to the location
where you want to save the script, enter a file name, and click Save.

9. Click the Save icon to save the Alert.
The Alert is defined.

Note:  For more information about JavaScript expressions and built-in functions, see Using Javascripts.

 Delete an Alert
You can delete an Alert if it is no longer in use.
cwad121
HID_delete_alert
You can delete an Alert if it is no longer in use.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Alert under your server connection, and click Delete from the pop-up menu.
The Alert view opens.

3. Right-click the resource that you want to delete, and click Delete from the pop-up menu.
If the resource being deleted is associated with any Applications, the Affected Artifacts dialog opens, and lists
the Applications that are affected by the deletion. Otherwise, a confirmation dialog appears, and you can skip
the next step.

Note:  If you selected multiple resources, the Affected Artifacts dialog lists all of the Applications that are
affected by the deletion of the selected resources.

4. Select one of the following, if applicable.

• Yes—Proceeds with the deletion.
The Alert is permanently deleted.

• No—Cancels the deletion request.

Note:  To avoid the warning, you can update the Alert notifications specified in the Application definition.

http://www.ecma-international.org/
http://www.ecma-international.org/
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5. Click Yes in the confirmation dialog, if applicable.
The Alert is permanently deleted.

 Defining and Managing Calendars
You can define and manage calendars as follows:
cwad121
HID_define_manage_calendars
You can define and manage calendars as follows:

 

 Calendars
CA Workload Automation DE has many integrated scheduling terms, such as dates and times.
Your enterprise may want to set up additional scheduling terms, such as holidays, special days,
and special processing periods, which are unique to your enterprise. You can define these terms
in CA Workload Automation DE using a calendar.
cwad121
HID_calendars
CA Workload Automation DE has many integrated scheduling terms, such as dates and times. Your enterprise may
want to set up additional scheduling terms, such as holidays, special days, and special processing periods, which
are unique to your enterprise. You can define these terms in CA Workload Automation DE using a calendar.

CA Workload Automation DE uses one or more calendars to store definitions of scheduling elements unique to
your installation. You can define calendars to meet your installation requirements. Your CA Workload Automation
DE administrator controls access to these calendars. A calendar contains the following:

• Holidays (holidays can span one day or several days)
• Special days such as inventory day, company meeting, or pay day
• Special processing periods such as fiscal months, fiscal years, and 4-5-4 periods
• Days of the week considered to be workdays

Different groups of users can have their own unique holidays, special days, and periods. After you have set up
calendars that meet your needs, you can use these calendars to schedule workload.

CA Workload Automation DE includes a default calendar, named the SYSTEM calendar. You can use the SYSTEM
calendar to store holidays and special days that are common to many Applications within your organization. You
can store department-specific holidays and special days in as many additional calendars as required.

Note:  The SYSTEM calendar cannot be deleted.

 Holidays
A holiday is a non-workday with a special significance for scheduling at your installation. If a
holiday coincides with a workday in the calendar you are using, the server no longer considers
the day to be a workday for scheduling purposes. A single calendar can contain multiple
holidays.
cwad121
HID_holidays
A holiday is a non-workday with a special significance for scheduling at your installation. If a holiday coincides with
a workday in the calendar you are using, the server no longer considers the day to be a workday for scheduling
purposes. A single calendar can contain multiple holidays.

After you define a holiday, you can use it in scheduling criteria.

For example, if you want to schedule an Application at 16:00 every holiday, specify the following scheduling criteria
in the Event definition:
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16:00 HOLIDAY

If you want to schedule a job a day before a bank holiday, specify the following run frequency in the job definition:

BANK_HOLIDAY LESS 1 WORKDAY

When you specify the run frequency of a job in an Application, you can advance, delay, or ignore processing of a
job based on a holiday as shown in the following examples.

Example: Advance a job on a holiday

The following run frequency instructs the server to run a job on Friday unless Friday is a holiday:

RUN FRIDAY LESS 0 WORKDAYS

If Friday is a holiday, the job runs on the previous workday, Thursday. If Thursday is also a holiday, the job may
actually run on Wednesday.

Example: Delay a job on a holiday

The following run frequency instructs the server to run a job on Friday unless Friday is a holiday:

RUN FRIDAY PLUS 0 WORKDAYS

If Friday is a holiday, the job runs on the next workday, Monday. If Monday is also a holiday, the job may actually
run on Tuesday.

Example: Ignore processing on holidays

The following run frequency instructs the server to run a job on Friday unless Friday is a holiday:

RUN FRIDAY EXCEPT HOLIDAYS

If Friday is a holiday, the job does not run.

More information:
Define a Holiday

 Special Days
After you define a special day, you can use it in scheduling criteria.
cwad121
HID_special_days
After you define a special day, you can use it in scheduling criteria.
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For example, if you want to schedule an Application at 5 p.m. on a special day named BALANCE_DAY, specify the
following scheduling criteria in the Event definition:

5PM BALANCE_DAY

If you want to schedule an Application at 3 p.m., two workdays before a special day named BALANCE_DAY,
specify the following scheduling criteria in the Event definition:

3PM BALANCE_DAY LESS 2 WORKDAYS

If you want to schedule an Application one week after a special day named BALANCE_DAY at 4 p.m., specify the
following scheduling criteria in the Event definition:

16:00 BALANCE_DAY PLUS 1 WEEK

If you want to schedule a job on the first Saturday on or after a special day named BALANCE_DAY, enter the
following run frequency in the job definition:

1ST SATURDAY OF BALANCE_DAY

More information:
Define a Special Day

 Special Processing Periods
A special processing period is a period of processing between two special days, such as a fiscal
month, with special significance to your installation. To define a special period, you define two
special days with the same name, representing the length of the special period.
cwad121
HID_special_processing_periods
A special processing period is a period of processing between two special days, such as a fiscal month, with
special significance to your installation. To define a special period, you define two special days with the same
name, representing the length of the special period.

Special processing periods can occur at regular intervals, such as a fiscal year or 4-5-4 period, or at irregular
intervals, such as a trading period. One trading period, for example, can start three weeks after the beginning of the
previous trading period and five weeks before the beginning of the next.

Individual users or groups of users can have their own set of special processing periods. A single calendar can
contain multiple special processing periods.

After you define a special period, you can use it in scheduling criteria.

For example, the Accounting department considers the period from September 1 to August 31 as its fiscal year.
You can define a special processing period in a calendar and call that period FISCAL_YEAR. You can perform
special processing during that period by referencing FISCAL_YEAR when setting up scheduling criteria for the
processing.
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If you want to schedule a job on the last workday of each 4-5-4 period, specify the following run frequency in the job
definition:

LAST WORKDAY OF PERIOD454

If you want to schedule a job on the first workday of the current 4-5-4 period, specify the following run frequency in
the job definition:

1ST WORKDAY OF THIS PERIOD454

If you want to schedule a job on the last workday of the second week of each 4-5-4 period, specify the following run
frequency in the job definition:

LAST WORKDAY OF THE 2ND WEEK OF PERIOD454

You do not need to know the day of the week or the date to which each statement refers. The server calculates it.

More information:
Define a Special Processing Period

 Create a New Calendar
You can create a calendar to store department-specific holidays and special days.
cwad121
HID_create_new_calendar
You can create a calendar to store department-specific holidays and special days.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Calendars under your server connection, and click New from the pop-up menu.
The New Calendar view opens.

3. Enter the calendar name and additional information as appropriate.

Note:  You can use the Remarks text box to maintain the calendar's change history.
4. Click the Save icon.

The calendar is created.

 Copy an Existing Calendar
You can copy a calendar and save it with a different name to create a new calendar.
cwad121
HID_copy_calendar
You can copy a calendar and save it with a different name to create a new calendar.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Calendars under your server connection, and click Open from the pop-up menu.
The Calendars view opens.

3. Right-click the calendar you want to copy and select Open.
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The calendar definition details appear.
4. Click the Copy icon.

The New Calendar view opens.
5. Enter a new calendar name and modify the remaining fields as appropriate.
6. Click the Save icon.

The new calendar is saved.

 View or Modify a Calendar
You can view and modify an existing calendar if you need to change its details.
cwad121
HID_view_modify_calendar
You can view and modify an existing calendar if you need to change its details.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Calendars under your server connection, and click Open from the pop-up menu.
The Calendars view opens.

3. Right-click the calendar you want to view and select Open.
All the details of the calendar appear.

4. (Optional) Modify the details and click the Save icon.
The modified calendar is saved.

 Delete a Calendar
A calendar may exist for a specific purpose. Once that purpose is fulfilled, you can delete the
calendar. Deleting a calendar deletes all its contents, including holidays, special days, and
special periods. You cannot delete the SYSTEM calendar.
cwad121
HID_delete_calendar
A calendar may exist for a specific purpose. Once that purpose is fulfilled, you can delete the calendar. Deleting
a calendar deletes all its contents, including holidays, special days, and special periods. You cannot delete the
SYSTEM calendar.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Calendars under your server connection, and click Open from the pop-up menu.
The Calendars view opens.

3. Right-click the calendar you want to delete, and select Delete from the pop-up menu.
If the calendar being deleted is associated with any Events, the Affected Artifacts dialog opens and lists the
Events that are affected by the deletion. Otherwise, a confirmation dialog appears, and you can skip the next
step.

Note:  If you selected multiple calendars, the Affected Artifacts dialog lists all of the Events that are affected by
the deletion of the selected calendars.

4. Select one of the following, if applicable.

• Yes—Proceeds with the deletion.
The calendar is permanently deleted.

Note:  Deleting a calendar that is referenced from an Event causes a processing error in the Event.
• No—Cancels the deletion request.

Note:  To avoid the warning, you can update the calendar specified in the Event definition.
5. Click Yes in the confirmation dialog, if applicable.

The calendar is permanently deleted.
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 Define a Holiday
You can add a holiday to your calendar to define a specific date or range of dates as non-
workdays.
cwad121
HID_define_holiday
You can add a holiday to your calendar to define a specific date or range of dates as non-workdays.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the calendar definition.
2. Click New in the Holidays section of the calendar definition.

The Holiday definition dialog opens.
3. Complete the fields as appropriate, and click OK.

You can select either an occurrence or a specific date. In the occurrence you can select a relative day (for
example, 1st day of January) or a specific day of the week (for example, 4th Thursday of November).

Note:  You can define a holiday multiple times for future years by selecting the Repeat for next check box and
entering the number of years in the years text box.

The defined holiday is listed in the selected calendar.
4. Click the Save icon.

The holiday is defined in the calendar.

Example: Define an Annual Holiday 

New Year's Day occurs annually on January 1st. You can define New Year's Day for five years starting on January
1, 2008.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the calendar definition.
2. Click New in the Holidays section of the calendar definition.

The Holiday definition dialog opens.
3. Enter NEWYEARSDAY as the holiday name.
4. Select the Date option button in the Occurrences section and select Jan 1, 2008 as the date.
5. Select the Repeat for next check box and enter 5 as the number of years.
6. Click OK and then click the Save icon.

NEWYEARSDAY is defined as an annual holiday in the calendar.

Example: Define a Holiday That Occurs on a Different Day Each Year 

In the United States, Thanksgiving is celebrated on the fourth Thursday in November. You can define Thanksgiving
for the next three years.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the calendar definition.
2. Click New in the Holidays section of the calendar definition.

The Holiday definition dialog opens.
3. Enter THANKSGIVING as the holiday name.
4. Select the 4th option button in the Occurrences section.
5. Select the specific day option button in the Day of Month section, and select Thursday as the day and

November as the month.
6. Select the Repeat for next check box and enter 3 as the number of years.
7. Click OK and then click the Save icon.

THANKSGIVING is defined as an annual holiday in the calendar.

 More information: 

 Holidays 

 Define a Special Day
You can define a special day to your calendar to define a day with special significance for
scheduling at your installation. A single calendar can contain multiple special days.
cwad121
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HID_define_special_day
You can define a special day to your calendar to define a day with special significance for scheduling at your
installation. A single calendar can contain multiple special days.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the calendar definition.
2. Click New in the Special Days section of the calendar definition.

The Special day definition dialog opens.
3. Complete the fields as appropriate, and click OK.

Note:  To define a special day that repeats at a regular interval, select the Repeat check box in the Frequency
section and specify how often the special day repeats in days, weeks, or years.

The defined special day is listed in the selected calendar.
4. Click the Save icon.

The special day is defined in the calendar.

Example: Define a Special Day that Occurs Only Once

The All Company Meeting is a special day that occurs only once on June 29, 2008.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the calendar definition.
2. Click New in the Special Days section of the calendar definition.

The Special day definition dialog opens.
3. Enter ALL_COMPANY_MEETING as the special day name.
4. Enter Jun 29, 2008 as the starting date.
5. Click OK and then click the Save icon.

ALL_COMPANY_MEETING is defined as a special day in the calendar.

Example: Define an Annual Special Day

Fiscal Day occurs every January 1st annually for the next three years. This special day repeats on the following
days:

• Jan 1, 2008
• Jan 1, 2009
• Jan 1, 2010

Follow these steps:

1. Open the calendar definition.
2. Click New in the Special Days section of the calendar definition.

The Special day definition dialog opens.
3. Enter FISCAL_DAY as the special day name.
4. Enter Jan 1, 2008 as the starting date.
5. Select the Repeat check box and enter 3 as the number of times.
6. Enter 1 in the every text box and select years.
7. Click OK and then click the Save icon.

FISCAL_DAY is defined as an annual special day for the next three years.

Example: Define a Special Day that Occurs Every Two Weeks

Pay Day occurs every two weeks (or every 14 days) starting Jan 1, 2008. This special day repeats on the following
days:

• Jan 1, 2008
• Jan 15, 2008
• Jan 29, 2008
• ...

Follow these steps:

1. Open the calendar definition.
2. Click New in the Special Days section of the calendar definition.

The Special day definition dialog opens.
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3. Enter PAY_DAY as the special day name.
4. Enter Jan 1, 2008 as the starting date.
5. Select the Repeat check box and enter 26 as the number of times.
6. Enter 2 in the every text box and select weeks.
7. Click OK and then click the Save icon.

PAY_DAY is defined as a reoccurring special day in the calendar.

Example: Define a Special Day That Occurs on Specific Non-repeating Days

Inventory Day is a special day that repeats on dates that do not have a specific frequency. For example, this
special day occurs on the following days:

• February 21, 2008
• April 20, 2008
• June 13, 2008

In this scenario, you must define this special day three times, one for each date.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the calendar definition.
2. Click New in the Special Days section of the calendar definition.

The Special day definition dialog opens.
3. Enter INVENTORY_DAY as the special day name.
4. Enter Feb 21, 2008 as the starting date.
5. Click OK and then click the Save icon.
6. Repeat the above steps for the dates April 20, 2008 and June 13, 2008 with INVENTORY_DAY as the special

day name.
INVENTORY_DAY is defined as a repeating special day in the calendar.

More information:

Special Days

 Define a Special Processing Period
You can define a special processing period to your calendar to define a period with special
significance for scheduling at your installation.
cwad121
HID_define_special_processing_period
You can define a special processing period to your calendar to define a period with special significance for
scheduling at your installation.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the calendar definition.
2. Click New in the Special Days section of the calendar definition.

The Special day definition dialog opens.
3. Enter a name for the special period in the Special day name field.
4. Select the date when you want the first period to start from the calendar in the Starting date field, and click OK.

The start of the first special period is defined.
5. Click New in the Special Days section of the calendar definition.

The Special day definition dialog opens.
6. Enter the same name for the special period in the Special day name field.
7. Select the date when you want the next period to start from the calendar in the Starting date field, and click OK.

The end of the first special period is defined.
8. Repeat the above steps for the remaining periods.
9. Click the Save icon.

The special period is defined in the calendar.

Example: Define a Fiscal Year 

Suppose that you want to define a fiscal year from September 1st to August 31st.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the calendar definition.
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2. Click New in the Special Days section of the calendar definition.
The Special day definition dialog opens.

3. Enter FISCALYEAR as the special day name.
4. Select September 1 of the current year as the starting date and click OK.

The start of the fiscal year is defined.
5. Click New in the Special Days section of the calendar definition.

The Special day definition dialog opens.
6. Enter FISCALYEAR again as the special day name.
7. Select September 1 of the following year as the starting date and click OK.

The start of the next fiscal year is defined.

Note:  By using September 1st as the start date for the second special day, the server considers August 31st as
the last day of the fiscal year.

8. Click the Save icon.
FISCAL_YEAR is defined as a special period in the calendar.

Example: Define a Period That Repeats Every Two Weeks 

Suppose that you want to define payroll periods to occur every two weeks.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the calendar definition.
2. Click New in the Special Days section of the calendar definition.

The Special day definition dialog opens.
3. Enter PAYROLL_PERIOD as the special day name.
4. Select January 1 of the current year as the starting date.
5. Select the Repeat check box and enter 26 as the number of times.
6. Enter 2 in the every text box and select weeks.
7. Click OK.

The dates your special day falls on is listed in the Special Days section.
8. Click the Save icon.

PAYROLL_PERIOD is defined as a special period in the calendar.

 More information: 

 Special Processing Periods 

 Managing Events
You can manage Events as follows:
cwad121
HID_manage_events
You can manage Events as follows:

 Active Events
After an Event is defined on the server, it becomes active.
cwad121
HID_active_events
After an Event is defined on the server, it becomes active.

With scheduled Events, the server schedules them based on their schedule criteria. When you view a scheduled
Event, the server displays the Event's next scheduled time.

With monitor Events, the agent monitoring the trigger criteria begins monitoring immediately.

With manual Events (Events without scheduling or trigger criteria), you can trigger them at any time or issue
commands against them to prevent them from triggering.

You can issue commands against Events to do the following:

• Trigger the Event manually.
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• Bypass and unbypass the next scheduled execution or future scheduled execution of an Event (scheduled and
manual Events only).

• Hold an Event, preventing the Event from triggering until you release it.
• Suspend an Event, postponing the Event from triggering until you resume it.
• Unquiesce an Event, releasing the scheduled Event from a quiesced state. However, the missed executions are

not triggered.

Note:  To run commands against Events, you require the appropriate security permissions. For more information,
contact your administrator.

 Event Schedule
You can display a list of Events scheduled within a specific time period (the default is the
next 24 hours). For each scheduled Event execution, the server displays the Event name, its
scheduled time, and bypass status are displayed, as well as whether the Event execution was
manually triggered.
cwad121
HID_event_schedule
You can display a list of Events scheduled within a specific time period (the default is the next 24 hours). For
each scheduled Event execution, the server displays the Event name, its scheduled time, and bypass status are
displayed, as well as whether the Event execution was manually triggered.

Note:  To display detailed information about the jobs scheduled to run in a specific period, you can run a forecast
report.

If an Event is scheduled more than once during the period you specify, the server, by default, only displays the time
of the first execution. You can specify the number of Event executions the server displays. For example, you can
request that the server displays the next five executions of Event CYBER.BACKUP within the next two weeks. If
Event CYBER.BACKUP is scheduled to execute 10 times within the next two weeks, only the times and dates for
the first five executions appear.

Note:  Suspended Events do not appear on the schedule. Non-scheduled Events do not appear on the schedule
unless they have an expect time, which indicates an expected time for execution.

 More information: 

 List Scheduled Events 

 Event Trigger
You may need to trigger workload manually for the following reasons:
cwad121
HID_event_trigger
You may need to trigger workload manually for the following reasons:

• To run a non-scheduled Event
• To alter the next scheduled time of a scheduled Event
• To add a new scheduled Event execution
• To trigger the Event, but hold the Application it submits
• To pass user parameters to the Application
• To run a subset of jobs in the Application

By default, when you trigger an Event manually, the Application triggered by the Event runs with the security
permissions of the execution user specified in the Event definition. If you want the Application to run with the
security permissions of the user triggering the Event, you can use the inherit trigger user (ITU) option in the Event
definition.

When the Event triggers, the execution user requires the appropriate permissions to read the Application triggered
by the Event. When each job runs in the Application, the execution user requires the appropriate permissions to run
the job on the agent and to read any global variables specified in the job.

 More information: 

 Triggering an Event 
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 Scheduled and Manual Event Trigger
You can trigger a scheduled or manual Event by specifying schedule criteria that resolves to a
single date and time. The default time is now.
cwad121
HID_scheduled_manual_event_trigger
You can trigger a scheduled or manual Event by specifying schedule criteria that resolves to a single date and time.
The default time is now.

Note:

• If you specify a time in the past (for example, to rerun an Application), the Event triggers now (immediately), but
jobs are selected and variables resolved based on the past date.

• You can prevent the Event from triggering immediately every time you update the Event with a past date. For
more information, see RI24256 on CA Support.

When triggering workload manually, you can specify the following:

• Time only (for example, 4PM). The server triggers the Event at the next occurrence of that time.
• Specific date and, optionally, time. For example, 8:00 JULY 23
• Relative date and, optionally, time in past or future (for example, YESTERDAY, TODAY LESS 1 WEEK)

When triggering a scheduled Event or manual Event with an expect time, you can add a new scheduled Event
execution as a temporary addition to the schedule or replace the Event's next scheduled or expected execution.

•  Add a New Scheduled Event Execution
Adds a new scheduled Event execution to the Event's usual schedule. For example, suppose that your Event is
scheduled to run at 4 p.m. daily, and you want to trigger the Event now and again at 4 p.m. today. This behavior
is the default.

•  Replace an Event's Next Scheduled or Expected Execution
Replaces the Event's next scheduled or expected execution with a new time. For example, suppose that your
Event is scheduled to run at 4 p.m. daily, but you want the Event to run now instead of at 4 p.m.
When you replace an Event's next scheduled or expected execution, the server selects jobs and resolves
symbolic variables based on the replaced time, and updates the next scheduled or expected execution time.
For example, if you have an Event that runs every Saturday and this week you trigger the Event to run on Friday
instead, the server selects the jobs and resolves symbolic variables based on Saturday's date. The server uses
the following Saturday as the next scheduled or expected execution time.

 Monitor Event Trigger
Monitor Events monitor for a specific condition and trigger each time the condition occurs (for
example, a file being created).
cwad121
HID_monitor_event_trigger
Monitor Events monitor for a specific condition and trigger each time the condition occurs (for example, a file being
created).

If the monitor Event has an expect time, the server selects jobs and resolves variables based on the Event's next
expected time. If the monitor Event does not have an expect time, the server selects jobs and resolves variables
based on the current time.

 Root Jobs
Sometimes, you may need to run only part of an Application. For example, you may want to run
part of an Application to rerun one or more jobs or to run a job when a request comes in for it to
run.
cwad121
HID_root_jobs
Sometimes, you may need to run only part of an Application. For example, you may want to run part of an
Application to rerun one or more jobs or to run a job when a request comes in for it to run.

To run part of an Application, you can choose a subset of jobs within the Application when you trigger the Event
that runs it. The jobs within the subset are named root jobs.

To specify the root jobs, you can specify any one of the following:

https://support.ca.com/
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• A single job name, such as PAYROLL. You must include the job name qualifier if a qualifier exists, for example,
PAYROLL.ABC.

• A job name followed by a plus (+) sign, which indicates to include the job and all its successors (descendants).
For example, D+ selects job D and all its successor jobs.

• A list that contains job names with optional plus signs, for example, A,C,E+. Separate the job names using
commas. The job name order does not matter.

Example: Root Jobs 

Suppose that, in an Application, jobs A, B, C, and D run daily, job E runs Friday, and job F runs on the last workday
of the month.

The following table shows the result of using different syntax to specify root jobs:

 Root jobs to run  Result 

A The server selects job A. Job A runs

D+ The server selects and runs job D. If it is Friday, the
server also selects and runs job E. If it is the last
workday of the month, the server also selects and runs
job F.

A, E The server selects job A and job E. Job A and job E run.
Job E runs regardless of the day because it is specified
explicitly.

A, D+ The server selects job A and job D. Job A and job D
run. If it is Friday, the server also selects and runs job
E. If it is the last workday of the month, the server also
selects and runs job F.

When the server builds the Application containing the root jobs, it inherits the relationships between jobs unless the
Application definition overrides job inheritance. The server also considers release conditions when it generates the
Application containing the root jobs.

To ensure you run the correct jobs within your Application, you should simulate the Event before you trigger it,
specifying the same root jobs to run in the simulation.

Note:  You can use symbolic variables to specify root jobs if the job names are defined using variables. You can
specify the job name as a variable or as the resolved name.

 More information: 

 Run Part of an Application 

 Event Bypass and Unbypass
To prevent an execution of an Event from triggering, you can bypass the Event execution. You
can bypass the next scheduled execution or future scheduled executions of an Event. You can
only bypass scheduled and manual Events.
cwad121
HID_event_bypass_unbypass
To prevent an execution of an Event from triggering, you can bypass the Event execution. You can bypass the
next scheduled execution or future scheduled executions of an Event. You can only bypass scheduled and manual
Events.

For example, suppose that an Event triggers at 7 p.m. daily. At 3 p.m., you decide that the Event should not run that
night. To prevent the Event from running the one time, you bypass the next scheduled execution of the Event.

When you list the Events scheduled within a specific period, Event executions to be bypassed are displayed in a
different color. You can view the details of a bypassed Event execution to find out which user requested the bypass
and when the request was made.

You can unbypass a bypassed Event execution before the server bypasses the Event execution. For example, if
an Event execution is bypassed by mistake, you can undo the action by unbypassing the Event execution. At the
Event execution's scheduled time, the server triggers the Event as usual.
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Warning:  If an Event is modified, the server reschedules the Event and all existing bypass requests against
that Event are lost.

Example: Lost Bypass Requests 

Consider the following scenario:

• An Event is scheduled to trigger on Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday.
• A user decides to bypass the Event execution scheduled next Tuesday and issues a bypass request.
• Before next Tuesday, the user opens the Event, adds some comments in the Remarks text box, and saves the

Event on the server.

Because the Event was modified, the server reschedules the Event for Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday. The
bypass request is lost and must be issued again.

 More information: 

 Bypass the Next Scheduled Execution of an Event 

 Unbypass the Next Scheduled Execution of an Event 

 Bypass a Future Scheduled Execution of an Event 

 Unbypass a Future Scheduled Execution of an Event 

 Skipped Bypass Requests
Event bypass requests can be skipped if the scheduled time of an Event execution changes
after the bypass request is made. For example, a bypass request can be skipped if an Event
is manually triggered to replace the Event's next scheduled execution or if the definition of a
special day used in an Event's scheduling criteria changes. You can list skipped (invalid) bypass
requests.
cwad121
HID_skipped_bypass_requests
Event bypass requests can be skipped if the scheduled time of an Event execution changes after the bypass
request is made. For example, a bypass request can be skipped if an Event is manually triggered to replace the
Event's next scheduled execution or if the definition of a special day used in an Event's scheduling criteria changes.
You can list skipped (invalid) bypass requests.

Example: Skipped Bypass Requests 

Consider the following scenario:

• A special day named festivus is defined in a calendar for the following days: June 10, August 10, and
September 10.

• An Event is scheduled is to run on the days defined by the festivus special day. In the Event definition, the
scheduling criteria references the special day (for example, SCHEDULE 9AM FESTIVUS).

• A user decides to bypass the Event execution scheduled on August 10 and issues a bypass request.
• Another user updates the definition of the festivus special day, replacing August 10 with August 11.

Because the Event no longer triggers on August 10, the bypass request for August 10 is now invalid and will be
skipped. Instead of August 10, the Event triggers on August 11.

 More information: 

 List the Skipped Bypass Requests of an Event 

 Event Hold and Release
You may need to postpone an Event at times. To postpone an Event, you must instruct the
server to hold it. The Event remains in the on hold state until you release it. When you want to
release the Event, you instruct the server to release it.
cwad121
HID_event_hold_release
You may need to postpone an Event at times. To postpone an Event, you must instruct the server to hold it. The
Event remains in the on hold state until you release it. When you want to release the Event, you instruct the server
to release it.
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The server marks an Event as overdue in the following cases:

• For scheduled Events—if an Event's scheduled time occurs while the Event is being held
• For monitor Events—if an Event's condition is met (for example, a file is created for a File Trigger Event) while

the Event is being held

When you release an overdue Event from hold, the server immediately triggers the Event once, regardless of the
number of missed executions. The server uses the time and date of the last missed execution to select the jobs
and resolve scheduled variables.

Note:

 If you want to prevent future executions of an Event from triggering, suspend the Event instead. When you resume
the Event, the missed executions are skipped. If an Event is both suspended and held at its scheduled execution
time, the server ignores the on hold state and considers the Event suspended.

 Example: Hold and Release an Event 

Consider the following scenario:

• At 3 p.m., you are asked to postpone an Event named ACCNT.PAYROLL, which is usually processed at 4 p.m.
daily.

• You hold the Event named ACCNT.PAYROLL.
• At 4 p.m., the server does not process ACCNT.PAYROLL because it is on hold.
• At 5 p.m., you are instructed to let ACCNT.PAYROLL process.
• You release the Event named ACCNT.PAYROLL.

By default, the Event then processes because the server knows the Event missed its scheduled execution at 4 p.m.

 More information: 

 Hold and Release an Event 

 Release a Held Event 

 Event Hold Counts
When you hold an Event, its hold count increments by 1. When the hold count of an Event
is greater than zero, the server does not trigger the Event. The server keeps track of missed
executions.
cwad121
HID_event_hold_counts
When you hold an Event, its hold count increments by 1. When the hold count of an Event is greater than zero, the
server does not trigger the Event. The server keeps track of missed executions.

When you release an Event, its hold count decrements by 1. When the hold count reaches zero, the Event is
eligible to be triggered again.

 Event Suspend and Resume
To prevent an Event from triggering, you can instruct the server to suspend it. The Event
remains suspended until you resume it. When you want the Event to resume its execution, you
instruct the server to resume it.
cwad121
HID_event_suspend_resume
To prevent an Event from triggering, you can instruct the server to suspend it. The Event remains suspended until
you resume it. When you want the Event to resume its execution, you instruct the server to resume it.

Note:  An Event can be automatically suspended and resumed at certain times. For more information about
automatically suspending and resuming an Event, see Specify Suspend and Resume Times.

The server handles suspended Events as follows:

• For scheduled Events—The server does not schedule the Event until the Event is resumed. The server ignores
any missed scheduled executions while the Event is suspended.

• For monitor Events—The server does not trigger the Event until the Event is resumed. The agent monitoring for
the Event stops monitoring while the Event is suspended.

• For manual Events—you cannot trigger the Event until the Event is resumed.
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Note:  If you want the server to trigger missed Event executions when the Event is eligible for execution, hold the
Event instead. When you release the Event, the server triggers the last missed execution while the Event was on
hold. If an Event is both suspended and held at its scheduled or expected execution time, the server ignores the on
hold state and considers the Event suspended.

Example: Suspend and Resume an Event 

Consider the following scenario:

• On August 2nd at 3 p.m., you are told that the ACCNT.PAYROLL Event should not process until August 23rd.
This Event is usually processed at 4 p.m. each day.

• You suspend ACCNT.PAYROLL.
• On August 2nd at 4 p.m., the server does not process ACCNT.PAYROLL because it is suspended.
• Every day after August 2nd, at 4 p.m. the server sees that ACCNT.PAYROLL is suspended and does not

process this Event.
• On August 23rd, prior to 4 p.m., you resume ACCNT.PAYROLL as requested.
• On August 23rd at 4 p.m., the server finds that the Event has been resumed, so it processes the Event as

scheduled.

 More information: 

 Suspend an Event 

 Resume a Suspended Event 

 Event Suspend Counts
When you manually suspend an Event, its suspend count increments by one. When the
suspend count of an Event is greater than zero, the server bypasses all executions of the Event.
cwad121
HID_event_suspend_counts
When you manually suspend an Event, its suspend count increments by one. When the suspend count of an Event
is greater than zero, the server bypasses all executions of the Event.

When you manually resume an Event, its suspend count decrements by 1. When the suspend count reaches zero,
the Event is eligible for execution. For scheduled Events, the Event triggers at its next scheduled execution. For
monitor Events, the agent resumes monitoring.

Note:  When you schedule an Event to resume, the Event will become eligible for execution, regardless of what its
suspend count is.

 Hold and Release Vs Suspend and Resume Events
wlade133
HID_Hold_Release_Suspend_Resume
The Hold and Release event keeps a record of all the missed executions that occur between the Hold and Release
time period of an event. Once, the event is Released, the missed execution gets triggered (only once).

The Suspend and Resume event does not record any missed executions that occur between the Suspend and
Resume time period of the event. Therefore, when the event is resumed, no missed executions are triggered.

However, a combination of the Hold and Release event and the Suspend and Resume event will lead to different
results.

The following table shows the different results that you might come across when using these events.

Sequence of events for an event Result

1. Hold
2. Suspend
3. Resume
4. Release

When you Release the event, the recorded missed
executions triggered.

This is because the event is still on Hold, and the
Suspend and Resume event does not record any
missed executions.
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1. Suspend
2. Hold
3. Release
4. Resume

When you release the event, the recorded missed
executions are not triggered because the event still
stands suspended.

However, in the future, if you Hold and Release the
event again, the recorded missed executions will be
triggered.

 Monitor Event Statuses
When you define a monitor Event and save it to the server, the Event becomes active and the
agent starts monitoring. If the agent is down, the Event becomes inactive until the problem is
resolved.
cwad121
HID_monitor_event_statuses
When you define a monitor Event and save it to the server, the Event becomes active and the agent starts
monitoring. If the agent is down, the Event becomes inactive until the problem is resolved.

The server displays one of the following Event statuses:

• Active
Indicates that the Event is active. The agent monitors for the trigger condition.

• Not active: Agent down
Indicates that the agent is down or there is a communication problem between the agent and the server. The
agent needs to be restarted or the communication problem needs to be resolved.

• Not active: <problem reported by the agent>
Indicates that the agent is experiencing a problem. The Status field displays the agent status and the last status
message sent by the agent.

• Suspended
Indicates that the Event is suspended and needs to be resumed.

More information:

Check the Status of a Monitor Event

 List Events
To update, control, or check the status of Events defined on your system, you must list them.
cwad121
HID_list_events
To update, control, or check the status of Events defined on your system, you must list them.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Events under your server connection, and click Open from the pop-up menu.
The Events view opens.

3. (Optional) Enter the complete or partial Event prefix in the Event prefix field to limit the Events displayed, or
leave the field blank to display all Event prefixes.

Note:  You must include a wildcard for a partial name. For example, CYB* lists all the Events whose prefixes
start with CYB.

4. (Optional) Enter the complete or partial Event name in the Event name field to limit the Events displayed, or
leave the Event name field blank to display all Event names..

Note:  You must include a wildcard for a partial name. For example, EVT* lists all the Events whose names start
with EVT.

5. (Optional) Clear the check boxes of the Event triggers you do not want to list.
6. Click the arrow next to the Event prefix drop-down list.

A list of the Events matching your criteria is displayed.
7. (Optional) Right-click an Event in the Events view, and select Open from the pop-up menu to show the Event

definition.
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Note:  In the Event definition, you can review the details of the Event, for example, the file being monitored in a
File Trigger Event.

Note:  To refresh the list, right-click the list and select Refresh from the pop-up menu.

 List Scheduled Events
You can display a list of Events scheduled within a specific time period (the default is the next
24 hours). For each scheduled Event execution, the Event name, its scheduled time, and
bypass status are displayed, as well as whether the Event execution was manually triggered.
cwad121
HID_list_scheduled_events
You can display a list of Events scheduled within a specific time period (the default is the next 24 hours). For each
scheduled Event execution, the Event name, its scheduled time, and bypass status are displayed, as well as
whether the Event execution was manually triggered.

Follow these steps: 

1. List the Events in the Services perspective.
2. Right-click the list in the Events view, and select List Scheduled Events from the pop-up menu.

The List Scheduled Events dialog opens.
3. Complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Prefix
Specifies an Event prefix.

Note:  You can use wildcards to display Events with similar prefixes. Use the asterisk (*) wildcard to match
zero or more characters. For example, to list all Event prefixes that begin with CYB, enter CYB*. To display
all prefixes, enter *.

• Name
(Optional) Specifies an Event name.

Note:

You can use wildcards to display Events with similar names. Use the asterisk (*) wildcard to match zero
or more characters. For example, to list all Event names that begin with EVT, enter EVT*. To list all Event
names, enter * or leave blank.

• Starting at
Specifies the starting time and date of the schedule's period.
Default: Now

Note:  To select a date and time, click the button to the right of the Starting at field and select the time from
the Select date and time dialog.

• Continuing for
Specifies the length of the schedule's period in hours, workdays, days, or weeks.
Default: 1 day

• Count
(Optional) Specifies the number of Event executions that are displayed.
Default: Next execution

4. Click List.
The Event executions scheduled during the period you specified are displayed in the Results table. Event
executions to be bypassed are displayed in a different color.

More information: 

Event Schedule 

 View Details of an Event Execution
You can display additional information about an Event execution. The additional information
includes details about bypassed and manually triggered Event executions, as well as any
Application parameters defined in the Event.
cwad121
HID_view_details_event_exec
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You can display additional information about an Event execution. The additional information includes details about
bypassed and manually triggered Event executions, as well as any Application parameters defined in the Event.

 Follow these steps: 

1. List scheduled Events in the Services perspective.
2. Select an Event execution in the Results table to view its details.
3. Click Display.

The execution details of the selected Event are displayed in the right pane of the List Scheduled Events dialog.

Note:

You can select another Event execution to display its details while the right pane is open. However, you cannot
view the Event execution details and the context-sensitive help simultaneously.

4. (Optional) Click Details again to hide the details.
The right pane of the dialog closes.

 Trigger an Event
You can trigger an Event to run the Application, forecast, or report at a specified time.
cwad121
HID_trigger_event
You can trigger an Event to run the Application, forecast, or report at a specified time.

Note:  For Date-Time/Manual and monitor Events, you can also trigger your Event from within your Application
in the Define perspective. In the Application Events view, right-click the Event and select Trigger from the pop-up
menu.

Follow these steps: 

1. List the Event you want to trigger in the Services perspective.
2. Right-click the Event you want to trigger in the Events view, and select Trigger from the pop-up menu.

The Trigger Event dialog opens.
3. Specify the following fields as appropriate:

• Schedule criteria 

(Optional) Specifies the time and the date when the Event triggers.

 Default: Trigger the Event immediately

Note:   This parameter does not apply to monitor Events.
• Root jobs to run 

(Optional) Specifies the jobs that are to be submitted when the Event is triggered. You can use this field
to run, or rerun, a subset of jobs within the Application. Separate the list of jobs to run with commas. For
example, enter A,B,C. To select a job with all of its successors (descendants), append a plus sign (+). For
example, enter D+.

Note:

This parameter does not apply to Forecast and Report Events.
• Add new scheduled Event/Replace next scheduled Event 

Indicates whether to add a new scheduled Event execution to the Event's usual schedule or replace the
Event's next scheduled or expected execution with a new time.

 Default: Add new scheduled Event

Note:

This parameter does not apply to monitor Events.
• Submit Application on hold 

(Optional) Indicates whether to submit the Application on hold when the Event is triggered.

 Default: Not on hold

Note:

This parameter does not apply to Forecast and Report Events.
• User Parameters to pass to Event 
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(Optional) Specifies the parameter fields to pass user information to the Application that the Event triggers.

Note:

This parameter does not apply to Forecast and Report Events.
4. (Optional) Specify variables to pass to the monitor Event in the variables section. When the Event triggers, the

server substitutes the values of these variables in the Application triggered by the Event. For example, when
you trigger a File Trigger Event, you can specify a file name, and the server substitutes this file name in the
APPL._filename symbolic variable wherever it occurs in the Application.

Note:  This step does not apply to Date-Time/Manual, Forecast, and Report Events.
5. Click OK.

The server triggers the Event at the resolved time.

More information: 

Event Trigger 

 Run Part of an Application
You can run part of an Application to rerun one or more jobs or to run a specific job when a
request comes in for it to run.
cwad121
HID_run_part_appl
You can run part of an Application to rerun one or more jobs or to run a specific job when a request comes in for it
to run.

Note:

You can also run part of your Application from within your Application in the Define perspective. In the Event
Triggers workspace, right-click the Event and select Trigger from the pop-up menu.

Follow these steps: 

1. List the Events you want to run in the Services perspective.
2. Right-click the Event in the Events view, and select Trigger from the pop-up menu.

The Trigger Event dialog opens.
3. Do one of the following:

• Specify the root jobs you want to run in the Application in the Root jobs to run field.

Note:  Separate the list of jobs to run with commas. For example, enter A,B,C. To select a job with all of its
successors (descendants), append a plus sign (+). For example, enter D+.

• Select jobs with the following steps:

1.1 Click Select Jobs.
The Select jobs dialog opens.

2.1 Select the root jobs from the Jobs in Application section, and click Add to select a job without its
successors or click Add with Successors to select a job and all of its successors (descendants).

Note:

Press the Ctrl key while making your selections to select multiple jobs at once.
3.1 Click OK.

The Select jobs dialog closes.
4. Click OK.

The server runs the subset of the Application that you specified.

More information: 

Root Jobs 

 Bypass the Next Scheduled Execution of an Event
You can bypass the next scheduled execution of an Event to prevent the server from triggering it
at its scheduled time.
cwad121
HID_bypass_next_scheduled_exec_event
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You can bypass the next scheduled execution of an Event to prevent the server from triggering it at its scheduled
time.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  List the Event you want to bypass in the Services perspective.
2. Right-click the Event in the Events view, and select Bypass from the pop-up menu.

A confirmation dialog opens.
3. Click Yes.

The server bypasses the next execution of the Event at its scheduled time.

 More information: 

 Event Bypass and Unbypass 

 Unbypass the Next Scheduled Execution of an Event
You can cancel the bypass of the next scheduled execution of an Event if it has been bypassed.
The server triggers the Event at its next scheduled time.
cwad121
HID_unbypass_next_scheduled_exec_event
You can cancel the bypass of the next scheduled execution of an Event if it has been bypassed. The server triggers
the Event at its next scheduled time.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  List the Event you want to unbypass in the Services perspective.
2. Right-click the Event in the Events view, and select Un-bypass from the pop-up menu.

A confirmation dialog opens.
3. Click Yes.

The server cancels the bypass of the next scheduled execution of the Event.

 More information: 

 Event Bypass and Unbypass 

 Bypass a Future Scheduled Execution of an Event
You can bypass a future scheduled execution of an Event to prevent the server from triggering it
at its scheduled time.
cwad121
HID_bypass_future_scheduled_exec_event
You can bypass a future scheduled execution of an Event to prevent the server from triggering it at its scheduled
time.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  List scheduled Events in the Services perspective.
2. Right-click the Event execution you want to bypass in the Results table, and select Bypass from the pop-up

menu.

Note:  To bypass multiple Event executions at once, hold the Ctrl key and select each Event execution you want
to bypass, right-click one of the selected Event executions, and select Bypass.

A confirmation dialog opens.
3. Click Yes.

The server bypasses the selected Event executions. The Events table is refreshed. Event executions to be
bypassed are displayed in a different color.

 More information: 

 Event Bypass and Unbypass 

 Unbypass a Future Scheduled Execution of an Event
You can cancel the bypass of a future scheduled execution of an Event if it has been bypassed.
The server triggers the Event at its scheduled time.
cwad121
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HID_unbypass_future_sccheduled_exec_event
You can cancel the bypass of a future scheduled execution of an Event if it has been bypassed. The server triggers
the Event at its scheduled time.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  List scheduled Events in the Services perspective.
2. Right-click the Event execution you want to unbypass in the Results table, and select Un-bypass from the pop-

up menu.

Note:

To unbypass multiple Event executions at once, hold the Ctrl key and select each Event execution you want to
unbypass, right-click one of the selected Event executions, and select Un-bypass.

A confirmation dialog opens.
3. Click Yes.
4. The server cancels the bypass of the selected Event executions. The Events table is refreshed. Event

executions to be bypassed are displayed in a different color.

 More information: 

 Event Bypass and Unbypass 

 List the Skipped Bypass Requests of an Event
You can list the skipped (invalid) bypass requests of an Event. Event bypass requests can be
skipped if the scheduled time of an Event execution changes after the bypass request is made.
For example, a bypass request can be skipped if an Event is manually triggered to replace
the Event's next scheduled execution or if the definition of a special day used in an Event's
scheduling criteria changes.
cwad121
HID_list_skipped_bypass_requests
You can list the skipped (invalid) bypass requests of an Event. Event bypass requests can be skipped if the
scheduled time of an Event execution changes after the bypass request is made. For example, a bypass request
can be skipped if an Event is manually triggered to replace the Event's next scheduled execution or if the definition
of a special day used in an Event's scheduling criteria changes.

Follow these steps:

1. List scheduled Events in the Services perspective.
2. Right-click any execution of the Event in the Results table, and select List Invalid Bypass Requests from the

pop-up menu.
The Invalid Bypass Requests dialog lists the skipped bypass requests for the Event, if any. Otherwise, a warning
message indicates that there are no skipped bypass requests for the Event.

More information:

Skipped Bypass Requests

 Hold an Event
You can hold an Event if you want to prevent the Event from triggering until you release the
Event.
cwad121
HID_hold_event
You can hold an Event if you want to prevent the Event from triggering until you release the Event.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  List the Event you want to hold in the Services perspective.
2. Right-click the Event in the Events view, and select Hold from the pop-up menu.

Note:  To hold multiple Events at once, keep the Ctrl key pressed and select each Event you want to hold, right-
click one of the selected Events, and select Hold.A confirmation dialog opens.

3. Click Yes.
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The server increments the Event's hold count by 1. The Event is held.

 More information: 

 Event Hold and Release 

 Release a Held Event
Before a held Event can be triggered, you must release it. If the Event missed a scheduled
execution while on hold, the server immediately triggers the Event once, regardless of the
number of missed executions.
cwad121
HID_release_held_event
Before a held Event can be triggered, you must release it. If the Event missed a scheduled execution while on hold,
the server immediately triggers the Event once, regardless of the number of missed executions.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  List the held event you want to release in the Services perspective.
2. Right-click the Event in the Events view, and select Release from the pop-up menu.

Note:  To release multiple Events at once, hold the Ctrl key and select each Event you want to release, right-
click one of the selected Events, and select Release.

A confirmation dialog opens.
3. Click Yes.

The server decrements the Event's hold count by 1. If the hold count becomes zero, the Event is released.

 More information: 

 Event Hold and Release 

 Suspend an Event
You can suspend an Event to prevent it from triggering.
cwad121
HID_suspend_event
You can suspend an Event to prevent it from triggering.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  List the Event that you want to suspend in the Services perspective.
2. Right-click the Event in the Events view, and select Suspend from the pop-up menu.

Note:  To suspend multiple Events at once, hold the Ctrl key and select each Event you want to suspend, right-
click one of the selected Events, and select Suspend.

A confirmation dialog opens.
3. Click Yes.

The server increments the Event's suspend count by 1. The Event is suspended.

 More information: 

 Event Suspend and Resume 

 Resume a Suspended Event
When you want a suspended Event to resume its execution, you must resume it.
cwad121
HID_resume_suspended_event
When you want a suspended Event to resume its execution, you must resume it.

 Follow these steps: 

1. List the Event you want to resume in the Services perspective.
2. Right-click the Event in the Events view, and select Resume from the pop-up menu.

Note:  To resume multiple Events at once, hold the Ctrl key and select each Event you want to resume, right-
click one of the selected Events, and select Resume.
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A confirmation dialog opens.
3. Click Yes.

The server decrements the Event's suspend count by 1. If the suspend count becomes zero, the Event is no
longer suspended.

 More information: 

 Event Suspend and Resume 

 Unquiesce an Event
You can unquiesce a scheduled quiesced Event. After the Event is unquiesced, it can be
triggered to run its Application.
cwad121
HID_unquiesce_event
You can unquiesce a scheduled quiesced Event. After the Event is unquiesced, it can be triggered to run its
Application.

Note:  You can also unquiesce specific Events.

 Follow these steps: 

1. List the Events in the Services perspective.
The Events are listed in a table. The Quiesced column displays True for all quiesced Events.

2. Right-click the quiesced Event you want to unquiesce, and select Unquiesce from the pop-up menu.
A confirmation dialog appears.

3. Click Yes.
The Event is unquiesced.

 Unquiesce Specific Events and Application Generations
You can unquiesce specific Application generations and Events. After an Event is unquiesced,
it can be triggered to run its Application. After an active Application generation is unquiesced, it
continues to run.
cwad121
HID_unquiese_specific_events_and_appl_gen
You can unquiesce specific Application generations and Events. After an Event is unquiesced, it can be triggered to
run its Application. After an active Application generation is unquiesced, it continues to run.

Note:  The missed executions of the quiesced Event are not triggered.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Right-click the server node you want to unquiesce, and select Unquiesce from the pop-up menu.
The Unquiesce dialog appears.

2. Select one of the following options in the Application generations section:

•  ALL
Unquiesces all Application generations.

•  Application generation name
Unquiesces the specified Application generations in the format application.generation,
where application specifies the Application name and generation specifies the generation number.
Example: appl.1,appl.2

Note:  You can also use a wildcard for a partial name. For example, APPL* unquiesces all generations
of Applications with names that start with APPL. You can use commas to separate multiple Application
generations.

•  None
Does not unquiesce any Application generations.

3. Select one of the following options in the Event section:

•  ALL
Unquiesces all Events.

•  Event name
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Unquiesces the specified Events in the format eventprefix.eventname, where eventprefix specifies the Event
prefix and eventname specifies the Event name.
Example: CYBER.VERIFY

Note:  You can use a wildcard for a partial name. For example, CYB* unquiesces all Events with prefixes
that start with CYB. You can use commas to separate multiple Events.

•  None
Does not unquiesce any Events.

The specified Application and Events are unquiesced.

 More information:

 Application Quiesce and Unquiesce 

 Check the Status of a Monitor Event
You can check the status of a monitor Event to verify that the Event is active.
cwad121
HID_check_status_monitor_event
You can check the status of a monitor Event to verify that the Event is active.

Note:  If the Event is already listed in the Events view, you can right-click the listing and select Refresh to obtain
the Event status.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Events under your server connection, and select Open from the pop-up menu.
The Events view opens.

3. Enter an Event prefix and an Event name.
4. Select the check box for your Event trigger type, clear all of the other check boxes, and click the arrow next to

the Event prefix drop-down list.
The status of the specified Event is displayed.

5. (Optional) Right-click the Event in the Events view, and select Open from the pop-up menu to show the Event
definition.

Note:  In the Event definition, you can review the details of the Event, for example, the file being monitored in a
File Trigger Event.

 More information: 

 Monitor Event Statuses 

 Create an Event that an Alert Triggers
If you want the Alert to trigger an Event when the job reaches the states specified in the Alert
notification, you must define the Event.
cwad121
HID_create_event_an_alert_triggers
If you want the Alert to trigger an Event when the job reaches the states specified in the Alert notification, you must
define the Event.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Events under your server connection, and click Open from the pop-up menu.
The Events view opens.

3. Right-click in the Event listing, and select New DateTime/Manual from the pop-up menu.
The New DateTime/Manual view opens.

4. Enter the Event prefix and Event name referenced in the Alert.
5. Specify the Application to run in the Application field, and click the Save icon.

Note:  Since the Alert triggers the Event automatically, you do not need to enter scheduling criteria for the
Event.
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The Event that the Alert triggers is created.

Example: Start an Application When Another Application Completes 

After setting up the Alert notification in the job definition, create the Event that the Alert triggers.

1. Create a DateTime/Manual Event in the Services perspective.
2. Enter MYEVENT as the Event Prefix, EVENTB as the Event Name, and APPLB as the Application name.
3. Click Save.

When LASTJOB in Application APPLA completes, it triggers Alert ALERTA. ALERTA triggers the Event
MYEVENT.EVENTB to run the Application APPLB.

You have successfully set up an Alert notification. When a job reaches the state specified in the notification, the
server triggers the Event or runs the JavaScript script defined in the Alert.

 More information: 

 Define an Alert that Triggers the Event 

 Schedule a Forecast Report
You can schedule forecast reports using Events to save the output on the server for viewing
later. When defining a Forecast Event, you can specify a list of users to notify by email when
the forecast execution is complete. You can also grant permission to a list of users to view the
report output.
cwad121
HID_schedule_forecast_report
You can schedule forecast reports using Events to save the output on the server for viewing later. When defining a
Forecast Event, you can specify a list of users to notify by email when the forecast execution is complete. You can
also grant permission to a list of users to view the report output.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Events under your server connection, and click Open from the pop-up menu.
The Events view opens.

3. Right-click in the listing, and select New Forecast Event from the pop-up menu.
The Properties tab of the New Forecast view opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Event prefix 

Defines a prefix for the Event.

Limits: Up to 32 characters

Note:  To set a default prefix, from the main menu click Window, Preferences, Desktop Client, Services
Perspective, Event, and enter the default prefix in the Prefix field.

• Event name 

Defines the name of the Event.

Limits: Up to 128 characters

Note:  The prefix and descriptive name uniquely identify the Event on the system where it resides.
• Priority 

Specifies the Event priority as an integer from 1 (lowest priority) through 10 (highest priority). When multiple
Events are eligible for execution at the same time, the server triggers the Events in descending priority
order.

Default: 5

Note:

To set a default Event priority, from the main menu click Window, Preferences, Desktop Client, Services
Perspective, Event, and enter the default priority in the Priority field.

• Forecast
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Specifies the name of the forecast to run when the Event triggers. The drop-down list displays the forecasts
defined on the server.

5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Execution user
(Optional) Specifies the execution user for the Forecast Event. The execution user can always view and
delete the output of a forecast report.
Default: Name of the user defining the Event

Note:  The execution user requires the appropriate permissions to alter the forecast triggered by the Event.
• Inherit trigger user 

Overrides the execution user for Events triggered manually. If this option is set, the execution user is set to
the user that manually triggered the Event.

Note:

To apply this option to all the Events you define, from the main menu click Window, Preferences, Desktop
Client, Services Perspective, Event, and select theInherit trigger user check box.

• Specify Calendars 

Specifies up to two calendars that are used to schedule the Event.

Default: SYSTEM calendar

Note:  If your Event uses any terms in a calendar other than the SYSTEM calendar, specify those
calendars in this section. You can set default calendars by selecting Window, Preferences, Desktop Client,
Services Perspective, Event from the main menu.

6. (Optional) Select the Schedule tab to schedule the forecast report.
The Schedule tab opens.

7. Click Add Schedule, and type your scheduling criteria in the When field.

Note:  If you are unfamiliar with the scheduling terms, you can build and test your schedule criteria by clicking
the ellipses (…).

8. (Optional) Select the Result Options tab to specify options for the forecast report.
The Result Options tab opens.

9. (Optional) Grant permission to a list of users to view the report output as follows:

1.1 Click Add in the Users allowed to read the report section.
A row is added to the table.

2.1 Specify the name of the user in the Name field.
3.1 (Optional) Add additional users as required.

10. (Optional) Specify a list of email addresses to notify when the forecast execution is complete as follows:

1.1 Click Add in the E-mail addresses to be notified section.
A row is added to the table.

2.1 Specify the email address in the Name field.
3.1 (Optional) Add additional email addresses as required.
4.1 (Optional) Select the Attach report check box to attach the forecast results in PDF format to the email

notifications.
11. Click Save at the top right corner of the New Forecast view.

The server triggers the Event and runs the forecast report at the scheduled dates and times.

 Schedule a Report
You can schedule reports using Events to save the output on the server for viewing later.
When defining a Report Event, you can specify a list of users to notify by email when the report
execution is complete. You can also grant permission to a list of users to view the report output.
cwad121
HID_schedule_report
You can schedule reports using Events to save the output on the server for viewing later. When defining a Report
Event, you can specify a list of users to notify by email when the report execution is complete. You can also grant
permission to a list of users to view the report output.

Follow these steps: 
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1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Events under your server connection, and click Open from the pop-up menu.
The Events view opens.

3. Right-click in the listing, and select New Report Event from the pop-up menu.
The Properties tab of the New Report view opens.

4. Complete the following required fields:

• Event prefix 

Defines a prefix for the Event.

Limits: Up to 32 characters

Note:  To set a default prefix, from the main menu click Window, Preferences, Desktop Client, Services
Perspective, Event, and enter the default prefix in the Prefix field.

• Event name 

Defines the name of the Event.

Limits: Up to 128 characters

Note:  The prefix and descriptive name uniquely identify the Event on the system where it resides.
• Priority 

Specifies the Event priority as an integer from 1 (lowest priority) through 10 (highest priority). When multiple
Events are eligible for execution at the same time, the server triggers the Events in descending priority
order.

Default: 5

Note:

To set a default Event priority, from the main menu click Window, Preferences, Desktop Client, Services
Perspective, Event, and enter the default priority in the Priority field.

• Report
Specifies the name of the report to run when the Event triggers. The drop-down list displays the reports
defined on the server.

5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Execution user
(Optional) Specifies the execution user for the Report Event. The execution user can always view and
delete the output of a report.
Default: Name of the user defining the Event

Note:  The execution user requires the REPORTX and REPORT_DESIGN permissions to execute the
report triggered by the Event.

• Inherit trigger user 

Overrides the execution user for Events triggered manually. If this option is set, the execution user is set to
the user that manually triggered the Event.

Note:

To apply this option to all the Events you define, from the main menu click Window, Preferences, Desktop
Client, Services Perspective, Event, and select theInherit trigger user check box.

• Specify Calendars 

Specifies up to two calendars that are used to schedule the Event.

Default: SYSTEM calendar

Note:  If your Event uses any terms in a calendar other than the SYSTEM calendar, specify those
calendars in this section. You can set default calendars by selecting Window, Preferences, Desktop Client,
Services Perspective, Event from the main menu.

6. (Optional) Select the Schedule tab to schedule the report.
The Schedule tab opens.

7. Click Add Schedule, and type your scheduling criteria in the When field.

Note:  If you are unfamiliar with the scheduling terms, you can build and test your schedule criteria by clicking
the ellipses (…).
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8. (Optional) Select the Parameters tab to specify parameters for the report.
The Parameters tab opens.

Note:

The parameters that you see depend on the report you selected in the Report field in the Properties tab.
9. Specify the parameter information as required.

Note:

• When specifying date parameters for scheduled reports, use relative dates, not absolute dates. When the
report runs, the server evaluates the date parameters relative to the report execution time. For example,
you can schedule the Failed Jobs report weekly to report on the jobs that failed during the previous week
using the following relative dates:

• From Date Time—1st day of this week starting today less 1 week
• To Date Time—last day of this week starting today less 1 week

• To help specify relative date parameters, you can click the button to the right of the date parameter field
to build and test your schedule criteria using the Define Report Date Parameter dialog. The Define Report
Date Parameter dialog is similar to the other scheduling dialogs that you use to simulate or schedule
Events. For example, the following selections specify the first day of the previous week (1st day of this
week starting today less 1 week):

• Occurrences—1st
• Type of Day—day
• Period type—previous 1
• Period—week

You can test the generated statement by clicking Test. The Test results text box displays only one result.
10. (Optional) Select the Result Options tab to specify options for the report.

The Result Options tab opens.
11. (Optional) Grant permission to a list of users to view the report output as follows:

1.1 Click Add in the Users allowed to read the report section.
A row is added to the table.

2.1 Specify the name of the user in the Name field.
3.1 (Optional) Add additional users as required.

12. (Optional) Specify a list of email addresses to notify when the report execution is complete as follows:

1.1 Click Add in the E-mail addresses to be notified section.
A row is added to the table.

2.1 Specify the email address in the Name field.
3.1 (Optional) Add additional email addresses as required.
4.1 (Optional) Select the Attach report check box to attach the report results in PDF format to the email

notifications.
13. Click Save at the top right corner of the New Report view.

The server triggers the Event and runs the report at the scheduled dates and times.

 Add New Application Parameters to a Date-Time/Manual Event
You can add new Application parameters to a Date-Time/Manual Event without using an
existing Application. You can use this approach if you want to define the Application parameters
in the Event before defining them in the Application or if the Application is not defined yet.
cwad121
HID_add_new_appl_param_DTM_event
You can add new Application parameters to a Date-Time/Manual Event without using an existing Application. You
can use this approach if you want to define the Application parameters in the Event before defining them in the
Application or if the Application is not defined yet.

Follow these steps:

1. List Date-Time/Manual Events in the Services perspective.
2. Right-click the Date-Time/Manual Event in the Events view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Event definition dialog opens.
3. Select the Application Parameters tab.
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The Parameters page opens.
4. Click Add, and enter the following information for the new Application parameter that you want to add:

• Parameter Name
Defines the Application parameter name.

• Value
Defines the Application parameter value.

5. (Optional) Repeat the previous step to add additional Application parameters.
6. Click the Save icon at the top right of the Event definition dialog.

The Application parameters are added to the Event.

 Creating and Managing Global Variables
You can create and manage global variables as follows:
cwad121
HID_create_manage_global_variables
You can create and manage global variables as follows:

  

 Global Variable
Global variables let you store information that you can reuse across Applications. Global
variables save time: you do not have to enter specific information, such as job names or
argument values, each time you want to perform the same kind of processing. When you use
global variables, you also reduce the possibility of coding errors.
cwad121
HID_global_variable
Global variables let you store information that you can reuse across Applications. Global variables save time: you
do not have to enter specific information, such as job names or argument values, each time you want to perform
the same kind of processing. When you use global variables, you also reduce the possibility of coding errors.

To create, modify, and delete global variables, you can use the Services perspective in CA WA Desktop Client,
the CLI (Command Line Console), or JavaScript functions. Global variables are stored in the relational database
for ESP dSeries Workload Automation. Each global variable belongs to a context, which is a group of related
variables. Contexts help you avoid naming conflicts. For example, you can create two variables named deptname,
each in a different context. By default, all global variables are defined in the DEFAULT context.

You can use global variables when you define jobs. The %VAR statement lets you specify a global variable name
in supported job definition fields. When an Event is triggered, the server substitutes the current value of that global
variable. You can also define jobs that have a dependency on global variables. The job is submitted after all of the
job's dependencies (time, predecessor, variable, and resource dependencies) are met.

 Global Variables Compared to Symbolic Variables
Although both global variables and system-level symbolic variables let you store information that
you can reuse across Applications, they are created and managed differently. Understanding
these differences can help you decide which type of variables to use in your Applications.
cwad121
HID_gv_compared_sv
Although both global variables and system-level symbolic variables let you store information that you can reuse
across Applications, they are created and managed differently. Understanding these differences can help you
decide which type of variables to use in your Applications.

A symbolic variable is a JavaScript variable whose value can be accessed outside the context of the JavaScript
script. All symbolic variables are stored in built-in JavaScript host objects. Unlike symbolic variables, global
variables are not dependent on JavaScript. Instead, global variables are stored in the relational database for ESP
dSeries Workload Automation.

You can specify both types of variables in supported job definition fields and use them in JavaScript scripts.
When the server encounters a symbolic variable or the global variable %VAR statement in a job definition field, it
substitutes the current value of that variable.
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You manage both types of variables by using CA WA Desktop Client, the CLI (Command Line Interface), or
JavaScript functions. However, there are more ways to manage global variables because global variables are not
dependent on JavaScript. For example, you can create, modify, and delete global variables directly by using the
Services perspective or CLI commands in CA WA Desktop Client.

Another difference between the two types of variables is that global variables support variable dependencies.
Whereas symbolic variables only let you substitute values in job definition fields, global variables let you define jobs
that run when their global variable expressions are satisfied. For example, you can define a job that only runs when
a global variable named quota is assigned a value greater than or equal to 1000.

 List the Global Variables
To view, modify, or delete a global variable, you must first list the global variables that are
available.
cwad121
HID_list_gv
To view, modify, or delete a global variable, you must first list the global variables that are available.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Global Variables under your server connection, and click Open from the pop-up menu.
The Global Variables view opens.

3. Complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Global Variable context
Defines a filter to limit the contexts searched. You can use the asterisk (*) as a wildcard for zero or more
characters and the question mark (?) as a wildcard for a single character. This filter is not case sensitive.
Default: All contexts
Example: s* searches all contexts that begin with s

• Global Variable name
Defines a filter to limit the variables displayed. You can use the asterisk (*) as a wildcard for zero or more
characters and the question mark (?) as a wildcard for a single character. This name is not case sensitive.
Default: All variables
Example: b* searches all variable names that begin with b

4. Click the arrow next to the Variable context drop-down list.
A list of global variables that match your filter criteria is displayed.

Note:  To refresh the list, right-click the list and select Refresh from the pop-up menu.

 Create a Global Variable
You can create a global variable to store information that you can reuse across Applications.
cwad121
HID_create_gv
You can create a global variable to store information that you can reuse across Applications.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Global Variables under your server connection, and click New from the pop-up menu.
The New Global Variable view opens.

3. Complete the following required field:

•  Variable name 

Defines the name of the global variable. This name must be unique in its variable context. This name is not
case sensitive.

 Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters. The first character cannot be a number.
4. (Optional) Complete the following additional fields as appropriate:

•  Variable context 

Defines the name of the context that the global variable belongs to.
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 Limits: 0-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters

 Default: DEFAULT context

Note:

 If the context does not exist, it will be created.
•  Value 

Defines the value of the global variable.

 Limits: 0-1024 characters

 Default: Empty string
5. Click the Save icon.

The global variable is created.

 Modify a Global Variable
You can modify an existing global variable if you need to change its details.
cwad121
HID_modify_gv
You can modify an existing global variable if you need to change its details.

 Follow these steps: 

1. List the global variables.
2. Right-click the global variable that you want to modify, and click Open from the pop-up menu.

The Global Variable view opens.
3. Modify the following field as appropriate:

•  Value 

Defines the value of the global variable.

 Limits: 0-1024 characters

 Default: Empty string
4. Click the Save icon.

The global variable is modified.

 Delete a Global Variable
You can delete a global variable if it is no longer in use.
cwad121
HID_delete_gv
You can delete a global variable if it is no longer in use.

Note:  If you delete a global variable that is specified in a %VAR statement in a job definition field, the server
submits the job with the %VAR statement unresolved.

 Follow these steps: 

1. List the global variables.
2. Right-click the global variable that you want to delete, and click Delete from the pop-up menu.

Note:  To delete multiple global variables at once, keep the Ctrl key pressed and select each variable you want
to delete, right-click one of the selected variables, and click Delete.

The confirmation dialog opens.
3. Click OK.

The global variable is deleted. If all of the global variables in a context are deleted, the context is removed from
the list of global variables.

 Delete a Global Variable Context
You can delete a global variable context if it is no longer in use. Deleting a context also deletes
all of its global variables.
cwad121
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HID_delete_gv_context
You can delete a global variable context if it is no longer in use. Deleting a context also deletes all of its global
variables.

Note:  If you delete a global variable that is specified in a %VAR statement in a job definition field, the server
submits the job with the %VAR statement unresolved.

 Follow these steps: 

1. List the global variables.
2. Right-click the variable context that you want to delete, and click Delete from the pop-up menu.

The confirmation dialog opens.
3. Click OK.

The variable context and its global variables are deleted.

 Copy an Existing Global Variable
You can copy a global variable in the Services perspective and save it with a different name to
create a new global variable.
cwad121
HID_copy_existing_gv
You can copy a global variable in the Services perspective and save it with a different name to create a new global
variable.

Follow these steps: 

1. List the global variables.
2. Right-click the global variable that you want to copy, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Global Variable view opens.
3. Click the Copy icon.

The New Global Variable view opens.
4. Modify the following field:

• Variable name 

Defines the name of the global variable. This name must be unique in its variable context. This name is not
case sensitive.

Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters. The first character cannot be a number.
5. (Optional) Modify the following additional fields as appropriate:

• Variable context 

Defines the name of the context that the global variable belongs to.

Limits: 0-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters

Default: DEFAULT context

Note:

If the context does not exist, it will be created.
• Value 

Defines the value of the global variable.

Limits: 0-1024 characters

Default: Empty string
6. Click the Save icon.

The new global variable is saved.

 Creating and Managing Resources
You can create and manage resources as follows:
cwad121
HID_create_manage_resources
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You can create and manage resources as follows:

  

 Resources
Contains additional resources and sites available for users.
cwad121
HID_resources
A job can have different types of dependencies including time, predecessor, and resource. A job runs when it
meets all of its dependencies. A job that waits for resources is in the RESWAIT state.

A resource is a job dependency that can be quantified by specifying its availability count. Resource dependencies
affect a job's ability to run successfully. The server submits only jobs that have met all their resource requirements.

For example, if a job needs three units of a resource and only two units of the resource are available, the job
cannot run (RESWAIT) until all three units of the resource are available.

Each resource is associated with a resource type that determines the resource's properties and behavior.

The following resource types are available:

•  Depletable resources
A depletable resource is a consumed resource. When the server submits a job, the job permanently removes
the consumed units of the depletable resource from the resource pool. When the resource depletes, it can be
replenished for other jobs to use. For example, you can use a depletable resource to represent disk space.

•  Renewable resources
A renewable resource is a borrowed resource. When the server submits a job, the job removes the borrowed
units of the renewable resource from the resource pool. The resource units are not permanently used up. The
resource units return to the resource pool when the job completes or fails. The job borrows the resource units so
it can execute successfully. For example, you can use a renewable resource to control concurrent write access
to a database.

•  Threshold resources
A threshold resource is a sizing resource. A job does not consume or borrow resource units from the resource
pool while it runs. For example, if the resource quantity is set to two, the server submits all jobs that require
two or fewer units. The server does not submit any job requiring three or more units. It sizes the job against the
threshold resource's current level. For example, you can use a threshold resource to represent a period when
you run low-priority jobs.

 Create a Resource
You must create the resource before you can set up a resource dependency in a job.
cwad121
HID_create_resource
You must create the resource before you can set up a resource dependency in a job.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Resources under your server connection and click New from the pop-up menu.
The New Resource view opens.

3. Enter the appropriate information.

Note:  The maximum availability count applies to renewable resources only. The availability count cannot
exceed the maximum availability count.

4. Click the Save icon.
The resource is created.

Example: Create a Renewable Resource 

You can create a renewable resource named RESREN with an initial availability of 1 and a maximum availability of
3.

 To create a renewable resource 

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.
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2. Right-click Resources under your server connection and click New from the pop-up menu.
The New Resource view opens.

3. Enter RESREN as the resource name.
4. Enter 1 as the availability count and 3 as the maximum availability count.
5. Click the Save icon.

The renewable resource is created.

 View or Modify a Resource
You can modify an existing resource in the Services perspective if you need to change its
details.
cwad121
HID_view_modify_resource
You can modify an existing resource in the Services perspective if you need to change its details.

Note:  You must cold start the server for the new value to take effect.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Resources under your server connection and click Open from the pop-up menu.
The Resources view opens.

3. Enter the complete or partial resource name in the Resource name field to limit the resources displayed, and
click the arrow next to the Resource name field.

Note:  You must include a wildcard for a partial name. For example, RES* displays all the resources whose
names start with RES.You can leave the Resource name field blank to display all resources.

A list of the resources matching your criteria is displayed.
4. Right-click the resource you want to view and click Open from the pop-up menu.

The details for the specified resource appear.
5. (Optional) Modify the details as appropriate, and click the Save icon.

The modified resource is saved.

 Copy an Existing Resource
You can copy a resource in the Services perspective and save it with a different name to create
a new resource.
cwad121
HID_copy_existing_resource
You can copy a resource in the Services perspective and save it with a different name to create a new resource.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the resource you want to copy.
2. Right-click the resource you want to copy and click Open from the pop-up menu.

The resource definition details appear.
3. Click the Copy icon.

The New Resource view opens.
4. Enter a new resource name and modify the remaining fields as appropriate.
5. Click the Save icon.

The new resource is saved.

 Delete a Resource
You can delete a resource from the server if it is no longer in use.
cwad121
HID_delete_resource
You can delete a resource from the server if it is no longer in use.

 Follow these steps: 

1. List the resources.
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2. Right-click the resource that you want to delete, and click Delete from the pop-up menu.
If the resource being deleted is associated with any Applications, the Affected Artifacts dialog opens and lists
the Applications that are affected by the deletion. Otherwise, a confirmation dialog appears, and you can skip
the next step.

Note:  If you selected multiple resources, the Affected Artifacts dialog lists all of the Applications that are
affected by the deletion of the selected resources.

3. Select one of the following, if applicable.

• Yes—Proceeds with the deletion.
The resource is permanently deleted.

• No—Cancels the deletion request.

Note:  To avoid the warning, you can update the resource dependencies specified in the Application
definition.

4. Click Yes in the confirmation dialog, if applicable.
The resource is permanently deleted.

Note:

If a job requires the resource, the job goes into a RESWAIT state. The job remains in the RESWAIT state until the
resource dependency is dropped or a new resource is created with the same name as the deleted resource.

 Display Resource Status
You can view the status of a resource and the number of times it has been used, reserved, or
needed.
cwad121
HID_display_resource_status
You can view the status of a resource and the number of times it has been used, reserved, or needed.

 Follow these steps: 

1. List the resources.
2. Right-click the resource that you want to display the status of, and select List Resource Status from the pop-up

menu.
A dialog opens and displays the status of the resource.

 Examples Cookbook
This section contains real-time examples of using CA Workload Automation DE, which you
can adapt to meet your business requirements. Many of the examples were developed for
customers and are being used in their installations. Many of the examples use Javascript
scripts.
wlade133
This section contains real-time examples of using CA Workload Automation DE, which you can adapt to meet
your business requirements. Many of the examples were developed for customers and are being used in their
installations. Many of the examples use Javascript scripts.

 Scheduling a job on, or after, a criteria
Objective
cwad12
Objective

Run a job on the 8th day of the month, if this is a Sunday. Otherwise, run the job on the first Sunday after the 8th.

Solution

Use the following run criteria for the job:
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sunday 8th monthly

Explanation

This solution runs the job on the first Sunday on or after the 8th day of each month.

 Scheduling a job within a month
Objective
cwad12
Objective

Run a job on the 5th Friday of the month but only in months that have 5 Fridays.

Solution

Use the following run criteria for the job:

5th friday within month

Explanation

This solution runs the job on the 5th Friday of the month in months that contain 5 Fridays.

 Scheduling a job relative to another criteria
Objective
cwad12
Objective

Run a job on the first Friday after the 3rd Thursday of each month. Note that this will not be the 3rd Friday of the
month if the month starts on a Friday.

Solution

Use the following run criteria for the job:

3rd thursday of this month plus 1 day

Explanation

This solution runs the job on the day after the 3rd Thursday of the month. This is the first Friday after the 3rd
Thursday of the month.

 Scheduling a job to run every week and adjusting it for holidays
Objective
cwad12
Objective

Schedule a job to run every Monday, unless Monday is a holiday. If Monday is a holiday, then run the job on the
previous workday.

Solution
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Use the following run criteria for the job:

monday less 0 workdays

Explanation

The job always runs on Mondays that are workdays. When Monday is a holiday, and thus a non-workday, the job
runs on the previous workday.

Variation

If, instead, you wanted to run the job on the first workday after the holiday, you can use the following run criteria for
the job:

monday plus 0 workdays

Variation

If, instead, you did not want to run the job at all when Monday falls on a holiday, you can use the following run
criteria for the job:

monday except holidays

 Scheduling a job based on Saturday and the 1st day of the month
Objective
cwad12
Objective

Run a job on the 1st Saturday of the month unless the 1st Saturday is also the 1st day of the month. If it is, then run
the job on the 2nd Saturday of the month.

Solution

Use the following run criteria for the job:

saturday 2nd monthly

Explanation

Since this job does not run on the 1st day of the month, the earliest it can run is the 2nd day of the month. Thus,
the job runs on the 1st Saturday on or after the 2nd day of the month, which translates to “saturday 2nd monthly”.

 Scheduling a job based on the day of week for the 1st day of month
Objective
cwad12
Objective

Run a job on the 1st Monday of each month. If the month starts on a Saturday or a Sunday, however, run the job on
the 2nd Monday of the month instead.
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Solution

To schedule a job based on the day of week for the 1st day of month

1. Use the following JavaScript script at Event trigger time for the job:

genTime('one','1st day of this month'); if (oneDAY=='Saturday' || oneDAY=='Sunday')    WOB.RunABC='2nd monday of month';else WOB.RunABC='1st monday of month';

2. Use the %WOB.RunABC variable as the run frequency in the job definition.

Explanation

The solution uses the genTime built-in function to generate date and time variables for the 1st day of the current
month. In this example, these variables are prefixed with “one”.

The day of the week variable (oneDAY) is checked, and a variable representing the job's run frequency is set
accordingly.

• If the 1st day of month was a Saturday or a Sunday, the WOB.RunABC variable is set to “2nd monday of
month”.

• Otherwise, the WOB.RunABC variable is set to “1st monday of month”.

 Scheduling a job based on day and day of month number
Objective
cwad12
Objective

Run a job on the last Saturday of the month, provided this date falls on the 26th through to the 31st day of the
month. Otherwise, run the job on the following Saturday (in other words, the first Saturday of the next month).

Solution

To schedule a job based on day and day of month number

1. Use the following JavaScript script at Event trigger time for the job:

WOB.runme=false;genTime('lw','today less 1 week');if (today('last saturday of month') && APPL._SDD > '25')  WOB.runme=true;if (today('first saturday of month') && lwDD < '26')  WOB.runme=true;

2. Use the %WOB.runme variable as the run frequency in the job definition.

Explanation

This solution uses the genTime built-in function to generate date and time variables for one week ago. These
variables are prefixed with “lw”.

The server selects the job for submission when the WOB.runme variable is true. This occurs on either one of two
Saturdays:

• If today is the last Saturday of the month and the date is after the 25th.
• If today is the first Saturday of the month and the date of the previous Saturday, as indicated by the genTime

variable lwDD, had a date earlier than the 26th. In this situation, the job would not have run the previous
Saturday and must therefore run today.

 Scheduling a job to run on the last five workdays of the month
Objective
cwad12
Objective

Schedule a job to run only on the last 5 workdays of each month.

Solution
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To schedule a job to run on the last five workdays of the month

1. Use the following JavaScript script at Event trigger time for the job:

genTime('last5wd','last workday of month less 4 workdays');if (APPL._SDD >= last5wdDD && today('workday'))  WOB.runme=true;else WOB.runme=false;

2. Use the %WOB.runme variable as the run frequency in the job definition.

Explanation

The genTime built-in function generates time and date variables for the 5th last workday of the month. If the
scheduled day is greater than or equal to the day of the month for the fifth last workday of the month, as indicated
by the last5wdDD variable, and it is a workday, then the job is scheduled to run.

Variation

Another solution is to use the following run criteria for the job:

Run last workday of monthRun last workday of month less 1 workdayRun last workday of month less 2 workdaysRun last workday of month less 3 workdaysRun last workday of month less 4 workdays

 Scheduling a job relative to a special day
Objective
cwad12
Objective

A job needs to run on the first Saturday on or after a special day.

Solution

Use the following run criteria for the job:

1st saturday of special_day

Explanation

This solution selects the job to run on the first instance of Saturday on or after the special day name.

 Scheduling a job based on Sunday and workdays
Objective
cwad12
Objective

Schedule a job to run on the first Sunday of the month. If the following Monday is a holiday, then run the job on
the Monday instead. If both Monday and Tuesday are holidays, then run the job on the Tuesday instead. In other
words, the job runs on the day before the first workday after the first Sunday of the month.

Solution

To schedule a job based on Sunday and workdays

1. Use the following JavaScript script at Event trigger time for the job:
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WOB.genTime('1sun','1st sunday of this month plus 1 workday');

2. Use the following run criteria for the job:

%1sunDATE less 1 day

Explanation

This solution uses the genTime built-in function to generate date and time variables for the first workday after the
first Sunday of the month. In this example, the variables are prefixed with "1sun". The job is selected to run one day
prior to this date.

Note:  The genTime function is prefixed with WOB because one of the resulting variables, lsunDATE, is used
outside of the JavaScript script.

 Scheduling a job to run based on a different day's holiday status
Objective
cwad12
Objective

Schedule a job to run every Saturday, unless the following Monday falls on a holiday. If the following Monday falls
on a holiday, the job should not run.

Solution

To schedule a job to run based on a different day's holiday status

1. Use the following JavaScript script at Event trigger time for the job:

if (today('saturday') && daysTo('holiday') !
= 2)   WOB.runme='true';else WOB.runme='false';

2. Use the %WOB.runme variable as the run frequency in the job definition.

Explanation

The job is scheduled to run if it is a Saturday and the number of days to the next holiday is not equal to 2.

Note:  It is assumed in this example that Sunday cannot be defined as a holiday.

 Scheduling a job to run based on the last day of the previous month
Objective
cwad12
Objective

Run a job on the 2nd workday of each month but only if the last day of the previous month was a workday.

Solution

1. Use the following JavaScript script at Event trigger time for the job:

WOB.sched=false;genTime('LWM','last workday of month starting today less 1 month');genTime('LDM','last day of month starting today less 1 month');if (LWMDATE==LDMDATE)  WOB.sched='2nd workday of month';

2. Use the %WOB.sched variable as the run criteria for the job.
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Explanation

This solution uses the genTime built-in function to generate date and time variables for the last workday of the
previous month and for the last day of the previous month. If these two dates are equal then the last day of the
previous month was a workday, and the job is selected to run on the 2nd workday of the month.

 Scheduling a job to run based on when another job was scheduled
Objective
wlade133
Objective

Job A runs every Wednesday, unless Wednesday is a holiday. If Wednesday is a holiday, job A runs on Thursday.

Schedule job B to run every Thursday, except when job A runs on Thursday. When job A runs on Thursday, run job
B on Friday.

Solution

To schedule a job to run based on when another job was scheduled

1. Use the following JavaScript script at Event trigger time for the two jobs:

WOB.runA='false';
WOB.runB='false';
genTime('W','wednesday starting today less 2 days');
genTime('W0',WDATE + ' plus 0 workdays');
// Determine if job A should run
if (today('wednesday') && !today('holiday')) WOB.runA='true';
if (today('thursday') && yesterday('holiday')) WOB.runA='true';
// Determine if job B should run
if (today('thursday') && WOB.runA=='false') WOB.runB='true';
if (today('friday') & WDATE != W0DATE) WOB.runB='true';

2. Use the %WOB.runA variable as the run frequency for job A.
3. Use the %WOB.runB variable as the run frequency for job B.

Explanation

The genTime built-in function is used twice in this solution. The first genTime generates date and time variables for
Wednesday of the current week. The second genTime generates date and time variables for the first workday on or
after Wednesday's date. If the two genTime dates are not equal, then Wednesday was a holiday.

Two variables, WOB.runA and WOB.runB, are used to represent the run frequencies of job A and job B
respectively. Each of these variables is set to either true (select job), or false (do not select job).

Job A is selected to run when either of these conditions is true:

• Today is Wednesday and it is not a holiday.
• Today is Thursday and yesterday was a holiday.

Job B is selected to run when either of these conditions is true:

• Today is Thursday and job A is not selected to run.
• Today is Friday and Wednesday was a holiday.

 Scheduling a job to run every two weeks
Objective
wlade133
Objective
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A job has to run every two weeks and belongs to an Application with jobs with many different frequencies. The job
was scheduled to run on March 13, 2006.

Solution

To schedule a job to run every two weeks

1. Use the following JavaScript script at Event trigger time for the job:

WOB.sched=false;num=daysFrom('March 13,2006');if (num
%14==0) WOB.sched='today';

2. Use the %WOB.sched variable as the run criteria for the job.

Explanation

This solution uses the daysFrom built-in function to calculate the number of days since a prior run of the job (for
example, March 13, 2006).

If this number is divisible by 14 (14 days is equivalent to two weeks), a variable named WOB.sched is set to
"today"; otherwise, it is set to false.

Variation

If all jobs in the Application have to run every two weeks, you can simply schedule the Event every two weeks.

 Scheduling a job to run every two weeks and advancing it for holidays
Objective
cwad12
Objective

A job in an Application needs to run every two weeks on Friday. If this falls on a non- workday, run the job on the
previous workday instead. Use Friday, August 1, 2003 as the starting point.

Solution

To schedule a job to run every two weeks and advance it for holidays

1. Use the following JavaScript script at Event trigger time for the job:

WOB.sched=false;if (today('friday less 0 workdays')) {  genTime('thisfri','friday');  num=daysBetween('aug 1, 2003',thisfriDATE,'days');  if (num
%14==0) WOB.sched='today'; }

2. Use the %WOB.sched variable as the run criteria for the job.

Explanation

The code handles two conditions: when Friday is a workday and when Friday is not a workday.

If today is Friday and it is a workday, the server generates date and time variables for today. A calculation is
performed to see if the number of days from the starting point to today is a multiple of 14 (14 days is equivalent to
two weeks). If it is, the WOB.sched variable is set to "today".

If Friday is a holiday and today is the last workday before Friday, the server generates date and time variables for
this Friday. A calculation is performed to see if the number of days from the starting point to this coming Friday is a
multiple of 14 (14 days is equivalent to two weeks). If it is, the WOB.sched variable is set to "today".

 Scheduling a job on a random day of the month
Objective
cwad12
Objective
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A job needs to run at 11 a.m. on a random day each month.

Solution

To schedule a job on a random day of the month

1. Define a one-job Application. Use the following JavaScript script at Event trigger time for the job:

genTime('nx','last day of month starting today plus 1 month');
APPL.random_number=(Math.floor(Math.random()*nxDD)  +1).toFixed(0);

2. In the Do not submit before field for the job, enter 11am today plus %random_number days.
3. Schedule an Event on the last day of the month to run your Application.

Explanation

The Application runs on the last day of each month and determines when the job should run in the following month.
The genTime built-in function creates date and time variables, prefixed with nx, for the last day of the next month.
The nxDD variable represents the number of days in the next month. This solution uses the Math.random function
to generate a random number between 1 and nxDD, inclusive. The result is rounded and the result, with zero
decimal places, is assigned to the APPL.random_number variable.

Note:  Math.floor() rounds the result, and provides more evenly distributed results than Math.round().

The Application builds with the job delayed for the random number of days at 11 a.m.

 Scheduling an Application to run within a date range
Objective
cwad12
Objective

Run an Application at 4 p.m. each day between two dates, date1 and date2, inclusively.

Solution

Use the following schedule criteria in the Event that runs the Application:

4pm daily starting date1 ending date2 plus 1 day

Alternatively, use the following schedule criteria:

4pm daily starting date1 ending 4:01pm date2

Explanation

By using “starting” and “ending” on the Schedule statement for the Event that runs the Application, the Event is
scheduled from date1 up to but not including date2. You can either add one day to the ending date or include a time
on the ending date to ensure the schedule for date2 is included.

For example, to run an Application at 4 p.m. each day between November 6, 2006 and April 22, 2007, use the
following schedule criteria:
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4pm daily starting Nov 6,2006 ending Apr 22,2007 plus 1 day

or

4pm daily starting Nov 6,2006 ending 4:01pm Apr 22,2007

After the last run, the Schedule statement is deleted but the Event remains in case you need to reschedule it or
trigger it manually.

 Scheduling a job to run within a date range
Objective
wlade133
Objective

A job within an Application has to run each Thursday between November 6, 2006 and April 22, 2007, inclusively.

Solution

To schedule a job to run within a date range

1. Use the following JavaScript script at Event trigger time for the job:

WOB.sched=false;if (daysFrom('nov 6,2006') >= 0 && daysTo('apr 22,2007') >= 0)  WOB.sched='thursday';

2. Use the %WOB.sched variable as the run criteria for the job.

Explanation

This solution uses the daysFrom and daysTo built-in functions to verify whether the scheduled date falls within the
date range. If so, the job's run frequency is set to "Thursday". Otherwise, the job's run frequency is set to false.

 Scheduling a monthly job with multiple criteria
Objective
cwad12
Objective

Run a job on Sunday between the 10th and 16th day of each month except in February and August.

Solution

To schedule a monthly job with multiple criteria

1. Use the following JavaScript script at Event trigger time for the job:

WOB.runme='false';if (today('sunday') && today('10th - 16th day of month') && !
today('anyday of Feb Aug'))  WOB.runme='true';

2. Use the %WOB.runme variable as the run frequency in the job definition.

Explanation

The job is selected to run if it is Sunday, it is between the 10th and 16th day of the month, and the month is not
February or August.

Variation
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Alternatively, you could use the following Run/Do not run conditions:

Run sundayDo not run 1st-9th day of monthDo not run 17th-
last day of monthDo not run anyday of feb aug

Variation

Since the job runs on the first Sunday after the 10th day of each month except in February and August, you could
use the following:

Run sunday 10th monthly
Do not run anyday of feb aug

Alternatively, you could use:

Run sunday 10th monthly except anyday of feb and aug

 Determining if a day in the past was a workday
Objective
cwad12
Objective

Sometimes you may need to determine if some day in the past was a workday. For example, you may need to
determine if last Friday was a workday, or if a fixed date fell on a workday, and schedule a job based on the result.

Solution

The following JavaScript script sets a variable, APPL.val, to either true or false based on whether October 13, 2005
was a workday.

genTime('one','oct 13,2005');genTime('two',oneDATE + ' plus 0 workdays');if (oneDATE == twoDATE) APPL.val='true';  else APPL.val='false';

Explanation

This solution shows a general approach to checking if a day in the past was a workday. The first genTime
generates date and time variables for the day in the past. This could be a criteria, such as “last day of month
starting today less 1 month”, or it could be a date such as “oct 13, 2005”.

The second genTime generates date and time variables for the first workday on, or after, your first criteria. It uses
the DATE variable from your first genTime and adds "plus 0 workdays".

The two dates from the genTimes are then compared. If they are equal then the day in the past was a workday;
otherwise, it was a holiday.

 Submitting a job at a particular time
Objective
cwad12
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Objective

An Application runs each day at 4 p.m., but one job within the Application must wait until 6 p.m.

Solution

Schedule an Event to run your Application at “4pm daily“. In the Do not submit before field for the job, specify a
time dependency of “6pm“.

Explanation

You cannot use a time dependency as part of the run criteria. When an Application is generated, the run criteria
determines whether a job should be selected to run. The Do not submit before field identifies a submission time for
the job. This time can be an absolute time, such as “10pm”, or a time relative to the Event's scheduled or triggered
time, such as “now plus 2 hours” or “realnow plus 3 hours”.

 Running an Application multiple times a day
Objective
cwad12
Objective

Each weekday, Monday through Friday, an Application needs to run multiple times a day. The scheduled times are
10 a.m., 2 p.m., 6 p.m., and 10 p.m.

Solution

When you define the Event to run the Application, use multiple schedule criteria such as the following:

Schedule 10am weekdaysSchedule 2pm weekdaysSchedule 6pm weekdaysSchedule 10pm weekdays

Explanation

This solution schedules the Event multiple times each weekday at the specified times.

 Running a job multiple times in an Application
Objective
cwad12
Objective

Within a daily Application containing many different jobs, there is one job that needs to run multiple times. Job
MYJOB needs to run at 10 a.m., 2 p.m., 6 p.m., and 10 p.m.

Solution

To run a job multiple times in an Application

You can define the same job multiple times and use the Qualifier field to distinguish the jobs. Each instance of the
job can have unique requirements, such as the time for submission.

One approach is to use the submission time as the job qualifier. For example, in the Qualifier field for the first
instance of the job, you can use “10 AM”. The qualifiers and submit times for the different runs of the job are shown
in the table below.

Job Name Qualifier Submit Time

MYJOB 10AM 10 AM

MYJOB 2PM 2 PM

MYJOB 6PM 6 PM

MYJOB 10PM 10 PM

In the Do not submit before field for each instance of the job, use the %WOB._qualifier built-in variable.

Explanation
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When the Application generates, the server resolves the submission time for each job based on the job qualifier.

If you need to change the submission time for any of these jobs, change the job qualifier. For example, by renaming
MYJOB.10AM (jobname.qualifier) to MYJOB.11AM, the job will now be scheduled to run at 11 a.m.

 Scheduling an hourly Application within a time range
Objective
cwad12
Objective

Schedule an Application to run every hour from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. on workdays.

Solution

To schedule an hourly Application within a time range

1. Schedule an Event every hour to run your Application.
2. Use the Suspend at field to suspend the Event at 16:01 workdays.
3. Use the Resume at field to resume the Event at 07:59 workdays.

You can use the list scheduled Events feature to verify the correct scheduling of your Event.

Explanation

The Event is scheduled every hour on the hour. Suspend and resume criteria are used within the Event to control
processing. The Event is suspended just after its 4 p.m. execution on workdays and resumed just prior to its 8 a.m.
execution on workdays. This lets the Event to run hourly between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. on workdays.

Variation

Another solution is to use multiple Schedule statements to schedule the Event multiple times each workday, for
example:

Schedule 8am workdaysSchedule 9am workdays... Schedule 4pm workdays

 Scheduling a job to run based on day and time
Objective
cwad12
Objective

An Event is scheduled every hour on the hour to run an Application. Job X in the Application should only be
selected to run on Fridays at 3 p.m.

Solution

To schedule a job to run based on day and time

1. Use the following JavaScript script at Event trigger time for job X:

if (today('friday') && APPL._SHH=='15')
  WOB.runme='true';
else WOB.runme='false';

2. Use the %WOB.runme variable as the run frequency in the job definition.
3. Schedule an hourly Event to run the Application.

Explanation

Job X is selected to run only if it is Friday and the Event's scheduled hour (APPL._SHH) is 15 (in other words, the
Event was scheduled at 3 p.m.).
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 Running different jobs based on the scheduled hour
Objective
cwad12
Objective

An Event is scheduled every hour on the hour. Different jobs run based on the scheduled hour.

The following is the schedule frequency for each job:

• JOBA runs at 13:00, 15:00, and 17:00.
• JOBC runs at 08:00, 12:00, and 16:00.
• All other jobs run each hour.

Solution

To run different jobs based on the scheduled hour

1. Use the following JavaScript script at Event trigger time for each job:

WOB.runme=false;
//run different jobs based on scheduled hour
switch (WOB._name)
{
 case 'JOBA':
   if (APPL._SHH == '13' || APPL._SHH == '15' ||
     APPL._SHH == '17') WOB.runme=true;
   break;
 case 'JOBC':
   if (APPL._SHH == '08' || APPL._SHH == '12' ||
     APPL._SHH == '16') WOB.runme=true;
   break;
 default:
 WOB.runme=true;
}

2. Use the %WOB.runme variable as the run criteria for each job.

Explanation

The WOB.runme variable is set based on the job name and the scheduled hour. “case” statements are used for
jobs with special requirements. If the name of a job in the Application does not match one of the case statement
labels, WOB.runme is set to true for the job.

 Scheduling a different job to run every hour
Objective
wlade133
Objective

A one-job Application runs each hour. The name of the job in the Application depends upon its scheduled time. The
job names are named MYJOB followed by a letter of the alphabet which is based on the scheduled hour. At 1 a.m.
use the letter A, at 2 a.m. use the letter B, and so on, as shown in the following table:

Time Job Name

1 a.m. MYJOBA

2 a.m. MYJOBB

3 a.m. MYJOBC
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... ...

11 p.m. MYJOBW

12 a.m. MYJOBX

Solution

To schedule a different job to run every hour

1. Schedule an Event hourly to submit the one-job Application.
2. Use the following JavaScript script at Event trigger time for the job:

Letters='ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX';
if (APPL._SHH == '00') hour = '24';
else hour = APPL._SHH;
WOB.LastChar=Letters.substring(hour-1,hour);

3. For the name of the job, use the following value:

MYJOB%LastChar

Explanation

The solution uses a symbolic variable named Letters, which is assigned a string representing the letters of the
alphabet from A to X. Each hour, the server uses a different substring of this variable based on the scheduled hour
(APPL._SHH).

If the scheduled hour is midnight, then the “hour” variable is assigned the value of 24 to enable the correct
substring. Otherwise, “hour” is assigned the value of the APPL._SHH variable.

The LastChar variable is assigned the letter to be used based on the scheduled hour. For example, at 4 a.m.,
LastChar is determined by Letters.substring(3,4) which has the value D. Remember that the first position in a string
is 0. Job MYJOBD is submitted.

You can also use %LastChar in the path to the Script name or pass this variable as an argument to the script being
run.

 Scheduling a different script each quarter
Objective
cwad12
Objective

Schedule a job and run a different script for the job each calendar quarter. Each calendar quarter consists of three
months, and the first quarter starts on January 1.

Solution

To schedule a different script each quarter

1. Use the following JavaScript script at run time for the job:

if (today('jan feb mar')) WOB.scriptname='quarter1';
if (today('apr may jun')) WOB.scriptname='quarter2';
if (today('jul aug sep')) WOB.scriptname='quarter3';
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if (today('oct nov dec')) WOB.scriptname='quarter4';

2. Use the %WOB.scriptname variable in the Script/command name field for the job, for example:

/export/home/jsmith/%WOB.scriptname

Explanation

In a single job definition, the JavaScript script determines the current calendar quarter, and sets the
WOB.scriptname variable to “quarter1”, “quarter2”, “quarter3”, or “quarter4”. When the job is ready to run, the
server resolves this variable and runs the appropriate script.

 Scheduling a cyclic Application
Objective
wlade133
Objective

A group of jobs runs multiple times a day. The first run is at midnight. After all of the jobs have completed
successfully, the next generation should run 60 minutes later. The last run each day should occur no later than
7 p.m.

Solution

To schedule a cyclic Application

1. Use a link at the end of your Application (in other words, as a successor to all other jobs) with a Delay
submission when eligible by time of 60 minutes. Use the following JavaScript script at run time for the link:

if (WOB._RHH < '19' && APPL._SDATE == WOB._RDATE)
  execTrigger('%APPL._event','ADD');

2. Schedule an Event at midnight each day to run the Application.

Explanation

The Event is scheduled at midnight each day to run the first group of jobs. Optionally, you can use time-based
qualifiers for the jobs to distinguish each group of jobs for ease of monitoring.

This diagram shows the flow of the scheduled cyclic Application:
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Figure 17: Schedule a Cyclic Application

A link named RETRIG.EVENT waits for all jobs in the Application to complete successfully. This RETRIG.EVENT
link waits 60 minutes before it becomes ready. It then checks the actual time (WOB._RHH) and if the time is before
7 p.m. on the same day, it retriggers the original Event. The execTrigger built-in function with the ADD option is
used so that the regular daily scheduled Event at midnight is not affected.

 Keeping an Application active
Objective
cwad12
Objective

There are a number of standalone ad hoc jobs that can be requested by a user. When a user requests you to run
one of these jobs, you want to run the job by inserting the job into an active Application.

Solution

To keep an Application active

You can schedule an Application each day to handle ad hoc jobs. In the Application, define a link with a Do not
submit before time that is the usual cutoff time for receiving requests (for example, 8pm). This time dependency
keeps the Application active until the time you specify and allows you to insert jobs.

When you want to run an ad hoc job, insert the job into this Application.

Explanation

An Application needs to be active for you to insert jobs. The KEEPOPEN link keeps the Application active until the
Do not submit before time you specify. The Application continues to stay active past the submit time for the link until
all inserted jobs complete successfully.

 Running ad hoc jobs
Objective
wlade133
Objective

A number of independent ad hoc jobs are defined in an Application. When a request comes in to run one of these
jobs, there has to be an easy way of running the job.

Solution

To run ad hoc jobs
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1. Define each of your ad hoc jobs in the Application.
2. Use Run Daily or Run Anyday as the run criteria for each job. You can set this as a job default in your

Application by using the Run frequency Application property.
3. Define an Event to run your Application. This Event will be triggered manually.
4. To run one of these ad hoc jobs, trigger the Event and specify the job name that you want to run in the Root jobs

to run field. For example, to run job Myjob123, specify Myjob123 in the Root jobs to run field.

Note:  The job name is not case-sensitive. You could specify MYJOB123, myjob123, or MyJoB123.

Explanation

When you specify a single job name in the Root jobs to run field, only that job is selected to run. This lets you
predefine ad hoc jobs and their requirements, and run them on demand.

In the Root jobs to run field, you can also specify a job name followed by a plus (+) sign to include the job and all
its successors, or specify a list that contains job names and/or job names followed by a plus sign. For example,
specify Myjob123, Myjob456 to run both of these ad hoc jobs.

Note:  If an ad hoc job has predecessors and successors, then typically you would define this job as an on-request
job in the Application containing the related jobs. You can request such jobs from Monitor using the Request
command.

 Adding a relationship between two unrelated jobs
Objective
wlade133
Objective

In an Application, two jobs (A and B) are unrelated. For the current run only, you want to run job B after job A.

Solution

Prior to job B running, you insert a link with a predecessor of A and a successor of B to “link” the two jobs.

This diagram shows how two unrelated jobs are linked:

Figure 18: Link Two Unrelated Jobs

Explanation

The server automatically completes a link as soon as its dependencies are met. When job A completes, the link
becomes ready, completes itself, and releases job B.

 Providing status for a long-running Application
Objective
cwad12
Objective

A long-running Application is scheduled to run at 8 a.m. each day. If the Application is not complete by 8 a.m. the
next day, send a message to indicate the Application is still processing.

Solution
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To provide notification for a long-running Application

1. Use a link with a Do not submit before time of 8am tomorrow. The link has no job dependencies.
2. Customize the email message to send when the link reaches the COMPLETE state; for example,

%APPL._name is still processing from %APPL._SDATE. This message uses built-in variables for the name of
the Application and the scheduled date.

3. Define the link as a conditional job because it may not process.

Explanation

The link, which has no dependencies other than time, sends a message at 8 a.m. the next day if the Application is
still processing.

There are two possible results:

• If all other jobs in the Application are complete prior to 8 a.m. the next day, the link is bypassed (since it is a
conditional job) and the Application completes.

• Otherwise, if jobs are still processing at 8 a.m. the next day, a message is sent at that time.

 Setting up a job with optional predecessors
Objective
wlade133
Objective

There are six jobs (A, B, C, D, E, and F), and you need to run another job (Z) after any two of them complete
successfully.

The requirement looks like this:

Solution

To set up optional predecessors

1. Define each of the six predecessor jobs as conditional jobs so that the Application can be considered complete
without all of the jobs completing.

2. Set up each of the six jobs as a predecessor to job Z.
3. In the General dialog for job Z, enter a release count of 4 in the Release job when field.

Explanation

By default, the release count for a job is 0, which means that each of its predecessors needs to complete before it
is released. In situations where a job has optional predecessors, you can indicate a release count.

Job Z initially has a hold count of 6 because it has 6 predecessors. Job Z is released when its hold count reaches
4. This is the case when 2 of its predecessors complete successfully.

After job Z completes, some of its predecessors may not have completed. Since you have defined the
predecessors as conditional jobs, when job Z completes, the server bypasses any conditional jobs that are not
complete and completes the Application.

 Setting up groups of optional predecessors
Objective
wlade133
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Objective

There are three groups of jobs with two jobs in each group. One job from each group must complete before running
a successor job.

The dependencies look like this:

Figure 19: Groups of Optional Predecessors

Solution

To set up groups of optional predecessors

1. Set up a link as a successor for each group of jobs.
2. Specify 1 in the Release job when field for each of these Links.
3. Set up each of the three Links to release successor job Z.

The solution looks like this:
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Figure 20: Set Up Groups of Optional Predecessors

Explanation

Initially, job Z has a hold count of 3 because it is waiting for each of the Links to complete. Each link completes
when one of its predecessors completes successfully. In other words, when one job in each of the three groups
completes successfully, the Links complete, and the successor job runs.

 Setting up optional file trigger dependencies
Objective
wlade133
Objective

Job ABC cannot run until one of two files, either “FILEA” or “FILEB”, has been created. Whichever one is created
first should cause the server to submit the job. Also, the Application does not need to wait for the other file before it
completes.

The dependencies look like this:
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Figure 21: Set Up Optional File Trigger Dependencies

Solution

To set up optional file trigger dependencies

1. Use a file trigger job, FILEA and FILEB, for each file dependency, and define the file trigger conditions (for
example, trigger upon creation). Set up each of these jobs as a predecessor to job ABC.

2. In the Release job when field for job ABC, specify 1 to indicate it should be released when 1 predecessor
completes.

3. Define each of the file triggers as conditional jobs (Conditionally) so that the Application can be considered
complete without both of them completing.

Explanation

When the server builds the Application, job ABC has a hold count of 2. By specifying “Release Job When 1
predecessor remains” for job ABC, the server releases this job when its hold count becomes 1. This means the
server releases job ABC when either FILEA or FILEB completes (in other words, when the file name specified in its
job definition is created).

The “Submit conditionally” setting on the FILEA and FILEB definitions indicates that these jobs do not have
to complete for the Application to complete. For example, if FILEA completes and job ABC runs to successful
completion, the server bypasses FILEB and the Application completes.

 Controlling concurrent access to a system
Objective
wlade133
Objective

There are five connections allowed to a system referred to as the PMT system. If more than five jobs try to access
the system at the same time, the jobs fail and need to be restarted. There is a need to limit the number of jobs that
access the system at any time to five.

The requirement looks like this:

Solution

To control the maximum number of concurrent job executions

1. In the Services perspective, define a renewable resource named PMT with both Availability and Maximum
availability set to 5.
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2. For each job that requires access to the PMT system, specify that the resource requires 1 unit of the resource in
the job definition Resources dialog.

Explanation

Since there are only 5 units of this renewable resource defined, only five of these jobs can execute at a time.

If five jobs are using the resource, then any other jobs needing the resource go into a RESWAIT state. As each job
completes (successfully or not), one unit of the resource is freed up.

 Running mutually exclusive groups of jobs
Objective
wlade133
Objective

One group of jobs cannot execute while another group of jobs is running.

The following are the criteria for this example:

• One group of jobs consists of jobs B and C.
• The other group of jobs consists of jobs D and E.
• All jobs in one group must complete successfully before processing any jobs in the other group.

Solution

To run mutually exclusive groups of jobs

The solution involves using a depletable resource that depletes to zero when one sequence starts and replenishes
when that sequence ends.

1. In the Services perspective, define a depletable resource named ONESTREAM with Availability set to 1.
2. Use a different link as a predecessor to each group of jobs. Each link requires one unit of the depletable

resource and completes itself when the resource requirement is met.
3. Use a link at the end of each group of jobs that uses the following JavaScript script at run time to reset the

available count of the depletable resource to 1.

resetResourceProperty('ONESTREAM','Availability','1');

The solution looks like this:
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Explanation

In this example, the server controls resources such that one group of jobs does not execute while another group is
running. The technique illustrated here can be used even if both groups of jobs are in different Applications.

When one stream of jobs starts, the link at the beginning of the stream (START.1 or START.2) uses the one
available unit of the depletable resource and thus prevents the other stream from starting. When one stream
completes, a link (RESET.1 or RESET.2) resets the resource count to 1 to let the other stream run.

The depletable resource is a requirement for each link instead of a requirement for the first job in each path.
This prevents a problem that could occur if the first job fails and cannot be restarted because the resource isn't
available.

Using a renewable resource with an Availability count of 1 is not sufficient here as you want to ensure that once
one path starts, it goes to completion. Also, you may not know which path will start first.

 Planning for system shutdown
Objective
cwad12
Objective

When a particular system is due to be shut down, long-running jobs should be prevented from starting and
notification needs to be provided.

Solution

To plan for a system shutdown

1. In the Services perspective, define a threshold resource named ELAPSED representing elapsed time in
minutes.
Initially, you can assign ELAPSED a Maximum availability count such as 1440 to represent 24 hours.

2. Specify the ELAPSED resource as a dependency for the long-running jobs you want to prevent from starting
prior to system shutdown.
For example, if a job usually runs for 2 hours, specify the job requires 120 units of the ELAPSED resource.

3. Set up an Application with a countdown procedure that you can use prior to a system shutdown. You can use a
link that runs the following JavaScript script at Event trigger time to set the available count of the resource and
then retrigger itself one minute later:

time=APPL._user1;
resetResourceProperty('ELAPSED','Availability',time);
APPL.remain=(time - 1).toFixed(0);
if (APPL.remain >= 0)
  execTrigger('%APPL._event','','now plus 1 minute','','%APPL.remain');

4. Indicate that an SNMP trap should be sent when the link becomes ready. Customize the message to indicate
the number of minutes until shutdown, for example:

System shutdown in %remain minutes

5. Define an Event (for example, OPER.SHUTDOWN) that runs your Application. When you trigger this Event,
specify the number of minutes until shutdown in the Parameter 1 field.

Explanation

When you trigger the Event, you pass the number of minutes until shutdown.

The Application run by the Event contains a link that does the following:

• Assigns the APPL._user1 variable to a variable named “time”.
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• Sets the available count of a threshold resource named ELAPSED to the number of minutes until shutdown.
• Decrements the time variable by 1.
• If the amount of time now left until shutdown is greater than or equal to zero, the server retriggers the Event in

one minute. The amount of time left is passed as user parameter 1.
• This recursive procedure repeats until the amount of time left is less than zero.

Jobs requiring the ELAPSED resource will not run unless a sufficient quantity of the resource is available.

 Using job completion as a resource
Objective
wlade133
Objective

This example uses a threshold resource to represent the completion of a job. For example, you can have a job in
one Application that is dependent on an on-request job with an unpredictable frequency in another Application.

In this example, PAYJOB2 requires that the previous run of PAYJOB1 has completed successfully.

Solution

To schedule a job dependent on an on-request job

1. In the Services perspective, define a threshold resource named PAYJOB1 with Availability of 0 to represent the
successful completion of PAYJOB1. In this example, the name of the resource is the same as the name of the
predecessor job, PAYJOB1.

2. For the successor job, define the first job as a resource requirement. In other words, PAYJOB2 requires 1 unit of
the PAYJOB1 resource.

3. Use a link in each Application to set the available count of the resource.
When PAYJOB1 completes successfully, use a link to set the available count of the PAYJOB1 resource to 1. Use
the following JavaScript script:

resetResourceProperty('PAYJOB1','Availability','1');

When PAYJOB2 completes successfully, use a link to set the available count of the PAYJOB1 resource to 0. Use
the following JavaScript script at run time for this link:

resetResourceProperty('PAYJOB1','Availability','0');

Explanation

The dependencies look like this:
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Figure 22: Resource Dependencies

This solution uses a threshold resource to represent the completion of job PAYJOB1.

The server produces the following results:

• When PAYJOB1 ends successfully, the server runs a link named END.PAYJOB1. The link sets the available
count of the PAYJOB1 resource to 1.

• The server does not submit PAYJOB2 until the PAYJOB1 resource is available.
• When PAYJOB2 completes successfully, the server runs a link named END.PAYJOB2. The link sets the

available count of the PAYJOB1 resource to 0. This prevents PAYJOB2 from running without its dependency the
next time it is scheduled.

 Running different jobs based on the exit code of predecessor
Objective
wlade133
Objective

A job can end successfully with either an exit code of 0 or an exit code of 4. Different groups, or paths, of successor
jobs need to run based on a successful exit code.

The dependencies look like this:

Solution

The server can release a job based on the exit code of a predecessor. For example, job A can release job B on an
exit code of 0 and release job D on an exit code of 4.

To run different jobs based on the exit code of predecessor

You specify these release conditions when you define the jobs in the Define perspective.
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1. To specify a release condition, right-click the dependency line between the two jobs, and select Release
conditions.

2. Set up job A to release job B on an exit code of 0; set up job A to release job D on an exit code of 4.
3. Set up job B to release job C; set up job D to release job E. By default, a job releases its successor based on a

successful completion.
4. Identify 4 as a successful exit code for job A. Note that it isn't necessary to identify 0 as a successful exit code

for job A, as this is the default.

Explanation

This example shows two success paths. Since a job can end with only one exit code, only one path is eligible to
run.

If job A completes with an exit code of 0:

• Jobs B and C run.
• Jobs D and E are bypassed.

If Job A completes with an exit code of 4:

• Jobs D and E run.
• Jobs B and C are bypassed.

This approach only works when there are different success paths. As long as job A is successful, only one of the
two paths will run. The server automatically bypasses the jobs in the success path that do not run.

 Taking different actions based on 1 of 3 successful return codes
Objective
wlade133
Objective

A monthly Application is scheduled for 10 a.m. on the last workday of each month. The first job, job A, can end
successfully with an exit code of 0, 1, or 2. Different actions are required based on the exit code, as described in
the following table.

Return Code for Job A Action

0 Run job B

1 Complete Application and run it again at 10 a.m. the
next workday

2 Cancel this month's run

The requirements look like the following illustration:

Figure 23: Three Exit Codes
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Solution

To take different actions based on 1 of 3 successful return codes

1. When you set up the Application, set up job A to release a task (for example, CHECK.EXIT_CODE), which then
releases job B.
The dependencies look like the following illustration:

Figure 24: Check Exit Code
2. Use the Exit Codes dialog for job A to indicate that 1 and 2 are successful exit codes. 0 is a successful exit code

by default.
3. Use an Alert for job A when it reaches a Complete state, which runs the following JavaScript script:

switch (WOB._cmpc)
{
case '0':
// if cmpc is 0 then complete task and let job b run
 execCommand('check.exit_code','%(APPL._name).
%APPL._gen', 'ACTION COMPLETE');
 break;
case '1':
// if cmpc is 1 then complete appl and trigger next workday
 execCommand('ALL','%(APPL._name).%APPL._gen', 'ACTION COMPLETE');
 execTrigger('%APPL._event','ADD','10AM today plus 1 workday');
 break;
case '2':
// if cmpc is 2 then complete appl
execCommand('ALL','%(APPL._name).%APPL._gen', 'ACTION COMPLETE');
}

4. Schedule an Event at 10 a.m. on the last workday of each month to run your Application.

Explanation

When the first job, job A, completes successfully, an Alert triggers. The Alert's JavaScript script checks the exit
code for job A (WOB._cmpc) and takes the appropriate action. This solution uses “case” statements.
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A task, CHECK.EXIT_CODE, is set up as a successor to job A. This prevents job B from running until the server
can check the exit code of job A.

Built-in variables are used for the Event name, Application name, and Application generation number.

Variation

Alternatively, you can use the following JavaScript script. This solution uses “if” statements instead of “case”
statements.

// if cmpc is 0 then complete task and let job b run
if (WOB._cmpc==0)
 execCommand('check_exitcode_a','%(APPL._name).%APPL._gen',
  'ACTION COMPLETE');
// if cmpc is 1 then complete appl and trigger next workday
if (WOB._cmpc==1)
 {
 execCommand('ALL','%(APPL._name).%APPL._gen',
  'ACTION COMPLETE');
 execTrigger('%APPL._event','ADD','10AM today plus 1 workday');
 }
// if cmpc is 2 then complete appl
if (WOB._cmpc==2)
 execCommand('ALL','%(APPL._name).%APPL._gen','ACTION COMPLETE');

 Resubmitting a job five minutes after it fails
Objective
wlade133
Objective

If a particular job fails, it should be resubmitted after a five-minute delay.

Solution

To resubmit a job five minutes after it fails

1. When you define the job, use the Notifications dialog and identify an Alert to be triggered if the job fails.
2. Define the Alert, and use the following JavaScript script for the Alert:

execTrigger('CYBER.RESUB','','','','%WOB._name','%APPL._name','%APPL._gen');

3. Define a one-job Application containing a link.

• Use a Do not submit before time of “now plus 5 minutes”.
• Use the following JavaScript script at run time to resubmit the failed job.

execCommand('%APPL._user1','%(APPL._user2).
%APPL._user3','ACTION RESUB');

4. Define the CYBER.RESUB Event to run the one-job Application.

Explanation
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If the job fails, an Alert triggers, which in turn triggers the CYBER.RESUB Event. The built-in variables for job
name, Application name, and generation number are passed as user parameters to this Event. The Event builds an
Application containing a link. The link waits for five minutes, and then uses the execCommand built-in function to
resubmit the failed job.

The following diagram shows the flow from the time of job failure to the time of job resubmission:

Figure 25: Resubmit a Failed Job
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Built-in variables are used to ensure the job is resubmitted in the correct generation of the correct Application. This
lets you reuse the same technique for any number of jobs regardless of the Applications to which they belong.

 Running a recovery job after failure
Objective
wlade133
Objective

There are a number of similar jobs. When one of these jobs fails, you want to run a generic recovery Application
that runs a recovery job and then completes the failed job.

Solution

To run a recovery job after failure

1. Indicate an Alert is to be triggered when one of these jobs fails.
2. Define the Alert. Use the following JavaScript script. This script uses the execTrigger built-in function to trigger

a recovery Event, and passes the name of the failed job, the Application to which it belongs, and the generation
number for that Application as user parameters, for example:

execTrigger('cyber.recover','','','','%WOB._name','%APPL._name','%APPL._gen');

3. Set up the recovery Application as follows:

1.1 Define the recovery job. For the name of the job, you can use the name of the failed job followed by a
qualifier of RECOVER (for example, %APPL._user1.RECOVER).

2.1 Set up the recovery job to release a link. For the link, run a JavaScript script at run time that uses the
execCommand built-in function to complete the failed job, for example:

execCommand('%APPL._user1','%(APPL._user2).
%APPL._user3','ACTION COMPLETE');

The recovery Application looks like this:

4. Define an Event (CYBER.RECOVER) to run the recovery Application. This Event will be triggered automatically.

Explanation

When the job fails, an Alert builds a recovery Application. This Application consists of a recovery job followed by a
link that completes the failed job in the original Application.

Built-in variables for the job name, Application name, and generation number are passed to the recovery
Application as user parameters. This lets you use the same generic Application for jobs requiring a similar recovery
process.
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 Delaying job submission until the next hour
Objective
wlade133
Objective

When a job's predecessor is complete, the job needs to be delayed until the beginning of the next hour. For
example, if job A completes at 10:17 a.m. then job B should be submitted at 11 a.m.

Solution

To delay job submission until the next hour

1. Set up a task (for example, RESET_SUBTIME_B) as a successor to job A and as a predecessor to job B.
2. Use the following JavaScript script at run time for the task:

execCommand('B','%(APPL._name).
%APPL._gen','ACTION RESET EARLYSUB("HOURLY")');
execCommand('%WOB._name','%(APPL._name).
%APPL._gen','ACTION COMPLETE');

This diagram shows the flow of the solution:
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Figure 26: Delay Job Submission Using Action Reset Keyword

Explanation

Often you may need a job in an Application to wait for a particular time before submission. You can use the Do not
submit before field to specify a delayed submission time, such as “7pm” or “now plus 30 minutes”. You can also use
the Delay submission when eligible by field to delay submission of a job relative to the time the job's predecessors
are all complete (for example, “30” delays the job by 30 minutes).

In this example, you do not know what time the job's predecessor will be complete, and so it is not possible to use
either the Do not submit before field or the Delay submission when eligible by field.

When job A completes successfully, the task becomes ready. The task runs a JavaScript script that uses the
execCommand built-in function to reset job B's submit time to the beginning of the next hour, and then completes
itself.

Built-in variables are used on each execCommand to represent the name of the Application (%APPL._name) and
the generation number (%APPL._gen) to ensure the actions are performed against the correct generation of the
Application.

The second execCommand uses the built-in variable for the job name (%WOB._name). This is a common practice
for self-completing Tasks. It lets you reuse the code in other Applications and lets you change the name of the task
without any changes to the JavaScript script.

 Bypassing a job without waiting for its predecessor
Objective
cwad12
Objective

Jobs A, B, and C are three sequential, daily jobs. If job B has not been submitted by 10 a.m., job C should start
(even if job A is running), and job B should not run.

Solution

To bypass a job without waiting for its predecessor

1. Set up the three sequential, daily jobs in an Application.
2. For job B, in the Submission field of the Time Dependencies dialog, specify a time of 10AM.
3. Use an Alert for job B when it reaches an Abandon Submission state.
4. Use the following JavaScript script for the Alert:
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execCommand('%WOB._name','%(APPL._name).
%APPL._gen','ACTION COMPLETE');

Explanation

When a job's abandon submission time is met, the job is flagged to be bypassed. The job is not actually bypassed
until its predecessors are complete. In this scenario, job C can start once it is determined that job B will be
bypassed (in other words, when job B's abandon submission time is met).

If job B is not submitted by 10 a.m., the job's submission is abandoned. The Alert triggers to force complete job B,
and job C is submitted.

Built-in variables are used for the job name (%WOB._name), Application name (%APPL._name), and generation
number (%APPL._gen) to ensure the correct job is marked complete in the correct generation of the Application.

Variation

Since job B usually waits for job A to complete successfully prior to being bypassed, another approach is to use
the Predecessor dependencies field for job B to specify a time just after 10 a.m. (for example, 10:01 AM). If job B's
abandon submission time is met, job B is flagged to be bypassed. Its dependencies are then dropped, causing it to
be bypassed, and job C is eligible to start.

 Running different jobs based on the time a predecessor job completes
Objective
wlade133
Objective

After jobs A and B complete successfully, a different group of jobs has to run based on what time it is. If the time
that job B completes successfully is prior to 15:00, the server should run jobs C and D. If the time is 15:00 or later,
the server should run jobs E and F.

Solution

The dependencies look like the following illustration:
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Figure 27: Run Jobs Based on Predecessor Job

To run different jobs based on the time a predecessor job completes

1. Define jobs C, D, E, and F as request jobs.
2. Use a task after job B that uses the following JavaScript script at run time. This script checks the time and takes

the appropriate action.

if (WOB._RHH < '15')
 {
  execCommand('C','%(APPL._name).%APPL._gen','ACTION REQUEST');
  execCommand('D','%(APPL._name).%APPL._gen','ACTION REQUEST');
 }
else
 {
  execCommand('E','%(APPL._name).%APPL._gen','ACTION REQUEST');
  execCommand('F','%(APPL._name).%APPL._gen','ACTION REQUEST');
 }
execCommand('CHECK.TIME','%(APPL._name).
%APPL._gen','ACTION COMPLETE');

Explanation
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After job B completes successfully, the server uses a task (for example, CHECK.TIME) that runs a JavaScript script
to check the actual time. If the time is prior to 15:00, the server requests jobs C and D. If the time is 15:00 or later,
the server requests jobs E and F. In either case, the server completes the task to enable the successors to run. The
request jobs that are not requested are automatically bypassed.

A task is used in this example so that the server can check the time and take action before all the successor jobs
are released.

Built-in variables are used on each execCommand to represent the name of the Application and the generation
number to ensure that the actions are performed against the correct generation of the Application.

 Running jobs in a different order based on time
Objective
wlade133
Objective

After jobs A and B complete successfully, the order in which the successor jobs run is based on what time it is. If
the time that job B completes successfully is prior to 15:00, the server should run jobs C and D, and then jobs E
and F. If the time is 15:00 or later, the server should run jobs E and F, and then jobs C and D.

Solution

The solution looks like the following illustration:
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Figure 28: Run Jobs in Different Order

To run jobs in a different order based on time

1. Add a task at the beginning and at the end of each of the two groups of successor jobs. The names in this
example are START.PATH1, START. PATH2, END.PATH1, and END.PATH2.

2. Define END.PATH1 and END.PATH2 as request jobs.
3. Use a link after job B and before each of the START tasks that uses the following JavaScript script at run time.

This script checks the time and takes the appropriate action.

//Determine which path to run first
if (WOB._RHH < '15')
 {
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  execCommand('START.PATH1','%(APPL._name).
%APPL._gen','ACTION COMPLETE');
  execCommand('END.PATH1','%(APPL._name).
%APPL._gen','ACTION REQUEST');
 }
else
 {
  execCommand('START.PATH2','%(APPL._name).
%APPL._gen','ACTION COMPLETE');
  execCommand('END.PATH2','%(APPL._name).
%APPL._gen','ACTION REQUEST');
 }

4. Use the following JavaScript script at run time for END.PATH1. It completes the START.PATH2 task.

execCommand('START.PATH2','%(APPL._name).
%APPL._gen','ACTION COMPLETE');

5. Use the following JavaScript script at run time for END.PATH2. It completes the START.PATH1 task.

execCommand('START.PATH1','%(APPL._name).
%APPL._gen','ACTION COMPLETE');

Explanation

After job B completes successfully, the server uses a link (for example, CHECK.TIME) that runs a JavaScript script
to verify the actual time. If the time is prior to 15:00, the server completes START.PATH1 and requests END.PATH1.
If the time is 15:00 or later, the server completes START.PATH2 and requests END.PATH2. When one group of jobs
completes, the requested END task completes the task, which starts the other group of jobs.

Built-in variables are used on each execCommand to represent the name of the Application and the generation
number to ensure that the actions are performed against the correct generation of the Application.

 Running the next scheduled Application early
Objective
cwad12
Objective

You need to run the next day's version of an Application today.

Solution

As long as you need to replace the next scheduled instance of the Application, you can simply trigger the Event to
run the Application and select Replace next scheduled Event.

For example, if an Application runs daily at 8 a.m., and you want to run Friday's Application on Thursday afternoon,
you can trigger the Event now and use the Replace next scheduled Event option.

Explanation

The server automatically selects the jobs and resolves variables based on the “replaced” scheduled date.

 Running an Application for any future date
Objective
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cwad121
Objective

You need to run a future version of an Application today.

Solution

Define another Event that runs the Application. Schedule the Event for the particular date in the future and use the
“ONCE” keyword on the Schedule statement.

Trigger this Event and select Replace next scheduled Event.

Explanation

For example, if you want to run an Event today as if it was October 17, 2006, take the following steps:

1. Schedule another Event to run the Application and use the schedule criteria “oct 17, 2006 once”.
2. Trigger the Event with the Replace next scheduled Event option. The server triggers the Event now and

replaces the October 17, 2006 execution.

The server selects jobs and resolves criteria variables based on this October 17, 2006 date.

The use of “ONCE” ensures the Event will not be scheduled again after you have triggered it with the replace
option.

 Identifying critical jobs for disaster recovery planning
Objective
cwad12
Objective

In the case of a disaster, certain jobs in an Application must run while other jobs are deemed non-essential and
should not be selected to run. As part of your disaster planning, you want to set up the Application in advance so
that changes to it are not required in the event of a real, or planned, disaster.

Solution

To identify critical jobs for disaster recovery planning

1. In your calendar, define a special day named DISASTER. As there must be at least one entry in the calendar for
this special day to let you simulate properly, reference a date far in the future, for example, September 13, 2024.

Note:  The next DISASTER date should not be more than 25 years in the future to allow for simulations.
2. Use a “Do not run disaster” run frequency condition in the Application for all jobs deemed to be non-essential.

Explanation

Using this solution, you can identify which jobs should not run in the case of a disaster. In the event of a real
disaster or a disaster test, you can define another occurrence of the special day, in your calendar, with the
appropriate date. When an Application builds, jobs with “Do not run disaster” will not be selected to run.

You can simulate your Applications for the “disaster” date to verify the correct selection of jobs.

 Auto-triggering an Event for a reoccurring job
Objective
cwad12
Objective

The Operations department has to run a special standalone job upon request. It is always the same job, and they
do not want an operator to have to trigger an Event to run the job.

Solution

To auto-trigger an Event for a reoccurring job

1. Set up a one-job Application. Use a schedule frequency such as Run daily or Run anyday, and define the
special job on hold.
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2. Use the following JavaScript script at run time for the job:

//retrigger same event
execTrigger('%APPL._event');

3. Create a Date-Time/Manual Event without a Schedule statement that runs the Application.
4. Manually trigger the Event to create the first generation.

After the first generation of the Application is built, an operator can use the Monitor perspective to release the
special job from hold whenever it needs to run. This causes the job to run, the JavaScript script to execute, and the
execTrigger built-in function retriggers the same Event to build another generation with the job on hold again.

Explanation

After the Event is triggered and the job is put on hold for the first time, the server automatically triggers another
occurrence of the Event every time the operator releases the job.

 Completing an Application when a file is not received by its cutoff time
Objective
cwad12
Objective

An Application requires an input file each day before it runs. The cutoff time for this file is 7 p.m. If the input file is
not received by this cutoff time, then the Application should be marked complete.

The dependencies look like this:

Figure 29: Complete an Application When Input File is Not Received by Cutoff Time

Solution

To complete an Application when a file is not received by its cutoff time

1. Schedule an Event prior to 7 p.m. to run the Application.
2. Define a file trigger job for the input file, and specify an overdue Not completed by time of “7pm”.
3. Identify an Alert to be triggered if the file trigger becomes overdue.
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4. Use the following JavaScript script in the Alert that runs when the file trigger becomes overdue:

execCommand('all','%(APPL._name).%APPL._gen','ACTION COMPLETE');

Explanation

If the file trigger does not complete on time (in other words, by 7 p.m.), the Alert triggers. The Alert runs a
JavaScript script to complete the Application. Built-in variables are used for the Application name and generation
number to ensure the correct generation is marked complete.

 Ensuring a file exists before processing
Objective
wlade133
Objective

Check to ensure a file exists before processing it. If the file does not exist, run a UNIX script to create it.

The dependencies look like this:

Figure 30: Ensuring a File Exists

Solution

To ensure a file exists before processing

This solution involves one file trigger job and two UNIX scripts. Take the following steps to define the different jobs:

1. Define the file trigger job, CHECK4.FILE, to check for the existence of the file.

• Specify the name of the file in the File name field. For example:

/export/home/jsmith/scripts/myfile

• Use the Existing option (Change type) as the trigger condition.
• On the General dialog, define the job as a conditional job (select the Conditionally option).

2. Define the UNIX job, CREATE.FILE, to create the file if it does not exist.

• Specify the name of the UNIX script in the Script/Command name field, for example, /export/home/jsmith/
scripts/create.file.
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• On the General dialog, define the job as a conditional job (select the Conditionally option).
3. Define the UNIX job, PROCESS.FILE, to process the file.

• Specify the name of the UNIX script in the Script/Command name field, for example, /export/home/jsmith/
scripts/process.file.

• On the General dialog, specify 1 in the Release job when field.
4. Set up the job relationships and release conditions:

• Set up CHECK4.FILE to release CREATE.FILE if it fails, and release PROCESS.FILE if it is successful.
• Set up CREATE.FILE to release PROCESS.FILE if it is successful.

Explanation

This solution uses a file trigger job, CHECK4. FILE, to check for the existence of a file. There are two possible
outcomes:

• The file trigger fails. This means the file does not exist. Job CREATE.FILE is released upon failure to create the
file. When this job completes, job PROCESS.FILE is released to process the file. At the end of the Application,
job CHECK4.FILE is bypassed to let the Application complete.

• The file trigger completes successfully. This means the file exists. Job PROCESS.FILE is released to process
the file. At the end of the Application, job CREATE.FILE is bypassed to let the Application complete.

Job PROCESS.FILE sets Release job when to 1 because it can run when either CHECK4.FILE or CREATE.FILE
are successful.

CHECK4.FILE and CREATE.FILE are conditional jobs. This lets them be bypassed automatically, if necessary, at
the end of the Application.

 Using date-qualified file names
Objective
cwad12
Objective

An Application contains some file trigger jobs, where the names of the files to be created contain a date qualifier
and a literal in the form MMDDYY_ok, where MM is the scheduled month, DD is the scheduled day, and YY is the
scheduled year.

Solution

When you define the file trigger jobs, you can use built-in symbolic variables for the date and concatenate the literal
at the end. For example, in the File name field you can use the following:

/batch/interfaces/file1.%APPL._SMM%APPL._SDD%(APPL._SYY)_ok

Note:  You need to enclose APPL._SYY in brackets, as the brackets act as delimiters. Otherwise, the server will try
to resolve a variable named APPL._SYY_ok.

Explanation

When the Application generates, it resolves the built-in variables based on the scheduled date of the Event. For
example, on November 6, 2006, the above example resolves to the following file name:

/batch/interfaces/file1.110606_ok

Variation

Another approach is to define a symbolic variable, representing the string, in a JavaScript script. You can then use
this variable in your job definitions. This is useful when you need to use this file qualifier for many jobs. Also, if the
format of the file name changes, you need only to update the format in one place.
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For example, use the following JavaScript script at Event trigger time:

APPL.datequal = APPL._SMM + APPL._SDD + APPL._SYY + '_ok';

When you define a file trigger job, you can use this variable in the File name field, for example:

/batch/interfaces/file1.%APPL.datequal

 Processing a changing file name
Objective
wlade133
Objective

When a file is created, a UNIX script needs to use the file name as input. The last 12 characters of the file name
always change and are based on a date and time stamp. An example of such a filename created on 09/29/04 at
23:14:56 is “file092904231456”.

Solution

To process a changing file name

1. Define the file trigger job (for example, CREATE).

• Specify the name of the file in the File name field. Use an asterisk (*) to mask the file name, for example, /
export/home/jsmith/file*.

• Use the Created option (Change type) as the trigger condition.
2. Define the UNIX script as the successor job (for example, PROCESS). Use %APPL._ftfile in the Arguments to

pass field.
The solution looks like this:
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Figure 31: Process a Changing Filename

Explanation

The file trigger job waits for a file to be created that matches the file name mask /export/home/jsmith/file*. When
any such file is created, the file trigger job completes and releases the successor job to process the file.

The built-in variable, APPL._ftfile, is assigned a value of the full file name whenever file trigger activity takes place.
You can pass this variable as an argument to the UNIX script run after the file trigger completes.

There is only one APPL._ftfile variable per generation of an Application. When additional file triggers take place in
the same generation of the Application, the previous APPL._ftfile variable is overwritten.

 Using the Application name in the script path
Objective
cwad12
Objective

The path to a number of UNIX scripts needs to include the name of the Application in lowercase, for example:

• /export/home/payroll/batch, for the Payroll Application.
• /export/home/billing/batch, for the Billing Application.

Solution

Use the following JavaScript script at run time, either for the Application or for specific jobs within the Application.
This script converts the Application name to lowercase using the toLowerCase method of the String class.

APPL.applname = APPL._name.toLowerCase();
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For the location of the script, use %(applname) in the path, for example:

/export/home/%(applname)/batch/jobabc

Explanation

APPL._name is a built-in variable representing the Application name but it resolves to an uppercase name (for
example, PAYROLL). This solution uses a JavaScript script to convert the APPL._name variable to a lowercase
variable, and you can then use this variable in the path.

 Setting up a dependency with a job's previous run
Objective
wlade133
Objective

An Application is scheduled each day. One daily job in the Application, job X, needs to wait for its previous run to
complete. However, other jobs in the Application can run even if the previous day's Application is not complete.

The dependencies look like the following illustration:

Figure 32: Dependency with Previous Run

Solution

To set up a dependency with a job's previous run

1. Use a variable as a qualifier for job X that is equal to the first 3 characters of the scheduled day of the week:
%APPL._SDAY(1:3).

2. Define the previous run of job X as an “External - Same Scheduler” job.

1.1 Use the genTime built-in function to generate date and time variables for the previous day. You can use the
following JavaScript script for the job at Event trigger time.

APPL.genTime('prev','today less 1 day');
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2.1 Use the first 3 characters of the previous day's day-of-week variable (from the genTime above) as a
qualifier for the External job:

%APPL.prevDAY(1:3).

3.1 Set up this job to release today's run of job X.
4.1 Use the External job scheduled: From field on this External job to reflect the previous day (for example,

yesterday).
5.1 Optionally, use the Home Application name field to specify the name of the Application.

Explanation

Although there is an option to prevent multiple generations of an Application from running at the same time, it
cannot be used here. In this scenario, only one job needs to wait.

This solution qualifies job X, and sets up the previous day's run as an external dependency to today's run of job X.
This ensures job X waits for its previous run to complete, and it does not prevent the other jobs in the Application
from running.

 Setting up a job with a predecessor scheduled for the next day
Objective
wlade133
Objective

Application APPL1 is scheduled at 1 a.m. on Saturday morning. Application APPL2 is scheduled at 7 p.m. on
Friday. Job B in APPL2 runs on Friday and needs to wait for job A in APPL1 that runs the next day.

The dependencies look like this:

Figure 33: Predecessor Scheduled for Next Day

Solution

To set up a job with a predecessor scheduled for the next day

After APPL1 has been set up, take the following steps:

1. In APPL2, define job A as an “External - Same Scheduler” job. Set up job A as a predecessor to job B.
2. For the run frequency of job B in APPL2, use Fridays.
3. For the run frequency of job A in APPL2, use Fridays.

This is the day on which you want to build the job as part of the distant Application.
4. For the job attributes of External job A in APPL2, use a External job scheduled: At time of 1am tomorrow.
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This is the scheduled time for the Event that submits the job in the home Application, APPL1. Optionally, you
can specify the name of the Application that submits the job (in other words, APPL1).

Explanation

When APPL2 builds on Friday, it will contain job A as a predecessor to job B. This External job is posted complete
when it runs successfully as part of APPL1, which is scheduled for 1 a.m. on Saturday.

 Providing notification if a job exceeds its maximum execution time
Objective
wlade133
Objective

Send an email message if a particular job runs longer than 2 hours.

Solution

To provide notification if a job exceeds its maximum execution time

1. Define the job with email notification for the Overdue condition. Customize the email message if you want.
2. Use the following JavaScript script at run time for the job to reset the job's Late End time.

execCommand('%WOB._name','%(APPL._name).%APPL._gen',
 'ACTION RESET LATEEND("now plus 2 hours")');

Explanation

When the job is submitted (at run time), the JavaScript script uses the execCommand built-in function to reset the
job's end time. The script takes the current time (“now”) and adds the expected execution time of 2 hours.

This solution uses variables for the job name, Application name, and Application generation number to ensure the
time for the correct instance of the job is reset.

 Bypassing non-critical jobs when jobs are late
Objective
wlade133
Objective

There are problems meeting a service level agreement (SLA) and the programmers recommend bypassing some
non-critical jobs when a particular Application is late. For example, if certain jobs in an Application are not complete
by 6 a.m., bypass some non-critical jobs.

Solution

To bypass non-critical jobs when jobs are late

1. Define a link (for example, CRITICAL.POINT) as a successor to the important jobs.
2. Specify an overdue Not completed by time for this link of 6am.
3. Identify an Alert to be triggered if the link becomes overdue.
4. Define the Alert that runs a JavaScript script to bypass the non-critical jobs, for example:

execCommand('JOBC','OPJOBS.%APPL._gen','ACTION BYPASS');
execCommand('JOBE','OPJOBS.%APPL._gen','ACTION BYPASS');

The solution looks like this:
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Explanation

JOB A and JOB B are important jobs. Each of these jobs releases a link named CRITICAL.POINT. If
CRITICAL.POINT is not complete by 6 a.m., it becomes overdue and an Alert triggers. The Alert runs a JavaScript
script that uses the execCommand built-in function to bypass jobs C and E.

This solution uses a variable for the Application generation number to ensure the jobs are bypassed in the correct
generation of the Application.

Variation

Another solution is to specify a time to bypass job submission for each of the non-critical jobs.

 Using the same Application for test and production
Objective
wlade133
Objective

Use the same Application to process work for the test environment and the production environment, even when
there are different job requirements for each environment.

Solution

Set up Events to run a common Application. The naming convention for Events is such that the 4-character
Event prefix, either PROD or TEST, represents the environment. The first four characters of the job names in the
Application are either PROD or TEST.

Use the following JavaScript script at Event trigger time to set a variable, APPL.env, based on the Event name, that
represents the environment.

APPL.env=APPL._event.substring(0,4);

You can then use the APPL.env variable in many different ways. Use this variable as part of the Application name,
as part of the agent name, and as part of the job names. The following shows some examples:

• Part of the Application name: %(APPL.env)payroll
• Part of the agent name: SUNBOX_%APPL.env
• Part of the job names: %(APPL.env)AC123

The following diagram shows how a job name is resolved based on the Event name:
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Figure 34: Common Application for Test and Production Environments

You can also use “if” logic to handle different requirements for different environments. For example, a job may run
in one environment but not in the other. You can use a JavaScript script, like the following script, at Event trigger
time to handle conditions like this.

if (APPL.env=='PROD') WOB.runthisjob ='daily' else WOB.runthisjob = false;

Explanation

Different Events for the two environments can run the same Application. The Events use a naming standard that
identifies the environment associated with them. A user-defined symbolic variable named APPL.env is defined
to represent the environment, and it uses a substring of the built-in variable for the Event name. The APPL.env
variable can be used in many places.

If-else logic can be used to determine if a job should run based on the environment for which the schedule is
running.

Variation

This example could be extended further by passing the APPL.env variable as an argument to the UNIX scripts
being run.

 Launching common Applications
Objective
cwad12
Objective

Use the same Application to run a set of jobs for different environments. For example, three sequential jobs (A, B,
and C) need to run for different Oracle database instances. Each sequence of jobs requires the name of the agent
and the name of the Oracle instance being processed. The name of the Oracle instance is used as follows:

• An argument to the UNIX script being run.
• An environment variable, named ORACLE_SID.

Solution

This solution involves the use of a link in one Application that launches a generic Application for the different
environments.

To launch common Applications

1. Set up an Application consisting of one link (for example, LAUNCH.ARCHIVE). This link is used to launch the
generic Application, and provides a visible means for tracking that the launch takes place.
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2. At Event trigger time, run a JavaScript script for the link with a series of execTrigger built-in functions that
trigger the generic Application and pass the variable information as user parameters. For example, the following
triggers the PROD.ARCHIVE Event to run the generic Application. It passes the name of the Oracle instance as
user parameter 1 and the agent name as user parameter 2:

execTrigger('PROD.ARCHIVE','','','','DB1','AGENT01');
execTrigger('PROD.ARCHIVE','','','','DB99','AGENT02');
execTrigger('PROD.ARCHIVE','','','','SQL1','TSTAIX32');
execTrigger('PROD.ARCHIVE','','','','SQL60','TSTLIN54');

3. Schedule an Event to run this Application.
4. Set up your common Application consisting of jobs A, B, and C. Use the APPL._usern variables for the

information that changes from one environment to another.

1.1 Use the following JavaScript script at Event trigger time and at run time for each job. This script takes the
user parameters and assigns them to variables with more specific names.

APPL.INSTANCE=APPL._user1;
APPL.AGENT=APPL._user2;

2.1 Use %AGENT in the Agent name field.
3.1 Use %INSTANCE in the Arguments to pass field.
4.1 On the Environment Variables dialog, define an environment variable: ORACLE_SID=%INSTANCE.

Note:  You can set these options globally, based on the type of job being defined, to minimize the effort in
defining each job.

5. Define an Event to run your common Application. This Event should not be scheduled since it is triggered from
the launch Application.

Explanation

The Application containing a link launches the generic Application several times with the variable data passed as
user parameters.

The first execTrigger passes “DB1” as user parameter 1 and “AGENT01” as user parameter 2. The following table
shows the fields, variables, and resolved variables based on these user parameters.

Field Variable Resolved Variable

Application Name %(AGENT)_%INSTANCE AGENT01_DB1

Agent Name %AGENT AGENT01

Job Names A.%INSTANCE

B.%INSTANCE

C.%INSTANCE

A.DB1

B.DB1

C.DB1

Arguments to pass %INSTANCE DB1

Environment Variable Name and
Value

ORACLE_SID=%INSTANCE ORACLE_SID=DB1
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To add another group of jobs, simply add another execTrigger built-in function to the launch Application to launch
the generic Application with the new parameters. For example, to use the MYTESTSYS agent to run the same
generic Application for the RWP instance of an Oracle database on the agent's computer, add the following:

execTrigger('PROD.ARCHIVE','','','','RWP','MYTESTSYS');

 Setting up 4-5-4 periods
Objective
wlade133
Objective

Many jobs are scheduled and parameters are set based on 4-5-4 periods, where there is a 4-week period, followed
by a 5-week period, followed by a 4-week period.

The first few periods look like this:

Solution

To set up 4-5-4 periods

From the Special Days section of your calendar definition, take the following steps:

1. Click New.
2. In the Special day name field of the Special day definition dialog, specify a name for the special period (for

example, PERIOD454).
3. In the Starting date field, select the starting date of the first 4-5-4 period from the calendar, for example

January 1.
4. In the Frequency section, select Repeat.
5. In the Repeat text box, enter the number of 4-5-4 periods to define, for example 4.
6. Enter 13 in the Every text box and select weeks.

The 4-5-4 sequence repeats every 13 weeks.
7. Click OK.

You have defined the first 4-week period of each 4-5-4 sequence.
8. Repeat the above steps to define the five-week period of each 4-5-4 sequence. Change the start date to

January 29.
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9. Repeat the above steps to define the second 4-week period of each 4-5-4 sequence. Change the start date to
March 5.

10. Click the Save button to save your special period definition.

Explanation

This solution shows a quick technique for defining the 4-5-4 periods. It uses the fact that the 4-5-4 sequence
repeats every 13 weeks. You can define multiple repetitive instances of a special day based on your starting point
(January 1, 2005 in this example).

Once you define a special period, you can use it in scheduling criteria. You do not need to know the day of the
week or the date to which each statement refers. The server calculates this for you.

• Last workday of each 4-5-4 period:

LAST WORKDAY OF PERIOD454

• First workday of the current 4-5-4 period:

1ST WORKDAY OF THIS PERIOD454

• Last workday of the 2nd week of each 4-5-4 period:

LAST WORKDAY OF THE 2ND WEEK OF PERIOD454

 Creating a variable for the accounting year
Objective
cwad12
Objective

Create a variable for the accounting year, to be used whenever you need to reference the current accounting year.
For example, from October 4, 2006 until October 1, 2007, inclusively, the accounting year symbolic variable should
have the value 2007.

Solution

Use the following JavaScript script to create the variable:

APPL.genTime('AC','last day of acct_year');

Explanation

In this example, there are a number of special days named ACCT_YEAR. The accounting year is the period
between two ACCT_YEAR special days. Each accounting year starts near the beginning of October. For example,
the accounting year for the year 2007 begins on October 4, 2006. The accounting year for the year 2008 begins on
October 2, 2007.

At any point in the year, you need the server to determine which accounting year you are in. For example, from
October 4, 2006 until October 1, 2007 (inclusively), you want an accounting year variable to have the value 2007.
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The simplest way to determine this is to use the genTime built-in function to generate date and time variables for
the last day of the accounting year. This will always give you the actual accounting year no matter what the date is
in the actual year. You can then use the %ACYEAR variable, from the genTime, as you choose.

 Calculating the week number
Objective
cwad12
Objective

Many jobs require the week number. The week numbers start from 1 in one calendar year and carry over into the
next year. For example, this may be based on a fiscal year that starts 9 days after the 1st Sunday of the year.

Solution

You can use the following JavaScript script to calculate the week number:

genTime('ly','today less 1 year'); genTime('fy','1st sunday of this year plus 9 days'); n=daysTo(fyDATE); if (n > 0) styear=lyYEAR; else styear=fyYEAR; x='1st sunday of year plus 9 days starting jan 1,' +styear; genTime('w',x); APPL.weekno=daysBetween(wDATE,'today plus 1 day','tuesday');

Explanation

This JavaScript script determines on which year to base the calculation. If the number of days to the first Sunday
of the current year plus 9 days is positive, then the current fiscal year started in the previous calendar year.
Otherwise, the current fiscal year started this year.

The genTime built-in function generates date and time variables for the 1st day of the current fiscal year. The
daysBetween function is then used to calculate the week number, and this number is assigned to a variable named
APPL.weekno.

 Using date variables for multiple jobs
Objective
wlade133
Objective

Many jobs within an Application use the same types of date variables when they run.

Solution

Use a link at the beginning of your Application to calculate the variables needed for the jobs in the Application.
Prefix each of these variables with APPL.

For example, you could have an Application like this:
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You can define a link named set_variables at the beginning of your Application that runs a JavaScript script at run
time. The JavaScript script can set variables, such as the following:

APPL.currdate = APPL._SMM + APPL._SDD + APPL._SYY;APPL.genTime('fdom','first day of this month');APPL.genTime('nwd','today plus 1 workday');

You can then pass these variables as arguments to those jobs that use them. For example, you can pass the
following argument in the Arguments to pass field:

"%fdomMM %fdomDD %fdomYY" %APPL.currdate %nwdDD

Explanation

This is a more efficient approach than running the same JavaScript script over and over for many jobs. By prefixing
the variables with “APPL” and running the script at run time, the variables are available when each job within the
Application runs.

 Building a date parameter
Objective
wlade133
Objective

A job requires a date parameter on the last workday of the month. The format of the parameter consists of the letter
M, followed by a series of two-digit day of the month numbers. These numbers range from the current day up to 31
regardless of the number of days in the month.

For example, if the last workday of the month is the 29th day of the month, the date parameter looks like this:

M293031

Solution

The best approach to create this date parameter involves using a loop in a JavaScript script. The following presents
two solutions:

Solution 1

Use the following JavaScript script at run time for the job. This solution uses the “for” statement.

APPL.dateparm='M'; genTime('lwd','last workday of month'); for (var i=lwdDD; i<=31; i
++) {  APPL.dateparm+=i; }

Solution 2

Use the following JavaScript script at run time for the job. This solution uses the “while” statement.
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APPL.dateparm='M'; genTime('lwd','last workday of month'); i=lwdDD; while (i<=31) {  APPL.dateparm
+=i;  i++; }

Explanation

The dateparm variable is initialized to “M”. A loop is used to concatenate each day of the month onto the end of this
variable starting with the last workday of the month and ending with “31”.

For example, if the last workday of the month falls on the 29th, the dateparm variable is built as follows:

Figure 35: Date Parameter

You can then pass the variable as an argument to the jobs that require it.

Variation

A variation of the objective for this example is to create a similar date parameter, but instead the numbers range
from the last workday of the month up to and including the last day of the month. For example, if the last workday of
the month is the 27th and the month has only 30 days, then the date parameter is: M27282930.

Use the following JavaScript script at run time for the job. This solution uses the “while” statement.

APPL.dateparm='M'; genTime('lwd','last workday of month'); genTime('ld','last day of month'); i=lwdDD; while (i<=ldDD) {  APPL.dateparm
+=i;  i++; }

 Creating a variable for the day of week number
Objective
cwad12
Objective

Jobs in an Application use a one-digit day-of-week number that begins with “1” on Wednesday and ends with “7” on
Tuesday.

Solution
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Use the daysFrom built-in function to define a variable that calculates the number of days from last Tuesday until
today. For example, you can use the following JavaScript script at run time:

APPL.daynum=daysFrom('tuesday less 1 week');

You can then pass this variable as an argument to those jobs that use it.

Explanation

Although CA Workload Automation DE has day-of-week number variables (for example, APPL._SDOW#),
they represent the number for the day of the week as follows: 1 for Sunday, 2 for Monday, and so on. This is
independent of calendar settings.

This solution defines a variable, APPL.daynum, that represents the number of days since the previous Tuesday.
This number corresponds to the day of the week when the week starts on Wednesday, for example:

Day APPL.daynum

Wednesday 1

Thursday 2

Friday 3

Saturday 4

Sunday 5

Monday 6

Tuesday 7

 Incrementing a cycle number
Objective
wlade133
Objective

When an Application processes, it uses a four-digit cycle number. This cycle number is used as part of the file
names for two file trigger jobs, and extensively in UNIX scripts that run after the file triggers complete. The cycle
number increments each time the Application runs, and it ranges from “0001” to “9999”.

The Application waits for two files to be created: BUS_BCnumber and RES_BCnumber, where number represents
the cycle number.

Solution

To increment a cycle number

1. The cycle number is passed to the Event using a user parameter. Define the two file trigger jobs. Use the
following JavaScript script at Event trigger time for the file triggers to assign the value of the user parameter to a
variable named APPL.cycle.

APPL.cycle = APPL._user1;

2. Use %cycle as part of the file names for these file triggers, for example, BUS_BC%cycle and RES_BC%cycle.
3. Pass %cycle as an argument to the UNIX scripts that use the cycle number.
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4. Use a link at the end of the Application to increment the cycle number and trigger the next occurrence of the
Event with the USER1 parameter as the new cycle number. Use the following JavaScript script at run time for
the link to achieve this.

APPL.cycle = parseInt(APPL.cycle,10);
if (APPL.cycle == '9999') APPL.next_cycle ='0001';
 else APPL.next_cycle =APPL.cycle + 1;
APPL.next_cycle=APPL.next_cycle.toString();
while (APPL.next_cycle.length < 4)
 {
  APPL.next_cycle = '0' + APPL.next_cycle;
 }
execTrigger('%APPL._event','','','','%APPL.next_cycle');

The flow looks like this:

Figure 36: Incrementing a Cycle Number
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You will need to trigger this Event manually the first time and pass the four-digit cycle number. After that, each new
generation of the Application will be automatically triggered when one generation completes.

Explanation

The link at the end of the Application takes the current cycle number, adds 1, and pads the result with leading
zeroes, as necessary. After cycle “9999”, the cycle is reset to “0001”. The link retriggers the Event and passes
this new cycle number in the USER1 field. This lets the new cycle number be used in the next generation of the
Application.

 Using Javascript
This section contains the following information:
cwad121
This section contains the following information:

• Specifying and managing Javascript scripts
• Using scripts in Applications
• Symbolic variables
• Global variables
• Built-in Javascript functions
• Conditional schedule criteria
• Scripting examples

 Introduction to JavaScript
JavaScript is a scripting language commonly used to create dynamic HTML pages that process
user input. With ESP dSeries Workload Automation, JavaScript supports many functions that
are unavailable from the CA WA Desktop Client interface.
cwad12-12-0
JavaScript is a scripting language commonly used to create dynamic HTML pages that process user input. With
ESP dSeries Workload Automation, JavaScript supports many functions that are unavailable from the CA WA
Desktop Client interface.

By using JavaScript scripts within your Applications, you can take advantage of the server's advanced scheduling
features.

You can use JavaScript scripts to

• Create and manipulate symbolic variables.
• Use server built-in functions.
• Perform comparison, arithmetic, and logical operations.
• Prepare program input and parameters.
• Build decisions into schedules.

The server uses JavaScript release 1.5 as its internal scripting language and conforms to Edition 3 of the
ECMA-262 Standard for scripting languages.

Note:  For more information about JavaScript, go to the ECMA International website (www.ecma-international.org)
and search for the ECMA-262 Standard for scripting languages.

Elements of Javascripts
JavaScript has the following basic elements:

• Comments
• Values
• Variables
• Literals
• Special characters
• Expressions
• Operators
• Conditional statements
• Looping statements
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• Function statements
• Objects

JavaScript statements use termination characters to indicate the end of the statement, except for the single-line
comment, which requires no termination character. JavaScript recognizes two termination characters:

• The semicolon (;) for ending standard statements
• The asterisk forward slash (*/) for ending multiple-line comments

Verify that you end each statement within a JavaScript script with a termination character.

Note:  JavaScript is case-sensitive. Be sure to use the correct case when creating JavaScript statements.

Statement-termination characters
JavaScript statements use termination characters to indicate the end of the statement, with the exception of the
single-line comment, which requires no termination character. JavaScript recognizes two termination characters:

• The semicolon (;) for ending standard statements
• The asterisk forward slash (*/) for ending multiple-line comments

Ensure that you end each statement within a JavaScript script with a termination character.

Case sensitivity
JavaScript is case sensitive. Be sure to use the correct case when creating JavaScript statements.

 

 Comments
You can use comments to describe what a script or part of a script does to help others
understand the script. The JavaScript processor ignores comments. We recommend that you
use comments liberally within each script.
wlade133
You can use comments to describe what a script or part of a script does to help others understand the script. The
JavaScript processor ignores comments. We recommend that you use comments liberally within each script.

JavaScript uses two forms of comments: single-line and multiple-line comments.

A comment that spans a single line starts with a double forward slash (//) and ends at the end of the line. A single-
line comment does not require a semicolon (;) at the end, for example:

//This is an example of a single-line comment.

A comment that spans multiple lines starts with a forward slash asterisk (/*) and ends with an asterisk forward slash
(*/), for example:

/*This is an example of a multiple-
line comment. It can include any number of comment lines between the comment delimiters.*/

Single-line Comments
A comment that spans a single line starts with a double forward slash (//) and ends at the end of the line. A single-
line comment does not require a semicolon (;) at the end, for example:
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//This is an example of a single-line comment.

Multiple-line Comments
A comment that spans multiple lines starts with a forward slash asterisk (/*) and ends with an asterisk forward slash
(*/), for example:

/*This is an example of a multiple-
line comment. It can include any number of comment lines between the comment delimiters.*/

 Values
A value is a type of data. In JavaScript, you can use the following types of values:
wlade133
A value is a type of data. In JavaScript, you can use the following types of values:

• Numbers, such as 64 or 2.14159
• Logical (Boolean) values, either true or false
• Strings, such as "Hello"
• null, a special keyword denoting a null value

Note:  Because JavaScript is case-sensitive, null is not the same as Null, NULL, or any other variant. If you
enclose the null keyword in quotations, for example, APPL.var="null", the variable resolves to the character string
null. If you do not use quotation marks, for example, APPL.var=null, the variable resolves to a blank value.

These data types allow you to perform useful functions with your scripts.

JavaScript makes no real distinction between integer and real-valued numbers. While JavaScript does not have an
explicit date data type, it does have its own date-manipulation functions, which are augmented by the server.

Note:  JavaScript date-manipulation functions calculate dates and times based on the time at which the script is
run.

Data-type Conversion
JavaScript is a loosely typed language. For example, assume that you define a variable as follows:

var answer = 17;

You can then assign the same variable to a string value, for example:

answer = "The answer is ";

As a loosely typed language, JavaScript lets you declare variables without specifying their data type. JavaScript
automatically converts data types, when necessary, during script execution.

JavaScript handles expressions including both numeric and string values by converting the numeric values to
strings. For example, the following statement returns the string "The answer is 17":
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x = "The answer is " + 17;

Similarly, the following statement returns the string "17 is the answer":

y = 17 + " is the answer";

 Variables
You use variables to store and manipulate values in the script.
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You use variables to store and manipulate values in the script.

A legal JavaScript variable name must conform to the following rules:

• Initial character must be a letter or underscore (_).
• Subsequent characters can be letters A through Z in uppercase, letters a through z in lowercase, and numbers

(0-9).

The following names are valid:

job_count
user64
_sally

JavaScript lets you declare a variable in one of two ways. You can assign it a value, for example:

x = 15

Or you can define it by specifying the keyword var, for example:

var x = 15

Rules for Naming Variables
A legal JavaScript variable name must conform to the following rules:

• Initial character must be a letter or underscore (_).
• Subsequent characters can be letters A through Z in uppercase, letters a through z in lowercase, and numbers

(0-9).

The examples of valid names are as follows:

job_count
user64
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_sally

Defining a Variable
JavaScript allows you to declare a variable in one of two ways. You can assign it a value, for example:

x = 15

Or you can define it by specifying the keyword var, for example:

var x = 15

 Literals
JavaScript literals represent values. They are literally written values that you provide in your
script. Literals can be fixed values but not variables. You can use several types of literals in
JavaScript:
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JavaScript literals represent values. They are literally written values that you provide in your script. Literals can be
fixed values but not variables. You can use several types of literals in JavaScript:

JavaScript also supports some special characters within strings.

An integer is a positive or negative whole number. You can express an integer in three ways.

Integer literal name Integer literal description

Decimal Initial character is 1-9

May include digits 0-9

Hexadecimal Initial character is 0x or 0X

May include digits 0-9, lowercase characters a-f, and
uppercase characters A-F

Octal Initial character is 0

May include digits 0-7

The following examples are integer literals:

47
0xACe
-721
0342
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If you increment or decrement an integer by another integer, the resulting value is a real value. For example,
consider the following command:

x = 0;
++x;

After it is executed, the value of x becomes 1.0, not 1.

If you want to force the result of incrementing or decrementing an integer to be an integer and not a real number,
use the following commands:

x = 0;
++x;
y = new String(x);

In this case, y returns the integer 1 and not the real number 1.0.

A floating-point literal can consist of the following items:

• A decimal integer
• A decimal point (.)
• A fraction (another decimal number)
• An exponent (e or E followed by an integer. It can be positive or negative)
• A type suffix

A floating-point literal, however, is required to have at least one digit and either a decimal point or e or E.

The following examples are floating-point literals:

6.88157
-4.9E17
3e6
3E-61

A Boolean literal can have a value of true or false.

A string literal is zero or more characters that are enclosed in quotation marks, either double (") or single ('),
provided the beginning and ending quotation marks match.

The following examples are string literals:

"orange"
'orange'
"845"
"first word \t second word"

Integers
An integer is a positive or negative whole number. It can be expressed in one of three ways.
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Integer literal name Integer literal description

Decimal Initial character is 1-9

May include digits 0-9

Hexadecimal Initial character is 0x or 0X

May include digits 0-9, lowercase characters a-f, and
uppercase characters A-F

Octal Initial character is 0

May include digits 0-7

The examples of integer literals are as follows:

47
0xACe
-721
0342

If you increment or decrement an integer by another integer, the resulting value is a real value. For example,
consider the following command:

x = 0;
++x;

After it is executed, the value of x becomes 1.0, not 1.

If you want to force the result of incrementing or decrementing an integer to be an integer and not a real number,
use the following commands:

x = 0;
++x;
y = new String(x);

In this case, y returns the integer 1 and not the real number 1.0.

Floating-point Literals
A floating-point literal can consist of the following items:

• A decimal integer
• A decimal point (.)
• A fraction (another decimal number)
• An exponent (e or E followed by an integer. It can be positive or negative)
• A type suffix

A floating-point literal, however, is required to have at least one digit and either a decimal point or e or E.
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The examples of floating-point literals are as follows:

6.88157
-4.9E17
3e6
3E-61

Boolean Literals
A Boolean literal can have a value of true or false.

String Literals
A string literal is zero or more characters enclosed in quotation marks, either double (") or single ('), provided the
beginning and ending quotation marks match.

The examples of string literals are as follows:

"orange"
'orange'
"845"
"first word \t second word"

 Special Characters
In the example "first word \t second word", the \t indicates a tab. The \t is one of a handful of
special characters you can use in JavaScript. This table lists the special characters that you can
use in your JavaScript scripts:
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In the example "first word \t second word", the \t indicates a tab. The \t is one of a handful of special characters you
can use in JavaScript. This table lists the special characters that you can use in your JavaScript scripts:

Character Meaning

\b backspace

\f form feed

\n new line

\r return carriage to line beginning

\t tab

\\ backslash character

\" quotation mark character

If you use a backslash with characters other than the ones listed above, the server ignores the character.

When you escape a character, JavaScript inserts a character that would usually be recognized as part of the
JavaScript syntactic structure into a string. You escape characters by preceding them with a backslash.

If you want to include an actual quotation mark within a string, escape the quotation mark character, for example:
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var args = "arg1\"argument two\" arg3 arg4";

If you want to include an actual backslash within a string, escape the backslash character. For example, to assign
the file path c:\home to a string, use the following syntax:

var home = "c:\\home";

Escaping characters
When you escape a character, JavaScript inserts a character that would usually be recognized as part of the
JavaScript syntactic structure into a string. You escape characters by preceding them with a backslash.

If you want to include an actual quotation mark within a string, escape the quotation mark character, for example:

var args = "arg1\"argument two\" arg3 arg4";

If you want to include an actual backslash within a string, escape the backslash character. For example, to assign
the file path c:\home to a string, use the following:

var home = "c:\\home";
 

 Expressions
An expression is a valid set of literals, variables, operators or expressions that can evaluate to a
single value. This value can be a number, string or logical value.
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An expression is a valid set of literals, variables, operators or expressions that can evaluate to a single value. This
value can be a number, string or logical value.

Two types of expressions are available. The first type of expression assigns a value to a variable. For example,
x=12 is an expression that assigns the value of 12 to x. This type of expression makes use of assignment
operators, such as the equal sign (=).

The second type of expression does not assign a value to a variable, rather, it simply has a value. For example,
the expression 4+2 simply evaluates to 6—unlike the first type of expression, it does not perform any type of
assignment. This type of expression makes use of operators such as the plus sign (+).

There are three different types of JavaScript expressions:

• Arithmetic expressions evaluate to a number, for example 5.6159.
• String expressions evaluate to a character string, for example "Sally" or "987".
• Logical expressions evaluate to either true or false.

Use of the special keyword null denotes a null value. A null variable is different from an undefined variable, which
has not been assigned any value at all. Using an undefined variable as a number or numeric variable will cause a
runtime error.
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If an array element has not been assigned a value, it evaluates to false. For example, the following code does not
run the function someFunction because the array element is not defined:

anArray = new Array();
if(anArray["anIndex"])   someFunction();

JavaScript supports regular expressions, which are a powerful wildcard mechanism with origins in the UNIX shell
languages and Perl.

Regular Expressions
JavaScript supports regular expressions, which are a powerful wildcard mechanism with origins in the UNIX shell
languages and Perl.

 Operators
JavaScript supports the following types of operators:
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JavaScript supports the following types of operators:
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JavaScript uses both binary and unary operators, and one ternary operator.

A binary operator requires two operands: one before the operator and one after the operator.

operand1 operator operand2

The following expressions use binary operators:

5 * 7
a + b

A unary operator requires a single operand before or after the operator:

operator operand
operand operator

The following expressions use unary operators:

a++
++a
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JavaScript uses one ternary operator, the conditional operator. A ternary operator requires three operands:

(condition) ? value1 : value2;

The following expression uses a ternary operator:

(julianday >= 358) ? "yearend" : "fyear";

Format of operators
JavaScript uses both binary and unary operators, and one ternary operator.

Binary operators
A binary operator requires two operands: one before the operator and one after the operator.

operand1 operator operand2

The examples of expressions using binary operators are as follows:

5 * 7
a + b

Unary operators
A unary operator requires a single operand before or after the operator:

operator operand

or

operand operator

The examples of expressions using unary operators are as follows:
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a++
++a

Ternary operator
JavaScript uses one ternary operator, the conditional operator. A ternary operator requires three operands:

(condition) ? value1 : value2;

The following is an example of an expression using a ternary operator:

(julianday >= 358) ? "yearend" : "fyear";

Assignment Operators
The basic assignment operator is the equal sign (=). The function of an assignment operator is to assign a value to
its left operand based on the value of its right operand. For example, a=b assigns the value of b to a.

Shorthand assignment operators let you perform mathematical operations and assign a result in a single step. The
following table lists the shorthand operators.

Shorthand Operator Longhand Operator Meaning

x +=y x = x + y x equals x plus y

x -= y x = x - y x equals x minus y

x *= y x = x * y x equals x times y

x /= y x = x / y x equals x divided by y

x %= y x = x % y x equals the remainder of x divided
by y

x <<= y x = x << y Shift x in binary y bits to the left,
shifting in zeros to the right

x >>= y x = x >> y Shift x in binary y bits to the right,
discarding bits shifted off

x >>>= y x = x >>> y Shift x in binary y bits to the right,
shifting in zeros to the left

Comparison Operators
A comparison operator compares its operands to each other. The operands can be numeric or string values. When
used on string values, the comparison is based on the standard alphabetical order. If the comparison is true, it
returns a value of true. If the comparison is not true, it returns a value of false.

The following table describes the comparison operators that you can use:

Operator Description Examples returning true
assuming var1=3 and var2=4

= = Equal: If the operands are equal, it
returns true.

3 = = var1

!= Not equal: If the operands are not
equal, it returns true.

var1 != 4
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> Greater than: If the left operand is
greater than the right operand, it
returns true.

var2 > var1

>= Greater than or equal to: If the left
operand is greater than or equal to
right operand, it returns true.

var1 >= 3

< Less than: If the left operand is less
than right operand, it returns true.

var1 < var2

<= Less than or equal to: If the left
operand is less than or equal to right
operand, it returns true.

var1 <= var2

Arithmetic Operators
Arithmetic operators use numerical values that are either literals or variables as their operands. They return a
single numerical value. The standard arithmetic operators are as follows:

• + (addition)
• - (subtraction)
• * (multiplication)
• / (division)

In addition to the standard arithmetic operators, you can use the following operators.

Operator Description Example

% Modulus. Binary operator. Returns
the integer remainder from dividing
the two operands.

7 % 2 returns 1

++ Increment. Unary operator. Adds one
to its operand. If it is used as a prefix
operator (++x), it returns the value
of x after adding one. If it is used as
a suffix operator (x++), it returns the
value of x before adding one.

If x is 2, ++x sets x to 3 and returns
3, whereas x++ sets x to 3 and
returns 2

-- Decrement. Unary operator.
Subtracts one from its operand. If
it is used as a prefix operator (--
x), it returns the value of x after
subtracting one. If it is used as a
suffix operator (x--), it returns the
value of x before subtracting one.

If x is 4, --x sets x to 3 and returns 3,
whereas x-- sets x to 3 and returns 4

- Negation. Unary operator. Returns
the negation of its operand.

If x is 4, -x returns -4

Bitwise Operators
Bitwise operators, like arithmetic operators, use numerical values for their operands. Bitwise operators, however,
treat their operands as bits. They perform the necessary operations on the binary representation of their operands,
as opposed to the decimal, hexadecimal, or octal numbers. For example, the decimal number 13 has a binary
representation of 1101. Because bitwise operators have little relevance to scheduling statements, they are not
discussed in detail here.

Logical Operators
Logical operators take Boolean values as operands and return true or false. A null or empty string resolves to false.
You can use the following logical operators.

Operator Description Usage Results
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&& Returns expr1 if it converts
to false. Otherwise, it
returns expr2.

expr1 && expr2 false && false = false

false && true = false

true && false = false

true && true = true

|| Or. Returns expr1 if it
converts to true.

expr1||expr2 false || false = false

false || true = true

true || false = true

true || true = true

! Not. If expr is true, returns
false; if expr is false,
returns true.

!expr !false = true

!true = false

String Operators
Like comparison operators, the concatenation operator (+) can also be used with strings. It concatenates two string
values together, returning a string that is the joining of both operand strings.

The following example returns the string "hello world":

"hello" + " world"

The shorthand assignment operator += is another operator that you can use to concatenate strings, for example:

var mystring = "hi";
mystring += " there";

The preceding example evaluates to "hi there" and assigns this value to mystring.

Special operators
JavaScript supports the following special operators:

• Conditional operator
• Comma operator
• Delete operator
• Typeof operator

The JavaScript conditional operator takes three operands. The conditional operator has one of two values, based
on a condition. The syntax is as follows:

(condition) ? val3 : val4;

If the condition is true, the operator has the value of val3. If the condition is false, the operator has the value of val4.
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You can use the conditional operator in the same locations as a standard operator, for example:

status = (age <= 18) ? "child" : "adult";

The statement assigns the value of "child" to the variable status if age is 18 or less. Otherwise, the statement
assigns the value "adult" to the variable status.

The JavaScript comma operator (,) evaluates its two operands and always returns the value of the second
operand. You can use the comma operator inside a loop, which lets multiple variables be updated each time
through the loop.

The JavaScript delete operator deletes an object's property or an element at a specified index in an array. The
delete operation has the following syntax:

delete objectName.property;
delete objectName[index];
delete property;

The name of the object is objectName, index is an integer that represents the location of an element in the array,
and property is an existing property. The third form is illegal, unless it is within a with statement. Delete always
returns undefined. If the deletion is successful, the delete operator sets the property or element to undefined.

You can use the typeof operator in two ways:

• typeof operand
• typeof (operand)

The parentheses in the second example are optional. The typeof operator returns a string that states the type of the
unevaluated operand. operand is the type to be returned, for example, string, variable, keyword, or object.

Consider the following example:

var myFun = new Function("6+");
var shape = "square";
var size = 2;
var Tomorrow = new Date();

In the previous example, the typeof operator returns these results:

typeof myFun is object
typeof shape is string
typeof size is number
typeof Tomorrow is object
typeof dontExist is undefined
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The typeof operator returns the following results for the keywords true and null:

typeof true is boolean
typeof null is object

The typeof operator returns the following results for a number and string:

typeof 46 is number
typeof 'Hi there' is string

The typeof operator returns the following results for methods and functions:

typeof Option is undefined
typeof String is function

Conditional operator
The JavaScript conditional operator takes three operands. The conditional operator has one of two values, based
on a condition. The syntax is as follows:

(condition) ? val3 : val4;

If the condition is true, the operator has the value of val3. If the condition is false, the operator has the value of val4.

You can use the conditional operator in the same locations as a standard operator, for example

status = (age <= 18) ? "child" : "adult";

The statement assigns the value of "child" to the variable status if age is 18 or less. Otherwise, the statement
assigns the value "adult" to the variable status.

Comma operator
The JavaScript comma operator (,) evaluates its two operands and always returns the value of the second
operand. You can use the comma operator inside a loop, which allows multiple variables to be updated each time
through the loop.

Delete operator
The JavaScript delete operator deletes an object's property or an element at a specified index in an array. The
syntax of the delete operation is as follows:
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delete objectName.property;
delete objectName[index];
delete property;

The name of the object is objectName, index is an integer that represents the location of an element in the array,
and property is an existing property. The third form is illegal, unless it is within a with statement. Delete always
returns undefined. If the deletion is successful, the delete operator sets the property or element to undefined.

Typeof operator
There are two ways to use the typeof operator:

• typeof operand
• typeof (operand)

The above parentheses are optional. The typeof operator returns a string that states the type of the unevaluated
operand. Operand is the type to be returned, for example, string, variable, keyword, or object.

Consider the following example:

var myFun = new Function("6+");
var shape = "square";
var size = 2;
var Tomorrow = new Date();

In the previous example, the typeof operator returns these results:

typeof myFun is object
typeof shape is string
typeof size is number
typeof Tomorrow is object
typeof dontExist is undefined

The typeof operator returns the following results for the keywords true and null:

typeof true is boolean
typeof null is object

The typeof operator returns the following results for a number and string:

typeof 46 is number
typeof 'Hi there' is string
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The typeof operator returns the following results for methods and functions:

typeof Option is undefined
typeof String is function

Operator Precedence
When evaluating an expression, operators are applied in order of their precedence. You can override operator
precedence by using parentheses. The following table shows operator precedence, from lowest to highest
precedence.

Operator Type Individual Operators

assignment = += -= *= /= %= <<= >>= >>>= &= ^= |=

conditional ?:

logical or ||

logical and &&

bitwise or |

bitwise exclusive or ^

bitwise and &

equality = = !=

relational < <= > >=

bitwise shift << >> >>>

addition/subtraction + -

multiplication/division * / %

negation/increment ! ~ - ++ -- typeof void

call, member () []

 Conditional Statements
A conditional statement is a set of commands that runs if a specified condition is true.
JavaScript supports two conditional statements: if . . . else statement and switch statement.
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A conditional statement is a set of commands that runs if a specified condition is true. JavaScript supports two
conditional statements: if . . . else statement and switch statement.

if . . . else Statement
The if . . . else statement has the following syntax:

if (condition){   statement1;   statement2;      .      .      .}else{   statement3;   statement4;      .      .      .}

The condition must be a JavaScript expression that evaluates to true or false. If a specified condition is true, the
if statement will perform statement1 and statement2. If the specified condition is false, and the else statement is
present, statement3 and statement4 will be performed. Any JavaScript statements may be run, including further
nested if statements. To use more than one statement after an if or else statement, enclose the statements in curly
braces {}.

Example: Changing Overdue Times Based on Date
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The following example defines the variables WOB.earlysub, which is the time the job must start before it is marked
overdue, and WOB.dueout, which is the time the job must complete successfully before it is marked overdue. The
if...else statement changes the value of those times on the last workday of the month.

if (today('last workday of month')){     WOB.earlysub = "6pm";   WOB.dueout = "6am";}else{    WOB.earlysub = "8pm";   WOB.dueout = "7am";}

Example: Setting a Complete Time on Tuesday

This example defines the variable WOB.completeby, and on Tuesdays assigns it a value of 5:00 am.

WOB.completeby = null;if (today('tuesday')) WOB.completeby = '5am';

The server assigns an initial value of null to WOB.completeby. If the processing day is Tuesday, the server assigns
the variable a value of 5am.

To complete this example, we use the WOB.completeby symbolic variable in the Not completed by field on the
Time Dependencies page.

On Tuesdays, %WOB.completeby resolves to 5am, which is the time the job must complete successfully before
it is marked overdue. The remainder of the week, %WOB.completeby resolves to null, which is the same as not
specifying an overdue time.

switch Statement
A switch statement lets a script evaluate an expression and then compare it to the values for each case within the
structure. If a match is found, the program runs the block of code associated with that case. The switch statement
has the following syntax:

switch (expression)
{   case label :      statement;      break;   case label :      statement;      break;   ...   default : statement;}

The script begins by looking for a label that matches the value of the expression. If a matching label is found, it
runs the associated statement. If no matching label is found, the script looks for an optional default statement. If
a default statement is found, the script runs the associated statement. If no default statement is found, the script
continues at the statement following the end of the switch statement.

The optional break statement included with each case label ensures that the script exits the switch once a matched
statement has been executed. If the break statement is not included, the script will run the statement associated
with the next case.

Example: Switching Based on Day of the Week
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The following example generates a symbolic variable for the last workday of the month. If that day falls on a
Monday, it branches to a case called Monday, where other symbolic variables APPL.startby and APPL.endby are
assigned values:

APPL.genTime("lwd","last workday of month");switch (APPL.lwdDAY){   case 'Monday':      APPL.startby = "6pm";      APPL.endby = "5am";      break;   case 'Tuesday':      APPL.startby = "7pm";      APPL.endby = "4am";      break;   case 'Wednesday':   ...   default:      APPL.startby = "5pm";      APPL.endby = "6am";}

In the previous example, if the last workday of the month is Monday, the code at the label 'Monday' is run. The
default label is run when no match is found, such as when the last workday of the month is Thursday or Friday.

Note:  The break statements in this example are important. The break statement after Monday causes the program
to exit the switch statement block entirely. Otherwise, case Tuesday would run after Monday.

 Looping Statements
A loop is a block of code that runs repeatedly until a specified condition is met. JavaScript
supports the following loop statements:
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A loop is a block of code that runs repeatedly until a specified condition is met. JavaScript supports the following
loop statements:

You can also use break and continue within loop statements.

for Statement
A script repeats the for loop until the specified condition, which is evaluated on each pass through the loop,
becomes false. The syntax of the for statement is as follows:

for ([initial-
expression]; [condition]; [increment-expression]){    statements;
}

The following steps outline the process that occurs when a for loop runs:

1. The first expression, initial-expression, if any, is run. In general, this expression initializes one or more loop
counters. The syntax, however, does allow for an expression of varying degrees of complexity.

2. The second expression, condition, is evaluated. If the value of condition is true, the loop statements run again.
The loop terminates if the value of condition is false.

3. The third expression, increment-expression, updates the counter and returns to step 2.

Once the condition becomes false, the script stops running the statements within the loop, and control passes to
the statement following the for statement.

Example: Calculating Workdays in Months

The following example computes the number of workdays in each month and places the result into an array of
months. Array indexes in JavaScript start with 0, so January is stored with an array index of 0.

var months = new Array("Jan","Feb","Mar","Apr","May","Jun", "Jul","Aug","Sep","Oct","Nov","Dec");APPL.workdays = new Array(12);for (var month = 0; month < 12; month
+
+){   startdate = "1st day of " + months[month] + "      starting 1st jan 2001";   enddate = "last day of " + months[month] + "      starting 1st jan 2001";   APPL.workdays[month] = daysBetween(startdate,enddate,       'workdays');}
months=null;
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Note:  In this example, a temporary array months is used to store the month names. It is good practice to set array
variables to null after you have finished with the variable, as in the last line of the script.

To reference an array element, use syntax as in the following example:

%(workdays[4])

The previous example shows how to reference the number of workdays in May.

do ... while Statement
A script repeats the do ... while statement until a specified condition, which is evaluated after each time the
statement runs, evaluates to false. The do ... while statement has the following syntax:

do{    statements;
} while(condition);

The condition is not checked until after the statement has run once. If the condition is true, the statement runs
again. Once the condition returns false, the script stops running the statements within the loop, and control passes
to the statement following the do ... while statement.

Example: Repeating While i is Less than Five

In the following example, n takes the following values: 1, 2, 6, 24, and 120.

var i = 0;var n = 1;do {   i += 1;   n *= i;} while (i < 5);

while Statement
A script repeats the while statement until a specified condition evaluates to false. The while statement has the
following syntax:

while (condition){   statements;}

The condition is checked before the statements are run. If the condition is true, the statements are run. The
condition then gets tested again. Once the condition becomes false, the script stops running the statements within
the loop, and control passes to the statement following the while statement.

Example: Repeating While n is Less than Three

The following example loops until n is equal to 6:

var n = 0;var x = 0;while (n < 3){   n++;   x += n;}

In the preceding example, with each iteration, the loop increments n by one. After completing the fourth pass, the
condition n < 3 is no longer true, and the loop terminates.
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 Function Statements
You can think of a function as procedures or operations that your script can perform. You
use the function statement to define a function. For example, you can define a function that
accesses a Java function or a built-in function.
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You can think of a function as procedures or operations that your script can perform. You use the function
statement to define a function. For example, you can define a function that accesses a Java function or a built-in
function.

The function statement declares a JavaScript function with its specified parameters, which include strings,
numbers, and objects. The function statement has the following syntax:

function name([param] [,param] [...,param]){   statements;
}

• name
Specifies the name of the JavaScript function.

• param
Specifies the name of an argument to be passed to the function. A function can have up to 255 arguments.

To return a value, the function statement must contain a return statement that specifies the value to be returned. A
function statement cannot be nested within any other statement.

All of the parameters are passed to a function by value. The function may change the value of the parameter, but
this change is not reflected globally or in the calling function.

 Objects
You can think of an object as a container for values. A JavaScript object is a specialized form of
variable that can itself contain other variables and functions. A variable inside an object is also
known as a property of that object, while a function within an object is also known as a method.
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You can think of an object as a container for values. A JavaScript object is a specialized form of variable that can
itself contain other variables and functions. A variable inside an object is also known as a property of that object,
while a function within an object is also known as a method.

The server provides some built-in objects known as host objects. In addition, you can define your own objects using
the Object keyword.

This section contains the following topics:

2

Host Objects
The server hosts the JavaScript environment, so its built-in objects are known as host objects. The server host
objects are provided so that you can pass variable data from within a script to an Application, a job, or work running
on an agent or advanced integration. Host objects define the scope of availability of variable data. The server
provides three types of host objects:

• ESP host object
• APPL host object
• WOB host object

Note:  Only the values of symbolic variables defined within host objects can be exported outside the scripts for
use within an Application or job. If you want to use a symbolic variable in any of the input fields of CA WA Desktop
Client, define that variable in one of the host objects. Use the host object that provides the appropriate scope of
availability for the data.
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The ESP host object is used to export data that can be made available to any Application or job running on the
server system.

With the help of your server administrator, you can define symbolic variables within the ESP host object that can be
used by all Applications as required.

An APPL host object is used to export data that is global to an entire instance (generation) of an Application. For
that reason, many of the server built-in symbolic variables are defined within the APPL host object.

Each Application has its own host object, which can export data from built-in symbolic variables or user-defined
symbolic variables to any job within the Application.

The APPL host object provides some built-in symbolic variables.

Each job has its own WOB (workflow object) host object, which can export data from a script running for a specific
job in an Application to the job itself. This data is not available to any other job in the Application. You cannot pass
data to another job in the Application from a script using the WOB host object symbolic variables.

Each job can have its own copies of a variable. For example, you can set WOB.earlysub = '9am'; in a script for one
job and WOB.earlysub = '10am'; for another script for another job. The individual values are maintained for each
job. They can be set for each job at Event trigger time to establish time dependencies for those jobs.

Or, you can execute the same script and assign different values to WOB.earlysub based on the jobname, for
example:

if (WOB._name == 'JOBA') WOB.earlysub = '9am';
if (WOB._name == 'JOBB') WOB.earlysub = '10am';

A WOB host object provides some built-in symbolic variables.

ESP host object
The ESP host object is used to export data that can be made available to any Application or job running on the
server system.

With the help of your server administrator, you can define symbolic variables within the ESP host object that can be
used by all Applications as required.

APPL host object
An APPL host object is used to export data that is global to an entire instance (generation) of an Application. For
that reason, many of the server built-in symbolic variables are defined within the APPL host object.

Each Application has its own host object, which can export data from built-in symbolic variables or user-defined
symbolic variables to any job within the Application.

The APPL host object provides some built-in symbolic variables.

WOB host object
Each job has its own WOB (workflow object) host object, which can export data from a script running for a specific
job in an Application to the job itself. This data is not available to any other job in the Application. You cannot pass
data to another job in the Application from a script using the WOB host object symbolic variables.

Each job can have its own copies of a variable. For example, you can set

WOB.earlysub = '9am';

in a script for one job, and
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WOB.earlysub = '10am';

for another script for another job. The individual values are maintained for each job. They can be set for each job at
Event trigger time to establish time dependencies for those jobs.

Or, you can execute the same script and assign different values to WOB.earlysub based on the jobname, for
example

if (WOB._name == 'JOBA') WOB.earlysub = '9am';
if (WOB._name == 'JOBB') WOB.earlysub = '10am';

A WOB host object provides some built-in symbolic variables.

Substring Method
You can use a substring method to extract part or all the value of a string variable within a JavaScript script.

The server also has its own substring notation that you can use when specifying symbolic variables. Since the
substring method is defined as part of the JavaScript language, however, it is not unique to the server. Since the
data type of most symbolic variables is String, you can use this method.

The substring method has the following syntax:

variablename.substring(start_position,position_after_end)

Characters in a string are counted from left to right. The leftmost position is position 0.

Note:  You specify the starting position followed by the position after the last character you want to include in the
substring.

Example: Extracting First to Third Characters

The following example uses substring to obtain the first to third characters of the value of location:

var location = 'Toronto';APPL.loc = location.substring(0,3);

%APPL.loc resolves to "Tor".

Example: Extracting Second and Third Characters

The following example uses substring to obtain the second and third characters of the value of location:

var location = 'Toronto';APPL.loc = location.substring(1,3);

%APPL.loc resolves to "or".

 Working with JavaScripts in Define Perspective
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
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HID_specifying_javascripts
This section contains the following topics:

 Javascripts
This section contains the following information:
wlade133
This section contains the following information:

• Specifying and managing Javascript scripts
• Using scripts in Applications
• Symbolic variables
• Global variables
• Built-in Javascript functions
• Conditional schedule criteria
• Scripting examples

 Using JavaScripts
You can use a JavaScript script within an Application or Alert to perform many types of
operations.
cwad121
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You can use a JavaScript script within an Application or Alert to perform many types of operations.

Some common uses for a script are as follows:

• Using conditional logic to specify a variation in the schedule
• Defining symbolic variables
• Using server built-in functions

You can use a script to perform an operation within the Application definition or within one or more jobs. Before the
script can be available to the Application or job, you must first store it in the Application that will use the script or in
the JavaScript repository.

You can also use a script to perform an operation within the Alert definition. You can define the script in the Alert
definition or store it in the JavaScript repository.

The name of each script must be unique for every instance of the server.

If the Javascript scripts in the Event definition and the job or Application definition are required to run at the same
time, the server processes the scripts in parallel.

Note:

By default, each Javascript script can run at a maximum time of 5 minutes.

Warning:

• Javascripts, with file modification operations and Java calls, stop other currently running scripts to
avoid data corruption and always run alone. The data corruption might occur in the file, or in the global
variable, ESP host object, and resource values. For better performance, we recommend that you avoid
specifying the file modification operations and Java calls in Javascripts.

• CA Workload Automation DE Java classes and methods cannot be invoked using Javascript scripts.

 Specifying Javascript Scripts
You can specify Javascript Scripts as follows:
cwad12-12-0-01
You can specify Javascript Scripts as follows:

Specify JavaScript Scripts in the Event Definition
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You can specify a list of JavaScript scripts in the Event definition, which are run when the Event is triggered. You
can specify scripts in an Event definition to set default values for the Application, define symbolic variables to be
used by the Application, and for many other purposes.

Note:

 You cannot define JavaScript scripts in the Event definition. You can only run scripts defined in the JavaScript
repository.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Double-click the Event in the Event Triggers workspace.
The Properties page of the Event trigger definition dialog opens.

3. Click JavaScript in the left pane.
The JavaScript page opens in the right pane.

4. Click Add.
A new row is added to the Specify JavaScript references table.

5. Click the drop-down arrow in the new row.
A list of scripts that are defined in the JavaScript repository is displayed in a pop-up list.

Note:  You can also type the script name in the row. Before the Event triggers, the script must be defined in the
JavaScript repository and you must have access to the script.

6. Select a script from the list.
The script appears in the area to the right of the table.

7. (Optional) Repeat the above steps to specify additional scripts within the Event definition.
8. Click OK.

The specified scripts run when the Event is triggered.

Note:  Specifying a script in the Event definition is equivalent to specifying the script in the Application definition
using the At Event trigger time option.

 

Specify a JavaScript Script in the Application Definition
You can specify a JavaScript script in the Application definition, and run it when the Event is triggered or when each
job in the Application starts to run. You can specify a script in an Application definition to set default values for the
Application, define symbolic variables to be used by the Application, and for many other purposes.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the Application in the Application Workspace view, and select Properties from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Application properties dialog opens.

3. Click JavaScript in the left pane.
The JavaScript page opens in the right pane.

4. Specify the script to run in the Run JavaScript section:

• At Event trigger time

Runs the script when the Event triggers. Use this option if the script uses symbolic variables that are
resolved at Event trigger time such as Application name, default Agent name, job names and qualifiers, run
frequencies, notifications, resource dependencies, and time dependencies.

Note:

 If you want to run multiple scripts at Event trigger time, specify the scripts in the Event definition instead.
• At run time

Runs the script each time a job runs within the Application. Use this option if the script uses symbolic
variables that are resolved at run time such as Agent name, command or script name, arguments, user ID,
exit codes, and environment variables.

Note:  For more information about choosing when to run the script, see Using Scripts in Applications.

To view the selected script, click View beside the script name.
To edit the script defined in the Application, click Edit Local JavaScript.
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To view the scripts in the JavaScript repository, click Show JavaScript Repository.
5. Click OK.

The script runs when the Event is triggered (Event trigger time) or when the jobs in the Application run (run
time).

Specify a JavaScript Script in the Job Definition
You can specify a JavaScript script in a job definition, and run it when the Event is triggered or when the job runs.
You can specify a script in a job definition to create symbolic variables for use by the job, specify alternative times
to submit the job, and for other purposes.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click JavaScripts in the left pane.
The JavaScripts page opens in the right pane.

4. Ensure that the At Event trigger time and the At job run time sections are expanded.
5. Specify the script to run in the JavaScript section:

• At Event trigger time

Runs the script when the Event triggers. Use this option if the script uses symbolic variables that are
resolved at Event trigger time such as Application name, default Agent name, job names and qualifiers, run
frequencies, notifications, resource dependencies, and time dependencies.

• At job run time

Runs the script each time a job runs within the Application. Use this option if the script uses symbolic
variables that are resolved at run time such as Agent name, command or script name, arguments, user ID,
exit codes, and environment variables.

Note:

 This option does not apply to external jobs.

Note:  For more information about choosing when to run the script, see Using Scripts in Applications.
6. Specify a script in one or both of these sections in one of the following ways:

• Select a script from the Script name drop-down list. This list displays the JavaScript scripts defined in the
Application and in the global JavaScript repository. To view a selected script, click View beside the Script
name drop-down list.

• Type in the script in the Define or Import JavaScript to run text box. No syntax validation or syntax
highlighting is done on this script. This script will be local to the job.

• Click Import and browse for a predefined script on your computer. This script will be local to the job.

Note:  You can define up to two scripts in a job definition provided the scripts run at different times. For
example, you can define a local script to run at Event trigger time and select a script from the JavaScript
repository to run at job run time.

7. Click OK.
The script runs when the Event is triggered (Event trigger- time) or when the job runs (job run time).

 Store a JavaScript Script in the Application
If the JavaScript script is used in only one Application, you can store the script in the
Application. If you want to use the script in multiple Applications, store the script in the
JavaScript repository instead.
cwad121
HID_store_js_appl
If the JavaScript script is used in only one Application, you can store the script in the Application. If you want to use
the script in multiple Applications, store the script in the JavaScript repository instead.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
2. Right-click the Application in the Application Workspace view, and select Properties from the pop-up menu.
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The Basic page of the Application properties dialog opens.
3. Click JavaScript in the left pane.

The JavaScript page opens in the right pane.
4. Click Edit Local JavaScript.

The Application Defined (Local) JavaScript Scripts dialog opens.
5. Click Add to name the script.

The Adding new JavaScript dialog opens.
6. Define a meaningful name for the script in the JavaScript name field and click OK.

Note:  The script name must be unique.

The script name appears in the left pane.
7. Type the script content in the editor in the right pane.

Note:  You can import a script from your computer or a network drive by clicking Import.
8. (Optional) Press Ctrl+spacebar in the editor to invoke content assist.

A pop-up displays the server built-in JavaScript variables and functions that you can use in the script. The pop-
up also displays the native JavaScript functions and objects.

Note:

• You can filter the variables, objects, and functions that appear in the pop-up. For example, if you
type file and invoke content assist, the pop-up displays all server built-in functions that begin with file. You
can further filter the list in the pop-up by typing additional text, for example, _l.

• To display the description of a built-in JavaScript variable or function, select the variable or function in the
pop-up. You cannot display the description of a native JavaScript function or object. For more information
about the native JavaScript functions and objects, visit the ECMA International website (www.ecma-
international.org) and search for the ECMA-262 Standard for scripting languages.

• The pop-up displays all global variables and functions. To display all variables and functions that belong to
an object or context, type the object or context name followed by a period in the editor. For example, if you
type APPL., a pop-up displays all the APPL built-in variables and functions.

9. Select a variable or function in the list and press Enter to insert it in the script.
The selected variable or function appears in the editor.

10. (Optional) Click Check Syntax to validate the syntax of the script.
Errors and warnings, if any, are displayed in a dialog. The errors are also highlighted in the editor.

Note:  After you correct the script, click Check Syntax again. Repeat until you do not receive any errors or
warning messages. Click OK to close the dialog.

11. (Optional) Click Export to save the script on your local computer or a network drive. Browse to the location
where you want to save the script, enter a file name, and click Save.

12. Click OK.
The script is stored in the Application.

 Specify JavaScript Scripts in the Event Definition
You can specify a list of JavaScript scripts in the Event definition, which are run when the
Event is triggered. You can specify scripts in an Event definition to set default values for the
Application, define symbolic variables to be used by the Application, and for many other
purposes.
cwad121
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You can specify a list of JavaScript scripts in the Event definition, which are run when the Event is triggered. You
can specify scripts in an Event definition to set default values for the Application, define symbolic variables to be
used by the Application, and for many other purposes.

Note:

You cannot define JavaScript scripts in the Event definition. You can only run scripts defined in the JavaScript
repository.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Double-click the Event in the Event Triggers workspace.

http://www.ecma-international.org/
http://www.ecma-international.org/
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The Properties page of the Event trigger definition dialog opens.
3. Click JavaScript in the left pane.

The JavaScript page opens in the right pane.
4. Click Add.

A new row is added to the Specify JavaScript references table.
5. Click the drop-down arrow in the new row.

A list of scripts that are defined in the JavaScript repository is displayed in a pop-up list.

Note:  You can also type the script name in the row. Before the Event triggers, the script must be defined in the
JavaScript repository and you must have access to the script.

6. Select a script from the list.
The script appears in the area to the right of the table.

7. (Optional) Repeat the above steps to specify additional scripts within the Event definition.
8. Click OK.

The specified scripts run when the Event is triggered.

Note:  Specifying a script in the Event definition is equivalent to specifying the script in the Application definition
using the At Event trigger time option.

 Specify a JavaScript Script in the Application Definition
You can specify a JavaScript script in the Application definition, and run it when the Event
is triggered or when each job in the Application starts to run. You can specify a script in an
Application definition to set default values for the Application, define symbolic variables to be
used by the Application, and for many other purposes.
cwad121
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You can specify a JavaScript script in the Application definition, and run it when the Event is triggered or when each
job in the Application starts to run. You can specify a script in an Application definition to set default values for the
Application, define symbolic variables to be used by the Application, and for many other purposes.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the Application in the Application Workspace view, and select Properties from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the Application properties dialog opens.

3. Click JavaScript in the left pane.
The JavaScript page opens in the right pane.

4. Specify the script to run in the Run JavaScript section:

• At Event trigger time

Runs the script when the Event triggers. Use this option if the script uses symbolic variables that are
resolved at Event trigger time such as Application name, default Agent name, job names and qualifiers, run
frequencies, notifications, resource dependencies, and time dependencies.

Note:

 If you want to run multiple scripts at Event trigger time, specify the scripts in the Event definition instead.
• At run time

Runs the script each time a job runs within the Application. Use this option if the script uses symbolic
variables that are resolved at run time such as Agent name, command or script name, arguments, user ID,
exit codes, and environment variables.

Note:  For more information about choosing when to run the script, see Using Scripts in Applications.

To view the selected script, click View beside the script name.
To edit the script defined in the Application, click Edit Local JavaScript.
To view the scripts in the JavaScript repository, click Show JavaScript Repository.

5. Click OK.
The script runs when the Event is triggered (Event trigger time) or when the jobs in the Application run (run
time).
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 Specify a JavaScript Script in the Job Definition
You can specify a JavaScript script in a job definition, and run it when the Event is triggered or
when the job runs. You can specify a script in a job definition to create symbolic variables for
use by the job, specify alternative times to submit the job, and for other purposes.
cwad121
HID_specify_js_job
You can specify a JavaScript script in a job definition, and run it when the Event is triggered or when the job runs.
You can specify a script in a job definition to create symbolic variables for use by the job, specify alternative times
to submit the job, and for other purposes.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job in the workspace, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Basic page of the job definition dialog opens.

3. Click JavaScripts in the left pane.
The JavaScripts page opens in the right pane.

4. Ensure that the At Event trigger time and the At job run time sections are expanded.
5. Specify the script to run in the JavaScript section:

• At Event trigger time

Runs the script when the Event triggers. Use this option if the script uses symbolic variables that are
resolved at Event trigger time such as Application name, default Agent name, job names and qualifiers, run
frequencies, notifications, resource dependencies, and time dependencies.

• At job run time

Runs the script each time a job runs within the Application. Use this option if the script uses symbolic
variables that are resolved at run time such as Agent name, command or script name, arguments, user ID,
exit codes, and environment variables.

Note:

 This option does not apply to external jobs.

Note:  For more information about choosing when to run the script, see Using Scripts in Applications.
6. Specify a script in one or both of these sections in one of the following ways:

• Select a script from the Script name drop-down list. This list displays the JavaScript scripts defined in the
Application and in the global JavaScript repository. To view a selected script, click View beside the Script
name drop-down list.

• Type in the script in the Define or Import JavaScript to run text box. No syntax validation or syntax
highlighting is done on this script. This script will be local to the job.

• Click Import and browse for a predefined script on your computer. This script will be local to the job.

Note:  You can define up to two scripts in a job definition provided the scripts run at different times. For
example, you can define a local script to run at Event trigger time and select a script from the JavaScript
repository to run at job run time.

7. Click OK.
The script runs when the Event is triggered (Event trigger- time) or when the job runs (job run time).

 %IF Statement—Create Conditional Schedule Criteria
Use the %IF statement to add conditional logic to your Application and job definitions without
having to run a script. For example, you can use the %IF statement to submit a job at a different
time on the last workday of the month. When the server generates an Application (trigger time),
it evaluates the %IF statement for a true or false condition and returns the appropriate value.
cwad121
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Use the %IF statement to add conditional logic to your Application and job definitions without having to run a script.
For example, you can use the %IF statement to submit a job at a different time on the last workday of the month.
When the server generates an Application (trigger time), it evaluates the %IF statement for a true or false condition
and returns the appropriate value.
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Note:

You cannot use the %IF statement when inserting a job or resetting a job definition or time dependency.

This statement has the following format:

%IF(logical_test,'value_if_true'[,'value_if_false'])

• logical_test
Defines a JavaScript logical expression or JavaScript function that returns a true or false (Boolean) value.

Note:

The server evaluates the logical expression at run time. You cannot use runtime variables (APPL._R* or
WOB._R*) in the logical expression. Use a JavaScript script instead and invoke it at run time.

• value_if_true
Defines any character string or JavaScript variable that the server returns if the logical test is true.

Note:

If the true value contains special characters (such as backslashes or single quotes), precede them with a
backslash (\).

• value_if_false
(Optional) Defines any character string or JavaScript variable that the server returns if the logical test is false.

Note:

If the true value contains special characters (such as backslashes or single quotes), precede them with a
backslash (\).

Note:

• The %IF statement follows JavaScript rules. The syntax is case-sensitive.
• You cannot use the %IF statement when inserting a job or resetting a job definition or time dependency.
• You can't write nested %IF statements.

Example: Run a Job on the Last Workday of the Month Except in December

A job runs on the last workday of the month, unless the month is December. If it is December, the job runs the day
before the last workday of the month.

The %IF statement for the job's run frequency When field is as follows:

%IF(APPL._SMM == '12','last workday of month less 1 day','last workday of month')

The APPL._SMM symbolic variable represents the number of the scheduled month.

Example: Run a Job on Even Days

A job runs only on even-numbered days of the month. The conditional logic uses the day number to determine
whether a day is an even-numbered day or not. The % (remainder) operator divides the day by 2 and tests the
remainder. If the remainder is 0, the server sets the run frequency value to day.

The %IF statement for the job's run frequency When field is as follows:

%IF(APPL._SDD%2 == 0,'today')

The APPL.SDD symbolic variable represents the number of the scheduled day of the month.
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Example: Run a Job on Certain Weeks of a Month

A job runs Monday through Saturday during the third and fourth weeks of October.

The %IF statement for the job's run frequency When field is as follows:

%IF(APPL._SMM == '10','anyday of 3rd 4th week of month except sunday')

The APPL._SMM symbolic variable represents the number of the scheduled month.

 Working with JavaScripts in Services Perspective
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
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This section contains the following topics:

 Java Scripts
You can use a JavaScript script within an Application or Alert to perform many types of
operations.
cwad121
HID_java_scripts
You can use a JavaScript script within an Application or Alert to perform many types of operations.

Some common uses for a script are as follows:

• Using conditional logic to specify a variation in the schedule
• Defining symbolic variables
• Using server built-in functions

You can use a script to perform an operation within the Application definition or within one or more jobs. Before the
script can be available to the Application or job, you must first store it in the Application that will use the script or in
the JavaScript repository.

You can also use a script to perform an operation within the Alert definition. You can define the script in the Alert
definition or store it in the JavaScript repository.

The name of each script must be unique for every instance of the server.

If the Javascript scripts in the Event definition and the job or Application definition are required to run at the same
time, the server processes the scripts in parallel.

Note:

By default, each Javascript script can run at a maximum time of 5 minutes.

Warning:

• Javascripts, with file modification operations and Java calls, stop other currently running scripts to
avoid data corruption and always run alone. The data corruption might occur in the file, or in the global
variable, ESP host object, and resource values. For better performance, we recommend that you avoid
specifying the file modification operations and Java calls in Javascripts.

• CA Workload Automation DE Java classes and methods cannot be invoked using Javascript scripts.

 List the Scripts in the JavaScript Repository
The JavaScript repository provides a common storage location on the server for your JavaScript
scripts. To open, edit, or delete a script in the JavaScript repository, you must first list your
scripts.
cwad121
HID_list_scripts_js_repository
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The JavaScript repository provides a common storage location on the server for your JavaScript scripts. To open,
edit, or delete a script in the JavaScript repository, you must first list your scripts.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click JavaScripts under your server connection, and click Open from the pop-up menu.
The JavaScript view opens.

3. Enter a filter in the JavaScript name field to limit the scripts displayed or leave the field blank to display all
scripts.
For example, to display all scripts that begin with s, type s*.

4. Click the arrow next to the JavaScript name field.
A list of scripts that match your filter criteria is displayed.

 Store a Script in the JavaScript Repository
If the script is used in multiple Applications or Alerts, store the script in the JavaScript repository
on the server. In the JavaScript repository, you can list, create, edit, and delete scripts used in
your Applications and Alerts.
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If the script is used in multiple Applications or Alerts, store the script in the JavaScript repository on the server. In
the JavaScript repository, you can list, create, edit, and delete scripts used in your Applications and Alerts.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click JavaScripts under your server connection, and click New from the pop-up menu.
The New JavaScript view opens.

3. Do one of the following:

• To import a script from your local computer or a network drive, click Import, browse to the script, and click
Open.
The imported script appears in the editor. If the JavaScript name field was empty when you imported the
script, the name of the imported script (without the file extension) is set as the script name.

• To define a script, define a meaningful name for the script in the JavaScript name field, and type the script
content in the editor.

4. (Optional) Press Ctrl+spacebar in the editor to invoke content assist.
A pop-up displays the built-in JavaScript variables and functions that you can use in the script. The pop-up also
displays the native JavaScript functions and objects.

Note:

• You can filter the variables, objects, and functions that appear in the pop-up. For example, if you
type file and invoke content assist, the pop-up displays all server built-in functions that begin with file. You
can further filter the list in the pop-up by typing additional text, for example, _l.

• To display the description of a built-in JavaScript variable or function, select the variable or function in the
pop-up. You cannot display the description of a native JavaScript function or object. For more information
about the native JavaScript functions and objects, visit the ECMA International website (www.ecma-
international.org) and search for the ECMA-262 Standard for scripting languages.

• The pop-up displays all global variables and functions. To display all variables and functions that belong to
an object or context, type the object or context name followed by a period in the editor. For example, if you
type APPL., a pop-up displays all the APPL built-in variables and functions.

5. Select a variable or function in the list and press Enter to insert it in the script.
The selected variable or function appears in the editor.

6. (Optional) Click Check Syntax to validate the syntax of the script.
Errors and warnings, if any, are displayed in a dialog. The errors are also highlighted in the editor.

Note:   After you correct the script, click Check Syntax again. Repeat until you do not receive any errors or
warning messages. Click OK to close the dialog.

7. (Optional) Click Export to save the script on your local computer or a network drive. Browse to the location
where you want to save the script, enter a file name, and click Save.

http://www.ecma-international.org/
http://www.ecma-international.org/
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8. Click the Save icon to save the script.
The script is stored in the JavaScript repository.

Note:

 For more information about Javascript expressions and built-in functions, see Java Scripts.

 Import Scripts to the JavaScript Repository
You can import multiple scripts from a directory on your local computer or a network drive to the
JavaScript repository. After importing the scripts to the JavaScript repository, you can use them
in your Applications and Alerts.
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You can import multiple scripts from a directory on your local computer or a network drive to the JavaScript
repository. After importing the scripts to the JavaScript repository, you can use them in your Applications and Alerts.

Follow these steps:

1. List the scripts in the JavaScript repository.
2. Right-click the listing, and select Import JavaScripts from the pop-up menu.

The JavaScripts Import dialog opens.
3. Complete the following fields in the dialog:

• Select import directory
Specifies the directory that contains the scripts you want to import. You can click Browse to select the import
directory.

Note:

 The drop-down list preserves the last 10 used values.
• JavaScript file extension

Indicates the file extension of the scripts. The following extensions are supported:

• *.js—Selects files in the import directory with a .js extension.
• *.txt—Selects files in the import directory with a .txt extension.
• *.*—Selects all files in the import directory.

Default: *.js

The JavaScripts text box displays a list of scripts in the import directory with the specified file extension. If a
script contains a syntax error, an error icon appears to the left of the name, and the script is not selectable in the
list. If the script does not contain a syntax error, the script is selected to be imported.

4. (Optional) Clear the check boxes of the selected scripts that you do not want to import.
5. (Optional) Select the following options in the dialog:

• Overwrite existing JavaScripts with the same name without warning
Overwrites scripts with the same name in the JavaScript repository without a confirmation.

• Include file extension in the JavaScript name
Includes the file extension in the name of the script in the JavaScript repository.

Note:

 If you do not select this option, the file extension will be removed from the name, for example, test.js will be
stored as test.

6. Click Finish.
If any of the selected scripts already exist in the JavaScript repository and the Overwrite existing JavaScripts
with the same name without warning option is not selected, a confirmation dialog opens. Otherwise, the selected
scripts are uploaded to the JavaScript repository.

7. Right-click in the listing, and select Refresh from the pop-up menu.
The imported scripts are included in the listing.

 Export Scripts from the JavaScript Repository
You can export multiple scripts from the JavaScript repository to a directory on your local
computer or a network drive.
cwad121
HID_export_scripts_from_js_repository
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You can export multiple scripts from the JavaScript repository to a directory on your local computer or a network
drive.

Follow these steps:

1. List the scripts in the JavaScript repository.
2. Select the scripts in the listing that you want to export.

Note:

 Press the Ctrl key while making your selections to select multiple scripts at once.
3. Right-click one of the selected scripts, and select Export JavaScripts from the pop-up menu.

The JavaScripts Export dialog opens. The JavaScripts text box displays a list of the selected scripts.
4. Complete the following fields in the dialog:

• Export to
Specifies the directory that you want to export your scripts to. You can click Browse to select the export
directory.

Note:

 The drop-down list preserves the last 10 used values.
• JavaScript file extension

Indicates the file extension of the scripts. The following extensions are supported:

• *.js—Saves the selected scripts with a .js extension.
• *.txt—Saves the selected scripts with a .txt extension.
• *.*—Saves the selected scripts with their current extension.

Default: *.js
• Overwrite existing files without warning

(Optional) Overwrites scripts with the same name in the export directory without a confirmation.
5. Click Finish.

If any of the selected scripts already exist in the export directory and the Overwrite existing files without warning
option is not selected, a confirmation dialog opens. Otherwise, the selected scripts are saved in the export
directory with the specified file extension.

 Delete a JavaScript Script
You can delete a JavaScript script if it is not longer in use.
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HID_delete_js
You can delete a JavaScript script if it is not longer in use.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click JavaScript under your server connection, and click Open from the pop-up menu.
The JavaScript view opens.

3. Right-click the script that you want to delete, and click Delete from the pop-up menu.
If the script being deleted is associated with any Applications, Events, or Alerts, the Affected Artifacts dialog
opens and lists the Applications, Events, or Alerts that are affected by the deletion. Otherwise, a confirmation
dialog appears, and you can skip the next step.

Note:  If you selected multiple scripts, the Affected Artifacts dialog lists all of the Applications, Events, or Alerts
that are affected by the deletion of the selected scripts.

4. Select one of the following, if applicable.

• Yes—Proceeds with the deletion.
The JavaScript script is permanently deleted.

• No—Cancels the deletion request.

Note:  To avoid the warning, you can update the JavaScript scripts specified in the Application, Event, or
Alert definition.

5. Click Yes in the confirmation dialog, if applicable.
The JavaScript script is permanently deleted.
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 Using Scripts in Applications
You can use a script within an Application to perform many types of operations. Some common
uses for a script include:
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You can use a script within an Application to perform many types of operations. Some common uses for a script
include:

• Using conditional logic to specify a variation in the schedule
• Defining symbolic variables
• Using server built-in functions

You can specify a script within an Event definition, an Application definition, or within one or more jobs. Before the
script can be available to an Event, Application, or job, you must first store the script in the Application that will use
it or in the JavaScript repository. The name of each script must be unique for every instance of the server.

Note:  You can use JavaScript scripts of up to 64 KB in your Applications.

If the Javascript scripts in the Event definition and the job or Application definition are required to run at the same
time, the server processes the scripts in parallel.

Note:

By default, each Javascript script can run at a maximum time of 5 minutes.

Warning:

• Javascripts, with file modification operations and Java calls, always run sequentially to avoid data
corruption and hence delays the running of other scripts. The data corruption might occur in shared
resources such as files, global variable, ESP host object, and resource values. For better performance,
we recommend that you avoid specifying the file modification operations and Java calls in Javascripts.

• CA Workload Automation DE Java classes and methods cannot be invoked using Javascript scripts.

This section describes how to write, import, and run a script within the properties definition of an Application or
within a job definition. To use a script in an Application, follow these steps:

1.  Choosing Where to Specify the Script Event, Application, or Job.
2.  Choosing When to Run the Script Event Trigger or Run Time.
3. Store the script.
4. Specify the script within an Event, Application, or job.

 Choosing Where to Specify the Script: Event, Application, or Job
You can specify the script within an Event definition, an Application definition (Application
level), or a job definition (job level). Where you specify the script determines the availability of
elements such as variables, symbolic variables, and parameters.
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You can specify the script within an Event definition, an Application definition (Application level), or a job definition
(job level). Where you specify the script determines the availability of elements such as variables, symbolic
variables, and parameters.

Choosing to Specify Scripts Within an Event Definition
Specify the scripts within an Event definition for the following scenarios:

• You want to run multiple scripts when the Event is triggered. In contrast, the Application definition and job
definition let you specify only one script using the At run time option and one script using the At Event trigger
time option.

Note:  Specifying one script in the Event definition is equivalent to specifying the script in the Application
definition using the At Event trigger time option.

• The script defines or sets values for system-level symbolic variables. The names of these variables begin with
the prefix ESP.

• The script defines or sets values for Application-level symbolic variables. The names of these variables begin
with the prefix APPL.

Choosing to Specify a Script Within an Application Definition
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Specify the script within an Application definition for the following scenarios:

• The script defines or sets values for symbolic variables that need to be available to multiple jobs within the
Application. These variables can be system-level (the names begin with the prefix ESP) or Application level (the
names begin with the prefix APPL).

• The script passes parameters from the Event to the Application.
• The script determines whether multiple jobs will run.
• The script generates date and time variables to be used by multiple jobs.
• The script defines or sets values for job-level symbolic variables. The names of these variables begin with the

prefix WOB. For these scripts, you must select the At run time option. The script runs when each job in the
Application starts to run.

Choosing to Specify a Script Within a Job Definition
Specify the script within a job definition for the following scenarios:

• The script defines or sets values for symbolic variables that begin with the prefix WOB.
• The script sets values for variables used by a single job.
• The script sets a variable whose value must be confined to a single job (the symbolic variable is used in multiple

jobs but must have a unique value for each job).
• The script specifies run criteria for a single job.
• The script defines or sets values for system-level symbolic variables. The names of these variables begin with

the prefix ESP.
• The script defines or sets values for Application-level symbolic variables. The names of these variables begin

with the prefix APPL.

 Choosing When to Run the Script: Event Trigger or Run Time
You can choose to run a script at Event trigger time or when one or more jobs run (at run time).
When you run the script depends on the kinds of values you are calculating within the script.
Some information is required at trigger time (when the Application builds) and other information
is required at run time.
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You can choose to run a script at Event trigger time or when one or more jobs run (at run time). When you run the
script depends on the kinds of values you are calculating within the script. Some information is required at trigger
time (when the Application builds) and other information is required at run time.

For example, when an Event triggers and the server builds the Application, the server needs to know which jobs
will be run as part of that Application. This means that all run frequencies need to be resolved at Event trigger time.
The server, however, does not need to know the argument being passed to a UNIX script until the script is ready to
run. This means that arguments do not need to be resolved until run time.

Note:  If you plan to use a symbolic variable as part of a job name or qualifier, the symbolic variable must be
assigned a value at Event trigger time.

Trigger Time
The following Application and job properties must be resolved at trigger time.

Properties CA WA Desktop Client dialog CA WA Desktop Client fields

Application name Application properties dialog Name dialog

Default Agent name Application properties dialog Agent dialog

Application run frequency Application properties dialog Run frequency section

Job name and qualifier Job definition Basic dialog Name and Qualifier fields

Job run frequency Job definition Basic dialog Run frequency section

Notifications Job definition Notifications dialog All fields within the Alerts tab

Job resources Job definition Resources dialog All fields

Job time dependencies Job definition Time Dependencies
dialog

All fields

External job attributes External job definition Basic dialog All fields
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Run Time
If the script calculates the value of a symbolic variable that relies on actual Application or job run times (for
example, passing an argument to a script), run the script at run time.

The following fields must be resolved at run time.

Properties CA WA Desktop Client dialog CA WA Desktop Client fields

Email addresses New Email Notification dialog To field

Agent specifications Job definition Basic dialog Agent name, Command to
run, Script/command name,
Arguments to pass, and User ID
fields

Environment variables Job definition Environment
Variables dialog

Name and Value fields

OS/400 environment specifications Environment dialog Library specifications, Job
specifications, and OS/400 exit
program fields

Exit codes Job definition Exit Codes tab Code and Interpretation fields

Trigger conditions for File trigger
jobs

Job definition Basic dialog

Job definition User/Group
specifications dialog

File name field

Owner user ID, group, and Monitor
as user fields

Step specifications for SAP R/3 jobs Job definition Step Specifications
dialog

All fields

Agent specifications for PeopleSoft
jobs

Job definition Basic dialog Process name and Process type
fields

 Storing the Script
Before the script can be available to an Event, Application, or job, you must first store the script
in the Application that will use it or in the JavaScript repository on the server. When storing the
script, you can write the script in CA WA Desktop Client or import the script from your local
computer or a network drive. The name of each script must be unique for every instance of the
server.
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Before the script can be available to an Event, Application, or job, you must first store the script in the Application
that will use it or in the JavaScript repository on the server. When storing the script, you can write the script in CA
WA Desktop Client or import the script from your local computer or a network drive. The name of each script must
be unique for every instance of the server.

Storing a Script in an Application
If a JavaScript script is used in only one Application, you can store the script in the Application by using CA WA
Desktop Client. If you want to use the script in multiple Applications, store the script in the JavaScript repository on
the server.

Note:  For instructions about storing a script in the Application, see Storing Javascript Scripts.

Listing the Scripts in the JavaScript Repository
The JavaScript repository provides a common storage location on the server for your JavaScript scripts. To open,
edit, or delete a script in the JavaScript repository, you must first list your scripts by using CA WA Desktop Client.

Note:  For instructions about listing the scripts in the JavaScript repository, see List the Scripts in the JavaScript
Repository.

Storing a Script in the JavaScript Repository
If a script is used in multiple Applications, store the script in the JavaScript repository on the server by using CA WA
Desktop Client. In the JavaScript repository, you can list, create, edit, and delete scripts used in your Applications.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Note:  For instructions about storing a script in the JavaScript repository, see Storing Javascript Scripts.

 Storing Javascript Scripts
You can store Javascript Scripts as follows:
wlade133
You can store Javascript Scripts as follows:

Store a JavaScript Script in the Application
If the JavaScript script is used in only one Application, you can store the script in the Application. If you want to use
the script in multiple Applications, store the script in the JavaScript repository instead.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application in the Define perspective.
2. Right-click the Application in the Application Workspace view, and select Properties from the pop-up menu.

The Basic page of the Application properties dialog opens.
3. Click JavaScript in the left pane.

The JavaScript page opens in the right pane.
4. Click Edit Local JavaScript.

The Application Defined (Local) JavaScript Scripts dialog opens.
5. Click Add to name the script.

The Adding new JavaScript dialog opens.
6. Define a meaningful name for the script in the JavaScript name field and click OK.

Note:  The script name must be unique.

The script name appears in the left pane.
7. Type the script content in the editor in the right pane.

Note:  You can import a script from your computer or a network drive by clicking Import.
8. (Optional) Press Ctrl+spacebar in the editor to invoke content assist.

A pop-up displays the server built-in JavaScript variables and functions that you can use in the script. The pop-
up also displays the native JavaScript functions and objects.

Note:

• You can filter the variables, objects, and functions that appear in the pop-up. For example, if you
type file and invoke content assist, the pop-up displays all server built-in functions that begin with file. You
can further filter the list in the pop-up by typing additional text, for example, _l.

• To display the description of a built-in JavaScript variable or function, select the variable or function in the
pop-up. You cannot display the description of a native JavaScript function or object. For more information
about the native JavaScript functions and objects, visit the ECMA International website (www.ecma-
international.org) and search for the ECMA-262 Standard for scripting languages.

• The pop-up displays all global variables and functions. To display all variables and functions that belong to
an object or context, type the object or context name followed by a period in the editor. For example, if you
type APPL., a pop-up displays all the APPL built-in variables and functions.

9. Select a variable or function in the list and press Enter to insert it in the script.
The selected variable or function appears in the editor.

10. (Optional) Click Check Syntax to validate the syntax of the script.
Errors and warnings, if any, are displayed in a dialog. The errors are also highlighted in the editor.

Note:  After you correct the script, click Check Syntax again. Repeat until you do not receive any errors or
warning messages. Click OK to close the dialog.

11. (Optional) Click Export to save the script on your local computer or a network drive. Browse to the location
where you want to save the script, enter a file name, and click Save.

12. Click OK.
The script is stored in the Application.

Store a Script in the JavaScript Repository
If the script is used in multiple Applications or Alerts, store the script in the JavaScript repository on the server. In
the JavaScript repository, you can list, create, edit, and delete scripts used in your Applications and Alerts.

Follow these steps:

http://www.ecma-international.org/
http://www.ecma-international.org/
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1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click JavaScripts under your server connection, and click New from the pop-up menu.
The New JavaScript view opens.

3. Do one of the following:

• To import a script from your local computer or a network drive, click Import, browse to the script, and click
Open.
The imported script appears in the editor. If the JavaScript name field was empty when you imported the
script, the name of the imported script (without the file extension) is set as the script name.

• To define a script, define a meaningful name for the script in the JavaScript name field, and type the script
content in the editor.

4. (Optional) Press Ctrl+spacebar in the editor to invoke content assist.
A pop-up displays the built-in JavaScript variables and functions that you can use in the script. The pop-up also
displays the native JavaScript functions and objects.

Note:

• You can filter the variables, objects, and functions that appear in the pop-up. For example, if you
type file and invoke content assist, the pop-up displays all server built-in functions that begin with file. You
can further filter the list in the pop-up by typing additional text, for example, _l.

• To display the description of a built-in JavaScript variable or function, select the variable or function in the
pop-up. You cannot display the description of a native JavaScript function or object. For more information
about the native JavaScript functions and objects, visit the ECMA International website (www.ecma-
international.org) and search for the ECMA-262 Standard for scripting languages.

• The pop-up displays all global variables and functions. To display all variables and functions that belong to
an object or context, type the object or context name followed by a period in the editor. For example, if you
type APPL., a pop-up displays all the APPL built-in variables and functions.

5. Select a variable or function in the list and press Enter to insert it in the script.
The selected variable or function appears in the editor.

6. (Optional) Click Check Syntax to validate the syntax of the script.
Errors and warnings, if any, are displayed in a dialog. The errors are also highlighted in the editor.

Note:  After you correct the script, click Check Syntax again. Repeat until you do not receive any errors or
warning messages. Click OK to close the dialog.

7. (Optional) Click Export to save the script on your local computer or a network drive. Browse to the location
where you want to save the script, enter a file name, and click Save.

8. Click the Save icon to save the script.
The script is stored in the JavaScript repository.

Note:

For more information about Javascript expressions and built-in functions, see Javascripts.

 Specifying a Script Within an Event, Application, or Job
To run a script, you must first specify the script within an Event definition, Application definition,
or job definition.
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To run a script, you must first specify the script within an Event definition, Application definition, or job definition.

Note:  For instructions about specifying scripts in the Event Definition, Application, or job definition, see  Specifying
Javascript Scripts.

Specifying Scripts Within an Event Definition
You can specify a list of JavaScript scripts in an Event definition, which are run when the Event is triggered. You
can specify scripts in an Event definition to set default values for the Application, define symbolic variables to be
used by the Application, and for many other purposes.

You cannot define JavaScript scripts in the Event definition. You can only run scripts defined in the JavaScript
repository.

Specifying a Script Within an Application Definition

http://www.ecma-international.org/
http://www.ecma-international.org/
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You can specify a JavaScript script within an Application definition, and run it when the Event is triggered or when
each job in the Application starts to run. You can specify a script in an Application definition to set default values for
the Application, define symbolic variables to be used by the Application, and for many other purposes.

Specifying a Script Within a Job Definition
You can specify a JavaScript script within a job definition, and run it when the Event is triggered or when the job
runs. You can specify a script in a job definition to create symbolic variables for use by the job, specify alternative
times to submit the job, and for other purposes.

 Symbolic Variables
A symbolic variable is a JavaScript variable whose value can be accessed outside the context
of the JavaScript script. During processing, the server may change the value of the variable.
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A symbolic variable is a JavaScript variable whose value can be accessed outside the context of the JavaScript
script. During processing, the server may change the value of the variable.

Symbolic variables enhance the flexibility and power of the server. Symbolic variables save time: you do not have
to enter specific information, such as dates, each time you want to perform the same kind of processing. When you
use symbolic variables, you also reduce the possibility of coding errors.

Symbolic variables provide powerful substitution capabilities. In a JavaScript script, you can define your own
symbolic variables or use one of the server's built-in symbolic variables. When the server encounters a symbolic
variable in an Application, job or Alert, it substitutes the current value of that variable.

You can use symbolic variables to define date parameters, specify job names, pass arguments to scripts, and many
more functions. You can export the value of a symbolic variable to one or more jobs in an Application or to the
Application itself.

Identifying Symbolic Variables
Within the JavaScript script, symbolic variables are identified by their prefix (ESP, APPL or WOB), which lets their
values be exported from the script.

Within an Application or job, symbolic variables are identified by their symbol introducer character. A symbolic
variable begins with the percent sign (%) and ends with a space, another symbolic variable introducer character,
a character that is not valid in a symbolic variable such as an asterisk (*), or any other character that is not
alphanumeric or an underscore.

Valid Characters
A symbolic variable is defined as a variable within a JavaScript script. As such, it must conform to the rules of
JavaScript variable definitions.

Each symbolic variable must have a prefix (ESP, APPL or WOB) that identifies the server host object it belongs to.
If it is not part of a host object, the value of a symbolic variable cannot be exported from the script, and you will not
be able to use the variable in a field.

A symbolic variable name may contain alphanumeric characters and underscores. The first character cannot be
numeric. The name of the symbolic variable can be as long as you want; however, it is best to keep symbolic
variable names to a manageable length.

A symbolic variable may be assigned a text string or a numeric value, such as the following:

ESP.DC='Toronto';
ESP.NUM=78;

When you assign a symbolic variable a value that is a text string, you must enclose the string in single or double
quotation marks.

Note:

The following names are reserved for server built-in symbolic variables:
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• ESP._name
• APPL._name
• WOB._name

Availability of Symbolic Variable Values
The resolved value of a symbolic variable is made available to jobs and Applications as follows:

• At the system level, where its value is available to any Application. This symbolic variable is identified by the
prefix ESP.

• At the Application level, where its value is available to any job within the Application. This symbolic variable is
identified by the prefix APPL.

• At the job level, where its value is confined to the specific job. This symbolic variable is identified by the prefix
WOB.

Note:  When you define a JavaScript variable, you must identify the scope of its availability if you want the value of
the variable to be available outside of the script. Variables with no prefix cannot be referenced outside the script.

Resolution of Symbolic Variables
When you use a symbolic variable within CA WA Desktop Client (identifiable by its % introducer character), you
have the following options:

• Specify a prefix with the symbolic variable, for example:

%APPL.pathname

• Specify the symbolic variable with no prefix, for example:

%pathname

When you omit the prefix, the server looks for a value for the symbolic variable first in the WOB host object, then
the APPL host object, and finally in the ESP host object. The server uses the first value it encounters for that
symbolic variable.

For example, assume that you specify the following two symbolic variables:

APPL.s = 'a';
WOB.s = 'b';

If you specify %s in an input field in CA WA Desktop Client, the value of s resolves to b because the WOB host
object is searched first for a match to s.

 

 Built-in Symbolic Variables
The server provides several predefined symbolic variables that you can use as required. You do
not need to define these variables to use them. You can use these variables in two ways:
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The server provides several predefined symbolic variables that you can use as required. You do not need to define
these variables to use them. You can use these variables in two ways:

• Within a JavaScript script when you want the value of the variable for use within the script—simply specify the
variable with the appropriate prefix within the script.
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• Within CA WA Desktop Client when you want to specify the resolved value of the variable directly in an input
field—simply include the variable preceded by its symbol introducer wherever you need to use the value the
symbolic variable resolves to.

The server built-in symbolic variables consist of two parts: a prefix that identifies the scope of the symbolic variable
and the symbolic variable name, separated by a period.

prefix.variable

The prefix identifies the host object where the symbolic variable is defined and defines the scope of availability of
the symbolic variable.

Note:  If you need part of a variable, you can use substrings.

To use a built-in symbolic variable, verify that the value for the symbolic variable is set prior to the time when you
need the symbolic variable value resolved. Where you want the symbolic variable to be resolved, specify the
symbolic variable in the appropriate input field.

The following example passes the scheduled month, day, and year to a UNIX script:

%APPL._SMM%APPL._SDD%APPL._SYY

The server provides the following types of built-in symbolic variables:

2

APPL-prefixed Built-in Symbolic Variables
The following APPL-prefixed symbolic variables are predefined with the server:

• APPL._alert
(Alerts only) Specifies the name of the Alert. The variable resolves to the Alert name if one is specified;
otherwise, it resolves to null. The value is in uppercase.

• APPL._connectionfactory
Specifies the name of the connection factory that is used in a JMS Subscribe Event. The connection factory
contains all the bindings the server needs to look up the referenced topic or queue.

• APPL._destination
Specifies the name of the destination file that is used in a JMS Subscribe Event. The destination file stores
messages consumed from a topic or queue.

• APPL._dsn
Specifies the name of the data set monitored in a z/OS Data Set Trigger Event.

• APPL._event
Specifies the full name of the Event. The Event name resolves in uppercase, for example, CYBER.PAYROLL

• APPL._eventid
Specifies the name of the SAP event monitored in a SAP Monitor Event.

• APPL._eventname
Specifies the name of the Event without the prefix. The Event name resolves in uppercase. For example,
suppose that the full name of an Event is CYBER.PAYROLL. The %APPL._eventname variable resolves to
PAYROLL.

• APPL._eventparam
Specifies the name of the SAP event parameter, such as a job name or job count, used in a SAP Monitor Event.

• APPL._eventprefix
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Specifies the prefix of the Event name. The Event prefix resolves in uppercase. For example, suppose that the
full name of an Event is CYBER.PAYROLL. The %APPL._eventprefix variable resolves to CYBER.

• APPL._initialcontextfactory
Specifies the name of the initial context factory that is used in a JMS Subscribe Event. The initial context factory
acquires an arbitrary initial context that the application can use and is required within the JNDI framework.

• APPL._filename
Specifies the name of the file that is monitored in a File Trigger Event.

• APPL._ftfile
Specifies the name of the file that is monitored in a File Trigger job. The variable resolves to the last file trigger
that occurred within the Application. For example, you can use this variable in a successor job to process a file
that caused the file trigger to occur.

• APPL._gen
Specifies the absolute generation number of the Application, for example, 24.

• APPL._jndidestination
Specifies the JNDI name of the topic or queue that is monitored in a JMS Subscribe Event.

• APPL._loadmode
Indicates whether an Application is running. The variable returns a string that resolves to "false" if the
Application is running and resolves to "true" otherwise.

• APPL._name
Specifies the name of the Application. The value resolves in uppercase, for example, PAYROLL.

• APPL._providerurl
Specifies the URL of the JMS Provider that is used in a JMS Subscribe Event.

• APPL._rootjobs
Specifies the names of the root jobs that are specified in an Event trigger. The %APPL._rootjobs variable
resolves to the root job names including any unresolved symbolic variables in the names. If no root jobs are
specified, the %APPL._rootjobs variable resolves to an empty string.

• APPL._tag
Specifies the Application tag. The variable resolves to the Application tag if one is specified; otherwise, it
resolves to null. The value resolves in uppercase.

• APPL._truser
Specifies the user ID that triggered this Event. For scheduled and monitor Events, this is the Event's execution
user (which defaults to the user that created or last modified the Event). The value resolves in uppercase, for
example, OPER1.

• APPL._user
Specifies the user ID of the last person to create or edit the Event. The value resolves in uppercase, for
example, SCHEDMASTER.

• APPL._user1 through APPL._user4
Specifies the user parameters passed to an Event when it is triggered or simulated. Specify the value that
corresponds to the user parameter you will use when triggering or simulating. The case you specify the
parameters in is preserved, where required.

Example: Using %APPL._gen

The server creates a backup file each time a job is run. The backup file must have a unique name each time the
server creates it, so the job passes the Application's generation number as an argument to the script that creates
the backup file as follows:

Example: Using %APPL._rootjobs

Suppose that you want to trigger an Event to run only part of an Application. When the Event triggers, you can
use the %APPL._rootjobs variable to verify the root jobs (the jobs you want to run) are selected. If no root jobs are
selected, the Application does not run. This prevents the entire Application from running mistakenly.

To verify the root jobs are selected, you define the following JavaScript script at the Application level and set it to
run at Event trigger time:

APPL.runme = true;
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if(APPL._rootjobs == null || APPL._rootjobs == "")
{
  APPL.runme = false;
}

You define the run frequency for the Application as follows:

Run %APPL.runme

At Event trigger time, if the APPL._rootjobs variable is undefined or set to an empty string, the APPL.runme
variable is set to false. The Application does not run because no root jobs are selected. The Application runs only if
the %APPL.runme variable is set to true.

Example: Running Adhoc Jobs

This example uses the APPL._user1 parameter to simplify the process of submitting adhoc jobs. This technique
lets you use a single Event and a single Application for multiple adhoc jobs that you may request at any time. With
the proper security controls, you can let users submit their own work using this technique.

In this example, all jobs run on the same agent and all of the UNIX scripts are stored in the same directory.

To set up a single-job Application, with all jobs running on the same agent

1. Create a new Application in the Define perspective.
2. Enter values in the following fields in the Application Properties dialog:

• Name
Specifies the name of the Application, for example, ADHOC.

• Agent/Advanced Integration
Specifies the name of the agent.

3. Add one UNIX job to the Application, and enter the following job details on the General page:

• Name
Specifies

• Run a script: Script/command name
Specifies the path of the script to run, for example, /usr/local/batch/%APPL._user1.

Note:  You can also set other job details, for example, email notifications.
4. Define the Event to run the Application.
5. Upload the Application.
6. Right-click the Event, and select Trigger to run the adhoc job.

The Trigger Event dialog opens.
7. Specify the UNIX script name in the Parameter 1 field.

In the following example, the server runs jobs from /usr/local/batch/cal2001 because Parameter 1 is set to cal2001.

Simulating an Event with user parameters
To simulate an Event with user parameters, you use the Define perspective or Services perspective. In Define,
open the Application, right-click the Event, and choose Simulate. In Services, list the Event in the Events view,
right-click the Event in the listing, and choose Simulate.
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In the User Parameters to Pass to Event section, specify the user parameters to pass. The information you
specify in the Parameter 1 field is substituted wherever the APPL._user1 variable appears. The information you
specify in the Parameter 2 field is substituted wherever the APPl._user 2 variable appears, and so on. Parameters
are case sensitive.

Triggering an Event with user parameters
To trigger an Event with user parameters, you use the Define perspective or Services perspective. In Define, open
the Application, right-click the Event, and choose Trigger. In Services, list the Event in the Events view, right-click
the Event in the listing, and choose Trigger.

In the User Parameters to Pass to Event section, specify the user parameters to pass. The information you
specify in the Parameter 1 field is substituted wherever the APPL._user1 variable appears. The information you
specify in the Parameter 2 field is substituted wherever the APPl._user 2 variable appears, and so on. Parameters
are case sensitive.

You can also use the execTrigger built-in function to pass user parameters to an Event.

WOB-prefixed Built-in Symbolic Variables
The following WOB-prefixed symbolic variables are predefined with the server:

• WOB._agent
Specifies the name of the agent or advanced integration the job ran on. You can use this symbolic variable in a
JavaScript script from an Application or an Alert.

• WOB._avgruntime
Specifies the average run time for a job. By default, the server uses the last ten executions of the job to
calculate the average run time.

Note:

• To change the number of previous executions the server uses in the sample, add the following to your
server.properties file, which is located in the conf subdirectory of your server's installation directory:

forecast.maxsamples=x

• x
Specifies the number of previous executions you want the server to use in the sample size.

• To use %WOB._avgruntime in an Application, you must select the Estimate end time check box in the
Application properties. Otherwise, the variable does not resolve.

• This variable is not available for Alerts.

• WOB._cmpc
Specifies the completion code of the job. The value of this variable is available when a job completes or fails.
The variable resolves to null for Links, Tasks, File Trigger, Windows Event Log Monitoring, Text File Monitoring,
Process Monitoring, Service Monitoring, CPU Monitoring, IP Monitoring, Disk Monitoring, and other monitoring
jobs. You can use this variable to customize an email notification.

• WOB._fullname
Specifies the full name of the job, including the qualifier. The name resolves in uppercase, for example,
PAYJOB1.RUN1. If the qualifier is not specified, the %WOB._fullname variable resolves to the job name.

• WOB._jobno
(Alerts only) Specifies the number of the job that executes the Alert. It is an integer variable and is set to 0 for a
job that has not been submitted.

• WOB._lstatus
Specifies the long status of the job. The long status provides additional information about the job. If the job does
not have a long status, the %WOB._lstatus variable resolves to null.

• WOB._name
Specifies the name of the job, excluding the qualifier. The name resolves in uppercase, for example, PAYJOB1.

• WOB._qualifier
Specifies the qualifier of the job name. The value resolves in uppercase, for example, RUN1.
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• WOB._retrycount
Specifies the retry count of the job. The retry count specifies the number of times the server tries to resubmit a
job if it fails.

• WOB._state
(Alerts only) Specifies job state. The following values are available:

• ABANDONSUBMISSION
Indicates that the submission of a job has been canceled.

• AGENTDOWN
Indicates that the agent or advanced integration referenced in the job is down.

• CANCELLED
Indicates that the MSSQL Server job has been canceled.

• COMPLETE
Indicates that the job has successfully completed.

• EXEC
Indicates that the job is executing.

• FAIL
Indicates that the job has failed.

Note:

Failed jobs that have an AutoSubmit condition are resubmittled again automatically. CA WA Desktop Client
displays these jobs in yellow and not in red, the default color of the failed job state.

• INACTIVE
Indicates that the Oracle E-Business Suite job is inactive because the concurrent request is either disabled,
suspended, or on hold.

• MONITOR
Indicates that the condition that the job is monitoring for has occurred. This state applies to jobs that support
continuous monitoring such as File Trigger, Database Monitor, and Database Trigger.

• OVERDUE
Indicates that the job has become overdue.

• PREMEND
Indicates that the job has ended prematurely.

• READY
Indicates that the job is ready to run.

• SUBERROR
Indicates that the job submission failed, for example, because it is refused by the agent or advanced
integration for failing security criteria.

• UNKNOWN
Indicates that there is a configuration or system error the server does not recognize.

• WOB._status
Specifies the job status sent by the agent/advanced integration or the server. You can use this symbolic variable
in a JavaScript script from an Application or an Alert.

• WOB._subcount
Specifies the job submission count. The count is incremented each time the job is submitted. If the job has not
been submitted, the %WOB._subcount resolves to 0 (zero).

• WOB._tag
Specifies the job tag. The variable resolves to the job tag if it is specified in the job definition; otherwise, it
resolves to the Application tag if one is specified. If neither tag is specified, the variable resolves to null. The
value resolves in uppercase.

• WOB._type
Specifies the job type. The following values are available:

• Copy Single Request (OA_COPY_REQUEST)
• CPU Monitoring (OMCPU)
• Database Monitor (DBMON)
• Database Stored Procedure (DBPROC)
• Database Trigger (DBTRIG)
• Dataset Trigger (DST)
• Disk Monitoring (OMDK)
• Entity Bean (EJB_ENTITY
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• External-Same Scheduler (EXT)
• External-Other Scheduler (EXTMON)
• File Trigger (FM)
• FTP (FTP)
• HTTP (SERVLET)
• i5/OS (A4)
• IP Monitoring (OMIP)
• JMS Publish (JMSP)
• JMS Subscribe (JSMS)
• JMX-MBean Attribute Get (JMXMAG)
• JMX-MBean Attribute Set (JMXMAS)
• JMX-MBean Create Instance (JMX_INSTANCE_CREATE)
• JMX-MBean Operation (JMXMOP)
• JMX-MBean Remove Instance (JMX_INSTANCE_REMOVE)
• JMX-MBean Subscribe (JMXS)
• Link (LINK)
• Manual z/OS job (ZOSM)
• Micro Focus (MF)
• MSSQL Server (MSSQLSERVER)
• OpenVMS (OV)
• Oracle Applications Request Set (OASET)
• Oracle Applications Single Request (OASG)
• PeopleSoft (PS)
• POJO (POJO)
• Process Monitoring (OMP)
• Remote Execution (PROXY)
• Regular z/OS job (ZOS)
• RMI (RMI)
• SAP Batch Input Session (BDC)
• SAP Business Warehouse InfoPackage (BWIP)
• SAP Business Warehouse Process Chain (BWPC)
• SAP Data Archiving (SPDA)
• SAP Event Monitor/Trigger (SPEM)
• SAP Process Monitor (SPPM)
• SAP R/3 (SP)
• SCP (SCP)
• Service Monitoring (OMS)
• Session Bean (EJB_SESSION)
• SFTP (SFTP)
• SNMP Subscribe (SNMP_MONITOR)
• SNMP Trap Send (SNMP_TRAP_SEND)
• SNMP Value Get (SNMP_VALUE_GET)
• SNMP Value Set (SNMP_VALUE_SET)
• SQL (SQL)
• Tandem NSK (TA)
• Task (TASK)
• Text File Monitoring (OMTL)
• UNIX (UNIX)
• Wake on LAN (WOL)
• Web Service RPC/Encoded (WS)
• Web Service Document/Literal (WS_DOCLIT)
• Windows Event Log Monitoring (OMEL)
• Windows NT/2000 (NT)

• WOB._userstatus
Specifies the user status of a job. You can use this symbolic variable in a JavaScript script from an Application
or an Alert. You can update the user status of a job using the Monitor perspective of CA WA Desktop Client or
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the ESPmgr utility. You can use the user status to notify other users of the reason for an action. For example, if
you place a job on hold, you can enter the reason for the hold in the User status field.

Example: Using WOB._userstatus

The following example triggers an Event based on the user status of a job:

if (WOB._userstatus=='SUCCESS')execTrigger('CYB.APPL');

Date and Time Built-in Symbolic Variables
The server provides several built-in date and time symbolic variables that you can use for scheduled, actual or
runtime dates or times. The first character after the period determines if it is a scheduled (S), actual (A,) or runtime
(R) date or time. For example, the scheduled date symbolic variable is APPL._SDATE. The corresponding actual
date symbolic variable is APPL._ADATE, and the corresponding runtime date symbolic variable is APPL._RDATE.

Note:  The WOB._L* variables apply to Alerts. Use the WOB._L* variables when you need date and time
information for when the Alert was executed.

Scheduled dates and times are based on the time the Event is scheduled to trigger or, if the Event is manually
triggered, the trigger time for the Event.

Actual dates and times are based on the actual system time when the Application is generated.

The server determines runtime dates and times by the context of the variables used. For example, if you use
APPL._RTIME, the server uses the time when the Application began to run (that is, it is not waiting or held). If you
use WOB._RTIME, the server uses the time when the job itself is ready to run. You can only use runtime date and
time variables at run time; you cannot use them at Event trigger time.

Note:  Typically, the time when the Application can begin to run (APPL._RTIME) is approximately the same time
as when the first job in the Application begins to run (WOB._RTIME). If the first job, however, has a submit time, a
resource dependency or is being held, these times may differ.

The built-in date and time symbolic variables are as follows.

Symbolic Variable  

APPL._SDATE

APPL._ADATE

APPL._RDATE

WOB._RDATE

WOB._LDATE

Date in full

Example: Friday 31st March 2006

If you want to pass this as an argument, you need to
enclose it in double quotation marks: "%APPL._SDATE"

APPL._SYY

APPL._AYY

APPL._RYY

WOB._RYY

WOB._LYY

Last two digits of the year

Example: 06
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APPL._SYEAR

APPL._AYEAR

APPL._RYEAR

WOB._RYEAR

WOB._LYEAR

Year

Example: 2006

APPL._SMM

APPL._AMM

APPL._RMM

WOB._RMM

WOB._LMM

Number of month

Example: 01 for January

APPL._SMMM

APPL._AMMM

APPL._RMMM

WOB._RMMM

WOB._LMMM

First three characters of month

Example: Jan

APPL._SMONTH

APPL._AMONTH

APPL._RMONTH

WOB._RMONTH

WOB._LMONTH

Name of month

Example: January

APPL._SDAY

APPL._ADAY

APPL._RDAY

WOB._RDAY

WOB._LDAY

Name of day

Example: Monday

APPL._SDD

APPL._ADD

APPL._RDD

WOB._RDD

WOB._LDD

Number of actual day of month

Example: 09
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APPL._SDDD

APPL._ADDD

APPL._RDDD

WOB._RDDD

WOB._LDDD

Julian day, or the number of the day in the year

Example: 045

APPL._SDOWNUM

APPL._ADOWNUM

APPL._RDOWNUM

WOB._RDOWNUM

WOB._LDOWNUM

Number of day in week

Example: 1 for Sunday, 2 for Monday, and so on.

APPL._SDOW#

APPL._ADOW#

APPL._RDOW#

WOB._RDOW#

WOB._LDOW#

Number of day in week

Example: 1 for Sunday, 2 for Monday, and so on.

You cannot use these variables in a JavaScript
script because the # sign is invalid. Instead, use the
DOWNUM variables, defined in the row above, within
your scripts.

APPL._STIME

APPL._ATIME

APPL._RTIME

WOB._RTIME

WOB._LTIME

Time in 24-hour format

Example: 14.55.32

APPL._SHH

APPL._AHH

APPL._RHH

WOB._RHH

WOB._LHH

Hour in 24-hour format

Example: 08

APPL._SMN

APPL._AMN

APPL._RMN

WOB._RMN

WOB._LMN

Minute of hour

Example: 55
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APPL._SSS

APPL._ASS

APPL._RSS

WOB._RSS

WOB._LSS

Number of seconds past the minute

Example: 32

 User-defined Symbolic Variables
You can define your own symbolic variables and use them to substitute values in an Application,
job, or Alert. For example, you can create variables for data center names, location names,
department names or numbers, and agent names. Depending on where you want to use a
symbolic variable, you define it at the job level, Application level, or system level.
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You can define your own symbolic variables and use them to substitute values in an Application, job, or Alert. For
example, you can create variables for data center names, location names, department names or numbers, and
agent names. Depending on where you want to use a symbolic variable, you define it at the job level, Application
level, or system level.

You can use symbolic variables in the input fields of the CA WA Desktop Client Define and Monitor perspectives.
You can also refer to a variable within a script, provided the symbolic variable is defined within that script, or the
value is available to the script.

The following list describes the general rules to follow when defining and using symbolic variables:

• You can create symbolic variables in all lowercase, all uppercase, or mixed case. Symbolic variables, however,
are case-sensitive. You must specify the variable exactly as it is defined.

• Do not define a symbolic variable with an underscore after the prefix and period. This format is reserved for
server built-in symbolic variables.

• You cannot use symbolic variables in Event definitions.

Important Consideration—Values Must be Assigned by Run Time
You must ensure that any symbolic variables that you use within an Application will have values assigned to them
when the Application runs. Otherwise, you will get runtime errors.

Typically, you assign a value to a symbolic variable when you define it, for example:

WOB.varname = 'xyz';

However, if you define a symbolic variable that relies on the resolution of other symbolic variables before it can be
resolved, you must ensure that these other symbolic variables have values assigned at the time they are required.
Also ensure that the scope is appropriate to make the data available to the symbolic variable that requires it.

For example, the following APPL symbolic variables are available for defining the WOB.procjob symbolic variable:

WOB.procjob = APPL.pathname + APPL._event.substring(1,4) + 'empno';

In an Application, the command name is specified as follows:
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%WOB.procjob

The APPL.pathname symbolic variable must be defined, or the command name will be unable to resolve and a
runtime error will occur.

 Defining Symbolic Variables
You can define your own symbolic variables in a JavaScript script if you require a variable that is
not provided. This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
You can define your own symbolic variables in a JavaScript script if you require a variable that is not provided. This
section contains the following topics:

  2  

Define a Job-level Symbolic Variable
You can define your own job-level symbolic variables in a JavaScript script if you require a variable that is not
provided. A job-level symbolic variable is available to only one job in an Application.

Job-level symbolic variables are stored in the WOB host object for a job. Each job has its own WOB host object, so
multiple jobs can have job-level symbolic variables with the same name.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Define, edit, or import a JavaScript script.
2. Add the following code to the script:

WOB.symbolic_variable_name = value;

•   symbolic_variable_name 
Defines the name of the symbolic variable. This name is case-sensitive.
Limits: The first character cannot be an underscore or a number.

•   value 
Defines the value of the variable. You can include the server built-in functions in the value. If the value is a
character string, enclose the string in double quotation marks.
Example: "/export/home/user/cmd/test"

3. Save the JavaScript script.
4. Specify the script in a job definition using the At Event trigger time option or the At run time option.

When the script runs, the symbolic variable is defined for that job.
Alternatively, you can specify the script in an Application definition and select the At run time option. The script
runs when each job in the Application starts to run.

Note:  If you specify the script in the Application definition, do not select the At Event trigger time option. If you
do, the Event will not trigger and you will get an error message because no WOB host objects exist at that time.
A WOB host object is required to store the job-level symbolic variable.

 Example: Defining a Job-level Symbolic Variable 

The following example defines a symbolic variable that specifies a command name for one job in an Application:

WOB.cmd = "/export/home/user/cmd/test";
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When you define a job that uses the command, enter the following value in the Script/command name field:

%WOB.cmd

The command name resolves to '/export/home/user/cmd/test'.

Note:

 If you have only one variable named cmd specified in your Application, you do not need to specify WOB. as a
prefix to the variable name. Simply specify the following value:

%cmd

When you omit the prefix, the server looks for a value for the symbolic variable first in the WOB host object, then
the APPL host object, and finally in the ESP host object. The server uses the first value it encounters for that
symbolic variable.

Define an Application-level Symbolic Variable
You can define your own Application-level symbolic variable in a JavaScript script if you require a variable that
is not provided. You can use an Application-level symbolic variable in multiple jobs in an Application or in the
Application itself.

Application-level symbolic variables are stored in the APPL host object.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Define, edit, or import a JavaScript script.
2. Add the following code to the script:

APPL.symbolic_variable_name = value;

•   symbolic_variable_name 
Defines the name of the symbolic variable. This name is case-sensitive.
Limits: The first character cannot be an underscore or a number.

•   value 
Defines the value of the variable. You can include the server built-in functions in the value. If the value is a
character string, enclose the string in double quotation marks.
Example: "/export/home/user/scripts/test"

3. Save the script.
4. Specify the script in a job definition, an Application definition, or an Event definition.

When the script runs, the symbolic variable is defined.

 Example: Defining an Application-level Symbolic Variable 

The following example defines a symbolic variable that specifies a default path name for all jobs in an Application:

APPL.pathname = '/usr/scripts';

When you define a job that uses the default path name, enter the variable name as part of the Script/command
name, as follows:

%APPL.pathname/setup/paychk
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The Script/command name value resolves to '/usr/scripts/setup/paychk'.

Note:

 If you only have one variable named pathname specified in your Application, you do not need to specify APPL. as
a prefix to the variable name. Simply specify the following path:

%pathname/setup/paychk

When you omit the prefix, the the server looks for a value for the symbolic variable first in the WOB host object,
then the APPL host object, and finally in the ESP host object. The server uses the first value it encounters for that
symbolic variable.

Defining a System-level Symbolic Variable
You can define your own system-level symbolic variables if you require a variable that is not provided. You can use
a system-level symbolic variable in any Application or job running on the server.

System-level symbolic variables are stored in the ESP host object.

You can define a system-level symbolic variable in the following ways:

• Define the variable as a default in the Resources.Define.UserESP file
• Define the variable in a JavaScript script

Define a Default System-level Symbolic Variable
You can define a default system-level symbolic variable. Default system-level variables are defined in the ESP host
object whenever a cold start of the server occurs. During workload processing, the server may change the value
of a default variable. After another cold start of the server occurs, all of the default variables are restored to their
default values.

Warning:   For system-level symbolic variables to take effect, the server requires a cold start. After a
cold start, all Application- and WOB-level user-defined variables will be lost. To preserve your data, we
recommend that you convert your system-level symbolic variables to global variables.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Ensure that you have the appropriate permissions to define default system-level symbolic variables.
To get the appropriate permissions, contact your server administrator.

2. Export the Resources.Define.UserESP file from the server database using the Import/Export Utility, for example:

imexutil.bat -h esp -p 7500 -u schedmaster -w schedmaster-c
 "exportsundry -outdir c:\sundry"

3. Open the Resources.Define.UserESP file in a text editor.
4. Define your system-level symbolic variable between the language definition and the end of the script definition,

as follows:

<script_definition name="staticVar1" language="javascript">
   ESP.dcTor="Toronto";   ESP.dcNY="New York";  
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 ESP.Agent1="AIX_LosAngeles";   ESP.Manager="fredsmith@acme.com";</
script_definition>

Note:  To improve the readability of the file, place each symbolic variable definition on a separate line.
5. Save the file.
6. Import the updated Resources.Define.UserESP into the server database file using the Import/Export Utility, for

example:

imexutil.bat -h esp -p 7500 -u schedmaster -w schedmaster-c
 "importsundry -file c:\sundry"

7. Restart the server with a cold start.
The ESP host object is reset and all of the default system-level symbolic variables are defined.

Define a System-level Symbolic Variable in a JavaScript Script
If you require a system-level variable that is not provided, you can define your own variable in a JavaScript script.

Note:   After a cold start of the server, system-level variables that are defined in a JavaScript script are cleared or,
if a default exists, restored to their default value. To preserve a system-level variable and its value, define it as a
default instead.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Define, edit, or import a JavaScript script.
2. Add the following code to the JavaScript script:

ESP.symbolic_variable_name = value;

•   symbolic_variable_name 
Defines the name of the symbolic variable. This name is case-sensitive.
Limits: The first character cannot be an underscore or a number.

•   value 
Defines the value of the variable. You can include the server built-in functions in the value. If the value is a
character string, enclose the string in double quotation marks.
Example: "/export/home/user/scripts/test"

3. Specify the script in a job definition, an Application definition, or an Event definition.
When the JavaScript script runs, the symbolic variable is defined.

 Example: Defining a System-level Symbolic Variable in a Script 

The following example defines a symbolic variable in a JavaScript script. This variable specifies a command name
for any job in any Application.

ESP.cmd = "/export/home/user/commands/test";

When you define a job that uses the command, enter the following value in the Script/command name field:

%ESP.cmd

The command name resolves to '/export/home/user/commands/test'.

Note:
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 If you have only one variable named cmd specified in your Application, you do not need to specify ESP. as a prefix
to the variable name. Simply specify the following value:

%cmd

When you omit the prefix, the server looks for a value for the symbolic variable first in the WOB host object, then
the APPL host object, and finally in the ESP host object. The server uses the first value it encounters for that
symbolic variable.

You can define your own symbolic variables in a JavaScript script if you require a variable that is not provided.

 Concatenating Symbolic Variables
You can concatenate multiple symbolic variables together to form a string. Simply type the
symbolic variables, one after the other, with no spaces between them. For example, you might
create one variable for the name of a department (ESP.dept) and another for the name of the
data center (ESP.dc).
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You can concatenate multiple symbolic variables together to form a string. Simply type the symbolic variables,
one after the other, with no spaces between them. For example, you might create one variable for the name of a
department (ESP.dept) and another for the name of the data center (ESP.dc).

ESP.dept='HR';
ESP.dc='TOR';

Then you might define the job name based on these two variables as shown:

%ESP.dept%ESP.dc

A simple symbolic variable starts with % and contains one or more alphanumeric characters and ends with a
space, for example:

• %WOB.a
• %APPL._user1
• %ESP.DC
• %ESP.DCname
• %Dir

You can define a symbolic variable that is made up of other symbolic variables. For example, you might define the
following job-level variables:

WOB.v1 = 'abc';
WOB.v2 = 'def';
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WOB.v3 = WOB.v1 + WOB.v2;

In this example, %v3 resolves to abcdef.

You can concatenate a symbolic variable with a literal string. Use parentheses to differentiate between the symbolic
variable and the literal string.

In the following example, you want the job name to reflect the system name followed by job1. You define the
symbolic variable APPL.s as follows:

APPL.s = 'sysa';

Specify the job name as follows:

%(APPL.s)job1

The job name resolves to sysajob1.

 Compound Symbolic Variables
A compound symbolic variable starts with % and contains one or more characters and a
parenthesized string, for example:
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A compound symbolic variable starts with % and contains one or more characters and a parenthesized string, for
example:

• %(%APPL.job%ESP.DC)
• %(APPL.p)job1

You can use compound symbolic variables to create more complex symbolic variables. A compound symbolic
variable combines the values of multiple symbolic variables by iterative substitution.

You create a compound symbolic variable by combining symbolic variables and parentheses to establish the
sequence that the symbolic variables are resolved in. The value that is enclosed in the parentheses is resolved
first, and the resulting string is used to form the symbolic variable name.

Use these rules when defining compound symbolic variables:

• Enclose the compound symbolic variable definition in parentheses ( ) immediately following the symbolic
variable introducer character (%). The characters within the parentheses are known as a nest.

• You can use an unlimited number of nests in the definition.
• Any compound variable can nest more compound variables.
• Ensure that each nest has its own set of parentheses, for example, %(B%(C%D)).

Example: Using Compound Symbolic Variables

An Application-level script contains the following variables:

APPL.a = 'name';
APPL.b = 1;
APPL.c = 2;
APPL.name1 = 'abc';
APPL.name2 = 'def';
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The following compound variables can be specified as input fields in the Define perspective.

%(%a%b) resolves to %name1, which resolves to abc.

%(name%c) resolves to %name2, which resolves to def.

Example: Concatenating Compound Symbolic Variables

You can concatenate compound symbolic variables by nesting the definitions within parentheses, as shown in the
following example.

The following symbolic variables are defined within a script:

APPL.dept = 'AR';
APPL.dc = APPL._event.substring(1,4);

Using the Define perspective, the job's name is defined as follows:

job%APPL.dept%(APPL.dc)1

In this example, if the Event name is NTORONTO.PAYROLL, the job name resolves to jobARTOR1.

 Using Substrings to Extract Data from Variables
You can use substring notation within a JavaScript script when you want to use a part of the
value of a string variable, or directly within a Define perspective's input field when you want to
use part of the resolved value of a symbolic variable.
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You can use substring notation within a JavaScript script when you want to use a part of the value of a string
variable, or directly within a Define perspective's input field when you want to use part of the resolved value of a
symbolic variable.

Note:  You specify the substring notation differently in a script than in an input field. Ensure that you use the correct
syntax for the location you specify the substring in.

This section contains the following topics:

  

Specifying Substring Notation Within a JavaScript Script
You can use substring notation within a JavaScript script to extract part of the value of a string variable. The syntax
of the substring notation is as follows:

variablename.substring(start_position,position_after_end)

Characters in a string are counted from left to right. The leftmost position is position 0.

You specify the starting position followed by the position after the last character you want to include in the
substring.

 Example: Extracting First to Third Characters 
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The following example uses substring notation to obtain the first to third characters of the value of location:

var location = 'Toronto';APPL.loc = location.substring(0,3);

%APPL.loc resolves to Tor.

 Example: Extracting Second and Third Characters 

The following example uses substring notation to obtain the second and third characters of the value of location:

var location = 'Toronto';APPL.loc = location.substring(1,3);

%APPL.loc resolves to or.

Specifying Substring Notation in the Define Perspective
You can use substring notation within the Define perspective to extract part of the value of a string variable.

You can specify substring notation by specifying both the start and end positions of the substring within the
string, separated by a colon as follows:

%variable(start:end)

•   variable 
Specifies the name of the symbolic variable whose resolved value you require part of.

•   start 
Specifies the starting position of the substring within the string.

•   end 
Specifies the ending position of the substring within the string.

Note:  If you specify a negative number in the end position, the substring includes up to that many characters
from the end.

 Example: Using Specific Start and End Positions 

The following example extracts the second to fourth characters of a string. The variable is defined in the JavaScript
script as follows:

APPL.a = 'abcdefghi';

The symbolic variable is specified in the input field as follows:

%APPL.a(2:4)

In the preceding example, APPL.a resolves to bcd.

 Example: Extracting to Second-last Character 
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The following example extracts all characters in the string starting at the second character, up to the first character
from the end. The variable is defined in the JavaScript script as follows:

APPL.a = 'abcdefghi';

The symbolic variable is specified in the input field as follows:

%APPL.a(2:-1)

In the preceding example, APPL.a resolves to bcdefgh.

 Global Variables

Global variables let you store information that you can reuse across Applications. These variables are stored in the
relational database for CA Workload Automation DE. You can create, update, delete, and use global variables in
your JavaScript scripts by using built-in JavaScript functions. Global variables save time: you do not have to enter
specific information, such as job names or argument values, each time you want to perform the same processing.
When you use global variables, you also reduce the possibility of coding errors. To create, modify, and delete global
variables, you can use the Services perspective in CA WA Desktop Client, the CLI (Command Line Console),
or JavaScript functions. Global variables are stored in the relational database for CA Workload Automation DE.
Each global variable belongs to a context, which is a group of related variables. Contexts help you avoid naming
conflicts. For example, you can create two variables named deptname, each in a different context. By default,
all global variables are defined in the DEFAULT context. You can use global variables when you define jobs.
The %VAR statement lets you specify a global variable name in supported job definition fields. When an Event
is triggered, the server substitutes the current value of that global variable. You can also define jobs that have a
dependency on global variables. The job is submitted after all its dependencies (time, predecessor, variable, and
resource dependencies) are met.

This section contains the following topics:

Note: The user that runs this script must have the appropriate security permissions to create, modify, read, and
delete global variables. Without the appropriate permissions, the job goes into a SUBERROR state. To get the
appropriate permissions, speak to your CA Workload Automation DE administrator. Your administrator can find
more information about the VARIABLE security permission in Security Permissions.

 Global Variables Compared to Symbolic Variables

Although both global variables and system-level symbolic variables let you store information that you can reuse
across Applications, they are created and managed differently. Understanding these differences can help you
decide which type of variables to use in your Applications.

A symbolic variable is a JavaScript variable whose value can be accessed outside the context of the JavaScript
script. All symbolic variables are stored in built-in JavaScript host objects. Unlike symbolic variables, global
variables are not dependent on JavaScript. Instead, global variables are stored in the relational database for CA
Workload Automation DE.

You can specify both types of variables in supported job definition fields and can use them in JavaScript scripts.
When CA Workload Automation DE encounters a symbolic variable or the global variable %VAR statement in a job
definition field, it substitutes the current value of that variable.

You manage both types of variables by using CA WA Desktop Client, the CLI (Command Line Interface), or
JavaScript functions. However, there are more ways to manage global variables because global variables are not
dependent on JavaScript. For example, you can create, modify, and delete global variables directly by using the
Services perspective or CLI commands in CA WA Desktop Client.

Another difference between the two types of variables is that global variables support variable dependencies.
Whereas symbolic variables only let you substitute values in job definition fields, global variables let you define jobs
that run when their global variable expressions are satisfied. For example, you can define a job that only runs when
a global variable named quota is assigned a value greater than or equal to 1000.
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 Create a Global Variable

You can create a global variable in a JavaScript script to store information that can be reused across Applications.
The new global variable is stored on the server and is available to all Applications. To create a global variable, use
the setVar function.

Note: The user that runs this script must have the appropriate security permissions to create global variables.

Follow these steps:

1. Define, edit, or import a JavaScript script.
2. Add the following code to the script:setVar('name','value'[,'context']);

• Name : Defines the name of the global variable. This name must be unique in its variable context. This name
is not case-sensitive.

Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters. The first character cannot be a number.
•
• value: Defines the value of the global variable.

Limits: 0-1024 characters.

Note: To specify an empty string, enter two single quotes ('').
• context: (Optional) Defines the name of the context that the global variable belongs to. This name is not

case-sensitive.

Limits: 0-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters

Default: DEFAULT context Note: If the context does not exist, it will be created.
3. Save the script.
4. Specify the script in a job definition, an Application definition, or an Event definition. When the script runs, the

global variable is created and stored on the server.

Example: Creating a Global Variable in a JavaScript Script

The following example creates a global variable named STATUS and assigns it a value of "Final cost calculated".
The context name is not specified in the function, so the STATUS variable is created in the DEFAULT global
variable context.setVar('STATUS','Final cost calculated');

 Modify a Global Variable

You can modify an existing global variable in a JavaScript script if you need to change the variable's details. To
modify a global variable, use the setVar function.

Note: The user that runs this script must have the appropriate security permissions to modify global variables.

Follow these steps:

1. Define, edit, or import a JavaScript script.
2. Add the following code to the script: setVar('name','value'[,'context']);

• name : Specifies the name of the global variable. This name must be unique in its variable context. This
name is not case-sensitive.

Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters. The first character cannot be a number.
• value : Defines the value of the global variable.

Limits: 0-1024 characters

Note: To specify an empty string, enter two single quotes ('').
• context : (Optional) Specifies the name of the context that the global variable belongs to. This name is not

case-sensitive.

Limits: 0-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters.

Default: DEFAULT context.
3. Save the script.
4. Specify the script in a job definition, an Application definition, or an Event definition. When the script runs, the

global variable is modified and the changes are stored on the server.

Note: If the specified global variable or context does not exist, a new global variable and context are created
with the specified values.
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Example: Modifying a Global Variable in a JavaScript Script

The following example modifies the value of a global variable named STATUS in the payroll context. The STATUS
variable is assigned a value of "Not started".

setVar('STATUS','Not started','payroll');

 Get a Global Variable Value

You can get a value from an existing global variable and use it in your JavaScript script. To get a value, use the
getVar function. The getVar function gets a copy of the String value of the global variable. Changes to the value are
not made to the original global variable that is stored on the server. To modify the original global variable, use the
setVar function instead.

Note: The user that runs this script must have the appropriate security permissions to read global variables.

Follow these steps:

1. Define, edit, or import a JavaScript script.
2. Add the following code to the script:

variable_name = getVar('name'[,'context']);

• variable_name: Specifies the name of the JavaScript variable to assign the value of the global variable.
• name :Specifies the name of the global variable. This name must be unique in its variable context. This

name is not case-sensitive.

Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters. The first character cannot be a number.
• context: (Optional) Specifies the name of the context that the global variable belongs to. This name is not

case-sensitive.

Limits: 0-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters.

Default: DEFAULT context.
3. Save the script.
4. Specify the script in a job definition, an Application definition, or an Event definition. When the script runs, the

value of the global variable is assigned to the JavaScript variable.

Note: If the specified global variable does not exist, the getVar function returns a null value.

Example: Getting a Global Variable in a JavaScript Script

Suppose that a global variable named quota in a payroll context contains a value of 1000. The following example
gets a copy of the quota variable value and assigns it to a JavaScript variable named currentquota in the ESP host
object.

ESP.currentquota = getVar('quota','payroll');

When the script runs, ESP.currentquota is assigned a String value of 1000. ESP.currentquota is available to any
Application because it is stored in the ESP host object.

getVar Global Variables

getVar(‘<jobname.qualifier>.<responsevariablename>’,’$$WSO_VARIABLES$$’) is the syntax

This response variable gets resolved at the run-time only. Therefore, use this variable in fields that are not required
during Event Trigger time processing.

• jobname.qualifier: The job name. For example, HTTP-V21.PAYLOAD_XPATH_REGEX.
• response variable name : The response variables name. For example, Var1_Regex_URL_18.

You can use this variable in any of the successor jobs or in the down flow of the HTTP job.

Notes:

• If the HTTP V2 job where the response variable is defined is completed, only the response variables will be
resolved.

• getVar for response variables is applicable only for HTTP V2 and Web Service Document/Literal SOAP
Envelope Jobs.
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 Delete a Global Variable
You can delete a global variable if it is no longer in use.
cwad121
HID_delete_gv
You can delete a global variable if it is no longer in use.

Note:  If you delete a global variable that is specified in a %VAR statement in a job definition field, the server
submits the job with the %VAR statement unresolved.

 Follow these steps: 

1. List the global variables.
2. Right-click the global variable that you want to delete, and click Delete from the pop-up menu.

Note:  To delete multiple global variables at once, keep the Ctrl key pressed and select each variable you want
to delete, right-click one of the selected variables, and click Delete.

The confirmation dialog opens.
3. Click OK.

The global variable is deleted. If all of the global variables in a context are deleted, the context is removed from
the list of global variables.

 incrementvar Command - Increment an Integer-valued Global Variable
If a global variable value is an integer, you can increment the value by 1. To increment a global
variable value, issue the INCREMENTVAR command.
cwad121
HID_increment_global_var
If a global variable value is an integer, you can increment the value by 1. To increment a global variable value,
issue the INCREMENTVAR command.

Note:

 If the specified global variable does not exist, the global variable is created and its value is set to 1. If the specified
global variable is already assigned the maximum integer value (263-1), its value is set to 1. If the value of the
specified global variable is not an integer, you get an error.

The command has the following format:

incrementvar name("name") [context("context")]

• name("name")
Defines the name of the global variable. This name must be unique in its variable context. This name is not
case-sensitive.
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters. The first character cannot be a number.

• context("context")
(Optional) Defines the name of the context that the global variable belongs to.
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters
Default: DEFAULT context
Examples: "payroll", “01_group”

Example: Increment an Integer-valued Global Variable

Suppose that a global variable named quota in a payroll context contains a value of 10. The following example
command increments the value of the quota variable by 1:

incrementvar name("quota") context("payroll")
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The command output is as follows:

Command successful.
Value=11

 decrementvar Command - Decrement an Integer-valued Global Variable
If a global variable value is an integer, you can decrement the value by 1. To decrement a global
variable value, issue the DECREMENTVAR command.
cwad121
HID_decrement_var
If a global variable value is an integer, you can decrement the value by 1. To decrement a global variable value,
issue the DECREMENTVAR command.

Note:  If the specified global variable does not exist, the variable is created and its value is set to -1. If the specified
global variable is already assigned the minimum integer value (-263), its value is set to -1. If the value of the
specified global variable is not an integer, you get an error.

The command has the following format:

decrementvar name("name") [context("context")]

• name("name")
Defines the name of the global variable. This name must be unique in its variable context. This name is not
case-sensitive.
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters. The first character cannot be a number.

• context("context")
(Optional) Defines the name of the context that the global variable belongs to.
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters
Default: DEFAULT context
Examples: "payroll", “01_group”

Example: Decrement an Integer-valued Global Variable

Suppose that a global variable named maxnum in the DEFAULT context contains a value of 10. The following
example command decrements the value of the maxnum variable by 1:

decrementvar name("maxnum")

The output of the command is as follows:

Command successful.
Value=9

 Load a Global Variable Context into a Built-in Host Object

A context is a group of related global variables. Instead of using the getVar function to get the values of individual
global variables in a JavaScript script, you can load an existing context into a built-in JavaScript host object. All of
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the global variables in the context are then available for you to use in JavaScript scripts. To load a global variable
context, use the loadContext function.

Loading a context only copies the global variables to the JavaScript host object. Changes to the loaded global
variables are not made to the original global variables and context that are stored on the server. To modify the
original global variables, use the setVar function instead.

Note: The loadContext function loads the global variables that you have read access to. To get the appropriate
permissions to read other global variables, speak to your CA WA administrator. Your administrator can find more
information about the VARIABLE security permission in Security Permissions.

Follow these steps:

1. Define, edit, or import a JavaScript script.
2. Add the following code to the script: loadContext(host_object[,'context']);

• host_object: Specifies the built-in JavaScript host object to load the global variable context into. Global
variables that are loaded into the ESP host object are available to any Application. Global variables that are
loaded into the APPL host object are available to any job within an Application. Global variables that are
loaded into the WOB host object are available to a specific job.

Limits: ESP, APPL, or WOB.
• context: (Optional) Specifies the name of the global variable context. This name is not casesensitive.

Limits: 0-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters.

Default: DEFAULT context.
3. Save the script.
4. Specify the script in a job definition, an Application definition, or an Event definition. When the script runs, the

global variables in the context are loaded into the specified JavaScript host object.

Note: The loadContext function ignores global variables whose names start with an underscore character. The
function does not load these variables into the JavaScript host object because names that start with an underscore
are reserved for built-in symbolic variables.

Example: Loading a Global Variable Context into a Built-in Host Object

The following example loads all of the global variables in the dbapps context to the APPL host object:

loadContext(APPL,'dbapps');

You can then use the loaded global variable values in a JavaScript script. For example, suppose that the loaded
dbapps context contains a global variable named dbuser. The following example concatenates the dbuser variable
value with a string in a JavaScript script. The concatenated value is assigned to a symbolic variable named
dbjobname.

APPL.dbjobname = APPL.dbuser + "_JOB1"

You can specify the script in a job definition, an Application definition, or an Event definition. The loaded global
variables are available to any job in an Application because the variables are stored in the APPL host object.

 %VAR Statement: Specify a Global Variable in a Job Definition

You can use global variables when you define and monitor jobs. The %VAR statement lets you specify a global
variable name in supported job definition fields in the Define and Monitor perspectives of CA WA Desktop Client.
When an Event is triggered, the server tries to substitute the current value of a global variable that is specified in
the %VAR statement. If the variable is not yet defined, the statement remains unresolved until the runtime of the
job. At the runtime of the job, the server tries to resolve the statement again. If the variable is still undefined, the
server submits the job with an unresolved variable.

Notes: The user that runs this script must have the appropriate security permissions to read global variables.

This statement has the following format: %VAR('name'[,'context'])

• name: Specifies the name of the global variable. This name is not case-sensitive.

Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters. The first character cannot be a number.
• context: (Optional) Specifies the name of the context that the global variable belongs to. This name is not case-

sensitive.

Limits: 0-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters.

Default: DEFAULT context.
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Example: Specifying a Global Variable in a Database Job Definition

Suppose that you want to schedule multiple database jobs that use the same IBM DB2 database. Instead of
entering the same database resource location in multiple job definitions, you create a global variable named dburl
that stores that information. The dburl variable belongs to a global variable context named dbapps.

To specify the global variable in database jobs, enter the following %VAR statement in the DB URL field in the
Basic page of the job:

%VAR('dburl','dbapps')

When the Event is triggered, the server substitutes the global variable that is specified in the % VAR statement with
the database resource location.

%VAR Global Variables

%VAR(‘<jobname.qualifier>.<responsevariablename>’,’$$WSO_VARIABLES$$’) is the syntax

This response variable gets resolved at the run-time only. Therefore, use this variable in fields that are not required
during Event Trigger time processing.

• jobname.qualifier: The job name. For example, HTTP-V21.PAYLOAD_XPATH_REGEX.
• response variable name : The response variables name. For example, Var1_Regex_URL_18.

You can use this variable in any of the successor jobs or in the down flow of the HTTP job.

Notes:

• If the HTTP V2 job where the response variable is defined is completed, only the response variables will be
resolved.

• %VAR for response variables is applicable only for HTTP V2 and Web Service Document/Literal SOAP
Envelope Jobs.

 Built-in Functions
A function is a set of instructions that can receive data, process that data, and return a value.
The server provides built-in functions to simplify your scheduling needs. You can use these built-
in functions within a JavaScript script.
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A function is a set of instructions that can receive data, process that data, and return a value. The server provides
built-in functions to simplify your scheduling needs. You can use these built-in functions within a JavaScript script.

Built-in functions do not have a symbol introducer character—they are JavaScript constructs that are recognized by
the server automatically.

A built-in function has the following format:

function_name(arguments)

•   function_name 
Specifies a valid function name.

•   arguments 
Specifies a list of values specific to that function.

Function names are case-sensitive and must be typed exactly as shown. Unless otherwise specified, parameters
and keywords provided in the syntax are also case-sensitive.

You can use server built-in functions in the following ways:

• Within a script that is run at the Application level to have the returned values available throughout the
Application.

• Within a script that is run at the job level. In this usage, the returned values can be restricted only to that job.
• Within a script as part of an Alert definition.
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You can use built-in functions with conditional logic to cause different actions to occur based on circumstances.

 Example: Using a Built-in Function with Conditional Logic 

Suppose that you want joba to complete successfully before 5:00 pm. On the remaining days, joba must complete
successfully by 9:00 pm. You can use the built-in function today in a job-level script as follows:

if (today('friday')) WOB.dueout = '5pm';else WOB.dueout = '9pm';

Another way to specify the same condition is by using the JavaScript condition (?) as follows:

WOB.dueout = today('friday') ? '5pm' : '9pm';

In this example, the server assigns the WOB.dueout variable a value depending on the day of the week. To
complete this example, you specify %WOB.dueout in the Not completed by field on the Time Dependencies page
of the job.

  

On Fridays, %WOB.dueout resolves to 5pm, which is the time the job must complete successfully before it is
marked overdue. On all other days, %WOB.dueout resolves to 9pm, which is the time the job must complete
successfully before it is marked overdue.

Categories of built-in functions
Built-in functions fall into the following categories.

 Category  Purpose 

Calendaring functions Perform actions based on schedule criteria, calculate
time periods, and make conditional logic statements to
control the occurrence of actions

Event trigger function Control the triggering of Events

File-level functions Perform file-level operations against individual files and
return the results

Integer function Format any number to an integer

Job, subApplication, and Application control function Control a specified job, subApplication, or Application

Resource functions Reset resource availability counts

Symbolic variable functions Determine which symbolic variables exist and create
user-defined date and time symbolic variables

This section contains the following topics:

  

 Calendar Javascript Functions
Calendar functions perform actions based on schedule criteria, calculate time periods, and
make conditional logic statements to control the occurrence of actions.
cwad122
Calendar functions perform actions based on schedule criteria, calculate time periods, and make conditional logic
statements to control the occurrence of actions.
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Calendar functions support time zone value. By default, the Calendar functions resolve the date or schedule
criteria to the server time zone. To resolve the date or schedule criteria to a different time zone, you can specify the
corresponding time zone value in the following format:

$_TZ timezoneschedule_criteria

•    timezone  
Specifies the time zone based on which the schedule criteria is evaluated.

•    schedule_criteria  
Specifies the schedule criteria.

This section contains the following topics:

  

daysBetween
You can use the daysBetween function to calculate the amount of time between two dates. The time can be
calculated in days, months, workdays, and so on. For example, you can use daysBetween to calculate the number
of workdays in a pay period.

The daysBetween function has the following syntax:

daysBetween('start_date','end_date','date_type')

•   start_date 
Specifies the start of the period. Specify a date or schedule criteria that resolves to a date. To resolve the date
or schedule criteria to a time zone that is different from the server time zone, specify the corresponding time
zone value.
Examples: 'Jan 1', '$_TZ auckland Jan 1'

•   end_date 
Specifies the end of the period. Specify a date or schedule criteria that resolves to a date. To resolve the date or
schedule criteria to a time zone that is different from the server time zone, specify the corresponding time zone
value.
Examples: 'Jan 31', '$_TZ auckland Jan 31'

•   date_type 
Specifies the type of date to use in the calculation. Specify the type of date as a scheduling term, such as
weekday or workday. Or specify a schedule expression that is recognized by the calendar in use for the Event
that runs this Application.
Example: workdays

Note:

• The number daysBetween returns does not include the last date specified. The dates are up to but not including
the end date.

• Verify that the schedule expression resolves to a unit of time greater than or equal to a minute.
• The daysBetween function returns a whole number.
• If the end date occurs before the start date, the result is a negative number.

Example: Calculating the Number of Working Days in a Year 

The following example calculates the number of working days in the year and assigns it to the APPL.totalworkdays
variable:

APPL.totalworkdays = daysBetween('1st day of this year','last day of
 this yearplus 1 day','workdays');

workdays is a built-in scheduling term.
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Example: Calculating the Number of Days Between Today and Sunday in the Sydney Time Zone 

The following example calculates the number of days between today and Sunday in the Sydney time zone and
assigns it to the APPL.days_leftBD_syd variable:

APPL.days_leftBD_syd = daysBetween('$_TZ sydney today',' $_TZ sydney
 Sunday','days');

Example: Calculating the Number of Saturdays 

The following example calculates the number of Saturdays from the sixth workday of the current month, up to but
not including tomorrow. The result is assigned to the Sats variable:

var Sats = daysBetween('6th workday of this month', 'tomorrow','sat');

daysFrom
You can use the daysFrom function to calculate the number of days from a date you specify to today.

The daysFrom function has the following format:

daysFrom('date')

•   date 
Specifies a date or schedule criteria that resolves to a date. To resolve the date or schedule criteria to a time
zone that is different from the server time zone, specify the corresponding time zone value.
Examples: 'January 1', '$_TZ ETZ January 1'

Note:

• If you specify a date in the past, daysFrom returns a positive number.
• If you specify a date in the future, daysFrom returns a negative number.
• If you do not specify a year, the current year is assumed.
• If you use the term holiday or a specific holiday (for example, Christmas), or a special day, the daysFrom

function looks ahead to the next occurrence of the term specified. In such cases, daysFrom returns either 0 or a
negative number.

Example: Calculating the Number of Days from July 20, 1969 

The following example calculates the number of days from July 20, 1969 to now and assigns the result to the
APPL.daynumber variable:

APPL.daynumber = daysFrom('July 20, 1969');

Example: Calculating the Number of Days from the End of the Previous Fiscal Year 

The following example calculates the number of days since the last day of the previous fiscal year and assigns the
result to the fday variable:

APPL.fday = daysFrom('last day of fiscal_year starting today less 1
 year');

Note:   fiscal_year is a special period that is defined in the company calendar. For more information about special
periods, see Schedule Criteria.

Example: Calculating the Number of Days from the Previous Weekend in the Auckland Time Zone 
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The following example calculates the number of days since the previous weekend in the Auckland time zone and
assigns the result to the APPL.days_leftF_auck variable:

APPL.days_leftF_auck = daysFrom('$_TZ auckland weekend');

daysTo
You can use the daysTo function to determine the number of days from today to a date you specify.

The daysTo function has the following format:

daysTo('date')

•   date 
Specifies a date or schedule criteria that resolves to a date. To resolve the date or schedule criteria to a time
zone that is different from the server time zone, specify the corresponding time zone value.
Examples: 'Dec 31', '$_TZ auckland Dec 31'

Note:

• If you specify a date in the future, daysTo returns a positive number.
• If you specify a date in the past, daysTo returns a negative number.
• If you do not specify a year, and the day you specify has not passed, the current year is assumed.
• If you do not specify a year, and the day you specify has passed, daysTo assumes that the date is next year and

returns a positive number.
• If you use the term holiday or a specific holiday (for example, Christmas), or a special day, the daysTo function

looks ahead to the next occurrence of the term specified. In such cases, daysTo returns either 0 or a positive
number.

Example: Calculating the Number of Days until Christmas 

The following example calculates the number of days that are left until Christmas and assigns the result to the
APPL.shopdays variable:

APPL.shopdays = daysTo('Christmas');

Christmas is a holiday that is defined in the company calendar.

Example: Calculating the Number of days until Payday 

The following example calculates the number of days remaining until payday and assigns the result to the
APPL.days_left variable:

APPL.days_left = daysTo('payday');

payday is a special day that is defined in the company calendar.

Example: Calculating the Number of days until Next Weekend in the Hong Kong Time Zone 

The following example calculates the number of days remaining until the next weekend in the Hong Kong time zone
and assigns the result to the APPL.days_left_HK variable:

APPL.days_left_HK = daysTo('$_TZ Hong_Kong weekend');

today
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You can use the today function with conditional logic to cause an action to occur. The today function compares
a schedule expression that you specify to today's date. The server returns a value of true or false, depending on
whether the expression resolves to today's date.

The today function has the following format:

if(today('date')) . . .;

•   date 
Specifies a date or schedule criteria that resolves to a date. To resolve the date or schedule criteria to a time
zone that is different from the server time zone, specify the corresponding time zone value.
Examples: 'last workday of month', '$_TZ auckland last workday of month'

Example: If today is last workday of month 

The following example of conditional logic defines a different time requirement for a job if today is the last workday
of the month. This script needs to run at Event trigger time:

if (today('last workday of month')) WOB.starttime = "6am";else
 WOB.starttime = "7am";

Another way to specify the same condition is by using the JavaScript condition (?) as follows:

WOB.starttime = today('last workday of month') ? '6am' : '7am';

In this example, the server assigns a value to the WOB.starttime variable depending on the day of the month. To
complete this example, you open the Time Dependencies page in the job definition and specify %WOB.starttime in
the Not started by field.

On the last workday of the month, %WOB.starttime resolves to 6am; the remainder of the month, %WOB.starttime
resolves to 7am. Depending on the date, this variable determines the time that the job must run before it is marked
overdue.

Example: If today is Monday, Wednesday, or Friday 

The following example of conditional logic defines logic that is true if today is Monday, Wednesday, or Friday:

if (today('mon wed fri')) . . .;

Example: If today is any day in June or July 

The following example of conditional logic defines logic that is true if today is any day in June or July:

if (today('Jun Jul') . . .;

Example: If today is the second last workday of the month 

The following example of conditional logic defines logic that is true if today is the second last workday of the month:

if (today('last workday of month less 1 workday')) . . .;
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Example: If Today is 3rd Day of Month, WeekDay, and Friday in the Central Time Zone, Run the Job Today

The following example of conditional logic defines a requirement for the job to run today in the Central Time Zone
(CTZ), if today is the 3rd day of the month, a weekday, and Friday in the central time zone:

%IF(today('$_TZ CTZ 3rd DAY OF MONTH') && today('$_TZ CTZ
 WEEKDAYS')&&today('$_TZ CTZ Friday'), '$_TZ CTZ TODAY')

tomorrow
You can use the tomorrow function with conditional logic to cause an action to occur. The tomorrow function
compares a schedule expression you specify to tomorrow's date. The server returns a value of true or false,
depending on whether the expression resolves to tomorrow's date.

The tomorrow function has the following format:

if(tomorrow('date')) . . .;

•   date 
Specifies a date or schedule criteria that resolves to a date. To resolve the date or schedule criteria to a time
zone that is different from the server time zone, specify the corresponding time zone value.
Examples: '3rd Thursday of month', '$_TZ TOKYO 3rd Thursday of month' 

Example: If tomorrow is a holiday 

The following example of conditional logic in a job-level script defines a different job submission time requirement if
tomorrow is a holiday.

if (tomorrow('holiday')) WOB.notbefore = "7am";else WOB.notbefore =
 "6am";

This script needs to run at Event trigger time.

Another way to specify the same condition is by using the JavaScript condition (?) as follows:

WOB.notbefore = tomorrow('holiday') ? '7am' : '6am';

In this example, the server assigns the symbolic variable WOB.notbefore different values based on whether
tomorrow is a holiday or not. To complete this example, you open the Time Dependencies page in the job definition
and specify the %WOB.notbefore variable in the Do not submit before field.

On the day before a holiday, %WOB.notbefore resolves to 7am; on other days, %WOB.notbefore resolves to 6am.
Depending on the date, this variable determines the submit time for the job.

Example: If tomorrow is the last workday of the month 

The following example of conditional logic in a job-level script defines a late start time for a job if tomorrow is the
last workday of the month:

if (tomorrow('last workday of month')) WOB.muststartby = "6pm";else
 WOB.muststartby = null;

This script needs to run at Event trigger time.
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Another way to specify the same condition is by using the JavaScript condition (?) as follows:

WOB.muststartby = tomorrow('last workday of month') ? '6pm' : null;

In this example, the server assigns the symbolic variable WOB.muststartby a value of 6pm if tomorrow is the last
workday of the month. Otherwise, the server a null value to the variable. To complete this example, you open the
Time Dependencies page in the job definition and specify the %WOB.muststartby variable in the Do not submit
before field.

On the day before the last workday of the month, %WOB.muststartby resolves to 6pm, which is the time the job
is marked overdue if it has not yet started. For the remainder of the month, the job has no specific time criteria to
meet.

Example: If Tomorrow is Friday of the April month in the Tokyo Time Zone, Run the Job Today 

The following example of conditional logic defines a requirement for the job to run today, if tomorrow is Friday of the
April month in the Tokyo time zone:

%IF(APPL._SMM==4 && tomorrow('$_TZ tokyo FRIDAY'), 'today')

yesterday
You can use the yesterday function with conditional logic to cause an action to occur. The yesterday function
compares a schedule expression you specify to yesterday's date. The server returns a value of true or false,
depending on whether the expression resolves to yesterday's date.

The yesterday function has the following format:

if(yesterday('date')) . . .;

•   date 
Specifies a date or schedule criteria that resolves to a date. To resolve the date or schedule criteria to a time
zone that is different from the server time zone, specify the corresponding time zone value.
Examples: 'tuesday', '$_TZ CTZ tuesday'

Example: If yesterday was a holiday 

The following example of conditional logic in a job-level script defines a different job completion time requirement if
yesterday was a holiday:

if (yesterday('holiday')) WOB.dueout = "6am";else WOB.dueout = "7am";

This script needs to run at Event trigger time.

Another way to specify the same condition is by using the JavaScript condition (?) as follows:

WOB.dueout = yesterday('holiday') ? '6am' : '7am';

In this example, the server assigns a value to the WOB.dueout variable depending on whether yesterday was a
holiday. To complete this example, you open the Time Dependencies page in the job definition and specify the
%WOB.dueout variable in the Not started by field.
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On the day after a holiday, %WOB.dueout resolves to 6am; on other days, %WOB.dueout resolves to 7am.
Depending on the date, this variable determines the time that the job must complete successfully before it is
marked overdue.

Example: If yesterday was not payday 

The following example of conditional logic in a script defines logic that is true if yesterday was not payday:

if (!yesterday('payday')) . . .;else . . .;

payday is a special day that is defined in the company calendar. The exclamation mark represents logical not.

Example: If Yesterday was Thursday and a Holiday in the Sydney Time Zone, Run the Job Today 

The following example of conditional logic defines a requirement for the job to run today, if yesterday is Thursday
and a holiday in the Sydney time zone:

%IF(yesterday('$_TZ SYDNEY Thursday') && !yesterday('$_TZ SYDNEY
 Holiday'),'today')

 Event Trigger Javascript Function
The built-in execTrigger function lets you control the triggering of Events.
wlade133
The built-in execTrigger function lets you control the triggering of Events.

execTrigger
You can use the execTrigger built-in function to trigger an Event automatically from within a JavaScript script.

The execTrigger function has the following format:

execTrigger('eventname','ADD | REPLACE','time','NOHOLD |
 HOLD','userparameter1','userparameter2','userparameter3','userparameter4','rootjob');

•   eventname 
Specifies the name of the Event to be triggered.

•  ADD | REPLACE
Indicates whether to add an Event to the schedule or replace the next scheduled execution of the Event.
Default: ADD

•   time 
Indicates when the Event is going to trigger. The time specification must resolve to a single time and date.
Default: NOW

Note:

If the time you specify includes a special calendar term (for example, workday), the server resolves the
term based on the calendar of the Event that initiated the execTrigger.

•  NOHOLD | HOLD
Indicates whether the Application is generated on hold.
Default: NOHOLD

•   userparameter1-userparameter4 
Specifies user parameters that are passed to the Event. These user parameters replace the %APPL._user1-
%APPL._user4 symbolic variables, respectively, where they are encountered. The user parameters are case-
sensitive.

•   rootjob,rootjob,...
Specifies one or more job names belonging to the Application the Event generates. To specify each root job, use
any of the following ways:
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• A single job name, for example, PAYROLL. You must include the job name qualifier if a qualifier exists, for
example, PAYROLL.ABC.

• A job name followed by a plus (+) sign to include the job and its successors. For example A+ selects job A
and all its successor jobs.

• A list that contains job names and job names followed by a plus sign, for example, A, C, E+.

 Example: Triggering an Event 

This example triggers the CYBER.BACKUPS Event.

execTrigger('CYBER.BACKUPS');

 Example: Triggering an Event at a Specific Time 

This example replaces the next scheduled execution of the CYBER.PAYROLL Event and schedules it for 4pm.

execTrigger('CYBER.PAYROLL','replace','4pm');

 Example: Triggering an Event Using the Hold Parameter 

This example triggers the CYBER.RECOVER Event. When the server triggers the Event, it generates the
Application and places the Application on hold.

execTrigger('CYBER.RECOVER','','','hold');

 Example: Triggering an Event and Passing User Data 

This example triggers the CYBER.ADHOC Event and substitutes payjob8 for the %APPL._user1 variable used in
the Application.

execTrigger('CYBER.ADHOC','','','','payjob8');

 Example: Triggering an Event and Passing Variables 

This example triggers the CYBER.RECOVER Event and substitutes the job name, Application name, and
Application generation number for %APPL._user1, %APPL._user2, and %APPL._user3.

execTrigger('CYBER.RECOVER','','','','%WOB._name','%APPL._name','%APPL._gen');

 Example: Trigerring an Event Using Root Jobs 

This example triggers the CYBER.ADHOC Event and runs the jobs A, D, and the scheduled successors of job D.

execTrigger('CYBER.ADHOC','','','','','','','','A,D+');

 File-level Javascript Functions
The file-level functions support file operations. For these functions to work, the file must reside
on the same computer as the server.
cwad12
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The file-level functions support file operations. For these functions to work, the file must reside on the same
computer as the server.

Note:  Because JavaScript interprets a backslash (\) as an escape character, when specifying Windows'
pathnames, use either a forward slash (/) or a double backslash (\\) as a separator in the path.

This section contains the following topics:

file_appendContents
You can use the file_appendContents function to add new data to the specified file. The function returns a
Boolean value. True is returned if the contents were successfully added to the specified file. False is returned if an
IOException or FileNotFoundException exception occurs.

The file_appendContents function has the following format:

file_appendContents('filePath', 'content')

• filePath
Specifies the file path.

• content
Specifies the new content to be added.

Example: Adding Data to a Log File

The following example adds data to a log file named logfile1:

APPL.append = file_appendContents('/home/reports/
logfile1', 'new data');

file_canRead
You can use the file_canRead function to test whether the application can read the specified file. The function
returns a Boolean value. True is returned if the specified file exists and it can be read by the application. False is
returned otherwise.

The file_canRead function has the following format:

file_canRead('filePath')

• filePath
Specifies the file path.

Example: Testing Whether a File Can Be Read

The following example tests whether a file named myfile.txt can be read:

APPL.status = file_canRead('c:\\batch\\myfile.txt');

file_canWrite
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You can use the file_canWrite function to test whether the application can modify the specified file. The function
returns a Boolean value. True is returned if the file system contains the specified file and the application is allowed
to write to the file. False is returned otherwise.

The file_canWrite function has the following format:

file_canWrite('filePath')

• filePath
Specifies the file path.

Example: Testing Whether a File Can Be Modified

The following example tests whether a file named logfile1 can be modified:

APPL.status = file_canWrite('/home/reports/logfile1');

file_create
You can use the file_created function to create a new, empty file if the file does not exist. The function returns a
Boolean value. True is returned if the file does not exist and the file is created. False is returned if the specified file
already exists.

The file_create function has the following format:

file_create('filePath')

• filePath
Specifies the file path.

Example: Creating a File If the File Does Not Exist

The following example creates a file named myfile.txt if the file does not exist:

APPL.newfile = file_create('c:\\batch\\myfile.txt');

file_delete
You can use the file_delete function to delete the specified file or directory. A directory must be empty to be deleted.
The function returns a Boolean value. True is returned if the file or directory is successfully deleted. False is
returned otherwise.

The file_delete function has the following format:

file_delete('filePath')

• filePath
Specifies the file path.
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Example: Deleting a File

The following example deletes a file named logfile1:

APPL.status = file_delete('/home/reports/logfile1');

file_exist
You can use the file_exist function to test whether the specified file or directory exists. The function returns a
Boolean value. True is returned if the file or directory exists. False is returned otherwise.

The file_exist function has the following format:

file_exist('filePath')

• filePath
Specifies the file path.

Example: Testing Whether a File Exists

The following example tests whether a file named myfile.txt exists:

APPL.status = file_exist('c:\\batch\\myfile.txt');

file_getLastLine
You can use the file_getLastLine function to get the last line of the specified file even if the line is empty. The
function returns a string. If successful, this function returns the content of the last line or, if unsuccessful,
[undefined] is returned.

The file_getLastLine function has the following format:

file_getLastLine('filePath')

• filePath
Specifies the file path.

Example: Getting the Last Line of a File

The following example gets the last line of a file named logfile1:

APPL.lastLine = file_getLastLine('/home/reports/logfile1');

file_getLastModified
You can use the file_getLastModified function to return the time that the specified file was last modified. The
file_getLastModified function returns a number. If successful, the function returns the time that the file was last
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modified, measured in milliseconds since the epoch (00:00:00 GMT, January 1, 1970). The value 0L is returned if
the file does not exist or if an I/O error occurs. If the task was unsuccessful, then [undefined] is returned.

The file_getLastModified function has the following format:

file_getLastModified('filePath')

• filePath
Specifies the file path.

Example: Returning the Time That a File Was Last Modified

The following example returns the time that a file named myfile.txt was last modified:

APPL.tlm = file_getLastModified('c:\\batch\\myfile.txt');

file_getLastNonEmptyLine
You can use the file_getLastNonEmptyLine function to get the last non-empty line of the specified file. The function
returns a string. If successful, this function returns the content of the last line or, if unsuccessful, [undefined] is
returned.

The file_getLastNonEmptyLine function has the following format:

file_getLastNonEmptyLine('filePath')

• filePath
Specifies the file path.

Example: Getting the Last Non-empty Line of a File

The following example gets the last non-empty line of a file named logfile1:

APPL.lastLine = file_getLastNonEmptyLine('/home/reports/logfile1');

file_getLength
You can use the file_getLength function to return the length of a specified file. The file_getLength function returns a
number. If successful, the function returns the length, in bytes, of the file specified by the file path. The value 0L is
returned if the file does not exist. The return value is unspecified if the file path denotes a directory. If the function
was unsuccessful, [undefined] is returned.

The file_getLength function has the following format:

file_getLength('filePath')

• filePath
Specifies the file path.
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Example: Getting the Length of a File

The following example returns the length of a file named myfile.txt:

APPL.length = file_getLength('c:\\batch\\myfile.txt');

file_getLineCount
You can use the file_getLineCount function to get the number of lines in a specified file. The file_getLineCount
function returns a number. If successful, the function returns the number of lines or, if unsuccessful, [undefined] is
returned.

The file_getLineCount function has the following format:

file_getLineCount('filePath')

• filePath
Specifies the file path.

Example: Getting the Number of Lines in a File

The following example gets the number of lines in a filed named logfile1:

APPL.lineCount = file_getLineCount('/home/reports/logfile1');

file_getName
You can use the file_getName function to return the name of the specified file or directory. The file_getName
function returns the last name in the pathname's sequence. If the pathname's sequence is empty, the empty string
is returned. The function returns a string. If the function is unsuccessful, [undefined] is returned.

The file_getName function has the following format:

file_getName('filePath')

• filePath
Specifies the file path.

Example: Returning the Name of a File

The following example returns the name a file named myfile.txt:

// returns 'myfile.txt'
APPL.fileName = file_getName('c:\\batch\\myfile.txt');

file_getParent
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You can use the file_getParent function to return the parent of a specified pathname. The parent of an abstract
pathname consists of the pathname's prefix, if any, and each name in the pathname's sequence except for the last.
If the pathname's sequence is empty, the pathname does not name a parent directory.

The function returns a string. If successful, this function returns the path of the specified pathname's parent. If
unsuccessful, because this pathname does not name parent directory, the function returns null.

The file_getParent function has the following format:

file_getParent('filePath')

• filePath
Specifies the file path.

Example: Returning the Parent of a Pathname

The following example returns the parent of the /home/reports/logfile1 pathname.

// returns '/home/reports'
APPL.parent = file_getParent('/home/reports/logfile1');

file_isDirectory
You can use the file_isDirectory function to test whether the specified file is a directory. The function returns a
Boolean value. The function returns true if the specified file exists and it is a directory. False is returned otherwise.

The file_isDirectory function has the following format:

file_isDirectory('filePath')

• filePath
Specifies the file path.

Example: Testing Whether a File Is a Directory

The following examples test whether the specified file is a directory:

// returns false
APPL.directory = file_isDirectory('c:\\batch\\myfile.txt');
 
// returns true
APPL.directory = file_isDirectory('/home/reports/');

file_isFile
You can use the file_isFile function to test whether the specified file is a normal file. A file is normal if it is not a
directory. The function returns a Boolean value. The function returns true if the specified file exists and it is a normal
file. False is returned otherwise.
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The file_isFile function has the following format:

file_isFile('filePath')

• filePath
Specifies the file path.

Example: Testing Whether a File is a Normal File

The following examples test whether the specified file is a normal file (not a directory):

APPL.file = file_isFile('c:\\batch\\myfile.txt'); // returns true
 
APPL.file = file_isFile('/home/reports/'); // returns false

file_isHidden
You can use the file_isHidden function to test whether a specified file is a hidden file. The definition of hidden
depends on the operating system. On UNIX, a file is hidden if the file name begins with a period character ('.'). On
Windows, a file is hidden if it has been marked as such in the file system.

The function returns a Boolean value. The function returns true if the specified file is hidden. False is returned
otherwise.

The file_isHidden function has the following format:

file_isHidden('filePath')

• filePath
Specifies the file path.

Example: Testing Whether a File is a Hidden File

The following examples test whether a specified file is a hidden file:

// returns false
APPL.hidden = file_isHidden('/home/reports/logfile1');
 
// returns true
APPL.hidden = file_isHidden('/home/reports/.logfile');

file_list
You can use the file_list function to return an array of strings naming the files and directories in the directory
specified by the file path. If this path does not denote a directory, this function returns [undefined]. Otherwise
an array of strings is returned, one entry for each file or directory in the file path. The array will be empty if the
specified directory is empty.

Warning:  Names denoting the directory itself and the directory's parent directory are not included in the
result. Each string is a file name rather than a complete path. There is no guarantee that the name strings
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in the resulting array will appear in any specific order; they are not, in particular, guaranteed to appear in
alphabetical order.

The file_list function has the following format:

file_list('filePath')

• filePath
Specifies the file path.

Example: Printing the Files and Directories in a Directory

The following example prints the files and directories in the /home/reports directory:

APPL.filePath = new Array();
APPL.filePath = file_list('/home/reports/');
// display the elements of the array
var i = 0;
for (i in APPL.filePath)
{
   println(APPL.filePath[i]);
}

file_mkdirs
You can use the file_mkdirs function to create a specified directory, including any necessary but nonexistent parent
directories. Even if this operation fails, it may have succeeded in creating some of the necessary parent directories.
The function returns a Boolean value. The function returns true if the directory is created, including any necessary
parent directories. False is returned otherwise.

The file_mkdirs function has the following format:

file_mkdirs('directoryName')

• filePath
Specifies the file path.

Example: Creating a Directory

The following example creates a directory named sept:

// creates a new directory 'sept' in '/home/reports/2004'
APPL.mkdir = file_mkdirs('/home/reports/2004/sept');

file_read
You can use the file_read function to read the content of a file byte by byte. A start offset can be specified to skip an
offset number of bytes. A length can be specified to limit the data that can be read. The function returns a string. If
successful, this function returns the content of the file or, if unsuccessful, [undefined] is returned.
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The file_read function has the following format:

file_read('filePath'[, offset[, length]] )

• filePath
Specifies the file path.

• offset
(Optional) Specifies the offset to start reading from.
Default: 0

• length
(Optional) Specifies the length of data to be read.
Default: entire file

Example: Reading the Content of a File Byte by Byte

The following examples read the content of a specified file byte by byte:

APPL.content = file_read('/home/reports/logfile1');
 
//start from 23rd byte
APPL.content = file_read('c:\\batch\\myfile.txt', 23);
 
//read only 200 bytes
APPL.content = file_read('/home/reports/logfile1', 0, 200);

file_readLines
You can use the file_readLines function to read the content of a specified file line by line. A start offset can be
specified to skip an offset number of lines. A line count can be specified to limit the data that can be read. If
successful, this function returns an array containing the lines that were read or, if unsuccessful, [undefined] is
returned.

The file_readLines function has the following format:

file_readLines('filePath'[, lineOffset[, lineCount]] )

• filePath
Specifies the file path.

• lineOffset
(Optional) Specifies the line number to start reading from.
Default: 0

• lineCount
(Optional) Specifies the number of lines to read.
Default: all lines

Example: Reading the Content of a File Line by Line

The following examples read the content of a specified file line by line:
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APPL.MyFile = new Array();
APPL.MyFile = file_readLines('/home/reports/logfile1');
 
// start from 3rd line
APPL.MyFile = file_readLines('c:\\batch\\myfile.txt', 3);
 
// read only first 20 lines
APPL.MyFile = file_readLines('/home/reports/logfile1', 0, 20);
 
// display the elements of the array
var i = 0;
for (i in APPL.MyFile)
{
   println(APPL.MyFile[i]);
}

file_renameTo
You can use the file_renameTo function to rename the specified file. Whether this method can move a file from
one file system to another is platform-dependent. The return value should always be checked to make sure that
the rename operation was successful. The function returns a Boolean value. True is returned if the renaming
succeeded. False is returned otherwise.

The file_renameTo function has the following format:

file_renameTo('currentFilePath', 'newFilePath')

• currentFilePath
Specifies the file path.

• newFilePath
Specifies the new pathname for the named file.

Example: Renaming a File

The following example renames a specified file:

if (file_renameTo('/home/reports/2004/sept', '/home/
reports/2004/09')) ...;

file_replaceContents
You can use the file_replaceContents function to overwrite a file with new data. The file_replaceContents function
returns a Boolean value. True is returned if the new data was written correctly. False is returned otherwise.

The file_replaceContents function has the following format:

file_replaceContents('filePath', 'content')

• filePath
Specifies the file path.
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• content
Specifies the new content to be added to the specified file.

Example: Overwriting a File with New Data

The following example overwrites a file named myfile.txt with new data:

APPL.replace = file_replaceContents('c:\\batch\
\myfile.txt', 'new file data...');

 Integer Javascript Function
This section describes the built-in format_toInt function. This function lets you format any
number to an integer.
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This section describes the built-in format_toInt function. This function lets you format any number to an integer.

format_toInt
You can use the format_toInt function to convert a number to an integer format string. If the format_toInt function is
successful, it returns a string that contains the integer value. If the function is unsuccessful, the specified number is
not in the correct format and "0" is returned.

The format_toInt function has the following format:

format_toInt(number)

•   number 
Specifies the value to convert into an integer format string.

 Example: Converting a Number to an Integer Format String 

The following examples convert numbers to an integer format string:

APPL.int = file_toInt('1.2333'); // returns '1'APPL.int =
 file_toInt(4.0);      // returns '4'

 Job, subApplication, and Application Control Javascript Function
This section describes the execCommand function. This function lets you control a specified job,
subApplication, or Application.
cwad12-12-0
This section describes the execCommand function. This function lets you control a specified job, subApplication, or
Application.

execCommand
You can use the execCommand built-in function to control a job, a subApplication, or an Application. You can use
the execCommand function at trigger time or at run time.
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The execCommand function has the following format:

execCommand('jobname | ALL | SUBAPPL(subApplname)', 'applname.gen',
 'ACTION the_action Reason("reason")');

•   jobname 
Specifies the job name. Optionally, you can specify a qualifier with the job name.

•  ALL
Indicates that you want to issue a command against an entire Application.

•   subApplname 
Specifies the subApplication name.

•   applname 
Specifies the Application name.

•   gen 
Specifies the absolute generation number. Specify 0 for the current generation.

•   the_action 
Specifies the action that you want to take against the Application, subApplication, or job.
You can issue the following commands against an Application:

•  COMPLETE
Completes the Application.

•  HOLD
Holds the Application.

•  RELEASE
Releases the Application.

•  UNWAIT
Removes the Application from an APPLWAIT state.

•  UNQUIESCE
Removes the Application from the APPLQUIESCE state.

You can issue the following commands against a subApplication:

•  BYPASS
Bypasses a subApplication, preventing the jobs in the subApplication from running.

•  COMPLETE
Completes all of the jobs in a subApplication.

•  HOLD
Holds all of the jobs in a subApplication.

•  READY
Readies a subApplication by marking all of the jobs in the subApplication ready for submission.

•  RELEASE
Releases all of the jobs in a held subApplication.

•  REQUEST
Requests all of the jobs in a subApplication.

•  UNBYPASS
Cancels the request to bypass all of the jobs in a subApplication.

•  UNREQUEST
Unrequests all of the jobs in a subApplication.

•  UNWAIT
Removes a subApplication from a SUBAPPLWAIT state.

You can issue the following commands against a job:

•  BYPASS
Bypasses a job.

•  COMPLETE
Completes a job.

•  DROPDEP
Drops all of a job's predecessors.

•  DROPDEP PRED("pred1,pred2...")
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Drops specified predecessors of a job.
•  DROPRES

Drops all of a job's resource dependencies.
•  DROPRES RESOURCE("res1,res2...")

Drops specified resources of a job.
•  DROPVARDEP

Drops all of a job's variable dependencies
•  DROPVARDEP VariableDependencies(var_expressions)

Drops specified variable dependencies of a job.
You can specify any number of variable dependencies. Code variable dependencies using the following
syntax:

VariableDependencies(  Expression1(Name(name_1) 
 Context(context_1)  Operator(operator_1)   Value(value_1)) ... 
  ExpressionN(Name(name_N)  Context(context_N)  
 Operator(operator_N)  Value(value_N)))

•   name_N 
Specifies the name of the global variable.
Limits: Up to 128 alphanumeric or underscore characters; the first character cannot be a number

•   context_N 
Specifies the name of the context that the global variable belongs to. Entering Context() without a value
specifies the DEFAULT context.
Limits: Up to 128 alphanumeric or underscore characters.

•   operator_N 
Specifies the expression operator. Specify one of the following: EQUAL_TO, NOT_EQUAL_TO,
LESS_THAN, GREATER_THAN, LESS_THAN_OR_EQUAL_TO, GREATER_THAN_OR_EQUAL_TO,
CONTAINS.

•   value_N 
Specifies the value of the global variable.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters

Note:

To specify a value that contains spaces or special characters such as commas or equal signs, enclose
the value in double quotes. If operator_N is EXISTS or NOT_EXISTS, or if you want to specify an empty
string, enter Value() without a value.

•  HOLD
Holds a job.

•  KILL
Cancels an active job.

•  READY
Readies a job.

•  RELEASE
Releases a job.

•  REQUEST
Requests a job.

•  RESET
Resets a job's time dependency. Options are as follows:

•  AbandonDependency("value")
Resets time to abandon predecessor dependencies.

•  AbandonResource("value")
Resets time to abandon resource dependencies.

•  AbandonSubmission("value")
Resets a job's abandon submission time.

•  AbandonVarDependency("value")
Resets time to abandon variable dependencies. Specifying the AbandonVarDependency() parameter
without a value resets the time to now.
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•  Earlysub("value")
Resets a job's submission time.

•  LateStart("value")
Resets overdue start time.

•  LateEnd("value")
Resets overdue complete time.

•  RESUB
Resubmits a job.

•  UNBYPASS
Unbypasses a job.

•  UNREQUEST
Unrequests a job.

•  UNWAIT
Removes a job from a JANCWAIT state.

•  USERSTATUS TEXT("value")
Sets the user status that you can view through the Monitor perspective

•   reason 
Species the reason for issuing the command. You can view the commands issued against the Application,
including the reason text, in the Monitor Perspective.

Note:

If the Set the Reason Option for Job Commands as Mandatory in the Application properties, the Reason
parameter is required.

Note:

• The keywords are not case-sensitive.
• You must use double quotation marks ("") within parentheses when there are multiple words (when the

parentheses contain spaces or other separators).
The following example uses double quotations within the parentheses because there are multiple words.

ACTION RESET Earlysub("now plus 2 minutes");

The following example does not use double quotation marks within the parentheses because there is only one
word.

ACTION RESET Earlysub(7am);

• You must prefix any symbolic variables within an execCommand with a percent sign (%).

 Example: Setting the User Status 

This example sets the user status for job UNIX1 in the current generation of the TEST Application.

execCommand('UNIX1','TEST.0','ACTION USERSTATUS TEXT("This is a
 test")');

 Example: Dropping Multiple Predecessors 

This example drops Task1 and Task2 as predecessors to job UNIX2 in the current generation of the TEST
Application.

execCommand('UNIX2,'TEST.0','ACTION DropDep Pred("TASK1,TASK2")');
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 Example: Dropping Resources 

This example drops all resource dependencies for job UNIX3 in the current generation of the TEST Application.

execCommand('UNIX3','TEST.0','ACTION DropRes');

 Example: Dropping Variable Dependencies 

This example drops two variable dependencies for job UNIX4 in the current generation of the TEST Application.

execCommand('UNIX4','TEST.0','ACTION
 DROPVARDEPVariableDependencies(Expression1(Name(QUOTA)
 Context(payroll) Operator(EXISTS)Value()) Expression2(Name(SALES)
 Context(DEFAULT)Operator(GREATER_THAN_OR_EQUAL_TO) Value(1000)))');

 Example: Removing a Job's Submission Time 

This example removes the job submission time for job UNIX5 in the TEST Application.

execCommand('UNIX5','TEST.%APPL._gen','ACTION Reset Earlysub()');

Note:   %APPL._gen is used to represent the generation number.

 Example: Holding a subApplication 

This example holds the subApplication named SUBC in generation 2 of the TEST Application.

execCommand('SUBAPPL(SUBC)','TEST.2','ACTION HOLD)’);

 Example: Providing a Reason for Completing a Job 

This example provides a reason for completing the job named TASK0 in generation 2 of the EXECCOMMAND
Application.

execCommand('TASK0', 'EXECCOMMAND.2', 'ACTION COMPLETE
 Reason("complete to run the next job")');

 Alert Javascript Function
This section describes the WOB.isAutoResubmit function.
cwad121
This section describes the WOB.isAutoResubmit function.

WOB._isAutoResubmit
You can use the WOB.isAutoResubmit built-in function to check if a job that has failed is going to be resubmitted.
The WOB.isAutoResubmit function returns a Boolean value. It returns true if run as part of an Alert definition on a
job that has failed and is going to be resubmitted. Otherwise, it returns false even if run from a job-level Javascript
on a job that is going to be resubmitted due to previous failure.

Note:  For more information about resubmitting a failed job automatically, see Resubmit a Failed Job Automatically.
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The WOB._isAutoResubmit function has the following format:

WOB.isAutoResubmit()

Example: Checking if a Failed Job is Going to be Resubmitted

When a job fails, an Alert triggers and runs the following JavaScript script. The script triggers the
SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY Event if the failed job is going to be resubmitted.

if(WOB.isAutoResubmit())
   execTrigger('SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY');

 Resource Javascript Functions
This section describes the following functions that let you change resource availability counts:
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This section describes the following functions that let you change resource availability counts:

  

resetResourceProperty
You can use the resetResourceProperty built-in function to update the runtime property of a resource. The
resetResourceProperty function can set the number of available units of a resource. For a renewable resource, the
function can also set the maximum number of available units. For example, you can run a JavaScript script that
automatically resets the availability count of a resource at a specific time of day.

The resetResourceProperty function has the following format:

resetResourceProperty('resname','property','count');

•   resname 
Specifies the name of the resource. The resource name must be uppercase.

•   property 
Specifies the property that you want to reset. Specify either Availability or MaximumAvailability. This keyword is
case-sensitive.

•   count 
Specifies the new availability count. It must be greater than or equal to zero.

 Example: Setting the Availability Count of a Resource 

The following example sets the availability count of a resource named LOWPRIO to 1:

resetResourceProperty('LOWPRIO','Availability','1');

adjustResourceProperty
You can use the adjustResourceProperty built-in function to update the runtime property of a resource relative
to the property's current value. The adjustResourceProperty function can increase or decrease the number of
available units of a resource. For a renewable resource, the function can also increase or decrease the maximum
number of available units. For example, you can run a JavaScript script that automatically increases the availability
count of a resource to let more database jobs run concurrently.
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The adjustResourceProperty function has the following format:

resetResourceProperty('resname','property','count');

•   resname 
Specifies the name of the resource. The resource name must be upper case.

•   property 
Specifies the property that you want to reset. Specify either Availability or MaximumAvailability. This keyword is
case-sensitive.

•   count 
Specifies the amount to change the availability count by. To increase the count, specify a positive integer. To
decrease the count, specify a negative integer.

 Example: Increasing the Availability Count of a Resource 

The following example increases the availability count of a resource named CONCURRENT by 1:

adjustResourceProperty('CONCURRENT','Availability','1');

 Symbolic Variable Javascript Functions
The built-in functions lets you determine the existing symbolic variables and create user-defined
date and time symbolic variables:
cwad12
The built-in functions lets you determine the existing symbolic variables and create user-defined date and time
symbolic variables:

2

defined
You can use the defined function to determine whether a symbolic variable is already defined. The server returns a
value of true or false.

The defined function has the following format:

if (defined('variable') . . .;

• variable
Specifies the name of a symbolic variable.

Example: If count not defined, define it

The following example checks whether the symbolic variable count is defined. If it is not defined, define it and
assign it a value of n + 1.

if (!defined('count')) count = n + 1;

Example: If global variable is defined

In the following example, an Application-level script defines a symbolic variable APPL.alltrue when certain
circumstances occur. If these circumstances do not occur, the variable is not defined. A job-level script then tests to
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see whether the variable is defined. If the variable is defined, the job-level script defines another symbolic variable
named WOB.truecalc. The job-level script is as follows:

if (defined('APPL.alltrue')) WOB.truecalc = APPL.alltrue * 40;

genTime
You can use the genTime function to create user-defined date and time symbolic variables, similar to the built-in
date and time variables, for any date you choose. For example, you can generate symbolic variables that refer to
the next workday. The genTime function creates a standard set of symbolic variables that all begin with the prefix
you specify. You may use one, some, or all the symbolic variables the server generates.

The genTime function supports time zone value. By default, the genTime function resolves the date or schedule
criteria to the server time zone. To resolve the date or schedule criteria to a different time zone, you can specify
the corresponding time zone value in the function. For the list of supported time zones and their abbreviations, see
Time Zones in Schedule Criteria.

The genTime function has the following format:

genTime('prefix','date')

• prefix
Specifies a prefix to identify all the symbolic variables that are generated by the genTime function. The prefix is
case-sensitive. Enclose the prefix in single or double quotation marks, unless it is a variable.

• date
Specifies a date or schedule criteria that resolves to a date. By default, the date or schedule criteria resolves to
the server time zone. To resolve the date or schedule criteria to a time zone that is different from the server time
zone, specify the corresponding time zone value in the following format:

$_TZ timezone schedule_criteria

• timezone
Specifies the time zone based on which the schedule criteria is evaluated.

• schedule_criteria
Specifies the schedule criteria.

Example: Generating Symbolic Variables for Monday in the London Time Zone

The following example generates symbolic variables for Monday with a prefix LDN in the London time zone:

genTime('LDN','$_TZ London Monday');

Example: Generating Symbolic Variables for the Next Workday

The following example defines a set of symbolic variables for the next workday, beginning with the characters NW:
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genTime('NW','today plus 1 workday');

Some of the symbolic variables the server creates from the genTime statement include the following

• NWMM
• NWDD
• NWYY

If you want to use these variables outside the scope of this JavaScript script, define them as follows:

APPL.month = NWMM;
APPL.day = NWDD;
APPL.year = NWYY;

After the server generates symbolic variables, you can use them, for example, in an argument to the script.

Example: Generating Symbolic Variables for Seven Days after Today

The following example generates symbolic variables for seven days after today with a prefix of OVER:

genTime('OVER','today plus 7 days');

Example: Generating Symbolic Variables for the Two Workdays before Today

The following example generates symbolic variables for two workdays before today with a prefix of PPD:

genTime('PPD','today less 2 workdays');

Example: Generating Symbolic Variables for the Previous Workday

The following example generates symbolic variables for the previous workday with a prefix of pwd:

genTime('pwd','today less 1 workday');

Example: Generating Symbolic Variables for the Previous Day

The following example generates symbolic variables for the previous day with a prefix of PD:

genTime('PD','today less 1 day');

Example: Generating Symbolic Variables for the Next Day
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The following example generates symbolic variables for the next day with a prefix of ND:

genTime('ND','today plus 1 day');

Example: Generating Symbolic Variables for the First Day of the Current Month

The following example generates symbolic variables for the first day of the current month with a prefix of BGMN:

genTime('BGMN','1st day of this month');

Example: Generating Symbolic Variables for the Previous Month

The following example generates symbolic variables for the first day of the previous month with a prefix of PMNTH:

genTime('PMNTH','1st day of this month less 1 month');

or

genTime('PMNTH','1st day of this month starting today less 1 month');

Example: Using genTime Output to Generate Symbolic Variables

The following example illustrates the use of the output from one genTime statement as input to generate another
set of symbolic variables. In this example, a genTime statement generates date symbolic variables for one week
ago. That date then generates date symbolic variables for the workday before one week ago:

//one week ago
genTime('PWK','today less 1 week');
//1 workday prior to 1 week ago;
genTime('PWD',PWKDATE + ' less 1 workday');

If you are using the variables outside the scope of the JavaScript script (such as arguments to the command that is
invoked for the job), prefix the call with a host object name.

Symbolic Variables Generated by genTime
The server generates the following symbolic variables automatically when you use the genTime function.

Note:  You cannot assign values to built-in symbolic variables. Verify that the prefix you specify does not begin with
an underscore because all variables beginning with ESP._, APPL._, and WOB._ are reserve for use with server
built-in symbolic variables.
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If you are using the variables outside the scope of the JavaScript script (such as arguments to the command that
is invoked for the job), prefix the call with a host object name. For example, the following statement associates all
symbolic variables that are generated by genTime () to the APPL host object:

APPL.genTime('LWOM','last workday of month');

Type Variable Description

Date prefixDATE The date

Example: Tuesday 23rd May 2006

If you want to pass this as an
argument, enclose it in quotes.

prefixYY The last two digits of the year

Example: 06

Year

prefixYEAR The four-digit year

Example: 2006

prefixMM The number of the month

Example: 01 for January

prefixMMM The first three characters of the
month

Example: Jan

Month

prefixMONTH The name of the month

Example: January

prefixDAY The name of the day of the week

Example: Monday

prefixDD The number of the actual day of the
month

Example: 09

prefixDDD The Julian date, or the number of
the day in the year

Example: 045

prefixDDQL The ordinal qualifier for the day of
month

Example: st, nd, rd or th

Day

prefixDOWNUM The number of the day in the week.

prefixDOW# The number of the day in the week.

You cannot use this variable in a
JavaScript script. Instead, use the
prefixDOWNUM variable within your
scripts.
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Time prefixTIME The time in 24-hour format

Example: 14.55.32

Hour prefixHH The hour in 24-hour format

Example: 08

Minutes prefixMN The minute of the hour

Example: 55

Seconds prefixSS The number of seconds past the
minute

Example: 32

 System Property Javascript Functions
This section describes the getSystemProperty function.
cwad121
This section describes the getSystemProperty function.

getSystemProperty
You can use the getSystemProperty JavaScript function to retrieve the value of a system property.

Note:  The getSystemProperty function lets you retrieve a system property without invoking a Java method.
Invoking a Java method carries potential security and reliability problems. For example, avoid using the
Packages.java.lang.System.exit function, as it can cause the server to crash. For more information, see Enable
Java method calls in a JavaScript script.

The getSystemProperty function has the following format:

getSystemProperty('property_name')

• property_name
Specifies the system property.

Example: Retrieving the Value of a System Property

The following example retrieves the value of the java.version system property:

APPL.jversion = getSystemProperty('java.version');

 Usage scenarios
The section describes scenarios where built-in functions can be used:
wlade133
The section describes scenarios where built-in functions can be used:

  

Calculating Days from a Specific Date to Now
You use the daysFrom built-in function to calculate the number of days from a date or day in the past to the present
date and assign the value to a symbolic variable. When you use daysFrom to calculate the number of days from a
date in the past until today, the server returns a positive number.

 To calculate days to now 
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Define the variable in one of two ways:

• By simply assigning it a value, for example

x = daysFrom('date');

Use this method when you do not plan to export the value of x outside the script.
• By assigning it to a host object using a prefix, for example

APPL.x = daysFrom('date');

Use this method when you plan to use the value of x within the Define perspective.

 date can be either a date or schedule criteria that resolves to a date and should be enclosed within single
quotation marks.

 Example: Calculate days from July 20, 1969 

The following example assigns the variable APPL.daynumber the number of days from July 20, 1969 to now:

APPL.daynumber = daysFrom('July 20, 1969');

 Example: Calculate days from end of previous fiscal year 

The following example assigns the variable fday the number of days since the last day of the previous fiscal year:

APPL.fday = daysFrom('last day of fiscal_year starting today less 1
 year');

Note:  fiscal_year is a special period that is defined in the company calendar. For information about special
periods, see Schedule Criteria.

Calculating Days from Now to a Specific Date
You use the daysTo built-in function to calculate the number of days from the present date to a date or day in the
future.

 To calculate days to a specific date 

Define the variable in one of two ways:

• By simply assigning it a value, for example

x = daysTo('date');

Use this method when you do not plan to export the value of x outside the script.
• By assigning it to a host object using a prefix, for example

APPL.x = daysTo('date');

Use this method when you plan to use the value of x within the Define perspective.
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 date can be either a date or schedule criteria that resolve to a date and should be enclosed within single quotation
marks.

 Example: Calculate days until Christmas 

The following example assigns the variable APPL.shopdays the number of days left until Christmas:

APPL.shopdays = daysTo('Christmas');

Christmas is a holiday that is defined in the company calendar.

 Example: Calculate days until payday 

The following example assigns the variable APPL.days_left the number of days remaining until payday.

APPL.days_left = daysTo('payday');

payday is a special day that is defined in the company calendar.

Calculating the Days Between Dates
You use the daysBetween built-in function to calculate the number of days (such as weekdays, workdays, or
Saturdays) between two dates. For example, you can use daysBetween to calculate the number of workdays in a
pay period.

When you use daysBetween, the server returns a whole number. You can specify dates for the start and end dates
or schedule criteria.

Note:   The number daysBetween returns does not include the last date specified. The dates are up to but not
including the end date.

 Example: Calculate workdays until payday 

The following example assigns the variable APPL.payabledays the number of working days until payday:

APPL.payabledays = daysBetween('today','payday','workdays');

today is a built-in scheduling term, payday is a special day defined in the company calendar, and workdays is a
built-in scheduling term.

 Example: Calculate working days in year 

The following example assigns the variable APPL.totalworkdays the number of working days in the year:

APPL.totalworkdays = daysBetween('1st day of this year','last day of
 this yearplus 1 day','workdays');

workdays is a built-in scheduling term.

 Example: Calculate the number of Saturdays 

The following example assigns the variable Sats the number of Saturdays from the sixth workday of the current
month, up to but not including tomorrow:

var Sats = daysBetween('6th workday of this month', 'tomorrow','sat');
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Specifying Action Based on Today's Value
You use the today built-in function to condition statements in a script. For example, if today is Friday, process
certain instructions; otherwise, skip to the next instruction.

 Example: If today is last workday of month 

The following example of conditional logic defines a different time requirement for a job if today is the last workday
of the month. This script needs to run at Event trigger time:

if (today('last workday of month')) WOB.starttime = "6am";else
 WOB.starttime = "7am";

Another way to specify the same condition is by using the JavaScript condition (?) as follows:

WOB.starttime = today('last workday of month') ? '6am' : '7am';

In this example, the server a value to the WOB.starttime variable depending on the day of the month. To complete
this example, you open the Time Dependencies page in the job definition and specify %WOB.starttime in the Not
started by fied.

On the last workday of the month, %WOB.starttime resolves to 6am; the remainder of the month, %WOB.starttime
resolves to 7am. Depending on the date, this variable determines the time that the job must run before it is marked
overdue.

 Example: If today is Monday, Wednesday, or Friday 

if (today('mon wed fri')) . . .;

 Example: If today is any day in June or July 

if (today('Jun Jul') . . .;

 Example: If today is the second-last workday of the month 

if (today('last workday of month less 1 workday')) . . .;

Specifying Action Based on Tomorrow's Value
You use the tomorrow built-in function to condition statements in a script. For example, if tomorrow is the last
workday of the month, process certain instructions; otherwise, skip to the next instruction.

 Example: If tomorrow is a holiday 

The following example of conditional logic in a job-level script defines a different job submission time requirement if
tomorrow is a holiday.

if (tomorrow('holiday')) WOB.notbefore = "7am";else WOB.notbefore =
 "6am";
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This script needs to run at Event trigger time.

Another way to specify the same condition is by using the JavaScript condition (?) as follows:

WOB.notbefore = tomorrow('holiday') ? '7am' : '6am';

In this example, the server assigns the symbolic variable WOB.notbefore different values based on whether
tomorrow is a holiday or not. To complete this example, you open the Time Dependencies page in the job
definition and specify the %WOB.notbefore variable in the Do not submit before field.

On the day before a holiday, %WOB.notbefore resolves to 7am; on other days, %WOB.notbefore resolves to 6am.
Depending on the date, this variable determines the submit time for the job.

 Example: If tomorrow is the last workday of the month 

The following example of conditional logic in a job-level script defines a late start time for a job if tomorrow is the
last workday of the month:

if (tomorrow('last workday of month')) WOB.muststartby = "6pm";else
 WOB.muststartby = null;

This script needs to run at Event trigger time.

Another way to specify the same condition is by using the JavaScript condition (?) as follows:

WOB.muststartby = tomorrow('last workday of month') ? '6pm' : null;

In this example, the server assigns the symbolic variable WOB.muststartby a value of 6pm if tomorrow is the last
workday of the month. Otherwise, the server a null value to the variable. To complete this example, you open
the Time Dependencies page in the job definition and specify the %WOB.muststartby variable in the Do not
submit before field.

On the day before the last workday of the month, %WOB.muststartby resolves to 6pm, which is the time the job
is marked overdue if it has not yet started. For the remainder of the month, the job has no specific time criteria to
meet.

Specifying Action Based on Yesterday's Value
You use the yesterday built-in function to condition statements in a script. For example, if yesterday was Friday,
process certain instructions; otherwise, skip to the next instruction.

 Example: If yesterday was a holiday 

The following example of conditional logic in a job-level script defines a different job completion time requirement if
yesterday was a holiday:

if (yesterday('holiday')) WOB.dueout = "6am";else WOB.dueout = "7am";

This script needs to run at Event trigger time.

Another way to specify the same condition is by using the JavaScript condition (?) as follows:

WOB.dueout = yesterday('holiday') ? '6am' : '7am';
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In this example, the server assigns the WOB.dueout variable a value depending on whether yesterday was a
holiday. To complete this example, you open the Time Dependencies page in the job definition and specify the
%WOB.dueout variable in the Not started by field.

On the day after a holiday, %WOB.dueout resolves to 6am; on other days, %WOB.dueout resolves to 7am.
Depending on the date, this variable determines the time the job must complete successfully before it is marked
overdue.

 Example: If yesterday was not payday 

The following example of conditional logic in a script defines logic that is true if yesterday was not payday:

if (!yesterday('payday')) . . .;else . . .;

payday is a special day that is defined in the company calendar. The exclamation mark represents logical not.

Determining if a Variable is Already Defined
You use the defined built-in function to condition statements in a script. For example, if the symbolic variable
amount is not defined, define it now.

 Example: If count not defined, define it 

The following example checks whether the symbolic variable count is defined. If it is not defined, define it and
assign it a value of n + 1.

if (!defined('count')) count = n + 1;

 Example: If global variable is defined 

In the following example, an Application-level script defines a symbolic variable APPL.alltrue when certain
circumstances occur. If these circumstances do not occur, the variable is not defined. A job-level script then tests to
see whether the variable is defined. If the variable is defined, the job-level script defines another symbolic variable
called WOB.truecalc. The job-level script is as follows:

if (defined('APPL.alltrue')) WOB.truecalc = APPL.alltrue * 40;

Customizing Date and Time Symbolic Variables
You may need to use date symbolic variables other than those defined on the server. You use the genTime built-in
function to customize date and time symbolic variables for any scheduling criteria. For example, you may want to
generate symbolic variables that refer to the next workday.

The genTime function returns a fixed list of symbolic variables that all begin with the prefix you specify. You may
use one, some or all the symbolic variables the server generates.

To make the resulting variables available for use outside of the script where they are created, specify one of the
server host objects as a prefix.

Note:  You cannot prefix your symbolic variables with ESP._, APPL._, or WOB._. They are reserved for use with
server built-in symbolic variables.

 Example: Generating symbolic variables for next workday 

The following example defines a set of symbolic variables for the next workday, beginning with the characters NW:

genTime('NW','today plus 1 workday');

Some of the symbolic variables the server creates from the genTime statement include:
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NWMM

NWDD

NWYY

If these variables are to be used outside the scope of this JavaScript script, define them as follows:

APPL.month = NWMM;APPL.day = NWDD;APPL.year = NWYY;

After the server generates symbolic variables, you can use them, for example, in an argument to the script.

 Example: Seven days after today 

The following example generates symbolic variables for seven days after today with a prefix of OVER:

genTime('OVER','today plus 7 days');

 Example: Two workdays before today 

The following example generates symbolic variables for two workdays before today with a prefix of PPD:

genTime('PPD','today less 2 workdays');

 Example: Previous workday 

The following example generates symbolic variables for the previous workday with a prefix of pwd:

genTime('pwd','today less 1 workday');

 Example: Previous day 

The following example generates symbolic variables for the previous day with a prefix of PD:

genTime('PD','today less 1 day');

 Example: Next day 

The following example generates symbolic variables for the next day with a prefix of ND:

genTime('ND','today plus 1 day');

 Example: First day of current month 

The following example generates symbolic variables for the first day of the current month with a prefix of BGMN:

genTime('BGMN','1st day of this month');

 Example: Previous month 
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The following example generates symbolic variables for the first day of the previous month with a prefix of PMNTH:

genTime('PMNTH','1st day of this month less 1 month');

or

genTime('PMNTH','1st day of this month starting today less 1 month');

 Example: Using genTime output to generate symbolic variables 

The following example illustrates the use of the output from one genTime statement as input to generate another
set of symbolic variables. In this example, a genTime statement generates date symbolic variables for one week
ago. That date then generates date symbolic variables for the workday before one week ago:

//one week agogenTime('PWK','today less 1 week');//1 workday prior to
 1 week ago;genTime('PWD',PWKDATE + ' less 1 workday');

If you are using the variables outside the scope of the JavaScript script (such as arguments to the command that is
invoked for the job), prefix the call with a host object name.

 Conditional Schedule Criteria
To add flexibility to your schedules, you can use conditional logic within your Applications. You
can run a job only under certain conditions, vary the time at which a job is marked late, notify
different email addresses from day shift to night shift when a job fails, and use many other
variations.
wlade133
To add flexibility to your schedules, you can use conditional logic within your Applications. You can run a job only
under certain conditions, vary the time at which a job is marked late, notify different email addresses from day shift
to night shift when a job fails, and use many other variations.

This section includes examples to illustrate the use of conditional schedules. You can copy and modify these
examples for your own use or use them as a reference.

 

 Specify Conditional Run Criteria
You can use conditional logic to specify run criteria that vary depending on the day, week, or
month. You can use false and null as run criteria.
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You can use conditional logic to specify run criteria that vary depending on the day, week, or month. You can use
false and null as run criteria.

 To specify conditional run criteria using %IF 

1. Open the Basic page of the job.
2. Enter the %IF statement that defines your condition as the schedule criteria in the When field in the Run

frequency section.

 To specify conditional run criteria using a JavaScript script 

1. Specify the conditional logic to define and set a value for a symbolic variable within a script.
2. Open the Basic page of the job, and enter the symbolic variable as the schedule criteria in the When field in the

Run frequency section.
3. Open the JavaScripts page, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At Event trigger time

section.
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 Example: Running a Job Under Multiple Conditions 

A job runs on the last workday of the month, unless the month is December. If it is December, the job runs the day
before the last workday of the month.

 To specify conditional run criteria using %IF 

1. Open the Basic page of the job.
2. Enter the following %IF statement as the schedule criteria in the When field in the Run frequency section:

%IF(APPL._SMM == '12','last workday of month less 1 day','last
 workday of month')

  

 To specify conditional run criteria using a JavaScript script 

1. Specify the conditional logic in the script as follows:

if (APPL._SMM == '12')    WOB.runday = 'last workday of month less 1
 day';else WOB.runday = 'last workday of month';

2. Open the Basic page of the job, and enter %WOB.runday as the schedule criteria in the When field in the Run
frequency section.

 
3. Open the JavaScripts page, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At Event trigger time

section.

 Example: Running a Job on Even Days 

A job runs only on even-numbered days of the month. The conditional logic uses the day number to determine
whether a day is an even-numbered day or not. The % (remainder) operator divides the value of day by 2 and tests
the remainder. If the remainder is 0, the server sets the run frequency value to today.

 To specify conditional run criteria using %IF 

1. Open the Basic page of the job.
2. Enter the following %IF statement as the schedule criteria in the When field in the Run frequency section:

%IF(APPL._SDD%2 == 0,'today')
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 To specify conditional run criteria using a JavaScript script 

1. Specify the conditional logic in the script as follows:

WOB.sched = false;if (APPL._SDD%2 == 0) WOB.sched = 'today';

2. Open the Basic page of the job, and enter %WOB.sched as the schedule criteria in the When field in the Run
frequency section.

3. Open the JavaScripts page, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At Event trigger time
section.

 Example: Running a Job Certain Weeks of a Month 

A job runs Monday through Saturday during the third and fourth weeks of October.

 To specify conditional run criteria using %IF 

1. Open the Basic page of the job.
2. Enter the following %IF statement as the schedule criteria in the When field in the Run frequency section:

%IF(APPL._SMM == '10','anyday of 3rd 4th week of month except
 sunday')

 To specify conditional run criteria using a JavaScript script 

1. Specify the conditional logic in the script as follows:

WOB.sched = false;if (APPL._SMM == '10')   WOB.sched = 'anyday of
 3rd 4th week of month except sunday';

2. Open the Basic page of the job, and enter %WOB.sched as the schedule criteria in the When field in the Run
frequency section.

3. Open the JavaScripts page, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At Event trigger time
section.

 Example: Running a Job According to the Day of the Week 

A job runs on the 15th day of the month if it is not a Tuesday, and on the 16th day of the month if the 15th day of
the month is a Tuesday.

 To specify conditional run criteria using a JavaScript script 

1. Specify the conditional logic in the JavaScript script as follows:

WOB.sched = false;if (today('15th day of month')&& !
today('tuesday'))   WOB.sched = 'today';if (today('16th day of
 month')&& today('wednesday'))   WOB.sched = 'today';

2. Open the Basic page of the job, and enter %WOB.sched as the schedule criteria in the When field in the Run
frequency section.

3. Open the JavaScripts page, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At Event trigger time
section.

 Example: Running a Job Around the Tenth Day of the Month According to the Workday 

A job runs using the following criteria. If the 10th day of the month is a Saturday or Sunday, run the job on the
2nd workday after the 10th day of the month. Otherwise, run the job on the first workday after the 10th day of the
month.
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 To specify conditional run criteria using a JavaScript script 

1. Specify the conditional logic in the JavaScript script as follows:

genTime('ten','10th day of this month');if (tenDAY == 'Saturday' ||
 tenDAY =='Sunday')   WOB.runday = tenDATE + ' plus 2 workdays';else
 WOB.runday = tenDATE + ' plus 1 workday';

Note:  Verify that you have a space between the single quotation mark and the word plus, as shown.
2. Open the Basic page of the job, and enter %WOB.runday as the schedule criteria in the When field in the Run

frequency section.
3. Open the JavaScripts page, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At Event trigger time

section.

 Example: Running a Job Around the Third Last Day of the Month According to the Workday 

A job runs on the third last day of the month if it is a workday. Otherwise, the job runs on the previous workday.

 To specify conditional run criteria using a JavaScript script 

1. Specify the conditional logic in the JavaScript script as follows:

WOB.genTime('xx','last day of month less 2 days');

2. Open the Basic page of the job, and enter %WOB.xxDATE as the schedule criteria in the When field in the Run
frequency section.

3. Open the JavaScripts page, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At Event trigger time
section.

 Example: Running a Job Relative to the Next Month 

A job runs two workdays prior to the 40th day before the last day of the next month.

 To specify conditional run criteria using a JavaScript script 

1. Specify the conditional logic in the JavaScript script as follows:

WOB.genTime('sr','last day of month less 40 days starting today plus
 1 month');blue = WOB.srDATE + ' less 2 workdays';if (today(blue))  
 WOB.runday = 'today';else WOB.runday = false;

Note:  Verify that you have a space between the single quotation mark and the word less, as shown.
2. Open the Basic page of the job, and enter %WOB.runday as the schedule criteria in the When field in the Run

frequency section.
3. Open the JavaScripts page, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At Event trigger time

section.

 Vary the Time Dependencies of a Job
You can vary the time the server marks a job as overdue, or the time the server drops a job's
predecessor dependencies, or specify a time at which it is too late to submit the job, or other
time dependencies, by specifying a symbolic variable in the input field for that time dependency.
The server supports Null for a time dependency.
wlade133
You can vary the time the server marks a job as overdue, or the time the server drops a job's predecessor
dependencies, or specify a time at which it is too late to submit the job, or other time dependencies, by specifying a
symbolic variable in the input field for that time dependency. The server supports Null for a time dependency.
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To specify conditional time dependencies using %IF

1. Open the Time Dependencies page of the job.
2. Enter the %IF statement that defines your conditional time dependency.

To specify conditional time dependencies using a JavaScript script

1. Specify the conditional logic to define and set a value for a symbolic variable within a script.
2. Open the Time Dependencies page of the job, and enter the symbolic variable in the appropriate field.
3. Open the JavaScripts page, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At Event trigger time

section.

Example: Canceling Submission of a Job

On the first workday of the month, a job must run before 7:00 pm. If it has not run by then, it should not run at all.
The remainder of the month, the job can run when it's ready.

To specify conditional time dependencies using %IF

1. Open the Time Dependencies page of the job.
2. Enter the following %IF statement in the Submission field:

%IF(today('1st workday of month'),'7pm')

To specify conditional time dependencies using a JavaScript script

1. Specify the conditional logic in the JavaScript script as follows:

if (today('1st workday of month'))   WOB.cancel = '7pm';else WOB.cancel = null;

Another way to specify the same condition is by using the JavaScript conditional operator (condition) ? value1 :
value2; as follows:

WOB.cancel = today('1st workday of month') ? '7pm' : false;

2. Open the Time Dependencies page, and enter %WOB.cancel in the Submission field.

3. Open the JavaScripts page, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At Event trigger time
section.
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Example: Running a Job Regardless of its Predecessors

On the last workday of the month, a job must run by 11pm, even if its predecessors have not yet completed. The
remainder of the month, it must run by 3am, even if its predecessors have not yet completed.

To specify conditional time dependencies using %IF

1. Open the Time Dependencies page of the job.
2. Enter the following %IF statement in the Predecessor dependencies field:

%IF(today('last workday of month'),'11pm','3am')

To specify conditional time dependencies using a JavaScript script

1. Specify the conditional logic in the JavaScript script as follows:

if (today('last workday of month'))   APPL.droppred = '11pm';else APPL.droppred = '3am';

Another way to specify the same condition is by using the JavaScript condition (?) as follows:

APPL.droppred = today('last workday of month') ? '11pm' : '3am';

2. Open the Time Dependencies page, and enter %WOB.dropped in the Predecessor dependencies field.
3. Open the JavaScripts page, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At Event trigger time

section.

 Vary the Email Addresses for Notifications
You can vary the email address that the server notifies when a job completes, fails or enters any
other specified state by using a symbolic variable for an email address.
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You can vary the email address that the server notifies when a job completes, fails or enters any other specified
state by using a symbolic variable for an email address.

 To specify conditional email addresses 

1. Specify the conditional logic to define and set a value for a symbolic variable within a script.
2. Open the Notifications page of the job, select the Email tab, verify that the Use Application-level defaults check

box is clear, and click New.
The New Email Notification dialog opens.

3. Enter the symbolic variable in the To field, and click Add.
4. Open the JavaScipts page, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At job run time

section.

 Example: Varying Email Addresses for Shift Operators 

When a job completes successfully, the server notifies an operator by email. Because operators work shift work,
the server uses different email addresses for the notifications, depending on which shift the job runs.

 To specify conditional email addresses 
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1. Specify the conditional logic in the JavaScript script as follows:

if (WOB._RTIME > '17.00.00')   WOB.email = 'jdoe@acme.com';else
 WOB.email = 'bsmith@acme.com';

2. Open the Notifications page of the job, select the Email tab, verify that the Use Application-level defaults check
box is clear, and click New.
The New Email Notification dialog opens.

3. Enter %WOB.email in the To field, and click Add.

 
4. Open the JavaScripts page, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At job run time

section.

 Vary the Command to Run
You can vary the UNIX script or Windows batch file that the agent runs by specifying a symbolic
variable instead of a script name or batch file name.
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You can vary the UNIX script or Windows batch file that the agent runs by specifying a symbolic variable instead of
a script name or batch file name.

 To specify conditional command names using %IF 

1. Open the Basic page of the job.
2. Enter the %IF statement that defines your condition in the Script/command name (UNIX) or Command to run

(Windows) field.

 To specify conditional command names using a JavaScript script 

1. Specify the conditional logic to define and set a value for a symbolic variable within a JavaScript script.
2. Open the Basic page of the job.
3. Enter the symbolic variable in the Script/command name (UNIX) or Command to run (Windows) field.
4. Open the JavaScripts page, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At job run time

section.

 Example: Running a Different Script Based on the Day of the Month 

A job runs a UNIX script to update a history file. On the last day of the month, the job updates a monthly history file.
The remainder of the month, the job updates a daily history file. The same job runs both scripts, depending on the
day of the month.

 To specify conditional command names using a JavaScript script 

1. Specify the conditional logic in the JavaScript script as follows:

if (today('last day of month'))   WOB.cmdname = '/export/home/
scripts/mnthhist.script';else WOB.cmdname = '/export/home/scripts/
dlyhist.script';

Note:  For Windows, the conditional logic is the same except the job runs a Windows batch file instead of a
UNIX script. Because JavaScript interprets a backslash (\) as an escape character, use either a forward slash (/)
or a double backslash (\\) as a separator in the path for Windows batch files.
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The conditional logic in the JavaScript script for Windows is as follows:

if (today('last day of month'))   WOB.cmdname = 'C:\\workflow\
\mnthhist.bat';else WOB.cmdname = 'C:\\workflow\\dlyhist.bat';

2. Open the Basic page, and enter %WOB.cmdname in the Script/command name field, as shown below.

 
3. Open the JavaScripts page, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At job run time

section.

 Example: Running a Different Script Depending on the Agent 

A job usually runs a payroll script on the UNIX1 agent. Sometimes, the job runs under a different agent. In that
case, the job needs to run an alternative script.

 To specify conditional command names using %IF 

1. Open the Basic page of the job.
2. Enter the following %IF statement in the Script/command name field:

%IF(WOB._Agent=='UNIX1','/export/home/cybuser/payroll.sh','/export/
home/cybuser/other_script.sh')

 Example: Running a Different Command File Depending on the Agent 

A job usually runs a payroll command file on the NT_TOR1 agent. Sometimes, the job runs under a different agent.
In that case, the job needs to run an alternative command file.

 To specify conditional command names using %IF 

1. Open the Basic page of the job.
2. Enter the following %IF statement in the Command to run field:

%IF(WOB._Agent=='NT_TOR1','C:\\Windows\\Payroll\\payroll.exe','C:\
\Windows\\Payroll\\other_command.exe')

Note:  Because JavaScript treats backslashes (\) as special characters, you must precede each backslash in
file paths with another backslash.

 Vary the Agent the Job Runs on
You can vary the agent or advanced integration on which a job runs by specifying a symbolic
variable for the agent or advanced integration name.
cwad12-12-0
You can vary the agent or advanced integration on which a job runs by specifying a symbolic variable for the agent
or advanced integration name.

 To specify conditional agent names using %IF 

1. Open the Basic page of the job.
2. Enter the %IF statement that defines your condition in the Agent field field.

Note:
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For jobs run on advanced integration such as Advanced Integration for Hadoop, enter the value in the Advanced
integration field.

 To specify conditional agent names using a JavaScript script 

1. Specify the conditional logic to define and set a value for a symbolic variable within a script.
2. Open the Basic page of the job, and enter the symbolic variable in the Agent field field.

Note:

For jobs run on advanced integration such as Advanced Integration for Hadoop, enter the value in the Advanced
integration field.

3. Open the JavaScripts page, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At job run time
section.

 Example: Running Jobs on a Different Server 

A company performs scheduled maintenance on its NT_TOR1 agent the last Sunday of every other month. On that
day, work that usually runs on NT_TOR1 must run on NT_TOR2.

The conditional logic uses the month number to determine whether a month is an even-numbered month or not.
The % (remainder) operator divides the value of day by 2 and tests the remainder. If the remainder is 0, the agent
name value is set to NT_TOR2.

 To specify conditional agent names using %IF 

1. Open the Basic page of the job.
2. Enter the following %IF statement in the Agent field:

%IF(today('last sunday of month') && APPL._AMM%2 ==
 0,'NT_TOR2','NT_TOR1')

  

 To specify conditional agent names using a JavaScript script 

1. Specify the conditional logic in the JavaScript script as follows:

month = APPL._AMM;if (today('last sunday of month') && month%2 == 0)
   APPL.agentname = 'NT_TOR2';else   APPL.agentname = 'NT_TOR1';

2. Open the Basic page, and enter %APPL.agentname in the Agent field.

Note:  If all jobs in the Application run on the same agent (NT_TOR1), enter the variable in the Agent field of the
Application Properties dialog.

3. Open the JavaScripts page, and specify the script that contains the conditional logic in the At job run time
section.

 Scripting Examples
This section describes examples of scripts that you can use to perform a variety of operations.
Use these examples to understand the techniques described in this section or copy and modify
the examples for your use:
cwad121
This section describes examples of scripts that you can use to perform a variety of operations. Use these examples
to understand the techniques described in this section or copy and modify the examples for your use:

2
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Note:

Refer to Setting Up an Alert Notification  for examples of scripting related to Alerts.

Example: Creating an Application for Use in Multiple Locations
You can use a combination of symbolic variables and substring notation to create a generic Application that multiple
locations, data centers, or departments can use.

The following example illustrates the use of symbolic variables and substring notation to facilitate the reuse of an
Application for multiple data centers.

Note:  This example is strictly hypothetical. Any resemblance to an actual company is unintentional.

Company XYZ has four data centers: Dallas, New York, Los Angeles, and Chicago. Each data center controls a
geographic area. Each center runs payroll for its geographic area. The Application to run payroll is identical for
each data center, with similar job names (the job names include a data center identifier) and dependencies. Each
data center, however, must be able to differentiate its workflow from the other data centers.

Company XYZ uses the following techniques:

• Data center identification codes
• Naming conventions for Events, Applications, and jobs
• Common symbolic variable definitions
• Reuse of common Applications
• One Application, four Events
• Data center symbolic variable definition
• Event, Application, and job definitions

Data Center Identification Codes
Each data center has its own two-digit identification code. Schedulers use the data center code to identify work that
runs for that data center. The data center identification codes are as follows.

Data Center Identification Code

Dallas DA

New York NY

Los Angeles LA

Chicago CH

Naming Conventions for Events, Applications, and Jobs
Schedulers at Company XYZ use the following naming conventions:

• The first two characters of an Event name contain the data center identification code.
• The first two characters of an Application name contain the data center identification code.
• Characters three and four in the job name contain the data center identification code.

Common Symbolic Variable Definitions
All symbolic variables that the various data centers can use are defined as system-level variables, where possible.
Otherwise, they are defined as Application-level variables in a common JavaScript script.

Reuse of Common Applications
Wherever possible, Company XYZ uses the same Application to run workflow for each of the data centers. This
technique reduces the amount of time spent creating and maintaining Applications. Schedulers at the main data
center in Chicago maintain those common Applications.

One Application, Four Events
An Application can be reused for each data center. To differentiate workflow, each data center must have its own
instance of the Application. Company XYZ uses a single Application that a different Event runs for each data
center.

Because of the Event-naming conventions that are followed, the Event name contains the data center identification
code.
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Data Center Symbolic Variable Definition
The data center symbolic variable (ESP.DC) extracts the two-digit data center ID from the Event name using the
APPL._event built-in symbolic variable.

The data center symbolic variable is defined at the system level as follows:

ESP.DC = APPL._event.substring(0,2);

Event, Application, and Job Definitions
For this example, consider the payroll Application: each data center runs the payroll Application, but the job names
vary based on the data center name.

One Event is defined for each data center to run the generic payroll Application. Specify the Events as follows.

Data Center Event Name Application Name

Dallas DA.payroll DApayroll

New York NY.payroll NYpayroll

Los Angeles LA.payroll LApayroll

Chicago CH.payroll CHpayroll

The Application name contains the DC symbolic variable as its first two characters. Operations can identify which
instance of the Application is running at any given time. The Application name is defined as follows:

%(DC)payroll

Each job in the generic Application payroll contains the DC symbolic variable as part of the job name. This
technique creates unique, identifiable job names, while using the same job definition. The jobs are defined as
follows:

pay%(ESP.DC)emp

This job releases the following job:

pay%(ESP.DC)summ

This job releases then releases the following job:

pay%(ESP.DC)rpt

As %DC is resolved, the jobs run for the Dallas data center are as follows:

• payDAemp
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• payDAsumm
• payDArpt

Jobs for the other data centers resolve to include the data center ID accordingly.

In summary
• One Application is used to run payroll for all four data centers.
• The Application name includes an identifier to the data center name.
• Four Events are defined, one for each data center to run the same payroll Application. The first two characters

of the Event names are the data center ID.
• The job names use the DC symbolic variable in the third and fourth positions of the job name, so Operations can

differentiate the jobs for each data center.

Example: Using Symbolic Variables for Days of the Week
The following example defines symbolic variables to represent the days of the week in Italian:

//Days of the week
ESP.lunedi    = 'monday';
ESP.martedi   = 'tuesday';
ESP.mercoledi = 'wednesday';
ESP.giovedi   = 'thursday';
ESP.venerdi   = 'friday';
ESP.sabato    = 'saturday';
ESP.domenica  = 'sunday';

In this example, seven symbolic variables are defined: one for each day of the week. To complete this example, the
symbolic variable is specified as follows for the run frequency of the job:

%lunedi

Example: Using the Event Name to Set a Submission Time
In the following example, the File_Transfer Application is run twice a day: once during the day shift and once during
the night shift. During the day shift, the CYBER.DAYS Event runs the File_Transfer Application. During the night
shift, the CYBER.NIGHTS Event runs the Application. Because the same jobs are run twice, jobs that run during
the night shift cannot start before the night-shift operator arrives at 8pm.

To implement this requirement, the name of the Event is used to set a variable named APPL.startafter as follows:

if (APPL._event == 'CYBER.NIGHTS')  APPL.startafter = '8pm';else   APPL.startafter = null;

Another way to specify the same condition is by using the JavaScript condition (?) as follows:

APPL.startafter = (APPL._event == 'CYBER.NIGHTS') ? '8pm' : null;
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To complete the example, the APPL.startafter symbolic variable is specified in the Do not submit before field on
the Time Dependencies page of the job. If the CYBER.NIGHTS Event runs this Application, %APPL.startafter
resolves to 8pm (the time the night-shift operator arrives). If the CYBER.DAYS Event runs this Application, no time
is specified in the Do not submit before field.

Example: Passing a Value from a Job to Another Job
You can pass a value between jobs by setting a symbolic variable in the first job and passing the value of that
variable to the other job.

By using the ESP or APPL prefix for the variable when you assign it a value, it makes the variable available to
other, subsequent jobs.

In the following example, job A runs a JavaScript script that sets a variable named APPL.switchit to yes. Job B, a
successor job, can then take a different action that is based on the value of this variable.

The following script executes at run time for job A:

APPL.switchit = 'yes';

The script that executes at run time for job B tests the value of the variable:

if (APPL.switchit == 'yes')...

Example: Running a Job if Fewer than 10 Days to Christmas
In the following example, a job must be run each day of the nine days before December 25. You can write a script
to define a symbolic variable that calculates the days until Christmas. You can then specify the symbolic variable in
the run criteria for the job.

The following script defines the symbolic variable countdown:

APPL.countdown = false;daysto = daysTo('december 25th');if (daysto > 0 && daysto < 10)   APPL.countdown = 'today';

To complete this example, specify the run criteria of the job as follows:

%APPL.countdown

When there are fewer than ten days until Christmas, %APPL.countdown resolves to today. Otherwise, it resolves to
false, which is the same as not specifying a run statement.

Working with special periods
When you have defined special periods within a calendar, you can use scripts to

• Determine where you are in a given special period.
• Generate symbolic variable based on period.
• Determine number of weeks in 4-4-5 period.

Determine where you are in a given special period
There are many ways that you can use scripts to determine where you are in a special period. Some of these are
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• Determining number of days relative to a period.
• Determining number of workdays relative to period.

Example: Determining the Number of Days Relative to a Period
In the following example, the daysFrom and daysTo built-in functions are used to determine the number of days
from the start of a period and the number of days to the end of a period. The name of the special period is period.

The script is as follows:

APPL.per_start = daysFrom('1st day of this period');APPL.per_end = daysTo('last day of period');

Example: Determining the Number of Workdays Relative to a Period
In the following example, the daysBetween built-in function is used to calculate the number of workdays from the
start of a period and the number of workdays to the end of a period. The name of the period is PayPeriod.

The script is as follows:

APPL.workstart = daysBetween('1st day of this PayPeriod','today','workdays');APPL.workend = daysBetween('today','last day of PayPeriod','workdays');

Example: Generating Symbolic Variable Based on a Period
The following example creates a symbolic variable named financial_year, which consists of two, 2-digit year
numbers. The criteria for the year numbers are based on the financial year, which runs from May 1 to April 30. The
following criteria apply:

• If the current month is January, February, March, or April, use last year followed by this year.
• For any other month, use the current year followed by next year.

The script is as follows:

if (APPL._SMM < 5){   APPL.genTime('LAST','today less 1 year');
   APPL.financial_year = APPL.LASTYY + APPL._SYY;}else
{   APPL.genTime('NEXT','today plus 1 year');
   APPL.financial_year = APPL._SYY + APPL.NEXTYY;}

Example: Determining Number of Weeks in a 4-4-5 Period
The following example calculates the number of weeks in a period that is based on a 4-4-5 cycle. The name of
each period is period445 and 12 of these periods make up a period called fiscal_year.

The script is as follows:

if (today('anyday of 3rd 6th 9th 12th period445 of fiscal_year'))   wks_period = 5;else wks_period = 4;

Example: Retriggering an Event Automatically
In this example, you want to run cycles of an Application so that when the last job in the Application completes,
it automatically triggers a new generation of the same Application. You can use the execTrigger function and
a symbolic variable to retrigger the Event that runs this Application. In this example, the symbolic variable
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%APPL._event is used as the eventname parameter in the execTrigger function. When the Application runs,
%APPL._event is substituted with the name of the Event name that runs the Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the following JavaScript script

execTrigger('%APPL._event');

2. Add a Link as the last job in the Application.
3. Specify the script that you defined in step 1 as the JavaScript script to run at run time.
4. Trigger the Event manually to run this Application.

After you have triggered the Event once manually, the Application will continue to regenerate automatically.

Example: Overriding Average Runtime for Estimated End Times and Critical Path
The server uses the average runtime of the job to determine its estimated end time and the critical path of the
Application. You can override the average runtime value using the Duration in minutes field on the General page
of the job. You can specify a constant value in minutes, such as 30, or you can use the WOB._avgruntime built-in
variable.

For example, if you know that the job normally takes ten times longer to execute on a Friday, use the following
script in the Application:

if (today('friday'))
  WOB.duration=WOB._avgruntime * 10;
else WOB.duration=WOB._avgruntime;

Run this script at Event trigger time, so that the server calculates the correct value.

To complete this example, specify the %duration symbolic variable in the Duration in minutes field on the General
page of the job.

When You Do Not Need a Script
Not all conditional logic requires a script. The server supports many scheduling terms, which can create complex
scheduling statements when used in combinations. The following examples offer some simple solutions.

Example: Running a Job Under Multiple Conditions
In the following example, a job runs on the last Friday of the month, unless it is a holiday. If the last day of the
month is a holiday, the job runs the workday before.

The run criteria of the job is as follows:

last friday of month less 0 workdays

Example: Running a Job on the nth Day of a Period
In the following example, a job runs on the 21st workday within the payperiod special period (provided there are 21
days in the special period).
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The run criteria of the job is as follows:

21st workday within payperiod

9 Monitoring
Monitor and control Applications and jobs
cwad121
HID_monitoring
You can monitor and control Applications and jobs as follows:

  

 Subscribing to Workload
As a console operator, you are responsible for monitoring and controlling active workload. Each
time an Application runs, the server creates an instance of that Application named generation,
and assigns it a number. The generation number increments with each Application generation.
The generation number lets the server track each Application generation and identify the
Application generation a particular job belongs to.
12-3
HID_subscribing_workload
As a console operator, you are responsible for monitoring and controlling active workload. Each time an Application
runs, the server creates an instance of that Application named generation, and assigns it a number. The generation
number increments with each Application generation. The generation number lets the server track each Application
generation and identify the Application generation a particular job belongs to.

An Application generation may not complete within a 24-hour period. It can span many days or weeks. An
Application may run many times in a day or have the same job running across multiple Applications. Multiple
generations of the same Application may run at the same time.

The Monitor perspective organizes and displays Applications and their generations. A folder labeled with the
Application name and the number of generations represents each Application. The generations appear under
the Application folder. Each generation contains the Application name, the Application generation number, the
Application state, and the number of jobs in the Application. The color of the generation represents the state of the
generation.

Note:

If none of the jobs are eligible to run in an Application generation or a Javascript script fails at Event trigger time,
the Application generation number does not appear under the Application folder in the Monitor perspective and
is not available for the next execution of the Application. For example, if the Application generation (APPL.2) is
missed because of a Javascript script failure at Event trigger time, the Application generation number will not be
available for the next execution. The next execution uses APPL.3, if it is successful.

To view Applications and their generations, you must subscribe to the Applications to receive the data from the
server. For example, you can subscribe to all active Applications (Applications that are not complete) on the server.

This scenario walks you through the process of subscribing to workload:
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To subscribe to workload, follow these steps:

1.  Create a subscription.
2.  Subscribe to workload.
3.  View the jobs of the Application.

After you subscribe to workload, you can do the following tasks:

•  Display the Critical Path 

•  Display a Graphical Overview of an Application 

•  Set the Default Zoom Settings for Application Graphs 

Create a Subscription
You can create a subscription to display only the Applications and generations that you are interested in.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Connect to the server as an operator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Monitor perspective.
3. Right-click the active server connection that contains the workload you want to view in the Application Monitor

view.
A pop-up menu appears.

4. Select Subscribe with Filter.
The Subscription dialog opens.

5. Click New.
If you have defined multiple connections, the Select Servers page of the Subscription Definition dialog opens.
Otherwise, you are taken directly to the Filter Definition page and you can skip the next step.

6. Select the servers that apply to this subscription and click Next, if applicable.
The Filter Definition pages opens.

7. Define a name for your subscription in the Filter Name field.
8. Choose from the following subscription options:

•  all Applications
Subscribes to all workload including completed Applications.

•  all active Applications
Subscribes to only Applications that are not complete.

•  Applications with names
Subscribes to the Applications that match the criteria in this field.

Note:

To specify multiple Applications with similar names, enter a partial name using an asterisk (*) or a question
mark (?) as a wildcard. An asterisk represents any number of characters. A question mark (?) represents a
single character. This field is not case-sensitive.

•  Last # of generations
Subscribes to the last specified number of generations of each Application that meets the specified criteria.
Default: All generations

9. (Optional) Select the Subscribe Automatically check box to subscribe automatically with the filter each time
you connect to the applicable servers and open the Monitor perspective.

10. Click Save Subscription.
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The new subscription is created.

Note:  You can also create subscriptions when you are offline. From the main menu, click Windows, Preferences,
Desktop Client, Monitor Perspective, Automatic Subscription, and then click New. From the Automatic Subscription
page, you can also edit and remove subscriptions, and enable automatic subscription.

Subscribe to Workload
To view active workload, subscribe to receive the data from the server. You can subscribe to all the workload data,
subscribe to only active Applications, or subscribe with a filter to limit the Applications that are displayed.

Note:  You can only subscribe to one subscription filter for a server at a time. When you subscribe to a server, the
server unsubscribes from the current subscription and subscribes to the new subscription.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Right-click the active server connection that contains the workload you want to view in the Application Monitor
view.
A pop-up menu appears.

2. Select one the following subscription options:

•  Subscribe with Filter
Subscribes to workload using a defined subscription.

•  Subscribe All
Subscribes to all workload including completed Applications. The server creates a
subscription named server-alias_All if one does not exist. You can enable the Subscribe Automatically option
for this subscription to subscribe automatically to all workload on the server.

Note:

If the Subscribe All option is disabled, you do not have access permission to subscribe all the workload data.
To subscribe all workload, the administrator must set allow access to APPLX.*.*.*subscribeall permission.

•  Subscribe Active
Subscribes to only Applications that are not complete. The server creates a subscription named server-
alias_Active if one does not exist. You can enable the Subscribe Automatically option for this subscription to
subscribe automatically to the active workload on the server.

If you subscribed with the Subscribe with Filter option, the Subscription dialog opens. Otherwise, the server
subscribes to the Applications that match your subscription option and you can skip the next step.

3. Select the table row of the subscription you want to subscribe to and click Subscribe, if applicable.

The server subscribes to the Applications that match the subscription you subscribed to.
4. Double-click an Application folder. Each Application is labeled with the Application name and the number of

generations.
The generations of the Application are displayed. Each generation contains the Application name, the
Application generation number, the Application state, and the number of jobs in the Application. The color of the
generation represents the state of the generation.

View the Jobs of the Application
You can view the jobs that belong to an Application that you are monitoring.

To view the jobs of an Application, double-click the Application generation that you want to view.

The jobs in the Application generation appear in the graphical view. Monitor displays the job state below each job
and highlights the job by its state color.

Note:  You can use the tabs at the top of the graphical view to navigate between the views you have open and to
close individual views. You can use the two buttons in the top right corner to close multiple Application generations
at a time.

At the top of the graphical view, a progress bar shows the start time, estimated end time, and completion
percentage of the Application. You can also see the number of completed jobs and elapsed time.

Note:

• The completion percentage is calculated based on the number of completed jobs or elapsed time depending on
the option selected.

• By default, the completed jobs option button is selected. The completion percentage is calculated as (completed
jobs + bypassed jobs) / total number of jobs.
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• If you select the elapsed time option button, the completion percentage is calculated as (currentTime -
startTime) / (anticipatedEndTime - startTime). The elapsed time option is enabled only if you enabled anticipated
(estimated) end times in the Application. For more information about enabling anticipated end times in an
Application, see Enabling Anticipated End Times and Critical Path Analysis.

• When the Application is complete, estimated end time changes to end time.
• The information on the progress bar is updated in real time. You can turn off the progress bar by clicking

the  icon.

You have successfully subscribed to and viewed active workload.

Display the Critical Path
You can display an Application's critical path in the Monitor perspective. The server determines the critical
path based on the longest path to the job that finishes last in an Application or another job designated as critical.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Double-click the Application generation in the Application Monitor view.

The Application's graphical view appears.
3. Click Critical Path at the bottom of the workspace.

Monitor highlights the critical path in the Application and displays the lines between jobs on the critical path in
green.

Display a Graphical Overview of an Application
You can display an overview of the graphical view and use it to zoom in and navigate an Application. This feature is
a useful navigation tool for viewing large Applications.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Double-click the Application generation in the Application Monitor view.

The Application's graphical view appears.
3. Click Overview above the workspace.

The graphical overview appears as a secondary window.
4. Move and resize the box within the secondary window to zoom in on a portion of the Application.

The Application view changes as indicated.

Set the Default Zoom Settings for Application Graphs
You can set the default zoom settings for Application graphs. When you open a graphical view of the Application,
the zoom defaults are used. You can override the zoom defaults for a specific Application graph by zooming in and
zooming out or scrolling though the graph by using the mouse wheel or the cursor.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Window, Preferences from the main menu.
The Preferences dialog opens.

2. Click Desktop Client, Monitor Perspective, Application Graphical Display in the left pane.
The Application Graphical Display page opens in the right pane.

3. Do one of the following in the Graph Fitting section:

• To fit the graph to the window size, select the Fit to Window check box.
• To specify a specific zoom factor, clear the Fit to Window check box, and select a value in the Use zoom

factor field.
4. Click OK.

The zoom defaults are set for the Application graphs.

Note:  Changes to the zoom defaults do not affect graphs that are open. You must close and reopen the graphs
for the changes to apply.

 Application Generations
Each time an Application runs, the server creates an instance of that Application named
generation, and assigns it a number. The generation number increments with each Application
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generation. The generation number lets the server track each Application generation and
identify the Application generation a particular job belongs to.
cwad121
HID_appl_gens
Each time an Application runs, the server creates an instance of that Application named generation, and assigns
it a number. The generation number increments with each Application generation. The generation number lets the
server track each Application generation and identify the Application generation a particular job belongs to.

An Application generation may not complete within a 24-hour period. It can span many days or weeks. An
Application may run many times in a day or have the same job running across multiple Applications. Multiple
generations of the same Application may run at the same time.

The Monitor perspective organizes and displays Applications and their generations. A folder labeled with the
Application name and the number of generations represents each Application. The generations appear under
the Application folder. Each generation contains the Application name, the Application generation number, the
Application state, and the number of jobs in the Application. The color of the generation represents the state of the
generation.

Note:

If none of the jobs are eligible to run in an Application generation or a Javascript script fails at Event trigger time,
the Application generation number does not appear under the Application folder in the Monitor perspective and
is not available for the next execution of the Application. For example, if the Application generation (APPL.2) is
missed because of a Javascript script failure at Event trigger time, the Application generation number will not be
available for the next execution. The next execution uses APPL.3, if it is successful.

More information:

Trigger a New Generation of the Application

 How to Subscribe to Workload
As a console operator, you are responsible for monitoring and controlling active workload. Each
time an Application runs, the server creates an instance of that Application named generation,
and assigns it a number. The generation number increments with each Application generation.
The generation number lets the server track each Application generation and identify the
Application generation a particular job belongs to.
cwad121
HID_how_subscribe_workload
As a console operator, you are responsible for monitoring and controlling active workload. Each time an Application
runs, the server creates an instance of that Application named generation, and assigns it a number. The generation
number increments with each Application generation. The generation number lets the server track each Application
generation and identify the Application generation a particular job belongs to.

The Monitor perspective organizes and displays Applications and their generations. To view Applications and their
generations, you must subscribe to the Applications to receive the data from the server. For example, you can
subscribe to all active Applications (Applications that are not complete) on the server.

This scenario walks you through the process of subscribing to workload:

  

To subscribe to workload, follow these steps:
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1.  Create a subscription.
2.  Subscribe to workload.
3.  View the jobs of the Application.

After you subscribe to workload, you can do the following tasks:

•  Display the Critical Path 

•  Display a Graphical Overview of an Application 

•  Set the Default Zoom Settings for Application Graphs 

 Create a Subscription
You can create a subscription to display only the Applications and generations that you are
interested in.
cwad121
HID_create_subscription
You can create a subscription to display only the Applications and generations that you are interested in.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server as an operator using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Open the Monitor perspective.
3. Right-click the active server connection that contains the workload you want to view in the Application Monitor

view.
A pop-up menu appears.

4. Select Subscribe with Filter.
The Subscription dialog opens.

5. Click New.
If you have defined multiple connections, the Select Servers page of the Subscription Definition dialog opens.
Otherwise, you are taken directly to the Filter Definition page and you can skip the next step.

6. Select the servers that apply to this subscription and click Next, if applicable.
The Filter Definition pages opens.

7. Define a name for your subscription in the Filter Name field.
8. Choose from the following subscription options:

• all Applications
Subscribes to all workload including completed Applications.

• all active Applications
Subscribes to only Applications that are not complete.

• Applications with names
Subscribes to the Applications that match the criteria in this field.

Note:

 To specify multiple Applications with similar names, enter a partial name using an asterisk (*) or a question
mark (?) as a wildcard. An asterisk represents any number of characters. A question mark (?) represents a
single character. This field is not case-sensitive.

• Last # of generations
Subscribes to the last specified number of generations of each Application that meets the specified criteria.
Default: All generations

9. (Optional) Select the Subscribe Automatically check box to subscribe automatically with the filter each time
you connect to the applicable servers and open the Monitor perspective.

10. Click Save Subscription.
The new subscription is created.

Note:  You can also create subscriptions when you are offline. From the main menu, click Windows, Preferences,
Desktop Client, Monitor Perspective, Automatic Subscription, and then click New. From the Automatic Subscription
page, you can also edit and remove subscriptions, and enable automatic subscription.

 Subscribe to Workload
To view active workload, subscribe to receive the data from the server. You can subscribe to
all the workload data, subscribe to only active Applications, or subscribe with a filter to limit the
Applications that are displayed.
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cwad121
HID_subscribe_workload
To view active workload, subscribe to receive the data from the server. You can subscribe to all the workload data,
subscribe to only active Applications, or subscribe with a filter to limit the Applications that are displayed.

Note:  You can only subscribe to one subscription filter for a server at a time. When you subscribe to a server, the
server unsubscribes from the current subscription and subscribes to the new subscription.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the active server connection that contains the workload you want to view in the Application Monitor
view.
A pop-up menu appears.

2. Select one the following subscription options:

• Subscribe with Filter
Subscribes to workload using a defined subscription.

• Subscribe All
Subscribes to all workload including completed Applications. The server creates a
subscription named server-alias_All if one does not exist. You can enable the Subscribe Automatically option
for this subscription to subscribe automatically to all workload on the server.

Note:

If the Subscribe All option is disabled, you do not have access permission to subscribe all the workload data.
To subscribe all workload, the administrator must set allow access to APPLX.*.*.*subscribeall permission.

• Subscribe Active
Subscribes to only Applications that are not complete. The server creates a subscription named server-
alias_Active if one does not exist. You can enable the Subscribe Automatically option for this subscription to
subscribe automatically to the active workload on the server.

If you subscribed with the Subscribe with Filter option, the Subscription dialog opens. Otherwise, the server
subscribes to the Applications that match your subscription option and you can skip the next step.

3. Select the table row of the subscription you want to subscribe to and click Subscribe, if applicable.

The server subscribes to the Applications that match the subscription you subscribed to.
4. Double-click an Application folder. Each Application is labeled with the Application name and the number of

generations.
The generations of the Application are displayed. Each generation contains the Application name, the
Application generation number, the Application state, and the number of jobs in the Application. The color of the
generation represents the state of the generation.

 View the Jobs of the Application
You can view the jobs that belong to an Application that you are monitoring.
cwad121
HID_view_jobs_appl
You can view the jobs that belong to an Application that you are monitoring.

To view the jobs of an Application, double-click the Application generation that you want to view.

The jobs in the Application generation appear in the graphical view. Monitor displays the job state below each job
and highlights the job by its state color.

Note:  You can use the tabs at the top of the graphical view to navigate between the views you have open and to
close individual views. You can use the two buttons in the top right corner to close multiple Application generations
at a time.

At the top of the graphical view, a progress bar shows the start time, estimated end time, and completion
percentage of the Application. You can also see the number of completed jobs and elapsed time.

Note:

• The completion percentage is calculated based on the number of completed jobs or elapsed time depending on
the option selected.

• By default, the completed jobs option button is selected. The completion percentage is calculated as (completed
jobs + bypassed jobs) / total number of jobs.
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• If you select the elapsed time option button, the completion percentage is calculated as (currentTime -
startTime) / (anticipatedEndTime - startTime). The elapsed time option is enabled only if you enabled anticipated
(estimated) end times in the Application. For more information, see Enabling Anticipated End Times and Critical
Path Analysis.

• When the Application is complete, estimated end time changes to end time.
• The information on the progress bar is updated in real time. You can turn off the progress bar by clicking

the  icon.

You have successfully subscribed to and viewed active workload.

 Display the Critical Path
You can display an Application's critical path in the Monitor perspective. The server determines
the critical path based on the longest path to the job that finishes last in an Application or
another job designated as critical.
cwad121
HID_display_critical_path
You can display an Application's critical path in the Monitor perspective. The server determines the critical
path based on the longest path to the job that finishes last in an Application or another job designated as critical.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Double-click the Application generation in the Application Monitor view.

The Application's graphical view appears.
3. Click Critical Path at the bottom of the workspace.

Monitor highlights the critical path in the Application and displays the lines between jobs on the critical path in
green.

 Display a Graphical Overview of an Application
You can display an overview of the graphical view and use it to zoom in and navigate an
Application. This feature is a useful navigation tool for viewing large Applications.
cwad121
HID_display_graphical_overview_appl
You can display an overview of the graphical view and use it to zoom in and navigate an Application. This feature is
a useful navigation tool for viewing large Applications.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Double-click the Application generation in the Application Monitor view.

The Application's graphical view appears.
3. Click Overview above the workspace.

The graphical overview appears as a secondary window.
4. Move and resize the box within the secondary window to zoom in on a portion of the Application.

The Application view changes as indicated.

 Set the Default Zoom Settings for Application Graph
You can set the default zoom settings for Application graphs. When you open a graphical view
of the Application, the zoom defaults are used. You can override the zoom defaults for a specific
Application graph by zooming in and zooming out or scrolling though the graph by using the
mouse wheel or the cursor.
cwad121
HID_set_default_zoom_settings_appl_graphs
You can set the default zoom settings for Application graphs. When you open a graphical view of the Application,
the zoom defaults are used. You can override the zoom defaults for a specific Application graph by zooming in and
zooming out or scrolling though the graph by using the mouse wheel or the cursor.

Follow these steps:
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1. Select Window, Preferences from the main menu.
The Preferences dialog opens.

2. Click Desktop Client, Monitor Perspective, Application Graphical Display in the left pane.
The Application Graphical Display page opens in the right pane.

3. Do one of the following in the Graph Fitting section:

• To fit the graph to the window size, select the Fit to Window check box.
• To specify a specific zoom factor, clear the Fit to Window check box, and select a value in the Use zoom

factor field.
4. Click OK.

The zoom defaults are set for the Application graphs.

Note:  Changes to the zoom defaults do not affect graphs that are open. You must close and reopen the graphs
for the changes to apply.

 Hide Completed Application Automatically
You can automatically hide completed Applications from view to restrict the number of
Applications that appear in the Monitor views.
cwad121
HID_hide_completed_appl_automatically
You can automatically hide completed Applications from view to restrict the number of Applications that appear in
the Monitor views.

Note:  The administrator may schedule a job to purge completed Applications periodically.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Window, Preferences from the main menu.
The Preferences dialog opens.

2. Click Desktop Client, Monitor Perspective, Automatic Hide in the left pane.
The Automatic Hide page opens in the right pane.

3. Complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Every
Specifies the frequency in minutes after which completed Applications are removed from view.
Default: 120 minutes (Completed Applications are removed 120 minutes after they complete.)

• At
Sets the automatic hide feature to a specific hour each day.
Default: midnight (Completed Applications are removed each day at midnight.)

• Rounded at
Specifies the time interval frequency at which completed Applications are removed from view, starting with
the next occurrence of the selected unit of time. For example, if you select every 2 hours and the current time
is 13:37:00, the completed Applications are automatically hidden at 14:00:00, 16:00:00, and so on. 
Default: 30 minutes (Completed Applications are removed every 30 minutes.)

4. Click OK.
The automatic hide feature is set.

Note:  Hiding Applications does not permanently delete them from the server. To restore Applications, you can
right-click the server connection and resubscribe using the same filter you used before.

More information:

Hide Completed Applications Manually

 Monitoring and Controlling Applications
You can monitor and control Applications as follows:
cwad121
HID_monitor_control_appl
You can monitor and control Applications as follows:

2
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 Active Applications
After an Event triggers, the Application becomes active. You can monitor an active Application's
state, view its details and jobs, and issue commands against the Application to do the following:
cwad121
HID_active_appl
After an Event triggers, the Application becomes active. You can monitor an active Application's state, view its
details and jobs, and issue commands against the Application to do the following:

• Complete the Application
• Hold or release the Application
• Refresh the estimated execution time of the Application
• Show the Application's comments
• Unwait the Application
• Trigger a new generation of the Application
• Insert jobs into the active Application
• View Gantt chart
• Find troubled job
• Hide selected Application(s)

Note:  To run commands against Applications, you require the appropriate security permissions. For more
information, contact your administrator.

 Application States
When the server manages an active Application, the Application passes through multiple
processing stages named states. The Application state is determined by the job in the
Application with the most severe job state. For example, if an Application contains a job with a
FAILED state, the server assigns the Trouble state to the Application. Some Application states
such as Trouble require an action.
cwad121
HID_appl_states
When the server manages an active Application, the Application passes through multiple processing stages
named states. The Application state is determined by the job in the Application with the most severe job state.
For example, if an Application contains a job with a FAILED state, the server assigns the Trouble state to the
Application. Some Application states such as Trouble require an action.

If you are using a third-party solution for ESP dSeries Workload Automation, you can query the server for the
Application state, expected end time, and percentage of completion.

Note:  For more information about using web services to return the status of Application generations, see
Application Web Services Functions.

The following table displays the states that Applications can fall into and the associated job states:

Application State Associated Job States

Unknown (most severe) UNKNOWN

Trouble AGENTDOWN, EXTSCHDOWN, FAILED, INACTIVE,
Overdue condition, SUBERROR

Manual Intervention MANHOLD, MANSUB, TASKWAIT

Applquiesce APPLQUIESCE

Applhold APPLHOLD

Applwait APPLWAIT

Waiting EXTWAIT, DEFINED, JANCWAIT, MONITOR,
PREDWAIT, RESWAIT, SUBAPPLWAIT, SUBDELAY,
SUBMIT, VARWAIT, WAITING

Processing EXEC, MONITOR, READIED, READY

Complete (least severe) BYPASSED, COMPLETE
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Note:  By default, CA WA Desktop Client displays Application generations in the Trouble state in red.

 Application Completion
When you complete an Application, the server completes all jobs in the Application. The server
deems completed jobs to have executed even if they have not been submitted, have failed, or
are still running.
cwad121
HID_appl_completion
When you complete an Application, the server completes all jobs in the Application. The server deems completed
jobs to have executed even if they have not been submitted, have failed, or are still running.

Note:  You can monitor for forced completions by specifying a notification in the Application or job definition.
The notification can send an email, trigger an Event, run a JavaScript script, or send an SNMP trap. For more
information about setting up notifications, see Setting Up Notifications.

Similarly, when you complete a subApplication, the server completes all jobs in the subApplication.

Note:

Completing a subApplication is different than bypassing a subApplication. If you bypass a subApplication, the
server does not bypass the jobs in the subApplication until their dependencies are met. If you mistakenly bypass
a subApplication, you can unbypass it before the jobs in the subApplication are eligible to run. If you complete a
subApplication, it is completed immediately and cannot be undone.

More information:

Complete an Application
Complete a SubApplication

 Application Hold and Release
When you place an Application on hold, the server holds all the jobs in the Application until you
manually release the Application. You can hold an Application before its jobs start to run or while
some of the jobs are running. Holding the Application does not affect jobs currently running, but
does prevent the server from submitting new jobs. When you place an Application on hold, its
state changes to APPLHOLD. Releasing the Application removes the APPLHOLD state and
releases the remaining jobs once their dependencies are met.
cwad121
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When you place an Application on hold, the server holds all the jobs in the Application until you manually release
the Application. You can hold an Application before its jobs start to run or while some of the jobs are running.
Holding the Application does not affect jobs currently running, but does prevent the server from submitting new
jobs. When you place an Application on hold, its state changes to APPLHOLD. Releasing the Application removes
the APPLHOLD state and releases the remaining jobs once their dependencies are met.

If an Application is on hold, the server does not consider it complete even if all of its jobs have completed.

Similarly, when you place a subApplication on hold, the server holds all jobs in the subApplication until you release
the subApplication.

Note:  If your Application is in APPLWAIT state, unwait the Application to release the jobs.

 More information:

 Hold an Application
Release a Held Application
Hold a SubApplication
Release a Held SubApplication 

 Application Unwait
In an Application, you can specify that the Application waits until the jobs in the previous
generation complete before running. The server marks an Application that waits for a previous
generation in an APPLWAIT state. You can remove the APPLWAIT state by unwaiting the
Application.
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cwad121
HID_appl_unwait
In an Application, you can specify that the Application waits until the jobs in the previous generation complete
before running. The server marks an Application that waits for a previous generation in an APPLWAIT state. You
can remove the APPLWAIT state by unwaiting the Application.

Note:  If your Application is in APPLHOLD state, you must release the Application to release the jobs.

More information:

Unwait an Application

 Application Quiesce and Unquiesce
Quiescing the server quiesces all active Applications. Jobs that are in the EXEC state continue
to execute, but no new jobs are submitted. All the Applications in the server are quiesced and
the state of each Application changes to APPLQUIESCE.
cwad121
HID_appl_quiesce_unquiesce
Quiescing the server quiesces all active Applications. Jobs that are in the EXEC state continue to execute, but no
new jobs are submitted. All the Applications in the server are quiesced and the state of each Application changes to
APPLQUIESCE.

You can unquiesce the server to unquiesce all the Applications at once, or you can unquiesce specific Applications
on the server. After an active Application generation is unquiesced, it continues to run.

Note:  For more information about quiescing the server, see Quiesce a Server from Admin Topology.

 More information:

 Unquiesce an Application Generation
Unquiesce Specific Events or Application Generations
Quiesce a Server from Admin Topology

 Issue a Command Against Application Generations
You can issue a command against a single Application generation or multiple Application
generations. For example, you can issue a command to complete, hold, release, or unwait
Application generations.
cwad121
HID_issue_command_appl_gen
You can issue a command against a single Application generation or multiple Application generations. For example,
you can issue a command to complete, hold, release, or unwait Application generations.

Note:  You cannot issue commands against Applications controlled on different servers.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Subscribe to workload on the server.
3. Expand the generations of the Applications that you want to issue a command against in the Application Monitor

view.
4. Select the Application generations that you want to issue a commands against.

Note:

You can press the Ctrl key while making your selections to select multiple Application generations at once.
5. Right-click one of the selected Application generations, and select a command from the drop-down menu.

The server issues the command against the selected Application generations.

 Monitoring Applications
You can monitor Applications as follows:
cwad121
HID_monitoring_appl
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You can monitor Applications as follows:

 View the Gantt Chart of an Application
You can view the Gantt chart of an Application to monitor the progress of the Application as
it runs relative to the current time. From the Gantt chart, you can see when the jobs in the
Application will start and end, and how long the Application will run, based on historical run
times (last 10 runs of the job) or a duration specified in the job definition. You can also view a
Gantt chart of the jobs on the critical path in the Application.
cwad121
HID_view_gantt_chart
You can view the Gantt chart of an Application to monitor the progress of the Application as it runs relative to the
current time. From the Gantt chart, you can see when the jobs in the Application will start and end, and how long
the Application will run, based on historical run times (last 10 runs of the job) or a duration specified in the job
definition. You can also view a Gantt chart of the jobs on the critical path in the Application.

Note:  To view jobs in a Gantt chart, the jobs in the Application must have a start time and either an end time
(completed jobs) or an anticipated end time (incomplete jobs). If the job has never run before and no duration is
specified in the job definition, the server cannot calculate the job's end time.

Warning:  When the Application is defined, the Estimate end time option must be selected in the Application
properties so the server can calculate start and end times. For more information about enabling anticipated
end times in an Application, see  Enabling Anticipated End Times and Critical Path Analysis.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Subscribe to workload on the server.

The Applications and their generations are displayed in the Application Monitor view.
3. Right-click the Application generation and select View Gantt Chart from the drop-down menu.

The Gantt chart of the Application opens in a graphical view. On the left side of the view, a table displays the
start time, end time or anticipated end time, duration, and completion percentage of each job in the Application.
On the right side of the view, bars representing the Application and each of the jobs in the Application show
the progress of the Application and its jobs relative to the current time. Arrows between the bars indicate
predecessor dependencies. The color of the bars matches the color of the Application and job states.

Note:  The Gantt chart is refreshed every 5 seconds by default or as the state of one of the jobs changes.
4. (Optional) Click Critical Path at the bottom of the view.

The Gantt chart displays the jobs that are on the critical path in the Application.
5. (Optional) Enter a filter in the Enter the Name filter field to limit the jobs displayed.

Note:  You can use the asterisk (*) as a wildcard for zero or more characters and the question mark (?) as a
wildcard for a single character. For example, to limit the Gantt chart to jobs that start with linux, enter linux*. The
filter is not case sensitive.

The Gantt chart displays the jobs that match your filter.
6. (Optional) Do the following to issue a command against the Application or one of its jobs:

1.1 Right-click the Application or job from the table or bar chart.
A list of commands appears.

2.1 Select the command from the pop-up menu.

The server issues the command against the Application or job.

 Find the Troubled Jobs within an Application
When an Application appears in a troubled state, you can locate the trouble jobs in the
Application.
cwad121
HID_find_troubled_job
When an Application appears in a troubled state, you can locate the trouble jobs in the Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
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2. Subscribe to workload on the server.
The Applications and their generations are displayed in the Application Monitor view.

3. Right-click the Application generation, and select Find Troubled Job from the drop-down menu.

Note:  You can press Ctrl+T to find more troubled jobs.

The troubled job is highlighted in the graphical view.

 Display Application Details
You can display the details of an Application that you are monitoring. For example, you can
display the name of the Event that triggered the Application.
cwad121
HID_display_appl_details
You can display the details of an Application that you are monitoring. For example, you can display the name of the
Event that triggered the Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Subscribe to workload on the server.

The Applications and their generations are displayed in the Application Monitor view.
3. Right-click the Application generation and select Details from the drop-down menu.

The details of the Application are displayed.

 Display the Command Log of an Application Generation
You can view the command log of an Application generation. The command log displays the
most recent commands that were issued against the Application generation.
cwad121
HID_display_command_log_appl_gen
You can view the command log of an Application generation. The command log displays the most recent
commands that were issued against the Application generation.

Note:  The command log includes commands that were invoked programmatically by a JavaScript script using the
execCommand function. For more information about the execCommand function, see Job, subApplication, and
Application Control Javascript Function.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Subscribe to workload on the server.

The Applications and their generations are displayed in the Application Monitor view.
3. Right-click the Application generation and select Details from the drop-down menu.

The details of the Application generation are displayed.
4. Click View Application Command Log.

The Application Commands Log dialog opens. The Commands section displays a table with the following
columns:

• Date and Time
Displays the date and time the command was issued against the Application generation.

• Command
Displays the name of the command issued against the Application generation.

• User
Displays the name of the user that issued the command.

• Programmatic
Specifies whether the command was invoked programmatically by a JavaScript script.

• Reason
Displays the command reason, if any

Note:  To display the full command reason in the Reason section, select the row in the table.

Note:

• The number of commands displayed in the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer,
which is 1028 characters. For example, if the reason text averages 10 characters per command, the
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command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason text averages 250 characters per command, the
command log displays up to 4 commands.

• You can click the table headings to change the column sorting order.
5. (Optional) Click Export as Text .

The command log is saved as a text file.
6. (Optional) Click Export as CSV.

The command log is saved as a .csv file. You can open the .csv file in Microsoft Excel.

 View the Comments of an Active Application
You can view the comments of an active Application to view additional information stored about
the Application.
cwad121
HID_view_comments_active_appl
You can view the comments of an active Application to view additional information stored about the Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Subscribe to workload on the server.

The Applications and their generations are displayed in the Application Monitor view.
3. Right-click the Application generation you want to view the comments of, and select Show Application

Comments from the drop-down menu.
The comments of the active Application are displayed.

 Refresh an Application's Anticipated End Times
The server recalculates anticipated end times every time a job state changes in the Application.
If you want to obtain a job's most current anticipated end time, you can refresh the Application's
anticipated end times. For example, you may want to refresh an Application's anticipated
end times if a job has exceeded its anticipated end time and the states of other jobs have not
changed.
cwad121
HID_refresh_appl_anticipated_end_times
The server recalculates anticipated end times every time a job state changes in the Application. If you want to
obtain a job's most current anticipated end time, you can refresh the Application's anticipated end times. For
example, you may want to refresh an Application's anticipated end times if a job has exceeded its anticipated end
time and the states of other jobs have not changed.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Subscribe to workload on the server.

The Applications and their generations are displayed in the Application Monitor view.
3. Right-click the Application generation you want to refresh the anticipated end times of, and select Refresh

Estimated Runtime from the drop-down menu.
The Refresh Estimated Runtime dialog opens.

4. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

5. Click OK.
The server recalculates the Application's anticipated end times.

 Hide Completed Applications Automatically
You can automatically hide completed Applications from view to restrict the number of
Applications that appear in the Monitor views.
cwad121
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HID_hide_completed_appls_automatically
You can automatically hide completed Applications from view to restrict the number of Applications that appear in
the Monitor views.

Note:  The administrator may schedule a job to purge completed Applications periodically.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Window, Preferences from the main menu.
The Preferences dialog opens.

2. Click Desktop Client, Monitor Perspective, Automatic Hide in the left pane.
The Automatic Hide page opens in the right pane.

3. Complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Every
Specifies the frequency in minutes after which completed Applications are removed from view.
Default: 120 minutes (Completed Applications are removed 120 minutes after they complete.)

• At
Sets the automatic hide feature to a specific hour each day.
Default: midnight (Completed Applications are removed each day at midnight.)

• Rounded at
Specifies the time interval frequency at which completed Applications are removed from view, starting with
the next occurrence of the selected unit of time. For example, if you select every 2 hours and the current time
is 13:37:00, the completed Applications are automatically hidden at 14:00:00, 16:00:00, and so on. 
Default: 30 minutes (Completed Applications are removed every 30 minutes.)

4. Click OK.
The automatic hide feature is set.

Note:  Hiding Applications does not permanently delete them from the server. To restore Applications, you can
right-click the server connection and resubscribe using the same filter you used before.

More information:

Hide Completed Applications Manually

 Hide Completed Applications Manually
You can hide selected completed Applications from view to restrict the number of Applications
that appear in the Monitor views.
cwad121
HID_hide_completed_appl_manually
You can hide selected completed Applications from view to restrict the number of Applications that appear in the
Monitor views.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Subscribe to workload on the server.

The Applications and their generations are displayed in the Application Monitor view.
3. Select the completed Application generations that you want to hide.

Note:

You can press the Ctrl key while making your selections to select multiple Application generations at once.
4. Right-click one of the Application generations you want to hide, and select Hide Selected Application(s) from the

drop-down menu.
The selected completed Application generations are removed from the Application Monitor view.

More information:

Hide Completed Applications Automatically

 Controlling Applications
You can control Applications as follows:
cwad121
HID_controlling_applications
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You can control Applications as follows:

 Insert an Adhoc Job into an Active Application
You can insert an on demand job into an active Application from the Monitor view. The job that
you insert can be:
cwad121
You can insert an on demand job into an active Application from the Monitor view. The job that you insert can be:

• Job that is predefined in the Define view
• Job that you define when you insert in the Monitor view

This section includes the following topics:

 Insert a Predefined Job into an Active Application
You can insert a predefined job into an active Application. The inserted job runs
immediately unless the predecessor, time, variable, or resource dependencies are defined in the
Application. You can insert multiple jobs at once.
cwad121
HID_insert_predefined_job
You can insert a predefined job into an active Application. The inserted job runs immediately unless the
predecessor, time, variable, or resource dependencies are defined in the Application. You can insert multiple jobs at
once.

Suppose that you want to define a job in an Application but do not want to run it when the Application gets
triggered. You define a job with no run schedule and upload the Application in the Define view. Later, when
required, you insert this predefined job as adhoc workload into the same Application at run time in the Monitor view.

Note:

• You cannot insert a job into an Application that is complete.
• You cannot insert an external job or a job whose name includes symbolic variable.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Subscribe to workload on the server.

The Applications and their generations are displayed in the Application Monitor view.
3. Right-click the Application generation you want to insert the job into, select Insert non-selected jobs from the

menu.
The Insert non-selected jobs dialog opens and displays the list of jobs that were predefined in the Application
but did not run when the Application was triggered. The list does not include external jobs and the jobs whose
names include symbolic variables.

4. Select the job that you want to insert. To select all the jobs from the list, click the Select all column heading in
the table. You can sort the jobs based on job name and type by clicking the Job Name and Job Type column
heading respectively.

5. (Optional) Click Job Dependents to view the list of external jobs that are dependent on the selected jobs.

Note:

 If you do not have access to any of the affected external Applications, only the number of affected external jobs
is displayed.

6. (Optional) Click Simulate to simulate the Application with the selected jobs.

Note:

 If an Event trigger-time or a job run-time Javascript error occurs during the simulation, the job gets inserted
even though the simulation fails.

7. Click Insert.
The inserted job appears in the Application's graphical view.

Note:
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If the immediate predecessor is not available, by default the job looks for the next available predecessor to
link to. If Application is defined with Do not inherit dependencies, the job does not look for the next available
predecessors.

 Insert a Job into an Active Application
You can insert a job into an active Application. The inserted job runs immediately unless you
define predecessor, time, variable, or resource dependencies, or insert the job on hold or on
request.
cwad121
HID_insert_job
You can insert a job into an active Application. The inserted job runs immediately unless you define predecessor,
time, variable, or resource dependencies, or insert the job on hold or on request.

Note:  You cannot insert a job into an Application that is complete.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Subscribe to workload on the server.

The Applications and their generations are displayed in the Application Monitor view.
3. Right-click the Application generation you want to insert the job into, select Insert Job from the first menu, and

select the workload object you want to insert from the second menu.
The Basic page of the job definition opens.

4. Complete all required fields indicated by asterisks.

Note:  When you insert a job into an active Application, you cannot use symbolic variables for the job name
and qualifier. You can use symbolic variables in fields that get resolved at run time, such as the command or
script name, if and only if a JavaScript script runs at run time to resolve those symbolic variables.

5. Select the Dependencies option from the left pane.
The Dependencies page opens.

6. Select and add the job's predecessor and successor dependencies by doing the following:

• To add predecessor dependencies, select the predecessor jobs in the Current jobs list box, and click Add
under the Predecessors list box.

• To add successor dependencies, select the successor jobs in the Current jobs list box, and click Add under
the Successors list box.

Note:  You can press the Ctrl key while making your selections to select multiple jobs at once.
7. Complete the remaining pages for the job as appropriate.

Note:

• For more information about the fields in the remaining pages, see the SCHEDULING section.
• If you want to insert the job on hold, select On hold in the General page. The server holds the job until you

release it.
• If you want to insert the job on request, select Only on request in the General page. The server does not

submit the job unless it is requested. 
• If you want the inserted job to wait for a job with the same name to complete in a previous Application

generation, complete the Wait for previous generation section in the General page. 
• You can also provide the reason for inserting the job in the Reason field in the General page.

8. (Optional) Do the following if you want the job to wait for the previous generations:

1.1 Click General in the left pane.
The General page opens in the right pane.

2.1 Do one of the following:

1. 1.1 Select the The last generation option in the Wait if the job with the same name is in field if you
want the job to wait only for the job in the previous generation of the Application to complete.

2. 1.1 Select the Any previous generation option in the Wait if the job with the same name is in field if
you want the job to wait for the job in all the previous generations of the Application to complete.

9. (Applies only to Spark jobs) Click Preview to review the Spark-submit command that the Hadoop agent
submits on the Spark computer.
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If the Spark command-specific fields are defined with global variables, symbolic variables, or built-in functions,
the preview does not show those values as resolved.

10. Click OK.

The inserted job appears in the Application's graphical view.

 Complete an Application
You can complete an Application to complete all the jobs in that Application.
cwad121
HID_complete_appl
You can complete an Application to complete all the jobs in that Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Subscribe to workload on the server.

The Applications and their generations are displayed in the Application Monitor view.
3. Right-click the Application generation you want to complete, and select Complete from the drop-down menu.

A confirmation dialog opens.
4. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

5. Click OK.
The server completes the Application. The state of each job in the Application generation and the Application
generation change to COMPLETE.

More information:

Application Completion

 Hold an Application
You can hold an Application to hold all of the jobs in the Application. The server does not submit
any new jobs in the Application.
cwad121
HID_hold_appl
You can hold an Application to hold all of the jobs in the Application. The server does not submit any new jobs in
the Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Subscribe to workload on the server.

The Applications and their generations are displayed in the Application Monitor view.
3. Right-click the Application generation you want to place on hold and select Hold from the drop-down menu.

A confirmation dialog opens.
4. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

5. Click OK.
The server holds the Application until you manually release it. The state of the Application changes to
APPLHOLD.

More information:

Application Hold and Release
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 Release a Held Application
You can release a held Application to release all of the jobs in the Application. The server
submits the jobs in the Application once their dependencies are met.
cwad121
HID_release_held_appl
You can release a held Application to release all of the jobs in the Application. The server submits the jobs in the
Application once their dependencies are met.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Subscribe to workload on the server.

The Applications and their generations are displayed in the Application Monitor view.
3. Right-click the Application generation you want to release from hold, and select Release from the drop-down

menu.
A confirmation dialog opens.

4. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

5. Click OK.
The server removes the APPLHOLD state and releases the Application. Each of the jobs in the Application run
when all of its dependencies, if any, are met.

More information:

Application Hold and Release

 Unwait an Application
You can unwait an Application so that the Application no longer waits for its previous generation
to complete before it runs.
cwad121
HID_unwait_appl
You can unwait an Application so that the Application no longer waits for its previous generation to complete before
it runs.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Subscribe to workload on the server.

The Applications and their generations are displayed in the Application Monitor view.
3. Right-click the Application generation that you want to unwait, and select Unwait from the drop-down list.

A confirmation dialog opens.
4. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

5. Click OK.
The server removes the APPLWAIT state and submits the Application.

More information:

Application Unwait

 Quiescing a Server
You can quiesce (pause) the server to prevent the server from temporarily submitting jobs or
triggering workload while the server remains active. Jobs that are running when the server is
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quiesced continue to run to completion. When you quiesce a server, all application generations
and Events on the server are quiesced. After you quiesce a server, you can selectively
unquiesce certain Application generations and Events, giving you more control over what runs.
cwad121
HID_quiesce_server

You can quiesce (pause) the server to prevent the server from temporarily submitting jobs or triggering workload
while the server remains active. Jobs that are running when the server is quiesced continue to run to completion.
When you quiesce a server, all application generations and Events on the server are quiesced. After you quiesce
a server, you can selectively unquiesce certain Application generations and Events, giving you more control over
what runs.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Subscribe to workload on the server.

The Applications and their generations are displayed in the Application Monitor view.
3. Right-click the server you want to unquiesce, and select Quiesce from the drop-down menu.

A confirmation dialog appears.
4. Click OK.

The server is quiesced. All the quiesced Application generations appear in the APPLQUIESCE state and all the
quiesced Events appear in the QUIESCED state.

More information:

Application Quiesce and Unquiesce

 Unquiesce Specific Events or Application Generations
You can unquiesce specific Application generations and Events. After an Event is unquiesced,
it can be triggered to run its Application. After an active Application generation is unquiesced, it
continues to run.
cwad121
HID_unquiese_specific_events_or_appl_gen
You can unquiesce specific Application generations and Events. After an Event is unquiesced, it can be triggered to
run its Application. After an active Application generation is unquiesced, it continues to run.

Note:  The missed executions of the quiesced Event are not triggered.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the server node you want to unquiesce, and select Unquiesce from the pop-up menu.
The Unquiesce dialog appears.

2. Select one of the following options in the Application generations section:

• ALL
Unquiesces all Application generations.

• Application generation name
Unquiesces the specified Application generations in the format application.generation,
where application specifies the Application name and generation specifies the generation number. 
Example: appl.1,appl.2

Note:  You can also use a wildcard for a partial name. For example, APPL* unquiesces all generations
of Applications with names that start with APPL. You can use commas to separate multiple Application
generations.

• None
Does not unquiesce any Application generations.

3. Select one of the following options in the Event section:

• ALL
Unquiesces all Events.

• Event name
Unquiesces the specified Events in the format eventprefix.eventname, where eventprefix specifies the Event
prefix and eventname specifies the Event name.
Example: CYBER.VERIFY
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Note:  You can use a wildcard for a partial name. For example, CYB* unquiesces all Events with prefixes
that start with CYB. You can use commas to separate multiple Events.

• None
Does not unquiesce any Events.

The specified Application and Events are unquiesced.

More information:

Application Quiesce and Unquiesce

 Unquiesce an Application Generation
You can unquiesce an Application generation so that the server continues to run the jobs in the
quiesced Application when their dependencies are met.
cwad121
HID_unquiese_appl_gen
You can unquiesce an Application generation so that the server continues to run the jobs in the quiesced
Application when their dependencies are met.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Subscribe to workload on the server.

The Applications and their generations are displayed in the Application Monitor view. Quiesced Application
generations appear in the APPLQUIESCE state.

3. Right-click the quiesced Application generation you want to unquiesce, and select Unquiesce from the drop-
down menu.

Note:  The Unquiesce command is only listed in the drop-down menu for Applications that are in the quiesced
state.

A confirmation dialog appears.
4. Click OK.

The server removes the APPLQUIESCE state and unquiesces the Application generation. Each of the jobs in
the Application run when all of its dependencies, if any, are met.

More information:

Application Quiesce and Unquiesce

 Trigger a New Generation of the Application
You can trigger a new generation of the Application while monitoring the workload. The server
triggers the Event that triggered the Application generation.
cwad121
HID_trigger_new_appl_gen
You can trigger a new generation of the Application while monitoring the workload. The server triggers the Event
that triggered the Application generation.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Subscribe to the workload on the server.

The Applications and their generations are displayed in the Application Monitor view.
3. Right-click the Application generation you want to trigger a new generation of, and select Trigger from the drop-

down menu.
The Trigger Event dialog opens.

4. Complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Schedule criteria

(Optional) Specifies the time and the date when the Event triggers.

Default: Trigger the Event immediately

Note:  This field does not apply to monitor Events.
• Root jobs to run
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(Optional) Specifies the jobs that are to be submitted when the Event is triggered. You can use this field
to run, or rerun, a subset of jobs within the Application. Separate the list of jobs to run with commas. For
example, enter A,B,C. To select a job with all of its successors (descendants), append a plus sign (+). For
example, enter D+.

Note:

 This field does not apply to Forecast and Report Events.
• Add new scheduled Event/Replace next scheduled Event

Indicates whether to add a new scheduled Event execution to the Event's usual schedule or replace the
Event's next scheduled or expected execution with a new time.

Default: Add new scheduled Event

Note:

• This field does not apply to monitor Events.
• You can override the default value for this option. From the main menu, select Window, Preferences,

Desktop Client, Services Perspective, Event.
• Submit Application on hold

(Optional) Indicates whether to submit the Application on hold when the Event is triggered.

Default: Not on hold

Note:

• This field does not apply to Forecast and Report Events.
• You can override the default value for this option. From the main menu select Window, Preferences,

Desktop Client, Services Perspective, Event.
• User Parameters to pass to Event

(Optional) Specifies the parameter fields to pass user information to the Application that the Event triggers.

Note:

 This field does not apply to Forecast and Report Events.
5. (Optional) Specify variables to pass to the Event in the variables section.

Note:  This step applies to monitor Events only. When the Event triggers, the server substitutes the values of
these variables in the Application triggered by the Event. For example, when you trigger a File Trigger Event,
you can specify a file name, and the server substitutes this file name in the APPL._filename symbolic variable
wherever it occurs in the Application.

6. Click OK.

The server triggers a new generation of the Application.

 

 Monitor the Status of a Running Application
You can view the following details for an Application to monitor its progress:
cwad121
HID_monitor_status_appl
You can view the following details for an Application to monitor its progress:

• Number of jobs
• State
• Start time
• Estimated end time
• Elapsed time
• Completion percentage

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Subscribe to workload on the server.
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The Applications and their generations are displayed in the Application Monitor view.
3. Right-click the Application generation and select Details from the drop-down menu.

The Details dialog opens, displaying details such as Application state, start time, estimated end time, and
completion percentage.

4. (Optional) Double-click the Application generation in the Application Monitor view to see its graphical view.
At the top of the graphical view, a progress bar shows the start time, estimated end time, and completion
percentage of the Application. You can also see the number of completed jobs and elapsed time.

Note:

• The completion percentage is calculated based on the number of completed jobs or elapsed time depending
on the option selected.

• By default, the completed jobs option button is selected. The completion percentage is calculated as
(completed jobs + bypassed jobs) / total number of jobs.

• If you select the elapsed time option button, the completion percentage is calculated as (currentTime -
startTime) / (anticipatedEndTime - startTime). The elapsed time option is enabled only if you enabled
anticipated (estimated) end times in the Application. For more information about enabling anticipated end
times in an Application, see Enabling Anticipated End Times and Critical Path Analysis.

• When the Application is complete, estimated end time changes to end time.
• The information on the progress bar is updated in real time. You can turn off the progress bar by clicking

the  icon.

 Monitoring and Controlling SubApplications
You can monitor and control SubApplications as follows:
cwad121
HID_monitor_control_subappl
You can monitor and control SubApplications as follows:

 SubApplications in Active Applications
An active Application may contain subApplications. You can issue commands against
subApplications to do the following:
cwad121
HID_subappl
An active Application may contain subApplications. You can issue commands against subApplications to do the
following:

• Complete the subApplication
• Hold or release the subApplication
• Bypass or unbypass a subApplication
• Ready a subApplication for submission
• Request or unrequest a subApplication
• Unwait the subApplication

Note:

To run commands against the jobs in subApplications, you require the appropriate security permissions. For more
information, contact your administrator.

 SubApplication Bypass and Unbypass
When you bypass a subApplication, the server bypasses all jobs in the subApplication,
preventing the jobs in the subApplication from running. When the dependencies of a job in the
subApplication are met, the server bypasses the job and releases its successor jobs.
cwad121
HID_subappl_bypass_unbypass
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When you bypass a subApplication, the server bypasses all jobs in the subApplication, preventing the jobs in the
subApplication from running. When the dependencies of a job in the subApplication are met, the server bypasses
the job and releases its successor jobs.

You can unbypass the subApplication before the server bypasses the jobs in the subApplication. For example, if
a subApplication is bypassed by mistake, you can undo the action by unbypassing the subApplication. When the
dependencies of a job in the subApplication are met, the server runs the job as usual.

Note:  You can also prevent the jobs in a subApplication from running by completing the subApplication. When
you complete a subApplication, the server immediately releases all successor jobs of jobs in the subApplication,
even if their predecessors are still running. Unlike bypassing a subApplication, you cannot undo completing a
subApplication.

 More information:

Bypass SubApplication

Unbypass a SubApplication 

 SubApplication Request and Unrequest
In an Application, you can specify that certain jobs only run when requested by a user. These
jobs are named on-request jobs. When you request a subApplication, the server requests all
on-request jobs in the subApplication. If requested, the on-request jobs in the subApplication
run when their dependences have been met. If you do not request a subApplication, the server
bypasses the on-request jobs in the subApplication when they are eligible to run and releases
their successors.
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HID_subappl_request_unrequest
In an Application, you can specify that certain jobs only run when requested by a user. These jobs are named on-
request jobs. When you request a subApplication, the server requests all on-request jobs in the subApplication.
If requested, the on-request jobs in the subApplication run when their dependences have been met. If you do not
request a subApplication, the server bypasses the on-request jobs in the subApplication when they are eligible to
run and releases their successors.

To request a subApplication, some jobs in the subApplication must have been defined as on-request jobs. You can
request a subApplication at any time before its on-request jobs are eligible to run in the schedule. Before its on-
request jobs being submitted, you can unrequest the subApplication.

More information:

Request a SubApplication

Unrequest a SubApplication

 SubApplication Ready
A job is not ready for submission until all its predecessor and variable dependencies are
satisfied and its submission time has been reached. To drop these dependencies for each
job in a subApplication, you can ready the subApplication for submission. When you ready
a subApplication for submission, the server does the following tasks for each job in the
subApplication:
cwad121
HID_subappl_ready
A job is not ready for submission until all its predecessor and variable dependencies are satisfied and its
submission time has been reached. To drop these dependencies for each job in a subApplication, you can
ready the subApplication for submission. When you ready a subApplication for submission, the server does the
following tasks for each job in the subApplication:

• Drops the predecessor dependencies of the job
• Drops the variable dependencies of the job
• Abandons the job's submission time, if it has one
• Releases the job from manual hold, if it is being held

If a job has resource dependencies, remove those dependencies separately if you want the job to run immediately.
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More information:

Ready a SubApplication for Submission

 SubApplication Unwait
In a subApplication, you can specify that the subApplication waits until its jobs in a previous
generation of the Application complete before running. The server marks the jobs in a
subApplication that wait for a previous generation in a SUBAPPLWAIT state. You can remove
the SUBAPPLWAIT state by unwaiting the subApplication. When you unwait a subApplication,
the subApplication no longer waits for its jobs in a previous generation of the Application to
complete before it runs.
cwad121
HID_subappl_unwait
In a subApplication, you can specify that the subApplication waits until its jobs in a previous generation of the
Application complete before running. The server marks the jobs in a subApplication that wait for a previous
generation in a SUBAPPLWAIT state. You can remove the SUBAPPLWAIT state by unwaiting the subApplication.
When you unwait a subApplication, the subApplication no longer waits for its jobs in a previous generation of the
Application to complete before it runs.

Note:  You can only unwait a subApplication if its jobs are in the SUBAPPLWAIT state.

More information:

Unwait a SubApplication

 Display SubApplications in an Active Application
You can display subApplications when monitoring an active Application.
cwad121
HID_display_subappl_active_appl
You can display subApplications when monitoring an active Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Double-click the Application in the Application Monitor view.

The graphical view of the Application appears.
3. Click subApplication at the bottom of the Application workspace.

The jobs are grouped in each subApplication and displayed in a graphical representation.

Note:  To issue a command against a subApplication, right-click the subApplication and select a command from
the pop-up menu.

 Complete a SubApplication
You can complete a subApplication to complete all the jobs in the subApplication.
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HID_complete_subappl
You can complete a subApplication to complete all the jobs in the subApplication.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Subscribe to workload on the server.

The Applications and their generations are displayed in the Application Monitor view.
3. Click the plus sign (+) next to the Application generation that contains the subApplication.

Monitor displays the subApplications of the Application.
4. Right-click the subApplication you want to complete, and select Complete from the drop-down list.

A confirmation dialog opens.
5. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)
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Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

6. Click OK.
The server completes each of the jobs in the subApplication.

More information:

Application Completion

 Hold a SubApplication
You can hold a subApplication to hold all the jobs in the subApplication. The server does not
submit any new jobs in the subApplication.
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You can hold a subApplication to hold all the jobs in the subApplication. The server does not submit any new jobs in
the subApplication.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Subscribe to workload on the server.

The Applications and their generations are displayed in the Application Monitor view.
3. Click the plus sign (+) next to the Application generation that contains the subApplication.

Monitor displays the subApplications of the Application.
4. Right-click the subApplication you want to hold, and select Hold from the drop-down list.

A confirmation dialog opens.
5. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

6. Click OK.
The server holds each of the jobs in the subApplication.

More information:

Application Hold and Release

 Release a Held SubApplication
You can release a held subApplication to release all the jobs in the subApplication. The server
submits the jobs in the subApplication once their dependencies are met.
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HID_release_held_subappl
You can release a held subApplication to release all the jobs in the subApplication. The server submits the jobs in
the subApplication once their dependencies are met.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Subscribe to workload on the server.

The Applications and their generations are displayed in the Application Monitor view.
3. Click the plus sign (+) next to the Application generation that contains the subApplication.

Monitor displays the subApplications of the Application.
4. Right-click the subApplication you want to release, and select Release from the drop-down list.

A confirmation dialog opens.
5. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)
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Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

6. Click OK.
The server releases each of the jobs from hold in the subApplication. Each of the jobs in the subApplication runs
when all its dependencies, if any, are met.

More information:

Application Hold and Release

 Bypass a SubApplication
You can bypass a subApplication to bypass all the jobs in the subApplication, preventing the
jobs in the subApplication from running.
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HID_bypass_subappl
You can bypass a subApplication to bypass all the jobs in the subApplication, preventing the jobs in the
subApplication from running.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Subscribe to workload on the server.

The Applications and their generations are displayed in the Application Monitor view.
3. Click the plus sign (+) next to the Application generation that contains the subApplication.

Monitor displays the subApplications of the Application.
4. Right-click the subApplication you want to bypass, and select Bypass from the drop-down list.

A confirmation dialog opens.
5. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

6. Click OK.
The server bypasses each of the jobs in the subApplication.

More information:

SubApplication Bypass and Unbypass

 Unbypass a SubApplication
You can cancel your request to bypass all the jobs in the subApplication by unbypassing the
subApplication.
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HID_unbypass_subappl
You can cancel your request to bypass all the jobs in the subApplication by unbypassing the subApplication.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Subscribe to workload on the server.

The Applications and their generations are displayed in the Application Monitor view.
3. Click the plus sign (+) next to the Application generation that contains the subApplication.

Monitor displays the subApplications of the Application.
4. Right-click the subApplication you want to unbypass, and select Unbypass from the drop-down list.

A confirmation dialog opens.
5. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)
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Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

6. Click OK.
The server unbypasses each of the jobs in the subApplication.

More information:
SubApplication Bypass and Unbypass

 Ready a SubApplication for Submission
You can ready a subApplication to mark all the jobs in the subApplication ready for submission.
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HID_ready_subappl_submission
You can ready a subApplication to mark all the jobs in the subApplication ready for submission.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Subscribe to workload on the server.

The Applications and their generations are displayed in the Application Monitor view.
3. Click the plus sign (+) next to the Application generation that contains the subApplication.

Monitor displays the subApplications of the Application.
4. Right-click the subApplication you want to mark ready, and select Ready from the drop-down list.

A confirmation dialog opens.
5. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

6. Click OK.
The server readies each of the jobs in the subApplication for submission. The jobs run when their resource
dependencies, if any, have been met.

More information:

SubApplication Ready

 Request a SubApplication
Before the jobs in a subApplication run, you can request the subApplication to request all the
on-request jobs in the subApplication.
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HID_request_subappl
Before the jobs in a subApplication run, you can request the subApplication to request all the on-request jobs in the
subApplication.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Subscribe to workload on the server.

The Applications and their generations are displayed in the Application Monitor view.
3. Click the plus sign (+) next to the Application generation that contains the subApplication.

Monitor displays the subApplications of the Application.
4. Right-click the subApplication you want to request, and select Request from the drop-down list.

A confirmation dialog opens.
5. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)
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Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

6. Click OK.
The server requests each of the on-request jobs in the subApplication.

More information:

SubApplication Request and Unrequest

 Unrequest a SubApplication
You can cancel your request to submit all the on-request jobs in a subApplication by
unrequesting the subApplication.
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HID_unrequest_subappl
You can cancel your request to submit all the on-request jobs in a subApplication by unrequesting the
subApplication.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Subscribe to workload on the server.

The Applications and their generations are displayed in the Application Monitor view.
3. Click the plus sign (+) next to the Application generation that contains the subApplication.

Monitor displays the subApplications of the Application.
4. Right-click the subApplication you want to unrequest, and select Unrequest from the drop-down list.

A confirmation dialog opens.
5. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

6. Click OK.
The server unrequests each of the on-request jobs in the subApplication.

More information:

SubApplication Request and Unrequest

 Unwait a SubApplication
You can unwait a subApplication so that the subApplication no longer waits for its jobs in a
previous generation of the Application to complete before it runs.
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HID_unwait_subappl
You can unwait a subApplication so that the subApplication no longer waits for its jobs in a previous generation of
the Application to complete before it runs.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Subscribe to workload on the server.

The Applications and their generations are displayed in the Application Monitor view.
3. Click the plus sign (+) next to the Application generation that contains the subApplication.

Monitor displays the subApplications of the Application.
4. Right-click the subApplication you want to unwait, and select Unwait from the drop-down list.

A confirmation dialog opens.
5. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)
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Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

6. Click OK.
The server removes the SUBAPPLWAIT state and submits the jobs in the subApplication.

More information:

SubApplication Unwait

 Monitoring and Controlling Jobs
You can monitor and control jobs as follows:
cwad121
HID_monitor_control_jobs
You can monitor and control jobs as follows:

 Jobs in Active Applications
After the server selects a job to run in an Application, you can monitor and control the job in
the Monitor perspective. You can monitor the job's state, view its details and output, and issue
commands against the job to do the following:
cwad121
HID_jobs_active_appl
After the server selects a job to run in an Application, you can monitor and control the job in the Monitor
perspective. You can monitor the job's state, view its details and output, and issue commands against the job to do
the following:

• Change the job's definition
• Bypass or unbypass the job
• Cancel the job (does not apply to all workload objects)
• Complete the job
• Hold or release the job
• Request or unrequest the job
• Resubmit the job
• Ready the job
• Show the job's comments, if any
• Set the job's user status

If the job has predecessor, time, variable, or resource dependencies, you can issue additional commands to do the
following:

• Drop the job's predecessor dependencies
• Reset the job's time dependencies
• Drop the job's variable dependencies
• Evaluate the job's variable dependencies
• Drop the job's resource dependencies
• List the job's resource usage

Some job types support additional commands. For example, if you run Windows, UNIX, Micro Focus, z/OS, SAP,
PeopleSoft, or Oracle Applications workload, you can issue additional commands against these jobs.

Note:  To run commands against jobs, you require the appropriate security permissions. For more information,
contact your administrator.

 Job States
When the server manages a job, the job passes through multiple processing stages
named states. Some states, such as job failure, require action.
cwad121
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HID_job_states
When the server manages a job, the job passes through multiple processing stages named states. Some states,
such as job failure, require action.

At any time during the course of its execution, a job has one state and zero or more conditions. A job's state
and conditions depend on the job's properties, user interaction, and the success or failure of the workload being
executed. The job's details displays the job's state and conditions.

Some states can appear as both a state and a condition. When multiple states apply to a job, state priorities
determine the job's state. For example, suppose that a job waiting for a predecessor (PREDWAIT) is held at the
Application level (APPLHOLD). Since the APPLHOLD state has a higher priority than the PREDWAIT state, the
job's state becomes APPLHOLD with a condition of PREDWAIT. If the Application is released from hold, the job's
state changes to PREDWAIT.

A job can pass through the following states, from highest priority to lowest priority:

• BYPASSED
Indicates that the job has been bypassed. It is a final state. Before the job's predecessor dependencies have
been met, the job has a Bypassreq condition, indicating that the job has been marked for bypassing.

• COMPLETE
Indicates that the job has completed successfully. It is a final state if the Application that contains the job
completes. If the job was completed manually, it has a Forced condition.

• FAILED
Indicates that the job has failed. The job must be resubmitted or manually completed.

Note:  Failed jobs that have an AutoResubmit condition are resubmitted automatically. By default, CA WA
Desktop Client displays jobs with an AutoResubmit condition in yellow.

• SUBERROR

Indicates that the submission of the job resulted in an error. The job must be resubmitted or manually
completed. Common causes of submission errors include the following:

• Specifying an undefined agent or advanced integration in the job definition
• Specifying an invalid argument in the job definition
• Executing an invalid JavaScript script at run time
• Using an agent or advanced integration feature that is not supported on your agent or advanced

integration version

Note:  For information about what caused the submission error, see the job’s details.
• EXTSCHDOWN

Indicates that the external scheduler is down. The workload object must be completed manually.
• EXEC

Indicates that the job is currently running.
• SUSPENDED

Indicates that the Oozie job is currently suspended.
• DEFINED

Indicates that the SAP job is defined on the SAP system.
• SUBMIT

Indicates that the SAP job has been released on the SAP system.
• INACTIVE

Indicates that the Oracle Applications job is inactive because the concurrent request is either disabled,
suspended, or on hold.

• MONITOR
Indicates that the job is monitoring for a condition to occur. For continuous monitoring, the server triggers an
Alert each time the monitor condition is met. For non-continuous monitoring, the job completes when the monitor
condition is met.

• MANSUB
Indicates that the z/OS job is to be submitted outside ESP dSeries Workload Automation, such as a job that is
submitted manually by a user.

• AGENTDOWN
Indicates that the agent or advanced integration referenced in the job definition is down.

• APPLHOLD
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Indicates that the Application that contains the job is in a hold state. The job cannot run until the Application
is released. Holding an Application does not affect jobs currently running but does prevent the server from
submitting new jobs.

• APPLWAIT
Indicates that the Application that contains the job is waiting for a previous generation of the same Application to
complete. The job cannot run until the previous generation of the Application completes.

• SUBAPPLWAIT
Indicates that the subApplication that contains the job is waiting for a previous generation of the subApplication
to complete. The job cannot run until the previous generation of the subApplication completes.

• JANCWAIT
Indicates that the job is waiting for the same job to complete in a previous generation of the Application. The job
cannot run until the same job completes in a previous generation of the Application.

• MANHOLD
Indicates that the job is manually held. The job cannot run until the manual hold is released.

• PREDWAIT
Indicates that the job is waiting for a predecessor. The job cannot run until the release condition is met or
dropped.

• WAITING
Indicates that the job is waiting until a specific time for submission. This state is always paired with the Timewait
condition. The job cannot run until the submission time is met or reset to the current time.

• EXTWAIT
Indicates that the external job is waiting for its home job to complete in the home Application.

• SUBDELAY
Indicates that the submission of this job has been delayed because the agent or advanced integration is
quiesced.

• VARWAIT
Indicates that the job is waiting for one or more variable dependencies to be met. The job cannot run until all the
required variable dependencies are met, dropped, or abandoned.

• RESWAIT
Indicates that the job is waiting to acquire resources. The job cannot run until all the required resource
dependencies are met, dropped, or abandoned.

• TASKWAIT
Indicates that the task requires manual completion.

• READY
Indicates that the job is ready to be submitted (all of its dependencies have been met). A workload object will not
remain in this state.

• UNKNOWN
Indicates that the server cannot determine the state of the workload object.

 Job Conditions
During its execution, a job can have one or more conditions in addition to its state. Some job
states can also appear as a condition if another applicable state has a higher priority. A state
cannot appear as both a state and a condition simultaneously.
cwad121
HID_job_conditions
During its execution, a job can have one or more conditions in addition to its state. Some job states can also
appear as a condition if another applicable state has a higher priority. A state cannot appear as both a state and a
condition simultaneously.

In addition to states that can appear as conditions, a job can have the following conditions:

• AutoResubmit
Indicates that the job will be resubmitted automatically. The job’s state is FAILED.

Note:  By default, CA WA Desktop Client displays failed jobs with an AutoResubmit condition in yellow.
• Bypassreq

Indicates that the job has been requested for bypassing. When the job's time and predecessor dependencies
are met, the server bypasses the job and the job's state becomes BYPASSED.

• Forced
Indicates that the job has been manually completed. The job's state is always COMPLETE.
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Note:

You can monitor for forced completions by specifying a notification in the Application or job definition. The
notification can send an email, trigger an Event, run a JavaScript script, or send an SNMP trap. For more
information about setting up notifications, see Setting Up Notifications.

• Overdue
Indicates that the job is overdue because it is late starting, it is late completing, or it exceeded a maximum
execution time.

Note:  By default, Desktop Client displays jobs with an Overdue condition in red.
• Premend

Indicates that the job completed prematurely.
• Request 

Indicates that the job runs only if it is requested.
• Requested

Indicates that the job was requested. The job runs when its dependencies are met.
• Timewait

Indicates that the job is waiting for a time dependency to be satisfied. The job may be in a WAITING state.

 Job Commands Usage
You can issue a command against a single job or multiple jobs. For example, you can issue a
command to complete, bypass, cancel, hold, request, ready, or resubmit jobs. The commands
you issue depend on the workload object and its state. For example, you cannot complete a job
that is already complete or bypassed.
cwad121
HID_job_commands_usage
You can issue a command against a single job or multiple jobs. For example, you can issue a command to
complete, bypass, cancel, hold, request, ready, or resubmit jobs. The commands you issue depend on the
workload object and its state. For example, you cannot complete a job that is already complete or bypassed.

You can issue a command against multiple jobs with the following limitations:

• If you select jobs with different states, you can only issue commands that apply to the selected states. For
example, you can resubmit jobs that have terminated abnormally (such as FAIL or SUBERROR), but you cannot
resubmit bypassed jobs.

• If you select different types of jobs, you can only issue commands that are applicable for every selected job. For
example, if you select two UNIX jobs and three SAP R/3 jobs, you can only apply commands that are applicable
to both jobs, such as Bypass, but not commands applicable to only SAP jobs.

• You cannot cancel multiple jobs with a single command.
• You cannot issue commands against jobs controlled on different servers.

More information:

Issue a Command Against Jobs

 Job's Spool File
You can display a job's output named a spool file. For example, the spool file may contain the
standard output for a UNIX job or the results of an SQL query for a Database job. You can
retrieve the spool file for any executing, failed, or completed job.
cwad121
HID_jobs_spool_file
You can display a job's output named a spool file. For example, the spool file may contain the standard output for a
UNIX job or the results of an SQL query for a Database job. You can retrieve the spool file for any executing, failed,
or completed job.

Depending on the type and version of the agent the job is running on, you can view the entire spool file, selected
lines, or the number of lines you specify.

More information:

Display a Job's Spool File
Retrieve the Spool File for a Remote Execution Job
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 FTP Job Spool File
To verify that the transfer completed successfully without file corruption, you can check the job's
spool file. The spool file may contain the following:
cwad121
HID_FTP_job_spool_file
To verify that the transfer completed successfully without file corruption, you can check the job's spool file. The
spool file may contain the following:

• If the data was transferred using SSL FTP, the spool file contains a response as follows:

AUTH TLS
234 AUTH command OK. Initializing SSL connection.

• If the file was compressed and transferred without file corruption, the spool file contains a response as follows:

Downloaded 81920/26119 bytes (original/
compressed) in 0.161 seconds, 496.89 Kbytes/sec.

• If the file was downloaded successfully, the spool file contains the following response:

Download successful

 Job Definition Reset
You can change, add, or remove some properties before a job's execution or resubmission.
These changes are temporary and are associated only with a particular instance of a job.
cwad121
HID_job_definition_reset
You can change, add, or remove some properties before a job's execution or resubmission. These changes are
temporary and are associated only with a particular instance of a job.

You cannot reset the job definition of a bypassed job, or a job in AGENTDOWN state. If you reset the job definition
for a job in a FAIL or SUBERROR state, the changes do not occur until you resubmit the job.

For example, you may have incorrectly typed a script name when you defined a job and, as a result, the job failed.
You can reset the job definition with the correct script name and resubmit the job.

You can use any symbolic variables that the server sets at run time or trigger time. When the job runs, the server
automatically resolves all the variables.

More information:

Reset a Job Definition

 Job Bypass and Unbypass
Before the server submits a job to run in the schedule, you can prevent the job from running by
bypassing it. When the job's dependencies are met, the server bypasses the job and releases
its successor jobs. For example, job A releases job B, which releases job C. While job A
runs, you request that job B be bypassed. When job A completes, the server bypasses job B,
changes its state to BYPASSED, and releases job C.
cwad121
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HID_job_bypass_unbypass
Before the server submits a job to run in the schedule, you can prevent the job from running by bypassing it. When
the job's dependencies are met, the server bypasses the job and releases its successor jobs. For example, job A
releases job B, which releases job C. While job A runs, you request that job B be bypassed. When job A completes,
the server bypasses job B, changes its state to BYPASSED, and releases job C.

You can unbypass the job before the server bypasses the job. For example, if a job is bypassed by mistake, you
can undo the action by unbypassing the job. When the job's dependencies are met, the server runs the job as
usual.

Note:  You can also prevent a job from running by completing it. When you complete a job, the server immediately
releases the job's successor jobs, even if its predecessors are still running. Unlike bypassing a job, you cannot
undo completing a job.

 More information:

Bypass a Job 

Unbypass a Job 

 Job Cancellation
When you cancel a running job, the server flags the job as failed and does not release the job's
successors. To release the job's successors, you must complete the job.
cwad121
HID_job_cancellation

When you cancel a running job, the server flags the job as failed and does not release the job's successors. To
release the job's successors, you must complete the job.

Note the following about job cancellation:

• Some workload objects do not support job cancellation.
• To cancel a Micro Focus job, you may have to issue the cancel command twice. After issuing the first

command, if the job continues to execute, issue the cancel command again.
• In most cases, you cannot cancel an SQL or DB Stored Procedure job.
• You can cancel a Big Data job only when it is in the EXEC (executing) state. If the job is in the READY (ready

to execute) state, the Cancel command does not work. You can verify the status of the job by viewing the job
details.

• When you cancel a UNIX job, by default the agent issues the SIGKILL signal (kill -9). You can use the Send
Signal command to issue other signals.

• If you cancel a Windows or UNIX job, the agent cancels the running process, and the server flags the job as
failed.

• If you cancel a running or suspended Oozie job, the Oozie workflow specified in the Oozie job gets terminated.
Terminating the workflow terminates all jobs that are defined in the workflow. If a suspended workflow is killed
from a command line on the edge node, the workflow status is not monitored or updated.

 Job Completion
When you force a job to complete, the server completes the job immediately. The server deems
the completed job to have executed, even if the job has not been submitted, has failed, or is still
running. If you force a job to complete, its successors can run.
cwad121
HID_job_completion
When you force a job to complete, the server completes the job immediately. The server deems the completed
job to have executed, even if the job has not been submitted, has failed, or is still running. If you force a job to
complete, its successors can run.

Note:  You can monitor for forced completions by specifying a notification in the Application or job definition.
The notification can send an email, trigger an Event, run a JavaScript script, or send an SNMP trap. For more
information about setting up notifications, see Setting Up Notifications.

If you mistakenly complete a job, you can insert another occurrence of it with the required dependencies. Because
job names must be unique, you could use the same job name but add a different qualifier. However, the job's
successors may already have been released.
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Note:  Completing a job is different than bypassing a job. If you bypass a job, the server does not bypass the job
until its dependencies are met. If you mistakenly bypass a job, you can unbypass it before the job is eligible to run.
If you complete a job, it is completed immediately and cannot be undone.

More information:

Complete a Job
Job Conditions

 External Job Completion
If you complete a job in the home Application, the server flags its corresponding External jobs
as complete. If you complete an External job in the distant Application, only that job is flagged
as complete.
cwad121
HID_external_job_completion
If you complete a job in the home Application, the server flags its corresponding External jobs as complete. If you
complete an External job in the distant Application, only that job is flagged as complete.

Example: External Job Completion

Suppose that the home Application for job X is APPL1 and the distant Application for job X is APPL2. If you
complete job X in the home Application (APPL1), the server completes the External job X in APPL2 and releases
its successors. If you complete job X in the distant Application (APPL2), job X in the home Application (APPL1) is
unaffected.

 Job Hold and Release
Prior to job submission, you can manually hold a job until you want it to run. The server does not
release the job until you manually release it and all of its dependencies have been met.
cwad121
HID_job_hold_release
Prior to job submission, you can manually hold a job until you want it to run. The server does not release the job
until you manually release it and all of its dependencies have been met.

When you place a job on hold, you can include a reason for the hold.

For example, suppose that a programmer needs to make a last-minute change before a job can run. You place the
job on hold with the reason “last-minute change”. When the change has been made, you release the held job. The
job is now eligible to run.

Note:  You cannot manually hold an External job.

 More information:

Hold a Job 

Release a Held Job 

 Job Request and Unrequest
In an Application, you can specify that certain jobs only run when requested by a user. These
jobs are named on-request jobs. If you request an on-request job, the job runs when all of its
dependencies are met. If an on-request job is not requested, the server bypasses the job when
it is eligible to run and releases its successors.
cwad121
HID_job_request_unrequest
In an Application, you can specify that certain jobs only run when requested by a user. These jobs are named on-
request jobs. If you request an on-request job, the job runs when all of its dependencies are met. If an on-request
job is not requested, the server bypasses the job when it is eligible to run and releases its successors.

To request a job, the job must be defined as an on-request job. You can request a job any time before it is eligible
to run in the schedule. Prior to being submitted, you can unrequest the job.

 More information:

 Request a Job
Unrequest a Job 
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 Job Resubmission
If a job terminates abnormally (such as FAIL or SUBERROR), you can resubmit it. You cannot
resubmit bypassed jobs, jobs in an AGENTDOWN state, or jobs in completed Applications. You
can resubmit completed jobs in active Applications.
cwad121
HID_job_resubmission
If a job terminates abnormally (such as FAIL or SUBERROR), you can resubmit it. You cannot resubmit bypassed
jobs, jobs in an AGENTDOWN state, or jobs in completed Applications. You can resubmit completed jobs in active
Applications.

Prior to job resubmission, you can reset the job's definition.

Note:  You cannot resubmit an External job.

More information:

Resubmit a Job

 Job Unwait
In a job definition, you can specify that the job waits until the same job completes only in the
previous Application generation or in all previous Application generations before running. The
server marks a job that waits to complete in a previous Application generation in a JANCWAIT
state. You can remove the JANCWAIT state by unwaiting the job. When you unwait a job, the
selected job no longer waits to complete in a previous Application generation before it runs.
cwad121
HID_job_unwait
In a job definition, you can specify that the job waits until the same job completes only in the previous Application
generation or in all previous Application generations before running. The server marks a job that waits to complete
in a previous Application generation in a JANCWAIT state. You can remove the JANCWAIT state by unwaiting
the job. When you unwait a job, the selected job no longer waits to complete in a previous Application generation
before it runs.

More information:

Unwait a Job

 Predecessor Dependency
Many jobs can run simultaneously in an Application. Predecessor dependencies describe the
relationships between jobs in an Application. By default, a job runs after all its predecessors
complete successfully. A job that waits for other jobs to complete is in the PREDWAIT state.
cwad121
HID_predecessor_dependency
Many jobs can run simultaneously in an Application. Predecessor dependencies describe the relationships between
jobs in an Application. By default, a job runs after all its predecessors complete successfully. A job that waits for
other jobs to complete is in the PREDWAIT state.

Example: Dependencies between jobs in an Application

Every day, jobs A, B, C, and D run. On Fridays, job E runs. On the last workday of the month, job F also runs.

The following illustration displays the run frequency of all the jobs.
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The server submits a job after all predecessors of the job complete successfully. In this Application, the jobs run in
the following order:

• Job B and job C run after job A completes successfully
• Job D runs after job B and job C complete successfully
• Job E runs on Fridays after job D completes successfully
• On the last workday of the month, there are two possibilities:

• If the last workday of the month is a Friday, job F runs after job E completes successfully
• If the last workday of the month is not a Friday, job F runs after job D completes successfully

More information:

Drop Predecessor Dependencies

 Time Dependency
A job can contain several time dependencies. When a job reaches its job submission time, the
server checks for predecessor, variable, and resource dependencies and submits the job if it
meets all the dependencies.
cwad121
HID_time_dependency
A job can contain several time dependencies. When a job reaches its job submission time, the server checks for
predecessor, variable, and resource dependencies and submits the job if it meets all the dependencies.

You can use time dependencies to do the following tasks at scheduled times:

• Delay job submission
• Mark a job overdue (Overdue condition)
• Mark a job that ends prematurely (Premend condition)
• Bypass a job
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• Abandon the predecessor dependencies of a job
• Abandon the variable dependencies of a job
• Abandon the resource dependencies of a job

You can specify time dependencies by specifying absolute or relative times such as 9PM, 13:00, NOW PLUS 10
MINUTES, or 10PM TODAY PLUS 2 WORKDAYS.

The server resolves your scheduling criteria to a single date and time as follows:

• If you specify a time without a date (for example, 9PM), the server resolves the date to the next occurrence of
that time.

• If you specify a date without a time (for example, 1ST MONDAY OF MONTH), the server resolves the time to
midnight (00:00:00).

• If you specify a frequency (for example, MONDAYS 10PM), the server resolves the date and time to the next
occurrence of that date and time.

 More information:

 Resetting Time Dependencies 

 Overdue Jobs Monitoring
A job can become overdue if the job is late starting, the job is late completing, or the job
exceeds its maximum execution time. If a job becomes overdue, the server adds the Overdue
condition to the job’s conditions. By default, CA WA Desktop Client displays jobs with an
Overdue condition in red.
cwad121
HID_overdue_jobs_monitoring
A job can become overdue if the job is late starting, the job is late completing, or the job exceeds its maximum
execution time. If a job becomes overdue, the server adds the Overdue condition to the job’s conditions. By default,
CA WA Desktop Client displays jobs with an Overdue condition in red.

You can monitor overdue jobs in the following ways:

• View the job details to verify if a job has an Overdue condition. The Status field displays whether the job is
overdue because of a late start (the job is late starting) or late completion (the job is late completing or it
exceeds its maximum execution time).

• Use the custom view Overdue to monitor jobs with Overdue conditions.
• Create a notification for the job so that the server automatically takes action when a job is overdue. The

notification can alert you and other users by email or SNMP trap, trigger an Event, or run a JavaScript script.

The Overdue condition is cleared when the condition is met. For example, if a job is late starting, the Overdue
condition is cleared when the job starts. If a job is late completing, the Overdue condition is cleared when the job
completes successfully.

If you reset the dueout (overdue) time of a job, the server compares the new overdue time to the current time and
resets the time as follows:

• If the new dueout time is in the past, the server adds the Overdue condition to the job’s conditions and sets the
dueout time of the job to the new time.

• If the new dueout time is in the future, the server sets the dueout time of the job to the new time.

Note:  If the job is currently marked with an overdue condition, you cannot clear the overdue condition by
resetting a dueout time. If the job is late starting, you cannot reset the late start time. If the job is late completing
or has exceeded its maximum execution time, you cannot reset either the late completion time or the maximum
execution time.

 More information:

 Resetting Time Dependencies 

 Global Variable Dependency
Jobs can have global variable dependencies. A global variable dependency is a variable
expression that must be satisfied before a job is submitted. Such jobs are submitted when all of
the global variable dependencies (and the time, predecessor, and resource dependencies) are
met, dropped, or abandoned.
cwad121
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HID_global_variable_dependency

Jobs can have global variable dependencies. A global variable dependency is a variable expression that must be
satisfied before a job is submitted. Such jobs are submitted when all of the global variable dependencies (and the
time, predecessor, and resource dependencies) are met, dropped, or abandoned.

For example, you can define a job that only runs when a global variable named quota is assigned a value greater
than or equal to 1000. If the global variable dependency is not met at job submission time, the job goes into a
VARWAIT state and waits for the dependency to be met, dropped, or abandoned.

There are several ways to manage global variable dependencies. You can set up, edit, and remove variable
dependencies by using the Define perspective of CA WA Desktop Client. While monitoring an Application
generation in the Monitor perspective, you can set up, edit, remove, and drop variable dependencies and reset the
time to abandon variable dependencies. You can also drop variable dependencies by using the CLI. To check the
status of jobs in a VARWAIT state, you can evaluate the variable dependencies by using the Monitor perspective or
the CLI.

Variable dependencies are stored in the relational database for the server. These dependencies are kept and
restored after a warm start of the server or after the server starts as a Primary in a CA WA High Availability
configuration. In a cold start of the server, these dependencies are deleted from the relational database.

You can set up global variable dependencies in all job types except for External-Other Scheduler and External-
Same Scheduler.

More information:

Drop Variable Dependencies

Evaluate Variable Dependencies 

 How a Job with Global Variable Dependencies is Submitted
After a job meets all its time and predecessor dependencies, the server does the following:
cwad121
HID_how_a_job_with_gv_dependencies_submitted
After a job meets all its time and predecessor dependencies, the server does the following:

• Checks if the job has any global variable dependencies.

• If the global variable dependencies are not met, the job goes into a VARWAIT state.
• When all of the global variable dependencies are met, dropped, or abandoned, the server removes the

VARWAIT state.
• Checks if the job has any resource dependencies. When the resource dependencies are met, the server

submits the job.

 How a Job with Resource Dependencies is Submitted
After a job meets all its time and predecessor dependencies, the server does the following:
cwad121
HID_how_a_job_with_res_dependencies_submitted
After a job meets all its time and predecessor dependencies, the server does the following:

• Readies the job for submission.
• Checks if the job has requested any resources.
• Checks if resource units are available if the job has requested resources.

• If all the requested resource units are not available, the job goes into a RESWAIT state.
• When all the requested resource units are available, the server removes the RESWAIT state and submits the

job.

 More information:

 Display Resource Usage 

Drop Resource Dependencies 

 Issue a Command Against Jobs
You can issue a command against a single job or multiple jobs. For example, you can issue a
command to complete, bypass, cancel, hold, request, ready, or resubmit jobs.
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cwad121
HID_issue_command_jobs
You can issue a command against a single job or multiple jobs. For example, you can issue a command to
complete, bypass, cancel, hold, request, ready, or resubmit jobs.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the jobs that you want to issue a command against in the Monitor perspective.

Note:

You can press the Ctrl key while making your selections to select multiple jobs at once.
2. Right-click one of the selected jobs, and select a command from the pop-up menu.

The server issues the command against the selected jobs.

More information:

Job Commands Usage

 Display Job Details
You can display a job's details for more information about the job. For example, you may want to
view a job's details to see why it failed or to view its conditions.
cwad121
HID_display_job_details
You can display a job's details for more information about the job. For example, you may want to view a job's
details to see why it failed or to view its conditions.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Details.
The details of the job are displayed.

Note:  The details you see depend on the job definition and the state of the job. Monitor only displays details
that have values for that job.

 

 

 Display a Job's Anticipated End Time
If an Application has Estimate end time enabled, you can display the anticipated end times of its
jobs in the Monitor perspective.
cwad121
HID_display_job_anticipated_endtime
If an Application has Estimate end time enabled, you can display the anticipated end times of its jobs in the Monitor
perspective.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Details.
The Details dialog displays the job's anticipated end time in the Anticipated End Time field.

 Display the Command Log of a Job
You can view the command log of a job that displays the most recent commands issued for that
selected job.
cwad121
HID_display_command_log_job
You can view the command log of a job that displays the most recent commands issued for that selected job.

Note:
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• If the job belongs to a subApplication, the command log includes commands issues against the subApplication.
• The command log includes commands that were invoked programmatically by a JavaScript script using the

execCommand function. For more information about the execCommand function, see Job, subApplication, and
Application Control Javascript Function.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Details.
The job details are displayed.

3. Click View Jobs Command Log.
The Job Commands Log dialog opens. The Commands section displays a table with the following columns:

• Date and Time
Displays the date and time the command was issued against the job.

• Command
Displays the name of the command issued against the job.

Note:  The table only displays commands that were successful. Failed commands do not appear.
• User

Displays the name of the user that issued the command.
• Programmatic 

Specifies whether the command was invoked programmatically by a JavaScript script.
• Reason

Displays the command reason, if any.

Note:

 To display the full command reason in the Reason section, select the row in the table.

Note:

• The number of commands displayed in the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer,
which is 1028 characters. For example, if the reason text averages 10 characters per command, the
command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason text averages 250 characters per command, the
command log displays up to 4 commands.

• You can click the table headings to change the column sorting order.
4. (Optional) Click Export as Text .

The command log is saved as a text file.
5. (Optional) Click Export as CSV.

The command log is saved as a .csv file. You can open the .csv file in Microsoft Excel.

 Display a Job's Spool File
You can display a spool file to view the output of the job.
cwad121
HID_display_job_spool_file
You can display a spool file to view the output of the job.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Retrieve Spool File.
The Retrieve Spool File dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Select the Selection Criteria option button and complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Line Contains

Specifies a text string to search for.

Note:

You cannot use wildcards in this field.
• Start of range

Specifies the start point of the spool file portion to be retrieved in lines, bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes.
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• End of range

Specifies the end point of the spool file portion to be retrieved in lines, bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes.
• Lines

Retrieves the specified spool file portion by lines.
• Bytes

Retrieves the specified spool file portion by bytes.
• Kbytes

Retrieves the specified spool file portion by kilobytes.
• Mbytes

Retrieves the specified spool file portion by megabytes.
• Last match

Retrieves the last match of the specified text string within the specified range.

Note:

 To retrieve all matches, clear this check box.
4. (Optional) Select the Line numbers option button and complete the following field:

• Last number of lines to display

Specifies the number of lines to retrieve from the end of the spool file.
5. (Optional) Select the Append to existing display check box to add the results returned to the existing display.

Note:  This option can be useful if you retrieve the spool file in segments.
6. Click one of the following options:

• Retrieve Selected

Retrieves a selection of the spool based on criteria you specify. You can specify a text string to search for
within a range or specify the last number of lines to display.

• Retrieve Next

Retrieves the entire spool file in segments.

Note:

 Use this option if you are retrieving large spool files or you are unsure of the spool file size.
• Retrieve All

Retrieves the entire spool file.

Note:

 If you retrieve a large spool file, this option can slow down the server.

The server displays the spool file of the job.

Note:

 If you are retrieving the spool file for an HTTP job and receive an error message stating that the line is too long,
you can open the file manually to view the line.

Example: Retrieve Part of a Spool File

Suppose that you want to search lines 12 to 20 in a spool file for the string "error" and return the last line in the
range that contains the string.

To retrieve a part of the spool file

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Retrieve Spool File.
The Retrieve Spool File dialog opens.

3. Select the Selection Criteria and the Lines option buttons.
4. Enter error in the Line contains field.
5. Enter 12 in the Start of range field and 20 in the End of range field.
6. Select the Last match check box.
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7. Click Retrieve Selected.
The server searches lines 12 to 20 in the spool file for the string “error”. The spool file displays the last line in the
range that contains the string “error”.

More information:

Job's Spool File

 Reset a Job Definition
You can reset a job definition if you need to modify its details for a particular instance. 
cwad121
HID_reset_job_def
You can reset a job definition if you need to modify its details for a particular instance. 

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Reset Definition.
The Reset Definition dialog opens.

3. Modify the details as appropriate.
4. (Applies only to Spark jobs) Click Preview to review the Spark command that the Hadoop agent submits on the

Spark computer.If the Spark command-specific fields are defined with global variables, symbolic variables, or
built-in functions, the preview does not show those values as resolved.

5. Click OK.

The server resets the job definition for the current instance.

Note:  To make the changes permanent, update the job's definition in the Define perspective.

Note:

After you reset a z/OS-Regular job, you cannot restart the job using the Restart command but only resubmit it. If
you reset and then restart a z/OS-Regular job, the following error message is displayed:

Restart Option EE commands are not available for this job

More information:

Job Definition Reset

 Bypass a Job
Before the server submits a job, you can bypass a job to prevent it from running.
cwad121
HID_bypass_job
Before the server submits a job, you can bypass a job to prevent it from running.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Bypass.
A confirmation dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.
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4. Click OK.
If the job is held, or is waiting for time or predecessor dependencies, the server adds the Bypassreq condition to
the job’s conditions. After the job is released from hold, or the time and predecessor dependencies are satisfied
or dropped, the server bypasses the job.

Note:  If you bypass a job that is waiting for variable or resource dependencies to be satisfied, the server
bypasses the job immediately.

More information:

Job Bypass and Unbypass

 Unbypass a Job
You can cancel your request to bypass a job by unbypassing it.
cwad121
HID_unbypass_job
You can cancel your request to bypass a job by unbypassing it.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Unbypass.
A confirmation dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
The server removes the Bypassreq condition from the job's conditions. When the job's dependencies are met,
the server runs the job as usual.

More information:

Job Bypass and Unbypass

 Cancel a Running Job
You may want to cancel a job if it has been submitted in error, is running much longer than
expected, or is looping.
cwad121
HID_cancel_running_job

You may want to cancel a job if it has been submitted in error, is running much longer than expected, or is looping.

Note:

• Some workload objects do not support job cancellation.
• To cancel a Micro Focus job, you may have to issue the cancel command twice. After issuing the first

command, if the job continues to execute, issue the cancel command again.
• In most cases, you cannot cancel an SQL or DB Stored Procedure job.
• You can cancel a Big Data job only when it is in the EXEC (executing) state. If the job is in the READY (ready

to execute) state, the Cancel command does not work. You can verify the status of the job by viewing the job
details.

• When you cancel a UNIX job, by default the agent issues the SIGKILL signal (kill -9). You can use the Send
Signal command to issue other signals.

• If you cancel a Windows or UNIX job, the agent cancels the running process, and the server flags the job as
failed.

• If you cancel a running or suspended Oozie job, the Oozie workflow specified in the Oozie job gets terminated.
Terminating the workflow terminates all jobs that are defined in the workflow. If a suspended workflow is killed
from a command line on the edge node, the workflow status is not monitored or updated.
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Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Cancel Active Job or Cancel Job.
A confirmation dialog opens.

3. (Applies only for Remote Execution Jobs) Select the Kill Job check box to send a SIGKILL (kill -9) signal to the
running process. The process is terminated immediately.

Note:  If you do not select this check box, the agent sends the SIGTERM signal to let the process shut down
gracefully.

4. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

You can provide a reason only for UNIX, Windows, i5/OS, and Tandem job types that are in the EXEC state.
5. Click OK.

The server cancels the running job.

More information:

Job Cancellation

 Complete a Job
You can complete a job manually to let its successors run or to let the Application that contains
the job complete.
cwad121
HID_complete_job
You can complete a job manually to let its successors run or to let the Application that contains the job complete.

Note:

When you complete an active HDFS File Trigger job manually, the job is force completed and the monitoring of the
file activity in HDFS is stopped.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Complete.
A confirmation dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
The state of the job changes to COMPLETE with a Forced condition.

More information:

Job Completion

 Hold a Job
You can hold a job to prevent the server from submitting that job until you manually release it.
cwad121
HID_hold_job
You can hold a job to prevent the server from submitting that job until you manually release it.
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Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Hold.
3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
The server adds the MANHOLD condition to the job’s conditions. The server holds the job until you manually
release it.

More information:

Job Hold and Release

 Release a Held Job
You can release a held job so that the server will submit the job when its dependencies have
been met.
cwad121
HID_release_job
You can release a held job so that the server will submit the job when its dependencies have been met.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Release.
A confirmation dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
The server removes the MANHOLD condition from the job's conditions. The job runs when all of its
dependencies are met.

More information:

Job Hold and Release

 Request a Job
If you want an on-request job to run, you must request it before it is eligible to run.
cwad121
HID_request_job
If you want an on-request job to run, you must request it before it is eligible to run.

Note:  The job must be defined as an on-request job.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Request.
A confirmation dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.
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Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
Monitor adds the Requested condition to the job’s conditions. When the job's dependencies are met, the server
runs the job.

More information:

Job Request and Unrequest

 Unrequest a Job
You can cancel your request to submit an on-request job by unrequesting the job.
cwad121
HID_unrequest_job
You can cancel your request to submit an on-request job by unrequesting the job.

Note:  You must define the job as an on-request job and request it.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Unrequest.
A confirmation dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
Monitor removes the Requested condition from the job's conditions. When the job's dependencies are met, the
server bypasses the job.

More information:

Job Request and Unrequest

 Resubmit a Job
You can resubmit a job to rerun a failed job or a completed job in an active Application.
cwad121
HID_resubmit_job

You can resubmit a job to rerun a failed job or a completed job in an active Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Resubmit.
A confirmation dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands. You cannot provide
the command reason for a Micro Focus job.
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4. Click OK.
The server resubmits the job. If you made changes to the job's properties in the Monitor perspective, the server
resubmits the job using these changes.

Note:  If you dropped the job's variable dependencies at any time before resubmission, the variable
dependencies are also dropped from the resubmitted job.

Example: Resubmitting a MicroFocus Job from a Particular Step

You can restart a Micro Focus job from a particular step. This example restarts a Micro Focus job from step name
STEP3 of the following JCL:

/INCSTEP  JOB 'INC STEP PROGRAM',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A
//STEP1   EXEC PGM=IEFBR14,PARM='ll'
//*SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*
//INCST2 EXEC PGM=INCORSMP,PARM='000030'
//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*
//STEP3  EXEC PGM=SLEEPSMP,PARM='000030'
//SYSOUT  DD SYSOUT=*
//

Note:  To restart a Micro Focus job from a particular step, verify that JCL content is selected in the job definition.
This command is not supported if you have JCL reference selected.

To resubmit a MicroFocus job from a particular step

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Resubmit.
3. Enter STEP3 in the Restart from step field.

Note:  To resubmit the job from the first step, leave this field blank.The server resubmits the job from the
specified step. If you made changes to the job's JCL or properties in the Monitor perspective, the server
resubmits the job using these changes.

More information:

Job Resubmission

 Ready a Job for Submission
You can ready a job for submission to drop the job's variable and predecessor dependencies,
abandon the job's submission time (if it has one), and release the job from manual hold (if it is
being held).
cwad121
HID_ready_job_submission
You can ready a job for submission to drop the job's variable and predecessor dependencies, abandon the job's
submission time (if it has one), and release the job from manual hold (if it is being held).

Note:  If a job has resource dependencies, you must remove these dependencies separately if you want the job to
run immediately.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Ready.
A confirmation dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)
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Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
The server readies the job for submission. The job runs when its resource dependencies have been met, if any.

Note:  When you ready a job, the graphical view of the Application changes in the Monitor perspective. The
dependency lines between the job and its predecessors are removed from the view and the position of the job
may also change.

 View the Comments of a Job
To view additional information that is stored about a job, view the comments of the job in an
active Application.
cwad121
HID_view_job_comments
To view additional information that is stored about a job, view the comments of the job in an active Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Show Comments.
The comments of the active job are displayed.

 Unwait a Job
You can unwait a job so that the job no longer waits for the same job to complete in a previous
Application generation before it runs.
cwad121
HID_unwait_job
You can unwait a job so that the job no longer waits for the same job to complete in a previous Application
generation before it runs.

Note:  You can only unwait jobs that are in the JANCWAIT state.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Unwait.
A confirmation dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
The server removes the JANCWAIT state. The job runs when all its dependencies are met.

More information:

Job Unwait

 Set a Job's User Status
You can set the user status for a job to communicate information to other users, notifying them
of the reason for an action. For example, if you bypass a job, you can use the User status field
to notify others of the reason for bypassing the job.
cwad121
HID_set_job_user_status
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You can set the user status for a job to communicate information to other users, notifying them of the reason for
an action. For example, if you bypass a job, you can use the User status field to notify others of the reason for
bypassing the job.

Note:  You can access a job's user status using the WOB._userstatus built-in symbolic variable.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Update User Status.
3. Enter the job's user status in the User status field.

The job's user status is set.

 Drop Predecessor Dependencies
Many jobs can run simultaneously in an Application. Predecessor dependencies describe the
relationships between jobs in an Application. By default, a job runs after all its predecessors
complete successfully. A job that waits for other jobs to complete is in the PREDWAIT state.
wlade133
Many jobs can run simultaneously in an Application. Predecessor dependencies describe the relationships between
jobs in an Application. By default, a job runs after all its predecessors complete successfully. A job that waits for
other jobs to complete is in the PREDWAIT state.

You can drop some or all predecessor dependencies of a job before a job becomes eligible for submission if the
job no longer needs to wait for its predecessors to complete, or you want the job to become eligible for submission
sooner.

Note:  You can drop a dependency only for a running Application.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Drop Predecessors.
The Drop Predecessors dialog opens.

3. Do one of the following:

• Select a predecessor dependency or hold the Ctrl key and select multiple predecessor dependencies in the
Predecessors list box. Click Drop to drop the selected predecessor dependencies.

• Click Drop All to drop all predecessor dependencies at once.
4. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

 Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

The appropriate predecessor dependencies are dropped.

Note:  When you drop predecessor dependencies of a job, the graphical view of the Application changes in the
Monitor perspective. The dependency lines between the job and its predecessors are removed from the view and
the position of the job may also change.

 Example: Dependencies between jobs in an Application 

Every day, jobs A, B, C, and D run. On Fridays, job E runs. On the last workday of the month, job F also runs.

The following illustration displays the run frequency of all the jobs.
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The server submits a job after all predecessors of the job complete successfully. In this Application, the jobs run in
the following order:

• Job B and job C run after job A completes successfully
• Job D runs after job B and job C complete successfully
• Job E runs on Fridays after job D completes successfully
• On the last workday of the month, there are two possibilities:

• If the last workday of the month is a Friday, job F runs after job E completes successfully
• If the last workday of the month is not a Friday, job F runs after job D completes successfully

 Reset Time Dependencies
Before the job runs, use the Reset Times command to display, remove, change, or add time
dependencies for the current run.
cwad121
HID_reset_time_dependencies
Before the job runs, use the Reset Times command to display, remove, change, or add time dependencies for the
current run.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Reset Times.
The Reset Times dialog opens.

3. Add or modify the date or time in the following fields:

• Do not submit before
Specifies the job's submission time. The submission of the job is delayed until this time.
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• Overdue if not started by
Specifies the latest acceptable time by which the job must start before it is considered overdue (late start
time).

Note:

 If the job is currently overdue because it is late starting, you cannot reset the late start time.
• Overdue if not completed by

Specifies the time by which a job must complete successfully before it is considered overdue (late
completion time).

Note:

 If the job is currently overdue because it is late completing or has exceeded its maximum execution time,
you cannot reset the late completion time.

• Abandon predecessor dependencies at
Submits a job without its predecessor dependencies once it meets a specified time.

Note:  This field does not override a manual hold or submission time dependency.
• Abandon submission at

Specifies the latest time that this job can be submitted. If the job is not submitted by this time, it is bypassed.
• Abandon resources at

Specifies the time at which you no longer want the job to wait for its resource dependencies.
• Abandon variables at

Specifies the time at which you no longer want the job to wait for its variable dependencies.
• Overdue if execution time exceeds

Specifies the maximum acceptable execution time in minutes. If the job exceeds this elapsed execution time,
it is considered overdue.

Note:

 If the job is currently overdue because it is late completing or has exceeded its maximum execution time,
you cannot reset the maximum execution time.

• Premature if execution time is less than
Specifies the minimum acceptable execution time in minutes. If the job completes before this elapsed
execution time, it is considered premend (premature end).

• Reason

(Optional) Specifies the command reason.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text notexceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed
in the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example,
if the reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if
the reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
The server resets the time dependencies of the job.

More information:

Time Dependencies
Overdue Jobs Monitoring

 Drop Variable Dependencies
You can drop some or all of a job's variable dependencies before a job becomes eligible for
submission if the job no longer needs to wait for variable dependencies, or you want the job to
become eligible for submission sooner.
cwad121
HID_drop_variable_dependencies
You can drop some or all of a job's variable dependencies before a job becomes eligible for submission if the job no
longer needs to wait for variable dependencies, or you want the job to become eligible for submission sooner.

Note:  You can drop a dependency only for a running Application.

Follow these steps:
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1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Drop Variable Dependencies.
The Drop Variable Dependencies dialog opens.

3. Do one of the following:

• Select a variable dependency, or hold the Ctrl key and select multiple variable dependencies in the Variable
Dependency Expressions table. Click Drop Selected to drop the selected variable dependencies.

• Click Drop All to drop all variable dependencies at once.
4. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

The appropriate variable dependencies are dropped.

More information:

Global Variable Dependencies

 Evaluate Variable Dependencies
When a job is in a VARWAIT state, you can evaluate the job's variable dependencies.
Evaluating the dependencies is helpful when you want to check the status of the job and the
expressions that are waiting to be met before the job can be submitted.
cwad121
HID_evaluate_var_dependencies
When a job is in a VARWAIT state, you can evaluate the job's variable dependencies. Evaluating the dependencies
is helpful when you want to check the status of the job and the expressions that are waiting to be met before the job
can be submitted.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the job that is in a VARWAIT state in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Evaluate Variable Dependencies.
The Evaluate Variable Dependencies dialog opens. The job's variable dependencies are displayed in the
Variable Expressions Evaluation Result table. A False value in the Evaluation column indicates that the variable
expression in that row is waiting to be met.

3. Click Close.
The dialog closes.

More information:

Global Variable Dependencies

 Drop Resource Dependencies
You can drop some or all of a job's resource dependencies when the job no longer must wait for
all its resource dependencies to be met.
cwad121
HID_drop_resource_dependencies
You can drop some or all of a job's resource dependencies when the job no longer must wait for all its resource
dependencies to be met.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Drop Resources.
The Drop Resources dialog opens.

3. Do one of the following:
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• Select a single resource dependency or press the Ctrl key and select multiple resource dependencies in the
Resources list box. Click Drop to drop the selected resource dependencies.

• Click Drop All to drop all resource dependencies at once.
4. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

The server drops the appropriate resource dependencies.

More information:

How Jobs with Resource Dependencies are Submitted

 Display Resource Usage
You can view the resources the job requires and the jobs that currently use the required
resources in the Monitor perspective.
cwad121
HID_display_resource_usage
You can view the resources the job requires and the jobs that currently use the required resources in the Monitor
perspective.

Note:  To view resource usage status, a job must be in RESWAIT state.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select List Resource Usage.
The job's resource usage status is displayed.

More information:

How Jobs with Resource Dependencies are Submitted

 Display Cross-Application Dependencies of a Job
You can display cross-application dependencies for a selected job by issuing the Cross-
Application Dependencies command. It helps you identify dependent predecessor jobs that are
preventing the selected job from running or completion. You can also view successor jobs that
are impacted by this job.
cwad121
HID_display_cross_appl_dependencies

You can display cross-application dependencies for a selected job by issuing the Cross-Application
Dependencies command. It helps you identify dependent predecessor jobs that are preventing the selected job
from running or completion. You can also view successor jobs that are impacted by this job.

You can issue the Cross-Application Dependencies command against a job in all states except COMPLETE.

Note:

The normalization of the active workload data is a prerequisite for cross-application dependencies graph. If
the workload normalization is disabled, the cross-application dependencies graph cannot be generated.

The cross-application relationships include external jobs and home jobs, ancestor jobs and descendant jobs, and
application wait relationships. The dependencies for a selected job are displayed as follows:

• Predecessor jobs that are not yet completed and have dependencies with the selected job. It includes:

• All unsatisfied predecessor jobs (not only the immediate predecessors) in the current application generation
• The home job that is found for each unsatisfied external job preceding the selected job
• All unsatisfied predecessor jobs (not only the immediate predecessors) to the home jobs
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• All unsatisfied ancestor jobs from previous generations
• Successor jobs that are not yet completed and are impacted by the selected job. It includes:

• All unsatisfied successor jobs (not only the immediate successors) in the current application generation
• The external job that is found for each unsatisfied home job succeeding the selected job
• All unsatisfied successor jobs (not only the immediate successors) to the external jobs
• All unsatisfied descendant jobs from subsequent generations

In the cross-application dependencies view, you can also issue a command against the predecessor and
successor jobs at run time.

Warning:

 

• Generating cross-application dependencies is a server-intensive operation. If the number of
dependencies of a job is huge, the loading of all dependent jobs could be time consuming. Use this
feature with caution when the job is expected to have huge number of dependencies.

• If the cross-application dependencies view takes more than one minute to load, we recommend that
you clear the server completed jobs repository by issuing the purgecompletedjobs Command—Clear
the Server Completed Jobs Repository command. To maintain the loading time of the cross-application
dependencies view, run the purgecompletedjobs CLI command regularly.

• By default, the cross-application dependencies graph can have a maximum of 1200 dependent jobs
and Application generations, including the links connecting them. If the selected job has more than
1200 jobs, Application generations, and links, the graph cannot be generated for that job. However, you
can configure the maximum limit by using WA Desktop Client.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application generation in the Monitor perspective.
The Application appears in the workspace.

2. Right-click the job that you want.
A list of job commands appears in a pop-up menu.

3. Select Cross-Application Dependencies.

A confirmation dialog opens.
4. Click OK.

The Cross-Application Dependencies view opens in a new tab. The Dependencies view displays all predecessor
and successor jobs that are dependent on the selected job in a static graphical view.

Note the following points while you view the graph:

• The following details are displayed for dependent jobs:

• job names
• job statuses
• application generation to which the jobs belong

• Each application generation is denoted by a box. Each box is highlighted with a different color based on the
Application's state. You can collapse or expand each Application generation by double-clicking on the box.

• The job statuses are shown based on the instant when you issued the Cross-Application
Dependencies command. The job statuses do not get updated in real time in the graph. To verify the current
status of the job, click the corresponding Application generation tab.

• When the selected job is in APPLWAIT state, the dependent Application generations are linked with a green
line. Similarly, when the selected job is in JANCWAIT or SUBAPPLWAIT state, the dependent jobs are linked
with a green line.

• When an Application generation (denoted by a box) appears in collapsed view, you can view the total
number of dependent jobs in the Application generation.

Warning:
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You must have appropriate APPLX permission for an Application to view the details and number of
dependent jobs in the Application. Otherwise, the Application appear in collapsed view and the following
message appears. You cannot expand the view and identify the dependent jobs in that Application.

You do not have adequate permission to view the generation
 details.

5. (Optional) Right-click a job in the static graphical view, and select the command that you want to issue from the
pop-up menu.

The server issues the command against the selected job.

Note:

 When you issue a command against a job in the static graphical view, the job status does not take effect in the
static graphical view. To verify the current status of the job, click the corresponding Application generation tab.

Example: Display Dependent Jobs for a Job in APPLWAIT State
Suppose that the job WINDOWS0 in the Application generation APPLWAIT.3 is in APPLWAIT state. You want to
view the dependent jobs that are preventing the WINDOWS0 job from running or completion.

In this example, the cross-application dependencies graph shows that the previous Application
generations APPLWAIT.1 and APPLWAIT.2 are impacting the WINDOWS0 job. The previous Application
generations have the following jobs that are that are preventing their successors from running. You fix the issues in
these jobs, so that their successors get completed:

•  WINDOWS0 (AGENTDOWN)
•  WINDOWS1 (AGENTDOWN)

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application generation APPLWAIT.3 in the Monitor perspective.
2. Right-click the job WINDOWS0, and select Cross-Application  Dependencies from the pop-up menu.

The Cross Application Dependency tab opens, displaying the dependencies of the selected job in a static
graphical view.
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Example: Display Dependent Jobs for a Job in JANCWAIT State
Suppose that the job JANCWAIT_VERIFY_HOME_JOB of the Application generation JANCWAIT.2 is
in JANCWAIT state. You want to view the dependent jobs that are preventing
the JANCWAIT_VERIFY_HOME_JOB job from running or completion.

In this example, the cross-application dependencies graph shows that the job JANCWAIT_VERIFY_HOME_JOB is
in PREDWAIT state in the previous Application generation JANCWAIT.1. Also, the following job is impacting
the JANCWAIT_VERIFY_HOME_JOB job from running in the previous generation. You fix the issue in this job, so
that its successors get completed.

•  LINUX1 (AGENTDOWN) in Application generation JANCWAIT.1 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application generation JANCWAIT.2 in the Monitor perspective.
2. Right-click the job JANCWAIT_VERIFY_HOME_JOB, and select Cross-Application  Dependencies from the

pop-up menu.
The Cross Application Dependency tab opens, displaying the dependencies of the selected job in a static
graphical view.
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Example: Display Dependent Jobs for a Job in SUBAPPLWAIT State
Suppose that a job WINDOWS0_SUB_TRUE in the sub-Application generation SUBAPPLWAIT.2 is in
SUBAPPLWAIT state. You want to view the dependent jobs that are preventing the WINDOWS0_SUB_TRUE job
from running or completion.

In this example, the cross-application dependencies graph shows that the WINDOWS0_SUB_TRUE job is in
PREDWAIT state in the previous sub-Application generation SUBAPPLWAIT.1. Also, the following job is impacting
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the WINDOWS0_SUB_TRUE job from running in both the generations. You fix the issues in these jobs, so
their successors get completed.

•  WINDOWS0 (AGENTDOWN) in the sub-Application generation SUBAPPLWAIT.2 
•  WINDOWS0 (AGENTDOWN) in the sub-Application generation SUBAPPLWAIT.1 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application generation SUBAPPLWAIT.2 in the Monitor perspective.
2. Right-click the job WINDOWS0, and select Cross-Application  Dependencies from the pop-up menu.

The Cross Application Dependency tab opens, displaying the dependencies of the selected job in a static
graphical view.
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 Example: Display Dependent Jobs for an External Job 
Suppose that the external job W.HOME in the Application generation EXTWAIT.1 is in PREDWAIT state. You want
to identify the dependent jobs that are preventing the external job W.HOME from running or completion.

In this example, the cross-application dependencies graph shows that the home job W.HOME is in PREDWAIT
state in the home Application HOME.1. Also, the following job is impacting the home job W.HOME. You fix the issue
in this job, so that its successors get completed.

•  TASK1 (TASKWAIT) in the home Application HOME.1 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Application generation EXTWAIT.1 in the Monitor perspective.
2. Right-click the external job W.HOME, and select Cross-Application Dependencies from the pop-up menu.

The Cross Application Dependency tab opens, displaying the dependencies of the selected job in a static
graphical view.
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Configure the Dependencies Threshold for Cross-Application Dependencies Graph
By default, the cross-application dependencies graph can contain a maximum of 1200 dependent jobs and
Application generations, including the links connecting them. If the selected job has more than 1200 dependent
jobs, Application generations, and links, the graph cannot be generated for that job. However, you can configure
the maximum limit by using WA Desktop Client.

Warning:

 Generating cross-application dependencies is a server-intensive and time-consuming operation. So, we
recommend that you do not configure the maximum limit to a high value.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the following command file in a text editor:

desktopclient_install_dir\CAWADesktopClient.cmd

•   desktopclient_install_dir 
Specifies the directory where WA Desktop Client is installed.

2. Add the following parameter:

set CAD_THRESHOLD=CAD_threshold_value

•   CAD_threshold_value 
Specifies the maximum number of dependent jobs, Application generations, and links that a cross-
application dependencies graph can include.

Warning:

 Ensure that the CAD_THRESHOLD parameter is added before the following CAWADesktopClient
startup parameter:

:: start CAWADesktopClient w/ java

3. Save and close the file.
4. Close WA Desktop Client, if it is open.
5. Reopen WA Desktop Client by double-clicking the CAWADesktopClient.cmd file.

 Monitoring and Controlling Big Data Jobs
You can monitor and control Big Data jobs as follows:
cwad121
HID_monitor_control_bigdata_jobs

You can monitor and control Big Data jobs as follows:

Note:

You can cancel a Big Data job only when it is in the EXEC (executing) state. If the job is in the READY (ready to
execute) state, the Cancel command does not work. You can verify the status of the job by viewing the job details.

 Suspend an Oozie Job
You can suspend a running Oozie job to prevent the execution of the Oozie workflow in the
Oozie server.
cwad121
HID_suspend_oozie_job

You can suspend a running Oozie job to prevent the execution of the Oozie workflow in the Oozie server.

To suspend a running Oozie job, right-click the Oozie job in the Monitor perspective and select Suspend Job.

Note:

If the Oozie workflow contains any running jobs while you suspend the Oozie job, those jobs continue to run. But no
additional jobs in the workflow start until the workflow is resumed. The workflow status is not monitored when the
Oozie job is suspended.
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 Resume a Suspended Oozie Job
If you want the suspended Oozie job to resume the Oozie workflow execution in the Oozie
server, you resume it.
cwad121
HID_resume_oozie_job

If you want the suspended Oozie job to resume the Oozie workflow execution in the Oozie server, you resume it.

To resume the suspended Oozie job, right-click the Oozie job in the Monitor perspective and select Resume Job.

Note:

If you resume the suspended Oozie workflow from a command line on the edge node, the workflow status is not
monitored or updated.

 Cancel a Running Oozie Job
To terminate an Oozie workflow that is specified in an Oozie job, you cancel the running or
suspended Oozie job. Terminating the workflow terminates all jobs that are defined in the
workflow.
cwad121
HID_cancel_oozie_job

To terminate an Oozie workflow that is specified in an Oozie job, you cancel the running or suspended Oozie job.
Terminating the workflow terminates all jobs that are defined in the workflow.

To cancel a running or suspended Oozie job, right-click the Oozie job in the Monitor perspective and select Cancel
Job.

Note:

If a suspended workflow is killed from a command line on the edge node, the workflow status is not monitored or
updated.

 Monitoring and Controlling Database Jobs
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_monitor_control_db_jobs
This section contains the following topics:

 Issue a Database Command
You can issue a Database command against a Database job to monitor or control the job.
cwad121
HID_issue_db_command
You can issue a Database command against a Database job to monitor or control the job.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Database job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select one of the following Database commands:

• Cancel Request 
Sends a request to the database to cancel an SQL or DB Stored Procedure job.

Note:  The job must be in the EXEC state.The agent sends the cancel request to the database, but the
database may not cancel the job if the job is already processing.

• Delete Monitor 
Stops monitoring the database table for the changes specified in the DB Monitor job.

Note:

 The job must be in the EXEC or MONITOR state.
• Delete Trigger 

Stops monitoring the database table for the changes specified in the DB Trigger job.
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Note:

 The job must be in the EXEC or MONITOR state.

A confirmation dialog opens.
3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

The server issues the command against the job.

 Monitoring and Controlling Informatica Jobs
You can monitor and control Informatica jobs as follows:
cwad121
HID_monitor_control_informatica_jobs
You can monitor and control Informatica jobs as follows:

 Retrieve the Log for an Informatica Workflow
You can retrieve the log of a completed or failed Informatica workflow, its instance, or its
sessions. The workflow log details include the workflow run ID, log type (workflow or session),
log output, and so on.
cwad121
HID_retrieve_log_informatica_workflow
You can retrieve the log of a completed or failed Informatica workflow, its instance, or its sessions. The workflow log
details include the workflow run ID, log type (workflow or session), log output, and so on.

Note:

• If you specified a workflow instance on the Basic page of the job definition, only the log of the specified workflow
instance is retrieved.

• You can retrieve the log of only the latest run of the workflow or its instance.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Informatica job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Get Workflow Log.
The Workflow Logs dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Specify the name of a session task in the Session Name field to retrieve the log of a workflow
session.

Note:  Alternatively, click the arrow search button next to the Session Name field to search for and select a
workflow session that is defined within the workflow.

4. Click Retrieve Log.
The log details for the specified workflow, instance, or session are displayed in the Workflow Log Details
section.

5. (Optional) Click Export as Text to save the log details in a text file.

 Retrieve the Run Details of an Informatica Workflow
You can retrieve the run details of a completed, failed, or running Informatica workflow or its
instance. The run details include the total run time of the workflow, workflow status (including
error code and messages in case of workflow failure), task type, total run time of tasks in the
workflow, and so on.
cwad121
HID_retrieve_run_details_informatica_workflow
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You can retrieve the run details of a completed, failed, or running Informatica workflow or its instance. The run
details include the total run time of the workflow, workflow status (including error code and messages in case of
workflow failure), task type, total run time of tasks in the workflow, and so on.

Note:

• If you specified a workflow instance on the Basic page of the job definition, only the run details of the specified
workflow instance are retrieved.

• You can retrieve the details of only the latest run of the workflow or its instance.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Informatica job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Get Workflow Run Details.
The Informatica Workflow Run Details dialog displays the run details of the workflow and the tasks within the
workflow.

Note:  You can sort the data in the Task Run Details table by clicking on a table column heading.

 Retrieve the Status of an Informatica Workflow
You can retrieve the status of a completed, failed, or running Informatica workflow or its
instance. The status details include the workflow run ID, list of failed tasks in a workflow, and so
on.
cwad121
HID_retrieve_status_informatica_workflow
You can retrieve the status of a completed, failed, or running Informatica workflow or its instance. The status details
include the workflow run ID, list of failed tasks in a workflow, and so on.

Note:

• If you specified a workflow instance on the Basic page of the job definition, only the status of the specified
workflow instance is retrieved.

• The status of the Informatica workflow or its instance is retrieved based on the value of the Pass on success
only field in the job definition or its default.

• You can retrieve the status of only the latest run of the workflow or its instance.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Informatica job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Get Workflow Status.
The Informatica Workflow Status dialog displays the status details for the specified workflow or instance.

 Restart an Informatica Workflow
You can restart a failed workflow or its instance from the point of failure or from the beginning
in recovery mode. For example, if a workflow is terminated abnormally, you can restart the
workflow.
cwad121
HID_restart_informatica_workflow
You can restart a failed workflow or its instance from the point of failure or from the beginning in recovery mode. For
example, if a workflow is terminated abnormally, you can restart the workflow.

Note:

• If you specified a workflow instance on the Basic page of the job definition, only the specified workflow instance
is restarted.

• Due to a known issue in Informatica, workflow instances cannot be restarted in parallel.
• If recovery mode is not set for a workflow or a session, the workflow starts normally.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Informatica job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.
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2. Select Restart Workflow.
The Restart Workflow dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Click the arrow search button next to the Session Task field to select a session task that you want to
restart the workflow from.

Note:  To restart a workflow or its instance from a point of failure, select a session task. If a session task is not
selected, the workflow is restarted from the beginning in recovery mode.

4. Click Restart.
The server restarts the specified workflow or its instance in recovery mode from the specified session task or
from the beginning.

 Stop a Running Informatica Workflow
You can stop a running Informatica workflow or its instance. For example, if a workflow is started
by mistake, you can stop that workflow.
cwad121
HID_stop_informatica_workflow
You can stop a running Informatica workflow or its instance. For example, if a workflow is started by mistake, you
can stop that workflow.

Note:

• If you specified a workflow instance on the Basic page of the job definition, only the specified instance of the
workflow is stopped.

• You can stop only the latest run of the workflow or its instance.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Informatica job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Stop Workflow.
The Stop Workflow dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
The server stops the running Informatica workflow or its instance.

More Information:

Job Cancellation

 Monitoring and Controlling i5/OS Jobs
You can monitor and control i5/OS jobs as follows:
cwad121
HID_monitor_control_i5os_jobs
You can monitor and control i5/OS jobs as follows:

 Retrieve the Spool File for an i5/OS Job
When an i5/OS job completes, the i5/OS system stores the output in a spool file that is created
from the job's job log. These spool files are native objects on the i5/OS system.
cwad121
HID_retrieve_spool_file_i5os_jobs
When an i5/OS job completes, the i5/OS system stores the output in a spool file that is created from the job's job
log. These spool files are native objects on the i5/OS system.

You can use the Retrieve Spool File command in the Monitor perspective to do the following tasks:
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• View an i5/OS job's spool file list.
• Retrieve an entire spool file.
• Retrieve the last lines of a spool file.
• Retrieve part of a spool file that meets some filtering criteria.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appear.

2. Select Retrieve Spool File.
The Retrieve Spool File dialog opens.

3. Select one of the available spool files, and click Retrieve Selected.
A second Retrieve Spool File dialog opens.

4. (Optional) Select the Selection Criteria option button and complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Line Contains

Specifies a text string to search for.

Note:

You cannot use wildcards in this field.
• Last match

Retrieves the last match of the specified text string within the specified range.

Note:

 To retrieve all matches, clear this check box.
• Start of range

Specifies the start point of the spool file portion to be retrieved in lines, bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes.
• End of range

Specifies the end point of the spool file portion to be retrieved in lines, bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes.
5. (Optional) Select the Line numbers option button and complete the following field:

• Last number of lines to display

Specifies the number of lines to retrieve from the end of the spool file.
6. (Optional) Select the Append to existing display check box to add the results returned to the existing display.

Note:  This option can be useful if you retrieve the spool file in segments.
7. Click one of the following options:

• Retrieve Selected

Retrieves a selection of the spool based on criteria you specify. You can specify a text string to search for
within a range or specify the last number of lines to display.

• Retrieve Next

Retrieves the entire spool file in segments.

Note:

 Use this option if you are retrieving large spool files or you are unsure of the spool file size.
• Retrieve All

Retrieves the entire spool file.

Note:

 If you retrieve a large spool file, this option can slow down the server.

The server displays the spool file of the job.

More information:

Job's Spool File

 Respond to Suspended Jobs that Require Manual Intervention
An i5/OS job that appears in an INTVRQ state requires manual intervention. In this state, the
job is temporarily suspended and waiting for a user reply to continue its execution. For example,
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suppose that you schedule a job to save data in a SAV file. If the SAV file already contains data,
the job prompts you to confirm that the data in the SAV file can be overwritten.
cwad121
HID_respond_suspended_jobs
An i5/OS job that appears in an INTVRQ state requires manual intervention. In this state, the job is temporarily
suspended and waiting for a user reply to continue its execution. For example, suppose that you schedule a job
to save data in a SAV file. If the SAV file already contains data, the job prompts you to confirm that the data in the
SAV file can be overwritten.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appear.

2. Select Reply.
The Reply dialog opens.

3. Check the Message field for the possible responses to enter.

Note:

 The Message field displays message text from the i5/OS system.
4. Enter a text string in the Reply field.
5. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

6. Click OK.
The job resumes execution.

 Monitoring and Controlling Micro Focus Jobs
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_monitor_control_microfocus_jobs
This section contains the following topics:

 Retrieve the JES Spool File of a Micro Focus Job
You can display the JES spool file of a Micro Focus job to view the output of the job. You can
view the entire spool file, selected lines, or a number of lines you specify.
cwad121
HID_retrieve_jes_spool_file_microfocus_job
You can display the JES spool file of a Micro Focus job to view the output of the job. You can view the entire spool
file, selected lines, or a number of lines you specify.

Note:

 To retrieve the JES spool file of a Micro Focus job, your system requires the CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or
Windows and the CA WA Agent for Micro Focus.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Micro Focus job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Retrieve JES Spool File.
The Retrieve JES Spool File dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Select the Selection Criteria option button and complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Line Contains

Specifies a text string to search for.

Note:
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You cannot use wildcards in this field.
• Start of range

Specifies the start point of the spool file portion to be retrieved in lines, bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes.
• End of range

Specifies the end point of the spool file portion to be retrieved in lines, bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes.
• Lines

Retrieves the specified spool file portion by lines.
• Kbytes

Retrieves the specified spool file portion by kilobytes.
• Mbytes

Retrieves the specified spool file portion by megabytes.
• Last match

Retrieves the last match of the specified text string within the specified range.

Note:

 To retrieve all matches, clear this check box.
4. (Optional) Select the Line numbers option button and complete the following field:

• Last number of lines to display

Specifies the number of lines to retrieve from the end of the spool file.
5. (Optional) Select the Append to existing display check box to add the results returned to the existing display.

Note:  This option can be useful if you retrieve the spool file in segments.
6. (Optional) Enter the sequence number of the data definition to retrieve the output of a particular data definition

(DD).

Note:  To display a list of available data definitions, leave this field blank.
7. Click one of the following options:

• Retrieve Selected

Retrieves a selection of the spool based on criteria you specify. You can specify a text string to search for
within a range or specify the last number of lines to display.

• Retrieve Next

Retrieves the entire spool file in segments.

Note:

 Use this option if you are retrieving large spool files or you are unsure of the spool file size.
• Retrieve All

Retrieves the entire spool file.

Note:

 If you retrieve a large spool file, this option can slow down the server.

Example: Data Definitions for a JCL

The following lists the data definitions associated with a particular JCL:

SEQ#  DDNAME   STEPNAME PROCSTEP NUM RECS T RCFM LRECL
----- -------- -------- -------- -------- - ---- -----
00001 JESYSMSG                   00000246 A LSEQ 00132
00002 SYSPRINT STEP00            00000034 A F    00121
00003 SYSPRINT STEP01            00000001 A F    00133
00004 SYSPRINT STEP10            00000010 A F    00121
00005 SYSPRINT STEP11            00000011 A F    00121
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00006 SYSPRINT STEP12            00000022 A F    00121
00007 SYSPRINT STEP20            00000010 A F    00121
00008 SYSPRINT STEP30            00000010 A F    00121
00009 SYSPRINT STEP40            00000006 A F    00121
00010 SYSPRINT STEP50            00000006 A F    00121
00011 SYSPRINT STEP60            00000006 A F    00121

 Monitoring and Controlling MSSQL Server Jobs
You can monitor and control MSSQL Server jobs as follows:
cwad12
You can monitor and control MSSQL Server jobs as follows:

Retrieve the Details of an MSSQL Server Job
You can retrieve the details of an MSSQL Server job. The job details include the name of the server the job belongs
to, job category, job owner, date that the job was last modified, and so on.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the MSSQL Server job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Get Job Detail.
The Get Job Detail dialog displays the details of the job.

Note:

The agent administrator can configure the properties files on the agent to change the fields that are displayed
in the table. For more information about configuring the properties files and the available fields that can
be displayed, see Configure the System Properties File in the CA WA Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
documentation.

Retrieve the Status of an MSSQL Server Job
You can retrieve the status of an MSSQL Server job. The status details include the name of the server the job
belongs to, last time the job ran, outcome of the job last time it ran, current execution status of the job, job step that
is currently running, current retry attempt if the job is running and the step has been retried, and so on.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the MSSQL Server job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Get Job Status.
The Get Job Status dialog displays the status details of the job.

Note:

The agent administrator can configure the properties files on the agent to change the fields that are displayed in the
table. For more information about configuring the properties files and the available fields that can be displayed, see
 Configure the System Properties File in the CA WA Agent for Microsoft SQL Server documentation.

Retrieve the Step Log for an MSSQL Server Job
You can retrieve the step log of an MSSQL server job in table format. The step log details include the unique
identifier of the step (system-generated), size of the step log, step log output, and so on.

Note:

• To retrieve the step log of a job, the Log to table option button must be selected in the Job Step Properties
dialog of Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio. If the Log to table option is not selected, the step log will
not be available.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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• To retrieve the step log for previous job executions, the Append output to existing entry in table option button
must also be selected in the same dialog. If the Append output to existing entry in table option button is not
selected, only the most recent step log will be available.

• When the Append output to existing entry in table option button is selected, the log generated from every
execution of the job step will be appended. As a result, it can cause a large amount of log data to be kept in the
database.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the MSSQL Server job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Get Step Log.
The Get Step Log dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Complete one of the following fields:

• Step ID
Specifies the identification number of the job step to return a log for.

• Step name
Specifies the name of the job step to return a log for.

Note:  The default is to include all steps in the step log.
4. Click Retrieve.

The server retrieves the step log for the job.

Note:

• You can view the entire log output of a job step in a separate dialog by clicking on the log output in the table.
• You can sort the data in the table by clicking on a table column heading.
• The agent administrator can configure the properties files on the agent to change the fields that are

displayed in the table. For more information about configuring the properties files and the available fields that
can be displayed, see  Configure the System Properties File in the CA WA Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
documentation.

Retrieve the Execution Log for an MSSQL Server Job
You can retrieve the execution log of an MSSQL Server job in table format. The execution log details include the
time the job or step began executing, time elapsed in the execution of the job or step, number of times the step was
retried, highest Transact-SQL error severity encountered while running the command, and so on.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the MSSQL Server job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Get Job History.
The Get Job History dialog opens.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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3. (Optional) Specify the identification number of the job step to return a log for in the Step ID field.
The default is to include all steps for the specified job in the output.

4. (Optional) Select the Selection Criteria option button and complete one of the following fields:

• Last hours
Retrieves the job runs that were started in the last specified number of hours.
Limits: Up to 99 hours

• Last days
Retrieves the job runs that were started in the last specified number of days.
Limits: Up to 99 days

• Start date and time
Retrieves the job runs that were started on and after the specified date and time. Specify the date using the
pop-up calendar. The agent retrieves the job history using the Microsoft SQL Server time.
Example: Sep 23, 2013 02:00:00 PM (retrieves the job runs that were started on and after 2PM on
September 23, 2013)

Note:  Alternatively, if you select the Show recent option button, the log of the latest job run is returned.
5. Click Retrieve.

The server retrieves the execution log for the job.

Note:

• You can sort the data in the table by clicking on a table column heading.
• The agent administrator can configure the properties files on the agent to change the fields that are

displayed in the table. For more information about configuring the properties files and the available fields that
can be displayed, see  Configure the System Properties File in the CA WA Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
documentation.

Cancel a Running MSSQL Server Job
You can cancel a running MSSQL Server job.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the MSSQL Server job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Cancel Job.
The Cancel Job dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
The server cancels the running MSSQL Server job.

 Retrieve the Details of an MSSQL Server Job
You can retrieve the details of an MSSQL Server job. The job details include the name of the
server the job belongs to, job category, job owner, date that the job was last modified, and so
on.
cwad121
HID_retrieve_details_mssql_job
You can retrieve the details of an MSSQL Server job. The job details include the name of the server the job belongs
to, job category, job owner, date that the job was last modified, and so on.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the MSSQL Server job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Get Job Detail.
The Get Job Detail dialog displays the details of the job.

Note:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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The agent administrator can configure the properties files on the agent to change the fields that are displayed
in the table. For more information about configuring the properties files and the available fields that can
be displayed, see Configure the System Properties File in the CA WA Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
documentation.

 Retrieve the Status of an MSSQL Server Job
You can retrieve the status of an MSSQL Server job. The status details include the name of
the server the job belongs to, last time the job ran, outcome of the job last time it ran, current
execution status of the job, job step that is currently running, current retry attempt if the job is
running and the step has been retried, and so on.
cwad121
HID_retrieve_status_mssql_job
You can retrieve the status of an MSSQL Server job. The status details include the name of the server the job
belongs to, last time the job ran, outcome of the job last time it ran, current execution status of the job, job step that
is currently running, current retry attempt if the job is running and the step has been retried, and so on.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the MSSQL Server job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Get Job Status.
The Get Job Status dialog displays the status details of the job.

Note:

The agent administrator can configure the properties files on the agent to change the fields that are displayed in the
table. For more information about configuring the properties files and the available fields that can be displayed, see
 Configure the System Properties File in the CA WA Agent for Microsoft SQL Server documentation.

 Retrieve the Step Log for an MSSQL Server Job
You can retrieve the step log of an MSSQL server job in table format. The step log details
include the unique identifier of the step (system-generated), size of the step log, step log output,
and so on.
cwad121
HID_retrieve_steplog_mssql_job
You can retrieve the step log of an MSSQL server job in table format. The step log details include the unique
identifier of the step (system-generated), size of the step log, step log output, and so on.

Note:

• To retrieve the step log of a job, the Log to table option button must be selected in the Job Step Properties
dialog of Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio. If the Log to table option is not selected, the step log will
not be available.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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• To retrieve the step log for previous job executions, the Append output to existing entry in table option button
must also be selected in the same dialog. If the Append output to existing entry in table option button is not
selected, only the most recent step log will be available.

• When the Append output to existing entry in table option button is selected, the log generated from every
execution of the job step will be appended. As a result, it can cause a large amount of log data to be kept in the
database.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the MSSQL Server job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Get Step Log.
The Get Step Log dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Complete one of the following fields:

• Step ID
Specifies the identification number of the job step to return a log for.

• Step name
Specifies the name of the job step to return a log for.

Note:  The default is to include all steps in the step log.
4. Click Retrieve.

The server retrieves the step log for the job.

Note:

• You can view the entire log output of a job step in a separate dialog by clicking on the log output in the table.
• You can sort the data in the table by clicking on a table column heading.
• The agent administrator can configure the properties files on the agent to change the fields that are

displayed in the table. For more information about configuring the properties files and the available fields that
can be displayed, see  Configure the System Properties File in the CA WA Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
documentation.

 Retrieve the Execution Log for an MSSQL Server Job
You can retrieve the execution log of an MSSQL Server job in table format. The execution log
details include the time the job or step began executing, time elapsed in the execution of the job
or step, number of times the step was retried, highest Transact-SQL error severity encountered
while running the command, and so on.
cwad121
HID_retrieve_execution_log_mssql_job

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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You can retrieve the execution log of an MSSQL Server job in table format. The execution log details include the
time the job or step began executing, time elapsed in the execution of the job or step, number of times the step was
retried, highest Transact-SQL error severity encountered while running the command, and so on.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the MSSQL Server job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Get Job History.
The Get Job History dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Specify the identification number of the job step to return a log for in the Step ID field.
The default is to include all steps for the specified job in the output.

4. (Optional) Select the Selection Criteria option button and complete one of the following fields:

• Last hours
Retrieves the job runs that were started in the last specified number of hours.
Limits: Up to 99 hours

• Last days
Retrieves the job runs that were started in the last specified number of days.
Limits: Up to 99 days

• Start date and time
Retrieves the job runs that were started on and after the specified date and time. Specify the date using the
pop-up calendar. The agent retrieves the job history using the Microsoft SQL Server time.
Example: Sep 23, 2013 02:00:00 PM (retrieves the job runs that were started on and after 2PM on
September 23, 2013)

Note:  Alternatively, if you select the Show recent option button, the log of the latest job run is returned.
5. Click Retrieve.

The server retrieves the execution log for the job.

Note:

• You can sort the data in the table by clicking on a table column heading.
• The agent administrator can configure the properties files on the agent to change the fields that are

displayed in the table. For more information about configuring the properties files and the available fields that
can be displayed, see  Configure the System Properties File in the CA WA Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
documentation.

 Cancel a Running MSSQL Server Job
You can cancel a running MSSQL Server job.
cwad121
HID_cancel_mssql_job
You can cancel a running MSSQL Server job.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the MSSQL Server job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Cancel Job.
The Cancel Job dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
The server cancels the running MSSQL Server job.

More Information:

Job Cancellation

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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 Monitoring and Controlling Oracle E-Business Suite Jobs
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_monitor_control_oracleebs_jobs
This section contains the following topics:

 Issue an Oracle E-Business Suite Command
You can issue an Oracle E-Business Suite command against an Oracle E-Business Suite job to
monitor or control the job.
cwad121
HID_issue_oracleebd_command
You can issue an Oracle E-Business Suite command against an Oracle E-Business Suite job to monitor or control
the job.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Oracle E-Business Suite job you want to issue the command against in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select one of the following Oracle E-Business Suite commands:

• Cancel Request
Cancels an active Oracle E-Business Suite job. If the job has not completed successfully, the server marks
the job as failed.

• Hold Request
Holds an active Oracle E-Business Suite job.

• Remove Hold Request
Removes a hold on an Oracle E-Business Suite job.

• View Completion Details
Displays the completion details of an Oracle E-Business Suite job.

• View Log File
Retrieves the log of an Oracle E-Business Suite job.

• View Output File
Displays the output of an Oracle E-Business Suite job.

Note:  Some Oracle E-Business Suite jobs generate empty output files or no output files at all.

The server issues the command against the job.

 Monitoring and Controlling Peoplesoft Jobs
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_monitor_control_peoplesoft_jobs
This section contains the following topics:

 Issue a PeopleSoft Command
You can issue a PeopleSoft command against a PeopleSoft job to monitor or control the job.
cwad121
HID_issue_peoplesoft_command
You can issue a PeopleSoft command against a PeopleSoft job to monitor or control the job.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the PeopleSoft job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select one of the following PeopleSoft commands:

• Cancel Job
Cancels a running PeopleSoft job. If the job has not completed successfully, the server marks the job as
failed.
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• Delete Job
Deletes a PeopleSoft job.

Note:

You cannot delete a PeopleSoft job in a SUBERROR state.
• Hold Job

Places a submitted or running PeopleSoft job on hold.
• Restart Job

Restarts a held or failed PeopleSoft job using PeopleSoft.
• Retrieve Trace File

Retrieves the trace file that stores the output for a PeopleSoft job.

A confirmation dialog opens.
3. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands. The Retrieve Trace
File command does not support the Reason field.

The server issues the command against the job.

 Monitoring and Controlling Remote Execution Jobs
You can monitor and control Remote Execution jobs as follows:
cwad121
HID_monitor_control_remote_execution_jobs
You can monitor and control Remote Execution jobs as follows:

 Display the Spool File Reference of a Remote Execution Job
You can display the location of the spool file on the remote system for a Remote Execution job.
For example, you can use the spool file location as input to another job.
cwad121
HID_display_spool_file_reference_remote_execution_job
You can display the location of the spool file on the remote system for a Remote Execution job. For example, you
can use the spool file location as input to another job.

Note:  If the spool file location is not specified in the job definition, the default setting in the custom properties file
on the agent is used.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Remote Execution job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Get Spool File Reference.
The location of the spool file is displayed.

More information:

Job's Spool File

 Retrieve the Spool File for a Remote Execution Job
You can retrieve the spool file for a Remote Execution job in text format. The spool file resides
on the remote system where the agent stores job spool files. The spool file contains the remote
job run output messages. You can use the spool file to get information about the commands that
ran on the remote system.
cwad121
HID_retrieve_spool_file_remote_execution_job
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You can retrieve the spool file for a Remote Execution job in text format. The spool file resides on the remote
system where the agent stores job spool files. The spool file contains the remote job run output messages. You can
use the spool file to get information about the commands that ran on the remote system.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Remote Execution job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Retrieve Spool File.
The Retrieve Spool File dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Select the Selection Criteria option button and complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Line Contains

Specifies a text string to search for.

Note:

You cannot use wildcards in this field.
• Start of range

Specifies the start point of the spool file portion to be retrieved in lines, bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes.
• End of range

Specifies the end point of the spool file portion to be retrieved in lines, bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes.
• Lines

Retrieves the specified spool file portion by lines.
• Bytes

Retrieves the specified spool file portion by bytes.
• Kbytes

Retrieves the specified spool file portion by kilobytes.
• Mbytes

Retrieves the specified spool file portion by megabytes.
• Last match

Retrieves the last match of the specified text string within the specified range.

Note:

 To retrieve all matches, clear this check box.
4. (Optional) Select the Line numbers option button and complete the following field:

• Last number of lines to display

Specifies the number of lines to retrieve from the end of the spool file.
5. (Optional) Select the Append to existing display check box to add the results returned to the existing display.

Note:  This option can be useful if you retrieve the spool file in segments.
6. Click one of the following options:

• Retrieve Selected

Retrieves a selection of the spool based on criteria you specify. You can specify a text string to search for
within a range or specify the last number of lines to display.

• Retrieve Next

Retrieves the entire spool file in segments.

Note:

 Use this option if you are retrieving large spool files or you are unsure of the spool file size.
• Retrieve All

Retrieves the entire spool file.

Note:

 If you retrieve a large spool file, this option can slow down the server.

The server retrieves the spool file of the Remote Execution job.
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More information:

Job's Spool File

 Retrieve the Job Log for a Remote Execution Job
You can retrieve the job log for a Remote Execution job in text format. The job log resides in the
spool directory on the agent computer. The job log shows how the agent issued the commands
in the job definition to the remote computer. You can use the job log to debug a failed job. For
example, if the remote user does not have the permissions to create or modify certain files, an
error is displayed in the job log.
cwad121
HID_retrieve_job_log_remote_execution_job
You can retrieve the job log for a Remote Execution job in text format. The job log resides in the spool directory
on the agent computer. The job log shows how the agent issued the commands in the job definition to the remote
computer. You can use the job log to debug a failed job. For example, if the remote user does not have the
permissions to create or modify certain files, an error is displayed in the job log.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Remote Execution job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Get Job Log.
The Get Job Log dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Select the Selection Criteria option button and complete the following fields as appropriate:

• Line Contains

Specifies a text string to search for.

Note:

You cannot use wildcards in this field.
• Start of range

Specifies the start point of the job log portion to be retrieved in lines, bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes.
• End of range

Specifies the end point of the job log portion to be retrieved in lines, bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes.
• Lines

Retrieves the specified job log portion by lines.
• Bytes

Retrieves the specified job log portion by bytes.
• Kbytes

Retrieves the specified job log portion by kilobytes.
• Mbytes

Retrieves the specified job log portion by megabytes.
• Last match

Retrieves the last match of the specified text string within the specified range.

Note:

 To retrieve all matches, clear this check box.
4. (Optional) Select the Line numbers option button and complete the following field:

• Last number of lines to display
Specifies the number of lines to retrieve from the end of the job log.

5. (Optional) Select the Append to existing display check box to add the results returned to the existing display.

Note:  This option can be useful if you retrieve the job log in segments.
6. Click one of the following options:

• Retrieve Selected

Retrieves a selection of the spool based on criteria you specify. You can specify a text string to search for
within a range or specify the last number of lines to display.

• Retrieve Next
Retrieves the entire job log in segments.
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Note:

 Use this option if you are retrieving large job logs or you are unsure of the job log size.
• Retrieve All

Retrieves the entire job log.

Note:

 If you retrieve a large job log, this option can slow down the server.

The server retrieves the job log of the Remote Execution job.

 Cancel a Running Remote Execution Job
You can cancel a running Remote Execution job. The agent can terminate the running process
immediately or can let the canceled process shut down gracefully.
cwad121
HID_cancel_remote_execution_job
You can cancel a running Remote Execution job. The agent can terminate the running process immediately or can
let the canceled process shut down gracefully.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Remote Execution job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Cancel Job.
A confirmation dialog opens.

3. (Optional) Select the Kill Job check box to send a SIGKILL (kill -9) signal to the running process. The process is
terminated immediately.

Note:  If you do not select this check box, the agent sends the SIGTERM signal to let the process shut down
gracefully.

4. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

5. Click OK.
The server cancels the running Remote Execution job.

More information:

Job Cancellation

 Monitoring and Controlling SAP Jobs
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_monitor_control_sap_jobs
This section contains the following topics:

3

 SAP Commands
You can issue SAP commands against the following SAP job types:
cwad121
HID_sap_commands
You can issue SAP commands against the following SAP job types:

• SAP-R3

Schedules an SAP R/3 job on your SAP system.
• SAP-Job Copy
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Copies an existing SAP R/3 job.
• SAP-Batch Input Session

Imports data from external systems to the SAP system.
• SAP-BW Info Package

Transfers data from a data source to an SAP Business Warehouse system.
• SAP-BW Process Chain

Creates Process Chains on the SAP system.
• SAP-Data Archiving

Stores information in an SAP Archiving Object.
• SAP-Process Monitor

Monitors for a specific SAP process status.

This section contains the following topics:

 Issue an SAP Command Against an SAP-R3 or SAP-Job Copy Job
You can issue an SAP command against an SAP-R3 job or SAP-Job Copy job to monitor or
control the job.
cwad121
HID_issue_sap_command_sapr3_jobcopy_job
You can issue an SAP command against an SAP-R3 job or SAP-Job Copy job to monitor or control the job.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the SAP-R3 or SAP-Job Copy job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select SAP commands.
The SAP commands sub-menu appears.

3. Select one of the following commands:

• JobCancel
Cancels a running SAP-R3 or SAP-Job Copy job. If the job has not completed successfully, the server marks
the job as failed.

• JobCopy
Creates a copy of an SAP-R3 or SAP-Job Copy job on the SAP system.

• JobDelete
Deletes an SAP-R3 job from the SAP system.

• JobModify

Lets you modify an ABAP step parameter. You can modify a job only if it is scheduled in the SAP system,
and has not started. The parameters displayed on the JobModify dialog are based on the original job
definition. You can only modify a step. You cannot add a step.

Note:   This command does not apply to SAP-Job Copy jobs.
• Job Start

Starts an SAP-R3 or SAP-Job Copy job that is waiting for a manual start. This command has the following
options:

• Start ASAP—Releases the job as soon as possible after other scheduled jobs complete. This is the
default.

• Start immediately—Releases the job immediately.
• Set Job Class

Lets you modify the SAP class of an SAP-R3 or SAP-Job Copy job.
• Job Children Get

Lists the details of the SAP-R3 or SAP-Job Copy job's children. Children are jobs spawned by a parent job.
• JobStatusCheck

Checks the SAP-R3 or SAP-Job Copy job status recorded in the SAP system database and the actual job
status. If the server finds any discrepancies between the job status recorded in the SAP system and the
actual job status, it corrects the status and updates the database.

Note:
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 The agent has an automatic monitoring component that periodically monitors the status of an SAP job. The
JobStatusCheck command returns the same status as the automatic monitoring component.

• JobStatusGet
Displays the SAP-R3 or SAP-Job Copy job status recorded in the SAP system database.

• Monitor Children
Monitors an SAP-R3 or SAP-Job Copy job's children. Children are jobs spawned by a parent job. If the job
has children, the Monitor perspective lists the following information for each child job:

• Job name
• Job count
• Status
• Parent-child relation

Note:

 A child job can spawn children jobs and become a parent job too.
• Job Get Spool List

Displays an image of output that the selected ABAP produced, according to the print parameters of the SAP-
R3 or SAP-Job Copy job. The Step number field is used to display a particular step.

Note:

 CA WA Desktop Client may need to connect to an FTP site, depending on the amount of data retrieved.
To do that, CA WA Desktop Client needs a user ID and password for the FTP site. If the information has
changed, you may be prompted for it.

• Job Get Dump
Displays the dump of the SAP-R3 or SAP-Job Copy job that is produced on the SAP system when the job
fails. If the selected job has a dump available, the dump appears in the Job Get Dump dialog. You can scroll
through the dump or copy and paste it into a text document.

Note:

 To use this command, the agent administrator must set the sap.job.dump_ref.enabled parameter in the
agentparm.txt file to true.

• Job Header Read
Displays the header of the SAP-R3 or SAP-Job Copy job.

• Job Read
Displays the header and step of the SAP-R3 or SAP-Job Copy job.

• JobDefGet
Displays the SAP-R3 or SAP-Job Copy job definition.

Note:  The command does not return values for the OperSys cover page (PRUNX) and print priority (PRIOT)
parameters.

• Job Log Read
Displays the SAP system job log.

• Get Global Audit
Initiates a query of the current global audit-level settings of all SAP-R3 or SAP-Job Copy jobs.

• Get Job Count
Retrieves the number of SAP-R3 or SAP-Job Copy jobs with the same job name. The Filter field is used to
set the criteria you want to use to filter the jobs that run on the SAP system, for example, AFTER*.

• Job Select
Selects a set of SAP-R3 or SAP-Job Copy jobs in the SAP system that match a specific selection criteria.

• Set Global Audit
Sets the global audit level for an SAP-R3 or SAP-Job Copy job. The Level(0,1,2,3,D) field is used to set the
level.

• Variant Read
Displays variant values for all ABAP steps in an SAP-R3 or SAP-Job Copy job. The ABAP name field is used
to set the ABAP name.

4. Complete the fields in the dialog as appropriate, and click OK.
The server issues the command against the job.

 JobCancel Command
You can use the JobCancel command to cancel a running SAP job. If the job has not completed
successfully, the server marks the job as failed.
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cwad121
HID_jobcancel_command_sapr3_jobcopy
You can use the JobCancel command to cancel a running SAP job. If the job has not completed successfully, the
server marks the job as failed.

Note:  The agent parameter file (agentparm.txt) determines if the server also cancels children jobs for a parent job.
Children are jobs spawned by a parent job.

For information about the following agent properties, see Plug-In Specific Parameters in the CA WA Agent for
SAP documentation and contact your agent administrator:

• sap.job.children.cancel
• sap.job.children.monitor
• sap.job.children.recursive

 JobCopy Command
You can use the JobCopy command to create a copy of an SAP job on the SAP system. The
server creates a copy of the job on the SAP system with a new job count (job number). You
can copy an entire SAP job or copy the job starting from a certain step until the end of the job.
You can also use the JobCopy command to rerun an entire job or, if an ABAP failed, rerun the
job from the step following the failed step.
cwad121
HID_jobcopy_command_sapr3_jobcopy
You can use the JobCopy command to create a copy of an SAP job on the SAP system. The server creates a copy
of the job on the SAP system with a new job count (job number). You can copy an entire SAP job or copy the job
starting from a certain step until the end of the job. You can also use the JobCopy command to rerun an entire job
or, if an ABAP failed, rerun the job from the step following the failed step.

If you leave the Step number field blank, the Monitor perspective copies the entire job. If you leave the Target job
name field blank, the copy job has the same job name as the original job, and the server gives the copy job a new
job count (job number).

Note:  The new job is in the SCHEDULED state on the SAP system. You can start the job in SAP GUI.

 JobDelete Command
You can use the JobDelete command to delete an SAP-R3 or SAP-Job Copy job from the SAP
system.
cwad121
HID_jobdelete_command_sapr3_jobcopy
You can use the JobDelete command to delete an SAP-R3 or SAP-Job Copy job from the SAP system.

You can delete a job in the following SAP states:

• Canceled
• Completed
• Finished
• Released
• Scheduled

If the agent is configured to delete children jobs, ensure that all children are inactive before you issue the JobDelete
command. If you delete a parent job while there are still outstanding children jobs, you cannot access the children
from the Monitor perspective. To ensure that all children are canceled before issuing the delete command, issue the
JobCancel command for each child. You can only cancel active jobs.

The agent parameter file (agentparm.txt) determines if the server also deletes children for a parent job. You can
contact your agent administrator for details about the following agent properties:

• sap.job.children.delete
• sap.job.children.monitor
• sap.job.children.recursive

If the job you are deleting has children, ensure all the children are in one of the listed states before you delete the
job. If you delete a job parent when there are still outstanding children jobs, the children cannot be accessed from
the Monitor perspective. In this case, delete the outstanding children from the SAP system.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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If the agent is configured to monitor the children, a job with children is marked FAILED under the following
conditions:

• A parent job is deleted while its children are still active.
• A parent job is finished and any child job was terminated.
• A parent job is finished and any child job was deleted.

Note:  When an SAP job is in the COMPLETE state, the parent job and all its children are complete.

 JobStatusGet Command
To display the job status that is recorded in the SAP system database, use
the JobStatusGet command.
cwad121
HID_jobstatusget_command_sapr3_jobcopy
To display the job status that is recorded in the SAP system database, use the JobStatusGet command.

The following table displays a list of SAP job statuses and the equivalent CA Workload Automation DE job states:

SAP Job Status CA Workload Automation DE Job State

ACTIVE EXEC

FINISHED COMPLETE

READY SUBMIT

RELEASED SUBMIT

SCHEDULED DEFINED

TERMINATED FAILED

 Job Select Command
To select a set of jobs in the SAP system that matches a specific selection criteria, use the Job
Select command.
cwad121
HID_jobselect_command_sapr3_jobcopy
To select a set of jobs in the SAP system that matches a specific selection criteria, use the Job Select command.

You can use the following selection criteria in this command:

• Aborted
Indicates jobs in the ABORTED state.

• Client number
(Optional) Specifies the client number that is used for the Remote Function Call (RFC) connection.
Limit: 3 digits
Example: 800

• Event ID
(Optional) Specifies the Event ID.
Limit: 32 characters

• Event param
(Optional) Specifies the Event parameter.
Limit: 65 characters

• Finished
Indicates jobs in the FINISHED state.

• From
Specifies the planned start date and time.

• Job count
(Optional) Specifies the batch job number.
Limit: 8 characters

• Job group
(Optional) Specifies the name of a Job Group.
Limit: 12 characters

• Job name
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Specifies the job name.
Limit: 32 characters

Note:  You can use wildcards to select multiple job names containing the defined string. For example, *string*
will select all job names containing the characters defined as string.

• Job user
Specifies the owner of the job. This is the user on the job tab.

Limit: 12 characters
• No date

Indicates jobs without a start date.
• Ready

Indicates jobs in the READY state.
• Released

Indicates jobs in the RELEASED state.
• RFC dest

(Optional) Specifies the three-character SAP destination (SAP system ID).
Default: Destination specified during the agent installation
Example: cyb

• Running
Indicates jobs in the RUNNING state.

• SAP user
(Optional) Specifies the user ID for the RFC connection.
Limit: 12 characters

• Scheduled
Indicates jobs in the SCHEDULED state.

• To
(Optional) Specifies the planned end date and time.

• With predecessors
Indicates jobs that start after predecessors.

Note:  CA WA Desktop Client may need to connect to an FTP site, depending on the amount of data retrieved. To
do this, CA WA Desktop Client needs a user ID and password for the FTP site. If the information has changed, you
may be prompted for it.

 Issue an SAP Command Against an SAP-Batch Input Session Job
You can issue an SAP command against an SAP-Batch Input Session job to monitor or control
the job.
cwad121
HID_issue_sap_command_sap_batchinputsession_job
You can issue an SAP command against an SAP-Batch Input Session job to monitor or control the job.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the SAP-Batch Input Session job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select SAP commands.
The SAP commands sub-menu appears.

3. Select one of the following commands:

• Cancel
Cancels an active SAP-Batch Input Session job on the SAP system. If the job has not completed
successfully, the server marks the job as failed.

• Delete
Deletes an SAP-Batch Input Session job from the SAP system.

• Details
Displays the status of an SAP-Batch Input Session job.

• Start
Starts an SAP-Batch Input Session job that is waiting for a manual start. This command has the following
options:

• Start immediately—Releases the job immediately.
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• Start ASAP—Releases the job as soon as possible after other scheduled jobs complete. This is the
default.

4. Complete the fields in the dialog as appropriate, and click OK.
The server issues the command against the job.

 Cancel Command
You can use the Cancel command to cancel an active SAP-Batch Input Session job on the SAP
system. If the job has not completed successfully, the server marks the job as failed.
cwad121
HID_cancel_command_batchinputsession
You can use the Cancel command to cancel an active SAP-Batch Input Session job on the SAP system. If the job
has not completed successfully, the server marks the job as failed.

SAP-Batch Input Session (BDC) jobs run in the following two phases:

• ABAP runs and creates a BDC session.
• The system processes the created BDC session.

Before confirming an SAP-Batch Input Session job cancellation, check the Cancel dialog to determine whether you
are canceling the ABAP or the BDC session. The following situations may take place:

• If the Cancel dialog has no job number in the BDC Queue Id and no BDC name, the Cancel command cancels
the ABAP.

• If the Cancel dialog has a job number in the BDC Queue Id field and a name in the BDC name field, the Cancel
command cancels the BDC session.

 Delete Command
You can use the Delete command to delete an SAP-Batch Input Session job from the SAP
system.
cwad121
HID_delete_command_batchinputsession
You can use the Delete command to delete an SAP-Batch Input Session job from the SAP system.

Note:

You can issue the Delete command only when the SAP-Batch Input Session job is in a TERMINATED or
COMPLETE state. If the SAP-Batch Input Session job is active, you can use the Cancel command before
proceeding with the delete.

SAP-Batch Input Session (BDC) jobs run in the following two phases:

• ABAP runs and creates a BDC session.
• The system processes the BDC session.

Before confirming an SAP-Batch Input Session job deletion, see the Delete dialog to determine whether you are
deleting the job that ran the ABAP or the BDC session.

The following situations may take place:

• If the Delete dialog has a name in the Job name field and a job number in the Job ID field, the Delete command
deletes the job that ran the ABAP specified in the SAP-Batch Input Session job definition.

• If the Job Delete dialog has a name in the BDC Name field and a job number in the BDC Queue Id field, the
Delete command deletes the BDC session.

 Details Command
You can use the Details command to display the status of a BDC job.
cwad121
HID_details_command_batchinputsession
You can use the Details command to display the status of a BDC job.

You can scroll down to the Status field to see the overall status of the BDC job. The values in the Status field
describe the following BDC job's progress:

• BDC Session Created
• BDC Submit Completed
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• BDC Session Active
• BDC Session Finished
• BDC Session Terminated

If the final job status for a job appears with an asterisk (for example, BDC Session Terminated*), the Minimum
Processed Rate and Maximum Error Rate values in the job definition details modified the job status. In this case,
the values in the LStatus field describe the following transaction summary for the session:

• Transactions (total)
• ErrorRate (actual, acceptable value from job details)
• ProcessedRate (actual, acceptable value from job details)

 Issue an SAP Command Against an SAP-BW Info Package Job
You can issue an SAP command against an SAP-BW Info Package job to monitor or control the
job.
cwad121
HID_issue_sap_command_bwinfopackage_job
You can issue an SAP command against an SAP-BW Info Package job to monitor or control the job.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the SAP-BW Info Package job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select SAP commands.
The SAP commands sub-menu appears.

3. Select one of the following commands:

• Stop
Stops an SAP-BW Info Package job from running. If the job has not completed successfully, the server marks
the job as failed.

• Info Pack Status
Displays the status of an SAP-BW Info Package job.

• Info Pack Details
Displays the details of a BW Info Package.

4. Complete the fields in the dialog as appropriate, and click OK.
The server issues the command against the job.

 Info Pack Status Command
You can use the Info Pack Status command to display the status of a BW Info Package job.
cwad121
HID_info_pack_status_command
You can use the Info Pack Status command to display the status of a BW Info Package job.

The following table lists the Info Package statuses:

Status Parameter Value

LOCATION Current processing step

QUALINFO Pertains to the QUALSTATUS status. Descriptive
informational messages on manually set jobs.

QUALSTATUS Manually set status of this Info Package run

G-green (completed)

Y-yellow (running)

R-red (failed)

Note: If this field is blank, the Info Package status is the
same as the status shown in the TECHSTATUS field.
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TECHINFO Informational messages pertaining to the
TECHSTATUS, such as, “All Docs processed
successfully” or “Correct data request; processing
running”

TECHSTATUS Technical status of this Info Package run

G-green (Completed)

Y-yellow (Running)

R-red (Failed)

 Issue an SAP Command Against an SAP-BW Process Chain Job
You can issue an SAP command against an SAP-BW Process Chain job to monitor or control
the job.
cwad121
HID_issue_sap_command_bwprocesschain_job
You can issue an SAP command against an SAP-BW Process Chain job to monitor or control the job.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the SAP-BW Process Chain job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select SAP commands.
The SAP commands sub-menu appears.

3. Select one of the following commands:

• Get Chain Status
Displays the status of a BW Process Chain.

• List Chain Processes
Lists the processes of a BW Process Chain.

• Get Process Log
Displays the process log of a BW Process Chain. In the List Chain Processes dialog, you can select the
chain and click Get Process Logs.

Note:

 Before using this command, you must first issue the List Chain Processes command against the SAP-BW
Process Chain job.

• Get Message Details
Displays the message details of a BW Process Chain. In the Get Message Details dialog, you can specify
the Message ID, Message number, and Message format fields.

• Interrupt Chain
Interrupts a BW Process Chain.

• Restart Chain
Restarts a BW Process Chain.

• Get Chain Log
Displays the log of an SAP-BW Process Chain job.

Note:

 Because there may be numerous processes in an SAP-BW Process Chain job, the response may take
several minutes.

4. Complete the fields in the dialog as appropriate, and click OK.
The server issues the command against the job.

 Issue an SAP Command Against an SAP-Data Archiving Job
You can issue an SAP command against an SAP-Data Archiving job to monitor and control the
job.
cwad121
HID_issue_sap_command_dataarchive_job
You can issue an SAP command against an SAP-Data Archiving job to monitor and control the job.
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Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the SAP-Data Archiving job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select SAP commands.
The SAP commands sub-menu appears.

3. Select one of the following commands:

• Cancel
Cancels an active SAP-Data Archiving job. If the job has not completed successfully, the server marks the
job as failed.

• Delete Job
Deletes an SAP-Data Archiving job from the SAP system. You can delete an SAP-Data Archiving job in the
following SAP states: Scheduled, Released, Ready, Finished, and Cancelled.

• Monitor Children
Monitors an SAP-Data Archiving job's children. Children are jobs spawned by a parent job.

4. (Optional) Complete the fields in the dialog as appropriate, and click OK.
The server issues the command against the job.

 Issue an SAP Command Against an SAP-Process Monitor Job
You can issue an SAP command against an SAP-Process Monitor job to display the process
that is being monitored.
cwad121
HID_issue_sap_command_processmonitor_job
You can issue an SAP command against an SAP-Process Monitor job to display the process that is being
monitored.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the SAP-Process Monitor job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select SAP commands.
The SAP commands sub-menu appears.

3. Select the Monitor Processes command to display the process an SAP-Process Monitor job is monitoring.
The server issues the command against the job.

 Monitor Processes Command
You can use the Monitor Processes command to display the process an SAP-Process Monitor
job is monitoring.
cwad121
HID_monitor_process_command_processmonitor
You can use the Monitor Processes command to display the process an SAP-Process Monitor job is monitoring.

If the SAP-Process Monitor job is defined as a continuous monitor (an Alert was specified on the Basic dialog), the
processes that meet the criteria specified on the Basic dialog appear in the Monitor Processes dialog.

Note:  Only the most recent match appears in the Monitor Processes dialog.

SAP-Process Monitor jobs defined as continuous stay in the MONITOR state in the Application Monitor view until
they are forced complete.

If the SAP-Process Monitor job is defined as non-continuous (no Alert was specified on the Basic dialog), the
first process that matches the criteria on the Basic dialog appears in the Monitor Processes dialog. The Monitor
Processes dialog remains empty until a match occurs.

SAP-Process Monitor jobs defined as non-continuous stay in the MONITOR state in the Application Monitor view
until a match is detected. When the server detects a match, it marks the SAP-Process Monitor job complete.

 Monitoring and Controlling Windows and UNIX Jobs
You can monitor and control Windows and UNIX jobs as follows:
cwad121
HID_monitor_control_windows_unix_jobs
You can monitor and control Windows and UNIX jobs as follows:
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 Verify Whether a Job is Running or Has Executed
You can verify whether a job is running, has executed and completed, or has executed and
failed.
cwad121
HID_verify_job_run_executed_windows_unix
You can verify whether a job is running, has executed and completed, or has executed and failed.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Process Verify.
The Process Verify dialog opens. The Process ID field displays the Job ID (this is the process ID for the job on
the computer where the job runs).

Note:

 If you cannot see a Job ID, the job has not run through an EXEC state, so you cannot verify the selected
process.

3. Leave the number that is displayed in the Process ID field to verify the selected job.

Note:  You can also enter the Job ID of any other job on the agent computer to verify if that process is running
or has executed. In the Monitor perspective, you can hover over the job you want to verify to see the Job ID.

4. Click OK.
One of the following Process status messages is displayed:

• Unable to catch or not child
Indicates that the job has executed and completed or the job has executed and failed.

• Process is child and running
Indicates that the job is running.

Note:  To display server responses, from the main menu click Window, Preferences, Desktop Client, Monitor
Perspective, Show server response, and click OK. The process status is also recorded in the tracelog.txt file and
the agent transmitter.log file.

 Set a Windows Job Object's Properties
You can modify the properties for a Windows job object that a running Windows job is
associated with. The job must be in the EXEC state.
cwad121
HID_set_windows_job_object_properties
You can modify the properties for a Windows job object that a running Windows job is associated with. The job
must be in the EXEC state.

Note:

 After all the processes associated with a job object complete, the job object no longer exists.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Set Job Object.
The Set Job Object dialog opens.

3. Complete the following required field in the dialog as appropriate:

• Job object name
Specifies the name of the existing Windows job object that you want to modify.

Note:  The name you specify does not have to be the job object that the selected job is associated with. You
can modify any existing Windows job object properties in the Set Job Object dialog by entering that Windows
job object name.

4. (Optional) Specify the following additional information:

• Job memory
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Defines the maximum virtual memory in bytes allocated to all processes associated with the job object. If the
total memory used for all processes associated with the job object exceeds this limit, the job that is trying to
use memory fails.

Note:

 To specify memory in megabytes, add M after the memory value. To specify memory in kilobytes, add K
after the memory value.

Examples: 50M, 500K
• Process memory

Defines the maximum virtual memory in bytes allocated to each process associated with the job object. If the
memory used for a single process exceeds this limit, the job fails.

Note:

 To specify memory in megabytes, add M after the memory value. To specify memory in kilobytes, add K
after the memory value.

Examples: 50M, 500K
• Job time

Defines the maximum CPU time in milliseconds allocated to all processes associated with the job object. If
the total CPU time for all processes associated with the job object exceeds this limit, all jobs associated with
the job object fail.

• Process time

Defines the maximum CPU time in milliseconds allocated to each process associated with the job object. If
the CPU time used for a single process exceeds this limit, the job fails.

• Priority class

Indicates the process priority for all processes in the job object as follows:

• High—Indicates processes that must be executed immediately. These processes can use nearly all
available CPU time.

• Above normal—Indicates processes that have priority above the Normal level, but below the High level.
• Normal—Indicates processes without special scheduling needs.
• Below normal—Indicates processes that have priority above the Idle level, but below the Normal level.
• Idle—Indicates processes that will run only when the system is idle.

• Active process limit

Defines the maximum number of simultaneously active processes allowed in the job object.

Note:  Changing the Active process limit does not affect jobs that are already running. For example, suppose
that a Windows job object has its Active process limit set to three, and two jobs associated with the job object
are already running. If you change the limit to one, those two jobs will continue to run. However, if you insert
a new Windows job into an Application and associate the new job with that Windows job object, the new job
will not run. The job object has already reached its Active process limit of one.

• Reason

(Optional) Specifies the command reason.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed
in the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example,
if the reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if
the reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

The Windows job object's properties are set.

Example: Modify a Windows Job Object's Process Memory

Suppose that a job named PROCJOB is executing and using 8 MB of memory. PROCJOB is associated with a
Windows job object named ProcJobObject. ProcJobObject has its process memory set to 20 MB and its priority set
to High.

As PROCJOB is executing, ProcJobObject's process memory is changed to 10 MB and its priority is changed to
Idle. The process runs with a low priority, and when the process reaches 10 MB, the process ends.
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To modify a Windows job object's process memory

1. Enter the following information in the Set Job Object dialog:

• Job object name—ProcJobObject
• Process Memory—10 M

2. Select Idle from the Priority drop-down list.
3. Click OK.

Example: Set the Process Priority for a Windows Job Associated with a Windows Job Object

Suppose that a Windows job is associated with the Windows job object named newJO, and is in the EXEC state.
The priority for all processes in the newJO job object is increased to Above normal, but the other job object
properties are not changed.

To set the process priority for a Windows job associated with a Windows job object

1. Enter newJO in the Job object name field of the Set Job Object dialog.
2. Select Above normal from the Priority drop-down list.
3. Click OK.

 Set Process Priority for a Windows or a UNIX Job
You can change the process priority of a Windows or UNIX job. Process priority determines
the order in which processes are scheduled on the processor. Depending on the priority level,
process priority can speed up or slow down a process.
cwad121
HID_set_process_priority_windows_unix
You can change the process priority of a Windows or UNIX job. Process priority determines the order in which
processes are scheduled on the processor. Depending on the priority level, process priority can speed up or slow
down a process.

Note:

 If the Windows job is associated with a Windows job object, you can only change the process priority for that job
using the Set Job Object command.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Windows or UNIX job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Set Priority.
The Process Priority dialog opens.

3. Select one of the following process priority levels in the Priority field:

• High

Indicates processes that must be executed immediately. These processes can use nearly all available CPU
time.

• Above normal

Indicates processes that have priority above the Normal level, but below the High level.
• Normal

Indicates processes without special scheduling needs.
• Below normal

Indicates processes that have priority above the Idle level, but below the Normal level.
• Idle

Indicates processes that will run only when the system is idle.

Note:  You can increase a UNIX job's process priority only if the job runs on a computer with the agent started
by the root account. If the agent is not started by root and you select a higher process priority, the job runs with
the current process priority (the priority is not increased) and an error message is recorded in the job's spool file.

4. (Optional) Enter the command reason in the Reason field.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)
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Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed in
the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example, if the
reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if the reason
text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

5. Click OK.
The process priority for the Windows or the UNIX job is set.

Note:  The Set Priority command does not set the process priority for subprocesses on Windows.

 Send a Signal to a UNIX Job
You can send a signal to a UNIX job while it is executing. The signal can perform actions on the
running process such as kill, suspend, or release.
cwad121
HID_send_signal_unix_jobs
You can send a signal to a UNIX job while it is executing. The signal can perform actions on the running process
such as kill, suspend, or release.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the UNIX job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

Note:  You can hold the Ctrl key and select multiple UNIX jobs.
2. Select Send Signal. 

The Send Signal dialog opens.
3. Complete the following fields in the dialog as appropriate:

• Signal

Specifies the signal number to send to the UNIX job.

Note:

• Signal numbers can vary across platforms. For more information about the signal numbers, see the
documentation for your UNIX platform.

• On most systems, signal 2 interrupts the process and signal 3 kills the process.
• Reason

(Optional) Specifies the command reason.

Limit: 1024 characters (including the timestamp and the user name)

Note:  We recommend that the reason text not exceed 250 characters. The number of commands displayed
in the command log is limited to the size of the command log buffer, which is 1024 characters. For example,
if the reason text averages 10 characters per command, the command log displays up to 50 commands; if
the reason text averages 250 characters per command, the command log displays up to 4 commands.

4. Click OK.
The specified signal is sent to the UNIX job.

Note:  You can verify if the signal was sent using the Job Command log.

 Monitoring and Controlling z/OS Jobs
You can monitor and control z/OS jobs as follows:
cwad121
HID_monitor_control_zos_jobs
You can monitor and control z/OS jobs as follows:

 Browse JCL
After JES processes a z/OS job, you can browse JCL to view the JCL of a z/OS job.
cwad121
HID_browse_jcl
After JES processes a z/OS job, you can browse JCL to view the JCL of a z/OS job.
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Note:  To browse JCL, your system requires CA WA Agent for z/OS.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the z/OS job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Browse JCL.
The details of the JCL are displayed.

Note:

You can right-click in the text display area to display a popup menu that has Copy, Select All, and Find
commands. CA WA Desktop Client also supports the standard keyboard shortcuts such as Ctrl+C.

 Browse Copy JCL
After JES processes a z/OS job, you can browse copy JCL to view the copy JCL of a z/OS job.
cwad121
HID_browse_copy_jcl
After JES processes a z/OS job, you can browse copy JCL to view the copy JCL of a z/OS job.

Note:  To browse copy JCL, your system requires CA WA Agent for z/OS.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the z/OS job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Copy JCL.
The details of the copy JCL are displayed.

Note:  You can right-click in the text display area to display a popup menu that has Copy, Select All, and Find
commands. CA WA Desktop Client also supports the standard keyboard shortcuts such as Ctrl+C.

 Edit JCL
After JES processes a z/OS job, you can edit JCL to update the JCL of a z/OS job.
cwad121
HID_edit_jcl
After JES processes a z/OS job, you can edit JCL to update the JCL of a z/OS job.

Note:

To edit JCL, your system requires CA WA Agent for z/OS.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the z/OS job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Edit JCL.
The Edit JCL dialog opens.

3. Modify the JCL as required.

Note:  You can right-click in the text editing area to display a popup menu that has Undo, Redo, Copy, Cut,
Paste, Select All, and Find commands. CA WA Desktop Client also supports the standard keyboard shortcuts
such as Ctrl+C.

4. Click Upload to save your changes to the mainframe.
The JCL is edited.

 Edit Copy JCL
After JES processes a z/OS job, you can edit copy JCL to update the copy JCL of a z/OS job.
For example, in case of a failure, you can edit the copy JCL, update the JCL library name to
the copy JCL library name in the job definition, and resubmit the job without affecting the JCL
source.
cwad121
HID_edit_copy_jcl
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After JES processes a z/OS job, you can edit copy JCL to update the copy JCL of a z/OS job. For example, in
case of a failure, you can edit the copy JCL, update the JCL library name to the copy JCL library name in the job
definition, and resubmit the job without affecting the JCL source.

Note:  To edit copy JCL, your system requires CA WA Agent for z/OS.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the z/OS job in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Edit Copy JCL.
The Edit Copy JCL dialog opens.

3. Modify the copy JCL as required.

Note:  You can right-click in the text editing area to display a popup menu that has Undo, Redo, Copy, Cut,
Paste, Select All, and Find commands. CA WA Desktop Client also supports the standard keyboard shortcuts
such as Ctrl+C.

4. Click Upload to save your changes to the mainframe.
The copy JCL is edited.

 z/OS Jobs Restart Using CA WA Restart Option
CA WA Restart Option is an advanced rerun and restart product that works with ESP dSeries
Workload Automation to restart batch jobs. CA WA Restart Option recommends the restart
point in failed jobs, can make the necessary adjustments to batch JCL, and can perform the
necessary data set cleanups for an error-free restart.
cwad121
HID_zos_jobs_restart_option
CA WA Restart Option is an advanced rerun and restart product that works with ESP dSeries Workload Automation
to restart batch jobs. CA WA Restart Option recommends the restart point in failed jobs, can make the necessary
adjustments to batch JCL, and can perform the necessary data set cleanups for an error-free restart.

Note:  To restart z/OS jobs using CA WA Restart Option, your system requires CA WA Agent for z/OS and CA WA
Restart Option.

When restarting z/OS-Regular jobs using CA WA Restart Option, you can select the steps to restart or let CA WA
Restart Option choose which steps to run on restart.

You can restart a job from the first step, restart a single step or multiple steps, restart all steps starting from a
selected step, or exclude a range of steps from running on restart. If you select a restart step, CA WA Restart
Option can report on the restart. CA WA Restart Option predicts errors for the restart and identifies if bypassing a
step is acceptable.

If you do not select a restart step, CA WA Restart Option can recommend the steps to run on restart and list the
cleanup actions it will perform on the data sets to ensure an error-free restart. If CA WA Restart Option detects a
severe error, it explains the nature of the error and indicates how you can proceed to correct the error.

 Select the Steps to Restart
When restarting z/OS-Regular jobs using CA WA Restart Option, you can select the steps to
restart and ask CA WA Restart Option to report on the restart.
cwad121
HID_select_steps_restart
When restarting z/OS-Regular jobs using CA WA Restart Option, you can select the steps to restart and ask CA
WA Restart Option to report on the restart.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the z/OS-Regular job you want to restart in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Restart.
The Step Summary page of the Restart Option EE dialog displays the steps in the job and the data sets used by
those steps.

Note:  To display the data definitions (DD) associated with the step name, select a step. To display the data sets
associated with the DD name, select the DD name.

3. Do one of the following:
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• To restart all steps, select the first step, and select the all steps starting with the step selected option button.
• To restart a single step, select the step you want to restart, and select the only the steps selected option

button.
• To restart multiple steps, hold down the Ctrl key, select the steps you want to restart, and select the only the

steps selected option button.
• To restart all steps starting from a selected step, select the step you want to resubmit the job from, and select

the all steps starting with the step selected option button.
4. Click Restart Analysis.

The Restart Option EE Action Summary dialog displays a report on the selected restart. The Restart Option
EE has predicted the following errors section displays any errors that CA WA Restart Option predicts for the
restart. The Actions to be taken by Restart Option EE section lists the actions CA WA Restart Option takes on
the restart. If CA WA Restart Option needs to run an additional step to recreate a required data set, it would be
indicated.

5. Click Resubmit.
CA WA Restart Option resubmits the job based on the steps you selected.

 Let CA WA Restart Option Select the Steps to Restart
When restarting z/OS-Regular jobs using CA WA Restart Option, you can let CA WA Restart
Option select the steps to restart.
cwad121
HID_let_restart_option_select_steps
When restarting z/OS-Regular jobs using CA WA Restart Option, you can let CA WA Restart Option select the
steps to restart.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the z/OS-Regular job you want to restart in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Restart.
The Step Summary page of the Restart Option EE dialog displays the steps in the job and the data sets used by
those steps.

3. Select the let Restart Option EE choose option button.
4. Click Restart Analysis.

The Restart Option EE Restart Action Summary dialog displays the recommendations of CA WA Restart Option.
The Actions to be taken by Restart Option EE section recommends a restart point and lists the actions it will
perform to ensure an error-free restart.

5. (Optional) View a summary of recommendations by step by doing the following:

1.1 Click Restart Step Summary.
The Restart Option EE Step Summary dialog lists the steps in the job, and reveals the steps CA WA
Restart Option restarts and the steps it bypasses. For each step being restarted, CA WA Restart Option
supplies a reason.

Note:  For more information about a particular step, you can double-click the step.
2.1 Click Exit after reading the summary.

The Restart Option EE Step Summary dialog closes.
6. (Optional) View a list of actions that CA WA Restart Option must perform on data sets by doing the following:

1.1 Click Cleanup.
The Restart Option EE Cleanup Action Summary dialog opens.

2.1 Click Cleanup Summary.
3.1 Click Exit after reading the summary.

The Restart Option EE Cleanup Summary dialog closes.
7. (Optional) View the error log of CA WA Restart Option by doing the following:

1.1 Click Restart Option EE Log.
The Restart Option EE Log dialog displays information when CA WA Restart Option detects a severe error.
If CA WA Restart Option detects an error, the dialog indicates how you can proceed to correct the error.

2.1 Click Exit after reading the log.
The Restart Option EE Log dialog closes.

8. Click Resubmit.
CA WA Restart Option resubmits the job based on its recommendations.
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 Specify Additional Restart Options
When restarting z/OS-Regular jobs using CA WA Restart Option, you can specify the name
of the data set and member containing the JCL you want to submit, a range of steps to run on
restart, or a list of steps to exclude on restart.
cwad121
HID_specify_additional_restart_options
When restarting z/OS-Regular jobs using CA WA Restart Option, you can specify the name of the data set and
member containing the JCL you want to submit, a range of steps to run on restart, or a list of steps to exclude on
restart.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the z/OS-Regular job you want to restart in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Restart.
The Step Summary page of the Restart Option EE dialog displays the steps in the job and the data sets used by
those steps.

3. Click Restart in the left pane.
The Restart page opens in the right pane.

4. Complete the fields as required.
5. (Optional) Click Restart Analysis to display the restart analysis.
6. Click Resubmit to resubmit the job.

CA WA Restart Option resubmits the job using the additional restart options you specified.

 Specify a CA WA Restart Option Statement
You can specify predefined and custom CA WA Restart Option statements to specify special
processing options.
cwad121
HID_specify_a_restart_option_statement
You can specify predefined and custom CA WA Restart Option statements to specify special processing options.

For example, you can instruct CA WA Restart Option to do the following:

• Back out data sets created by the job.
• Perform data set cleanup.
• Run the job despite errors predicted by CA WA Restart Option.
• Check for errors prior to a job's submission.
• Perform automatic recovery of missing data sets.
• Honor previously coded condition codes and bypass steps accordingly.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the z/OS-Regular job you want to restart in the Monitor perspective.
A list of job commands appears.

2. Select Restart.
The Step Summary page of the Restart Option EE dialog displays the steps in the job and the data sets used by
those steps.

3. Click Restart Option EE in the left pane.
The Restart Option EE page opens in the right pane.

4. Select the predefined statements you want CA WA Restart Option to send and the parameter to pass with each.

Note:  These statements depend on the defaults set in the initialization parameters on the CA WA Agent for z/
OS. For more information about the initialization parameters, contact your agent administrator.

5. (Optional) Enter your own CA WA Restart Option statements starting at line 7.

Note:  For each statement, select the line in the Send column and enter the statement. Do not prefix the
statement with ENCPARM. You can include up to 12 statements in total.

6. (Optional) Click Restart Analysis to display the restart analysis.
7. Click Resubmit.

CA WA Restart Option resubmits the job using the specify processing options you specified.
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 Working with Custom Views
This article contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_work_custom_views
This article contains the following topics:

 Custom Views
ESP dSeries Workload Automation provides prepackaged custom views for monitoring and
controlling your workload. You can also create your own text-based custom views to display only
the information you want, in the format you want.
cwad121
HID_custom_views
ESP dSeries Workload Automation provides prepackaged custom views for monitoring and controlling your
workload. You can also create your own text-based custom views to display only the information you want, in the
format you want.

Custom views display fields you select in a column format. You can set the background and foreground colors, the
type of font, and the order of the fields. You can limit the amount of information in your custom view by applying a
filter. Depending on your needs, your filters can range from simple to complex.

You can use the following prepackaged custom views:

• Completed
Displays completed jobs

• Critical Path
Displays jobs on a critical path

• Failed
Displays failed jobs

• Held
Displays held jobs

• No Filter
Displays all jobs that you are subscribed to

• Not Completed
Displays jobs that have not completed

• Overdue
Displays overdue jobs

• Ready
Displays jobs ready to run

• Running
Displays running jobs

• Waiting
Displays waiting jobs

Note:  The names of these prepackaged custom views can be changed either upon installation or by other users.

You can import and export custom views between installations of CA WA Desktop Client using the import/export
wizards, which you can access from the File menu.

 Custom View Filters
You can apply a filter to a custom view to limit the amount of information that appears for your
workload. Each custom view contains filter statements you set. The filter statements can be
changed at any time.
cwad121
HID_custom_view_filters
You can apply a filter to a custom view to limit the amount of information that appears for your workload. Each
custom view contains filter statements you set. The filter statements can be changed at any time.
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You can create custom view filters that are simple or complex. For example, a simple filter might display all
Applications named PAYROLL, while a more complex filter might display jobs that are waiting or jobs that are in
trouble.

In the Monitor perspective, you can design a custom view for jobs with a wide array of scheduling criteria. For
example, you can create a display for jobs that have been waiting to run in an active Application since a certain
time and are waiting for a resource before they can be submitted.

In the Filter page of the Custom View Configuration dialog, you can define multiple filter criteria and link them with
'and' and 'or' operands.

Example: Display All Jobs That Are Waiting

Suppose that you want to view all jobs that are waiting. You might create a filter using the exact state names as the
values:

• Predwait
Indicates the jobs waiting for predecessors to complete

• Waiting
Indicates the jobs waiting for a specific time for submission

• Reswait
Indicates the jobs waiting for resources

• Subdelay
Indicates the jobs that have delayed submission

The following table shows how to create a filter to display all jobs that are in waiting:

Oper Field Name Relationship Value Oper And/Or

State Is Predwait Or

State Is Waiting Or

State Is Reswait Or

State Is Subdelay Or

To simplify the filter, you can replace the first three filter criteria with the following single statement:

State Contains wait

Example: Display All Jobs That are in Trouble

The following table shows how to create a filter to display all jobs that are in trouble:

Oper Field Name Relationship Value Oper And/Or

State Contains fail Or

State Is suberror Or

State Is inactive Or

More information:

Create a Custom View Filter

 Open a Prepackaged Custom View
You can use the prepackaged custom views to show information about the jobs you subscribed
to based on job state and other characteristics.
cwad121
HID_open_prepackaged_custom_view
You can use the prepackaged custom views to show information about the jobs you subscribed to based on job
state and other characteristics.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open the Custom Views view in the Monitor perspective.
The Custom Views tree displays the predefined custom views.

2. Right-click the predefined custom view you want to use, and select Open from the pop-up menu.
Monitor displays the text-based custom view of the workload.

3. (Optional) Do the following to re-sort a custom view:

• To re-sort a column in ascending order, click the column heading until an upward arrow appears in the
column heading.

• To re-sort a column in descending order, click the column heading until a downward arrow appears in the
column heading.

• To remove the sort order, click the column heading until no arrow appears in the column heading.

Note:

You may have to re-sort multiple columns to achieve the results you want. For example, a custom view may
be sorted by Application name, then by generation number, followed by job name. If you want to re-sort by
generation number, you can remove the sort order on the Application name column and re-sort the generation
number column in ascending or descending order.

Monitor displays the custom view in the sort order you specified.

 Create a New Text-Based Custom View
You can create a new custom view to monitor and control the jobs you are interested in.
cwad121
HID_crerate_text_based_custom_view
You can create a new custom view to monitor and control the jobs you are interested in.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Custom Views view in the Monitor perspective.
The Custom Views tree lists the predefined custom views.

2. Click the Create a New Custom View icon below the Custom Views title bar.
The Presentation page of the Custom View Configuration dialog opens.

3. Enter a name for your custom view in the Custom view name field.
4. Do one of the following to select the fields you want to display in the custom view:

• To move a field, select the field from the Available fields section, and click the right arrow (>).
• To move multiple fields, hold down the Ctrl key, select the fields you want to move, and click the right arrow

(>).
• To move all the fields, click the double right arrow (>>).

Note:  To remove a field from the Selected fields section, you can select the fields you want to remove and click
the left arrow (<), or click the double left arrow (<<) to remove all fields.

The selected fields are moved to the Selected fields section from the Available fields section.
5. (Optional) Enter an alias for the field name in the Alias column if you want to shorten the field name.

Note:  For example, you can shorten generation number to gen #.
6. (Optional) Click the Sort Order column for the field and select one of the following:

• Ascending—Sorts from A to Z, lowest to highest number, or by earliest date.
• Descending—Sorts from Z to A, highest to lowest number, or by latest date.

Note:  When viewing workload using a custom view, you can re-sort the data by clicking a column heading.

The Sort Priority column displays a sort priority for the selected field.
7. (Optional) Click [+] and [-] buttons to adjust the sorting priority.

Note:  The field with Sort Priority 1 is the field with the highest priority in the new custom view. For example,
if the Agent Name field has Sort Priority 2, it is second on priority, click [-] to set the Agent Name field’s Sort
Priority to 1 to make it the highest priority field. The column positions are independent of the sort priority in the
new custom view.

8. (Optional) Select a field from the Selected fields section, and click Move Up or Move Down to change the order
of the fields.

9. Click OK.
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The custom view appears in the tree view window.

 Copy an Existing Custom View
You can copy a custom view and save it with a different name to create a new custom view.
cwad121
HID_copy_existing_custom_view
You can copy a custom view and save it with a different name to create a new custom view.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Custom Views view in the Monitor perspective.
The Custom Views tree lists the predefined custom views.

2. Right-click the custom view you want to copy, and select Copy from the pop-up menu.
The Copy Custom View Definition dialog opens.

3. Enter a name for the custom view and click OK.
The copy of the custom view appears in the tree view.

4. (Optional) Do the following to modify the custom view:

1.1 Right-click the custom view copy you created, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Presentation page of the Custom View Configuration dialog opens.

2.1 Modify the custom view as required and click OK.
5. Right-click your custom view in the Custom Views view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The custom view opens and displays your workload.

 Create a Custom View Filter
You can create custom view filters to limit the amount of information that appears for your
workload.
cwad121
HID_create_custom_view_filter
You can create custom view filters to limit the amount of information that appears for your workload.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Custom Views view in the Monitor perspective.
The Custom Views tree lists the predefined custom views.

2. Right-click the custom view you want to create a filter for, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Presentation page of the Custom View Configuration dialog opens.

3. Click Filter in the left pane.
The Filter page opens in the right pane.

4. Click Add.
A new row is added to the Criteria section.

5. Select a value from the drop-down list in the Field Name field.
6. Select one of the following operators from the drop-down list in the Relationship field:

• Contains
Displays partial and full matches of a value. For example, Application Name Contains pay displays all
Applications that have names containing “pay” such as payroll and BCpayroll.

• Does not contain
Displays matches that do not contain the value. For example, Application Name Does not contain pay
displays all Applications with names that do not include “pay” anywhere in the name.

• Is
Displays exact matches of a value. For example, Application Name Is payroll displays only Applications
named “payroll.”

• Is not
Displays everything that does not exactly match the value. For example, Application Name Is not payroll
displays all Applications with names that are not “payroll.”

• Begins with
Displays matches for the beginning of the value. For example, Application Name Begins with Pay displays all
Applications that begin with “Pay” such as Pay1 and Payroll.

• Ends with
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Displays matches for the end of the value. For example, Application Name Ends with roll displays all
Applications that end with “roll” such as Payroll.

• Greater Than
Display matches that are greater than the value. For example, Average Run Time Greater Than 60 displays
all jobs with average execution times greater than 60 minutes.

• Less Than
Display matches that are less than the value. For example, Average Run Time Less Than 60 displays all jobs
with average execution times less than 60 minutes.

7. Enter a value in the Value field.

Note:  You can enter a portion of a word or an entire word.
8. Click Apply.

The filter displays in the Result text box.
9. Click OK.

The filter is applied to the custom view.

Example: Create a Custom View for the Payroll Application

You can create a custom view to display only the Payroll Application.

To create a custom view for the Payroll Application

1. Open the Custom Views view in the Monitor perspective.
The Custom Views tree lists the predefined custom views.

2. Right-click the custom view you want to create a filter for, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Presentation page of the Custom View Configuration dialog opens.

3. Click Filter in the left pane.
The Filter page opens in the right pane.

4. Click Add.
A new row is added to the Criteria section.

5. Select Application name from the Field Name drop-down list.
6. Select Is from the Relationship drop-down list.
7. Enter Payroll in the Value field.
8. Click Apply.

The filter displays in the Result text box.
9. Click OK.

The filter is applied to the custom view.

More information:

Custom View Filters

 Working with Dashboard Views
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_work_dashboard_views
This section contains the following topics:

 

 Dashboard Views
The Monitor Perspective contains a dashboard view that provides status and historical
information in predefined status message and system monitor custom views. You can also
create, edit, or delete views to display the information you want.
cwad122
HID_dashboard_views
The Monitor Perspective contains a dashboard view that provides status and historical information in predefined
status message and system monitor custom views. You can also create, edit, or delete views to display the
information you want.
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The Status Message View provides status information as a list of messages. The status messages represent state
or historical information.

State messages indicate the current state of a component. Only one state message is displayed for each
component, for example, the state of an agent. When the server receives a new state message, it deletes the older
state message for the specified component. You can view state messages on the following:

• Agent or advanced integration status—up, down, quiesced
• Number of active Applications
• Details of the client connections (standalone CLI or CA WA Desktop Client)
• Memory usage including total memory, free memory, and maximum memory allocated
• Primary server start time and type
• Standby server start time and type
• LDAP status—active, inactive
• Server quiesced status—quiesced, unquiesced

Note:  The server node displays the status as Quiesced but the status of the server instances do not change.

Historical messages represent events. Multiple historical messages can be displayed, for example, SNMP
messages, log messages, and so on. You can view historical messages on the following:

• SNMP traps
• Details of Login failures
• Events that failed to run due to insufficient user permissions of the user
• Error messages from the tracelog.txt file

The System Monitor View displays the following status information in a graphical dashboard:

• Number of active Applications
• Number of CA WA Desktop Client connections
• Server memory status
• Single server start time and type (in a stand-alone configuration)
• Primary and Standby server start time and type (in a CA WA High Availability configuration)
• Number of defined agents or advanced integrations
• Number of agents or advanced integrations in Active, Inactive and Quiesce states
• LDAP server status

System Monitor views are updated in real time as information is received from the server.

 Open an Existing Status Message View
You can open an existing status message view to display the messages in that view. The
message views provide status information on the following as a list of messages:
cwad121
HID_open_existing_status_message_view
You can open an existing status message view to display the messages in that view. The message views provide
status information on the following as a list of messages:

• Servers
• Agents or advanced integrations
• The LDAP server
• Number of active Applications
• Number of CA WA Desktop Client connections
• Memory used by the server (max, free, total)
• Additional historical information on changes over a certain period of time (for example, SNMP messages)
• Error log messages from the tracelog.txt file

Note:  You must have Allow access to the STATUSMSG* permission to open an existing status message view.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Dashboard Views view in the Monitor perspective.
The Dashboard Views tree displays the status message and system monitor custom views.

2. Right-click the predefined status message view you want to open, and select Open from the pop-up menu.
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The server connections are displayed in the left pane of the custom view. You can expand each server
connection to view the list of the messages. The messages are sorted by the specified group.

3. Double-click a message to view the details of the message.
The message details are displayed in the right pane of the custom view.

 Create a New Status Message View
You can create a new status message view to select the message types that you want to display
in the new view. You can also specify the message sorting order of the new view.
cwad121
HID_create_status_message_view
You can create a new status message view to select the message types that you want to display in the new view.
You can also specify the message sorting order of the new view.

Note:  You must have Allow access to the STATUSMSG* permission to create a new status message view.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Dashboard Views view in the Monitor perspective.
The Dashboard Views tree displays the status message and system monitor custom views.

2. Right-click Status Message Views, and select New from the pop-up menu.
The Edit Status Message View dialog opens.

3. Enter a name for your view in the Name field on the Types page.
4. (Optional) Enter a description for the new view in the Description field.
5. Do one of the following to select the message types you want to display in the new view:

• To add a message type, select the message type from the Available message types section, and click Add>.
• To add multiple message types, hold down the Ctrl key, select the message types from the Available

message types section, and click Add>.
• To add all the message types, click Add All>>.

The selected message types are moved to the Selected message types section from the Available message
types section.

Note:  To remove a message type from the Selected message types section, select the message types you
want to remove and click <Remove or click <<Remove All to remove all message types.

6. Click Columns in the left pane.
The Columns page opens in the right pane.

7. Select a value in the Group by drop-down list to sort the new view by message type, date, or severity.
8. Do one of the following to select the message columns you want to display in the new view:

• To add a message column, select the message column from the Available message columns section, and
click Add>.

• To add multiple message columns, hold down the Ctrl key, select the message columns from the Available
message columns section, and click Add>.

• To add all the message columns, click Add All>>.

The selected message columns are moved to the Selected message columns section from the Available
message columns section.

Note:  To remove a message column from the Selected message columns section, select the message columns
you want to remove and click <Remove or click <<Remove All to remove all message columns.

9. Click OK.
The new Status Message view appears in the Dashboard Views tree under Status Message Views.

Example: Create a Status Message View to Display the Server Status

You can create a status message view to display only the server status.

To create a status message view to display the server status

1. Right-click Status Message View and select New from the pop-up menu.
2. Enter Server Status in the Name field on the Types page.
3. Select Server status and Quiesce status from the Available message types section, and click Add>.
4. Click Columns in the left pane.
5. Select Date in the Group by drop-down list to sort the new view by date.
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6. Select Severity, Date, and Connection from the Available message columns section, and click Add>.
7. Click OK.

The Server Status Message view appears in the Dashboard View tree under Status Message Views.
8. Double-click the Server Status view to open the view.

All the messages are displayed under your server connections in the left pane.
9. Double-click a message to view the message details in the right pane.

 Copy an Existing Status Message View
You can copy a status message view and save it with a different name to create a new status
message view. You can also add or remove message types from the copied view.
cwad121
HID_copy_status_message_view
You can copy a status message view and save it with a different name to create a new status message view. You
can also add or remove message types from the copied view.

Note:

You must have Allow access to the STATUSMSG* permission to copy an existing status message view.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Dashboard Views view in the Monitor perspective.
The Dashboard Views tree displays the status message and system monitor custom views.

2. Right-click the status message view you want to copy, and select Copy from the pop-up menu.
The Edit Status Message View dialog opens.

3. Enter a name for the new view in the Name field on the Types page.
4. Modify the view as required and click OK. 

The copied status message view appears in the Dashboard Views tree under Status Message Views.

 Open an Existing System Monitor View
You can open an existing system monitor view to monitor the graphical controls in that view. The
system monitor views provide status information on the following in a graphical dashboard::
cwad122
HID_open_system_monitor_view
You can open an existing system monitor view to monitor the graphical controls in that view. The system monitor
views provide status information on the following in a graphical dashboard::

• Total number of active Applications, CA WA Desktop Client connections, defined agents or advanced
integrations, and their states

• Server memory status
• Single server start time and type (in a stand-alone configuration)
• Primary and Standby server start time and type (in a CA WA High Availability configuration)
• LDAP server status

Note:  You must have Allow access to the STATUSMSG* permission to open an existing system monitor view.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Dashboard Views view in the Monitor perspective.
The Dashboard Views tree displays the status message and system monitor custom views.

2. Right-click the predefined system monitor view you want to open, and select Open from the pop-up menu.
The graphical dashboard is displayed in the right pane of the custom view.

 Create a New System Monitor View
You can create a new system monitor view to select the controls you want to monitor in the new
graphical dashboard view.
cwad121
HID_create_system_monitor_view
You can create a new system monitor view to select the controls you want to monitor in the new graphical
dashboard view.
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Note:  You must have Allow access to the STATUSMSG* permission to create a new system monitor view.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Dashboard Views view in the Monitor perspective.
The Dashboard Views tree displays the status message and system monitor custom views.

2. Right-click System Monitor Views, and select New from the pop-up menu.
The Edit Dashboard View dialog opens.

3. Enter a name for your view in the Name field.
4. (Optional) Enter a description for the new view in the Description field.
5. (Optional) Complete the following fields as required:

• Number of columns to render the controls
Specifies the number of columns to display in the new view.
Limits: 1-4
Default: 1

• Horizontal spacing between controls (pixels)
Specifies the horizontal spacing between the columns in pixels.
Default: 5

• Vertical spacing between controls (pixels)
Specifies the vertical spacing between the columns in pixels.
Default: 5

• Use the same lengths for all columns
Indicates whether to use the same size for all the columns in the new view.

6. Do one of the following to select the controls you want to display in the new view:

• To add a field, select the control from the Available controls section, and click Add>.
• To add multiple controls, hold down the Ctrl key, select the controls from the Available controls section, and

click Add>.
• To add all the controls, click Add All>>.

The selected controls are moved to the Selected controls section from the Available controls section. The
Preview section displays the layout of new view.

Note:  To remove a control from the Selected controls section, select the control you want to remove and click
<Remove or click <<Remove All to remove all controls.

7. Click OK.

The new system monitor view appears in the Dashboard Views tree under System Monitor Views.

Example: Create a System Monitor View to Display the Agent Status

You can create a system monitor view to display the agent status in a graphical format.

To create a system monitor view to display the agent status

1. Open the Dashboard Views view in the Monitor perspective.
2. Right-click the System Monitor Views, and select New from the pop-up menu.
3. Enter Agent Status in the Name field.
4. Select Agent Status - Pie Chart and Summary Monitor from the Available controls section, and click Add>.
5. Enter 3 in the Number of columns to render the controls field.
6. (Optional) View the layout of the new system monitor view in the Preview section.
7. Click OK.

The Agent Status system monitor view appears in the Dashboard Views tree under System Monitor Views.
8. Double-click the Agent Status view under System Monitor Views.

The Agent Status view displays the agent status pie chart in the left pane and the summary monitor in the right
pane of the view. The connected servers appear as tabs at the bottom of the view. 

 Copy an Existing System Monitor View
You can copy a system monitor view and save it with a different name to create a new
status monitor view. You can also add or remove controls to create a view that meets your
requirements.
cwad121
HID_copy_system_monitor_view
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You can copy a system monitor view and save it with a different name to create a new status monitor view. You can
also add or remove controls to create a view that meets your requirements.

Note:  You must have Allow access to the STATUSMSG* permission to copy an existing system monitor view.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Dashboard Views view in the Monitor perspective.
The Dashboard Views tree displays the status message and system monitor custom views.

2. Right-click the existing system monitor view you want to copy, and select Copy from the pop-up menu.
The Edit Dashboard View dialog opens.

3. Enter a name for the new view in the Name field.
4. Modify the view as required and click OK. 

The copied system monitor view appears in the Dashboard Views tree under System Monitor Views.

 Edit a Dashboard View
You can edit a dashboard view to suit your business needs. For example, you had designed a
view to see the messages related to the server, but now you also want to see the messages
related to agents.
cwad121
HID_edit_dashboard_view
You can edit a dashboard view to suit your business needs. For example, you had designed a view to see the
messages related to the server, but now you also want to see the messages related to agents.

Note:  You must have Allow access to the STATUSMSG* permission to edit a dashboard view.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Dashboard Views view in the Monitor perspective.
The Dashboard Views tree displays the status message and system monitor custom views.

2. Right-click the dashboard view you want to edit, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
The Edit Status Message View or Edit Dashboard View dialog opens.

3. Modify the dashboard view as required and click OK.
The modified dashboard view is saved.

 Delete a Dashboard View
You can delete a dashboard view if you do not require it any more.
cwad121
HID_delete_dashboard_view
You can delete a dashboard view if you do not require it any more.

Note:  You must have Allow access to the STATUSMSG* permission to delete a dashboard view.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Dashboard Views view in the Monitor perspective.
The Dashboard Views tree displays the status message and system monitor custom views.

2. Right-click the dashboard view you want to delete, and select Delete from the pop-up menu.
A confirmation dialog opens.

3. Click Yes.
The view is deleted from the Dashboard Views tree in the left pane.

 Resetting Resource Availability Count
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_resetting_resource_availability_counts
This section contains the following topics:
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 Resource Availability Counts
You can reset resource availability counts to increase or decrease the number of available
units of a resource. For renewable resources, you can also increase or decrease the maximum
number of available units.
cwad121
HID_resource_availability_counts
You can reset resource availability counts to increase or decrease the number of available units of a resource. For
renewable resources, you can also increase or decrease the maximum number of available units.

For example, you may need to reset a resource's availability counts in the following cases:

• During periods of low activity, you can set a threshold resource from 0 to 1 to let low priority jobs run.
• Before shutting down an agent, you can set a threshold resource from 1 to 0 to quiesce the agent.
• To let more database jobs run concurrently, you can set a renewable resource from 5 to 6.

 Reset Resource Availability Count
You can reset resource availability counts to increase or decrease the number of available
units of a resource. For renewable resources, you can also increase or decrease the maximum
number of available units.
cwad121
HID_reset_resource_availability_counts
You can reset resource availability counts to increase or decrease the number of available units of a resource. For
renewable resources, you can also increase or decrease the maximum number of available units.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Monitor perspective.
2. Right-click the server connection in the Application Monitor view and select Modify Resources.

The Modify Resources dialog opens.
3. Select a resource name in the Resource name drop-down list.
4. Select one of the following options from the Property name drop-down list.

• Availability

Indicates the number of available units of the resource.
• Maximum Availability

Indicates the maximum number of available units of the resource. Applies to renewable resources only.
Changing the maximum availability count also changes the availability count by the same amount. For
example, if you increase the maximum availability count from three to five, the availability count increases by
two.

5. Select one of the following options from the drop-down list:

• Reset value to

Sets the availability count of the resource to the specified value.
• Increase value by

Increases the availability count of the resource by the specified value.
6. Specify the absolute or relative availability count in the text box.

Note:  For renewable resources, if the availability count exceeds the maximum availability count, the availability
count is set to the maximum availability count.

7. Click OK.
The availability count of the resource is reset.

 Using SAP Tools
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_using_sap_tools
This section contains the following topics:
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 SAP Tools
You can monitor and control an SAP system using the SAP Tools perspective. SAP Tools is a
window into SAP systems that lets you to do the following:
cwad121
HID_sap_tools
You can monitor and control an SAP system using the SAP Tools perspective. SAP Tools is a window into SAP
systems that lets you to do the following:

• List and manually trigger SAP events
• Work with intercepted jobs
• Monitor jobs CA Workload Automation DE did not submit
• Determine current resource usage on the SAP system

 Intercepted Jobs
When you intercept an SAP job, the SAP system deactivates the job for a restart later and sets
the job state to SCHEDULED. The SAP system sets jobs as INTERCEPTED based on entries
in the Interception Criteria Table.
cwad121
HID_intercept_jobs
When you intercept an SAP job, the SAP system deactivates the job for a restart later and sets the job state to
SCHEDULED. The SAP system sets jobs as INTERCEPTED based on entries in the Interception Criteria Table.

Note:  You can only use SAP Tools to intercept jobs defined on the SAP system, such as jobs defined using SAP
GUI.

SAP Tools lets you do the following:

• List Intercepted Jobs
• Modify the Criteria Used to Intercept SAP Jobs
• Issue a Command Against an Intercepted Job

 Ad Hoc Jobs
An ad hoc job is any job submitted outside the control of CA Workload Automation DE. Ad hoc
jobs may be submitted manually, submitted by another scheduling product, or submitted by
another system.
cwad121
HID_ad_hoc_jobs
An ad hoc job is any job submitted outside the control of CA Workload Automation DE. Ad hoc jobs may be
submitted manually, submitted by another scheduling product, or submitted by another system.

You can identify many characteristics for jobs you want to monitor, such as job status or date ranges, and save
those characteristics as a named filter.

More information:

List Ad Hoc Jobs
Receive Continual Updates Automatically
Issue a Command Against an Ad Hoc Job

 List the SAP Events on Your SAP System
Using SAP Tools, you can list the SAP events on your SAP system. After listing the events, you
can trigger them on the SAP system:
cwad121
HID_list_sap_events
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Using SAP Tools, you can list the SAP events on your SAP system. After listing the events, you can trigger them on
the SAP system:

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SAP Tools perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the SAP Tools Explorer view.

2. Right-click the Event Listings folder under your server connection, and click New Event Listing from the pop-up
menu.
The New Event Listing dialog opens.

3. Complete the following required fields:

• Name
Defines the name of the event listing.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the SAP Agent.
4. (Optional) Specify the following additional information in the SAP Logon information section:

• RFC destination

Specifies the destination value for the Remote Function Call (RFC) connection and gateway information.
• User name

Specifies the user name the agent uses to log on to the SAP system.

Limit: 32 characters
• Client

Specifies a three-digit number that identifies the SAP client.

Example: 800
5. Click Finish.

SAP Tools displays the event listing under the Event Listings folder.
6. Right-click the new event listing, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

SAP Tools displays a list of SAP events on your SAP system.

 Trigger an SAP Event on Your SAP System
After listing the SAP events on your SAP system, you can trigger (raise) an SAP event manually
on the SAP system.
cwad121
HID_trigger_sap_event
After listing the SAP events on your SAP system, you can trigger (raise) an SAP event manually on the SAP
system.

Note:

 Triggering an Event in CA Workload Automation DE is equivalent to raising an event in SAP.

Follow these steps:

1. List the SAP events on your SAP system.
2. Right-click the event that you want to trigger in the event listing, and select Trigger Event from the pop-up menu.

The Trigger Event dialog opens.
3. (Optional) Enter the event parameter in the Event Parameter field.
4. Click OK.

The SAP Event is triggered (raised) on your SAP system.

 List Intercepted Jobs
Using SAP Tools, you can list intercepted jobs to monitor the jobs and issue commands against
them:
cwad121
HID_list_intercept_jobs
Using SAP Tools, you can list intercepted jobs to monitor the jobs and issue commands against them:

Follow these steps:
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1. Open the SAP Tools perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the SAP Tools Explorer view.

2. Right-click the Intercepted Job Listings folder under your server connection, and click New Intercepted Job
Listing.
The New Intercepted Job Listing dialog opens.

3. Complete the following required fields:

• Name
Defines the name of the intercepted job list.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the SAP Agent.
4. (Optional) Specify the following additional information in the SAP Logon information section:

• RFC destination

Specifies the destination value for the Remote Function Call (RFC) connection and gateway information.
• User name

Specifies the user name the agent uses to log on to the SAP system.

Limit: 32 characters
• Client

Specifies a three-digit number that identifies the SAP client.

Example: 800
5. (Optional) Select the More Information check box to display additional fields (background client for authorization

check, job creator, and information related to children and parent processes) in the intercepted job listing.
6. Click Finish.

SAP Tools displays the intercepted jobs listing under the Intercepted Job Listings folder.
7. Right-click the new intercepted jobs listing, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

SAP Tools displays a list of intercepted jobs.

More information:

Intercepted Jobs

 Modify the Criteria Used to Intercept SAP Jobs
The Interception Criteria Table describes the criteria the SAP system uses to intercept jobs. You
can add filters to the table to intercept selected jobs or modify the table to change the existing
interception criteria.
cwad121
HID_modify_criteria_intercept_job
The Interception Criteria Table describes the criteria the SAP system uses to intercept jobs. You can add filters to
the table to intercept selected jobs or modify the table to change the existing interception criteria.

Follow these steps:

1. List intercepted jobs.
2. Right-click the intercepted jobs listing under the Intercepted Job Listings folder, and select Modify Criteria Table

from the pop-up menu.
The Modify Criteria Table dialog opens.

3. Do one of the following:

• To display the existing interception criteria, click List.
• To update the existing interception criteria, select the criteria, update the appropriate fields, and click Update.
• To add filtering criteria, enter your filtering criteria and click Add.

Note:  You can filter by job name, job creator, and client using an asterisk (*) as a wildcard. For example,
LAM* intercepts all job names that begin with LAM.

4. Click Finish.
SAP Tools displays the list of intercepted jobs that meet your criteria.

More information:

Intercepted Jobs
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 Issue a Command Against an Intercepted Job
You can issue a command against an intercepted job to monitor or control the job.
cwad121
HID_issue_command_intercept_job
You can issue a command against an intercepted job to monitor or control the job.

Follow these steps:

1. List intercepted jobs.
2. Right-click the job you want to issue a command against in the intercepted jobs listing.

A list of job commands appears.
3. Select one of the following commands:

• Job Copy

Creates a copy of the job on the SAP system.
• JobDefGet

Displays an SAP job definition.
• JobDelete

Deletes the job.
• Job Start

Starts an intercepted job.
• JobStatusCheck

Checks the status of the job.
• JobStatusGet

Displays the status of the job.

The server issues the command against the intercepted job.

More information:

Intercepted Jobs

 List Ad Hoc Jobs
Using SAP Tools, you can list ad hoc jobs to monitor the jobs and issue commands against
them:
cwad121
HID_list_adhoc_jobs
Using SAP Tools, you can list ad hoc jobs to monitor the jobs and issue commands against them:

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SAP Tools perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the SAP Tools Explorer view.

2. Right-click the Ad Hoc Job Filters folder under your server connection, and select New Ad Hoc Filter from the
pop-up menu.
The Ad Hoc Job Filter dialog opens.

3. Complete the following required fields:

• Filter name
Defines the name of the ad hoc job filter.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the SAP Agent.
• Job name

Specifies the SAP job names you want to filter on.

Note:

You must include a wildcard for a partial name. For example, SAP* matches all job names that start with
SAP.

4. (Optional) Specify the following additional information in the SAP Logon information section:
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• RFC destination

Specifies the destination value for the Remote Function Call (RFC) connection and gateway information.
• User name (SAP Logon information)

Specifies the user name the agent uses to log on to the SAP system.

Limit: 32 characters
• Client

Specifies a three-digit number that identifies the SAP client.

Example: 800
5. (Optional) Specify the following additional information in the Filtering Criteria section:

• User name (Filtering Criteria)
Specifies the user names you want to filter on.

Note:

• You must enter the user name filter in uppercase.
• You must include a wildcard for a partial name. For example, CYB* matches all user names that start with

CYB.
6. Click Next.

The Specific Filter Criteria dialog opens.
7. Complete the fields as appropriate, and click Next.

The Advanced Filter Criteria dialog opens.
8. Complete the fields as appropriate, and click Finish.

SAP Tools displays the ad hoc job filter under the Ad Hoc Job Filters folder.
9. Right-click the new ad hoc job filter, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

SAP Tools displays a list of ad hoc jobs that match the filter criteria.

Note:  You can refresh the list of jobs at any time by right-clicking the ad hoc job filter and selecting Refresh.

More information:

Ad Hoc Jobs

 Receive Continual Updates Automatically
You can receive continual updates to the ad hoc job monitor automatically. The polling rate for
the monitor is set in the agent configuration file.
cwad121
HID_receive_updates_automatic
You can receive continual updates to the ad hoc job monitor automatically. The polling rate for the monitor is set in
the agent configuration file.

Note:  For more information about the polling rate, contact your agent administrator.

Follow these steps:

1. List ad hoc jobs.
2. Right-click the ad hoc job filter, and select Subscribe from the pop-up menu.

The ad hoc jobs monitor continues to update the listing until you close the dialog or unsubscribe from the filter.
3. (Optional) Right-click the ad hoc job filter, and select Lock from the pop-up menu to freeze the screen updates.

Note:  To resume job monitoring, right-click the ad hoc job filter and select Unlock.

More information:

Ad Hoc Jobs

 Issue a Command Against an Ad Hoc Job
You can issue a command against an ad hoc job to monitor or control the job.
cwad121
HID_issue_command_adhoc_job
You can issue a command against an ad hoc job to monitor or control the job.
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Follow these steps:

1. List ad hoc jobs.
2. Right-click the job you want to issue a command against in the ad hoc jobs listing.

Note:  If you subscribed to receive continual updates automatically, you must first right-click the ad hoc job filter,
and select Lock to freeze screen updates or Unsubscribe to stop screen updates.

A list of job commands appears.
3. Select one of the following commands:

• JobCancel
Cancels the job.

• Job Children Get
Lists the children of the job, if any.

• Job Copy

Creates a copy of the job on the SAP system.
• JobDefGet

Displays an SAP job definition.
• JobDelete

Deletes the job.
• Job Get Spool List

Displays the job spool that an ABAP produced.
• Job Log Read

Reads the job log.
• Job Start

Starts a job after deleting it from the list.
• JobStatusCheck

Checks the status of the job.
• JobStatusGet

Displays the status of the job.

The server issues the command against the ad hoc job.

More information:

Ad Hoc Jobs

 Determine Current Resource Usage on Your SAP System
You can use SAP Tools to display the total processes, free processes, and status of your SAP
system.
cwad121
HID_determine_current_resource_usage
You can use SAP Tools to display the total processes, free processes, and status of your SAP system.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SAP Tools perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the SAP Tools Explorer view.

2. Right-click the Resource Listings folder under your server connection, and select New Resource Listings from
the pop-up menu.
The New Resource Listings dialog opens.

3. Complete the following required fields:

• Name
Defines the name of the resource listing.

• Agent name

Specifies the name of the SAP Agent.
4. (Optional) Specify the following additional information in the SAP Logon information section:

• RFC destination
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Specifies the destination value for the Remote Function Call (RFC) connection and gateway information.
• User name

Specifies the user name the agent uses to log on to the SAP system.

Limit: 32 characters
• Client

Specifies a three-digit number that identifies the SAP client.

Example: 800
5. Click Finish.

SAP Tools displays the resource listing under the Resource Listings folder.
6. Right-click the new resource listing, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

SAP Tools displays the current resource usage on the SAP system.

 Using SAP Tools
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_using_sap_tools
This section contains the following topics:

 

 

10 Reporting
Create and run reports, and generate forecasts
cwad121
HID_reporting
This section includes the following information:

 Introduction to Reporting
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_intro_report

This section contains the following topics:

 Reports
ESP dSeries Workload Automation stores information regarding job execution in its database.
You create and run reports in CA WA Desktop Client. From CA WA Desktop Client, you can run
predefined (canned) reports or design custom history reports using Business Intelligence and
Reporting Tools (BIRT).
cwad121
HID_report
ESP dSeries Workload Automation stores information regarding job execution in its database. You create and run
reports in CA WA Desktop Client. From CA WA Desktop Client, you can run predefined (canned) reports or design
custom history reports using Business Intelligence and Reporting Tools (BIRT).

Warning:  If you are using a Microsoft SQL Server database with Windows authentication, the domain user
of the computer that launches CA WA Desktop Client must have read access to the database. Otherwise,
you will not be able to run or preview reports from CA WA Desktop Client.
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The server has a built-in report repository. After connecting to the server using CA WA Desktop Client, you can
view the report repository in the Reports view of the Services perspective and run the reports in the repository. You
can schedule predefined and custom reports using Events to save the output of the server for viewing later. When
scheduling predefined and custom reports, you can also specify a list of users to notify by email when the report
execution is complete. You can also grant permission to a list of users to view the report output.

The Reports view also displays your custom history reports with a different icon. You can delete your custom
history reports from the Reports view, but you cannot delete the predefined reports.

The Report perspective lets you design your own history reports by defining the report projects. You can design
all the elements of each report including the design files, templates, libraries, and so on. You can create a custom
history report, supply the required parameters, and run it. You can save the output in different formats.

 Business Intelligence and Reporting Tools (BIRT)
The Report perspective lets you design and run reports using Business Intelligence and
Reporting Tools (BIRT), a reporting tool integrated in CA WA Desktop Client. The reports are
run using the BIRT Report engine and viewed using the BIRT Viewer. You can design custom
reports using the BIRT Designer.
cwad121
HID_birt
The Report perspective lets you design and run reports using Business Intelligence and Reporting Tools (BIRT), a
reporting tool integrated in CA WA Desktop Client. The reports are run using the BIRT Report engine and viewed
using the BIRT Viewer. You can design custom reports using the BIRT Designer.

CA WA Desktop Client includes the BIRT Sample database plug-ins to help you run BIRT sample reports and
design custom reports.

Note:  For more information about BIRT, see http://www.eclipse.org/birt/phoenix/intro/intro02.php.

 Using Custom Reports
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_using_custom_report
This section contains the following topics:

 Custom Reports
The custom reports are the reports created and designed by you. The Report perspective of CA
WA Desktop Client lets you design custom reports by defining report projects. Only users with
administrator privileges can design, upload, and download custom reports.
cwad121
HID_custom_report
The custom reports are the reports created and designed by you. The Report perspective of CA WA Desktop Client
lets you design custom reports by defining report projects. Only users with administrator privileges can design,
upload, and download custom reports.

The Report perspective has the following components:

• Report Workspace
Represents the view where you can create projects and reports and view your server connections. It is
displayed on the left pane of the Report perspective.

• Report Project
Represents a collection of all of the elements needed by a report at run time, for example, design files, libraries,
images, Cascading Style Sheet files, and so on. The project is stored on the server as an archive file. Report
projects appear in the Report Workspace.
A report project must have one project directory with at least one report design file and a Resources directory
with all required resources such as report libraries, images, Cascading Style Sheet files, and JavaScript files.

• Data Explorer View

http://www.eclipse.org/birt/phoenix/intro/intro02.php
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Lets you add data sources and data sets for your report. It is displayed on the left pane of the Report
perspective.

• Outline Explorer View
Represents a collection of all the items of a report project.

• Main report
Represents the report that is run when the report project is run, if the report project contains more than one
report design file.

• Result Set
Represents a set of rows that display the result of an SQL query that runs against a database.

Any report contains the following files and projects:

• Report Design File (.rptdesign)
Represents an XML file that contains the complete description of a report. It describes the structure and
organization of the report, the data sources, and data sets. The XML file is displayed on the right pane of the
Report perspective.
The XML file can also be viewed in the following views:

• Layout
Lets you edit the report properties and add elements and style.

• Preview
Lets you view the final output of your report.

• Report Template
Lets you create your own custom reports using the basic design templates.

• Library View
Represents a collection of reusable and shareable report elements. A library file (.rptlibrary) can contain
embedded images, styles, visual report items, and data sources. The library is an XML file that contains
reusable and shareable report elements. If a report design file uses a library, the library has to be packaged in
the same report project as the report design file. Libraries must be accessible when the report is run.

More Information:

Database Tables

 Creating a Custom Report
To create a report project, follow these procedures:
cwad121
HID_create_custom
To create a report project, follow these procedures:

1. Create a New Project
2. Create a New Report
3. Connect the Report to a Data Source
4. Create a Data Set
5. Create a Table in Your Report

 

 

 Create a New Project
You can create a project to organize all your reports or create multiple projects to organize your
reports by categories.
cwad121
HID_create_new_pro
You can create a project to organize all your reports or create multiple projects to organize your reports by
categories.

Note:

For each project that you create, a directory is created in your file system.

Follow these steps:
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1. Open the Report perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Report Workspace view.

Note:  To list the server connections in the Report Workspace view, click the Show Connections icon.
2. Right-click your active server connection, and select New Report Project from the pop-up menu.

The New Report Project dialog opens.
3. Complete the following fields and click Finish:

• Project name
Defines the name of the project that you want to create.

• Server name
Specifies the name of the server that you are connected to.

The new project is created.

 Create a New Report
You can create a new report using a predefined report template or start with a blank report.
cwad121
HID_create_new_rep
You can create a new report using a predefined report template or start with a blank report.

Note:  For each template, the BIRT Report Designer provides a cheat sheet, which contains step-by-step
instructions to help you create the report.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Report perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Report Workspace view.

2. Right-click the report project that you want to create reports for, and select New, Report from the pop-up menu.
The New Report dialog opens.

3. Complete the following fields and click Next:

• Enter or select the parent folder
Specifies the name of the project that the new report would belong to.

• File name
Specifies the name of the .rptdesignfile.

The report templates are displayed.
4. Select a template and click Finish.

Your new report appears in the Report Workspace.

 Connect the Report to a Data Source
After you have created a report, you need to connect to a database or other data source type.
You can use the database that is already configured for your server connection.
cwad121
HID_conn_report_to_data
After you have created a report, you need to connect to a database or other data source type. You can use the
database that is already configured for your server connection.

Note:  You must be logged in as administrator user on this server.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Report perspective.
A list of all the projects and reports are displayed under your server connection in the Report Workspace view.

2. Select the report from the Report Workspace view.
3. Open the Data Explorer view.
4. Right-click Data Sources, and select New Data Source from the pop menu.

The New Data Source dialog opens.
5. Select CA WA Server Data Source from the available list.
6. Enter the name of the data source in the Data Source Name field and click Next.
7. Enter the name of the server that you want to connect to in the Server name field and click Finish.
8. Click Test Connections to test the connection of the server to the data source.

The new data source is created to connect to the selected database.
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 Create a Data Set
You must create a data set to identify the data to retrieve from the data source. For example,
if your report connects to a JDBC data source or CA WA data source, you can use an SQL
SELECT statement to identify the data to retrieve.
cwad121
HID_create_data_set
You must create a data set to identify the data to retrieve from the data source. For example, if your report connects
to a JDBC data source or CA WA data source, you can use an SQL SELECT statement to identify the data to
retrieve.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Report perspective.
2. Select the report from the Report Workspace view.
3. Open the Data Explorer view.
4. Right-click Data Sets, and select New Data Set from the pop menu.

The New Data Set dialog opens.
5. Enter the data set name in the Data Set Name field.
6. Select CA WA Server from the Data Source drop-down list.
7. Select SQL Select Query from the Data Set Type drop-down list and click Next.

The Query dialog opens.

Note:  For more information about the other data sources and data set types, see the BIRT documentation.
8. Drag column names from the Available Items list to the right pane to write the select and from clauses of the

SQL query.
An example of a query is as follows:

select ESP_GENERIC_JOB.JOB_NAME,ESP_GENERIC_JOB.JOB_QUALIFIER,
ESP_GENERIC_JOB.START_DATE_TIME,
ESP_GENERIC_JOB.END_DATE_TIME,ESP_GENERIC_JOB.STATE,
ESP_APPLICATION.APPL_NAME
from ESP_GENERIC_JOB,ESP_APPLICATION
where ESP_GENERIC_JOB.APPL_ID=ESP_APPLICATION.APPL_ID

Note:  You can select a schema, filter, and a type and click Apply Filter to filter the items displayed in the
Available Items list.

9. Click Finish.
The new data set is created and the Edit Data Set page opens.

10. Modify the query if required.
11. Click Preview results to view a preview of the query results.
12. Click OK to save the data set.

 Create a Joint Data Set
You can create a new data set to join two existing data sets into a joint data set.
cwad121
HID_create_joint_data_set
You can create a new data set to join two existing data sets into a joint data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Report perspective.
2. Select the report from the Report Workspace view.
3. Open the Data Explorer view.
4. Right-click Data Source, and select New Data Source from the pop-menu.

The New Data Source dialog opens.
5. Select a data set from the drop-down list on the left side.
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The columns of the selected data set appear in the panel below the drop-down list.
6. Select another data set for the joint data set from the drop-down list on the right side.

The columns of the second data set appear in the panel below.
7. Select the columns to join data from both data sets.
8. Select a join type, and click Finish.

The new joint data set is created.

Note:  You can click Preview Results to see the final output of the columns in the report.

 Create a Table in Your Report
You must create a table element to lay out the data in a row and column format, and insert data
elements in the table.
cwad121
HID_create_table_report
You must create a table element to lay out the data in a row and column format, and insert data elements in the
table.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Report perspective.
2. Select the report from the Report Workspace view.
3. Select the > sign next to the Palette.

The Palette view opens and displays all the elements that you can place in a report.

Note:

You can also open the Palette by clicking Window, Show View, Palette from the main menu.
4. Drag a table element from the Palette, and drop it in the report in the layout editor.

The Insert Table dialog opens and prompts you to specify the number of columns and detail rows to create for
the table.

5. Modify the fields as required and click OK.
A table with the specified number of rows and columns appears in the layout editor.

6. Open the Data Explorer view, and expand the items in the Data Sets
The columns that you specified in the query appear.

7. Drag an item to and drop it in the required cell as shown in the following illustration:
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The detail row displays the main data in the report. In the finished report, the detail row repeats to display all
the data rows from the data set.

Note:  The first row automatically takes the data from the details rows and serves as the column heading in
the finished report

8. Select the table icon below the existing table to add a row.
9. Right-click a grid next to any left-most cell of the table, and select Insert, Row from the pop-up menu.

A row is added to the table.
10. Select the Preview tab to view the report.

The report is displayed in HTML format.

Note:

To view the report in the other formats, select View and then the format you want to view the report in.

 Customizing a Report
To customize a report, follow these procedures:
cwad121
HID_customize_report
To customize a report, follow these procedures:
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 Create an Element in Your Report
After creating a basic report and connecting it to a data source, you can insert elements in the
report page such as chart, image, list and so on, to display the data from the data set that you
created previously.
cwad121
HID_create_element_report
After creating a basic report and connecting it to a data source, you can insert elements in the report page such as
chart, image, list and so on, to display the data from the data set that you created previously.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Report perspective.
2. Select the report from the Report Workspace view.
3. Select the > sign next to the Palette.

The Palette view opens and displays all the elements that you can place in a report.

Note:

You can also open the Palette by clicking Window, Show View, Palette from the main menu.
4. Drag an element from the Palette, and drop it in the report in the layout editor.

The element is placed in the blank report. You can edit the properties if required.

 Edit the Properties of an Element
You can edit the properties of an element to change properties, for example, font, color, margin,
and so on.
cwad121
HID_edit_element
You can edit the properties of an element to change properties, for example, font, color, margin, and so on.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Report perspective.
2. Open the report in the Layout editor.
3. Click Window, Show View, Property Editor from the main menu.

The Property Editor view opens.
4. Select the cell in the table on the right pane of the page.

Note:  To select the complete table, click the table icon that appears when you hover the mouse pointer at the
bottom left of the table.

The Property Editor displays the properties of the selected element.
5. Make the changes as appropriate.

The properties of the selected cell or table are edited.

 Create and Apply a Style
You can use a custom style for your report or create your own style.
cwad121
HID_create_apply_style
You can use a custom style for your report or create your own style.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Report perspective.
2. Open the report in the Layout editor.
3. Right-click an element in the report, and select Style, New Style from the pop-up menu.

Note:  If you just want to create a style and use it at a later time, right-click on a blank area.The New Style page
opens.

4. Complete the fields as appropriate, and click OK.
Your new style is applied to the selected element.

Note:  To edit a style, right-click an element, and select Style, Edit Style from the pop-up menu. To apply an
existing style, right-click an element, and select Style, Apply Style from the pop-up menu.
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 Create a Report Title Element
You can use the following elements to create a report title element for your report to provide
additional information apart from the report title:
cwad121
HID_create_report_title
You can use the following elements to create a report title element for your report to provide additional information
apart from the report title:

• Label Element—Use for short, static text, such as column headings.
• Data Element—Use for displaying dynamic values from a data set field or a computed field.
• Text Element—Use for multi-line text that contains different formatting or dynamic values.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Report perspective.
2. Open the report in the Layout editor.
3. Select the > sign next to the Palette.

The Palette Explorer view opens and displays all the elements that you can place in a report.

Note:  You can also open the Palette by clicking Window, Show View, Palette from the main menu.
4. Drag one of the following elements from the Palette, and drop it above the table.

• Text
• Data
• Label

The element appears above the table.

Note:

If you have dropped the Text element, the Edit Text item dialog opens. Select Auto and define the HTML tags.
The following is an example of the HTML tags:

<CENTER><B><span style="font-size: larger">
Customer List
</B></span><BR>
<FONT size="small">For internal use only</FONT><BR><BR>
Report generated on <VALUE-OF>new Date( )</VALUE-OF>
</CENTER><BR><BR>

5. Click OK.

Note:  You can click Preview Results to see the final output of the columns in the report.

 Example: Create a Custom Report and Upload It to the Server
You can create a custom report and upload it to the server.
cwad121
HID_example_create
You can create a custom report and upload it to the server.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a new project as follows:

1.1 Right click the server connection and select New Report Project from the pop-up menu in the Report
Workspace view.
The New Report Project dialog opens.

2.1 Enter SampleCustomReport in the Project name field and select Finish.
The SampleCustomReport project is created under the selected server connection.

2. Create a report as follows:
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1.1 Right click the report project, and select New, Report in the Report Workspace view.
The New Report dialog opens.

2.1 Enter SampleCustomReport in the Enter or select the parent folder field and
SampleCustomReport.rptdesign in the File name field and click Next.
The Next page opens.

3.1 Select Simple listing from the Report template list and click Finish.
The SampleCustomReport.rptdesign report is created under the selected report project.

3. Connect the report to a data source as follows:

1.1 Open the SampleCustomReport.rptdesign file in the report editor.
2.1 Open the Data Explorer view.
3.1 Right-click Data Sources and select New Data Source from the pop-up menu.

The New Data Source dialog opens.
4.1 Select the Create from a data source type in the following list option button and select CA WA Server

Data Source from the list.
5.1 Enter CA WA Server in the Data Source Name field and click Next.

The New CA WA Server Data Source profile page opens.
6.1 Select the server from the Server name drop-down list and click Test Connections to test the connection.

Note:  You must be logged in as administrator user on this server.
7.1 Click Finish.

4. Create the data set as follows:

1.1 Open the SampleCustomReport.rptdesign file in the report editor.
2.1 Open the Data Explorer view.
3.1 Right-click Data Sets and select New Data Set from the pop-up menu.

The New Data Set dialog opens.
4.1 Enter Samples in the Data Set Name field.
5.1 Select CA WA Server from the Data Source drop-down list.
6.1 Select SQL Select Query from the Data Set Type drop-down list and click Next.

The Query page opens.
7.1 Expand the CA WA Server schema and open the ESP_GENERIC_JOB table on the left side of the

page. You can drag and drop fields from the table in the SQL query area.

Note:  The database structure appears. You can see only CA Workload Automation DE user/schema or
all database users.

8.1 Enter the following SQL query statement:

select ESP_GENERIC_JOB.JOB_NAME,ESP_GENERIC_JOB.JOB_QUALIFIER,
ESP_GENERIC_JOB.START_DATE_TIME,
ESP_GENERIC_JOB.END_DATE_TIME,ESP_GENERIC_JOB.STATE,
ESP_APPLICATION.APPL_NAME
from ESP_GENERIC_JOB,ESP_APPLICATION
where ESP_GENERIC_JOB.APPL_ID=ESP_APPLICATION.APPL_ID

9.1 Click Finish.
The Edit Data Set page opens.

10.1 Click Preview Results to test your query.
11.1 Click OK.

5. Customize the report layout as follows:

1.1 Select the Master Page tab in the Report Editor.
2.1 Enter SampleCustomReport in the Report Title field.
3.1 Select the Layout tab in the Report Editor.
4.1 Enter SampleCustomReport Details in the Insert Table Title here field.

6. Define the table data as follows:

1.1 Open the Data Explorer view and expand your data set.
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All output fields are listed under the data set.
2.1 Drag and drop the fields in the Detail row of the table.
3.1 Enter the corresponding column headers in the table header row.

7. Delete the Criteria Grid from the layout to delete unused template report items.
8. Select the Preview tab to see the report.

Note:  Only the first 500 data rows are displayed in the preview by default.
9. Right-click the SampleCustomReport.rptdesign file, and select Set as Main Report to run from the pop-up

menu.
The report file is marked as the main report design file.

10. Right-click the SampleCustomReport report project from the Report Workspace view, and select Upload
Report Project from the pop-up menu.
The SampleCustomReport report is created and uploaded to the server.

Note:  To verify that the report was uploaded, open the Reports view in the Services perspective and locate
the report. If you do not see the report, right-click a report and select Refresh.

 Sample SQL Queries
If you want to query fields other than those in the report templates, you can use the following
SQL queries to create reports. These queries are only intended as suggestions for the types of
reports you could create. You can query any tables and fields to suit your needs. You may want
to query jobs by the following:
cwad121
HID_sample_queries

If you want to query fields other than those in the report templates, you can use the following SQL queries to create
reports. These queries are only intended as suggestions for the types of reports you could create. You can query
any tables and fields to suit your needs. You may want to query jobs by the following:

• Date and time ranges you specify
• Execution time
• Job State
• Job Name

Note:

To use the following queries, substitute the &variables with actual values. The following queries include sample
dates in the format YYYY-MM-DD hh:mi:ss. Substitute your own dates. If you want to specify the date in a different
format, update the following date format argument:

TO_DATE('04-15-2005 1:00:00', 'MM-DD-YYYY hh:mi:ss')

You can query jobs as follows:

 Queries by Execution Time
You can query jobs by execution time, as in the following examples:
cwad121
HID_queries_exec
You can query jobs by execution time, as in the following examples:

Example: Jobs Up to the Current Time

The following example queries all jobs that started on a date and time you specify until the current time:

SELECT G.JOB_NAME, A.APPL_NAME, G.START_DATE_TIME, G.STATE,
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G.COMPLETION_CODE,G.AGENT_NAME
FROM ESP_APPLICATION A, ESP_GENERIC_JOB G
WHERE A.APPL_ID = G.APPL_ID
AND G.START_DATE_TIME BETWEEN
TO_DATE('2005-04-15 5:00:00', 'YYYY-MM-DD hh:mi:ss') and
SYSDATE;

Example: Overdue Jobs by Specified Date Range

The following example queries all jobs that started or ended late within a period you specify:

SELECT * FROM ESP_GENERIC_JOB
WHERE (OVERDUE_START > 0 OR OVERDUE_END > 0)
AND START_DATE_TIME BETWEEN
TO_DATE('2005-04-15 1:00:00', 'YYYY-MM-DD hh:mi:ss') and
TO_DATE('2005-04-15 5:00:00', 'YYYY-MM-DD hh:mi:ss');

Example: Jobs by Specified Date Range and Execution Time

The following example queries all jobs that ran last week and took more than one hour to execute:

SELECT * FROM ESP_GENERIC_JOB
WHERE EXTRACT(month FROM START_DATE_TIME) = EXTRACT(month FROM SYSDATE) - 1
AND END_DATE_TIME > START_DATE_TIME + 1/24
ORDER BY (END_DATE_TIME - START_DATE_TIME);

Note:  The queried jobs are sorted in ascending order by the time they took to execute.

 Queries by Job Name
You can query jobs by job name, as in the following examples:
cwad121
HID_queries_jobname
You can query jobs by job name, as in the following examples:

Example: Jobs by Job Name and Specified Date Range

The following example queries all jobs that started within a date range you specify and have job names that
start with characters you specify. You can query an entire job name (for example, Payroll), or you can query a
few characters (for example, 'Pay' or 'P') to display all job names that start with the characters that are queried.
Substitute &character_string with the characters that you want to query.

SELECT * FROM ESP_GENERIC_JOB
WHERE SUBSTR(JOB_NAME,1,3) = '&character_string'
AND START_DATE_TIME BETWEEN
TO_DATE('2005-04-15 1:00:00', 'YYYY-MM-DD hh:mi:ss') and
TO_DATE('2005-04-15 5:00:00', 'YYYY-MM-DD hh:mi:ss');

Example: Jobs by Job Name or Application
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The following example queries all job names that start with specific characters (for example, 'Payroll', 'Pay', or
'P') or jobs that belong to a specific Application. You must substitute &appl_id with the Application ID number that
you want to query, and &character_string with the characters you want to query. A job is queried if either of these
conditions applies.

SELECT * FROM ESP_GENERIC_JOB
WHERE APPL_ID = '&appl_id'
OR SUBSTR(JOB_NAME,1,3) = '&character_string';

 Queries by Job State
You can query jobs by job state, as in the following example:
cwad121
HID_queries_jobstate
You can query jobs by job state, as in the following example:

Example: Complete Jobs by Application and Specified Date Range

The following examples queries all complete jobs, in all Applications, that started within a date range you specify:

SELECT APPL_NAME, COUNT(*) FROM ESP_APPLICATION A,
ESP_GENERIC_JOB G
WHERE G.START_DATE_TIME BETWEEN
TO_DATE('2005-04-15 1:00:00', 'YYYY-MM-DD hh:mi:ss') and
TO_DATE('2005-04-15 5:00:00', 'YYYY-MM-DD hh:mi:ss')
AND G.APPL_ID = A.APPL_ID
AND G.STATE = 'COMPLETE'
GROUP BY A.APPL_NAME;

Note:  The queried data is sorted alphabetically by Application name.

 Queries by Specified Time Ranges
You can query jobs by a date range you specify, as in the following examples:
cwad121
HID_queries_timerange
You can query jobs by a date range you specify, as in the following examples:

Example: Jobs that Started Within a Specified Date Range

The following example queries all the jobs that started within a specified date range:

SELECT * FROM ESP_GENERIC_JOB
WHERE START_DATE_TIME BETWEEN
TO_DATE('2005-04-15 1:00:00', 'YYYY-MM-DD hh:mi:ss') and
TO_DATE('2005-04-15 5:00:00', 'YYYY-MM-DD hh:mi:ss');

Example: Jobs that Ran in a Month
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The following example queries all jobs that ran in a month you specify. For the &month value, you must enter a
number that corresponds to the month you want to query, for example, 8 = August, 9 = September, and so on.

SELECT * FROM ESP_GENERIC_JOB
WHERE EXTRACT(MONTH FROM START_DATE_TIME) = '&month';

 Managing Reports and Report Projects
You can manage reports and report projects as follows:
cwad121
HID_manage_rep
You can manage reports and report projects as follows:

 

 

 

 Set a Report Design File as the Main Report to Run
You can set a report design file as the main report to run in a report project.
cwad121
HID_set_report
You can set a report design file as the main report to run in a report project.

Note:  If the report project has only one report design file, the report design file will be automatically marked as the
main report when you upload the report to the server.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Report perspective. 
The report projects are displayed under your server connection in the Report Workspace view.

2. Expand a report project.
The report design files for the report project are displayed.

3. Right-click a report design file from the report project, and select Set as Main Report to run from the pop-up
menu.
The report design file is set as the main report. The report design file is marked with a green arrow.

 View a Report
You can view a report and save it on your local computer in different formats.
cwad121
HID_view_report
You can view a report and save it on your local computer in different formats.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Report perspective.
The report projects are displayed under your server connection in the Report Workspace view.

2. Expand a report project.
The report design files for the report project are displayed.

3. Right-click a report design file, and select Open With, Report Editor from the pop-up menu.
The report design file opens in the Report Editor.

4. Select Run, View Report from the main menu, and select one of the following:

• In Web Viewer
• As DOC
• As HTML
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• As PDF
• As Postscript
• As PPT
• As XLS

The report opens in the specified format. You can save it if required.

Note:  We recommended that you always use In Web Viewer because you can run the report once and then export
it to any of the other formats.

 Copy a Report Design File
You can copy a report design file and save it with a different name to create a new report.
cwad121
HID_copy_reportdes
You can copy a report design file and save it with a different name to create a new report.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Report perspective.
The report projects are displayed under your server connection in the Report Workspace view.

2. Expand a report project.
The report design files for the report project are displayed.

3. Right-click a report design file from the report project, and select Copy from the pop-up menu.
4. Right-click the report project where you want to copy the report to, and select Paste from the pop-up menu.

The Name Conflict dialog opens if you have selected the same report project that the report design file belongs
to.

5. Enter a new name in the text field, and click OK.
A copy of the selected report design file with the new name is created in the Report Workspace view.

 Copy a Report Project
You can copy an existing report project and save it with a different name to create a new report
project.
cwad121
HID_copy_reppro
You can copy an existing report project and save it with a different name to create a new report project.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Report perspective.
The report projects are displayed under your server connection in the Report Workspace view.

2. Right-click the report project, and select Copy from the pop-up menu.
3. Right-click in the Report Workspace view, and select Paste from the pop-up menu.

The Copy Project dialog opens.
4. Enter a new name in the Project name field, and click OK.

A copy of the selected report project with the new name is created in the Report Workspace view.

 Upload a Report Project
You can upload an existing report project to the server.
cwad121
HID_upload_reppro
You can upload an existing report project to the server.

Before uploading a report project, verify the following:

• You have administrator rights.
• The project name does not match a predefined report name.
• The project contains at least one report design file.
• If the report contains more than one report design file, one report is selected as the main report.
• The report project has only one CA WA Data Source connection. There can be multiple references to the same

connection within the project's design files, but there cannot be two distinct connections.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open the Report perspective. 
The report projects are displayed under your server connection in the Report Workspace view.

2. Right-click the report project, and select Upload Report Project from the pop-up menu.

Note:  To upload a report project to another server, select Upload Report Project on and select the server
connection.

The report project is uploaded to the server.

Note:  For more information about how to design a report, see the BIRT tutorials or references on http://
www.eclipse.org/birt/intro.

 Download a Report Project
You can download an existing report project from the server.
cwad121
HID_down_reppro
You can download an existing report project from the server.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Report perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Report Workspace view.

2. Right-click your active server connection, and select Download from the pop-up menu.
The Download Reports dialog displays all the report projects on the server.

3. Select a report project and click OK.
The selected report project is downloaded from the server to your workspace.

 Export a Report Project
You can export a report project to an archive file or to the file system.
cwad121
HID_export_reppro
You can export a report project to an archive file or to the file system.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Report perspective. 
The report projects are displayed under your server connection in the Report Workspace view.

2. Right-click the report project, and select Export from the pop-up menu.
The Select page of the Export dialog opens.

3. Expand the General folder.
4. Do one of the following:

• To export a report project to an archive file, do the following:

1.1 1. 1.1 Select Archive File from the list and click Next.
The Archive file page opens.

2. 1.1 Modify the details as required and click Finish.

• To export a report project to a file system, do the following:

1.1 1. 1.1 Select File system from the list and click Next.
The File system page opens.

2. 1.1 Modify the details as required and click Finish.

The report project is exported to your local computer.

 Import a Report Project
You can create a new report project by importing the resources from an archive file or directory.
cwad121
HID_import_reppro
You can create a new report project by importing the resources from an archive file or directory.

http://www.eclipse.org/birt/intro
http://www.eclipse.org/birt/intro
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Follow these steps:

1. Open the Report perspective. 
The report projects are displayed under your server connection in the Report Workspace view.

2. Right-click the report project, and select Import from the pop-up menu.
The Select page of the Import dialog opens.

3. Expand the General folder.
4. Do one of the following:

• To import resources from an archive file, do the following:

1.1 1. 1.1 Select Archive File from the list and click Next.
The Archive file page opens.

2. 1.1 Modify the details as required and click Finish.

• To import resources from a local file system, do the following:

1.1 1. 1.1 Select File system from the list and click Next. 
The File system page opens.

2. 1.1 Modify the details as required and click Finish.

• To create new projects from an archive file or directory, do the following:

1.1 1. 1.1 Select Existing Projects into Workspace from the list and click Next. 
The Import Projects page opens.

2. 1.1 Modify the details as required and click Finish.

The list of projects appears.
5. Select the project and click Finish.

The report project is imported to your report project. A Local Projects tree entry is created in the Report
Workspace view.

6. Right-click the local project, select Attach Report Project To from the pop-up menu and select any existing
connection from the drop-down list.
The project is moved from the Local Projects tree to the selected connection.

 Delete a Report from the Server
You can delete an existing report from the server if you no longer need it. The report will still be
available on your local computer.
cwad121
HID_delete_report_serv
You can delete an existing report from the server if you no longer need it. The report will still be available on your
local computer.

Note:  You cannot delete a predefined report.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Report perspective.
The report projects are displayed under your server connection in the Report Workspace view.

2. Click Delete from the main menu.

Note:  If you are connected to multiple servers, click the arrow next to Delete to select the required server.

The Delete Reports dialog displays all the reports on the server.
3. Select the report you want to delete and click OK.

A confirmation dialog appears.
4. Click Yes.

The report is deleted permanently from the server.

Note:  The report is not deleted from the local workspace.

 Delete a Report Project from the Report Workspace View
You can delete a report project from the Report Workspace view if you no longer need it. The
report project will still be available on the server.
cwad121
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HID_delete_report_wksp
You can delete a report project from the Report Workspace view if you no longer need it. The report project will still
be available on the server.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Report perspective. 
The report projects are displayed under your server connection in the Report Workspace view.

2. Right-click the report project you want to delete, and select Delete from the pop-up menu.
A confirmation dialog appears.

3. Click OK.
The report project is deleted from the Report Workspace view.

 Database Schema
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_data_schema
This section contains the following topics:

 Database Tables
If you want to create customized reports, understand the relational database tables and the
fields you can query.
cwad121
HID_data_tables
If you want to create customized reports, understand the relational database tables and the fields you can query.

The following diagram illustrates the connections between the various relational database tables.
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Note:

• The schema of the history tables might change in future releases, so you might have to change any custom
reports or SQL-based tools that query the history tables.

• The APPL_ID column is the primary key for the ESP_APPLICATION table, and the JOB_ID column is the
primary key of the ESP_GENERIC_JOB table. These columns link the database tables. For example, you can
create a report that queries the Completion Code field in the ESP_GENERIC_JOB table and the State field in
the ESP_APPLICATION table. In addition to the Completion Code and State fields, you must also query the
APPL_ID field because it establishes a relationship between the tables.

 ESP_APPLICATION Database Table
The column names in the following table list the data stored for each Application. When you run
a particular Application, the information is automatically stored in the ESP_APPLICATION table.
cwad121
HID_esp_appln
The column names in the following table list the data stored for each Application. When you run a particular
Application, the information is automatically stored in the ESP_APPLICATION table.

Note:  The APPL_ID field is the table’s primary key.

Column Name Description Character Format Maximum # of
Characters

APPL_ID The primary key of this
table, generated by the
server

Numeric 38

APPL_GEN_NO The Application generation
number

Numeric 10

APPL_NAME The Application name Alphanumeric 130

END_DATE_TIME The time the Application
ended

Date and time

MM/DD/YYYY hh:mi:ss

—

JOB_NAME The job name of the
Application. The server
sets the job name
automatically by adding
~~ to the APPL_NAME
value. For example, in
an Application named
VERIFY, the job name
for this Application is
VERIFY~~.

Alphanumeric 130

SCHEDULED_DATE_TIME The time the Application
was scheduled to execute

Date and time

MM/DD/YYYY

hh:mi:ss

—

START_DATE_TIME The time the Application
was ready to start

Date and time

MM/DD/YYYY

hh:mi:ss

—

STATE The state of the Application

Examples: READY,
PROCESSING,
COMPLETE

Alphanumeric 64
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TAG The tag assigned to an
Application as part of the
Application details

Alphanumeric 128

COMMENTS The Application’s
comments

Alphanumeric

(VARCHAR2)

2000

 ESP_GENERIC_JOB Database Table
The column names in the following table list the information recorded for each job. All columns
in this table are attributes common to all job types.
cwad121
HID_esp_generic
The column names in the following table list the information recorded for each job. All columns in this table are
attributes common to all job types.

Note:  JOB_ID is the primary key of this table, generated by the server. The column APPL_ID is the foreign key to
the ESP_APPLICATION table.

Column Name Description Character Format Maximum # of
Characters

JOB_ID The primary key of this
table. It is a foreign link to
most of the tables.

Numeric 38

AGENT_NAME The name of the agent or
advanced integration that
ran the job

Alphanumeric 50

APPL_ID The foreign key to the
ESP_APPLICATION table

Numeric 19

ARGUMENT The arguments to pass to
the command or script

Alphanumeric 4000

COMMAND The command to run on
the agent

Alphanumeric 1024

COMPLETION_CODE The completion
code returned by the agent
or advanced integration

Alphanumeric 10

END_DATE_TIME The time the job finished
executing

Date and time

MM/DD/YYYY

hh:mi:ss

—

ENVARS The environment variables
to set prior to running the
job

Alphanumeric 4000

JOB_NAME The name of the job Alphanumeric 130

JOB_NO The job number Numeric 10

JOB_QUALIFIER The qualifier of the job Alphanumeric 64

OVERDUE_END The elapsed time between
when the job was due to
complete and the actual
time the job completed

Numeric 19

OVERDUE_START The elapsed time between
when the job was due to
execute and the actual
time the job started

Numeric 19
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RESOURCES A list of resources defined
for the job. The format
is (Resource Name,
Resource Quantity).

Example: (RES1, 1),
(RES2, 3), (RES10, 30)

Alphanumeric 1024

SCRIPT The script to run on the
agent

Alphanumeric 1024

START_DATE_TIME The time the job started
executing

Date and time

MM/DD/YYYY

hh:mi:ss

—

STATE The state of the job

Examples: READY, EXEC

Alphanumeric 64

STATUS The status of the job sent
by the agent/advanced
integration or server

Alphanumeric 128

SUBAPPL The name of the
subApplication this job
belongs to

Alphanumeric 130

SUBMISSION_INSTANCE The number of times the
job was reset

Numeric 10

TAG The tag assigned to a job
as part of the job details

Alphanumeric 128

USERID The identity of the user
running the job as on the
agent system

Alphanumeric 128

USER_STATUS The user status of a job.
You can update the user
status of a job in Monitor
or by sending ESPmgr
commands. You can use
the user status to notify
other users of the reason
for an action. For example,
if you place a job on hold,
you can enter the reason
for the hold in the user
status field.

Alphanumeric 128

WOB_TYPE The job type

Examples: UNIX, NT

Alphanumeric 32

 ESP_AS400_JOB Database Table
The column names in the following table list the information recorded for each i5/OS job:
cwad121
HID_as400_job
The column names in the following table list the information recorded for each i5/OS job:

Column Name Description Character Format Maximum # of
Characters
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JOB_ID The foreign key to the
ESP_GENERIC_JOB table

Numeric 38

A4FILE The i5/OS file name Alphanumeric 21

A4JOBID The i5/OS job
identifier associated with
the job

Alphanumeric 28

A4JOBNAME The i5/OS job
name associated with the
job

Alphanumeric 10

A4OTHERS Additional parameters to
pass to the i5/OS job

Alphanumeric 4000

CCEXIT The exit program to
run when the i5/OS job
completes

Alphanumeric 10

CLP_NAME The i5/OS member name
of the control language
program

Alphanumeric 10

CURRENT_LIBRARY The name of the current i5/
OS library

Alphanumeric 10

JOB_DESCRIPTION The job description Alphanumeric 21

JOB_QUEUE The name of the job queue Alphanumeric 21

LIBRARY The i5/OS library name Alphanumeric 10

LIBRARY_LIST The list of i5/OS libraries
defined

Alphanumeric 275

PARAMS The parameters to pass to
the i5/OS job

Note: For i5/OS jobs, the
argument (in the table
ESP_GENERIC_JOB) is
null. This column contains
the arguments to pass to
i5/OS jobs.

Alphanumeric 4000

 ESP_FILEMONTR_JOB Database Table
The column names in the following table list the information recorded for each File Monitor job:
cwad121
HID_filemontr_job
The column names in the following table list the information recorded for each File Monitor job:

Column Name Description Character Format Maximum # of
Characters

JOB_ID The foreign key to the
ESP_GENERIC_JOB table

Numeric 38

FILENAME The name of the file to
monitor

Alphanumeric 1024

TRIGGER_CONDITION The condition to monitor
the file

Alphanumeric 10

 ESP_SAP_JOB Database Table
The column names in the following table list the information recorded for each SAP-R3 job.
cwad121
HID_sap_job
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The column names in the following table list the information recorded for each SAP-R3 job.

Column Name Description Character Format Maximum # of
Characters

JOB_ID The foreign key to the
corresponding column in
the ESP_GENERIC_JOB
table

Numeric 38

CLIENT The client name Numeric 10

LANGUAGE The language used Alphanumeric 2

LSTATUS The extended job status Alphanumeric 1024

RFCDEST The destination Alphanumeric 20

SPJOBNAME The SAP job name Alphanumeric 32

SPUSER The SAP user name Alphanumeric 32

START_MODE The job’s start-up mode Alphanumeric 1

TARGET_SYSTEM The target system’s name Alphanumeric 32

 ESP_BDC_JOB Database Table
The column names in the following table list the information recorded for each SAP-Batch Input
Session job:
cwad121
HID_bdc_job
The column names in the following table list the information recorded for each SAP-Batch Input Session job:

Column Name Description Character Format Maximum # of
Characters

JOB_ID The foreign key to the
corresponding column in
the ESP_GENERIC_JOB
table

Numeric 38

BDCNAME The name of the Batch
Input Session

Alphanumeric 32

CLIENT The three-digit numeric
number that identifies the
SAP system

Example: 850

Numeric 10

DESTINATION The short description
(identifier) of the SAP
system

Alphanumeric 20

ERROR_RATE The acceptable maximum
error rate percentage

Numeric 3

EXTENDED_LOG Indicates whether there
is detailed logging of the
batch input session's
execution (advanced
logging)

Alphanumeric 1

LANGUAGE The language used to
log on to the SAP system

Example: EN = English

Alphanumeric 2

LSTATUS The extended job status Alphanumeric 1024
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PROCESSED_RATE The minimum required
percentage of processed
transactions

Numeric 3

QUEUEID The queue ID of the Batch
Input Session

Alphanumeric 32

RFCDEST The destination value for
the Remote Function Call
(RFC) connection

Alphanumeric 20

SPJOBNAME The name of the SAP job Alphanumeric 32

SPUSER The name of the user on
an SAP system under
whose authorization the
job runs.

Alphanumeric 32

TARGET_SYSTEM The name of the SAP
system where the job runs.

Alphanumeric 32

 ESP_BWIP_JOB Database Table
The column names in the following table list the information recorded for each SAP-BW
InfoPackage job:
cwad121
HID_bwip_job
The column names in the following table list the information recorded for each SAP-BW InfoPackage job:

Column Name Description Character Format Maximum # of
Characters

JOB_ID The foreign key to the
corresponding column in
the ESP_GENERIC_JOB
table

Numeric 38

CLIENT The three-digit numeric
client number that
identifies the client in the
SAP system

Example: 850

Numeric 10

INFOPACK The name of a Business
Warehouse Info Package

Alphanumeric 40

JOBNAME The name of the Business

Warehouse Info Package
job

Alphanumeric 32

LANGUAGE The language used to
log on to the SAP system

Example: EN = English

Alphanumeric 2

LOCATION Current processing step Alphanumeric 32

QUALINFO Descriptive informational
messages for manually
set jobs, pertaining to
QUALSTATUS

Alphanumeric 80
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QUALSTATUS The manually set status of
this Info Package run. The
possible values are:

G—green (Completed)

Y—yellow (Running)

R—red (Failed)

Alphanumeric 32

REQUESTID The Request ID of the Info
Package

Alphanumeric 40

RFCDEST The destination value for
the RFC connection

Alphanumeric 20

SPUSER The name of the user on
an SAP system under
whose authorization the
job runs

Alphanumeric 32

TARGET_SYSTEM The name of the SAP
system where the job runs

Alphanumeric 32

TECHINFO Informational messages
pertaining to the
TECHSTATUS

Alphanumeric 80

TECHSTATUS Technical status of this Info
Package run. The possible
values are:

G—green (Completed)

Y—yellow (Running)

R—red (Failed)

Alphanumeric 32

 ESP_BWPC_JOB Database Table
The column names in the following table list the information recorded for each SAP-BW Process
Chain job:
cwad121
HID_bwpc_job
The column names in the following table list the information recorded for each SAP-BW Process Chain job:

Column Name Description Character Format Maximum # of
Characters

JOB_ID The foreign key to the
corresponding column in
the ESP_GENERIC_JOB
table

Numeric 38

CHAINID The name of a Business
Warehouse Process Chain

Alphanumeric 40

CLIENT The three-digit numeric
client number that
identifies the client in the
SAP system

Example: 850

Numeric 10

LANGUAGE The language used to
log on to the SAP system

Example: EN = English

Alphanumeric 2
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LOGID The log ID Alphanumeric 32

LSTATUS The extended job status Alphanumeric 1024

RFCDEST The destination value for
the RFC connection

Alphanumeric 20

SPUSER The name of the user on
an SAP system under
whose authorization the
job runs

Example: user14

Alphanumeric 32

TARGET_SYSTEM The name of the SAP
system where the job runs

Alphanumeric 32

 ESP_SPPM_JOB Database Table
The column names in the following table list the information recorded for each SAP-Process
Monitor job:
cwad121
HID_sppm_job
The column names in the following table list the information recorded for each SAP-Process Monitor job:

Column Name Description Character Format Maximum # of
Characters

JOB_ID The foreign key to the
corresponding column in
the ESP_GENERIC_JOB
table

Numeric 38

ABAP_NAME Valid ABAP name for the
process

Alphanumeric 32

CLIENT The three-digit numeric
client number that
identifies the client in the
SAP system

Example: 850

Numeric 10

LANGUAGE The language used to
log on to the SAP system

Example: EN = English

Alphanumeric 2

LSTATUS The extended job status Alphanumeric 1024

PROCESS_CLIENT The client number that
identifies the process

Alphanumeric 32

PROCESS_STATUS The SAP process status to
monitor.

The possible values are:

W—Waiting

R—Running

S—Stopped

Alphanumeric 4

PROCESS_TYPE The SAP business process
type to monitor

Example: BGD

Alphanumeric 4
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PROCESS_USER This value is always
CYBERMATION

Alphanumeric 32

RFCDEST The destination value for
the RFC connection

Alphanumeric 20

SPUSER The name of the user on
an SAP system under
whose authorization the
job runs

Example: user14

Alphanumeric 32

TARGET_SYSTEM The name of the SAP
system where the job runs

Alphanumeric 32

 ESP_SPDA_JOB Database Table
The column names in the following table list the information recorded for each SAP-Data
Archiving job:
cwad121
HID_spda_job
The column names in the following table list the information recorded for each SAP-Data Archiving job:

Column Name Description Character Format Maximum # of
Characters

JOB_ID The foreign key to the
corresponding column in
the ESP_GENERIC_JOB
table

Numeric 38

CLIENT The three-digit numeric
client number that
identifies the client in the
SAP system

Example: 850

Numeric 10

JOBNAME The name of the SAP job Alphanumeric 32

LANGUAGE The language used to
log on SAP system

Example: EN = English

Alphanumeric 2

LSTATUS The extended job status Alphanumeric 1024

OBJECT_NAME The name of the archiving
object

Alphanumeric 32

OBJECT_VARIANT The name of the archiving
object variant

Alphanumeric 32

RFCDEST The destination value for
the RFC connection

Alphanumeric 20

SPUSER The name of the user on
an SAP system under
whose authorization the
job runs

Alphanumeric 32

TARGET_SYSTEM The name of the SAP
system where the job runs

Alphanumeric 32

 ESP_VIRTUAL_JOB Database Table
The column names in the following table list the information recorded for each virtual job:
cwad121
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HID_virtual_job
The column names in the following table list the information recorded for each virtual job:

Column Name Description Character Format Maximum # of
Characters

JOB_ID The foreign key to the
corresponding column in
the ESP_GENERIC_JOB
table

Numeric 38

HOST_T The address of the target
host

Alphanumeric 100

 ESP_PEOPLESOFT_JOB Database Table
The column names in the following table list the information recorded for each PeopleSoft job:
cwad121
HID_peoplesoft_job
The column names in the following table list the information recorded for each PeopleSoft job:

Column Name Description Character Format Maximum # of
Characters

JOB_ID The foreign key to the
corresponding column in
the ESP_GENERIC_JOB
table.

Numeric 38

DISABLE_RESTART Indicates whether or not to
disable the restart feature
for previously failed jobs
from the point where the
job failed

Alphanumeric 3

DISTRLIST_ROLES The distribution list of roles
for the output PeopleSoft
report

Alphanumeric 256

DISTRLIST_USERS The distribution list of
operator IDs for an output
PeopleSoft report

Alphanumeric 256

EMAIL_ADDR The email addresses
for recipients of the
PeopleSoft output report

Alphanumeric 256

EMAIL_LOG Indicates whether a log file
is emailed

Alphanumeric 3

EMAIL_SUBJECT The subject field for an
email

Alphanumeric 256

EMAIL_TEXT The body text of the
email message sent to a
recipient on the email list

Alphanumeric 1024

EMAIL_WEB_REPORT Indicates whether a Web
report is emailed

Alphanumeric 3

OUT_DEST_FORMAT The output destination
format

Alphanumeric 8

OUT_DEST_PATH The destination path for
the output

Alphanumeric 127

OUT_DEST_TYPE The destination type for the
output (File, Printer, Email,
Web)

 8
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PROCESS_NAME The name of the
PeopleSoft report to run

Alphanumeric 12

PROCESS_TYPE The type of the PeopleSoft
report to run

Alphanumeric 30

PS_OPERID The PeopleSoft operator
ID under whose authority
the reports are run

Alphanumeric 30

PS_OPERID_TYPE The PeopleSoft operator
ID type. The possible
values are USER or ROLE.

Alphanumeric 5

PSJOBNAME The name of the
PeopleSoft job

Alphanumeric 9

PSRF_FOLDER_NAME The Distribution Detail
Folder Name in the
PeopleSoft user interface

Alphanumeric 18

RUN_CONTROL_ID The set of PeopleSoft run
parameters for a given
PeopleSoft process

Alphanumeric 30

SERVER_NAME The name of the target
server executing the
PeopleSoft job

Alphanumeric 8

SKIP_PARM_UPDATES Indicates whether or not
the job arguments in the
PS_PRCSDEFN table are
ignored

Alphanumeric 3

TIMEZONE The time zone for the
report run

Alphanumeric 9

 ESP_LONGKEYS Database Table
This table stores the next available key ID for the corresponding table listed in the NAME field.
cwad121
HID_longkeys
This table stores the next available key ID for the corresponding table listed in the NAME field.

Column Name Description Character Format Maximum # of
Characters

MAXKEY The next available key ID. Numeric 19

NAME The primary key of this
table. The table name.

Alphanumeric 100

 Stage Tables
Over time, the history information in your database tables can become huge. You can move
some of the history data to stage tables to save disk space and make querying the tables
faster, improving server performance. For example, if you run twenty thousand jobs per day, the
ESP_GENERIC_JOB table will have almost seven million rows in a year. You may want to keep
only one month’s history data in the database tables and move data older than a month to the
stage tables.
cwad121
HID_stage_tables
Over time, the history information in your database tables can become huge. You can move some of the history
data to stage tables to save disk space and make querying the tables faster, improving server performance. For
example, if you run twenty thousand jobs per day, the ESP_GENERIC_JOB table will have almost seven million
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rows in a year. You may want to keep only one month’s history data in the database tables and move data older
than a month to the stage tables.

Note:

External jobs depend on data in the history tables. Before moving data from history tables, verify that the external
jobs do not depend on a job in the home Application that was scheduled to run outside the time window of retained
history. Otherwise, the server will not post the external job complete in the distant Application. For more information
about external jobs, see External Jobs.

Over time, the history data in the stage tables might also become huge. To avoid performance issues, you
can delete some of the history data from stage tables.

Note:

 After the history data is deleted from stage tables, reports in Desktop Client will no more show the deleted data.

You can save the stage tables to a file or a tape as a backup or delete them as required. Each database table has a
corresponding stage table that you can move information to:

• H_APPLICATION
• H_GENERIC_JOB
• H_AS400_JOB
• H_FILEMONTR_JOB
• H_SAP_JOB
• H_BDC_JOB
• H_BWIP_JOB
• H_BWPC_JOB
• H_SPDA_JOB
• H_VIRTUAL_JOB
• H_PEOPLESOFT_JOB
• H_LONGKEYS

 View Tables
If you want to view data from both the database and stage tables, you can create a report using
view tables. For example, you can use the following query to create the V_GENERIC_JOB view
table:
cwad121
HID_view_tables
If you want to view data from both the database and stage tables, you can create a report using view tables. For
example, you can use the following query to create the V_GENERIC_JOB view table:

CREATE VIEW V_GENERIC_JOB AS
   SELECT * FROM ESP_GENERIC_JOB 
   UNION ALL
   SELECT * FROM H_GENERIC_JOB;

The V_GENERIC_JOB view table combines the data from the ESP_GENERIC_JOB database table and the
H_GENERIC_JOB stage table.

Each database table and the corresponding stage table let you create a corresponding view table that you can use
to display information from both tables:

• V_APPLICATION
• V_GENERIC_JOB
• V_AS400_JOB
• V_FILEMONTR_JOB
• V_SAP_JOB
• V_BDC_JOB
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• V_BWIP_JOB
• V_BWPC_JOB
• V_SPDA_JOB
• V_VIRTUAL_JOB
• V_PEOPLESOFT_JOB
• V_LONGKEYS

 Using Styles for Reporting
This article contains information about the basic formatting and styling resources for reports:
cwad121
HID_styles_report
This article contains information about the basic formatting and styling resources for reports:

 Report Layout and Style
This section covers information on basic formatting of a history report, such as font size, font
style, spacing, and color. These styles are defined to achieve a common look and feel for all of
the history reports.
cwad121
HID_report_layout_style
This section covers information on basic formatting of a history report, such as font size, font style, spacing, and
color. These styles are defined to achieve a common look and feel for all of the history reports.

Each history report contains the following sections:

• Report header
• Filter section
• Instruction text section (optional)
• Category header (optional)
• Chart section
• Table section
• Report footer

Here is how a history report should look:
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The general history report format is as follows:

• Font—Arial
• Top, right, left, and bottom margins—0.5 inches

 Report Header
The report header appears at the top of each page of all the history reports. It is a part of the CA
WA report master page presented in the history report templates and the CA WA Report library.
cwad121
HID_report_header
The report header appears at the top of each page of all the history reports. It is a part of the CA WA report master
page presented in the history report templates and the CA WA Report library.

The header includes the following:

• Product/company logo
• Report title
• Date and time when the report was generated
• Horizontal rule (black line) at the bottom of the header

The general format of the header is as follows:

• Header width—Equal to the width of the report section
• Header height—0.5 inches

The header is justified so that the right and left sides align with the history report content; the history report title
appears on the left side and the date and time on the right side.

The history report title format is as follows:

• Font—Arial, 14 pt. bold
• Text color—51.102.153, #336699
• Alignment—Left

The date and time format is as follows:

• Font—Arial, 10 pt. bold
• Text color—51.102.153, #336699
• Align—Right
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• Format—MM/DD/YYYY hh:mm:ss a zz
Example: 11/26/2008 10:13:42 PM EST

 Filter Section
The filter section displays the additional filter parameters that you define at history report run
time. The filter section appears below the history report header and above the first section of the
history report.
cwad121
HID_filter_sec
The filter section displays the additional filter parameters that you define at history report run time. The filter section
appears below the history report header and above the first section of the history report.

The filter section format is as follows:

• Font—Arial, 10 pt. (smaller) bold
• Text color—51.102.153
• Alignment—Left

There is a black horizontal line under the filter section.

 Instruction Text Section
An instruction text section can be placed at the top of the history report, below the header, to
provide instructions or an informational summary of the history report.
cwad121
HID_instruct_text
An instruction text section can be placed at the top of the history report, below the header, to provide instructions or
an informational summary of the history report.

 Category Header
A category header can be used to further organize data in a history report.
cwad121
HID_category_header
A category header can be used to further organize data in a history report.

• The category header can appear directly below the report header or below an instruction text section.
• A black horizontal line appears below the category header.

 Chart Section
The chart section contains history report summary data. It appears above the history report
tables.
cwad121
HID_chart_sec
The chart section contains history report summary data. It appears above the history report tables.

The chart header format is as follows:

• Background color—#336699 (51.102.153)
• Font color—White
• Alignment—Left
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The chart body format is as follows:

• Border—Gray
• Body—White
• Background—White

The axis labels format is as follows:

• Both X and Y axes must have labels.
• Font—Arial, 10 pt. regular
• The X axis label is centered horizontally.
• The Y axis label is centered vertically and is read from bottom to top.

For example, the word 'Alignment' starts with the letter 'A' at the bottom and ends with the letter 't' at the top.

The data title (the labels for grid lines and chart data) format is as follows:

• Font—Arial, 9 pt.
• Alignment of Y axis—Right
• Alignment of X axis—Center
• Individual chart items can use data titles when necessary.

The legend must be placed to the right of or below the chart. Legend key boxes are square and have a black
outline.

Note:

• If only one data point (column) is used, you do not need a legend.
• A legend title is not recommended.
• Do not use a border around the legend.

 Table
The table section contains the following:
cwad121
HID_table
The table section contains the following:

• Table header
• Table instruction text (optional)
• Group headers (optional)
• Column headers
• Cell content
• Group totals (optional)
• Table footer row (optional)

The table should have 1 px. gray border. An example of the table is as follows:
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 Table Header
All tables must have a header with a table title.
cwad121
HID_table_header
All tables must have a header with a table title.

The table header format is as follows:

• Font—Arial, 10 pt. (smaller) bold
• Text color—White
• Alignment—Left
• Background—#336699, 51.102.153
• Table header title alignment—left with 5 px. padding on the left

 Table Instruction Text
The tables can have an instruction text, if needed. The instruction text describes the information
in, or usage and interaction of, the table and its contents.
cwad121
HID_table_text
The tables can have an instruction text, if needed. The instruction text describes the information in, or usage and
interaction of, the table and its contents.

The table instruction text format is as follows:

• Font—Arial, 9 pt. (smaller) regular
• Text color—Black
• Align—Left
• Background color—197.223.249

 Table Column Header
Each column must have a column header.
cwad121
HID_table_column
Each column must have a column header.
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The table column header format is as follows:

• Font—Arial, 9 pt. (smaller) bold
• Text color—Black
• Align—Left or right
• Background—241.225.193

 Data Cell
The data in table cells format is as follows:
cwad121
HID_data_cell
The data in table cells format is as follows:

• Font—Arial, 8 pt. (x-small) regular
• Text color—Black
• Alignment—Left or right
• Background—White

 Row Banding (Highlights)
If you want to use highlights in your table, then the table row borders format is as follows:
cwad121
HID_row
If you want to use highlights in your table, then the table row borders format is as follows:

• Background color—#F7F1D7 (247.241.215)

 Table Footer
You can use the table footer to display summary data for the table
such as the number of listed items, dollar amounts, and so on.
cwad121
HID_table_footer
You can use the table footer to display summary data for the table
such as the number of listed items, dollar amounts, and so on.

The table footer format is as follows:

• Font—Arial, smaller, bold
• Text color—Black
• Align—Left
• Background—#94B7DB

 Grouped Tables
You can organize the data in some history reports in groups or sections. CA WA Desktop Client
lets you group data in tables by table column. Each group must have a header and also footer,
if required.
cwad121
HID_grouped_tables
You can organize the data in some history reports in groups or sections. CA WA Desktop Client lets you group data
in tables by table column. Each group must have a header and also footer, if required.

 Group Headers
You can use up to three group headers for a table. Each header can have a different
background color. The following table is an example of group headers:
cwad121
HID_group_headers
You can use up to three group headers for a table. Each header can have a different background color. The
following table is an example of group headers:
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The grouped table header format is as follows:

• Font—Arial, 8 pt. (smaller) bold
• Text color—Black
• Alignment—Left
• Border at the bottom—Gray
• Width—1 px.

Note:  Alternatively, group headers can have double border lines at the bottom.

The grouped table header 1 format is as follows:

• Background—197.223.249, #C5DFF9

The grouped table header 2 format is as follows:

• Background—239.246.255

 Group Footers
The group footer lets you track values in your table such as total number of items in the table,
dollar amounts, or other measurable data.
cwad121
HID_group_footers
The group footer lets you track values in your table such as total number of items in the table, dollar amounts, or
other measurable data.

You can use up to three group footers in a table, for example, the totals for city, region, and country.

If the group footer is immediately above the same color group header, you must add an empty row in between the
rows. If the adjacent rows are different colors, an empty row is not needed. When used, the empty row background
color should be white.

The grouped table footer format is as follows:

• Font—Arial, smaller, bold
• Text color—Black
• Alignment—Left

Note:  The table group footer color must match the corresponding table group header color.

 Report Footer
A page count located at the bottom of the history report can serve as the report footer. It
must be right aligned with the report header. The page count is displayed as m of n for
example, 5 of 35.
cwad121
HID_report_footer
A page count located at the bottom of the history report can serve as the report footer. It must be right aligned with
the report header. The page count is displayed as m of n for example, 5 of 35.

You can specify the page count for PDF documents when printed.
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 Styling Resources
To create history reports, you can use the following resources:
cwad121
HID_styling_resource
To create history reports, you can use the following resources:

• Cascading style sheets (CSS)
• Templates
• Business Intelligence and Reporting Tool (BIRT) report libraries
• Sample reports
• Images
• JavaScript files

These resources are stored in the CA WA Desktop Client installation directory under the Reports and Resources
folder.

You can import the resources into the report design file or reference the resources from the history report design file
by placing the resources in your history report project in the Resources folder.

 Cascading Style Sheets
You can use Business Intelligence and Reporting Tool (BIRT) Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) to
define and apply styles for history report items. BIRT also lets you define properties in a style
sheet. You can create a style once and use it multiple times.
cwad121
HID_cascading_sheet
You can use Business Intelligence and Reporting Tool (BIRT) Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) to define
and apply styles for history report items. BIRT also lets you define properties in a style sheet. You
can create a style once and use it multiple times.

You can integrate styles defined in a CSS file with a history report. You can also reference the CSS file from a
history report by placing it in the history report project.

The ca_blue_yellow.css file defines styles, such as the styles for table header, table details, and table grouping,
that are used in the CA WA reports. If possible, predefined styles are also used.

 Templates
The CA WA Desktop Client templates contain predefined elements to standardize history report
layout structures and history report items. You do not have to include these templates in the
history report project because they are integrated with CA WA Desktop Client.
cwad121
HID_templates
The CA WA Desktop Client templates contain predefined elements to standardize history report layout structures
and history report items. You do not have to include these templates in the history report project because they are
integrated with CA WA Desktop Client.

 CA WA Templates
The CA WA templates are integrated with CA WA Desktop Client. You can find a copy of all the
templates at the following location: org.eclipse.birt.resources_2.2.1.r22x_v20070828.
cwad121
HID_wa_temp
The CA WA templates are integrated with CA WA Desktop Client. You can find a copy of all the templates at the
following location: org.eclipse.birt.resources_2.2.1.r22x_v20070828.

A CA WA template has the following structure:

• Report Header
Contains the CA WA logo, report title, and the date and time the report was generated. The report header
appears in the master page of the template.

• Report Filter 
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Contains parameter names and parameter values that are used to generate the report. The report filter appears
in the Layout page of the template.

Note:  You can remove the template parameters or add new parameters.
• Report Data

Contains the data of the report. The report data appears below the filter area. If the report has a chart and a
table, the chart appears before the table. The report table has a header area.

The types of CA WA templates are as follows:

• CA WA Simple Listing
Provides a report header area, with report filter, and a table for the report data. The table has a table footer that
displays the total number of items listed in the table.

• CA WA Simple Listing with Date Range
Provides a report header area, with a report filter, and a table for the report data similar to the CA WA Simple
Listing template. It also provides additional date range report parameters and shows the date parameter values
in the filter area.

• CA WA Grouped Listing
Provides a report header area with a report filter and grouped tables. The grouped table shows repeated values
only once. You can also create subtotals for each table.

• CA WA Grouped Listing with Date Range
Provides a report header area with a report filter and grouped table. The grouped table shows repeated values
only once. You can create subtotals for each group. It also provides date range report parameters and the date
parameter values in the filter area.

• CA WA Chart & Grouped Listing
Provides a report header area with report filter, chart, and grouped table.

• CA WA Chart & Grouped Listing With Date Range
Provides a report header area with report filter, chart, grouped tables, and the date range parameters.

 BIRT Report Libraries
Business Intelligence and Reporting Tool (BIRT) report libraries contain common functions and
history report items. They can be imported into any BIRT report design and template for reuse.
This significantly reduces design time.
cwad121
HID_birt_report_lib
Business Intelligence and Reporting Tool (BIRT) report libraries contain common functions and history report items.
They can be imported into any BIRT report design and template for reuse. This significantly reduces design time.

All the history reports that reference a library are automatically updated if changes are made to that library.

You must include history report libraries in the CA WA Desktop Client report project.

 CA WA Library
The CA WA Library contains all the common components the CA WA reports use. It contains
report parameters, master page, report items, and styles.
cwad121
HID_wa_lib
The CA WA Library contains all the common components the CA WA reports use. It contains report parameters,
master page, report items, and styles.

You can see the library contents in the Library Explorer view as shown in the following illustration:
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A CA WA library has the following structure:

• CA_WA_Master_Page
Contains the report header with a title, date, and page margin settings.

• Report Parameters
Contains the new parameters that you have created. You can use the following parameters to filter the history
reports by date range (mostly used for the ESP_GENERIC_JOB.START_DATE_TIME):

• start_date_time
• end_date_time

• CA WA Theme
Contains all the recommended formatting styles. It uses the BIRT predefined styles for tables and the custom
defined styles for the report header and filter area.

• Report Items
Contains the following reusable report items:

• Grid Report Header
Contains the report logo, title, and date. It is used in the report master page.

• Grid Report Criteria
Contains the report image, title, and the date. It is used in the report master page.

• Embedded Images
Contains the images the templates use, such as logos and status icons.

• Scripts
Contains the JavaScript scripts the report templates use and samples. These scripts contain reusable functions
that any report can use.

 Sample Reports
CA WA sample history reports are located in the following folder:
cwad121
HID_sample_reports
CA WA sample history reports are located in the following folder:

CA_WA_Desktop_Client_installation_folder/Reports/SampleReports
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These sample history reports use the BIRT sample database. The database contains sample business data
such as customers, orders, products, and so on. The sample database is provided under the terms of the Eclipse
Software User Agreement.

Note:  The database shipped with CA WA Desktop Client is based on the Apache Derby server database.

 SampleGroupedTableWithDateRange
This sample history report lets you group the data in tables and to use the date range
parameters. The history report displays the orders placed by customers for a given
period of time. You can filter the history report data by date range and customer name. This
history report is based on the CA WA Grouped Listing template. This history report sample also
displays group and table totals.
cwad121
HID_sample_table_date_range
This sample history report lets you group the data in tables and to use the date range parameters. The history
report displays the orders placed by customers for a given period of time. You can filter the history report data by
date range and customer name. This history report is based on the CA WA Grouped Listing template. This history
report sample also displays group and table totals.

When querying the database, you can specify a date range to limit the data returned.

An example of the query for filtering the data by date range using the data set parameters is as follows:

select ORDERS.*, CUSTOMERS.CUSTOMERNAME
from ORDERS,CUSTOMERS
where ORDERS.CUSTOMERNUMBER = CUSTOMERS.CUSTOMERNUMBER 
and CUSTOMERS.CUSTOMERNAME LIKE 'A%' and 
ORDERS.ORDERDATE between '10/Jan/2001' and 'Jul/15/2006'

You can also filter the data after it is retrieved from the database by using data set filters or by using dynamic data
set parameters.

You can include input parameters into the SQL SELECT statements. The SQL can be bound to the report
parameters and can be passed the report parameter value into the query. They are marked using the SQL "?"
symbol in the query.

An example of the SQL query is as follows:

select ORDERS.*, CUSTOMERS.CUSTOMERNAME
from ORDERS,CUSTOMERS
where ORDERS.CUSTOMERNUMBER = CUSTOMERS.CUSTOMERNUMBER
and CUSTOMERS.CUSTOMERNAME LIKE ? and
ORDERS.ORDERDATE between ? and ?

All '?' markers are replaced with the values from data set parameters.

There are two report parameters in the sample history report: From Date and To Date. You can define both as a
Data Type parameter. Both of these parameters are optional; you can specify them or select Null Value if you do
not want to filter by the date. The null value is replaced with a date in the past for the From Date and the current
date is selected for the To Date.

To use the report parameters in the SQL query, define the corresponding data set parameters in the selected data
set for From Date and To Date.

The dates are generated by expression in the default value. When you specify the Null Value in the Report
parameters dialog, the null value is passed in the SQL query. The query returns only the records with NULL dates.
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To build a proper date range query, you must convert the null date values to dates in the past for From Date and
date in the future for To Date.

Example: View the Conversion for From Date

The sample history report uses JavaScript in the data set parameter definitions to convert the report parameter
dates. The JavaScript code is defined in the Default Value in the data set parameter definition.

To view the conversion for From Date

1. Select the ORDERS data set.
2. Click the Parameters tab.
3. Select the start_date parameter and click Edit.
4. Click the fx button.

The following JavaScript code is defined:

if(params["start_date"].value != null)
    params["start_date"];   
}
Else
{
  new Date(1);
}

Example: Group by Data Field

You can group the data in the sample history report on the CUSTOMERNAME.

Define a new group named Group1 in the table with the following parameters:
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The table footer row contains a total number of orders. The group footer contains the number of orders for each
customer. The dynamic text elements for Total use the Total.count() built-in BIRT JavaScript function. The dynamic
text elements for Total for Customer use the Aggregation data element from the table.

 SampleChart
This sample history report presents the data in a bar chart and shows how to use the multi-
select list report parameter. You can filter the history report data by a product line. The history
report is based on the CA WA Chart Listing template.
cwad121
HID_sample_chart
This sample history report presents the data in a bar chart and shows how to use the multi-select list report
parameter. You can filter the history report data by a product line. The history report is based on the CA WA Chart
Listing template.

Example: To Filter the Report Data by Product Lines

You can filter the history report data by the product lines Classic cars, Planes, and Ships.

To get all the orders for a set of product lines, use the SQL IN operator in the SQL SELECT:

select PRODUCTS.PRODUCTCODE, PRODUCTS.PRODUCTNAME,
PRODUCTS.PRODUCTLINE, PRODUCTS.PRODUCTVENDOR,
PRODUCTS.BUYPRICE,PRODUCTS.MSRP,
ORDERDETAILS.QUANTITYORDERED
from ORDERDETAILS, PRODUCTS
where ORDERDETAILS.PRODUCTCODE=PRODUCTS.PRODUCTCODE
and PRODUCTS.PRODUCTLINE IN ('Classic cars', 'Planes', 'Ships')

A dynamic list parameter "Product Line" is displayed that lists all of the product lines.

You can select one or more product lines from the list to filter the report results. You can double-click the Product
Line parameter to see how it is defined. The SQL query is dynamically modified to include the values selected from
the Product Line parameter list.

You cannot use data set parameters because the Product Line parameter value is an array of strings and it is not
properly passed in the SQL query.

select PRODUCTS.*,ORDERDETAILS.QUANTITYORDERED
from ORDERDETAILS, PRODUCTS
where ORDERDETAILS.PRODUCTCODE=PRODUCTS.PRODUCTCODE
and PRODUCTS.PRODUCTLINE IN (?)

The above SQL will not work with multi selection list. We can use the JavaScript Array join() function to format the
Product Line parameter value. The value used in the SQL IN() operator is generated by the following code:

params["Product Line"].value.join("','")

You can modify the query using one of the following methods:

• Set the Property Binding in the Dataset Editor. The data set SQL query is dynamically replaced with the
generated value in the Property Binding data set.
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After you double-click the PRODUCTLINE data set, the Edit Data Set dialog opens. The Property Binding option
field has a dynamic query dependent on the Product Line parameter value as follows:

"select PRODUCTS.*, ORDERDETAILS.QUANTITYORDERED "+
"from ORDERDETAILS,PRODUCTS "+
"where PRODUCTS.PRODUCTCODE=ORDERDETAILS.PRODUCTCODE AND "+
"PRODUCTS.PRODUCTLINE IN ('" + params["Product Line"].value.join("','")+"')"

To select “All” product lines, enter the query in the Property Binding data set as follows:

"select PRODUCTS.*, ORDERDETAILS.QUANTITYORDERED "+
"from ORDERDETAILS,PRODUCTS "+
"where PRODUCTS.PRODUCTCODE=ORDERDETAILS.PRODUCTCODE AND ('"+
params["Product Line"].value[0]+"'='All' OR "+
"PRODUCTS.PRODUCTLINE IN ('" + params["Product Line"].value.join("','")+"') )"

• Write the SQL query generically and add the Product line filter in the beforeOpen() data set method.
The data set query is as follows:

select PRODUCTS.*,ORDERDETAILS.QUANTITYORDERED
from ORDERDETAILS, PRODUCTS
where ORDERDETAILS.PRODUCTCODE=PRODUCTS.PRODUCTCODE

In the beforeOpen() method of the data set, add the following query:

if(params["Product Line"].value[0] != "All")
{
queryText = queryText + " AND PRODUCTS.PRODUCTLINE IN('" + params["Product
 Line"].value.join("','") +"')";
}

Example: Define a Link to the PRODUCTLINE Bookmark for the Chart

You can click on the bar-chart bar to see the list of product lines in the report details table. For example, if you click
on the Planes bar, the Planes group in the table is displayed.

There is a bookmark in the Order by Product Details table defined for the PRODUCTLINE data field with the
following value:

row["PRODUCTLINE"]. 

This bookmark definition dynamically creates bookmarks for all PRODUCTLINE values in the table. There is a
hyperlink in the chart that points to the PRODUCTLINE bookmark.

To define a link to the PRODUCTLINE bookmark for the chart

1. Double-click on the chart and open the chart editor.
2. Select the Format Chart tab.
3. Select the Value(Y) Series.
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4. Click Interactivity.
The Next dialog opens.

5. Select Mouse Double Click from the Event drop-down list and Hyperlink from the Action drop-down list.
6. Click Edit Base URL.

The Hyperlink Options dialog opens.
7. Select the Internal Bookmark option button from the Select Hyperlink Type option and row[“PRODUCTLINE”]

from the *Bookmark drop-down list.
The link is defined.

 Managing Reports
You can manage reports as follows:
cwad121
HID_manage_reports
You can manage reports as follows:

 

 List Reports
You can list the reports defined on the server. For scheduled reports, you can also view the
output of each scheduled report.
cwad121
HID_list_reports
You can list the reports defined on the server. For scheduled reports, you can also view the output of each
scheduled report.

Note:  To view the output of a scheduled report, you must be the execution user for the Report Event or be granted
permission to read the report in the Event definition.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Reports under your server connection, and select Open from the pop-up menu.
The Reports view opens and displays a list of reports along with the results of each report.

Note:  To refresh the list, right-click in the listing, and select Refresh from the pop-up menu.

More information:

Schedule a Report

 View the Output of a Scheduled Report
The results of the scheduled Report Events are saved on the server. You can view these reports
as required.
cwad121
HID_view_output_scheduled_report
The results of the scheduled Report Events are saved on the server. You can view these reports as required.

Note:  To view the output of a scheduled report, you must be the execution user for the Report Event or be granted
permission to read the report in the Event definition.

Follow these steps:

1. List reports.
A list of reports appears along with the results for each report.

2. Right-click the output of a report, and select View Report Result from the pop-up menu.
The output of the scheduled report appears in a new view.

More information:

Schedule a Report
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 Hide the Output of a Report
You can hide the output of a report if you no longer need to view the results. Hiding the output of
a report removes you from the list of users allowed to view the selected report result. It does not
delete the report output from the server, so other users can still the view the report results.
cwad121
HID_hide_output_report
You can hide the output of a report if you no longer need to view the results. Hiding the output of a report removes
you from the list of users allowed to view the selected report result. It does not delete the report output from the
server, so other users can still the view the report results.

Note:  The execution user of the Report Event cannot hide the output of the report.

Follow these steps:

1. List reports.
A list of reports appears along with the results for each report.

2. Right-click the output of a report, and select Hide Report Result from the pop-up menu.

Note:  To hide the output of multiple reports at once, hold the Ctrl key and select the report results you want to
hide, right-click one of the selected report results, and select Hide Report Result from the pop-up menu.

The output of the report is removed from the view.

More information:

Schedule a Report

 Delete the Output of a Report
If you no longer want users to view the output of a report, you can delete the report results from
the server.
cwad121
HID_delete_output_report
If you no longer want users to view the output of a report, you can delete the report results from the server.

Note:  To delete the output of a report, you must be the execution user for the Report Event or have Allow access
to the REPORT_RESULT_DELETE permission.

Follow these steps:

1. List reports.
A list of reports appears along with the results for each report.

2. Right-click the output of a report, and select Delete from the pop-up menu.

Note:  To delete the output of multiple reports at once, hold the Ctrl key and select the results you want to
delete, right-click one of the selected results, and select Delete from the pop-up menu.

A confirmation dialog opens.
3. Click Yes.

The report output is deleted from the server.

More information:

Schedule a Report

 Delete a Report Definition
You can delete a report definition from the server if you no longer need to schedule or run the
report.
cwad121
HID_delete_report_definition
You can delete a report definition from the server if you no longer need to schedule or run the report.

Follow these steps:

1. List reports.
A list of reports appears along with the results for each report.
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2. Right-click the definition of a report, and select Delete from the pop-up menu.
If the report being deleted is associated with any Events, the Affected Artifacts dialog opens and lists the Events
that are affected by the deletion. Otherwise, a confirmation dialog appears, and you can skip the next step.

3. Select one of the following, if applicable:

• Yes—Proceeds with the deletion.
The report definition is deleted from the server.

• No—Cancels the deletion request.

Note:  To avoid the warning, you can update the report specified in the Event definition.
4. Click Yes in the confirmation dialog, if applicable.

The report definition is deleted from the server.

Note:  The results of the report are not deleted. When you refresh the view, the results reappear under the
report. However, you can no longer open, schedule, or run the report as the definition no longer exists.

More information:

Schedule a Report

 Export a Report
You can export the output of a report to your local computer and save it in the following formats:
cwad121
HID_export_report
You can export the output of a report to your local computer and save it in the following formats:

• Word
• PowerPoint
• PDF
• PostScript
• Excel

Follow these steps:

1. Run a report or view the output of a scheduled report.
The output of the report appears in a view.

2. Click the Export report icon from the toolbar of the report.
The Export Report dialog opens.

3. Select the output format in the Export Format drop-down list.
4. Modify the other fields as appropriate, and click OK.

The File Download dialog opens.
5. Click Save to save the file to the local computer.

Note:  To open the file immediately, click Open.

The Save As dialog opens.
6. Select a folder in the Save in drop-down list, specify a file name in the File name field, and click Save.

The file is saved to your local computer.

 Export Data from a Report
You can export the raw data of a report to your local computer as a .csv file.
cwad121
HID_export_data_from_report
You can export the raw data of a report to your local computer as a .csv file.

Follow these steps:

1. Run a report or view the output of a scheduled report.
The output of the report appears in a view.

2. Click the Export data icon from the toolbar of the report.
The Export Data dialog opens.

3. Select the sorting criteria for the parameters to be exported from the Available result sets drop-down list.
4. Select columns from the Available Columns section and click > to move the selected parameters to the Selected

Columns section.
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5. Modify the other fields as appropriate, and click OK.
The File Download dialog opens.

6. Click Save to save the file to the local computer.

Note:  To open the file immediately, click Open.

The Save As dialog opens.
7. Select a folder in the Save in drop-down list, specify a file name in the File name field, and click Save.

The .csv file is saved to your local computer.

 Running Predefined Reports
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_run_predefined_reports
This section contains the following topics:

 Predefined Reports
You can run predefined (canned) reports from CA WA Desktop Client. Predefined reports
reside on the server. You can run predefined reports, but you cannot download or modify them.
You can run the predefined reports to view the output of the report immediately or schedule
predefined reports using Events to save the output on the server for viewing later.
cwad121
HID_predefined_reports
You can run predefined (canned) reports from CA WA Desktop Client. Predefined reports reside on the server. You
can run predefined reports, but you cannot download or modify them. You can run the predefined reports to view
the output of the report immediately or schedule predefined reports using Events to save the output on the server
for viewing later.

Warning:  If you are using a Microsoft SQL Server database with Windows authentication, the domain user
of the computer that launches CA WA Desktop Client must have read access to the database. Otherwise,
you will not be able to run or preview reports from CA WA Desktop Client.

The predefined reports provide data from the server database tables and use SQL queries to retrieve the data.
Several predefined reports present historical information regarding job execution and a security report that presents
information on user access and permissions. You can run and view the output of the reports from the Services
perspective and export the output in different formats including CSV and HTML.

When scheduling predefined reports, you can also specify a list of users to notify by email when the predefined
report execution is complete. You can also grant permission to a list of users to view the report output. You can run
the following predefined reports:

• Failed Jobs
Displays the jobs that started running within a specified time period and ended in a FAILED, SUBERROR,
SYSERROR, or DBERROR state.

• Jobs by Application
Displays the jobs that were run in the Applications specified. It does not include bypassed jobs.

• Jobs by State
Displays the jobs that were ready to run within a specified time period, grouped by state.

• Jobs by Type
Displays the jobs that were ready to run within a specified time period, grouped by job type.

• Jobs Run for Time Period
Displays the jobs that started running within a specified time period.

• Jobs Run on Agent
Displays the jobs that started running within a specified time period, grouped by agent or advanced integration.

• Long Running Jobs
Displays the jobs that started running within a specified time period and ran for more than a specified number of
minutes.

• Security
Displays information about all users, groups, and permissions defined on the server.
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• Summary Jobs Run
Summarizes the jobs that started running within a specified time period, grouped by day.

More information:

Schedule a Report

 Failed Jobs Report
The Failed Jobs report displays the jobs that started running within a specified time period and
ended in a FAILED, SUBERROR, SYSERROR, or DBERROR state.
cwad121
HID_failed_jobs_report
The Failed Jobs report displays the jobs that started running within a specified time period and ended in a FAILED,
SUBERROR, SYSERROR, or DBERROR state.

The report contains the following:

• A chart that shows the number of failed jobs and the total number of jobs.
• The Failed Jobs Details table that displays the details of each failed job. It also displays the total number of

failed jobs at the bottom of the table.

The following illustration displays a sample Failed Jobs report:
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More Information:

Run the Failed Jobs Report

 Jobs by Application Report
The Jobs by Application report displays the jobs that were run in the Applications specified. It
does not include bypassed jobs.
cwad121
HID_jobs_appl_report
The Jobs by Application report displays the jobs that were run in the Applications specified. It does not include
bypassed jobs.

The following illustration displays a sample Jobs by Application report:
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More Information:

Run the Jobs by Application Report
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 Jobs by State Report
The Jobs by State report displays the jobs that were ready to run within a specified time period,
grouped by state.
cwad121
HID_jobs_state_report
The Jobs by State report displays the jobs that were ready to run within a specified time period, grouped by state.

The report contains the following:

• A pie chart that summarizes the total number of jobs for each state.
• The Jobs By State Details table that displays the details of each job. The data in the Jobs By State Details table

is grouped by state and by default is sorted by Application name and generation. The total number of jobs is
shown for each group.

Note:  Jobs that have passed through the READY and EXEC states are shown in their final states, for example,
COMPLETE or FAILED. Only jobs that are currently in the READY or EXEC states will show in these states.

The following illustration displays a sample Jobs by State report:
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More Information:

Run the Jobs by State Report

 Jobs by Type Report
The Jobs by Type report displays the jobs that were ready to run within a specified time period,
grouped by job type.
cwad121
HID_jobs_type_report
The Jobs by Type report displays the jobs that were ready to run within a specified time period, grouped by job
type.

The report contains the following:

• A pie chart that summarizes the total number of jobs for each job type.
• The Jobs by Type Details table that displays the details of each job. The data in the Jobs by Type Details table

is grouped by type and by default is sorted by Application name and generation.

Note:  The EXT (External-Same Scheduler) and EXTMON (External-Other scheduler) job types are not listed in the
report.

The following illustration displays a sample Jobs By Type report:
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More information:

Run the Jobs by Type Report

 Jobs Run for Time Period Report
The Jobs Run for Time Period report displays the jobs that started running within a specified
time period.
cwad121
HID_jobs_run_time_period_report
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The Jobs Run for Time Period report displays the jobs that started running within a specified time period.

The following illustration displays a sample Jobs Run for Time Period report:

More Information:

Run the Jobs Run for Time Period Report

 Jobs Run on Agent Report
The Jobs Run on Agent report displays the jobs that started running within a specified time
period, grouped by agent or advanced integration.
cwad121
HID_jobs_run_agent_report
The Jobs Run on Agent report displays the jobs that started running within a specified time period, grouped by
agent or advanced integration.

Note:

Similar to agents, you can run this report for jobs run on advanced integrations such as Advanced Integration for
Hadoop.

The report contains the following:

• A chart that summarizes the number of jobs run on each agent. Agent names are on the Y axis and the number
of jobs are on the X axis.

• A table that displays the number of jobs run on each agent and the state of the jobs.

Note:  This report is based on all agents with history data in the database. You can filter the agents included in the
report.
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The following illustration displays a sample Jobs Run On Agent report:

More Information:

Run the Jobs on Agent Report

 Long Running Jobs Report
The Long Running Jobs report displays the jobs that started running within a specified time
period and ran for more than specified number of minutes.
cwad121
HID_long_running_jobs_report
The Long Running Jobs report displays the jobs that started running within a specified time period and ran for
more than specified number of minutes.

The report contains the following:

• A chart that shows the number of long running jobs and the total number of jobs.
• A table that displays the details of each long running job.

The following illustration displays a sample Long Running Jobs report:
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More information:

Run the Long Running Jobs Report

 Security Report
The Security report displays information about all users, groups, and permissions defined on the
server.
cwad121
HID_security_report
The Security report displays information about all users, groups, and permissions defined on the server.

Note:  You must have administrator privileges to run this report.

The report contains the following:

• The User Groups table that displays the defined user groups, permissions, and access rights within each group.
• The Users table that lists all the defined users. It displays the groups assigned to each user and the user-

specific permissions and access rights.

The following illustration displays a sample Security report with user groups information:
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The following illustration displays a sample Security report with user information:
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More Information:

Run the Security Report

 Summary Jobs Run Report
The Summary Jobs Run report summarizes the jobs that started running within a specified time
period, grouped by day.
cwad121
HID_summary_jobs_run_report
The Summary Jobs Run report summarizes the jobs that started running within a specified time period, grouped
by day.

The report contains the following:
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• A bar graph that shows the number of jobs that ran every day in the specified month.
• The Jobs by Day table that shows the details of each job. This table is grouped by date and the total number of

jobs shown for each group. It also displays the total number of jobs that ran in the specified month at the bottom
of the table.

The following illustration displays a sample Summary Jobs Run report:
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More Information:

Run the Summary Jobs Run Report

 Run the Failed Jobs Report
You can run the Failed Jobs report to view the jobs that started running within a specified time
period and ended in a FAILED, SUBERROR, SYSERROR, or DBERROR state.
cwad121
HID_run_failed_jobs_report
You can run the Failed Jobs report to view the jobs that started running within a specified time period and ended in
a FAILED, SUBERROR, SYSERROR, or DBERROR state.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Reports under your server connection, and select Open from the pop-up menu.
The Reports view opens.

3. Right-click the FAILED JOBS report, and select Run from the pop-up menu.
The Parameter dialog opens.

4. Complete the following fields as appropriate and click OK.

• From Date Time

Defines the starting date and time of the report's period in the format MM/DD/YYYY [hh:mm:ss AM|PM]. The
time is optional.

Example: 02/03/2010 03:30:46 AM for February 3, 2010 at 3:30:46 a.m.

Note:  You can also select the Null Value option button if you do not want to filter by date and time.
• To Date Time

Defines the ending date and time of the report's period in the format MM/DD/YYYY [hh:mm:ss AM|PM]. The
time is optional.

Example: 03/22/2010 4:45:32 PM for March 22, 2010 at 4:45:32 p.m.

Note:

• You can also select the Null Value option button if you do not want to filter by date and time.
• If you specify an end date without a starting date, the report displays all the jobs that ran before the end

date.
• Show Details table 

Indicates that you want to display the details table. If you do not select this option, the report provides only a
summary of processed records.

The report displays the number of jobs that failed in the specified time period in a chart and the details of the
failed jobs in a table.

5. (Optional) Click Print to print this report.

More Information:

Failed Jobs Report

 Run the Jobs by Application Report
You can run the Jobs by Application report to view the jobs that were run in the Applications
specified. It does not include bypassed jobs.
cwad121
HID_run_jobs_appl_report
You can run the Jobs by Application report to view the jobs that were run in the Applications specified. It does not
include bypassed jobs.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.
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2. Right-click Reports under your server connection, and select Open from the pop-up menu.
The Reports view opens.

3. Right-click the JOBS BY APPLICATION report, and select Run from the pop-up menu.
The Parameter dialog opens.

4. Complete the following fields as appropriate and click OK.

• Application(s)
Specifies the Applications to include in the report.

Note:  You can select multiple Applications by holding the Ctrl key. You can select all the Applications by
selecting All from the drop-down list.

• Last # of generations
Specifies the total number of last Application generations to include in the report. For example, if you enter 3,
the last 3 Application generations would be displayed.

Note:  You can select the Null Value option button to display all the generations.
• Select sorting column

Specifies additional criteria to sort the report on within each Application generation grouping. For example, if
you select Job Name, the jobs within each Application generation are sorted in ascending order.

• Show Details table 
Indicates that you want to display the details table. If you do not select this option, the report provides only a
summary of processed records.

The report displays all the jobs that ran in the specified Application generations.
5. (Optional) Click Toggle table of contents to display the table of contents for this report.
6. (Optional) Click Print to print this report.

More Information:

Jobs by Application Report

 Run the Jobs by State Report
You can run the Jobs by State report to view the jobs that were ready to run within a specified
time period, grouped by state.
cwad121
HID_run_jobs_state_report
You can run the Jobs by State report to view the jobs that were ready to run within a specified time period, grouped
by state.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Reports under your server connection, and select Open from the pop-up menu.
The Reports view opens.

3. Right-click the JOBS BY STATE report, and select Run from the pop-up menu.
The Parameter dialog opens.

4. Complete the following fields as appropriate and click OK.

• Job State(s)
Specifies the job states to include in the report.

Note:  You can select multiple states by holding the Ctrl key. You can select all the job states by selecting All
from the drop-down list.

• From Date Time

Defines the starting date and time of the report's period in the format MM/DD/YYYY [hh:mm:ss AM|PM]. The
time is optional.

Example: 02/03/2010 03:30:46 AM for February 3, 2010 at 3:30:46 a.m.

Note:  You can also select the Null Value option button if you do not want to filter by date and time.
• To Date Time

Defines the ending date and time of the report's period in the format MM/DD/YYYY [hh:mm:ss AM|PM]. The
time is optional.
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Example: 03/22/2010 4:45:32 PM for March 22, 2010 at 4:45:32 p.m.

Note:

• You can also select the Null Value option button if you do not want to filter by date and time.
• If you specify an end date without a starting date, the report displays all the jobs that ran before the end

date.
• Select sorting column

Specifies additional criteria to sort the report on within each job state grouping. For example, if you select
Job Name, the jobs within each job state are sorted in ascending order.

• Show Details table 
Indicates that you want to display the details table. If you do not select this option, the report provides only a
summary of processed records.

The report displays all the jobs in the specified states that ran in the specified time period.

Note:

You can navigate to the corresponding state group by double-clicking on a pie area in the chart.
5. (Optional) Click Toggle table of contents to display the table of contents for this report.
6. (Optional) Click Print to print this report.

More Information:

Jobs by State Report

 Run the Jobs by Type Report
You can run the Jobs by Type report to view the jobs that were ready to run within a specified
time period, grouped by job type.
cwad121
HID_run_jobs_type_report
You can run the Jobs by Type report to view the jobs that were ready to run within a specified time period, grouped
by job type.

Follow these steps:

1. List reports.
A list of reports appears along with the results for each report.

2. Right-click the JOBS BY TYPE report, and select Run Report from the pop-up menu.
The Run Report dialog opens.

3. Complete the following fields as appropriate and click OK.

• Job Type(s)
Specifies the job types to include in the report.

Note:  Default: ALL (All job types) The EXT (External-Same Scheduler) and EXTMON (External-Other
scheduler) job types are not listed.

• From Date Time

Defines the starting date and time of the report's period in the format MM/DD/YYYY [hh:mm:ss AM|PM]. The
time is optional.

Example: 02/03/2010 03:30:46 AM for February 3, 2010 at 3:30:46 a.m.

Note:  You can also select the Null Value option button if you do not want to filter by date and time.
• To Date Time

Defines the ending date and time of the report's period in the format MM/DD/YYYY [hh:mm:ss AM|PM]. The
time is optional.

Example: 03/22/2010 4:45:32 PM for March 22, 2010 at 4:45:32 p.m.

Note:

• You can also select the Null Value option button if you do not want to filter by date and time.
• If you specify an end date without a starting date, the report displays all the jobs that ran before the end

date.
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• Select sorting column
Specifies additional criteria to sort the report on within each job type grouping. For example, if you select Job
Name, the jobs within each job type are sorted in ascending order.

• Show Details table 
Indicates that you want to display the details table. If you do not select this option, the report provides only a
summary of processed records.

The report displays all the jobs in the specified job types that ran in the specified time period.

Note:

You can navigate to the corresponding job type group by double-clicking on a pie area in the chart.
4. (Optional) Click the Toggle table of contents icon from the toolbar of the report to display the table of contents for

this report.
5. (Optional) Click the Print report icon from the toolbar of the report to print this report.

More information:

Jobs by Type Report

 Run the Jobs Run for Time Period Report
You can run the Jobs Run for Time Period report to view the jobs that started running within a
specified time period.
cwad121
HID_run_jobs_run_time_period_report
You can run the Jobs Run for Time Period report to view the jobs that started running within a specified time period.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Reports under your server connection, and select Open from the pop-up menu.
The Reports view opens.

3. Right-click the JOBS RUN FOR TIME PERIOD report, and select Run from the pop-up menu.
The Parameter dialog opens.

4. Complete the following fields as appropriate and click OK.

• From Date Time

Defines the starting date and time of the report's period in the format MM/DD/YYYY [hh:mm:ss AM|PM]. The
time is optional.

Example: 02/03/2010 03:30:46 AM for February 3, 2010 at 3:30:46 a.m.

Note:  You can also select the Null Value option button if you do not want to filter by date and time.
• To Date Time

Defines the ending date and time of the report's period in the format MM/DD/YYYY [hh:mm:ss AM|PM]. The
time is optional.

Example: 03/22/2010 4:45:32 PM for March 22, 2010 at 4:45:32 p.m.

Note:

• You can also select the Null Value option button if you do not want to filter by date and time.
• If you specify an end date without a starting date, the report displays all the jobs that ran before the end

date.
• Select sorting column

Specifies the criteria to sort the report on. For example, if you select Job Name, the report would be sorted
by job name.

• Show Details table 
Indicates that you want to display the details table. If you do not select this option, the report provides only a
summary of processed records.

The report displays all the jobs that ran in the specified time period.
5. (Optional) Click Print to print this report.
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More Information:

Jobs Run for Time Period Report

 Run the Jobs Run on Agent Report
You can run the Jobs Run on Agent report to view the jobs that started running within a
specified time period, grouped by agent.
cwad121
HID_run_jobs_run_agent_report
You can run the Jobs Run on Agent report to view the jobs that started running within a specified time period,
grouped by agent.

Note:

Similar to agents, you can run this report for jobs run on advanced integrations such as Advanced Integration for
Hadoop.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Reports under your server connection, and select Open from the pop-up menu.
The Reports view opens.

3. Right-click the RUN ON AGENT report, and select Run from the pop-up menu.
The Parameter dialog opens.

4. Complete the following fields as appropriate and click OK.

• Agent Name
Specifies the names of the agents to include in the report.

Note:  All agents with history data in the database are listed. You can select multiple agents by holding the
Ctrl key. You can select all the agents by selecting All from the drop-down list..

• From Date Time

Defines the starting date and time of the report's period in the format MM/DD/YYYY [hh:mm:ss AM|PM]. The
time is optional.

Example: 02/03/2010 03:30:46 AM for February 3, 2010 at 3:30:46 a.m.

Note:  You can also select the Null Value option button if you do not want to filter by date and time.
• To Date Time

Defines the ending date and time of the report's period in the format MM/DD/YYYY [hh:mm:ss AM|PM]. The
time is optional.

Example: 03/22/2010 4:45:32 PM for March 22, 2010 at 4:45:32 p.m.

Note:

• You can also select the Null Value option button if you do not want to filter by date and time.
• If you specify an end date without a starting date, the report displays all the jobs that ran before the end

date.
• Select sorting column

Specifies additional criteria to sort the report on within each agent grouping. For example, if you select Job
Name, the jobs within each agent grouping are sorted in ascending order.

• Select summary data format
Specifies the format (chart, table, or both) of the report summary.

• Show Details table 
Indicates that you want to display the details table. If you do not select this option, the report provides only a
summary of processed records.

The report displays all the jobs that ran on the specified agents in the specified time period.
5. (Optional) Click Toggle table of contents to display the table of contents for this report.
6. (Optional) Click Print to print this report.

More Information:

Jobs Run on Agent Report
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 Run the Long Running Jobs Report
You can run the Long Running Jobs report to view the jobs that started running within a
specified time period and ran for more than a specified time.
cwad121
HID_run_long_running_jobs_report
You can run the Long Running Jobs report to view the jobs that started running within a specified time period and
ran for more than a specified time.

Follow these steps:

1. List reports.
A list of reports appears along with the results for each report.

2. Right-click the LONG RUNNING JOBS report, and select Run Report from the pop-up menu.
The Run Report dialog opens.

3. Complete the following fields as appropriate and click OK.

• From Date Time

Defines the starting date and time of the report's period in the format MM/DD/YYYY [hh:mm:ss AM|PM]. The
time is optional.

Example: 02/03/2010 03:30:46 AM for February 3, 2010 at 3:30:46 a.m.

Note:  You can also select the Null Value option button if you do not want to filter by date and time.
• To Date Time

Defines the ending date and time of the report's period in the format MM/DD/YYYY [hh:mm:ss AM|PM]. The
time is optional.

Example: 03/22/2010 4:45:32 PM for March 22, 2010 at 4:45:32 p.m.

Note:

• You can also select the Null Value option button if you do not want to filter by date and time.
• If you specify an end date without a starting date, the report displays all the jobs that ran before the end

date.
• Lower Time Limit (in minutes) 

Specifies the minimum run time of jobs to include in the report in minutes.
Default: 10

• Upper Time Limit (in minutes) 
Specifies the maximum run time of jobs to include in the report in minutes.

• Select sorting column
Specifies additional criteria to sort the report on. For example, if you select Job Name, the jobs are sorted in
ascending order.

• Show Details table 
Indicates that you want to display the details table. If you do not select this option, the report provides only a
summary of processed records.

The report displays all jobs jobs that started running within a specified time period and ran for more than a
specified time.

4. (Optional) Click the Toggle table of contents icon from the toolbar of the report to display the table of contents for
this report.

5. (Optional) Click the Print report icon from the toolbar of the report to print this report.

More information:

Long Running Jobs Report

 Run the Security Report
You can run the Security report to view information about all users, groups, and permissions
defined on the server.
cwad121
HID_run_security_report
You can run the Security report to view information about all users, groups, and permissions defined on the server.
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Note:  You must have administrator privileges to run this report.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Reports under your server connection, and select Open from the pop-up menu.
The Reports view opens.

3. Right-click the SECURITY report, and select Run from the pop-up menu.
The report displays the details, permissions, and access rights of all users and groups.

4. (Optional) Click Toggle table of contents to display the table of contents for this report.
5. (Optional) Click Print to print this report.

More Information:

Security Report

 Run the Summary Jobs Run Report
You can run the Summary Jobs Run report to view the jobs that started running within a
specified time period, grouped by day.
cwad121
HID_run_summary_jobs_run_report
You can run the Summary Jobs Run report to view the jobs that started running within a specified time period,
grouped by day.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Reports under your server connection, and select Open from the pop-up menu.
The Reports view opens.

3. Right-click the SUMMARY JOBS RUN report, and select Run from the pop-up menu.
The Parameter dialog opens.

4. Complete the following fields as appropriate and click OK.

• Month

Specifies the month to include in the report.

Example: May
• Year

Defines the year to include in the report in the format YYYY.

Example: 2008
• Select sorting column

Note:  Specifies additional criteria to sort the report on within each month and year grouping. For example, if
you select Job Name, the jobs within each month and year grouping are sorted in ascending order.

• Show Details table 
Indicates that you want to display the details table. If you do not select this option, the report provides only a
summary of processed records.

The report displays all the jobs that ran in the specified month and year by day.
5. (Optional) Click Toggle table of contents to display the table of contents for this report.
6. (Optional) Click Print to print this report.

More Information:

Summary Jobs Run Report

 Rerun a Report with Different Parameters
You can rerun a report with different parameters to create a new report.
cwad121
HID_rerun_report
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You can rerun a report with different parameters to create a new report.

Follow these steps:

1. Run a report in the Services perspective.
2. Click the Run Report icon from the toolbar of the Reports view.

The Run Report dialog opens.
3. Update the parameters as appropriate and click OK.

The report is rerun based on the specified parameters.

 Creating and Managing Forecast Reports
You can create and manage forecast reports as follows:
cwad121
HID_create_manage_forecasts_reports
You can create and manage forecast reports as follows:

 

 

 

 Forecasts
You can create forecast reports about jobs scheduled to run during a specific period and use
these reports to plan your workload. You can generate forecast reports to view the output of the
report immediately or schedule forecast reports using Events to save the output on the server
for viewing later.
cwad121
HID_forecasts
You can create forecast reports about jobs scheduled to run during a specific period and use these reports to plan
your workload. You can generate forecast reports to view the output of the report immediately or schedule forecast
reports using Events to save the output on the server for viewing later.

You can view the output of forecast reports in the Services perspective and export the output in different formats
including CSV and HTML.

Each report contains the following information about scheduled jobs:

• Job name and qualifier
• Predecessor and successor names
• Event submission date and time
• Estimated execution time based on historical information
• Start time and end time

Note:

• The start time and end time are calculated based on the Event schedule criteria and the following time
dependencies values you specify in the job definition: ‘Do not submit before’ and ‘Delay submission when
eligible by.’

• If the jobs are not defined with these time dependency values, the start and end time are calculated only
based on the Event schedule criteria.

• Agent or advanced integration name
• Application and subApplication name
• Event prefix and name
• Job type
• Home Application name (external jobs only)

You can limit the Events, Applications, subApplications, and jobs that appear in your forecast reports. For example,
your report can include Applications triggered by a specific Event or exclude Applications that run hourly.
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When scheduling forecast reports, you can also specify a list of users to notify by email when the forecast report
execution is complete. You can also grant permission to a list of users to view the report output.

Note:   Suspended Events do not appear on forecasts. Nonscheduled Events such as File Trigger Events do not
appear in forecast reports unless the Event has an expect time.

 More information: 

 Scheduling Reports Using Events 

 List Forecast Reports
You can list the forecast reports defined on the server. For scheduled forecast reports, you can
also view the output of each scheduled forecast report.
cwad121
HID_list_forecast_report
You can list the forecast reports defined on the server. For scheduled forecast reports, you can also view the output
of each scheduled forecast report.

Note:  To view the output of a scheduled forecast report, you must be the execution user for the forecast report
Event or be granted permission to read the report in the Event definition.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Forecasts under your server connection, and select Open from the pop-up menu.
The Forecasts view opens.

3. Enter the complete or partial forecast name in the Forecast name field to limit the forecasts displayed, and click
the arrow next to the Forecast name field.

Note:   Include a wildcard for a partial name. For example, F* displays all the forecasts whose names start with
F.

A list of forecast reports appears along with the results of each forecast report.

Note:  To refresh the list, right-click in the listing, and select Refresh from the pop-up menu.

 More information: 

 Schedule a Forecast Report 

 Create a Forecast Report
You can create a forecast report to view the jobs scheduled to run in a specific period and use
the report to plan your workload.
cwad121
HID_create_forecast_report
You can create a forecast report to view the jobs scheduled to run in a specific period and use the report to plan
your workload.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Right-click Forecasts under your server connection, and select New from the pop-up menu.
The New Forecast view opens.

3. Complete the following fields as required:

• Forecast name
Defines the report name.

• Starting at
Specifies the starting time and date of the report's period.

Note:

 To select a date and time, you can click the button to the right of the field.
• Continuing for
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Specifies the length of the report's period.
Default: Events scheduled during the next 24 hours.

• Event names
(Optional) Specifies the Events to be included in the report. The Event name can include wildcards. For
example, VER* includes all Events that begin with VER.
Default: All Events scheduled in the report's period

• Application names
(Optional) Specifies the Applications to be included in the report. The Application name can include
wildcards. For example, APPL* includes all Applications that begin with APPL.

• subApplication names
(Optional) Specifies the subApplications to be included in the report. The subApplication name can include
wildcards. For example, SUB* includes all subApplications that begin with SUB.

• Job names
(Optional) Specifies the jobs to be included in the report. The job name can include wildcards. For example,
JOB* includes all jobs that begin with JOB.

• Threshold frequency
(Optional) Specifies a threshold frequency in minutes to exclude frequently scheduled Events from the
report. An Event execution is excluded from the forecast report if the time between its scheduled execution
and its next scheduled execution is less than the threshold frequency. For example, to exclude all Events that
run more frequently than two hours, enter 120.

4. Click the Save icon.
The forecast report is saved on the server.

Example: Show the Hourly Events in a Weekly Report

Suppose that you need to run a report that shows all jobs, including hourly jobs, scheduled to run during one week
starting at noon today.

To show hourly Events in a weekly report

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Create a forecast report as follows:

1.1 Right-click Forecasts under your server connection, and select New from the pop-up menu.
The New Forecasts view opens.

2.1 Enter WEEKLY in the Forecast name field, select 12:00:00 PM in the Starting at field, and select weeks in
the Continuing for field.

3.1 Enter * in the Event names field to include all Events scheduled in the report period.
4.1 Enter 0 in the Threshold frequency field.
5.1 Click the Save icon.

The forecast report is saved on the server.

Example: Show All the Jobs Scheduled in a 24-hour Period

Suppose that you need to run a report that shows all the jobs scheduled to run between 5:00 a.m. today and 4:59
a.m. tomorrow.

To show all jobs scheduled in a 24-hour period

1. Open the Services perspective.
A list of server connections is displayed in the Services view.

2. Create a forecast report as follows:

1.1 Right-click Forecasts under your server connection, and select New from the pop-up menu.
The New Forecasts view opens.

2.1 Enter DAILY in the Forecast name field, select 5:00:00 AM in the Starting at field, and leave the default of 1
day in the Continuing for field.

3.1 Enter * in the Job names field to include all jobs scheduled to run in the report period.
4.1 Click the Save icon.

The forecast report is saved on the server.

 Generate a Forecast Report
You can generate a forecast report to view the output of the report immediately.
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cwad121
HID_generate_forecast_report
You can generate a forecast report to view the output of the report immediately.

Note:  You can generate a default report of the workload scheduled in the next 24 hours or 7 days using the default
forecasts FORECAST24HOUR and FORECAST7DAY respectively.

Follow these steps:

1. List forecast reports.
2. Right-click the forecast you want to run, and select Generate Forecast Report from the pop-up menu.

A dialog appears to indicate that the report is being generated.

Note:

• To run this dialog in the background so that it does not block your GUI, click Run in Background. To always
run the progress dialogs in the background, from the main menu select Windows, Preferences, Workbench,
General, and select the Always run in Background check box. To see the report execution status of all
running forecasts, in the status bar double-click the icon beside the progress bar; the progress view opens.

• Generating a forecast report can take several minutes, depending on the number of jobs included in the
report. If you select the Always run in Background check box, a temporary warning message appears to
indicate that the forecast report can take several minutes to generate. To deactivate this warning message,
from the main menu select Windows, Preferences, Desktop Client, Server Response and clear the Show
warning message check box.

The output of the forecast report appears in a view.

 View the Output of a Scheduled Forecast Report
You can view the output of a scheduled forecast report saved on the server.
cwad121
HID_view_output_scheduled_forecast_report
You can view the output of a scheduled forecast report saved on the server.

Note:

 To view the output of a scheduled forecast report, you must be the execution user for the forecast report Event or
be granted permission to read the report in the Event definition.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  List forecast reports.
A list of forecast reports appears along with the results for each report.

2. Right-click the output of a forecast report, and select View Report from the pop-up menu.
The output of the scheduled forecast report appears in a view.

 More information: 

 Scheduling Reports Using Events 

 Export a Forecast Report
You can export the output of a forecast report to your local computer and save it in the following
formats:
cwad121
HID_export_forecast_report
You can export the output of a forecast report to your local computer and save it in the following formats:

• Word
• PowerPoint
• PDF
• PostScript
• Excel

Follow these steps:

1. Generate a forecast report or view the output of a scheduled forecast report.
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The output of the forecast report appears in a view.
2. Click the Export report icon from the toolbar of the report.

The Export Report dialog opens.
3. Select the output format in the Export Format drop-down list.
4. Modify the other fields as appropriate, and click OK.

The File Download dialog opens.
5. Click Save to save the file to the local computer.

Note:  To open the file immediately, click Open.

The Save As dialog opens.
6. Select a folder in the Save in drop-down list, specify a file name in the File name field, and click Save.

The file is saved to your local computer.

 Export Data from a Forecast Report
You can export the raw data of a forecast report to your local computer as a .csv file.
cwad121
HID_export_data_from_forecast_report
You can export the raw data of a forecast report to your local computer as a .csv file.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate a forecast report or view the output of a scheduled forecast report.
The output of the forecast report appears in a view.

2. Click the Export data icon from the toolbar of the report.
The Export Data dialog opens.

3. Select a result set from the Available result sets drop-down list.
4. Select columns from the Available Columns section and click > to move them to the Selected Columns section.
5. Modify the other fields as appropriate, and click OK.

The File Download dialog opens.
6. Click Save to save the file to the local computer.

Note:  To open the file immediately, click Open.

The Save As dialog opens.
7. Select a folder in the Save in drop-down list, specify a file name in the File name field, and click Save.

The .csv file is saved to your local computer.

 View a Forecast Report Gantt Chart
You can view a Gantt chart of all the jobs in the forecast report relative to the start of the report
period.
cwad121
HID_view_forecast_report_gantt_chart
You can view a Gantt chart of all the jobs in the forecast report relative to the start of the report period.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate a forecast report or view the output of a scheduled forecast report.
The output of the forecast report appears in a view.

2. Click the Open Gantt chart for all jobs from report icon from the toolbar of the view.
The Gantt chart opens in a graphical view. On the left side of the view, a table displays the expected start time,
end time, and duration of each job in the report. On the right side of the view, bars representing each of the jobs
in the report show when each job is expected to start and end relative to the start of the report period. Arrows
between the bars indicate predecessor dependencies.

3. (Optional) Enter a filter in the Filter chart by Name field to limit the jobs displayed.

Note:  You can use the asterisk (*) as a wildcard for zero or more characters and the question mark (?) as a
wildcard for a single character. For example, to limit the Gantt chart to jobs that start with Linux, enter Linux*.
The filter is not case-sensitive.

The Gantt chart displays the jobs that match your filter.
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 Hide the Output of a Forecast Report
You can hide the output of a forecast report if you no longer need to view the results. Hiding the
output of a forecast report does not delete the report output from the server, so other users can
still the view the forecast results.
cwad121
HID_hide_output_forecast_report
You can hide the output of a forecast report if you no longer need to view the results. Hiding the output of a forecast
report does not delete the report output from the server, so other users can still the view the forecast results.

Note:  The execution user of the Forecast Event cannot hide the output of the forecast report.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  List forecast reports.
A list of forecast reports appears along with the results for each report.

2. Right-click the output of a forecast report, and select Hide Report from the pop-up menu.

Note:  To hide the output of multiple forecast reports at once, hold the Ctrl key and select the forecast results
you want to hide, right-click one of the selected forecast results, and select Hide Report from the pop-up menu.

The output of the forecast report is removed from the view.

 More information: 

 Scheduling Reports Using Events 

 Delete the Output of a Forecast Report
If you no longer want users to view the output of a forecast report, you can delete the forecast
results from the server.
cwad121
HID_delete_output_forecast_report
If you no longer want users to view the output of a forecast report, you can delete the forecast results from the
server.

Note:  To delete the output of a forecast report, you must be the execution user for the Forecast Event or have
Allow access to the FORECAST_RESULT_DELETE permission.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  List forecast reports.
A list of forecast reports appears along with the results for each report.

2. Right-click the output of a forecast report, and select Delete from the pop-up menu.

Note:  To delete the output of multiple forecast reports at once, hold the Ctrl key and select the forecast results
you want to delete, right-click one of the selected forecast results, and select Delete from the pop-up menu.

A confirmation dialog opens.
3. Click Yes.

The forecast results are deleted from the server.

 More information: 

 Scheduling Reports Using Events 

 Delete a Forecast Report Definition
You can delete a forecast report definition from the server if you no longer need to schedule or
generate the forecast report.
cwad121
HID_delete_forecast_report_definition
You can delete a forecast report definition from the server if you no longer need to schedule or generate the
forecast report.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  List forecast reports.
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A list of forecast reports appears along with the results for each report.
2. Right-click the definition of a forecast report, and select Delete from the pop-up menu.

If the forecast report being deleted is associated with any Events, the Affected Artifacts dialog opens and lists
the Events that are affected by the deletion. Otherwise, a confirmation dialog appears, and you can skip the next
step.

3. Selection one of the following, if applicable:

• Yes—Proceeds with the deletion.
The forecast report definition is deleted from the server.

• No—Cancels the deletion request.

Note:  To avoid the warning, you can update the forecast report specified in the Event definition.
4. Click Yes in the confirmation dialog, if applicable.

The forecast report definition is deleted from the server.

Note:  The results of the forecast report are not deleted. When you refresh the view, the forecast results
reappear under the forecast report. However, you can no longer open, schedule, or generate the forecast report
as the definition no longer exists.

 More information: 

 Scheduling Reports Using Events 

11 Utilities and SOAP Web Services Functions
Utilities, commands, and SOAP web services functions
cwad121
This section includes information about CA Workload Automation DE utilities, commands, and functions:

• Import/Export utility to import and export artifacts
• CLI commands that are issued against server, agents, and so on
• Usage of Stand-alone CLI utility in a script
• Programming your software applications to use Web Services
• CA WA SOAP Web Services functions
• ESPmgr utility to control applications and jobs
• ACTION INSERT keywords for jobs

 

 The Import and Export Utility
The import/export (imexutil) utility lets you import and export artifact definitions in batch
or interactive mode. Artifact definitions include agents, agent groups, Alerts, Applications,
calendars, connection profiles, Events, forecasts, global variable contexts, groups, JavaScript
scripts, report designs, resources, security profiles, users, and sundry. For example, you can
export your Application definitions to a directory, update the Applications outside of the relational
database for the server, and import the changed definitions back into the database.
cwad121
The import/export (imexutil) utility lets you import and export artifact definitions in batch or interactive mode. Artifact
definitions include agents, agent groups, Alerts, Applications, calendars, connection profiles, Events, forecasts,
global variable contexts, groups, JavaScript scripts, report designs, resources, security profiles, users, and sundry.
For example, you can export your Application definitions to a directory, update the Applications outside of the
relational database for the server, and import the changed definitions back into the database.

In batch mode, you can issue commands to import or export multiple artifacts at one time. In interactive mode, you
can issue import and export commands at the command prompt and view the server response for each command
you issue.

All artifact definitions, except sundry, are stored as XML files.
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Warning:

The import/export utility is packaged with the server. You can use this utility only on a computer
where the server is installed. For more information, see how to run the import/export utility in batch
mode and interactive mode.

We recommend that you use the import/export utility only between the servers of the same release. For
example, you can import Applications from one 12.0 server to another 12.0 server but not between a 12.0
server and a 12.0.01 server. To migrate artifacts between the servers of different releases, use the migration
method.

 Run the Import and Export Utility in Batch Mode
To import or export multiple artifacts at one time, run the import/export (imexutil) utility in batch
mode. You can specify multiple artifacts at the command, or you can specify the name of a file
that contains the multiple commands.
cwad121
To import or export multiple artifacts at one time, run the import/export (imexutil) utility in batch mode. You
can specify multiple artifacts at the command, or you can specify the name of a file that contains the multiple
commands.

Follow these steps:

1. Change to the following directory at the command prompt as appropriate:

• On Windows:

install_dir\bin

• On UNIX:

install_dir/bin

• install_dir
Specifies the directory where the server is installed.

2. Enter the following command:

imexutil.sh|imexutil.bat -h host -p port -u user -w password -
c @cmdfilename|cmds

• imexutil.sh|imexutil.bat
Specifies the UNIX or Windows import/export utility. Options are as follows:

• imexutil.sh—Specifies the UNIX utility. Enter this value if you are running the utility on UNIX.
• imexutil.bat—Specifies the Windows utility. Enter this value if you are running the utility on Windows.

• -h host
Specifies the IP address or DNS name for the server.

• -p port
Specifies the port for the server.
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• -u user
Specifies the CA Workload Automation DE user ID.

Note:

The user ID and password are optional if you specify a file name instead of commands in the -c switch.
Instead of specifying the -u and -w values, you can specify the user command in the file.

• -w password
Specifies the password for the user ID.

Note:

The user ID and password are optional if you specify a file name instead of commands in the -c switch.
Instead of specifying the -u and -w values, you can specify the user command in the file.

• -c @cmdfilename|cmds
Specifies the import and export commands or a file containing the import and export commands. Options are
as follows:

• @cmdfilename—Specifies the file containing the commands. If the file name contains a space, enclose
the name with double quotes.
Example: -c "@input file.txt"

• cmds—Specifies one or more commands. To specify multiple commands, separate each command with
a semi-colon. If the command contains a space, enclose the command with double quotes. Command
options are as follows:
exportartifact: exportagent, exportagentgrp, exportalert, exportapplication, exportcalendar,
exportconnectionprofile, exportevent, exportforecast, exportgroup, exportjavascript, exportresource,
exportsundry, exportuser, exportreportdesign, exportsecurityprofile, and exportvarctx.
importartifact: importagent, importagentgrp, importalert, importapplication, importcalendar,
importconnectionprofile, importevent, importforecast, importjavascript, importresource, importsundry,
importreportdesign, importsecurityprofile, and importvarctx.
Example: -c "exportapplication -outdir c:\applications;exportvarctx -outdir c:\contexts"

The import/export utility runs in batch mode.

Example: Run the Import/Export Utility in Batch Mode

The following example exports artifacts from a server named prodserv in batch mode. The command exports all
Applications to c:\applications and all calendars to c:\calendars.

imexutil.bat -h prodserv -p 7500 -u schedmaster -w schedmaster -
c "exportapplication -outdir c:\applications;exportcalendar -outdir c:
\calendars"

Example: Run the Import/Export Utility in Batch Mode Using a Command File

The following example exports artifacts from a server named prodserv in batch mode using a command file. The
command uses a file named commandfile.txt, which contains the client user ID, password, and the commands to
export all Applications to c:\applications and all calendars to c:\calendars.

imexutil.bat -h prodserv -p 7500 -c @c:\commandfile.txt

The commandfile.txt file contains the following commands:

user schedmaster schedmaster
exportapplication -outdir c:\applications
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exportcalendar -outdir c:\calendars

 Run the Import and Export Utility in Interactive Mode
To issue import and export commands at the command prompt, run the import/export (imexutil)
utility in interactive mode. The command prompt displays the server response for each
command you issue.
cwad121
To issue import and export commands at the command prompt, run the import/export (imexutil) utility in interactive
mode. The command prompt displays the server response for each command you issue.

Follow these steps:

1. Change to the following directory at the command prompt as appropriate:

• On Windows:

install_dir\bin

• On UNIX:

install_dir/bin

• install_dir
Specifies the directory where the server is installed.

2. Enter the following command:

imexutil.sh|imexutil.bat -h host -p port

• imexutil.sh|imexutil.bat
Specifies the UNIX or Windows import/export utility. Options are as follows:

• imexutil.sh—Specifies the UNIX utility. Enter this value if you are running the utility on UNIX.
• imexutil.bat—Specifies the Windows utility. Enter this value if you are running the utility on Windows.

• -h host
Specifies the IP address or DNS name for the server.

• -p port
Specifies the port that the server uses to communicate with clients.

The import/export utility runs in interactive mode.
3. Enter the following command:

user userid password
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• userid
Specifies the CA Workload Automation DE user ID.

• password
Specifies the password for the user ID.

The import/export utility logs in as the specified user. All subsequent commands are issued under this user’s
access permissions.

4. Enter a command to import or export artifacts. Command options are as follows:

• exportartifact: exportagent, exportagentgrp, exportalert, exportapplication, exportcalendar,
exportconnectionprofile, exportevent, exportforecast, exportgroup, exportjavascript, exportresource,
exportsecurityprofile, exportsundry, exportuser, exportreportdesign, and exportvarctx.

• importartifact: importagent, importagentgrp, importalert, importapplication, importcalendar,
importconnectionprofile, importevent, importforecast, importjavascript, importresource, importsundry,
importreportdesign, importsecurityprofile, and importvarctx.

The command is issued under the access permissions of the specified user.
5. (Optional) Enter additional commands to import or export artifacts or global variable contexts.

The commands are issued under the access permissions of the specified user.

Example: Run the Import/Export Utility in Interactive Mode

The following example runs the import/export utility in interactive mode. The commands export artifacts from a
server named prodserv under the schedmaster user ID. All Applications are exported to c:\applications and all
calendars are exported to c:\calendars.

>imexutil.bat -h prodserv -p 7500
-->user schedmaster schedmaster
Logged on successfully to application server.
-->exportapplication -outdir c:\applications
Attempting to export application VERIFY
Exported application definition VERIFY version 1
-->exportcalendar -outdir c:\calendars
Attempting to export calendar SYSTEM
Exported calendar definition SYSTEM version 1
-->end
Session terminated

 Display the Import and Export Utility Help
You can view the import/export (imexutil) utility help if you need more information about the
utility or about a specific command.
cwad121
You can view the import/export (imexutil) utility help if you need more information about the utility or about a specific
command.

Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following:

• On Windows, change to the following directory at the command prompt:
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install_dir\bin

• On UNIX, change to the following directory at the command prompt:

install_dir/bin

• install_dir
Specifies the directory where the server is installed.

2. Enter the following command:

imexutil.sh|imexutil.bat [-c command] -help

• imexutil.sh|imexutil.bat
Specifies the UNIX or Windows import/export utility. Options are the following:

• imexutil.sh—Specifies the UNIX utility. Enter this value if you are running the utility on UNIX.
• imexutil.bat—Specifies the Windows utility. Enter this value if you are running the utility on Windows.

• -c command
(Optional) Specifies a command to display help for. If you do not specify -c command, the general help for
the utility is displayed.

The import/export utility help is displayed at the command prompt.

 Terminate an Import and Export Utility Session
You can terminate an import/export (imexutil) utility session when you no longer need to import
or export artifacts.
cwad121
You can terminate an import/export (imexutil) utility session when you no longer need to import or export artifacts.

To terminate an import/export utility session, enter the following command at the command prompt:

end

The import/export utility session terminates.

 Loading the Previous Version of an Application from an Existing Server to a New Server
Every time you upload an Application to the server, a new version of the Application is created
and stored in the database. You can copy the previous version of an Application from an
existing (source) server to a newly installed (target) server of the same version. For example,
you can copy Application definitions of previous versions from r11.3 SP1 server to r11.3 SP3 but
not from r11.1 to r11.3 SP3.
cwad12-12-0
Every time you upload an Application to the server, a new version of the Application is created and stored in the
database. You can copy the previous version of an Application from an existing (source) server to a newly installed
(target) server of the same version. For example, you can copy Application definitions of previous versions from
r11.3 SP1 server to r11.3 SP3 but not from r11.1 to r11.3 SP3.

To copy a previous version of an Application from the source server to the target server, follow these steps:
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•  Export a previous version of an Application from the source server 
•  Import a previous version of an Application in the target server 

Export a Previous Version of an Application from the Source Server
You can export a previous version of an Application from an existing (source) server by using the import/export
utility.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Do one of the following tasks:

• On Windows, change to the following directory at the command prompt:

install_dir\bin

• On UNIX, change to the following directory at the command prompt:

install_dir/bin

•   install_dir 
Specifies the directory where the server is installed.

2. Enter the following command:

imexutil.sh|imexutil.bat -h host -p port

•  imexutil.sh|imexutil.bat
Specifies the UNIX or Windows import/export utility. Options are as follows:

• imexutil.sh—Specifies the UNIX utility. Enter this value if you are running the utility on UNIX.
• imexutil.bat—Specifies the Windows utility. Enter this value if you are running the utility on Windows.

•  -h host 
Specifies the IP address or DNS name for the server.

•  -p port 
Specifies the port that the server uses to communicate with clients.

The import/export utility runs in interactive mode.
3. Enter the following command:

user useridpassword

•   userid 
Specifies the ESP dSeries Workload Automation user ID.

•   password 
Specifies the password for the user ID.

The import/export utility logs in as the specified user. All subsequent commands are issued under this user’s
access permissions.

4. Enter the following command:

exportapplication -name applicationname.versionnumber -version|-
fullversion [-outdir outputdir]
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•  -name applicationname.versionnumber 
Specifies the Application name and version number that you want to export. To specify multiple versions,
separate each Application name and version number with a space.
Example: -name VERIFY.2 PAYROLL.5 CALC.3

Note:  If an Application is uploaded to the server only once, the Application does not have a version number.
No versions will be exported. Applications containing SAP jobs with special characters in the job names are
not migrated.

•  -version|-fullversion
Specifies the format of the Application version. Options are as follows:

• -version—Specifies that the Application is exported in a format that can be imported or uploaded back to
the server. For example, suppose that an Application named VERIFY has two versions in addition to the
current definition, as follows:

• VERIFY
• VERIFY.2
• VERIFY.1

If you export VERIFY.2 and upload it to the database, VERIFY (the current definition) becomes VERIFY.3.
A copy of VERIFY.2 becomes VERIFY.

• -fullversion—Specifies that the Application version is exported in a format that can be loaded into the
database with the same version information. Suppose that you export an Application version named
VERIFY.2 and load it back into the database. The version remains VERIFY.2 and the associated version
data, modified date, modified user, version comments, and audit comments also remain the same.

•  -outdir outputdir 
(Optional) Specifies the directory that the Application version is exported to.
Default: The current working directory

The previous version of the Application is exported to the output directory.

Import a Previous Version of an Application in the Target Server
After exporting the previous version of an Application to an output directory in the source server, import it from the
output directory to the newly installed (target) server.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Back up the following directory on the target server:

• (r11.3 and r12) server_install_dir/conf/DBInit/Application
• (r11.1) server_install_dir/Resource/DBInit/Application

2. Perform the following actions in the original DBInit directory:

1.1 Remove all directories except Config.
2.1 Create the Application directory
3.1 Create the Versions directory in the Application directory.
4.1 Copy the Application definition file of previous version from the output directory on the source server to the

Versions directory.
5.1 Rename the Application definition file in .xml format.
6.1 Create an empty file named populate in the DBInit directory to ensure that the target server reads the

DBInit directory during startup.
3. Restart the target server.
4. Verify that the Application definition of previous version is imported to the target server by performing the

following actions:

1.1 Connect to the target server using CA WA Desktop Client as an administrator.
2.1 Open the Define Perspective.
3.1 Right-click the Server connection in the Application workspace view, and select Download from the pop-up

menu.
The Download Application(s) from Repository dialog opens.

4.1 Click the plus sign (+) next to the Archived Versions table to view the Application of previous version that
you imported.

The Application definition of previous version is successfully imported to the target server.

Note:
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You can also verify the successful import of previous version of the Application from the trace log (tracelog.txt) in
the server installation directory. If the import is successful, the trace log contains the following message:

Populating artifacttype artifacts from directoryname directory.

 exportartifact Command: Export Artifacts
The exportartifact command lets you export artifact definitions to a directory. If an error is
encountered while processing an artifact, processing continues with the next artifact.
cwad12
The exportartifact command lets you export artifact definitions to a directory. If an error is encountered while
processing an artifact, processing continues with the next artifact.

Note:  If you run the import/export utility in interactive mode, issue this command at the command prompt. If you
run the import/export utility in batch mode, issue this command in the -c switch or include this command in a file.

This command has the following syntax:

exportartifact [-name names] [-outdir outputdir]

• exportartifact
Specifies the name of the artifact. Options are as follows:

• agent
Exports agent definitions.

• agentgrp
Exports agent group definitions.

• alert
Exports Alert definitions.

• application
Exports Application definitions.

• calendar
Exports calendar definitions.

• connectionprofile
Exports the connection profile definitions.

• event
Exports Event definitions.

• forecast
Exports the definitions used for forecast reports.

• group
Exports the group definitions used for security.

• javascript
Exports the JavaScript scripts stored in the JavaScript repository.

• reportdesign
Exports report design definitions.

• resource
Exports the resource definitions.

• securityprofile
Exports the security profile definitions.

• sundry
Exports the artifacts not covered in other artifact categories, such as system-level symbolic variables.

• user
Exports the user definitions used for security.

• varctx
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Exports global variable contexts.
• -name names

(Optional) Specifies the names of the artifacts that you want to export. To specify multiple names, separate each
name with a space.
Default: All artifacts of the specified type

• -outdir outputdir
(Optional) Specifies the directory that the artifact definitions are exported to.
Default: The current working directory

Example: Export Applications and Calendars in Batch Mode

The following example exports artifacts from a server named prodserv in batch mode. The command exports all
Applications to c:\applications and all calendars to c:\calendars.

imexutil.bat -h prodserv -p 7500 -u schedmaster -w schedmaster -
c "exportapplication -outdir c:\applications;exportcalendar -outdir c:
\calendars"

Example: Export Applications and Calendars by Using a Command File

The following example exports artifacts from a server named prodserv in batch mode by using a command file.
The command uses a file named commandfile.txt, which contains the commands to export all Applications to c:
\applications and all calendars to c:\calendars.

imexutil.bat -h prodserv -p 7500 -c @c:\commandfile.txt

The commandfile.txt file contains the following commands:

user schedmaster schedmaster
exportapplication -outdir c:\applications
exportcalendar -outdir c:\calendars

Example: Export Applications and Calendars in Interactive Mode

The following example exports artifacts from a server named prodserv in interactive mode. The commands export
all Applications to c:\applications and all calendars to c:\calendars.

>imexutil.bat -h prodserv -p 7500
-->user schedmaster schedmaster
Logged on successfully to application server.
-->exportapplication -outdir c:\applications
Attempting to export application VERIFY
Exported application definition VERIFY version 1
-->exportcalendar -outdir c:\calendars
Attempting to export calendar SYSTEM
Exported calendar definition SYSTEM version 1
-->end
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Session terminated

This section contains the following topics:

exportvarctx Command—Export Global Variable Contexts
The exportvarctx command lets you export global variable contexts to a directory. Each context is exported into an
XML document.

You can only export the global variables that you have READ permission to.

Note:  If you run the import/export utility in interactive mode, issue this command at the command prompt. If you
run the import/export utility in batch mode, issue this command in the -c switch or include this command in a file.

This command has the following syntax:

exportvarctx [-context contextnames] [-outdir outputdir]

• -context contextnames
(Optional) Specifies the names of the global variable contexts to export. To specify multiple contexts, separate
each context name with a space.
Default: All contexts

• -outdir outputdir
(Optional) Specifies the directory that the contexts are exported to.
Default: The current working directory

Example: Export Global Variable Contexts in Batch Mode

The following example exports two global variable contexts from a server named prodserv in batch mode. The
command exports the payroll context and the dbapps context to /home/usr/contexts.

imexutil.sh -h prodserv -p 7500 -u schedmaster -w schedmaster -
c "exportvarctx -context payroll dbapps -outdir /home/usr/contexts"

exportagentgrp Command—Export an Agent Group
The exportagentgrp command lets you export agent group definitions to a directory.

You can only export the agent groups that you have READ permission to.

Note:  If you run the import/export utility in interactive mode, issue this command at the command prompt. If you
run the import/export utility in batch mode, issue this command in the -c switch or include this command in a file.

This command has the following syntax:

exportagentgrp [-name agentgrpnames] [-outdir outputdir]

• -name agentgrpnames
(Optional) Specifies the names of the agent groups to export. To specify multiple names, separate each name
with a space.
Default: All agent groups

• -outdir outputdir
(Optional) Specifies the directory that the agent groups are exported to.
Default: The current working directory
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Example: Export Agent Groups in Interactive Mode

The following example exports two agent groups named agentgrp_apj and agentgrp_emea to /home/user1 in
interactive mode.

exportagentgrp -name agentgrp_apj agentgrp_emea -outdir /home/user1

Example: Export Agent Groups in Batch Mode

The following example exports all agent groups from a server named arcserv in batch mode. The command exports
the agent groups to /home/user1.

imexutil.sh -h arcserv -p 4500 -u admin -w admin -c "exportagentgrp -
outdir /home/user1"

exportconnectionprofile Command—Export Connection Profiles
The exportconnectionprofile command lets you export connection profile definitions to a directory. You can only
export the connection profiles that you have READ permission to.

Note:

 If you run the import/export utility in interactive mode, issue this command at the command prompt. If you run the
import/export utility in batch mode, issue this command in the -c switch or include this command in a file.

This command has the following syntax:

exportconnectionprofile [-name connection_profilenames] [-
template connection_profiletypes] [-outdir outputdir]

• -name connection_profilenames
(Optional) Specifies the names of the connection profiles to export. Enter the complete or partial connection
profile name to limit the connection profiles to export.
Default: All connection profiles

Note:

• To specify multiple names, separate each name with a space.
• To specify a partial name, you must include a wildcard. Use the asterisk (*) as a wildcard for zero or more

characters and the question mark (?) as a wildcard for a single character. For example, HADOOP* displays
all the connection profiles whose names start with HADOOP.

• -template   connection_profiletypes
(Optional) Specifies the types of the connection profiles to export. To specify multiple types, separate each type
with a space. The valid value is Hadoop.
Default: Hadoop

• -outdir outputdir
(Optional) Specifies the directory that the connection profiles are exported to.
Default: The current working directory

Examples: Export Connection profiles in Interactive Mode
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This example exports the definitions of the connection profiles (hadoopconnection and hadoopconnection_apj) to /
home/user1.

exportconnectionprofile -name hadoopconnection hadoopconnection_apj -
outdir /home/user1

This example exports the definitions of all the connection profiles of type 'Hadoop' to /home/user1.

exportconnectionprofile –template Hadoop -outdir /home/user1

This example exports connection profiles whose names start with hadoopconnection* to /home/user1. 

exportconnectionprofile –name hadoopconnection* -outdir /home/user1 

Example: Export Connection profiles in Batch Mode
This example exports all connection profiles from a server named deserv to /home/user1.

imexutil.sh -h deserv -p 7500 -u admin -w admin -c
 "exportconnectionprofile -outdir /home/user1"

exportgroup Command—Export User Groups
The exportgroup command lets you export user group definitions to a directory. You can only export the group
definitions that you have READ permission to.

Note:  If you run the import/export utility in interactive mode, issue this command at the command prompt. If you
run the import/export utility in batch mode, issue this command in the -c switch or include this command in a file.

This command has the following syntax:

exportgroup [-name groupnames] [-outdir outputdir]

• -name groupnames
(Optional) Specifies a list of user group names. To specify multiple names, separate each name with a space.
Default: All user groups

• -outdir outputdir
(Optional) Specifies the directory that the group definitions are exported to.
Default: The current working directory

Example: Export Group Definitions in Batch Mode
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The following example exports the definitions of all user groups from the server named arcserv to /home/group:

imexutil.bat -h arcserv -p 4500 -u admin -w admin -c "exportgroup -
outdir /home/group"

Example: Export Group Definitions in Interactive Mode

The following example exports the definitions of the user groups (group1 and group2) to the current working
directory:

exportgroup -name group1 group2

exportreportdesign Command—Export Report Designs
The exportreportdesign command lets you export report design definitions to a directory. You can only export the
report designs that you have READ permission to.

Note:  If you run the import/export utility in interactive mode, issue this command at the command prompt. If you
run the import/export utility in batch mode, issue this command in the -c switch or include this command in a file.

This command has the following syntax:

exportreportdesign [-name report_designnames] [-outdir outputdir]

• -name report_designnames
(Optional) Specifies a list of report_design names. To specify multiple names, separate each name with a space.
Default: All report designs

• -outdir outputdir
(Optional) Specifies the directory that the report design definitions are exported to.
Default: The current working directory

Example: Export Report Design Definitions in Batch Mode

The following example exports the definitions of all report designs from the server named arcserv to /home/report:

imexutil.sh -h arcserv -p 4500 -u schedmaster -w schedmaster -
c "exportreportdesign -outdir /home/report"

Example: Export Report Design Definitions in Interactive Mode

The following example exports the definitions of the report designs named report1 and report2 to /home/report:

exportreportdesign -name report1 report2 -outdir /home/report

exportsecurityprofile Command—Export Security Profiles
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The exportsecurityprofile command lets you export security profile definitions to a directory. You can only export the
security profiles that you have READ permission to.

Note:

 If you run the import/export utility in interactive mode, issue this command at the command prompt. If you run the
import/export utility in batch mode, issue this command in the -c switch or include this command in a file.

This command has the following syntax:

exportsecurityprofile [-name security_profilenames] [-
template security_profiletype] [-outdir outputdir]

• -name security_profilenames
(Optional) Specifies the names of the security profiles to export. Enter the complete or partial security profile
name to limit the security profiles to export.
Default: All security profiles

Note:

• To specify multiple names, separate each name with a space.
• To specify a partial name, you must include a wildcard. Use the asterisk (*) as a wildcard for zero or more

characters and the question mark (?) as a wildcard for a single character. For example, HDFS* displays all
the connection profiles whose names start with HDFS.

• -template   security_profiletypes
(Optional) Specifies the types of the security profiles to export. To specify multiple types, separate each type
with a space. The valid values are HDFS, Hive, and Sqoop.
Default: All security profile types

• -outdir outputdir
(Optional) Specifies the directory that the security profiles are exported to.
Default: The current working directory

Example: Export Security profiles in Interactive Mode

This example exports the definitions of the security profiles (hadoopsecurity and hadoopsecurity_apj) to /home/
user1.

exportsecurityprofile -name hadoopsecurity hadoopsecurity_apj -
outdir /home/user1 

This example exports the definitions of all the security profiles of types 'HDFS' and 'Hive' to /home/user1. 

exportsecurityprofile –template HDFS Hive -outdir /home/user1 

This example exports the definitions of all the security profiles of type 'HDFS' and whose names start with
hadoopsecurity* to /home/user1.
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exportsecurityprofile –name hadoopsecurity* -template HDFS -outdir /
home/user1 

Example: Export Security profiles in Batch Mode
The following example exports all security profiles from a server named deserv to /home/user1.

imexutil.sh -h deserv -p 7500 -u admin -w admin -c
 "exportsecurityprofile -outdir /home/user1"

exportuser Command—Export Users
The exportuser command lets you export user definitions to a directory. You can only export the user definitions
that you have READ permission to.

Note:  If you run the import/export utility in interactive mode, issue this command at the command prompt. If you
run the import/export utility in batch mode, issue this command in the -c switch or include this command in a file.

This command has the following syntax:

exportuser [-name usernames] [-outdir outputdir]

• -name usernames
(Optional) Specifies a list of user names. To specify multiple names, separate each name with a space.
Default: All users

• -outdir outputdir
(Optional) Specifies the directory that the user definitions are exported to.
Default: The current working directory

Example: Export User Definitions in Batch Mode

The following example exports the definitions of all users from the server named arcserv to /home/user:

imexutil.bat -h arcserv -p 3500 -u schedmaster -w schedmaster -
c "exportuser -outdir /home/user"

Example: Export User Definitions in Interactive Mode

The following example exports the definitions of the users named user1 and user2 to /home/user:

exportuser -name user1 user2 -outdir /home/user

 importartifact Command: Import Artifacts
The importartifact command lets you import artifact definitions from files and directories.
Files are processed before directories. If an error is encountered while processing an artifact,
processing continues with the next artifact.
cwad12
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The importartifact command lets you import artifact definitions from files and directories. Files are processed before
directories. If an error is encountered while processing an artifact, processing continues with the next artifact.

Note:  If you run the import/export utility in interactive mode, issue this command at the command prompt. If you
run the import/export utility in batch mode, issue this command in the -c switch or include this command in a file.

This command has the following syntax:

importartifact {-file filenames | -dir dirnames | -file filenames -
dir dirnames}

• importartifact
Specifies the name of the artifact. Options are as follows:

• agent
Imports agent definitions.

• agentgrp
Imports agent group definitions.

• alert
Imports Alert definitions.

• application
Imports Application definitions.

• calendar
Imports calendar definitions.

• connectionprofile
Imports the connection profile definitions.

• event
Imports Event definitions.

• forecast
Imports definitions used for forecast reports.

• javascript
Imports the JavaScript scripts stored in the JavaScript repository.

• reportdesign
Imports report design definitions.

• resource
Imports resource definitions.

• securityprofile
Imports the security profile definitions.

• sundry
Imports the artifacts not covered in other artifact categories, such as system-level symbolic variables.

• varctx
Imports global variable contexts.

• -file filenames | -dir dirnames | -file filenames -dir dirnames

Specifies a list of file names, a list of directory names, or both. Options are the following:

• -file filenames
Specifies a list of file names. Separate each file name with a space. Name masking is not supported. Files
are loaded before directories.

• -dir dirnames
Specifies a list of directory names. Separate each directory name with a space. Name masking is not
supported. Directories are loaded after files.

Example: Import Event Definitions in Batch Mode
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The following example imports Event definitions from a server named prodserv in batch mode. The command
imports all Event definitions from c:\eventdef to the server under the schedmaster user ID.

imexutil.bat -h prodserv -p 7500 -u schedmaster -w schedmaster -
c "importevent -dir c:\eventdef"

This section contains the following topics:

importvarctx Command—Import Global Variable Contexts
The importvarctx command lets you import global variable contexts from files and directories. Files are processed
before directories.

You can only import new global variables that you have ALTER permission to. You can only import existing global
variables that you have UPDATE permission to.

Note:  If you run the import/export utility in interactive mode, issue this command at the command prompt. If you
run the import/export utility in batch mode, issue this command in the -c switch or include this command in a file.

This command has the following syntax:

importvarctx {-file filenames | -dir dirnames | -file filenames -
dir dirnames}

• -file filenames | -dir dirnames | -file filenames -dir dirnames

Specifies a list of file names, a list of directory names, or both. Options are the following:

• -file filenames
Specifies a list of file names. Separate each file name with a space. Name masking is not supported. Files
are loaded before directories.

• -dir dirnames
Specifies a list of directory names. Separate each directory name with a space. Name masking is not
supported. Directories are loaded after files.

Example: Import Global Variable Contexts in Batch Mode

The following example imports variable context definitions from a server named prodserv in batch mode. The
command imports all variable context definitions from /home/usr/contexts to the server under the schedmaster user
ID.

imexutil.sh -h prodserv -p 7500 -u schedmaster -w schedmaster -
c "importvarctx -dir /home/usr/contexts"

importagentgrp Command—Import an Agent Group
The importagentgrp command lets you import agent group definitions from files and directories. Files are processed
before directories.

You can only import new agent groups that you have ALTER permission to. You can only import existing agent
groups that you have UPDATE permission to.

Note:  If you run the import/export utility in interactive mode, issue this command at the command prompt. If you
run the import/export utility in batch mode, issue this command in the -c switch or include this command in a file.
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This command has the following syntax:

importagentgrp {-file filenames | -dir dirnames | -file filenames -
dir dirnames}

• -file filenames | -dir dirnames | -file filenames -dir dirnames

Specifies a list of file names, a list of directory names, or both. Options are the following:

• -file filenames
Specifies a list of file names. Separate each file name with a space. Name masking is not supported. Files
are loaded before directories.

• -dir dirnames
Specifies a list of directory names. Separate each directory name with a space. Name masking is not
supported. Directories are loaded after files.

Example: Import Agent Groups in Batch Mode

The following example imports agent group definitions in batch mode. The command imports all agent group
definitions from a directory named agentgrps_dir to a server named arcserv under the admin user ID.

imexutil.sh -h arcserv -p 4500 -u admin -w admin -c "importagentgrp -
dir agentgrps_dir"

importconnectionprofile Command—Import Connection Profiles
The importconnectionprofile command lets you import connection profile definitions from files and directories. Files
are processed before directories.
You can only import new connection profiles that you have ALTER permission to. You can only import existing
connection profiles that you have UPDATE permission to.

Note:

 If you run the import/export utility in interactive mode, issue this command at the command prompt. If you run the
import/export utility in batch mode, issue this command in the -c switch or include this command in a file.

This command has the following syntax:

importconnectionprofile {-file filenames | -dir dirnames | -
file filenames -dir dirnames}

• -file filenames | -dir dirnames | -file filenames -dir dirnames
Specifies the file names, directory names, or both. Options are as follows:

• -file filenames
Specifies the names of the files that the connection profile definitions are imported from. Separate each file
name with a space. Name masking is not supported. Files are loaded before directories.

• -dir dirnames
Specifies the names of the directories that the connection profile definitions are imported from. Separate each
directory name with a space. Name masking is not supported. Directories are loaded after files.

Example: Import Connection Profiles From a Directory in Batch Mode
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This example imports all connection profile definitions from a directory named connectionprofiles_dir to a server
named deserv under the admin user ID.

imexutil.sh -h deserv -p 7500 -u admin -w admin -c
 "importconnectionprofile -dir connectionprofiles_dir"

Example: Import Connection Profiles From a Set of Files in Batch Mode
This example imports all connection profile definitions from a set of files in the current working directory to a server
named deserv under the admin user ID:

imexutil.sh -h deserv -p 7500 -u admin -w admin -c
 "importconnectionprofile -file hadoopconnection1 hadoopconnection2"

importreportdesign Command—Import Report Designs
The importreportdesign command lets you import report design definitions from files and directories. Files are
processed before directories.

You can only import new report designs that you have ALTER permission to. You can only import existing report
designs that you have UPDATE permission to.

Note:  If you run the import/export utility in interactive mode, issue this command at the command prompt. If you
run the import/export utility in batch mode, issue this command in the -c switch or include this command in a file.

This command has the following syntax:

importreportdesign [-file filenames] [-dir dirnames]

• -file filenames
Specifies a list of file names. Separate each file name with a space. Name masking is not supported. Files are
loaded before directories.

• -dir dirnames
Specifies a list of directory names. Separate each directory name with a space. Name masking is not supported.
Files are loaded before directories.

Example: Import Report Design Definitions in Batch Mode

The following example imports report design definitions from a server (prodserv) in batch mode. The command
imports all report design definitions from c:\report to a server under the schedmaster user ID:

imexutil.bat -h prodserv -p 7500 -u schedmaster -w schedmaster -
c "importreportdesign -dir c:\report"

Example: Import Report Design Definitions in Interactive Mode
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The following example imports report design definitions from the files customreport1 in c:\admin\reportdesign and
customreport2 in c:\user\reportdesign:

importreportdesign -file c:\admin\reportdesign\customreport1 c:\user
\reportdesign\customreport2

importsecurityprofiles Command—Import Security Profiles
The importsecurityprofile command lets you import security profile definitions from files and directories. Files are
processed before directories.

You can only import new security profiles that you have ALTER permission to. You can only import existing security
profiles that you have UPDATE permission to.

Note:

 If you run the import/export utility in interactive mode, issue this command at the command prompt. If you run the
import/export utility in batch mode, issue this command in the -c switch or include this command in a file.

This command has the following syntax:

importsecurityprofile {-file filenames | -dir dirnames | -
file filenames -dir dirnames}

• -file filenames | -dir dirnames | -file filenames -dir dirnames
Specifies the file names, directory names, or both. Options are as follows:

• -file filenames
Specifies the names of the files that the security profile definitions are imported from. Separate each file name
with a space. Name masking is not supported. Files are loaded before directories.

• -dir dirnames
Specifies the names of the directories that the security profile definitions are imported from. Separate each
directory name with a space. Name masking is not supported. Directories are loaded after files.

Example: Import Connection Profiles From a Directory in Batch Mode

This example imports all security profile definitions from a directory named securityprofiles_dir to a server named
deserv under the admin user ID.

imexutil.sh -h deserv -p 7500 -u admin -w admin -c
 "importsecurityprofile -dir securityprofiles_dir"

Example: Import Connection Profiles From a Set of Files in Batch Mode
This example imports all security profile definitions from a set of files in the current working directory to a server
named deserv under the admin user ID.

imexutil.sh -h deserv -p 7500 -u admin -w admin -c
 "importsecurityprofile –file hadoopsecprofile1 hadoopsecprofile2"
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 user Command: Authenticate a User
The user command lets you authenticate a CA Workload Automation DE user ID when you run
the import/export utility in interactive mode or when you want to specify the user ID in a file while
running the import/export utility in batch mode.
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The user command lets you authenticate a CA Workload Automation DE user ID when you run the import/export
utility in interactive mode or when you want to specify the user ID in a file while running the import/export utility in
batch mode.

This command has the following syntax:

user userid password

• userid
Specifies the user ID to be authenticated.

• password
Specifies the password for the user ID.

Example: Specify the user Command in a File

The following example runs the import/export utility in batch mode. The client user ID, password, and export
commands are specified in a file named commandfile.txt.

imexutil.bat -h prodserv -p 7500 -c @c:\commandfile.txt

The commandfile.txt file contains the following commands:

user schedmaster schedmaster
exportapplication -outdir c:\applications
exportcalendar -outdir c:\calendars

Example: Specify the user Command in Interactive Mode

The following example runs the import/export utility in interactive mode. The user command is entered at the
command prompt to authenticate the client user ID and password. All subsequent commands are issued under the
authenticated user ID.

>imexutil.bat -h prodserv -p 7500
-->user schedmaster schedmaster
Logged on successfully to application server.
-->exportapplication -outdir c:\applications
Attempting to export application VERIFY
Exported application definition VERIFY version 1
-->exportcalendar -outdir c:\calendars
Attempting to export calendar SYSTEM
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Exported calendar definition SYSTEM version 1
-->end
Session terminated

 Import Users and Groups from a ESP dSeries Workload Automation Server
You
can export CA Workload Automation DE user and group definitions from an existing (source) server and import
them in a newly installed (target) server.
cwad12
You can export CA Workload Automation DE user and group definitions from an existing (source) server and import
them in a newly installed (target) server.

Follow these steps:

1.  .exportartifact Command: Export Artifacts v12.0.02.
The user definitions are exported to the output directory that you specified on the source server.

2.  .exportartifact Command: Export Artifacts v12.0.02.
The user group definitions are exported to the output directory that you specified on the source server.

Note:  Every user that you create is automatically assigned to the EVERYONE group. If the users that you
exported in Step 1 are assigned only to the EVERYONE group, you do not need to export user groups.

3. Back up the following directory on the target server:

• (r11.3 or higher)  server_install_dir/conf/DBInit
• (r11.1)  server_install_dir/Resource/DBInit

4. Perform the following actions in the original DBInit directory:

1.1 Remove all directories except Config.
2.1 Create the User and Group directories.
3.1 Copy the user and group definition files from the output directory on the source server to the User and

Group directories respectively.
4.1 Rename all the user and group definition files in .xml format.
5.1 Create an empty file named populate without any file extension. The empty file ensures that the target

server reads the DBInit directory during startup.
5. Restart the target server.
6. Verify that the user and group definitions are imported to the target server by performing the following actions:

1.1 Connect to the target server using CA WA Desktop Client as an administrator.
2.1 Open the Admin Perspective.
3.1 Right-click Security in the Admin view, and select Open from the pop-up menu.

The Security view displays all the users and groups that you imported.

The user and group definitions are successfully imported to the target server.

Note:

You can also verify the successful import of users and groups from the trace log (tracelog.txt) in the server
installation directory. If the import is successful, the trace log contains the following message:

Populating artifacttype artifacts from directoryname directory

 Using the CLI
This section contains the following topics:
cwad121
HID_using_the_cli
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This section contains the following topics:

 Command Line Interface (CLI)
The Command Line Interface (CLI) lets you issue commands against the server, agents, and
advanced integrations. For example, you can issue the STOP command to stop the server. You
can also issue common scheduling, operations, and programming commands.
cwad121
HID_cli
The Command Line Interface (CLI) lets you issue commands against the server, agents, and advanced
integrations. For example, you can issue the STOP command to stop the server. You can also issue common
scheduling, operations, and programming commands.

Note:  When you issue a command to an agent or advanced integration, a message confirms its submission.
However, the command does not provide a message for its success or failure.

The CLI is a perspective of CA WA Desktop Client. You can also install the CLI as a stand-alone utility on your
computer. To use the CLI, you must be connected to the server. The commands that you can issue depend on your
security permissions.

Note:  For more information about using the stand-alone utility, see Security Permissions for CLI.

This section contains the following topics:

 Issue a Command in the CLI Perspective
You can issue commands against the server and agents or advanced integration in the CLI
perspective.
cwad121
HID_issue_command_CLI
You can issue commands against the server and agents or advanced integration in the CLI perspective.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the server using CA WA Desktop Client.
2. Click the CLI icon on the toolbar.

The CLI perspective opens.
3. Locate the CLI view and double-click the server that you want to issue commands to.

A view opens with a Command field and Response area.
4. Enter the command in the Command field.

Note:  For more information about a command, see the corresponding command topic.
5. Click Send.

The Response area displays a message.

Example: Stop the Server

The following example stops the server:

-> stop
(Accepted)

 help Command—List the Available CLI Commands
You can issue the HELP command to list the available CLI commands.
cwad121
HID_help_command_list
You can issue the HELP command to list the available CLI commands.
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This command has the following format:

help

 help Command—View Help for a Specific Command
You can issue the HELP command to view information about a specific command such as its
syntax and operand descriptions.
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HID_help_command_view
You can issue the HELP command to view information about a specific command such as its syntax and operand
descriptions.

This command has the following format:

help command

• command
Specifies the name of the command that you want help for.

Example: View Help for a Specific Command

The following example displays the syntax and operand descriptions for the STOPAGENT command:

help stopagent
Usage: STOPAGENT AGENT("agent")
 
Stop an Agent
 
Example:
stopagent agent("agent")
stopagent agent("[all]")
 
agent <string>
        The name of the Agent to stop or [all] for all agents

 Use of Quotes in CLI Commands
All CLI commands follow certain syntax rules. Quotes in CLI have special significance and
are an integral part of the syntax. All strings containing a special character or a space must be
enclosed in single or double quotes. You may sometimes have to include quotes within strings. 
cwad121
HID_use_quotes
Use of Quotes in CLI Commands from CA WA Desktop Client CLI Perspective
All CLI commands follow certain syntax rules. Quotes in CLI have special significance and are an integral part of
the syntax. All strings containing a special character or a space must be enclosed in single or double quotes. You
may sometimes have to include quotes within strings. 
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Note:  Booleans and integers are not enclosed in quotes.

Example: PURGECOMPLETEDJOBS Command

The PURGECOMPLETEDJOBS CLI command has two string operands:

purgecompletedjobs [olderthan(“olderthan”)] [application(“application”)]

The following example explains how the PURGECOMPLETEDJOBS command can be used in a real scenario. The
command clears all jobs in the PAYROLL Application that are older than 4 days from the completed jobs repository.
Since the olderthan and application operands are strings, they must be enclosed in quotes.

purgecompletedjobs olderthan("now less 4 days") application("PAYROLL")

Example: Specifying Quotes Within a String

You can use either single quotes or double quotes for a string, which can be helpful if you want to use quotes within
a string, as in the following example:

-
> updateresourcedefinition name("res") description("This is a 'comment'")

Example: Using Backslash as an Escape Character

Alternatively, you can use the backslash as an escape character.

updateresourcedefinition name("res") description("This is a \"comment
\"")

Example: Using Quote Doubling as an Escape Character

You can also use quote doubling as an escape character.

-
> updateresourcedefinition name("res") description("This is a ""comment""")

Use of Quotes in CLI Commands from Standalone CLI Utility
All CLI commands follow certain syntax rules. Quotes in CLI have special significance and are an integral part of
the syntax. All strings must be enclosed in single quotes on Windows or double quotes on UNIX. All command
names must be enclosed in single quotes on UNIX or double quotes on Windows. You may sometimes have to
include quotes within strings. If the string includes a special character, escape it with a backslash.

Note:

Booleans and integers are not enclosed in quotes.
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Examples: Using the Stand-alone CLI from a UNIX shell or Windows Command Prompt

These escape sequences are also useful when using the stand-alone CLI from a UNIX shell or Windows command
prompt to provide multiple arguments.

• This example triggers the SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY Event from a UNIX shell. It uses single quotes enclosing
the triggeradd Event name and double quotes enclosing the Event string:

$ ./
cli ejmbp3 9500 schedmaster schedmaster 'triggeradd event("SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY")'

• This example triggers the SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY Event from a Windows command prompt. It uses double
quotes enclosing the triggeradd Event name and single quotes enclosing the Event string:

cli dewebui-01
 9500 schedmaster schedmaster "triggeradd event('SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY')"

• This example triggers the SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY Event from a UNIX shell. It uses backslash as an escape
character for each parenthesis:

$ ./cli ejmbp3 9500 schedmaster schedmaster triggeradd event
\("SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY"\)
Event SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY trigger requested

• This example creates connection a hadoop connection profile from a UNIX shell. It uses a backslash as an
escape character for the backslash (\) in the Hive JDBC URL: 

jdbc:\\hive:localhost:10000\default

.

$ ./cli tab01-e74 7500 admin admin 'createconnectionprofile
 name("hive") template("hadoop") parameters(host("hello")
 hivejdbcurl("jdbc:\\hive:localhost:10000\\default")
 hivejdbcdriver("org.apache.hadoop.hive.jdbc.HiveDriver"))'

 Server CLI Commands
You can issue the following CLI commands against the server:
cwad121
HID_server_commands
You can issue the following CLI commands against the server:
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 about Command - View a List of Users Who Are Connected to the Server
You can view a list of users who are connected to the server by issuing the ABOUT command.
The generated list is helpful for administering the server.
cwad121
HID_about
You can view a list of users who are connected to the server by issuing the ABOUT command. The generated list is
helpful for administering the server.

This command has the following format:

about

Example: View a List of Users Connected to the Server

This example displays a partial response to the ABOUT command. The about command lists the CA WA Desktop
Client users who are connected to the server.

about
Copyright (c) 2008 CA.  All rights reserved.
 
http://www.ca.com/us/products/product.aspx?id=7833
 
ESP Server Id: ESP_KOSKA03-TEST_7500
ESP Server Version: 11.1.1.0
Build: 47
Build Date: 20090320
High Availability is NOT Enabled
 
Connected clients:
 ADMIN@banra04-xp1.ca.com   (155.35.3.241:1465) 
 SCHEDMASTER@koska03-winxp.ca.com   (155.35.36.103:1113)    
 SCHEDMASTER@padpa02-2k3.ca.com (155.35.36.158:4604)    

 changerole Command - Switch Primary and Standby Roles
In a CA WA High Availability configuration, you can change the server (the Primary or the
Standby) that processes workload. Switch these roles during a manual failback recovery
to resume processing on the preferred server. Switching roles is also helpful during server
maintenance. For example, suppose that the Primary server requires maintenance. You can
switch the roles so that the Standby processes the workload while you administer the Primary
server. You can switch Primary and Standby roles by issuing the CHANGEROLE command.
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HID_change_role
In a CA WA High Availability configuration, you can change the server (the Primary or the Standby) that processes
workload. Switch these roles during a manual failback recovery to resume processing on the preferred server.
Switching roles is also helpful during server maintenance. For example, suppose that the Primary server requires
maintenance. You can switch the roles so that the Standby processes the workload while you administer the
Primary server. You can switch Primary and Standby roles by issuing the CHANGEROLE command.

Note:  In a CA WA High Availability configuration, changes made to users and permissions take effect immediately
on the active server. However, the monitoring server does not become aware of the changes until it is recycled or
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becomes the active server. Suppose that you create a new user, you use it to log in to the active server, but not the
monitoring server. To log in to the monitoring server with the new user, recycle the monitoring server or make it the
active server by switching roles.

This command has the following format:

changerole

Note:  The Enable failover parameter must be set to true in the Failover tab of the Server Shared Parameters view.
Otherwise, the roles are not switched and a message indicating that the CHANGEROLE command is ignored.

 clientsession Command - Ban Users from Opening Client Sessions
The CLIENTSESSION command lets you ban users or groups of users from temporarily
opening client sessions to the server.
cwad121
HID_client_session
The CLIENTSESSION command lets you ban users or groups of users from temporarily opening client sessions to
the server.

This command has the following format:

clientsession [disconnect|allow] [user("user_ID")|
group("group_ID")] [period(minutes)] [listdisconnected]

• disconnect
Bans the specified user or group of users from opening client sessions. When a user is disconnected, all the
existing client sessions that were opened for that user are closed. Similarly, when disconnecting a group, all the
client sessions that were opened by users belonging to the group are closed.

• allow
Allows a previously banned user or group of users to open client sessions.

• user("user_ID")
Specifies the user that is banned from opening client sessions. Alternatively, you can revert the ban of a user by
using this operand with the allow operand.

• group("group_ID")
Specifies the group of users that is banned from opening client sessions. Alternatively, you can revert the ban of
a group by using this operand with the allow operand.

• period(minutes)
Specifies the number of minutes the specified user or group or users is banned for. This operand only applies to
the disconnect operand.
Default: 10 minutes

• listdisconnected
Lists the currently banned user and groups, together with the ban period.

Note:

• The disconnect and allow operands are mutually exclusive. If neither of them is specified, the default behavior is
disconnect.

• The user and group operands are mutually exclusive.
• If you issue the clientsession command without any arguments, the command lists the currently banned users

and groups (listdisconnected operand).
• You cannot disconnect a user or group that has Alter access to the ADMIN.* permission.
• If a user with the ADMIN.* (Alter) permission is a member of a currently banned group, the user can log in.
• If you revert the ban of a user that is a member of a currently banned group, the user cannot log in.
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Example: Ban Members of a Group from Opening Client Sessions

The following example bans members of a group (group1) from opening client sessions:

clientsession disconnect group("group1")

 countlist Command - View a List of Artifacts in the System
The server contains different types of artifacts. You can view the total number of each artifact
type in your system by issuing the COUNTLIST command.
cwad121
HID_count_list
The server contains different types of artifacts. You can view the total number of each artifact type in your system
by issuing the COUNTLIST command.

The CLI lists the following artifact types:

• Agents
• Alerts
• Applications
• Calendars
• Events
• Forecasts
• Groups
• JavaScripts
• Resources
• Users

This command has the following format:

countlist

Example: View a List of Artifacts in the System

The following example displays a list of artifacts in a system:

countlist
Agents:        1
Alerts:        3
Applications: 26
Calendars:     2
Events:       34
Forecasts:     3
Groups:        4
JavaScripts:   8
Resources:     2
Users:         5
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 dbinfo Command - Display Server Database Information
The DBINFO command lets you can view information about the relational database that
is configured for your server.
cwad121
HID_db_info
The DBINFO command lets you can view information about the relational database that is configured for your
server.

This command has the following format:

dbinfo

Example: Display Server Database Information

The following example displays server database information:

dbinfo
DBConnection Pool [Name: RDBMS Manager, DriverClassName: oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver, URL: jdbc:oracle:thin:@155.35.40.109:1521:orclcyb, User: system, MaxInPool: 50, MaxAllowed: 50, In Use: 0, Free: 2, Min: 3, Threshold: 10000, RdmsTpe: Oracle, ConnectionIdleTimeoutValidateThreshold: 600, ConnectionIdleTimeoutFlushThreshold: 1800]
Available Connections:
SQL Connection Wrapper[usageCount: 144, lastAccessTime: 2007-06-22 18:51:40.906]
SQL Connection Wrapper[usageCount: 19, lastAccessTime: 2007-06-22 18:51:40.906]

 deletereportresults Command - Delete Report Results from Database Tables
The DELETEREPORTRESULTS CLI command lets you delete report results from the server
database tables.
cwad121
HID_deletereportresults_cli
The DELETEREPORTRESULTS CLI command lets you delete report results from the server database tables.

ESP dSeries Workload Automation provides out-of-the-box reporting and also enables you to define custom reports
based on your business needs. When you run a report from CA WA Desktop Client, the server stores the report
results in the database. Over time, the data might become huge causing increase in the report loading time. To
create more disk space for the database and to avoid performance issues, you can delete some of the data from
the following database tables:

• ESP_SS_REPORT_RESULT_READER
• ESP_SS_REPORT_RESULT

When the execution of this command is completed, a message containing the execution details is added to the
tracelog.txt file. Also, an email notification with the subject Deleting report results: YYYY-MM-DD_HH:MM:SS is
sent to the ESP dSeries Workload Automation Administrator. To receive the email notification, the email ID of the
Administrator must have been configured for the server.

Warning:

• After the report output is deleted from the database tables, the reports in Desktop Client no more show
the deleted data.

• To delete the report output, you must have CMD.APPCMD.* (Allow) permission. For more information
about each permission, see Security Permissions.

• We recommend that you run this command only during non-peak hours.
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This command has the following format:

deletereportresults name("reportname") [olderthan("olderthan")]

• name("reportname")Specifies the name of the report whose results you want to delete.

Note:

Use asterisk (*) as a wildcard character for zero or more characters and question mark (?) as a wildcard
character for a single character.

• olderthan("  olderthan  " )
(Optional) Deletes the report results that are older than the specified schedule time.

Note:

• The value must be a valid schedule criteria statement that resolves to a date and time. For more information
about a valid schedule criteria statement, see Schedule Criteria.

• If you do not specify a schedule time, all the results of the specified report are deleted.

Examples:

The following example deletes the results of the reports whose names start with JOBS:

deletereportresults name("JOBS*")

The following example deletes the results of all reports:

deletereportresults name("*")

The following example deletes the results that are older than a month and belong to the report
JOBS_BY_APPLICATION:

deletereportresults name("JOBS_BY_APPLICATION") olderthan("now less 1
 month")

 deletestagingdata Command - Delete History Data from Stage Tables
The DELETESTAGINGDATA CLI command lets you delete the history data from stage tables.
You can also delete the data in batches when huge data is stored in stage tables.
cwad121
HID_deletestagingdata_cli
The DELETESTAGINGDATA CLI command lets you delete the history data from Database Schema. You can also
delete the data in batches when huge data is stored in stage tables.

When the server collects information about completed Applications, it stores the history data in the relational
database. To create more disk space for the database and improve server performance, you might have moved
some of the history data from the database tables to stage tables. Over time, the history data in the stage tables
might also become huge. To avoid performance issues, you can delete some of the history data from stage tables.
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When the execution of this command is completed, a message containing the execution details is added to the

tracelog.txt

file. Also, an email notification with the subject Deleting staging data: YYYY-MM-DD_HH:MM:SS is sent to the CA
Workload Automation DE Administrator. To receive the email notification, the email ID of the Administrator must
have been configured for the server.

You can run this command separately or as part of the Housekeeping Application.

Warning:

• After the history data is deleted from stage tables, reports in Desktop Client will no more show the
deleted data.

• We recommend that you run this command only during non-peak hours.

This command has the following format:

deletestagingdata [olderthan("olderthan")] [batchsize(batchsize)]

• olderthan("  olderthan  " )
Deletes the history data that are older than a scheduled time. The value must be a valid schedule criteria
statement that resolves to a date and time. For more information about a valid schedule criteria statement,
see Schedule Criteria.

• batchsize(batchsize)
(Optional) Specifies the number of data records you want to delete in batches.
Default: 5000

Example: Delete the History Data Older than a Specified Scheduled Time

The following example deletes all history data that are older than a month from stage tables:

deletestagingdata olderthan("now less 1 month")

Example: Delete the History Data Older than a Specified Scheduled Time in Batches

The following example deletes all history data that are older than two months in batches of 6000:

deletestagingdata olderthan("now less 2 month") batchsize(6000)

 deletestatusmessages Command - Delete the Status Messages from the Dashboard
The DELETESTATUSMESSAGES command lets you delete the historical status messages
that display in the Dashboard view of the Monitor perspective. You can also historical
status messages that are created before a specified date. The following message types are
considered historical: SNMP, SNMP application, login failure, event authorization, and log
message.
cwad121
HID_delete_status
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The DELETESTATUSMESSAGES command lets you delete the historical status messages that display in
the Dashboard view of the Monitor perspective. You can also historical status messages that are created before
a specified date. The following message types are considered historical: SNMP, SNMP application, login failure,
event authorization, and log message.

When you create new status views in the Monitor perspective, the server stores the data in several tables. These
tables may require a routine cleaning.

This command has the following format:

deletestatusmessages [threshold("yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss")]

• threshold("yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss")
(Optional) Deletes the messages older than the specified time.

Note:  If you do not specify a threshold, all the historical messages in the Dashboard view are deleted.

Note:

When you run the command for the first time, run the following query and determine the total number of records to
delete from the ESP_STATUS_MESSAGE table:

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM ESP_STATUS_MESSAGE where CREATED_DATE <
 TO_DATE('2018-06-29','YYYY-MM-DD');

If the number of records is greater than two million, modify the threshold date accordingly. Specify the oldest date
and increment the threshold date in phases. If the database keeps the timestamps to a precision of up to 1/100 of a
second, delete the large of number of rows in smaller chunks.

DELETESTATUSMESSAGES THRESHOLD("2018-03-01 10:00:90")

Example: Delete the Status Messages Older than a Specified Date

The following example deletes all the status messages from the dashboard that were generated before March 22,
2010 at midnight:

deletestatusmessages threshold("2010-04-22 00:00:00")

 disconnectclient Command - Disconnect Inactive Client Connections from the Server
You can disconnect inactive (stale) client connections from the server by issuing the
DISCONNECTCLIENT command. You can disconnect stale CA WA Desktop Client, stand-alone
CLI, and CA WA Web Client connections.
cwad121
HID_disconnect_client
You can disconnect inactive (stale) client connections from the server by issuing the DISCONNECTCLIENT
command. You can disconnect stale CA WA Desktop Client, stand-alone CLI, and CA WA Web Client connections.
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This command has the following format:

disconnectclient id("clientID")

• id("clientID")
Specifies the ID of the client session you want to disconnect. You can use the ABOUT command to retrieve
the client ID. The ABOUT command lists all connected client types including CA WA Desktop Client, the stand-
alone CLI, and CA WA Web Client.

Note:

• Exercise caution before disconnecting clients.
• If the client session is inactive, the client session will be disconnected permanently.
• If the client session is active, the client will automatically try to reconnect.

Example: Disconnect a Client Connection

The following example disconnects the yourserver:1977 client connection:

disconnectclient id("yourserver:1977")

 encryptpassword Command - Encrypt Passwords for Use in Scripts and Batch Files
If you do not want to use a plain text password in scripts and batch files that use CLI
commands, encrypt the password by issuing the ENCRYPTPASSWORD command. You can
then use the encrypted hexadecimal equivalent of the password in scripts and batch files
instead of the plain text password.
cwad121
HID_encrypt_password
If you do not want to use a plain text password in scripts and batch files that use CLI commands, encrypt the
password by issuing the ENCRYPTPASSWORD command. You can then use the encrypted hexadecimal
equivalent of the password in scripts and batch files instead of the plain text password.

Note:  After you encrypt a password, you can connect to the server using the encrypted password or the plain text
password. The encrypted password can only be used to issue CLI commands.

This command has the following format:

encryptpassword password("password")

• password("password")
Specifies the password to encrypt.

Example: Encrypt Admin Password

The following example encrypts the admin password:

encryptpassword password("admin")
0XDBBE4B5982
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 gc Command - Perform Java Garbage Collection
To manage memory in your computer, you can release Java memory resources that the server
no longer requires. You can perform a Java garbage collection by issuing the GC command.
The GC command invokes a Java command that is used to clean memory.
cwad121
HID_garbage_collection
To manage memory in your computer, you can release Java memory resources that the server no longer requires.
You can perform a Java garbage collection by issuing the GC command. The GC command invokes a Java
command that is used to clean memory.

Note:  We recommend that you understand the effects of the Java System.gc() command before issuing the CLI
GC command. The GC command may not release Java memory resources.

This command has the following format:

gc

Example: Perform Java Garbage Collection

The following example performs Java garbage collection:

gc

 getproperties Command - Display Server Instance Parameters
The server instance parameters contain server-specific and system-specific information, such
as ports and server names. You can view these parameters by issuing the GETPROPERTIES
command.
cwad121
HID_display_server_instance
The server instance parameters contain server-specific and system-specific information, such as ports and server
names. You can view these parameters by issuing the GETPROPERTIES command.

This command has the following format:

getproperties

Example: Display Server Instance Parameters

The following example displays server instance parameters:

getproperties
Property: rmi.registry.port=7599
Property: os=Windows NT/2000
Property: failover.preferred.server=true
Property: espresso.local.host=EJMCYB1
Property: clientsession.listenport=7500
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Property: manager.inputport=7507

 getproperty Command - Display a Server Property
When the server starts, its JVM (Java Virtual Machine) properties are logged in a tracelog.txt
file. You can display these properties by issuing the GETPROPERTY command.
cwad121
HID_display_server_property
When the server starts, its JVM (Java Virtual Machine) properties are logged in a tracelog.txt file. You can display
these properties by issuing the GETPROPERTY command.

This command has the following format:

getproperty [property("property")]

• property("property")
(Optional) Specifies the property in the tracelog.txt file to display.
Default: All properties

Example: Display a Server Property

The following example displays a server property named java.version:

getproperty property("java.version")
Property: java.version=1.5.0_08

 gettelemetrymonthlyusagedata - Export Telemetry Data into a File
The GETTELEMETRYMONTHLYUSAGE CLI command lets you export the monthly usage
data of the CA Workload Automation DE environment into a file in text (.txt) format. Only
administrators can run this command.
cwad122
The GETTELEMETRYMONTHLYUSAGE CLI command lets you export the monthly usage data of the CA
Workload Automation DE environment into a file in text (.txt) format. Only administrators can run this command.

As part of the telemetry configuration, the server collects and stores the product usage and system configuration
information of CA Workload Automation DE environment in the database. At any time, you may view the data that
is being collected. For more information about telemetry and the data that it collects, see Telemetry.

This command has the following format:

gettelmetrymonthlyusage [from("from")] [to("to")]

• from
(Optional) Specifies the starting month and year of the duration that you want to export the data for. The format
is YYYYMM.
Note: If you specify the from value in the command, you must also specify the to value, and vice versa.

• to
(Optional) Specifies the ending month and year of the duration that you want to export the data for. The format
is YYYYMM.
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If the monthly usage data is exported into a file, a message similar to the following appears:

Telemetry Monthly Usage Data is successfully saved in file: <filename>

If no data is available for export, the following message appears:

No data found

Note:

• At any time, when you run this CLI command, the data that was collected in the recent past is exported.
• To export the usage data for the current month, do not specify the from and to values. If the data is not

available for the current month, the data that was collected in the previous month or in the recent past is
exported.

• To export the monthly usage data for a specific duration, specify the from and to values. The usage data for
each month is displayed as a separate record in the exported file. If the data is not available for the specified
duration, the

No data found

message appears.
• To export the monthly usage data every day, we recommend that you automate the export by specifying the CLI

script in a job and scheduling the job to run daily.
• By default, the monthly usage data is collected daily at 2 a.m. If you run this CLI command after 2 a.m (on

February 19), the data that was collected on the previous day (February 18) or in the recent past is exported. If
you run this command before 2 a.m., the data that was collected on the day (February 17) before the previous
day or in the recent past is exported.

The exported text file is saved in the following location:

server_install_dir\usage\telemetry_monthly_usage_datetime.txt

• server_install_dir
Specifies the server installation directory.

• datetime
Specifies the date and time when the file was generated. The format is YYYYMMDDhhmmss.
Example: 20190207095600

Example: Export the Monthly Usage Data for a Specific Duration

The following example exports the monthly usage data that is collected for January 2019 and February 2019.

gettelemetryusagedata from(201901) to(201902)
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The following message appears, indicating that the data is exported and saved in a file:

Telemetry Monthly Usage Data is successfully saved in
 file:C:\Program Files\CA\WorkloadAutomation_R12_2\usage
\telemetry_monthly_usage_20190221002008.txt

Example: Export the Monthly Usage Data for the Current Month

The following example exports the monthly usage data that is collected for the current month, for example,
February 2019:

gettelemetryusagedata

Example: Export Monthly Usage Data Every Day

Suppose that you want to export the monthly usage data of the CA Workload Automation DE environment every
day. You can automate the export by specifying the CLI script in a job and scheduling the job to run daily. 

This example describes how to define a Windows job with the CLI script and schedule the job to run every day at 4
pm.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Application that has a Windows job.
2. Specify the CLI script in the Windows job:
3. 1.1 Double-click the Windows job.

2.1 Complete all the required information on the Basic page.
3.1 Enter the following value in the Command to run field:

C:\Program Files\CA\WorkloadAutomation_R12_2\bin\cli.bat

• C:\Program Files\CA\WorkloadAutomation_R12_2
Indicates the server installation directory.

4.1 Enter the following value in the Arguments to pass field:

host-121 7501 ADMIN admin "GETTELEMETRYMONTHLYUSAGE"

• host-121
Indicates the hostname of the computer where the server is installed.

• 7501
Indicates the port number the server uses to communicate with the Desktop Client.

• ADMIN
Indicates the user name of the administrator.

• admin
Indicates the password of the administrator.

5.1 Click OK. 
4. Upload the Application.
5. Schedule the Event to run daily:
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6. 1.1 Double-click the Event in the Application Events view.
2.1 Click Schedule in the left pane.
3.1 Click Add Schedule.
4.1 Type 4pm daily in the When field.

 listquiescestate Command - Display the Server Quiesce State
You can determine whether the server is quiesced by issuing the LISTQUIESCESTATE
command.
cwad121
HID_quiesce_state
You can determine whether the server is quiesced by issuing the LISTQUIESCESTATE command.

This command has the following format:

listquiescestate

 memcheck Command - Check Server Memory Usage
You can check memory usage information for the server by issuing the MEMCHECK command.
This command displays the total free memory and maximum heap size.
cwad121
HID_server_memory
You can check memory usage information for the server by issuing the MEMCHECK command. This command
displays the total free memory and maximum heap size.

This command has the following format:

memcheck

Example: Check Server Memory Usage

The following example displays memory usage information of the server:

memcheck
Using 1.04% of total memory. Used: 10.59 Allocated: 37.95 MB. Free: 1005.53 MB. Max Heap: 1016.13 MB.

 movehistorydata Command - Move History Data to Stage Tables
You issue the MOVEHISTORYDATA command to move the history data from database tables to
stage tables.
cwad122
HID_movehistorydata_cli
You issue the MOVEHISTORYDATA command to move the history data from database tables to stage tables.

The server collects information about completed Applications and stores this information in the relational database
tables (ESP_APPLICATION and ESP_GENERIC_JOB). Over time, the history data can become huge. To create
more disk space for the database and improve server performance, move some of the history information from the
database tables to the corresponding H or staging tables within the same tablespace.

Note:
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• Over time, the table records can increase to millions. These tables should be kept at or below one to two
million records. Depending on the workload, you may need to move data that are older than 30-90 days. This
command can be executed daily and can be part of workload.

• If any duplicate records exist in the history tables, the MOVEHISTORYDATA CLI command throws errors in the
logs for the affected applications. These applications are not moved to the history tables.  You have to run
the DELETESTAGINGDATA CLI command to remove the staging data and re-run the MOVEHISTORYDATA CLI
command to move the affected applications. 

When the data has been moved, a message is added to the tracelog.txt file indicating the number of Applications
and rows that were moved. For more information about the trace log, see Server Log Files .

When the execution of this command is completed, an email notification with the subject Move History Data:
YYYY-MM-DD_HH:MM:SS is sent to the CA Workload Automation DE Administrator. To receive the email
notification, the email ID of the Administrator must have been configured for the server.

This command has the following format:

 movehistorydata [olderthan("olderthan")]  

• olderthan("olderthan")
Moves history data older than the specified time to stage tables.

Note:

The value must be a valid schedule criteria statement that resolves to a date and time. For more information
about a valid schedule criteria statement, see Schedule Criteria.

Example: Move History Data Older than a Specified Date

The following example moves all the history data that is older than a month to stage tables:

 movehistorydata olderthan("now less 1 month")  

 purgecompletedjobs Command - Clear the Server Completed Jobs Repository
When the server runs, it collects and stores information about active and completed jobs in the
relational database. The server completed jobs repository stores information about completed
jobs. To maintain the database performance, clear the server completed jobs repository
periodically by issuing the PURGECOMPLETEDJOBS command. 
cwad121
HID_purge_complete jobs
When the server runs, it collects and stores information about active and completed jobs in the relational database.
The server completed jobs repository stores information about completed jobs. To maintain the database
performance, clear the server completed jobs repository periodically by issuing the PURGECOMPLETEDJOBS
command. 

Note:

• This command is used for CA WA Desktop Client tables and does not affect job history.
• We recommand that you clear the server completed jobs repository after 10,000 jobs have been completed or

below 100 generations for cyclic jobs.

This command has the following format:

purgecompletedjobs [olderthan("olderthan")] [application("application")]

• olderthan("olderthan")
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(Optional) Clears completed jobs older than a scheduled time.
• application("application")

(Optional) Clears completed jobs that belong to an Application. You can specify a generation number to clear
completed jobs for a specific Application generation and its previous generations.

Note:  Use asterisk (*) as a wildcard for zero or more characters and question mark (?) as a wildcard for a
single character.

Examples:

• application(“PAYROLL”) clears all completed jobs that belong to Application PAYROLL.
• application(“PAYROLL.5”) clears all completed jobs in generation 5 of Application PAYROLL and its previous

generations.
• application(“APPL*”) clears all completed jobs that belong to Applications with names that start with APPL.

Example: Clear Completed Jobs in Certain Generations of an Application

Clears all the completed jobs that are older than two hours in generation 5 of Application APPLICATION_1 and its
previous generations from the server:

purgecompletedjobs olderthan("now less two hours") application("APPLICATION_1.5")

Example: Clear Completed Jobs Belonging to Certain Applications Using a Wildcard

Clears all the completed jobs that are older than four days and belong to Applications with names that start with T
(for example, TEST) from the server:

purgecompletedjobs olderthan("now less 4 days") application("T*")

 quiesce Command - Quiesce a Server
You can quiesce (pause) the server by issuing the QUIESCE command. Quiescing the server
prevents the server from temporarily submitting jobs or triggering workload while the server
remains active. Jobs that are running when the server is quiesced continue to run to completion.
After you quiesce a server, you can selectively unquiesce certain Application generations and
Events, giving you more control over what runs.
cwad121
HID_quiesce_server_cli

You can quiesce (pause) the server by issuing the QUIESCE command. Quiescing the server prevents the server
from temporarily submitting jobs or triggering workload while the server remains active. Jobs that are running when
the server is quiesced continue to run to completion. After you quiesce a server, you can selectively unquiesce
certain Application generations and Events, giving you more control over what runs.

This command has the following format:

quiesce

 resetgen Command - Reset Application Generations
You can reset one or all Applications by issuing the RESETGEN command. This command
resets the Application generation count to zero and purges its jobs.
cwad121
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HID_reset_appln_gen
You can reset one or all Applications by issuing the RESETGEN command. This command resets the
Application generation count to zero and purges its jobs.

This command has the following format:

resetgen [application("application")]

• application("application")
(Optional) Identifies the name of the Application you want to reset. You can specify application("all") or omit this
operand to reset all Applications.
Default: All Applications
Examples: "PAYROLL", "all"

Note:  If the Application is active (not completed), the server returns an error. Complete the Application and
issue the command again. If the Application is complete, the command resets the Application generation count
to 0.

Example: Reset the Application Generation

The following example resets the generation count of the Application APPL1 to zero and purges its jobs:

resetgen application("APPL1")

 stop Command - Stop the Server
You can stop the server by issuing the STOP command.
cwad121
HID_stop_server
You can stop the server by issuing the STOP command.

This command has the following format:

stop

Example: Stop the Server

The following example stops the server:

stop

 threadcount Command - Display the Number of Threads Used by the Server
You can view the number of threads currently running on the server by issuing the
THREADCOUNT command.
cwad121
HID_display_thread_no
You can view the number of threads currently running on the server by issuing the THREADCOUNT command.
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This command has the following format:

threadcount

Example: Display the Number of Threads Used by the Server

The following example displays the number of threads currently running on the server:

threadcount
 [Thread group=system;active groups=6;active threads=62]
 [Thread group=main;active groups=4;active threads=51]
 [Thread group=RESOURCESERVER;active groups=0;active threads=3]
 [Thread group=SCHEDULER;active groups=0;active threads=2]
 [Thread group= SERVER_7500;active groups=0;active threads=13]
 [Thread group=WORKSTATION_SVR;active groups=0;active threads=23]
 [Thread group=RMI Runtime;active groups=0;active threads=2]

 threaddump Command - Display the Current Threads Stacktrace
The THREADDUMP command lets you view the current threads stacktrace that is used by the
server.
cwad121
HID_display_thread_stack
The THREADDUMP command lets you view the current threads stacktrace that is used by the server.

This command has the following format:

threaddump

Example: Display the Current Threads Stacktrace

This example displays a partial response to the THREADDUMP command. The THREADDUMP command displays
the current threads stacktrace that is used by the server.

threaddump
 [Thread group=system;active threads=57]
    Reference Handler
        java.lang.Object.wait(Native Method)
        java.lang.Object.wait(Unknown Source)
        java.lang.ref.Reference$ReferenceHandler.run(Unknown Source)
    Finalizer
        java.lang.Object.wait(Native Method)
        java.lang.ref.ReferenceQueue.remove(Unknown Source)
        java.lang.ref.ReferenceQueue.remove(Unknown Source)
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        java.lang.ref.Finalizer$FinalizerThread.run(Unknown Source)

 threadlist Command - Display the Current Threads Used by the Server
The THREADLIST command lets you view the threads that are currently used by the server.
This command does not display the stacktrace of the current threads.
cwad121
HID_display_thread_server
The THREADLIST command lets you view the threads that are currently used by the server. This command does
not display the stacktrace of the current threads.

This command has the following format:

threadlist [cpu(true|false)]

• cpu(true|false)
(Optional) Specifies whether to sort the list based on CPU usage. Options are as follows:

• true
Sorts the list based on CPU usage.

• false
Does not sort the list based on CPU usage.

Default: cpu(false)

Example: Display the Current Threads Used by the Server

This example displays a partial response to the THREADLIST command. The THREADLIST command lists the
threads that are currently used by the server.

threadlist
 [Thread group=system;active threads=57]
    Reference Handler [0.0 Seconds ]
    Finalizer [0.15 Seconds ]
    Signal Dispatcher [0.0 Seconds ]
    RMI TCP Accept-7599 [0.0 Seconds ]
    RMI TCP Accept-0 [0.0 Seconds ]
    RMI Reaper [0.0 Seconds ]
    GC Daemon [0.15 Seconds ]
    RMI TCP Accept-0 [0.0 Seconds ]
    RMI LeaseChecker [0.0 Seconds ]

 unquiesce Command - Unquiesce a Server
You can unquiesce the server by issuing the UNQUIESCE command to release a quiesced
server. The server can then resume submitting jobs and triggering workload. You can also use
this command to unquiesce specific Application generations or Events.
cwad121
HID_unquiesce_server

You can unquiesce the server by issuing the UNQUIESCE command to release a quiesced server. The server
can then resume submitting jobs and triggering workload. You can also use this command to unquiesce specific
Application generations or Events.
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This command has the following format:

unquiesce [appl("application.generation")] [event("eventprefix.eventname")] reason("reason")

Note:

You must specify either the Application generation name or the Event name in the command.

• appl("application.generation")
(Optional) Specifies the name of the Application generation that you want to unquiesce.

• application
Specifies the Application name.

• generation
Specifies the generation number.

Example: APPL("appl.1,appl.2")

Note:  You can use a wildcard for a partial name. For example, APPL* unquiesces all generations of
Applications with names that start with APPL. To specify more than one Application, separate the Applications
by commas. You can also specify *.* to unquiesce all active Application generations.

• event("eventprefix.eventname")
(Optional) Specifies the name of the Event that you want to unquiesce.

• eventprefix
Specifies the Event prefix.

• eventname
Specifies the Event name.

Example: EVENT("CYBER.Event1,CYBER.Event2")

Note:  You can use a wildcard for a partial name. For example, CYB* unquiesces all Events with prefixes that
start with CYB. To specify more than one Event, separate the Events by commas. You can also specify *.* to
unquiesce all Events.

• reason("reason")
(Optional) Specifies the reason for unquiescing the Application generations or Events.

Example: Unquiesce an Application Generation

The following example unquiesces the Application ALFSDF.1:

unquiesce appl("ALFSDF.1")

 uptime Command - Display How Long the Server has Been Running
You can view how long the server has been running by issuing the UPTIME command.
cwad121
HID_display_uptime
You can view how long the server has been running by issuing the UPTIME command.

This command has the following format:

uptime

Example: Display How Long the Server has Been Running
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The following example displays the amount of time the server has been running:

uptime
1 Hour 40 Minutes 9.554 Seconds

 Agents or Advanced Integrations CLI Commands
You can issue the following CLI commands against agents or advanced integrations, such as
Advanced Integraton for Hadoop:
cwad121
HID_agents_integrations
You can issue the following CLI commands against agents or advanced integrations, such as Advanced Integraton
for Hadoop:

 countagents Command - Display the Number of Agents that Meet Criteria
The COUNTAGENTS command lets you display the total number of agents that are defined in
the Topology. You can limit the number of agents you want to display by agent status (active,
inactive, quiesced) or agent type.
cwad121
HID_count_agents
The COUNTAGENTS command lets you display the total number of agents that are defined in the Topology. You
can limit the number of agents you want to display by agent status (active, inactive, quiesced) or agent type.

This command has the following format:

countagents [status("status"] [type("type")]

• status(“status”)
(Optional) Limits the agents that you want to display by agent status. Options are active, inactive, and quiesced.

• type(“type”)
(Optional) Limits the agents that you want to display by agent type. Options are as follows:

• appserv—Application Services Agent
• db—Database Agent
• hadoop—Advanced Integration
• hpnonstop—HP Integrity NonStop Agent
• informatica—Informatica Agent
• microfocus—Micro Focus Agent
• mssqlserver—Microsoft SQL Server
• oracle—Oracle E-Business Suite Agent
• os400—OS/400 Agent
• peoplesoft—PeopleSoft Agent
• remoteexecution—Remote Execution Agent
• sapr3—SAP-R/3 Agent
• tandem—Tandem Agent
• unix—UNIX Agent
• virtual—Virtual Agent
• vms—Open-VMS Agent
• winnt—Windows Agent
• ws—Web Services Agent
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• zos—z/OS Agent

Examples: Display the Number of Agents that Meet Criteria

• The following example displays the total number of active Windows agents:

countagents status("active") type("winnt")
1

• The following example displays the total number of inactive agents:

countagents status("inactive")
3

 createagent Command - Add an Agent to the Topology
You can add an agent to the Topology to work with the server using the CREATEAGENT
command.
cwad121
HID_create_agents
You can add an agent to the Topology to work with the server using the CREATEAGENT command.

This command has the following format:

createagent name("name") [description("description")] template("template") [container("container"] address("address") [port(port)] [charcode("charcode")] [version("version")] [encryptkey("encryptkey")] [serveralias("serveralias")] [fromagentencryptkey("fromagentencryptkey")] [snmpenabled(true|
false)] [heartbeatfrequency(heartbeatfrequency)] [heartbeatmaxretry(heartbeatmaxretry)] [persistmgrchange(true|
false)] [encryptionmethod("encryptionmethod")] [user("user")] [userids(userid(id("id") password("password"))...)]

• name("name")
Specifies the name of the agent to be added.
Limits: Up to 16 characters

Note:

• The server changes the agent name to upper case. Verify that the agentname parameter in the
agentparm.txt file is in upper case. Otherwise, the server and the agent cannot communicate.

• An agent cannot have the same name as a user defined in the Security view.
• An agent cannot have the same name as an existing agent.

• description("description")
(Optional) Defines a description of the agent.

• template("template")
Identifies the type of agent to be added. Options are as follows:

• appserv—Application Services
• db—Database
• hadoop—Advanced Integration
• hpnonstop—HP Integrity NonStop
• informatica—Informatica
• microfocus—Micro Focus 
• mssqlserver—Microsoft SQL Server
• oracle—Oracle E-Business Suite
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• os400—i5/OS
• peoplesoft—PeopleSoft
• remoteexecution—Remote Execution
• sapr3—SAP-R/3
• tandem—Tandem (virtual)
• unix—UNIX
• vms—Open-VMS (virtual)
• winnt—Windows
• ws—Web Services
• zos—z/OS

Note:  Before adding a Tandem or Open-VMS virtual agent, you require an agent that acts as a parent for the
virtual agent. The parent agent runs on UNIX, Linux, or Windows and connects to the virtual agent using Telnet.

• container("container")
(Tandem and Open-VMS virtual agents only) Specifies the name of the real (parent) agent that the virtual agent
belongs to. To add a virtual agent to the Topology, the parent agent is required.

• address("address")
Specifies the IP address or DNS name of the computer where the agent is installed.

• port(port)
(Optional) Specifies the port number that the agent uses to listen for traffic. The port number is not supported on
virtual agents.
Default: 7520
Limits: 1024-65534

Note:  This port number must match the communication.inputport parameter in the agentparm.txt file.
• charcode("charcode")

(Optional) Specifies the character set. The character set is not supported on virtual agents. Options are ASCII
and EBCDIC.
Default: EBCDIC (z/OS agent); ASCII (all other non-virtual agents)

• version("version")
Identifies the release number of the agent. The release number is not supported on virtual agents.

Note:  The value depends on the agent type. The list of values are displayed in the Release number drop-down
list when you add an agent to the Topology.

• encryptkey("encryptkey")
Specifies the encryption key the agent uses to communicate with ESP dSeries Workload Automation. The
encryption key is not supported on virtual agents.

Note:

• ESP dSeries Workload Automation and the agent must have the same encryption key to communicate.
The encryption key of the agent is stored in a text file (encrypted). The path to that file is set by the
security.cryptkey parameter in the agentparm.txt file. If the keys are different, the agent and ESP dSeries
Workload Automation cannot communicate and an AGENTDOWN state occurs when you run workload.

• If you specify NONE in the encryptionmethod operand, set this value to NOENCRYPTION.
• serveralias("serveralias")

(z/OS agents only) Specifies the name that the agent uses to communicate with the server. It is required to add
a z/OS agent to the Topology.
Limits: Up to 16 characters

• fromagentencryptkey("fromagentencryptkey")
(z/OS agents only) Specifies the encryption key that is used from agent to server. It is defined for the
COMMCHAN initialization parameter in the agent definition data set. It is required to add a z/OS agent to the
Topology.

• snmpenabled(true|false)
(Optional) Indicates whether SNMP is enabled. This option is not supported on virtual agents.
Default: false

Note:  If you specify true, update the SNMP information in the agentparm.txt file.
• heartbeatfrequency(heartbeatfrequency)

(Optional) Specifies the frequency that you want the server to send the heartbeat signal to in minutes. This
option is not supported on virtual agents.
Default: 5
Limits: 0 and above
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Note:  If you want individual agents to have their own heartbeat frequencies, set the internal shared parameter
'Global agent heartbeat interval in minutes' to 0 (zero).

• heartbeatmaxretry(heartbeatmaxretry)
(Optional) Specifies the number of heartbeat signals the server attempts before it sends an SNMP message
indicating agent inactivity. This option is not supported on virtual agents.
Default: 1
Limits: 1 and above

• persistmgrchange(true|false)
(Optional) Indicates whether the changes to server properties that affect agent communication are permanently
changed on the agent. If you change the ID, address, or port of the server in the Topology, the server sends the
agent the updated server connection information at the next heartbeat signal, allowing the server and agent to
communicate. Options are as follows:

• true
Updates the communication parameters in the agentparm.txt file with changes made to the corresponding
properties in the server Topology. Suppose that you change the server address and port in the Topology. The
communication.manageraddress_n and communication.managerport_n parameters in the agentparm.txt file
are updated with the new server address and port.

• false
Updates the server connection information every time the agent is restarted. This update allows the
server and agent to communicate for that session only. The communication changes are not saved in the
agentparm.txt file.

Note:  This option only applies to Release 7 agents and higher and is not supported on virtual agents.
• encryptionmethod("encryptionmethod")

Specifies the encryption method the ESP dSeries Workload Automation uses to encrypt messages. The
encryption method is not supported on virtual agents. Options are as follows:

• DES
Specifies Data Encryption Standard encryption. The encryption uses a 56-bit key. The encryption key length
is 56 bits (16 hexadecimal characters).

• DESEDE
Specifies 3DES encryption. The encryption uses the DES algorithm in EDE (encrypt-decrypt-encrypt) mode.
The encryption key length is 192 bits (48 hexadecimal characters).

• AES
Specifies Advanced Encryption Standard encryption. The encryption uses a 128-bit key. The encryption key
length is 32 hexadecimal characters.

• BLOWFISH
Specifies Blowfish encryption. The encryption uses a 64-bit block and a variable key length. The encryption
key length is 32 through 64 even number of hexadecimal characters.

• NONE
Specifies no encryption.

Note:

• ESP dSeries Workload Automation supports the U.S. Government encryption standard FIPS 140-2 and
can be configured to run in a FIPS-compliant mode. Your ESP dSeries Workload Automation environment
can be considered FIPS-compliant only if all the components use FIPS-compliant algorithms for encryption
and decryption. Currently, only AES and DESEDE algorithms are FIPS-certified. If any of your ESP dSeries
Workload Automation components use DES or BLOWFISH, your system is not FIPS-compliant.

• If you specify NONE as the encryption method, set the security.cryptkey parameter in the agentparm.txt file
to no value. For information about configuring the agent for no encryption, see the  CA Workload Automation
System Agent  documentation.

• user("user")
(Tandem and Open-VMS virtual agents only) Specifies the user name for the virtual agent. It is required to add a
virtual agent to the Topology.

• userids(userid(id("id") password("password"))...)
(Optional) Specifies a list of users for running jobs. The users are defined on the agent computer.

• id("id")
Specifies the user ID. This value is case-sensitive.

• password("password")
Specifies the password. This value is case-sensitive.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Note:  Not all agents support agent users.

Example: Add an Agent to the Topology

The following example adds a new agent (MYAGENT) to the Topology:

createagent name("MYAGENT") description("Windows-
NT/2000") address("HOSTNAME") port(7520) template("winnt") version("Release 11.3") encryptkey("1234567890ABCDEF") encryptionmethod("DES") snmpenabled(true) userids(userid(id("user1") password("1234567890ABCDEF")) userid(id("user2") password("1234567890ABCDEF")))

Example: Add an Open-VMS Virtual Agent

The following example adds an Open-VMS virtual agent (TestAgentVMS) to the Topology. The Agent007 parent
agent connects to the virtual agent using Telnet.

createagent name(TestAgentVMS) description("used to simulate VMS jobs") template(vms) container(Agent007) address(testmachine.mycompany.com) user("user") userids(userid(id("id") password("password")))

 createagentgroup Command - Create an Agent Group
You can use agent groups for load balancing or run a job on all agents in a group. To define an
agent group, issue the CREATEAGENTGROUP command.
cwad121
HID_create_agentgrp
You can use agent groups for load balancing or run a job on all agents in a group. To define an agent group, issue
the CREATEAGENTGROUP command.

This command has the following format:

createagentgroup name("name") type("type") distribution("distribution") agents(agent(name("name") loadfactor(loadfactor))...)

• name("name")
Defines the agent group name.
Limits: Up to 50 characters including only alphanumeric characters and underscores (_)

• type("type")
(Optional) Indicates the type of agents being grouped. Options are Unix and Windows.

• distribution("distribution")
Specifies the criteria that the server uses to allocate work to the agents of the group. Options are as follows:

• CPU
Indicates that the server allocates work to the agents of the group based on the CPU load.

• RANDOM
Indicates that the server allocates work to the agents of the group in a random sequence.

• ROUNDROBIN
Indicates that the server allocates work to the agents of the group in a round robin.

• agents(agent(name("name") loadfactor(loadfactor))…)
Specifies the list of agents that are defined in the agent group.

• name("name")
Specifies the name of the agent.

• loadfactor(loadfactor)
Indicates the potential load on the agent.
Default: 1
Limits: 1 or higher
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Example: Create an Agent Group

The following example creates the agent group (AG3) that contains two Windows agents:

createagentgroup name("AG3") type("Windows") distribution("CPU") agents(agent(name("AGENT1") loadfactor(10)) agent(name("AGENT2") loadfactor(2)))

 deleteagent Command - Remove an Agent from the Topology
If you no loner want to administer an agent, remove the agent from the Topology by
issuing the DELETEAGENT command.
cwad121
HID_delete_agent
If you no loner want to administer an agent, remove the agent from the Topology by issuing the DELETEAGENT
command.

Note:  If you remove a parent agent that contains virtual agents, the parent and all its virtual agents are removed.

This command has the following format:

deleteagent name("name")

• name("name")
Specifies the name of the agent to be removed from the Topology.

Example: Remove an Agent from the Topology

The following example removes the agent (AGENTRX) from the Topology:

deleteagent name("AGENTRX")

 deleteagentgroup Command - Delete an Agent Group from the Topology
If you no longer want to administer an agent group, delete the agent group from the Topology by
issuing the DELETEAGENTGROUP command.
cwad121
HID_delete_agentgrp
If you no longer want to administer an agent group, delete the agent group from the Topology by issuing
the DELETEAGENTGROUP command.

Note:  If you delete an agent group, the agents belonging to the agent group are not deleted.

This command has the following format:

deleteagentgroup name("name")

• name("name")
Specifies the name of the agent group to be deleted.

Example: Delete an Agent Group from the Topology
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The following example deletes the agent group (AGENT05) from the Topology:

deleteagentgroup name("AGENT05")

 flushagentmsgqueue Command - Clear Agent Receiver Messages
Agent receiver messages are messages that are sent to an agent to tell it what workload must
be processed. These messages are queued to wait for processing. You can clear these pending
messages by issuing the FLUSHAGENTMSGQUEUE command.
cwad121
HID_flush_agentmsg
Agent receiver messages are messages that are sent to an agent to tell it what workload must be processed.
These messages are queued to wait for processing. You can clear these pending messages by issuing the
FLUSHAGENTMSGQUEUE command.

flushagentmsgqueue agent("agent") [force(true|false)]

• agent("agent")
Specifies the name of the agent that you want to clear the pending messages for.

• force(true|false)
(Optional) Specifies whether to clear the messages if the agent is defined in the Topology. Options are as
follows:

• true
Clears the messages even if the agent is defined in the Topology. Before you clear the pending messages,
you must quiesce the agent.

• false
Does not clear the messages if the agent is defined in the Topology.

Default: force(false)

Example: Clear Agent Receiver Messages

• Clears all the workload processing messages in the queue for an undefined agent named PSAGENT:

flushagentmsgqueue agent("PSAGENT")

• Clears all the workload processing messages in the queue for a defined agent (DEFINED_AGENT), assuming
the agent is quiesced:

flushagentmsgqueue agent("DEFINED_AGENT") force(true)

 listagent Command - Display Status Information for Agents
You can view the agent status information by issuing the LISTAGENT command. You
can filter the status information by agent name or status (active, inactive, quiesced) and also view
detailed status information.
cwad121
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HID_list_agent
You can view the agent status information by issuing the LISTAGENT command. You
can filter the status information by agent name or status (active, inactive, quiesced) and also view detailed status
information.

This command the following format:

listagent agent("agent") [status("status")] [type("type")] [verbose(true|
false)] 

• agent("agent")
Specifies the name of the agent to list.
Default: All agents are listed.

Note:  You can include a wildcard for a partial name. For example, AG* displays all the agents whose names
start with AG. * represents any string of zero or more characters. ? represents any single character.

• status("status")
(Optional) Lists agents by status. Options are active, inactive, and quiesced.

• type("type")
(Optional) Lists agents by type. Options are as follows:

• appserv—Application Services
• db—Database
• hadoop—Advanced Integration
• hpnonstop—HP Integrity NonStop
• informatica—Informatica
• microfocus—Micro Focus
• mssqlserver—Microsoft SQL Server
• oracle—Oracle E-Business Suite
• os400— i5/OS
• peoplesoft—PeopleSoft
• remoteexecution—Remote Execution
• sapr3—SAP-R/3
• tandem—Tandem (virtual)
• unix—UNIX
• virtual—Virtual
• vms—Open-VMS (virtual)
• winnt—Windows
• ws—Web Services
• zos—z/OS

• verbose(true|false)
(Optional) Indicates whether to display detailed status information. Options are as follows:

• true
Displays detailed status information

• false
Does not display detailed status information

Default: verbose(false)

Examples: Display Status Information for Agents

• The following example displays the status of an agent:

listagent agent("agent")
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AGENT
Status: Inactive

• The following example displays detailed status information for an agent:

listagent agent("agent") verbose(true) 
AGENT
Status: Inactive
Quiesced: No
Address: EManero1
Port: 7520
Type: Windows-NT/2000
Version: Release 7
Operating System: Windows
Character Code: ASCII
SNMP Enabled: No
Heartbeat Frequency: 2
Strong Encryption Enabled: No

• The following example displays detailed status information for all the agents:

listagent agent("*") verbose(true)
WFOX24
Status: Active
Quiesced: No
Address: chiki03-test
Port: 8484
Type: Windows
Version: Release 11.3
Operating System: Windows
Character Code: ASCII
SNMP Enabled: No
Heartbeat Frequency: 5
Encryption Method: DES
 
WFOX25
Status: Active
Quiesced: No
Address: wade01
Port: 8484
Type: Windows
Version: Release 11.3
Operating System: Windows
Character Code: ASCII
SNMP Enabled: No
Heartbeat Frequency: 5
Encryption Method: DES
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SFOX24G
Status: Inactive
Quiesced: No
Address: HOSTNAME
Port: 7520
Type: Windows-NT/2000
Version: Release 11.3
Operating System: Windows
Character Code: ASCII
SNMP Enabled: No
Heartbeat Frequency: 5
Encryption Method: DES

 listagentgroup Command - Display Information for Agent Groups
You can view the information for an agent group or all agent groups by issuing the
LISTAGENTGROUP command. You can filter the information by agent group name or type
(UNIX or Windows) and also view detailed information.
cwad121
HID_list_agentgrp
You can view the information for an agent group or all agent groups by issuing the LISTAGENTGROUP command.
You can filter the information by agent group name or type (UNIX or Windows) and also view detailed information.

This command has the following format:

listagentgroup agentgroup("agentgroup") [type("type")]

• agentgroup("agentgroup")
Specifies the name of the agent group to list.

Note:  You can include a wildcard for a partial name. For example, AG* displays all the agent groups whose
names start with AG. * represents any string of zero or more characters. ? represents any single character.

• type("type")
(Optional) Indicates the type of agents being grouped. Options are Unix and Windows.

Examples: Display Information for Agent Groups

• The following example displays the details of an agent group named AG3:

listagentgroup agentgroup("AG3") type("winnt") 
Agent group name: AG3
Type: winnt
Distribution: CPU
Agents: 
Agent name: AGENT1
Load factor: 10
Agent name: AGENT2
Load factor: 2
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• The following example displays the details of all the agent groups:

listagentgroup agentgroup("*")
 
Agent group name: AG3
Type: winnt
Distribution: CPU
Agents: 
Agent name: AGENT1
Load factor: 10
Agent name: AGENT2
Load factor: 2
 
Agent group name: AR405
Type: winnt
Distribution: CPU
Agents: 
Agent name: KAGENT
Load factor: 1
Agent name: WFOX24
Load factor: 1
 
Agent group name: UNIX222
Type: unix
Distribution: ROUNDROBIN
Agents: 
Agent name: DAGENT
Load factor: 1
Agent name: SFOX24
Load factor: 1

 purgeagentlogs Command - Delete Agent Logs
You can send a message to a specified agent to delete the agent logs. The agent logs are
located in the log subdirectory in the directory where the agent is installed. To send a message
to delete agent logs, issue the PURGEAGENTLOGS command.
cwad121
HID_delete_logs
You can send a message to a specified agent to delete the agent logs. The agent logs are located in the log
subdirectory in the directory where the agent is installed. To send a message to delete agent logs, issue the
PURGEAGENTLOGS command.

Note:  This command only sends a request to the agent. The agent may not delete the logs as requested.

This command has the following format:

purgeagentlogs agent("agent")

• agent("agent")
Specifies the name of the agent that you want to delete logs for.
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Example: Delete Agent Logs

The following example requests that the agent logs get deleted:

purgeagentlogs agent("agent")

 quiesceagent Command - Quiesce an Agent
To prevent the server from temporarily sending messages or submitting jobs to the agent, you
can quiesce an agent. To quiesce an agent, issue the QUIESCEAGENT command. When the
agent is in Quiesced state, you cannot submit jobs to the agent. However, jobs that are running
on the agent when it is quiesced continue to run to completion.
cwad121
HID_quiesce_agent
To prevent the server from temporarily sending messages or submitting jobs to the agent, you can quiesce an
agent. To quiesce an agent, issue the QUIESCEAGENT command. When the agent is in Quiesced state, you
cannot submit jobs to the agent. However, jobs that are running on the agent when it is quiesced continue to run to
completion.

This command has the following format:

quiesceagent agent("agent")

• agent("agent")
Specifies the name of the agent that you want to quiesce.

Example: Quiesce an Agent

The following example quiesces the TE_1 agent:

quiesceagent agent("TE_1")

 refreshagentsecurity Command - Refresh an Agent Security File
Changes to the security of an agent, such as the addition of a new FTP user, take effect
only after the agent security file is refreshed. You can refresh the security file of an agent by
issuing the REFRESHAGENTSECURITY command.
cwad121
HID_refresh_agent
Changes to the security of an agent, such as the addition of a new FTP user, take effect only after the agent
security file is refreshed. You can refresh the security file of an agent by issuing the REFRESHAGENTSECURITY
command.

This command has the following format:

refreshagentsecurity agent("agent")

• agent("agent")
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Specifies the name of the agent that you want to refresh the security file for.

Example: Refresh an Agent Security File

The following example refreshes an agent security file:

refreshagentsecurity agent("agent")

 setagentproperty Command - Set the Log Level of an Agent
You can change the log level of an agent remotely without modifying the agentparm.txt
file and restarting the agent. To change the log level of an agent remotely, issue the
SETAGENTPROPERTY command.
cwad121
HID_set_agent
You can change the log level of an agent remotely without modifying the agentparm.txt file and restarting the agent.
To change the log level of an agent remotely, issue the SETAGENTPROPERTY command.

This command has the following format:

setagentproperty agent("agent") property("log.level=level") [persistent(true|
false)] 

• agent("agent")
Specifies the name of the agent.

• property("log.level=level")
Specifies the new log level. You can specify a log level from 0 through 5.
Example: log.level=5

• persistent(true|false)
(Optional) Specifies whether the log level change is permanent. Options are as follows:

• true
Specifies that the log.level parameter in the agentparm.txt file is updated with the new log level. A backup
copy of the original agentparm.txt file is created with the name agentparm.txt.manager.date_time_stamp.txt.

• false
Specifies that the log level is changed for the current session only. The log level is reset to the level defined
in the agentparm.txt file the next time the agent is restarted.

Default: persistent(false)

Example: Set a Log Level of an Agent

The following example sets the log level of an agent to level 5:

setagentproperty agent("agent") property("log.level=5")

 stopagent Command - Stop an Agent
You can stop a specific agent or all agents by issuing the STOPAGENT command.
cwad121
HID_stop_agent
You can stop a specific agent or all agents by issuing the STOPAGENT command.
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This command has the following format:

stopagent agent("agent")

• agent("agent")
Specifies the name of the agent to stop. You can specify agent("[all]") to stop all agents.

Example: Stop an Agent

The following example stops the TE_1 agent:

stopagent agent("TE_1")

Example: Stop all Agents

The following example stops all agents:

stopagent agent("[all]")

 unquiesceagent Command - Unquiesce an Agent
You can unquiesce an agent by issuing the UNQUIESCEAGENT command. You can unquiesce
an agent to release a quiesced agent. The server can then resume sending messages and
submitting jobs to the agent.
cwad121
HID_unquiesce_agent
You can unquiesce an agent by issuing the UNQUIESCEAGENT command. You can unquiesce an agent to
release a quiesced agent. The server can then resume sending messages and submitting jobs to the agent.

This command has the following format:

unquiesceagent agent("agent")

• agent("agent")
Specifies the name of the agent that you want to unquiesce.

Example: Unquiesce an Agent

The following example quiesces the TE_1 agent:

unquiesceagent agent("TE_1")

 updateagent Command - Update an Agent in the Topology
The UPDATEAGENT command lets you update the properties of an agent in the Topology in
WA Desktop Client.
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cwad122
HID_update_agent
The UPDATEAGENT command lets you update the properties of an agent in the Topology in WA Desktop Client.

This command has the following format:

updateagent name("name") [description("description")] [container("container"] [address("address")] [port(port)] [charcode("charcode")] [version("version")] [encryptkey("encryptkey")] [serveralias("serveralias")] [fromagentencryptkey("fromagentencryptkey")] [snmpenabled(true|
false)] [heartbeatfrequency(heartbeatfrequency)] [heartbeatmaxretry(heartbeatmaxretry)] [persistmgrchange(true|
false)] [encryptionmethod("encryptionmethod")] [user("user")] [userids(userid(id("id") password("password"))...)]

• name("name")
Specifies the name of the agent to be updated.

• description("description")
(Optional) Defines a description of the agent.

• container("container")
(Tandem and Open-VMS virtual agents only) Specifies the name of the real (parent) agent that the virtual agent
belongs to. To add a virtual agent to the Topology, parent agent is required.

• address("address")
(Optional) Specifies the IP address or DNS name of the computer where the agent is installed.

• port(port)
(Optional) Specifies the port number that the agent uses to listen for traffic. The port number is not supported on
virtual agents.
Default: 7520
Limits: 1024-65534

Note:  This port number must match the communication.inputport parameter in the agentparm.txt file.
• charcode("charcode")

(Optional) Specifies the character set. The character set is not supported on virtual agents. Options are ASCII
and EBCDIC.
Default: EBCDIC (z/OS agent); ASCII (all other non-virtual agents)

• version("version")
(Optional) Identifies the release number of the agent. The release number is not supported on virtual agents.

Note:  The value depends on the agent type. You can find the values in the Release number drop-down list
when you add an agent to the Topology.

• encryptkey("encryptkey")
(Optional) Specifies the encryption key the agent uses to communicate with ESP dSeries Workload Automation.
The encryption key is not supported on virtual agents.

Note:

• ESP dSeries Workload Automation and the agent must have the same encryption key to communicate.
The encryption key of the agent is stored in a text file (encrypted). You can set the path to that file by
using the security.cryptkey parameter in the agentparm.txt file. If the keys are different, the agent and ESP
dSeries Workload Automation cannot communicate and an AGENTDOWN state occurs when you try to run
workload.

• If you specify NONE in the encryptionmethod operand, set this value to NOENCRYPTION.
• serveralias("serveralias")

(z/OS agents only) Specifies the name that the agent uses to communicate with the server. It is required to add
a z/OS agent to the Topology.
Limits: Up to 16 characters

• fromagentencryptkey("fromagentencryptkey")
(z/OS agents only) Specifies the encryption key that is used from agent to server. It is defined for the
COMMCHAN initialization parameter in the agent definition data set. It is required to add a z/OS agent to the
Topology.

• snmpenabled(true|false)
(Optional) Indicates whether SNMP is enabled. This option is not supported on virtual agents.
Default: false
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Note:  If you specify true, update the SNMP information in the agentparm.txt file.
• heartbeatfrequency(heartbeatfrequency)

(Optional) Specifies the frequency that you want the server to send the heartbeat signal to in minutes. This
option is not supported on virtual agents.
Default: 5
Limits: 0 and above

Note:  If you want individual agents to have their own heartbeat frequencies, set the internal shared parameter
'Global agent heartbeat interval in minutes' to 0 (zero).

• heartbeatmaxretry(heartbeatmaxretry)
(Optional) Specifies the number of heartbeat signals the server attempts before it sends an SNMP message
indicating agent inactivity. This option is not supported on virtual agents.
Default: 1
Limits: 1 and above

• persistmgrchange(true|false)
(Optional) Indicates whether the changes to server properties that affect agent communication are permanently
changed on the agent. If you change the ID, address, or port of the server in the Topology, the server sends the
agent the updated server connection information at the next heartbeat signal, allowing the server and agent to
communicate. Options are as follows:

• true
Updates the communication parameters in the agentparm.txt file with changes made to the corresponding
properties in the server Topology. For example, if you change the server address and port in the Topology,
the communication.manageraddress_n and communication.managerport_n parameters in the agentparm.txt
file are updated with the new server address and port.

• false
Updates the server connection information every time the agent is restarted, allowing the server and agent to
communicate for that session only. The communication changes are not saved in the agentparm.txt file.

Note:  This option only applies to Release 7 agents and higher and is not supported on virtual agents.
• encryptionmethod("encryptionmethod")

(Optional) Specifies the encryption method the ESP dSeries Workload Automation uses to encrypt messages.
The encryption method is not supported on virtual agents. Options are as follows:

• DES
Specifies Data Encryption Standard encryption. The encryption uses a 56-bit key. The encryption key length
is 56 bits (16 hexadecimal characters).

• DESEDE
Specifies 3DES encryption. The encryption uses the DES algorithm in EDE (encrypt-decrypt-encrypt) mode.
The encryption key length is 192 bits (48 hexadecimal characters).

• AES
Specifies Advanced Encryption Standard encryption. The encryption uses a 128-bit key. The encryption key
length is 32 hexadecimal characters.

• BLOWFISH
Specifies Blowfish encryption. The encryption uses a 64-bit block and a variable key length. The encryption
key length is 32 through 64 even number of hexadecimal characters.

• NONE
Specifies no encryption.

Note:

• ESP dSeries Workload Automation supports the U.S. Government encryption standard FIPS 140-2 and
can be configured to run in a FIPS-compliant mode. Your ESP dSeries Workload Automation environment
can be considered FIPS-compliant only if all the components use FIPS-compliant algorithms for encryption
and decryption. Currently, only AES and DESEDE algorithms are FIPS-certified. If any of your ESP dSeries
Workload Automation components use DES or BLOWFISH, your system is not FIPS-compliant.

• If you specify NONE as the encryption method, set the security.cryptkey parameter in the agentparm.txt file
to no value. For information about configuring the agent for no encryption, see the  CA Workload Automation
System Agent  documentation.

• user("user")
(Tandem and Open-VMS virtual agents only) Specifies the user name for the virtual agent. It is required to add a
virtual agent to the Topology.

• userids(userid(id("id") password("password"))...)
(Optional) Specifies a list of users for running jobs. The users are defined on the agent computer.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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• id("id")
Specifies the user ID. This value is case-sensitive.

• password("password")
Specifies the password. This value is case-sensitive.

Note:  Not all agents support agent users.

Example: Update an Agent in the Topology

The following example updates an agent 'MYAGENT' in the Topology:

updateagent name("MYAGENT") description("new agent description") userids(userid(id("existing_user1") password("1234567890ABCDEF")) userid(id("existing_user2") password("1234567890ABCDEF")))

Example: Update a Virtual Agent in the Topology

The following example updates the parent agent and user name of a virtual agent named TestAgentVMS:

updateagent name(TestAgentVMS) container(Agent008) user("user1")

 updateagentgroup Command - Update an Agent Group
You can update the properties of an agent group by issuing the UPDATEAGENTGROUP
command.
cwad121
HID_update_agentgrp
You can update the properties of an agent group by issuing the UPDATEAGENTGROUP command.

This command has the following format:

updateagentgroup name("name") distribution("distribution") agents(agent(name("name") loadfactor(loadfactor))...)

• name("name")
Specifies the name of the agent group to be updated.

• distribution("distribution")
Specifies the criteria that the server uses to allocate work to the agents of the group. Options are as follows:

• CPU
Indicates that the server allocates work to the agents of the group based on the CPU load.

• RANDOM
Indicates that the server allocates work to the agents of the group in a random sequence.

• ROUNDROBIN
Indicates that the server allocates work to the agents of the group in a round robin.

• agents(agent(name("name") loadfactor(loadfactor))…)
Specifies the list of agents that are defined in the agent group.

• name("name")
Specifies the name of the agent.

• loadfactor(loadfactor)
Indicates the potential load on the agent.
Default: 1
Limits: 1 or higher

Example: Update an Agent Group
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The following example updates the agent group named AGENTGROUP:

updateagentgroup name("AGENTGROUP") distribution("CPU") agents(agent(name("AGENT1") loadfactor(10)) agent(name("AGENT2") loadfactor(2)))

 Server Log Files CLI Commands
You can issue the following CLI commands against server log files:
cwad121
HID_server_log_files_cli
You can issue the following CLI commands against server log files:

 applylogprofile Command - Apply a Logging Profile
You can apply a logging profile to the current logging configuration by issuing the
APPLYLOGPROFILE command.
cwad121
HID_apply_log_profile
You can apply a logging profile to the current logging configuration by issuing the APPLYLOGPROFILE command.

This command has the following format:

applylogprofile name("name") 

• name("name")
Specifies the name of the logging profile that you want to apply to the current logging configuration.

Example: Apply a Logging Profile

The following example applies the logging profile (DEFAULT) to the current logging configuration:

applylogprofile name("DEFAULT")

 exportauditlog Command - Create an Audit Log Report
The audit log report contains every user-initiated server command. You can create an audit log
report by issuing the EXPORTAUDITLOG command. This command creates an audit log in
CSV format and a report in HTML format. For each command that a user issues, the audit log
records the following information:
cwad121
HID_export_audit_log
The audit log report contains every user-initiated server command. You can create an audit log report by issuing the
EXPORTAUDITLOG command. This command creates an audit log in CSV format and a report in HTML format.
For each command that a user issues, the audit log records the following information:

• Date—The date on which the user issued the command
• Time—The time at which the user issued the command
• Correlation identifier—The identifier that matches a command with its corresponding response
• Record type—The type of command
• User ID—The User ID that issued the command
• Action type—The type of action that the command represents
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• Action friendly name—The name for the command
• Data—The command or response data

This command has the following format:

exportauditlog path("path") name("name") [startdate("startdate")] [endate("enddate")]

• path("path")
Identifies the directory in which the audit report is created.

• name("name")
Identifies the name of the created audit report.

• startdate("startdate")
(Optional) Identifies the start date or first date in the report in the format yyyymmdd.

• endate("enddate")
(Optional) Identifies the end date or last date in the report in the format yyyymmdd.

Note:  If you enter only a start date but not an end date, the server exports audit log between the start date and
the end of the audit log.

Example: Create an Audit Log Report

The following example creates an audit log report in the d:\wutemp directory starting from August 1, 2007:

exportauditlog path("d:\
\wutemp") name("auditlog") startdate("20070801")

 getlogprofile Command - Display a Logging Profile
You can display the logger identifiers and the corresponding severity thresholds of a logging
profile by issuing the GETLOGPROFILE command.
cwad121
HID_display_log
You can display the logger identifiers and the corresponding severity thresholds of a logging profile by issuing the
GETLOGPROFILE command.

This command has the following format:

getlogprofile name("name") 

• name("name")
Specifies the name of the logging profile that you want to view the details of.

Example: Display a Logging Profile

The following example displays the details of a logging profile named ESSENTIAL:

getlogprofile name("ESSENTIAL")
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The output of the command is as follows:

Profile name: ESSENTIAL
Loggers:
acl:utils - WARN
aet - WARN
afm:removal - WARN
afm:routing - WARN
agent:afm - INFO
alert:manager - WARN
communications - WARN
datacapture - WARN
dm - WARN
essential - INFO
externals - WARN
facade:request - WARN
noise - WARN
outgoing:afms - WARN
parser - WARN
process:flow - WARN
publishsubscribe - WARN
pubsub - WARN
variable:dependency - WARN
wob:management - WARN
ws - WARN
ws:clientsession - WARN
ws:clientsession:subscription - OFF
ws:connections - WARN

 getlogthreshold Command - Display the Severity Threshold of the Logger Identifiers
After setting the severity threshold for each message category (logger identifier), you can
display the severity threshold of the logger identifiers by issuing the GETLOGTHRESHOLD
command.
cwad121
HID_display_threshold
After setting the severity threshold for each message category (logger identifier), you can display the severity
threshold of the logger identifiers by issuing the GETLOGTHRESHOLD command.

This command has the following format:

getlogthreshold [logger("logger")] 

• logger("logger")
(Optional) Specifies the logger identifier that you want to display the severity threshold for.

Note:  If you do not specify the logger identifier, the severity thresholds of all logger identifiers are displayed.

Examples: Display the Severity Threshold of the Logger Identifiers
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• The following example displays the severity threshold of the logger identifier named aet:

getlogthreshold logger("aet")

The output of the command is as follows:

Current severity threshold for logger aet is DEBUG.

• The following example displays the severity threshold of all the logger identifiers:

getlogthreshold

The output of the command is as follows:

Loggers and their corresponding severity thresholds: 
acl:utils - WARN
aet - WARN
aetl - threshold is not set
afm:removal - INFO
afm:routing - INFO
agent:afm - INFO
alert:manager - INFO
ams:lock:manager - WARN
appl:folder - WARN
appl:lump - INFO
attach:spoolfile - INFO
buffer - ALL
cache:info - WARN
communications - INFO
datacapture - INFO
dm - INFO
dm:actioncommand - INFO
dm:applstate - OFF
dm:commandmanager - WARN
dm:communications - WARN
dm:communications:exception - WARN
dm:controlobject - INFO
dm:critical:path - WARN
dm:emailclient - threshold is not set
dm:publishsubscribe - INFO
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 loginfo Command - Display Log Information
You can view log information by issuing the LOGINFO command.
cwad121
HID_display_log_info
You can view log information by issuing the LOGINFO command.

This command has the following format:

loginfo log("log")

• log("log")
Specifies the log to display. Options are auditlog and tracelog.

Examples: Display Log Information

• The following example displays information about the trace log:

loginfo log("tracelog")

The command output is as follows:

Trace log[available=true, current=D:/Program Files/dSeries /
LogFiles/tracelog.txt, filterids=(0), filelist=(D:/Program Files/
dSeries/LogFiles/tracelog.txt,)]

• This following example displays information about the audit log:

loginfo log("auditlog")

The command output is as follows:

Auditlog [available: true; current log file: C:\CAWADE\logs
\auditlog.20100428.bin; file=C:\CAWADE\logs\auditlog.bin]

 purgelog Command - Clear the Trace Log File
The server maintains the trace log for storing diagnostic information. To maintain performance,
clear the trace log files regularly. You can issue the PURGELOG command to reclaim the disk
space quickly.
cwad121
HID_purge_log
The server maintains the trace log for storing diagnostic information. To maintain performance, clear the trace log
files regularly. You can issue the PURGELOG command to reclaim the disk space quickly.
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Warning:  We recommend that you use the PURGELOG command only during an emergency situation.
Usually, the system administrator gets enough warnings to avert an emergency situation.

This command has the following format:

purgelog age(age) 

• age(age)
Clears trace logs older than the specified number of days.
Limits: 1 and above

Example: Clear the Trace Log File

The following example clears the trace log files from the server that are older than three days:

purgelog age(3) 

 setlogthreshold Command - Set the Severity Threshold of a Logger Identifier
To identify the types of messages that are logged in the trace log, set the severity threshold for
each message category (logger identifier). The messages that are associated with the category
with severity lower than the threshold are discarded. If you specify ALL as the severity threshold
for a logger identifier, all associated messages are stored in the log file. If you specify INFO as
the severity threshold for a logger identifier, only the associated messages with severity INFO
and higher are stored in the log file. You can set the severity threshold of a logger identifier by
issuing the SETLOGTHRESHOLD command.
cwad121
HID_set_threshold
To identify the types of messages that are logged in the trace log, set the severity threshold for each message
category (logger identifier). The messages that are associated with the category with severity lower than the
threshold are discarded. If you specify ALL as the severity threshold for a logger identifier, all associated messages
are stored in the log file. If you specify INFO as the severity threshold for a logger identifier, only the associated
messages with severity INFO and higher are stored in the log file. You can set the severity threshold of a logger
identifier by issuing the SETLOGTHRESHOLD command.

This command has the following format:

setlogthreshold logger("logger") threshold("threshold") 

• logger("logger")
Specifies the logger identifier that you want to set the severity threshold for.

• threshold("threshold")
Specifies the severity threshold for the logger identifier. The options are as follows:

• ALL
Indicates that all the messages are logged in the trace log.

• DEBUG
Indicates that debugging, information, warning, error, and fatal messages are logged in the trace log.

• INFO
Indicates that information, warning, error, and fatal messages are logged in the trace log.

• WARN
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Indicates that warning, error, and fatal messages are logged in the trace log.
• ERROR

Indicates that error and fatal messages are logged in the trace log.
• FATAL

Indicates that only the fatal messages are logged in the trace log.
• OFF

Indicates that no messages are logged in the trace log.

Example: Set the Severity Threshold of a Logger Identifier

The following example sets the severity threshold for the logger identifier named essential to DEBUG:

setlogthreshold logger("essential") threshold("DEBUG")

 spinlog Command - Archive the Active Trace Log File
You can archive the active trace log file by issuing the SPINLOG command.
cwad121
HID_archive_log
You can archive the active trace log file by issuing the SPINLOG command.

This command has the following format:

spinlog

Note:  For more information about archiving the active trace log file, see Archiving and Clearing Server Log Files.

 Applications and Jobs CLI Commands
You can issue the following CLI commands against applications and jobs:
cwad121
HID_appln_jobs_cmds
You can issue the following CLI commands against applications and jobs:

Note: When you minimize and maximize the screen with more than 15000 lines of content in your Desktop
Client CLI output, you may experience a few seconds delay before the content is displayed on the screen. We
recommend that you to use the Server CLI (standalone CLI) to avoid the delay.

 applexec Command - Delete Applications
You can delete an Application and all its versions by issuing the APPLEXEC command. This
command takes a JSON file as input and executes the Application operations present in the
JSON file.
cwad121
HID_delete_appl_cli
You can delete an Application and all its versions by issuing the APPLEXEC command. This command takes a
JSON file as input and executes the Application operations present in the JSON file.

Note:

When you delete an Application, all its versions are deleted. You cannot retain any specific version of an
Application.
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This command has the following format:

APPLEXEC CLIENTPATH("clientpath")

• clientpath("  clientpath"   )

Specifies the path to the JSON file which has information about the Applications to be deleted.

Note:

• If the client path includes a backslash (\), escape it with another backslash (\). For example, C:\\Temp\
\deleteapplications.json is a valid client path, whereas C:\Temp\deleteapplications.json is
an invalid client path.

• Wildcards are not supported for Application names that you specify in the JSON file.

Example: Delete Applications and their Versions Using a Json File

This example deletes the Applications TESTAPPL and TESTHOUSEKEEPING and their versions using a
JSON file:

1. Create a sample JSON file named 

deleteapplications.json

 with the following content in the C:\Temp directory.

{
"delete_applications":["TESTAPPL","TESTHOUSEKEEPING"]}

2. Run the following CLI command:

APPLEXEC CLIENTPATH("C:/Temp/deleteapplications.json")

The Applications TESTAPPL and TESTHOUSEKEEPING and their versions are deleted. The command output
is as follows:

-> applexec clientpath("C:/temp/deleteapplications.json")Operations
 Performed:Bulk delete of artifactsApplication TESTAPPL successfully
 deletedApplication TESTHOUSEKEEPING successfully deleted

 deleteapplicationversions Command - Delete Application Versions
You can delete the Application versions from the database by issuing the
DELETEAPPLICATIONVERSIONS command.
cwad121
HID_delete_appl_versions_cli
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You can delete the Application versions from the database by issuing the DELETEAPPLICATIONVERSIONS
command.

This command has the following format:

deleteapplicationversions [application("application")] [all]
 [olderthan("olderthan")]
 [version("version")] [EXCEPTLAST("exceptlast")]

• application("application")
Specifies the name of the application whose version you want to delete. You can use the asterisk (*) as a
substitute for zero or more characters and the question mark (?) as a substitute for a single character. This
name is not case-sensitive.
Examples: application("payroll"), application(pay*), application(payrol?)

• all
(Optional) Deletes all versions except the current version of the Application.

• olderthan("olderthan")
(Optional) Deletes Application versions that are older than a scheduled time of the Application.    
Example: olderthan("now less 1 month")

Note:

The value must be a schedule criteria statement that resolves to a date and time. For more information about
schedule criteria, see the Define Perspective Help.

• version("version")
(Optional) Deletes the specified single or a range of versions of the Application.
Examples: version("5"), version("6-20")

• exceptlast("exceptlast")
(Optional) Deletes all versions except the last n versions of the Application.
Example: exceptlast("10")

Note:

Issue the command with only one option at a time.

Examples: Delete Application Versions

• The following example deletes version 4 of the VERIFY Application:

deleteapplicationversions application("verify") version("4")

• The following example deletes all the versions from version 11 to version 100 of the VERIFY Application:

deleteapplicationversions application("verify") version("11-100")

• The following example deletes all versions except the current version of the VERIFY Application:

deleteapplicationversions application("verify") all
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• The following example deletes all versions of the VERIFY Application that are older than a month:

deleteapplicationversions application("verify") olderthan("now less
 1 month")

• The following example deletes all versions except the current version of Applications with names that start with
VERIFY:

deleteapplicationversions application("verify*") all

• The following example deletes all versions except the last 10 versions of the VERIFY Application. Suppose that
the Application has 100 versions, this example deletes versions (1-90) and retains versions (91-100).

deleteapplicationversions application("verify") exceptlast("10")

 getspoolfile Command - Retrieve the Spool File of a Job
You can retrieve the spool file of a job by issuing the getspoolfile CLI command. The spool
file contains the output of the job. You can retrieve the spool file for any executing, failed, or
completed job.
cwad122
You can retrieve the spool file of a job by issuing the getspoolfile CLI command. The spool file contains the
output of the job. You can retrieve the spool file for any executing, failed, or completed job.

You can retrieve the entire spool file or the first segment of the spool file content that the agent sends. The
retrieved spool file content can be displayed in the console or stored into a file on the computer where you run this
command.

This command is supported from Release 12.2 Build 2341 onwards.

Warning:

• (On Windows) When you use the Desktop Client or standalone CLI to run this command, launch it using
the Run as administrator option.

• Ensure that the Desktop Client, standalone CLI, and the server that you use are at the same version
level.

• To retrieve the spool file for a job, you must have the following permission to the Application that contains
the job:
APPLX.*.*.*.SPOOLFILE.Allow

This command has the following format:

getspoolfile application("application_name") job("job_name")
 retrieveall(true) outputfile("outputfile_path")

• application_name
Specifies the name of the Application that contains the job. You can specify the Application name with or without
the generation number.
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If you specify 0 as the generation number or if you do not specify the generation number, the spool file that
corresponds to the current Application generation is retrieved.

• job_name
Specifies the name of the job. You can specify the job name with or without the qualifier.
The spool file retrieval is supported only for the following job types:

• Big data jobs (HDFS, Hive, Oozie, Pig, Spark, Sqoop)
• Database jobs (DB Monitor, DB Stored Procedure, SQL)
• File Transfer jobs (File Transfer Protocol, Secure Copy Protocol, Secure File Transfer Protocol)
• Informatica jobs
• Micro Focus jobs
• PeopleSoft jobs
• SAP jobs (SAP-Batch Input Session, SAP-BW Info Package, SAP-BW Process Chain, SAP-Data Arching,

SAP-Job Copy)
• System jobs (HP NonStop, UNIX, Windows)

• retrieveall(true)
(Optional) Retrieves the entire spool file. If you do not specify this option, only the first segment (up to 2000
lines) of the spool file content is retrieved by default.

Warning:

• If the agent becomes inactive during the spool file retrieval, the retrieval process resumes only when
the agent becomes active. You can wait until the agent becomes active, so that the spool file retrieval
resumes automatically. You can also close the current command execution window and rerun the
command later when the agent becomes active.

Similarly, if the agent is quiesced during the spool file retrieval, the retrieval process resumes only
when the agent is unquiesced.

• If the server is shut down or the server changes role during the spool file retrieval, the spool file
content retrieved until the start of the shutdown or change role will be stored in the output file. When
the server is active, you can retrieve the entire spool file content by rerunning the command.

• If you retrieve a large spool file, the retrieveall option can slow down the server. The spool file that
you retrieve can be a maximum of 2 GB in size.

• If you retrieve a large spool file or multiple spool files in parallel, the retrieveall option causes the
following:

• Increases the utilization of the heap memory on the server. Therefore, you might need to increase
the heap memory. For example, if the current heap memory is 500 MB, you might need to add
additional 400 MB.

• Increases the size of the heap memory on the agent.
• Increases the utilization of the disk space on the computer where you store the file. Therefore, you

might need to increase the disk space to three or four times more than the current disk space. For
example, if the current disk space is 500 MB, you might need to add additional 1.5 or 2 GB. Also,
we recommend that you run this command using Standalone CLI instead of Desktop Client CLI.

• Increases the size of the CLI and trace log files. Also, if you automate this CLI command, we
recommend that you clean up the log files regularly.

• output file_path
(Optional) Specifies the path and name of the output file where you want to store the retrieved spool file content.
The output file format depends on the file extension you specify in the output file path. The output file path is
mandatory, if you use the retrieveall(true) option.

Note:

• Ensure that you have write access to the output file path that you specify.
• If the path contains a file with the same name as the output file specified in the command, the existing file will

be overwritten with the new spool content.
• If the path contains a folder with the same name as the output file specified in the command, the output file

will not be created.
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• When you run this command on a Windows system, use double backslash (

\\

) as a separator in the output file path. For example,

C:\\CA\\sal.log

.
• If the file path you specified does not exist, an error message appears and the output file is saved in the

following locations:

• CA WA Desktop Client workspace directory, if the command is run from the Desktop Client CLI
perspective

• Server installation directory, if the command is run using

cli.bat

or

cli.sh

in the server installation directory
• CLI installation directory, if the command is run using the standalone CLI installation

• If you do not specify the output file path, the spool file content is displayed in the console:

• CA WA Desktop Client console, if the command is run from the Desktop Client CLI perspective
• Command prompt, if the command is run using 

cli.bat

 or 

cli.sh

 in the server installation directory
• Standalone CLI console, if the command is run using the standalone CLI installation

Examples:

Display the Spool File Content in the Desktop Client Console
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Suppose that you run the getspoolfile command from the Desktop Client CLI perspective and you want to
display the spool file content in the Desktop Client console. The following example retrieves and displays the spool
file content for the job

WINNT1

 in the console. The job WINNT1 belongs to the Application generation VERIFY.1.

getspoolfile application("VERIFY.1") job("WINNT1")

Store the Spool File Content into an Output File (Windows)

Suppose that you run the getspoolfile command from the Desktop Client CLI perspective and you want to
store the spool file content to a separate output file. The following example retrieves the spool file content for the
job WINNT1.SAL that belongs to the current generation of the Application VERIFY. The retrieved spool file content
is stored into the file named

sal.log

in the

C:\CA

 directory.

In this example, the CLI command is run on a Windows system. Hence, double backslash (

\\

) is used as a separator in the output file path.

getspoolfile application("VERIFY") job("WINNT1.SAL") outputfile("C:\
\CA\\sal.log")

Store the Spool File Content into an Output File (UNIX)

The following example retrieves the spool file for the job 

UNIX1.PAY
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 that belongs to the Application generation

PAYROLL.3

. The spool file content is retrieved and stored into the output file named 

payroll.log

 in the /

opt/CA

 directory.

In this example, the CLI command is run on a UNIX system.

getspoolfile application("PAYROLL.3") job("UNIX1.PAY") outputfile("/
opt/CA/payroll.log")

Retrieve the Spool File for a Job in the Current Application Generation

The following examples retrieve the spool file for the job 

WINNT1

 that belong to the current generation of the Application 

VERIFY

. The retrieved spool file content appears in the console.

getspoolfile application("VERIFY") job("WINNT1.SAL")

getspoolfile application("VERIFY.0") job("WINNT1.SAL")

Retrieve the Entire Spool File for a Job
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The following example retrieves the entire spool for the job

REORDER

that belong to the Application generation

INVENTORY.4

. The spool file output is retrieved and stored into the output file named

inventory.log

in the

C:\\CA\\Sales

directory.

getspoolfile application("INVENTORY.4") job("REORDER")
 retrieveall(true) outputfile("C:\\CA\\Sales\inventory.log")

 insertjob Command - Insert a Job into an Active Application Generation
You can insert a job into an active Application generation by issuing the INSERTJOB command.
The inserted job runs immediately unless you define predecessor, time, variable, or resource
dependencies, or insert the job on hold or on request.
cwad121
HID_insert_job_cli
You can insert a job into an active Application generation by issuing the INSERTJOB command. The inserted job
runs immediately unless you define predecessor, time, variable, or resource dependencies, or insert the job on hold
or on request.

Note:

 

• You cannot insert a job into an Application that is complete.
• This command is supported only for Windows and UNIX jobs.

This command has the following format:

insertjob jobname("jobname") qualifier("job_qualifier")
 application("application.generation") jobtype("jobtype")
 reason("reason") jobparameters("param1(value) ...")
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• jobname("jobname")
Specifies the name of the job.

• qualifier("job_qualifier")
Specifies the qualifier of the job.

• application("application.generation")
Specifies the name of the Application generation that you want to insert the job into.

• application
Specifies the Application name.

• generation
Specifies the Application generation number.
Example: application("appl.1")

• jobtype("jobtype")
Specifies the type of job to be inserted. The following job types are supported:

• NT—Windows
• UNIX—UNIX

• reason("reason")
(Optional) Specifies the reason for issuing the command.

Note:

 If the Require reason for job commands option is selected in the Application properties, the Reason parameter
is required.

• jobparameters("param1(value) ...")
Specifies the job parameters that apply to the job that you want to insert.
Example:

jobparameters("Rununit(AGENT) Command(\"C:\\cygwin\\bin\\sleep.exe
\") Args(2) USER(root) Tag(\"tag value here \")")

Note:

• Provide all mandatory parameters for the job type. Otherwise, the job will not be inserted and an error
message will appear.

• Values that contain special characters such as quotation marks (") must be escaped using a backslash ():
Tag(\"tag value here\").

• To get the list of job parameters, do one of the following tasks:

• Insert the job with the same parameters in the Monitor perspective. When inserting a job, CA WA Desktop
Client forms a message that is based on the user inputs and sends it to the server. From the console, you
can copy the remaining parameters after the Type parameter and paste it as the value of this operand.

• Refer to the Syntaxes for Job Parameters.

Example: Insert a UNIX Job into an Active Application

 The following example inserts a UNIX job UNIX_TEST_JOB into the current generation of Application VERIFY.
The job runs a command on the default agent under the root user and has resource and variable dependencies.
When the job completes, it sends an email notification. The server resubmits the job automatically once after 1
minute if the job returns a FAIL state.

insertjob jobname("UNIX_TEST_JOB") application("VERIFY.0")
 jobtype("UNIX") jobparameters("Rununit(AGENT) Command(/bin/
sleep) Args(200) USER(root) Relcount(0) Retry(RetryCount(1)
 RetryInterval(1) RetryCondition(1)) Tag(WOB.sched)
 NotifyemailNum(1) Notifyemail(Notify1(Monitorstates(COMPLETE)
 Mailaddresslist(\"mailid@ca.com\") EmailText(APPEND_TO_GLOBAL)

http://ca.com/
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 EmailTextUseFlag(APPEND_TO_GLOBAL) Attachspoolfile(Y)))
 Resourcedependencies(Resources((RES,1)),Resourceabsorb(false),Resourcesacquiringpriority(0))
 VariableDependencies(Expression1(Name(SERVERDBTYPE) Context(DEFAULT)
 Operator(NOT_EQUAL_TO) Value(ddd)) LogicOperation(AND))")

Examples: Insert a Windows Job into an Active Application

 The following example inserts a Windows job named windows1 into generation 4 of Application insert. The job
runs a command on the AGENTR113SP4 agent.

insertjob jobname("windows1") application("insert.4") jobtype("NT")
 jobparameters("Rununit(AGENTR113SP4) Command(\"C:\\cygwin\\bin\
\sleep.exe\") Args(s) Relcount(0) Retry(RetryCount(1) RetryInterval(1)
 RetryCondition())")

The following example inserts a Windows job WIN_JOB_1 into the current generation of Application VERIFY. The
job runs on the AGENT_WIN agent.

insertjob jobname("WIN_JOB_1") application("VERIFY.0") jobtype("NT")
 jobparameters("Rununit(AGENT_WIN) Command(\"C:\\cygwin\\bin\
\sleep.exe\") Args(200)")

 Job Parameters
This section describes the parameters for the job types:
cwad121
HID_job_params
This section describes the parameters for the job types:

You specify these parameters in the insertjob command to insert a job into an active Application generation.
The letter codes listed in the tables in the following topics indicate the parameters required for jobs:

• R — Required
• O — Optional
• R* — You must select one among the R* parameters listed for the job you are using.

 Common Parameters
The following table describes the common parameters that you can use for inserting a Windows
or UNIX job:
cwad121
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The following table describes the common parameters that you can use for inserting a Windows or UNIX job:

Parameter Description Code

Alertnotify The Alerts that the server triggers
when the job reaches certain states.
To learn how to code this parameter,
see Alertnotify.

O

Conditional Indicates a conditional job:
Conditional

O
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Criticaljob Indicates that a job must be included
in the critical path for the Application:
Criticaljob. You can identify one
or more jobs in the Application as
critical. If no jobs in the Application
are critical, the server calculates the
path to the job that will finish last
and identifies that path as the critical
path.

O

Dropdep Indicates when dependencies
must be dropped in the form of
yyyymmddhhmmss:

Dropdep(20150713164111)

O

Dropexec Indicates when job submission
must be abandoned in the form of
yyyymmddhhmmss:

Dropexec(20150713164114)

O

Dropres Indicates when resource
dependencies must be dropped in
the form of yyyymmddhhmmss:

Dropres(20150713164118)

O
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DropVardep Indicates when variable
dependencies must be dropped. You
can specify the value in the following
formats:

DropVardep(yyyymmddhhmmss)

Example:
DropVardep(20150713164122)

DropVardep('exact_time')

Example: DropVardep('15:16:56:59
Mon 13 July 2015')

DropVardep('resolved_time')

Example: DropVardep('now plus 5
minutes')

O

Dueout Indicates when the job must be in a
particular state to avoid becoming
overdue. To learn how to code this
parameter, see Dueout.

O

Earlysub The earliest time that a
job can be readied in the
form of yyyymmddhhmmss:
Earlysub(20150713163546)

O

Exectime The job duration that is used
to calculate the critical path:
Exectime(7). Code a numeric
duration in minutes, such as 30.25.
You can also use a symbolic
variable, such as %DURATION.

O

Hold Submits the job in manual hold
condition: Hold.

O

JobAncestorWait Delays a job from running until
the job completes in a previous
Application generation. Code
JobAncestorWait(LAST) if you want
the job to wait for the same job
to complete only in the previous
Application generation. Code
JobAncestorWait(ANY) if you want
the job to wait for the same job to
complete in all previous Application
generations.
Note: This parameter does not apply
to reset jobs.

O
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MaxRT The maximum runtime in minutes:
MaxRT(5). Code a symbolic variable
or a numeric value.

O

MinRT The minimum runtime in minutes:
MinRT(2). Code a symbolic variable
or a numeric value.

O

Notifyemail The email messages the job can
issue when it reaches certain job
states. To learn how to code this
parameter, see Notifyemail.

O

Pred Lists predecessor jobs. To learn how
to code this parameter, see Pred.

O

Profile The job execution profile based
on which job information for
each run of the job is stored:
Profile(%APPL.profile).

ReadyOnEnter Runs a JavaScript script when the
job is run. Specify a new script or the
name of an existing script.
Notes:

• To specify an existing
script, you must define a
script in the Application and
in the global JavaScript
repository first. For example,
ReadyOnEnter(samplescript)

• The new script that you specify
is local to the job. For example,
ReadyOnEnterScript("var test=1")

O

Reason Reason for inserting the job:
Reason('job for this run only')
Note: If the Require reason for job
commands option is selected in the
Application properties, the Reason
parameter is required.

O

Relcount Releases the job when the specified
number of predecessors remain:
Relcount(0)

O

Reldelay The minimum delay time in minutes
to be added to a job after its last
dependency is met: Reldelay(3)

O

Request Sets the Request attribute requiring
the job to be explicitly requested to
run: Request

O

Resourceabsorb Indicates whether to reserve
resources when the required number
is not available:

• TRUE—Reserves resources
• FALSE—Does not reserve

resources

O

Resourcedependencies The resources the job
requires to run. To learn how
to code this parameter, see
Resourcedependencies.

O
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Resources Lists resource (name, quantity)
pairs enclosed in round brackets.
Separate the pairs with commas:
Resources((RESA,2)(RESB,2)).

O

Resourcesacquiringpriority The job priority:
Resourcesacquiringpriority(4). You
can prioritize jobs when multiple
jobs compete for the same resource.
You can code a job's priority
between 0 and 99, with 99 being
the highest. The job with the highest
value takes priority and obtains
the resource requirement first. The
default priority is 0.
Note: Priority only applies to
renewable and depletable resources.

O

Retry Resubmits a job automatically if it
returns a FAIL state. To learn how to
code this parameter, See Retry.

O

Rununit The agent the job runs on:
Rununit(AGENT). On UNIX and
Windows jobs, you can also specify
an agent group for load balancing:
Rununit(AGENTGRP:agent_group).
Note: The Run on all agents option
is not supported for agent groups.

R

Snmpnotify The SNMP messages the server
sends when the job reaches certain
states. To learn how to code this
parameter, see Snmpnotify.

O

Subappl The subApplication:
Subappl(TEST1)

O

Subapplwait Indicates that all jobs in the
subApplication (specified by the
Subappl() parameter) wait until
all previous generations of the
subApplication are complete before
being released: Subapplwait.

O

Succ Lists successor jobs. To learn how to
code this parameter, see Succ.

O

Tag Attaches a character string (tag) to a
job. The tag length must not exceed
128 characters. Use any characters
except quotes. Symbolic variables
are allowed.

Note:

The parenthesis in the tag must
be specified in pair. For example,
Payroll (2016).

O

VariableDependencies Sets up a global variable
dependency, which is a variable
expression that must be satisfied
before the job is submitted. To learn
how to code this parameter, see
VariableDependencies.

O
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 UNIX Parameters
The following table describes the parameters that you can use for inserting a UNIX job:
cwad121
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The following table describes the parameters that you can use for inserting a UNIX job:

Parameter Description Code

Args The argument string to be passed to
the job. Enclose multiple arguments
with single quotes. To pass a string
argument that contains a space,
enclose the argument with \". The
following example passes two
arguments; the second argument is
a string containing a space. Args('a
\"b c\"')

O

Command The command file the agent
executes: Command(/esp/bin/
mgr.bin)

R*

Envar The job's environment variables. To
learn how to code this parameter,
see Envar.

O

Exitcode Lists the job's exit codes sent to the
agent to determine whether the job
succeeded or failed. To learn how to
code this parameter, see Exitcode.

O

ProcessPriority Sets the order in which processes
are scheduled on the processor:
ProcessPriority(NORMAL). Options
are: HIGH, ABOVE_NORMAL,
NORMAL, BELOW_NORMAL, and
IDLE.
Note: You can set a UNIX job's
process priority to a level above
Normal only if the job runs on a
computer with the agent started
by the root account. If the agent is
not started by root and you set the
process priority to a level above
Normal, the job runs with the Normal
process priority.

O

Script The UNIX script to execute: Script(/
mfg/test1.csh)

R*

Shell The UNIX shell to use for executing
a script or command specified for the
job: Shell(/bin/bash)

O

Ulimit Sets the resource limits on the agent
computer for the duration of the job.
To learn how to code this parameter,
see Ulimit.

O

User The user ID that the job runs under
on the agent: User(CYBUSER)

O

 Windows Parameters
The following tables describes the parameters that you use for inserting a Windows job:
cwad121
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HID_windows_params
The following tables describes the parameters that you use for inserting a Windows job:

Parameter Description Code

Args The arguments to be passed to the
script or command specified for the
job. Arguments can be numeric or
alphabetic data. Enclose multiple
arguments with single quotes. To
pass a string argument that contains
a space, enclose the argument with
\". The following example passes two
arguments; the second argument is
a string containing a space. Args('a
\"b c\"')

O

Command The command file the agent
executes. If the path contains
spaces, enclose the path with \":
Command(\"C:\Program Files\scripts
\test.bat\").

R

Envar The job's environment variables. To
learn how to code this parameter,
see Envar.

O

Exitcode Lists the job's exit codes sent to the
agent to determine whether the job
succeeded or failed. To learn how to
code this parameter, see Exitcode.

O

Interactive Indicates whether the Windows job
runs in interactive mode. Interactive
mode lets you view and interact
with jobs that invoke Windows
Terminal Services or user interface
processes. To run a Windows job in
interactive mode, the agent must run
as a service and the administrator
user ID must be defined in the
Topology and specified in the job
definition.
Default: The job runs in batch mode
Notes:

• If the agent administrator sets
the oscomponent.interactive
parameter to true in the
agentparm.txt file, the agent
submits all Windows jobs in
interactive mode, regardless of
the setting in this field.

• By default, the agent uses
the default Windows shell
explorer.exe. The agent
administrator can specify an
alternative Windows shell for
interactive jobs by setting the
oscomponent.shell parameter in
the agentparm.txt file.

O

JobObject The job object to which the job is
associated. To learn how to code this
parameter, see JobObject.

O
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User The user ID that the job runs under
on the agent: User(CYBUSER)

O

 Syntaxes for Job Parameters
This section describes the syntaxes of job parameters:
cwad121
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This section describes the syntaxes of job parameters:

 Alertnotify
You can use the Alertnotify parameter to code Alert notifications.
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You can use the Alertnotify parameter to code Alert notifications.

The Alertnotify parameter has the following syntax.

AlertnotifyNum(number_of_alerts)
 Alertnotify(NotifyN(Monitorstates(states) RC(returncode)
 Alert(alertname)) ...)

• AlertnotifyNum (number_of_alerts)
Specifies the number of NotifyN parameters that are specified in the Alertnotify parameter. Each NotifyN
parameter represents one Alert notification. The number_of_alerts value is an integer.
Example:

AlertnotifyNum(2) Alertnotify(Notify1(...) Notify2(..))

• NotifyN()
Specifies an Alert notification. To specify multiple Alert notifications, specify this parameter for each
notification. N is an integer starting at the value 1 and must increment sequentially for each notification.
Example: 

Alertnotify(Notify1(...) Notify2(...) Notify3(...))

• Monitorstates(states)
Specifies the job states that trigger the Alert notification. To specify multiple states, separate each state with a
comma and enclose the entire value in double quotes.
Example: 

Monitorstates(\"COMPLETE,FAIL\")

• RC(returncode)
(Optional) Specifies the job's return code from the agent that triggers the Alert notification.

• Alert(alertname)
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Specifies the Alert name.

Example: Specifying Two Alert Notifications
The following example specifies two Alert notifications in the job named WIN_JOB_TEST. The job is inserted into
the current generation of Application VERIFY. The server triggers an Alert named ALT1 when the job is in a READY
state. The server triggers the Alert named ALT2 when the job is in a COMPLETE.

insertjob jobname("WIN_JOB_TEST") application("VERIFY.0")
 jobtype("NT") jobparameters("Rununit(AGENT_WIN) Command(\"C:
\\cygwin\\bin\\sleep.exe\") Args(200) AlertnotifyNum(2)
 Alertnotify(Notify1(Monitorstates(READY) Alert(ALT1))
 Notify2(Monitorstates(COMPLETE) Alert(ALT2)))")

 Dueout
You can use the dueout parameter to code a set of dueout times.
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You can use the dueout parameter to code a set of dueout times.

The dueout parameter has the following syntax:

Dueout((state,time),(…))

• state
Specifies the job's overdue state. Choose READY or EXEC.

• time
Specifies the dueout time of the corresponding pnode in the format yyyymmddhhmmss.

Note:

 Enclose each set of dueout times in parentheses. Separate each set of dueout times with a comma.

Example:

Dueout((READY,20150713164106),(EXEC,20150713164109))

 Envar
You can use the Envar parameter to code environment variables.
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You can use the Envar parameter to code environment variables.

The Envar parameter has the following syntax:

Envar(envarname(envarvalue)...)

• envarname
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Specifies the environment variable name.
• envarvalue

Specifies the environment variable value.

Note:

• If the value contains one or more spaces, commas, quotes, double quotes, equal signs, open brackets, or
close brackets, enclose the value in double quotes, for example: Envar(REP(\"Calc done\")).

• To specify a double quote in a value, precede the double quote with another double quote, for example:
Envar(MSG(\"Job ""PROC"" is complete\")).

Example: Specifying Three Environment Variables
The following example specifies two environment variables (VAL and VAL_2) for the job named ENVARS_2. The
job is inserted in the current generation of Application VERIFY.

insertjob jobname("ENVARS_2") application("VERIFY.0") jobtype("NT")
 jobparameters("Rununit(AGENT_WIN) Command(\"C:\\cygwin\\bin
\\sleep.exe\") Args(10) Envar(VAL(1) VAL_2(2)) Relcount(0)
 Retry(RetryCount(0) RetryInterval(0) RetryCondition())")

 Exitcode
You can use the Exitcode parameter to code exit codes.
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You can use the Exitcode parameter to code exit codes.

The Exitcode parameter has the following format:

ExitCodeNum(number_of_exitcodes)
 ExitCode(ExitCodeN(Range(exitcode_range) State(S|F))...)

• ExitCodeNum(number_of_exitcodes)
Specifies the number of ExitCodeN parameters that are specified in the ExitCode parameter. Each
ExitCodeN parameter represents one exit code. The number_of_exitcodes value is an integer.
Example: 

ExitCodeNum(2) ExitCode(ExitCode1(...) ExitCode2(...))

• ExitCodeN()
Specifies an exit code or a range of exit codes. To specify multiple values, specify this parameter for each
value. N is an integer starting at the value 1 and must increment sequentially for each exit code or range.
Example: 

ExitCode(ExitCode1(...) ExitCode2(...))

• Range(exitcode_range)
Specifies a numeric exit code or a range of exit codes.
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Example: 2, 1-8
• State(S|F)

Indicates success or failure. Specify S to indicate success. Specify F to indicate failure.

Example: Specifying Two Exit Codes
The following example specifies two exit codes for the job named EXIT_2. The job is inserted into the current
generation of Application VERIFY. An exit code of zero (0) indicates success, and an exit code between 1 and 10
indicates failure.

insertjob jobname("EXIT_2") application("VERIFY.0") jobtype("NT")
 jobparameters("Rununit(AGENT_WIN) Command(\"C:\\cygwin\\bin\
\sleep.exe\") Args(10) ExitCodeNum(2) ExitCode(ExitCode1(Range(0)
 State(S)) ExitCode2(Range(1-10) State(F))) Relcount(0)
 Retry(RetryCount(0) RetryInterval(0) RetryCondition())")

 JobObject
You can use the CreateJobObject() parameter to define a new job object and associate the job
with it, or you can the AssignJobObject() parameter to associate the job with an existing job
object.
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You can use the CreateJobObject() parameter to define a new job object and associate the job with it, or you can
the AssignJobObject() parameter to associate the job with an existing job object.

Note:

 If you create a new job object and you do not specify a value for a job object property, that property has an
unlimited value. If you assign an existing job object and you do not specify a value for a property, that property
keeps the existing value.

The JobObject parameter has the following format:

CreateJobObject(new_jobobject) AssignJobObject(existing_jobobject)
 JobMemory(jobmemory) ProcessMemory(processmemory) JobTime(jobtime)
 ProcessTime(processtime) PriorityClass(priorityclass)
 ActiveProcessLimit(activeprocesslimit)

• new_jobobject
Defines the name of the new job object to which you want to add this job. This name must be unique.

• existing_jobobject
Specifies the name of an existing job object to which you want to add this job.

• jobmemory
Defines the maximum virtual memory in bytes allocated to all processes associated with the job object. If the
total memory used for all processes associated with the job object exceeds this limit, the job that is trying to use
memory fails.

Note:

 To specify memory in megabytes, add M after the memory value. To specify memory in kilobytes, add K after
the memory value.

Examples: 50M, 500K
• processmemory

Defines the maximum virtual memory in bytes allocated to each process associated with the job object. If the
memory used for a single process exceeds this limit, the job fails.
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Note:

 To specify memory in megabytes, add M after the memory value. To specify memory in kilobytes, add K after
the memory value.

Examples: 50M, 500K
• jobtime

Defines the maximum CPU time in milliseconds allocated to all processes associated with the job object. If the
total CPU time for all processes associated with the job object exceeds this limit, all jobs associated with the job
object fail.

• processtime
Defines the maximum CPU time in milliseconds allocated to each process associated with the job object. If the
CPU time used for a single process exceeds this limit, the job fails.

• priorityclass
Indicates the process priority for all processes in the job object as follows:

• High—Indicates processes that must be executed immediately. These processes can use nearly all available
CPU time.

• Above normal—Indicates processes that have priority above the Normal level, but below the High level.
• Normal—Indicates processes without special scheduling needs.
• Below normal—Indicates processes that have priority above the Idle level, but below the Normal level.
• Idle—Indicates processes that run only when the system is idle.

• activeprocesslimit
Defines the maximum number of simultaneously active processes allowed in the job object.

Example: Define a Windows Job Object
Suppose that you want a Windows job to create a Windows job object named PayJobsObject. PayJobsObject
can use a total of 40 MB of memory (41943040 bytes) and 1 hour of CPU time (4000000 milliseconds) for all
processes it contains. Each process that is associated with PayJobsObject can use a maximum of 500 KB of
memory (512000 bytes) and 3 minutes of CPU time (180000 milliseconds). PayJobsObject can have a maximum of
10 simultaneously active processes.

CreateJobObject(PayJobsObject) JobMemory(41943040)
 ProcessMemory(512000) JobTime(4000000) ProcessTime(180000)
 ActiveProcessLimit(10)

 Notifyemail
You can use the Notifyemail parameter to code email notifications.
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You can use the Notifyemail parameter to code email notifications.

The Notifyemail parameter has the following format:

NotifyemailNum(number_of_emails)
 Notifyemail(NotifyN(Monitorstates(states)
 RC(returncode) Mailaddresslist("emailaddresses")
 EmailSubject("emailsubject") EmailText("emailtext")
 EmailTextUseFlag(emailtextuseflag) Attachspoolfile(Y|N))...)

• NotifyemailNum(number_of_emails)
Specifies the number of NotifyN parameters that are specified in the Notifyemail parameter. Each
NotifyN parameter represents one email notification. The number_of_emails value is an integer.
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Example: 

NotifyemailNum(2) Notifyemail(Notify1(...) Notify2(...))

• NotifyN()
Specifies an email notification. To specify multiple email notifications, specify this parameter for each
notification. N is an integer starting at the value 1 and must increment sequentially for each notification.
Example: 

Notifyemail(Notify1(...) Notify2(...) Notify3(...))

• Monitorstates(states)
Specifies the job states that trigger the email notification. To specify multiple states, separate each state with a
comma and enclose the entire value in double quotes.
Example: 

Monitorstates(\"COMPLETE,FAIL\")

• RC(returncode)
(Optional) Specifies the job's return code from the agent that triggers the email notification.

• Mailaddresslist("emailaddresses")
Specifies the email addresses to notify. Enclose the value with double quotes. To specify multiple email
addresses, separate each address with a comma
Example: 

Mailaddresslist(\"n1@domain.com,n2@domain.com\")

• EmailSubject(emailsubject)
(Optional) Specifies the email subject.

Note:

• If the value contains one or more spaces, commas, quotes, double quotes, equal signs, open brackets, or
close brackets, enclose the value in double quotes, for example:
EmailSubject(\"Job completed with no errors\")

• To specify a double quote in a value, precede the double quote with another double quote, for example:
EmailSubject(\"Job ""PROC"" is complete\")

• EmailText(emailtext)
(Optional) Specifies the email text. If you do not specify this element, the email provides the job's state, job's
completion code, and the name of the agent that the job runs under.

Note:

• If the value contains one or more spaces, commas, quotes, double quotes, equal signs, open brackets, or
close brackets, enclose the value in double quotes, for example:

http://domain.com
http://domain.com
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EmailText(\"Job completed with no errors\")

• To specify a double quote in a value, precede the double quote with another double quote, for example:

EmailText(\"Job ""PROC"" is complete\")

• EmailTextUseFlag(emailtextuseflag)
(Optional) Specifies whether you want to use, append, or override the default message. The default message is
specified in the default email template in the Admin perspective. Options are as follows:

• USE_GLOBAL—Inserts only the default message. If you use this option, you cannot use the EmailText
parameter.

• APPEND_TO_GLOBAL—Appends the default message with the email text.
• CUSTOMIZE—Overrides the default message and inserts only the email text.

• Attachspoolfile(Y|N)
Specifies whether to include the job's spool file as an attachment. Specify Y to include the spool file. Specify N
to exclude the spool file.

Example: Specifying Three Email Notifications
The following example specifies three email notifications. When the job is in an EXEC state, the server sends an
email to user1@domain.com. When the job is in a COMPLETE or FAIL state or if the agent sends a return code
of 4, the server sends an email with the job's spool file attached to user1@domain.com and user2@domain.com.
When the job is in an AGENTDOWN state, the server sends an email to user3@domain.com.

NotifyemailNum(3) Notifyemail(Notify1(Monitorstates(EXEC)
 Mailaddresslist(\"user1@domain.com\") EmailSubject(\"Job
 NOTIFYS.1.EMAIL is %(WOB._state).\") EmailText(\"I am %(WOB._state).
\") Attachspoolfile(N)) Notify2(Monitorstates(\"COMPLETE,FAIL
\") RC(4) Mailaddresslist(\"user1@domain.com,user2@domain.com\")
 EmailSubject(\"Job in state %(WOB._state). %(APPL.zzzz)\")
 EmailText(\"%(APPL.zzzz) I am in state %(WOB._state).
\") Attachspoolfile(Y)) Notify3(Monitorstates(AGENTDOWN)
 Mailaddresslist(\"user3@domain.com\") Attachspoolfile(N)))

 Pred
You can use the Pred parameter to code predecessor dependencies.
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You can use the Pred parameter to code predecessor dependencies.

The Pred parameter has the following format:

Pred(jobname.qualifiername,...)

• jobname
Specifies the name of the predecessor job.

• qualifiername
(Optional) Specifies the predecessor job's qualifier.

mailto:user1@domain.com
mailto:user1@domain.com
mailto:user2@domain.com
mailto:user3@domain.com
http://domain.com
http://domain.com
http://domain.com
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Note:

 There is no limit to the number of jobs you can code here. Separate names with commas. 

 Resourcedependencies
You can use the Resourcedependencies parameter to code resource dependencies.
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You can use the Resourcedependencies parameter to code resource dependencies.

The Resourcedependencies parameter has the following format:

Resourcedependencies(Resources((resource_name,quantity),
(…)),Resourceabsorb(resource_absorb),Resourcesacquiringpriority(resource_priority))

• resource_name
Specifies the resource name.

• quantity
Specifies the required resource quantity.

• resource_absorb
Indicates where resources need to be reserved:

• true—Resources need to be reserved
• false—Resources do not need to be reserved

• resource_priority
Specifies the priority of this job for acquiring resources.

Note:

 Enclose each set of (resource_name,quantity) in parentheses. Separate each set of resource parameters with a
comma.

 Retry
You can use the Retry parameter to resubmit a job automatically if it returns a FAIL state.
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You can use the Retry parameter to resubmit a job automatically if it returns a FAIL state.

The Retry parameter has the following format:

Retry(RetryCount(retry_count) RetryInterval(retry_interval)
 RetryCondition(retry_condition))

• retry_count
Specifies the number of times to resubmit the job if it failed.

• retry_interval
Specifies the time to wait in minutes between retries
Default: 1 minute

• retry_condition
Lists the exit codes that are used to trigger resubmission.
Default: FAIL state

Note:

 Specify a single code, range of codes, list of codes, or a combination.

Example: Resubmitting a Job Automatically
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The following example retries a job 3 times every 2 minutes for exit codes 1 to 8 and 12:
Retry(3,2,'1-8,12')

 Snmpnotify
You can use the Snmpnotify parameter to code SNMP notifications.
cwad121
HID_snmpnotify
You can use the Snmpnotify parameter to code SNMP notifications.

The Snmpnotify parameter has the following format:

SnmpnotifyNum(number_of_notify)
 Snmpnotify(NotifyN(Monitorstates(states) RC(returncode)
 SnmpAgent(agent) Message(messagetext))...)

• SnmpnotifyNum(number_of_notify)
Specifies the number of NotifyN parameters that are specified in the Snmpnotify parameter. Each
NotifyN parameter represents one SNMP notification. The number_of_notify value is an integer.
Example: 

SnmpnotifyNum(2) Snmpnotify(Notify1(...) Notify2(...))

• NotifyN()
Specifies an SNMP notification. To specify multiple SNMP notifications, specify this parameter for each
notification. N is an integer starting at the value 1 and must increment sequentially for each notification.
Example: 

Snmpnotify(Notify1(...) Notify2(...) Notify3(...))

• Monitorstates(states)
Specifies the job states that trigger the SNMP notification. To specify multiple states, separate each state with a
comma and enclose the entire value in double quotes.
Example: 

Monitorstates(\"COMPLETE,FAIL\")

• RC(returncode)
(Optional) Specifies the name of the SNMP-enabled agent.

• SnmpAgent(agent)
(Optional) Specifies the name of the SNMP-enabled agent.

• Message(messagetext)
Specifies the SNMP message text.

Note:
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• If the value contains one or more spaces, commas, quotes, double quotes, equal signs, open brackets, or
close brackets, enclose the value in double quotes, for example:

Message(\"Job completed with no errors\")

• To specify a double quote in a value, precede the double quote with another double quote, for example:

Message(\"Job ""PROC"" is complete\")

Example: Specifying Two SNMP Notifications
The following example specifies two SNMP notifications. When the job is in an EXEC state, the server sends an
SNMP notification about the job's state. When the job is in a COMPLETE or FAIL state or if the agent sends a
return code of 4, the server sends an SNMP notification indicating that the job is done.

SnmpnotifyNum(2) Snmpnotify(Notify1(Monitorstates(EXEC)
 SnmpAgent(AGENT) Message(\"Job is in state %(WOB._state).
 %(APPL.proc)\")) Notify2(Monitorstates(\"COMPLETE,FAIL\") RC(4)
 SnmpAgent(AGENT) Message(\"Job is in state %(WOB._state). Job is
 done. %(APPL.proc)\"))

 Succ
You can use the Succ parameter to code successor dependencies.
cwad121
HID_succ
You can use the Succ parameter to code successor dependencies.

The Succ parameter has the following format:

Succ(jobname.qualifiername,...)

• jobname
Specifies the name of the successor job.

• qualifiername
(Optional) Specifies the successor job's qualifier.

Note:

 There is no limit to the number of jobs you can code here. Separate names with commas.

Example: Inserting a Successor Job in a Specific Generation of an Application
The following example inserts JobB_Succ as a successor to JobA in the second generation of Application APPL1.
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insertjob jobname("JobA") application("APPL1") jobtype("NT")
 jobparameters("Rununit(AGENT) Command(\"C:\\Scripts\\Sleep.exe
\") Args(10) Relcount(0) Retry(RetryCount(1) RetryInterval(1)
 RetryCondition())   Succ(JobB_Succ) ")

 Ulimit
You can use the Ulimit parameter to code resource limits.
cwad121
HID_ulimit
You can use the Ulimit parameter to code resource limits.

The Ulimit parameter has the following format:

Ulimit("c(Soft(minvalue) Hard(maxvalue)) d(Soft(minvalue)
 Hard(maxvalue)) f(Soft(minvalue) Hard(maxvalue)) m(Soft(minvalue)
 Hard(maxvalue)) n(Soft(minvalue) Hard(maxvalue)) s(Soft(minvalue)
 Hard(maxvalue)) t(Soft(minvalue) Hard(maxvalue))")

• Ulimit
Sets the resource limits on the agent computer for the duration of the job. The resource types are as follows:

• c
Indicates the core file size in kilobytes (KB).

• d
Indicates the data segment size in kilobytes (KB).

• f
Indicates the file size in kilobytes (KB).

• m
Indicates the process' virtual memory size in kilobytes (KB).

• n
Indicates the number of files.

• s
Indicates the stack size in kilobytes (KB).

• t
Specifies the CPU time in seconds.

• minvalue
Defines the minimum usage limit for the specified resource.

Note:

 The value must be less than or equal to the hard limit.
• maxvalue

Defines the maximum usage limit for the specified resource.

Note:

 The value must be greater than or equal to the soft limit.

 VariableDependencies
You can use the VariableDependencies parameter to code variable dependencies.
cwad121
HID_variabledependencies
You can use the VariableDependencies parameter to code variable dependencies.
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The VariableDependencies parameter has the following format:

VariableDependencies(Expression1(Name(name_1) Context(context_1)
 Operator(operator_1) Value(value_1))...ExpressionN(Name(name_N)
 Context(context_N) Operator(operator_N) Value(value_N))
 LogicOperation(logic_operation)) 

• ExpressionN
Specifies a variable dependency expression. To specify multiple expressions, specify this parameter for each
notification. N is an integer starting at the value 1 and must increment sequentially for each notification.
Example: 

VariableDependencies(Expression1(...) Expression2(...)
 Expression3(...))

• name_N
The name of the global variable. This name must be unique in its variable context. This name is not case-
sensitive.
Limits: Up to 128 alphanumeric or underscore characters; the first character cannot be a number

Note:

You can specify a variable that does not exist. This is helpful for setting up a dependency that checks if a
specific variable exists.

• context_N
Specifies the name of the context that the global variable belongs to.
Limits: Up to 128 alphanumeric or underscore characters

Note:

You can specify a context that does not exist. This is helpful for setting up a dependency that checks if a specific
variable exists. Entering Context() without a value specifies the DEFAULT context.

• operator_N
Specifies the expression operator. Specify one of the following values:

• EQUAL_TO
• NOT_EQUAL_TO
• LESS_THAN
• GREATER_THAN
• LESS_THAN_OR_EQUAL_TO
• GREATER_THAN_OR_EQUAL_TO
• CONTAINS
• NOT_CONTAINS
• EXISTS
• NOT_EXISTS

• value_N
Specifies the value of the global variable
Limits: Up to 1024 characters.

Note:

• To specify a value that contains spaces or special characters such as commas or equal signs, enclose the
value in single quotes.

• If operator_N is EXISTS or NOT_EXISTS, or if you want to specify an empty string, enter Value() without a
value.

• logic_operation
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Indicates how multiple variable dependency expressions are evaluated. Specify one of the following values:

• AND—All variable dependency expressions must evaluate to true before the job's variable dependencies are
considered met.

• OR—At least one variable dependency expression must evaluate to true before the job's variable
dependencies are considered met.

Example: Specifying Variable Dependencies

 Suppose that a job named UNIX_TEST_JOB is inserted into the current generation of Application VERIFY. The
job requires a global variable named QUOTA in the payroll context to exist and a global variable named SALES in
the DEFAULT context to be assigned a value greater than or equal to 1000. The following example creates the two
variable dependencies:

insertjob jobname("UNIX_TEST_JOB") application("VERIFY.0")
 jobtype("UNIX") jobparameters("Rununit(AGENT) Command(/bin/sleep)
 Args(200) USER(root) VariableDependencies(Expression1(Name(QUOTA)
 Context(payroll) Operator(EXISTS) Value()) Expression2(Name(SALES)
 Context(DEFAULT) Operator(GREATER_THAN_OR_EQUAL_TO) Value(1000))
 LogicOperation(AND))")

 jobmap Command - Create a Job Activity Report
You can create a job activity report by issuing the JOBMAP CLI command. The job activity
report contains detailed information about jobs, including job history information and the
relationship between jobs. The report can also include the last run information of jobs. You can
limit the report to specific Events, Applications, or jobs. You can use the Save log option in the
CLI output dialog to save the report as a text file.
cwad121
HID_create_job
You can create a job activity report by issuing the JOBMAP CLI command. The job activity report contains detailed
information about jobs, including job history information and the relationship between jobs. The report can also
include the last run information of jobs. You can limit the report to specific Events, Applications, or jobs. You can
use the Save log option in the CLI output dialog to save the report as a text file.

Note:

 When you minimize and maximize the CLI output dialog with more than 15000 lines of text, you may experience
a few seconds delay in the content display. We recommend that you run the CLI command using the command
prompt to avoid the delay.

You can restrict the report to display only the information that you want by specifying the JOBMAP keywords in the
command. The JOBMAP keywords are supported only in the displayfields and nodisplayfields parameters.

This command has the following format:

jobmap events("eventprefix.eventname") [jobs("job")]
 [schedulecriteria("schedulecriteria")] [displayfields("keywords")]
 [nodisplayfields("keywords")]

• events("eventprefix.eventname")
Displays information about jobs that are associated with the specified Event.

• eventprefix
Specifies the Event prefix.

• eventname
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Specifies the Event name.

Note:

You can use wildcards for the full name of the Event. Asterisk (*) represents any string of zero or more
characters. Question mark (?) represents any single character.

• jobs("job")
(Optional) Displays information about the specified job.
Default: All jobs

Note:

You can use wildcards for the job names. Asterisk (*) represents any string of zero or more characters. Question
mark (?) represents any single character.

• schedulecriteria("schedulecriteria")
(Optional) Displays information about jobs that contain the specified schedule criteria. You can also specify the
schedule criteria in a free-format statement.

• displayfields("keywords")
(Optional) Displays only the information about the specified jobmap keywords. You can specify multiple
keywords separated by commas. For example, DisplayFields("AGENT,TAG,SUCC").

Note:

 By default, only the basic job details are displayed.
• nodisplayfields("keywords")

(Optional) Does not display information about the specified jobmap keywords. You can specify multiple
keywords separated by commas.

Note:

You can specify the parameter values within double quotes, single quotes, or escape the value as follows:

• jobmap events("SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY") jobs("WIN*")
• jobmap events('SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY') jobs('WIN*')
• jobmap events(\*SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY\*)

Example: Display Information of all Jobs

This example displays information of all jobs that are associated with any of the Events:

jobmap events("*")

Example: Display the Last Run Information of Jobs that Start with WIN

The following examples display the last run information of jobs whose names start with WIN and that are triggered
by the SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY Event:

jobmap events("SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY") jobs("WIN*")

The sample output of this command is as follows:

Event Name:SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY
-----------------------------------------------------------
Application Name:VERIFY
===========================================================
  Agent Name:ESP_DEWEBUIDEMO2_7500
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  Execution Time(min):59.991684
  Event Schedule:every 30 hours
  Comment:Windows jobs
  Anticipated End Time:16:47:24 Thu 1 Sep 2016

***********************************************************
    Job Name:WINNT1
    Job Type:NT
    Job Command:SETEXITC
    Arguments To Pass:0
    Successors:WINNT2,WINNT3
    Run Schedule:DAILY
    Release Condition:(NORMAL,WINNT2),(NORMAL,WINNT3)
    Premature if execution time is less than (in minutes):45
    Auto-Resubmit failed job:RetryCount(0) RetryInterval(0)
    Exit Code:ExitCode1(Range(0) State(S)) ExitCode2(Range(1)
 State(F))
    Life Time(min):29.983334
    Anticipated End Time:16:47:24 Thu 1 Sep 2016
    Do Not Submit Before::16:47:24 Thu 01 Sep 2016
    Agent Name:R12SP1AGENT
    Execution Time(min):0.0
    Anticipated Start Time:16:47:24 Thu 1 Sep 2016
    Overdue if execution time exceeds (in minutes):67
   

***********************************************************
    Job Name:WINNT3
    Job Type:NT
    Job Command:SETEXITC
    Arguments To Pass:0
    Predecessors:WINNT1
    Successors:WINNT4
    Run Schedule:DAILY
    Release Condition:(NORMAL,WINNT4)
    Life Time(min):286.05
    Anticipated End Time:16:47:24 Thu 1 Sep 2016
    Agent Name:R12SP1AGENT
    Execution Time(min):0.0
    Anticipated Start Time:16:47:24 Thu 1 Sep 2016
   

***********************************************************
    Job Name:WINNT2
    Job Type:NT
    Job Command:SETEXITC
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    Arguments To Pass:0
    Predecessors:WINNT1
    Successors:WINNT4
    Run Schedule:DAILY
    Release Condition:(NORMAL,WINNT4)
    Life Time(min):286.05
    Anticipated End Time:16:47:24 Thu 1 Sep 2016
    Agent Name:R12SP1AGENT
    Execution Time(min):0.0
    Anticipated Start Time:16:47:24 Thu 1 Sep 2016
   

***********************************************************
    Job Name:WINNT4
    Job Type:NT
    Job Command:SETEXITC
    Arguments To Pass:0
    Predecessors:WINNT2,WINNT3
    Run Schedule:DAILY
    Life Time(min):0.0
    Anticipated End Time:16:47:24 Thu 1 Sep 2016
    Agent Name:R12SP1AGENT
    Execution Time(min):0.0
    Anticipated Start Time:16:47:24 Thu 1 Sep 2016
   

***********************************************************

Example: Display Information Based on Job Schedule Criteria

This example displays information of jobs that run on the immediate Sunday and that are triggered by the
SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY Event:

jobmap events("schedmaster.verify") schedulecriteria("sunday")

The sample output of this command is as follows:

Event Name:SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY
-----------------------------------------------------------
Application Name:VERIFY
===========================================================
  Agent Name:ESP_DEWEBUIDEMO2_7500
  Execution Time(min):60.0
  Event Schedule:every 30 hours
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  Comment:Immediate Sunday
  Anticipated End Time:01:00:00 Sun 4 Sep 2016

***********************************************************
    Job Name:WINNT1
    Job Type:NT
    Job Command:SETEXITC
    Arguments To Pass:0
    Successors:WINNT2,WINNT3
    Run Schedule:DAILY
    Release Condition:(NORMAL,WINNT2),(NORMAL,WINNT3)
    Premature if execution time is less than (in minutes):45
    Auto-Resubmit failed job:RetryCount(0) RetryInterval(0)
    Exit Code:ExitCode1(Range(0) State(S)) ExitCode2(Range(1)
 State(F))
    Life Time(min):29.983334
    Anticipated End Time:01:00:00 Sun 4 Sep 2016
    Do Not Submit Before::01:00:00 Sun 04 Sep 2016
    Agent Name:R12SP1AGENT
    Execution Time(min):0.0
    Anticipated Start Time:01:00:00 Sun 4 Sep 2016
    Overdue if execution time exceeds (in minutes):67
    Last Run:Mon Aug 22 12:41:13 IST 2016

***********************************************************
    Job Name:WINNT3
    Job Type:NT
    Job Command:SETEXITC
    Arguments To Pass:0
    Predecessors:WINNT1
    Successors:WINNT4
    Run Schedule:DAILY
    Release Condition:(NORMAL,WINNT4)
    Life Time(min):286.05
    Anticipated End Time:01:00:00 Sun 4 Sep 2016
    Agent Name:R12SP1AGENT
    Execution Time(min):0.0
    Anticipated Start Time:01:00:00 Sun 4 Sep 2016
    Last Run:Mon Aug 22 12:41:14 IST 2016

***********************************************************
    Job Name:WINNT2
    Job Type:NT
    Job Command:SETEXITC
    Arguments To Pass:0
    Predecessors:WINNT1
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    Successors:WINNT4
    Run Schedule:DAILY
    Release Condition:(NORMAL,WINNT4)
    Life Time(min):286.05
    Anticipated End Time:01:00:00 Sun 4 Sep 2016
    Agent Name:R12SP1AGENT
    Execution Time(min):0.0
    Anticipated Start Time:01:00:00 Sun 4 Sep 2016
    Last Run:Mon Aug 22 12:41:14 IST 2016

***********************************************************
    Job Name:%APPL._NAME
    Job Type:UNIX
    Job Command:/TEST.SH

    Run Schedule:DAILY
    Auto-Resubmit failed job:RetryCount(0) RetryInterval(0)
    User Name:root
    Life Time(min):0.0
    Anticipated End Time:00:00:00 Sun 4 Sep 2016
    Agent Name:R12SP1AGENT
    Execution Time(min):0.0
    Qualifier:shash14
    Anticipated Start Time:00:00:00 Sun 4 Sep 2016
   

***********************************************************
    Job Name:TASK0
    Job Type:TASK
    Agent Name:ESP_DEWEBUIDEMO2_7500
   Execution Time(min):0.0
    Run Schedule:DAILY
    Anticipated Start Time:00:00:00 Sun 4 Sep 2016
    Life Time(min):0.0
    Anticipated End Time:00:00:00 Sun 4 Sep 2016
    Last Run:Wed Aug 24 13:19:01 IST 2016

***********************************************************
    Job Name:WINNT4
    Job Type:NT
    Job Command:SETEXITC
    Arguments To Pass:0
    Predecessors:WINNT2,WINNT3
    Run Schedule:DAILY
    Life Time(min):0.0
    Anticipated End Time:01:00:00 Sun 4 Sep 2016

http://command/TEST.SH
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    Agent Name:R12SP1AGENT
    Execution Time(min):0.0
    Anticipated Start Time:01:00:00 Sun 4 Sep 2016
    Last Run:Mon Aug 22 12:41:15 IST 2016

***********************************************************

This example displays information of jobs that run on the next 10 days and that are triggered by the
SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY Event:

jobmap events("schedmaster.verify") schedulecriteria("now plus 10
 day")

The sample output of this command is as follows:

Event Name:SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY
-----------------------------------------------------------
Application Name:VERIFY
===========================================================
  Agent Name:ESP_DEWEBUIDEMO2_7500
  Execution Time(min):59.988415
  Event Schedule:every 30 hours
  Comment:Next ten days
  Anticipated End Time:16:46:40 Sun 11 Sep 2016

***********************************************************
    Job Name:WINNT1
    Job Type:NT
    Job Command:SETEXITC
    Arguments To Pass:0
    Successors:WINNT2,WINNT3
    Run Schedule:DAILY
    Release Condition:(NORMAL,WINNT2),(NORMAL,WINNT3)
    Premature if execution time is less than (in minutes):45
    Auto-Resubmit failed job:RetryCount(0) RetryInterval(0)
    Exit Code:ExitCode1(Range(0) State(S)) ExitCode2(Range(1)
 State(F))
    Life Time(min):29.983334
    Anticipated End Time:16:46:40 Sun 11 Sep 2016
    Do Not Submit Before::16:46:40 Sun 11 Sep 2016
    Agent Name:R12SP1AGENT
    Execution Time(min):0.0
    Anticipated Start Time:16:46:40 Sun 11 Sep 2016
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    Overdue if execution time exceeds (in minutes):67
    Last Run:Mon Aug 22 12:41:13 IST 2016

***********************************************************
    Job Name:WINNT3
    Job Type:NT
    Job Command:SETEXITC
    Arguments To Pass:0
    Predecessors:WINNT1
    Successors:WINNT4
    Run Schedule:DAILY
    Release Condition:(NORMAL,WINNT4)
    Life Time(min):286.05
    Anticipated End Time:16:46:40 Sun 11 Sep 2016
    Agent Name:R12SP1AGENT
    Execution Time(min):0.0
    Anticipated Start Time:16:46:40 Sun 11 Sep 2016
    Last Run:Mon Aug 22 12:41:14 IST 2016

***********************************************************
    Job Name:WINNT2
    Job Type:NT
    Job Command:SETEXITC
    Arguments To Pass:0
    Predecessors:WINNT1
    Successors:WINNT4
    Run Schedule:DAILY
    Release Condition:(NORMAL,WINNT4)
    Life Time(min):286.05
    Anticipated End Time:16:46:40 Sun 11 Sep 2016
    Agent Name:R12SP1AGENT
    Execution Time(min):0.0
    Anticipated Start Time:16:46:40 Sun 11 Sep 2016
    Last Run:Mon Aug 22 12:41:14 IST 2016

***********************************************************
    Job Name:%APPL._NAME
    Job Type:UNIX
    Job Command:/TEST.SH

    Run Schedule:DAILY
    Auto-Resubmit failed job:RetryCount(0) RetryInterval(0)
    User Name:root
    Life Time(min):0.0
    Anticipated End Time:15:46:40 Sun 11 Sep 2016
    Agent Name:R12SP1AGENT

http://command/TEST.SH
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    Execution Time(min):0.0
    Qualifier:shash14
    Anticipated Start Time:15:46:40 Sun 11 Sep 2016
   

***********************************************************
    Job Name:TASK0
    Job Type:TASK
    Agent Name:ESP_DEWEBUIDEMO2_7500
    Execution Time(min):0.0
    Run Schedule:DAILY
    Anticipated Start Time:15:46:40 Sun 11 Sep 2016
    Life Time(min):0.0
    Anticipated End Time:15:46:40 Sun 11 Sep 2016
    Last Run:Wed Aug 24 13:19:01 IST 2016

***********************************************************
    Job Name:WINNT4
    Job Type:NT
    Job Command:SETEXITC
    Arguments To Pass:0
    Predecessors:WINNT2,WINNT3
    Run Schedule:DAILY
    Life Time(min):0.0
    Anticipated End Time:16:46:40 Sun 11 Sep 2016
    Agent Name:R12SP1AGENT
    Execution Time(min):0.0
    Anticipated Start Time:16:46:40 Sun 11 Sep 2016
    Last Run:Mon Aug 22 12:41:15 IST 2016

***********************************************************

Example: Exclude Information About a Specific JOBMAP Keyword

This example excludes information about the job successors and the jobs that are triggered by the
SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY Event:

jobmap events("schedmaster.verify") NoDisplayFields("SUCC")

The sample output of this command is as follows:

Event Name:SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY
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-----------------------------------------------------------
Application Name:VERIFY
===========================================================
  Agent Name:ESP_DEWEBUIDEMO2_7500
  Execution Time(min):59.986965
  Event Schedule:every 30 hours
  Comment:exclude job successors
  Anticipated End Time:16:45:19 Thu 1 Sep 2016

***********************************************************
    Job Name:WINNT1
    Job Type:NT
    Job Command:SETEXITC
    Arguments To Pass:0
    Run Schedule:DAILY
    Release Condition:(NORMAL,WINNT2),(NORMAL,WINNT3)
    Premature if execution time is less than (in minutes):45
    Auto-Resubmit failed job:RetryCount(0) RetryInterval(0)
    Exit Code:ExitCode1(Range(0) State(S)) ExitCode2(Range(1)
 State(F))
    Life Time(min):29.983334
    Anticipated End Time:16:45:19 Thu 1 Sep 2016
    Do Not Submit Before::16:45:19 Thu 01 Sep 2016
    Agent Name:R12SP1AGENT
    Execution Time(min):0.0
    Anticipated Start Time:16:45:19 Thu 1 Sep 2016
    Overdue if execution time exceeds (in minutes):67
    Last Run:Mon Aug 22 12:41:13 IST 2016

***********************************************************
    Job Name:WINNT3
    Job Type:NT
    Job Command:SETEXITC
    Arguments To Pass:0
    Predecessors:WINNT1
    Run Schedule:DAILY
    Release Condition:(NORMAL,WINNT4)
    Life Time(min):286.05
    Anticipated End Time:16:45:19 Thu 1 Sep 2016
    Agent Name:R12SP1AGENT
    Execution Time(min):0.0
    Anticipated Start Time:16:45:19 Thu 1 Sep 2016
    Last Run:Mon Aug 22 12:41:14 IST 2016

***********************************************************
    Job Name:WINNT2
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    Job Type:NT
    Job Command:SETEXITC
    Arguments To Pass:0
    Predecessors:WINNT1
    Run Schedule:DAILY
    Release Condition:(NORMAL,WINNT4)
    Life Time(min):286.05
    Anticipated End Time:16:45:19 Thu 1 Sep 2016
    Agent Name:R12SP1AGENT
    Execution Time(min):0.0
    Anticipated Start Time:16:45:19 Thu 1 Sep 2016
    Last Run:Mon Aug 22 12:41:14 IST 2016

***********************************************************
    Job Name:%APPL._NAME
    Job Type:UNIX
    Job Command:/TEST.SH
    Run Schedule:DAILY
    Auto-Resubmit failed job:RetryCount(0) RetryInterval(0)
    User Name:root
    Life Time(min):0.0
    Anticipated End Time:15:45:19 Thu 1 Sep 2016
    Agent Name:R12SP1AGENT
    Execution Time(min):0.0
    Qualifier:shash14
    Anticipated Start Time:15:45:19 Thu 1 Sep 2016
   

***********************************************************
    Job Name:TASK0
    Job Type:TASK
    Agent Name:ESP_DEWEBUIDEMO2_7500
    Execution Time(min):0.0
    Run Schedule:DAILY
    Anticipated Start Time:15:45:19 Thu 1 Sep 2016
    Life Time(min):0.0
    Anticipated End Time:15:45:19 Thu 1 Sep 2016
    Last Run:Wed Aug 24 13:19:01 IST 2016

***********************************************************
    Job Name:WINNT4
    Job Type:NT
    Job Command:SETEXITC
    Arguments To Pass:0
    Predecessors:WINNT2,WINNT3
    Run Schedule:DAILY
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    Life Time(min):0.0
    Anticipated End Time:16:45:19 Thu 1 Sep 2016
    Agent Name:R12SP1AGENT
    Execution Time(min):0.0
    Anticipated Start Time:16:45:19 Thu 1 Sep 2016
    Last Run:Mon Aug 22 12:41:15 IST 2016

***********************************************************

 JOBMAP Keywords
You can restrict the job activity report to display only the information that you want by specifying
the jobmap keywords in the jobmap command.
cwad121
HID_jobmap_keywords
You can restrict the job activity report to display only the information that you want by specifying the jobmap
keywords in the jobmap command.

The following table includes the list of jobmap keywords you can specify in the command and the corresponding
display fields that are shown in the report:

Keywords Display Names

ABAPNAME ABAP Name

ACTION Action

ACTIVEPROCESSLIMIT Active Process Limit

ALERTNOTIFY Notification Alert

ANTICIPATEDENDTIME Anticipated End Time

ANTICIPATEDSTARTTIME Anticipated Start Time:

APPL Application:

APPLDISPL Application Display:

APPLID Home Application Name:

APPLPARAMS Application Parameters:

ARCOBJNAME Archive Object Name:

ARCOBJVARIANT Archive Object Variant:

ARCPARAMETERS Archive Parameters:

ARGS Arguments To Pass:

AS400FILE AS400 File:

AS400LIB AS400 library:

ASSIGNJOBOBJECT Assign Job Object:

ASUSER z/OS User ID:

ATTR Attributes:

ATTRIBUTESFILTER Attributes Filter

AUTHENTICATIONORDER Authentication Order:
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AUTHPASSWORD Authentication Password:

AUTHPROTOCOL Authentication Protocol:

AUTHSTRING Authorisation String:

BDCERRRATE Max. Error Rate:

BDCEXTLOG Extended Log:

BDCPROCRATE Min.Process Rate:

BDCSYSTEM Background System:

BEANNAME Bean Name:

BROADCAST Broadcast Address Name:

BYJOB Trigger by jobnames:

BYUSER Trigger by jobnames:

CALENDARS Calendars:

CCCHK CCCHK:

CCEXIT Exit Code:

CHAINID Chain Id:

CHILDMONITOR Child Monitor:

CLASSNAME Class Name:

CLIENT Client:

CLPNAME Run Program:

COMMENT Comment:

COMMUNITY Community:

COMPRESS Compression Level:

CONDITIONAL Conditional:

CONNDOMAIN Connection Domain:

CONNECTIONFACTORY Connection Factory

CONNORIGIN Connection Origin:

CONNUSER Connection User:

CONTEXTENGINEID Context Engine Id:

CONTEXTNAME Context Name:

CONTINUOUS Continuous:

COPYJCL Copy JCL:

COUNT Trigger after count:

CREATE Create:

CREATEJOBOBJECT Create Job Object:

CREATENAME Create Name:

CREATEPARAMS Create Parameters:

CREATETARGETDIRECTORIES Create Target Directories:

CREDENTIALS Credentials:

CRITICALJOB Critical Job:

CURLIB Current Library:

CUSTOMPROPERTIES Default Values Expressions:

DATASET Data Set Name:
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DATETIME Date time:

DBURL DB URL:

DBUSERTYPE DB User Type:

DEFINEDJOBQUALIFIER Job Qualifier:

DELETE Delete:

DELETESOURCEDIRECTORY Delete Source Directory:

DELETESOURCEFILE Delete Source File:

DELTA Change in Bytes:

DESC Description:

DEST Destination:

DESTINATIONFILE Destination File:

DESTINATIONNAME Destination Name:

DISTRLISTROLES Distributed List Roles:

DISTRLISTUSERS Distributed List Users:

DOMAIN Domain Name:

DONTUSEGLOBALPROXYDEFAULTS Dont Use Global Proxy Defaults:

DOWNLOADOWNER Download Owner:

DR Disable Restart:

DRIVE Drive to Monitor:

DROPDEP Drop Dependencies:

DROPEXEC Drop Execution:

DROPRES Drop Resources:

DROPVARDEP Drop Variable Dependencies:

DSN Data Set Name:

DUEOUT Overdue:

EARLYSUB Do Not Submit Before:

EMAILADDR Email Address:

EMAILLOG Email Log:

EMAILSUBJECT Email Subject:

EMAILTEXT Email Text:

EMAILWEBREPORT Email Web Report:

ENCODING Encoding:

ENCPARM Encore Parameters:

ENDPOINTURL End point URL:

ENGINEID Engine Id

ENVAR Environmental Variables:

EVENTCATEGORY Event Category:

EVENTCOMPUTER Event Computer:

EVENTDESCRIPTION Event Description:

EVENTID Event ID:

EVENTJSCRIPT Event JavaScript:

EVENTPARAM Event Parameter:
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EVENTSOURCE Event Source:

EVENTTYPE Event Type:

EXECTIME Execution Time(min):

EXIST Exist:

EXITCODE Exit Code:

EXPAND Expand:

EXPLICIT Explicit:

EXTSCHEDULER External Scheduler:

FILENAME File Name:

FILTER Filter:

FINDERNAME Finder Name:

FINDERPARAMS Finder Params:

FOLDERNAME Folder Name:

FORMAT Format:

FTP FTP:

GROUP Group:

HDFSPATHLISTCOUNT Hdfs Path List Count:

HDFSSOURCELISTCOUNT Hdfs Source List Count

HOLD Hold:

HOST Host Name:

HOSTID Host id:

HOSTURL Host URL:

INFATARGET Informatica Target:

INFOPACK Info Package:

INFORMATICAUSER Informatica User:

INITIALCONTEXTFACTORY InitialContextFactory:

INSIDEBOUNDARY Inside Boundary:

INTERACTIVEJOB Interactive Job:

INVOCATIONTYPE Invocation Type:

JCLCONTENT JCL Content:

JCLREFERENCE JCL Reference:

JOBCLASS Job Class:

JOBCOUNT Job Count:

JOBCRITERIA Job Criteria:

JOBD Job Description:

JOBID Job ID:

JOBMEMORY Job Memory:

JOBQ Job Queue:

JOBTIME Job Time:

KEYFILE Key File:

KEYFILEPASSPHRASE Key File Passphrase:

LANGUAGE Language:
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LDA Local Data Area:

LIBL Library List:

LIFETIME Life Time(min):

LOCALNAME Local File Name:

LOGNAME Event Log Name:

LOGON Logon:

LOWERBOUNDARY Lower Boundary:

MAC MAC Address:

MAXRT Overdue if execution time exceeds (in minutes):

MBEAN MBean:

MEMBER Member:

MESSAGECLASS Message Class:

METHODNAME Method Name:

MIB MIB:

MICROFUSER MicroFocus User:

MINRT Premature if execution time is less than (in minutes):

MODE Mode:

MODIFYPARAMS Modify Parameters:

MONCHILDREN Monitor Children:

MONCHILDRENDELAY Monitor Children Delay[ms]:

MONCONDITION Monitor Condition:

MONTYPE Monitor Type:

NAME Service Name:

NEEDEDSTATUS Status Type:

NOCHANGE No Change:

NODE Node:

NORUN Do Not Run Schedule:

NOSCHEDULE Event DoNotSchedule:

NOTEXIST Not Exist:

NOTIFYDISPLAYUSERS Notify Display Users:

NOTIFYEMAIL Notification Email:

NOTIFYUSERS Notify Users:

OAUSER User Name:

OPERATION Operation:

OPERATIONTYPE Operation Type:

OSUSER OS User:

OTHERS Others:

OUTDEST Output destination:

OUTDESTFORMAT Output destination format:

OUTDESTTYPE Output destination type:

OUTFILE Output File:

OUTPUTFORMAT Output Format:
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OWNER Owner:

PARAMETERS Parameters:

PARAMFILE Parameters File:

PARAMS Parameters:

PASSONSUCCESSONLY Pass On Success Only:

PERCENT Percent:

PINGHOST Ping Host:

PINGPORTS Ping Ports:

PINGTIMEOUT Ping Timeout:

PORT Port:

PORTNAME Port name:

PRED Job Predecessors:

PRESERVETIME Preserve Time:

PRINTCOPIES Print Copies:

PRINTER Printer:

PRINTPARAMETERS Print Parameters:

PRINTSTYLE Print Style:

PRIORITYCLASS Priority Class:

PRIVPASSWORD Private Password

PRIVPROTOCOL Private Protocol:

PROCCLIENT Process Client:

PROCESSMEMORY Process Memory:

PROCESSNAME Process Name:

PROCESSPRIORITY Process Priority:

PROCESSTIME Process Time:

PROCESSTYPE Process Type:

PROCSTATUS Process Status:

PROCTYPE Process Type:

PROCUSER Process User:

PROFILE Profile:

PROGRAM Program:

PROGRAMDATALIST Program Data List:

PROGRAMDISPL Program Display:

PROVIDERURL Provider URL:

PROXYDOMAIN Proxy Domain:

PROXYHOST Proxy Host

PROXYORIGIN Origin host name (proxy):

PROXYPORT Proxy Port:

PROXYUSER Proxy User:

PSOPRID PS Operation ID:

PSRFFOLDERNAME Folder Name:

QUOTEINDEFAULT Quote In Default:
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READYONENTER Script:

READYONENTER Script:

READYONENTERSCRIPT Script:

RECIPIENTS SAP Recipients:

RECURSIVE Recursive:

RELCOUNT Release Count:

RELDELAY Delay Submission when eligible by (min):

RELEASE Release Condition:

REMOTECOMMANDCOUNT Remote Command Count:

REMOTEDIR Remote Directory:

REMOTENAME Remote File Name:

REMOTETARGET Remote Target:

RENAMESOURCEFILETO Rename Source File To:

REPOSITORYNAME Repository Name:

REQSET Request Set Short Name:

REQSETDISPL Request Set Display Name:

REQUEST Request:

REQUESTTOCOPY Request To Copy:

RESOURCEDEPENDENCIES Resource Dependencies:

RESP Responsibility:

RESUMESCHEDULE Event Resume:

RETRY Auto-Resubmit failed job:

RETURNCLASSNAME Return class name:

RETURNDATATYPE Return Data Type:

RETURNNAMESPACE Return Namespace:

RETURNXMLNAME Return XML type:

RFCDEST RFC Destination:

RUN Run Schedule:

RUNCNTLID Run Control Id:

RUNCNTLTABLECOUNT Run Control Table Count:

RUNUNIT Agent Name:

SAPFAILUREMSG SAP Failure Message:

SAPSUCCESSMSG SAP Sucess Message:

SAPTS Target System:

SAVEOP Save Output:

SCHEDULE Event Schedule:

SCOPE Scope:

SCRIPT Script To Run:

SENDINFORM Send In form:

SERVERADDRESS Server Address:

SERVERNAME Server Name:

SERVERPORT Server Port:
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SERVICENAME Service name:

SETTOCOPY Set To Copy:

SHELL Shell:

SHRINK Shrink:

SIZE Size:

SKIPPARMUPDATES Skip Parmater Updates:

SNMPHOST SNMP Host:

SNMPNOTIFY Notification SNMP:

SNMPUSER SNMP User:

SPNAME Stored Procedure Name:

SPOOLFILE Spool File:

SQL SQL:

STARTMODE Start Mode:

STEPMSGS SAP R3 Step Attributes:

STEPNAME Step Name:

STEPNUM Step Number:

SUBAPPL Sub Application:

SUBTREE Sub Tree:

SUCC Job Successors:

SUCCESSPATTERN SuccessPattern:

SUSPENDSCHEDULE Event Suspend:

TABLENAME Table Name:

TABLEVIEW Table View:

TAG Tag:

TARGETDB Target DB:

TARGETJOBNAME Target Job Name:

TARGETNAMESPACE TargetNamespace:

TARGETOSTYPE Target OS Type:

TASKNAME Task Name:

TEMPLATELANGUAGE Template Language:

TEMPLATENAME Template Name:

TEMPLATETERRITORY Template Territory:

TIMEFORMAT Time format:

TIMEPOS Time position:

TIMEZONE Time Zone:

TRACK Track:

TRANSFERDIRECTION Transfer Direction:

TRANSFERTYPE Transfer Type:

TRIGCONDITION Trigger Condition:

TRIGTYPE Trigger Type:

TYPESFILTER Types Filter

ULIMIT Ulimit:
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UPDATE Update:

UPPERBOUNDARY Upper Boundary:

URL URL:

USEARGDEFAULTS Use Argument Defaults:

USEAVAILFORBOUNDARIES Use Available For Boundaries:

USER User Name:

USERNAME User Name:

USESETDEFAULTSFIRST Use Set Defaults First:

USESSL SSL Connection:

USETOPIC Use Topic:

VARIABLEDEPENDENCIES Variable Dependencies:

VERSION Version:

WAITEXIST Wait Exist:

WAITMODE Wait Mode:

WAKEPWD Password:

WEBPOSTING Web Posting:

WORKFLOWINSTANCENAME Workflow Instance Name:

WORKFLOWNAME Workflow Name:

WSDLURL WSDL URL:

WSSPARTSNUM WS-Security parameters:

XPATH XPath:

 lastrun Command - Display the Last Run Information of a Job
You can display information about the last runs of a job by issuing the LASTRUN command.
cwad121
HID_display_last_run
You can display information about the last runs of a job by issuing the LASTRUN command.

This command has the following format:

lastrun job("job") [application("application")] [runs(runs)]

• job("job")
Specifies the job to list.

• application("application")
(Optional) Specifies the name of the Application containing the job.

• runs(runs)
(Optional) Defines the number of runs to list.
Default: Previous ten runs of the job

Example: Display the Last Run Information of a Job

The following example displays the last run information of a job:

lastrun job("WINNT1") application("VERIFY")
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WINNT1
  Job type:        NT
  Start time:      Fri Oct 26 17:58:54 GMT+05:30 2007
  End time:        Fri Oct 26 17:58:54 GMT+05:30 2007
  Application:     VERIFY.2
  State:           COMPLETE
  Completion Code: 0
WINNT1
  Job type:        NT
  Start time:      Fri Oct 26 17:52:31 GMT+05:30 2007
  End time:        Fri Oct 26 17:52:31 GMT+05:30 2007
  Application:     VERIFY.1
  State:           COMPLETE
  Completion Code: 0

 listaetdata Command - List Average Execution Time Data
You can list average execution time (AET) data by issuing the LISTAETDATA command.
cwad121
HID_list_aet_data
You can list average execution time (AET) data by issuing the LISTAETDATA command.

This command has the following format:

listaetdata [applicationname("applicationname")] [jobname("jobname")] [profile("profile")] [olderthan("olderthan")] [showdetail(true|
false)]

• applicationname("applicationname")
(Optional) Lists AET data that are associated with the specified Application name. Specify a regular expression
for the Application name.
Example: applicationname("payroll")

Note:  To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find
these rules on the Internet by searching for "java pattern".

• jobname("jobname")
(Optional) Lists AET data that are associated with the specified job name. Specify a regular expression for the
job name.
Example: jobname("job1.qual")

Note:

• If the job has a qualifier, specify jobname.qualifier, for example, JBC.qual2.
• To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find these

rules on the Internet by searching for "java pattern".
• profile("profile")

(Optional) Lists AET data that are associated with the specified profile name. Specify a regular expression for
the profile name.
Example: profile("last")

Note:

• To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find these
rules on the Internet by searching for "java pattern".

• To list AET data from the default profile, specify a single space.
• olderthan("olderthan")

(Optional) Lists the AET data older than a scheduled time.
Example: olderthan("now less 1 month")
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Note:

• If a job profile was updated after the specified time, the AET data for the profile is not returned. Assume that
a job has two profiles (prof1 and prof 2). prof1 was last updated more than one month ago and prof2 was
last updated one week ago. In this example, listaetdata olderthan("now less 1 month") returns AET data for
prof1, but not prof2.

• The value must be a schedule criteria statement that resolves to a date and time. For more information about
schedule criteria, see Schedule Criteria.

• showdetail(true|false)
(Optional) Indicates whether you want to display detailed information about the last ten executions of the job.
Options are as follows:

• true
Displays detailed information about the last ten job executions, including generation number and execution
time.

• false
Does not display detailed information about the last ten job executions.

Default: showdetail(false)

Examples: List AET Data

• This command lists detailed AET data for the default job profile:

listaetdata profile(' ') showdetail(true)

The output of the command is as follows:

Application name:[EXT12] job name:[EXT1] profile name:
[ ] agent[ESP_CYBER-TEST03_CA_COM_7500] last update:
[2010-06-11 17:45:12.0] average execute time: [8 seconds] average life time: [3 seconds]
details:
    Generation #2:8 seconds
    Generation #3:10 seconds
    Generation #4:9 seconds
    Generation #5:7 seconds
    Generation #6:9 seconds
    Generation #7:10 seconds
Application name:[EXT5] job name:[EXT5] profile name:
[ ] agent[MB9_AGT] last update:
[2010-06-11 17:45:09.0] average execute time: [4 seconds] average life time: [6 seconds]
details:
    Generation #2:5 seconds
    Generation #3:5 seconds
    Generation #4:5 seconds
    Generation #5:5 seconds
    Generation #6:4 seconds
    Generation #7:5 seconds
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• This command lists the AET data of all the jobs whose names end with 1 in the VERIFY Application:

listaetdata applicationname("VERIFY") jobname(".+1")

The output of the command is as follows:

Application name:[VERIFY] job name:[LINUX1] profile name:
[ ] agent[HP_AG] last update:
[2010-06-07 01:25:26.273] average execute time: [3 seconds] average life time: [4 seconds]

• This command lists the AET data that is older than a month:

listaetdata olderthan("now less 1 month")

The output of the command is as follows:

Application name:[TEST] job name:[LINK0] profile name:
[PROF TUE] agent[ESP_CYBER-TEST03_CA_COM_7500] last update:
[2010-04-28 10:21:05.0] average execute time: [5 seconds] average life time: [3 seconds]
Application name:[CYBER] job name:[WIN] profile name:
[PROF TUE] agent[ESP_CYBER-TEST03_CA_COM_7500] last update:
[2010-04-27 14:21:05.0] average execute time: [4 seconds] average life time: [2 seconds]

• This command lists the AET data for the LINK0 job in the TAG Application:

listaetdata applicationname("TAG") jobname("LINK0")

The output of the command is as follows:

Application name:[TAG] job name:[LINK0] profile name:
[MONDAY] agent[ESP_CYBER-TEST03_CA_COM_7500] last update:
[2010-05-28 10:21:05.0] average execute time: [5 seconds] average life time: [2 seconds]

• This command lists the AET data of all jobs whose names start with J and end with C in the RSV Application:
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listaetdata applicationname("RSV") jobname("J.+C")

The output of the command is as follows:

Application name:[RSV] job name:[JC] profile name:
[ ] agent[HP_AG] last update:
[2010-06-07 01:25:26.273] average execute time: [3 seconds] average life time: [4 seconds]
Application name:[RSV] job name:[JBBC] profile name:
[ ] agent[HP_AG] last update:
[2010-06-07 01:25:26.273] average execute time: [5 seconds] average life time: [2 seconds]

• This command lists the AET data of all jobs whose names start with abc, follow with a single character, and end
with def:

listaetdata jobname("abc.def")

The output of the command is as follows:

Application name:[TTT] job name:[abc.def] profile name:
[ ] agent[MS4] last update:
[2010-06-09 09:25:26.273] average execute time: [2 seconds] average life time: [4 seconds]
Application name:[TTT] job name:[abcxdef] profile name:
[ ] agent[HP_AG] last update:
[2010-06-09 06:25:26.273] average execute time: [8 seconds] average life time: [2 seconds]

 listapplication Command - Display Status Information for an Application
The LISTAPPLICATION command lets you view the status information for an Application
including state, anticipated end time, and percentage completion.
cwad121
HID_display_status
The LISTAPPLICATION command lets you view the status information for an Application including state,
anticipated end time, and percentage completion.

This command has the following format:

listapplication application("application") [summary(true|
false)] [gen(gen)] [state("state")] [oldest(true|
false)] [job(joblist("joblist"))] [subappl("subappl")] [critpath(true|
false)]

• application("application")
Specifies the name of the Application to list.

• summary(true|false)
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(Optional) Specifies whether to display the Application summary. Options are as follows:

• true
Displays the application summary.

• false
Does not display the application summary.

Default: summary(false)
• gen(gen)

(Optional) Identifies the generation of the Application. You can specify 0 to list the most recent generation. You
can specify a negative generation number to display a previous generation relative to the current generation.
Default: All active Applications are displayed.
Example: -1 displays the previous generation.

• state("state")
(Optional) Specifies whether to list active, complete, or all Application generations. Options are as follows:

• active
Lists active Application generations.

• complete
Lists complete Application generations.

• all
Lists all Applications generations.

Default: All active generations of the specified Application are listed.
• oldest(true|false)

(Optional) Specifies whether to list only the oldest incomplete generation. Options are as follows:

• true
Lists only the oldest incomplete generation.

• false
Lists all incomplete generations.

Default: oldest(false)
• job(joblist(“joblist”))

(Optional) Lists a specific job in the Application. To specify more than one job, separate the jobs by commas.
Example: job(joblist("job0,job1,job2"))

• subappl("subappl")
(Optional) Limits the listing to the specified subApplication.

• critpath(true|false)
(Optional) Specifies whether to list only jobs on the critical path. This parameter only works with active
Applications. Options are as follows:

• true
Lists only jobs on the critical path.

• false
Lists all jobs.

Default: critpath(false)

Example: Display the Status Information of an Application

The following example displays the Application summary of generation 1 of the Application app_name:

listapplication application("app_name") summary(true) gen(1)

 purgeaetdata Command - Purge Average Execution Time Data
You can delete average execution time (AET) data by issuing the PURGEAETDATA command.
All the information about the job execution is removed from the database.
cwad121
HID_purge_aet_data
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You can delete average execution time (AET) data by issuing the PURGEAETDATA command. All the
information about the job execution is removed from the database.

This command has the following format:

purgeaetdata [applicationname("applicationname")] [jobname("jobname")] [profile("profile")] [olderthan("olderthan")]

• applicationname("applicationname")
(Optional) Deletes AET data that are associated with the specified Application name. Specify a regular
expression for the Application name.
Example: applicationname("payroll")

Note:  To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find
these rules on the Internet by searching for "java pattern".

• jobname("jobname")
(Optional) Deletes AET data that are associated with the specified job name. Specify a regular expression for
the job name.
Example: jobname("job1.qual")

Note:

• If the job has a qualifier, specify jobname.qualifier, for example, JBC.qual2.
• To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find these

rules on the Internet by searching for "java pattern".
• profile("profile")

(Optional) Deletes AET data that are associated with the specified profile name. Specify a regular expression for
the profile name.
Example: profile("last")

Note:

• To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find these
rules on the Internet by searching for "java pattern".

• To delete AET data from the default profile, specify a single space.
• olderthan("olderthan")

(Optional) Deletes AET data older than a scheduled time.
Example: olderthan("now less 1 month")

Note:

• If a job profile was updated after the specified time, the AET data for the profile is not deleted. Assume that a
job has two profiles (prof1 and prof 2). prof1 was last updated more than one month ago and prof2 was last
updated one week ago. In this example, purgeaetdata olderthan("now less 1 month") deletes AET data for
prof1, but not prof2.

• The value must be a schedule criteria statement that resolves to a date and time. For more information about
schedule criteria, see Schedule Criteria.

Examples: Purge AET Data

• Deletes the AET data of all the jobs whose names end with 1 in the VERIFY Application:

purgeaetdata applicationname("verify") jobname(".+1")

• Deletes the AET data for the default job profile:
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purgeaetdata profile(' ')

• Deletes the AET data that is older than a month:

purgeaetdata olderthan("now less 1 month")

 purgehomelessjobaetdata Command - Purge the AET data job

PURGEHOMELESSJOBAETDATA: Purges the AET data job for non-existent applications.

This command has the following format:

 purgehomelessjobaetdata
    

 Events CLI Commands
You can issue the following CLI commands against Events:
cwad121
HID_events_cmds
You can issue the following CLI commands against Events:

 bypassevent Command - Bypass a Future Execution of an Event
You can bypass a future scheduled execution of an Event to prevent the server from triggering
it at its scheduled time. You can bypass an Event execution by issuing the BYPASSEVENT
command.
cwad121
HID_bypass_event
You can bypass a future scheduled execution of an Event to prevent the server from triggering it at its scheduled
time. You can bypass an Event execution by issuing the BYPASSEVENT command.

This command has the following format:

bypassevent event("eventprefix.eventname") [at("yyyy.MMM.dd HH:mm:ss:SSS")] [triggeradd("triggeradd")]

• event("eventprefix.eventname")
Identifies the Event that you want to bypass.

• eventprefix
Specifies the Event prefix.

• eventname
Specifies the Event name.

• at("yyyy.MMM.dd HH:mm:ss:SSS")
(Optional) Specifies the scheduled time of the Event execution to bypass.

Note:  You can issue the LISTEVENTSCHEDULE command to view the scheduled time of the Event.
• triggeradd("triggeradd")

(Optional) Specifies an Event execution that was manually triggered as an addition to the schedule (trigger add)
to bypass.

Note:  You can issue the LISTEVENTSCHEDULE command to view the Event execution.
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Note:  Specify the at operand or the triggeradd operand, but not both. If you do not specify either operand, the
server bypasses the next execution of the Event.

Example: Bypass the Next Scheduled Execution of an Event

Suppose that an Event triggers at 7 p.m. daily. At 3 p.m., you decide that the Event should not run that night. To
prevent the Event from running, you bypass it using the following command:

bypassevent event("it.applsmall")

Example: Bypass a Future Scheduled Execution of an Event

This example bypasses the schedmaster.verify Event execution that is scheduled for November 17, 2010 at 9:00
p.m.:

bypassevent event("schedmaster.verify") at("2010.Nov.17 21:00:00.000")

 hold Command - Hold an Event
If you want to prevent an Event from triggering, you can hold the Event. The Event remains in a
held state until you release it. You can hold an Event by issuing the HOLD command.
cwad121
HID_hold_event_cli
If you want to prevent an Event from triggering, you can hold the Event. The Event remains in a held state until you
release it. You can hold an Event by issuing the HOLD command.

This command has the following format:

hold event("eventprefix.eventname")

• event("eventprefix.eventname")
Identifies the Event that you want to hold.

• eventprefix
Specifies the Event prefix.

• eventname
Specifies the Event name.

Example: Hold an Event

The following example holds an Event:

hold event("schedmaster.verify")

 listevent Command - List Events
You can update, control, or check the status of Events that are defined on your system. You can
list Events by issuing the LISTEVENT command.
cwad121
HID_list_event
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You can update, control, or check the status of Events that are defined on your system. You can list Events by
issuing the LISTEVENT command.

This command has the following format:

listevent [name("eventprefix.eventname")] 

• name("eventprefix.eventname")
(Optional) Identifies the Event that you want to list.

• eventprefix
Specifies the Event prefix.

• eventname
Specifies the Event name.

Default: All Events

Note:  You can include a wildcard for a partial name. For example, EV* displays all the Events with prefixes that
start with EV. * represents any string of zero or more characters. ? represents any single character.

Example: Display an Event

The following example command displays an Event:

listevent name("scheduser.app002")

The output of the command is as follows:

Prefix and name: SCHEDUSER.APP002
Application name: APP002
Type: Date-Time/Manual
Next scheduled time: Tue Sep 04 15:00:00 EDT 2007
Hold count: 0
Suspend count: 0
Status: 
Last modified time: Mon Sep 03 14:41:05 EDT 2007
Last modified by: SCHEDUSER

 listeventschedule Command - List Next Scheduled Events
You can display a list of Events that are scheduled within a specific time period. The default is
the next 24 hours. For each scheduled Event execution, the Event name, its scheduled time,
and its Application parameters are displayed. Additional details are displayed for bypassed
and manually triggered Event executions. You can display scheduled Events by issuing the
LISTEVENTSCHEDULE command.
cwad121
HID_list_event_schedule
You can display a list of Events that are scheduled within a specific time period. The default is the next 24 hours.
For each scheduled Event execution, the Event name, its scheduled time, and its Application parameters are
displayed. Additional details are displayed for bypassed and manually triggered Event executions. You can display
scheduled Events by issuing the LISTEVENTSCHEDULE command.
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This command has the following format:

listeventschedule event("eventprefix.eventname") from("from") to("to") count(count)

• event("eventprefix.eventname")
Identifies the Event that you want to list scheduled executions for.

• eventprefix
Specifies the Event prefix.

• eventname
Specifies the Event name.

Note:  You can include the asterisk (*) wildcard for a partial name. For example, EV* displays all the Events with
prefixes that start with EV. The asterisk represents any string of zero or more characters.

• from("from")
Specifies the starting time and date of the schedule's period.

• to("to")
Specifies the ending time and date of the schedule's period.

• count(count)
Specifies the number of scheduled Event executions to list.
Limits: 1 and greater

Examples: List Next Scheduled Events

• The following example lists the next three scheduled test.test Event executions between two dates:

listeventschedule event("test.test") from("2010/10/11") to("2010/10/13") count(3)

• The following example lists the next scheduled test.test Event execution in the next three hours:

listeventschedule event("test.test") from("now") to("now plus 3 hours") count(1)

 release Command - Release a Held Event
Before a held Event can be triggered, you must release it. If the Event missed a scheduled
execution while on hold, the server immediately triggers the Event once, regardless of the
number of missed executions. You can release an Event by issuing the RELEASE command.
cwad121
HID_release_event
Before a held Event can be triggered, you must release it. If the Event missed a scheduled execution while on hold,
the server immediately triggers the Event once, regardless of the number of missed executions. You can release an
Event by issuing the RELEASE command.

This command has the following format:

release event("eventprefix.eventname")

• event("eventprefix.eventname")
Identifies the Event that you want to release.
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• eventprefix
Specifies the Event prefix.

• eventname
Specifies the Event name.

Example: Hold and Release an Event

Consider the following scenario:

• At 3 p.m., you are asked to postpone an Event 'ACCNT.PAYROLL. ACCNT.PAYROLL' is processed at 4 p.m.
daily.

• You hold the Event 'ACCNT.PAYROLL.'
• At 4 p.m., the server sees that the Event is on hold and does not process ACCNT.PAYROLL.
• At 5 p.m., you are instructed to let ACCNT.PAYROLL process.
• You release the Event 'ACCNT.PAYROLL.'

By default, the Event then processes because the server knows that the Event missed its scheduled execution at 4
p.m.

The following example releases an Event:

release event("ACCNT.PAYROLL")

 resume Command - Resume a Suspended Event
To resume the execution of a suspended Event, issue the RESUME command. 
cwad121
HID_resume_event
To resume the execution of a suspended Event, issue the RESUME command. 

Note:   An Event can be automatically suspended and resumed at certain times. For more information about
automatically suspending and resuming an Event, see Suspend an Event.

This command has the following format:

resume event("eventprefix.eventname")

•  event("eventprefix.eventname")
Identifies the Event that you want to resume.

•   eventprefix 
Specifies the Event prefix.

•   eventname 
Specifies the Event name.

 Example: Resume a Suspended Event 

The following example resumes a suspended Event:

resume event("schedmaster.verify")

 scheduleallevents Command - Reschedule Events
You can reschedule all Events containing a schedule statement by issuing the
SCHEDULEALLEVENTS command. You can also use this command to reevaluate the
schedules of specific Events and reschedule those Events when their calendars are updated.
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cwad121
HID_reschedule_event
You can reschedule all Events containing a schedule statement by issuing the SCHEDULEALLEVENTS command.
You can also use this command to reevaluate the schedules of specific Events and reschedule those Events when
their calendars are updated.

Warning:

When you update the Calendar of an Event, the Event may not get refreshed automatically. Hence, we
recommend that you first reevaluate the schedule of the Event and then reschedule the Event.

This command has the following format:

scheduleallevents [verbose(true|false)]
 eventnames("eventprefix.eventname") reevaluateschedules(true|false)

• verbose(true|false)
(Optional) Specifies whether to display details. Options are as follows:

• true
Displays details of rescheduled Events.

• false
Does not display details of rescheduled Events.

Default: verbose(false)
• eventnames("eventprefix.eventname")Identifies the Events that you want to reschedule. Use this parameter

only when you want to reschedule specific Events whose calendars are updated.

• eventprefix
Specifies the Event prefix.

• eventname
Specifies the Event name.

• reevaluateschedules(true|false)
Specifies whether to reevaluate the schedules for the specified Events. Options are as follows:

• true
Reevaluates the Event schedule.

• false

Does not reevaluate the Event schedule.

Default: reevaluateschedules(false)

Note:

Set this option to true when you want to reschedule specific Events whose calendars are updated.

Examples:

The following example reschedules all Events containing a schedule statement:

scheduleallevents

The following example reschedules the Events (SCHEDMASTER.EVENT0, SCHEDMASTER.EVENT1, and
SCHEDMASTER.EVENT2) after reevaluating their schedules:
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scheduleallevents
 eventnames("SCHEDMASTER.EVENT0","SCHEDMASTER.EVENT1","SCHEDMASTER.EVENT2")
 reevaluateschedules(true)

 suspend Command - Suspend an Event
To prevent an Event from triggering, you can instruct the server to suspend it. The Event
remains suspended until you resume it.
cwad121
HID_suspend_event_cli
To prevent an Event from triggering, you can instruct the server to suspend it. The Event remains suspended until
you resume it.

The server handles suspended Events as follows:

• For scheduled Events, the server does not schedule the Event until the Event is resumed. The server ignores
any missed scheduled executions while the Event is suspended.

• For monitor Events, the server does not trigger the Event until the Event is resumed. The agent monitoring for
the Event stops monitoring while the Event is suspended.

• For manual Events, you cannot trigger the Event until the Event is resumed.

Note:   An Event can be automatically suspended and resumed at certain times. For more information about
automatically suspending and resuming an Event, see Suspend an Event.

This command has the following format:

suspend event("eventprefix.eventname")

•  event("eventprefix.eventname")
Identifies the Event that you want to suspend.

•   eventprefix 
Specifies the Event prefix.

•   eventname 
Specifies the Event name.

 Example: Suspend an Event 

The following example suspends an Event:

suspend event("schedmaster.verify")

 triggeradd Command - Trigger an Event as an Addition to the Schedule
You can manually trigger an Event as an addition to the schedule by issuing the TRIGGERADD
command.
cwad121
HID_trigger_event_addn
You can manually trigger an Event as an addition to the schedule by issuing the TRIGGERADD command.

Note:  For more information about how Events can be triggered, see Triggering an Event.
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This command has the following format:

triggeradd event("eventprefix.eventname") [at("at")]
 [hold(true|false)] [u1("u1")] [u2("u2")] [u3("u3")] [u4("u4")]
 [rootjobs(job("job"))] [vars(prop(name("name") val("val")),...)+]

•  event("eventprefix.eventname")
Identifies the Event that you want to trigger as an addition to the schedule.

•   eventprefix 
Specifies the Event prefix.

•   eventname 
Specifies the Event name.

•  at("at")
(Optional) Defines the trigger time.
Default: now

•  hold(true|false)
(Optional) Specifies whether to trigger the Event on hold. Options are as follows:

•  true
Triggers the Event on hold.

•  false
Does not trigger the Event on hold.

Default: hold(false)
•  u1("u1")

(Optional) Defines the 1st user parameter.
•  u2("u2")

(Optional) Defines the 2nd user parameter.
•  u3("u3")

(Optional) Defines the 3rd user parameter.
•  u4("u4")

(Optional) Defines the 4th user parameter.
•  rootjobs(job("job"))

(Optional) Specifies a root job in the Application. To specify more than one root job, separate the jobs by
commas.
Example: job("winnt3,winnt2")

•  vars(prop(name("name") val("val")),…)
(Optional) Identifies a list of property/value pairs to pass to the Event. Separate each property/value pair with a
comma.
Example: prop(name("p1") val("aa")), prop(name("p2") val("bb"))

 Example: Trigger an Event as an Addition to the Schedule 

The following example lets you trigger an Event in addition to the schedule:

triggeradd event("schedmaster.verify")

 triggerreplace Command - Trigger an Event to Replace the Next Execution
When you trigger an Event to run an Application at a specified time, you can replace the next
scheduled or expected execution of the Event by issuing the TRIGGERREPLACE command.
cwad121
HID_trigger_event_exec
When you trigger an Event to run an Application at a specified time, you can replace the next scheduled or
expected execution of the Event by issuing the TRIGGERREPLACE command.
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This command has the following format:

triggerreplace event("eventprefix.eventname") [at("at")] [hold(true|
false)] [u1("u1")] [u2("u2")] [u3("u3")] [u4("u4")] [rootjobs(job("job"))]

• event("eventprefix.eventname")
Identifies the Event that you want to trigger as a replacement of the next scheduled or expected execution of the
Event.

• eventprefix
Specifies the Event prefix.

• eventname
Specifies the Event name.

• at("at")
(Optional) Defines the trigger time.
Default: now

• hold(true|false)
(Optional) Specifies whether to trigger the Event on hold. Options are as follows:

• true
Triggers the Event on hold.

• false
Does not trigger the Event on hold.

Default: hold(false)
• u1("u1")

(Optional) Defines the 1st user parameter.
• u2("u2")

(Optional) Defines the 2nd user parameter.
• u3("u3")

(Optional) Defines the 3rd user parameter.
• u4("u4")

(Optional) Defines the 4th user parameter.
• rootjobs(job("job"))

(Optional) Specifies a root job in the Application. To specify more than one root job, separate the root jobs by
commas.
Example: job("winnt3,winnt2")

Example: Trigger an Event to Replace the Next Execution

The following example lets you trigger an Event to replace the next execution:

triggerreplace event("schedmaster.verify")

 unbypassevent Command - Unbypass a Future Execution of an Event
If you bypass a future scheduled execution of an Event, you can cancel it. The server
triggers the Event at its scheduled time. You can unbypass an Event execution by issuing the
UNBYPASSEVENT command.
cwad121
HID_unbypass_exec
If you bypass a future scheduled execution of an Event, you can cancel it. The server triggers the Event at its
scheduled time. You can unbypass an Event execution by issuing the UNBYPASSEVENT command.
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This command has the following format:

unbypassevent event("eventprefix.eventname") [at("yyyy.MMM.dd HH:mm:ss:SSS")] [triggeradd("triggeradd")]

• event("eventprefix.eventname")
Identifies the Event that you want to unbypass.

• eventprefix
Specifies the Event prefix.

• eventname
Specifies the Event name.

• at("yyyy.MMM.dd HH:mm:ss:SSS")
(Optional) Specifies the scheduled time of the Event execution to unbypass.

Note:  You can issue the LISTEVENTSCHEDULE command to view the scheduled time of the Event.
• triggeradd("triggeradd")

(Optional) Specifies an Event execution that was manually triggered as an addition to the schedule (trigger add)
to unbypass.

Note:  You can issue the LISTEVENTSCHEDULE command to view the Event execution.

Note:  Specify the at operand or the triggeradd operand, but not both. If you do not specify either operand, the
server unbypasses the next execution of the Event.

Examples: Unbypass a Future Scheduled Execution of an Event

• The following example unbypasses the next scheduled execution of the it.applsmall Event:

unbypassevent event("it.applsmall")

• The following example unbypasses the Event execution that is scheduled to be bypassed at November 17,
2010 at 9:00 p.m.:

unbypassevent event("schedmaster.verify") at("2010.Nov.17 21:00:00.000")

 Global Variables CLI Commands
You can issue the following CLI commands against global variables:
cwad121
HID_global_var
You can issue the following CLI commands against global variables:

 decrementvar Command - Decrement an Integer-valued Global Variable
If a global variable value is an integer, you can decrement the value by 1. To decrement a global
variable value, issue the DECREMENTVAR command.
cwad121
HID_decrement_var
If a global variable value is an integer, you can decrement the value by 1. To decrement a global variable value,
issue the DECREMENTVAR command.
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Note:  If the specified global variable does not exist, the variable is created and its value is set to -1. If the specified
global variable is already assigned the minimum integer value (-263), its value is set to -1. If the value of the
specified global variable is not an integer, you get an error.

The command has the following format:

decrementvar name("name") [context("context")]

• name("name")
Defines the name of the global variable. This name must be unique in its variable context. This name is not
case-sensitive.
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters. The first character cannot be a number.

• context("context")
(Optional) Defines the name of the context that the global variable belongs to.
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters
Default: DEFAULT context
Examples: "payroll", “01_group”

Example: Decrement an Integer-valued Global Variable

Suppose that a global variable named maxnum in the DEFAULT context contains a value of 10. The following
example command decrements the value of the maxnum variable by 1:

decrementvar name("maxnum")

The output of the command is as follows:

Command successful.
Value=9

 deletevar Command - Delete a Global Variable
If a global variable is no longer in use, you can delete the global variable. To delete a global
variable, issue the DELETEVAR command.
cwad121
HID_delete_var
If a global variable is no longer in use, you can delete the global variable. To delete a global variable, issue the
DELETEVAR command.

Note:  If you delete a global variable that is specified in a %VAR statement in a job definition field, the server
submits the job with the %VAR statement unresolved.

This command has the following format:

deletevar name("name") [context("context")]

• name("name")
Specifies the name of the global variable. This name is not case-sensitive.
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters. The first character cannot be a number.
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• context("context")
(Optional) Specifies the name of the context that the global variable belongs to.
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters
Default: DEFAULT context
Examples: "payroll", “01_group”

Example: Delete a Global Variable

This example deletes a global variable 'statusmsg' from the DEFAULT context:

deletevar name("statusmsg")

 deletevarctx Command - Delete a Global Variable Context
If a global variable context is no longer in use, you can delete the context. Deleting a context
also deletes all its global variables. To delete a context, issue the DELETEVARCTX command.
cwad121
HID_delete_var_cont
If a global variable context is no longer in use, you can delete the context. Deleting a context also deletes all its
global variables. To delete a context, issue the DELETEVARCTX command.

Note:  If you delete a global variable that is specified in a %VAR statement in a job definition field, the server
submits the job with the %VAR statement unresolved.

This command has the following format:

deletevarctx context("context")

• context("context")
Specifies the name of the context that the global variable belongs to.
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters
Examples: "payroll", “01_group”

Note:

 To delete the context, you must have Alter permission for all the global variables in the specified context or for
the context itself.

Example: Delete a Global Variable Context

Suppose that you have Alter permission for the global variable context named 01_group. This example deletes the
01_group context:

deletevarctx context("01_group")

 dropvardep Command - Drop Variable Dependencies
You can drop some or all of a job's variable dependencies before the job becomes eligible
for submission if the job no longer needs to wait for variable dependencies, or you want
the job to become eligible for submission sooner. To drop variable dependencies, issue the
DROPVARDEP command.
cwad121
HID_drop_var_dep
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You can drop some or all of a job's variable dependencies before the job becomes eligible for submission if the job
no longer needs to wait for variable dependencies, or you want the job to become eligible for submission sooner. To
drop variable dependencies, issue the DROPVARDEP command.

Note:

• You can drop a dependency only for a running Application.
• To verify that the variable dependencies are dropped, issue the EVALVARDEP command to list the remaining

variable dependencies of the job.

This command has the following format:

dropvardep appl("appl") gen(gen) jobname("jobname") [qualifier("qualifier")] drop(all) | drop(name("name") context("context") operator("operator") value("value")) 

• appl("appl")
Specifies the name of the Application that the job belongs to.
Limits: 1-128 characters
Examples: "calcpay", "_process", “01prod”

• gen(gen)
Specifies the Application generation number.

• jobname("jobname")
Specifies the name of the job.
Limits: 1-128 characters
Examples: "job01", "_job1", “01_job”

• qualifier("qualifier")
(Optional) Specifies the job qualifier.
Limits: 1-128 characters
Examples: "unix01", "_unix1", “01_unix”

• drop(all) | drop(name("name") context("context") operator("operator") value("value"))
Specifies whether to drop all the variable dependencies or a specific variable dependency of a job. Options are
as follows:

• drop(all)
Indicates that all the variable dependencies of the job will be dropped.

• drop(name("name") context("context") operator("operator") value("value"))
Indicates that a specific variable dependency will be dropped.

• name("name")
Specifies the name of the global variable. This name must be unique in its variable context and is case-
sensitive.
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters. The first character cannot be a number.

• context("context")
Specifies the name of the context that the global variable belongs to.
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters.

• operator("operator")
Specifies the expression operator. Options are =, !=, >, <, >=, <=, exist, !exist, contains, !contains.

• value("value")
Specifies the value of the global variable.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters

Example: Drop All of a Job's Variable Dependencies

Suppose that generation 5 of the _calctotal Application is running. The Application contains a job 'job01' that is in a
VARWAIT state.

The following example drops all the variable dependencies of job01.
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dropvardep appl("_calctotal") gen(5) jobname("job01") drop(all)

The following command verifies that all the variable dependencies job were dropped:

evalvardep appl("_calctotal") gen(5) jobname("job01")

The output of the command is as follows:

Could not find variable dependencies for job <_CALCTOTAL.5.JOB01>.
Either the job does not exist, or the job is not waiting for variable dependencies to be satisfied.

Examples: Drop Individual Variable Dependencies

Suppose that generation 6 of the _calctotal Application is running. The Application contains the job 'job02.initial'
that is in a VARWAIT state.

The following example command evaluates the variable dependencies of job02.initial:

evalvardep appl("_calctotal") gen(6) jobname("job02”) qualifier(“initial")

The output of the command is as follows:

Variable Dependencies:

([PAYROLL<paymonth> = "May"] &
 [PAYROLL<review> exists] &
 [PAYROLL<total> >= "1000"])

Evaluation:

[PAYROLL<paymonth> = "May"] = false
 [PAYROLL<review> exists] = false
 [PAYROLL<total> >= "1000"] = false
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The following commands drop two variable dependencies of job02.initial:

dropvardep appl("_calctotal") gen(6) jobname("job02”) qualifier(“initial") drop(name("REVIEW") context("payroll") operator("exists") “”)

dropvardep appl("_calctotal") gen(6) jobname("job02”) qualifier(“initial") drop(name("TOTAL") context("payroll") operator(">=") value(“1000”))

The following command verifies that the two variable dependencies are dropped:

evalvardep appl("_calctotal") gen(6) jobname("job02”) qualifier(“initial")

The output of the command is as follows:

Variable Dependencies:

([PAYROLL<paymonth> = "May"])

Evaluation:

[PAYROLL<paymonth> = "May"] = false

 evalvardep Command - Evaluate Variable Dependencies
When a job is in a VARWAIT state, you can evaluate the variable dependencies of the job. By
evaluating the dependencies, you can check the status of the job and the expressions that are
waiting to be met before the job can be submitted. To evaluate the variable dependencies of a
job, issue the EVALVARDEP command.
cwad121
HID_evaluate_var_dep
When a job is in a VARWAIT state, you can evaluate the variable dependencies of the job. By evaluating the
dependencies, you can check the status of the job and the expressions that are waiting to be met before the job
can be submitted. To evaluate the variable dependencies of a job, issue the EVALVARDEP command.

This command has the following format:
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evalvardep appl("appl") gen(gen) jobname("jobname") [qualifier("qualifier")]

• appl("appl")
Specifies the name of the Application that the job belongs to.
Limits: 1-128 characters
Examples: "calcpay", "_process", “01prod”

• gen(gen)
Specifies the Application generation number.

• jobname("jobname")
Specifies the name of the job.
Limits: 1-128 characters
Examples: "job01", "_job1", “01_job”

• qualifier("qualifier")
(Optional) Specifies the job qualifier.
Limits: 1-128 characters
Examples: "unix01", "_unix1", “01_unix”

Example: Evaluate a Job's Variable Dependencies

Suppose that generation 3 of the processapp Application is running. The Application contains a job '01_job' that is
in a VARWAIT state. The following example evaluates the variable dependencies of the job. The response shows
the variable dependency expression statusmsg=”Calculation complete” is waiting to be met.

evalvardep appl("processapp") gen(3) jobname("01_job")

The output of the command is as follows:

Variable Dependencies:
 
([PAYROLL<statusmsg> = "Calculation complete"] &
 [PAYROLL<paymonth> = "may"])
 
Evaluation:
 
[PAYROLL<statusmsg> = "Calculation complete"] = false
[PAYROLL<paymonth> = "may"] = true
current variable value = xxx

 incrementvar Command - Increment an Integer-valued Global Variable
If a global variable value is an integer, you can increment the value by 1. To increment a global
variable value, issue the INCREMENTVAR command.
cwad121
HID_increment_global_var
If a global variable value is an integer, you can increment the value by 1. To increment a global variable value,
issue the INCREMENTVAR command.

Note:

 If the specified global variable does not exist, the global variable is created and its value is set to 1. If the specified
global variable is already assigned the maximum integer value (263-1), its value is set to 1. If the value of the
specified global variable is not an integer, you get an error.
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The command has the following format:

incrementvar name("name") [context("context")]

• name("name")
Defines the name of the global variable. This name must be unique in its variable context. This name is not
case-sensitive.
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters. The first character cannot be a number.

• context("context")
(Optional) Defines the name of the context that the global variable belongs to.
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters
Default: DEFAULT context
Examples: "payroll", “01_group”

Example: Increment an Integer-valued Global Variable

Suppose that a global variable named quota in a payroll context contains a value of 10. The following example
command increments the value of the quota variable by 1:

incrementvar name("quota") context("payroll")

The command output is as follows:

Command successful.
Value=11

 listvar Command - List the Global Variables
You can view the list of available global variables by issuing the LISTVAR command.
cwad121
HID_list_var
You can view the list of available global variables by issuing the LISTVAR command.

This command has the following format:

listvar [name("name")] [context("context")] [verbose(true|false)]

• name("name")
(Optional) Defines a filter to limit the variables to be displayed. Use asterisk (*) as a wildcard for zero or more
characters and question mark (?) as a wildcard for a single character. This name is not case-sensitive.
Default: All variables
Example: b* searches all variable names that begin with b

• context("context")
(Optional) Defines a filter to limit the contexts searched. Use asterisk (*) as a wildcard for zero or more
characters and question mark (?) as a wildcard for a single character. This filter is not case-sensitive.
Default: All contexts
Example: s* searches all contexts that begin with s

• verbose(true|false)
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(Optional) Specifies whether to display details. Options are as follows:

• true
Displays details. Details include when the variable was created or last modified and who created the
variables.

• false
Does not display details.

Default: verbose(false)

Example: List the Global Variables

This example command lists all the global variables in all contexts. Details are displayed.

listvar name("*") context("*") verbose(true)

The output of the command is as follows:

Context: DEFAULT
 
    statusmsg = final amount
    Created: Wed Aug 08 16:14:56 EDT 2007
    Created By: SCHEDMASTER
    Last Modified: Wed Aug 08 16:14:56 EDT 2007
    Last Modified By: SCHEDMASTER
 
Context: PAYROLL
 
    dept01 = hr
    Created: Wed Aug 08 15:35:46 EDT 2007
    Created By: USER1
    Last Modified: Wed Aug 15 12:49:43 EDT 2007
    Last Modified By: USER1
 
    dept02 = dev
    Created: Wed Aug 08 15:50:20 EDT 2007
    Created By: USER2
    Last Modified: Wed Aug 15 12:50:20 EDT 2007
    Last Modified By: USER2

 listvarctx Command - List the Global Variable Contexts
You can view the available global variable contexts by issuing the LISTVARCTX command.
cwad121
HID_list_var_cont
You can view the available global variable contexts by issuing the LISTVARCTX command.

This command has the following format:
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listvarctx

Example: List the Global Variable Contexts

This example command lists all global variable contexts:

listvarctx

The command output is as follows:

DEFAULT
PAYROLL

 setvar Command - Create a Global Variable
You can create a global variable using the CLI. Global variables store information that you can
reuse across Applications. To create a global variable, issue the SETVAR command.
cwad121
HID_create_var
You can create a global variable using the CLI. Global variables store information that you can reuse across
Applications. To create a global variable, issue the SETVAR command.

This command has the following format:

setvar name("name") value("value") [context("context")]

• name("name")
Defines the name of the global variable. This name must be unique in its variable context. This name is not
case-sensitive.
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters. The first character cannot be a number.

• value("value")
Defines the value of the global variable.
Limits: 1-1024 characters
Examples: "dept01", “final cost”, “20”, “01num”, "name@company.com"

• context("context")
(Optional) Defines the name of the context that the global variable belongs to.
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters
Default: DEFAULT context

Note:  If the context does not exist, it will be created.

Example: Create a Global Variable

This example creates a global variable 'dept' in the payroll context. The variable is assigned the value of dept0102.

setvar name("dept") value("dept0102") context("payroll")
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 setvar Command - Modify a Global Variable
If you want to change the details of an existing global variable, you can modify the global
variable. To modify a global variable, issue the SETVAR command.
cwad121
HID_modify_var
If you want to change the details of an existing global variable, you can modify the global variable. To modify a
global variable, issue the SETVAR command.

Note:  If the specified global variable name or context does not exist, a new variable is created with the specified
information.

This command has the following format:

setvar name("name") value("value") [context("context")]

• name("name")
Specifies the name of the global variable. This name is not case-sensitive.
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters. The first character cannot be a number.

• value("value")
Defines the value of the global variable.
Limits: 1-1024 characters
Examples: "dept01", “final cost”, “20”, “01num”, "name@company.com"

• context("context")
(Optional) Specifies the name of the context that the global variable belongs to.
Limits: 1-128 alphanumeric or underscore characters
Default: DEFAULT context

Example: Modify a Global Variable

This example modifies the value of a global variable 'STATUS' in the payroll context. The variable is assigned the
value of “Not started”.

setvar name(“STATUS”) value(“Not started”) context("payroll")

 Resources CLI Commands
You can issue the following CLI commands against resources:
cwad121
HID_resou_cmds
You can issue the following CLI commands against resources:

 

 adjustresourceproperty Command - Change the Value of a Resource Property by a Specified Amount
You can change the value of a resource property by a specified amount by issuing the
ADJUSTRESOURCEPROPERTY command. The command can increase or decrease the
number of available units of the resource. For a renewable resource, the command can also
increase or decrease the maximum number of available units.
cwad121
HID_adjust_value
You can change the value of a resource property by a specified amount by issuing the
ADJUSTRESOURCEPROPERTY command. The command can increase or decrease the number of available
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units of the resource. For a renewable resource, the command can also increase or decrease the maximum
number of available units.

This command has the following format:

adjustresourceproperty name("name") property(“property”) value(value)

• name("name")
Specifies the name of the resource.

• property(“property”)
Specifies the resource property to be changed. Options are as follows:

• availability
Indicates the number of available units of the resource.

• maximumavailability
Indicates the maximum number of available units of the resource. This parameter applies to renewable
resources only. Changing the maximum availability count also changes the availability count by the same
amount. For example, if you increase the maximum availability count from three to five, the availability count
increases by two.

• value(value)
Changes the availability count of the resource by the specified amount. To increase the count, specify a positive
integer. To decrease the count, specify a negative integer.
Limits: Any integer

Note:  For renewable resources, if the availability count exceeds the maximum count, the availability count is
set to the maximum count.

Example: Increase the Availability Count of a Resource

Suppose that the RES1 resource has an availability count of 6. The following example increases the number of
available units of the resource to 9:

adjustresourceproperty name("RES1") property("availability") value(3)

Example: Decrease the Maximum Availability Count of a Resource

Suppose that the RES1 resource has an availability count of 7 and a maximum availability count of 10. This
example decreases the maximum number of available units of the resource to 6. Since the maximum number of
units is decreased by 4, the availability count is also decreased by 4 and changed to 3.

adjustresourceproperty name("RES1") property("maximumavailability") value(-4)

 createresource Command - Create a Resource
Before setting up a resource dependency in a job, you create a resource. To create a resource,
issue the CREATERESOURCE command.
cwad121
HID_create_resource_cli
Before setting up a resource dependency in a job, you create a resource. To create a resource, issue the
CREATERESOURCE command.
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This command has the following format:

createresource name("name") type("type") [avail(avail)] [maxavail(maxavail)] [description("description")]

• name("name")
Specifies the name of the resource to be created.

• type("type")
Identifies the type of resource to be created. Options are as follows:

• depletable—Creates a depletable resource
• renewable—Creates a renewable resource
• threshold—Creates a threshold resource

• avail(avail)
(Optional) Identifies the number of available units of the resource.
Default: 1

• maxavail(maxavail)
(Optional) Identifies the maximum number of available units of the resource.

Note:  You can apply this parameter only to renewable resources.

Default: 1
• description("description")

(Optional) Identifies the description of the resource.

Example: Create a Renewable Resource

This example creates a renewable resource 'TEST_RES' with availability of 5, maximum availability of 15, and
description of “for test”:

createresource name ("TEST_RES") type("renewable") avail(5) maxavail(15) description("for test")

Note:  For more information about creating resources, see Creating and Managing Resources.

 deleteresource Command - Delete a Resource
You can delete a resource if it is no longer in use by issuing the DELETERESOURCE
command.
cwad121
HID_delete_resource_cli
You can delete a resource if it is no longer in use by issuing the DELETERESOURCE command.

Note:  If a job requires the resource, the job goes into a RESWAIT state. The job remains in the RESWAIT
state until the resource dependency is dropped or a new resource is created with the same name as the deleted
resource.

This command has the following format:

deleteresource name("name")

• name("name")
Specifies the name of the resource to be deleted.

Example: Delete a Resource
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The resource is deleted immediately even if there are jobs using the resource. The following example deletes
the resource 'TEST_RES':

deleteresource name("TEST_RES")

Note:  For more information about deleting resources, see Creating and Managing Resources.

 listresources Command - List Resources
You can view a list of existing resources to view their details. You can view the list of resources
by issuing the LISTRESOURCES command.
cwad121
HID_list_resource
You can view a list of existing resources to view their details. You can view the list of resources by issuing the
LISTRESOURCES command.

This command has the following format:

listresources [name("name")]

• name("name")
(Optional) Specifies the name of the resources to be listed. Enter the complete or partial resource name in the
Command field to limit the resources to be displayed.
Default: all resources

Note:  Include a wildcard for a partial name. For example, RES* displays all the resources whose names start
with RES.

Example: List Resource

The following example lists all the available resources that are defined in the server:

listresources

The command output is as follows:

RES1
Renewable
Last Modified Time: Thu Sep 27 18:28:25 IST 2007
Last Modified By: SCHEDMASTER
 
RES2
Renewable
Last Modified Time: Thu Sep 27 18:28:36 IST 2007
Last Modified By: SCHEDMASTER

Note:  For more information about listing resources, see Creating and Managing Resources.
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 listresourcestatus Command - Display Resource Status
The LISTRESOURCESTATUS command lets you view the status of a resource and the number
of times the resource has been used, reserved, or needed. You can also view the status of more
than one resource at a time.
cwad122
HID_display_resource
The LISTRESOURCESTATUS command lets you view the status of a resource and the number of times the
resource has been used, reserved, or needed. You can also view the status of more than one resource at a time.

This command has the following format:

listresourcestatus name("name")

• name("name")
Specifies the name of the resource to be listed. Specify asterisk (*) to list more than one resource.

Note:  The asterisk (

*

) wildcard represents a string of zero or more characters. For example,

RES*

displays the status of all the resources whose names start with RES.

Example: Display Resource Status

The following example command lists the resource status for a specified resource:

listresourcestatus name("res2")

The command output is as follows:

Resource RES2 Renewable
The resource is active.
Availability: 2
MaximumAvailability: 10
Used: 3
    3 used by UNIX0, application VER.3
Reserved: 0
Needed: 0

Note:  For more information about displaying resource status, see Creating and Managing Resources.
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 resetresourceproperty Command - Reset the Value of a Resource Property
You can reset the value of a resource property by issuing the RESETRESOURCEPROPERTY
command. The command can increase or decrease the number of available units of the
resource. For a renewable resource, the command can also increase or decrease the maximum
number of available units.
cwad121
HID_reset_value
You can reset the value of a resource property by issuing the RESETRESOURCEPROPERTY command. The
command can increase or decrease the number of available units of the resource. For a renewable resource, the
command can also increase or decrease the maximum number of available units.

This command has the following format:

resetresourceproperty name("name") property(“property”) [value(value)]

• name("name")
Specifies the name of the resource.

• property(“property”)
Specifies the resource property to be reset. Options are as follows:

• availability
Indicates the number of available units of the resource.

• maximumavailability
Indicates the maximum number of available units of the resource. This parameter applies to renewable
resources only. Changing the maximum availability count also changes the availability count by the same
amount. For example, if you increase the maximum availability count from three to five, the availability count
increases by two.

• value(value)
(Optional) Sets the availability count of the resource to the specified value.
Default: 0
Limits: Any integer 0 or greater

Note:  For renewable resources, if the availability count exceeds the maximum count, the availability count is
set to the maximum count.

Example: Reset the Availability Count of a Resource

The following example resets the number of available units of the RES1 resource to 79:

resetresourceproperty name("RES1") property("availability") value(79)

Example: Reset the Maximum Availability Count of a Resource

Suppose that the RES1 resource has an availability count of 79 and a maximum availability count of 80. The
following example resets the maximum number of available units of the resource to 100. Since the maximum
number of units is increased by 20, the availability count is also increased by 20 and reset to 99.

resetresourceproperty name("RES1") property("maximumavailability") value(100)
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 resourcemanagerdump Command - Display Resource Details
For debugging purposes, you can display details about the resources defined on the server
and the processed resource requests (orders). You can view the resource and order details by
issuing the RESOURCEMANAGERDUMP command.
cwad121
HID_display_resource_manager
For debugging purposes, you can display details about the resources defined on the server and the
processed resource requests (orders). You can view the resource and order details by issuing the
RESOURCEMANAGERDUMP command.

This command has the following format:

resourcemanagerdump

Example: Display Resource Details

This example shows part of a response to the RESOURCEMANAGERDUMP command:

resourcemanagerdump

The command output is as follows:

Resource manager information:
Resource:
    CybResource: [name:RENEWABLE][maxAvailability:8][availability:5]
[reservedCount:0][useCount:0]reservedDetailMap[]
    CybResource: [name:DEPLETABLE][maxAvailability:-1][availability:1]
[reservedCount:0][useCount:0]reservedDetailMap[]
    CybResource: [name:THRESHOLD][maxAvailability:-1][availability:77]
[reservedCount:0][useCount:0]reservedDetailMap[]
Resource order:
    CybResourceOrder[[requesterId=THRESHOLD.226.RWNT.3][orderId=10580]
[absorb=true][priority=3][requestTime=Wed Sep 17 14:32:01 EDT 2009]
[satisfiedTime=null]resourceOrderItemMap[CybResourceOrderItem:
[resourceName:UNDEFINED][quantity:30]] ]
...

 updateresourcedefinition Command - Update a Resource Definition
You can update the definition of an existing resource by issuing the
UPDATERESOURCEDEFINITION command.
cwad121
HID_update_resource
You can update the definition of an existing resource by issuing the UPDATERESOURCEDEFINITION command.

Note:  You must cold start the server for the new value to take effect.
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This command has the following format:

updateresourcedefinition name("name") [avail(avail)] [maxavail(maxavail)] [description("description")]

• name("name")
Specifies the name of the resource to be updated.

• avail(avail)
(Optional) Defines the number of available units of the resource.

• maxavail(maxavail)
(Optional) Defines the maximum number of available units of the resource. This parameter applies to renewable
resources only.

• description("description")
(Optional) Defines a description of the resource.

Example: Update a Resource Definition

Suppose that you want to update the resource definition of the res1 resource. This example resets the maximum
number of available units to 9, the number of available units to 6, and the description to “resource description”. The
changes take effect when the server is cold-started:

updateresourcedefinition name("resource1") avail(6) maxavail(9) description("resource description")

Note:  For more information about updating resources, see Creating and Managing Resources.

 Big Data Connection Profiles CLI Commands
You can issue the following CLI commands against Big Data connection profiles:
cwad121
HID_connection_profiles_cli
You can issue the following CLI commands against Big Data connection profiles:

  

Note:

 For more information about adding, updating, and deleting Big Data connection profiles from the Admin topology,
see Managing Big Data Connection Profiles.

 createconnectionprofile Command - Create a Big Data Connection Profile
Before you define a job that automates workload a Big Data environment, you create a
connection profile for that environment by issuing the createconnectionprofile CLI command.
cwad122
HID_create_connection_profile_cli

Before you define a job that automates workload a Big Data environment, you create a connection profile for that
environment by issuing the createconnectionprofile CLI command.

You can create connection profiles for the following Big Data environment:

• Hadoop (required for HDFS, Hive, Sqoop jobs)
• Spark (required for Spark jobs)
• WebHDFS (required for HDFS File Trigger jobs)
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This command has the following syntax:

createconnectionprofile name("name") template("template")
 parameters({[description("description")] host("host") [port("port")]
 [binpath("binpath")] [namenode("namenode")] [serverurl("serverurl")]
 [hivejdbcurl("hivejdbcurl")] [hivejdbcdriver("hivejdbcdriver")]
 [sqoopjdbcurl("sqoopjdbcurl")] [SQOOPJDBCDRIVER("sqoopjdbcdriver")]|
clustertype("clustertype") [masterurl("masterurl")]
 deploymode("deploymode") [sparkbinpath("sparkbinpath")]|
httpbaseurl("httpbaseurl")})

• name("name")
Specifies the name of the connection profile to be created.
Limits: Up to 64 characters

• template("template")
Specifies the template name for the connection profile.

Valid values: hadoop, spark, webhdfs

Note:

 This name is not case-sensitive.
• parameters

Identifies the parameters that you can specify to create a connection profile. Enter the following
information based on the template name that you specified:

• description("description")
(Optional) Specifies a description for the connection profile.

• host("host")
Specifies the name of the Hadoop edge node or the Spark computer. You can specify the host name, fully
qualified domain name, or the IP address of the host computer.

Note:

 The characters and length of the name must conform to the operating system on the host computer.

Examples: lodbrm01, lodbrm01.abc.com, 155.45.35.25
• port(port)

(Optional) Specifies the Secure Shell (SSH) port of the Hadoop edge node or the Spark computer.
Limits: 1-65535
Default: 22

• hadoop

• binpath("binpath")
(Optional) Specifies the path to the Hadoop CLI binaries on the edge node.
Example: \\opt\\test\\hadooptest.txt

Note:

• This field is required only if Hadoop CLI binaries are not in the user's path. The hadoop bin path value
is prepended to the CLI name at execution time.

• Values that contain a backslash (\) must be escaped using a backslash.
• namenode("namenode")

(Optional) Specifies the name of the master node of the hadoop cluster where the HDFS file operation
is invoked. The name node keeps track of all files that are stored in the data nodes of HDFS. It does not
store the data of the files.
Example:
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hdfs://lodbrm01.abc.com:8020

• serverurl("serverurl")
Specifies the Oozie server URL. This parameter is required only for Oozie jobs.
Example:

http://host:11000/oozie

• hivejdbcurl("hivejdbcurl")
Specifies the JDBC URL that you provide to the Hive client to connect to the Hive database. This
parameter is required to run Hive jobs.
Example:

jdbc:hive://localhost:10000/default

• hivejdbcdriver("hivejdbcdriver")
(Optional) Specifies the name of the JDBC driver class that you provide to the Hive client to connect to
the Hive database.
Example:

org.apache.hadoop.hive.jdbc.HiveDriver

• sqoopjdbcurl("sqoopjdbcurl")
Specifies the JDBC connection URL that you provide to the Sqoop client to connect to the relational
database. This parameter is required to run Sqoop jobs.
Example:

jdbc.URL=jdbc:sqlserver://;servername=lodXYZ;port=1433;DatabaseName=DATABASE;selectMethod=cursor

• sqoopjdbcdriver("sqoopjdbcdriver")
(Optional) Specifies the name of the JDBC driver class that you provide to the Sqoop client to connect to
the relational database.
Example:

com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerDriver

• spark

• clustertype("clustertype")
Specifies the type of cluster where the Spark application runs. Options are yarn, standalone, dcos, and
local.
If you specify yarn, local, or standalone, you must also specify the master URL.

• masterurl("masterurl")
Specifies the master URL for the cluster. This field is required only when the cluster type is set to yarn,
local, or standalone.
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Example: spark://11.222.33.444:7000
• deploymode("deploymode")

Specifies whether to deploy the Spark driver on the worker nodes (cluster) or locally as an external client.
Options are client and cluster.
This field is required only when the cluster type is set to yarn, local, or standalone.

Note:

You can overwrite this value in the Spark job definition.
• sparkbinpath("sparkbinpath")

(Optional) Specifies the path to the Spark bin directory.
• webhdfs

• httpbaseurl

Specifies the web URL to connect to HDFS. The URL can be in one of the following formats:

http://host:http_port
https://host:http_port

• host
Specifies the host name of the computer where HDFS is installed.

• http_port
Specifies the port number of the computer where HDFS is located. 

Limits: Up to 2000 characters
Example: http://waxyz-h1.com:50070

Example: Create a Hadoop Connection Profile to Run Hive Workload
This example creates a Hadoop connection profile (hadoop_hive) to run Hive commands on HDFS. The Hadoop
connection profile is created with the following parameters:

• name: hadoop_hive
• template type: hadoop
• host: lodbrm01
• Hive JDBC URL: jdbc:hive://localhost:10000/default
• Hive JDBC driver class: org.apache.hadoop.hive.jdbc.HiveDriver

createconnectionprofile name("hadoop_hive") template("hadoop")
 parameters(host("lodbrm01") hivejdbcurl("jdbc:hive://localhost:10000/
default") hivejdbcdriver("org.apache.hadoop.hive.jdbc.HiveDriver"))

Example: Create a Spark Connection Profile to Run Spark Workload

This example creates a Spark connection profile (spark_profile1) to run Spark Applications on cluster. The Spark
connection profile is created with the following parameters:

• name: spark_profile
• template type: spark
• description: Spark Connection Profile
• host: lodbrm01
• port: 55
• clustertype: standalone
• masterurl: spark://lodbrm01:7077
• deploymode: cluster
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• sparkbinpath: /opt/spark-2.1.0-bin-hadoop2.7/bin

createconnectionprofile name("spark_profile") template("spark")
 parameters(description("Spark connection profile") host("lodbrm01")
 port(55) clustertype("standalone") masterurl("spark://lodbrm01:7077")
 deploymode("cluster") sparkbinpath("/opt/spark-2.1.0-bin-hadoop2.7/
bin"))

Example: Create a WebHDFS Connection Profile to Run HDFS File Trigger Jobs

This example creates a WebHDFS connection profile (

webhdfs_profile

) to run the HDFS file trigger jobs on HDFS. The WebHDFS connection profile is created with the following
parameters:

• name: webhdfs_profile
• template type: webhdfs
• description: WebHDFS Connection Profile
• httpbaseurl: http://waxyz-h1.com:50070

createconnectionprofile name("webhdfs_profile") template("webhdfs")
 parameters(description("WebHDFS connection profile")
 httpbaseurl("http://waxyz-h1.com:50070"))

 updateconnectionprofile Command - Update a Big Data Connection Profile
You can update the details of an existing Big Data connection profile by issuing the
updateconnectionprofile command.
cwad122
HID_update_connection_profile_cli

You can update the details of an existing Big Data connection profile by issuing the updateconnectionprofile
command.

This command has the following format:

updateconnectionprofile name("name")
 parameters({[description("description")] [host("host")]
 [port(port)] [binpath("binpath")] [namenode("namenode")]
 [serverurl("serverurl")] [hivejdbcurl("hivejdbcurl")]
 [hivejdbcdriver("hivejdbcdriver")] [sqoopjdbcurl("sqoopjdbcurl")]
 [sqoopjdbcdriver("sqoopjdbcdriver")]|[clustertype("clustertype")]
 [masterurl("masterurl")] [deploymode("deploymode")]
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 [sparkbinpath("sparkbinpat
h")]|httpbaseurl("httpbaseurl")})

• name("name")
Specifies the name of the connection profile to be updated.

Note:

You cannot change the name of the connection profile.

• parametersIdentifies the parameters that you can modify to update an existing connection profile. Modify the
following information based on the type of connection profile you want to update:

• description("description")
(Optional) Specifies a description for the connection profile.

• host("host")
Specifies the name of the Hadoop edge node or the Spark computer. You can specify the host name, fully
qualified domain name, or the IP address of the host computer.

Note:

 The characters and length of the name must conform to the operating system on the host computer.

Examples: lodbrm01, lodbrm01.abc.com, 155.45.35.25
• port(port)

(Optional) Specifies the Secure Shell (SSH) port of the Hadoop edge node or the Spark computer.
Limits: 1-65535
Default: 22

• hadoop

• binpath("binpath")
(Optional) Specifies the path to the Hadoop CLI binaries on the edge node.

Note:

• This field is required only if Hadoop CLI binaries are not in the user's path. The hadoop bin path value
is prepended to the CLI name at execution time.

• Values that contain a backslash (\) must be escaped using a backslash.

• • • namenode("namenode")
(Optional) Specifies the name of the master node of the hadoop cluster where the HDFS file operation
is invoked. The name node keeps track of all files that are stored in the data nodes of HDFS. It does not
store the data of the files.

• serverurl("serverurl")
(Optional) Specifies the Oozie server URL. This parameter is required only for Oozie jobs.

• hivejdbcurl("hivejdbcurl")
(Optional) Specifies the JDBC URL that you provide to the Hive client to connect to the Hive database.
This parameter is required to run Hive jobs.

• hivejdbcdriver("hivejdbcdriver")
(Optional) Specifies the name of the JDBC driver class that you provide to the Hive client to connect to
the Hive database.

• sqoopjdbcurl("sqoopjdbcurl")
(Optional) Specifies the JDBC connection URL that you provide to the Sqoop client to connect to the
relational database. This parameter is required to run Sqoop jobs.

• sqoopjdbcdriver("sqoopjdbcdriver")
(Optional) Specifies the name of the JDBC driver class that you provide to the Sqoop client to connect to
the relational database.

• spark

• clustertype("clustertype")
(Optional) Specifies the type of cluster where the Spark application runs. Options are YARN,
STANDALONE, DCOS, and LOCAL.If you specify YARN, LOCAL, or STANDALONE, you must also
specify the master URL.

• masterurl("masterurl")
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(Optional) Specifies the master URL for the cluster. This field is required only when the cluster type is set
to YARN, LOCAL, or STANDALONE.

• deploymode("deploymode")
(Optional) Specifies whether to deploy the Spark driver on the worker nodes (cluster) or locally as an
external client. Options are CLIENT and CLUSTER.This field is required only when the cluster type is set
to YARN, LOCAL, or STANDALONE.

• sparkbinpath("sparkbinpath")
(Optional) Specifies the path to the Spark bin directory.

• webhdfs

• httpbaseurl Specifies the web URL to connect to HDFS. The URL can be in one of the following formats:

http://host:http_port

https://host:http_port

• host
Specifies the host name of the computer where HDFS is installed.

• http  _  port
Specifies the port number of the computer where HDFS is located. 

Limits: Up to 2000 characters
Example: http://waxyz-h1.com:50070

Example: Update a Hadoop Connection Profile

The following example command updates the Hive JDBC URL and Hive JDBC driver class of an existing Hadoop
connection profile (Hadoop_Hive1):

updateconnectionprofile name("Hadoop_Hive1")
 parameters(hivejdbcurl("jdbc:hive://localhost:10000/default")
 hivejdbcdriver("org.apache.hadoop.hive.jdbc.HiveDriver"))

The following message appears when the values of the Hive JDBC URL and Hive JDBC driver class are updated:

Connection Profile Hadoop_Hive1 is successfully updated

 listconnectionprofile Command - List Big Data Connection Profiles
You can view a list of existing Big Data connection profiles and their details by issuing the
listconnectionprofile command.
cwad122
HID_list_connection_profile_cli

You can view a list of existing Big Data connection profiles and their details by issuing the listconnectionprofile
command.
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This command has the following format:

listconnectionprofile name("name") [template("template")]
 [verbose(true|false)]

• name("name")
Specifies the names of the connection profiles to be listed. Enter the complete or partial connection profile name
to limit the connection profiles displayed.

Note:

You must include a wildcard for a partial name. Use the asterisk (*) as a substitute for zero or more characters
and the question mark (?) as a substitute for a single character. For example, HADOOP* displays all the
connection profiles whose names start with HADOOP.

• template("template")
(Optional) Specifies the template name for the connection profiles to be listed.

Note:

 This name is not case-sensitive.

Valid values: hadoop, spark, and webhdfs
• verbose(true|false)

(Optional) Indicates whether to display detailed information. Options are as follows:

• true
Displays detailed information about the connection profile

• false
Does not display detailed information about the connection profile

Default: verbose(false)

Example: List Hadoop Connection Profiles
The following example lists all the Hadoop connection profiles whose names start with

HADOOP

:

listconnectionprofile name("HADOOP*") template("hadoop") verbose(true)

The sample output of the command is as follows:

General---------Name: HADOOP_HDFS1Type: hadoopDescription: HDFS
 connection profileHost: NaMe123_te-con.tr:Port: 22Hadoop bin
 directory path: /opt/test/hadoop/test.txtName Node: hdfs://
lodbrm01.abc.com:8020
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General--------Name: HADOOP_OOZIE1Type: hadoopDescription: Oozie
 conection profileHost: NaMe123_te-con.tr:Port: 22Hadoop bin
 directory path: /opt/test/hadoop/test.txtName Node: hdfs://
lodbrm01.abc.com:8020Oozie server URL: http://host:11000/oozie

General--------Name: HADOOP_HIVE1Type: hadoopDescription:
 Hive connection profileHost: NaMe123_te-con.tr:Port:
 22Hadoop bin directory path: /opt/test/hadoop/test.txtName
 Node: hdfs://lodbrm01.abc.com:8020Hive Database
 Connection------------------------JDBC connection URL: jdbc:hive2://
localhost:10000/

Connection Profile(s) Successfully Listed

Example: List Spark Connection Profiles

The following example lists all the Spark connection profiles whose names start with

spark

:

listconnectionprofile name("spark*") template("spark")

The sample output of the command is as follows:

General-------Name: spark_profile1Type: sparkDescription: Spark
 Connection Profile General-------Name: spark_profile2Type:
 sparkDescription: Spark Connection Profile Connection Profile(s)
 Successfully Listed

 deleteconnectionprofile Command - Delete Big Data Connection Profiles
If you no longer want to use a Big Data connection profile, delete it by issuing the
deleteconnectionprofile command. The connection profile is deleted immediately even if it used
in any job.This command has the following format:
cwad122
HID_delete_connection_profile_cli

If you no longer want to use a Big Data connection profile, delete it by issuing the deleteconnectionprofile
command. The connection profile is deleted immediately even if it used in any job.
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This command has the following format:

deleteconnectionprofile name("name") [template("template")]

• name("name")
Specifies the name of the connection profile to be deleted. Enter the complete or partial connection profile name
to limit the connection profiles that are deleted.

Note:

You must include a wildcard for a partial name. Use the asterisk (

*

) as a substitute for zero or more characters and the question mark (

?

) as a substitute for a single character. For example,

HADOOP*

deletes all the connection profiles whose names start with HADOOP.
• template("template")

(Optional) Specifies the template name for the connection profile to be deleted.

Note:

 This name is not case-sensitive.

Valid values: hadoop, spark, and webhdfs

Example: Delete Connection Profiles
This example deletes all connection profiles whose names start with Hive:

deleteconnectionprofile name("Hive*")

The following sample message appears when all the connection profiles are deleted:

Succesfully deleted Connection Profile: Hive1
Succesfully deleted Connection Profile: Hive2Succesfully deleted
 Connection Profile: Hive3

 Big Data Security Profiles CLI Commands
You can issue the following CLI commands against Big Data security profiles:
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cwad121
HID_security_profiles_cli
You can issue the following CLI commands against Big Data security profiles:

  

Note:

 For more information about adding, updating, and deleting Big Data security profiles from the Admin topology,
see Managing Big Data Security Profiles.

 createsecurityprofile Command - Create a Big Data Security Profile
Before you define a job that automates workload on a Big Data environment, you create a
Big Data security profile to access that environment by issuing the createsecurityprofile CLI
command.
cwad122
HID_create_security_profile_cli

Before you define a job that automates workload on a Big Data environment, you create a Big Data security profile
to access that environment by issuing the createsecurityprofile CLI command.

You can create security profiles for the following big data environments:

• HDFS
• Hive
• Sqoop
• Spark
• WebHDFS (required for HDFS File Trigger jobs)

This command has the following format:

createsecurityprofile name("name") template("template")
 parameters(username("username") [password("password")]
 [keyfile("keyfile")] [keystring("keystring")]
 [keyfilepassword("keyfilepassword")]
 [dcosauthenticationtoken("dcosauthenticationtoken")]
 [dcosauthenticationfile("dcosauthenticationfile")]
 [kerberosprincipal("kerberosprincipal")]
 [kerberoskeytab("kerberoskeytab")] [login("login")]
 securitytype("securitytype"))

• name("name")
Specifies the name of the security profile you want to create.
Limits: Up to 16 characters

• template("template")
Specifies the template name for the security profile. Valid values: hdfs, hive, sqoop, spark, and webhdfs

Note:

 This name is not case-sensitive.

Note:

• If you specify hdfs or spark as the template name, you can use either the password or the key file.
• If you specify webhdfs as the template name, you can use either username and password, or loginname.

• username("username")
Specifies one user name, based on the template name you specified:
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• HDFS—The user name to connect to the edge node of the Hadoop cluster. This user is defined on the edge
node.

• Hive—The name of the Hive user to connect to HDFS. If no name is specified, the default Hive user is used.
• Sqoop—The name of the JDBC user the Sqoop client uses to create a JDBC connection to the relational

database.
• Spark—The name of the system user that has privileges to run Spark applications on the Spark computer.
• WebHDFS—The name of the user to use for authentication. This field is required in one of the following

scenarios:

• when the KERBEROS_TOKEN or KERBEROS_SPNEGO security type is used, and no 'principal'
keyword is specified in the login.conf file

• when NOAUTH security type is used
• password("password")

Specifies one password, based on the template name you specified:

• HDFS—(Optional) The password associated with the edge node user.
• Hive—The password associated with the Hive user.
• Sqoop—The password associated with the Sqoop JDBC user.
• Spark—The password associated with the Spark user.
• WebHDFS—Specifies the user password. This field is required only when the

KERBEROS_TOKEN

or

KERBEROS_SPNEGO

security type is used, and no 'principal' keyword is specified in the

login.conf

file.
• HDFS and Spark:

• keyfile("keyfile")
(Optional) Specifies the path to the SSH private key file. 

Note:

 The SSH private key file contains the private key that is part of the private and public keys generated
by the ssh-keygen OpenSSH program. The corresponding public key must be appended to the ~/.ssh/
authorized_keys file for the user on the edge node.

• keystring("keystring")
(Optional) Specifies the content of the SSH private key file. You can use this parameter when you specify the
password or keyfile.

• keyfilepassword("keyfilepassword")
(Optional) Specifies the pass phrase for the key file. You can use this parameter when you specify the
keyfile.

• Spark:

• dcosauthenticationtoken("dcosauthenticationtoken")
(Optional) Specifies the authentication token to authenticate the DC/OS CLI.

• dcosauthenticationfile("dcosauthenticationfile")
(Optional) Specifies the path to the file containing the DCOS authentication token.

• kerberosprincipal("kerberosprincipal")
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(Optional) Specifies the Kerberos principal name for the history server.
• kerberoskeytab("kerberoskeytab")

(Optional) Specifies the path to the file that Kerberos keytab file for the history server.
• WebHDFS

• login("loginname")
(Optional) Specifies the login key that is added in the 

login.conf

file. The 

login.conf

file is specified in the 

agentparm

file when you configure Hadoop Advanced Integration. This field is required only for 

KERBEROS_TOKEN

and 

KERBEROS_SPNEGO 

security types. For more information about the

agentparm

 file, see the CA Workload Automation Agents documentation.
• securitytype("securitytype")

(Optional) Specifies the type of authentication to connect to the HDFS host computer.
Valid values: 

• KERBEROS_TOKEN
• KERBEROS_SPNEGO
• NOAUTH
• kerberos_token
• kerberos_spnego
• noauth

Examples:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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This example creates an HDFS security profile (HDFS1) with template type "hdfs", user name "testuser", key file "/
opt/hadoop/test/key.txt", and key file password "test".

createsecurityprofile name("HDFS1") template("hdfs")
 PARAMETERS(username("testuser") keyfile("/opt/hadoop/test/key.txt")
 keyfilepassword("test"))

This example creates a Sqoop security profile (SQOOP1) with template type "sqoop", user name "testuser", and
password "test".

createsecurityprofile name("SQOOP1") template("sqoop")
 parameters(username("testuser") password("test"))

This example creates a Hive security profile (HIVE1) with template type "hive", user name "testuser", and password
"test".

createsecurityprofile name("HIVE1") template("hive")
 PARAMETERS(username("testuser") password("test"))

This example creates a Spark security profile (SPARK1) with the following parameters:

• name: SPARK
• template: spark
• username: testuser
• keyfile: test
• keyfilepassword: 123

createsecurityprofile name("SPARK") template("spark")
 PARAMETERS(username("testuser") keyfile("test")
 keyfilepassword("123"))

This example creates a Spark security profile (SPARK2) with the following parameters:

• name: So11
• template: spark
• username: root
• keyfile: test
• dcosauthenticationtoken: eyJ0eXAiOiJKV1QiLCJhbGciOiJSUzI1NiIsImtpZCI6
• dcosauthenticationfile: file

createsecurityprofile name("So11") template("spark")
 PARAMETERS(username("root") keystring("test")
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 dcosauthenticationtoken("eyJ0eXAiOiJKV1QiLCJhbGciOiJSUzI1NiIsImtpZCI6")
 dcosauthenticationfile("file"))

This example creates a WebHDFS security profile (HDFSFileTrigger) with the following parameters:

• name: WebHDFS_security_profile
• template: webhdfs
• login: hdfsuser
• securitytype: KERBEROS_TOKEN

createsecurityprofile name("WebHDFS_security_profile")
 template("webhdfs") PARAMETERS(username("testuser")
 password("testpass") login("hdfsuser")
 securitytype("KERBEROS_TOKEN"))

 updatesecurityprofile Command - Update a Big Data Security Profile
You can update the details of an existing Big Data security profile by issuing the
updatesecurityprofile command.
cwad122
HID_update_security_profile_cli

You can update the details of an existing Big Data security profile by issuing the updatesecurityprofile command.

This command has the following format:

updatesecurityprofile name("name") parameters({[username("username")]
 [password("password")] [keyfile("keyfile")]
 [keyfilepassword("keyfilepassword")]|[username("username")]
 [password("password")]|[username("username")] [password("password")]|
username("username") [password("password")] [keyfile("keyfile")]
 [keystring("keystring")] [keyfilepassword("keyfilepassword")]
 [dcosauthenticationtoken("dcosauthenticationtoken")]
 [dcosauthenticationfile("dcosauthenticationfile")]
 [kerberosprincipal("kerberosprincipal")]
 [kerberoskeytab("kerberoskeytab")] [login("login")]
 securitytype("securitytype")})

•  name("name")
Specifies the name of the security profile to be updated.
Limits: Up to 16 characters

•  username("username")
(Optional) Specify one user name based on the type of security profile you want to update:

• HDFS—The user name to connect to the edge node of the Hadoop cluster. This user is defined on the edge
node.

• Hive—The name of the Hive user to connect to HDFS. If no name is specified, the default Hive user is used.
• Sqoop—The name of the JDBC user the Sqoop client uses to create a JDBC connection with the relational

database.
• Spark—The name of the system user that has privileges to run Spark applications on the Spark computer.
•  WebHDFS—The name of the user to use for authentication. This field is required in one of the following

scenarios:
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• when the KERBEROS_TOKEN or KERBEROS_SPNEGO security type is used, and no 'principal'
keyword is specified in the login.conf file

• when NOAUTH security type is used
•  password("password")

(Optional) Specify one password based on the type of security profile you want to update:

• HDFS—(Optional) The password associated with the edge node user.
• Hive—The password associated with the Hive user.
• Sqoop—The password associated with the Sqoop JDBC user.
• Spark—The password associated with the Spark user.
• WebHDFS—Specifies the user password. This field is required only when the

KERBEROS_TOKEN

or

KERBEROS_SPNEGO

security type is used, and no 'principal' keyword is specified in the

login.conf

file.
• HDFS and Spark: The following parameters apply only when the template name is hdfs or spark:

•  keyfile("keyfile")
(Optional) Specifies the path to the SSH private key file. 

Note:

 The SSH private key file contains the private key that is part of the private and public keys generated
by the ssh-keygen OpenSSH program. The corresponding public key must be appended to the ~/.ssh/
authorized_keys file for the user on the edge node.

•  keystring("keystring")
(Optional) Specifies the content of the SSH private key file. This parameter applies only for password or
keyfile.

•  keyfilepassword("keyfilepassword")
(Optional) Specifies the pass phrase for the key file. This parameter applies only for keyfile.

• Spark: The following parameters apply only when the template name is spark:

•  dcosauthenticationtoken("dcosauthenticationtoken")
(Optional) Specifies the authentication token to authenticate the DC/OS CLI.

•  dcosauthenticationfile("dcosauthenticationfile")
(Optional) Specifies the path to the file containing the DCOS authentication token.

•  kerberosprincipal("kerberosprincipal")
(Optional) Specifies the Kerberos principal name for the history server.

•  kerberoskeytab("kerberoskeytab")
(Optional) Specifies the path to the file that Kerberos keytab file for the history server.

• WebHDFS

•  login("loginname")
(Optional) Specifies the login key that is added in the login.conf file. The login.conf file is specified
in the agentparm file when you configure Hadoop Advanced Integration. This field is required only for
KERBEROS_TOKEN and KERBEROS_SPNEGO security types. For more information about the agentparm file,
see the CA Workload Automation Agents documentation.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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•  securitytype("securitytype")
(Optional) Specifies the type of authentication to connect to the HDFS host computer.
Valid values: 

• KERBEROS_TOKEN
• KERBEROS_SPNEGO
• NOAUTH
• kerberos_token
• kerberos_spnego
• noauth

 Example: Update an HDFS Security Profile
The following example updates the password of the HDFS security profile (HDFS1):

updatesecurityprofile name("Hadoop_HDFS1")
 parameters(password("testuser"))

The following message appears when the password is updated:

Security Profile Hadoop_HDFS1 is successfully updated

 listsecurityprofile Command - List Big Data Security Profiles
You can view a list of existing Big Data security profiles and their details by issuing the
listsecurityprofile CLI command.
cwad122
HID_list_security_profile_cli
You can view a list of existing Big Data security profiles and their details by issuing the listsecurityprofile CLI
command.

This command has the following format:

listsecurityprofile name("name") [template("template")] [verbose(true|
false)]

• name("name")
• Specifies the names of the security profiles to be listed. Enter the complete or partial security profile name to

limit the security profiles displayed.

Note:

You must include a wildcard for a partial name. Use the asterisk (*) as a substitute for zero or more characters
and the question mark (?) as a substitute for a single character. For example, hdfs* displays all the security
profiles whose names start with hdfs.

• template("template")
(Optional) Specifies the template name for the security profiles to be listed.

Note:

 This name is not case-sensitive.

Valid values: hdfs, hive, sqoop, spark, and webhdfs
• verbose(true|false)

(Optional) Indicates whether to display detailed information. Options are as follows:

• true
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Displays detailed information about the security profile
• false

Does not display detailed information about the security profile

Default: verbose(false)

Example: List Security Profiles
The following example lists all the security profiles whose names start with H:

listsecurityprofile name("H*")

The sample output of the command is as follows:

General
-------
Name: HDFS1Type: hadoopDescription: HDFS security profile

General
-------
Name: HIVE1Type: hadoopDescription: Hive security profile

 deletesecurityprofile Command - Delete Big Data Security Profiles
If you no longer want to use a Big Data security profile, delete it by issuing the
deletesecurityprofile command. The security profile is deleted immediately even if it is used in
any job.
cwad122
HID_delete_security_profile_cli

If you no longer want to use a Big Data security profile, delete it by issuing the deletesecurityprofile command. The
security profile is deleted immediately even if it is used in any job.

This command has the following format:

deletesecurityprofile name("name") [template("template")]

• name("name")
Specifies the name of the security profile to be deleted. Enter the complete or partial security profile name to
limit the security profiles that are deleted.

Note:

You must include a wildcard for a partial name. Use the asterisk (

*
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) as a substitute for zero or more characters and the question mark (

?

) as a substitute for a single character. For example,

hdfs*

deletes all the security profiles whose names start with hdfs.
• template("template")

(Optional) Specifies the template name for the security profile to be deleted.

Note:

 This name is not case-sensitive.

Valid values: hdfs, hive, sqoop, spark, and webhdfs

Example: Delete Security Profiles
This example deletes all security profiles whose template is hdfs and whose names start with hd:

deleteresource name("HDFS*") name("hd*") template("hdfs")

The following sample message appears when all the security profiles are deleted:

Succesfully deleted Security Profile: HDFS1
Succesfully deleted Security Profile: HDFS2Succesfully deleted
 Security Profile: HDFS3

 Failover Support in the Stand-Alone Command Line Interface
In a CA WA High Availability environment, if the active server fails or if you issue the
CHANGEROLE command, workload processing is switched from the active server to the
monitoring server (failover). After failover, the CLI utility connects to the new active server
automatically and runs the command against that server.
cwad121
In a CA WA High Availability, if the active server fails or if you issue the CHANGEROLE command, workload
processing is switched from the active server to the monitoring server (failover). After failover, the CLI utility
connects to the new active server automatically and runs the command against that server.

For example, suppose that the default Primary server is running on machine A and the Standby server is running
on machine B. If the CHANGEROLE command is issued, machine A becomes the Standby server and machine
B becomes the Primary server. The CLI connects and logs into machine B automatically. If both machine A and
machine B crash, the CLI tries to log into both machines every ten seconds. After two minutes, the CLI exits if it
cannot log into either of the machines.
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The CLI utility always runs commands against the active server unless you specify the standby operand in the
command. For example, the following command runs the ABOUT command on the monitoring server:

cli $HOST $PORT $USER $PASSWORD standby about 

If the monitoring server is down, the command fails.

Note:

For more information about the CLI commands, see Using the CLI.

 Using the Stand-alone CLI Utility in a Script
You can use the stand-alone Command Line Interface (CLI) utility to run CLI commands from a
script. Each CLI command sends a return code, which you can use to program your script.
cwad121
You can use the stand-alone Command Line Interface (CLI) utility to run CLI commands from a script. Each CLI
command sends a return code, which you can use to program your script.

The server is installed with a stand-alone CLI in the bin directory. This utility is invoked by a script named cli.bat on
Windows and a script named cli on UNIX. You can also install the stand-alone CLI separately on other computers.
The commands that you can issue depend on your security permissions.

Warning:

The server and the stand-alone CLI that you installed separately on other computers must be at the same
version level.

You must be connected to the server to use the CLI. To connect to the server, you must provide a user name that
has the permissions to issue the CLI commands.

Example: Automate the deletion of log files using a script on Windows

Suppose that you want to automate the deletion of log files that are older than 10 days using a script. You can
create a file named purgelog.bat on Windows that contains the following code:

set HOST=myserver
set PORT=11500
set USER=admin
set PASSWORD=0XDBBE4B5982
call cli.bat %HOST% %PORT% %USER% %PASSWORD% "purgelog age(10)"
if %errorlevel% == 0 call cli.bat %HOST% %PORT% %USER% %PASSWORD
% "purgelog age(10)"

In this example, the purgelog.bat file must reside in the bin directory. Alternatively, you can specify the full path in
the script, for example:

call "C:\Program Files\CA\Workload Automation\bin\cli.bat" %HOST
% %PORT% %USER% %PASSWORD% purgelog age(10)

Note:  The encrypted password was obtained using the ENCRYPTPASSWORD command.
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To run the script, you issue the following command:

purgelog.bat

When the script runs, the server tries to issue the first CLI command to purge all trace logs. If the command fails,
the script exits and the second CLI command is not issued.

Example: Automate the deletion of log files using a script on UNIX

Suppose that you want to automate the deletion of log files that are older than 10 days using a script. You can
create a file named purgelog.sh on UNIX that contains the following code:

#!/bin/sh
HOST=myserver
PORT=7500
USER=admin
PASSWORD=0XDBBE4B5982

set -e
./cli $HOST $PORT $USER $PASSWORD 'purgelog age(10)'

Note:  The encrypted password was obtained using the ENCRYPTPASSWORD command.

To run the script, you issue the following command:

purgelog.sh 

When the script runs, the server tries to issue the first CLI command to purge all trace logs. If the command fails,
the script exits and the second CLI command is not issued.

More information:

Install the Standalone CLI

 CA WA SOAP Web Services
CA WA SOAP Web Services let you integrate the server in a Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA) using Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) over HTTP or HTTPS. By using web
services, you do not need proprietary software to integrate the server with other services in a
business process. You can program any software application that is configured to work with web
services to create, update, invoke, monitor, and control CA Workload Automation DE workload.
For example, you can install the CA WA Web Services and program a customized internal
web interface to integrate with CA Workload Automation DE. The internal web interface could
include buttons that let your operators monitor and control workload defined on CA Workload
Automation DE.
cwad121
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CA WA SOAP Web Services let you integrate the server in a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) using Simple
Object Access Protocol (SOAP) over HTTP or HTTPS. By using web services, you do not need proprietary
software to integrate the server with other services in a business process. You can program any software
application that is configured to work with web services to create, update, invoke, monitor, and control CA Workload
Automation DE workload. For example, you can install the CA WA Web Services and program a customized
internal web interface to integrate with CA Workload Automation DE. The internal web interface could include
buttons that let your operators monitor and control workload defined on CA Workload Automation DE.

Note:

To use the CA WA SOAP Web Services, you must know how to set up your software applications to work with web
services. You must also be familiar with XML and Java.

Warning:

 CA WA SOAP Web Services and the server must be at the same version level.

Example: Trigger an Event from a Spreadsheet Application
Suppose that a business process requires the processing of information by the following software:

• A spreadsheet application
• Workload defined on CA Workload Automation DE

The workload defined on CA Workload Automation DE is scheduled to run on the last Friday of every month.
However, when time-sensitive data is entered into a specific cell of a spreadsheet, the spreadsheet application
triggers the CA Workload Automation DE workload to run immediately in addition to the Event's usual schedule.
The spreadsheet application passes the data entered in the specific cell as user information to the Application that
the Event triggers.

To integrate the CA Workload Automation DE workload in the business process, you can use Web Services
Description Language (WSDL) to program the spreadsheet application. The spreadsheet application uses web
services to send a request to CA Workload Automation DE to add a new scheduled Event execution to the Event's
monthly schedule.

The following diagram shows the components of the business process:

 

The spreadsheet software and the CA WA SOAP Web Services use SOAP to exchange XML messages over
HTTP or HTTPS.

How the Web Services Work
To program software applications to use the CA WA SOAP Web Services, you must first understand how the web
services work.

An external software application can create, update, invoke, monitor, and control CA Workload Automation DE
workload by sending a message to the web services that are installed on a web server. The web server then
sends the message to the CA Workload Automation DE server, which processes the request. The web services
and the CA Workload Automation DE server perform security checks at each step. The messages are sent using
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) over HTTP or HTTPS.

The following diagram shows how the components communicate:
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Figure 37: How the Web Services Work
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Programming your Software Applications to Use SOAP Web Services
You program your software applications to call the functions that access the CA WA SOAP Web Services that
you use to call the functions depends on your programming languages and tools. For more information about
programming your software applications to work with web services, see the documentation for your tools.

These functions are described in the Web Services Description Language (WSDL) file that is provided with the web
services. The WSDL file also describes the expected responses. The functions generate SOAP messages that
are sent over HTTP or HTTPS to the web services. If a SOAP message contains the appropriate authentication
information, the web services send the commands to create, update, invoke, monitor, and control CA Workload
Automation DE workload.

Function Response Structure
All the functions return a StandardResponse structure or a structure that includes a StandardResponse structure
and other fields specific to the function. You can use the StandardResponse structure to verify the function
executed successfully.

The StandardResponse structure contains the following fields:

• messages
Specifies an array of String values that contains detailed information about the function execution.

• statusCompletionCode
Specifies a String value that indicates whether the function executed successfully. The value can be SUCCESS,
WARNING, or FAILURE.

• statusMessage
Specifies a String value that contains summary information about the function execution.

• statusMessageId
Specifies a String value that correlates to statusMessage. You do not need this value.

 Event Web Services Functions
You can use web services to invoke the following Event-related functions:
cwad12-12-0
You can use web services to invoke the following Event-related functions:

  

bypassEvent—Bypass a Scheduled Event Execution
The bypassEvent function bypasses a future scheduled execution of an Event to prevent the server from triggering
it at its scheduled time. To use this function, specify the following parameters as listed:

•  eventName 

Specifies the Event name.
•  when

(Optional) Specifies the scheduled time of the Event execution to bypass in the
format yyyy.MMM.dd HH:mm:ss:SSS.

Note:

You can use the listEventSchedule function to retrieve the scheduled time of the Event.
•  triggerAddCookie

(Optional) Specifies an Event execution that was manually triggered as an addition to the schedule (trigger add)
to bypass.

Note:

You can issue the listEventSchedule function to retrieve the Event execution.

Note:  Specify the when parameter or the triggerAddCookie parameter, but not both. If you do not specify either
parameter, the server bypasses the next execution of the Event.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

holdEvent—Hold an Event
The holdEvent function postpones an Event from triggering. The Event remains in a held state until you release it.
To use this function, specify the following parameter:
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•  eventName 

Specifies the Event name.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

listActiveApplicationsForEvent—Return the Names of the Active Applications That an Event
Generated
The listActiveApplicationsForEvent function returns the names of the active Applications an Event triggered. To use
this function, specify the following parameter:

•  eventName 

Specifies the Event name.

The function returns a ListActiveApplicationsForEventResponse structure containing a StandardResponse
structure and a ListActiveApplicationsForEventPayload structure. The ListActiveApplicationsForEventPayload
structure contains the following fields:

•  activeApplications
Specifies an array containing the active Applications that the Event triggered.

listEventSchedule—List Scheduled Events
The listEventSchedule function lists scheduled Events. To use this function, specify the following parameters as
listed:

•  eventNameFilter
Specifies an Event name or Event name filter. To specify a filter, use the asterisk (*) as a wildcard for zero or
more characters.
Examples: ADMIN.TEST, ADMIN.TE*

•  from
Specifies the starting time and date of the schedule's period.
Example: now

•  to
Specifies the ending time and date of the schedule's period.
Example: now plus 5 hours

•  count
Specifies the number of Event executions that are displayed.

The function returns a ListEventScheduleResponse structure containing a StandardResponse structure and an
array of EventScheduleInfo structures representing the list of Event executions. Each EventScheduleInfo structure
contains the following fields:

•  eventName 

Specifies the Event name.
•  triggerDetails

Specifies an array of TriggerDetails structures containing the following fields:

•  executionTime
Specifies when the Event is executed.

•  userParameters
Specifies an array of user parameters.

•  rootJobs
Specifies root jobs.

•  submitApplicationOnHold
Indicates whether the Application will be submitted on hold.

•  monitoringEventVariablesMap
Specifies an array of MonitoringEventVariable structures. Each MonitoringEventVariable structure indicates
the name and value of a variable.

•  userEventVariablesMap
Specifies an array of UserEventVariable structures. Each UserEventVariable structure indicates the name
and value of a variable that is specified using the runApplicationCreate or runApplicationUpdate functions.

•  eventExecutionDate
Specifies the date used as the Event execution date.

•  generatedByTriggerAdd
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Indicates whether the Event execution was manually triggered as an addition to the schedule (trigger add).
•  triggerAddUser

Specifies the ID of the user that issued the trigger add command.
•  triggerAddDate

Specifies when the trigger add command was issued.
•  triggerAddCookie

Specifies the identifier of the Event execution that is created with the trigger add command.
•  bypassed

Indicates whether the execution will be bypassed.
•  bypassedBy

Specifies the ID of the user that bypassed the Event execution.
•  bypassIssuedOn

Specifies when the bypass Event command was issued.

 Example: List the Next Five Scheduled Executions of an Event in the Next One Day 

This example lists the next five scheduled executions of the SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY Event in the next one day:

<soap:Envelope xmlns:soap="http://www.w3.org/2003/05/soap-envelope"
 xmlns:xsd="http://webservice.engine.wa.ca.com/xsd">   <soap:Header/>
   <soap:Body>      <xsd:listEventSchedule>         <!--Optional:--> 
        <xsd:eventNameFilter>SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY</xsd:eventNameFilter>
         <!--Optional:-->         <xsd:from>now</xsd:from>     
    <!--Optional:-->         <xsd:to>now plus 1 day</xsd:to>   
      <!--Optional:-->         <xsd:count>5</xsd:count>      </
xsd:listEventSchedule>   </soap:Body></soap:Envelope>

The sample output that contains the list of the next five scheduled executions is as follows:

<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/
envelope/">   <soapenv:Body>      <xsd:listEventScheduleResponse
 xmlns:xsd="http://webservice.engine.wa.ca.com/xsd"
 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">      
   <xsd:return>            <xsd:eventScheduleInfo>            
   <xsd:eventName>SCHEDMASTER.VERIFY</xsd:eventName>          
     <xsd:triggerDetails>                  <xsd:bypassIssuedOn
 xsi:nil="true"/>                  <xsd:bypassed>false</xsd:bypassed>
                  <xsd:bypassedBy xsi:nil="true"/>         
         <xsd:executionTime>2017-02-14T19:30:00.000+05:30</
xsd:executionTime>                  <xsd:generatedByTriggerAdd>false</
xsd:generatedByTriggerAdd>                  <xsd:rootJobs
 xsi:nil="true"/>                 
 <xsd:submitApplicationOnHold>false</xsd:submitApplicationOnHold>
                  <xsd:triggerAddCookie xsi:nil="true"/>  
                <xsd:triggerAddDate xsi:nil="true"/>       
           <xsd:triggerAddUser xsi:nil="true"/>            
   </xsd:triggerDetails>               <xsd:triggerDetails>
                  <xsd:bypassIssuedOn xsi:nil="true"/>  
                <xsd:bypassed>false</xsd:bypassed>      
            <xsd:bypassedBy xsi:nil="true"/>            
      <xsd:executionTime>2017-02-14T19:40:00.000+05:30</
xsd:executionTime>                  <xsd:generatedByTriggerAdd>false</
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xsd:generatedByTriggerAdd>                  <xsd:rootJobs
 xsi:nil="true"/>                 
 <xsd:submitApplicationOnHold>false</xsd:submitApplicationOnHold>
                  <xsd:triggerAddCookie xsi:nil="true"/>  
                <xsd:triggerAddDate xsi:nil="true"/>       
           <xsd:triggerAddUser xsi:nil="true"/>            
   </xsd:triggerDetails>               <xsd:triggerDetails>
                  <xsd:bypassIssuedOn xsi:nil="true"/>  
                <xsd:bypassed>false</xsd:bypassed>      
            <xsd:bypassedBy xsi:nil="true"/>            
      <xsd:executionTime>2017-02-14T19:50:00.000+05:30</
xsd:executionTime>                  <xsd:generatedByTriggerAdd>false</
xsd:generatedByTriggerAdd>                  <xsd:rootJobs
 xsi:nil="true"/>                 
 <xsd:submitApplicationOnHold>false</xsd:submitApplicationOnHold>
                  <xsd:triggerAddCookie xsi:nil="true"/>  
                <xsd:triggerAddDate xsi:nil="true"/>       
           <xsd:triggerAddUser xsi:nil="true"/>            
   </xsd:triggerDetails>               <xsd:triggerDetails>
                  <xsd:bypassIssuedOn xsi:nil="true"/>  
                <xsd:bypassed>false</xsd:bypassed>      
            <xsd:bypassedBy xsi:nil="true"/>            
      <xsd:executionTime>2017-02-14T20:00:00.000+05:30</
xsd:executionTime>                  <xsd:generatedByTriggerAdd>false</
xsd:generatedByTriggerAdd>                  <xsd:rootJobs
 xsi:nil="true"/>                 
 <xsd:submitApplicationOnHold>false</xsd:submitApplicationOnHold>
                  <xsd:triggerAddCookie xsi:nil="true"/>  
                <xsd:triggerAddDate xsi:nil="true"/>       
           <xsd:triggerAddUser xsi:nil="true"/>            
   </xsd:triggerDetails>               <xsd:triggerDetails>
                  <xsd:bypassIssuedOn xsi:nil="true"/>  
                <xsd:bypassed>false</xsd:bypassed>      
            <xsd:bypassedBy xsi:nil="true"/>            
      <xsd:executionTime>2017-02-14T20:10:00.000+05:30</
xsd:executionTime>                  <xsd:generatedByTriggerAdd>false</
xsd:generatedByTriggerAdd>                  <xsd:rootJobs
 xsi:nil="true"/>                 
 <xsd:submitApplicationOnHold>false</xsd:submitApplicationOnHold>
                  <xsd:triggerAddCookie xsi:nil="true"/
>                  <xsd:triggerAddDate xsi:nil="true"/
>                  <xsd:triggerAddUser xsi:nil="true"/
>               </xsd:triggerDetails>            </
xsd:eventScheduleInfo>            <xsd:standardResponse>         
      <xsd:statusCompletionCode>SUCCESS</xsd:statusCompletionCode>
               <xsd:statusMessage>listed</xsd:statusMessage>  
             <xsd:statusMessageId>0000</xsd:statusMessageId>  
          </xsd:standardResponse>         </xsd:return>      </
xsd:listEventScheduleResponse>   </soapenv:Body></soapenv:Envelope>

releaseEvent—Release a Held Event
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The releaseEvent function releases a held Event. The Event triggers at the scheduled time. If the scheduled time
has passed, the Event triggers immediately. To use this function, specify the following parameter:

•  eventName 

Specifies the Event name.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

resumeEvent—Resume a Suspended Event
The resume function releases a suspended Event. The Event triggers at the next scheduled time. To use this
function, specify the following parameter:

•  eventName 

Specifies the Event name.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

runApplicationCreate—Create an Event to Run an Application
The runApplicationCreate function creates an Event to run an Application. To use this function, specify the following
parameters as listed:

•  applicationName 

Specifies the Application name.
•  scheduleStatements 

Specifies the schedule criteria statements that determine when the Application is scheduled to run.
•  noscheduleStatements 

Specifies exceptions to the schedule criteria.
•  calendars 

Specifies the calendars that are used to schedule the Event.
•  arguments 

Specifies the variables map of variables contained with the Event.

The function returns a RunApplicationCreateResponse structure containing a StandardResponse structure and a
RunApplicationCreatePayload structure. The RunApplicationCreatePayload structure contains the following fields:

•  runApplicationEventName 

Specifies the name of the Event that is created by the runApplicationCreate function.

runApplicationDelete—Delete an Event
The runApplicationDelete function deletes an Event that is created by the runApplicationCreate function. To use this
function, specify the following parameter:

•  eventName 

Specifies the name of the Event that is created by the runApplicationCreate function.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

runApplicationList—List Events
The runApplicationList function lists Events that are created by the runApplicationCreate function. This function has
no parameters.

The function returns a RunApplicationListResponse structure containing a StandardResponse structure and an
array of ListPayload structures representing the list of artifacts. Each ListPayload structure contains the following
fields:

•  identifier 

Specifies the name of the Event that is created by the runApplicationCreate function.
•  definitionProperties 

Specifies a DefinitionProperties structure containing the following properties:

•  lockId
Specifies the optimistic lock identifier.
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•  lockTime
Specifies the time when the artifact was manually locked.

•  lockUser
Specifies the user holding the manual lock.

•  modifiedTime
Specifies the time when the artifact was last modified.

•  modifiedUser
Specifies the last user that modified the artifact.

•  version
Specifies the artifact version number.

•  versionComments
Specifies the version comments.

•  runtimeProperties 

Specifies an array of Property structures. Each Property structure contains the following fields:

•  name
Specifies the property name.

•  value
Specifies the property value.

runApplicationRead—Read an Event
The runApplicationRead function reads an Event that is created by the runApplicationCreate function. To use this
function, specify the following parameter:

•  runApplicationEventName 

Specifies the name of the Event that is created by the runApplicationCreate function.

The function returns a RunApplicationReadResponse structure containing a StandardResponse structure and a
RunApplicationReadPayload structure. The RunApplicationReadPayload structure contains the following fields:

•  runApplicationEventName 

Specifies the name of the Event that is created by the runApplicationCreate function.
•  scheduleStatements 

Specifies the schedule criteria statements that determine when the Application is scheduled to run.
•  noscheduleStatements 

Specifies exceptions to the schedule criteria.
•  calendars 

Specifies the calendars that are used to schedule the Event.
•  applicationName 

Specifies the Application name.
•  comment

Specifies the Event comment.
•  userEventVariablesMap

Specifies the variables map of variables that are contained with the Event.

runApplicationUpdate—Update an Event
The runApplicationUpdate function updates an Event that is created by the runApplicationCreate function. To use
this function, specify the following parameters as listed:

•  runApplicationEventName 

Specifies the name of the Event that is created by the runApplicationCreate function.
•  applicationName 

Specifies the Application name.
•  scheduleStatements 

Specifies the schedule criteria statements that determine when the Application is scheduled to run.
•  noscheduleStatements 

Specifies exceptions to the schedule criteria.
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•  calendars 

Specifies the calendars that are used to schedule the Event.
•  arguments 

Specifies the variables map of variables contained with the Event.

The function returns a RunApplicationUpdateResponse structure containing a StandardResponse structure and a
RunApplicationUpdatePayload structure. The RunApplicationUpdatePayload structure contains the following field:

•  runApplicationEventName 

Specifies the name of the Event that is created by the runApplicationCreate function.

suspendEvent—Suspend an Event from Triggering
The suspendEvent function suspends an Event from triggering. The Event is suspended until you resume it. To use
this function, specify the following parameter:

•  eventName 

Specifies the Event name.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

triggerAddEvent—Trigger an Event in Addition to Its Usual Schedule
The triggerAddEvent function adds a new scheduled Event execution to the usual schedule of the Event. To use
this function, specify the following parameters as listed:

•  eventName 

Specifies the Event name.
•  when 

Specifies the time and the date when the Event triggers. You can specify a date or specify schedule criteria that
resolve to a date or time.

 Examples: Nov 6, 2009, now
•  userParams 

Specifies the user parameters to pass to the Event. You can specify up to four user parameters in an array of
String values.

•  rootJobs 

Specifies the jobs to submit when the Event is triggered. You can use this parameter to run, or rerun, a subset of
jobs within the Application. Separate the list of jobs to run with commas.

 Example: "A,B,C"

Note:

To specify a job with all its successors (descendants), append a plus sign (+). For example, enter "D+".
•  hold 

Indicates whether to submit the Application on hold when the Event is triggered. Specify a Boolean value. True
indicates that the Application is submitted on hold. False indicates that the Application is not submitted on hold.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

triggerReplaceEvent—Replace the Next Scheduled Execution of an Event with a New Time
The triggerReplaceEvent function replaces the next scheduled execution of an Event with a new time. To use this
function, specify the following parameters as listed:

•  eventName 

Specifies the Event name.
•  when 

Specifies the time and the date when the Event triggers. You can specify a date or specify schedule criteria that
resolve to a date or time.

 Examples: Nov 6, 2009, now
•  userParams 
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Specifies the user parameters to pass to the Event. You can specify up to four user parameters in an array of
String values.

•  rootJobs 

Specifies the jobs to submit when the Event is triggered. You can use this parameter to run, or rerun, a subset of
jobs within the Application. Separate the list of jobs to run with commas.

 Example: "A,B,C"

Note:

To specify a job with all its successors (descendants), append a plus sign (+). For example, enter "D+".
•  hold 

Indicates whether to submit the Application on hold when the Event is triggered. Specify a Boolean value. True
indicates that the Application is submitted on hold. False indicates that the Application is not submitted on hold.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

unbypassEvent—Unbypass a Scheduled Event Execution
The unbypassEvent function cancels the bypass of a future scheduled execution of an Event. The server triggers
the Event at its scheduled time. To use this function, specify the following parameters as listed:

•  eventName 

Specifies the Event name.
•  when

(Optional) Specifies the scheduled time of the Event execution to unbypass in the
format yyyy.MMM.dd HH:mm:ss:SSS.

Note:

You can use the listEventSchedule function to retrieve the scheduled time of the Event.
•  triggerAddCookie

(Optional) Specifies an Event execution that was manually triggered as an addition to the schedule (trigger add)
to unbypass.

Note:

You can issue the listEventSchedule function to retrieve the Event execution.

Note:  Specify the when parameter or the triggerAddCookie parameter, but not both. If you do not specify either
parameter, the server bypasses the next execution of the Event.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

 Application Web Services Functions
You can use web services to invoke the following Application-related functions:
wlade133
You can use web services to invoke the following Application-related functions:

  

completeApplication—Complete an Application
The completeApplication function completes an Application and all its jobs. To use this function, specify the
following parameters as listed:

•  applicationName 

Specifies the Application name.
•  generation 

Specifies the Application generation number.
•  reason 

Specifies the reason for the action.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

getApplicationStatus—Return the Status of One or More Applications
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The getApplicationStatus function returns the status of one or more completed or running Applications. To use this
function, specify the following parameters as listed:

•  applicationName 

Specifies the Application name.

To specify all Applications, use an asterisk (*).
•  generation

Specifies the generations to return the status of. To return the status of the current generation, specify 0. To
return the status of a specific generation, specify the generation number as a positive number. To return the
status of the last n generations, specify n as a negative number.
Example: -5 (last 5 generations)

The function returns a GetApplicationStatusResponse structure containing a StandardResponse structure and an
array of ApplicationStatus structures representing the Application generations. Each ApplicationStatus structure
contains the following fields:

•  name 

Specifies the Application name.
•  state

Specifies the Application state.
•  generationNo 

Specifies the Application generation number.
•  scheduledTime

Specifies when the Application was scheduled to execute.
•  startTime

Specifies when the Application started to execute.
•  endTime

Specifies when the Application completed.
•  eventName

Specifies the name of the Event that scheduled the Application generation.

holdApplication—Hold an Application
The holdApplication function holds an Application and all its jobs. No new jobs are submitted in the Application until
you release the Application. To use this function, specify the following parameters as listed:

•  applicationName 

Specifies the Application name.
•  generation 

Specifies the Application generation number.
•  reason 

Specifies the reason for the action.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

releaseApplication—Release a Held Application
The releaseApplication function releases a held Application and all its jobs. The jobs in the Application are
submitted once their dependencies are met. To use this function, specify the following parameters as listed:

•  applicationName 

Specifies the Application name.
•  generation 

Specifies the Application generation number.
•  reason 

Specifies the reason for the action.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

unwaitApplication—Unwait an Application
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The unwaitApplication function unwaits an Application. The Application no longer waits for its previous generation
to complete before it runs. To use this function, specify the following parameters as listed:

•  applicationName 

Specifies the Application name.
•  generation 

Specifies the Application generation number.
•  reason 

Specifies the reason for the action.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

 Job Web Services Functions
You can use web services to invoke the following job-related functions:
cwad12-12-0
You can use web services to invoke the following job-related functions:

  

bypassJob—Bypass a Job
The bypassJob function bypasses a job to prevent it from running. To use this function, specify the following
parameters as listed:

•  applicationName 

Specifies the Application name.
•  generation 

Specifies the Application generation number.
•  jobName 

Specifies the job name. If the job has a qualifier, use the format job_name.qualifier.
•  reason 

Specifies the reason for the action.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

cancelActiveJob—Cancel an Active Job
The cancelActiveJob function cancels an active job. To use this function, specify the following parameters as listed:

•  applicationName 

Specifies the Application name.
•  generation 

Specifies the Application generation number.
•  jobName 

Specifies the job name. If the job has a qualifier, use the format job_name.qualifier.
•  reason 

Specifies the reason for the action.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

completeJob—Complete a Job
The completeJob function completes a job. To use this function, specify the following parameters as listed:

•  applicationName 

Specifies the Application name.
•  generation 

Specifies the Application generation number.
•  jobName 
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Specifies the job name. If the job has a qualifier, use the format job_name.qualifier.
•  reason 

Specifies the reason for the action.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

getJobComments—Return the Comments of a Job
The getJobComments function returns the comments of a job in an active Application. To use this function, specify
the following parameters as listed:

•  applicationName 

Specifies the Application name.
•  generation 

Specifies the Application generation number.
•  jobName 

Specifies the job name. If the job has a qualifier, use the format job_name.qualifier.

The function returns a GetJobCommentsResponse structure containing a StandardResponse structure and the job
comments.

getJobStatus—Return Job Information for an Executing or Completed Application
The getJobStatus function returns job information for a completed or running Application. To use this function,
specify the following parameters as listed:

•  applicationName 

Specifies the Application name.
•  generation 

Specifies the Application generation number.
•  jobName 

Specifies the job name. If the job has a qualifier, use the format job_name.qualifier. To specify all jobs in the
Application, use an asterisk (*).

The function returns a GetJobStatusResponse structure containing a StandardResponse structure and an array
of JobStatus structures representing the jobs in the Application. Each JobStatus structure contains the following
fields:

•  name
Specifies the job name.

•  qualifier
Specifies the job qualifier.

•  state
Specifies the job state.

•  status
Specifies the job status.

•  startTime
Specifies the job start time.

•  endTime
Specifies the job end time.

•  jobType
Specifies the job type.

•  condition
Specifies the job conditions.

•  agentName
Specifies the name of the agent or advanced integration that executed the job.

•  userReason 

Specifies the reason for the action.
•  completionCode

Specifies the job completion code.
•  submissionCode
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Specifies the job submission count.
•  command

Specifies the command that is executed by the job.
•  script

Specifies the script that is executed by the job.

holdJob—Hold a Job
The holdJob function holds a job to prevent the server from submitting that job until you release it. To use this
function, specify the following parameters as listed:

•  applicationName 

Specifies the Application name.
•  generation 

Specifies the Application generation number.
•  jobName 

Specifies the job name. If the job has a qualifier, use the format job_name.qualifier.
•  reason 

Specifies the reason for the action.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

readyJob—Ready a Job for Submission
The readyJob function readies a job for submission by dropping the job's variable and predecessor dependencies,
abandoning the job's submission time, and releasing the job from manual hold.

Note:  If a job has resource dependencies, remove these dependencies separately if you want the job to run
immediately.

To use this function, specify the following parameters as listed:

•  applicationName 

Specifies the Application name.
•  generation 

Specifies the Application generation number.
•  jobName 

Specifies the job name. If the job has a qualifier, use the format job_name.qualifier.
•  reason 

Specifies the reason for the action.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

releaseJob—Release a Held Job
The releaseJob function releases a held job. To use this function, specify the following parameters as listed:

•  applicationName 

Specifies the Application name.
•  generation 

Specifies the Application generation number.
•  jobName 

Specifies the job name. If the job has a qualifier, use the format job_name.qualifier.
•  reason 

Specifies the reason for the action.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

requestJob—Request a Job
The requestJob function requests an on-request job to run. To use this function, specify the following parameters as
listed:
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•  applicationName 

Specifies the Application name.
•  generation 

Specifies the Application generation number.
•  jobName 

Specifies the job name. If the job has a qualifier, use the format job_name.qualifier.
•  reason 

Specifies the reason for the action.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

resubmitJob—Resubmit a Job
The resubmitJob function resubmits a failed or completed job in an active Application. To use this function, specify
the following parameters as listed:

•  applicationName 

Specifies the Application name.
•  generation 

Specifies the Application generation number.
•  jobName 

Specifies the job name. If the job has a qualifier, use the format job_name.qualifier.
•  reason 

Specifies the reason for the action.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

unbypassJob—Unbypass a Job
The unbypassJob function cancels the request to bypass a job. To use this function, specify the following
parameters as listed:

•  applicationName 

Specifies the Application name.
•  generation 

Specifies the Application generation number.
•  jobName 

Specifies the job name. If the job has a qualifier, use the format job_name.qualifier.
•  reason 

Specifies the reason for the action.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

unrequestJob—Unrequest a Job
The unrequestJob function cancels the request to submit an on-request job by unrequesting the job. To use this
function, specify the following parameters as listed:

•  applicationName 

Specifies the Application name.
•  generation 

Specifies the Application generation number.
•  jobName 

Specifies the job name. If the job has a qualifier, use the format job_name.qualifier.
•  reason 

Specifies the reason for the action.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.
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unwaitJob—Unwait a Job
The unwaitJob function unwaits a job. The job no longer waits for the same job to complete in a previous
Application generation before it runs. To use this function, specify the following parameters as listed:

•  applicationName 

Specifies the Application name.
•  generation 

Specifies the Application generation number.
•  jobName 

Specifies the job name. If the job has a qualifier, use the format job_name.qualifier.
•  reason 

Specifies the reason for the action.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

updateJobUserStatus—Update the User Status of a Job
The updateJobUserStatus function updates the user status of a job. You can access the user status of a job using
the WOB._userstatus built-in symbolic variable. To use this function, specify the following parameters as listed:

•  applicationName 

Specifies the Application name.
•  generation 

Specifies the Application generation number.
•  jobName 

Specifies the job name. If the job has a qualifier, use the format job_name.qualifier.
•  userStatus

Specifies the new user status.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

 Resource Web Services Functions
You can use web services to invoke the following resource-related functions:
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You can use web services to invoke the following resource-related functions:

  

dropResourceDependency—Drop the Resource Dependencies of a Job
The dropResourceDependency function drops some or all resource dependencies of a job before the job is eligible
for submission. To use this function, specify the following parameters as listed:

•  applicationName 

Specifies the Application name.
•  generation 

Specifies the Application generation number.
•  jobName 

Specifies the job name. If the job has a qualifier, use the format job_name.qualifier.
•  reason 

Specifies the reason for the action.
•  resNames

Specifies the names of the resources that the job depends on that you want to drop. Specify an array of String
values. To drop all resource dependencies, specify an empty array.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

getResourceUsage—Return the Usage Status of a Resource
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The getResourceUsage function returns the status of a resource and the number of jobs that acquired or are
waiting to acquire the resource. To use this function, specify the following parameter:

•  resourceName 

Specifies the resource name.

The function returns a GetResourceUsageResponse structure containing a StandardResponse structure and a
ResourceUsage structure. The ResourceUsage structure contains the following fields:

•  name 

Specifies the resource name.
•  statusMessage

Specifies a status message.
•  currentAvailability

Specifies the current availability count of the resource.
•  maximumAvailability

Specifies the maximum availability count of the resource.
•  resourceType

Specifies the resource type.
•  resourcePossessingRequester

Specifies an array of ResourcePossessingRequester structures representing the jobs that acquired the
resource. Each ResourcePossessingRequester structure contains the following fields:

•  requesterName
Specifies the name of the job that acquired the resource.

•  remainingQuantityToReturn
Specifies the number of resource units that remain to be returned.

•  acquiringTime
Specifies the time when the resource was acquired.

•  resourceQueuedRequester
Specifies an array of ResourceQueuedRequester structures representing each job that is waiting to acquire the
resource. Each ResourceQueuedRequester structure contains the following fields:

•  requesterName
Specifies the name of the job that is waiting to acquire the resource.

•  requestPriority
Specifies the request priority.

•  requiredQuantity
Specifies the number of required units.

•  absorbedQuantity
Specifies the number of absorbed units.

•  acquiringTime
Specifies the time when the request was made.

setResourceAvailability—Set the Availability of a Resource
The setResourceAvailability function sets the availability of a resource. To use this function, specify the following
parameters as listed:

•  resourceName 

Specifies the resource name.
•  value

Specifies the availability value.
•  relativeToCurrentValue

Indicates whether the value is relative to the current value or the absolute value. Specify a Boolean value. True
indicates that the availability count is increased by the specified value. False indicates that the availability count
is set to the value.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

setResourceMaxAvailability—Set the Maximum Availability of a Renewable Resource
The setResourceAvailability function sets the maximum availability of a renewable resource. To use this function,
specify the following parameters as listed:
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•  resourceName 

Specifies the resource name.
•  value

Specifies the maximum availability value.
•  relativeToCurrentValue

Indicates whether the value is relative to the current value or the absolute value. Specify a Boolean value.
True indicates that the maximum availability count is increased by the specified value. False indicates that the
maximum availability count is set to the value.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

 Global Variable Web Services Functions
You can use web services to invoke the following global variable-related functions:
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You can use web services to invoke the following global variable-related functions:

  

createVariable—Create a Global Variable
The createVariable function creates a global variable. You can use global variables to store information that you
can reuse across Applications. To use this function, specify the following parameters as listed:

•  name 

Specifies the global variable name.
•  value 

Specifies the global variable value.
•  context 

Specifies the context the global variable belongs to.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

decrementVariable—Decrement an Integer-valued Global Variable
The decrementVariable function decrements an integer-valued global variable value by 1. To use this function,
specify the following parameters as listed:

•  name 

Specifies the global variable name.
•  context 

Specifies the context the global variable belongs to.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

deleteVariable—Delete a Global Variable
The deleteVariable function deletes a global variable. To use this function, specify the following parameters as
listed:

•  name 

Specifies the global variable name.
•  context 

Specifies the context the global variable belongs to.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

deleteVariableContext—Delete a Global Variable Context
The deleteVariableContext function deletes a global variable context and all the variables in the context. To use this
function, specify the following parameter:

•  context
Specifies the global variable context to delete.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.
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dropVarDependency—Drop the Variable Dependencies of a Job
The dropVarDependency function drops some or all variable dependencies of a job before the job is eligible for
submission. To use this function, specify the following parameters as listed:

•  applicationName 

Specifies the Application name.
•  generation 

Specifies the Application generation number.
•  jobName 

Specifies the job name. If the job has a qualifier, use the format job_name.qualifier.
•  reason 

Specifies the reason for the action.
•  varName

Specifies the name of the global variable that the job depends on that you want to drop. To drop all the variable
dependencies of the job, do not specify a value for this parameter.

Note:  If all the variable dependencies of the job are dropped, the values of the varContext, operator, and value
parameters are ignored.

•  varContext 

Specifies the context the global variable belongs to.
•  operator 

Specifies the expression operator that was specified in the variable dependency. The operator can be any one
of the following values: =, !=, <, >, <=, >=, contains, !contains, exists, !exists.

•  value 

Specifies the global variable value.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

evalVarDependency—Evaluate the Variable Dependencies of a Job
The evalVarDependency function evaluates the variable dependencies of a job. You can use this function to check
the status of the job and the expressions that are waiting to be met before the job can be submitted. To use this
function, specify the following parameters as listed:

•  applicationName 

Specifies the Application name.
•  generation 

Specifies the Application generation number.
•  jobName 

Specifies the job name. If the job has a qualifier, use the format job_name.qualifier.

The function returns an EvalVarDependencyResponse structure containing a StandardResponse structure and an
EvalVarDependencyPayload structure. The EvalVarDependencyPayload structure includes the following fields:

•  logicOperation
Specifies the logic operation used if the job has multiple variable dependencies. The value can be AND or OR.

•  evaluations
Specifies an array of VariableExpressionEvaluation structures representing the variable dependencies. Each
VariableExpressionEvaluation structure contains the following parameters:

•  variableExpression
Specifies a VariableExpression structure containing the following parameters:

•  context
Specifies the context the global variable belongs to

•  name
Specifies the global variable name.

•  operator 

Specifies the expression operator that was specified in the variable dependency. The operator can be any
one of the following values: =, !=, <, >, <=, >=, contains, !contains, exists, !exists. 
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•  value 

Specifies the expected value of the global variable.
•  evaluation

Indicates whether the dependency is satisfied. Variable dependency expressions that are evaluated to false
are waiting to be met.

•  currentVariableValues
Specifies an array of VariableValue structures representing each dependency. You can use this structure to
compare the current value of a global variable with the expected value returned in the VariableExpression
structure. Each VariableValue structure contains the following fields:

•  name
Specifies the global variable name.

•  context
Specifies the context that the global variable belongs to.

•  value
Specifies the current value of the global variable.

incrementVariable—Increment an Integer-valued Global Variable
The incrementVariable function increments an integer-valued global variable value by 1. To use this function,
specify the following parameters as listed:

•  name 

Specifies the global variable name.
•  context 

Specifies the context the global variable belongs to.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

listVariable—List Global Variables
The listVariable function lists global variables. To use this function, specify the following parameters as listed:

•  name 

Specifies the global variable name.

You can use the asterisk (*) as a wildcard for zero or more characters and the question mark (?) as a wildcard
for a single character.

•  context 

Specifies the context the global variable belongs to.

You can use the asterisk (*) as a wildcard for zero or more characters and the question mark (?) as a wildcard
for a single character.

The function returns a ListVariableResponse structure containing a StandardResponse structure and an array
of VariableProperties structures representing the list of variables. Each VariableProperties structure contains the
following fields:

•  context 

Specifies the context the global variable belongs to.
•  createTime

Specifies the time when the variable was created.
•  creator

Specifies the user that created the variable.
•  modifier

Specifies the user that last modified the variable.
•  modifyTime

Specifies the time when the variable was last modified.
•  name 

Specifies the global variable name.
•  value 

Specifies the global variable value.
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listVariableContext—List Global Variable Contexts
The listVariableContext function lists the global variable contexts. This function has no parameters.

The function returns a ListValuesResponse structure containing a StandardResponse structure and an array of
values.

setVariable—Set the Value of a Global Variable
The setVariable function sets the value of a global variable. To use this function, specify the following parameters
as listed:

•  name 

Specifies the global variable name.
•  value 

Specifies the global variable value.
•  context 

Specifies the context the global variable belongs to.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

 Artifact Web Services Functions
You can use web services to invoke the following artifact-related functions:
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You can use web services to invoke the following artifact-related functions:

  

deleteArtifact—Delete an Artifact Definition
The deleteArtifact function deletes an artifact definition.

Note:

To delete artifacts, you require the appropriate security permissions. For example, you require administrator
permissions to list user and group definitions and configuration parameters.

To use this function, specify the following parameters as listed:

•  artifactType 

Specifies the artifact type. The artifact types are as follows:

•  AGENT
Specifies agent or advanced integration definitions.

•  ALERT
Specifies Alert definitions.

•  AGENTGRP
Specifies agent group definitions.

•  APPLICATION
Specifies Application definitions.

•  CALENDAR
Specifies calendar definitions.

•  CONFIG_INSTANCE
Specifies the instance configuration parameters for each server instance.

•  CONFIG_LDAP_COMM
Specifies the shared configuration parameters for the authentication systems.

•  CONFIG_LDAP_SERV
Specifies the configuration parameters for each LDAP server.

•  CONFIG_SHARED
Specifies the shared configuration parameters for the server.

•  CONFIG_SMTP
Specifies the configuration parameters for the SMTP server.

•  CONFIG_SNMP
Specifies the configuration parameters for each SNMP manager.
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•  EVENT
Specifies Event definitions.

•  FORECAST_SPEC
Specifies definitions used for forecast reports.

•  GROUP
Specifies group definitions for security.

•  JAVASCRIPT
Specifies JavaScript scripts stored in the JavaScript repository.

•  REPORT_DESIGN
Specifies report designs.

•  RESOURCE
Specifies resource definitions.

•  SUNDRY
Specifies artifacts not covered in other artifact categories, such as system-level symbolic variables.

•  USER
Specifies user definitions for security.

•  identifier 

Specifies the artifact name.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

deleteVersion—Delete a Version of an Artifact Definition
The deleteVersion function deletes a version of an artifact definition. To use this function, specify the following
parameters as listed:

•  artifactType 

Specifies the artifact type. Currently, only APPLICATION is supported.
•  identifier 

Specifies the artifact name.
•  version

Specifies the version of the artifact definition to delete.

The function returns a StandardResponse structure.

listArtifact—List Defined Artifacts
The listArtifact function lists defined artifacts.

Note:  To list artifacts, you require the appropriate security permissions. For example, you require administrator
permissions to list user and group definitions and configuration parameters.

To use this function, specify the following parameter:

•  artifactType 

Specifies the artifact type. The artifact types are as follows:

•  AGENT
Specifies agent or advanced integration definitions.

•  ALERT
Specifies Alert definitions.

•  AGENTGRP
Specifies agent group definitions.

•  APPLICATION
Specifies Application definitions.

•  CALENDAR
Specifies calendar definitions.

•  CONFIG_INSTANCE
Specifies the instance configuration parameters for each server instance.

•  CONFIG_LDAP_COMM
Specifies the shared configuration parameters for the authentication systems.

•  CONFIG_LDAP_SERV
Specifies the configuration parameters for each LDAP server.
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•  CONFIG_SHARED
Specifies the shared configuration parameters for the server.

•  CONFIG_SMTP
Specifies the configuration parameters for the SMTP server.

•  CONFIG_SNMP
Specifies the configuration parameters for each SNMP manager.

•  EVENT
Specifies Event definitions.

•  FORECAST_SPEC
Specifies definitions used for forecast reports.

•  GROUP
Specifies group definitions for security.

•  JAVASCRIPT
Specifies JavaScript scripts stored in the JavaScript repository.

•  REPORT_DESIGN
Specifies report designs.

•  RESOURCE
Specifies resource definitions.

•  SUNDRY
Specifies artifacts not covered in other artifact categories, such as system-level symbolic variables.

•  USER
Specifies user definitions for security.

The function returns a ListArtifactResponse structure containing a StandardResponse structure and an array of
ListPayload structures representing the list of artifacts. Each ListPayload structure contains the following fields:

•  identifier 

Specifies the artifact name.
•  definitionProperties 

Specifies a DefinitionProperties structure containing the following properties:

•  lockId
Specifies the optimistic lock identifier.

•  lockTime
Specifies the time when the artifact was manually locked.

•  lockUser
Specifies the user holding the manual lock.

•  modifiedTime
Specifies the time when the artifact was last modified.

•  modifiedUser
Specifies the last user that modified the artifact.

•  version
Specifies the artifact version number.

•  versionComments
Specifies the version comments.

•  runtimeProperties 

Specifies an array of Property structures. Each Property structure contains the following fields:

•  name
Specifies the property name.

•  value
Specifies the property value.

listVersion—List Artifact Versions
The listVersion function lists artifact versions. To use this function, specify the following parameter:

•  artifactType 

Specifies the artifact type. Currently, only APPLICATION is supported.
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The function returns a ListVersionResponse structure containing a StandardResponse structure and an array of
ListVersionPayload structures representing the list of artifact versions. Each ListVersionPayload structure contains
the following fields:

•  identifier 

Specifies the artifact name.
•  versionProperties

Specifies a VersionProperties structure containing the following fields:

•  auditComments
Specifies the audit comments generated by the server.

•  modifiedTime
Specifies the time that the artifact was last modified.

•  modifiedUser
Specifies the last user that modified the artifact.

•  version
Specifies the artifact version number.

•  versionComments
Specifies the version comments.

 General Web Services Functions
You can also use web services to invoke the following general functions:
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You can also use web services to invoke the following general functions:

  

executeCliCommand—Execute a CLI Command
The executeCliCommand function executes a CLI command. You can pass any CLI command as an argument to
this function.

Note:  To execute a CLI command, you require the appropriate security permissions.

To use this function, specify the following parameter:

•  command
Specifies the CLI command.

Note:

For more information about the CLI commands, see Command Line Interface (CLI).

The function returns an ExecuteCliCommandResponse structure containing a StandardResponse structure and a
String containing the results of the CLI command.

getServerTimeZone—Return the Server Time Zone Information
The getServerTimeZone function returns the server time zone information. This function has no parameters.

The function returns a GetServerTimeZoneResponse structure containing a StandardResponse structure and a
TimeZoneDetails structure. The TimeZoneDetails structure contains the following fields:

• ID
Specifies the time zone ID.

•  displayName
Specifies the name of the time zone.

•  rawOffset
Specifies the amount of time in milliseconds to add to UTC to get the standard time in this time zone. This value
is not affected by daylight saving time.

•  DSTSavings
Specifies the amount of time to be added to the local standard time to get the local wall clock time.

•  usingDST
Indicates whether the time zone uses daylight saving time.

testScheduleCriteria—Test a Schedule Criteria

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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The testScheduleCriteria function tests a schedule criteria. To use this function, specify the following parameters as
listed:

•  statement
Specifies the schedule criteria statement to test. By default, only the first occurrence is returned. To return
multiple occurrences, specify the format n times statement, where n represents the number of occurrences to
return and statement represents the schedule criteria statement to test.
Examples: every 5 minutes (returns 1 occurrence); 4 times every 5 minutes (returns 4 occurrences)

•  calendars
Specifies the calendars to use to resolve special days and holidays that are specified in the schedule criteria
statement.
Default: SYSTEM calendar

The function returns a ListVersionResponse structure containing a StandardResponse structure and an array of
strings in the format yyyyMMddHHmmssSSS+|-xxvv, where:

•  y─Represents the year digits.
•  M─Represents the month digits.
•  d─Represents the day of month digits.
•  H─Represents the hour digits.
•  m─Represents the minute digits.
•  s─Represents the second digits.
• S─Represents the millisecond digits.
• +|-─Indicates whether the time zone offset of the server from UTC is positive (+) or negative (-).
•  xx─Represents the hours of the offset.
•  vv─Represents the minutes of the offset.

 Viewing the Web Services WSDL File
The WSDL file for the CA WA Web Services contains details about the parameter types and
expected responses for each function.
cwad12
The WSDL file for the CA WA Web Services contains details about the parameter types and expected responses
for each function.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the Apache Axis2 web server is deployed.
2. Ensure that the web services are deployed.
3. Open a web browser and go to the following web page:

protocol://host_address:port/axis2/services/EspDSeriesService?wsdl

• protocol
Specifies the communications protocol to use.
Limits: HTTP or HTTPS

• host_address
Specifies the IP network address.

• port
Specifies the port for the HTTP or HTTPS connector.
Default: 8080 (non-SSL connection) or 8443 (SSL connection)

The WSDL file is displayed.

Example: Viewing the web services WSDL file
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This following URL displays the web services WSDL file that is located on a web server named schedhost. The
web server uses port 8080 and non-SSL communication.

http://schedhost:8080/axis2/services/EspDSeriesService?wsdl

 ESPmgr Utility
ESPmgr is a command-line API supplied with an agent. You use ESPmgr to send a message to
the server from the agent platform. The message can tell the server to perform an action on a
job or Application, such as releasing an Application or inserting a job into an Application.
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ESPmgr is a command-line API supplied with an agent. You use ESPmgr to send a message to the server from the
agent platform. The message can tell the server to perform an action on a job or Application, such as releasing an
Application or inserting a job into an Application.

You can also use ESPmgr in a script run through the agent or the command line. For example, you may want
to use ESPmgr in a script to report the completion of internal processing phases. You can then view this status
information using the Monitor perspective of CA WA Desktop Client.

The following diagram shows the relationship between ESPmgr, the agent, and the server.

Figure 38: ESPmgr Utility

To use ESPmgr, the agent must be running and the specified job must be active. ESPmgr creates messages you
can track through the server and agent logs.

This section contains the following topics:

ESPmgr Utility—Send a Message to the Server from the Agent Platform
You use the ESPmgr utility to send a message to the server from the agent platform.

The ESPmgr utility has the following format:
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ESPmgr "objectname ACTION subverb [keyword1(value)] ..."

• objectname
Specifies the object name in the following format:

wobname[.qualifier]/application.generation/MAIN

• wobname
Specifies the job name or Application name. If wobname is an Application, append two tilde characters (~~)
to the name: applname~~.

• qualifier
(Optional) Specifies the job qualifier.

• application
Specifies the Application name.

• generation
Specifies the Application generation number. Avoid using 0 for the current generation. Use absolute
generation numbers instead.

• MAIN
Specifies the Application file name. Always use MAIN.

Examples:

• This example specifies the job JOB1.NT in generation 99 of Application TESTNT:

JOB1.NT/TESTNT.99/MAIN

• This example specifies generation 4 of Application PAYROLL:

PAYROLL~~/PAYROLL.4/MAIN

Note:  To indicate a subApplication, use the Subappl() keyword.
• ACTION

Specifies the verb. Use ACTION to control Applications, subApplications, and jobs.
• subverb

Specifies the subverb of the verb.
• keyword1(value) ...

(Optional) Specifies keywords and their associated values.

Note:

If the keyword value contains spaces, enclose it in single quotes ('). If the keyword value contains special
characters such as double quotes, backward slashes or question marks, enclose with \".

Note:  The fields in the message are case-sensitive. The server converts the job name and verb to uppercase but
leaves all other fields in their original case. For example, if the keyword is Pred, you must code the keyword in the
same case. Coding pred or PRED is not the same as Pred.

Issuing the ESPmgr Utility from the Agent Platform
When you issue the ESPmgr utility from the agent platform command prompt, verify that the logon user ID you use
for the platform is defined as a server user. That user must have the appropriate APPLX permissions defined for
the Applications your ESPmgr utility applies to.
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Warning:

When you issue the ESPMgr utility from an operating system command line, the LocalUser(username)
parameter gets appended to the related AFM in the agent and server log files. The local user is the
operating system user that executes the ESPMgr command.

Before you run this utility, you must define this user on the server and assign the appropriate APPLX
permission. Otherwise, the command execution fails.

Suppose that you want to execute the following ESPMgr command to complete the job named

TEST

in generation 2 of the Application

SAMPLE

. You must first add the local user

dsepp

added on the server and set the user with the

APPLX.SAMPLE.TEST.*.* (Allow)

permission.

ESPmgr "TEST/SAMPLE.2/MAIN ACTION COMPLETE Reason("Test")"

AFM at Server 20180420 19990000-0001 ESP_DSRIES_7500 AGENT TEST/
SAMPLE.2/MAIN ACTION COMPLETE Reason(Test) LocalUser(dsepp)
 User(AGENT)

To use the ESPmgr utility from the agent platform command prompt, you must set two environment variables:

• ESPAGENTDIR
Set ESPAGENTDIR to the name of the agent's working directory (the directory containing the agentparm.txt
file).

• On Windows:

set ESPAGENTDIR=agentdirectoryname
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• On UNIX:

export ESPAGENTDIR=agentdirectoryname

• ESPAPPLMGR
Set ESPAPPLMGR to the server ID (in the Topology).

• On Windows:

set ESPAPPLMGR=serverid

• On UNIX:

export ESPAPPLMGR=serverid

When using the ESPmgr utility in a script, you do not have to set values for the ESPAGENTDIR and
ESPAPPLMGR environment variables.

Example: Reporting Completion of Internal Processing Phases in a Script
The following example reports the completion of phases in a script. The ESPAPPL and ESPAPGEN environment
variables are automatically resolved at runtime.

• ESPAPPL is substituted with the Application name that contains the job running the script.
• ESPAPGEN is substituted with the Application generation that contains the job running the script.

Example: Windows

...
ESPmgr "PROGRAM1/%ESPAPPL%.%ESPAPGEN%/
MAIN ACTION USERSTATUS  Text('Phase 1 of data.bat complete')"
...
...
ESPmgr "PROGRAM1/%ESPAPPL%.%ESPAPGEN%/
MAIN ACTION USERSTATUS  Text('Phase 2 of data.bat complete')"
...
...
ESPmgr "PROGRAM1/%ESPAPPL%.%ESPAPGEN%/
MAIN ACTION USERSTATUS  Text('Phase 3 of data.bat complete')"
...

When the data.bat file runs, the message at the end of each phase is sent to the server.
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If generation 4 of Application MYAPPL contained a job that executed the above script, the object name would
resolve to the following at runtime:

PROGRAM1/MYAPPL.4/MAIN

Example: UNIX

...
ESPmgr "PROGRAM1/$ESPAPPL.$ESPAPGEN/
MAIN ACTION USERSTATUS  Text('Phase 1 of payroll complete')"
...
...
ESPmgr" "PROGRAM1/$ESPAPPL.$ESPAPGEN/
MAIN ACTION USERSTATUS  Text('Phase 2 of payroll complete')"
...
...
ESPmgr" "PROGRAM1/$ESPAPPL.$ESPAPGEN/
MAIN ACTION USERSTATUS  Text('Phase 3 of payroll complete')"
...

When the payroll script runs, the message at the end of each phase is sent to the server.

If generation 4 of Application MYAPPL contained a job that executed the above script, the object name would
resolve to the following at runtime:

PROGRAM1/MYAPPL.4/MAIN

 Controlling Applications and SubApplications
Using the ESPmgr utility, you can perform the following actions on Applications and
subApplications:
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Using the ESPmgr utility, you can perform the following actions on Applications and subApplications:

• Bypassing a subApplication
• Completing an Application/subApplication
• Holding an Application/subApplication
• Placing a subApplication in READY state
• Requesting a subApplication
• Unwaiting an Application/subApplication

ESPmgr Utility—Control Applications and SubApplications
You can use the ESPmgr utility to control Applications and subApplications.
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For controlling Applications and subApplications, the ESPmgr utility has the following format:

ESPmgr "application~~/application.generation/MAIN ACTION subverb
 [Subappl(subApplication)][Reason(reason)]"

•   application 
Specifies the Application name.

•   generation 
Specifies the generation number.

•   subverb 
Specifies the command to apply to the Application or subApplication. The following commands are available:

•  BYPASS
Bypasses a subApplication.

•  UNBYPASS
Unbypass all jobs in a subApplication.

•  COMPLETE
Completes all jobs in an Application or a subApplication. This action releases all successor jobs.

•  HOLD
Places the Application in APPLHOLD state.

•  RELEASE
Releases an Application or a subApplication from the APPLHOLD state.

•  READY
Places all jobs in a subApplication immediately in the READY state. This action drops predecessor
dependencies, hold states, and delay submit times.

•  REQUEST
Requests all jobs in a subApplication.

•  UNREQUEST
Unrequest all jobs in a subApplication.

•  UNWAIT
Removes an Application from the APPLWAIT state or a subApplication from the SUBAPPLWAIT state. The
Application no longer waits for all previous generations to complete. The subApplication no longer waits for
its jobs in a previous generation of the Application to complete before it runs.

•  Subappl(subApplication)
(Optional) Specifies the subApplication name. Use to control subApplications.

•  Reason(reason)
(Optional) Specifies the reason for issuing the command. If the reason includes spaces, enclose in single
quotes.

Note:

If the Require reason for job commands option is selected in the Application properties, the Reason keyword is
required.

 Example: Bypassing a SubApplication 

The following example bypasses all jobs in subApplication UNIXP1 in generation 35 of the VERIFY Application:

ESPmgr "VERIFY~~/VERIFY.35/MAIN ACTION BYPASS Subappl(UNIXP1)"

 Example: Unbypassing a SubApplication 

The following example unbypasses all jobs in subApplication ORCP1 in generation 63 of the VERIFY Application:

ESPmgr "VERIFY~~/VERIFY.63/MAIN ACTION UNBYPASS Subappl(ORCP1)"
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 Example: Completing an Application 

The following example completes all jobs in generation 4 of Application PAYROLL:

ESPmgr "PAYROLL~~/PAYROLL.4/MAIN ACTION COMPLETE"

 Example: Completing a SubApplication 

The following example completes all jobs in subApplication SAPP1 in generation 49 of the VERIFY Application:

ESPmgr "VERIFY~~/VERIFY.49/MAIN ACTION COMPLETE Subappl(SAPP1)"

 Example: Holding an Application 

The following example holds generation 2 of Application TEST:

ESPmgr "TEST~~/TEST.2/MAIN ACTION HOLD"

 Example: Holding a SubApplication 

The following example holds all jobs in subApplication PSP1 in generation 14 of the VERIFY Application:

ESPmgr "VERIFY~~/VERIFY.14/MAIN ACTION HOLD Subappl(PSP1)"

 Example: Releasing an Application 

The following example releases generation 2 of Application TEST from the APPLHOLD state:

ESPmgr "TEST~~/TEST.2/MAIN ACTION RELEASE"

 Example: Releasing a SubApplication 

The following example releases all jobs in subApplication ORCP1 in generation 21 of the VERIFY Application:

ESPmgr "VERIFY~~/VERIFY.21/MAIN ACTION RELEASE Subappl(ORCP1)"

 Example: Placing a SubApplication in the READY State 

The following example readies all jobs in subApplication SAPP1 in generation 42 of the VERIFY Application:

ESPmgr "VERIFY~~/VERIFY.42/MAIN ACTION READY Subappl(SAPP1)"

 Example: Requesting a SubApplication 
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The following example requests all jobs in subApplication PSP1 in generation 56 of the VERIFY Application:

ESPmgr "VERIFY~~/VERIFY.56/MAIN ACTION REQUEST Subappl(PSP1)"

 Example: Unrequesting a SubApplication 

The following example unrequests all jobs in subApplication NTP1 in generation 70 of the VERIFY Application:

ESPmgr "VERIFY~~/VERIFY.70/MAIN ACTION UNREQUEST Subappl(NTP1)"

 Example: Removing an Application from the APPLWAIT State 

The following example removes generation 6 of Application TEST from the APPLWAIT state:

ESPmgr "TEST~~/TEST.6/MAIN ACTION UNWAIT"

 Example: Removing the Jobs in a SubApplication from the SUBAPPLWAIT State 

The following example removes all jobs in subApplication NTP1 in generation 28 of the VERIFY Application from
the SUBAPPLWAIT state:

ESPmgr "VERIFY~~/VERIFY.28/MAIN ACTION UNWAIT Subappl(NTP1)"

 Controlling Jobs
Using the ESPmgr utility, you can perform the following actions on jobs:
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Using the ESPmgr utility, you can perform the following actions on jobs:

• Bypassing a job
• Unbypassing a job
• Completing a job
• Dropping a job's dependencies
• Dropping a job's resources
• Holding a job
• Releasing a job
• Inserting a job into an Application
• Canceling an executing job
• Placing a job in READY state
• Requesting a job
• Unrequesting a job
• Resetting a job's times
• Modifying a job's definition
• Resubmitting a job
• Unwaiting a job
• Setting a job's user status

ESPmgr Utility—Control Jobs
You can use the ESPmgr utility to control jobs.
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For controlling jobs, the ESPmgr utility has the following format:

ESPmgr "jobname/application.generation/
MAIN ACTION subverb [Reason(reason)]"

• jobname
Specifies the job name.

• application
Specifies the Application name.

• generation
Specifies the Application generation number.

• subverb
Specifies the command to apply to the job. The following commands are available:

• BYPASS
Bypasses a job.

• DROPRES [Resource(resource_list)]
Drops some or all of a job's resources.

• Resource(resource_list)
(Optional) Specifies the resources to be dropped. Separate resources by commas and enclose in single
quotes. If you omit this keyword, the server drops all resources.

• UNBYPASS
Unbypasses a job.

• COMPLETE
Completes a job. This action releases all successor jobs.

• DROPDEP [Pred(predecessor_list)]
Drops some or all of a job's predecessor dependencies.

• Pred(predecessor_list)
(Optional) Specifies the predecessor dependencies to be dropped. Separate dependencies by commas
and enclose in single quotes. If you omit this keyword, the server drops all dependencies.

• DROPVARDEP [VariableDependencies(variable_dependencies_list)]
Drops some or all of a job's variable dependencies.

• VariableDependencies(variable_dependencies_list)
(Optional) Specifies the variable dependencies to be dropped. If you omit this keyword, the server drops
all variable dependencies.
You can specify any number of variable dependencies.
Code variable dependencies using the following syntax:

VariableDependencies(  Expression1(Name(name_1) 
 Context(context_1)  Operator(operator_1)   Value(value_1)) ... 
  ExpressionN(Name(name_N)  Context(context_N)  
 Operator(operator_N)  Value(value_N)))

name_N—The name of the global variable. This name is not case sensitive. You can specify up to 128
alphanumeric or underscore characters. The first character cannot be a number.
context_N—The name of the context that the global variable belongs to. You can specify up to 128
alphanumeric or underscore characters. Entering Context() without a value specifies the DEFAULT
context.
operator_N—The expression operator. Specify one of the following: EQUAL_TO, NOT_EQUAL_TO,
LESS_THAN, GREATER_THAN, LESS_THAN_OR_EQUAL_TO, GREATER_THAN_OR_EQUAL_TO,
CONTAINS, NOT_CONTAINS, EXISTS, NOT_EXISTS.
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value_N—The value of the global variable. You can specify up to 1024 characters. To specify a value
that contains spaces or special characters such as commas or equal signs, enclose the value in single
quotes. If operator_N is EXISTS or NOT_EXISTS, or if you want to specify an empty string, enter Value()
without a value.

• HOLD
Holds a job. This action places the job in the MANHOLD state.

• RELEASE
Releases a job from the MANHOLD state.

• INSERT keyword1(value) ...
Inserts a job into an Application.

• keyword1(value) ...
Specifies keywords that apply to the job that you want to insert. The applicable keywords depend on the
job type.

• KILL
Cancels an executing job.

• READY
Places a job immediately in the READY state. This action drops all predecessor dependencies, hold states,
and delay submit times.

• REQUEST
Requests a job.

• UNREQUEST
Unrequests a job.

• RESET
Resets a job's times. Options are as follows:

• AbandonDependency(time)
Specifies the time at which the server drops a job's predecessor dependencies.

• AbandonResource(time)
Specifies the time at which the server drops a job's resource dependencies.

• AbandonSubmission(time)
Specifies the time at which the server abandons the job submission.

• AbandonVarDependency(time)
Specifies the time at which the server drops a job's variable dependencies. Specifying the
AbandonVarDependency() keyword without a value resets the time to now.

• EarlySub(time)
Specifies the time at which the server waits before readying the job for submission.

• LateStart(time)
Specifies the time at which the server considers a job overdue if it has not started.

• LateEnd(time)
Specifies the time at which the server considers a job overdue if it has not completed.

Note:

• The time specified in the preceding keywords must resolve to a specific time and date, for example 16:30,
5pm today plus one workday, now plus 2 hours.

• The following times are invalid because they do not resolve to a specific time and date: daily, every 30
minutes, weekly.

• RESETJOB keyword1(value) ...
Modifies a job definition.

• keyword1(value) ...
Specifies keywords that apply to the job that you want to modify. The applicable keywords depend on the
job type.

Note:

To modify a job definition, you need to specify all the keywords required for the job definition, including
those keywords whose values remain the same. You can code the same keywords with RESET as you
can with INSERT.

• RESUBMIT
Resubmits a job.

• UNWAIT
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Removes a job from the JANCWAIT state. The job no longer waits for the same job to complete in a previous
Application generation before it runs.

• USERSTATUS Text(text)
Sets the user status for the job to the value specifies in the Text keyword. If the user status contains spaces,
enclose in single quotes.

• Reason(reason)
Specifies the reason for issuing the command. If the reason includes spaces, enclose in single quotes.

Note:

If the Require reason for job commands option is selected in the Application properties, the Reason keyword is
required.

Example: Bypassing a Job

The following example bypasses JOBB in generation 2 of the MYAPPL Application:

ESPmgr "JOBB/MYAPPL.2/MAIN ACTION BYPASS"

Example: Dropping All Resource Dependencies

The following example drops all resources for job PAYJOBD in generation 8 of Application TEST:

ESPmgr "PAYJOBD/TEST.8/MAIN ACTION DROPRES"

Example: Dropping Some Resource Dependencies

The following example drops resources RESA and RESB for job PAYJOBC in generation 4 of Application TEST:

ESPmgr "PAYJOBC/TEST.4/MAIN ACTION DROPRES Resource('RESA,RESB')"

Example: Unbypassing a Job

The following example unbypasses JOBB in generation 2 of the MYAPPL Application:

ESPmgr "JOBB/MYAPPL.2/MAIN ACTION UNBYPASS"

Example: Completing a Job

The following example completes JOBA in generation 1 of the MYAPPL Application:

ESPmgr "JOBA/MYAPPL.1/MAIN ACTION COMPLETE"

Example: Dropping All Predecessor Dependencies
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The following example drops all predecessors for job PAYJOBD in generation 8 of Application TEST:

ESPmgr "PAYJOBD/TEST.8/MAIN ACTION DROPDEP"

Example: Dropping Some Predecessor Dependencies

The following example drops jobs PAYJOBA and PAYJOBB as predecessors for job PAYJOBC in generation 4 of
Application TEST:

ESPmgr "PAYJOBC/TEST.4/MAIN ACTION DROPDEP Pred('PAYJOBA,PAYJOBB')"

Example: Dropping All Variable Dependencies

The following example drops all variable dependencies for job PAYJOBD in generation 8 of Application TEST:

ESPmgr "PAYJOBD/TEST.8/MAIN ACTION DROPVARDEP"

Example: Dropping Some Variable Dependencies

The following example drops two variable dependencies for job PAYJOBC in generation 4 of Application TEST:

ESPmgr "PAYJOBC/TEST.4/
MAIN ACTION DROPVARDEP VariableDependencies(Expression1(Name(QUOTA) Context(payroll) Operator(EXISTS) Value()) Expression2(Name(SALES) Context(DEFAULT) Operator(GREATER_THAN_OR_EQUAL_TO) Value(1000)))"

Example: Holding a Job

The following example holds job PROGRAM1 in generation 2 of Application TEST:

ESPmgr "PROGRAM1/TEST.2/MAIN ACTION HOLD"

Example: Releasing a Job from the MANHOLD State

The following example releases job MYJOB in generation 2 of Application TEST from the MANHOLD state:

ESPmgr "MYJOB/TEST.2/MAIN ACTION RELEASE"

Example: Running a UNIX Script Using an Agent

The following example inserts a UNIX job named STATUS.MODUL1 into generation 6 of Application TEST:
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ESPmgr "STATUS.MODUL1/TEST.6/
MAIN ACTION INSERT Type(UNIX) Rununit(AGENTNAME) Container(TEST~~) Script(/
export/home/scripts/
test) Args(param1) Release((NORMAL,TEST3)) Succ(TEST3)"

In this example, job STATUS.MODUL1:

• Runs under an agent named AGENTNAME
• Runs script /export/home/scripts/test
• Passes param1 as an argument
• Releases job TEST3 when STATUS.MODUL1 completes normally (NORMAL release condition)

Example: Running a UNIX Command Using an Agent Group

The following example inserts a UNIX job named MODUL111 into generation 72 of Application B:

ESPmgr "MODUL111/B.72/
MAIN ACTION INSERT Type(UNIX) Rununit(AGENTGRP:MYGROUP) Container(B~~) Command(/
bin/sleep) Args(10) User(root)"

In this example, job MODUL111:

• Runs under an agent group named MYGROUP for load balancing
• Runs command /bin/sleep under user root
• Passes 10 as an argument to the command

Example: Running a Windows Command Using an Agent

The following example inserts an NT job named STATUS into generation 3 of Application TEST:

ESPmgr "STATUS/TEST.3/
MAIN ACTION INSERT Type(NT) Rununit(LLAGENT) Container(TEST~~) Command(\"C:
\Program Files\scripts\test.bat
\") Args(report1) Envar('VARIANT=parm1') Pred(TEST4)"

In this example, job STATUS:

• Runs under an agent named LLAGENT
• Runs command C:\Program Files\scripts\test.bat
• Passes report1 as an argument to the command
• Sets environment variable VARIANT to parm1
• Waits for job TEST4 to complete in the TEST Application

Example: Running a Windows Command Using an Agent Group

The following example inserts an NT job named TESTINS1 into generation 2 of Application PASS:

ESPmgr "TESTINS1/PASS.2/
MAIN ACTION INSERT Mfuser(SCHEDMASTER) Container(PASS~~) Type(NT) Rununit(AGENTGRP:MYGROUP) Command("C:
\Cygwin\bin\sleep.exe") Args(10) "
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In this example, job TESTINS1:

• Runs under an agent group named MYGROUP for load balancing
• Runs command C:\Cygwin\bin\sleep.exe
• Passes 10 as an argument to the command

Example: Cancelling an Executing Job

The following example cancels job PROGRAM1 in generation 2 of Application TEST:

ESPmgr "PROGRAM1/TEST.2/MAIN ACTION KILL"

Example: Placing a Job in the READY State

The following example readies job LINK1 in generation 1 of the WEJ039 Application:

ESPmgr "LINK1/WEJ039.1/MAIN ACTION READY"

Example: Requesting a Job

The following example requests JOBE in generation 1 of the APPL Application:

ESPmgr "JOBE/APPL.1/MAIN ACTION REQUEST"

Example: Unrequesting a Job

The following example unrequests JOBE in generation 1 of the APPL Application:

ESPmgr "JOBE/APPL.1/MAIN ACTION UNREQUEST"

Example: Dropping Predecessor Dependencies at a Specified Time

The following example drops all predecessors for job PAYJOBD in generation 8 of Application TEST at 16:30:

ESPmgr "PAYJOBD/TEST.8/MAIN ACTION RESET AbandonDependency(16:30)"

Example: Abandoning Submission at a Specified Time

The following example abandons the submission of job PAYJOBE in generation 4 of Application TEST at the end of
the next workday:

ESPmgr "PAYJOBE/TEST.4/
MAIN ACTION RESET AbandonSubmission('5pm today plus one workday')"
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Example: Delaying Submission at a Specified Time

The following example delays the submission of job PAYJOBF in generation 1 of Application TEST for two hours:

ESPmgr "PAYJOBF/TEST.1/MAIN ACTION RESET EarlySub('now plus 2 hours')"

Example: Modifying a Job's Definition

The following example modifies the agent that runs job WINNT3 in generation 2 of the VERIFY Application. The
example also releases the job after zero predecessors remain (Relcount = 0).

ESPmgr "WINNT3/VERIFY.2/
MAIN ACTION RESETJOB Type(NT) Container(TEST~~)Command(\"C:
\Program Files\scripts\test.bat
\") Args(report1) Envar('VARIANT=parm1') Pred(TEST4) Relcount(0) Rununit(AGENT)"

Example: Resubmitting a Job

The following example resubmits MYJOB in generation 3 of Application TEST:

ESPmgr "MYJOB/TEST.3/MAIN ACTION RESUB"

Example: Removing a Job from JANCWAIT State

The following example removes job PROGRAM1 in generation 2 of Application TEST from the JANCWAIT state:

ESPmgr "PROGRAM1/TEST.2/MAIN ACTION UNWAIT"

Example: Setting a Job's User Status

The following example sets the user status of job PROGRAM1 in generation 2 of Application TEST to 'Test
successful'):

ESPmgr "PROGRAM1/TEST.2/
MAIN ACTION USERSTATUS Text('Test successful')"

 ACTION INSERT Keywords for each Job
The following table use letter codes to indicate the keywords that are required for that job type.
cwad121
The following table use letter codes to indicate the keywords that are required for that job type.

• R—Required
For almost all jobs, you must include the following keywords:
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• Type()—Job type. For a list of job types, see Job Types.
• Rununit()—The agent the job runs on

Note:   Does not apply to LINK, TASK, or External jobs.
• Container()—The Application the inserted job belongs to

• O—Optional
• R*—You must select one among the R* keywords that are listed for the job you are using.

 Job Type  Type()  More information 

All job types  Common ACTION
INSERT keywords 

SQL SQL

DB Stored Procedure DBPROC

DB Monitor DBTRIG

Database

DB Trigger DBMON

 Database job types 

Same Scheduler EXTExternal

Other Scheduler EXTMON

 External ACTION INSERT
keywords 

File Trigger FM  File Trigger ACTION
INSERT keywords 

FTP FTP  FTP ACTION INSERT
keywords 

EJB EJB

JMS Publish JMSP

J2EE

JMS Subscribe JMSS

 J2EE job types 

Link LINK  LINK ACTION INSERT
keywords 

Micro Focus MF  Micro Focus ACTION
INSERT keywords 

Object Monitoring Windows Event Log
Monitoring

OMEL

Text File Reading and
Monitoring

OMTL

Process Monitoring OMP

Windows Service
Monitoring

OMS

CPU Monitoring OMCPU

IP Monitoring OMIP

Disk Monitoring OMDK

 Object Monitoring job
types 

OpenVMS OV  Open VMS ACTION
INSERT keywords 

Single Request OASGOracle Applications

Request Set OASET

 Oracle job types 

OS/400 A4  OS/400 ACTION INSERT
keywords 

PeopleSoft PS  PeopleSoft ACTION
INSERT keywords 

SAP R/3 SAP SP  SAP job types 
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Business Warehouse
InfoPackage

BWIP

Business Warehouse
Process Chain

BWPC

Batch Input Session BDC

Data Archiving SPDA

Process Monitor SPPM

Event Monitor SPEM

SAP Job Copy SPCP

Tandem TA  Tandem NSK ACTION
INSERT keywords 

Task TASK  TASK ACTION INSERT
keywords 

UNIX Generic UNIX  UNIX ACTION INSERT
keywords 

Windows NT/2000 NT  NT ACTION INSERT
keywords 

Regular ZOS

Manual ZOSM

z/OS

Data Set Trigger DST

 z/OS ACTION INSERT
keywords 

This section contains the following topics:

  2  

Common ACTION INSERT Keywords
The following table lists the ACTION INSERT keywords that apply to all job types, except the job types listed in the
last column:

 Keyword  Description  Code  Exceptions 

Alertnotify The Alert(s) that the server
triggers when the job
reaches certain states.
To learn how to code this
keyword, see Alertnotify().

O External

Conditional Indicates a conditional job:
Conditional

O

Container The Application this
inserted job belongs to:
Container(VERIFY~~)

R

Criticaljob Indicates that a job must
be included in the critical
path for the Application:
Criticaljob. You can identify
one or more jobs in the
Application as critical. If
no jobs in the Application
are critical, the server
calculates the path to the
job that will finish last and
identifies that path as the
critical path.

O External
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Dropdep Indicates when
dependencies must
be dropped in the form
of yyyymmddhhmm:
Dropdep(200408101050)

O External

Dropexec Indicates when job
submission must be
abandoned in the form
of yyyymmddhhmm:
Dropexec(200408101040)

O External

Dropres Indicates when resource
dependencies must
be dropped in the form
of yyyymmddhhmm:
Dropres(200408101100)

O External

DropVardep Indicates when variable
dependencies must be
dropped. You can specify
the value in the following
formats:
DropVardep(yyyymmddhhmm)
Example
DropVardep(200809021050)
DropVardep('exact_time')
Example
DropVardep('15:16:56 Tue
2 Sep 2008')
DropVardep('resolved_time')
Example
DropVardep('now plus 5
minutes')

Note:

 This keyword does not
apply to the ACTION
RESETJOB command.
To reset the time to drop
variable dependencies
in a job definition, use
the ACTION RESET
AbandonVarDependency()
command.

O External

Dueout Indicates when the job
must be in a particular
state to avoid becoming
overdue. To learn how
to code this keyword,
see Dueout().

O External

Earlysub The earliest time that a
job can be readied in the
form of yyyymmddhhmm:
Earlysub(200408101030)

O External
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Exectime The job duration used
to calculate the critical
path: Exectime(7). Code
a numeric duration in
minutes, such as 30.25.
You can also use a
symbolic variable, such as
%DURATION.

O External

Hold Submits the job in manual
hold condition: Hold.

O External

JobAncestorWait Delays a job from running
until the job completes
in a previous Application
generation. Code
JobAncestorWait(LAST)
if you want the job to
wait for the same job
to complete only in the
previous Application
generation. Code
JobAncestorWait(ANY) if
you want the job to wait for
the same job to complete
in all previous Application
generations.

Note:

 This keyword does not
apply to reset jobs.

O

MaxRT The maximum runtime
in minutes: MaxRT(5).
Code a symbolic variable
or a numeric value. You
can also use the built-
in symbolic variable
AVGRUNTIME.

O External

MinRT The minimum runtime
in minutes: MinRT(2).
Code a symbolic variable
or a numeric value. You
can also use the built-
in symbolic variable
AVGRUNTIME.

O External

Notifyemail The email messages the
job can issue when it
reaches certain job states.
To learn how to code this
keyword, see Notifyemail().

O External

Pred Lists predecessor jobs.
To learn how to code this
keyword, see Pred().

O
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ReadyOnEnter Runs a JavaScript script
when the Application is
run. Select from the list of
scripts in the JavaScript
library.

Note:

 You must define a script in
the JavaScript library first.

O

Reason Reason for inserting the
job: Reason('job for this
run only')

Note:

 If the Require reason for
job commands option is
selected in the Application
properties, the Reason
keyword is required.

O

Relcount Releases the job when
the specified number of
predecessors remain:
Relcount(0)

O

Reldelay The minimum delay
time in minutes to be
added to a job after its
last dependency is met:
Reldelay(3)

O External

Release Indicates when the job
should be released
from hold. Usually, a
job is released when its
predecessors complete
successfully. For example,
job A releases job B
when job A completes
successfully. This is the
default release condition.
However, there may be
times when you want
to release a successor
job when a predecessor
job fails or when a
predecessor completes
with a specific exit code.
To learn how to code this
keyword, see Release().

O O

Request Sets the Request attribute
requiring the job to be
explicitly requested to run:
Request

O
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Resourceabsorb Indicates whether to
reserve resources when
the required number is not
available

• TRUE—Reserves
resources

• FALSE—Does not
reserve resources

O External

Resourcedependencies The resources the job
requires to run. To learn
how to code this keyword,
see Resourcedependencies().

O External

Resources Lists (name, quantity)
pairs enclosed in round
brackets. Separate the
pairs with commas:
Resources((RESA,2)
(RESB,2)).

O External

Resourcesacquiringpriority The job priority:
Resourcesacquiringpriority(4).
You can prioritize jobs
when multiple jobs
compete for the same
resource. You can
code a job's priority
between 0 and 99, with
99 being the highest. The
job with the highest value
takes priority and obtains
the resource requirement
first. The default priority is
0.

Note:

 Priority only applies to
renewable and depletable
resources.

O External

Retry Resubmits a job
automatically if it returns
a FAIL state. To learn
how to code this keyword,
See Retry().

O

Rununit The agent the job runs on:
Rununit(AGENT). On UNIX
and Windows jobs, you
can also specify an agent
group for load balancing:
Rununit(AGENTGRP:agent_group).

Note:

The Run on all agents
option is not supported for
agent groups.

R LINK

TASK

External
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Snmpnotify The SNMP messages the
server sends when the
job reaches certain states.
To learn how to code this
keyword, see Snmpnotify().

O External

Subappl The subApplication:
Subappl(TEST1)

Note:

 This keyword does not
apply to reset jobs.

O

Subapplwait Indicates that all jobs
in the subApplication
(specified by the Subappl()
keyword) wait until all
previous generations of
the subApplication are
complete before being
released: Subapplwait.

Note:

 This keyword does not
apply to reset jobs.

O

Succ Lists successor jobs. To
learn how to code this
keyword, see Succ().

O

Tag Attaches a character string
(tag) to a job. The tag
length must not exceed
128 characters. Use any
characters except quotes.
Symbolic variables are
allowed.

Note:

The parenthesis in the
tag must be specified in
pair. For example, Payroll
(2016).

O

Type The job type. For a list of
job types, see Job Types.

R

VariableDependencies Sets up a global variable
dependency, which is
a variable expression
that must be satisfied
before the job is
submitted. To learn how
to code this keyword,
see VariableDependencies().

O External

UNIX ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 
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Args The argument string to be passed to
the job. Enclose multiple arguments
with single quotes. To pass a string
argument that contains a space,
enclose the argument with \". The
following example passes two
arguments; the second argument is
a string containing a space.

Args('a \"b c\"')

O

Command The command file the agent
executes: Command(/esp/bin/
mgr.bin)

R*

Envar The job's environment variables.
To learn how to code this keyword,
see Envar().

O

Exitcode Lists the job's exit codes sent to the
agent to determine whether the job
succeeded or failed. To learn how to
code this keyword, see Exitcode().

O

Script The UNIX script to execute: Script(/
mfg/test1.csh)

R*

Shell The UNIX shell to use for executing
a script or command that is specified
for the job:

Shell(/bin/bash)

O

User The user ID that the job runs under
on the agent: User(CYBUSER)

O

NT ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

Args The argument string to be passed to
the job. Enclose multiple arguments
with single quotes. To pass a string
argument that contains a space,
enclose the argument with \". The
following example passes two
arguments; the second argument is
a string containing a space.

Args('a \"b c\"')

O

Command The command file the agent
executes. If the path contains
spaces, enclose the path with \":
Command(\"C:\Program Files\scripts
\test.bat\").

R

Envar The job's environment variables.
To learn how to code this keyword,
see Envar().

O

Exitcode Lists the job's exit codes sent to the
agent to determine whether the job
succeeded or failed. To learn how to
code this keyword, see Exitcode().

O
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User The user ID that the job runs under
on the agent: User(CYBUSER)

O

OS/400 ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

As400file The file name and member that
contains the Control Language
(CL) program source. Code this
keyword if you want to code
the file and member name,
rather than the program name:
As400file(CLSRC.BACKUP)

R*

As400lib The library containing the Control
Language (CL) program source:
AS400lib(PRODJOBS)

O

Ccexit The OS/400 exit program to run
when the Control Language (CL)
program completes: Ccexit(IVPEXIT)

O

Clpname The OS/400 Control Language
(CL) program on the OS/400 Agent:
Clpname(MFGTEST)

R*

Command The command file the agent
executes:

Command(NDMSG
MSG('MFGDATA Complete')
TOMSGQ(QSYSOPR))

R*

Curlib The current library used to run an
OS/400 job: Curlib(PAY1)

O

Jobd The OS/400 job description for the
Control Language (CL) program the
job submits: Jobd(CYB1.DFTJOBD)

O

Jobname The OS/400 job: Jobname(TEST1) O

Jobq The OS/400 job queue where the
Control Language (CL) program
runs: Jobq(QBASE.JOBQUEUE)

O

Libl The current library list required to
run the OS/400 job: Libl(PAYROLL
FINANCE)

O

Others The keyword parameters for an
OS/400 program. To learn how to
code this keyword, see Others().

O

Params The positional parameters to be
passed to the OS/400 program:
Params('ABC' '1' 'P')

O

User The user ID that the job runs under
on the agent: User(CYBUSER)

O

Open VMS ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

Args The argument string to be passed to
the job: Args(p1 'p2 p3' p4)

O
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Command The command file the agent
executes: Command(@my_dir:sort)

R

Envar The job's environment variables.
To learn how to code this keyword,
see Envar().

O

Exitcode Lists the job's exit codes sent to the
agent to determine whether the job
succeeded or failed. To learn how to
code this keyword, see Exitcode().

O

User The user ID that the job runs under
on the agent: User(CYBUSER)

O

Tandem NSK ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

Args The argument string to be passed to
the job: Args(p1 'p2 p3' p4)

O

Command The command file the agent
executes: Command('RUN MACRO')

R

Envar The job's environment variables.
To learn how to code this keyword,
see Envar().

O

Exitcode Lists the job's exit codes sent to the
agent to determine whether the job
succeeded or failed. To learn how to
code this keyword, see Exitcode().

O

User The user ID that the job runs under
on the agent: User(CYBUSER).

O

File Trigger ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

Continuous Indicates a conditional job:
Continuous(FileTrigger)

O

Create Activates the trigger condition when
a file is created: Create

R*

Delete Activates the trigger condition when
a file is deleted: Delete

R*

Delta The change of file size in bytes:
Delta(9)

Note:

 Required if you code Expand() or
Shrink().

O (see note)

Exist Activates the trigger condition if a file
exists: Exist

R*

Expand Activates the trigger condition when
a file expands: Expand

Note:

 If you code Expand() or Shrink(),
you must code one of Delta(),
Percent(), or Size().

R*
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Filename The file name to be monitored:
Filename(c:\data\payroll.dat)

R

Group The group name that owns
the file to be monitored:
Group(GroupOwnerOfFile)

O

Nochange Activates the trigger condition if a file
does not change: Nochange(5)

O

Notexist Indicates that a file must not exist
to activate the trigger condition:
Notexist

R*

Owner The user ID that owns the file to be
monitored: Owner(CYBUSER)

O

Percent The percent change in file size:
Percent(7)

Note:

 Required if you code Expand() or
Shrink().

O* (see note)

Recursive Indicates that the file monitoring is
recursive: Recursive

O

Shrink Activates the trigger condition when
a file shrinks: Shrink

Note:

 If you code Expand() or Shrink(),
you must code one of Delta(),
Percent(), or Size().

R*

Size The file size in bytes: Size(50003)

Note:

 Required if you code Expand() or
Shrink().

O (see note)

Update Activates the trigger condition when
a file is updated: Update

R*

TASK ACTION INSERT Keywords
See Common ACTION INSERT keywords.

LINK ACTION INSERT Keywords
See Common ACTION INSERT keywords.

SAP Job Types
This section describes the ACTION INSERT keywords for the following SAP job types:

•  SAP 
•  SAP Business Warehouse InfoPackage 
•  SAP Business Warehouse Process Chain 
•  SAP Batch Input Session 
•  SAP Data Archiving 
•  SAP Process Monitor 
•  SAP Event Monitor 
•  SAP Job Copy 

SAP ACTION INSERT Keywords
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 Keyword  Description  Code 

ChildMonitor Indicates whether to monitor a job's
children

• Y—Monitors a job's children
• N—Does not monitor a job's

children

O

Client The three-digit numeric client in the
SAP R/3 system: Client(800)

O

JobClass The job classification: JobClass(C) O

Jobname The SAP R/3 job name:
Jobname(SAPTEST)

R

Language The language used to log on to the
SAP R/3 system: Language(EN)

O

MailTo Sends spool list results to
a specified email address:
MailTo(cybuser@yourcompany.com)

Note:

 Required if you set RcpType to
INT in the Recipients() keyword.
See Recipients().

O (see note)

PutInOutBox Indicates whether to save outgoing
document to SAPoffice outbox

• Y—Saves outgoing documents to
SAPoffice outbox

• N—Does not save outgoing
documents to SAPoffice outbox

O

Recipients The group of spool list recipients.
To learn how to code this keyword,
see Recipients().

Note:

 Required if spool list recipient
exists.

O (see note)

RFC Remote Function Call: RFC R

Rfcdest The destination value for the
RFC connection and gateway
information for an SAP R/3 system:
Rfcdest(CYB)

O

SapFailureMsg The message that signifies a failed
job: SapFailureMsg('job created').
For example, if the failure message
is 'No data found' and 'No data
found' occurs in the spool file, the
server marks the job as failed even if
it succeeds on the SAP system. The
server does not release the next job.

O
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SapSuccessMsg The message that signifies a
successful job in case of a failure:

SapSuccessMsg('not completed').
For example, if the success
message is 'Data not found' and
'No data found' occurs in the spool
file, the server marks the job as
completed even if it fails on the SAP
system. The server does not release
the next job.

O

Sapts The target system to
run a background job:
Sapts(gemini_CYB_00)

O

StartMode Indicates the action to take with an
SAP R/3 job after it is defined

• I—Releases the job immediately
• A—Releases the job as soon as

possible
• N—Does not release the job

R

Stepmsgs The SAP R/3 step specifications.
To learn how to code this keyword,
see Stepmsgs().

R

User The SAP R/3 user: User(J01ROD) O

WebPosting Provides Web-based output for the
entire job: WebPosting

O

SAP Business Warehouse InfoPackage ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

Client The three-digit numeric client in the
SAP R/3 system: Client(800)

O

ExtTable The InfoPackage data selection
criteria. To learn how to code this
keyword, see ExtTable().

O

InfoPack The InfoPackage name:
InfoPack(ZPAK_6C7ZW2JAXS90AK71WD1CYIN)

R

JobName The SAP R/3 job:
JobName(BWIPTEST)

O

Language The language used to log on to the
SAP R/3 system: Language(E)

O

Rfcdest The destination value for the Remote
Function Call (RFC) connection and
gateway information for an SAP R/3
system: Rfcdest(CYB)

O

User The SAP R/3 user: User(J01PROD) O

SAP Business Warehouse Process Chain ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

ChainId The Process Chain identifier:
ChainId(PC_7A3929SH)

R

Client The three-digit numeric client in the
SAP R/3 system: Client(800).

O
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Language The language used to log on to the
SAP R/3 system: Language(E)

O

Rfcdest The destination value for the Remote
Function Call (RFC) connection and
gateway information for an SAP R/3
system: Rfcdest(CYB)

O

User The SAP R/3 user: User(J01PROD) O

SAP Batch Input Session ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

BDCErrRate The maximum acceptable error
rate as a percentage of the total
transactions: BDCErrRate(1)

O

BDCExtLog Indicates whether to use advanced
logging

• Y—Used advanced logging
• N—Does not use advanced

logging

O

BDCProcRate The minimum acceptable transaction
processed rate as a percentage of
total transactions: BDCProcRate(98)

O

BDCSystem The system the BDC session should
be executed on

O

Client The three-digit numeric client in the
SAP R/3 system: Client(800)

O

JobClass The job classification: JobClass(C) O

Jobname The SAP R/3 job:
Jobname(SAPTEST)

R

Language The language used to log on to the
SAP R/3 system: Language(E)

O

PutInOutBox Indicates whether to save outgoing
document to SAPoffice outbox

• Y—Saves outgoing documents to
SAPoffice outbox

• N—Does not save outgoing
documents to SAPoffice outbox

O

Recipients The group of spool list recipients.
To learn how to code this keyword,
see Recipients().

Note:

 Required if spool list recipient exists

O (see note)

Rfcdest The destination value for the Remote
Function Call (RFC) connection and
gateway information for an SAP R/3
system: Rfcdest(CYB)

O
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SapFailureMsg The message that signifies a failed
job. For example, if the failure
message is 'No data found' and
'No data found' occurs in the spool
file, the server marks the job as
failed even if it succeeds on the SAP
system. The server does not release
the next job.

O

SapSuccessMsg The message that signifies a
successful job in case of a failure.
For example, if the success
message is 'Data not found' and
'No data found' occurs in the spool
file, the server marks the job as
completed even if it fails on the SAP
system. The server does not release
the next job.

O

Sapts The target system to run a
background job

O

StartMode Indicates the action to take with an
SAP R/3 job after it is defined

• I—Releases the job immediately
• A—Releases the job as soon as

possible
• N—Does not release the job

R

Stepmsgs The SAP R/3 step specifications. To
learn how to code this keyword, see
"Stepmsgs()" on page 23.

R

User The SAP R/3 user: User(J01PROD) O

WebPosting Provides Web-based output for the
entire job or for a specific step of the
job

Note:

 Applies to both job and step level

O

SAP Data Archiving ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

ArcObjName The data archiving object:
ArcObjName(AM_ASSET)

R

ArcObjVariant The data archiving object variant:
ArcObjVariant ('IDES PROD')

R

Arcparameters Use to code all archiving
parameters. To learn how
to code this keyword,
see Archiveparameters().

O

ChildMonitor Indicates whether to monitor a job's
children

• Y—Monitors a job's children
• N—Does not monitor a job's

children

O

Client The three-digit numeric client in the
SAP R/3 system: Client(800)

O
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Language The language used to log on to the
SAP R/3 system: Language(EN)

O

Printparameters Use to code all print parameters.
To learn how to code this keyword,
see Printparameters().

O

Rfcdest The destination value for the Remote
Function Call (RFC) connection and
gateway information for an SAP R/3
system: Rfcdest(CYB)

O

User The SAP R/3 user: User(J01Prod) O

SAP Process Monitor ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

ABAPname The ABAP name O

Client The three-digit numeric client in the
SAP R/3 system: Client(800)

O

Continuous The Alert name O

Language The language used to log on to the
SAP R/3 system: Language(E)

O

ProcClient The client to be monitored for the
specified process: ProcClient(800)

O

ProcStatus The process status:
ProcStatus(RUNNING)

R

ProcType The process type O

ProcUser The process user name. Code an
SAP user name. When a process
matches the process state specified
in ProcStatus(), the server checks
the job the process is running
for a match to this user. Code
an alphanumeric string up to 16
characters.

O

Rfcdest The destination value for the Remote
Function Call (RFC) connection and
gateway information for an SAP R/3
system: Rfcdest(CYB)

O

Sapts The target system to
run a background job:
Sapts(gemini_CYB_00)

O

User The SAP R/3 user: User(J01PROD) O

SAP Event Monitor ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

Client The three-digit numeric client in the
SAP R/3 system: Client(800)

O

Continuous The Alert name O

EventId The background event ID. Code up
to 32 characters.

R

EventParam The background event parameters O

isTrigger Triggers SAP event O
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Language The language used to log on to the
SAP R/3 system: Language(E)

O

Rfcdest The destination value for the Remote
Function Call (RFC) connection and
gateway information for an SAP R/3
system: Rfcdest(CYB)

O

User The SAP R/3 user: User(J01PROD) O

SAP Job Copy ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

ChildMonitor Indicates whether to monitor a job's
children

• Y—Monitors a job's children
• N—Does not monitor a job's

children

O

Client The three-digit numeric client in the
SAP R/3 system: Client(800)

O

JobCount The ID of the job to be copied:
JobCount(11562501)

R

Jobname The job to be copied:
Jobname(MYJOB)

R

Language The language used to log on to the
SAP R/3 system: Language(EN)

O

Rfcdest The destination value for the Remote
Function Call (RFC) connection and
gateway information for an SAP R/3
system: Rfcdest(CYB).

O

SapFailureMsg The message that signifies a failed
job: SapFailureMsg('job created').
For example, if the failure message
is 'No data found' and 'No data
found' occurs in the spool file, the
server marks the job as failed even if
it succeeds on the SAP system. The
server does not release the next job.

O

SapSuccessMsg The message that signifies a
successful job in case of a failure:

SapSuccessMsg('not completed').
For example, if the success
message is 'Data not found' and
'No data found' occurs in the spool
file, the server marks the job as
completed even if it fails on the SAP
system. The server does not release
the next job.

O

Sapts The target system that
runs a background job:
Sapts(gemini_CYB_00)

O
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StartMode The action to take with an SAP R/3
job after it is defined

• I—Releases the job immediately
• A—Releases the job as soon as

possible
• N—Does not release the job

O

StepNum The first step number to start
copying job data from: StepNum(1)

O

TargetJobname The target job's name:
TargetJobname(MYNEWJOB). If you
do not code this keyword, the target
job will have the same name as the
source job name.

O

User The SAP R/3 user: User(J01PROD) O

WebPosting Provides Web-based output for the
entire job or for a specific step of the
job: WebPosting

O

PeopleSoft ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

DistrListRoles The distribution list of roles for
an output PeopleSoft report:
DistrListRoles(rolesDistributionList).
Separate roles with commas.

Note:

 Available only for
OutDestType(Email) or
OutDestType(Web)

O

DistrListUsers The distribution list of operator IDs
for an output PeopleSoft report.
Separate roles with commas.

Note:

 Available only for
OutDestType(Email) or
OutDestType(Web)

O

Dr Indicates whether to disable a restart
feature for previously failed jobs from
the point where the job failed

• Yes—Disables restart feature
• No—Does not disable restart

feature

O

EmailAddr The email address to receive
the produced PeopleSoft report.
Separate addresses by semi-colons.

Note:

 Available only for
OutDestType(Email) or
OutDestType(Web)

O
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EmailLog Indicates whether to allow job logs
to be emailed to a recipient on
a distribution list as specified by
OutDestType()

• Yes—Allows job logs to be
emailed

• No—Does not allow job logs to
be emailed

Note:

 Available only for
OutDestType(Email) or
OutDestType(Web)

O

EmailSubject The email subject sent to a
recipient on a distribution list:
EmailSubject(emailSubject)

Note:

 Available only for
OutDestType(Email) or
OutDestType(Web)

O

EmailText The email body text sent to a
recipient on a distribution list

Note:

 Available only for
OutDestType(Email) or
OutDestType(Web)

O

EmailWebReport Indicates whether to allow the Web
report to be emailed to a recipient on
a distribution list

• Yes—Allows the Web report to be
emailed

• No—Does not allow the Web
report to be emailed

Note:

 Available only for
OutDestType(Email) or
OutDestType(Web)

O

OutDest The output's destination path:
OutDest(outputPath). If you do
not code this keyword, the output
will be directed as follows:

• File—Output will go to the
PeopleSoft log/output directory

• Printer—Output will be directed to
the default PeopleSoft printer

Note:

 OutDest() is required
with OutDestType(File) or
OutDestType(Printer)

O (see note)

OutDestFormat The output formation:
OutDestFormat(outputFormat)

O
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The output type

• FILE—Output is sent to a file
• PRINTER—Output is sent to a

printer
• EMAIL—Output is sent as an

email message
• WEB—Output is sent to a

website

O

ProcessName The PeopleSoft report to be run:
ProcessName(processName)

R

ProcessType The PeopleSoft report type being
run: ProcessType('Application
Engine'). Choose one of the
following options: Application
Engine, COBOL SQL, Crw Online,
Crystal, Crystal Check, Cube
Builder, Database Agent, Demand
Planning Upload, Essbase,
HyperCube Builder, Message
Agent API, Message Agent API,
Optimization Engine, SQR PO-
Special Process, SQR Process,
SQR Report, SQR Report For WF
Delivery, Winword, nVision, nVision-
Report.

R

PsOprId The PeopleSoft operator ID under
whose authority the reports run:
PsOprId(CYBUSER)

O

PsrfFolderName The Distribution Detail Folder:
PsrfFolderName(folderName)

Note:

 Available only for
OutDestType(Email) or
OutDestType(Web)

O

RunCntlId The run control ID—a set of
PeopleSoft run parameters for
a given PeopleSoft process:
RunCntlId(runControl)

O

ServerName The target server that
executes the PeopleSoft job:
ServerName(serverName)

O

SkipParmUpdates Indicates whether to skip updates
to the PeopleSoft database table
PS_PRCSDEFN

• Yes—Skips updates
• No—Does not skip updates

O

TimeZone The appropriate time zone for the
report being run: TimeZone(EST)

O

External ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 
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Applid The Application that contains
the home job of an External job:
Applid(ApplicationName)

O

ExtScheduler The External Scheduler
that manages the job:
ExtScheduler(ExternalSchedulerName)

R

Scheduled The start time of the scheduled time
range of the Event that submits
the home job of an external job:
Scheduled('8AM TODAY'). You can
code the time using the scheduling
terms . 

O

ScheduledLimit The end time of the scheduled time
range of the Event that submits
the home job of an external job:
ScheduledLimit(NOW). You can
code the time using the scheduling
terms . 

O

z/OS ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

AsUser The z/OS user ID. The user ID
represents the authority the job
uses. The user ID can be up to eight
alphanumeric characters.

R

Authstring The authorization string. The server
checks this string for manual jobs so
that it tracks and posts the correct
job. To determine if AUTHSTR
checking is done in the z/OS Agent,
ask your agent administrator. Code
up to eight alphanumeric characters.
If authorization checking is

• Not set up for this agent, do not
use this keyword.

• Set to RACUSER, enter the user
ID that owns the job.

• Set to ACCOUNT1, ACCOUNT2,
ACCOUNT3, or ACCOUNT4,
code the value found in the
corresponding position in the job
JCL. For example, if AUTHSTR
is set to check the ACCOUNT2
field, code the value found in the
second accounting position in the
JCL for the job.

O

ByJob The job name used for the trigger O

ByUser The user ID: ByUser(CYBUSER) O
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CCCHK Lists condition codes. Enclose each
condition code in single quotation
marks. Separate each condition
code in the list with blanks:
CCCHK('RC(111) OK CONTINUE'
'RC(112) OK CONTINUE'
'RC(113) OK STOP' 'RC(114) FAIL
CONTINUE' 'RC(115) FAIL STOP')

Note:

 If you code condition codes, you
must also code RC(), OK or FAIL,
and CONTINUE or STOP.

O

CONTINUE Indicates that the job should
continue processing with the next
step, even if the job failed on the
previous step

Note:

 CONTINUE or STOP is required
if condition codes (CCCHK()) are
used.

O (see note)

Copyjcl The data set name that receives the
working copy of the JCL. The Copy
JCL library is a z/OS data set name.
It can be up to 44 alphanumeric
characters. Dataset names typically
have up to four positions, none
of which can be more than eight
characters. Separate positions
in data set names with periods:
Copyjcl(cyber.prod.copyjcl.weekly)

O

Count Activates the data set trigger after
the specified number of occurrences:
Count(5)

O

Create Activates the trigger condition when
a file is created: Create

O

Dataset The JCL library. Code your Job
Control Language (JCL) library
name. The Job Control Language
(JCL) library or JCLLIB contains
the JCL for the z/OS jobs in your
Application. The JCLLIB is a z/
OS data set name. Code up to
44 alphanumeric characters.
Data set names typically have
up to four positions, none of
which can be more than eight
characters. Separate positions
in data set names with periods:
Dataset(cyber.prod.jcllib)

R

Envar The job's environment variables.
To learn how to code this keyword,
see Envar().

O

Explicit An explicit data set trigger: Explicit.
The trigger is activated upon the
explicit notification of the specified
data set being updated.

O
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FAIL Indicates a failed job. When the
job has failed, it may or may not
continue, depending upon the value
of CONTINUE/STOP.

Note:

 OK or FAIL is required if condition
codes (CCCHK()) are used.

O (see note)

ForUser The user name:
ForUser(SCHEDMASTER)

R

FTP Indicates whether to receive or send.
Choose

• Receive—if the FTP transfer is
from the remote FTP partner to
the local mainframe FTP partner.

• Send—if the FTP transfer is from
a local mainframe FTP partner to
the remote FTP partner.

O

Host The host name used to restrict the
activation of the data set trigger from
transferring to or from the specified
remote host.

Note:

 Available only for FTP data set
trigger (send or receive)

O

Job The job name. Make this name
as meaningful as possible. It is
displayed on the workflow diagram.

R

Logon The logon ID used to restrict the
activation of the data set trigger
from transferring to or from a
specific user. You can use wildcard
characters.

Note:

 Available only for FTP data set
trigger (send or receive)

O

Member The member name the JCL resides
in for this job. The member name
can be up to eight alphanumeric
characters.

R

OK Indicates a successful job

Note:

 OK or FAIL is required if condition
codes (CCCHK()) are used.

O (see note)

RC A condition code of num, where num
is an integer between 0 and 4095
inclusive. You can code ranges of
condition codes: RC(0:4095).

Note:

 Required if condition codes
(CCCHK()) are used.

O (see note)
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Scope The number of hours and minutes
the server uses for a backward
search of a manual job. Code
the time in the format hh:mm:
Scope(00:30)

O

STOP Stops the job immediately. No other
steps should be executed.

Note:

 CONTINUE or STOP is required
if condition codes (CCCHK()) are
used.

O (see note)

Update Activates the trigger condition when
a file is updated: Update

Object Monitoring Job Types
This section describes the ACTION INSERT keywords for the following Object Monitoring job types:

•  Windows Event Log Monitoring 
•  Text File Reading and Monitoring 
•  Process Monitoring 
•  Windows Service Monitoring 
•  CPU Monitoring 
•  IP Monitoring 
•  Disk Monitoring 

Windows Event Log Monitoring ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

Continuous The Alert name: Continuous(ELOG) R*

EventCategory The category the Windows
Event Viewer displays. The
category is case-sensitive, but it
can contain any character and be
up to 4078 characters long:
EventCategory(None)

O

EventComputer The local computer where
the Event Log resides. The
name is case-sensitive, but it
can contain any character and be up
to 256 characters long.

O

EventDescription The Event description the Windows
Event Viewer displays. The
description is case-sensitive, but it
can contain any character and be
up to 4078 characters long:
EventDescription(started)

O
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EventId The Event ID: EventId(LE 4000).
Code up to 10 digits. You can
include the following boolean
operators:

• GT—Greater than (>)
• LT—Less than (<)
• LE—Less than or equal to (<=)
• EQ—Equal to (=)
• GE—Greater than or equal to

(>=)

O

EventSource The Event source the Event Viewer
displays for the Event Log. The
Event source is case-sensitive, but
it can contain any character and be
up to 256 characters long:
EventSource(LLDSAPNT223)

O

EventType The Event type the Event Log
monitors: EventType(INFO). Choose
one of the following options:

• ERROR
• WARN
• INFO
• AUDITS
• AUDITF

O

LogName The Event Log name. The
name is case-sensitive, but it
can contain any character and be
up to 256 characters long:
LogName(Application).

R

WaitMode Specifies whether the job waits until
the monitor conditions are met or
tries to verify them immediately.

• WAIT—Waits for the conditions
to occur. When the conditions are
met, the job completes.

• NOW—Checks for the conditions
immediately. If the conditions
are met, the job completes
successfully. If the conditions are
not met, the job fails.

R*

Text File Reading and Monitoring ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

Continuous The Alert name: Continuous(TEXT)

Note:

 This keyword does not apply to
WaitExist(FALSE).

R*

Filter The text to search for. The
filter is case-sensitive, but it
can contain any character and be
up to 1022 characters long:
Filter('CreateService failed')

R
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LowerBoundary The start (from) of the range
to be searched. This keyword
is case-sensitive, but it
can contain any character and be
up to 256 characters long:
LowerBoundary(1).

• If you code Mode(Line), the
search boundaries are numeric.

• If you code Mode(RegEx), the
search boundaries must be
regular expressions.

• If you code Mode(DateTime), the
search boundaries must be in the
specified time format.

O

Mode The search mode

• Line—Searches for the text string
in the line boundaries defined
by the LowerBoundary() and
UpperBoundary() keywords.
If you code Line, the search
boundaries are numeric.

• RegEx—Searches for a text
string within boundaries defined
by a regular expression. If you
code RegEx, you must code the
search boundaries as regular
expressions.

• DateTime—Searches for a text
string within boundaries defined
by a specified date and time. If
you code DateTime, you must
also code the TimeFormat()
keyword. You must code the
search boundaries in the
specified time format.

R

Name The text file's full path. The
name is case-sensitive, but it
can contain any character and be
up to 256 characters long:
Name(c:\Program Files\scripts
\component.txt)

R

TimeFormat The mask used to search a log file
with a time stamp. The mask defines
the upper and lower boundaries of
the time format as a time pattern.
The format is case-sensitive, but it
can contain any character and be up
to 256 characters long.

Note:

 Required if you code
Mode(DateTime)

O (see note)

TimePos The first column of the time stamp
in the log file. Code up to five digits:
TimePos(12345)

O
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UpperBoundary The end (to) of the range
to be searched. The upper
boundary is case-sensitive, but it
can contain any character and be
up to 256 characters long:
UpperBoundary(20).

• If you code Mode(Line), the
search boundaries are numeric.

• If you code Mode(RegEx), the
search boundaries must be
regular expressions.

• If you code Mode(DateTime), the
search boundaries must be in the
specified time format.

O

WaitExist Indicates what to do if the text string
exists:

• TRUE—Monitors the specified
text file to see if the text string
exists. If the text string exists, the
job completes.

• FALSE—Monitors the specified
text file to see if the text string
does not exist. If the text string
does not exist, the job completes.

O

WaitMode Specifies whether the job waits until
the monitor conditions are met or
tries to verify them immediately:

• WAIT—Waits for the conditions
to occur. When the conditions
are met, the job completes.
This option does not apply to
WaitExist(FALSE).

• NOW—Checks for the conditions
immediately. If the conditions
are met, the job completes
successfully. If the conditions are
not met, the job fails.

R*

Process Monitoring ACTION INSERT keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

Name The process to be monitored

• For Windows agents, you can
code the full path statement or
the program name.

• For UNIX agents, you can code
the PID or the process name.

The name is case sensitive, but it
can contain any character and be up
to 256 characters: Name(cybAgent)

R

NeededStatus The process status. The job
executes when the specified status
is met. Choose RUNNING or
STOPPED.

R
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WaitMode Specifies whether the job waits until
the monitor conditions are met or
tries to verify them immediately

• WAIT—Waits for the conditions
to occur. When the conditions are
met, the job completes.

• NOW—Checks for the conditions
immediately. If the conditions
are met, the job completes
successfully. If the conditions are
not met, the job fails.

R

Windows Service Monitoring ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

Name The service to be monitored.
Code a full path statement
or a service name. The
name is case-sensitive, but it
can contain any character and be
up to 256 characters long:
Name(myservice).

R

NeededStatus The service's status. The job
executes when the specified service
is met. Choose one of the following
options:

• RUNNING
• STOPPED
• CONTINUE_PENDING
• PAUSE_PENDING
• PAUSED
• START_PENDING
• STOP_PENDING
• EXISTS
• NOTEXISTS

R

WaitMode Specifies whether the job waits until
the monitor conditions are met or
tries to verify them immediately:

• WAIT—Waits for the conditions
to occur. When the conditions are
met, the job completes.

• NOW—Checks for the conditions
immediately. If the conditions
are met, the job completes
successfully. If the conditions are
not met, the job fails.

R

CPU Monitoring ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

Continuous The Alert name: Continuous(CPU)

Note:

 If you code this keyword, you must
also code the LowerBoundary() and
UpperBoundary() keywords.

R*
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InsideBoundary Indicates whether to trigger the
job when the value is inside or
outside the boundaries specified
in the LowerBoundary() and
UpperBoundary() keywords

• TRUE—Triggers the job
when the value is inside
the boundaries specified in
the LowerBoundary() and
UpperBoundary() keywords

• FALSE—Triggers the job
when the value is outside
the boundaries specified in
the LowerBoundary() and
UpperBoundary() keywords

R

LowerBoundary The lower boundary of CPU use in
percent: LowerBoundary(55)

Note:

 Required if you code the
Continuous() or WaitMode(WAIT)
keywords

O (see note)

NoChange Indicates that the monitor will not
trigger if the value change is within
the value in percent: NoChange(78)

O

UpperBoundary The upper boundary of CPU use in
percent: UpperBoundary(99)

Note:

 Required if you code the
Continuous() or WaitMode(WAIT)
keywords

O (see note)

UseAvailForBoundaries Indicates whether available or used
disk space should be monitored:

• TRUE—Monitors available disk
space

• FALSE—Monitors used disk
space

R

WaitMode Specifies whether the job waits until
the monitor conditions are met or
tries to verify them immediately:

• WAIT—Waits for the conditions
to occur. When the conditions are
met, the job completes. When
using this option, you must also
code the LowerBoundary() and
UpperBoundary() keywords.

• NOW—Checks for the conditions
immediately. If the conditions
are met, the job completes
successfully. If the conditions are
not met, the job fails.

R*

IP Monitoring ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 
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Hostid The IP address to be
monitored. Code the hostid
as a DNS name or in dotted
decimal format. The address
can contain any character and be
up to 100 characters long:
Hostid(10.1.2.20)

R

NeededStatus The IP address/port status. When
the specified condition is met, the job
can execute. Choose RUNNING or
STOPPED.

R

Port The port number for the IP
address specified in the Host()
keyword. The agent attempts to
connect to this port. Code up to five
digits: Port(34431)

O

WaitMode Specifies whether the job waits until
the monitor conditions are met or
tries to verify them immediately:

• WAIT—Waits for the conditions
to occur. When the conditions are
met, the job completes.

• NOW—Checks for the conditions
immediately. If the conditions
are met, the job completes
successfully. If the conditions are
not met, the job fails.

R

Disk Monitoring ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

Continuous The Alert name: Continuous(DISK)

Note:

 If you code this keyword, you must
also code the LowerBoundary() and
UpperBoundary() keywords.

R*

Drive The path to the disk or logical
partition to be monitored: Drive(C)

R

Format The format used to measure disk
space used

• PERCENT—Percentage of disk
space used

• GB—Gigabytes of disk space
used

• MB—Megabytes of disk space
used

• KB—Kilobytes of disk space used
• B—Bytes of disk space used

O
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InsideBoundary Indicates whether to trigger the
job when the value is inside or
outside the boundaries specified
in the LowerBoundary() and
UpperBoundary() keywords.

• TRUE—Triggers the job
when the value is inside
the boundaries specified in
the LowerBoundary() and
UpperBoundary() keywords

• FALSE—Triggers the job
when the value is outside
the boundaries specified in
the LowerBoundary() and
UpperBoundary() keywords

R

LowerBoundary The lower boundary of space used
in the specified format:
LowerBoundary(23)

Note:

 Required if you code the
Continuous() or WaitMode(WAIT)
keywords

O (see note)

NoChange Indicates that the monitor will not
trigger if the change of space
is within the value specified:
NoChange(58)

O

UpperBoundary The upper boundary of
space used in the specified format:
UpperBoundary(79)

Note:

 Required if you code the
Continuous() or WaitMode(WAIT)
keywords

O (see note)

UseAvailForBoundaries Indicates whether available or used
disk space should be monitored:

• TRUE—Monitors available disk
space

• FALSE—Monitors used disk
space

R

WaitMode Specifies whether the job waits until
the monitor conditions are met or
tries to verify them immediately:

• WAIT—Waits for the conditions
to occur. When the conditions are
met, the job completes. When
using this option, you must also
code the LowerBoundary() and
UpperBoundary() keywords.

• NOW—Checks for the conditions
immediately. If the conditions
are met, the job completes
successfully. If the conditions are
not met, the job fails.

R*
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FTP ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

JobClass The job class O

LocalName The file's destination (if
downloading) or the file's source
location (if uploading). The local files
are located on the computer where
the agent is installed. The file name
can be up to 256 characters long
and is case-sensitive: LocalName(c:
\qatest\ftpdata\testfile)

• If you are downloading, code the
path and file name. You can code
multiple file names by separating
each file name with a semi-colon
(;).

• If you are uploading, you can
use a wildcard character for the
file name. You cannot use a
wildcard character for the path:
RemoteName(/u1/qatest/ftpdata/
textfile)

R

RemoteName The file's source location (if
downloading) or the file's destination
(if uploading). The remote files are
located on the computer where the
agent is not installed. The file name
can be up to 256 characters long
and is case-sensitive.

• If you are uploading, code the
path and file name. You can code
multiple file names by separating
each file name with a semi-colon
(;).

• If you are downloading, you can
use a wildcard character for the
file name. You cannot use a
wildcard character for the path.

• If the remote files are located on
a Windows computer, you
must put a slash in the beginning of the file path and name, and use
slashes to separate directories
and file names. Code the file
name in the following format: /C:/
directory/file_name.txt.

R

ServerAddress The remote server name. Code
a DNS name or an IP address.
It can be up to 100 characters
long and is case-sensitive:
ServerAddress(hpunix)

R

ServerPort The remote server port number.
Code up to 5 numeric characters:
ServerPort(21)

O

TransferDirection The transfer direction. Choose
UPLOAD or DOWNLOAD.

R
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TransferType The transfer code type

• B—Binary
• A—ASCII
• U—Auto-detect

If you are downloading a file, you
cannot code Auto-detect as the
transfer type.

R

User The user ID used to log in to the
remote server: User(cyberuser)

R

J2EE Job Types
This section describes the ACTION INSERT keywords for the following J2EE job types:

• J2EE EJB
• JMS Publish
• JMS Subscribe

J2EE EJB ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

BeanName The EJB JNDI name of the
Stateless Session Bean:
BeanName(CybEJBTestBean)

R

DestinationFile The output destination file for the
EJB's response. If you do not code
this keyword, the output is directed
to the spool file. Enclose the value
with single quotes if it contains
spaces:

DestinationFile('C:\Program Files
\Common Files\System\ado
\Makapt15.txt')

O

InitialContextFactory The initial context factory to use
when creating initial context:
InitialContextFactory(weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory).
The initial context is required in the
JNDI framework. The initial context
factory is provided by a specific
provider of the naming and directory
service. The factory acquires an
arbitrary initial context that the
application can use. Enclose the
value with single quotes if it contains
spaces.

R

JobClass The job class O

MethodName The EJB Method to be invoked
remotely: MethodName(sort)

R

Parameterlist Lists parameter type and value pairs
of the EJB Method to be invoked
remotely. To learn how to code this
keyword, see Parameterlist().

O
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ProviderURL The Service Provider URL in dotted
decimal notation:

ProviderURL(t3://100.10.31.66:7001).
The service provider implements a
context or initial context. This context
can be plugged in dynamically to
the JNDI architecture the JNDI client
uses.

R

User The JNDI user ID: User(cyberuser).
This user ID refers to the Application
Server in the JNDI framework.

O

JMS Publish ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

ConnectionFactory The Connection Factory JNDI name:
ConnectionFactory(ConnectionFactory).
The Connection Factory contains
all the bindings needed to look up
the referenced Topic or Queue. JMS
jobs use the Connection Factory to
create a connection with the JMS
Provider. Enclose the value with
single quotes if it contains spaces.

R

DestinationName The JNDI name of the Topic or
Queue: DestinationName(Topic).
The J2EE Publish job uses the JNDI
name to code the destination where
messages are sent.

R

InitialContextFactory The initial context factory to use
when creating initial context:
InitialContextFactory(weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory).
The initial context is required in the
JNDI framework. The initial context
factory is provided by a specific
provider of the naming and directory
service. The factory acquires an
arbitrary initial context that the
application can use. Enclose the
value with single quotes if it contains
spaces.

R

JobClass The job class O

Messageclass The JMS Message Java class:
Messageclass(String)

R

Parameterlist Lists the parameter type and
value pairs of the Message. To
learn how to code this keyword,
see Parameterlist().

O

ProviderURL The Service Provider URL
in dotted decimal notation:
ProviderURL(t3://100.10.31.66:7001).
The service provider implements a
context or initial context. This context
can be plugged in dynamically to
the JNDI architecture the JNDI client
uses.

R
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UseTopic Indicates whether the agent
publishes to a Topic or Queue

• TRUE—The agent publishes to a
Topic

• FALSE—The agent publishes to
a Queue

R

User The JNDI user ID: User(cyberuser).
This user ID refers to the Application
Server in the JNDI framework.

O

JMS Subscribe ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

ConnectionFactory The Connection Factory JNDI name:
ConnectionFactory(ConnectionFactory).
The Connection Factory contains
all the bindings needed to look up
the referenced Topic or Queue. JMS
jobs use the Connection Factory to
create a connection with the JMS
Provider. Enclose the value with
single quotes if it contains spaces.

R

Continuous The pre-defined Alert that the
server invokes when the Filter value
is detected: Continuous(a13). If
you code an Alert, the job runs
continuously. You must force the job
to complete to end the monitoring.
If you do not code this keyword,
the job completes when the Filter
value is detected. Any message not
matching the filter is ignored.

O

Filter The filter that the job uses to monitor
the Topic or Queue:

Filter('abc\s...\s[a-zA-Z]+\sFilter![\sa-
z0-9]+'). Use Regular Expression
logic to construct the filter. If you
do not code this keyword, all
messages are directed to the output
destination. Any message not
matching the filter is ignored.

The server uses the % character for
JavaScript variables. To code a %
character in a regular expression,
you must put a backslash in front
of the % character, like this: \%.
Enclose the value with single quotes
if it contains spaces.

O

DestinationFile The output destination file of
messages from the Queue or Topic:

DestinationFile(/export/home/user1/
outputfile.bean). If you do not code
this keyword, the output is directed
to the spool file. Enclose the value
with single quotes if it contains
spaces.

O
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DestinationName The JNDI name of the Topic or
Queue: DestinationName(Queue).
The J2EE Subscribe job uses the
JNDI name to code the destination
where messages are received.

R

InitialContextFactory The initial context factory to use
when creating initial context:
InitialContextFactory(weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory).
The initial context is required in the
JNDI framework.

The initial context factory is provided
by a specific provider of the naming
and directory service. The factory
acquires an arbitrary initial context
that the application can use. Enclose
the value with single quotes if it
contains spaces.

R

JobClass The job class O

ProviderURL The Service Provider URL in dotted
decimal notation:

ProviderURL(iiop://100.10.31.66:2809).
The service provider implements a
context or initial context. This context
can be plugged in dynamically to
the JNDI architecture the JNDI client
uses.

R

UseTopic Indicates whether the agent
subscribes to a Topic or Queue

• TRUE—The agent subscribes to
a Topic

• FALSE—The agent subscribes to
a Queue

R

User The JNDI user ID: User(cyberuser).
This user ID refers to the Application
Server in the JNDI framework.

O

Oracle Job Types
This section describes the ACTION INSERT keywords for the following Oracle job types:

• Oracle Applications Single Request
• Oracle Applications Request Set

Oracle Applications Single Request ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

Appl Application short name as defined
by Oracle Applications Concurrent
Manager: Appl(ACCOUNTS)

R*

ApplDispl Application display name. Alternative
way to code the Application name:
ApplDispl('Application Object
Library')

R*
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Args Program arguments as defined by
the registered Oracle Applications
Concurrent Manager program.
Separate arguments with commas
and enclose in single quotes:
Args('a,b,c'). To specify just specific
program arguments, use commas as
placeholders: Args(',,c').

Note:

 You may code up to 100 arguments.

O

Desc Optional job description for display in
the Oracle Applications Concurrent
Manager: Desc('CONFIRMED REQ
20040808 by TYB212').

O

Envar The job's environment variables.
To learn how to code this keyword,
see Envar().

O

MonChildren Indicates whether to monitor if
children are successful:

• Y—Monitors children
• N—Does not monitor children

O

MonChildrenDelay Indicates how long to wait in
seconds before checking for
children: MonChildrenDelay(4)

O

OaUser The Oracle Applications user name
whose authority will be used to run
the request: OaUser(SYSADMIN)

O

PrintCopies Number of copies to print:
PrintCopies(2)

O

Printer The printer for directing output:
Printer(Q_DEVELOPMENT). If
the printer path contains spaces,
enclose the path in \": Printer(\"\
\printer path\K6700\").

Note:

 Printer must be defined in Oracle
Applications.

O

PrintStyle The print style:
PrintStyle(PORTRAIT)

Note:

 Print style must be defined in Oracle
Applications.

O

Program The program short name:
Program(FNDSCARU)

Note:

 Program must be registered in
Oracle Applications Concurrent
Manager.

R

Resp The responsibility name:
Resp('System Administrator')

O
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SaveOp Indicates whether to save output
from job execution

• Y—Saves output
• N—Does not save output

O

UseArgDefaults Indicates whether the agent
submits default values for
arguments not specified in the Args()
keyword

• Y—The agent uses default
values

• N—The agent does not use
default values

O

Oracle Applications Request Set ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

Appl The Application short name as
defined by Oracle Applications
Concurrent Manager:
Appl(ACCOUNTS)

R*

ApplDispl The Application display
name. Alternative way to
code the Application name:
ApplDispl('Application Object
Library')

R*

ArgsN Program arguments for the nth
program in a Request Set as
defined by the Oracle Applications
Concurrent Manager. Separate
arguments with commas and
enclose with \": Args1(\"a,b,c\").
To specify just specific program
arguments, use commas as
placeholders: Args1(\",,c\"). Code
within the Programdata keyword.

Note:

 You may code up to 100 arguments.

O

Envar The job's environment variables.
To learn how to code this keyword,
see Envar().

O

MonChildren Indicates whether to monitor if
children are successful

• Y—Monitors children
• N—Does not monitor children

O

MonChildrenDelay Indicates how long to wait in
seconds before checking for
children: MonChildrenDelay(4)

O

OaUser The Oracle Applications user name
whose authority will be used to run
the request: OaUser(SYSADMIN)

O

PrintCopies Number of copies to print:
PrintCopies(2)

O
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PrintCopiesN Number of copies to print for the nth
program: PrintCopies1(1)

O

Printer The printer for directing output:
Printer(Q_DEVELOPMENT). If
the printer path contains spaces,
enclose the path in \": Printer(\"\
\printer path\K6700\").

Note:

 Printer must be defined in Oracle
Applications.

O

PrinterN The printer for directing output from
the nth program: Printer3(Q_ID)

Note:

 Printer must be defined in Oracle
Applications.

O

PrintStyle The print style:
PrintStyle(PORTRAIT)

Note:

 Print style must be defined in Oracle
Applications.

O

PrintStyleN The print style for the nth program:
PrintStyle1(LANDSCAPE)

Note:

 Print style must be defined in Oracle
Applications.

O

Programdata The program's data:

Programdata(Printer3(prin3),PrintStyle3(prints3),PrintCopies3(3)).

Code within the Programdatalist
keyword.

O

Programdatalist Lists program data. To learn
how to code this keyword,
see Programdatalist().

O

ReqSet The Request Set short name:
ReqSet(DATA10)

R

Resp The responsibility name:
Resp('System Administrator')

O

SaveOp Indicates whether to save output
from job execution

• Y—Saves output
• N—Does not save output

O

SaveOpN Indicates whether to save output
from job execution of the nth
program

• Y—Saves output
• N—Does not save output

O
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UseArgDefaults Indicates whether the agent
submits default values for
arguments not specified in the Args()
keyword

• Y—The agent uses default
values

• N—The agent does not use
default values

O

 Example: Inserting an Oracle Applications Request Set Job 

The following example inserts an Oracle Applications Request Set job into generation 1 of the ORACLE
Application:

ESPmgr "ORACLEJOB/ORACLE.1/MAIN ACTION Insert Type(OASET) Container(ORACLE~~) Relcount(0)
Rununit(ORACLEAGENT) ReqSet(AAA) ApplDispl('Application Object Library') OaUser(SYSADMIN) Resp('System
Administrator') Programdatalist('Programdata(Args1(\"ALL,Age,4,APPS,SYSADMIN,SYSADMIN,System
Administrator,FND,FNDSCURS,FND,FNDCRM,Y,Y\"), PrintStyle1(PORTRAIT),PrintCopies1(2))
Programdata(Args2(\"System Administration,System Administrator\"),Printer2(\\rramasamy\M5200),
PrintCopies2(1),SaveOp2(Y))')"

Micro Focus ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

Envar The job's environment variables.
To learn how to code this keyword,
see Envar().

O

Exitcode Lists the job's exit codes sent to the
agent to determine whether the job
succeeded or failed. To learn how to
code this keyword, see Exitcode().

O

JclContent The submitted JCL is read from the
specified file, and the contents of
the JCL are physically sent to the
server: JclContent(D:/development/
Microfocus/es-jcldemo/if1.jcl). If the
path contains spaces, enclose the
path with \":
JclContent(\"C:\Program Files\Micro
Focus\es-jcldemo\infinite.jcl\").

Note:

 Specify this keyword or the
JclReference keyword.

R*

JclReference Only the name of the file is sent
to the server. The server then
reads and submits the named file:
JclReference(D:/development/
Microfocus/es-jcldemo/if1.jcl). If the
path contains spaces, enclose the
path with \":
JclReference(\"C:\Program Files
\Micro Focus\es-jcldemo\infinite.jcl
\").

Note:

 Specify this keyword or the
JclContent keyword.

R*
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MicroFUser The Micro Focus user ID under
whose authority the job runs:
MicroFUser(MFUSER01)

O

OsUser The operating system user ID
under whose authority the job runs:
OsUser(OSUSER)

O

ServerAddress IP address and port of the Micro
Focus server, in the format
tcp:<IP address>:CA Portal:
ServerAddress(tcp:99.9.9.99:2222).

Note:

 Specify this keyword or the
ServerName keyword.

R*

ServerName Micro Focus Server Name:
ServerName(JCLDEMO)

Note:

 Specify this keyword or the
ServerAddress keyword.

R*

Version Applicable environment. Specifying
one of the following options:

• 1—VSE/POWER
• 2—JES2
• 3—JES3

O

 Example: Inserting Micro Focus Jobs 

The following examples insert Micro Focus jobs into generation 2 of the LL_INS Application:

ESPmgr "INSMF.MAN9/LL_INS.2/MAIN ACTION INSERT Type(MF)
 Rununit(LLMFWIN_MF) Container(LL_INS~~) ServerName(JCLDEMO)
 JclContent(\"C:\Program Files\Micro Focus\es-jcldemo\IF.jcl\")
 MicroFUser(MFUSER01) Pred(TASK_0)"ESPmgr "INSMF.MAN10/LL_INS.2/
MAIN ACTION INSERT Type(MF) Rununit(LLMFWIN_MF) Container(LL_INS~~)
 ServerAddress(tcp:10.1.1.199:1123) JclContent(\"C:\Program Files
\Micro Focus\es-jcldemo\IF.jcl\") MicroFUser(MFUSER01) OsUser(OSUSER)
 Pred(TASK_0)"

Database Job Types
This section describes the ACTION INSERT keywords for the following Database job types:

• SQL
• DB Stored Procedure
• DB Database Monitor
• DB Database Trigger

SQL ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 
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Command The SQL statement to be executed.
The query can contain any SQL
statement:
Command(select jobname from
tbtco).

Note:

 If the statement contains the %
wildcard character and you are using
ESPmgr within a script, precede %
with % and enclose the statement
with \":
Command(\"select jobname from
TBTCO where jobname like 'SAP%
%'\").

R

DBUrl Database resource location. The
server uses JDBC to connect to the
database.

For an Oracle database, use the
following format:

jdbc:oracle:thin:@//host:port/dbservicename

• •   host 
Specifies the host name of the
computer where the database
is installed.

•   port 
Specifies the port number
of the computer where the
database is installed.

•   dbservicename 
Specifies the service name of
the Oracle database. You can
find the service name from
the tnsnames.ora file of the
database.

 Example: DBUrl(jdbc:oracle:thin:@//10.1.1.10:1521/
ESP)

For an MS SQL database, use the
following format:

jdbc:sqlserver://host:port;DatabaseName=dbname

• •   dbname 
Specifies the database name.

 Example: DBUrl(jdbc:sqlserver://10.1.1.10:1433;DatabaseName=ESP)

O

DBUserType Type of Oracle user:
DBUserType('as sysdba')

O

JobCriteria Regular expression used to validate
the results of the SQL query

O
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OutFile Output file to store the results of
the SQL query. If the path contains
spaces, enclose the path with \*:
OutFile(\"c:\qatest\folder space
\testins.txt\") If you do not code a
destination, the results are stored in
a spool file.

O

User Database user the job runs under O

 Examples: Defining SQL Jobs 

The following examples insert SQL jobs into generation 1 of the LL_INS Application:

ESPmgr "INSDB.MAN4/LL_INS.1/MAIN ACTION INSERT Type(SQL)
 Rununit(LLWIN_DB) Container(LL_INS~~) Command(\"select jobname
 from TBTCO where jobname like 'SAP%%'\") OutFile(\"c:\qatest\folder
 space\testins.txt\") Pred(TASK_0)"ESPmgr "INSSQL2.MAN/LL_INS.1/
MAIN ACTION INSERT Type(SQL) Rununit(LLWIN_DB) Container(LL_INS~~)
 Command(\"select count(*) from TBTCO where jobname like 'SAP%
%'\") Pred(TASK_0)"ESPmgr "INSSQL3.MAN/LL_INS.1/MAIN ACTION INSERT
 Type(SQL) Rununit(LLWIN_DB) Container(LL_INS~~) Command(\"select
 count(*) from TBTCO where jobname like 'SAP%%'\") OutFile(\"c:\qatest
\folder space\testins.txt\") Pred(TASK_0) JobCriteria(10)"

DB Stored Procedure ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

Args List of parameters passed to the
stored procedure. To learn how to
code this keyword, see Args().

O
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DBUrl Database resource location. The
server uses JDBC to connect to the
database.

For an Oracle database, use the
following format:

jdbc:oracle:thin:@//host:port/dbservicename

• •   host 
Specifies the host name of the
computer where the database
is installed.

•   port 
Specifies the port number
of the computer where the
database is installed.

•   dbservicename 
Specifies the service name of
the Oracle database. You can
find the service name from
the tnsnames.ora file of the
database.

 Example: DBUrl(jdbc:oracle:thin:@//10.1.1.10:1521/
ESP)

For an MS SQL database, use the
following format:

jdbc:sqlserver://host:port;DatabaseName=dbname

• •   dbname 
Specifies the database name.

 Example: DBUrl(jdbc:sqlserver://10.1.1.10:1433;DatabaseName=ESP)

O

DBUserType Type of Oracle user:
DBUserType('as sysdba')

O

JobCriteria Regular expression used
to validate return string:
JobCriteria(/"ename=John.*/")

O

ReturnDataType Variable type to be returned O

SpName Name of the procedure to be run:
SpName(PAYROLL)

R

User Database user the job runs under O

 Example: Inserting a DB Stored Procedure Job 

The following example inserts a DB Stored Procedure job into generation 7 of the LL_INS Application:

ESPmgr "INSDBSP10.MAN/LL_INS.7/MAIN ACTION INSERT Type(DBPROC)
 Rununit(LLWIN_DB) Container(LL_INS~~) SpName(ESPM16.TEST6)
 Args(Arg1(job_n IN NUMBER,10) Arg2(amount IN NUMBER,0))
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 DbUrl(jdbc:oracle:thin:@//mars:1521/esp44m) User(ESPM16)
 Pred(TASK_0)"

DB Database Monitor ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

Continuous The Alert name:
Continuous(valueAboveNorm)

O

DBUrl Database resource location. The
server uses JDBC to connect to the
database.

For an Oracle database, use the
following format:

jdbc:oracle:thin:@//host:port/dbservicename

• •   host 
Specifies the host name of the
computer where the database
is installed.

•   port 
Specifies the port number
of the computer where the
database is installed.

•   dbservicename 
Specifies the service name of
the Oracle database. You can
find the service name from
the tnsnames.ora file of the
database.

 Example: DBUrl(jdbc:oracle:thin:@//10.1.1.10:1521/
ESP)

For an MS SQL database, use the
following format:

jdbc:sqlserver://host:port;DatabaseName=dbname

• •   dbname 
Specifies the database name.

 Example: DBUrl(jdbc:sqlserver://10.1.1.10:1433;DatabaseName=ESP)

O

DBUserType Type of Oracle user:
DBUserType('as sysdba')

O

MonConditon Equivalent to the SQL where clause:
MonCondition(wage>30). When the
monitor condition is satisfied, the
server completes the job or triggers
an Alert if an Alert is defined.

O
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MonType Type of change monitored. Specify
one of the following options:

• INCREASE
• DECREASE
• INCREASE or DECREASE

R

TableName Name of the table to be
monitored in the database:
TableName(HOURLYWAGE)

R

User Database user the job runs under O

 Example: Inserting a Database Monitor Job 

The following example inserts a Database Monitor job into generation 7 of the LL_INS Application:

ESPmgr "INS_DBMON.MAN/LL_INS.7/MAIN ACTION INSERT Type(DBMON)
 Rununit(LLWIN_DB) Container(LL_INS~~) TableName(TEST)
 MonType(INCREASE) MonCondition(VERSION<>'R5SP3') Continuous(value)
 DbUrl(jdbc:oracle:thin:@//mars:1521/esp44m) User(ESPM16)"

DB Database Trigger ACTION INSERT Keywords

 Keyword  Description  Code 

Continuous The Alert name:
Continuous(valueLow)

O
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DBUrl Database resource location. The
server uses JDBC to connect to the
database.

For an Oracle database, use the
following format:

jdbc:oracle:thin:@//host:port/dbservicename

• •   host 
Specifies the host name of the
computer where the database
is installed.

•   port 
Specifies the port number
of the computer where the
database is installed.

•   dbservicename 
Specifies the service name of
the Oracle database. You can
find the service name from
the tnsnames.ora file of the
database.

 Example: DBUrl(jdbc:oracle:thin:@//10.1.1.10:1521/
ESP)

For an MS SQL database, use the
following format:

jdbc:sqlserver://host:port;DatabaseName=dbname

• •   dbname 
Specifies the database name.

 Example: DBUrl(jdbc:sqlserver://10.1.1.10:1433;DatabaseName=ESP)

O

DBUserType Type of Oracle user:
DBUserType('as sysdba')

O

TableName Name of the table to be
monitored in the database:
TableName(INVENTORY_LIST)

R

TrigCondition Equivalent to the SQL where clause:
TrigCondition(new.productA<100000).
When the trigger condition is
satisfied, the server completes the
job or triggers an Alert if an Alert is
defined.

O

TrigType Type of change monitored. To
specify multiple trigger types,
separate them using "or" for Oracle
databases (INSERT or DELETE or
UPDATE) and "," for MS SQL Server
databases (INSERT, DELETE,
UPDATE).

R

User Database user the job runs under O
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 Example: Inserting a Database Trigger Job 

The following example inserts aDatabase Trigger job into generation 5 of the LL_INS Application:

ESPmgr "INS_DBT.MAN/LL_INS.5/MAIN ACTION INSERT Type(DBTRIG)
 Rununit(LLWIN_DB) Container(LL_INS~~) TableName(TEST)
 TrigType(INSERT) TrigCondition(NEW.VERSION<>'R5SP3')
 Continuous(value) DbUrl(jdbc:oracle:thin:@//mars:1521/esp44m)
 User(ESPM16)"

Syntaxes for ACTION INSERT Keywords
This section describes the syntaxes of ACTION INSERT keywords.

Alertnotify()
You can use the Alertnotify keyword to code Alert notifications.

The Alertnotify keyword has the following syntax.

AlertnotifyNum(number_of_alerts)
 Alertnotify(NotifyN(Monitorstates(states)[RC(returncode)]
 Alert(alertname)) ...)

•  AlertnotifyNum (number_of_alerts)
Specifies the number of NotifyN keywords specified in the Alertnotify keyword. Each NotifyN keyword represents
one Alert notification. The number_of_alerts value is an integer.
Example: AlertnotifyNum(2) Alertnotify(Notify1(...) Notify2(..))

•  NotifyN()
Specifies an Alert notification. To specify multiple Alert notifications, specify this keyword for each
notification. N is an integer starting at the value 1 and must increment sequentially for each notification.
Example: Alertnotify(Notify1(...) Notify2(...) Notify3(...))

•  Monitorstates(states)
Specifies the job states that trigger the Alert notification. To specify multiple states, separate each state with a
comma and enclose the entire value in double quotes.
Example: Monitorstates("COMPLETE,FAIL")

•  RC(returncode)
(Optional) Specifies the job's return code from the agent that triggers the Alert notification.

•  Alert(alertname)
Specifies the Alert name.

 Example: Specifying Two Alert Notifications 

The following example specifies two Alert notifications. The server triggers an Alert named NOTE1 when the job is
in a READY state. The server triggers the Alert named NOTE2 when the job is in a COMPLETE or FAIL state or if
the agent sends a return code of 4.

AlertnotifyNum(2) Alertnotify(Notify1(Monitorstates(READY)
 Alert(NOTE1)) Notify2(Monitorstates("COMPLETE,FAIL") RC(4)
 Alert(NOTE2)))

Archiveparameters()
You can use the Archiveparameters keyword to code archive parameters.
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The Archiveparameters keyword has the following syntax:

Archiveparameters(keyword=value[,…])

•   keyword=value 
Specifies the archive parameters. Separate each keyword=value pair with a comma. You can code the following
keywords within Archiveparameters:

•  ArcDocType
Specifies the SAP ArchiveLink document type.
Example: ArcDocType=ARCHIVE

•  AcrFormat
Specifies the SAP ArchiveLink output format.
Example: ArcFormat=X_65_132

•  ArcInfo
Specifies the SAP ArchiveLink information.

•  ArcObjType
Specifies the SAP ArchiveLink object type.
Example: ArcObjType=ARCHIVE

•  ArcPrinter
Specifies the SAP ArchiveLink target printer.
Example: ArcPrinter=LP01

•  ArcText
Specifies the archiving text.

 Example: Specifying Archive Parameters 

The following example specifies archive parameters:

Arcparameters(ArcObjType=ARCHIVE,ArcDocType=ARCHIVE,ArcInfo=??,ArcPrinter=LP01,ArcFormat=X_65_132)

Args()
You can use the Args keyword to code the list of arguments to pass to a Database Stored Procedure job.

The Args keyword has the following format:

ArgsNum(number_of_args) Args(ArgN(Desc("argname IN|OUT|IN
 OUT argtype") Value(argvalue))...)

•  ArgsNum(number_of_args)
Specifies the number of ArgN keywords specified in the Args keyword. Each ArgN keyword represents one
argument. The number_of_args value is an integer.
Example: ArgsNum(2) Args(Arg1(...) Arg2(...))

•  ArgN()
Specifies an argument. To specify multiple arguments, specify this keyword for each argument. N is an integer
starting at the value 1 and must increment sequentially for each notification.
Example: Args(Arg1(...) Arg2(...) Arg3(...))

•   argname 
Specifies the argument name.

•  IN|OUT|IN OUT
Specifies the argument direction. Specify IN for input, OUT for output, or IN OUT for input and output.

•   argtype 
Specifies the argument database type.
Examples: VARCHAR, CHAR

•  Value(argvalue)
Specifies the argument value.

Note:
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• If the value contains one or more spaces, commas, quotes, double quotes, equal signs, open brackets, or
close brackets, enclose the value in double quotes, for example: Value("Proc 300").

• To specify a double quote in a value, precede the double quote with another double quote, for example:
Value("Job ""PROC"" is complete").

 Example: Passing Arguments to a Database Stored Procedure Job 

The following example specifies two arguments to pass to a Database Stored Procedure job:

ArgsNum(2) Args(Arg1(Desc("amount IN NUMBER") Value(10))
 Arg2(Desc("stmt IN VARCHAR") Value("AMOUNT 10 ""APPROVED""")))

Dueout()
You can use the dueout keyword to code a set of dueout times.

The dueout keyword has the following syntax:

(state,time)[,(…)]

•   state 
Specifies the job's overdue state. Choose READY or EXEC.

•   time 
Specifies the dueout time of the corresponding pnode in the format yyyymmddhhmm.

Note:  Enclose each set of dueout times in parentheses. Separate each set of dueout times with a comma.

Envar()
You can use the Envar keyword to code environment variables.

The Envar keyword has the following syntax:

Envar(envarname(envarvalue)...)

•   envarname 
Specifies the environment variable name.

•   envarvalue 
Specifies the environment variable value.

Note:

• If the value contains one or more spaces, commas, quotes, double quotes, equal signs, open brackets, or
close brackets, enclose the value in double quotes, for example: Envar(REP("Calc done")).

• To specify a double quote in a value, precede the double quote with another double quote, for example:
Envar(MSG("Job ""PROC"" is complete")).

 Example: Specifying Three Environment Variables 

The following example specifies three environment variables:

Envar(MSG("Status, ""value 1""") VALUE(VALUE2) JOBNAME(%WOB.ev3))

Exitcode()
You can use the Exitcode keyword to code exit codes.
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The Exitcode keyword has the following format:

ExitCodeNum(number_of_exitcodes)
 ExitCode(ExitCodeN(Range(exitcode_range) State(S|F))...)

•  ExitCodeNum(number_of_exitcodes)
Specifies the number of ExitCodeN keywords specified in the ExitCode keyword. Each ExitCodeN keyword
represents one exit code. The number_of_exitcodes value is an integer.
Example: ExitCodeNum(2) ExitCode(ExitCode1(...) ExitCode2(...))

•  ExitCodeN()
Specifies an exit code or a range of exit codes. To specify multiple values, specify this keyword for each
value. N is an integer starting at the value 1 and must increment sequentially for each exit code or range.
Example: ExitCode(ExitCode1(...) ExitCode2(...))

•  Range(exitcode_range)
Specifies a numeric exit code or a range of exit codes.
Example: 2, 1-8

•  State(S|F)
Indicates success or failure. Specify S to indicate success. Specify F to indicate failure.

 Example: Specifying Two Exit Codes 

The following example specifies two exit codes. An exit code of zero (0) indicates success, and an exit code
between 1 to 8 indicates failure.

ExitCodeNum(2) ExitCode(ExitCode1(Range(0) State(S))
 ExitCode2(Range(1-8) State(F)))

ExtTable()
You can use the ExtTable keyword to code the Business Warehouse InfoPackage data selection criteria.

The ExtTable keyword has the following format:

ExtTable(FIELDNAME,IOBJNM,SIGN,OPT,LOW,HIGH/
n,fieldname1,objectname1,sign1,operation1,low1,high1[,fieldname2,objectname2,sign2,operation2,low2,high2] ...)

•   fieldnameN 
Specifies the Business Warehouse InfoPackage Technical Name.

•   objectnameN 
Specifies the The Business Warehouse InfoPackage Technical InfoObject.

•   signN 
Specifies the Business Warehouse InfoPackage Technical Sign. Options are as follows:

• I—Include
• E—Exclude

•   operationN 
Specifies the Business Warehouse InfoPackage Technical Operation. Options are as follows:

• BT—Between
• EQ—Equal

•   lowN 
Specifies the Business Warehouse InfoPackage Technical From Value.

•   HighN 
Specifies the Business Warehouse InfoPackage Technical To Value.

Note:
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 Separate the values of the six operands with a comma. If a field has no value, use single quotes. The following
example specifies no values for the IOBJNM, SIGN, and OPT fields:

SPTAG,'','','',20010101,20060606

 Example: Specifying Values for Three Fields 

The following example specifies values for three fields: SPTAG, VBELN, and PKUNRE:

ExtTable(FIELDNAME,IOBJNM,SIGN,OPT,LOW,HIGH/
nSPTAG,0CALDAY,I,BT,20010101,20060606,VBELN,0CALDAY,I,BT,20010101,20060606,PKUNRE,0CALDAY,I,BT,20010101,20060606)

Notifyemail()
You can use the Notifyemail keyword to code email notifications.

The Notifyemail keyword has the following format:

NotifyemailNum(number_of_emails)
 Notifyemail(NotifyN(Monitorstates(states) [RC(returncode)]
 Mailaddresslist(emailaddresses) [EmailSubject(emailsubject)]
 [EmailText(emailtext)] Attachspoolfile(Y|N))...)

•  NotifyemailNum(number_of_emails)
Specifies the number of NotifyN keywords specified in the Notifyemai keyword. Each NotifyN keyword
represents one email notification. The number_of_emails value is an integer.
Example: NotifyemailNum(2) Notifyemail(Notify1(...) Notify2(...))

•  NotifyN()
Specifies an email notification. To specify multiple email notifications, specify this keyword for each
notification. N is an integer starting at the value 1 and must increment sequentially for each notification.
Example: Notifyemail(Notify1(...) Notify2(...) Notify3(...))

•  Monitorstates(states)
Specifies the job states that trigger the email notification. To specify multiple states, separate each state with a
comma and enclose the entire value in double quotes.
Example: Monitorstates("COMPLETE,FAIL")

•  RC(returncode)
(Optional) Specifies the job's return code from the agent that triggers the email notification.

•  Mailaddresslist("emailaddresses")
Specifies the email addresses to notify. Enclose the value with double quotes. To specify multiple email
addresses, separate each address with a comma
Example: Mailaddresslist("n1@domain.com,n2@domain.com")

•  EmailSubject(emailsubject)
(Optional) Specifies the email subject.

Note:

• If the value contains one or more spaces, commas, quotes, double quotes, equal signs, open brackets, or
close brackets, enclose the value in double quotes, for example:

EmailSubject("Job completed with no errors")
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• To specify a double quote in a value, precede the double quote with another double quote, for example:

EmailSubject("Job ""PROC"" is complete")

•  EmailText(emailtext)
(Optional) Specifies the email text. If you do not specify this element, the email provides the job's state.

Note:

• If the value contains one or more spaces, commas, quotes, double quotes, equal signs, open brackets, or
close brackets, enclose the value in double quotes, for example:

EmailText("Job completed with no errors")

• To specify a double quote in a value, precede the double quote with another double quote, for example:

EmailText("Job ""PROC"" is complete")

•  Attachspoolfile(Y|N)
Specifies whether to include the job's spool file as an attachment. Specify Y to include the spool file. Specify N
to exclude the spool file.

 Example: Specifying Three Email Notifications 

The following example specifies three email notifications. When the job is in an EXEC state, the server sends an
email to user1@domain.com. When the job is in a COMPLETE or FAIL state or if the agent sends a return code
of 4, the server sends an email with the job's spool file attached to user1@domain.com and user2@domain.com.
When the job is in an AGENTDOWN state, the server sends an email to user3@domain.com.

NotifyemailNum(3) Notifyemail(Notify1(Monitorstates(EXEC)
 Mailaddresslist("user1@domain.com") EmailSubject("Job
 NOTIFYS.1.EMAIL is %(WOB._state).") EmailText("I am %(WOB._state).")
 Attachspoolfile(N)) Notify2(Monitorstates("COMPLETE,FAIL")
 RC(4) Mailaddresslist("user1@domain.com,user2@domain.com")
 EmailSubject("Job in state %(WOB._state). %(APPL.zzzz)")
 EmailText("%(APPL.zzzz) I am in state %(WOB._state).")
 Attachspoolfile(Y)) Notify3(Monitorstates(AGENTDOWN)
 Mailaddresslist(user3@domain.com) Attachspoolfile(N)))

Others()
You can use the Others keyword to code the keyword parameters for an OS/400 program.

The Others keyword has the following format:

name(value)[ …]

•   name 
Specifies the keyword name.

•   value 
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Specifies the keyword value.

Note:

 Separate each name(value) pair with a blank.

Parameterlist()
You can use the Parameterlist keyword to code a parameter list.

The Parameterlist keyword has the following format:

ParamsNum(number_of_params) Params(  ParameterN(Type(javatype)
 Value(paramvalue)) |  ParameterN(Type(javatype)
 ValueN(paramvalue) ... ARRAY) |  ParameterN([Type(javatype)]
 URIDependency(jobname))  ...)

•  ParamsNum(number_of_params)
Specifies the number of ParameterN keywords specified in the Params keyword. Each ParameterN keyword
represents one parameter or a set of parameters. The number_of_params value is an integer.
Example: ParamsNum(2) Params(Parameter1(...) Parameter2(...))

•  ParameterN()
Specifies a parameter or a set of parameters. To specify multiple parameters or sets of parameters, specify this
keyword for each parameter or set. N is an integer starting at the value 1 and must increment sequentially for
each parameter.
Example: Params(Parameter1(...) Parameter2(...) Parameter3(...))

•  Type(javatype)
The Java class of the parameter. If the specified Java class does not contain a package name, java.lang is
used. The specified Java class must have a constructor that accepts java.lang.String as a parameter. The
corresponding parameter value is passed as a String object to the constructor of the specified Java class.

Note:

 This element is optional if you specify URIDependency( ).

•  Value(paramvalue)
The String value for the parameter.

Note:

• If the value contains one or more spaces, commas, quotes, double quotes, equal signs, open brackets, or
close brackets, enclose the value in double quotes, for example:

Value("abc def")

• To specify a double quote in a value, precede the double quote with another double quote, for example:

Value("Value ""3"")

•  ValueN(paramvalue)... ARRAY
Specifies a set of String values in an array. The paramvalue is the value of the Nth element of the array. N is an
integer starting at the value 1 and must increment sequentially for each element.

Note:
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• If the value contains one or more spaces, commas, quotes, double quotes, equal signs, open brackets, or
close brackets, enclose the value in double quotes, for example:

Value1("abc def") Value2("ghi jkl") ARRAY

• To specify a double quote in a value, precede the double quote with another double quote, for example:

Value1("Value ""1"") Value2("Value ""2"") ARRA

•  URIDependency(jobname)
Specifies the name of the predecessor job that produced the Java serialized object to be used as an input
parameter.

Note:

The job must be defined within the same Application as the job you are defining.

Note:

The order of the parameters is important. They are processed in the order in which they are specified.

 Example: Specifying Multiple Parameters 

The following example specifies a single parameter, a set of parameters in an array, and another single parameter
whose value is the output of a job named POJO:

ParamsNum(3) Params(Parameter1(Type(java.lang.String)
 Value("abc def")) Parameter2(Type(java.lang.String)
 Value1("value 1") Value2(value2) Value3("value ""3""") Array)
 Parameter3(Type(java.lang.String) URIDependency(POJO)))

Pred()
You can use the Pred keyword to code predecessor dependencies.

The Pred keyword has the following format:

nnnn.[qqqq][,…]

•   nnnn 
Specifies the job name.

•   qqqq 
(Optional) Specifies the job's qualifier.

Note:

There is no limit to the number of jobs you can code here. Separate names with commas.

Printparameters()
You can use the Printparameters to code print parameters.
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The Printparameters keyword has the following format:

Printparameters(keyword=value[,…])

•   keyword=value 
Specifies the print parameters. Separate each keyword=value pair with a comma. You can code the following
keywords within Printparameters:

•  PPBannerPage
Indicates whether to print selection cover page.

• Y—Prints selection cover page
• N—Does not print selection cover page

•  PPCopies
Specifies number of copies.
Example: PPCopies=1

•  PPDataset
Specifies the data set name.

•  PPDepartment
Prints department on cover page.
Limits: Up to 12 characters

•  PPDest
Specifies the output device name.
Example: PPDest=LP01

•  PPExpiration
Specifies the number of days before the spool request is deleted.
Limits: 1-9

•  PPFooter
Indicates whether to print footer.

• Y—Prints footer
• N—Does not print footer

•  PPFormat
Prints print formatting.
Example: PPFormat=X_65_132

•  PPHostPage
Indicates whether to print operate system page.

• Y—Prints operate system page
• N—Does not print operate system page

•  PPNewSpool
Indicates whether to creates a new spool request.

• Y—Create a new spool request. SAP does not append the spool request to an existing spool request.
• N—Does not create a new spool request. SAP appends the spool request to an existing spool request

•  PPNumColumns
Specifies the number of columns.
Example: PPNumColumns=132

•  PPNumLines
Specifies the number of lines.
Example: PPNumLines=65

•  PPPriArcMode
Indicates whether the spool file is printed, archived, or both.

• 1—Print
• 2—Archive
• 3—Both print and archive

•  PPPrintImm
Indicates whether to print job immediately after completion.

• Y—Prints job immediately after completion
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• N—Does not print job immediately after completion
•  PPPriority

Specifies the print spool request priority.
•  PPRecipient

Specifies the recipient on SAP cover page.
•  PPRelease

Indicates whether to delete print spool after output.

• Y—Deletes print spool after output
• N—Does not delete print spool after output

•  PPReqType
Specifies the print request type.

•  PPSapBanner
Indicates whether to print SAP cover page

• Y—Prints SAP cover page
• N—Does not print SAP cover page

 Example: Specify Print Parameters 

The following example specifies print parameters:

Printparameters(PPDest=LP01,PPNumLines=65,PPNumColumns=132,PPFormat=X_65_132,PPCopies=1,PPriArcMode=2)

Programdatalist()
You can use the Programdatalist keyword to code each set of program data parameters.

The Programdatalist keyword has the following format:

Programdata(ArgsN(argsN),PrinterN(printerN),
 PrintStyleN(printStyleN),PrintCopiesN(printcopiesN),
 SaveOpN(saveopN))

•   argsN 
Specifies program arguments for the nth program in a Request Set as defined by the Oracle Applications
Concurrent Manager. Separate arguments with commas and enclose with \".

•   printerN 
Specifies the printer for directing output from the nth program.

•   printstyleN 
Specifies the print style for the nth program.

•   printcopiesN 
Specifies the number of copies to print for the nth program.

•   saveopn 
Indicates whether to save output from job execution of the nth program.

• Y—Saves output
• N—Does not save output

Recipients()
You can use the Recipients keyword to code each set of recipient parameters.

The Recipients keyword has the following format:

Recipients(RECIPIENT(keyword=value[,…]) [ RECIPIENT(…))]
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•   keyword=value 
Specifies the recipient parameters. Separate each keyword=value pair with a comma. You can code the
following keywords within RECIPIENT:

•  BlindCopy
Indicates whether to send email as blind carbon copy.

• Y—Sends email as blind carbon copy
• N—Does not sent email as blind carbon copy

•  Copy
Indicates whether to send email as carbon copy.

• Y—Sends email as carbon copy
• N—Does not send email as carbon copy

•  Express
Indicates whether to send instant messages to recipients if they are logged into SAP.

• Y—Sends instant messages
• N—Does not send instant messages

Note:

 Only applies to RecType(SU) and RecType(DLI).
•  NoForward

Indicates whether SAPoffice users can forward the document.

• Y—SAPoffice users cannot forward the document
• N—SAPoffice users can forward the document

•  NoPrint
Indicates whether SAPoffice users can print the document.

• Y—SAPoffice users cannot print the document
• N—SAPoffice users can print the document

•  RcpType
Specifies the recipient type.

• SU—SAP user (SU)
• DLI—SAPoffice distribution list
• INT—Email address (requires the MailTo() keyword)

Note:

 Required if spool list recipient exists
•  Recipient

Specifies the target recipient.
Example: Recipient=cyberuser@yourcompany.com.

Note:

 Required if spool list recipient exists.

 Example: Specifying Recipient Parameters 

The following example specifies recipient parameters:

Recipients(RECIPIENT(RcpType=INT,Recipient=J01PROD@cyber.com)RECIPIENT(RcpType=INT,Recipient=J01TEST@cyber.com,BlindCopy=Y)RECIPIENT(RcpType=INT,Recipient=J02PROD@cyber.com,Copy=Y)RECIPIENT(RcpType=DLI,Recipient='SAPoffice
 Dist
 List',Express=Y,Copy=Y,NoForward=Y,NoPrint=Y)RECIPIENT(RcpType=SU,Recipient='SAPoffice
 User',BlindCopy=Y))

Release()
You can use the Release keyword to code each set of release conditions.
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The Release keyword has the following format:

(release_condition, successor)

•   release_condition 
Specifies the release condition. You can code one of the following options:

•  NORMAL
Indicates that the job is released when its predecessors complete successfully (default). For example, job A
releases job B only when job A completes successfully.

Note:

 If you force a job to complete, or if a job is bypassed, it is considered a successful completion.
•  ABNORMAL

Indicates that the job is released when the predecessor fails. For example, job A releases job B if job A fails.
•  UNCONDITIONAL

Indicates that the job is released whether the predecessor completes or fails. For example, job A runs, and
whether it completes successfully or fails, job B is released.

•   exit_codes 
Indicates that the job is released based on the exit code of its predecessor. This code represents a success
or failure, depending on how it is defined. You can code a single code (9), a range of codes ('1-4'), a list of
codes ('1,2,3,4,9'), or any combination of these ('1-4, 9').

Note:

 If you force complete a job, or if a job is bypassed, the job's exit code will be 0.
•   successor 

Specifies the successor the release condition applies to. You must code this successor in the Succ() keyword.

 Example: Specifying Release Conditions 

The following example specifies release conditions for two NT jobs:

Release((NORMAL,WINNT2),(NORMAL,WINNT3))

Resourcedependencies()
You can use the Resourcedependencies keyword to code resource dependencies.

The Resourcedependencies keyword has the following format:

Resources((resource_name,quantity)\(...)),Resourcesacquiringpriority(resource_priority),Resourceabsorb(resource_absorb)

•   resource_name 
Specifies the resource name.

•   quantity 
Specifies the required resource quantity.

•   resource_priority 
Specifies the priority of this job for acquiring resources.

•   resource_absorb 
Indicates where resources need to be reserved:

• True—Resources need to be reserved
• False—Resources do not need to be reserved

Note:
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 Enclose each set of (resource_name,quantity) in parentheses. To add multiple set of resource parameters, escape
each set with a backslash at the beginning. For example,

Resourcedependencies(Resources((ABC,1)\(DEF,1)\(XYZ,1)),Resourceabsorb(false),Resourcesacquiringpriority(0))

Retry()
You can use the Retry keyword to resubmit a job automatically if it returns a FAIL state.

The Retry keyword has the following format:

Retry(retry_count,[interval],[exit_codes])

•   retry_count 
Specifies the number of times to resubmit the job if it failed.

•   interval 
Specifies the time to wait in minutes between retries
Default: 1 minute

•   exit_codes 
Lists the exit codes used to trigger resubmission.
Default: FAIL state

Note:

 Specify a single code, range of codes, list of codes, or a combination. To learn how to code exit codes,
see Release().

 Example: Resubmitting a Job Automatically 

The following example retries a job 3 times every 2 minutes for exit codes 1 to 8 and 12:

Retry(3,2,'1-8,12')

Snmpnotify()
You can use the Snmpnotify keyword to code SNMP notificaitons.

The Snmpnotify keyword has the following format:

SnmpnotifyNum(number_of_notify)
 Snmpnotify(NotifyN(Monitorstates(states) [RC(returncode)]
 [SnmpAgent(agent)] Message(messagetext))...)

•  SnmpnotifyNum(number_of_notify)
Specifies the number of Notifyn keywords specified in the Snmpnotify keyword. Each NotifyN keyword
represents one SNMP notification. The number_of_notify value is an integer.
Example: SnmpnotifyNum(2) Snmpnotify(Notify1(...) Notify2(...))

•  NotifyN()
Specifies an SNMP notification. To specify multiple SNMP notifications, specify this keyword for each
notification. N is an integer starting at the value 1 and must increment sequentially for each notification.
Example: Snmpnotify(Notify1(...) Notify2(...) Notify3(...))

•  Monitorstates(states)
Specifies the job states that trigger the SNMP notification. To specify multiple states, separate each state with a
comma and enclose the entire value in double quotes.
Example: Monitorstates("COMPLETE,FAIL")
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•  RC(returncode)
(Optional) Specifies the name of the SNMP-enabled agent.

•  SnmpAgent(agent)
(Optional) Specifies the name of the SNMP-enabled agent.

•  Message(messagetext)
Specifies the SNMP message text.

Note:

• If the value contains one or more spaces, commas, quotes, double quotes, equal signs, open brackets, or
close brackets, enclose the value in double quotes, for example:

Message("Job completed with no errors")

• To specify a double quote in a value, precede the double quote with another double quote, for example:

Example: Message("Job ""PROC"" is complete")

 Example: Specifying Two SNMP Notifications 

The following example specifies two SNMP notifications. When the job is in an EXEC state, the server sends an
SNMP notification about the job's state. When the job is in a COMPLETE or FAIL state or if the agent sends a
return code of 4, the server sends an SNMP notification indicating that the job is done.

SnmpnotifyNum(2) Snmpnotify(Notify1(Monitorstates(EXEC)
 SnmpAgent(AGENT) Message("Job is in state %(WOB._state).
 %(APPL.proc)")) Notify2(Monitorstates("COMPLETE,FAIL") RC(4)
 SnmpAgent(AGENT) Message("Job is in state %(WOB._state). Job is done.
 %(APPL.proc)")))

Stepmsgs()
You can use the Stepmsgs keyword to code step specification parameters.

The Stepmsgs keyword has the following format:

ABSTEP(keyword=value[,…])[ ABSTEP(…)]

•   keyword=value 
Specifies the step specification parameters. Separate each keyword=value pair with a comma. You can code
the following keywords within ABSTEP:

•  AbapLang
Specifies the language used for the ABAP.
Example: AbapLang=E

•  ABAPname
Specifies the ABAP name.
Example: ABAPname=BTCTEST

Note:

 This keyword is required.
•  ArcClient

Specifies the archiving client.
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•  ArcConnect
Specifies the connection component name.

•  ArcDocClass
Specifies the SAP ArchiveLink document class.

•  ArcDocType
Specifies the SAP ArchiveLink document type.

•  ArcHostLink
Specifies the SAP ArchiveLink RPC host.

•  ArcInfo
Specifies the SAP ArchiveLink information.

•  ArcObjType
Specifies the SAP ArchiveLink object type.

•  ArcPath
Specifies the standard archiving path.

•  ArcProtocol
Specifies the storage connection protocol.

•  ArcReport
Specifies the report name.

•  ArcService
Specifies the RPC service/RFC destination.

•  ArcStorage
Specifies the SAP ArchiveLink target storage system.

•  ArcText
Specifies the archiving text.

•  ArcVersion
Specifies the archiving version number.

•  MailTo
Sends spool list results to the specified email address.
Example: MailTo(cybuser@yourcompany.com)

Note:

 This keyword is required if you set RcpType to INT in the Recipients() keyword. See Recipients().
•  PPBannerPage

Indicates whether to print selection cover page.

• Y—Prints selection cover page
• N—Does not print selection cover page

•  PPCopies
Specifies number of copies.
Example: PPCopies(2)

•  PPDataset
Specifies the data set name.

•  PPDepartment
Prints department on cover page.
Limits: Up to 12 characters

•  PPDest
Specifies the output device name.
Example: PPDest(LP01)

•  PPExpiration
Specifies the number of days before the spool request is deleted.
Limits: 1-9

•  PPFooter
Indicates whether to print footer.

• Y—Prints footer
• N—Does not print footer

•  PPFormat
Prints print formatting.

•  PPHostPage
Indicates whether to print operate system page.
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• Y—Prints operate system page
• N—Does not print operate system page

•  PPNewSpool
Indicates whether to creates a new spool request.

• Y—Creates a new spool request. SAP does not append the spool request to an existing spool request.
• N—Does not create a new spool request. SAP appends the spool request to an existing spool request.

•  PPNumColumns
Specifies the number of columns.

•  PPNumLines
Specifies the number of lines.

•  PPPriArcMode
Indicates whether the spool file is printed, archived, or both.

• 1—Print
• 2—Archive
• 3—Both print and archive

•  PPPrintImm
Indicates whether to print job immediately after completion.

• Y—Prints job immediately after completion
• N—Does not print job immediately after completion

•  PPPriority
Specifies the print spool request priority.

•  PPRecipient
Specifies the recipient on SAP cover page.

•  PPRelease
Indicates whether to delete print spool after output.

• Y—Deletes print spool after output
• N—Does not delete print spool after output

•  PPReqType
Specifies the print request type.

•  PPSapBanner
Indicates whether to print SAP cover page.

• Y—Prints SAP cover page
• N—Does not print SAP cover page

•  PPShowPasswd
Specifies the password for viewing the print spool list.
Limits: Up to 12 alphanumeric characters

Note:

 Only a user with authorization can view the print spool list.
•  PPSpoolName

Specifies the spool request name.
•  PPText

Specifies the spool request description.
•  SapFailureMsg

Specifies a message that signifies a failed job. For example, if the failure message is 'No data found' and 'No
data found' occurs in the spool file, the server marks the job as failed even if it succeeds on the SAP system.
The server does not release the next job.
Example: SapFailureMsg('job created')

•  SapSuccessMsg
Specifies the message that signifies a successful job in case of a failure. For example, if the success
message is 'Data not found' and 'No data found"\' occurs in the spool file, the server marks the job as
completed even if it fails on the SAP system. The server does not release the next job.
Example: SapSuccessMsg('not completed')

•  StepUser
Specifies the SAP R/3 system user under whose authorization the ABAP program runs.
Limits: Up to 16 alphanumeric characters
Example: StepUser=PROD01.
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•  Variant
Specifies the variant to pass.
Limits: Up to 14 alphanumeric characters
Example: Variant=Test

•  WebPosting
Indicates whether to provide Web-based output for the step.

• Y—Provides Web-based output for the step
• N—Does not provide Web-based output for the step

 Example: Specifying Step Specification Parameters 

The following example specifies step specification parameters:

Stepmsgs(ABSTEP(ABAPname=BTCTEST,VARIANT=TEST,PPDest=LP01,PPCopies=2,ArcObjType=ARCHIVE,ArcDocType=ARCHIVE,ArcInfo=inf,PPPrintImm=Y,PPRelese=Y,PPPriArcMode=3,PPSapBanner=Y,PPBannerPage=Y,PPNumLines=65,PPNumColumns=80,PPExpiration=3,WebPosting=Y))

Succ()
You can use the Succ keyword to code successor dependencies.

The Succ keyword has the following format:

nnnn.[qqqq][,…]

•   nnnn 
Specifies the job name.

•   qqqq 
(Optional) Specifies the job's qualifier.

Note:  There is no limit to the number of jobs you can code here. Separate names with commas.

VariableDependencies()
You can use the VariableDependencies keyword to code variable dependencies.

The VariableDependencies keyword has the following format:

VariableDependencies(LogicOperation(logic_operation)  
 Expression1(Name(name_1) Context(context_1)   Operator(operator_1)
 Value(value_1)) ...    ExpressionN(Name(name_N) Context(context_N)   
 Operator(operator_N) Value(value_N)))

•   logic_operation 
Indicates how multiple variable dependency expressions are evaluated. Specify one of the following options:

• AND—All variable dependency expressions must evaluate to true before the job's variable dependencies are
considered met.

• OR—At least one variable dependency expression must evaluate to true before the job's variable
dependencies are considered met.

•   name_N 
The name of the global variable. This name must be unique in its variable context. This name is not case-
sensitive.
Limits: Up to 128 alphanumeric or underscore characters; the first character cannot be a number

Note:

 You can specify a variable that does not exist. This is helpful for setting up a dependency that checks if a
specific variable exists.

•   context_N 
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Specifies the name of the context that the global variable belongs to.
Limits: Up to 128 alphanumeric or underscore characters

Note:

 You can specify a context that does not exist. This is helpful for setting up a dependency that checks if a
specific variable exists. Entering Context() without a value specifies the DEFAULT context.

•   operator_N 
Specifies the expression operator. Specify one of the following options:

• EQUAL_TO
• NOT_EQUAL_TO
• LESS_THAN
• GREATER_THAN
• LESS_THAN_OR_EQUAL_TO
• GREATER_THAN_OR_EQUAL_TO
• CONTAINS
• NOT_CONTAINS
• EXISTS
• NOT_EXISTS

•   value_N 
Specifies the value of the global variable
Limits: Up to 1024 characters.

Note:

• To specify a value that contains spaces or special characters such as commas or equal signs, enclose the
value in single quotes.

• If operator_N is EXISTS or NOT_EXISTS, or if you want to specify an empty string, enter Value() without a
value.

 Example: Specifying Variable Dependencies 

Suppose that a job requires a global variable named QUOTA in the payroll context to exist and a global
variable named SALES in the DEFAULT context to be assigned a value greater than or equal to 1000. The
following example creates the two variable dependencies:

VariableDependencies(LogicOperation(AND)   Expression1(Name(QUOTA)
 Context(payroll)   Operator(EXISTS) Value())
   Expression2(Name(SALES) Context(DEFAULT)   
 Operator(GREATER_THAN_OR_EQUAL_TO) Value(1000)))

12 Troubleshooting
Troubleshoot components including server, database, agent, Desktop Client
cwad12
This section contains the following topics that help you troubleshoot the ESP dSeries Workload Automation
components:

2

More information:

• For troubleshooting articles of previous release (11.3 SP3 or lower), see WA DE Troubleshooting Guide.
• For the latest troubleshooting articles, see ESP dSeries Workload Automation Knowledge Base. Use the search

field and advanced filter criteria to view the latest articles.

https://www.ca.com/us/services-support/ca-support/ca-support-online/support-by-product/ca-workload-automation-de.html?d=t&type=Knowledge
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 Common Questions
This section includes common questions related to the ESP dSeries Workload Automation
server, CA WA Desktop Client, CA Workload Automation Agents, and database:
cwad12
This section includes common questions related to the ESP dSeries Workload Automation server, CA WA Desktop
Client, CA Workload Automation Agents, and database:

 How to Change Java Heap Size for the Server Process
By default, the CA Workload Automation DE server process is allocated with 1 GB heap
memory. Based on your workload, you might need to increase the memory.
cwad12
By default, the CA Workload Automation DE server process is allocated with 1 GB heap memory. Based on your
workload, you might need to increase the memory.

 You can change the heap size for the server process as follows:

• Windows
The maximum heap size is set using the jvmproperty parameter in the server_install_directory\conf
\windows.service.properties file. Set the maximum heap size to 4 GB as follows: 

jvmproperty_3=-Xmx4096M

 
• UNIX

The maximum heap size is set using the MAX_HEAP_SIZE parameter in the server_install_directory/bin/
startServer script. Set the maximum heap size to 4 GB as follows: 

MAX_HEAP_SIZE=4096

 

 Out of DB Connections Error Occurs When the Workload Increases
Introduction:
cwad121
 Introduction: 

When the number of jobs and applications increases, the server requires more database connections for
processing workload. If you are experiencing degraded performance, it could be due to available database
connections. Check for ‘Out of DB connections’ warning messages in the server tracelog.txt to verify if your
server is experiencing this problem. The number of active database connections is maintained by the server
property database.maxconnections.in.pool, and it defaults to 50 connections in R11.3 and 100 connections
in R12.

An example of tracelog entry:

20160325 22:00:00.000 [relationaldatabase] [WARN] DM.Appl.<Application
 Name>.<Generation>: Out of DB connections, waiting: 0
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 Recommendation: 

We recommend that you set this value to a higher number on a busy server. If you are unsure what this value
should be, contact CA support for guidance.

 Note: The database should allow more connections. Validate with your database administrator for the number of
simultaneous connections allowed is greater than database.maxconnections.in.pool.

 Example:  Set the Maximum Database Connections to 400 

1. Change to the following directory on the command prompt:

cd server_install_directory/config

•   server_install_directory 
Specifies the installation directory of the CA Workload Automation DE server.

2. Execute the following script:

• On Windows:

setdbparm.bat database.maxconnections.in.pool

• On UNIX:

setdbparm.sh database.maxconnections.in.pool

3. Enter the new max connections in pool: 400.
4. Restart the server for the change to take effect.

 Additional Information: 

For more information, see Increase Database Connections in the CA Workload Automation DE Deployment Best
Practices and Configuring the Database Connection.

 How to Track the Status of SMTP Messages
Introduction:
cwad121
Introduction:

You can configure the SMTP server to communicate with CA WA Desktop Client and the ESP dSeries Workload
Automation server. This article explains how to verify the SMTP messages that are sent from the ESP dSeries
Workload Automation server to the SMTP server.

Question:

Is there a log file that tracks the status of SMTP messages?

Answer:

From the ESP dSeries Workload Automation standpoint, refer to the tracelog.txt file. 
For example, see the following line:

20170409 17:00:21.783 [emailclient] [INFO] DM.Appl.dm-non-application:
 [2017-04-09_17:00:21.783] Queuing message - Subject: JOB Status
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 Email Notification from CA Workload Automation:xxxxx.512.UNIX3
 to xxxxxx@ca.com 

If the connection to the SMTP server is broken, errors similar to the following occur:

20170409 17:00:21.789 [essential] [ERROR] EmailNotification:
 [2017-04-09_17:00:21.789] Exception: Couldn't
 connect to host, port: mailserver, 25; timeout
 300000 com.sun.mail.util.MailConnectException: Couldn't
 connect to host, port: mailserver, 25; timeout 300000; nested
 exception is: java.net.UnknownHostException: mailserver at
 com.sun.mail.smtp.SMTPTransport.openServer(SMTPTransport.java:2054) at
 com.sun.mail.smtp.SMTPTransport.protocolConnect(SMTPTransport.java:697) at
 javax.mail.Service.connect(Service.java:364) at
 javax.mail.Service.connect(Service.java:245) at
 javax.mail.Service.connect(Service.java:194) at
 javax.mail.Transport.send0(Transport.java:253) at
 javax.mail.Transport.send(Transport.java:124) at com.ca.wa.core.library.email.SMTPManager.run(SMTPManager.java:195) at
 java.lang.Thread.run(Thread.java:745) Caused
 by: java.net.UnknownHostException: mailserver

In the absence of any errors, the connection between ESP dSeries Workload Automation and the SMTP server
works properly. If you still do not receive emails, troubleshoot your SMTP server.

Additional Information:

Configuring the SMTP Server

 What Happens When the Server is Cold Started
If CA Workload Automation DE shuts down abruptly, it results in database inconsistencies.
Database inconsistencies can also occur due to an improperly-maintained system. For example,
a database without a regular housekeeping activity to clean up old files.
cwad122
Introduction:
If CA Workload Automation DE shuts down abruptly, it results in database inconsistencies. Database
inconsistencies can also occur due to an improperly-maintained system. For example, a database without a regular
housekeeping activity to clean up old files.

All of these can result in a situation, where you need to perform a cold start of the CA Workload Automation DE
server. Cold start clears out the inconsistencies and errors in the database.

For more information about how to cold start a server, see Perform Cold Start on a Single Server and Perform a
Cold Start in a CA WA HA Configuration.

Answer:
What happens at each cold start level?
The start.type.level 1 and 2 are useful based on what you want to achieve. If you want to preserve your active
workload, use start level 1. If you want to preserve your Events, use start level 2.

Mostly, perform cold start when you have a data corruption or a poorly-maintained database, which has degraded
in performance to a point where it cannot be recoverable. Your data will dictate which start level to choose.

The Workload Automation DE (dSeries) components that are affected by a cold start are:

• • Scheduler component (responsible for handling Events)
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• Application Manager component (responsible for handling active workload - jobs and application)

The types of cold start levels are as follows:

• start.type.level = -2

• Cold start the scheduler component
• Cold start the application manager component
• scheduleallevents command issued

• start.type.level = -1

• Cold start the scheduler component
• Cold start the application manager component
• scheduleallevents command issued
• Application generation count for all applications is set to zero

• start.type.level = 0 

• Cold start the scheduler component
• Cold start the application manager component

• start.type.level = 1 

• Cold start the application manager component
• Warm start the scheduler component
• All scheduled events (

ESP_TDR_DATA

) are preserved and executed
• All active workload is lost (

ESP_RT_WOB

)
• start.type.level = 2 

• Cold start the scheduler component
• Warm start the application manager component
• All active workloads are preserved
• All scheduled Events are lost

• start.type.level = 3

• Warm start the application manager component
• Warm start the scheduler component
• Only the specified Application generations are deleted.
• The remaining active workload and all scheduled Events are preserved.

What happens when a CA Workload Automation DE scheduler is cold started?
• All timers associated with the scheduler is removed.

The main objective of the timers is to group Events that should occur at the same time. For example, all the
Events that should be processed together (at 10:00:00 AM) is stored in a single timer.

• All data in the ESP_TDR_DATA table is truncated. This essentially clears out all scheduled Event triggers.
• Clears out the current and active workflow only.
• The Monitor perspective will not show any Application, since active workflow (FAILED and COMPLETED

generations) has been cleared out.
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• No new Event will be triggered after the cold start. You can manually trigger them or issue the

SCHEDULEALLEVENTS

 CLI command.
• All the historical data (completed jobs) is still kept intact; they are just not visible in Monitor perspective.
• All the Events data is still intact. You can navigate to Services -> Events and see all the Events.

Note:

• Users can query the

ESP_APPLICATION

table in the CA WA database to view all the historical data. Here is a query that will select all the rows from the
defined date:

SELECT APPL_NAME, JOB_NAME FROM ESP_APPLICATION WHERE END_DATE_TIME
 >='06-NOV-10';

If a user executes

SCHEDULEALLEVENTS

 at 1PM, an event that is supposed to trigger at 02:00 p.m., will get scheduled to run at 02:00 p.m. It will not
execute at 01:00 p.m.

• All events can be triggered with

SCHEDULEALLEVENTS

from CLI. This will only schedule all the Events, and not trigger them. Events will trigger as per schedule.

What happens when a runtime (Application Manager) is cold started?
• All incoming messages to be processed by the application manager and all outgoing messages to be sent from

the application manager are cleared from the database. These include messages to and from the Agents, or
other internal dSeries components.

• The ESP_RT_WOB table is truncated. All active workload is lost. Jobs that were running on the Agent may
complete, but manager would have lost track of it.

• Any timers associated with the application manager are cleared. These includes job’s time dependencies,
external dependencies, and so on.

• If the global.variables.cold.start set to true (default is false) in the runonce.properties file,
global variables are deleted.

• All variable dependencies are removed.
• All resources are reset to their initial values (run time values are lost).
• If the global.variables.cold.start is set true (default is false), all invalid applications are removed

from the ESP_APPLICATION table.
• All Desktop Client data is truncated, including the ESP_WSS_APPL and ESP_WSS_JOB tables.
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• Status message tables are truncated.

 How to Verify that the Telemetry Data is Sent to CA
You can verify whether the telemetry data (monthly usage data) that is collected from the CA
Workload Automation DE environment is sent to CA Technologies, a Broadcom Company (CA).
cwad122
You can verify whether the telemetry data (monthly usage data) that is collected from the CA Workload Automation
DE environment is sent to CA Technologies, a Broadcom Company (CA).

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the Do you want to send the telemetry data? option is set to Yes in the Activate Your
Product panel.

2. Verify the status of the data transmission in the 

tel_status

column of the 

esp_telemetry_usage

table. The server stores the status details of each data collection in the esp_telemetry_usage table.

• If the collected data is sent to CA, the status of the data collection is set to S in the tel_status column. S
indicates success.

• If the collected data is not sent to CA, the status of the data collection is set to F in the tel_status column.
F indicates failure.

If the status of the data collection is set to F and you want to send the data manually to CA, use
the GETTELEMETRYMONTHLYUSAGE CLI command.

For more information about telemetry and the data that is collected from the CA Workload Automation DE
environment, see Telemetry.

 Troubleshooting the Server
This section includes knowledge base articles that help you troubleshoot the CA Workload
Automation DE server issues:
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This section includes knowledge base articles that help you troubleshoot the CA Workload Automation DE server
issues:

 Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS)

Issue:

Unable to connect to a domain in the Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) forest.

Cause:

As of now dSeries (earlier called as WLA DE), can only connect to single domain. However, you can workaround to
connect to a domain in the AD DS forest.

Action:

WLA DE can connect to a Domain controller with Global Catalog feature enabled.  This allows the service to
access different objects from the AD DS forest.  You can Setup Authentication System pointing to top location for
the users.
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To setup the authentication system:

1. In the WLA DE desktop client, in the Admin perspective, right-click Authentication Systems.
2. Click Configured Shared Authentication System.
3. Enter the required details.
4. On the top-right, click the Save icon.

Setup the Domain Controller with Global Catalog enabled as the System.  DE will access it read all the user.

To setup the domain controller:

1. In the WLA DE desktop client, in the Admin perspective, right-click Authentication Systems.
2. Click ew Authentication System.
3. Enter the required details.
4. On the top-right, click the Save icon.
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For more information on Global Catalog, click here.

Note: Broadcom is not responsible for contents on third-party and external links.

 Delay in the job's status update in the Monitor perspective

Issue:

You may experience delay in the job's status update in the Monitor perspective.

Cause:

In busy setups, where there are large number of completed jobs, you might experience some delay in the job's
status for the application in the Monitor perspective. The DE server loads large data sets from the database and
then sends the data to clients. For example, if the active tables, such as ESP_WSS_JOB have large number rows,
for example, over million rows then you may experience a delay in the job's status update.

Action:

Use purgecompletedjobs to clear the completed applications from the Monitor perspective. Check for
applications that are generating large data. You can use the following SQL query to get a count of the active
applications that must be purged.

SELECT count(APPL_NAME), APPL_NAME from esp_wss_appl where STATUS = 2 GROUP BY
 APPL_NAME

After you figure out the applications, use the purgecompletedjobs command from the CLI to clear the
applications with high row counts using the following command.

purgecompletedjobs application(application_name)

 Unable to trigger events due to calendar with holiday and special days

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions/windows/it-pro/windows-server-2008-R2-and-2008/cc730749(v=ws.11)?redirectedfrom=MSDN
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Issue: Calendar with Holidays or Special Days can have very specific days. In some instances, the days may have
a past date.

Cause: If the event uses special days or holidays from the calendar, the event trigger will be calculated based on
the next available date. If there is no next date available in the future and all the dates have passed, no new event
will be calculated. The Next Scheduled Time field will remain empty. For example, if the event is scheduled on
Chirstmas, the next event will trigger on the next Chirstmas. However, if there is something like Corona day and
you are scheduling an event for that, the next event may or may not occur. In case of the Corona day, the event will
be unable to calculate the next scheduled time.

Action: If the event is unable to calculate Next Scheduled Time, the calendar must be updated with the new valid
days or dates in the future.  You can open the event and modify days or the "Remarks" field and save it again.  The
ESP dSeries Workload Automation server will then re-evaluate the event and will set the Next Scheduled Time.

 ORA-04031 Unable to allocate shared memory

Issue: The ESP dSeries WLA tracelog shows the following errors related to shutdown.

202XXXXX 00:00:12.345 [relationaldatabase] [ERROR] DM.Appl.MY_APPLICATION.2: [202X-XX-
XX_00:00:12.345] SQLCode: 604 SQLState: 60000 Message: ORA-00604: error occurred at recursive
 SQL level 3
ORA-04031: unable to allocate 272 bytes of shared memory ("shared pool","select
 name,password,datats#...","ABCD^984","KQR ENQ")

Cause: The ORA-04031 is related to the Oracle database.

ORA-04031: unable to allocate 40 bytes of shared memory 

Action: The error is due to heavy fragmentation on the database. Consult the DBA or Oracle on how to fix this
issue.

 Job Error, Stucked Jobs, Unable to modify agent definition
Job error
For jobs where the User field is mandatory, if you provide the user name similar to that of the agent name, the job
will go in a suberror state and throw the “Invalid AFM. User name is missing" error. Please ensure that you have
provided a different agent name.

Stucked jobs
You can change the agent name after installation. However, if the installed agent’s name does not match with the
agent name in the Admin Topology, the jobs which are destined to run with the agent will remain stuck forever. To
resolve this issue, delete the agent from the Admin Topology and add it again with the new agent name.

Unable to modify agent definition
After importing artifacts, if your ESP dSeries Server username and the Agent username are same, you will be
unable to modify the agent definition. To resolve this, either delete the agent and create it again, or change the
username for the server.

 Retaining error logs after server restart

If you want to retain error logs after a server restart, follow the following procedure.

After you implement this procedure, you will get an error log file with a timestamp after every server restart.

1. Go to your Workload Automation DE installation directory <install-dir>\conf folder.
2. Find the Server.log4j.xml file.
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3. Open the file and find the below text.

<appender name="ERRORS"
 class="org.apache.log4j.RollingFileAppender"> <param name="File"
 value="${log.directory}/errors.txt" /> <param name="Append"
 value="false" />

4. Modify <param name="Append" value="false" /> to <param name="Append" value="true" />.
5. Save the file.

 Server Startup Terminates Abruptly
Identified on: Windows
cwad122
Identified on: Windows

Symptom:

The server startup is terminated abruptly after 10-15 minutes without logging any message in the trace log.

Cause:

When the active workload is huge, the server startup times out after reaching the default wait time of 10 minutes.

Solution:

To resolve this issue, increase the default wait time and start the server.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the 

windows.service.properties

file from the following directory:

server_install_dir\conf

server_install_dir

Specifies the server installation directory.
2. Modify the default value (600) of the 

servicegracewait

parameter as follows:

servicegracewait=1800

3. Start the server.
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 Server Startup Fails When Active Application Generation Count Reaches Maximum Limit
Symptom:
cwad122
 Symptom: 

The server startup fails with the following error:

The number of active application generations (n) is equal or bigger
 than the limit (m).The server is stopping.

•   n  indicates the current number of active Application generations.
•   m  indicates the maximum number of active Application generations the server can monitor.

 Cause: 

By default, the server is set to shutdown when the number of active Application generations reaches the maximum
limit (600).

 Solution: 

The server considers all Applications that are not completed as active. To prevent the active Application generation
count from reaching the maximum limit, we recommend that you monitor for failed Applications regularly, take
corrective actions or force complete the Applications.

You can also increase the maximum number of active Application generations the server can monitor, based on the
workload.

Note:

 If your workload requires a count that is greater than 600, contact CA Support as other parameters might also
require modifications.

 Database Tables Not Created During Server Install
Identified on: AIX and IBM DB2
cwad122
Identified on: AIX and IBM DB2

Symptom:

When you install CA Workload Automation DE with IBM DB2 database, the following error occurs:

FATAL ERROR - com.ibm.db2.jcc.b.nm: DB2 SQL Error: SQLCODE=-286,
 SQLSTATE=42727, SQLERRMC=8192;CAWA, DRIVER=3.50.152

Cause:

According to IBM's website, "Your database-mapping file defines a table with more columns than can be contained
in the current database table that you created."

Solution:

To troubleshoot this issue, delete the database and recreate it with a larger page size. For example, enter the
command CREATE DB database_name PAGESIZE size.

https://support.ca.com/
https://www-304.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21414318
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To determine the page size to specify, check the value of the SQLERRMC parameter in the error that appears in the
export audit log. The audit log is located in the ES_NODE_ROOT/logs/audit directory. Suppose that the following
message appears in the audit log. Create a database with a page size of 8192 or higher.

com.ibm.db2.jcc.b.nm: DB2 SQL Error: SQLCODE=-286, SQLSTATE=42727,
 SQLERRMC=8192 ;DB2ADMIN, DRIVER=3.50.152

 New Tracelogs Not Created
Identified on: Windows 2008
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Identified on: Windows 2008

Symptom:

When you do the following tasks due to disk-full condition, new trace logs are not created:

• Delete old files to release the disk space.
• Delete the current trace log and restart the CA Workload Automation service. 

Cause:

Due to disk space issue, the index.xml file in the following directory is empty:

server_install_dir\logs\buffer

• server_install_dir
Specifies the server installation directory.

The temporary

tracelog.txt

files get created in the buffer directory, but the index file is corrupted.

Solution:

To resolve this issue, stop the CA Workload Automation service, delete the buffer directory, and start the CA
Workload Automation service.

 SQL Exception Error Occurs When Using Oracle Database
Identified on: Oracle Database 12c Release 1 (12.1.0.2)
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Identified on: Oracle Database 12c Release 1 (12.1.0.2)

Symptom:

CA Workload Automation DE may experience a SQL exception in Oracle database during normal operations. The
exception is recoverable, but it may generate SNMP messages for the CA Workload Automation DE administrator
and other users.
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An exception error similar to the following is logged in the trace log:

..... [relationaldatabase] [ERROR] SS.sequential_event_trigger_28072:
 [.....] SQL Exception for query: SELECT 1 FROM .....; the exception
 is: No more data to read from socket
java.sql.SQLRecoverableException: No more data to read from socketat
 oracle.jdbc.driver.T4CMAREngineStream.unmarshalUB1(T4CMAREngineStream.java:456)at
 oracle.jdbc.driver.T4CTTIfun.receive(T4CTTIfun.java:397)at
 oracle.jdbc.driver.T4CTTIfun.doRPC(T4CTTIfun.java:257)at
 oracle.jdbc.driver.T4C8Oall.doOALL(T4C8Oall.java:587).....
 [relationaldatabase] : [......]SQLException of SQLCode: 17410
 SQLState: 08000 translated to null..... [relationaldatabase] :
 [......]No translation available. Generating DatabaseException.....
 [relationaldatabase] : [......]rollback SQLCode: 17410 SQLState:
 08000 Message: No more data to read from socket

Cause:

The SQL exception error is an Oracle database defect.

Solution:

We recommend that you contact Oracle Support and apply the latest OS and database patches.

The defect is referred to as

Bug "21522416 : ORA-7445 \[KGHALP+51\] \[SIGSEGV\]"

. For more information, see the Oracle defect number 

21522416

 and the Oracle site. 

 Database Connection Error Occurs When Applying Cumulative Patch
Identified on: Windows server (domain authentication) and MSSQL database
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Identified on: Windows server (domain authentication) and MSSQL database

Symptom:

When you apply a CA Workload Automation DE 12.0 cumulative patch on a Windows server using MSSQL
database, the following error occurs:

Unable to connect to the database. Error message: Invalid object name
 'ESP_CONFIG_GROUP'.

Cause:

https://blogs.oracle.com/db/ora-7445-troubleshooting
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The patch may fail, if the user that executes the patch is different from the user that started the CA Workload
Automation DE service. The new user may not have the read and connection access to the MSSQL database.

Solution:

To resolve this issue, log in to the Windows server as the domain user that is used to start the service and then
apply the patch.

If CA Workload Automation DE uses domain authentication to connect to the MSSQL database, the patch must
be applied by the same user that started the service. The SQL database uses the same user to authenticate CA
Workload Automation DE.

Warning:

Ensure that the user that applies the patch has the read and write access to the database.

Notes:

• To open the Services console, run the

services.msc

command.

• To verify that CA Workload Automation DE uses domain authentication to connect to SQL database, check that
the server_install_directory\conf\

db.properties

 file contains JDBC URL similar to the following:

jdbc:sqlserver://
SQLDBhost:1433;databaseName=dSeriesDatabaseExample;integratedSecurity=true

 SQL Exception Error Occurs After the Cold Start of Server
Symptom:
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Symptom:

When you cold start the server, the server fails to clean up the active data in the database. The database exception
error similar to the following message is logged in the trace log:

Log message, loggerName: relationaldatabase, level: ERROR, threadName:
 HAC, message: SQL Exception for query: TRUNCATE TABLE ESP_S2O_MAP;
 the exception is: ORA-00942: table or view does not exist

Cause:

The database user does not have privileges to perform truncate operations on the database tables.
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Solution:

The database administrator must remove access restrictions of the database user on the database tables.

 Server Shuts Down Immediately After the Start
Identified on: Windows platform, AWS instance
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Identified on: Windows platform, AWS instance

Symptom:

The server shuts down immediately after the start. The follow message is logged in the trace log:

Unable to bind to the address... The exception is Address already in
 use: JVM_Bind.

You can also find the following message in the Windows event log:

Closing a TCP socket with local port number 7507 in process 1892 is
 taking longer than expected.
The local port number may not be available until the close operation
 is completed.
This happens typically due to misbehaving network drivers.
Ensure latest updates are installed for Windows and any third-party
 networking software including NIC drivers, firewalls, or other
 security products.

Cause:

This issue occurs due to Windows updates.

Solution:

To resolve this issue, refer to the following KB article and apply the corresponding Windows patch:

• Windows 2012 R2: KB4345424
• Windows 2008: KB4338821

 Troubleshooting the Database
Troubleshooting the Database
cwad12
This section includes knowledge base articles that help you troubleshoot database issues:

 Embedded PostgreSQL Fails to Start
Identified on: Linux and UNIX
cwad122
Identified on: Linux and UNIX

Symptom:
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The embedded PostgreSQL 9.4.4 that is installed with CA Workload Automation DE 12.0 fails to start. The
startup.log file contains the following message:

2016-02-08 12:11:56 EST FATAL: data directory "/opt/CA/
WorkloadAutomation_R12/PostgreSQL/data" has group or world
 access 2016-02-08 12:11:56 EST DETAIL: Permissions should be u=rwx
 (0700)

The log file is located in the following directory:

/opt/CA/WorkloadAutomation_R12/PostgreSQL/data/pg_log

Cause:

The Operating System file permissions are not properly set.

Solution:

Change the UNIX permission on

/opt/CA/WorkloadAutomation_R12/PostgreSQL/data

from 755 to 700.

To change the permission, run the following command:

chmod 700 /opt/CA/WorkloadAutomation_R12/PostgreSQL/data

More info:

• Command to start PostgreSQL:

/etc/init.d/postgresql-9.4 start

• Command to stop PostgreSQL:

/etc/init.d/postgresql-9.4 stop

 Troubleshooting the Agent
This section includes knowledge base articles that help you troubleshoot the CA Workload
Automation Agent issues:
cwad12
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This section includes knowledge base articles that help you troubleshoot the CA Workload Automation Agent
issues:

 Key Not Available for Node WIN2K12AGT
Symptom:
cwad12
Symptom:

The

errors.txt

file in the ESP dSeries Workload Automation manager contains the '

Key not available for node...

' error. The error is similar to the following:

20170426 09:30:59.355 [essential] [ERROR] DM.InputProcessor_1:
 Exception: Key not available for node LNXWASUPPORT.
com.cybermation.espresso.library.crypto.CryptoException: Key not
 available for node LNXWASUPPORT.
        at
 cybermation.library.communications.CybKeyObtainerImpl.getKey(CybKeyObtainerImpl.java:64)
        at
 cybermation.library.communications.listener.CybFIPSDecryptionListener.decrypt(CybFIPSDecryptionListener.java:298)
        at
 cybermation.library.communications.listener.CybFIPSDecryptionListener.communicationReceive(CybFIPSDecryptionListener.java:134)
        at
 cybermation.library.communications.CybConversationMulticaster.dispatch(CybConversationMulticaster.java:161)
        at
 cybermation.library.communications.CybConversation.receiveBinary(CybConversation.java:463)
        at
 cybermation.library.communications.CybConversation.receiveText(CybConversation.java:656)
        at
 cybermation.distributedmanager.communications.CybDistributedManagerInputSession.run(CybDistributedManagerInputSession.java:129)
        at com.cybermation.library.concurrent.CybThreadPool
$ThreadPoolThread.run(CybThreadPool.java:662)

Cause:

The error message indicates that the agent is trying to establish a connection with the manager. However, the
manager does not have a valid agent definition because either the agent was removed or the agent was never
defined.

Solution:

To resolve this issue, do one of the following tasks as appropriate:

• Add the agent to the manager.
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Note:

Ensure that you have a valid encryption key for the agent. If you do not have the key, generate a new key using
the keygen utility on the agent. For information about using the keygen utility, see 'Set Up Security Between the
Agent and the Scheduling Manager' in the CA Workload Automation System Agent documentation.

• Shut down the agent on the Topology node and disable it from starting. If you no longer want to use the agent,
uninstall the agent.

Note:

For an efficient operating environment, shut down all agents that you no longer want to use.

 Limitations in Creating Subdirectories in Spool Directory
Identified on:
cwad122
Identified on:

• UNIX operating system, such as Solaris and AIX on UFS and other non-journaling filesystem
• Linux on ext3 and ext2 filesystem

Issue:

The jobs stay in READY or PROCESSING state. This issue may affect only a few UNIX and Linux agents. For
example, the following agents may experience this issue:

• UNIX agents installed on UFS and JFS filesystems
• Linux agents on ext3 and ext2 filesystems

Cause:

Before running each job, the agent creates a directory to capture the job output in the spool. If the agent cannot
create a directory for an application in the spool directory, the job stays in READY state in CA Workload Automation
DE and the following error occurs:

mkdir: Failed to make directory "directory_name"; Too many links

The issue is with the OS file system. This issue occurs due to the limit in the number of subdirectories within a
directory. The UFS and older Linux filesystem only allow 32,726 (2^15) subdirectories. 

Solution:

To allow the creation of new directories, you must first remove or clear the older directories. To find the directory
count, you can run the following command in the spool directory:

cd /<agent_install_dir>/spool/MANAGER_INSTANCE/MAIN
ls -d */ | wc -l

You can also archive the spool directory by renaming it (for example, spool.old) and restart the agent. The
agent creates a new spool directory upon restart. However, we recommend that you periodically clean the spool by
configuring the following parameters in the agentparm.txt file.

runnerplugin.spool.clean.enable=true runnerplugin.spool.expire=10D runnerplugin.spool.sleep=24H

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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For more information about these parameters, see Spool File Maintenance in the CA Workload Automation Agent
documentation.

 Troubleshooting the Desktop Client
This section includes knowledge base articles that help you troubleshoot the CA WA Desktop
Client issues:
cwad12
This section includes knowledge base articles that help you troubleshoot the CA WA Desktop Client issues:

 WA Desktop Client Fails to Launch After Installation
Identified on: Windows 7, 8, 10
cwad122
Identified on: Windows 7, 8, 10

Symptom:

WA Desktop Client fails to launch after the installation on the

C:\Program Files

directory. The following error occurs:

!SESSION 2016-07-01 09:41:53.948
 -----------------------------------------------
eclipse.buildId=M20100909-0800java.version=1.6.0_33java.vendor=Sun
 Microsystems Inc.BootLoader constants: OS=win32, ARCH=x86, WS=win32,
 NL=en_USCommand-line arguments: -os win32 -ws win32 -arch x86 !ENTRY
 org.eclipse.equinox.app 0 0 2016-07-01 09:41:54.524!MESSAGE Product
 com.ca.wa.desktop.product could not be found. !ENTRY org.eclipse.osgi
 4 0 2016-07-01 09:41:54.594!MESSAGE Application error!STACK
 1java.lang.RuntimeException: No application id has been found.at
 org.eclipse.equinox.internal.app.EclipseAppContainer.startDefaultApp(EclipseAppContainer.java:242)at
 org.eclipse.equinox.internal.app.MainApplicationLauncher.run(MainApplicationLauncher.java:29)at
 org.eclipse.core.runtime.internal.adaptor.EclipseAppLauncher.runApplication(EclipseAppLauncher.java:110)at
 org.eclipse.core.runtime.internal.adaptor.EclipseAppLauncher.start(EclipseAppLauncher.java:79)at
 org.eclipse.core.runtime.adaptor.EclipseStarter.run(EclipseStarter.java:369)at
 org.eclipse.core.runtime.adaptor.EclipseStarter.run(EclipseStarter.java:179)at
 sun.reflect.NativeMethodAccessorImpl.invoke0(Native Method)at
 sun.reflect.NativeMethodAccessorImpl.invoke(Unknown Source)at
 sun.reflect.DelegatingMethodAccessorImpl.invoke(Unknown
 Source)at java.lang.reflect.Method.invoke(Unknown Source)at
 org.eclipse.equinox.launcher.Main.invokeFramework(Main.java:619)at
 org.eclipse.equinox.launcher.Main.basicRun(Main.java:574)at
 org.eclipse.equinox.launcher.Main.run(Main.java:1407)

Cause:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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The user that installs WA Desktop Client might not have the required permissions on the

C:\Program Files

directory. Hence, Windows prevents the successful installation of Desktop Client.

Solution:

To resolve this issue, follow these steps:

1. Uninstall WA Desktop Client.
2. Get the required permission to the installation directory by contacting your administrator.
3. Reinstall WA Desktop Client.

If the issue still persists, install Desktop Client on a different directory, secondary drive, or on the root of C:\ drive.

If neither of these workarounds works, contact CA Support. When you open a support case for assistance, indicate
in the case that you attempted to resolve the issue by following these workarounds.

 CA WA Desktop Client Installation Fails with Invalid Port Error
Identified on: Windows
cwad122
Identified on: Windows

Symptom:

When you install CA WA Desktop Client, the installation fails with the following error:

Invalid CA Workload Automation R12.0 Desktop client
 port                        Error!!CA Workload Automation R12.0
 Desktop client port : The port is currently in use

Cause:

The installer looks for the hostname in the following local hosts file:

<System root>\system32\drivers\etc\hosts

In this issue, the IP address that is defined in the hosts file is not the same as the IP address in the DNS.

Solution:

Ensure that the IP address or hostname that is defined in the DNS and the local hosts file are the same.

If the IP address or hostname is resolved by the DNS, remove the incorrect IP address or hostname in the local
hosts file.

 Troubleshooting the Workload
This section includes knowledge base articles that help you troubleshoot the CA Workload
Automation DE workload including jobs, Applications, Events, and so on:
cwad121
This section includes knowledge base articles that help you troubleshoot the CA Workload Automation DE
workload including jobs, Applications, Events, and so on:
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 CAWA_I_20018 Job failed with Error: Access is denied
Identified on: CA Workload Automation Agent 11.3 SP4 (Windows 2008 R2)
cwad122
Identified on: CA Workload Automation Agent 11.3 SP4 (Windows 2008 R2)

Symptom:

The following error occurs when the Agent that is installed on Windows 2008 R2 submits a job:

CAWA_I_20018 Job failed. Exit code 5, Status: "Access is denied."

Cause:

User Account Control (UAC) is activated.

Solution:

To elevate the user rights for jobs running on a Windows server with UAC activated, set the following property in
the agentparm.txt file and restart the System Agent service:

oscomponent.logon.elevated=true

Additional information:

Configure the Agent for Windows User Access Control

You can configure an agent that is installed on a Windows computer to submit jobs in the highest privileges
(elevated) mode. Elevated mode lets users bypass User Access Control (UAC). UAC improves the security of
Microsoft Windows by limiting application software to standard user privileges until an administrator authorizes an
elevation.

To configure the agent for Windows User Access Control, configure the following parameter on the agent:

• oscomponent.logon.elevated
Indicates whether the agent submits jobs in elevated mode on Windows.

• • true
Submits the job in elevated mode on Windows.

• false
Does not submit the job in elevated mode on Windows.

Default: false

For more information, see the CA Workload Automation System Agent documentation.

 Could Not Resolve the Next Scheduled Execution for Events
Symptom:
cwad121
Symptom:

When you have Events that are scheduled to run during weekdays, the Events do not resume after the weekend
and the following error occurs:

Error: Failed to schedule the event <event_name>: Could not resolve
 the next scheduled execution for event. Check your schedule criteria.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Cause:

The number of times the server evaluates the schedule criteria to get the next execution time exceeds the limit.

Note:

The maximum number of times the server can evaluate the schedule criteria is 300 in CA Workload Automation DE
Release 11.3 or higher

Suppose that an Event is scheduled with the following criteria:

• schedule criteria: every 5 minutes weekdays
• suspend at: 7:01pm
• resume at: 3:00am

The last run of the Event would be at 7:00pm on Friday. After the last run, the server evaluates the "every 5
minutes" period from Friday at 7:05pm onwards, until it finds one that matches the run criteria. The next matching
schedule criteria would be Monday at 3:00am. However, there are over 600 5-minute intervals between Friday
7:05pm and Monday 03:00am that the server would need to evaluate. When the evaluation reaches its limit of 156
or 300 (depending on the server version), the server can no longer continue evaluating and the Event does not get
scheduled for the following Monday.

The same issue occurs when you upload a new Event, where the schedule criteria is frequent enough and the next
valid start time is far enough into the future that the server exceeds the limit for schedule evaluations it can perform.
It results in the same error message and the Event not being created.

This is a known limitation of CA Workload Automation DE which causes the frequently-running Events not to
resume after the exception period.

Workaround:

As a workaround for this issue, do any of the following:

• Instead of using the "except" and "weekdays" keywords in the free-form schedule criteria, you can add "Do not
schedule" criteria for days where the Event should not run.
For example:

Schedule: every 15 minutesDo not schedule: SaturdayDo not schedule:
 SundaySuspend at: 7:01pmResume at: 3:00am

Ensure that you define the days of the week you considered as "workdays" under the SYSTEM calendar in the
Services perspective on the Desktop Client.

• Add multiple schedules with 60-minute intervals.
For example:

Schedule: workdays at 07:00pm every 60 minutesSchedule: workdays
 at 07:15pm every 60 minutesSchedule: workdays at 07:30pm every 60
 minutesSchedule: workdays at 07:45pm every 60 minutesSuspend at:
 7:01pm workdays Resume at: 3:00am workdays

You can create four hourly schedules, but together they will schedule the Event every 15 minutes and none of
the individual schedules will exceed the stated limits when evaluating the next start time.

 FTP Job Fails with Port Unsuccessful Error
Identified on: CAWA System Agent 11.3.x
cwad122
Identified on: CAWA System Agent 11.3.x
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Issue:

An FTP job that is submitted to the Agent failed with the following error in the output:

501 Server cannot accept argument. Upload failed: "PORT is
 unsuccessful"

Cause:  

The FTP data port (selected randomly by the FTP protocol) on the agent side is blocked.

Resolution:

Set the agent's FTP Client to work in passive mode.

1. Add following parameter to the agentparm.txt file:

ftp.passive=true

2. Restart the agent.

For more information, see 'Set Up the Agent as an FTP Client' in the CA Workload Automation System Agent
documentation.

 Jobs Stuck with Error: Unable to locate interactive login session
Identified on:
cwad122
Identified on:

• CA Workload Automation DE server 12.0.00 on Windows 2012 R2
• Agent 11.3 SP4 on Windows 2012 R2

Issue:

All Jobs stuck on "SUBERROR" with the following message :

"Unable to locate interactive logon session"

Solution:

Set the following parameters in the agentparm.txt file, and restart the agent:

• oscomponent.interactive=true
• oscomponent.interactive.sessionzero=false

 SFTP Jobs Fail with Error: No common elements found
Issue:
cwad122
Issue:
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SFTP jobs fail after enabling strong encryption or disabling key exchange algorithm diffie-hellman-group1-
sha1 in the sshd_config file. When the sshd server is configured to restrict diffie-hellman-group1-sha1
key exchange algorithm, SFTP jobs fail with the following message:

 java.util.NoSuchElementException: no common elements found 

Solution:

Upgrade the agent to version 11.4, which supports the following ciphers and MACs:

• Ciphers:

• 3des-cbc
• aes128.cbc
• aes192-cbc
• aes256-cbc
• aes128-ctr
• aes192-ctr
• aes256-ctr
• arcfour128
• arcfour256
• arcfour
• blowfish-cbc

• MACs:

• hmac-md5
• hmac-sha1

To enable ciphers and MACs, modify the following agentparm.txt values:

 security.ssh.ciphers=ciphers  security.ssh.macs=MACs  

• ciphers
Specifies the list of ciphers to use.

• MACs
Specifies the list of MACs to use.

Note: For encryption higher than 128-bits, modify the JRE to use the JCE-Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy
Files. Obtain the Jurisdiction Policy Files from the following providers:

• Oracle Java: http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/technotes/guides/security/SunProviders.html
• IBM Java
• HP Java:

Per HP documentation, obtain the files from Oracle. See the HP-UX Programmer's Guide for Java 2 for more
information: http://h20565.www2.hpe.com/hpsc/doc/public/display?docId=emr_na-c02697864&lang=en-
us&cc=us

More information:

For more information, see Configuring Encryption for Use with SSH Communications in the WA System Agent
documentation.

 Windows Job Status Aborted with Code C0000142
Identified on:  
cwad122
Identified on:   

• Windows 2012 Server
• System Agent 11.3.2 and lower releases

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/technotes/guides/security/SunProviders.h
http://h20565.www2.hpe.com/hpsc/doc/public/display?docId=emr_na-c02697864&lang=en-us&cc=us
http://h20565.www2.hpe.com/hpsc/doc/public/display?docId=emr_na-c02697864&lang=en-us&cc=us
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Issue:

Jobs running on Windows 2012 server fail with the following error code:

"Aborted, code C0000142"

Cause:

The System Agent 11.3. SP2 and lower releases are not fully supported under the Windows 2012 architecture.

Solution:

1. Upgrade the agent to the latest release, which provides full support for the Windows 2012 Server architecture.

2. Start Agent.

3. Rerun jobs.

Note: If the issue persists, contact CA Support for further assistance.

 Troubleshooting the Server Utilities
This section includes knowledge base articles that help you troubleshoot the CA Workload
Automation DE server utilities, such as standalone CLI, ESPmgr, and the Import and Export
utility:
cwad121
This section includes knowledge base articles that help you troubleshoot the CA Workload Automation DE server
utilities, such as standalone CLI, ESPmgr, and the Import and Export utility:

 CLI Command Fails with Error: Could not find or load main class
Identified on: Unix, Linux, Windows 
cwad122
Identified on: Unix, Linux, Windows 

Issue:

The following error occurs when executing a CLI command:

• UNIX/Linux:

CLI Error: Could not find or load main class -Dserver1.host=: not
 found

• Windows:

'-Dserver1.host' is not recognized as an internal or external
 command

Cause:  
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The Command Line Interface (CLI) uses the cli script (cli.sh or cli.bat) to issue commands against the CA Workload
Automation DE Server and Agents. This error occurs when the CLI script contains white space after the following
line:

-Dlog.directory=${CAWA_HOME}/logs \

For example,

In the java command options;
"${JAVA_HOME}/bin/java" \    -Dlog4j.configuration=file:///
${CAWA_HOME}/conf/cli.log4j.xml \    -Dlog.directory=
${CAWA_HOME}/logs \    -Dserver1.host="${PREFERRED_SRV}"
 \    -Dserver1.port="${PREFERRED_SRV_PORT}"
 \    -Dserver2.host="${STANDBY_SRV}" \    -
Dserver2.port="${STANDBY_SRV_PORT}" \    -cp "${CLASSPATH}"
 com.cybermation.library.cli.CliRepl "$@"

Solution:

1. Edit the CLI script located in the following directory:

server_install_dir/bin

• server_install_dir
Specifies the installation directory of the CA Workload Automation DE server.

2. Remove the white space after the line:

-Dlog.directory=${CAWA_HOME}/logs \

3. Save the change.

 ESP_VERSION Table Inconsistency
cwad122
Issue: When you perform an in-place upgrade to R12.1 or fresh install of R12.2, the ESP_VERSION table does not
show the correct server version. The following procedures explain how to update the ESP_VERSION TABLE to
correct the server version.

Solution:

For an upgrade to R12.1:

1. After the in-place upgrade completes successfully, login to server DB.
2. Check the server version from the ESP_VERSION table using the following database query: SELECT

VERSION from ESP_VERSION;
3. The upgraded server version should be: R12.1. If not, update the server version using the following database

query: UPDATE ESP_VERSION set VERSION ='12.2.00.00';
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For a fresh install of R12.2:

1. Install the R12.2 sever version.
2. After successful installation, log into the server database.
3. Check the server version from the ESP_VERSION table using the following database query: SELECT

VERSION from ESP_VERSION;
4. If the version displayed is not 12.2.00.00, update the version using the following database query: UPDATE

ESP_VERSION set VERSION ='12.2.00.00';

:

 Movehistorydata cli command -- unique key violation error
cwad122
Issue: When the movehistorydata CLI command is executed, the application returns a unique key violation error in
the following scenarios.

Issue occurring scenario one:

1. Run any application and ensure that the application generation is complete.
2. Run the movehistorydata cli command. The generation details should move from esp_application to

h_application.
3. Run the ResetGen CLI command and reset the generation of the application.

Issue occurring scenario two:

1. Cold start the server with “-1”.
2. Run the application and ensure that the application generation is complete.
3. Run the movehistorydata CLI command. It fails with the following exception:

20200114 16:09:32.670 [essential] [ERROR] asyncMoveHistoryDataToStageTable: [2020-01-14_16:09:32.670]
Exception caught while inserting the application id: 200011 during moveApplicationById command because
of :ERROR: duplicate key value violates unique constraint "xak1h_application" Detail: Key (job_name,
appl_name, appl_gen_no)=(ZZZ~~, ZZZ, 1) already exists.

Solution for versions R12.2 and above only

1. Run the deletestagingdata CLI command to remove the database record.

Note: Other applications within the same time frame will be lost from the history tables as well.
2. Run the movehistory CLI command. This will ensure that the database records move from esp_application to

h_application.

13 Additional Resources
Product support, education, social media, and more
cwad12
Additional resources for ESP dSeries Workload Automation:
• Product page
• Product Support
• Education
• Communities
• Documentations

• ESP dSeries Workload Automation Web Client
• CA Workload Automation System Agent
• CA Workload Automation Agents (Plug-Ins)

• Agent for Application Services
• Agent for Databases
• Agent for Informatica
• Agent for Micro Focus
• Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
• Agent for Oracle E-business Suite

http://www.ca.com/us/products/ca-workload-automation-de.html
http://www.ca.com/us/support/ca-support-online/support-by-product/ca-workload-automation-de.aspx
https://learningpaths.ca.com/workload-automation-de
https://communities.ca.com/community/ca-workload-automation
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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• Agent for PeopleSoft
• Agent for Remote Execution
• Agent for SAP
• Agent for Web Services

• CA Workload Automation System Agent for z/OS
• CA Workload Automation Advanced Integration for Hadoop
• Documentation for previous releases ESP dSeries Workload Automation

• To access the documentation for 11.3 SP3, select 11.3.3 from the Version drop-down at the top of
the ESP dSeries Workload Automation DocOps page.

• To access the documentation for 11.3 SP2 and lower releases, search for the corresponding bookshelves
from DocOps Bookshelves.

14 Documentation Legal Notice
View the documentation Legal Notice

This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter
referred to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal
by Broadcom at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied,
transferred, reproduced, disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of
Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise
make available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees
in connection with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each
reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it
is your responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have
been returned to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, CA PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS”
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT
WILL CA BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF CA IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement
and such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject
to the restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section
252.227-7014(b)(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.
All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.
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